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PREFACE

The Seventh Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics continues the policy, initi-

ated in the first of the series in 1956, of providing an international forum for

the presentation of research results and the exchange of scientific information

in that portion of hydrodynamics especially of naval and marine interest.

In this spirit three major themes were selected for the technical program
of the Seventh Symposium: (a) unsteady propeller forces, a concentrated pres-

entation of the latest theoretical and experimental research results dealing with

time -dependent forces generated by marine propellers, (b) fundamental hydro-

dynamics, a sampling of advanced analytical results emphasizing numerical

techniques for solving a variety of basic hydrodynamic problems, and (c) uncon-

ventional propulsion, a wide-ranging discussion of a number of different propul-

sion schemes and devices other than conventional marine propellers.

The international aspects of the symposium are reinforced by the distribu-

tion of nationalities among the authors and chairmen of the technical sessions,

by its location in the beautiful city of Rome, and by the joint sponsorship of the

Office of Naval Research, the Marina Militare Italiana,and the Istituto Nazionale

per Studi ed Esperienze di Architettura Navale with the collaboration of the

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche. To these Italian organizations the Office of

Naval Research extends its gratitude and appreciation for their long and arduous

efforts which resulted in such superb arrangements for the Symposium. In par-

ticular, the encouragement and support of Gen. Isp. Giovanni Di Mento,Ten. Gen.

Alberto Alfano, and Ten. Gen. Antonio Siena are gratefully acknowledged. To
Col. Angelo Ferrauto and T. Col. Pier Giacomo Maioli, who bore the primary

responsibility for the detailed management of the Symposium and for the resolu-

tion of the innumerable day-to-day problems, go our limitless admiration, re-

spect, and appreciation for a demanding task magnificently executed. Our grati-

tude is similarly extended to Dr. Umberto Berni for his efficiency in managing

the fiscal aspects of the symposium. We are also deeply indebted to Gen. Isp.

Italo Battigelli, who, prior to his retirement from the Marina Militare Italiana,

initiated the discussions which led to the organization of the Seventh Symposium
on Naval Hydrodynamics. Mr, Stanley Doroff of the Office of Naval Research,

one of the principal contributors to the organization and management of this

series of Symposia almost from its inception, provided invaluable assistance in

his usual efficient and effective manner.

Loi^Uaa—
I^ALPH D. COOPER
Fluid Dynamics Program
Program Director
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WELCOME (Translation)

Gen. Isp. G. N. G. Di Mento

Navalcostarmi
Rorne, Italy

Yesterday you were welcomed to Italy on the banks of the Tiber; today the

work of the Symposium begins, preceded by this opening ceremony, at which we
see present a large number of lovely ladies whom we thank for the note of bright-

ness which they bring.

In expressing his displeasure at not being able to take part in this opening
ceremony, the President of the Republic has granted his esteemed patronage to

this Seventh Symposium and has given me the pleasant duty of passing on to you
his cordial salutation and his good wishes.

The participants in the symposium number more than 260; they are accom-
panied by about 105 ladies and represent as many as 24 nations. The participa-

tion puts into relief the ever-growing interest which studies on naval hydro-
dynamics are gaining in all the world—studies which even in times long past

have fired the minds of outstanding men who, for their insight, can be defined as
the precursors of modern science. One member of the organizing committee
has managed to discover among the innumerable works of Leonardo Da Vinci a

passage which might be considered one of the first specific studies in this branch
of science and which you will find reproduced in the central pages of your pro-
gram as a reminder of this symposium.

The papers to be presented at the general session in the mornings are many
in number and of high scientific value. In the afternoons panel discussions have
been organized in order to permit the various participants interested in specific

studies to exchange their ideas, their opinions, and the results of tests they

have carried out. The interest in these discussions is stressed by the large

number of participants by which each one is to be attended. And I hope that be-
tween one general session and the next panel discussion you may also find the

time to go around and to admire the beauties of Rome.
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WELCOME (Translation)

Senator Donati

Sotto Segretano delta Difesa
Rome, Italy

As he has found it impossible to participate at this opening ceremony, the

Honorable Luigi Gui, Minister of the Defense, has given me the responsibility of

offering to you his welcome and his appreciation of your work as scholars and
research workers.

The continual development of sea transport, entailing ever-increasing de-
mands on performance, emphasizes the usefulness and stresses the importance
of these meetings at which the results of continuous and intense research work
in a branch of science which is of basic importance for the progress of naval
constructions can be presented and discussed.

The abundantly rich technical program of this Seventh Symposium includes,

among other topics, a look toward tomorrow and at future prospects for propul-
sion and confirms the vitality of this important sector of naval science.

The Italian Government, which is particularly sensitive to all problems re-
garding naval construction and therefore supports any activity which contributes

to scientific and technological progress, is highly pleased not only that Rome is

the hostess to this symposium and to such a large number of scholars from all

parts of the world, but also that the symposium's organization has been shared
in together by the United States Office of Naval Research, the Marina Militare
Italiana, which has along andmeritable tradition in the field of scientific activity,

the Istituto Nazionale per Studi ed Esperienze di Architettura Navale, and the

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche.

With best wishes that your work may be profitable and rich with interest, and
the hope that the present meeting may help to strengthen or to create personal
ties and reciprocal acquaintanceships, I have the pleasure and the honor of de-
claring open the Seventh Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics.
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OPENING REMARKS ,, , ,

Emilio Castagneto

University of Naples j;:; ..,:;,,-; ^.^ j

Naples, Italy ••.

It is for no merit or for any particular talents of my own that I have the

privilege of being the first to take the floor upon the opening of this symposium,
but it is in the name of and on behalf of Professor Vincenzo Caglioti, President
of the Italian National Research Council, that I am here to offer greetings and a
welcome from the council itself to the authorities, to the ladies, and to all the

participants who have come to this meeting in such large numbers from all parts

of the world. .... , . ,

I am delighted to have been entrusted with this charge and thus to have the

opportunity of expressing all my regard and admiration to you of my friends

whom I met for the first time over 35 years ago, to you who have joined them
over the years, and especially to you in the ranks of young men who, in a certain

sense, I have seen grow and mature and give a great impetus to the studies of

naval hydrodynamics.

The Italian National Research Council, which came into being under the

initiative and direction of Guglielmo Marconi, is the Italian center which pro-
motes and coordinates studies and research work in all fields of pure and ap-
plied science, and above all in those of physics and engineering, guiding the

trends of their technical development. To achieve its goals the Italian National
Research Council depends on its own laboratories and staff and to a greater ex-
tent on University and private institutes with which it draws up contracts for

research. In addition, it maintains close collaboration with the technical state

departments and their related laboratories, especially those under military ad-
ministration. In particular, for its research on naval hydrodynamics the Italian

National Research Council relies on the Rome Towing Tank, and in addition it

collaborates with the Hydrodynamic Center of The Navy and in general with the

technical boards of that department.

In their method of operating with respect to this particular naval branch, there
is a close resemblance between the Italian National Research Council and the

Office of Naval Research, which, together with the Italian Navy and the Rome
Towing Tank, was a promoter of this conference. It is also for these very reasons
that the Research Council is particularly pleased to act as a collaborator for the

symposium. The broadmindedness of ONR in basing its policies, the practicability
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of its criteriain choosing the themes and in allotting the funds, and the simplicity

of the contractual procedure are well-known and appreciated here in Italy.

In the certainty of portraying the sentiments of Professor Caglioti, I should
like to voice the wish that the relations which are established today betweenONR
and the National Research Council will become closer and closer, and more and
more fruitful, as a result of the exchange of their reciprocal experience in the

organization of research.

Our country's principle means of communication is the sea, while on the sea-
coast are found its principle sources of activity and life. Therefore our interest

in all problems which concern the sea and progress in the art of navigation cannot
be thought other than logical and natural. This is borne witness to by the fact

that the first naval basin on the mainland of Europe, and at that time the largest

in the world, was erected at La Spezia in 1888 under the initiative of Guiseppe
Rota, and it is proved by the fact that a new large hydrodynamic center is now
being constructed in Rome. Italy's sensitiveness in this field is also shown by
its being perhaps the only nation where experiments with models are compulsory
by law for every new passenger ship and for every new cargo ship with a dis-

placement of over 2000 tons.

Thus stems our interest in these meetings and our satisfaction that Rome has
chosen as the site for the seventh one, the themes of which look so decidedly to

the future.

The ancient Romans sought an omen for the good or bad outcome of an enter-
prise or event by consulting the flight of birds. Now, without doubt, the flight of

the large, winged vehicles which have brought here so many eminent experts and
have brought together in one effort of collaboration theorists and designers,
mathematicians and physicists, and engineers and constructors, cannot be other
tiian an excellent omen for the Seventh Symposium and, even more than for the

symposium, for the future.
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OPENING REMARKS

Capt. C.T. Froscher

United States Office of Naval Research Branch Office

V 1
London, England - ..,-

. . „

It is my pleasant duty to represent Admiral Owen, the Chief of Naval Research,
at this opening ceremony of the Seventh Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics.
These symposia, sponsored primarily by ONR, have been one way for ONR to

fulfill its mission: ensuring maximum contributions of basic science to naval

effectiveness.

I believe it particularly appropriate to note the new and increasing scope of

hydrodynamics. Hydrodynamics is today truly a dynamic field of science and

technology. Not too many years ago the naval architect could feel relatively

secure working in a realm that had changed little for decades. His world went

from a few meters above the surface to a few decameters below and to a speed
that seldom exceeded 40 knots. Today, through renewed basic research, you are

finding much that is new, even in that realm.

At the same time a revolution in marine vehicles is taking place. They run

deeper and hover higher. They go faster arid in some applications (such as data

gathering platforms like FLIP) require better stability at rest. Their dynamics
below, on, and above the water's surface today involve scientific disciplines not

traditionally associated with marine applications. It is therefore most appro-

priate that two of your sessions at this symposium will be devoted to unconven-
tional propulsion. Yes, hydrodynamics is on the move; and in a very real sense

previous meetings in thds series have led the way.

The first symposium, held in Washington in 1956, was devoted to general

surveys of various fields, covering critical reviews of the state of the art, and

interpretation of results for design applications. Even then, however, emphasis
was on ideas for new research in order to stiumlate increased interest in hydro-

dynamics, particularly in the United States. The future international character

of these gatherings was forecast in this first symposium, it being notable for

reviews on hydrodynamics by Professor Milne-Thomson of the Royal Naval Col-

lege, England, and on the contribution of ship theory to the seaworthiness problem
by Professor Weinblum of the University of Hamburg.

Subsequent symposia, held at 2-year intervals, have each had atheme selected

either to stimulate important and needed research or to disseminate the results



of significant progress in a field. The second symposium, in 1958, was marked
by original contributions in fully cavitating flows, when Marshal Tulin showed
the possibility of obtaining good lift-drag properties from specially designed
sections, and A. J. Tachmindji and W. B. Morgan applied the idea to the design
of fully-cavitating propellers for high-speed craft, with a reduction of blade
erosion and possibly beneficial effects on noise emission.

The third symposium, in 1960, introduced a new feature, that of holding alter-

nate meetings in countries outside the United States, which has been continued up
to the present time and culminates in our presence here in Rome today. The
third symposium was co-sponsored by ONR and the Netherlands Ship Model
Basin, and had as its theme High-Performance Ships. It was dedicated to Sir

Thomas Havelock, a world-famous figure in ship hydrodynamics, the dedication
speech being made by Theodore von Karman. This present occasion is an addi-
tional opportunity to pay tribute to Havelock, who died a few weeks ago at the age
of 91 after a long life dedicated very largely to the subject of these symposia.

The papers at the third symposium coveredalltypesof craft—hydrofoil boats,

hovercraft, deep-diving submarines, and submarine cargo ships and tankers.

Mister Tulin underlined the severe problems which the designer faces in hydro-
foil craft, including power plants, power transmission, structural strength, and
propeller design, pointing out that the wing loadings are much higher than in air-

craft and that such craft operate in a very hostile environment.

High-speed submarines introduced many critical control problems, and this

symposium was marked by the description of new experimental techniques for

carrying out research on models and new methods of analysis. A planar-motion
mechanism, devised by Morton Gertler and Alex Goodman at the Taylor Model
Basin, was described by Mister Goodman. That development enables coefficients

to be measured which can then be applied in mathematical models to explore dif-

ferent maneuvers and arrangements of control surfaces. Replicas of this instru-
ment are now in use in a number of towing tanks in Europe as well as in the

United States.

In Washington in 1962 the themes were Propulsion, covering new theories of

propeller design and fundamental differences in the method of operation of non-
cavitating and fully cavitating propellers, and Hydroelasticity, dealing withforces
on hydrofoils and control surfaces in fully cavitating and ventilated flow.

The fifth symposium, co-sponsored by ONR and the Norwegian Model Basin in

Bergen, in 1964, was dedicated to a study of Ship Motions and Drag Reduction.
Important papers dealt with the prediction of ship motions in waves, the applica-
tion of seakeeping research results to design, and a new "force-pulse" testing
technique for ship models in waves which made possible a great reduction in

model testing time. Some of the problems of hydrofoil ships and hovercraft in

waves were also discussed. Other papers described the results of original re-
search in methods of reducing ship resistance by the use of additives to the water,
by boundary layer suction, and by designing the hull form to ensure low wave-
making resistance.
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Interest in drag-reducing polymers was continued at the sixth symposium in

1966, together with discussion of problems in cavitation, maneuvering, and the

effect of ocean waves on ship resistance and the towing of ocean platforms.

It is submitted that these symposia have been significant factors in contrib-

uting to the progress of hydrodynamics and have become patterns of the type of

international scientific interaction that is so greatly needed in today's world of

exploding technology. . , . . ;.,„..
. _ -.

i

It has long been recognized that—as then Foreign Minister Fanfani stated in

his address to NATO on the Technology Gap-"on both sides of the Atlantic there

exist discoveries that are officially of the public domain which cannot be use-

fully put to profit ... due to a lack of complete information." These symposia

and the outstanding proceedings which have resulted from them are significant

contributions to the "efficient system for the exchange of information and knowl-

edge" that the Foreign Minister called for.

The United States Office of Naval Research is proud to have long supported

and contributed to effective exchange of scientific knowledge wherever and when-

ever possible. Science, of course, is mainly concerned with the secrets of nature

which are revealed to and by the researcher. Today the relentless attack on

nature's secrets goes on simultaneously in thousands of laboratories and research

centers throughout the world. These numerous research programs are based on

an extensive, freely available bank of knowledge, developed and verified through

the ages.

It is, therefore, no surprise that a current line of research undertaken at

one laboratory may be concurrently explored elsewhere or that the process in

both instances can and will profit from timely exchange of findings. I believe it

is also demonstrable that all parties benefit from such exchanges. When an in-

vestigator works in the dark, whether it be because of imposed secrecy or be-

cause of lack of adequate flow of information, the quality of his research is bound

to decline. Free critical discussion and exposure to new ideas are powerful

catalysts to creativity.

But research in itself is not sufficient; the results must be developed by

engineering skills to the point where they can influence the design of new ships

and weapons. Moreover, the needs in the application field can and must in their

turn influence future research. In a gathering such as the one assembled here

today, containing research workers, naval architects, and engineers, there is a

wonderful opportunity for an exchange of views whichcannot but exert a beneficial

influence on the future.

As Commanding Officer of the Office of Naval Research Branch Office,

London, I have observed and appreciated the enthusiasm and encouragement

generated by the spirited exchanges between our liaison scientists and their

European colleagues. Ours at ONR London is but a small effort but one which

pays big dividends in improving scientific knowledge and in building mutual

respect and lifelong friendships between scientists of many nations.
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In fact, the Office of Naval Research, to a large extent, exists primarily in

recognition of the catalysis provided through just such scientific interaction.

This was a basic goal of the Act of Congress in 1946 that established the Office

of Naval Research and charged ONR with covering worldwide trends in science

and technology. Certainly, no better example can be found of an area of inter-

national and naval interest than hydrodynamics. We are, therefore, proud to have

participated in each of these symposia and particularly happy to be able to wel-

come today so many outstanding attendees from so many countries to this Seventh

Symposium in Rome.

Each of us here today has an opportunity to benefit personally from the new
ideas that will be aired and the personal contacts that will be made. I trust that

we will all take maximum advantage of our good fortune. The scheduled papers,

the panel discussion periods, the coffee breaks, and the social program all

promise stimulating activity.

It is extremely gratifying to Admiral Owen that this symposium is being

sponsored by the Marina Militare Italiana and the Istituto Nazionale per Studi ed

Esperienze di Architettura Navale di Roma, with the collaboration and under the

auspices of the Consiglio Nazionale delle Richerche (National Council of Research).

The arduous tasks of organization, scheduling, ensuring that our fine authors

get their papers in on time, and the myriad of other logistic details have fallen

to our local hosts. By every indication they have been eminently successful. We
of ONR are most appreciative of their labors and take pride in sharing their

product.

On behalf of The Office of Naval Research and the United States Navy, I ex-

tend best wishes for a successful Seventh Symposium here in beautiful Rome and

hope that this one will be followed by many more.
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' ' ABSTRACT

The theory for determining the pressures generated by a ship propeller
is extended by deriving the relation between propeller -induced pres-
sures and the circulation around the blade of a propeller operating in

a wake.

Expressions are presented which make it possible to compute the am-
plitudes of blade -frequency pressure harmonics.

The calculations and experimental results show that an increase of 20

to 60 percent is possible over the maximum pressures generated by a

propeller operating in a uniform flow.

INTRODUCTION ' -..-. ,;;r

A number of theoretical and experimental studies concerned with the pres-
sures induced by the propeller in the ambient fluid have been carried out in the

past decade. An extensive bibliography and a review of the principal works on
this subject published before 1964 have been given by Breslin (1,2). A compari-
son of theoretical and experimental results for the pressure generated by a ship

propeller in a uniform flow (2) showed good agreement if the blade thickness

contribution to the pressure field, as well as that of the blade loading, was taken

into account.

In 1966 an investigation treating the pressure in the neighborhood of a pro-
peller in uniform flow as a function of propeller geometry was completed in the

Soviet Union. In this work a more consistent mathematical model was used than

in earlier works by Breslin (1), Babaev (3), and Pohl (4); i.e., the propeller

blade was replaced by a suitable distribution of vortices and sources over the

part of a helical surface bounded by the blade contour, whereas in Ref. (1), for

example, load-associated pressure was calculated in the usual lifting-line the-

ory manner and the effect of blade thickness was estimated on the assumption of

a zero-pitch propeller.

By using a more consistent mathematical model it became possible to study

the influence of such propeller characteristics as blade area ratio and pitch
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ratio on the fluctuating pressure amplitude; their influence turned out to be

rather small. Experiments carried out in the Soviet Union confirmed the afore-

mentioned conclusion about good agreement of experimental and theoretical val-

ues of pressures generated by a propeller in a uniform flow.

The effect of nonuniform inflow conditions on the propeller-induced pres-

sure was first taken into account by Babaev (3). However, later experiments

showed his equation to overestimate the nonuniformity contribution, due to some
shortcomings in the underlying assumptions. A more general expression for

the pressure generated by a propeller operating in a nonuniform flow is given

in Ref. 5. It is based on the quasi-steady assumption; i.e., at a given circula-

tion value the pressure induced by a propeller blade in a nonuniform flow is

considered to be the same as in the case of a uniform flow. In 1963 Tsakonas,

Breslin, and Jen concluded from their study (6) that the effect of a nonuniform

inflow on the vibratory pressure is negligible at the propeller location and in-

creases with distance from the propeller. The unsteady blade loading distribu-

tion was determined in this work approximately by applying results of unsteady

two-dimensional airfoil theory.

In the present report the relation between fluctuating pressure and nonsta-

tionary circulation around the blade of a propeller operating in a nonuniform

flow will be obtained. It will be shown that within linearized theory this relation

remains the same as in the case of a uniform flow. Thus the abovementioned

assumption made in Ref. 5 is proved to be valid. Equations will be given which

make it possible to compute the amplitudes of the blade -frequency pressure

harmonics for the propeller operating in a wake, provided the circulation on the

blade is known.

Calculations performed by the authors indicate that maximum pressure val-

ues in a nonuniform inflow may increase to 1.6 times those in a uniform flow.

The results of the blade -frequency pressure measurements are available.

PRESSURE FIELD AROUND A PROPELLER OPERATING
IN A WAKE

Let us consider a z-bladed propeller advancing in the positive direction of

the X axis and rotating at constant angular velocity around the x axis in a non-

uniform flow (Fig. 1). The relative inflow velocity at the propeller location is

equal to (-Vp • i + Av), where Vp is the mean axial velocity and ^\ is the per-

turbation velocity induced by a ship hull. The perturbation velocity Av is as-

sumed to be a function of position only (i.e., independent of time) and small

compared to Vp.

Nonuniform flow at the propeller leads to variation of the relative velocity

and the angle of incidence of a blade section during propeller rotation. Hence,

both constituents of the pressures produced by a propeller in nonuniform flow

should differ from those attending propeller operation in uniform flow. How-
ever, it is evident from the equations for the blade -thickness constituents of the

propeller- induced pressures (e.g., see Ref. 1) that for such thin bodies as pro-

peller blades the effect of the nonuniform inflow conditions on the pressure
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P(x«,^„r.)

y

Xo,X

Fig. 1 - Coordinate systems and notations

arising from blade thickness is negligibly small. Therefore, only the influence

of flow nonuniformity on the pressure due to loading will be treated.

Disregarding the physical effects which contribute to the origin of the non-

uniform flow, we assume the fluid to be ideal. In addition we assume that the

propeller-induced flow is potential. The vortex system of a propeller can be

represented by: z radial bound vortices whose strength r( r ' , t) depends on ra-

dial coordinate r ' and time t ; z helicoidal free vortex surfaces formed by heli-

coidal and radial vortices arising due to radial and temporal variation of r re-

spectively. Propeller-induced velocities are assumed to be small compared to

Vp and the pitch of helicoidal surface is taken to be constant and equal to 27rVp/aj.

We define a cylindrical coordinate system x^.r^.y^ fixed in space and a

system x,r,y advancing along the x axis with a speed Vp (Fig. 1). The angular

coordinate / is measured in the direction of the propeller rotation.

The velocity potential of a single propeller blade can be written in terms of

a distribution of doublets whose axes are perpendicular to the helicoidal surface

swept out by the advancing lifting line. The strength of the doublets is equal to

the discontinuity of the potential [<t>^] between the upper and lower sides of the

helical surface, so that one is led to

-^0

where ,

[(X, V„t + V„T)- 2r^T' cos (y^- cxjt + cot)]^^'^
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is the distance between the field point P(Xq, r^,-/^) and the point of helical surface

Q whose coordinates are ^ = Vp(t -r), r', and j>=aj(t-T); t is the time during

which the lifting line has moved from point Q to its position at time t (Fig. 1);

and n is the normal direction at point Q.

The magnitude of the potential discontinuity [^l] at point Q equals the cir-

culation around the circuit I embracing the part of the helical surface between
this point and the bound vortex (Fig. 2). If the surface on which the circuit l

lies is taken to cross the helicoidal surface along a helical line passing through

the point Q, then the circulation in the circuit I will be equal to the sum of the

bound vortex strength r(r
' , t) at time t and the total strength of all the free

vortices distributed between the bound vortex and the point Q, i.e., radial free

vortices shed by the blade during the time r. But according to Thomson's theo-

rem the aforementioned sum is equal to the strength of the bound vortex at time
(t-T) when the latter was at the point Q. Then [i>^] =r(r',t-T) and

tV f
r r(r',t-r)D(x^,7„)R-i drdr' , (1)

where (1)

D(Xn.7j --[^r -- ^ -

In terms of the linearized theory the pressure at an arbitrary point of the field

(exclusive of any hydrostatic increments) is

where p is the density of the fluid. Then

(2)

R Q 00

Rp CO

I I
|7[r(r',t-r)D(x„,7„)R-i]dTdr'

P

Arr

Ro -a)r (Xq-V t) + V r^ sin (7^ - «t )— rrr'.t) dr'

T=0

Introduction of the coordinates x = x^ - Vpt , r = r^, and 7 = Tq yields

Rq -cor'x - VpF sin (7- 6)

p = ^ r{T' ,6) dr'
,

(3)
4^ Jq [x2 + r2 + r'2 - 2rr' cos {y-d)]^^^
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1 A

Fig. 2 - Propeller blade vortex system:
1, propeller blade; 2, bound vortex; 3, heli-

coidal free vortices; 4, radial free vortices

where OJt.

Thus in the case of a lightly loaded propeller the pressure generated by a

propeller blade in a nonuniform flow is related to the circulation in the same
manner as in uniform -inflow conditions. The only difference lies in the fact that

the constant circulation r(r' ) is replaced by its instantaneous value r(r',t).

The latter in general should be determined taking into account the nonstationary

flow conditions.

Pl =

For a z-bladed propeller one obtains

4Tr

277 .

-wr'x + V r sin [y - 6
277

dr'

:2+ r2+ r'2- 2irr cos \j- 6 - —-
]

Let us express the pressure in the dimensionless form:

- ^ P p'"
^0 "PV^2

^^o')

where Pq is the mean propeller thrust and bp = Pq/{pW^/2) ttR^ is the propeller

loading coefficient; and let us nondimensionalize all lengths with respect to the

propeller radius R^

.

Then we may write the expression for the propeller vibratory pressure due
to loading:
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z-l 1

j=0 -^0
^

r X + r sin \y - c - ]

dr'
,

x2+r2+r'2-2rr' cos [j - 9 - —
j

(4)

where \^ = -nV^/co-R^ (advance ratio) and r = r/{2Y'^/pco-R^)

.

The blade frequency content of the pressure can be determined (1) by making

use of the relation

^ Vrr „=o

where Eq = 1 and e„ = 2; Qn,-(i/2)(z) is the Legendre function of the second

kind, of order m - (1/2) ; and z = (x2 + r2 + r ' 2)/2rr' .

The dimensionless circulation may be written in the form

00

f(r',5) = V [A^(r') cos nd + B^(
r

'
) sin 6] .

n=0

Then for the nondimensional pressure after lengthy manipulations one obtains

00 a>

Pl
4tt VT m=0 n=0

y y ejf^^iMsn-ii^jsin [(m+n) e-my]

+ Icos [(m + n) d - my]

where

i\ N^ xRB
p mn mn i . r . , ^ i— + ]sin L(m- n) y- myj

/ m^pNg^ xkM
I + Jcos L(m- n) fc^ - myJ (5)

r' V'-')^,r.(l/2)(^)
dr' ,
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f
B„(r')(9;_^^/2)(^)

KB = rmn I

dr' ,-

and /v^^ and K^^ are defined by analogous expressions. In the above formulas n

and m have to satisfy the relations

m + n
I

^± I z

where ? = l, 2, 3, ... is the harmonic number.

Although Eq. (4) is derived on the basis of lifting line theory, it can be eas-
ily extended for the case of a lifting surface propeller representation. However,
in this case, to calculate the vibratory pressure one should know the chordwise
distribution of the bound vorticity on the blade of a propeller operating in a
wake.

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Calculations of the loading- induced pressure have been made by means of

Eq. (4) to evaluate quantitatively the effect of inflow nonuniformity on the vibra-

tory pressure generated by a propeller under different inflow conditions. Nu-
merical computations have been performed with a digital computer. Nonstation-

ary circulation around the blade section has been determined by the (3/4) -line

method.

The calculations have shown that the most pronounced effect of the flow

nonuniformity on the pressure amplitude is felt in the points of the hull with an-

gular coordinates corresponding to the position of the blade under maximum
loading conditions. Furthermore, the calculations confirmed the conclusion

drawn in Ref. 6 that the influence of nonuniform inflow conditions on the pres-
sure amplitude increases with distance from the propeller plane. This is ex-
plained by the fact that in nonuniform flow a propeller-induced pressure decays
with distance from the propeller much more slowly than in the uniform flow.

The results of calculations of the pressure amplitudes generated by a five-

bladed propeller on the hull of a single -screw ship are shown in Fig. 3. The
amplitudes of the first and second harmonics of the blade -frequency pressure
were calculated at the points immediately above the propeller, i.e., at the region
of maximum blade loading. The calculated pressures were doubled to account
for the hull surface effect. The amplitudes of the first harmonic were also

computed assuming the propeller to operate in a circumferentially uniform flow

with the radial distribution of velocities corresponding to that of a real wake
(line 3 in Fig. 3). It is evident from Fig. 3 that in this particular case the effect

of nonuniformity causes an increase of 40 to 60 percent over the pressures cor-

responding to the propeller operating in a circumferentially uniform flow.
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aonstatlonary circulation
quasi-steady clrculati

6 5 il i 2

Fig. 3 - Effect of flow nonuniformity on pressures
due to loading: 1, first harmonic; 2, second har-
monic; 3, first harmonic for the case of a circum-
ferentially uniform flow

The dashed lines in Fig. 3 correspond to the case when circulation around
the blade of a propeller operating in a wake was calculated by means of the

quasi- steady theory. It can be seen that percentagewise this method gives over-

estimated values of second-harmonic amplitudes, whereas the amplitudes of the

first harmonic of the pressure remain almost the same as those corresponding
to the nonstationary circulation. The conclusion that the amplitudes of higher

pressure harmonics are overestimated when making use of quasi-steady circu-

lation was confirmed by some other calculations.

It should be noted that for lightly and moderately loaded propellers the

effect of nonuniform inflow conditions on the total pressure (both loading and
thickness constituents) should be less pronounced than that on the loading-

associated pressures only. For higher propeller loadings (bp > i) the total

pressure practically is equal to its loading component.

Calculations of propeller- induced pressures for different wakes have shown
that the maximum pressure amplitudes at some points of the hull surface can be

10
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1.2 to 1.6 times greater than those calculated under the uniform inflow assump-
tion. The lower limit corresponds to the case of a moderately nonuniform flow

behind the hull of a twin-screw ship; the upper one corresponds to the case of a

significantly nonuniform wake of a single -screw ship. These values are in

agreement with the corresponding evaluations mentioned in Ref. 2.

A special experiment was carried out (by B. A. Biskup) in the cavitation

tunnel to check the theoretically predicted effect of flow nonuniformity on the

propeller-induced pressures. The amplitudes of pulsating pressures were
measured with a three-bladed propeller operating both in the free stream and

behind a screen generating a significantly nonuniform velocity field. The pro-

peller geometry was: blade area ratio A/A^ = 0.5, pitch ratio h/d = 1.2, and

thickness ratio tg/D = 0.05. Measurements were made at a fixed radial distance

r = l.2Ro and various axial distances from -0.4Ro to o.4Ro. In the case of non-

uniform flow, pressures were measured at two angular positions y = o and

7 = 77/2, corresponding to the regions of maximum and minimum wake respec-
tively. The results are presented in Fig. 4 (pressure amplitudes having been
made dimensionless by division with p^/ttR^). The dashed lines in Fig. 4 cor-

respond to the calculated amplitudes of the first harmonic of the blade -frequency

pressure. Loading-associated pressures were computed according to the equa-

tion given in the present report, whereas pressures due to the thickness effect

were computed by means of a corresponding equation for a propeller operating

in uniform flow.

o •xparlJMBtal ralnaa
lifting -line theory
lifting- surface Xhuvrj

Fig. 4 - Effect of flow nonuniformity on
pressures generated by a propeller operat-
ing behind a screen: 1, maximum wake;
Z, minimum wake; 3, unifornn inflow

It can be seen that the lifting-line representation of the propeller leads to

overestimated (as compared with the experimental data) values of pressure am-
plitudes for the case of both nonuniform and uniform flow. Actually if the

loading-associated pressure for the case of uniform flow is calculated according

11
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to the equations for a wide-bladed propeller, the calculated pressure amplitudes

are in perfect agreement with the experimental ones (see the dash-dot curve in

Fig. 4). Corresponding calculations for the case of a propeller operating in a

wake cannot be made at present because of the lack of precise knowledge of the

chordwise distribution of the loading on the blade of a propeller operating in a

nonuniform flow.

The curves in Fig. 5 show the relative effect of flow nonuniformity on pres-

sure amplitudes for a propeller behind a screen. It can be seen that for this

particular case the theory underestimates the relative effect as compared with

the experimental data.

ezp«rlnental raluea

Fig. 5 - Relative effect of flow nonuniformity
for a propeller behind a screen: 1, maximum
wake; 2, minimum wake

A more complete experimental investigation of the effect of nonuniformity

on vibratory pressures should be carried out in the future with propellers hav-

ing various geometrical elements.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The equations derived in this paper make it possible to compute the am-
plitudes of the blade -frequency harmonics of the pressures generated by a ship

propeller operating in a wake. It is shown that within linearized theory the re-

lation between induced pressure and nonstationary circulation around the pro-

peller blade remains the same as in the case of uniform flow conditions.

12
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2. On the basis of the calculations made it is seen that the space-variable
wake increases the pulsating pressures on a ship hull surface generated by a
propeller. The magnitude of this increase depends upon the degree of nonuni-
formity of the inflow at the propeller location. The maximum pressure ampli-
tudes at some points of the hull surface can be 1.2 to 1.6 times greater than
those calculated under the uniform inflow assumption. The lower limit corre-
sponds to the case of moderately nonuniform flow behind the hull of a twin-screw
ship; the upper limit corresponds to the case of a significantly nonuniform wake
behind a single-screw ship.

Calculations made by the authors confirm the conclusion of earlier work by
Breslin and his colleagues that the space -variable inflow velocities are of

greater relative importance as the distance from the propeller increases.

3. For a given wake distribution over the screw disk the smaller the pro-
peller loading is, the more pronounced will be the pressure amplitude increase
due to nonuniformity. .... . .,..

4. When calculating the pressures generated by a propeller in nonuniform
flow one may use the quasi-steady values of circulation instead of nonstationary
ones. The error involved by this substitution will be within the range of accu-
racy of the method based on the lifting-line representation of the propeller.

5. To calculate the pressures generated by a ship propeller in a nonuniform
flow with greater accuracy it would be necessary to develop the method of cal-
culation based on the nonstationary lifting-surface theory of propellers.
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DISCUSSION

G. G. Cox
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D.C.

The excellent agreement between experimental measurements and lifting-

surface calculations with uniform inflow shown in Fig. 4 is very encouraging,
and the authors are thanked for their fine work. This result will surely stimu-
late continuing efforts to develop lifting-surface theory and numerical proce-
dures for the varying wake situation.

Do the authors intend to study this problem where the wake contains tan-

gentially varying components in addition to axially varying components? This
would, of course, imply experimental measurements behind a ship model rather

than a wake screen.

It has been our experience at the Naval Ship Research and Development
Center that the theory for the freestream pressure field gave good results for-

ward of the propeller but not aft. This is outside the slipstream and was traced
to the loading effects. The thickness effects correlated very well.

DISCUSSION

J. p. Breslin
Davidson Laboratory , Stevens Institute of Technology

Hoboken, New York

This paper by Mr. Bavin and his colleagues is a welcome addition to the

growing literature related to the excitation developed by propellers operating in

nonuniform inflow. We at Stevens Institute have been devoting considerable ef-

fort on this problem. About 1960 I first became aware of the interesting cou-
pling between the blade loading and the dipole propagation function in the propel-

ler pressure field integral. The significance of this is that in principle all of

the wake harmonics play a role in the makeup of the total blade frequency pres-
sure. For example in the case of a single-screw ship with a three-bladed pro-
peller the strong first, second, and fourth shaft harmonics of the wake will con-
tribute in addition to the mean loading arising from the zero shaft harmonics.
Thus these strong harmonics of the wake will contribute to the surface forces.

In contrast the shaft forces and torques arise only from the second, third, and
fourth harmonics of shaft frequency.

To give some idea of the importance of the various harmonics I have re-

cently calculated the lateral form induced on a cylindrical hull by a propeller

in a wake. Here the loading is taken from the solution by unsteady lifting sur-
face theory carried out by S. Tsakonas and W. Jacobs.
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I have only one question regarding the application of a factor of 2.0 to ac-

count for the effect of the ship model boundary, I am sure that Mr. Bavin well

appreciates that this represents a rough approximation when the surface is not

flat. Were all the data obtained on a stern frame line or on a flat boundary in

the case of data with screens ?

I agree with Mr. Bavin that the pressure field of a propeller in a wake re-

quires the application of unsteady lifting surface theory, 1 wish the authors fur-

ther successes in this work.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

V. F. Bavin

Kryloff Ship Research Institute

Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

The authors are grateful to the contributors to the discussion for their in-

terest in this work.

Replying to Mr. Cox we must note that when calculating vibratory pressures
we took into account the tangential wake components as well as the axial ones
(with the exception of the propeller behind the screen, because there was no tan-

gential wake in that case)

.

Mr. Breslin draws attention to the fact that in principle all of the wake har-
monics play a role in the makeup of the total blade frequency pressure. The
authors are fully aware of this fact.

The authors agree with Mr. Breslin that the factor 2 is only a rough approx-
imation in the case of an actual ship hull surface. It was used due to the lack of

precise knowledge of the magnitude of the boundary surface effect.

In the case of the propeller operating behind the screen the pressures were
measured in the free stream around the propeller and not on the hull surface.
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THEORY OF UNSTEADY

PROPELLER FORCES
Ryusuke Yamazaki

, ,^ . , Kyushu University

..... Fukuoka, Japan

ABSTRACT

As the simplest example of the problem of unsteady propeller forces, a
treatment is presented for a ship or a submarine with a single pro-
peller and a single rudder being moved straight with a constant speed
in unrestricted still water by rotating the propeller with a constant
angular velocity. The velocity field is represented hydrodynamically
by a potential due to distributions of sources, doublets, and vortex sys-
tems so as to satisfy the boundary conditions on the hull, the rudder,
and the propeller in which mutual interactions among these three parts
are generally taken into account. The unsteady propeller forces are
subdivided into bearing forces, surface forces, and impulse forces, for
which general mathematical expressions are obtained. Finally numerical
examples are presented for the effects of propeller forms on the bearing
forces.

INTRODUCTION -
.

When a ship is being moved straight with an almost constant speed on or

under still water by rotating the propeller steadily, the flow surrounding it fluc-

tuates with respect to time, since the propeller with a finite number of blades is

rotating in the nonuniform wake flow behind the hull. The unsteady forces and
moments of water acting on the hull, rudder, and propeller caused by the rotat-

ing propeller are called unsteady propeller forces. The forces can be divided
into two parts: one is the mean value of the forces with respect to time and is

connected mainly with the propulsion characteristics of the ship, and the other

is the fluctuating part of the forces whose magnitudes and periods are related
mainly to the vibration of the ship. These unsteady propeller forces are trans-
mitted to the ship hull either directly through a shaft bearing of the propeller or
indirectly through surfaces of che hull, rudder, etc., in the form of water pres-
sure. The former are called bearing forces, and the latter are called surface
forces. In particular the forces and moments acting on bodies such as a rudder
placed in the fluctuating propeller race may be called impulse forces (1). In the

existing papers about the unsteady propeller theories (2-6) some examples of

the bearing forces were calculated for given propellers in given nonuniform
flows without taking into account the interactions with the hull and rudder. How-
ever, the surface forces on the hull were calculated for the case where the ve-
locity field generated by the propeller replaced with simplified vortex lines

satisfied the boundary condition on the hull surface (7). Accordingly, both forces
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have not yet been obtained for the case where the velocity field around the ship

satisfies the boundary conditions on the hull, rudder, and propeller simultane-
ously.

In my previous paper (8) a general hydrodynamical theory was developed for

propulsion of a ship with a single propeller and a single rudder in which the mu-
tual interactions among the hull, rudder, and propeller are generally taken into

account. We will now develop this theory further for the computation of the un-
steady propeller forces. At first we shall employ the following assumptions:

1. The field of fluid flow around the ship can be represented by an incom-
pressible inviscid irrotational flow superposed linearly on a flow caused by
viscosity such as the viscous wake behind the ship hull.

2. A discontinuous flow such as a flow containing a free vortex or cavity is

not produced at the ship hull.

3. No cavitation is produced at the propeller and the rudder.

Then the ship speed can be assumed to be kept almost constant, because the

inertia of the ship is very large and the periods of vibratory forces generated by
the rotating propeller are very small. Similarly, the angular velocity of the pro-
peller is assumed to be almost constant. Further, since the influence of the free

water surface on the flow field around the ship can be generally represented by
the velocity potentials due to appropriate distributions of singular points in the

upper half space of unlimited still water (8) , we may safely treat the problem of

the ship moving on the surface of still water by replacing it with that of a sub-
marine moving in unlimited water modified by superposing a flow field due to

the added singular points. Thus, we can define clearly the unsteady propeller

forces including both the surface and the bearing forces. Therefore, we will

consider the submarine with a single propeller and a single rudder being moved
straight with a constant speed by rotating the propeller with a constant angular

velocity in unlimited still water as the simplest example and then derive a mathe-
matical expression for the unsteady propeller forces in this case. Finally nu-

merical examples will be presented to determine the effects of skew and chord
length of the propeller on the bearing forces under a given nonuniform flow.

FUNDAMENTAL THEORY

Consider a submarine with a single propeller and a single rudder being
moved straight with a constant velocity by rotating the propeller with a constant

angular velocity in unlimited still water , for which the hydrodynamical theory

presented in the previous paper (8) can be applied. We will use the term ship

instead of submarine in the following for convenience.

At first we define a rectangular coordinate system - xyz fixed in space
and a cylindrical coordinate system - xr9 by the relations

X = X , y = r cos 6 , z = r sin
, (1)
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where the x and y axes are chosen so as to coincide with the axis of rotation of

the propeller and with the upward vertical line respectively (Fig. 1). The ship

is assumed to be advancing straight along the x axis in the negative direction

with a constant velocity v as the result of rotating the propeller around the x

axis with a constant angular velocity in the negative direction of 0. Further

we define another rectangular coordinate system Oj - x^YjZ^ fixed to the ship

satisfying the relations

- vt (2)

where t is time and the origin Oj is set at the representative point on the pro-

peller axis. From Eq. (1) and (2), it follows that

(3)

RudderlSj,)

ropeller Blade(Sp)

Fig. 1 - The ship with a propeller and
rudder and the coordinate systems

Next let us consider the geometrical presentations of positions and shapes

of the ship hull, propeller, and rudder. The hull, propeller, and rudder are as-

sumed to be set roughly in order from the front. Generally the ship hull contain-

ing the propeller hub and bossing or strut is symmetrical with respect to the

XjVj plane, and the rudder is set in the vicinity of the Xjy^ plane. The propeller

consists of a set of identical, symmetrically spaced blades attached to the hub,

having number of blades N, radius Tq, and hub radius rg. Accordingly, the sur-

face Sfj of the ship hull can be expressed by

(-l)''-lzg(Xj,yi) (4)

where

yfaC'^i) ^ Vi ^ yd('^i) • ''f ^ ''i - ''A - ^oC'^i-yi) - o • 1,2

The mean surface Sp of the kih blade of the propeller can be expressed by using

the parameters r and v as follows:

x.(r,v) , r = r , ,(r) + 9{T) V + 277(k- 1)/N - Qt , (5)
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where

-l<v<l, rB<r<rp, ^(r)>0, ^=1,2, N,

and ^(r) and 0u(r) are respectively the quantities related to the half chord length

and the skew of the blade. The mean surface Sp can be approximated by a helical

surface with pitch 27Ta(r) and rake angle e , that is, we have

Xb(r,v)^a(r) [^^C r ) + ^ ( r ) v] + re, (6)

where the more precise designation of 277a(r) will be noted later on. Further
the blade thickness at the point (r,v) on Sp is denoted by t (r.v). Then the mean
surface Sp of the rudder is expressed by using the parameters y^ and u as
follows:

''i
= '^mCvi) + '^(yi) " • yi = yi • ^i = zrCyi-u) , (7)

where
.

' - '^v.- v

-1 < u < 1 , y^ < y^ < y^ , x (y ^) > , x^Cy^) - x (y^) > ,

and X (yj) and ^uivi) ^^^ respectively the half chord length of the rudder and the

distance between the propeller and the rudder. We can get approximately

^R(yi'") ^ •
i-^-' ^ - or 7T

. (8)

Further the rudder thickness at the point (yj.u) on Sp is denoted by t^(yj,u).

Then the lines v or u = i and - 1 on Sp or Sg indicate the trailing and leading

edges of the propeller blade or rudder respectively. Equation (4) may be con-
sidered to represent either the original hull form or the hull form modified so

as to include the effect of the boimdary layer thickness, and in this paper, for

simplicity, we carry forward the former.

Since no lift acts on the ship hull under the assumptions of the Introduction,

the hull form can be represented hydrodynamically by source distribution on the

surface Sjj. We denote the strength of sources at time t in the elemental area
on S^, whose projection on the x^y^ plane is dxjdyj by m^(x^,yj,t) dxjdyj, where
the subscript k refers to Eq. (4) and the value of mj(Xj,yj,t) is not always equal

to that of nijCxj.yj.t) because of the presence of the propeller. Thus the velocity

potential 4)^ due to the hull can be obtained from the source distributions. The
propeller can be represented hydrodynamically by appropriate vortex systems
and chordwisely distributed doublets. The former consist of the bound and free

vortices, and the later represent the effect of the thickness of blade sections.

The bound vortex is arranged approximately along the line v - constant over all

the surface Sp, and the free vortex shed from the bound vortex flows with the

velocity of the water at its position. However, as the result of observations on

the experiments in cavitation tunnels, the geometrical form of the free vortex is

not greatly disturbed by the presence of the hull and rudder, so that the free vor-
tex can be assumed to extend rearward in a helicoid without contraction retaining
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the pitch 27Th(r). Denoting the strength of the bound vortex in the elemental area
at point (r,v) at time t by 7^(r,v,t) dvdr, we can set

7^(r,v,t) = 7j[r,v,t- 277(k- l)/(Nn)]
,

"(9)

because the hydrodynamic state of flow field has the periodicity of period 27T/(Nn).

The doublets representing the blade thickness are distributed on Sp in the chord-
wise direction, and their strengths are approximately proportional to the product
of the blade thickness t (r,v) and the chordwise component of the mean velocity,

where the mean velocity is the velocity averaged over the chord of the blade
section. The similar procedure can be applied for the rudder. That is, the

bound vortex of the rudder is arranged approximately along the line u = constant
on the XjYj plane instead of the surface s^, and its strength in the elemental
area at point (yi>u) at time t is denoted by 7R(yi,u,t) dudy^. The free vortex
shed from it extends straight rearward in the Xjyj plane. Further the rudder
thickness can be represented by doublets distributed on the x^y^ plane in the x

direction, whose strengths are approximately proportional to the product of the

thickness tR(yj,u) and the mean velocity component along the chord. Thus, de-
noting the velocity potentials due to the propeller and the rudder by i>p and 0p
respectively, they can be obtained from the vortex systems and doublet distribu-

tions. By using subscripts I and t for the vortex systems (load) and the doublet
distributions (thickness) respectively, the total velocity potential s^ at point

(x,y,z) or (x, r,i9) at time t due to the ship hull, propeller, and rudder is

=
0JJ + (/)p + c/)j^

, 0p = (/)pj + 0p^ , 0JJ
= 0jj£ + 0jj^ . (10)

Then denoting the velocity components induced by ^ in the x, y, z, r, and 8

directions by w^, Wy, w^, w^., and w^ respectively, we get

'dip 'deb dd) 'dd> dd> /<i\
^x = ^' %=^' *z=-^' *r=^' ''0=TW' (11)

and the following relations among them are obtained:

Wj. = w COS + w^ sin 6 , w^ = -w sin (9 + w^ cos . (12)

On the other hand we cannot neglect the effect of viscous velocity on the

flow field around the actual ship, where the viscous velocity, i.e., the velocity
caused by viscosity, is equal to the remainder obtained by subtracting the veloc-
ity induced by the velocity potential from the actual velocity; the viscous veloc-
ity appears in the boundary layer and wake of the hull. We denote the components
of viscous velocity in the x, y, z, r, and 9 directions by v^^, Vjy, Vj^, v^^,

and Vjg respectively and get the following relations among them:

Vjr = Vjy cos e + Vj^ sin 6 , v^^ = -Vjy sin + Vj^ cos 9 . (13)

Further the condition of continuity must be satisfied as follows:

9x By Bz Bx Br r rB6
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To calculate these viscous velocity components we must require full knowledge
of the three-dimensional tvurbulent boundary layer and turbulent wake, but we
will not further refer to the problems in this paper. Moreover, if both the ve-
locity induced by and the viscous velocity are small compared with the ship

speed V, these velocities should approximately be superposed on each other.

For convenience, defining the nondimensional quantities

^ = '/•"o ' ^A=V''o' ^F=''f/'"o' ^b(^i) = yb(''i)/''o' ^d(^i) = yd(''i)/'^o'

^o(^i'^i) = ^oC'^i-yiV'-Q- ^B='-b/'-o' ©(^) = aC'^V'-o' ^(^) = h(x)/ro ,

4(^'V) = ''b('^'V)/ro' ^m(^)=^m(0. ^(^)=^(r). t*(^,v) = t(r,v)/ro
,

S^ = 277(k- i)/N - nt, T^, = yyr„, -n.^y./r^, ^m(^i) = '^MCyiVro'

U^i)= x(y^)/ro, z* (77^,u) = ZR(y^,u)/ro, tJ(T7j,u)= t^{y^,u)/T^,

^0 = V/Cfir^), m*(^^,77^,s) = m^Cx^ , y, , t )/(nr „) , gk(^.v,s) = 7^{v ,v ,t)/{^v ^) ,

gR(T?j,u,s) = 7R(yj,u,t)/(nro2), 0* = 4^/{^r^), 4^^ = ^h/C^^o')' ^P = <PWi^^^)^

0* = <^R/("r„2 ) , w* = wy(Qr„)
, w; = w/(fir„), w* = w^Cfir^) , w* = ^ ,/ {^v ^)

,

-tr= Vi,/(nr„), V*, = v,,/(nr„), (15)

we obtain from Eqs. (2), (3), (12), and (13)

^ = ^1 - v^s, r] = r]^ - ^ cos 6, z* = z* = ^ sin 6'
,

w* = w* cos 6* + w* sin (9 , w* = -w* sin + w* cos d
,

^ir = ^ly <^°S ^ + ^*z ^i" ^' ^*e = ~^% ^i" ^ + ^*z COS (9 . (16)

The surface Sjj of the ship hull is expressed from Eq. (4) as

(,= ^,-v^s, v=rj^, z* = z*= (-ir-^zla^,r,^), (17)

where
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and the mean surface Sp is represented from Eqs. (5) and (6) by

6 = ^m(^) + ^(^") V + K'
";

(18)

where

-l<v<l, ^g<^<l, ~e{^) > , k=l, 2, N.

From Eqs. (7) and (8) the mean surface Sj^ is expressed as

i ^ i^ - VqS
, l^ ^ ^m('^i) + C (t7j) u ,

T? = 77j, z* = z* = z|(77j,u) % ,

where

-l<v<l, 77p<T?j<77^, l{rj^)>0. Cm(^i) -
^(^i) > .

Since the thickness at the leading and trailing edges of the propeller blades and

the rudder are zero, we get

•

t* (^, ±1) = , t|(77j, ±1) =
, (20)

and using Eqs. (15), Eq. (9) is rewritten as

g^(s^,v,s) = gi(^,v, -S^) . (21)

Further, the bound vortices must vanish on the trailing edge lines of the pro-

peller blades and the rudder, since the extended Kutta's conditions must be sat-

isfied there. They are assumed to vanish at the tips and roots of the propeller

blades and at the upper and lower ends of the rudder. Thus the following rela-

tions are obtained:

gk(^.l.s) = gjC^.l, -S^) = 0, gR(77j,l,s) = ,. _ . . .
(22)

g^(l,V,s) = gk(<fB'^'^) = ^' gR('^u'"'^) = gRC^E'^J'S) = .
(23)

Since the surface s^ is closed, the nondimensional source distributions repre-

senting the hull must satisfy the relation

I
d^i y <(^.^i--) d77j = 0. ^24)

The nondimensional velocity potential 4>* at point (^,i7,z*) or {1,^,6) at

nondimensional time s is obtained from Eq. (10) by using the results of the pre-

vious paper (8) as follows:
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2 Itd(^l)

5f k ' = 1 ^bC ^ 1 )

m*'(^;,7];,s)

7(^1- ^-^0^)' + c^l-^)' + ^{'^T'-'^\a'vv'o -
^'

dT7i .

1 1 N CD

k ' = 1

dqp
,

^\-^'

1 1 N

k'

=Re -
4̂ {"^.;//u'f

(^')Bv' R*

gRh'j.u'.S- (p/v^(T?j)] Z*

(25)

dv' ,

^'f
= ^' ,<p =

2~; z^^
dcp

1 -^0 y[cp+ ^m(^1)+ u^1)u' - ^-^0^^^ + (^;-^)^ + z

.du' ,

R* = y(^f-o' + ^;' + ^' - 2^f^ cos (0;-0) .

B* = ^'{[(P+0m(^')+^(^') v']dv(^')/d^' + e}, 5(f)[0(^)A(^)- 1]<27T/N.
(26)
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From Eq. (11) the nondimensional components of the induced velocity are ex-

pressed by

w - , w_ =

^d0
(27)

Then defining the nondimensional relative velocities of water to the propeller

blade and the rudder as

V* = v„ + w* + V

= W + V,
y y ly

V* = w* + V*
(28)

the quantities ^)^(^), © i^), W^(^,s), ^^(t^^), and v*^(t;j,s) in Eqs. (26) are

^ux = ^{^VKTra^3,/v, v*, = iJYfzZtv*]^^^^dv,

2 77
' 277

SR)
du

,

'0 277^
I

kS
•^0

V* ds
,

;(^.s) - w*(^, -s,):^y^tr;"^, (29)

and the quantity v (^), which represents the nondimensional pitch of helical free

vortex of the propeller, is

'(<?) ©(^^^s-^ f^^I.VFii
3(0* + 0|)

^0 ' —TC ' <
J(SP)

/ 277 1

dv/j-f ds rvf^^/ittH I J_
Vl + V

3(0S + 0|)
^ + + V

^d9 le dv
(SP) (30)

where the symbols
[ ] ^ gp) ^^^

i ] ( sr >
indicate that the quantities in the brackets

at point ii,^,d) on the surface Sp are represented by Eqs. (18) and at point

(i,T],z*) on the surface S,^ are represented by Eqs. (19) respectively (9, 10).

Further we may set approximately
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V (i) ~ (face pitch at 0.7 r^)/2Tj or an appropriate constant. (31)

It is found from Eqs. (29) that the quantity 7T0(<f) represents the pitch ratio of the

zero lift line of the blade section at ^.

Then we consider the boundary conditions satisfied on the hull surface Sjj

the mean surface Sp of the kth blade of the propeller, and the mean surface Sp,

of the rudder (8). Since the thickness of the boundary layer on the hull is con-

sidered to be very thin compared with the breadth of the hull, the viscous veloc-

ity may be neglected on the surface S^. Thus we obtain the boundary condition

on S„ asH

'(SH)
" ""o B^jKJ,.„. = -0 —^r • (32)

where the symbol
[ ],sh) indicates the quantity in the brackets at point (l,,r],z*)

on the surface S^ are expressed by Eqs. (17). The viscous velocity, however,
cannot be generally neglected in the wake behind the hull , so that the boundary
conditions on the mean surfaces Sp and Sp are

K + <J(sp) --^^[W*+ V*J(3p) - |[0m(O + ^(Ovj + e
d^

' (^p) ~e(^)dv ° (33)

d^M(^i) d^(77j)

dr]
L '

^4(^i-")lr . , *
1

^4(^1-")

i(Vi)^u r ^ ^^^(SR) ° !(77j)Bu (34)

The nondimensional viscous velocity components v*^, v*y, v*^, v*^., and
v*g are mainly produced by the hull, so that they can be assumed to be functions

of ^1, T?, and 2* and explicitly independent of s. And their vorticities are as-

sumed to be very small. We denote the density of water, the water pressure, and
the ambient pressure due to only the viscous velocity by p, p, and p^ respec-
tively and define the nondimensional pressures p* and p* as

p* = p/(pn2r„2)
, p* , p^/(^Q2r^2) .

(35)

We shall assume in this paper that the pressure p* at any point at any time is

given by the approximate equation
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(36)

In this equation the pressure near the hull is equal to that due to Bernoulli's

theorem because of the absence of viscous velocity, and the pressure in the wake

behind the hull is considered to be independent of the viscous velocity when the

potential flow is negligibly small, because p^ is almost constant according to the

boundary layer and wake theory. However, strictly speaking, this pressure p^ is

not always a constant independent of time and position. Using Eq. (36) we can

calculate the pressure on the surfaces of the hull, rudder, and propeller and,

consequently, the forces and moments acting on the hull, rudder, and propeller.

We first consider the force and moment acting on the hull (8). Denoting for

the Xj, Yj, and z^ directions the components of the force due to pressure by

^Hxo' ^H 0' ^^^ ^Hzo respectively, denoting the components of the moment due to

pressure about the x^, y^, and z^ axes by M^^^, M^y^, and M^^g respectively,

defining nondimensional coefficients as

^HFxo FHxo/(^"r'D^) ' KHpy„ = FHy„/(pn,2D^) , Khp-,, = FH,„/(pn^2D4) ,

KhMxO = %xo/(^"r'D^) . KH^yo -' Vo/(^"r'D^) , Khm.o = ^mo/(p^'^') ' (37)

where

n^ = n/2rr (38)

(revolutions per imit time) and D = 2rQ (diameter), the nondimensional coeffi-

cients are expressed as follows:

?6('^l )

^HFxO SH)

+ ^i^mK(^i-^i'S)/Bsld7]^ ,

^HFyO

"HFzO

iA 2 P'^'^^^K

(SH)
d^l .

K=l ^b(^l)

+ (:ir-iz*(4i,T7j)Bm*(^l,77j,s)/Bs drjj

(39)

(Cont)
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"HMxo

iA 2 V.C,)

(-ir-iz*(^^,^^)[w*]
(SH)

KHMyO

(SH) (SH)

+ [30*/3s] (-1)" [z*(^i,7]i)Bz*(^i.T7,)/3^,+ ^J
(SH)

T)d(^l)

.d7]j

(39)

On the other hand, we must take account of the friction drag caused by viscosity

in addition to the water pressure. So that, denoting the nondimensional compo-
nents of the force and moment due to friction drag by Kjjp^Q, Kj^py^, Kjjp^i^, K^j^^q,

*^HMyD' ^"^ ^HMzD Similarly as in Eqs. (37), the nondimensional components Kjjp^,

%Fy' ^HFz' ^HMx» ^HMy' ^^^ ^HMz °^ ^^^ totsl force and moment acting on the hull

are given as

HFx - "•HFxO ^ "HExD ' *^HFy ~ ^HFyO ^ ^HFyD • ^HFz " ^HFzO *" ^HFzD '

Ktii,i„ = Kijw„„ + KHMx " "HMxo "^ '^HMxD ' ^HMy " '^HMyO "^ "'HMyD ' ^HMz " ^HMzO "• ^HMzD (40)

Next we consider the force and moment acting on the rudder (8) . The non-

dimensional bound vortex gj^ivi -u, s) can be expanded in the series of the appro-

priate functions of u as

gR(T|j,u,s) = a*(r]j,s) y^^ + a*(T)^,s) ^1 - u^ + a*(77^,s)uVl - u2 + •••, (41)

where a*(T7j,s), a*(T7j,s), etc., are functions of -q^ and s. Then we have

a*(7]j,s) = —^ lim gR(T?^,u,s)Vl + u .

(42)
V 2 u-»-i
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We denote the Xj, y^, and z^ components of the force by F^^ , F^ , and F^^ re-

spectively, we denote the components of the moment about the x
, y and z

axes by Mp^, M^y, and Mr^ respectively, and then we define the nondimensional
coefficients as

Krfx = FR,/(pn,2D4) , Kppy = FR/(pn^2D4) , Kr^^ = F^^/Cpn^D^)
,

Krmx = M.RxAPn^2D5) , Kr^,^ = MR/(pn,2D5) , K^^^ = M^,/(pn^^D^) . (43)

The total drag coefficient K^p^ is composed of four terms: the term due to the

pressure difference between both sides of the mean surface K^, the term due
to viscous drag K^^, the term caused by the rudder thickness K^^ , and the term
of the suction force at the leading edge Kg. Thus we get

where

^RFx ~ ^Di + ^D2 ^ ^D3 ~ ^S (44)

v^ 1 r

Vr, - 1 (
SR)

d^wC^i) d^(v,)

dT7j dT7j

[v.] ^^Jii^'du,
<^^)J U^i) ^u

^D3

1 b[v*1
r ... ,

'' (SR)

VRx(^l-^)d^l J
t*(T)j,u) du

,

K
^3 r'" ao(^i'S)

s = ^ ^ ^^1 •

(45)

in which Cp^ is the section viscous drag coefficient of the rudder. The section

lift coefficient Cj^i^(r]^,s) is expressed approximately as

1

(46)

Then we can set the coefficient Cpp in the form

<^RD = CrDo(^i) + aR(^i)[CRL(^i'S) - bR(^i)J^ •

(47)
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where C^DoivO, ^r(Vi), and hj^(j]^) are constants to be determined experimen-
tally depending on the section shape and the surface roughness of the rudder.
The nondimensional components of the force and moment acting on the rudder
except Kjjp^ can be expressed approximately by only the terms due to the pres-
sure difference of both sides of the mean surface Sr, since the terms caused by
viscosity can be negligibly small. That is, we have, for example,

ju ,1 r

(SR)

^RMx '^
8 I ^id^i I gR(^l.u,s)j[V*]

dT7j dT7j

^^m(^i) ^^UvO

>-du

(SR) dT7^ d77j

(SR)

y (SR)
(48)

Finally we consider the force and moment acting on the propeller (6,8).
Since the magnitude of the suction force at the leading edge of the propeller blade
is considered to be much smaller or at most the same order compared with the

section viscous drag, we may safely neglect it or take it to be included formally
in the viscous drag in this paper. Since the blade surface is closed and the blade
thickness is very thin, the direct effect of blade thickness on the forces is negli-

gibly small. Thus the force and moment acting on the propeller are generated
mainly by the vortex systems. We denote the components of the force in the x^,

Yj, and Zj directions by F,^, Fy, and F^ respectively, we denote the components
of the moment about the Xj, y^, and z^ axes by M^ , My, and M^ respectively,

and we define the nondimensional coefficients as

Then these coefficients are expressed as

^^'^'I'^^I L^-'^'''
Kpy = j df

I ^ (K^cos^b-K, sin^t,) dv,

^B " 1 k= 1 ^B " 1 k= 1

1 1 N
J

1 N

1 1 N

(49)

1 IN

(50)
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where

KxO=-^gl(^.V--\)W\3,^-^ d^ d^
[v!]

(SP)

'rO = -4- gl(<^'V' - ^k)^

K.o =^ gi(^.v, -S,)

3^ ^\sp)

d^M(?') d0(s^)

d^ d^ (SP)

(SP)
-^^^-- [V*]

and Cpp is the section viscous drag coefficient. The section lift coefficient

C^l(^' s) of the kth blade can be obtained approximately as . . . ,,

(51)

CkL(^-s) = C,L(^'-Sk)

Similarly as in Eq. (47) we can set the coefficient Cp^ as

CpD ^ CpDo(^) + ap(^)[C^L(^'S) - bp(^)l'

/ gi(^,v,-S^)dv (52)

(53)

where CpoQ(f ), ap(^), and bp(^) are constants to be determined experimentally

depending on the section shape and surface roughness. Denoting respectively the

thrust and torque of propeller by T and Q, we get

T = -F^ , Q = M^ . (54)

Then defining the thrust coefficient Cj and torque coefficent Cq as

Ct = T/(pn^2D4) , Cq = Q/(pn^2D5)
, (55)

we can obtain from Eqs. (52) and (47)

v^x ~ ~**I ^Q - ^Mx
(56)
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In calculating the integrals in the equations presented we must take finite

parts or principal values for the improper integrals at the singular points or

surfaces.

The angular velocity fi of the propeller is to be determined for a given ve-

locity V of the ship so as to satisfy the relation that the difference between the

mean thrust of the propeller and the total mean resistance acting on the hull and
rudder is equal to zero or to the external force acting on the ship through ropes,
etc. On the other hand the nondimensional velocity components v*^, v* , and
v*^ are assumed to be given in this paper, though they are to be obtained ex-

perimentally or theoretically by using some other procedure. In actual calcula-

tions, first substituting Eqs. (25), (26), and (27) into Eqs. (32), (33) and (34), we
can obtain the simultaneous equations for m^(fj,T7i,s), gj(^",v,-s^), and

gR(77j,u,s) and solve these equations by reference to Eqs. (28) and (29). Then
by substituting these solutions into Eqs. (25), (26), and (27) the quantities B0*/3s,

w*, Wy, and w* are obtained at an arbitrary point (l,,r],z*) at an arbitrary non-

dimensional time s. Accordingly, we can get the pressure p* in the water at

(1,^,7], z*) at s from Eq. (36). Further we can calculate the forces and moments
acting on the hull, rudder, and propeller by using Eqs. (37) through (56).

SURFACE FORCES AND BEARING FORCES

In this section, by applying the theory developed in the previous section, the

characteristics of a flow around a ship with a propeller and a rudder will be
compared with those around a ship from which the propeller is taken off, and
then the mathematical expressions will be derived for the unsteady propeller

forces. In the following we shall omit, for the sake of simplicity, the adjective

nondimensional for the nondimensional quantities defined in the previous section.

Let us first consider the case of a ship without a propeller, i.e., a ship

composed of a hull and a rudder. Then the quantities in this case are distin-

guished from those for the ship with the rudder and the rotating propeller by
using the superscript o. Further, we can omit time s, since the quantities are

independent of time. For example, m*(^i,77j, s), 0^, Krfxj etc., are expressed
as m*°(Ci,nj), c/)^°, k^pj^, etc., for a ship without a propeller. Thus we have

,* 0, [v*o] = 0. (57)
( SR )

Hence, from Eqs. (25) and (26),

where

k*

i*o , 0*0 + 0*0 +0*0
_

(58)

U 2 ^d(^l) .

•'^F K' = l -^rj^C^j) % (59)

(Cont)
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Vu 1 CD

77^ 1

%

3 _r
du' ,

9 =

(59)

and from Eqs. (26), (27), and (28) we get

_iL + v*o

(SR)

du (60)

Neglecting small quantities of higher orders, the boundary conditions of Eqs.

(32) and (34) are rewritten

B^*omt^i^i'Vi)
^ (_i)'<-i

^4(^i'^i)

^zo(^i.-^i)

(SH)
^^1

d<P*

3^
(SH)

^^o(^i'^i)

(SH)
'^1

B(A*o

(SR)

9zp(T7j,u)
,*o
ix

(SR)

(61)

(62)

Then the pressvure p*" is obtained from Eq. (36) by

211" ly iz

9^*0

1^ 1"/ \ Bt]

Here, of course, we can substitute theoretically

Bs " ""o TT

Bz* (63)

(64)
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From Eqs. (39) the components of force and moment caused by water pressure
acting on the hull surface are .^... ,

tfO
^2 r^' ^ r^^''^' I

xo = - T J ^^1 ^ "^K°(^i.^i)k +
B0*

L 3^ H^i'
(SH)/

iA 2 J7d(^l)
KO - _ ^
''HFyO ~ "4"

•^HFzO ~ 4

dT7i .

(SH)

^^A 2 J7d(^i)

3z*
d^i ,

(SH)

2
/a 2 7,,(Ci)

+ (-l)^Z*(^l,^l) ^— dT^^,

ko
'^HMyO

3 0*0

3z*
(SH)

'30*0-
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VO - vO . 1/0

-'77J
-L 1

(SR)
du ,

*

(SR)

du

(67)

where

i^u

''DS - "4" )^(v,) d-n^ t*(T,i.u)

)2^*o 3,*^0

B^,2 3^1
du .

(SR) (68)

To compare the performance characteristics of a ship with a propeller and
rudder with those of a ship without a propeller, we define the quantities

'^t('^l'Vi^s) = ml((,^,ri^,s)-ml^(i^,ri^) , ip(77j , u, s ) = 5^(17 ^
, u, s ) - gp" (77^ , u) ,

^lx=^lx-^lx' ^ly=^ly-^ly' ^lz = ^lz-^lz' ^lr = ^lr-Vlr' ^15=^1^-^1^°

Then, from Eq. (42) we have
(69)

a*°(T]i) =--^lim gR°(^i.u) VI + u , a*(77j,s) =^ 1 im i^CTjj.u.s) v^TT^ . (70)
V 2 u-»-i V 2

^j_,_i

Assuming for simplicity that the pitch of the helical free vortex shed from the

propeller is constant radially, and considering that the period of variation of its

strength with respect to time s is in, we can set

Then Eqs. (18) are rewritten as

(71)

i, = xl(^,v) Z u[0^(^) + 0(^)v] +^t, 9 = e^(i) + 0(^)v + S^, (72)
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where

-l<v<l, ^B<^<1,

and we get from Eqs. (25) and (26)

^p = '^t + ^pt • (73)

where

1 1

^Pe " 4il-^rj^av Ej^.(r.v,-(,...,»(r^-|5i,)

*?. = ^{ ScDdr _[^..(^',v., Z K^^:-K.) {^i. ^£)

dX* t' B0*/r*

BX* 30*/ R*

dqp
,

dv'
,

R* = yx*2 + <f'2 + ^2 _ 2,f'^ COS 0*
.

•^

Further, from Eqs. (25), (26), (29), and (69),

(74)

-, •
^^,

'.

.

'

1
'.'' '.

77 1 00

1 r r r B i

1'r«
= -

^FT ^^1 du'
I

iR(T?;,u',s-(p/;.^(7^;))— — d<p,

-77j -1 -b °^ ^R

3
J_'

BX* R*

27r

du ,

(SR)

(75)
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Then from Eqs. (27), (28), and (69) Eqs. (29) and (30) are rewritten

1 i Jl - V
X 7T V 1 + V

5*0 Bd)— + — + v': " + v".
,*

. (SP)
dv

IVr
1

1 fjl- Vl^, !)*o B$
+ + vT^ + V

^30 ^dd
*o + V*

(SP)

dv

K(^'-K)-Ml^KI .
©(0=||\^4^^^^^dv

© (.o + - f2772 J
ds

1 - V

1 + V I'o

6*0 ^('I'H + 'fRC+t'Rt)

'di B-

,*

Ix ' Ix
+ V ,

" + V,

(SP)

dv ' r ds \^^
277 2.- 1 j , V 1 + V

^ +
3^*0 ^(^'h+^R +^Rt)

^B0 ^de
dv

J(SP) ^=/(l+<fB^ )' (76)

By reference to Eqs. (69), (61), and (62), the boundary conditions of Eqs. (32) and

(34) are rewritten

c(^.^l'S)
+ (-1)""'

B(I)

az

3(D 34(^i'^i)

(SH)
^^1

^4(^^i-^i)

(SH)
Bt]i

B<I)

Bt]

. ,
(77)

(SH)

(SR) ^ (^i) Bu

B .b

. (78)

(SR)

And the boundary condition of Eq. (33) on the propeller blade is rewritten

BO 30*0 *„ .*
+ —^ + V + V

di B^ 1" 1''

(SP)

"

B(D B^
+ vT" + V-

le
-I(SP)

" 5(^)^v
. (79)

The difference of water pressure between the case of the ship with a propel-

ler and rudder and that of the ship without a propeller, which is denoted by Ap*,

is expressed from Eqs. (36), (63), and (69) as ,
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P = P - P

IxIT* "-n^*
"•'*

^v ^^1\ dri
' 'ly

.-^"^v.=V0.,,

B(t) -^ \ /bo „^ \ /B(I)
+ vt°vtx+ v*°v*^.v*o ~*^

Substituting Eqs. (69), (74), and (75) into Eq. (80) we get

(80)

^F K ' = 1
"^t:*! ^v^(i[ ) ^^ ^H

dT7j

)x* ^'2 30*/

R

_B_2_

.^4 K*Rj

du'

9 =

47T j 5(^')d^'
J

t*(f',v') ^ Bs X* ^ Be*/R*
dv'

B(0;^g+ ^^t)

B0
^"^— ^ ^-"iI^^-j^ B3^

BO
!°)(if ^v*x:''^"*°

'

•*°^^'''

Bt]

B£*_o

Bz*

BO )$ ™^ f /bo „:^ Y /BO
+ V* + — + V* . + . + V

^i
ly; \^^* 1 z

+ FCj^ +V*°^ V* + V*° V* + V*° V* ] + i fv*2+v*2 + v*2nU'^o^ix'' ^ix^ lyiy iz ^iz-i ^ 2 ^ixiy iz/ (81)
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Then, subtracting Eqs. (65) from Eqs. (39) and referring to Eq. (69) the differ-

ences of the components of force and moment due to water pressure acting on

the hull, which are denoted by Khfxo. ^HFyo. K^f^o, K^^^q, k^^^^^ and K^^^^q, are

as follows:

^HFxO " %FxO ~ ^HFxO

^A 2 p-2 ^^d ( ^ 1 )

K=l IbC^ 1

)

<°(^r^i)
B(I)

L^U

+ m*(^j,7]j,s)L'o +

(SH)

+ ^1

(SH)

B
d-r?!,

^HFyO ~ %FyO " ^HFyO

f 7) S"!
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"HMxO "HMxO "HMxO

+ (-irz*(^i,T?i) +

^1 + ^o(^i'^i)

Bt7 3t7_
(SH).

+ (-ir
30

ds
(SH)

Bt7j
dT7^

'^HMyO " ^HMyO ^HMyO

i-ir-' zla.^v,)
3$

u
(SH)

- ^1

(SH).

+ m*(Ci,77j,s) ^1

'3.^*0 3<D

(SH)

+ (-ir"^4(^r^i) -0 +
30*0 3(D

+

+ (-1/ -:(^i-^i)

(SH)

^^1
+ ^1

dr^j
,

^HMzO ^'HMzO ^HMzO

tp K=l TbC^l )

I

'^l)^l
0)

(SH) (SH)

+ K(^,^V,,s) ^1

30*0 3<J)
+

(SH)

^1 h'o +

(SH)

30)

(SH)

^1 —^
V-

^^1 ^^1
dT7j

(82)

The presence of the roating propeller can be considered to have a small influence

on the local viscous drag on the hull surface, so that the vibrating parts of this

viscous drag, which are contained in the components generated by the propeller,

can be considered to be negligibly small compared with those caused by normal
pressure. Hence, the differences of the components of total force and moment
acting on the hull can be expressed by K^f^o? ^HFyO> etc., approximately. Next,
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using Eqs. (44), (45), and (48) and neglecting the small quantities of higher order
the differences of the components of force and moment of water acting on the

rudder, which are denoted by k^^^^, k^^^^, K^p.o' ^rmxo ' KuyO' and k^^^^, are

^RFz " ^RFz " ^RFz

where

^1 "".1 gR (^l.U)

(SR)

+ ~gR(7?j,U,s) X^Q +

L 3^ di
^ — + Al + v*x

(SR)

du
,

^RMx
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V - V* - '^

f" ^. I tR(^l.u) vLV^i)
B2<Djj B20* Bv*;

+

+ Vp^(77,
, s) +

9^1' 3^1^ 3^1

B20*o Bv*,o B^^H B2<^; B~*;

(SR)

3^1^ B^^ B^^2 3^^2 3^^
-(SRy

du ,

-s-^i\
3 f" K°(^i) + s(^i-^)]

^^^1)
!. - ^ ;- ^ (84)

Further, since [V*]^gp^ is negligibly small compared with [v*]^sp) ^"^^^ [v*](SP)
(11), referring to Eqs. (69), (27), and (28) the components of force and moment
acting on the propeller expressed by Eqs. (50) and (51) are rewritten

^Fx - ^Fxo "•" ^FxD • ^Fy " %yO ^ ^FyD ' ^Fz " %zO "^ ^FzD

^Mx - ^MxO + ^MxD ' ^My ' ^MyO ^ ^MyD ' ^Mz "" ^MzO "'' ^MzD

(85)

where

[V*]
(SP)

[V*] = ^ +
(SP)

+ — + V ,
° + V*

3^ B^ 1" 1''

-~— + + v*0 + V*
^^e ^B0 ^^ ^'

(SP)

(SP)

'yt-'

1 1 N

K
f B "1 k;=l ^ '

1 1 N

£

B

" 1 k=

1

1 .1 N

^R '"
1 k = 1

xo = ^ h^l E g.(^-,-5,)[v:]^^^^,dv, (86)

(Cont)
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1 In

^B " 1 k =
1 \ •,= ,'.-

+ [V*] ^^ COS [0^(^) + 0(^)v + SJ Mt?M(^) + 5(^)vJ + ^ejj dv
,

^1 ^1 N ,

-[V*]
^^

sin [^mC^) + ^(^')^ + S^i ^[^mC'?) + ^('^) v] + ^4) "^"^

?B k=l

.In _
'

KpyD^-VJ E CpD[l+(vA^)']V*2 sin 0(^) sin[V^) + SJ s^ d^ ,

f B k= 1

^r

.1 N

KfzD = ^ j E Cpd[1 + (^/^^)'J V*| sin £?(sO cos[0j,(^) + SJ f d^

^R k=I

"^MxD I E Cpoli + (-/?')'] v,V 0(^)^2 d^

^B k= 1

,1 N

K,MyD-^j E Cpd[1+(-/^)']V1:Jv*,^ sin5(^) sin[0^,(O+ Sj
f B 1<= 1

- 2. sin e(^) sin [0^(^) + S^]+ i^5(^) cos5(<f) sin [6?^(^) + S^]

.1 N

ffi k= 1

<f d<f

Km3D= -^ j E ^Pd[1 ^ (-/0']V*Jv*^^ sin^CO cos[£?„(^)+ SJ

+ V* [ve^(^) + ee] sin 0(^) sin [0^,(^) + SJ

+ 1^ sin 0(^) cos [^y(^) + S^] - 1.0 (cf) cos (^) cos [5„(^) + S^] ^ d^ . (86)
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The unsteady propeller forces are classified into "surface forces" and "bear-
ing forces," and the former contains "impulse forces" as mentioned earlier. In

the above expressions, Eqs. (82) and (83) represent the surface forces, Eqs. (85)

represent the bearing forces, and Eqs. (83) particularly represent the impulse
forces respectively. .

According to the result of a previous paper (6) the chordwise mean velocity

component W*j(^,-S^) flowing on the propeller blade can be assumed to be ap-
proximately independent of s, and so we can express

W*(?',-Sk) ^ /^xo(^')' + <o(^) = W*(^) (87)

Taking into account that the mean surface of the rudder passes through many
helical trailing vortices shed from the propeller blades at the same time, the

chordwise mean velocity component v|^(77j,s) flowing on the rudder surface can
be approximated to be independent of time, so that we can assume

vLc^i'S) - ^x(^i) (88)

Thus, substituting Eqs. (87) and (88) into Eqs. (74) and (75), the velocity poten-

tials 0pt and 0|t can be obtained as

^pt

"^Rt

^B ~1 k'=lL J<P =

(89)

477 ^x(Vx) - v*°(77;)
Bx| R|

du'

(p =

It is convenient in actual calculations to use Eqs. (89) instead of 4>p^ and 0^^ in

Eqs. (74) and (75).

Let us reduce further the preceding equations to convenient forms for per-

forming the actual calculations. Since the viscous velocity components [v*jj](sp)

and [v*5](SP) are expressed by periodic functions of s, they are expanded in the

series

^ +

(SP)

(SP)

Ix + "ixj^sp^ - 2^ ^xn(^)
in[<9„(.f )+5(^)v+5 ]

(90)

^ + ,*0

(SP) L ^*n(^) e
"

where [v*ix](SP) ^^^ [v*e](SP) are approximately independent of Ci- The vis-

cous velocity components [v*ix](SR)j [^*iy](SR) and [v*^]^sK) are independent of

time s. Then, it is found physically that m*(^j,7]j, s), g^(r]^,u,s), and the induced
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velocities on S^ and Sr are periodic functions of period 27t/n with respect to

time s and that gi(^,v,-S^) and the induced velocity on Sp are periodic functions

of period 2tt. Thus the quantities gi(^,v, -5^), m*{l.^,r]^,s), and l^(ri^, u,s) can

be expanded formally as

n m

m "

,
,

.

where

- imNs

(91)

gRmC^r") = gRmo(^l)/r^+ gRml(^l) ^1 " "' + gRm2(^l) " Vl " U^ + •

gR(^l-")= gR0(^l)/fT^+ gRi(^l) Vl - U^ + g^2(^l) U Vl - U^ +
' (92)

and g„o(^), gRn,o(^i)» g^o(^i)' etc., are functions of ^ or Vr From Eqs. (70)

we get the relations

g^o(^l) = 4°(^l) • Z SR-o(^i) e-^"^^ = a*(r,^,s) (93)

We define the following functions:

.- imNs

Bz* R*

= H^ , H e-
imNs _ „- imNs

J(SH)

d 1 II „- imNs
"k 'yHK ^

J(SH)

-H,,,„^ e'
imNs

J(SH)

B r imN[q)/Vjj(i7j)-sJ d 1

Bz* R
=

nN(9/i/^(T7
J
)-s) B 1

= RLxH K m
J (SH)

Bt] J„

RLyHK m

J (SH)

_1_ f" imN[<p/v (7,i)-s] _^ J_
Bz* ^ Bz* R* ^'P

Jq ^ (SH)

45

= R,

. - i mN s

imNs

(94)

(Cont)
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3C3X* R*j ^TxHk

LBz3X*j,R*

ip =

(SH)

q> =

(SH)

32 1

^TyHK
9 =

(SH)

= RTzHk
,

V B \ 1

^' 30*/ R*
dq)

N CO

377 k^Ti ^0 \ BX* ^' 30*/ R*

"

N OD

3 ^p
C

in(<p + 8^,) / , 3 1/ 3 \ 1 ^

Bz* ,e, Jo ' l^ ^ " r 3-i^JF
'"

(SH)
/ LxHKnn

= IfLyHK nm
(SH)

Z_i ^LzHk)

,- imNs

imNs

, - i mN s

(SH)

3 ^ 3 \ 1

3^ kTti ^ ^X* 30*/ R

3t) .rti V 3X* ^ 30* J R*

-9 =

(SH)

_ (p =0
(SH)

3z* ^^^ \ BX* 30*/ R*

~ 2-1 ^TyHKm
m

~
2_i ^TzHku

(p = "

(SH)

_„- imNs
k' xR

(SR)

J - i mN s

3 J_
3z* R*"

(94)

o „-imNs
"k ' zR ^

(SR)

3
C"

imN[<p/v^ (77'j)-s] B 1

3^ I 3z* R*
d(p

3 r imN[<p/v^(T7'j)-s] 3 1

3z* 4 ^ 3Pf R* '*'

(SR)

(SR)

Rl.Rh, e-i-N- = 0,

p „-imNs
'^LzRm ^

(95)

(Cont)
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'R '^^R

^TxR Bz*3X* R*j ^TzR -
,

(SR)
(p =

(SR)

= k ' = 1

/ ^LxRr
, - i mN s

J (SR)

B \ 1

k ' = 1

= L p _-imNs
LzRnm

J(SR)

3r ,'^. \ 3X* B0*/R*'^ ktl',
E PtxRm

(f-O

(SR)

3z* k'n'i \ ^X* B0*/ R*
J^ p^

^-imNs
TzRm

<p =

(SR) (95)

^- imNs B_
J.

LB^ R* J
2_. ^K 'xPmn ^

(SP)

^- imNs

i^0 R* Z"«
i nS

,

9Pmn

(SP)

3 f imN[(p/v^(T,'j)-s] ^B ]_

Bz* R| 2_, ^LxPmn ^

J(SP)

B f" imN[<p/v^(7,'j)-s] B 1

^Be Jo Bz* R*
dcp L^Li9Pmn

(SP)

B 1

B^BX* R| E Kt^P„ e'
B2 1

9 =

(SP)

|_^B5BX| R*J
E ^TePn ^

9 =

(SP)

^^ktr^

y r in(9 + S,,) /^, _^ _ ^ _^,^ J
B _ 1^ B W

BX* ^ B0*Jr*
^LxPn ^

J(SP) (96)

(Cont)
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3

^ j"
3in(.^H')(^, ^ \ 1

BX* ^' 30*/R
dcp

PI nS

,

I or>„ c

J(SP)

TxP
cp =

(SP)

B B \ 1
iv +

^B6? ^tTi^ ^X* B0*/R*_
TeP

q) =

(SP) (96)

where H^,^^^, RLxHKmj etc., are independent of time s and can be reduced to the

forms convenient for the actual calculations. Then by using Eqs. (94), (95), and

(96) the induced velocity components

[Bt/Ba^sH) ' tB(D/BT^]^sH^, [3l'/3z*](SH) ' t^'I'/^^l(SR) ' [^'^/^z*](SR) •

[B0*VBU(SR)' [^0*V^n(SP)- [30*V^B0]^sp^ ,
[B2<l,j^/B^2+B2 0*/B^2]^Sg^ ,

and .

which are derived from Eqs. (69), (58), (59), (73), (74), and (75), can be reduced
to harmonic series with respect to time. Some examples of them are

Bo

LB^ 2]
e-i™N

(SH)

2 ^^d ( ^ 1 )

t F K ' = 1 ^b( w )

4^J
dT?; j gRn,(^'i,u') Rl^h,^ du'

n f„ -1

1 1

^1 5(^')d^' j t*(^',v')W*(^') PTxHK.dv'

^j l{-n\)A'n\^ t*(T,;,u')[v^(T7;) - v|°(r,;)]RT,HK du'

(97)

(Cont)
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3$

(SR) ^F K '= 1 ^b C ^ i )

VE J
^^''

J gn(^'-v') PlxRh. dv'

(SP)

n ^B -1

+ 4^1 ^(^')<^^' j t*(^",v') W*(^") P^^i,^ dv'

1 m ^p k'=177(j(C'i)

+ 4V E J
"^"^1

J
SRmC^'l'"') ^LxPmn du'

1 1

•^4 -'-I
^ B

^

+ _LI 5(^')d^-| t*(^',v') w*(^") Pt,p dv' .

•

1

47T

(SH)

dC; V <?(^l.Vi)H,,,HKdV,

r " r

^ dT,; gR°(^;,u') Rl.hkO du'

^\ Uv[)dv[ t*(r7;,u') V*°(tj1) RT.HKdu'
(97)

(Cont)
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Vd(^0

B^2 J
( SR

3H.,
K 'xR

d?]' ,

(97)

and the rest are emitted. Thus, the integral equations, which are derived by

substituting Eqs. (97), etc., into the boundary conditions of Eqs. (77), (78), and

(79), hold irrespective of time s, so that each component of the harmonic series

with respect to e"'™^ or e ^"^k(m,n = 0, ±1, +2, . .

.
) in these equations must vanish.

Hence, the following equations are obtained for each harmonic number n or m:

Am* (l,,,V,) + — d^', y m* (^\'V\) H ,„ dri\
2 Km'^ ^ 1 ' 1

'

Ajj J 1 / , J K mV ^ 1
' ' 1 ' k'Hk '1

^F K ' = 1 ^b(^ 1 )

n ^B - 1

1 ^

........... .

^1 0(^')dr| t*(r,v') Wt(^') P^HK^dV

, for m ?;

^J ^(v[)dv\
J

t*(77;,u')[7.^(77;) - V*°(77;)] Rthk ^u' ,
for m = O

(98)

J A 2 ^d(^'l) p^u j-^

^F k'=1 ^b(^l^

1 1

n ^B " ^

1 1

(99)

(Cent)
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, for m ?! ,

V
,

+ ^r-^^ fv* 1

Vg

^x(^'i) - "^llivO R-T-p du , for m = ,

(99)

m ^F K '= 1 "'bC^ 1 )

4^ E J
'^'^1

J
Sr„(t?;,u') Rlp„„ du'

m r,„ - 1

4tt I ^^' 1 ^n(^'.v') Plph dv'

^EJ U^'i)dT7;J t*(T?;,u') 1.^(77;) R^p^ du'

4rT J^

2 r'^ d ( ^ '1 >

4^J d^i L J
<°(^'i.Vi)H,p,„dVi

where

"0(^)
V*n(^) - <n(^)

in[9„(.^) + 9(f )v]
for n ?!

= <
'^x*(^,v)

^e(^) dv
vSo(^) - <o(^)

- _1_| £?(^')d^' j t*(^',v')W*(^') P^pdv', for n = ,

^B -1
(100)
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H ,„ = (-1)'' iH , „ - H . „ H .k'Hk ^ ' k'zHk -i X K ' xHk -\ ^ k'
B^i "^ ''"^ 3t?j

'k 'yHk

3zjj(T7^,u)

^K 'R - ^K ' zR " -y- —^ "kxR

B^j LxHKm
3^^

^LHKm " ("!)" ^LzHkih
~

:^ r \xHKm ;i^ ^LyHKm ' ^LRm" \zRm'

3z^(t7j,u)

3 _/_1\K-lp _
"^

p _ p
LHKnm ~ ^ ^> '^LzHKnm -, y LxHunm -, LyHKnm'

" ^ 1 '1

= PtLRnm LzRnm 7 , , -. LxRnm '

.

TR " ~ ~TZ TT" TxR
i (^i)^u 7 i

p _ ,_1XK-Ip _ O^^l' '1^ p _ °^^ '^^ p
^THKm "

'^ •^-' TzHKm -^ ;, '^TxHKm p, TyHKm '

p - p i4(:v^p '-/ "^

^TRm ~ ^TzRm y , . -, "TxUm '

"K'Pmn = ^K-xPrnn " ( ^/^') ^k ' 0Pmn • ^LPmn = ^LxPmn "
( ^/'= ) ^L9Pmn '

PlPh = PlxPh- (--^Z^) PlSPh ' KTPn= KxxPn- (^/^) ^TePn ' PtP= ^TxP- (^/^ Pj^P • (101)

By solving simultaneously Eqs. (98), (99) and (100) we get the solutions m*^ (^i-^i),

SRmC^i-'-' )> ^^^ gn(^'V). Substituting Eqs. (97), etc., and these solutions into the

expressions from Eqs. (82) through (86) we can obtain the forces and moments
acting on the hull, rudder, and propeller. Of course the steady components, i.e.,

the values for m = O, correspond to the mean values, and the unsteady compo-
nents, i.e., the values for m ;^ o, represent the vibrating parts.

Finally, let us consider the velocity induced by 4>p^ . Letting cp = 9(^')(vi - v' ),

0pj defined in Eq. (74) is rewritten as

Sb k ' =1 " ^ '
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X* = y\e^{^') + ^(^')Vj] - i - v^s ,
&*= 0^(^')+0(^')v^

R* = yx*2 + ^-2 + ^2 _ 2^" if COS 0*
,

...:•- .: ;

g*i(^'-v', - S^') - ( gi{?",v', - [e(^")(v^-v') + S^,]} dv' ,

-1

gj(^',v',-S^,)=0, for v'>l or v'<-l. • •.

From Eqs. (22) and (23) we get

(103)

(104)

The velocity components induced by </)pj in the x, r, and t^ directions, which

are denoted by w^,,,^, w*j,^, and wp^^ respectively, are obtained by differentiating

partially with respect to C, ^, and 6; then integrating them by parts, referring

to Eqs. (104), the following expressions are obtained: t?: -
^ . . ;i ;

''PSx B^

1 N CO

So k = 1 1

'g*i(^'''Vi' -^k') ^'(^' -^ cos 0*)

B^'
(^')

Bg*i(^'.Vi, -S^,) ,c sin 0* - ^'(^' -^ cos 0*) 30*/B<f'

3v,
dv^,

'PC
^Ptr

B^ f|-^- L J,

Bgt(^'--i--Sk')

3^'

^' sin 0*BXV^(^')3vj-<f'X* cos 0* _ 3g*(<f',v^, -S^,)

-ri ^(^") + ;

X* sin 0* - ^' sin 0*3X*/B<f' + ^'X* cos 0*B0*/Bs^'

R^
dv^.

^35 ' 4
i B k '= 1 1

^gt(^'-Vi--Sk-)

(^-^' cos ©*) 3XVf^(^')Bv. - ^'X* sin 0* _ ^g^C^'-v., -S^,)
i 0(^') + —^ —!^ ^

R3

X* cos 0* - (^- ^' cos ©*) 3X*/3e' + <f' X* sin 0* B0*/B^'

R*3
dv. (105)
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Here, in each component of the induced velocity, the first term of the right-

hand side represents the velocity component induced by the trailing vortex
along the helix, and the second term represents the velocity component induced
by the bound and shed vortices arranged in the radial direction. The function

^g*('^'.Vi,-Sk/)/3v (-i<vi<i) is sometimes called "the bound vortex." More-
over, for V 1 > 1, we can get

g*i(^''^i'-Sk') = gik".v', - [e(^')(Vj-v') + S^,)]} dv'

1

gl{^',v', - [9(^')(v^-l) + S^, + 0(<f')(l-v')]}dv'

.

'' = g* {^', 1,- [0(^')(v^- 1) + S^,]} .' , '^

= g*{^', 1,5m(^') + ^(^') -f%(^') + ^(^') Vi + S^,]},
(106)

and this function is rewritten as g*('S',S'), where 0' = 6u(^') +d(<^')vi + s^,.

That is, the function g*(^,£^) represents the strength of the helical trailing vortex
at the point

Next we consider the velocity potential and the induced velocity in the domain of

a propeller wake, i.e., fg < ^ < i and Vj > i . In this domain the velocity po-
tentials and velocity components except ^p^ , wp^ ^, Wp^ ^, and Wp^^ are continu-

ous. The quantities 0pj , wp^^, Wp^^., and wp^^ are discontinuous at any point on
the surfaces of trailing vortices which satisfies Eqs. (107) and are continuous at

all remaining points in the domain of propeller wake. In general, the closed
vortex can be replaced hydrodynamically by doublet distributions. Accordingly
the helical surfaces of trailing vortices are equivalent to the surfaces of doublet

distributions. We denote the increments of values of 4-*^, wp^^, Wp^^., and Wp^^

at the discontinuous surfaces when a point passes through the point (^,<^,^) of

Eqs. (107) so as to increase 6 keeping i constant or decrease C maintaining d

constant by A0pj , Aw|j^, Awpj^., and Awpj,^ respectively. Then using the classical

potential theory we get

A0pe = g (^,9) , Awpj^ = —
, Aw*j^ ^-

- ^

(108)

^ 3g*(^,^)
^Pte ^2 + y2 ^0

We must take Eqs. (108) into account in the actual calculations of wp^^, wp^^.,

and wpjg in the domain of the propeller wake.
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A METHOD TO CALCULATE BEARING FORCES

The mathematical expressions of unsteady propeller forces for a ship with
a propeller and a rudder were introduced in the previous section. It is further
necessary to reduce them to forms suitable for numerical calculations. How-
ever, it seems laborious as shown in the previous section to calculate the sur-
face and bearing forces simultaneously by using a high-speed digital computer.
Hence, for simplicity, the results presented in the previous section will be re-
formulated for bearing forces in this section. Let us denote the components of

inflow velocity to the propeller in the x, r, and 6 directions by v*, v*, and v*

respectively, which are composed of the viscous velocities and the potential

velocities induced by the hull and rudder and are expressed as

+ V,„ + + V

B(0* +
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^ke = ;7
J Vi + V K

"pb

( SP )
( SP ) '

^d0 + [v^]
I
dv ,

(SP) (SP),

1 c\/rTv<(^'-)
w!(^.-s.)vyvL^ + v-

, ©(o = ijyf^
^(^) ^v

dv ,

dv

2tt 1

' 2 77 1 .

-^
r ds f v^(s^ + [v*] ) dv

7/2^ Jo -^Z ^^^ ^ (SP)'
=\/( 1 + ij )/2

or

(face pitch)/2rg (112)

Since the velocity components u^^ + [v*](sp) and ^ + [v^J^sp) can be assumed to
be independent of ^, they can be expanded similarly to Eqs. (90) as

where

r *i V^ * ^ in r'9w( f ) + 9( ^)v+8, 1

^0 + [<]
P)

= E <n(Oe L mC
;

C
;

U

(SP)

277-

277

(113)

(114)

in which
[ ]^=-j.(,s indicates the value of

[ ] at the representative plane of the
propeller disk. With account taken of the characteristics of a two-dimensional
unsteady airfoil in sinusoidal gusts the bound vortex gjC^.v,- S^) in Eqs. (91) and
(92) can be approximated by
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(U5)

where G^(^) is the circulation with a harmonic number n around the blade sec-
tion. Then referring to Eqs. (86), (69), (109), (110), (111), (113), and (96), we get

"
( sp

)

"

'^
( SP)

^U'
t> J / 5Dx " C SP1 ^-^ ^'^

( SP) (SP)

(116)

^Pe

^de
_ (SP)

+ [v*] = y V.^ e'"^
'^ (SP) ^ ^"

where

Vxn - ^xn(^^) e + —7
J

G^(^ )d^
J
VrTVPLxPndv

(117)

We substitute Eqs. (109), (110), (111), (113), and (115) into Eq. (79), i.e., the

boundary condition on Sp, and multiply this equation by the weight operator

^ / -Vf^ (118)

Then, since the equation obtained in this way is to be independent of s,^, the fol-

lowing equation is obtained for each n similarly to Eqs. (100):

^ ^LSPn

where

N 00

k ' = 1 4)

N CO

k ' = 1 -d
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A,k'i(^',^.^;^) =

VC202 + <f' 2 +^2_ 2^'^COS [^+ 277(k' - 1)/N]^

3z/^i//{^V- ^ sin [>//+ 277(k' - 1)/N]}

yj,2^2 +^'2 +^2 _ 2^'^ COS [0+ 277 (k' - 1)/TM]^

y COS [0+2 77 (k' - 1)/N]

77.20^2 + ^-2 +^2_ 2^'^COS [0+ 277(k' - 1)/N]^

3i^^' sin [0+ 277(k' - 1)/N] {^'0- ^ sin [0+ 277(k'- 1)/N]}
+ .

yj,202+^'2 +^2_ 2^'^ COS [0+ 277(k'- 1)/N]^

'/'O = ^m(^') - %(^) + ^(^') ^'-^(^) ^ • .,,..,:
.

(120)

Substituting Eqs. (116) and (117) into Eqs. (112) we get

1 1

V* -1 f i/l - ^ V dv V* - - f l/^
~ ^ V dv V* =y V*

6'"^*=

""1 "1 n

(121)

Hence, from Eqs. (52) and (53) we get the section lift coefficient C^L(f,s) and
the section viscous drag coefficient Cp^:

> G (^) e "^^
(122)

e(^)Wi;(^, -s^)y^'2 + ^2
^ ^

Substituting Eqs. (109), (110), (114), and (116) into Eqs. (85) and (86), and
referring to Eqs. (121), we obtain the force and moment acting on the propeller

as

%x - ^FxO + *^FxD ' %y " ^FyO + ^FyD ' %z ' ^FzO "'' ^FzD

where

(123)

^Bk=l n.n' -1
(124)

(Cont)
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f3k=ln,n' -1

sin [%(<f) + ^(^) V + S^] dv ,

^B 1<=1 n,n' -il

COS [5^(^) + 5(^) V + S^] dv ,

<fg k= 1 n , n ' i-l - '

^B k=l n,n' -il

(V^„,^ Sin [d^(^) + ^(,^)v + S^]

+ V^n' (^ [^m(^) + ^(^) V] + ^e} cos [0^{^') + ^(^) V + S^]) dv

t« k= 1 n, n' -i-l o ';.

(V^n' ^'^"^ [^(^) + ^(^) V + S^] ;, >: r-i.

1 N

'^FyD

1 IN

- T J 2 CpD[l + (^/^)'] V*2 sin[5^,(^) + S,] sin^(^)^d^
fp k=i

I IS

'FzD- 4 I Z-. CpD[l + (^/^)'] V*^ cos[5„(^) + 8,] sin6^(^)^d^,
t„ k=i
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1 N

+ V*g{sin[5^,(^) + SJ 1. [sin^(^) - ^(^) cos ^(^)]
'•

- cos [0^,(^) + S^][i.0^,(^) + ^e] sin^(^)}) ^d^, '-

KmzD = - ^ f E Cpd[1 + iv/^f] Vt,(V*, cos [0^(O + K] ^ sin ^(^)

+ V*^{cos [%(^) + S^] V [sin ^(^) - e{^) cos ^(^)] y -v \

+ sin [0m(^) + S^] [ve^{^) + ^e] sin^(^)}) ^ d<f .

^24)

From Eqs. (56) we get the thrust coefficient c^ and torque coefficient Cq:

Ct = - Kp^ , Cq= k^,^ . (125)

Further, denoting the components of Kp^ , Kp^, etc., for a harmonic number c by
K^^^, K^y-*, etc., respectively, assuming that Cp^ is a constant independent of k

and s instead of the expression in Eqs. (122), and using the formula

N fNe-imNs
_ for £ ^ mN ,

Y^ e'''^ A (126)

k=i , for E 7= mN ,

then Eqs. (122) and (123) are reduced to

_ V vCniN) -imNs „ _ .r-, „ ( mN ) -imNs „ _ yh ^r(mN) - imNs
%x " /_, '^Fx ^

' '^Fy - 2_, Fy ^
' ^Fz " 2_, F'Fz

(127)

T, _ V"" v(mN) -imNs „ _ V"' Tr(mN) -imNs ^ _ v-" „(mN) -imNs
•^Mx - Z. ^Mx ^

• '^My - Z^ *^My ^ • *^Mz " 2_. '^Mz ^

where

(mN) _ (mN) (mN) (mN) _ (mN) (mN) (mN) _ (mN) (mN)
^Fx - %xO + %xD • %y - %yO *" '^FyD ' %z " %zO "^ %zD

''Mx " ''MxO ^ '"MxD ' "^My ' '^MyO "*" ''MyD ' *^Mz " '^MzO ^ ''MzD
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(mN)
^FxO

,(mN)
'FyO

- LtI NG,(^)d^'| ]/EZv^_^^_^dv,

EtI NG,(Od^ /i4f^^-
i[5„(^)+^(f)v]

X ,mN- n-

1

'^[9fji(S) + e{^)^]
X ,mN-n+ 1

dv
,

(mN) \- 2L C\,r ,A^AA fi/ l - V 1 fv ^i[^M(^)+^(^)^]
^FzO = LtJ NG„(^)d^

J y j-^-^ 2 t^x,mN-n-l e

%

+ V
-i[^M(^) + ^(f)^J

X ,mN-n+

1

dv
,

i[^M(^)+^(^)^]

V
-i[eM(f) + 5(^)v]

e ,mN-n+l

<:V- Ef /NGn(Od^/v^(^
n To -1 ^

dv ,

i[^M(^^)+^'(^)^]

+ V.
-i[e„(^)+0(f)v]

, mN-n+1

i[^M(^) + ^(^)^]

x,mN-n-l

-V , ,
e-^^'«^^^*''^'^^H)dv.

"x, mN-n+1 ^ J/

4:d' = E ^ f
NCpD[l + iW^f] V*„ V*,„^.„ ^(O^d^

(129)

(Cont)
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(mN)
^FyD L"

1

p i^M(0

_ V*
^ e, mN-n + l

-i^M(^)
sin 9{^)^d^

i^M(f)
l,mN-n-l

^ ^e, mN-n + l

i^M(^)
sin^(.f) ^d^ ,

; 1 ( \ \ . i) !!

(mN)
^MxD

in

<l' - E ^ / NCp„(i M-/0=1 v|„U
t,

i^M(^)

- V
i^M(0

X, mN-n + l
^sin 9{^)

1

2i

^i9,mN-n-l ^ ^ ^0, mN-n+l ^
[l^^j.(^) + ^e] Sin0(^)

V*
i^M(^) _ V*^e,mN-n-l ^ *e, mN-n+l

i^MCf)

1^ [sin0(^) - e{^) cos0(^)] Kd^,

i^M(0

+ V^*
i^M(0

^ sin0(^)

"*"

2i ^,mN-n-l ^ ^e, mN-n + l

1

+ 2
V*

„i^M(^)
+ V*^e,mN-n-l ^ ^ ^5, mN-n+l

i^M(^)

-i^M(^)

[z^^m(^) +^^] Sin0(^)

V [sin0(^) - 0(^) COS 9{^)]\ ^d^ (129)
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The frequency of bearing forces is represented by mNQ/277 = mnj.N. Therefore,

denoting the components of forces and moments for frequency mnj.N > o by Kp^^^,

Kpym' etc., we can get , ,.,

Kr..= K^r^-^"^^^-4"r^e^"^^% Kp^,= 4;;'^e-^-^%K^7^>e^"^^^ (130)

From Eqs. (127), (128), and (129) the complex functions Kp7^\ '^y^^\ etc.,

are the conjugate complex functions of Kp™ , Kpy , etc., respectively. Conse-
quently, for mPrN > 0, denoting the amplitudes of Kp^^, Kp^^, etc., by Apxm Ap^^

etc., respectively, they are equal to twice the absolute values of K^^ \ K^^'',

etc., respectively. That is, we get for m > 1 , „.

(mN)| . _
I

(mN)| _ , (mN),
'Fx I' -^Fym - "^

I '^Fy I' ^¥ zm ' ^\^¥ z I

V _ olvC^N)! . _ ^|„(mN)| . _
I

(mN)|
^Mxm ^ ^I'^Mx I' ^Mym - "^

I '^My I' "Mzm^ -I'^Mz I

(131)

With the particular values of a propeller 0^(f), ^(^), x* (^,1^), and e, the

inflow velocity components v*, v* , and v*, and the advance coefficient v^ given,

let us calculate the bearing forces by using the preceding equations. That is,

calculating v (f), v*^(^), v*^(^), and0by using Eqs. (112) and (113), we obtain

G„(^) by solving Eq. (119) and then calculate V^^ and V^,^ from Eqs. (117), V*^,

V*^, V*^, V*^, and Wi(^,- S^) from Eqs. (121), and C^lC^-^) f^o^ the first of

Eqs. (122). On the other hand, when the values of Cpi3o(<f), ap(^), and bp(cf) are

assumed to be known for each blade section, Cp^ can be obtained from the second

of Eqs. (122). Substituting the resulting values of G^(<f), V^^, V^^, v*^, V*^, and

Cpo into Eqs. (123) and (124) we can calculate Kp^, Kp^, Kp^, K^,^, K^^, and K^^.

Thus the bearing forces can be obtained. The detailed procedure to calculate

Kp^ and K,^,^, i.e., C^ and Cq was presented in the appendix of Ref. 6. The com-
ponents of force and moment acting on the propeller other than Kp^ and K^^ can

be calculated according to a similar method as for Kp^ and K,^^. Similarly, by

substituting G„(^), V^^, V,„, V*„, and V*^ into Eqs. (128), (129), and (130), and

further assuming Cp^ to be constant, we can calculate the amplitudes Ap^^, Ap^^^,

etc., of vibratory forces and moments for frequency mnj.N (>0).

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF BEARING FORCES

As numerical examples, propeller M of Ref. 6 is adopted as a parent pro-

peller, whose principal parameters N, ^^,Q){^), e, etc., are shown in Table 1.

Then the variations from propeller M are as follows: ^m(^) ^^^ ^(^) °^ ^^Y
given propeller are respectively a and /3 times as much as those of propeller M.

The values of the particular magnification factors a and (i used here are sum-
marized in Table 2. For propellers Mjj, ^22* "^32' '^' '^^'^ '^52' ^^ ^^^ a = 1

and /3
- -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2 respectively, and this group is employed to deter-

mine the effect of skew on bearing forces. When we take a = 1 and [i - 0.75,

1.00, and 1.25 for propellers M^j, M, and M43 respectively and also a = and
(i = 0.75, 1.00, and 1.25 for propellers M21, M22, and U^^ respectively, these two

groups determine the effect of the blade area ratio on the bearing forces. The
blade area ratios of the given propellers are also shown in Table 2.
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Table 1

Parameters of Propeller M (Diameter D= 2tq = 215.67 mm;
Face Pitch 2ttt = 205.85 mm; N = 4; ^g = 0.1765; Blade Area
Ratio = 0.5748; Pitch Ratio = 0.9546; e = 8° = 0.1396; v = 0.276)
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versus angle 0. The symbol i as expressed by <f = .f^ (i = 1, 2, . .
. , 7) in the figures

and tables of this section designates the blade section, and the relation between i

and ^i is defined in Table 1. Denoting the advance coefficient by standard nota-

tion and the circulation about a blade section by J and G^(^", s) respectively we
get

J=rrv,, G^(,^s) = G,(^, -Sk) = T G„(^)e'"'''. (133)

Further we adopt 0.276 as a convenient approximate value of v in the numerical
calculation. Following the procedure in the previous section the values of G^(^)

for various values of J , and also v^^, v^^, v*„, v*^, v*^, v*^, WJ(^^ - s^),

G^(^,s) , C^L(<f,s), etc., can be calculated. Then, denoting the zero lift angle of

the blade section in radians by agi and using the relations

CpDoC'^) = 0.0080 , ap(.f) = 0.08315 , bp(<f) = 6.283 a^^ - 0.1097 (134)

in accordance with Kerwin (6), the values of Cpp and consequently the bearing

forces Kp^, Kpy, Kp^, K^,^, K^jy, and K^,^ can be calculated numerically. Then,

denoting the mean values of Kp^, Kp^, etc., with respect to time s by Kp^, Kp^,

etc., respectively and denoting the magnitudes of the vibrating parts of Kp^, Kpy,

etc., with time s by AKp^, AKp^, etc., respectively, the mean values can be ob-

tained by
.

27T/N 27T/N '.: -

Kfx = ^ J
Kp, ds , Kpy = 1^ j Kpy ds , :

- etc.
.

-'o -'o
' -

.

AKp^ = max Kp^^ - min Kp^^ ,
AKpy - max Kpy - min Kpy , etc. (135)

Further, assuming that Cp^ is a constant and equal to 0.01 instead of using

Eqs. (134), we can calculate the aplitudes Ap^^, Apy^, etc., for m = 1, 2, 3, 4.

We will apply the method of comparing the bearing forces of propellers on

the basis of the idea of thrust identity. With the propeller diameter D, the ship

speed V, and the mean thrust T given in common, we will compare the number
of revolutions of the propellers per unit time and the other characteristics of the

bearing forces. We will take two propellers Mj and M2 and will use the sub-

scripts 1 and 2 referring to propellers Mj and Mr, respectively. Then, from the

requirement of constant thrust, we obtain

f = -pD'v'r.'K^^^ai) = -pD'v2j;2Kp^^(j^)
,

(136)

where

Ji = V/(n^iD) , J^ - V/{n^p) - J,/^, M = n^^/^rl ^^^T)

and Kp^i(Ji) and Kp^2(J2) means that K^^j and K^^^ are respectively functions

of J J
and jj. Hence, from Eqs. (137) we get
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Table 4

Bearing Forces Acting on Propeller M

J
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0.15

10'Kfi

10'Kmx

10 "Kh*

0.05-

/^"Kmi —

0.70 0.85 1.00 1.15

Fig. 5 - Magnitudes of the vibrating parts
of the bearing forces of propeller M

AKp.. AKi AKi AK,^,^, AK,^^ and AK,^,^, increase with increase of j, or with de-^Fx> ""^Fyj ^^^Fz) "'''MX5 ""My> <*"" ""Mz
crease of the mean thrust coefficient -KFx'

The mean values and the magnitudes of the vibrating parts of the bearing
forces of propellers Mjj, M22, M32, M52,

shown respectively in Figs. 6 through 13.

M43, M21 and M23 versus J are

Let us examine the effect of skew on the bearing forces. It is found from
Figs. 6, 7, 8, 4, and 9 that the mean values of the bearing forces of the propel-

lers with a blade area ratio of 0.5748 have almost the same value for each J in-

dependent of the skews. Let us compare the magnitudes of the vibrating parts
of the bearing forces for each J. The values of AK^^, AKp^, AKp^., AK^,^, AK,^,y,

and AK,^j^ versus a for J - 0.85 and 1.00 are taken from Figs. 6, 7, 8, 5, and 9

and are shown in Fig. 14. It is found in Fig. 14 that all the magnitudes of the

vibrating parts of the bearing forces of the propellers with a constant blade area
ratio decrease with increase of backward skew. Similar results are obtained in

the cases of propellers Mji and M^j and in the cases of propellers M23 and M43.

We will next examine the effect of the blade area ratio on the bearing forces.

To compare propellers M^j, M, and M43 on the basis of idea of thrust identity,

we use Figs. 10, 4, 5, and 11 and we calculate the ratios Rpy, Rp^ , R,^^^ , R^
,

^MzJ ^^Fx, ARpy, ARpz, AR^^, AR^,y, and AR^,^ of propellers M^^ and M43 to propel-

ler M as shown in Fig. 15. Similarly we calculate the ratios of propellers Mji
and M23 to propeller M22 as shown in Fig. 16. It is found from Figs. 15 and 16

that the mean values and the magnitudes of the vibrating parts of the bearing
forces vary within 10% for blade area ratios between 0.43 and 0.72, excepting
Rp and ARp^, which vary about 15%.

Finally let us consider the amplitudes of the bearing forces for the frequency
mn^N. The amplitudes Ap^^, Apy^, Ap^^, A^^^, A^,y^, and A^^^ of propeller M for

m > are shown in Table 5. Since the harmonic numbers n of the inflow velocity

are ±8 at most as shown in Eqs. (132) and Table 3, the amplitudes of the bearing
forces for m = 3 and 4 are negligibly small compared with those for m = 1 and 2.

The characteristics of the amplitudes versus J for m = 1 and 2 are similar in

tendency to the characteristics of the magnitudes of the vibrating parts versus J.
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0.15

10»K„

10'K«
10 'K«,

10«Kh,

0.85 1.00 1.15

Fig. 9 - Mean values o£ the bearing
forces (top) and the magnitudes of

the vibrating parts of the bearing
forces (bottom) of propeller M^j
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10'Kt,
10«K„
10«Km
10'K„,

10'Kh,

OjOS

Fig. 10 - Mean values of the bearing
forces (top) and the magnitudes of

the vibrating parts of the bearing
forces (bottom) of propeller M^^
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Fig. 12 - Mean values of the bearing
forces (top) and the magnitudes of

the vibrating parts of the bearing
forces (bottom) of propeller Mji
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Table 5

Amplitudes of the Vibrating Parts of the Bearing Forces

J
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DISCUSSION

p. C. Pien '
•

Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Washington, D.C.

This paper is another important contribution of the author to the field of

propeller hydrodynamics. It is a very comprehensive paper in which the author
has given a complete expression of the velocity potential of a single- screw hull-

propeller- rudder configuration. As shown by Eqs. (25) and (26) it is written in

terms of the source and the vorticity distributions which are determined by sat-

isfying simultaneously the unsteady boundary conditions on the hull surface,

propeller-blade surface, and rudder surface. Once the velocity potential is ob-

tained, it is a relatively easy matter to compute the vibratory forces on either

the hull, the propeller, or the rudder. However, it seems extremely difficult to

calculate these time- dependent source and vorticity distributions. Would the

author care to suggest a practical numerical procedure to obtain these distribu-

tions ?

Concerning the computation of the periodic blade loading, I would like to

make one remark related to the geometry of a trailing vortex sheet in the behind
condition. As shown in Eqs. (112) the geometry of the free- vortex sheet is a

function of v, which is a function of the inflow velocity as well as the blade load-

ing. It is convenient to make the usual assumption that the free- vortex sheet

lies on a helical surface with the pitch the same as the blade- face pitch. How-
ever, this assumption also implies that there is no circumferential inflow varia-

tion, otherwise the free- vortex sheet cannot possibly lie on a helical surface.

Hence, such an assumption may not be proper, especially when the inflow to the

propeller is highly nonuniform and the blade is heavily loaded. Under such cir-

cumstances, it may be necessary to keep the actual slip- stream geometry intact.

However, as shown by Eqs. (112), the problem becomes extremely difficult if no
simplification is made on the slip- stream geometry. A long tedious iterative

procedure becomes necessary. This makes one wonder whether the vortex rep-
resentation of a blade loading is an appropriate approach in solving an unsteady
propeller problem under a heavily loaded condition. I would like to know the

author's view on this point.
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DISCUSSION

William B. Morgan
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D.C.

This paper is very interesting and ambitious. We at the Naval Ship Research
and Development Center have followed the work of Prof. Yamazaki with interest

for many years. Studies at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center in-

dicate that the influence of the propeller on the hull is mainly potential in origin

and the influence of the hull on the propeller is mainly viscous in origin. These
conclusions are based on theoretical work confirmed by tests in the Naval Ship

Research and Development Center. The influence of the propeller on the sep?ra-
tion point, especially on single- screw ships, is very important, and I wonder if

Prof. Yamazaki has plans to include the viscous effects in a more rational man-
ner. It seems to me that the vorticity in the wake of the ship must be considered
to make the solution practical.

DISCUSSION

V. F. Bavin

Kryloff Ship Research Institute

Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

I wish to compliment the author on the considerable amount of work he has
done in formulating the problem of the hull- propeller- rudder interaction in its

most general aspect. Being also involved in this field I agree with the author

that the rigorous solution of this problem is a very difficult task.

Therefore it seems to be quite reasonable first to investigate each aspect

of the problem separately. The evaluation of the effect of blade width and skew
on the amplitudes of bearing forces made by the author is very valuable. I was
a little surprised to find the theoretically predicted influence of the blade area
ratio to be rather small. This conclusion is not consistent with the results ob-

tained by Krohn and Miller.

It would be very interesting to compare in the future the magnitude of the

surface and bearing forces for some typical hull forms and to evaluate the in-

fluence of the afterbody configuration on the magnitude of the surface forces.
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Ryusuke Yamazaki i

I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Pien, Dr. Morgan, and Mr. Bavin

for their useful discussions and valuable comments. I have intended in this paper

to find a theoretical clue to calculate the unsteady propeller forces including the

propulsion performance of a ship on the basis of my present knowledge, and so

the theory in it is not a completed closed system mainly because of an imperfec-

tion in the treatment of the viscous flow which holds vorticity. I agree with Dr.

Morgan's opinion about the interaction of the ship hull and the propeller. I have

formed a plan as follows. By using the method developed in this paper, we can

calculate the stream line, the flow velocity, and the pressure near the hull sur-

face, and then, applying the two-dimensional boundary layer theory to the flow

along each stream line, we can obtain the frictional resistance of the hull, the

separation point of the boundary layer, and the wake velocity behind the hull and

can correct numerically the equations of the boundary conditions on the hull, pro-

peller, and rudder and the balance of the forces acting on these three parts. By
repeating the procedure the precise values of the unsteady propeller forces are

expected to be obtained.

On the other hand, the flow state of the three-dimensional boundary layer

surrounding such a three-dimensional body as a ship is generally different from
that obtained by means of the above-mentioned two-dimensional process, even

in the case of steady condition. Therefore, as described in this paper, to solve

the problem of fluid flow near the hull, especially viscous flow, we must apply

the three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer and turbulent wake theory, which

is not yet completed. For example, at present we cannot calculate numerically

the exact values of the pressure in a laminar flow with vorticity for high Reynolds

numbers. In the future I want to study further the viscous flow near the hull,

which contains the boundary layer, its separation point, and the wake.

In reply to Dr. Pien and Mr. Bavin, I plan to carry on the numerical calcula-

tion of the bearing and surface forces for the typical ship simultaneously. How-
ever, it seems very difficult, because the velocity components induced by the

velocity potential contain infinite series of improper integrals of Bessel func-

tions. In the examples of this paper the influence of the blade area ratio on the

bearing forces is rather small compared with the results obtained by Krohn and

Miller, as Mr. Bavin said, and I consider the reason to be the differences of the

wake distributions and the geometrical shapes of propeller blades except for the

blade area ratio.

On the basis of the unsteady lifting surface theory with higher order terms,

the general theory to calculate hydrodynamic performance characteristics of a

heavily loaded propeller working unsteadily in a nonuniform flow was developed

in the beginning of Ref. 6, in which exact expressions were obtained for calculat-

ing the spatial and temporal distortion of the geometrical shape of the free vortex

sheet with the fluctuating strength from a regular helical surface with a constant

pitch. However, in the numerical examples of this paper and Ref. 6, I calculated
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the bearing forces by adopting only the first term of the Birnbaum's series as

the chordwise distribution of the bound vortex and the regular helical surface

with a constant pitch as the geometrical shape of the free vortex to simplify

programming the numerical calculation. Accordingly I agree with Dr. Pien's

opinion about the procedure to calculate numerically the path of the free vortex

practically. I doubt the need of an exact solution for the path of the free vortex,

because the hydrodynamical performance characteristics obtained theoretically

do not agree exactly with the experimental results even in a case where the pro-

peller is working steadily in a uniform flow.
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A GENERAL THEORY FOR

MARINE PROPELLERS

Pao C. Pien and J. Strom- Tejsen
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D. C.

ABSTRACT
"

Based on the concept of an acceleration potential, a general lifting sur-
face theory for marine propellers has been developed. It is applicable
to propellers with rake, skew, arbitrary pitch distribution, arbitrary
blade contour outline, etc. Also the propeller loading can be steady or
unsteady, light or heavy.

A numerical technique for the evaluation of the kernel function is dis-
cussed, and some preliminary results from a connputer program are
given.

INTRODUCTION
/-

. . .
•:

A screw propeller is a very simple, rugged, efficient marine propulsive
device. However, it has shortcomings. When propeller loading is heavy, it may
induce severe hull vibration. Erosion and noise may also become serious prob-
lems in many instances. Theoretical studies on marine propellers have at-

tempted to eliminate or minimize these shortcomings, and in recent years sev-

eral papers dealing with propeller theory have been published, e.g., Refs. 1

through 10. Unfortunately, existing propeller theories have many limitations

because of the assumptions made to facilitate development of the theory or to

shorten the numerical analysis. Generally speaking, these limitations involve

three areas: propeller geometry, propeller loading, and propeller operating
conditions. Such geometrical features as radial pitch variations, skew, and rake
are not always properly dealt with by existing theories. Most propeller theories
are applicable only to lightly or moderately loaded propellers. Moreover, un-
steady propeller theory is still in its infancy. In many instances, it is advan-
tageous to operate in fully cavitated condition, but the present methods of design-
ing a supercavitating propeller are not entirely satisfactory. - '

In view of the present situation, it appears that there is a need for a general
lifting- surface theory for marine propellers which is applicable to a practical
propeller under any operating condition. This paper represents an attempt to-

ward developing such a theory.

It may seem appropriate to select one of the existing propeller theories and
attempt to generalize it, but this is not a realistic approach. If an existing
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vortex- propeller theory is chosen as a point of departure, it is difficult to take

contraction of the slipstream into account. Such an attempt has been made in

the hope of developing a theory for heavily loaded propellers, but so far it has
not been successful. Propeller theory based on vortex representation has been
extended to cover unsteady operation, e.g., Refs. 11 through 18. Despite many
simplifications having been made in such unsteady propeller theories, the nu-

merical analysis is still so complicated that hours of computing time on a high-

speed computer would be needed. Therefore, it is not practical to generalize
such a theory any further.

To overcome some of the difficulties inherent in a vortex- propeller theory,

theories based on the concept of acceleration potential have been developed re-

cently, e.g., Refs. 1 and 19 through 21. The starting point is the Euler equations

of motion; the concept states that the pressure gradient at any point divided by
the fluid density gives the acceleration of the fluid element at that point. Strictly

speaking, the pressure field of a fluid is not a potential function. Hence, such
propeller theories are viewed as linearized theories and are applicable only to

lightly loaded propellers. Unless the acceleration potential itself is modified,

there is not much room for generalization.

It seems imperative to take a fresh look at the problem before attempting

to develop a general lifting- surface theory for marine propellers. When a pro-
peller blade is moving through a fluid, the fluid motion in a fixed space is un-
steady. Various fluid particles experience certain accelerations. The accelera-
tion of a moving fluid particle dq/dt consists of two parts:

^=^<,V),. (1)

The first part, Bq/3t, is due to the unsteadiness of the velocity field or the ac-
celeration at a fixed space. The second part (qV) q is due to the motion of the

fluid particle. It is more convenient if we consider these two parts separately.

As a matter of fact the time integration of the acceleration at a fixed space plus

the initial velocity field yields the velocity field at any time:

t

I
3Ldt . (2)
3t

Then the second part of the acceleration of a moving fluid particle can be ob-

tained from the velocity field at that time. The fluid- particle acceleration due
to the movement of the particle can be left out in the calculation of the velocity

field at any time. Therefore it is logical to define a new acceleration potential,

whose gradient will yield an acceleration field in a fixed space. The general
theory of marine propellers described herein is based on this concept.

The amount of numerical work involved in any propeller theory is always a
practical concern. A propeller theory is useful only if the computer time re-

quired is within a reasonable limit. The kernel function involved in a propeller

theory is quite complicated, and the usual practice is to evaluate it numerically.

In some cases, modification of the kernel function is made for convenience in
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evaluation. However, if the modification is too drastic, the solution obtained

may no longer be related to the problem to be solved.

The main difficulty in attempting to functionally carry out the integration

involved in a propeller theory is the cosine factor in the integrand. In the past,

efforts have been made to find an approximating expression for either the whole
integrand or the distance factor in the denominator of the integrand, but no sat-

isfactory expression has been obtained, because the range of integration extends

to negative infinity. On the other hand, it is well known that a cosine function

within a small range of the argument can be accurately approximated by a

second-degree polynomial. Hence by dividing the range of integration into

steps and replacing the cosine factor of the integrand by an appropriate second-

degree polynomial the integration can be carried out functionally within each

step. This approach greatly reduces the required computing time compared to

the usual tedious numerical integration. Based on this numerical technique a

very efficient computing program can be developed. Such a development is now
under way, and some preliminary results are included in this paper.

BASIC CONCEPT .

When a propeller blade advances through a fluid, a pressure field is moving
with the blade. As a result, an unsteady motion is created throughout the fluid.

As was stated in the Introduction, the acceleration of a fluid particle of any un-

steady flow consists of two parts:

3?=^(^'>- :.:.. ..... («

where q is a velocity vector. The first part, Bq/Bt, is due to the time rate of

change of velocity in a fixed space. The second part, (qV)q, is due to the move-
ment of the fluid particle.

For an inviscid fluid, in the absence of an external force field, we have the

equations of motion

^f^-^- e.:-^ .:-.^.:: , . (3)

where Vp is the gradient of the pressure field p, and pf is the fluid density.

Combining Eqs. (1) and (3) we write

Bq 13^=-^-Vp- (qV)q

or

^=-.^Vp-,(i, = ).,.f-. (4)

where <^ is a vorticity vector.
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In front of the moving blade there is no vorticity, and the cross product in

Eq. (4) is zero. Our first conclusion was that in the wake, vortex lines are
parallel to the streamlines, and the cross product is again zero. Later we
realized this conclusion is not true, but for the reasons discussed in the appen-
dix we still feel justified in assuming the simplification that the cross product
is zero in the wake. With this simplification the following equation is valid
through the space except on the blade surface:

|i=-,^vp-v(i<,^) (5)

For incompressible fluid p^ is a constant, and we have

^ „ / P 1

5f=-'L-*^<.M (6)

We introduce a function $ as follows:

^-^+y^'- (7)

Then

3q

Bt
-Vd) . (8)

For later convenience we also define an induced pressure p- as follows

p. = PjO = p + ip^ q2 .

^9)

From the continuity equation

'(!?) = ^('"'> =
°' (lo*

and ^ consequently satisfies the Laplace equation

V2 d. = . (11)

The function ^ is defined as an acceleration potential, the negative gradient
of which according to Eq. (8) yields an acceleration field. Since it satisfies the

Laplace equation, it is an "exact" acceleration potential. It should be noted that

<I> is not the same as defined in Refs. 1 and 19 through 21, in which the accelera-
tion potential is based on the linearized equations of motion. The exact accel-
eration potential differs from the linearized one by a second-order term q^/2.

The exact acceleration potential is the foundation for developing a general
theory for marine propellers. Since the acceleration potential is analogous to

the velocity potential, it is helpful to discuss very briefly how the velocity
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potential is used in developing a vortex propeller theory. After this has been
done, it will be easy to understand how the acceleration potential is used in de-
veloping our theory for marine propellers.

For a velocity potential we may (22) write ' ^ ..;.'.- c

where 0p is the value of the velocity potential at a field point p, 4> is the

velocity potential value on one side of the boundary surface, <p' is that on the

other side, and 3/3n is equal to -3/3n'.

The first term is due to a surface distribution of simple sources of density

It gives the discontinuity of the normal velocities on the two sides of the bound-
ary. The second term is due to a surface distribution of dipoles of density

- 0' . It gives the discontinuity of the tangential velocities across the boundary.

In applying Eq. (12) to a propeller problem the discontinuity of the normal
velocities is due to the blade thickness. Hence the simple source distribution at

the boundary can be derived from the thickness. In a propeller problem we are
concerned with the lift distribution produced by the discontinuity of the tangential

velocities. Hence for the sake of convenience we specify the circulation distribu-

tion on the boundary directly rather than specify the discontinuity of the velocity
potential across the boundary. The boundary surface, in the case of a propeller
blade, extends from the leading edge to infinity behind, since there is a discon-
tinuity of the tangential velocities across the trailing free- vortex sheet as well

as across the blade surface. r -.

The discussion about the velocity potential can be repeated for the accelera-
tion potential, except for replacing the word velocity by the word acceleration.

We may write in analogy with Eq. (12),

In applying Eq. (13) to a propeller problem, the first term is again due to the

blade thickness. However, the pressure source distribution at the boundary is

derived from the blade- section curvature on both sides of the blade rather than
from the thickness. The second term is also due to the blade-load distribution.

For the sake of convenience in the following discussion let us temporarily
approximate $ by p/Pf. As shown by Eq. (7) they differ only by a second- order
quantity qV2. The pressure dipoles in the second term of Eq. (13) then corre-
spond to the pressure jump across the boundary or the blade-load distribution.
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Since no singularity exists except at the blade surface, the complexity of a pro-
peller problem is greatly reduced.

It may be noted that the concept of the acceleration potential may be used
for supercavitating propeller problems. A cavity can be taken as the blade
thickness as far as viewed from the fluid, but the geometry of the cavity is un-

known before the problem is solved. Hence we cannot specify the simple source
distribution in Eq. (12) a priori if we base our analysis on the velocity potential.

This situation makes the problem extremely difficult. However, if the accelera-
tion potential is used in our analysis, the pressure- source distribution in the

first term of Eq. (13) can be determined from the blade loading and the cavita-

tion number a-. This is shown as follows, beginning with

. ..-,^c. -,„.,. ..,,, .. .

P" = Po - ^Ap
, (14)

where p" is the pressure on the upper or suction side of the blade, Pq is the

ambient pressure in the absence of the blade, and Ap is the pressure jump
across the boundary or the lift. The cavity pressure p^, is

_,_-,_ ...

' Pc = Po - |pf -v^
,

^ ^

(15)

where v is the speed used in defining the cavitation number a. Subtracting
Eq. (14) from Eq. (15) we have

F = |-(Ap- PfCrV^) , (16)

where F is the required additional pressure distribution to make the pressure
on the suction side equal to the cavity pressure.

It has been observed that the curvature of the cavity wall may be very large
at the leading edge, depending upon the angle of attack. However, the curvatures
are small near the trailing edge and become large again near the end of the

cavity. Since there is no pressure discontinuity across the cavity wall, the

singularity distribution required to represent that portion of the cavity which is

trailing the blade is small to begin with and becomes appreciable at the end of

the cavity. It has been found that various models of the cavity closure condition

does not affect the loading significantly if the cavity is sufficiently long. There-
fore, at least as a first approximation, we may ignore the singularity of the ac-

celeration potential beyond the blade surface and consider the blade surface as
the only boundary where the pressure dipole Ap and the pressure source p^ are
distributed. The pressure dipole is derived directly from the specified blade-
load distribution. The pressure- source distribution is obtained by solving the

integral equation
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Once the pressure dipoles and pressure- source distributions at the blade

surface are determined, Eq. (13) is used to obtain the acceleration field from

which the velocity field is obtained. If a higher order solution is required, an

iterative procedure may be tried.

It is not our intention here to show how to design a supercavitating propel-

ler. Our discussion is merely to indicate how the acceleration potential may be

conveniently used in such problems. « ; •' •'-

Let us return to the general propeller problem. For a thin blade with a

zero thickness, only the second term of Eq. (13) exists on the boundary. We
want to find the relationship between the jump in Pf $ and the jump in pressure

p across the blade surface. From Eqs. (7) and (9) we have

Ap. = Ap + i
PfCqL^ - q^') ,

-
. (18)

where Ap. and Ap denote the jump across the blade of Pf and p respectively,

and ql and qy are the absolute velocities of the fluid at the lower and the upper

blade surfaces respectively. The velocity squared is equal to the sum of the

square of the normal velocity and the square of the tangential velocity. Since the

normal velocity is continuous across the blade due to zero thickness, the con-

tribution to qL^
- q^j^ must be from the difference in the tangential velocities

across the blade. The magnitude of the tangential velocities on both sides of the

boundary are nearly equal but with opposite signs. Hence, the difference between

the square of the tangential velocities is negligible, and the approximation of Ap

by Apj is correct to the second order of the induced velocity. If the blade thick-

ness is not zero, the thickness distribution produces continuous tangential and

discontinuous normal velocity components across the blade. Hence there may be

some differences of qL^
- qj, depending on the relative magnitudes of the induced

velocities due to blade loading and blade thickness respectively. In a perform-

ance prediction, Ap. instead of Ap is determined from the boundary condition, and

Ap is then computed from Eq. (18). In a design problem the Ap. distribution can

be taken equal to the specified Ap distribution as a first approximation. If their

differences are found to be appreciable, Ap. can be corrected accordingly and the

computation repeated.

The feature of any propeller theory is to obtain the changes in fluid velocity

in the vicinity of the blade due to the direct action of the propeller. This can be

done quite conveniently by using the acceleration potential. Let us assume that

the time history of singularity distributions of pressure sources and dipoles are

specified on the blade surface and that the blade position in the past relative to

the present position is also known. By taking the negative gradient of Eq. (13)

the acceleration at any point relative to the present blade position is known from
t equal to -» to the present time. The time integration of the acceleration plus

the initial fluid velocity at the point under consideration, in the absence of the

propeller, gives the fluid velocity at the present time. This procedure is much
simpler than that involved when the velocity potential is used.

In a vortex theory based on the velocity potential a trailing vortex sheet ex-

tends to infinity, and its geometry is not only a function of the blade loading but

also a function of the fluid flow when the propeller is absent. For an unsteady
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operating condition the geometry of the free vortex sheet as well as the vorticity-

strength distribution on this sheet becomes almost immanageable unless drastic

simplification and assumptions are made.

When the acceleration potential is used, the blade position is determined by
the advance velocity and the angular velocity and is independent of the blade

loading. Hence, the induced fluid velocity at the point under consideration is

proportional to the blade loading, and the principle of superposition can be ap-

plied. The contribution to the induced fluid velocity from each of the blade-

loading components can be computed separately.

Furthermore, no limitation is needed on blade loading, blade geometry, or

blade motion. As long as the total time history of the blade loading and blade

position are known during any time period, the change in fluid velocity during

that time period at any point relative to the present position of the blade can be
computed. Therefore, the unsteady propeller problem can be dealt with in a
straightforward manner.

If a propeller has several blades, or if several propellers or other lifting

surfaces operate simultaneously in the same vicinity, the computational work
may increase, but the basic concept of using an acceleration potential is the

same.

In summary it can be stated that a useful tool, the exact acceleration poten-

tial, has been developed which greatly facilities development of a general theory
for marine propellers. However in this paper we shall limit ourselves to the

discussion of periodic propeller loading in the noncavitating condition only.

Even though it is possible with the approach mentioned to include all the de-

tails of a blade element section in the formulation of our general propeller

theory, there is no reason to unduly complicate our problem beyond the practical

engineering necessity. For instance a great deal of computing time can be saved
if the pressure source or dipole distribution can be placed along a chord rather

than along a meanline. To find out whether such simplification will impair the

practical usefulness of our theory, information on airfoils as given in Ref . 23

have been studied with care. Figure 1 (taken from this reference) compares
theoretical and experimental pressure distributions on both sides of the foil.

The theoretical curves are computed on the assumption that the velocity distri-

bution about the foil is composed of three separate and independent components:

1. The distribution corresponding to the velocity distribution over the basic

thickness form at zero angle of attack.

2. The distribution corresponding to the load distribution of the meanline at

its ideal angle of attack.

3. The distribution corresponding to the additional load distribution asso-

ciated with the angle of attack.

Items 2 and 3 are computed on the basis of a thin foil theory where the aero-

dynamic singularities are distributed along a chord rather than along the meanline.
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NACA 66(215)-216, « = 0.6

Fig. 1 - Comparison of theoretical and
experimental pressure distributions for

the NACA 66(215)-216 airfoil; Cl = 0.23

(from Ref. 23)

In view of the fact that the lift coefficient Cl of 0.23 is relatively large compared
with that of a propeller blade and that the agreement between the theoretical and

the experimental pressure distribution is excellent from a practical viewpoint, it

seems permissible to place the pressure source and pressure dipole distributions

along a chord line.

Another interesting point to be drawn from this comparison is that the vis-

cosity effect does not significantly influence the normal force on the blade. This

important fact greatly simplifies the task of computing the viscous drag of the

blade. By examining the drag coefficient curves of various foil sections as

plotted against the section lift coefficient Cl, as given in the same reference, it

clearly indicates that the viscous drag is greatly influenced by the pressure dis-

tribution. With the same basic section at the same lift coefficient, the viscous

drag coefficient differs depending on whether the lift is produced by camber or

by angle of attack. This means that the viscous drag cannot be accurately com-
puted unless the lift or pressure distribution over the blade has been obtained.

Since the pressure distribution is not affected by the viscosity within the range

of lift coefficient of interest, no iteration between the lift and drag is necessary.

The viscous effect on propeller thrust and torque can be analyzed after the po-

tential problem has been solved first.
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Based on these considerations, it is logical to first develop a general theory
for marine propellers in inviscid fluid. Since the induced velocity due to blade
loading is independent of that due to blade thickness, a propeller with zero blade
thickness will be considered here as a first step.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY

Derivation of Kernel Functions

It is assumed that the propeller blade thickness is zero and that the fluid is

inviscid. The steady case of a propeller operating in open water is considered
first; the propeller operating in the behind condition is discussed.

Figure 2 defines a cylindrical coordinate system. The position of a moving
blade at time t equal to zero is also shown. The essential part of our problem
is to calculate the induced velocity at any point P(x, r,0) due to the action of the

blade. It is convenient in our discussion to introduce three equations:

u(x,r,0) = \ [l(^,p,0) K^(x,t,4>;^,p,0) dpd0
,

(19a)

v(x,r,0) = r|L(if,p,0) KJx,r,cP;^,p,0) dpdd
, (19b)

w(x,r,0) =
j
JL(^,p,0) K^(x,r,0;^,p,0) dpd0

, (19c)

where u(x,r,0), v(x,r,0), and w(x,r,0) are respectively the axial, tangential,

and radial induced velocity components at P (x, r,^), L(i,p,0) is the blade load

distribution, and Kj(x,r,0; ^,p,0') represents the contribution to the axial compo-
nent of the induced velocity at P(x, r,0) of a unit blade loading at Q(^,p,i9), etc.

Our first objective is to derive expressions for the kernel functions Kj, K^,

and K^. In the case of zero blade thickness the blade loading L(cf,p,i9) can be

represented by the induced pressure jump Ap^ as discussed in the previous
chapter, and the field value of the acceleration potential $ at P (x, r.c/)) due to a
unit pressure dipole at QC^,/?,^) is

where n' is the normal of the blade surface at Q(^,p,0) and R is the distance

from point Q(^,p,6') to P(x,r,0) .
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Fig. 2 - Coordinate system and notation

When t is zero, we have

^= p tan 7+ p 6 tan/^Q , (21)

where y is the rake angle and /3q is the blade element pitch angle at radius p.

When t is not zero, we have

^=ptan7+p6?tan /3q - pfit tan (22)

The last term of this equation relates to the fact that the point Q(^,p,6') is mov-
ing along a helical line with a pitch angle of /3. From this equation

^ - p tan 7+ psi9+ p 0' tan (23)

where s = tan /3g - tan /3 and e' - e - ?L\. is the angular coordinate of Q(^,p,i9')

at time t

.

If P (X, r,0) is on the lifting surface when t is zero, we have

X = r tan y + r0 tan /3p , (24)

where /3p is the blade element pitch angle at radius r. Then
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x-^ = -(p-r) tan y - 4> {p tan j3- r tan /3p)

- p{e' - 4>) tan /? - psd

X - ^ = - [d + p (0' - 0) tan /3] , (25)

d = (p- r) tan 7 + ps (0-0) + (p tan /3q- r tan /3p) , (26)

R = [(x-^)2 + p2 + r2 - 2pr cos (0' -0)] 1/ ^ _ (27)

When the propeller pitch varies with radius, the normal to the blade surface

will have a radial component corresponding to a force in the radial direction.

However, the radial component of the pressure dipole is ignored, since it is

usually very small and since a pressure dipole in a radial direction produces
very small downwash compared with a pressure dipole normal to the radial vec-
tor with the same strength. Hence cos i3q and sin /3p become the axial and tan-

gential components of the unit pressure dipole at Q{^,p,9). We break the tan-

gential component further into sin /3q cos {6' -0) and sin /Sq sin {9' - 4>)

corresponding to the tangential and radial directions at point P(x,r,0), respec-
tively. We denote these components by 1, m, and n as follows:

1 = cos /3p ,
^^ ,.,^j ^,^ .,^^^^, ^^ _

(28a)

m = sin /3q cos X. , (28b)

n = sin /3q sin k , (28c)

where X = {6' - 4>). Likewise we have the three components of the distance vec-

tor from Q{^,p,e') to P(x,r,0) parallel to 1, m, and n respectively as follows:

R^ = X - ^ = -(d+p\ tan /S)
, (29a)

R^ = p sin \ , (29b)

R^ = r - p cos A. . (29c)

By taking the gradient of both sides of Eq. (20) we obtain the acceleration com-
ponents Aj, A^, and Aj^ at point P(x,r,0)in the axial, tangential, and radial

directions respectively:

A, = ^ - — + —^ - (30a)
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1 / m 3R„M

" ^'^Pf \ R^ R5

1 / n 3R„M

"
477^f \ R3 R5

K, =

I
A, dt

K^ = f A dt ,m j m

u

K„ = r A„ dt .n n
-00

\= 0' - 4> = 0-0- fit
,

d\ = -n dt
,

k = d - 4) , when t = ,

\ = 00
, when t = -oo

,

1 f / 1 3RiM\

(30b)

(30c)

cos /3Q(d + p\ tan /3) + r sin /3q sin \ . (31)

(32a)

"
477pjfi I \ R3 R5

'

1 r / n 3R M \

K = -i— -JL+_I^dX. 32c)
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For later convenience, the range of integration is divided into two and Kj is

written

Ki = Ki^ + Ki^ (33)

with

l_( I. i,£M),, ,., (34a)
1 4-np^n Jg.^\ R3 R

3R,M

^^ ^-p^n Jq \ r3
^

1 dX . (34b)
47rp,

Similarly we also define K^ , K^^ and K^^, K^^.

Evaulation of Kernel Functions

The preceding integrations cannot be carried out functionally. To avoid a

long tedious numerical procedure, we approximate sin \ and cos k as follows:

Let

\ = ka + y ,

where y varies from to a and k is an integer varying from to ^o. Then we

have

cos X. = cos ka cos y - sin ka sin y , (35a)

sin ^ = sin ka cos y + cos ka sin y . (35b)

If a is chosen small enough, we can approximate cos y and sin y as follows:

cos y = 1 + ajy + ajy^ , (36a)

sin y = y + a^y 2
,

(36b)

where a^, a^, and a^ are so chosen that the best approximation can be made

within the range of y. From Eqs. (35) and (36),

sin \ = Sq + Sjy + Sjy^ ,
(37a)

where Sq = sin ka, Sj = aj sin ka + cos ka, and S2 - 32 sin ka + a^ cos ka, and

cos \ = c„ + c.y + Cjy^ ,

(^"^^^
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where Cg = cos ka, Cj = a^ cos ka - sin ka, and C2 = a^ cos ka - a^ sin ka.

Equations (28) become

1 = cos /3q , (38a)

m = Cq sin /3q + Cj sin /Sq y + c^ sin /3>q y^
,

(38b)

n = Sg sin /3q + s j sin /3q y + s^ sin /3q y^ .

'

(38c)

Equations (29) become

Rj = -(d + pX. tan /3) = -d - pka tan fi - p tan /3 y

= Xg + x^y, with Xg = - ( d + pka tan /3), Xj = -p tan /3 , (39a)

^m = -^^0 + P^iy + PSjy^ (39b)

^n = ^ "
'^'^o

" ^^ly ~ ^^2y^
• = , ' (39c)

From Eqs, (31), (37b), and (38)

' M - Mg + Mjy + Mjy^ , _ (40)

where

Mg = Xg COS /3q + rsg sin /3q , (41a)

Mj = rsj sin /5q + Xj cos /3q , (41b)

M2 = rsj sin /3q . ._ . (41c)

Equation (27) becomes

R = (ay2 + 2by+ c)i/2 _ (42)

where ^ .• ;, .
,

a = p2 tan^ /3 - 2prc2
,

V (43a)

b = p tan /3 (d + pka tan /S) - 2prCj , (43b)

c = (d + pka tan /3)2 + p2 ^ r^ - 2prCg . - (43c)

Now within each interval, say from ka to (k+ l) a, we define Kj^ as
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dy . (44)

From Eqs. (38), (39), and (42)

Ik oM J.

,(k+ l)a
-COS /3(

4np^n ^ka

dy

47T/3.0

(ay 2 + 2by + c)

,( k + 1 ) a
MqXo + (MjXq + MqXj) y + (MjXj + MjX^ )

y^ + MjX^y^

f" ka

^i.»

(ay^ + 2by + c)
5/2

3M„x,qXq 3(MiXo+MoXj)
I. + I.

477^^0 "

'^ 47TPjn ^ 477/3jfi

3(MiXj+M2Xq) SMjXj
1/ +

477Pfn 4Trp^D.

where

(k+ l)a

h' -

dy 1' ' ay + b

^° (ay2+2by+c)

(k+ l)a
dy

3/2 ac - b-
Vay^+2by +

( k + l)a

''^ (ay2 + 2by+c)

j^

ay + b

5/2

3(ac-b2) ^^^2 + 2by + c)

(k+ l)a 2a

3(ac-b2)

-{
(k+ l)a

y dy

^° (ay2+2by+c)''''
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^(k+l)a
. r y dy

, ,

(ay 2 + 2by + c)'

(k+ l)a
t> T 2 2c ^

a 5 a :

a (ay 2 + 2by + c)'

We also need I3* and 13^ for calculating K^^ and K^^. They are

1/
y dy 1 by + c

^° (ay2 + 2by + c)"

I
y dy
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This concludes our discussion on kernel functions for the case of steady

blade loading such as in the open water condition. The case of periodic blade

loading such as in the behind condition is discussed in the next subsection.

Kernel Functions for Periodic Blade Loading

Whenever a ship changes speed or course, the velocity or wake field be-

comes time dependent. Although it is feasible to analyze such problems within

the framework of our basic approach, we have chosen here a much simpler

example of the unsteady case, that of a periodic blade loading.

When a ship is maintained on a steady course, we assume that the wake field

behind is time independent. Since wake strength varies spatially, a rotating pro-

peller blade experiences a periodic inflow variation. As a result the blade load-

ing also becomes periodic. Since the induced velocity is proportional to the

blade loading if everything else is kept the same, we can use the principle of

superposition. A periodic loading is first broken into its harmonic contents.

By summing up induced velocity due to each loading harmonic, we obtain the

total induced velocity due to the total periodic loading. Therefore, our problem

is essentially to obtain new kernel functions k^, k^, and k^, similar to those

defined by Eqs. (32), due to a pressure dipole with a periodic varying strength
giqQt

g^|. ^ point Q(A,p,6'-nt) on the moving blade, where q is the order of the

loading harmonic. Now k^, k^, and k^ are complex functions with a real and an

imaginary part, which can be expressed as

Ki = Ki, + iKib .
(49a)

(49b)

(49c)

Since the load variation over the blade area may not be in phase, we write

the load distribution as

L(^,p,d) = L(^,p,0)^ + iL(^,p,e)^ . (50)

Now we may write

u(x,r,0)= r Tlc^./o,^) k^ dpd0 ,
(51a)

s

v{x,r,4>)^ j [L(^,p,e) k^dpdd, (51b)

s

w(x,r,g^)= i fL(^,p,0) K^ dpd0 , (51c)
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The induced fluid velocity components given by these equations also have a real

and an imaginary part.

To find the expressions for the complex kernel functions for the gth order
of the loading harmonic, for instance, we start with the following equation, cor-
responding to Eq. (20),

Instead of Eqs. (28) we obtain the following expressions for the axial, tangential,

and radial components of the pressure dipole:

1=1- e^q^t
, (53a)

. ..

" '

m = m • eiq^t
,

' " (53b)

n = n •
eiq^t

. (53c)

From Eq. (31)

= (IRi +mR^ + nR^) e''^°'

= Meiq^t
. (54)

By replacing 1, m, n, and M by 1, m, n, and M respectively in Eqs. (32) we
obtain

1 r" • o 7 1
3R,M\

K, = ^^— e^q^t - — + ——)dk, (55a)

K = ^— f e^^^^f- ^+ ^dX ,
(55b)

K = -^—
I

e'^^n- ^ + ^^]dk . (55c)
" 477p,n4,.^ \ R3 r5 y

Since nt ^ e - 4> - X.,

giqQt _ (,og q(y_0_x.) + i sin q (9 - (p - X.)

- cos q (0 ~
<ij) cos qk. + sin q(d - 4>) sin q\

+ i[sin q(6 - (p) cos q\ - cos q (0 - 4>) sinqX] . (56)
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From Eqs. (49), (55), and (56) we have

_ COSq(g-0)
f ^^^ qW- J- . '^] d^

477^, D Jg. \ R3 R5 y

sin q(5- 0) f .

X / 1 ^ ^^l"^
sin q\ - — + ^ d\ ,

477/^f" Jg-^ V R^ R5 / (57a)

f / 1 3RiM\
cos q\ - — + —— ]dk

<^o-^i^-^)
f s.n q^ f-

-L . ^M) d^ .

Arrp^n Jg.^ \ R3 R5 / (57jj)

_ sin q(g - (j^)

Let

Ic r cos qk I- — + ——\dk
,

(58a)

•^e-4> V R R /

-l-^ \ R' R' /

Then

cos q(0-0) sin q(0-0)

.
"""C'-^)

K,, - '°7^':^> K„ . (59b)
1 b

477/3 j; n 1 C 477-^^ Q 1 S ^ '

Since sin qk and cos qk can be expressed in terms of sin k and cos >v, and

since sin k and cos k are given by Eqs. (37a) and (37b) respectively, we may
write

inq\ = XI giy' '
(60a)

cos q\ = ^ h.yi
,

(60b)

i =

where g. and h- are functions of s^, Sj, s^, c^, c^, and c^. From Eqs. (39),

(40) , and (60)
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SRjM cos q\ = 3(Xo + XjyXM^ + MjV + M2y^)(ho + hjy + h^y^ + •• • + h y^^)

where

Then

= rp + r^y + r ^y^ + • • + r ^^^^y'^'i'^
,

-
'

' •-- ,

Tj = 3(XoMohj + XgMjho + XjMqHo ) ,

r^ = 3(XQMQh2 + XQMjhj+XQM2hg + XjMQhj + Xj+MjhQ) etc

.

(61)

2 q 00 2 q + 3 ro

-OS /3q Zi [ h. ^dy + Z r r. ^ dy (62)

By comparing Eq. (58a) with Eq. (32a) it is clear that the evaluation procedure
for Kj^ is just the same as that shown in Eq. (45), for Kj, except that there are
more terms in Kj^ than in Kj. In the steady case we have I3" and I

J*",
where n

ranges from to 2 and m ranges from to 4. In the case of Kj^ we have n

ranging from to 2q + 2 and m ranging from to 2q + 4.

After Kij, and K^^ have been found, weobtain the expression of K^ by Eqs.

(59) and (49a). Likewise we obtain k^ and K^.

In the evaluation of kj, k^, and K^ we need the following expressions to

obtain the additional I3" and Ij":

,( •<+ 1 )a _ ""__,'
( k+ l)cx

-I y" dy

(ay^ + 2by + c)

(2"- 3) b
,

(n- 2) a 3 (n - 2)

3/2 (n - 2) a r 2

(n- 1)

ay'^ + 2by + c

- iq-2 , for n > 2 ,

(63a)

^1
( k + 1 )a

yni dy 1

ka / 9 ^, \5/ 2 (m - 4) a 3/ 2" (ay2+2by + c) (ay2+2by + c)

( k + 1 )a

T in- 1 _

(m- 4) a 5 (m - 4) a "5
for m > 4 .

(63b)

We have developed expressions of kernel functions for a pressure dipole

that has a strength of e^''^* at a point Q (^,p,d-^t) which moves along a helical

line with a constant speed and with its axis normal to the blade element but with

no radial component. Furthermore we have shown a step- by- step procedure for

evaluating these kernel functions. In each step the evaluation is done functionally.

This concludes our discussion of the kernel functions and their evaluations.
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Blade Loading Function

For a two-dimensional lifting surface it is advantageous to express the

chordwise loading distribution by a Birnbaum series, because there is a one-

to-one correspondence between the loading and downwash terms. In a three-

dimensional- propeller problem, however, there is no such advantage. On the

other hand, since the kernel functions are expressed in terms of d - 4>, it is

possible to carry out the chordwise integration over the blade functionally if the

chordwise loading variation can also be expressed in terms oi e - 4>. This is

done as follows:
, r. „ ,, ^^ -^ ,

,, .•: ,•, s

On the propeller blade <f is a function of p and e, and the pressure jump
Ap. representing the blade loading is a function of p and only. Since a given

function can be approximated by a polynomial, we write

^ / ^ - ^lV
'I Ap.(p,0) . 2] ^n(^)(^j7T^l • \.. (64)

where e-^ and ^l are the angular coordinates of the trailing and leading edge

respectively and are functions of p. The distance along the chord from the lead-

ing edge normalized by the chord length is used as the chordwise variable.

Since {9 - e^)"" ^ [6^- 0- (^l
~ <^)] "> Eq. (64) can be expressed as

'
^^-

' '"
''"''•''''

" Ap.(p,e) = ^ b^(p)(5-0)" . ..
;•;"

vj/ (65)

n =

To include the unsteady case we write a general loading function as

Ap.(p,6?) = Ap.(/3,0)3 + iApi(p,£?)^,, (66)

where Ap. (p,^)^ and Ap. (p,^)^^ are the real and imaginary components of the

loading amplitude distribution.

Replacing L {^,p,e) in Eq. (51a) by Ap.(p,0) of Eq. (66) we obtain

u(x,r,0) = J"J[Ap.(p,e)^ + iAp.(p.0)b] [K^^+iKib] dpd0

||[APi(P,e),Ki^ - Ap.(p,5)bKib] dpdO

s

||[Ap.(p,0)^Kij, + APi(p,e)bKiJ dpdB+ 1
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u(x,r,(p) - u(x,r,0)g + iu ( x , r

u(x,r,0)3 = J/[APi(P,t5)3Ki^ - APi(p,0)i^Kib] dpd0

(67)

(68a)

u(x,r,0)j^ = J|[Api(p,^)^Kij, + Api(p,d?)t^KiJ ApAO

Likewise we have

with

and

with

v(x,r,0) =v(x,r,0)g + iv(x,r,.

(68b)

(69)

s

v(x,r,^)j^ = |JtApi(p,^)3K„b + APi(p,5)bK^3] dH5 . : . ., (70b)

^r-
•

(x,r,0) = w(x,r,0)^ + iu(x,r,0).
, ^ (71)

^('^r,^)^ = J|[Api(p,^)^K„3 - Ap.(p,0)j^K„b] dpde
'

C'Sa)

(x,r,^)t^ = JJ[Api(p,^)^K„b + ^Pi(P-^)bKna] dpde (72b)

In the steady case, the expressions for the velocity components can, of

course, be reduced. For instance, considering the expressions for u(x,r,0) in

the steady case, Apj(p,t?)^ and Kj,^ are zero. Hence u(x,r,^.)(^ is zero. Also
since q is zero, Kj^ is reduced to Kj and Eq. (68a) is reduced to Eq. (19a) with
L(f,p,i9) equal to Api(p,f^)g. As a result in the steady case, there is only one
surface integration to perform instead of four as in the case of periodic loading.
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The four surface integrations of Eqs. (68) are all similar. Hence, the in-

duced fluid velocity for the case of periodic loading is found in just the same way
as for the steady case, except that more computational work is involved.

Equations (67) through (72) constitute the main body of our results. They
relate the induced absolute fluid velocity components to the blade loading, which
can be steady or periodic. Even though these equations are derived only for

time t being equal to zero at a fixed space, they actually relate the induced

absolute fluid velocity component to the blade loading at all times in the space
relative to the blade position. This is because whatever is valid in the steady

case as observed on the blade for t being equal to zero is valid for t being

equal to any value. It is also true for periodic blade loading. The amplitude of a

sinusoidal function determined from the real and the imaginary values at any
time is the same.

Within our scheme of evaluating kernel functions and representing the load-

ing function components the surface integration involved in Eqs. (68), (70), and

(72) can be conveniently carried out since the integration in the chordwise direc-

tion can also be performed functionally. The next section gives the details of

such surface integration.

Integration Over the Lifting Surface '-

'

The surface integrals as discussed in the previous section are all alike. The
integrand of each of the surface integrals involves a product of a loading function

and an appropriate kernel function. Since each of the kernel functions is a linear

combination of 1 3", 1 5% and l°, and since the loading function is expressed as a

polynomial of 6? - in the chordwise direction, the results of the chordwise inte-

gration of the product of a kernel function and a loading function is a linear com-
bination of the quantities

j?og =
f

(d-4>r log

where n = 0, 1, 2, ...

,

^^ "'^^
+ ^/^(V^^^Tf~~^^2h(e^^^)~+~~^ d0

, (73a)

J^n, __

I
' (0-^r dg

,

'

(73b)

^L y/a(e- 0)2 + 2b(^- 0) + c

where m = 0, 1, 2, . .
.

, and

J3'" =
I'

(i^^r_de
(73^)

^L [a(0-0)2 + 2h(0-4>) + cf^^

where m = 0, 1,2,3, ....
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If the difference between /S^ and /3 is neglected, a, b, and c in Eqs. (73)

are independent of 6 - 4>, and these integrations can be carried out functionally.

Since recurrence formulas are available to express J3'" in terms of J™"' and

J^"^ for m > 2, J3" can be obtained rapidly after Jj", 53^, and :i^ have been com-
puted. Likewise it is necessary to obtain only a few terms of 1^ or J^^g by in-

tegration. The remaining can be obtained by recurrence formulas.

If the difference between /Sq and /3 is taken into account, a is independent

of - (p, but b and c are functions of 6^ - '^. However, the expression of the

distance factor R in Ki^, K^^, and Knj can still be expressed as the square root

of a second degree polynomial of - 4>. After substituting - 4> for y we have

from Eq. (42)

R = [a(^-0)2 + 2h{0-4>) + c]^^^ . (74)

From Eq. (26) we write

d = do + d^{0-^)
, (75)

where

dp = (p- r) tan 7 + (p tan /3q - r tan /5p) (76a)

dj = ps = p (tan /3q- tan ^6) . (76b)

From Eqs. (43) and (75) '
•

' •

^". a = p2 tan^ /3 - 2pTC^
, ,.

"-','" .".,''
' ('77a)

b = bp + bi(5-0) , , ,
'!,.: '",_ ;...,; (77b)

_.
..'y c = e^ + ei(0-0) + 62(0-0)2 , ;;-,.,., ., (77c)

where ' "•'
'

'

:

' •. '

^
-

; :.:.'
. . :'-..

bg = p^ka tan^ /3 - 2prCj 4 d^p tan /3 ,

•
' = .•-

b^ = dj p tan /S ,
•

Bq = p2 + r^ - 2prcQ + (pka tan /S)^ + d^^ + 2dQpka tan /3 ,

e^ = dgdj + djpka tan /3 ,

e^ = d,' .

Substituting the previous expressions of a, b, and c into Eq. (74) we obtain

R = [a'(«9-(/.)2 + 2h'(0-4>) + c']*''^ ,
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where

a'=a+2bj+e2,

b' = bo + ei/2 ,

c' = e^ .

Also

ac - b2 = a[eo + 6^(^-0) + 63 ( - 0)^ ] - [b^ + b^ ( - 0)]2

. f, + f^(6?-0) + f2(^-0)' , (78)

where

fj = ae^ - 2bjbQ
,

^2 = aej - bj^ .

^^

With these expressions it is clear that the chordwise integration over the

blade can be carried out easily with I3" or l^"" as the integrand, except for 13°,

13^ and 15°, where the factor ac - b^ is also involved in the denominator of the

integrand. It is possible to obtain functional solutions even for these special

cases. However the functional solution is so complicated in each case that it is

easier to carry out the integration numerically.

The last integration in the radial direction with respect to p is carried out

numerically. A computer program is in preparation for computing at any time
the induced velocity components at point P(x,r,0) from the action of a moving
blade. The total induced velocity due to the action of a propeller is, of course,
the sum of the contributions from all the blades. This program can be used
either for propeller design or for propeller performance prediction or simply
for computing the induced velocity in the field.

APPLICATION OF THE THEORY

Propeller Design Problem

In a design problem, the blade contour is chosen from consideration of

cavitation and blade strength. The path of the propeller is known from the pro-

peller forward speed and the angular velocity. The lift distribution depends
upon the specified thrust distribution over the blade and the orientation of the

blade in space. With the blade contour orientation which defines the blade pitch

distribution not known, the pressure dipole distribution is not known. Therefore,
an iterative procedure is necessary. To start with, the advance angle /3 at each
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radius, or the p-^ angle obtained from a lifting line computation, can be taken as
the blade pitch angle. After the first computation the nose-tail line obtained at

each radius gives a new blade contour orientation from which pressure dipole

distribution is obtained and a second computation can be carried out. This itera-

tive procedure is continued until a convergence is obtained.

It is appropriate to consider the design of a propeller working in the behind

condition, since it constitutes one of the problems which has motivated the de-

velopment of the present theory. However, for the sake of clarity the open-water
design problem is discussed first. The design conditions are as follows:

'-

Thrust .. ; -T ..: •
, .:.;;,.

Diameter ,. ., D;

-.; Propeller velocity V
Angular velocity fi

Radial thrust distribution

Chordwise load distribution

Blade contour ,= ,

Number of blades "

Our objective is to obtain the cambered surface which will produce the

specified load distribution over the blade in the design condition. We picture the

propeller starting from far behind with the blades carrying a specified lift dis-

tribution Apj (/0,i9). This lift distribution is derived from the desired thrust dis-

tribution and the blade contour and its orientation; these are supposedly known
when the computation in each iteration is started. Far ahead of the propeller we
choose a number of points along a line corresponding to the leading edge of the

blade at time t equal to zero when the blade reaches there. These are starting

points for a streamline tracing which defines the blade orientation and chamber.
Equations (19) can be used to compute the absolute velocity of the tracing at any
time for any point relative to the moving propeller reference axes. Thus the

streamline tracing in the propeller reference axes is equivalent to solving the

following first- order differential equations:

dx T de dr .^g.

u(x,r,0) - V v(x,r,0) - rfi w(x,r,c/))

The streamlines so traced define the cambered surface of the propeller blade.

Before discussing the general case of a propeller behind a surface ship, we
will mention briefly the case of a propeller working behind a body of revolution

where the flow to the space yet to be occupied by the propeller has a symmetry
with respect to the propeller axis of rotation. However, the flow has radial as

well as axial variations. Again we picture the propeller moving to a fixed space
from far behind. The only difference between this and the open-water case is

that the fluid velocity field already exists even when the propeller is still in-

finitely far behind. Hence, in addition to the induced velocity components cal-

culated by using Equations (19), the velocity components existing in this space
must be accounted for to obtain the absolute fluid velocity in that space at any
time. After this is done, the streamline tracing is exactly the same as the open-

water case (Eq. (79)). K the radial velocity component in the space induced by
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the body of revolution is appreciable in comparison with the blade rotating speed,
the streamlines will become spiral lines.

After the two cases discussed, it is relatively easy to discuss the general
case with the propeller working behind a surface ship, where the wake field

does not have axial symmetry. In this condition, the blade loading is periodic.

However, from the viewpoint of ship powering, we are only interested in design-
ing a propeller which will produce the required total circumferential average
thrust or torque. Hence, we can replace the wake field behind a surface ship by
an "equivalent" wake field having an axial symmetry where the wake strength at

any radius is equal to the circumferential average of the original wake field.

The propeller is then designed as in the case behind a body of revolution. Hence,
in this case, the propeller operating condition is quite different from the condi-

tion for which it is designed. The actual performance of the propeller has to be
calculated after the propeller has been designed, as described in the next section.

If the performance is not satisfactory with regard to alternating propeller
forces and pressure distribution over the blade, then such design conditions as
number of blades, amount of rake or skew, blade area, and blade contour may
require changes.

Propeller Performance Prediction

The previous section discussed the design of a propeller in the behind con-
dition and indicated that the performance in a circumferentially varying wake
field is not fully known. In this section we will describe how to calculate such
performance. The purpose of the calculation is twofold: to obtain assurance
that no operating trouble will arise from propeller cavitation or propeller-
induced hull vibration, and to gain more insight regarding such factors as rela-

tive rotative efficiency and effective wake.

Information on the pressure distribution over the blade at various blade po-
sitions is vital if we are to determine the possibility of propeller cavitation or

propeller- induced hull vibration for the particular hull- propeller combination.
If the load variation is too severe, the propeller under consideration may have
to be redesigned. Perhaps the average radial load distribution needs revision
or the radial blade area distribution and the area ratio should be changed. Also,

the rake or skew might not be the optimum as viewed in the light of the particu-

lar wake distribution at hand. All these questions can be answered by conducting

a performance prediction computation.

It is assumed that the wake field in the absence of the propeller is known.
Usually this information is obtained by a wake survey in the propeller plane. For
an accurate prediction, however, it is very desirable to have a wake survey car-

ried out in three different planes — one near the blade leading edge, one near the

blade trailing edge, and one in between these two planes. If the wake suvey is

carried out in one plane only, we are compelled to assume that there is no varia-
tion of wake velocity in the axial direction.
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Let us assume that an harmonic analysis of the circumferential wake veloc-

ity variation has been done; for the gth harmonic we may write

Uo(x,r,0) = Uo(x,r)g cos q0 + iuo(x,r)^ sin q<;

Vo(x,r,0) = Vo(x,r)3 cos qcjy + iVo(x,r)^ sin qc;

Wq (x, r ,0) = Wq (x, r )3 cos q<?^ + iw^Cx, r )^ sin qg

(80a)

(80b)

(80c)

where Uq(x,t)^, VQ(x,r)g, and w^(x,r)^ are the amplitudes of the real or cosine

parts and Uo(x,r)jj, vo(x,r)j^, and vjq(x,t)^ are the imaginary or sine parts of the

three wake velocity components respectively.

For this gth-harmonic wake velocity a qth-harmonic load distribution is in-

duced over the blade to assure that the fluid velocity relative to the blade will

always be tangent to the cambered surface. Figure 3 shows an elementary cam-
bered surface at P' (x' , r,0' ). The relative fluid velocity there must be tangent

to the cambered surface. Let us first ignore the radial fluid velocity component.
Then we must have

tan =
Uo(x

and

tan V'

Vo(x

Uo(x

, r ) cos qcf) + u(x' , r,0' ),

, r ) cos + V ( X , r
),

r), sin q4> + u(x',r,(j^').

^o('''''')b ^i" "^"^ + v(x',r,0')^^

(81a)

(81b)

Equation (81a) states that the real part of the resultant fluid velocity must be in

the direction of P'D and Eq. (81b) states the same fact for the imaginary part.

The propeller blade velocity does not enter these equations, since the propeller

rotates with a constant angular velocity n and advances with a constant velocity

V. There is no harmonic content in n and V, except for q equal to zero. For q
equal to zero we have

tan
"o(x'' '•)a + u(x'. r.0') - V

VoC'^'-Oa + v(x',r,0') - rn
(81c)

The induced fluid velocity at P'(x' , r,<?^' ) due to a load distribution over the

cambered surface can be approximated by the induced velocity at P(x, r,0) on the

chord due to the same loud distribution along chord lines rather than mean lines.

Since the distance PP' is very small, the wake velocity at P' can also be approxi-

mated by the wake velocity at P. Then we have for q ^

tan i//

UQ(x,r)g cos q0 + u(x,r,r6).

Vq(x,t) cos q0 + v(x,r,0).
(82a)
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Fig. 3 - Propeller blade
element with camber and
chord line

tan i/' =

where x = r tan 7 + r0 tan /Sp. For q = we have

tan i/* =

Vo(x,r)^ + v(x,r,c^)^ -n

(82b)

(82c)

where Uo(x,r)g and Vo(x,r)g are the circumferential average, zero harmonic,
wake velocity components.

In Eqs. (82a) and (82b) u(x,r,0)g, u(x, r,<p)^, v(x, r,s6)g, and v {x,t,<P)^ are
related to the two unknown loading functions Ap. (p,fc')g and Ap. (p,i9)j^ by Eqs. (68)

and (70). Hence Eqs. (82a) and (82b) are two simultaneous integral equations to

be satisfied over the whole cambered surface. Various techniques are available
for solving such equations. A most appropriate method will be investigated in the

immediate future. For the case of q being equal to zero, only Eq. (82c) needs to

be solved.

The total qth harmonic blade loading is obtained by integrating the loading

distribution over the whole lifting surface. We have

Lqb = //APi(P,e)b dpd^

(83a)

(83b)

and
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Lq = Lqa + '^^^b = Ae^*
, (83c)

where A = s/h^^ + Lqb and = arctan (Lqb/Lqa)- When these computations are
carried out for all the harmonics of the wake field, the resultant blade loading

will be the sum of all the loading harmonics. The resultant load distribution

over the blade area is the sum of all the load distribution harmonics.

So far we have ignored the radial fluid velocity component. After the load

distribution functions l\p-^(p,0)^ and Ap. (^,^9)^^ have been obtained, Eqs. (72) can
be used to obtain the radial induced velocity component. The resultant radial

velocity component is the sum of the radial wake component and the propeller-

induced radial velocity component. If the resultant radial velocity component at

each point P' is large, the mean- line segment shown in Fig. 3 must be taken as

the projection of the mean-line segment as traced by a fluid particle through the

control point P'. A new value of tan /- at each control point is taken accord-
ingly, and the whole computation is repeated. For practical purposes such re-

fined computations may not be necessary.

SOME PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL RESULTS

Based on the theory and the numerical technique outlined in the previous
sections, a computer program is being developed for the problem of designing a

propeller and predicting its performance. Some preliminary results will be

given for (a) an open-water propeller design with constant chordwise load dis-

tribution and (b) the inverse calculation for predicting propeller performance in

the steady design condition.

For the time being the computer program neglects the difference between
/Sq and /3 in the integration over the lifting surface (as discussed following Eqs.

(73)), and in this case the chordwise integration over the blade is readily carried
out functionally.

Integration in the radial direction is carried out numerically following an
integration procedure similar to that described in Ref . 24 for the spanwise inte-

gration of a wing. The propeller blade is divided into three regions, as indicated

in Fig. 4. Region II extends a short radial distance on each side of the control

point P(x,r,0), region I fills the gap between the root section of the blade and
region II, and region III extends from region II to the tip of the blade.

The integrand of Eqs. (19) contains a second- order singularity l/(r-p)^ in

region II; hence the division into the three regions is intended to facilitate the

evaluation of the finite part of the improper integral in this region. The inte-

grands in regions I and III are not singular and can readily be evaluated by nu-

merical integration methods.

Propeller Design Example

The design example chosen is a propeller with a symmetrical blade outline

and constant chordwise load distribution; the specification is similar to that

chosen by Pien in Ref. 3 and by Cheng in Ref. 6.
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-^d-}

Fig. 4 - Division of the pro-
peller blade into three regions
for numerical integration in

the radial direction

As discussed previously, without the pitch distribution the dipole distribution

is not known prior to the design calculation, and an iterative procedure is neces-
sary. Both the /3 angle and the p. angle obtained from the lifting line results of

Cheng (6) were used in our design example as starting values in two independent
calculations. To obtain accurate camber and pitch distributions with the /3- angle
required three iterative steps, whereas only two were necessary for the design
calculation starting with the /3. angle. Camber values were calculated for ten

positions on the chord and for nine radial sections.

Some results of this design example are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5

gives the pitch distribution and Figure 6 the maximum camber as function of

radius. In both figures the results are comparedwiththoseobtainedby Cheng (6).

Example of Inverse Calculation

In predicting propeller performance in the steady condition, we are sup-
posed to determine the steady blade loading. The blade loading is presently rep-
resented by an expression similar to Eq. (64):

with

n=0 m=0

COS my

^Pi = Z] E ^nm ^ —) C°^ "^y (84)

1 - r^.
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N- 1 M- 1

V(r^,^.)= ^ ^ ^n. •Mrk,^j)nn, , ^ . .:,:^ :

(86b)

n= m=

in which u{T\^,(pj)^^ and v(t^^,4>- )„„ are induced velocities as obtained from Eqs.
(19a) and (19b) for the various modes of the load functions, with the load coeffi-

cient a^^ equal to unity.

Combining Eqs. (85) and (86) we can establish a set of J times K linear

equations as follow:

N- 1 M- 1
"

. - ^<

2] E -anrntuC^k-'^j )nm - vC'-k'^^j )nm ta" ^('"k'^j )1

n= m=0

= r^n tan '/'(r^,^. ) - V , for j = 1, J and k = 1, K . (87)

Consequently, the unknown load distribution coefficients a^^ can be obtained by
solving the J times K equations with a^^n, as the corresponding number of un-

knowns. ^ ,

As an example of a performance prediction, the simple case of the inverse

calculation of the propeller design example is considered. It is felt that this

example provides a check on the numerical accuracy of the method.

Five points on each of nine radial sections were used as control points.

Table 1 shows the output from the computer program. Figure 7 gives the radial

load distribution compared with the load distribution used in the design. Figure

8 shows chordwise load distributions for four of the nine radial sections.

The results from the computer program obtained so far have confirmed that

an efficient computer program can be developed on the basis of the theory and
the numerical technique. Less than 10 minutes of computer time was required
on the IBM 7090 at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center for both the

design example and the inverse calculation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. The general theory for marine propellers outlined in the paper is based
on an exact acceleration potential. There is no linearization of the equations in-

volved; it is a higher order theory. It imposes no limit on loading of a propeller

under normal practical operating conditions.

2. The theory is derived from the equations of motion and the equation of

continuity. An irrotational fluid motion has not been assumed. Therefore, the

theory can be applied to a propeller operating behind another propeller or another

lifting surface where free vortex distribution exists.

3. The theory uses information about the moving propeller blades and their

load distributions and positions, whereas it is not required that the fluid flow

induced by the propeller be established beforehand.
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Table 1

Results From the Inverse Propeller Calculation Showing the

Input Data to the Computer Program

PHOPELLER DATA FROM SECOND ITERATION OF DESIGN Pi^OGRAM 20 MAY 1968

INVERSE PROPELLEP CALCULATION BASED ON ACCELERATION POTENTIAL

OIAHETEH
SPEED OF ADVANCE
ANGULAR VELOCITY
ADVANCE COEFFICIE^
HUB RADIUS XH/R
NUMBER OF BLADES

RX/B
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PREDICTED LOAD

DESIGN LOAD

0.22
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9. It is planned to extend the theory to take the thickness effect into account.

Super cavitating propellers with arbitrary blade contours and arbitrary a values

will also be investigated.

10. The effect of viscosity has been ignored in the present work. However
since the theory can accurately predict the load distribution along various chords,

it paves the way for investigating the effect of viscosity.

11. Preliminary results have indicated that an efficient computer program
can be developed on the basis of the numerical technique discussed in the paper.
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Appendix

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCUSSIONS ON THE BASIC CONCEPT SECTION

During informal discussions with Prof. J. Weissinger, a point was raised as

to the general applicability of our preliminary conclusion that the term q ^ ^ in

Eq. (4) was zero and could be omitted in the subsequent mathematical develop-

ment of the basic concept for the marine propeller problem. After a closer ex-

amination, we found that our conclusion q < ^ is zero in the wake was apparently
an error. In this appendix we would like to rectify our error by reasoning that

we can assume as a simplification that q x ^ is zero and offering the following

discussion to supplement our reasoning and to bridge the gap in the formulation.

We shall begin with the general equation of motion for an inviscid fluid par-

ticle under the influence of an external force field,

-,^.. ...I:; ^'^'.'u. ....... .......
(^1)

where q is the velocity vector, Ap is the gradient of the pressure field p,pf is

the fluid density, and F is the external force per unit mass. The left-hand term
represents the acceleration of the fluid particle which may be expressed in two
parts, namely, a term representing the local acceleration at a fixed space and a

convective term due to the movement of the fluid particle as follows:

^--P-. (qV) q .
' ' (1)

Combining Equations (Al) and (1) we obtain • •
' >'"' ^

' ' ^

1^= - J- Vp - (qV) q + F . (A2)
at y {

Since . ,:

(qV) q = -| Vq2 - q X ^ ,
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where ^ is a vorticity vector, it follows that

B 1 1 „ 1

Bt " Pf ^"^ 2

For an incompressible fluid, p^ being a constant, we have

(A3)

^^
= -V(f + ^qM + (q X ^ + F) . (A4)

3t \Pf 2

Applying the continuity equation, i.e., Vq = 0, Eq, (A4) yields

+ Iq^U V(qx^+F) . (A5)

We introduce a function o and a generalized force vector k such that

d. = f + i q^ (7)

and

Equation (A5) becomes

^ + F. (A6)

V^O = Vk. (A7)

This is a general governing equation for an incompressible inviscid fluid flow

subjected to an external force field.

Now we shall attempt to discuss the physical significance of this equation

and its solution as applied to a propeller problem.

Like an airfoil or wing, a propeller blade is considered to be a lifting sur-

face on which forces are distributed, and this surface distribution of forces may
be considered to be a limiting case of volume distribution by reducing one of the

dimensions of the volume to zero while increasing the force intensity so that the

total force is the same. It can be shown that the action of such external forces

upon a fluid will produce vortex motion, and specifically, the curl of the force

vector represents the time rate of change of the vorticity generated. It can

therefore be said that a lifting surface such as a propeller blade is a vorticity

generator. When the blade advances in the fluid, it imparts vorticity to the fluid

particles along its path as it passes, i.e., vorticity is left in its wake.

Hence, the entire fluid field may be conveniently divided into three regions,

the lifting surface, the wake, and the remaining field, and each region may be

described by an appropriate equation based on the previously described general

governing equation as follows:
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1. Lifting surface where the general equation applies: , . ;./.' -.

, : ,- V^* = V(q X f + F) . •:,. •-... '....

2. Wake: .

-
'

- ' :• : :-^''
>

'.:•-

V2$ = V(q. ^) -
: : o,, : !,. (A8)

since the force F does not exist in the wake, and

3. Remaining field where both forces and vorticity are zero: .

v^o) = . .. r (A9)

In the text we have discussed the significance of the last equation and briefly

how a solution might be obtained. Also, we made a gross simplification, apply-

ing this equation to the wake region as well as neglecting the term q x ^ in the

wake. Now we shall proceed to discuss the implication of such a simplification.

In developing a theory for wings with finite span, von Karman and Burgers
(Aerodynamic Theory edited by Durand, Vol, 2, Chapters III and V) presented a

thorough treatise on the solution of the general governing equation similar to

Equation (A7). They pointed out the difficulties encountered toward an exact

solution to the real problem; they also showed that an approximate solution to

the real problem might be obtained by neglecting in the wake the generalized

force term which they referred to as the induced "second order" forces com-
pared with either the k forces or the F forces and that the influence of the cor-

rections to be deduced from these second order forces is only of the third order
of magnitude. Hence, the resulting solution is correct to the second order of

magnitude, the reason being that "notwithstanding their smallness, they will have

a certain influence on all quantities considered; pressure, potential, and vortex

motion. As a force, however, can never produce vortex motion at a point up-

stream from it, the distribution of the vorticity within the region of lifting sur-

face is not affected." They also showed how a higher order solution could be

obtained by iteration based on the blade path rather than the slip- stream
geometry.

Thus, the general theory for propellers developed in this paper, neglecting

the q X f term in the wake region, is considered to be a second order theory

which is consistent with the definition of the "exact acceleration potential" in the

text.

On a lifting surface the vorticity ^ is always tangential to the surface since

the velocity discontinuity is in the tangential direction only. If we denote q^ and

q^ to be the tangential and normal components of q, respectively, we have on

the lifting surface the components of the generalized force:

k, = q„ X ^ (AlO)

k„ = q, X ^ + F . (All)
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The tangential force component k^ has an order of magnitude of q^ because ^ is

the difference in q on both sides of the surface. In general, a tangential force

cannot produce a normal velocity component on the tangent plane. However, if

the lifting surface has some curvature in it, as it usually does, the tangential

component of the generalized force k^ would have some effect on the lift distri-

bution but the effect is also of the third order. Therefore, consistent with a sec-

ond order accuracy, it is only necessary to consider the normal component of the

singularity distribution k,, on the lifting surface. This conclusion is significant

because it is on the basis of this conclusion that the detailed theory has been de-

veloped. Of course, a higher than second order result can be obtained by taking

all the neglected small quantities into account with an iterative procedure.

In practice we encounter two different types of problems: performance pre-
dictions of a given propeller geometry and design for a specified load require-
ment. In a performance prediction problem, we choose a proper expression for

k^ with a number of relevant parameters. Then o can be expressed in terms of

these parameters. The acceleration at a field point P is -va>. The time integra-

tion of -vo gives the velocity q at P. By choosing P to be on the surface pres-
ently occupied by the lifting surface, we obtain q on the lifting surface in terms
of these parameters. These parameters are determined by the boundary condi-

tion on the lifting surface. Subsequently the lift distribution F is calculated from
Equation (All). In a design problem an iterative procedure is necessary since

the orientation of the lifting surface is not known. It has been found that the con-

vergence is very rapid in such iterations.

Any of the existing propeller theories based on a linearized acceleration

potential can be applied only to lightly loaded propellers since the accuracy of

the computed induced velocity on a lifting surface suffers from two possible

sources of error. These are (1) the linearization of the governing equation, the

equation of motion; (2) the assumption that the lift distribution is perpendicular
to the velocity of the lifting surface rather than perpendicular to the relative

velocity between the fluid and the lifting surface.

In the case of a propeller theory based on vorticity distribution, effort can
be made to have the bound vorticity properly oriented in space. However, a long

iterative procedure is necessary in a performance-prediction problem even in a
steady case because the geometry of the slipstream is not known. It is extremely
difficult to use such a theory to analyze an unsteady propeller problem.

It is felt that the theory developed here not only has the advantage of better

accuracy but also has its simplicity in its application, especially to unsteady
propeller problems.
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DISCUSSION

T. Y. Wu
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

After we have worked for a number of years on a difficult subject such as

the general theory of propellers, with more and more untractable problems ac-

cumulating in practice, it is always refreshing, and sometimes rewarding, to

lean back and take a new look or try a new approach. This paper, I think, offers

such a refreshing point of view. It is encouraging to hear the authors' experi-

ence that their theory, equipped with the simplifying assumptions they intro-

duced, has made the numerical calculations noticeably simpler than the other

existing methods. —
In the case of the linearized theory the difference between the method of ve-

locity potential and that of the Prandtl acceleration potential is nothing more than

a personal preference, since they always yield the same result. I believe that

another linearized theory in terms of a different function, such as the linearized

version of the present theory, must bear a definite correspondence with the

former two. It should be valuable if Dr. Pien and Dr. Strom- Tejsen could clarify

further these correspondences, including the boundary conditions.

It is in the context of the authors' claim of the exactness and completeness
of this theory that I wish to make a minor observation here. If I may put the

formulation in a little different way, the relationship between the "exact accel-

eration potential" ^ - p/p + q^/2 defined by the authors and the velocity potential

X, q = Vx is Simply
. ,

...
^ , ., ^_^^^. ^ .

'^^ ^+$ = const . ,
.

3t

which is the Bernoulli equation for inviscid, irrotational flows. For steady flows

in particular, <l> must be identically a constant and hence cannot be represented

by a distribution of singularities. This situation may be changed if the calcula-

tion is based on a perturbation of the linear quantities caused by a weak dis-

turbance of a moving body, which may be replaced by a force system. Since this

theory is new, its potential usefulness can be greatly enhanced when the exact

significance of the approximations introduced here is fully understood.
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Pao C. Pien and J. Strom-Tejsen

We would like to thank Dr. Wu for his penetrating comments. In introducing
the exact acceleration potential, we discussed a simple case of a lifting surface
moving forward with a constant velocity V . Our objective was to obtain the per-
turbation velocity caused by the action of the lifting surface in a coordinate frame
F, fixed to the lifting surface. In our basic concept we used another reference
frame F', in which an exact acceleration potential could be found as the two
frames approached each other. Then the time integration of the negative gradient

of the acceleration potential could yield the perturbation velocity in frame F'

.

When frame F* coincides with frame F, the velocity field in frame F differs

from that in frame F' by the known relative velocity between F and F' . Dr. Wu
has commented that if the flow is steady in frame F, p/pf + q^/2 is a constant,

and there is no possible singularity in that frame. This is in accordance with .our

definition of the exact acceleration potential $. However it does not imply that

there is no possible singularity distribution for d) when referred to other frames.
To facilitate our discussion we introduce the pressure equation with respect to a

moving frame F' as given by L. M. Milne-Thomson in "Theoretical Hydrodynam-
ics" as follows:

where q^ is the magnitude of the fluid velocity in frame F' and u is the transla-

tion speed of frame F' . If there is no force field 0, we may write

By taking the gradient on both sides of the equation we obtain

P
, 1 _ 2N ^"Jr

which shows that in any reference frame, the sum of the pressure divided by the

fluid density and half of the velocity squared gives an exact acceleration poten-

tial. This is the foundation of our approach. The body frame F is a particular

case in which the acceleration potential is a constant. It simply means that we
should not choose it as our reference frame for an acceleration potential. If a

frame fixed in space far ahead of the lifting surface is chosen as our reference

frame, q^ becomes the perturbation velocity w. Therefore p/Pf + w^/2 is an
exact acceleration potential in that frame. It is up to us to choose whichever
reference frame is the most convenient one to use.
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Dr. Wu has also asked how the linearized version of the present theory

compares with other linearized theories. In a lifting- surface theory based on

acceleration potential, the governing equation is the equation of motion

Bq p •

^^(qV)q=-V-.

This equation is commonly linearized by dropping the nonlinear term

(qV)q. In our approach we simply move it to the right side as follows:

which equation is valid in the whole fluid region where the vorticity is absent.

We achieve a linear governing equation by a substitution of variable <t> for

p/Pf + q^/2. We have only a linear equation to begin with; hence we cannot in

a meaningful manner define a linearized version of our theory.
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MODEL TESTS ON CONTRAROTATING
PROPELLERS

J. D. van Manen and M. W. C. Oosterveld
Netherlands Ship Model Basin
Wageningen, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of open-water tests with a systematic

series of contrarotating propellers, consisting of a four-bladed forward
screw and a five-bladed aft screw.

Based on the open-water test results, contrarotating propeller systems
were designed for a tanker and a cargo liner. Comparative tests have
been carried out with the tanker and the cargo liner both equipped with

contrarotating propellers and with a conventional screw. The propul-

sive efficiencies, the cavitation characteristics, the propeller induced

vibratory forces, and the stopping abilities are dealt with.

INTRODUCTION *

During the past years the trend of most ship designs has been toward higher

speeds (cargo liners) and/or larger displacement (tankers or carriers) and

therefore toward high-powered ships. As a result the problems of propeller

cavitation and propeller induced vibration became matters of great concern.

In an attempt to provide merchant ships with propulsion devices with supe-

rior cavitation and propeller induced vibration characteristics in addition to a

high propulsive efficiency, the application of contrarotating propellers have been

the subject of several investigations [1-3]. This paper presents the results of

investigations on contrarotating propellers performed at the Netherlands Ship

Model Basin during the past five years.

These investigations covered the following details. A systematic series of

contrarotating propeller systems was designed and manufactured. These sys-

tems, consisting of a four-bladed forward screw and a five-bladed aft screw,

were designed for equal power absorption by the forward and the aft screw.

Tests were carried out in the towing tank to determine the open-water charac-

teristics of this series of contrarotating propellers.

Based on these open-water test results, contrarotating propellers were de-

signed for a tanker and a cargo liner. Comparative tests have been carried out

with both ships equipped with a contrarotating propeller system and with a con-

ventional single screw arrangement. In Fig. 1 the contrarotating propeller ar-

rangement on the stern of the tanker model is shown. The propulsive efficiencies,
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Fig. 1 - Arrangement of contrarotating propellers
for a cargo liner model

the cavitation characteristics, the propeller induced vibratory forces, and the

stopping abilities were dealt with.

The investigations on contrarotating propellers were given in detail in Refs.

4 through 8; a recapitulation of the results is given here.

TEST RESULTS WITH SYSTEMATIC SERIES
OF CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS

An important method of screw design is that which is based on the results

of open-water tests with systematically varied series of screw models [9,10].

According to the lifting line theory, as described in Ref. 11, a systematic

series of contrarotating propellers, consisting of a four-bladed forward propel-

ler and a five-bladed aft propeller, was designed. A problem which may occur

on contrarotating propellers is that the cavitating tip vortices generated by the

blades of the forward propeller may impinge on the blades of the aft propeller
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and cause damage there. This problem was avoided by reducing the diameter of

the aft propeller. This reduction was based on the expected slipstream contrac-
tion at design condition. In addition, this reduction is attractive with regard to

efficiency, because for equal screw loadings a five-bladed propeller has a
smaller optimum diameter than a four-bladed propeller with equal blade area
ratio. The sets of contrarotating propellers were designed in such a way that

one set is representative for tanker application and another set for cargo liner

application. Three additional sets complete the systematic series. The partic-
ulars of the propeller models are given in Table 1 and in Fig. 2.

Table 1

Principal Characteristics of Table 1 Screw Models
of the Contrarotating Propeller Series

Set
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Pitch (Jlstrjbiit ion in_p.*rc

n:

Fig. 2 - Particiilars of the propeller models in the

contrarotating propeller series
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COMPARATIVE TESTS WITH SHIP MODELS EQUIPPED WITH • '^•

CONVENTIONAL AND CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS ''
.

'

Description of Hull Forms and Propellers '
.,

'"

Comparative tests have been carried out with a 32,500-DWT tanker model
and a cargo liner model both equipped with successively a conventional screw
propeller and contrarotating propellers. The principal dimensions of these

ships are given in Table 2; the hull forms and the stern arrangements are given

in Figs. 5 and 6.

Table 2

Principal Dimensions of Tanker (Fig. 5) and Cargo Liner (Fig. 6)

Ship
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The propeller designs for both ships were based on 16,000 metric DHP at

120 rpm, and with ship speeds of 16.5 knots for the tanker and 20.5 knots for the

cargo liner. The conventional screws were designed according to the circulation

theory for wake adapted propellers. The principal full-scale characteristics of

the propellers are given in Table 3; further details of the conventional screw
propellers for the tanker and the cargo liner are presented in Figs. 7 and 8.

The particulars of the contrarotating propellers for the tanker (set 2) and the

cargo liner (set 4) were already presented in Fig. 2.

0.9R
0.8R

0.7R
0.6R
0.5R
0.4R
0.3R
0.2R

Pitch distribution
percent

Fig. 7 - Particulars of single screw for tanker

1,0R_
0.9 R

0.8 R
0,7 R_
0.6 R_.

0,5 R
QA R_ -

03 R 1

0J2R_:

Pitch distribution
in percent

Fig, 8 - Particulars of single scre-v

for cargo liner

Model Resistance and Self-Propulsion Tests

Model tests have been carried out to obtain a comparison of the propulsive

quality of the tanker and the cargo liner both equipped with successively contra-

rotating propellers and a conventional screw propeller. Resistance and self-

propulsion tests were conducted in the deep-water basin of the Netherlands Ship

Model Basin, in accordance with established procedures. All model data were
extrapolated to full-scale ship values using Schoenherr's friction coefficients

with an addition of 0.00035 for correlation allowance. For turbulence stimula-

tion, a trip wire of 1-mm diameter was fitted to girth each model at a section
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5 percent LBP at aft FP. The tanker model was tested at the loaded and the

ballast condition; the cargo liner model was tested only at the loaded condition.

The results of the resistance and self-propulsion tests are presented in

Tables 4 through 6. Figs. 9 and 10 show the performance predictions for the

tanker and the cargo liner. Table 7 compares the results of the propulsion tests

with the ship models equipped with the conventional screws and the contrarotat-
ing propellers. Table 7 shows that application of contrarotating propellers on
both ships gives a significant reduction in DHP. The DHP of the tanker model
with contrarotating propellers is about 4.5 percent less in the loaded condition,

and 8 percent less in the ballast condition, when compared to the model with the

conventional screw propeller. The contrarotating propellers behind the cargo
liner require about 6.5 percent less DHP than the conventional screw propeller
in the loaded condition of the ship. The gain in trial speeds, due to application

of contrarotating propellers, is at maximum power absorption (16,000 DHP):

tanker in loaded condition, 0.12 knot;

tanker in ballast condition, 0.30 knot;

cargo liner in loaded condition, 0.21 knot.

The tanker with the conventional screw arrangement suffered from air sucking
into the propeller plane in the ballast condition, whereas this phenomenon did

not occur when the contrarotating propellers were fitted to the model. This
must be attributed to the smaller diameters of the contrarotating propellers.

An analysis of the various propulsion factors shows that the wake fraction

was larger for the contrarotating propellers than for the conventional screws.
This is due to the smaller diameters of the contrarotating propellers. In the

case of the tanker the thrust deduction factor did not differ very much. This
factor was somewhat larger for the cargo liner with contrarotating propellers

than with the conventional screw. For the tanker, the increase in propulsive
efficiency due to contrarotating propeller application was principally obtained

by a better hull efficiency, whereas for the cargo liner this increase was ob-

tained by both a better hull efficiency and a higher open-water efficiency of the

contrarotating propellers. More detailed data must be made available, however,
to give a complete explanation of the obtained reduction in DHP.

Cavitation Tests

Cavitation tests were conducted in the 40-cm-diameter slotted wall cavita-

tion tunnel with flow regulator of the Netherlands Ship Model Basin (13,14),

simulating the full-load operating conditions. The axial wake distributions be-

hind the two models, as measured in the deep-water basin by means of a pitot-

tube were simulated in the tunnel. The results of the velocity surveys in the

way of the propeller are described in Fig. 11 for the tanker and the cargo liner.

The results of the cavitation tests are presented in Figs. 12 and 13. From
an examination of the various test results it can be concluded that the conven-

tional screw and the forward propeller of the contrarotating propellers are quite

comparable as far as blade cavitation is concerned. This holds as well for both
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Table 7

Extent to which the Contrarotating Propellers are Better (+)

or Worse (-) than the Conventional Screw Propellers

Speed
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Conventional screw
Kj-0.174 0-0=12.38

Contra -rotating propellers ;

KT=0t69 c-o-1241
forwa^ propeller aft propeller

Fig. 12 - Cavitation patterns of conventional
and contrarotating propellers behind tanker

Measurements of Propeller-Induced Vibratory Forces -' •

Comparative tests on propeller induced vibratory forces have been carried
out on the cargo liner model equipped with successively the conventional screw
propeller and the contrarotating screw propellers. To measure these forces, a
special arrangement had to be made in the case of the contrarotating propellers
to use the existing measuring equipment (15). The forward propeller was driven
by the normal dynamometer, installed in the ship model. The aft propeller was
driven by a dummy dynamometer. This dummy dynamometer was installed in

an open-water test boat, mounted behind the ship model. A stiff coupling shaft
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Conventional screw

Kt-0186 Cq-^S^

Contra-rotating propellers

Kt.0.185 cTo-^eo
forward propeller aft propeller

Fig. 13 - Cavitation patterns of conventional and
contrarotating propellers behind cargo liner

synchronized the combination. By exchanging the real dynamometer and the

dummy dynamometer, the vibratory outputs of both propellers were determined.

The results of the measurements of the propeller induced vibratory forces

are given in Figs, 14 through 17. Samples of the instantaneous torque and thrust

of the conventional screw and of the forward and aft propeller of the contrarotat-

ing propellers are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The instantaneous thrust eccen-

tricity for the different propellers is given in Fig. 16, and the instantaneous

transverse forces are presented in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 14 - Instantaneous torque of cargo liner propellers
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Fig. 15 - Instantaneous thrust of cargo liner propellers
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Fig. 16 - Instantaneous thrust eccen-
tricity of cargo liner propellers

Figs. 14 and 15 show clearly that the variations in torque and thrust of the

forward screw of the contrarotating propellers are about the same in magnitude
as those of the conventional screw, which implies that these variations, ex-
pressed in percentages of the mean values, are about twice as large for the for-

ward screw of the contrarotating propellers as those of the conventional screw.
The variations of the aft screw are lower than those of the forward screw of the

contrarotating propellers. Apparently the forward propeller smoothes the pe-
ripheral irregularities of the flow in the way of the aft propeller, as was also
evident from the cavitation tests.

It appears from Fig. 16 that the thrust eccentricity of the forward screw of

the contrarotating propellers is considerably larger than that of the conventional
screw. However, the thrust of this forward screw is about half as large as that

of the conventional screw, so that the maximum bending moments due to the ec-
centricity of the thrust will not change very much. This implies that the stresses
due to these bending moments must be almost equal, if the diameter of the outer
shaft is the same as that of the shaft of the conventional screw. Since the inner
shaft diameter is smaller, possibly the loading of this shaft increases, since its
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— 16t

Fig. 17 - Instantaneous transverse forces
of cargo liner propellers

stiffness against bending is only about a fourth part of that of the conventional

propeller shaft, whereas the moments are about half of those of the conventional

propeller.

Figure 16 shows that in many cases the eccentricities for the contrarotating

propellers are in opposite direction, so that the bending moment on the forward
screw may be reduced by that on the aft screw. The variations in thrust and

torque of the forward and aft screw, however, may reinforce each other.

It can be seen from Fig. 17 that the transverse force variations of the con-

ventional screw are large, whereas those of the contrarotating propellers are

negligible both in quantity and in direction.

Additional measurements were conducted to determine the effect of a change

of the angular positions of the mutual blade encounter of the contrarotating pro-

pellers. From these tests it was concluded that no significant differences occur

for different angular positions of the mutual blade encounter.

Determination of Stopping Abilities

Investigations have been carried out to compare the contrarotating propel-

lers and the conventional screw with respect to their ability to stop the
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32,500-DWT tanker. The propelling machinery was supposed to be a steam tur-

bine or Diesel engine, each capable of developing 16,000 DHP at 120 rpm.

The comparison of the stopping abilities of the contrarotating propellers
and the conventional screw is based on a stopping maneuver as illustrated in

Fig, 18. This maneuver is divided into four phases:

I. Steam or fuel supply to the engine is shut, the propeller is running slack
and the ship speed decreases due to the hull resistance until the propeller rpm
is sufficiently low to enable reversing of the engine rotation,

II, The ship is further slowed down by running the propeller system full

astern, until a forward speed of about 6 knots is achieved. At this speed the ship

will loose steerability, and tugs will have to render assistance.

III. The propeller is stopped, and tugs make fast.

IV. With the propeller slowly turning astern the stopping maneuver is com-
pleted. In this phase the ship is steered by tugs.

For a comparison of the conventional screw and the contrarotating propel-
lers, the characteristics for phases I, II, III, and IV of the stopping maneuver
were derived from the results of model tests. During these tests the total brak-
ing force (hull resistance and propeller force) was measured at different speeds
of the model and at different propeller rpm. The speed of the model was kept

constant during a test. For the calculation of the head reach it was assumed
that the ship's speed changes so slowly during the stopping maneuver that the

values of the total braking force, as measured during the stationary tests, were
correct. Thus a quasi-steady approach (as described in Refs. 12 and 16) has
been used for analyzing the stopping maneuvers. This approach is correct for

large ships having relatively low powers installed, so that long stopping times
occur (16). To determine the added mass of the ship during the stopping maneu-
ver additional dynamic stopping tests were performed.

A comparison between the stopping abilities of the conventional screw and
the contrarotating propellers can be made from the results presented in Figs.

19 through 21. Figure 19 shows the head reaches of the turbine tanker to be al-

most equal for the conventional screw and the contrarotating propellers. For
the Diesel engine tanker (Figs. 20 and 21) the contrarotating propeller reduced
the head reach in comparison with the conventional screw. The rpm at which
the Diesel engine is reversed affects the head reach of the tanker considerably.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of these investigations the following conclusions can be made:

• Contrarotating propellers have an open-water efficiency which is slightly

higher (about 2 percent) than that of conventional screw propellers; the optimum
diameter of contrarotating propellers is less (about 15 percent) than that of con-

ventional screws.
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; Confra-rotating
propellers.
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Fig. 19 - Comparison of the stopping abilities of

conventional and contrarotating propellers for a
steam turbine tanker

• Contrarotating propellers offer a means of improving the propulsive effi-

ciency of ships. The reduction in DHP due to application of the contrarotating

propellers for a tanker was about 4.5 percent in the loaded condition and 8 per-
cent in the ballast condition of the ship if compared with the ship with conven-
tional screw. The contrarotating propellers behind the cargo liner compared
with the conventional screw requires about 6.5 percent less DHP.

• Conventional screws and the forward propeller of the contrarotating pro-
pellers are quite comparable as far as blade cavitation is concerned. The ex-
tent of sheet cavitation on the back of the aft propeller of the contrarotating

propellers is relatively small. With regard to the strength of tip-vortex cavita-

tion the contra-rotating propellers were slightly better than the conventional

screws.

• With regard to the propeller induced vibratory forces the thrust and
torque variations as well as the thrust eccentricity of conventional screws and
contrarotating propellers did not differ very much, although the average thrust

and torque of each of the contrarotating propellers are about half of that of a

comparable conventional screw. The application of contrarotating propellers

causes a considerable reduction in transverse forces compared to a conventional
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Fig. 20 - Comparison of the stopping abilities of conventional
and contrarotating propellers for a tanker with a Diesel en-
gine which can be reversed at 20 rpm
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Fig. 21 - Comparison of the stopping abilities of conven-
tional and contrarotating propellers for a tanker with a

Diesel engine which can be reversed at 15 rpm
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screw. These forces are practically constant both in quantity and in direction

for the contrarotating propellers.

• When stopping a ship with steam turbine machinery, the head reaches

corresponding to the conventional and the contrarotating propeller are nearly

equal. For a ship with Diesel machinery the application of a contrarotating

propeller leads to a decrease in head reach.
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DISCUSSION

Hans B. Lindgren
Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank

G'dteborg, Sweden

This paper is very similar to the paper I will present in the final session on
Friday with C. A. Johnson and G. Dyne as coauthors. Unfortunately the paper
has not been available in printed version so that we could have made any quanti-

tative comparisons. As our paper has been available for a long time, it would
be interesting to know if the authors have made such a comparison. With regard
to Mr. Oosterveld's presentation I should like to ask two questions.

First, Mr. Oosterveld mentioned that there is a danger that the tip vortex

cavity of the forward propeller causes erosion on the aft propeller. He also

mentioned that this could be avoided by decreasing the diameter of the aft pro-
peller in relation to the forward. I should like to know how big a decrease has
been adopted and if the result was satisfying. At the Swedish State Shipbuilding

Experimental Tank we use in our theoretical design method the hypothesis that
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the tips of the two propellers lay on the same mean streamtube. This is not

sufficient to avoid the problem mentioned, and a further decrease is necessary.

My second question is related to the figures Mr. Oosterveld gave on the

possible power gains with contrarotating propellers for the two different ship

projects. Do the figures given refer to the same rpm for the contrarotating and
the conventional propeller, or which assumption was adopted?

DISCUSSION

William B. Morgan
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D.C.

In the David Taylor Model Basin at the Naval Ship Research and Develop-
ment Center we have run a large number of experiments on contrarotating pro-
pellers. We have found that in general the hull efficiency, and relative rotating

efficiency of the ship model are different from that of the same model with a
single propeller. Also, we have shown that for best performance the design of

the propellers should be based on their particular application. For these two
reasons it is not clear to me how a series of open-water tests of contrarotating

propellers can be used to pick the best performing propellers.

DISCUSSION

C. A. Johnsson
Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank

Goteborg, Sweden

I notice that the authors, when discussing the different propulsion coeffi-

cients, do not mention one of particular interest in this context: the relative

rotative efficiency. When we analyzed our self-propulsion data, we found that in

some cases most of the gain when using contrarotating propellers could be traced
to an increase in the relative rotative efficiency, for which values of 1.05 to 1.10

were obtained. Such figures of this coefficient always makes the practical de-
signer suspicious and often results in discussion of the accuracy of the instru-

mentation, etc. We were therefore glad to find that test results from NSRDC
showed similar figures, and we also got support from some theoretical calcula-

tions. I should like to ask the authors what their values of the relative rotative

efficiency look like.
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The question of this efficiency is rather important. Our values seem to

show an increase in the relative rotative efficiency with decreasing thrust coef-
ficient K^. This indicates that the optimum diameter could be smaller than that

obtained from open water tests.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

J. D. van Manen and M. W. C. Oosterveld

It was a great privilege to obtain at the final moment the opportunity to pre-
sent the NSMB-results on contrarotating propellers at this symposium.

The investigations performed at the NSMB were confined to efficiency, cavi-
tation, vibratory forces, and stopping abilities of a contrarotating propeller sys-
tem consisting of a four-bladed propeller forward and a five-bladed propeller
aft. Our final conclusion is that we see a future for application of contrarotating
propellers on fast cargo liners, since the power will increase so much that two
propellers are needed to absorb the required power.

Our future research will be concentrated on propeller induced vibratory
forces for well-selected combinations of the blade numbers fore and aft. In our
opinion the problem of propeller induced vibratory forces will be the most criti-

cal one in future discussions about the application of contrarotating propellers.

The other qualities such as efficiency, cavitation, and stopping are no longer a
serious point to delay a possible application.

With regard to Mr. Lindgren's remarks concerning the diameter reduction
of the aft propeller, it should be noted that for the tanker and the cargo-liner
contrarotating propeller sets these reductions were 12.4 and 6.5 percent respec-
tively. Especially of the cargo liner the tip vortex of the forward propeller in-

terfered with the blades of the aft propeller in the upper and lower part of the

aperture and caused unfavorable cavitation phenomena.

Therefore it may be useful to reduce the diameter of the aft propeller
slightly more. In regard to Mr. Lindgren's second question it must be empha-
sized that the propeller designs for both ships were based on given DHP, rpm,
and speed and that for the determination of the optimum diameter of the contra-

rotating propeller sets and the conventional screws, use was made of open-water
test results with the contrarotating propellers and conventional screw series. If

the propeller designs were based on given DHP, speed, and diameter (for in-

stance the maximum allowable propeller diameter), and if the optimum rpm's
with regard to efficiency were chosen, then it can be expected that the reduction

in DHP due to contrarotating propeller application in comparison with conven-
tional screws will be larger than by comparing systems with equal rpm.
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We agree with Dr. Morgan that for best performance the design of a contra-

rotating propeller set should be based on a particular application, as was still

the case in our contrarotating propeller investigations. However, for the deter-

mination of the optimum diameter or rpm of the contrarotating propeller sys-

tem, the results of open-water tests with a systematic series of contrarotating

propellers are very useful.

With regard to Mr. Johnsson's comments it is interesting to note that for

the tanker and the cargo liner in the case of contrarotating propeller application

the relative rotative efficiencies were 1.050 and 1.065 respectively. These val-

ues are of the same order of magnitude as found by tests performed at the Naval

Ship Research and Development Center and at the Swedish State Shipbuilding Ex-

perimental Tank.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL
STUDIES OF PROPELLER-INDUCED

APPENDAGE FORCES

August F. Lehman and Paul Kaplan

Oceanics, Inc.

Plainview, New York ; ^ ; r--^ ;

ABSTRACT

During the past several years experiments involving unsteady forces
induced on an appendage by a propeller have been carried out at

Oceanics, Inc. Most of these experiments concerned a propeller
downstream of an appendage, although certain measurements were
made with the propeller upstream (rudder case). An associated theo-
retical analysis to predict the influence of various physical parameters
on the magnitude of the induced forces was also developed, based upon
two-dimensional flow considerations. Two-, three-, and four-bladed
propellers were studied, with blades of two thicknesses. The effects of

spacing distance between the appendage and the propeller, appendage
asymmetry, and the appendage attack angle on the induced forces were
of primary interest. This paper presents the more pertinent results of

these investigations and discusses a technique of using a single -bladed
propeller to predict multibladed propeller induced forces. Limited
comparisons between the developed theory and the experimental data
are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

In evaluating the vibratory characteristics of naval vessels, knowledge of the

appendage forces induced by a propeller is important. By the early 1960's theo-
retical work (1-5) had for the most part preceded any experimental evaluation of

this problem, primarily because of the difficulties of satisfactory unsteady meas-
urements. In 1960 Lewis (6) reported on the first successful experimental measure-
ments of the transverse or side forces induced on an appendage upstream of a
propeller. This initial work was amplified by further published data in 1963 (7).

In 1964 Oceanics, Inc., was supported by the Naval Ship Research and De-
velopment Center on the first of a series of model studies to obtain certain
propeller- appendage test data. This first study involved a measurement of both
the axial and transverse induced forces; and a series of investigations covering
various aspects of this problem followed. The present paper summarizes the

pertinent results of those investigations.

The basic measurements were unsteady axial and transverse fluctuating
forces induced on an upstream appendage by a propeller at blade- rate frequency
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(the number of blades of the propeller times the propeller rotational speed) and
higher harmonic frequencies. Specifically, the propeller- induced appendage
forces were examined as a function of propeller- appendage spacing for varia-
tions in the propeller blade thickness, number of blades comprising the propel-
ler, appendage asymmetry, appendage attack angle, and appendage location
(downstream or upstream of the propeller).

An associated theoretical analysis that predicts the influence of the various
physical parameters on the magnitudes of the induced forces was also developed,
based on two-dimensional flow characteristics. Limited comparisons between
this theory and the experimental data are also presented in this paper.

TEST FACILITIES v :^ i a ' .:.^^-U:'^

All of the testing was performed in the Oceanics Water Tunnel. This tunnel
is a recirculating, closed- jet- type tunnel having both the water velocity and the

test section static pressure as controllable variables. The test section is ap-
proximately 20 in. on a side (with rounded corners) and about 7 ft long. The
water velocity is controllable to about 40 ft/sec, and the static pressure can be
independently controlled from about 0.1 to 2 atmospheres absolute. For the

majority of these tests the water velocity in the tunnel was 5.23 ft/sec. This
rather low free- stream velocity was required for low speeds of propeller rota-

tion along with acceptable levels of thrust while still allowing the frequencies of

interest to be in a range adequately covered by the dynamic response of the

balance- appendage system.

An external dynamometer can be placed at either end of the upper horizontal

leg of the tunnel; thus propellers can be driven from either their upstream or

downstream side. For these tests, the propellers were driven from their down-
stream side. The axial position of the propeller in the test section can be easily

changed, as the dynamometer and propeller drive shaft are connected as a unit

which rests on a bed similar to that employed on lathes. The propeller is posi-
tioned axially by a lead screw which is independently powered.

In the settling section just ahead of the nozzle there is a honeycomb to im-
prove the flow conditions before the water enters the nozzle and passes through
the test section. At the entrance to the test section, screens can be inserted to

create the desired profile of a particular wake (axial components only). For the

investigations discussed here, no screenswere used, and a uniform flow approached
the appendage-propeller system. A drawing of the tunnel circuit is shown in

Fig. 1.

PROPELLERS

The two propeller designs used in most of these tests were selected from a
series with eight variations of blade thickness which received extensive study at

the National Physical Laboratory (8). The propellers selected are identified in

Ref. 8 as BT-1 and BT-2. The same identification nomenclature is used in this

report. The propellers were manufactured as individual blades fastened to a

common hub. This permitted testing as one-, two-, three-, and four-bladed units.
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Fig. 1 - Tunnel

The BT-2 propellers had a 100% increase in blade section thickness over BT-1,
together with a pitch reduction of 7.5%. Detailed characteristics of the propel-

lers are shown in Fig. 2. The four-bladed propellers are shown in Fig. 3. All

test propellers had a diameter of 8 in.

APPENDAGE- BALANCE SYSTEM .

..
i. .

The success of an experiment involving dynamic measurement involves a

satisfactory sensing or balance system, a stiff (high- resonant- frequency)

balance- appendage system, and an adequate dynamic calibration technique. For
completeness, each of these components will be discussed in some detail.

Dynamic Balances '-'' '

; ;

The basic balance element consists of a strain- gaged force unit designed on
the flexure plate principle with one balance unit mounted on each end of the ap-

pendage. The use of flexure plates is a common approach in instrumentation

design wherein sensitivity to forces in only one direction are desired. The
flexure plate unit consists of extremely stiff top and bottom plates separated by
two very thin side members. The upper and lower plates can move parallel to
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Fig. 2 - Test propellers

one another very easily if a force is applied to either plate in a direction normal
to the weak sides of the unit. Forces applied in any other direction result in ex-

tremely small deflections of one plate relative to the other because of the in-

creased stiffness of the unit in all other directions.

In certain instrumentation application the weak sides of the sensing elements
are strain gaged; in other applications the coil of a linear differential trans-

former is attached to one plate and the core to the other plate. Either of these
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Fig. 3 - Four-bladed test pro-
pellers; the BT-1 blades are at

the right, and the BT-2 blades
are at the left

techniques permits the motion of one plate relative to the other to be calibrated

as a function of applied force. While this approach is satisfactory for most
steady- state force measurements, it is of little value in sensing dynamic force

fluctuations as the deflection of one plate relative to the other is quite large and
thus the resonant frequency is quite low.

To overcome this defect a system was employed using the advantage of a

flexure plate sensing element while limiting the deflections to extremely small

increments, thereby producing a system which is quite stiff. This technique

uses pretensioned strain- gaged beams. In this application a thin strip of metal
having four strain gages mounted upon it is attached to an opening in one plate of

the element (Fig. 4). This opening (as well as the strain-gaged strip of metal) is

located perpendicular to the weak sides of the element. This strain-gaged strip

of metal is then placed in tension between its end- clamping members by stretch-

ing it before tightening the end clamps. To the bottom plate of the sensing ele-

ment is attached a very rigid massive member, which in turn is then clamped to

the center of the strain- gaged strip of metal. In this manner, while the two stiff

plates of the element still retain their capability of easily moving relative to
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Fixed Face

Fig. 4 - Pretensioned strain-gaged flexure element

each other when a force is applied normal to the thin sides of the unit, the strain

gaged strip of metal permits only as much motion as the force is capable of ad-
ditionally stretching the metal strip. Thus deflections are very small, and the

unit has a relatively high resonant frequency. The wiring of the strain gage
bridges is shown in Fig. 5.

Any number of such basic elements as shown in Fig. 4 can be fastened to-

gether so that forces in the desired directions can be sensed (and determined).
The interaction of such systems is extremely low, somewhat under 0.5% for all

forces or moments except those about an axis perpendicular to both stiff plates,

where the interaction is approximately 1.0% (9).

Appendage- Balance Arrangement

The initial propeller appendage investigations (10) had the appendage com-
pletely spanning the test section. In this arrangement the appendage was not as
stiff in the transverse direction as might be desired for obtaining data at fre-

quencies above the blade rate. The appendage design was therefore modified,

based on the suggestions of Dr. Murray Strasberg of the Naval Ship Research
and Development Center. This design, used for most of the tests reported here,
consisted of having the test appendage perpendicular to the support members.
A sketch of this test arrangement with a two-bladed propeller is shown in Fig. 6.

It can be noted that the appendage was held in place by two support bars extend-
ing through the holes in the mounting windows and then fastened into the dynamic
balances. Using the pretensioned strain- gaged force balances discussed, the

motion of the support bar under an induced force loading is less than 0.001 in.;

thus radial-lip shaft seals can be employed without introducing significant seal

reaction forces on the support bars. Consequently the forces introduced on the

appendage by propeller action are not affected by seal dynamics. The support
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Fig. 6 - Test arrangement

asymmetry. In this manner, one extension resulted in an appendage extending

1/2 propeller diameter below and 3/4 propeller diameter above the propeller

center line. Two extensions resulted in an appendage extending 1/2 propeller

diameter below and 1 propeller diameter above the propeller center line. Photo-
graphs of the appendage, fairings, and dynamic force balance are shown in Figs.

7 and 8. This appendage is considered three-dimensional, as the ends are rather

far from the tunnel walls.

Dynamic Calibration of Appendage- Force Sensing System

In calibrating the appendage force sensing system a constant force was ap-

plied to the system by a small electrodynamic shaker monitored by a force gage
in a small impedance head. The output from the force sensing element (dynamic
strain gage balances) was read on the meter of a Hewlett-Packard wave ana-

lyzer.* The wave analyzer readings thus permitted plotting the response of the

*A capacitor was installed in parallel across the meter terminals to produce a
smooth signal. The bandwidth of the analyzer is 7 Hz for 3 dB attenuation.
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Fig. 7 - Test appendage, exten-
sions, and balance unit

Fig, 8 - Dynamic balance

system in terms of millivolts per pound of applied force as a function of the fre-

quency at which the shaker was operating. Figure 9 is a block diagram of the

dynamic calibration setup and wiring of the electronic instrumentation.

The dynamic balance calibrations during this series of investigations were
undertaken in the following ways. In the earlier studies the foil was completely
submerged during the transverse calibration as the shaker was attached to one

end of the support rod which extended outside of the tunnel. However for the

axial calibration the shaker was attached to the center of the foil and the cali-

bration undertaken in air. The response of the system in the axial direction as

a function of frequency was then plotted. The foil was then completely sub-

merged, and with the output of the dynamic balances fed to an optical galvanom-
eter the foil was struck a sharp blow in the axial direction. The resonant fre-

quency was then determined by examining the optical galvanometer record of the

response trace. The calibration curve which had been obtained in air was then
shifted by this slight change in the resonant value to obtain the curve used for

data evaluation.

During the later studies the transverse calibration was performed in the

same way as for the earlier investigations, but for the axial calibration the

transducer was encapsulated in a rubber protective cover so that this calibra-

tion was also performed while the foil was submerged. Thus all calibration data

were obtained with the foil completely submerged in the operating medium.

The system was calibrated for each test condition prior to taking data. This
technique permitting establishment of the exact calibration (±0.02 Hz) at the sub-

sequent desired frequency of interest. By calibrating each system prior to test-

ing, any change in the system response due to foil extension attachment, etc.,

was included. Flow background levels were also taken at this time. A typical

plot of system calibration and flow background levels is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10 - Dynamic calibration of the symmetrical appendage
system, and flow background levels

TEST PROCEDURES ."':',:

In undertaking a test run the desired appendage was mounted in the tunnel

and the balance- appendage system was calibrated using the technique just de-

scribed. The propeller was then moved into the proper position, since it was
located approximately 6 propeller diameters downstream during the determina-
tion of the calibration and flow background levels. The desired tunnel velocity

and propeller rotational speeds were established, and then for each propeller-

appendage spacing ratio the induced force, as indicated by the output of the strain

gage balance system, was recorded at specific frequencies of interest. The test

arrangement was then changed and the entire procedure repeated. As was men-
tioned, most of these tests were undertaken at a free stream velocity of 5.23 ft/

sec and a normal rotational speed of 13 rps; thus the advance ratio for most of

the tests was 0.603.

DATA EVALUATION

The initial test readings consisted of millivolt levels from the wave analyzer
and propeller thrust readings from the dynamometer. The thrust value was cor-

rected for the tare load determined by operating at test conditions without the

propeller on the dynamometer shaft. The net thrust value was determined by ad-

justing the measured value by the tare influence.
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The millivolt value recorded from the wave analyzer was converted into

pounds of induced force in the following manner. The initial value was adjusted

for the influence of the "flow background" by taking the square root of the differ-

ence of the squares, a procedure implying an uncorrelated test condition. As
noted in Fig. 10 the flow background was extremely small and resulted in a

meaningful change in the adjusted millivolt value in very few cases. The ad-

justed millivolt value was converted into pounds of force by dividing this value

by the millivolts-per-pound calibration value existing for that particular fre-

quency and the particular arrangement undergoing test. The final data form was
obtained by dividing the "true" induced force by the net propeller thrust value,

and this ratio is employed for most of the data presented.

DATA PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION

Before discussion of the propeller induced appendage forces which existed

at specific blade rate harmonics, it is perhaps of value to clarify two points

which are raised most often after presenting unsteady appendage data.

The first clarification is to demonstrate that propeller induced appendage
forces exist only at the blade rate and its harmonics. During a test the entire

frequency range encompassed by the blade rate harmonics is scanned to insure

that the induced appendage forces occurring at specific frequencies (correspond-
ing to certain blade rate harmonics) are larger than any force values measured
at other frequencies. However, only those values occurring at blade-rate fre-

quencies are normally recorded. Figure 11 illustrates that this contention is

true. This figure is a plot of the measured force level ratio as a function of fre-

quency. The data on this figure present the axial induced appendage forces asso-

ciated with a four-bladed propeller (double- thickness blades) when operating be-

hind a symmetrical appendage. Data taken over the entire frequency range of

interest are shown. The information is presented for two spacing ratios. From
this figure it can be noted that the induced appendage forces do exist only at fre-

quencies corresponding to specific blade-rate harmonics and that the induced
force magnitudes decrease rapidly with an increase in spacing ratio (this latter

observation will be illustrated more fully in other figures).

The second point of clarification concerns the relationship between the num-
ber of blades on a propeller and the nature of the induced appendage forces.

Theory (5) states that a propeller with an even number of blades should induce
only axial unsteady forces and that a propeller with an odd number of blades
should induce only transverse unsteady forces. All experimental data verify

this contention except at extremely close appendage- propeller spacing ratios.

For close spacing ratios a propeller with an even number of blades induces some
transverse force on the appendage and a propeller with an odd number of blades
induces some axial force. An investigation of the effect that the appendage at-

tack angle has on the unsteady propeller induced appendage forces supplied a
clue as to the reason for this apparent inconsistency between experiment and
theory.

During an investigation involving appendage attack angle (11) it was observed
that the appendage attack angle has a significant effect on the nature of the in-

duced appendage forces. Very slight appendage attack angles resulted in the
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Fig. 11 - Axial induced appendage force levels as a function of

scanned frequency for a double -thickness four-bladed propeller
and a symmetrical appendage

introduction of both axial and transverse forces regardless of whether there was
an even or odd number of blades on the propeller. It therefore seems reasonable

to conjecture that with extremely close propeller- appendage spacings the action

of the propeller on the flow about the appendage is such as to result in an effec-

tive angle of attack of the appendage. This contention is further strengthened by
the fact that these "inconsistent" induced appendage forces completely disappear

with slight increases in the spacing ratio, and it also follows that the effect of the

propeller on the flow field about the appendage does decay rapidly. An example
of the magnitude of the "contradictory" transverse force associated with four-

bladed propeller tests is shown in Fig. 12.

With those two points clarified the following discussions which involve an

appendage at a zero attack angle will be restricted to comments relating only to

the appropriate propeller- appendage induced force; i.e., axial induced forces will

be discussed with even-bladed propellers and transverse induced forces will be

discussed with odd-bladed propellers.
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Zero Appendage Attack Angle

The first case considered is that of the four-bladed propeller. Figure 13

illustrates the influence of blade thickness on the induced appendage forces for

the first, second, and third harmonics of the blade rate for a symmetrical ap-

pendage. From this figure it can be noted that blade thickness is an important

factor in determining the magnitude of the axial induced appendage force. How-
ever appendage asymmetry has little effect, as is shown in Fig. 14. In this same
figure, blade-rate (or first-harmonic) data are presented for two propeller blade

thicknesses and three appendage asymmetries. This plot reinforces the obser-

vation that the blade thickness has the dominant effect and appendage asymmetry
has minimal effect. The minimal effect of appendage asymmetry is also shown

in Fig. 15, where the unsteady axial induced appendage forces associated with the

first, second, and third harmonics of the blade rate are shown for a four-bladed

propeller having double- thickness blades. This figure shows that the induced

appendage forces associated with the first harmonic of the blade rate are 30 to

40 times as large as those associated with the second and third harmonics of the

blade rate.

For transverse induced appendage forces and operations with a three-bladed

propeller and a symmetrical appendage. Fig. 16 illustrates the effect of propeller

blade thickness on the induced appendage forces for the first, second, and third

harmonics of the blade rate. In this case, as for the case of the axial induced

unsteady appendage forces, blade thickness is an important factor in determining

the magnitude of the forces associated with the first harmonic of the blade rate,

but the second and third harmonics of the blade rate are not as strongly influenced

by propeller blade thickness as for the case with axial induced appendage forces.

Appendage asymmetry has a much more dominant effect on the transverse

induced appendage forces than on the axial induced forces. Figure 17 illustrates

the first harmonic data for both of the propeller blade thicknesses and three

cases of appendage arrangement. Compare this figure with Fig. 14 to note the

different effect appendage asymmetry has on the magnitude of induced axial and

transverse appendage forces. The effect of appendage asymmetry on the un-

steady induced appendage forces associated with the first, second, and third

harmonics of the blade rate are shown in Fig. 18. It is shown that the effect of

appendage asymmetry and the propeller blade rate harmonic condition both have

a strong influence on the transverse induced appendage forces.

Single-Bladed Propeller Tests

During this series of investigations, data were obtained with a two-bladed

propeller as well as with three- and four-bladed units. The information obtained

with the two-bladed propeller, coupled with that obtained with the three- and four-

bladed units, was then used to verify a test technique developed during these

studies which establishes a basic relationship between the unsteady induced ap-

pendage force and the propeller thrust. This technique involves testing a par-

ticular propeller as a single- bladed unit and from this information then deter-

mining the induced appendage forces for a multibladed propeller. Using this

technique, it was found that the unsteady force induced on an appendage by a '
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Fig. 13 - Blade -thickness effects on axial measurements at

various propeller harmonics with a four-bladed propeller
and a synrametrical appendage
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Fig. 16 - The effect of propeller blade thickness on the transverse
forces for a three -bladed propeller with a symmetrical appendage

single-bladed propeller, when examined in terms of the ratio of the induced ap-

pendage force divided by the single-bladed propeller thrust, resulted in good

agreement when compared with the same induced force/thrust ratio associated

with a propeller composed of more than one blade. Comparisons must naturally

be made at the same frequency. For a three-bladed propeller the first harmonic
of blade rate is three times the shaft rate; thus the single-bladed propeller data

must also be examined at a frequency corresponding to three times the shaft

rate to make a valid comparison.

Using the single-bladed- propeller technique, the ratio of the induced append-

age force and the propeller thrust of a multibladed propeller can be determined
quite accurately once reasonable propeller thrusts (or % operating values) are

employed. The inaccuracy of this method arises when extremely light propeller

loadings are employed, since the induced appendage force is actually composed
of two components: one due to propeller loading and one due to propeller blade

thickness. The thickness of the propeller should contribute a certain amount to
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the induced force which is independent of the propeller thrust coefficient, but the

percentage of the induced force attributed solely to the thickness term becomes
larger as the absolute thrust of the propeller decreases. In other words, at a
condition of zero propeller thrust there would still be a force induced on the ap-

pendage due to the thickness of the passing propeller blade.

The technique proposed here of presenting the induced appendage force as a

ratio solely dependent on propeller thrust is thus recognized as not representa-

tive of a true scaling parameter, as the thickness contribution is lumped to-

gether with the loading contribution. However it does seem that the ratio
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. 18 - Effect of appendage asymmetry on transverse forces
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presented here is valid for engineering purposes when the thrust coefficient of

the propeller is representative of actual propeller designs.

An example of the results of this test technique is shown in the following

figures. Figure 19 presents the axial induced appendage force, as determined
from single-bladed propeller operation, compared with forces induced by pro-
pellers having two and four blades. Of interest on this figure is the fact that the

induced force associated with the second harmonic of a two-bladed propeller is

about as large as that induced by the first harmonic of a two-bladed propeller.

This is somewhat contrary to what might be expected, but it is verified from
both the single-bladed and two-bladed measurements for these propellers. Fig-

ure 20 presents a comparison of the induced force ratios associated with single-

bladed and three -bladed propeller units. These data are shown for both the first

and second harmonics of the blade rate. From the preceding figures, as well as
other data obtained during different test programs, it appears as if this technique
is well suited for experimentally evaluating the induced appendage forces of a
particular propeller design. It requires the manufacture of only one blade, and
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Fig. 19 - Comparison of axial induced appendage forces
for single- and multibladed, double -thickness propellers
with a symmetrical appendage

from this one blade all induced forces associated with a propeller having a multi-

ple number of blades can be determining for engineering purposes.

Effect of Appendage Thickness and Span

The effect of appendage thickness and span on the induced appendage force

magnitude was also investigated for the case involving axial induced forces. For
these studies the test arrangement was as shown in Fig. 21. (The propellers
employed in this particular study and in the remainder of the discussion of ex-

periments were commercial outboard- motor propellers. They were two- and
three-bladed propellers, both having a diameter of 8 in. and a pitch of 6 in., and
are shown in Fig. 22.) The appendage span varied from one extending completely

across the tunnel test section (19.56 in.) to smaller spans of 14 and 8 in.
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Fig. 20 - Comparison of three -bladed and single -bladed operation
with transverse induced forces and a symmetrical appendage

For the smaller span appendages, fairings having the same cross section as
the appendage itself were attached to the tunnel walls. All appendages had a
ogival cross section and a chord length of 8 in. One foil had a maximum thick-

ness of 1.0 in., and the other had a maximum thickness of 0.5 in. Figure 23
illustrates the effect of foil thickness and span on the axial induced forces asso-
ciated with the two-bladed propeller.

Appendage Attack Angle

The effect of appendage attack angle on induced appendage forces is of con-
siderable interest, since the appendage attack angle significantly changes the in-

duced appendage forces compared to the case with a zero appendage attack angle.

Figures 24 and 25 present the axial induced forces with a two-bladed propeller
at appendage attack angles of 0° and 10°. A comparison of the data contained on
these two figures is shown in Fig. 26. This figure shows that the induced ap-
pendage forces associated with both the first and second harmonics of the blade
rate increase with appendage attack angle, with the second harmonic value
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Strain Gage Balance
Unit

Fig. 21 - Test arrangement for appendage
thickness and span studies

Fig. 22 - Commercial 8 -in. -diameter
propellers used in the arrangement
of Fig. 21
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Spacing/Propeller Diameter

Fig. Z5 - Induced force ratio vs spacing ratio for a
two-bladed propeller downstream of an appendage,
axial measurements, and an appendage angle of 10°

attack of 10°. With a three- bladed propeller, the axial induced force is essen-
tially zero when the appendage attack angle is zero, but with an appendage attack

angle of 10° the induced force becomes significant. Data supporting this result

are shown in Fig. 30.

Rudder Case

A few cases involving the unsteady forces induced on an appendage down-
stream of a propeller, i.e., the rudder case, are presented in this discussion to

illustrate the complexity of the unsteady propeller induced forces for the ar-

rangement. At the time of this reporting, only some initial studies have been
completed, but additional studies are being carried out.
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Fig. 27 - Induced force ratio vs spacing ratio for

a two-bladed propeller downstream of an appendage,
transverse measurements, and an appendage angle
of 10°
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Two interesting observations were made during this study. The first con-

cerned the introduction of both axial and transverse appendage forces by either

an even-bladed or odd-bladed propeller as soon as the appendage was at an attack

angle, similar to the case of an upstream appendage discussed previously. The
second observation, and one which was perhaps more unusual, concerns the un-

dulatory variation of the induced force ratio as a function of propeller- rudder

spacing. While this variation of the force ratio would not be expected, particu-

larly in view of the test results associated with the case of a propeller down-
stream of an appendage, Sugai (12) has hypothesized that such force variations

could exist. The present initial experimental data support that hypothesis.

Figure 31 shows the axial induced rudder force ratio for a two-bladed pro-

peller at a 0° rudder angle. Figure 32 shows the induced rudder force ratios

with the rudder at an attack angle. The data on these figures show that the un-

dulatory variation of the induced force ratio with axial distance exists both with

and without rudder angle. Figure 33 illustrates the transverse induced rudder
forces associated with a two-bladed propeller. This figure shows that even-

bladed propellers induce transverse forces when the rudder is at an attack angle

and that the undulatory nature of the force occurs for this case also.

For the case of transverse induced rudder forces with a three-bladed pro-

peller Fig. 34 shows the force ratios associated with a 0° rudder angle and Fig.

35 presents data for a 10° rudder angle. These figures again illustrate the un-

dulatory nature of the induced rudder force. Figure 36 presents the axial in-

duced rudder force associated with a three-bladed propeller. Here once again

the existence of an axial force associated with a three-bladed propeller is shown,

together with the persistent undulatory variation with distance of the induced

force ratio.

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Since a detailed listing of the many implications which can be derived from
the data would be very lengthy, only generalized key observations will be pre-

sented here.

1. Induced appendage forces are associated with only blade harmonic fre-

quencies.

2. Propeller blade thickness is a major factor influencing both the axial and
transverse appendage forces. An increase in blade thickness produces significant

increases in the induced force ratios.

3. Appendage asymmetry has a strong influence on the magnitude of the in-

duced force ratio for the case of transverse forces (odd-bladed propellers) but

only a minor influence on the axial induced force (even-bladed propellers).

4. Even-bladed propellers induce axial forces and odd-bladed propellers

induce transverse forces on an appendage at a zero attack angle. Discrepancies
at close propeller spacings can be logically explained as a result of propeller-

induced "steady" attack angle changes.
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Fig. 35 - Induced force ratio vs spacing ratio for a
three-bladed propeller upstream of an appendage,
transverse measurements, and an appendage angle
of 10»

The propeller blade will be represented by a vortex distribution, and an in-

finite cascade of propeller blades will be considered to pass the appendage,
thereby introducing periodicity effects. In addition to the vortex representation

the thickness of the propeller blades will be represented by a source distribu-

tion. Similar concepts of cascade theory will be used for this source distribu-

tion, in the same manner as for the vortex representation. This inclusion of

propeller thickness will allow a relative separation of the force effects on the

appendage due to the propeller thrust and due to the pressure field arising from
the propeller thickness effects. Neither propeller thickness nor periodicity ef-

fects have been considered in any of the previous theoretical studies of propeller-

appendage interaction.
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Fig. 36 - Induced force ratio vs spacing ratio for a

three -bladed propeller upstream of an appendage,
axial measurements, and an appendage angle of 10'

The hydrofoil appendage will be represented initially as a source distribu-

tion in a uniform flow, thereby accounting for the appendage thickness problem.

The effect of the velocity field induced by the cascade of propeller blades will

be used for determining the lateral crossflow on the foil and the longitudinal

velocity field superposed on the oncoming uniform flow, both of which are non-

uniform and nonsteady.

The normal velocity induced at the appendage results in a vorticity distribu-

tion on the appendage, and a nonsteady distribution of axially oriented dipoles

along the chord line of the appendage is used to cancel the effect of the longitu-

dinally induced velocity component. The various hydrodynamic singularities that

represent the flow around a propeller blade and the appendage is represented in

Fig. 37. The periodic lateral and longitudinal forces acting on the appendage are

determined by application of fundamental hydrodynamic theories for the forces

acting on singularities in oncoming flows, and illustrations of the derivation of

particular force components are presented in the following discussion.
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Fig. 37 - Hydrodynamic singularities representing
a propeller blade and an appendage

The problem of a propeller rotating in the vicinity of an appendage is for-

mulated in terms of the geometric arrangement indicated in Fig. 38, where the

propeller blades are represented as an infinite cascade of finite chord foil sec-
tions moving with a velocity V = wR^ in the negative y direction past another
finite chord foil section representing the appendage, with the entire system in a
uniform free stream velocity u in the x direction. It can be shown that the com-
plex velocity on the appendage due to a cascade of concentrated vortices of

strength r' on the line x = x,, spaced a distance d apart is given by

dZ
iT'

2d
coth -T (Xp + iy^ - X) I < < i
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V = uR

z^l
-Vr

Fig. 38 - Geometric relations between an appendage
and a propeller blade cascade

For |xo + iyo - x| > the coth function can be represented in a series whose
nonsteady portion is given by

dW
V

dZ
iF' sp -(27rm/d)(Xo+iyQ-x)

This expression is now generalized to a distribution of vorticity of magnitude
yp(Xp) dXp over each propeller blade chord of length 2c, with the quantities Xq

and Yo chosen as the coordinates of the reference propeller blade centroid:

Xq = £(1 + 2^) ,

(1)
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I

where R^ is the effective radius of the propeller, assumed to be 0.7R, and the

angle ap = tan"^ (VAJ).

With the definition >v.

p I
'p^ P'^ p

'- c

and making the substitution Xp = c cos e , the vorticity distribution is

'a
(
1 - COS 6)

7 = 2V^p p
+ 2Aj sin 6 (2)

where

Vp = U COS ap + V sin ctp = v^U^ + V^ .

This choice of steady propeller vorticity distribution includes the effect of angle

of attack on a flat plate airfoil (represented by the A^ term) and a circular arc

camber (represented by the A^ term).

Using the definition a- - 2c/d , which is the blade solidity, where the pro-

peller blade spacing d = 277R^/N, with N the number of propeller blades, the com-
plex velocity induced at the appendage is

dw^

dZ

11 ^^ r

_ P V G^ e

where v^ - Nw and

^ _ a-nl -<T77m[(Xo/c)-i sin a ^] /gx

in which

- la

.

u- .T -Tx ^1 (2ie

where the argument of the Bessel functions is

-i[(T7/2)-a ]

CTTTme ^

The velocity field induced by the propeller blade thickness can be accounted

for by a source distribution along the chord line of each propeller blade, given by

V
M(Xp) = -f f'(Xp)

,
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where f (Xp) is the propeller profile function, chosen for the present purposes
as a symmetric blade with a parabolic profile given by

fC^o)

Following the same procedure as for the vorticity distribution, the complex
velocity induced at the appendage by the source distribution of the propeller

blades can be found, and the total nonsteady complex velocity induced at the ap-

pendage by the propeller blades, including both the vorticity and the thickness

effects, can be expressed as

dW
dZ L'K

mNx/R. i mv„

t

(4)

where

G^ + V
m

27tE "1 P 77N
G *

.

with G^ defined in Eq. (3) and

t _ 1 -i2ap-cr7Tm[(Xo/c)-sin a ^]

anme "
(i + a77me'°P]

Using the expressions for the complex velocity induced at the appendage, the

normal velocity is given by

'(x,t) = -Im ^ 0„
mNx/R imi'^ t

SO that it is expressed as an infinite sum of components, each of which is of the

form

V = e
- iu„x/U imv„

t

where

f^rr.
=
JmNU
R.

Using the results of unsteady airfoil theory (13), the nonsteady transverse force

(lift) on the appendage due to the propeller blade vorticity and thickness is rep-

resented by a sum of two terms: Yj" due to the propeller blade vorticity and Y/

due to propeller blade thickness. These terms are given by
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^1 = K^ 2^L '^rr KL(mu,', m\) e'

Y/ = -Im V„
Zi "^m*

K^Cmw', m\) e

where

A.

is the Theodorsen function, in which

J(^) = Jo(^) - iJi(^) - ^
iNI

-.'

and

C(cv') =

K^(ioj')

Ko(i^') + Ki(ia;')

Forces also arise due to the induced flow field of the propeller interacting

with the source distribution representing the finite thickness appendage, where
the source distribution for that profile is given by

M^Cx)
U /s

in which sg is the maximum thickness of the appendage and it is assumed that

the appendage profile is also parabolic. By application of Lagally's theorem (14)

the forces arising due to this interacting are represented by

X, - iY, = 27TP
J

M(x) /-
dW
dZ

dx ,

where the total complex velocity induced at the appendage by the propeller is

given by Eq. (4).

The nonsteady distribution of axially oriented dipoles induced within the ap-

pendage has a strength given by

I
^0

/^(x,t) = - -u(x,t) -2
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where u(x, t) is obtained as the real part of Eq. (4). The forces on the appendage
due to this dipole distribution are determined from the unsteady Lagally theorem,
which includes a quasisteady term and a nonsteady term. The resulting forces
are given by

dZ2
dx

Z= X

'
,

. X3 - iYj = - l-np /i.(x, t)

«

for the quasisteady term and

X^ + iY, = -277P A^(x,t) dx :
:'•.;..•.,

, (5)

-f-l, B t .-:-;

for the unsteady term, which is found in this case to be only an axial force on the

appendage. - - -:;? ,r, .;

-

Examination of the expression for the quasisteady dipole term shows that

the force magnitudes are expected to be small and to produce higher harmonics,
since the dipole strength is proportional to the induced complex velocity and it

is multiplied by the velocity gradient. Thus this term will be deleted from fur-

ther consideration, since numerical evaluation has also shown that it provides a
negligible contribution. The unsteady axial force term arising from the dipole,

given by Eq. (5), can be expressed as

n=l

.N-^c/^e/Nm^ . {\ ^
g-Nmj/R,/Nm_P

^ ^

from which it is possible to separate the effects of propeller vorticity and thick-

ness as in the previously derived force expressions.

Since the appendage is also represented by an unsteady vorticity distribution,

a leading-edge axial suction force will arise. This term will also be small, since
it is proportional to the square of the induced vorticity, and hence the induced
velocity field, as well as contributing only higher harmonics. Therefore it will

be neglected when considering numerical evaluations.

To apply the previous results to an actual three-dimensional propeller-
appendage combination, it is necessary to include two infinite cascades of blades.

Thus, as the blades on one side of the vertical plane through the propeller axis

are moving down past the appendage, the blades on the other side of the plane are
moving up. The previous expressions will hold if the directions of certain veloc-

ities, angles, etc., are reversed; and an analysis was made in terms of the ef-

fects of the different velocities when separately considering odd-bladed and
even-bladed propellers. The details of the required analysis are presented in

Ref. 5, and the conclusions obtained by considering the effects of the two cas-
cades are summarized as follows:
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N even: m odd or even: Y- (t) =
,

X -ju. . ui :->
,, X . ( t ) ;^ , i = 1 , . . . , 4 ,

N odd: m even: Y.(t) =0, '

.,j. (.11:: , . x.(t) ^ , i = 1, .... 4 ,

m odd: Y. ( t ) / ,

X.(t) = , i = 1, . . . , 4 .

Thus it is seen that the number of blades, odd or even, determines the nature of

the induced forces. In the case of a symmetrically disposed appendage the pre-
vious results show that even-bladed propellers induce only axial forces and odd-

bladed propellers produce only transverse forces for the fundamental blade rate

frequency. Odd-numbered harmonics for an odd number of blades result in only
transverse forces, whereas any condition where the product Nm is even results

in only axial forces.

With the vorticity distribution on the propeller given by Eq. (2) the two-
dimensional lift on each propeller blade is

L = 277pcVp2 (Ag + Aj) .

Assuming equal contributions to the lift from the angle of attack and camber
terms (\-A^) the total thrust on the propeller is given by

T = 477pc^Vp2 AqNR sin a^ ,

where c^ is the effective half-chord length at 0. 7R. The thrust coefficient c^ is

then found in terms of the advance ratio J, defined by J = u/nD = u/2nR, with n

the number of shaft revolutions per second, where

P\]^7tR^/2

A graph of C-j. vs J is given in Fig. 39, where the value of nAq is chosen to

correspond to the particular operating condition Cj- = 1.0 for J = 0.7, for the

value Cp/R = 0.1875. These conditions are selected as an appropriate range for

calculations that would illustrate the nature of the results of the theoretical

study.

The variation of the forces, as functions of the parameters characterizing

this physical problem, is determined from numerical computations for the fol-

lowing set of conditions:

propeller diameter, 2R = 16 ft,

propeller chord at 0.7 radius, 2Cg - 3 ft,
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Fig. 39 - Propeller thrust coefficient as a function

of advance ratio

appendage chord, 2? = 14 ft,

appendage thickness ratio, s/2l = 0.15,

appendage span = propeller diameter = 16 ft.

Since the theory developed herein is two-dimensional, the total force on the

appendage is therefore proportional to the total span, and the present set of com-
putations are appropriate to the conditions described above. The parameters
that will be varied in the numerical computations are the number of blades n,

the propeller advance ratio J, the propeller thickness ratio to/2Cp, and the sep-

aration distance between the propeller and the appendage, represented by the pa-

rameter fJ defined in Eq. (1).
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An example of the results obtained from the present theory is shown in

Fig. 40 for the fundamental blade rate transverse force on an appendage for a

three-bladed propeller, at a spacing corresponding to /? = 0.05. The total force

amplitude and the separate contributions of the propeller loading (vorticity) and

propeller thickness amplitudes, assuming each acted separately, are shown in

this figure, and no phase information between the vorticity and thickness terms
is given. The force is nondimensionalized on the basis of forward speed and
propeller disk area (,cU^7trV2) and plotted as a function of the advance ratio J.

Since the thrust coefficient Cj is defined in the same way, the ratio of the in-

duced force to the propeller thrust can be obtained to compare with experimental

data presented in that manner.

14n
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,10-

,08-

I u2TrR2

.06-

.04-

,02

total

vorticity

thickness

A-
1.0 1.2 1.4

Fig. 40 - Transverse force as a function of the advance ratio

for a three-bladed propeller, shovi^ing the influence of the

propeller thickness and loading (vorticity): p = 0.05, N = 3,

tn/2c = 0.05
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Figure 41 presents similar results with the thickness ratio of the propeller

doubled; it can be seen that the thickness contribution per se has also been

doubled but that the total force is not increased in proportion to the increase in

propeller thickness. Thus it is seen that the phase difference between the vor-

ticity and thickness contributions is a significant factor in determining the total

force magnitude.

,18n
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Fig. 41 - Transverse force as a function of the advance ratio
for a three-bladed propeller: /3 = 0.05, N = 3, tg/2c - 0.10
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For the axial induced force the relative effects of vorticity and thickness of

the propeller are shown for a two-bladed propeller in Figs. 42 and 43, where the

effect of doubling the propeller thickness is shown to be smaller as compared
with the transverse force results. The blade rate results for the case of a four-

bladed propeller are shown in Fig. 44, where the influence of the propeller thick-

ness increase, relative to the magnitude of the total force, is greater. Thus the

influence of propeller thickness for both the transverse and axial appendage
forces is significant in determining their total amplitude.

.035,

,030-

,025-

.020.

.015

,010

,005

total

vorticit

1.0 1.2 1.4

Fig. 42 - Axial force as a function of the advance ratio for a

two-bladed propeller: /3 = 0.05, N = 2, to/2c = 0.05

The present theory includes expressions for forces at higher harmonics of

the blade rate. The variation of the second- harmonic axial force for a two-

bladed propeller is shown in Fig. 45, and the values for the blade-rate axial

force for a four-bladed propeller are shown in Fig. 46. The total force, as well
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Fig. 43 - Axial force as a function of the advance ratio for a '!

two-bladed propeller: = 0.05, N = 2, to/2c = 0.05

as the constituent elements due to propeller vorticity and propeller thickness,
are seen to be almost exactly the same for these two cases. An examination of

the various theoretical expressions shows that the existence and magnitude of a
force depend on the product mN. Thus the first-harmonic blade-rate axial force
amplitude of a four-bladed propeller should be the same as the second-harmonic
amplitude of a two-bladed propeller, with all other parameters being equal (same
value of J, /5, propeller thickness, etc.), and this equivalence is exhibited in

Figs, 45 and 46.

The main contributors to the axial force are the terms denoted Xj and X^,

where Xj arises from the sources that describe the form of the appendage in a
free stream and X^ is due to the dipole that corrects for the axial induced flows.

Computations were carried out to determine their separate magnitudes, as well
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Fig. 44 - Axial force as a function of the advance ratio for a
four -bladed propeller: /3 = 0.05, N = 4, tQ/2c = 0.10

as the total axial force, for a number of conditions. Typical results are given in

Fig. 47, where it is shown that the dipole term is the predominant term, and the

same effect is true for the higher harmonics of the axial force. Thus it is es-
sential to include this particular induced singularity effect to obtain the major
component of the total axial force caused by a rotating propeller.

The theoretical expressions show that the forces decay exponentially with
the distance between the propeller and the appendage, with this variation of the

form e'^'^^^o/Re
^ so that there is a faster decay with distance for the higher har-

monics and more blades. The exponential variation with distance holds for both
the terms due to the propeller vorticity and propeller thickness, so that the total

also varies in this manner. The variation with distance between the propeller
and appendage is shown by Figs. 48 and 49 for both the axial and transverse
force blade-rate components for the particular case where J = 1.0. The varia-
tion for a larger number of blades, and for the higher harmonics, is in accord-
ance with the exponential form indicated above. Since there is no dependence on
the advance ratio J in the expression for variation with distance, the theory im-
plies that the same decay rate will occur for all advance ratios.

Another theoretical result is the proportionality of the axial force to the ap-
pendage thickness. The computations illustrated in the figures are carried out

for only one value of appendage thickness, and the axial force due to any other
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Fig. 45 - Second-harmonic axial force as a function of
the advance ratio' far a two-bladed propeller: /3 = 0.05,
N = 2, m = Z ..
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Fig. 46 - Blade -rate axial force as a function of
the advance ratio for a four-bladed propeller:
p = 0.05, N = 4, m = 1
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Fig. 47 - Axial force as a function of the advance ratio for

a two-bladed propeller, showing the separate contributions
from sources in the appendage and the correcting dipole:
/3 = 0.05, N = 2

appendage thickness can be obtained by simple proportionality relations in ac-

cordance with this theory.

Another result indicated by the present theory is shown in Fig. 50, where
the ratios of the induced blade- rate axial and transverse forces to the propeller

thrust are plotted against the advance ratio J. This presentation shows that

there is only a small dependence of these force ratios on the advance ratio,

which implies a small influence of the propeller loading characteristics on the

induced forces (when they are presented in this way). Since the variation with
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Fig. 48 - Blade -rate axial force as a function of the spacing
distance for a two-bladed propeller: J = 1.0, N = 2, m = 1,

tn/2c = 0.10 -jc •.J/ •, ,. ..= ; . ;,

spacing distance between the propeller and the appendage does not depend on J,

the same results hold true for other spacings.

SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL RESULTS

The various conclusions obtained from the theory are summarized in the

following.

1. The induced appendage forces occur only at blade- rate and higher har-
monic frequencies.

2. The number of blades and whether they are odd or even determines the

nature of the induced appendage forces; even-bladed propellers produce axial
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Fig. 49 - Blade-rate transverse force as a function of the
spacing distance for a three -bladed propeller: J = 1.0,

3, 1, t„/2c = 0.10

forces and odd-bladed propellers produce transverse forces as the fundamental-
blade-rate effects on a symmetrical appendage. The existence of a particular

force depends upon whether the product (Nm) of the harmonic number and the

number of blades is even or odd.

3. The influence of propeller thickness is significant in determining the total

amplitude for both the transverse and axial appendage forces. The force ampli-
tudes for a propeller with a particular number of blades are a function of the

product Nm, so that higher-harmonic force amplitudes for a propeller will be the

same as those for the blade- rate amplitude of a propeller with a larger number
of blades but the same Nm.

4. The axial forces are proportional to the appendage thickness.

5. All induced forces on an upstream appendage decrease exponentially with
an increase in propeller spacing, with a faster decay for the higher harmonics
and for an increased number of blades. This decay with distance exhibits no de-

pendence on the advance ratio, implying the same decay rate for all advance
ratios.
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Fig. 50 - Ratios of the induced axial and transverse forces

to the propeller thrust as a function of the advance ratio:

B = 0.05

6. The induced forces at the higher harmonics are less than those at blade

rate, for propellers with the same number of blades.

7. The induced forces at blade rate decrease as the number of blades is in-

creased, for the same value of thrust coefficient.

8. The ratios of the induced appendage forces to the propeller thrust show
only a small dependence on the advance ratio.

COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

With the availability of the experimental results that have been presented
herein, comparisons can be made to determine if the experimental data verify

the conclusions indicated by this theory. Only limited data from Ref. 10 were
available at the inception of the theoretical study, for which certain limited com-
parisons could be obtained, and the additional work in Refs. 15 and 16 provided

more data for comparison purposes. Since the values of propeller thickness,

chord, loading, etc., were selected as representative for purposes of computa-
tion and illustration, no direct comparison can be made with the data in the
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references cited above, which are also included in the present paper. However,
comparison of trends and indicated behavior can be made and will be described.

The influence of propeller thickness on both the axial and transverse induced
forces acting on an appendage is shown by the experimental results described
earlier in this paper, and is illustrated by results such as those in Figs. 13 and
16. The theoretical verification of the lack of blade- rate axial forces for odd-
bladed propellers, and the similar lack of transverse forces for even-bladed
propellers, is shown in the experimental results cited earlier for the case of a
symmetrically disposed appendage. Since the present theory is two-dimensional,
the total force of a symmetrical appendage is proportional to the span of the ap-
pendage for a fixed propeller diameter. As a result the induced forces will vary
linearly with the appendage span for a particular separation distance, and this

behavior is verified, in a limited sense, by the data in Ref. 10. Thus, the agree-
ment indicated for these particular characteristics supports the qualitative pre-
dictions of the theory. --^ „_ ' .;

The exponential decay with distance for the induced forces is indicated by the

experimental results with the exception of data at large separations, where very
small force magnitudes (with possible errors in measurement, noise effects,

etc.) occur. Thus the exponential variation appears to be a plausible represen-
tation for the decay with increasing separation distance. Since no dependence on
the advance ratio is indicated by this exponential form, the variation should be
the same for all values of J and depend only on the number of blades. Although
only limited data are available and precise comparison cannot be made, it ap-
pears that this result is plausible, as illustrated by the data in Figs. 24 and 28

for the range of significant thrust values.

The data in Ref. 10 consider the variation in axial force brought about by
changing the appendage thickness, and it is shown there that the axial force is not

linearly proportional to thickness. The present theory predicts proportional

values, and a possible explanation for this disagreement is the influence of the

wake of the appendage through which the propeller must operate. However no
evaluation of this particular hypothetical influence can be obtained from the

present theory, since wake effects and any interaction of the appendage in alter-

ing the propeller thrust characteristics have been neglected in the theoretical

development. Further experimental and/or theoretical work will be necessary
to determine the influence of this primarily viscous effect.

The theory shows that the ratios of the induced axial and transverse forces

to the propeller thrust have only a small dependence on the advance ratio, as in-

dicated by Fig. 50. Experimental results in Ref. 16, as illustrated in Fig. 51,

indicate this lack of significant dependence of the force ratios upon the propeller

loading, thereby supporting the theoretical contention. The data in Fig. 51 indi-

cate this agreement in the range where significant thrust values occur; depar-
ture from this behavior occurs only in the range of higher j values.

While precise comparisons cannot be made because of the particular se-

lected conditions for computation, it can be seen that the general magnitudes of

the induced forces inferred by the theory are of the same order as the actual

values experienced in the experiments. The spacing distance is defined in the
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Fig. 51 - Blade -rate axial appendage forces as a

function of the advance ratio and the spacing for a

four-bladed propeller and a symmetrical appendage

theory by the parameter /3 = 0.05, corresponding to the spacing ratio S/D = 0.02,

while /3 = 0.10 -» S/D = 0.063 and (i = 0.20 -^ S/D = 0.107, where this correspond-

ence was evaluated at J = 0.6. The relation between the theoretical and experi-

mental values can then be examined in terms of these particular distances, lead-

ing to the conclusion of good qualitative agreement.

A significant consequence of the theory is the dependence of the magnitude of

a particular force component on the product of the number of blades N and the

particular harmonic term m, so that the product Nm determines the nature of the

force. The equivalence of the second- harmonic amplitude for a two-bladed pro-

peller with the blade-rate term for a four-bladed propeller, as illustrated in

Figs. 45 and 46, demonstrates this feature of the theory. This same effect

occurs in the interpretation of the behavior of a single-bladed propeller, where

examination of appropriate harmonics of the propeller shaft rate provides data

for a multibladed propeller. The present theory was evaluated for conditions

wherein the thrust coefficient given in Fig. 39 was constant for all the different
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propeller configurations evaluated herein. Thus the ratio of the induced forces

to the thrust of the propeller, under these conditions, would be expected to be
the same for the particular case of the two-bladed and four-bladed propellers

referred to. Similarly the theory would then produce the same values of the

ratios of the forces to the propeller thrust for a single- bladed propeller, when
examining the output at the higher harmonics, i.e., for N = 1 and m = the cor-

responding harmonic number that will include the effect of the number of blades.

Thus some indication of the reasons for the predictive capability of single-bladed

propeller testing is provided by the present theory, although it is considered
under the constraint of requiring constant thrust characteristics. While no pre-

cise proof of this technique is provided by the present theory for arbitrary con-

ditions, and more conditions should be evaluated analytically with greater care
in determining the actual thrust characteristics of propeJllers with different

numbers of blades, there is indication that a theoretical basis does exist for the

method of single-bladed propeller testing described in the experimental section.

As a result of the general agreement between the present theory and avail-

able experiments a number of possibilities exist for extending the present com-
putations to other cases to obtain further fundamental information on this phe-
nomenon of propeller- induced forces. The theoretical procedures can then be

applied to a number of varied operating conditions and thus used to provide use-

ful insight into the important factors that determine the blade- rate forces and
their harmonics. The. theoretical results will guide particular experimental
programs that seek ways of reducing the vibratory input excitation to naval ves-

sels from these propeller-induced effects.

CONCLUSIONS

The previously described experimental and theoretical studies have pro-

vided a number of significant results for the problem of propeller- induced forces

on nearby appendages. The emphasis in this work has been devoted to append-

ages upstream of the propeller, and most of the conclusions obtained from this

work are concerned with that particular arrangement. However certain conse-
quences due to other geometric and/or hydrodynamic influences were found, and
their features also provide signficant information.

Considering the case of appendages parallel to an oncoming stream and up-

stream of the propeller, the main conclusions derived from this study are the

occurrence of a force in accordance with the number of propeller blades and
whether that number is odd or even, the importance of propeller thickness in de-

termining the magnitude of both transverse and axial appendage forces, and the

nature of the decay with distance between the propeller and the appendage. All

of these features have been illustrated by the experimental results, and the

theoretical model also predicts the same effects.

An important experimental technique for this arrangement is the use of the

single-bladed propeller to determine induced appendage forces in terms of the

ratio of the induced force to the thrust of the tested propeller system, with pre-

dictions obtained for a multibladed propeller. The small dependence of the

ratios of the induced appendage forces to the propeller thrust on the advance
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ratio J, for the range of significant thrust values, allows a scaling of model

results for estimation of full-scale characteristics. A theoretical basis for both

the single-bladed experimental technique and the limited dependence on propel-

ler loading (advance ratio) is given by the present theory, thereby providing

basic correlation between theory and experiment.

The present investigations have also demonstrated a significant difference

in the behavior of the forces measured on an appendage downstream of the pro-

peller as compared with an upstream appendage, especially in regard to the

decay of the forces with respect to increasing distance between the propeller and

the appendage. Another difference exists between the case of major interest, an

appendage parallel to the stream, and the case of an appendage at an angle relative

to the stream. Definite differences in magnitude and behavior of the forces in

regard to their variation with number of blades, effects of asymmetry, etc., are

found when the appendage is at an angle of attack, whether the appendage is

ahead of or behind the propeller.

The foregoing results indicate progress in understanding and predicting un-

steady induced forces on appendages due to a propeller rotating nearby. Certain

main features have been observed and correlated with theory, while other effects

require further investigation. Some work involving wake effects is presently

being studied, and those results as well as others that should be pursued in this

area will provide the necessary information and guidelines for design application.
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DISCUSSION

R. Wereldsma
Netherlands Ship Model Basin
Wageningen, The Netherlands

The authors made an interesting investigation of propeller induced append-

age forces, particularly interesting is the undulatory variation of the appendage
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force with increasing propeller spacing. This is important for optimizing the

rudder location.

Their statement that the forces are significant only at the blade rate and its

harmonics is valid only for a noncavitation condition. When cavitation occurs,

appreciable nondeterministic phenomena can be expected. Therefore these

measurements should be extended to cavitation conditions to gain more knowledge

about these effects.

DISCUSSION

Jerome H. Milgram '"?

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts - •'

-
'

"

Two effects related to this paper require further examination. The first is

that the spatial rate of decay of a hydrodynamic disturbance due to a body should

follow an inverse power law in the far field. The authors stress the prediction

and observation of an exponential decay for their studies. As regards theoretical

studies, exponential decay could be obtained for certain configurations of infinite

cascades of hydrofoils. However, in interpreting such results for an application

in which infinite cascades do not exist, an interpretation that leads to power- law

decay would be correct. The authors interpretation of their experimental obser-

vations is not justified on the basis of the limited data available. It is easy to fit

an exponential curve closely to a few data points. K more data were available, a

more accurate fit to the spatial decay rate would be obtained by an inverse power
law.

The second effect is that of force measurements on a foil spanning a tunnel

of rectangular cross section. Although the geometry appears two-dimensional at

first glance, the flow is not two-dimensional, due to the boundary layers on the

side walls of the tunnel. These boundary layers reduce the lift on the foil and

increase the drag on the foil. The change in lift is usually very small, but the

induced drag due to the boundary layer has about the same magnitude as the fric-

tion drag of the foil.
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DISCUSSION

J. p. Breslin
Davidson Laboratory , Stevens Institute of Technology

Hoboken, New York

Figure 51 reveals that the two-dimensional cascade representation of a pro-
peller leads to forces on the appendage some 8 to 10 times that measured. The
velocity and pressure fields of a propeller are roughly three-dimensional. Their
blade frequency components are strongly three-dimensional, having very rapid
decays in all directions. Thus it is not surprising that the two-dimensional
theory provides gross overestimates in magnitude and errors in phase.

Mr. Lehman's data provides one of the first opportunities to make compari-
sons with a three-dimensional propeller- rudder interaction theory recently de-
veloped by Dr. Tsakonas and Miss Jacobs at the Stevens Institute of Technology.
To obtain results for the experimental configuration it will be necessary to

modify the computer program in a straightforward manner. Hopefully when
support is found for such calculations, much closer agreement between meas-
urement and theory may be expected. More importantly the character of the

force decay with increase of axial clearance should be well predicted.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

August F. Lehman and Paul Kaplan

We appreciate the interest in our work and the comments made. With re-
gard to the comment by Dr. Wereldsma, we are definitely interested in the in-

fluence of cavitation on propeller- induced forces, although we did state that our
conclusions were applicable only to the case where no cavitation occurred in the

system. We recognize that fluctuating cavitation on a propeller will contain a
broad spectrum of pressure disturbances, since such a force on the appendage
will occur at frequencies other than those corresponding to the blade rate and its

harmonics, but we still also expect to have large discernible blade rate force
signals. The problem of the influence of a cavitating propeller is certainly one
in which we have definite interest, and for which we can obtain measurements of

induced forces by the same basic techniques described in our paper. Thus we
would welcome the opportunity of extending our work to such conditions.

The comment by Dr. Milgram can be answered by recognizing that the

mathematical model used in our work was based on an infinite cascade, and the

exponential rate of spatial decay directly follows from the analysis, similar to

the treatment of aerodynamic compressor blades in the work of Kemp and Sears.
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This form manifested itself in nearly all the data obtained in an extensive series

of tests, but it is possible to expect a power- law decay in an asymptotic sense
for large spacing distances. In that case, at large distances, the magnitudes of

the forces would be extremely small and it is not expected that any useful infor-

mation could be obtained if such a power law was adhered to in the evaluation

and interpretation of the results. The other comment by Dr. Milgram is con-
cerned with the effects of boundary layers on the walls of the water tunnel and
how they influence our experimental results. All of our data are the values of

the amplitudes of oscillatory dynamic forces induced on the foil appendages by
the action of a propeller. Boundary layer effects, as mentioned by Dr. Milgram,
will influence only the steady lift and drag forces, which are of no concern in this

study. It is not expected that the influence of the boundary layers on our water
tunnel will affect the dynamic forces of concern in this program.

Dr. Breslin's comment concerning the magnitude of the theoretical forces,

as compared to the experimental measured forces, must be examined in greater
detail before assuming that the two-dimensional theory has no applicability to

force prediction in the present case. The axial forces are predicted in a much
closer fashion than the transverse forces, as illustrated in our figures. It is

optimistic to expect the very simple blade element treatment for the propeller

thrust, assuming an equivalent single vortex, lack of interference between blades,

equivalent contributions of angle of attack and camber, etc., to provide a useful

model of the disturbance strength provided by the propeller. Since the magni-
tude of the relative contribution of various components to the total force depends
upon the strength of a single vortex derived from the simplified thrust represen-
tation, it can be seen that it is difficult to expect good agreement under those

circumstances. A more sophisticated two-dimensional treatment of the propel-

ler representation would be expected to lead to better agreement.

The use of our data as a means of comparison with the extensive theoretical

work that has been carried out at the Davidson Laboratory and other organiza-
tions is an important aspect of our work. We certainly look forward to the re-
sults of a comparison with the theoretical work at the Davidson Laboratory so
that a rational explanation of the variation of the forces with separation distance,

especially for the rudder problem, will be available.
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THE VIBRATORY OUTPUT OF
CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS

R. Wereldsma
Netherlands Ship Model Basin
Wageningen, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

For high-powered ships unconventional propulsion arrangements such
as contrarotating propellers have proved efficient. The fluctuating
forces generated by this propeller combination were determined ex-
perimentally. The wake has a dominant influence on thrust as well as
torque fluctuations of both propellers. The fluctuations, expressed as
a percentage of their respective mean values, are comparable with the

fluctuating output of single propellers. The lateral forces are consid-
erably reduced. The thrust eccentricity shows a high-frequency dis-
turbance introduced by the mutual blade encounter of the propellers.

Guidelines are given for the dynamic analysis of the axial and torsional
vibrations of the shafting for two types of gearings in combination with
a turbine engine: conventional and epicyclic gearing. For the epicyclic
gearing it is expected that the frequency modulation, introduced by load
variations due to ship motions and orbital water motions, is stronger
than for a conventional gearing. For the high-frequency analysis a
number of unknown coefficients describing the mutual propeller inter-
action have to be estimated to determine whether they are significant.

NOMENCLATURE

A = gear ratio

A = aft perpendicular

Ap = developed blade area . , .,

Aq = disk area of propeller ,n: . ;> . - ..s:
•

B = gear ratio

CWL = construction waterline

D = disturbing torque

F = torque-rpm characteristic of propeller
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Fp = forward perpendicular

I = moment of inertia

M = mass

P - pitch of propeller

Q = torque, torque of propeller . ;-

R = propeller radius

T = propeller thrust

z = mechanical impedance

n = speed of rotation

X = axial vibratory motion of the propeller

z = blade number of the propeller

d = angular position
, v: i: ^i / I; ,,.. - -f v:

cp = rotational vibratory motion of the propeller

Subscripts

A refers to aft propeller

F refers to forward propeller

T refers to turbine

1 refers to aft propeller shafting system

2 refers to forward propeller shafting system

Superscripts • '-

G refers to gearing ^

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade much knowledge has been gained about the vibratory
effects of ship propellers operating in the wake of a hull. Theoretical as well as
experimental techniques have been developed for the study of propeller- generated
vibrations.
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From this experience it is possible to give indications about changes in the

fluctuating forces to be expected due to changes in important parameters such
as blade number and hull shape (1,2). Also the effect of propeller geometry has
been studied, and guidelines for a favorable vibration level can be given in the
design stage. All this information, however, refers to conventional single- screw
propulsion systems and moderate power absorption.

Since the general line of ship development tends toward larger units with
increased power, efforts have been made to overcome practical difficulties such
as limited propeller diameter, which restricts the efficiency and maximum
power absorption of single- screw ships. To maintain a favorable propeller ef-

ficiency and to prevent cavitation damage for these high-powered units, ducted
propellers and contrarotating propellers are seriously considered and have
proved to be beneficial (3,4). -

For vibration analysis of these type of propulsion systems, however, it is

unacceptable to extrapolate knowledge and insight about the dynamic aspects of

conventional propellers. Therefore, instantaneous force measurements have
been carried out on a set of contrarotating propellers operating behind a fast

cargo liner. In this paper the results of this investigation are reported and in-

troductory considerations on the dynamic analysis of "contrarotating-propeller-
shaft-engine systems" are given.

THE SHIP AND PROPELLERS AND THE
MEASURING TECHNIQUE

The combination of two contrarotating propellers has proved efficient when
operating behind a fast cargo liner. The measurements were performed with a
model of that ship type (scale 1:24). The body plan of the ship is given in Fig. 1.

The particulars of the ship are as follows: the length at DWL is Lj, = 160 m, the

ratio of L^ to the molded breadth B is Lq^/b - 7.13, the ratio of b to the draft t is

B/T = 2.53, and displacement/Lj^T = 0.5879.

Fig. 1 - Body plan of the investigated ship
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The choice of the propeller combination is based on efficiency considera-
tions and on expected favorable vibrational behavior. A four-bladed propeller

was chosen for the forward propeller. To avoid impinging of cavitating tip vor-
tices of the forward propeller on the blades of the aft propeller the diameter of

the aft propeller was reduced. This reduction is based on the expected slip-

stream contraction at the design condition of the system. It was decided to have
a five-bladed aft propeller. The particulars of both propellers are given in

Fig. 2.

PITCH DISTRIBUTION
PERCENT

4-BLADED LEFT HANDED FORWARD PROPELLER

5-BLADED RIGHT HANDED AFT PROPELLER
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draft

absorbed power

:

forward propeller

aft propeller

8.839 m,

16,000 SHP,

8,200 SHP,

7,800 SHP.

To measure the vibratory output, a special arrangement had to be made to use
the existing measuring equipment. Because it was not possible to have the usual
hollow- shaft combination for the measurements, the two propellers were driven

by two synchronized separated systems. The forward propeller was driven by
the normal dynamometer, installed in the wooden model of the ship under inves-

tigation. The aft propeller was driven by a dummy dynamometer. The dummy
dynamometer was installed in an open-water boat mounted behind the ship model
in such a way that both propellers were properly positioned relative to the hull.

A stiff coupling shaft synchronized the combination. By exchanging the real

dynamometer and the dummy dynamometer the vibratory outputs of both propel-

lers were determined. Figure 3 shows the combination of the ship model and the

open-water boat.

OPEN WATER BOAT MODEL

Fig. 3 - Schematic view of the ship model and open-water boat

Due to the vibratory interaction of the two propellers an exact synchronism
was required to avoid a nonsynchronous signal that could not be reduced properly

by the correlation equipment. Different positions of mutual blade encounters
relative to the hull can be characterized by the angular positions of the mutual

blade encounters. In Fig. 4 the angular positions and the sequence of the mutual
blade encounters are shown for the case when the first blade encounter is ver-
tically upward. The angular position of the nth encounter 9^ is then given by

40
(n - 1) 27T radians .
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DIRECTION OF ROTATION

Fig. 4 - Angular position and numbered sequence
of mutual blade encounters of a four-bladed and
five-bladed contrarotating propeller combination
with synchronous drive and equal rpm. The 1st,

21st, and 41st encounters are made by the same
two blades.

The angular position of the 41st encounter coincides with the first encounter and
occurs after one revolution of each propeller.

A completely different angular position of the two propellers occurs when the

angular positions of the mutual blade encounters are between the radial lines
shown in Fig. 4. That means

9 / ISO ,277
77: (n-1) 277 + —
40 80

(1)

It is expected that this small difference of the relative angular position does not

result in a significant change in the vibratory output of the combination.

Since the periodicity of the propeller combination equals one revolution due
to the unequal blade numbers, the fundamental frequency of the signals equals
the speed of rotation of the propellers (number of revolutions per second). The
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frequencies below blade frequency being lower multiples of the rps can be de-

fined as low-frequency interaction of both propellers. The frequencies of mu-
tual blade encounter are high-frequency interactions.

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

The frequencies generated by the propeller combination can be estimated

as follows. The four-bladed propeller will generate blade frequencies and its

multiples, i.e., 4 x rps, 8 x rps, etc. The five-bladed propeller will generate in

a similar way 5 x rps, 10 x rps, etc. From previous experience it is reasonable
to neglect the wake- generated components, having frequencies higher than 3 x

blade frequency. Also very low frequencies from the low-frequency interaction

can be expected as well as very high frequencies due to the mutual blade encoun-
ter.

The records of the thrust and torque fluctuations of the forward and the aft

propeller are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The peak-to-peak values of the thrust

fluctuations of the four-bladed forward propeller amounts to 36% of the mean
thrust. The peak-to-peak values of the torque fluctuations amounts to 28% of the

mean torque. For the five-bladed propeller the peak-to-peak thrust fluctuations

amount to approximately 23% of the mean thrust. The peak-to-peak torque var-
iations equal 20% of the mean torque. These percentages for both propellers are
not unusual for four-bladed and five-bladed propellers behind this ship type,

which has sharp wake peaks.

Fig. 5 - Recording of the thrust fluctuations of (top)

the four-bladed forward propeller and (bottom) the
five-bladed aft propeller
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Fig. 6 - Recording of the torque fluctuations of (top)

the four-bladed forward propeller and (bottom) the
five-bladed aft propeller

The high frequencies of mutual blade encounter cannot be distinguished in

the records. The influence of the wake dominates for the forward as well as
aft propeller. For the five-bladed propeller a small irregularity has been re-
corded, probably caused by the interaction with the four-bladed propeller.

The records of the horizontal and vertical bending moments of the four-
bladed and the five-bladed propeller are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. From these
records the mutual blade encounter can be detected. Forty time per revolution
a disturbance occurs. Due to the fact that one blade at a time encounters an-
other, the effect in lateral direction is much greater than in axial direction.

The peak- to-peak variations at blade frequency of the vertical as well as the

horizontal bending moment of the four-bladed propeller expressed as a percent-
age of the mean thrust times the propeller radius amounts to approximately 10%.
On these blade frequency fluctuations a high-frequency disturbance due to the

mutual blade encounter is superimposed. The peak to peak amplitude of this

high frequency output equals from 1% to 2.5% of the mean thrust times the pro-
peller radius. (These figures are corrected for dynamic amplification, as de-
scribed in the next section.) For the five-bladed propeller the vertical bending
moment fluctuations at blade frequency amount to 15% peak- to- peak and the

horizontal bending moment to 10%. Superimposed on these blade frequency
fluctuations there is an extra ripple of approximately 1 to 2.5% due to the blade
encounter.
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VERTICAL BENDING MOMENT

HORIZONTAL BENDING MOMENT

Fig. 7 - Recording of the vertical and horizontal
bending moment variations of the four-bladed
propeller

For a proper evaluation of the thrust eccentricity, the lateral forces have to

be determined with an additional recording. It appears, however, that the fluc-

tuating lateral forces for the forward as well as the aft propeller were not meas-
urable in an accurate way. Apparently the amplitudes are reduced considerably

and are hidden by the noise of the measuring system. For further evaluation of

the results (determination of the thrust eccentricity) it is assumed that the fluc-

tuations of the lateral forces are negligible for both propellers.

A vectorial summation of the horizontal and vertical thrust eccentricity for

both propellers is presented in Fig. 9. To keep the figure readable only about

1/4 of a revolution is presented (blade encounters Nos. 1 through 10 (Fig. 4)).

Besides the normal thrust eccentricity and its modulation due to the finite num-
ber of blades, again we can distinguish the high-frequency modulations due to

the mutual blade encounter.

Additional measurements were conducted to measure the effect of a change

of the angular positions of the mutual blade encounter. The new angular posi-

tions of mutual blade encounter follow from Eq, (1). The results of these tests

are reviewed in Table 1 and compared with the results of the first tests. From
this table it can be concluded that no significant differences occur for both

conditions.
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VERTICAL BENDING MOMENT

F. 3

-10

Fig. 8 - Recording of the horizontal and vertical
bending moment variations of the five-bladed
propeller

FOUR-BLADED
FORWARD PROPELLER

PROPELLER
ROTATION

20% OF FORWARD ^
PROPELLER RADIUS^.*

FIVE-BLADED
AFT PROPELLER

PROPELLER
ROTATION

20% OF AFT
PROPELLER RADIUS

Fig. 9 - Instantaneous thrust eccentricity of (left)

the four-bladed propeller and (right) the five-

bladed propeller
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Since the natural frequency of the measuring system amounts to approxi-

mately 600 Hz, the high frequency of blade encounter (approximately 400 Hz)

cannot be recorded without unacceptable dynamic error.

The internal stiffness of the propeller influences the measurement sig-

nificantly when the natural frequencies of the individual propeller blades come
closer to the excitation frequency. Therefore the records of these high-

frequency phenomena must be seen as indicative rather than accurate. From
previous calculations (5) a dynamic amplification of the measuring system of

2.5 times can be estimated for this frequency. This figure must be taken into

account for the evaluations of the records of Fig. 7 and 8. It can be concluded

that the blade encounter excitation is small compared to the wake excitation.

Also the low- frequency interaction is small compared to the blade frequency

signals, as is illustrated in Figs. 5 through 8.

The unequal wake is still the dominating input for both propellers, and the

interaction of both propellers is shown to be less significant. The relative am-
plitudes of excitation are comparable with those of single propellers. Since the

total propulsive power is divided between the two propellers, the absolute value

of the excitations is favorable. The sum of the absolute excitations of both pro-

pellers, in the axial direction as well as in the lateral direction, is shown to be a

compromise between the behavior of a single four-bladed and five-bladed pro-

peller having the same power absorption.

For this combination of a four-bladed and a five-bladed propeller it appears

that the high-frequency interaction is negligible in the axial direction and de-

tectable in the lateral direction. It can be expected that for a combination of

propellers with an equal blade number this interaction is negligible in the lateral

direction and relatively large in the axial direction, due to the simultaneous

blade encounter of all the blades.

FURTHER STEPS FOR THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
OF CONTRAROTATESfG PROPULSION SYSTEMS

To obtain insight into the vibratory behavior of a contrarotating propulsion

system as installed aboard a ship, indications will be given about the dynamic
analysis of the shafting. The analysis will be split in two parts: (a) the low-

frequency behavior in the torsional direction, taking into account the modulation

of the propeller speed, due to the fluctuating propeller loading caused by ship

motions and orbital water motions, and (b) the high-frequency behavior in the

torsional and axial directions, describing the propeller vibrations resulting from
the fluctuating propeller loading due to the unequal ship's wake. For both types

of analysis it is assumed that a turbine engine is installed.

Low- Frequency Behavior

For the analysis of the low-frequency behavior the internal elasticities of

the shafting and gearing system are neglected.
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It is interesting to compare the dynamics of a conventional gearing and an
epicyclic gearing, since the latter may lead to a simple and less expensive in-

stallation (6).

Conventional Gearing— The turbine installation with a twin reduction gear
and two contrarotating propellers is shown in Fig. 10. The block diagram shown
in this figure describes the dynamics of the system. The two propellers are
represented by a single inertia Ij or 1 2, each being the sum of the mechanical
and hydrodynamical inertia effects. Additional feedback signals represent the

static characteristics of the propellers. It is assumed that one torque-rpm rela-

tion exists, without mutual interactions of both propellers. This assumption is

acceptable when the ship speed and the ratio between the speed of both propellers

have a constant value. The following equation can be derived:

dn
[Ij + A2(I G+ i^) + b2(I G+ I2)] -^ + [A2Fj(ni) + B^¥^{n^)]nj 3 Q^ - AD^ - BD,

This equation gives the dynamic relation between the torque generated in the

turbine, the propeller load fluctuations Dj and D2 generated by ship motions and
orbital water motions, and the rotational speed of the engine and propellers.

A =
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^^3 I

TURBINE

I2 II

"2Q2 rLQ"i°i T, T2
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Fig. 11 - Low-frequency analysis of contrarotating
propeller arrangement with epicyclic gearing

Epicyclic Gearing— The basic construction of an epicyclic gearing and its

block diagram for the low-frequency behavior are shown in Fig. 11. The sum of

both propeller rpm's multiplied by their specific gear ratios equals the turbine

rpm under all conditions. The ratio between the rpm's of both propellers, how-

ever, is not predetermined, as in the case of a conventional gearing, but depends

on the characteristics and absorbed torques of both propellers. Therefore, the

propeller characteristics F^ and Fj are functions of nj and 03, as shown in the

diagram. The equations of motions of both propellers are

(li + lG+A2l^) __J + AB It- ^ + Fj(ni, 02)01 = AQ^- - D^
, (2)

(l2 + l2° + B2l^) -^ + AB I^.-^ + F2(o2,Oi) 02 = BQt - D2 . (3)

In addition.

+ B o» = o^ (4)
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Comparison of Both Systetns — We assume that the turbine rpm is constant,

which is reasonable from a, practical viewpoint, due to the large moment of in-

ertia of the turbine. For the conventional gearing it follows simply that also

both propeller rpm's are constant. No excessive differences between single or

contrarotating propeller turbine installations can be expected. For the epicyclic

gearing, however, it follows from Eq. (2)

cin2

B dt

and, for small deviations from the nominal rpm,

A '

(5)

(6)

Combining Eqs. (2) through (6) we obtain for epicyclic gearing the following rela-

tions between the disturbances Dj and B^ and the speed of the propellers:

^? § (I. + I2^)
dn

J

"dT
Fj(nj,n2) + F^Cnj.rij) -D, . |d,('-)

;(!f
('.-'?' + I.+

1

2'\ dt D.+f D,.
(7b)

From these equations follows, in contrast to conventional gearing, that rpm
fluctuations of both propellers will still occur, due to disturbances from sea-

waves, even if the turbine rpm is kept constant. Therefore, it is expected that,

in comparison with the conventional gearing, larger deviations from the nominal

rpm of both propellers will occur. From Eq. (7) follows additionally

,
„. dn,

^ „. dn,
(Ii + Ip) -^ + Fj(ni,n2)nj + D^ = A {l, + l^) -^ + F2(n2, 0^)02 + D2

This formula shows that the low-frequency torque variations of both propellers

are their mutual reactions. For the steady state conditions without disturbances

Dj and D2,

B[Fj(nj,n2) Hj] = A [F2(n2, Oj) Hj 1 •

This relation also follows from the equilibrium conditions of the planet wheels

of the gearing.

Remarks

1. In general it can be concluded that, in comparison with the conventional

gearing, for the epicyclic gearing stronger frequency modulations of the fluctuat-

ing forces can be expected and as a consequence stronger requirements have to

be fulfilled to avoid critical shaft vibrations.
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2. For the epicyclic gearing a disturbed action of one of the two propellers
will be mechanically reflected in the operation of the other propeller, as distinct

from conventional gearing, where both propellers are driven independently.

3. The important advantage of epicyclic gearing, however, is its simple,
less-expensive construction, well adapted to the shafting problems of contra-
rotating propellers.

High- Frequency Behavior

For an analysis of the axial and torsional vibrational behavior of the two
propellers, four degrees of freedom have to be taken into consideration, namely,
the axial and torsional vibratory motion of both propellers. Also the individual

elasticities and inertias of both propeller shafts and gearing systems need to

be taken into account (Fig. 12).

TORSIONAL SYSTEM AXIAL SYSTEM

AFT PROPELLER

FORWARD
PROPELLER

AFT PROPELLER

Fig. 12 - High-frequency analysis of a contrarotatin^
propeller arrangement

The individual and mutual coupling effects of both propellers are shown in

Fig. 12, and the corresponding equations of motion are given in Fig. 13. Four
driving- point impedances can be distinguished, indicated by Zpp, Zp-p, z^^, and

z\f^, representing the dynamic behavior of the shafting, gearing, and turbine.

Four transfer impedances z^f, ZpFA>
7<P and 79 representing the mechanical
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EQUATIONS OF MOTIONS OF CONTRA ROTATING PROPELLER ARRANGEMENT
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The low-frequency interaction is of reduced significance. The high-frequency
interaction (mutual blade encounter) results in a lateral excitation. Critical

conditions of shaft whirling and propeller blade resonance have to be avoided.

For the case of a propeller combination with equal blade numbers the interaction

is expected to be important in torsional and axial directions, having frequencies

equal to the sum of the blade frequencies of both propellers and its multiples.

3. For a proper determination of the resulting vibratory propeller motions
and accompanying forces the mutual hydrodynamic interaction coefficients of

both propellers have to be estimated in addition to the normal hydrodynamic
propeller coefficients. For the high-frequency excitations generated by the mu-
tual blade encounter the internal elasticity of the propellers affects the hydro-
dynamic coefficients (propeller blade elasticity).

4. Compared with the conventional gearing of a turbine installation the epi-

cyclic gearing will result in a broader range of excitation frequencies as a re-

sult of a stronger rpm modulation due to seawave disturbances.
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DISCUSSION

J. Strom- Tejsen

Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Washington, B.C.

Dr. Wereldsma's paper is most interesting and timely. According to his

measured results, the fluctuating thrust and torque of either of the contrarotating

propellers are roughly the same with or without the presence of the other pro-

peller, since the dominating cause of propeller fluctuation forces is the spatial

variation of the wake field behind a ship. I would like to ask Dr. Wereldsma
whether such an interesting result also would be valid for the overlapping pro-

peller arrangement?

Since the development of the overlapping propeller arrangement at the Naval
Ship Research and Development Center a few years ago, several towing tanks in

the United States and in Europe have conducted powering tests with this arrange-
ment. However, to my knowledge no investigation of the vibratory forces similar

to Dr. Wereldsma's has been conducted.

In most cases it has been anticipated that the two overlapping propellers

would be driven with exactly the same rpm through the same gear box. By
proper phase adjustment of the propellers, any of the three vibratory forces can
be eliminated.

At the present time, however, consideration is being given to installation of

an overlapped propeller arrangement, using two power plants independent of

each other. This would, for instance, be the case when using two Diesel engines

without any phasing of the two propellers. This configuration would, in principle,

be very similar to the contrarotating propeller arrangement from a vibratory

point of view. It would be of great interest if Dr. Wereldsma would extend his

investigation to such an overlapping propeller arrangement.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

R. Wereldsma

It is difficult to extrapolate from one extraordinary case to another, par-

ticularly in the field of propeller vibrations. If neglect of the interaction of both

overlapping propellers is allowed, the relative vibratory shaft output will be

comparable to that of the single screw. The bending moments in the individual

blades, however, will be considerably increased because of the increased lower
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harmonics encountered by the blades of propellers having eccentric location. Of
course these statements have to be verified by measurements.

A couple of questions were also raised by Mr. J. B. Hadler of the Naval Ship

Research and Development Center which I will comment on. We did not make
measurements of the wake of the ship combined with the open-water boat. It was
assumed that the effect of the open-water boat on the fluctuating propeller output

was negligible. From the point of view of vibrations I do not expect considerable

differences when the design is changed to a five-bladed forward propeller and a

four-bladed aft propeller. Still the wake will have a dominant influence. These
statements of course have to be confirmed by additional investigations.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF
UNSTEADY PROPELLER FORCES

Marlin L. Miller

Naval Ship Research and Development Center
.

--

Washington, D. C.

ABSTRACT

Unsteady propeller forces were measured on propellers in a water
tunnel in a nonuniform flow produced by wire screens. In order to

make these measurements, dynamometers, instrumentation, and testing

techniques had to be developed. The effect of blade width and skew of

single propellers and the effect of changing the angle between the pro-
pellers of a tandem set on the unsteady forces were deternained.

INTRODUCTION
•-• -

One of the principal causes of vibration of ships is the unsteady hydrody-

namic action of the propeller. Due to its periodic structure, the propeller can

excite severe vibrations in the ship's structure in two ways. The nonuniform
pressure field of the propeller rotating past nearby portions of the ship's hull

will excite them into vibration and the propeller moving through the spatially

nonuniform flow behind the ship will produce unsteady forces that are trans-

mitted to the hull through the propeller shaft and bearings. Since it is usually

more convenient to measure these forces separately, it is important that phase

angles, as well as amplitudes, be considered, since the net excitation is the

vector sum of these two types of forces. In this paper, only the experimental

determination of the unsteady forces and moments and their phase angles that

the propeller transmits through the shaft will be considered.

In order to be able to reduce these vibratory forces to a minimum, it is

necessary to know how they are related to the propeller design parameters and

the characteristics of the flow into the propeller. A number of theoretical

methods for calculating these forces have been developed, ranging from simple

quasi-steady methods based on open-water characteristics to highly sophisti-

cated methods using three-dimensional unsteady propeller theory. Application

of these theories produce widely differing results, and, in order to evaluate

them, it is necessary to have experimental results for comparison. A number
of propeller dynamometers for unsteady forces have been developed at NSRDC
and elsewhere (1-8). The early ones measured only thrust, or thrust and torque,

and had questionable dynamic characteristics or were limited to low frequen-

cies. Some more recently developed dynamometers have highly improved char-

acteristics, and some are able to measure the six components of the propeller

forces and moments. At NSRDC three unsteady — propeller dynamometers are

in current use. The MK-III dynamometer, for thrust only, uses a capacitance-

type gage between the propeller and an inertial mass [8]. The "Bass" six-

component dynamometer was developed for use with ship models in the towing
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basin. It uses a six-component strain-gaged balance similar to the string-

mounted balances used for wind-tunnel testing. Its design, construction, and
calibration are described in detail in Ref. (8). A third dynamometer was devel-

oped for use with propellers in the 24-inch water tunnel. Its design, operation,

and some typical results will be described here.

DESIGN OF THE WATER-TUNNEL DYNAMOMETER

In order to be useful over the range of test conditions used in the water tun-

nel, a dynamometer must have a relatively flat frequency response extending

from the lowest shaft frequency to several times the highest propeller blade

frequency. This range extends from about 10 Hz to at least 400 Hz. It should

also be able to measure the steady components of the forces and moments. To
simplify calibration, it would be desirable to have a flat response through the

working range and extending continuously to zero. The system must be isolated

from the vibrations of the tunnel and must be small enough so as not to cause

too much disturbance of the tunnel flow. A preliminary examination of these

requirements showed that it would be impossible to avoid some resonances well

below the upper limit of the desired working range. For isolation, it was de-

cided to mount the propeller and measuring elements on a stiff, heavy shaft ro-

tating in soft mounted bearings and driven through a soft coupling. For each of

the six components to be measured, at low frequencies, this propeller, balance,

and shaft assembly can be considered as a one-degree-of-freedom system with

the natural frequency being determined by the stiffness of the supports and cou-

pling and the mass or moment of inertia of the system. Simple calculations

showed that it would be possible to keep the axial, torsional, heaving, and pitch-

ing resonances below 8 Hz. In order to reduce the diameter without increasing

the torsional frequency, it was decided to construct a substantial portion of this

assembly of tungsten. A schematic of this system is shown in Fig. 1. It can be

contained in a housing about 4 feet long with a maximum diameter of 7 inches

tapering to 2 inches at the propeller.

Measuring Spring

Drive Coupling-^L.

•Mass of Propeller

Fig. 1 - Simple schematic of two-degree-
of-freedom system

The next problem was to make all the higher vibrational modes fall at fre-

quencies above the operating range. The lowest of these is determined by the

mass or moment of inertia of the propeller and the stiffness of the measuring
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elements and to some extent, particularly for lateral modes, by the characteris-

tics of the sting. Starting with a preliminary design, a number of progressive
changes were made in the sting and balance until the system was free of reso-
nances within the working range. In order to evaluate these design changes, the

system was represented by lumped parameters as shown in Fig. 2, The values

of these parameters were put into a computer program (9) to calculate the

strains in the gaged elements for a unit force applied to the propeller. Very
little trouble was experienced in obtaining a good frequency response for thrust

and torque. However, 36 modifications had to be made and computed before an

acceptable response was obtained for lateral excitation. The computed response
of the final design for lateral excitation is shown in Fig. 3. The resonance at

about 6 Hz is due to the sting and balance assembly vibrating as a rigid mass on

the soft bearing supports. The next resonance, at 465 Hz, is the first bending
mode. The region between these resonances is the useful working range. The
response curves for thrust and torque were similar except that the useful range
extended to higher frequencies for thrust.

2 |V\H "3 h^^
k-,

Fig. 2 - Lumped constant system

Frequency

Fig. 3 - Computed response to lateral excitation
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The final assembly is shown in Fig. 4. The flywheel, sting, and balance as-

sembly weighs 160 pounds and is supported by rubber -mounted bearings on

either side of the tungsten flywheel. This assembly is connected to the main
tunnel drive shaft by a rubber coupling. Electrical signals from the balance are

transmitted through a cable in the shaft and the unsteady signals are amplified

before passing through the sliprings and brushes to the analysis and recording

instrumentation.

A simplified drawing of the balance is shown in Fig. 5. It has the form of a

steel cylinder with two thin-walled sections on which semiconductor strain gages

are mounted. The balance fits a taper socket in the end of the sting and the pro-

peller mounts on the taper on the other end. Figure 6 shows a developed dia-

gram of the gaging and wiring diagrams of the bridges for measuring the six

components of force and moment. After gaging, the balance was waterproofed

using wax covered with a protective coating of soft epoxy. The completed bal-

ance is shown in the photograph of Fig. 7.

Although semiconductor gages are more temperature-sensitive than metal-

lic gages, no difficulties have been experienced with them. This is probably due

to the relatively small changes in temperature in the laboratory and the tunnel

water and the four-arm bridge arrangement of the gages. There is a consider-

able drift in the zero readings, but this would only affect the steady measure-
ments and they are made immediately after the bridges are balanced.

CALIBRATIONS

Both static and dynamic calibrations were made for the completed dyna-

mometer. The static calibrations were made for the balance alone outside the

tunnel. The dynamic calibrations were made with the balance on the flywheel

and sting assembly and supported on rubber mounts. The calibrations were also

repeated after installation in the tunnel and with the tunnel filled with water.

For the static calibrations, pure torque and thrust were applied in a con-

ventional manner. Since the axial position of the side force determines its in-

fluence on the bending-moment reading and an applied pure moment produced

some side force reading, it was necessary to obtain the side force and moment
calibrations for the particular axial position that the center of the propeller

would occupy. Instead of making individual calibrations for each propeller posi-

tion, a general calibration was obtained by fitting a cylindrical sleeve to the

propeller end of the balance and hanging weights at several measured axial lo-

cations. This is a method commonly used for calibrating sting-mounted wind-

tunnel balances. This procedures yields enough information to determine side

force and bending moment for any axial position of the propeller. The results

of this calibration showed that, aside from the effect of side forces on the

bending-moment readings inherent in this type of balance design, the only sig-

nificant interactions were a small effect of torque on the thrust readings and

some effect of bending moment on the output of the side-force gages in the same
plane

.
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Fig. 5 - Simplified
drawing of balance

Dynamic forces and moments were applied to the assembled system with

electrodynamic shakers and measured with piezoelectric force gages. The gages
were attached to a metal block on the end of the balance in positions determined
by the force or moment to be applied. The force was transmitted to the gage

through a thin rod in order to avoid any lateral excitation which had been found

to affect the calibration of the force gages. Care had to be taken to distinguish

resonances in the driving rod from those of the dynamometer. Driving-rod
resonances were eliminated by changing its length or by clamping weights to the

rod. Preliminary calibrations were made in air, but after it was found that the

shakers would operate in water and the force gages were waterproofed, the final

calibrations were made with the tunnel filled with water. The results are shown
in Figs. 8-11. Figure 8 includes a calibration made in air, which shows very
little difference from the one made in water. The calibrations showed good
repeatability except for the horizontal bending moment, where three separate

calibrations showed considerable spread at the lower frequencies, although the

side-force calibrations obtained with the same loading showed excellent agree-

ment. These frequency response curves are in good agreement with the theo-

retical curves that were computed for the final design, except for the small

resonances in bending moment and side force at approximately 230 Hz. The
cause of these resonances has not been determined, and attempts to eliminate

them have been unsuccessful. The outputs shown in these figures are in rela-

tive units. The values used for reducing the test data were derived from these

curves at blade frequency. The calibration was put into the computer program
in the form of a 6x6 matrix. When the instantaneous readings in millivolts of

the six channels are multiplied by this matrix, the thrust, torque, side forces,

and bending moments are obtained in pounds or pound-feet.

A typical calibration for one propeller position follows as a coefficient ma-
trix of a set of equations giving the forces and moments as functions of the mil-

livolt output of the six strain-gage bridges:

T = 1.75 et + 0.029 e„ +

Q=

Fi =

Ml =

F2 =

Mo =

+ 0.076 eq +

+

+

+

+

+

+ 0,

+ - 1.96 Of + 0.137 e„ + + ,

+ + 0.072 ef
J
+ 0.086 e^ +0 +0,

+ +0 +0 - 1.89 Bf + 0.098 e ,

+ +0 +0 - 0.069 er - 0.085 e .
r 2 mj
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The zero terms in the above equations represent interactions that were not

measurable or were too small to be significant. Only the (T, e^), (Mj, ef^),
and the (Mj, ef^) terms are due to inaccuracies in the balance. The (Fj , e^

)

and (F2 , e^^) terms are inherent to the design and due to the fact that the cen-
ter of the propeller is displaced axially from the moment center of the balance.

The remaining terms, on the diagonal, are of course the principal responses of

the balance to the six components.

Fig. 7 - Six-component balance

0.5
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X In Water

THRUST

60 80 100 200

Frequency

Fig. 8 - Dynamic calibration of thrust
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Fig. 10 - Dynamic calibration of vertical side force and bending moment
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Fig. 11 -Dynamic calibration of horizontal side force and bending moment

The overall accuracy of the system is approximately ±5% for blade frequency
and harmonics up to about 200 Hz when values from the calibration curves at

blade frequency are used in the calibration matrix. Thrust measurements will

retain this accuracy up to 600 Hz and torque measurements can be used to 400
Hz with corrections. Side forces and bending moments are limited to 200 Hz,
due to the resonance at 230 Hz.

INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation was designed for both obtaining a record on magnetic
tape and for making an on-the-spot analysis of the signals directly from the dy-
namometer during the tests.

Figure 12 shows a block diagram of the system. Power is supplied to the

thrust, torque, side-force, and bending-moment strain-gage bridges by four

separate power supplies. These supplies are adjustable between 5 and 24 V, and
the excitation for each channel is set to a value that will produce a strong signal

but will not overload the amplifiers. The output of the gages goes directly

through the sliprings and brushes to zero balancing circuits and then to a dc

microvoltmeter for measuring the steady components of the propeller forces.

The signals also go to ac amplifiers contained in the drive shaft and then through

sliprings and brushes to ac recording and analysis instrumentation. The dc out-

put circuit is also used to introduce a measured ac calibration signal to the out-

put of the strain-gage bridges in order to measure the gain of the ac system.
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The ac outputs are passed through adjustable -gain amplifiers, where the signal

levels are set to the optimum level for magnetic-tape recording. Near the fly-

wheel are two toothed wheels that generate 1 and 60 pulses per shaft revolution.

Figure 13 shows these pulses for a portion of a revolution before and after pass-

ing through a pulse-shaper. The 60 Hz square wave controls the digitalization

of the signals, and the single pulse acts as a start signal and as a phase refer-

ence. These pulses are recorded on the magnetic tape, along with the six chan-

nels of data from the propeller. A digital time code is recorded on the tape to

identify the data and to permit the use of an automatic tape -search unit during

digitalization. A voice announcement is also used to record additional informa-

tion concerning the tests. Each of the six data signals is also photographically

recorded from an oscilloscope screen, along with the single reference pulse.
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DIGITAL ANALYSIS

A digital analysis of the recorded data is performed using an IBM-7090
computer. Each of the data channels is digitized at intervals corresponding to

6 degrees of shaft rotation for 200 shaft revolutions. These values are then

averaged to obtain an average cycle for one revolution and calibration signals

on the tape are used to scale these average values to represent the input to the

recorder in volts. The photographic record made from the oscilloscope can be
compared directly with this output from the computer. These average values
are then divided by the gain of the amplifiers, which has to be entered into the

computer program for each test. The result is the output of each strain-gage

bridge in millivolts. Each set of six voltage values, for each 6° increment of

shaft rotation is now multiplied by the 6x6 calibration matrix to obtain the pro-
peller forces and moments in pounds and pound-feet. Since the gages are rotat-

ing with the propeller, the side forces and bending moments are relative to a

rotating reference frame. To obtain vertical and horizontal forces and mo-
ments, they are resolved by using trigonometric relationships. A harmonic
analysis of these results gives the amplitudes and phase angles of any desired
number of harmonics of the shaft rotation frequency.

TYPICAL TEST RESULTS

The unsteady forces produced by a propeller have frequencies determined
by the blade frequency and the frequency components in the wake. Unsteady
thrust and torque are present only if the wake has frequency components equal

to the blade frequency or any of its harmonics. Unsteady side forces and bend-
ing moments are present only if the wake has frequency components equal to the

blade frequency or a harmonic plus or minus one. The forces relative to the ro-
tating shaft will have this frequency. However, when resolved into vertical and
horizontal forces relative to a fixed reference frame, these frequencies become
equal to the blade frequency or its harmonics.

Figures 14 and 15 show the outputs of the thrust and moment gages for a

three-bladed propeller in a three- and four-cycle wake. These wakes were ap-

proximately sinusoidal with only a little harmonic content. Figure 14 shows that

in the three-cycle wake a strong three-cycle thrust signal was produced, but the

moment signal was rather complex and actually much weaker than indicated by
the photographs, since the gain of this channel was greater. Figure 15 shows
that in the four-cycle wake the thrust was complex and weak, while the moment
shows a strong four-cycle component. When resolved into vertical and horizon-

tal moments, they will become three-cycle or blade frequency signals. These
are the unfiltered electrical signals and must be corrected for the gain of each
channel and multiplied by the calibration matrix to obtain values in the mechani-
cal units of force and moment. The pulses seen on each record represent shaft

revolutions and are used as the phase reference for both the digital and the on-

the-spot analysis.

The three- and four-cycle wakes were produced by screens using the method
developed by McCarthy (10). Figure 16 shows a drawing of the three-cycle

screen. Figures 17 and 18 show the harmonic analysis of the longitudinal veloc-

ity component in the propeller plane as measured with a pitot rake.
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Fig. 14 - Three -bladed propeller in

three -cycle wake
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Fig. 15 - Three-bladed propeller in
four-cycle wake
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Fig. 16 - Three-cycle screen
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Fig. 18 - Harmonic analysis of

four-cycle wake

These simple wakes were used in all the water-tunnel tests because the ob-
jective was to obtain a better understanding of the influence of the parameters
affecting unsteady forces rather than to model full-scale conditions and deter-
mine unsteady full-scale vibratory forces as is usually done in the unsteady
tests conducted with models in the towing basin.

Two series of tests have been completed in the water tunnel. The first was
an investigation of the effects of blade width and skew on the unsteady forces and
moments of three-bladed propellers when operating in three- and four-cycle
wakes. Some of these results have been used in Refs. (11) and (12) for compar-
ison with theoretical methods. The propellers (Fig. 19) had expanded area ra-
tios of 0.30, 0.60, and 1.20 with no skew and 0.60 with skew equal to the blade
spacing. All were designed for the same operating conditions. The second se-

ries of tests used the tandem set of two three-bladed propellers shown in Fig. 20.

Each propeller of the set had an expanded area ratio of 0.30 and the set was
tested in the three-cycle wake with the blades set at a series of different angles

relative to each other. All propellers were 12 inches in diameter. Unsteady
forces and moments and their phase angles were determined over a range of

loading extending from zero thrust to about twice design thrust.
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Fig. 19 - Three -bladed single propellers

Fig. 20 - Tandem propellers set at 60° angle
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The variation of blade frequency thrust, torque, side forces, and bending

moments with mean propeller loading for the single propellers is shown in Figs.

21, 22, 23, and 24, respectively. The directions of these forces and moments
are defined in Fig. 25. The unsteady thrust and torque were obtained in the

three-cycle wake, where they were dominant, while the side forces and bending

moments were obtained in the four-cycle wake. The thrust and side forces are

nondimensionalized on design thrust, and the torque and bending moments on the

torque measured at design thrust. As the loading decreased with increasing ad-

vance coefficient, all six blade frequency components increased for the unskewed
propellers. This is apparently due to the increased amplitude of the velocity

variations as the mean velocity was increased. The decrease in these compo-
nents at the higher velocities for the skewed propeller is not understood. The
largest unsteady forces were obtained with the expanded area ratio of 0.60, al-

though with only three blade widths the value for the maximum cannot be deter-

mined accurately. The skewed propeller showed a considerable reduction of the

unsteady forces over those of the unskewed propeller. The blade frequency

thrust and torque were only about 10% and the side forces and moments about

50% of those for the unskewed propeller of the same blade width.

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 .2 1.3

Advance Coefficient, J = —;r
' nD

Fig. 21 - Blade -frequency thrust

Phase angles are shown in Figs. 26-28. The angles given are those by which

the sinusoidal components of propeller loading lead the same frequency compo-
nents of the longitudinal velocity at the radial line through the midchord of the

root section of a propeller blade. The thrust is assumed to be in the direction

for normal propulsion of a ship, i.e., in phase with the torque and opposite to the

direction shown in Fig. 25. With this assumption, and from steady theory, the
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0.8

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 I.I 1.2 1.3

Advance Coefficient, J = —f:
' nD

Fig. 22 - Blade -frequency torque

thrust and torque should lead the velocity by 180° for a narrow-bladed propeller.

The effect of blade width shown on these figures is apparently due to the effec-

tive line of encounter being shifted forward for the wider blades and aft for the

skewed blades.

The tandem set was tested in the three-cycle wake, so that the only signifi-

cant unsteady components were thrust and torque. Titoff and Biskup (13) have

reported bending moments for tandem propellers. The type of flow they used
was apparently more complex and included frequency components that excited

these moments.

Figure 29 shows the unsteady thrust developed by the tandem propellers in

the three-cycle wake at design loading. When the blades of the two propellers

are aligned with each other, a strong blade-frequency thrust component is pro-

duced. As the angle between the two propellers is changed, the blade-frequency
thrust is reduced and has a minimum value when the forward propeller lags the

after by approximately 60° or half the blade spacing of one propeller. The
higher harmonics of blade frequency also show an effect of blade position. This

blade -position effect is mostly due to the fact that the three -cycle wake also has

small sixth-, ninth-, and twelfth-harmonic components. This figure also shows
the blade -frequency thrust component for the single three-bladed propeller,

which has an EAR of 0.60, equal to the total EAR of the tandem set which was
designed for the same operating conditions. The curves in this figure have been

drawn through the points obtained from the computer analysis. They are con-

sidered more reliable than the on-the-spot analysis, since they represent aver-

ages for 200 shaft revolutions. Also, the values read from the on-the-spot
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Fig. 25 - Forces and moments
acting on propeller

instrumentation are shown for blade frequency and are in good agreement. The
agreement is equally good for the higher frequencies. Figure 30 shows similar
results for blade -frequency torque.

The effect of the relative angle between the two propellers on the phase
angle of the blade -frequency thrust is shown in Figure 31. The curve is drawn
through the values obtained from the computer analysis, and again the on-the-

spot values are in good agreement. The phase reference is the centerline of the

aft propeller blade. It is seen that as the lag of the forward propeller position

is increased, the lead of the phase angle is decreased. The phase angles for

torque are essentially identical and the agreement of the on-the-spot results is

even better.

Figure 32 shows how the waveform of the thrust changes as the angle be-

tween the propeller is changed from 0° to 100° in increments of 20° as recorded
from the oscilloscope.

CONCLUSIONS

Several dynamometers having high accuracy and good frequency response
characteristics are available to obtain reliable measurements of unsteady pro-
peller forces both in the towing basins and in the water tunnel. Experimental
results can be obtained which are required for evaluating the sophisticated the-

ories that are being developed, and parametric studies can be made to explore

the details of propeller geometry for their effects upon performance. Evalua-
tion tests can also be made to determine the characteristics of specific propel-

ler and hull combinations.
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(a) Propellers in phase

(b) Forward propeller lags 20 degrees

Fig. 32 - Waveforms of unsteady thrust
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(c) Forward propeller lags 40 degrees

(d) Forward propeller lags 60 degrees

Fig, 32 - Waveforms of unsteady-
thrust (Continued)
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(e) Forward propeller lags 80 degrees

(f) Forward propeller lags 100 degrees

Fig. 32 - Waveforms of unsteady-
thrust (Continued)
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The water-tunnel dynamometer was designed theoretically, using a computer
analysis to obtain the dynamic characteristics. The dynamic calibrations of the

completed system agreed quite well with the predicted frequency response
curves, except for a small resonance in bending moment and side force. Analog
instrumentation for obtaining on-the-spot measurements of amplitudes and phase
angle of the harmonic frequency components was developed for the water-tunnel

tests. Both amplitude and phase values obtained from this instrumentation agree
very well with those computed from the digitized tape recordings.

Water-tunnel tests of propellers with three blade widths showed the unsteady
forces to be maximum for an expanded area ratio of 0.60. A propeller having

extreme skew and the same blade width had only 10% of the thrust and torque and
50% of the side forces and moments on the unskewed propeller. Tests of a set

of tandem propellers showed that the phase angle between the two sets of blades
has a considerable effect on the unsteady forces. For any given application, the

vibratory forces can be reduced by proper adjustment of the angle between the

two sets of blades.

Future work will include determinations of the effect of pitch ratio and skew
and studies of contrarotating and tandem propellers. Propellers for specific

applications will be designed and their performance will be evaluated experi-

mentally.
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DISCUSSION

R. Wereldsma
Netherlands Ship Model Basin

Wageningen, Netherlands

My first question refers to the dynamic calibration of the six -component
balance: Did the author take into consideration the hydrodynamic effects of the

propeller, being a part of the complete system?
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When these effects are considered, it is not possible to measure thrust

fluctuations having frequencies higher than the terminal natural frequency of the

system, due to the hydrodynamic interaction of the thrust and the torque system.

A second question refers to the extremely skewed propeller, showing oppo-
site trends of vibratory output versus advance ratio, as compared to regular
propellers. Is the dynamic response of the propeller blades probably the cause
of this phenomenon?

REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION

Marlin L. Miller

The dynamic calibrations were made in water with a mass approximately
equal to a propeller mounted on the balance. This did not provide the coupling
between the thrust and torque that is present when a propeller is being tested.

With a propeller, the thrust response will be limited by the torsional resonance
of the system. However, the frequencies measured have been well below this

limit, so that the results have not been affected by this coupling.

The resonant frequencies of the blades of the skewed propeller have been
measured in water. The hub of the propeller was driven by a shaker and the

resonant frequency of each blade determined with a hydrophone held close to the

blade. The average resonant frequency was found to be 97 Hz. This is close to

the second harmonic of blade frequency, which was 90 Hz for the tests reported
in this paper. An examination of the test data has shown an unusually large
second-harmonic component of thrust and torque and a somewhat more complex
harmonic distortion of the side force and moment signals at the two highest val-

ues of advance coefficient for the skewed propeller. Therefore, these values,
shown in Figs. 21, 22, 23, and 24, are not reliable. However, little or no har-
monic response was observed for the two lower values of advance coefficient,

and these values are considered reliable.
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THE RESPONSE OF PROPULSORS
TO TURBULENCE

Maurice Sevik

Ordnance Research Laboratory, the Pennsylvania State University
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. ABSTRACT - -

The response of a propulsor to random velocity fluctuations has been
analyzed. As a special case the theory has been used to predict the

force fluctuations on a propeller of low solidity having blades of high
aspect ratio and operating in a homogeneous, isotropic turbulence
field. The response depends critically on two functions which involve

the ratios of the propeller diameter and of the chord of the blades to a

characteristic length scale of the energy-containing eddies. The power
spectrum peaks at the origin and drops off rapidly with increasing
frequency. Experiments performed in a water tunnel with a free-
streann propeller placed downstream of grids of various mesh sizes
indicate good agreement between theoretical predictions and experi-
mental results. . ...

INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the fluid-dynamic forces on the blades of turbomachines
are unsteady. These unsteady forces may cau^e a number of undesirable effects

such as fatigue failures, high vibration levels, or objectionable acoustic radia-

tion.

In many applications the spectrum of the time-dependent forces exhibit

strong lines which generally correspond to harmonics of the blade frequency.

These lines are created by effects which are periodic over one revolution of the

machine such as mutual interactions between rows of blades or spatial nonuni-

formities in the inflow velocity field. Kemp and Sears (1,2) were the first to

contribute to our understanding of the fundamental unsteady flow phenomena
which occur in compressors and turbines by analyzing the aerodynamic inter-

ference between rows of blades in relative motion. In the naval field Lewis (3)

pioneered theoretical and experimental investigations as early as 1936 in con-

nection with unsteady propeller forces which often cause severe vibrations in

ships. Recently Tsakonas (4) developed a lifting surface theory which predicts

the time-dependent forces acting on marine propellers possessing numerous,
low- aspect-ratio blades. Good agreement between Tsakonas' predictions and

test results were observed by Boswell (5).

The studies mentioned, as well as numerous other investigations which have

been published from time to time, are all concerned with nonuniformities in the
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flow which are deterministic and periodic in nature. However numerous cases
exist in which the blades of turbomachines are subjected to random fluctuations

of a flow field. A common example is the fan of a household air conditioner op-

erating behind an ornamental grill. Another example is a marine propeller

immersed in the turbulent boundary layer of a ship.

In this paper a theoretical analysis of the response of a propulsor to random
velocity fluctuations is given. As a special example the theory has been used to

predict the force fluctuations on a propeller of low solidity with blades of rela-

tively high aspect ratio operating in a homogeneous, isotropic turbulence field.

It is reasonable to expect that the response of the propeller will depend on two
parameters, namely, the ratio of propeller diameter and the ratio of blade chord
to a characteristic turbulent eddy size. It is shown that the power spectrum
peaks at the origin and drops off rapidly with increasing frequency.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The statistical properties of the force fluctuations experienced by a propul-

sor operating in a turbulent flow can readily be related to those of the random
velocity fluctuations, if the response of the propulsor is linear. Imagine the

propulsor to be subdivided into an arbitrarily large number of small surface

elements, and consider one such element located at y^ (Fig. 1). Steady and un-

steady fluid velocities are measured with respect to a Cartesian coordinate sys-

tem a' (a' = l',2',3') which is fixed in space. An unprimed system a(a = 1, 2,3)

rotates with the propeller and is oriented so that one of its axes coincides with

the axis of symmetry of the propeller.

AXIS OF ROTATION
OF PROPULSOR

LOCATION OF i'^ SURFACE
ELEMENT OF PROPULSOR

FREE-STREAM
VELOCITY

U

Fig. I - Coordinate systems. The primed
coordinate system is fixed in space, and
the unprimed coordinate system rotates

with the propulsor.
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The fluctuating aerodynamic forces acting on the various surface elements

are interdependent by virtue of induction effects as well as by virtue of spatial

and temporal correlation of the turbulent velocity fluctuations. Since the quanti-

ties involved in this problem are tensors, the index notation, including the sum-
mation convention in the case of repeated indices, constitutes the most conven-

ient choice.

Directions are denoted by superscripts, whereas subscripts denote the

propulsor elements involved. For example u^(t') denotes the component of the

fluctuating velocity at time t ' in the direction /3 of the rotating reference frame
at the element k. Similarly, F°^(t,T') denotes the aerodynamic force acting on

the ith element in the direction a at the instant of time t caused by a velocity

fluctuation of unit magnitude in the direction /3 to which the kth element was sub-

jected at the instant of time t' . Finally, I °(t) indicates the aerodynamic force

acting on the ith element at time t in the direction a. In terms of these quan-

tities and neglecting higher order terms, the lift force is given by

t

ef(t) = r F«|^(t,r') u^^(t') dr' ,

_ ^. .
(1)

-°=

where

a, /5 =: 1, 2, 3 ,

'
- ' i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m ,

•
"-'

r' < t .

In most cases the aerodynamic force tensor is time invariant and Eq. (1)

can be written as a convolution integral:

^°(t) = r F^f(t) u^/3(t-r) dr (2)

where

t' > .

The force acting on the entire propulsor at the instant of time t in direction a of

the roating reference frame is given by the sum of the the lift forces acting on

each individual element:

L-(t) = 2 r«(t) .
,

. (3)

Since L^ct) is a random function, it is determined statistically by the complete

system of joint- probability distributions of the values of the function at any n

values of t, where n may take any integral value. Fortunately, from an
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engineering standpoint the correlation tensor (L°(t) L^(t + r)) and its Fourier
transform are the most significant quantities; consequently only a knowledge of

the second-order two- point- product mean values of the turbulence is required.

In Eq. (2) u represents the velocity of the fluid relative to a rotating ele-

ment of the propulsor. Referring to Fig. 1, let y^ denote the location of the ith

element relative to the unprimed reference frame. As was stated this unprimed
reference frame is fixed to the propeller and rotates with it.

Suppose that at time t the fixed and rotating frames coincide momentarily;
then the position vector of a fluid particle will be the same in both frames. If n

denotes the angular velocity vector of the rotating frame, the velocity compo-
nents of the fluid relative to the propulsor element considered are given by

-.. . - u.^ = a^° uj" - e^°^ fi° y/ , (4)

where e is the permutation symbol.

Note that all terms in Eq. (4) are time dependent: could, for instance,

represent fluctuations in angular velocity resulting from a torsional vibration of

the propeller shaft. If the propulsor rotates at a steady speed, we obtain

In forming average values of the forces and fluid velocities we assume that

the random processes are stationary and ergodic. The mathematical expectation

1

E[L°(t) L^(t + T)] = lim
:J: f L^Ct) L/5(t + T) dt = <D°/3(t) (5)

is equal to the sum of the auto- and crosscorrelation functions of the forces

acting on the constituent segments of the propulsor. This can be shown by sub-

stituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (5):

T

^~*°°
i j

i j

'

The crosscorrelation tensor <J'6°fc -(t) can be expressed in terms of the

aerodynamic force functions and the velocity correlation tensor:

T

^6°^ (-^) = lim Y r e:°(t) e./3(t + r) dt

CO 00 T

=
f FiY(^l) drj [ F^'cr^) dr, lim | J

u^^ ( t - r^ ) u/ ( t + r - r ,) dt

(Cont)
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00 CO

(6)

where ^ll(r) is the velocity correlation tensor for the points located at y^. and

Yr respectively.

The spectrum tensor of the forces acting on the propulsor is the Fourier
transform of the force correlation tensor <i>°fi(T). It consists of the sum of the

spectral and cross- spectral densities of the forces acting on the individual seg-

ments of the propulsor. The spectrum tensor is given by

G°/5(a.) = :^ r (D^^Cr) e-i"^ dr
-00

CD

= F f E E -^"fe.CO e--- dr
-"-co i j

' ^

(7)

where i = \f^. It is convenient to express the spectrum tensor in terms of the

frequency response functions of the individual segments of the propulsor. From
Eq. (6) we obtain

00 CD CO

= [ FflTC-i) e'"^' dr,
f Ff^Cr,) e'"'^"^ dr^ 1 f R^^^(r) e'-^dr

-b -^0 - CO

= [H-^(-)]* K(^')]<(^-) ^

"/
(8)

where the frequency response function H(a)) is given by

Hf,(.) = ( Ff^Cr,) e"^"^^ dr,

and where the * denotes the complex conjugate of the quantity. The spectrum

tensor of the turbulence has the form

CO

~0D
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APPLICATION TO A PROPELLER

As an illustration consider a propeller of low solidity with blades of high

aspect ratio operating in a turbulent flow. The turbulence considered is homo-
geneous and isotropic. The unsteady aerodynamic forces correspond to two-

dimensional theory applied to stripwise elements of the blades.

When the turbulence is homogeneous and isotropic, the velocity correlation

tensor adopts a simple form. In terms of the distance r between two points and

the mean square value of the velocity fluctuations u ^ it is given by

C(r) = u^ 1 ",/3liWf , I ^] s°/5
2r Br \ 2 Br

(9)

The function f (r) has been measured by Stewart and Townsend (6) and is

shown in Fig. 2 together with its approximate representation used in this paper,

namely,

f(r) = ,-X/M

where x = 2.5 and M is the mesh size of the grids producing the turbulence. The
symbol S in Eq. (9) represents the Kroenecker delta.

As for the aerodynamic response function our analysis is restricted to two-

dimensional theory applied to stripwise element of semichord b with spanwise

width R. The appropriate form of this function has been given by Sears (7) as

H.(a;) = 2npW.b.SR.{C(k.)[],ik.) - iJi(kj)] + iJi(k.)} .

where

V. = the resultant velocity at the jth propulsor element,

Jq, Jj = Bessel functions,

C(k) = Theodorsen's function,

k. = coh-/\- = reduced frequency.

The relationships established so far permit the calculation of the response

of a propeller to turbulence by numerical means. Clearly it is desirable to ob-

tain a relatively simple expression for the rms thrust coefficient and the spec-

trum tensor in terms of readily available propeller parameters. For this pur-

pose, we make some approximations and assumptions:

1. The axis of rotation of the propeller is colinear with the free stream
velocity vector.

2. The resultant velocity and chord of the various propulsor elements may
be represented by those of a single "typical section" located at some fraction of
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2.0

Fig. Z - Correlation curve for isotropic turbulence.

The measurements were made at 30M downstream,
where M is the naesh size of the grid producing the

turbulence

the span of a blade and denoted by the subscript T. A good choice would be the

section exerting the largest steady lift force.

3. The velocity correlation tensor is approximately represented by

Rw^r(-) -- -"^'^ Rkk(-)

where q represents the distance between the elements k and r of the propeller.

As a consequence we obtain the following components:

R^i(T) = u^ e
^

,

^i,'(^>
= -^1'

- 1 "t?^

"""'"""'

Rkr(^) = Kkr(^) =

We can now obtain an expression for the mean square thrust coefficient.

Consider the geometry of a propeller element, as shown in Fig. 3. We approxi-

mate the angle fi by

tan /3

n-R
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LOCAL LIFT FORCE

\
V RESULTANT VELOCITY VECTOR

Fig. 3 - Geometry of a propeller element

From Eq. (7) and (8) we obtain an expression for the spectrum tensor of the

fluctuating thrust force:

i J

+ \nl(cv) H.(a;) sin 2/3^ sin 2/3^ G??(a;)j , ^q)

where

G{f(-) (T) e-i'^'^ dr
*Y1

-^[(U^ + q)/M] -i, dr

2u^

\U

\U

.-Xq/M

(11)

and

\ U^l -X[(U^ + q)/M] _i^ dr

2u'

\U

\u
1 + 1 Ml

2 M

-I >^

\u
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1
H*(a)) H.(a^) % H*(aj) H^(a;) = \Hj(co)\^ % (iTTpV^h^)-

1 + 277

cohn
^R:SR

(13)

At this stage the major steps of the theory have been stated. The remainder
consists of formal mathematical operations. We substitute Eqs. (11), (12) and

(13) in (10) and obtain an expression for the real part of the thrust force spec-

trum. After some algebraic manipulation this reduces to

where

Re G^\r) = a
1 + eF U2 + r2

r2

\2 + r2
g(M/RA)

r - i^

(14)

a = 77R^u^UM [2hjp ^
1 +

TT R_
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2 BLADES

12 3 4

_M MESH SIZE OF GRID

R PROPELLER RADIUS

Fig. 4 - Results of numerical
evaluation of Eq. (15)

The mean square of the fluctuating thrust force is obtained by integrating

Eq. (14) over all frequencies:

<T2> dV^ r Gii(r)

Three general functions emerge from the integration:

'.<->^r(r^)(;:r^)-

f,(\,e)

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)
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\ M JUt/

Fig. 5 - Functions fj, (2, and fj

according to Eqs. (16) :-,i

These integrals, which can readily be evaluated, are plotted in Fig. 5. In terms of

these functions the mean square of the fluctuating thrust force is given by

<T'> ---W (^fl+f2 + f3) g(M/RA) (17)

A fluctuating thrust coefficient can now be obtained by dividing Eq. (17) by

(pu277RV2)2:

<'-'>
r, Wl U,A
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The conclusions which may be drawn from this analysis can be summarized
as follows:

1. The rms thrust coefficient is directly proportional to the turbulence

level u/u.

2. The rms thrust coefficient depends on the ratios b/M and R M, namely,

the ratio of chord to grid mesh size and radius to grid mesh size.

3. The dependence on the advance ratio J is not very pronounced. -

4. The spectrum tensor n/Rc Gi^(r) varies as r-3/2 for large values of the

frequency parameter r = wM/U. Most of the energy is concentrated at the low-

frequency end of the spectrum.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

To verify the theory experiments were conducted in the water tunnel of the

Ordnance Research Laboratory at the Pennsylvania State University (8). This

tunnel has a test section 4 feet in diameter and 14 feet long. Velocities as high

as 80 ft/sec can be achieved, and the static pressure can be varied from 3 psia

to 60 psia. A honeycomb of large ratio of length to diameter in the settling sec-

tion of the tunnel reduces the turbulence level in the test section to about 0.1%.

The propeller used for this investigation had ten blades with a constant

chord length of 1 inch and a radius of 4 inches. By means of hub inserts the

number of blades can be changed and the propeller can be operated with two or

five blades. The design static thrust coefficient based on propeller disk area is

0.183, and the advance ratio at the design thrust coefficient is 1.17. The pro-

peller, and its installation in the water tvmnel, is shown in Fig. 6.

A special balance was designed for measuring the unsteady propeller thrust

force. These measurements require an instrument having a high sensitivity, a

low noise level, and a natural frequency much greater than the range of frequen-

cies of interest. Figure 7 illustrates the arrangement used. A piezoelectric

crystal is mounted in a steel cup at the end of the propeller shaft. After assem-
bly the cup is positioned by set screws until the hemispherical ball bonded to the

crystal lies exactly on the centerline of the shaft, thus minimizing the crystal's

response to bending distortions of the shaft caused by hydrodynamic moments
acting on the propeller.

The frequency response and the linearity of the balance are shown in Fig. 8.

These measurements, made in air, indicate that the useful range of the balance

is approximately 600 Hz in water. As shown in Fig. 8 the frequency response

was measured by means of an electromagnetic exciter whose force output was
monitored by a calibrated force gage. The propeller was driven by a 20-hp dc

motor housed in a streamlined enclosure. It was mounted as far downstream as

possible in the test section and was carefully aligned so that the propeller shaft

was concentric with the center line of the tunnel.
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Fig. 6 - Free -stream propeller and balance
housing mounted in the water tunnel test section
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LUCITE PROPELLER SPINNER

SMOOTHLY POLISHED
HARDENED STEEL INSERT

PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL

INSULATING MATERIAL (Bokelite)

PROPELLER
SHAFT

LECTRIC LEAD
FROM CRYSTAL

Fig. 7 - Unsteady -force balance
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lOr

m -20-

FREQUENCY^
RESPONSE

ENDEVCO MODEL
2110 FORCE GAGE

DYNAMOMETER
HOUSING MB MODEL EAI500

ELECTROMAGNETIC
EXCITER

NOTE:
dBV=l VOLT rms = 27.0 lb rms

-301-
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
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(a)

2 3 4 5 6

FORCE , lb (rms)

(b)

Fig. 8 - Linearity and frequency response of
the dynamic -force balance shown in Fig. 7
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During the tests turbulence was generated by grids mounted 20 mesh sizes

upstream of the propeller. Two grids were used with mesh sizes of 4 inches and

6 inches respectively. The first had a solidity of 0.34 and was fabricated with

3/4- inch-diameter rods. The second had a solidity of 0.27 and consisted of

7/8-inch-diameter rods. Figure 9 shows the propeller photographed from up-

stream of the 4- inch grid in the water tunnel.

[Ik[b[^^i^•li&flaBBaaHaHii 3

Haaaaaaayjhiaaaaaaaaaaa 7

maaaaaaaaaaaaaaBEsaKirv

IJEDBaaBBBBBBBB«EBaai9,
EaBaflaBBBBBBBBliB»,
VpBifiEilBBBBBBBBKBBW;^
k^^lHHGfllHBHHHHBflB^

Fig. 9 - Propeller as seen through a 4-inch
grid upstream of the propeller

The test were performed at a velocity of 15 ft/sec and at two advance

ratios. Initially, runs were made without grids in order to establish the noise

level of the balance and of the electronic data acquisition system. The grids

were then mounted in the tunnel, and the measurements were repeated. During

the entire test program the tunnel pressure was maintained at 20 psia, which

ensured absence of cavitation. At the completion of the program the balance

was recalibrated, and it was established that its characteristics were unaltered.

The circuitry used for data acquisition is shown in Fig. 10. Three SKL
Model 308A variable electronic filters were set up as a bandpass filter. Two,

used as high-pass filters, were cascaded to produce a 48-dB-per-octave rejec-

tion rate below the cutoff frequency. These filters eliminated the strong bal-

ance output at a frequency corresponding to the shaft rps. The cutoff frequency

of the high-pass filters were varied with the rps of the propeller shaft. For the
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DYNAMIC FORCE BALANCE

CEC CHARGE AMPLIFIER

MODEL 2646MI

SKL VARIABLE ELECTRONIC

FILTER MODEL 308-A

VARIABLE CUTOFF (HIGH PASS)

SKL VARIABLE ELECTRONIC

FILTER MODEL 308-A

VARIABLE CUTOFF (HIGH PASS)

SKL VARIABLE ELECTRONIC

FILTER MODEL 308-A

I KC CUTOFF (LOW PASS)

[OSCILLOSCOPE
I

-
|
OSCILLOSCOPE

I

CEC MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER

TYPE GR-2800

Fig. 10 - Circuitry for data acquisition

data presented here this frequency was 29 Hz. The third filter was used as a

low-pass filter with the cutoff frequency fixed at 1 kHz,

After the signal was filtered, it was recorded on a CEC Type GR2800 mag-
netic tape recorder. The force balance signal was monitored and compared on

an oscilloscope at several points in the circuitry as well as from the magnetic

tape immediately after being recorded. This was done to detect and prevent any

signal distortion in the data acquisition system.

The data were analyzed by means of the instruments indicated in Fig. 11.

The signal was played back from the magnetic tape and passed through a

Hewlett-Packard Model 302A wave analyzer. This has a constant bandwidth of

7 Hz between the half-power points. The filtered signal was then squared by a

Ballantine Model 320 true rms voltmeter and finally integrated for 60 seconds

with a Dymec Model 240 IC integrating digital voltmeter. All voltage outputs

were then converted to forces by using the measured calibration factors.

The data are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. As mentioned before, the low-

frequency end of the spectrum had to be filtered to eliminate a strong line com-
ponent corresponding to the shaft frequency. Consequently it was not possible

to determine experimentally the rms thrust coefficients. However, Figs. 12 and

13 indicate good agreement between the theoretically predicted and the measured
power spectral densities, except where the measurements show a hump. The
reason for this discrepancy is at present not clear.
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MEASURED RESPONSE DUE
TO TURBULENCE GENERATED
BY A 4-INCH MESH GRID

40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 440 480 520 560 600
FREQUENCY (Hz)

Fig. 12 - Power spectral density of the response of a ten-
bladed, 8 -inch -diameter propeller to turbulence (Test 5531,
Run Z: distance between the grid and the propeller = 20M =

80 inches; measured water-tunnel turbulence level without
the grid u = 0.00 llU; turbulence level at the propeller due
to the grid u = 0.03U; tunnel velocity U = 15.4 ft/sec; pro-
peller advance ratio J = 1.22)
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Response of Propulsors to Turbulence

In the case of the 4- inch- grid the theory predicts an rms thrust coefficient

of 0.0234, which is equal to 12.8% of the steady-state thrust coefficient. In the

case of the 6-inch grid the corresponding values are 0.0250 and 13.6%. In view
of the good agreement of the power spectral density at low frequencies, these

values appear to be reliable.
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DISCUSSION

Paul Kaplan
Oceanics, Inc.

Technical Industrial Park, New York

This paper presents an aspect of unsteady propeller forces that differs from
those discussed earlier: it covers a stochastic influence rather than a regular
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periodic effect. However it is possible that there is a relation between the two
that shows up in the present results, in particular which is concerned with the

discrepancy in the figures exemplified by the hump in Fig. 12. Simple calcula-

tions indicate that the propeller rotational speed in that case was 19 rps, and the

blade rate associated with this case for a ten-bladed propeller would then cor-
respond to 190 Hz. The appearance of the hump in the spectral density presented
in Fig. 12 could possibly be due to the existence of a periodic blade-rate signal,

which would be obtained via a wave analyzer with the bandwidth characteristics of

the equipment used in this study. It is thus possible that the blade-rate signal

occurs, since the fluctuations in the propeller thrust force should be due to ve-
locity fluctuations about a steady value, corresponding to the inflow speed, which
should be constant circumferentially at any radius. Even though the grid is as-

sumed to be symmetric, and also the tunnel as well, it would be best to survey
the flow field that is entering the propeller disk to be certain that no harmonics
of blade rate are present in the oncoming flow. A detailed consideration of this

point is essential if any random process is analyzed, since the analysis must al-

ways refer to a base reference, and the characteristics of that reference should

be known and used in analyzing the characteristics of any random response. It

is suggested that careful consideration of these points may eliminate spurious
results in the future.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Maurice Sevik

The hump in Fig. 12 was a matter of concern, and the reason for its pres-
ence was investigated after completion of the experiments. It was felt that vi-

brations of the propeller blades might be the cause. The first two natural fre-

quencies of the propeller blades were established by calculation and verified

experimentally. The fundamental frequency occurred at 127 Hz; the associated

mode shape is shown in Fig. Dl. The second mode occurred at 231 cps and its

modal shape was essentially torsional. The hump in Fig. 12 is located at about

220 Hz, and it appears that it is due to the second mode of vibration of the indi-

vidual iDlades, whose resonances are spread in the vicinity of this frequency.

However, I agree that Dr. Kaplan's explanation is also a reasonable one.

It is unfortunate that the blade- rate frequency and the natural frequency men-
tioned above fall so close together that a separation of the two effects is not

possible.
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Fig. Dl - Mode shape associated
with the fundamental natural fre-
quency of vibration of a typical
propeller
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RECENT PROGRESS IN THE CALCULATION

OF POTENTIAL FLOWS
A. M. O. Smith

Douglas Aircraft Division, McDonnell Douglas Corp.

Long Beach, Calif.

"
ABSTRACT

Since about 1954, work has been underway at Douglas Aircraft on the

problem of calculating flow about arbitrary bodies by means of a surface

source -sink treatment that leads to solution of a Fredholm integral equa-
tion of the second kind. The method has been quite successful, and a

general review of this work was published in 1966. The present paper
describes work done since about 1965, the latest year reported in the pub-
lished review, and begins with a review of the basic method. 'Then at-

tention is directed to the principal topics dealt with since 1965. They are:

1. Nonlinear, unsteady airfoil and hydrofoil theory, including two-
body problems.

Z. Compilation of a report containing extensive flow-field charts

for a variety of two-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies.

3. Numerical integration of oscillating functions having nonlinear
arguments. This problem arises in wave resistance theory.

4. The dynamics of a three-dimensional floating body subject to

simple harmonic motion in any of the six modes (heave, roll, etc.) but

otherwise at rest.

5. Some remarks about Laplace problems that do not necessarily
deal with fluid flows.

Several interesting results from work on these topics are available and
are presented as supporting material.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this paper is a very general method of flow calculation about

arbitrary bodies. A broad review of the work up to 1965 can be found in Ref. 1,

which was issued late in 1966. This work has continued to be active, and it is

timely to report on the developments that have occurred since 1965. As many
readers are not familiar with the work, we shall begin by presenting a short

description of the basic method, as well as some examples. We will follow with

descriptions of the new work, which includes unsteady-airfoil theory, flow fields,
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several problems of naval hydrodynamics, and other problems stemming from
Laplace's equation.

A preliminary idea of the power and of the state of development of the

method of analysis will be conveyed by an example. Studies supported by NASA
(e.g., "Study and Development of Turbofan Nacelle Modifications to Minimize
Fan-Compressor Noise Radiation," Contract NASI- 7 130) are underway to re-

duce the noise of jet engines. Figure 1 illustrates one tjrpe of inlet that has
been designed. It was tested on the ground at full scale under full-power con-
ditions. The two ring airfoils have a double purpose; first, to block passage of

noise to the exterior from the fan blades, and second, to provide more area for

sound-absorbing material, because the vanes are constructed of such material.

The ring airfoils have outwardly directed lift to keep them in tension. As the

sketch shows, the inlet consists of four separate bodies; the outer cowl, the

two ring airfoils, and the centerbody. The problem further consists of mixed
internal and external flows. The vanes as well as the basic inlet were all

analyzed as a unit, so that mutual interferences would be properly accounted

for. The vanes were shaped and positioned so as to obtain minimum disturb-

ance to the flow by selecting a total configuration, calculating the flow, finding

bad pressure distribution features, and correcting them by changes in shape,

recalculation, etc., until all the pressures appeared to be the best that could

be expected. Boundary layer calculations went hand in hand with the potential

flow calculations. The design and analysis were performed by John Hoehne,
who is strictly a routine user of the computing program as a design tool, with-

out any need for assistance from those such as John Hess, who has done most
of the development. As a matter of fact, while the author was aware of the

NASA noise reduction project, he was quite unaware of this particular work
until told of the successful ground tests. These tests showed a large reduction

in sound level and a barely measurable loss in thrust.

Fig. 1 - An experimental "quiet" turbojet in-

let designed by means of the present method
of potential -flow calculation.
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A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC METHOD

General Remarks '

In this section a general description of the basic method will be given, using

a minimum of mathematical formulas. All the basic equations and formulas can
be found in Ref. 1. If a maximum amount of detail is desired the reader is re-

ferred to the various reports and papers listed in (1). Three classes of shapes
are treated: two-dimensional bodies, axisymmetric bodies, and truly three-

dimensional bodies that may or may not have planes of symmetry.

Mathematical Statement of the Problem

The problem considered is the irrotational flow of an inviscid, incompres-
sible fluid about an arbitrary body surface or surfaces on which the normal ve-

locity of the fluid is either zero or a known quantity. Furthermore, the geometry
itself may vary with time. Except at the known body surface, the fluid is un-

bounded, and the onset flow, i.e., the velocity field that would exist in the fluid if

the body were removed, is prescribed. This is a so-called Neumann problem for

Laplace's equation and can be formulated mathematically in the following way.

Let the surface of the body be denoted by s, and let the velocity field that

would exist in the fluid if the body were removed be denoted by V^. In most
cases the onset flow is a uniform stream, and hence V^ is a constant vector.

The situation is sketched in Fig. 2 for the case of a fully three-dimensional flow

about a single body surface s. For more than one body surface, the situation is

not essentially different. The disturbance velocity field due to the presence of

the body surface is assumed to be irrotational, and thus it may be expressed as
the negative gradient of a potential function qj. This function must satisfy three

conditions: It must satisfy Laplace's equation in the region R' exterior to s,

must approach zero at infinity, and must have a normal derivative on the surface
s equal but opposite to the normal component of the onset flow. (The last condi-

tion is where the total normal velocity on the body surface is prescribed as zero.

11 it is prescribed as nonzero, there is no essential change.) These three condi-

tions may be expressed symbolically as

V^ (p = in region R' , (1)

Igrad (p|
-» for ( x^ + y ^ + z 2) -» co

, (2)

+ nV„
(3)

where n is the unit outward normal vector on the surface as shown in Fig. 2 and

n denotes distance along this normal. The Laplacian operator is denoted by v^.

The plus sign in Eq. (3) is because the normal velocity due to the body is - 3(p/3n.
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R P(X.Y,Z)

Fig. 2 - Flow about a three -dimensional body

Representation of the Solution by a Surface- Source Distribution

In the present method, the solution is expressed as the potential of a source
distribution over the body surface. The potential at a point P due to a point

source of unit strength at q is l/r(P,q), where r(P,q) is the distance between
two points (Fig. 2). Accordingly, the potential at a point p with coordinates x,y,z

due to a source distribution cr over the surface s is

s

where q is a point on the surface S, and dS is an elemental surface area as
shown in Fig. 2. Reference 2 has shown that the function satisfying Eqs. (1), (2),

and (3) can indeed be represented in the form given Eq. (4). The function (p as
given by Eq. (4) satisfies Eqs. (1) and (2) identically for any function a. This is

true simply because the function l/r(P,q) satisfies these conditions. The function

CT is determined from the boundary condition on S, Eq. (3). Applying Eq. (3) re-

quires the evaluation of the limit of the normal derivative Eq. (4) as the field

point P approaches a point p on the surface s. The derivatives of l/r(P,q) now
become singular as P approaches p, and care is required in evaluating the limit.

The limiting process is discussed in detail in Ref. 2. The results are stated

here without proof. The limit of the normal derivative of the integral of Eq. (4)

consists of two terms. One is the expected term, which is the integral of the

normal derivative of the integrand of Eq. (4) evaluated on the surface, i.e., P = p.

This integral is an ordinary integral, not a principal value, because its integrand

is integrable. The other term is something of a surprise. It is a "local effect"

term that expresses the fact that an infinitesimal neighborhood of the point p has

a finite contribution to the normal derivative there. As is shown in Ref. 2, the

"local effect" term is -27TC7(p), Finally, the result of applying Eq, (3) to cp as

given by Eq. (4) is
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2TTCr(p)
1

n r (p,q)
(q) dS = -n(p)-V„ (5)

where the unit outward normal vector has been written n (p) to show explicitly

its dependence on location. The onset flow velocity V^ may or may not vary
with position. Equation (5) is seen to be a Fredholm integral equation of the

second kind, over the body surface S. Once this equation is solved for the source

density distribution cr, the potential cp may be evaluated from Eq. (4) and the dis-

turbance velocity components from the derivatives of Eq. (4) in the three-

coordinate directions.

This method of solution is very general. The body surface s is not re-

quired to be slender, analytically defined, or even simply-connected; that is,

there may be several bodies, as in the example of Fig. 1. The only restriction

is that s must have a continuous normal vector n(p), which means that the

method cannot be guaranteed to give correct results for bodies with corners. In

practice, this difficulty can be avoided by rounding off any corners with a small
radius. Trial calculations show that the method does however give correct re-
sults for convex corners, but there may or may not be significant errors near
unrounded concave corners. The onset flow V„ is not restricted to being a uni-

form stream. It may be any flow consistent with the assumption that the pertur-
bation velocity field due to the body is irrotational. This is satisfied if the onset

flow has a constant vorticity — a uniform shear, for example — since it can be
shown that the perturbation velocity is irrotational.

The efficiency of the method is that only the body surface itself needs to be

considered, not the entire exterior flow-field. Thus the dimensionality of the

problem is reduced by one: from three to two in three-dimensional problems,
and from two to one in axisymmetric and two-dimensional problems; for in

these cases the double integral of Eq. (5) can be reduced to a single integral by
performing one integration analytically. The area of interest is also shifted

from the infinite to the finite.

General Description of the Method of Solution

The central problem of the present method of flow calculation is the numer-
ical solution in Eq. (5). The integral equation is replaced by a set of linear alge-
braic equations in the following way.

The body surface is approximated by a large number of surface elements,
each of which is small in comparison to the characteristic dimensions of the body.
Over each surface element the value of the surface source density is assumed
constant. That assumption reduces the problem of determining the continuous
source density function a to the problem of determining a finite number of values
of cT, one for each of the surface elements. The contribution of each element to

the integral in Eq. (5) can now be obtained by taking the constant but unknown
value of cr on that element out of the integral and then performing the indicated
integration of known geometrical quantities over the element. Requiring Eq. (5)

to hold at one point of the approximate body surface, i.e., requiring the normal
velocity to vanish (or to take on a prescribed value) at one point, gives a linear
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relation between the values of a on the elements. On each element one point is

selected where Eq. (5) is required to hold; i.e., one point is selected where the

normal velocity is required to vanish. That requirement gives a number of linear

equations equal to the number of unknown values of cr . Once they are solved, flow

velocities may be calculated at any point, on or off the body surface, by summing
the contributions of the surface elements and the contribution of the onset flow.

Usually, velocities and pressures on the body surface are of greatest interest.

Because of the way in which the body surface is approximated, these must be
evaluated at the same points where the normal velocity was made to vanish.

Approximation of the Body Surface

Figure 3 shows the surface elements used to approximate various types of

bodies. Three-dimensional body surfaces are approximated by plane quadrilat-

eral elements, axisymmetric bodies by frustums of cones, and two-dimensional
bodies by infinite plane strips. In three-dimensional cases, the body is specified

by the coordinates of a set of points distributed over the body surface. These
points are used to form quadrilateral elements. For two-dimensional or axisym-
metric bodies, only a single-profile curve is specified by points. These points

are connected by straight-line segments, which are then the traces of the infinite

plane strips or the frustums of cones in the plane of the profile curve.

Fig. 3 - Approximation of the body surface by elements (a) two-

dimensional and axisymmetric bodies, (b) three-dimensional bodies

If the body surface is axisymmetric, it is not necessary that the flow itself

also be symmetric about the same axis. If the flow is axisymmetric, it is inde-

pendent of circumferential location about the axis of symmetry, and thus the sur-

face source density is truly constant over each frustum element. It is only neces-

sary that the flow vary with the circumferential location in a known way. The
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source density is then constant over each frustum only in the axial direction and

varies in a prescribed manner circumferentially. This is the situation, for ex-

ample, when there is flow over a body of revolution at angle of attack. As Ref. 1

shows, this problem may be solved without resort to fully three-dimensional

techniques.

For two-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies, the edges of adjacent ele-

ments are coincident, but this is not necessarily so for three-dimensional

bodies. In general, a three-dimensional body cannot be approximated by plane

quadrilaterals in such a way that the edges of adjacent elements are coincident.

Any errors due to these gaps are of a higher order than, and negligible with

respect to, the errors due to the approximation of the body by plane elements

in the first place. Nevertheless, the fact that small gaps exist between the

elements is sometimes disturbing to people hearing about the method for the

first time. It should be kept in mind that the elements are simply devices for

finding the surface source distribution and that the polyhedral body shown in

Fig. 3 has no direct physical significance, in the sense that the flow eventually

calculated is not that about the polyhedral body. Even if the edges of adjacent

elements are coincident (as, for example, can be arranged for any body of

revolution), the normal velocity is zero at only one point of each element and

there is flow through the remainder of the element. Also, the computed veloci-

ties will be infinite on the edges of the elements whether these are coincident or

not, as long as there is a break in slope or in source density. The unimportance

of the gaps has been further demonstrated by calculating axisymmetric bodies

with element distributions that had coincident edges and then recalculating with

slight gaps. The two types of element distributions gave essentially identical

results. The gaps between the elements can be eliminated by the use of plane

triangular elements. This procedure, however, results in no increase in ac-

curacy — in fact may cause a loss of accuracy — and so greatly complicates the

input to the digital computer program as to impair its usefulness as a design

tool. On many bodies of technical importance such as ships, wings, and hydro-

foils, approximation of the shape by quadrilaterals is much more natural than

approximation by triangles. However, the triangle is merely a special case of

a quadrilateral, and the present method can, in fact, handle triangular approxi-

mation, if that is desirable.

This method of geometric representation has been used without modification

as a basis for analyzing complicated shapes in hypersonic flow. Figure 4 is

taken from some of this work to give an impression of the accuracy of the method.

The figure was made by an SC4020 plotter (3).

Induced Velocities

On each element one point is selected at which velocities and pressure are

to be evaluated. For two-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies, the point selec-

ted is the midpoint of the line segment that is the trace of the element in the

plane of the profile curve, i.e., the average of two successive points that were
used to define the profile curve (Fig. 3). This is the obvious choice for two-

dimensional bodies and probably a reasonable selection for axisymmetric
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Fig. 4 - Geometric representation of the NASA
HL-10 reentry vehicle. Each half is represented
by 1278 quadrilateral elements

bodies, although not as obvious for the latter. For the plane quadrilateral ele-

ments used with truly three-dimensional bodies, the proper point to use is not

obvious at all. For rectangular elements, it seems evident that the point should
lie at the center, but there are many possible definitions which reduce to the

center for these elements. On each quadrilateral element there is one point

where a constant source density on that element gives rise to no velocity in its

own plane, i.e., there is a point where the effect of the element is entirely nor-
mal to itself. It was decided to evaluate velocities and pressures at this point.

For elements that are nearly rectangular this point is located near the centroid

of the area of the quadrilateral, but for certain types of quadrilaterals the two
points may be a significant distance apart. For all types of body surfaces the

point on an element where velocities and pressures are evaluated is designated

as the control point of that element.

Once the body surface has been approximated by elements of the appropriate

type, the elements are ordered sequentially and numbered from 1 to N, where N

is the total number of elements. The exact order of the sequence is immaterial.

It is simply a logical device for keeping track of the elements during the com-
putational procedure. Reference will accordingly be made to the ith element
and the jth element, where the integers i and j denote the position of the ele-

ments in the sequence.
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Assume for the moment that the surface source density on the jth element

has a constant value of unity. Denote by V.
j
the vector velocity at the control

point of the ith element that is induced by a unit source density on the yth

element. The formulas for the induced velocity V^j are the basis of the pres-

ent method of flow calculation. They are obtained by integrating the formulas

for the velocity induced by a point source over the element in question, and thus

depend on the geometry of the element and the location of the point where the

velocity is being evaluated. Since there is no restriction on the location of the

control point of the ith element with respect to the >th element, the formulas

for V- J are those for the velocity induced by an element at an arbitrary point

in space. The dependence of the induced velocity on the geometry of the ele-

ment means that there are three completely distinct sets of formulas forV^j

,

corresponding to the three different types of elements that are needed. Differ-

ent kinds are used according to whether the bodies are two-dimensional, axi-

symmetric, or three-dimensional. The axisymmetric situation is further sub-

divided into the case where the flow is also axisymmetric (i.e., the source

density is independent of circumferential location), and the case where the flow

is not axisymmetric but is due to a uniform stream perpendicular to the axis of

symmetry of the body (i.e., the source density varies with circumferential loca-

tion in a known way). The induced- velocity formulas (1) are rather lengthy and

will not be given explicitly here. A brief discussion of their nature follows.

In two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases the elements are those of

a plane, and the integration over an element may be performed analytically to

obtain explicit expressions for Vij in terms of logarithms and inverse tangents.

(Obviously, the two-dimensional formulas can be obtained as limiting cases of

the three-dimensional formulas, but this is not a computationally efficient pro-

cedure.) In three-dimensional cases, so many elements are required to approx-

imate adequately the body surface, that the use of the rather complicated induced-

velocity formulas obtained by direct integration is quite time-consuming. Ac-

cordingly, these formulas are used only when the control point of the ith ele-

ment is within a few element dimensions of the jth element. For points farther

away, approximate formulas based on a multiple expansion are used. If the point

in question is farther from the centroid of the element than four times the max-
imum dimension of the element, the actual quadrilateral source element may be

replaced by a point source of the same total strength located at its centroid,

with no loss in the overall accuracy of the method and with a very large saving

in computation time. In both two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases, the

computation is not significantly complicated by the condition i = j; i.e., the

velocity induced by an element at its own control point is calculated without un-

due difficulty, because the integration is analytic. This velocity has a magnitude

of 2tt and a direction normal to the element [see the discussion preceding Eq. 5)J.

For axisymmetric bodies the surface element is a frustum of a cone, and

the integration over the element of the velocity induced by a point source cannot

be performed analytically. First, the integration in the circumferential direction

is accomplished, to give the velocity induced by a ring source, which is expressed

in terms of the complete elliptic integrals. The resulting expressions are then

integrated numerically over the line segment that is the trace of the element in

the plane of the profile curve, as shown in Fig. 3. The number of coordinates

used in the numerical-integration scheme decreases with increasing distance of

the control point from the element in question. Thus, a saving in computation
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time is effected with no loss of overall accuracy. The case of i =
j , i.e., the

calculation of the velocity induced by an element at its own control point, re-
quires special handling for axisymmetric elements. Here the result cannot be
predicted in advance, as it can be for the two-dimensional and three-dimensional
elements, because of the complicated nature of the ring- source formulas. The
procedure is described in detail in Ref. 1. Basically, it consists of a series ex-
pansion of the integrand about the singularity at the control point. In the case
of axisymmetric flow, the induced velocities have two components, one parallel

to the axis of symmetry of the body and one radially outward from or inward to

this axis. In the case of flow due to a uniform stream perpendicular to the axis

of symmetry, the circumferential variation of the surface source density gives
rise to an additional circumferential component of induced velocities.

The Set of Linear Equations for the Values of Surface Source Density

A complete set of N^ induced-velocities V^j is computed, to give the veloci-

ties induced by all elements at each other's control points. (It will be recalled

that N denotes the total number of elements used to approximate the body sur-

face.) In this calculation a constant unit-value of source density is assumed on

each element. The quantity

A,. = n,.\,. , (6)

obtained by taking the dot product of V- j with the unit normal vector n^ of the

ith element, is thus the normal velocity induced at the control point of the ith

element by a unit source density on the ith element. Multiplying A^j by the

constant but unknown value of o-^ of the source density on the jth element then
gives the actual normal velocity at the control point of the ith element due to

the ith element. This is the contribution of the ith element to the integral of

Eq. (5), where that equation is being required to hold at the control point of the

ith element. Summing the normal velocities due to all elements at the control

point of the ith element, setting the result equal to the negative of the normal
component of the onset flow at that point, and repeating the process for the con-

trol points of all elements will give a set of linear algebraic equations for the

values of the source density on the elements. Specifically

L ^j^j =-"i-'^- '
i = 1, 2, ...,N, (7)

j = i

where Vco. is the onset flow evaluated at the control point of the ith element.
The set of equations in Eq. (7) is the approximation of Eq. (5).

The set of linear equations in Eq. (7) is solved by an elimination procedure,
the method of successive orthogonalization, if the order N is less than 275.

This number of elements is sufficient for good accuracy in most two-dimensional
and axisymmetric cases. ForN greater than 275, the capacity of the computer
does not permit solution by direct elimination, and an iterative procedure must
be used. In practice, this means iterative solutions are used for three-

dimensional bodies and elimination for two-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies.

Many conventional matrix-iteration techniques are not efficient in this case,
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because the matrix Aij is neither symmetric nor sparse. In fact, none of the

terms of A^j need iteration by zero in general. The matrix does, however,
have a dominant main diagonal. It will be recalled that the diagonal terms A^

^

are exactly in in two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases. They are
fairly close to this value in axisymmetric cases. To a first approximation, the

sum of all diagonal terms equals the sum of all off -diagonal terms, and thus on
the average each diagonal term equals the sum of the other term in its row. For
convex bodies all terms are positive, and thus similar statements hold for the

absolute values of the terms. Because of the dominance of the main diagonal,

the Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure has been found to be quite effective in the

solution of the set of equations in Eq. (7). It has converged in all cases.

Usually, convergence is quite rapid, although for certain extreme types of

bodies this may not be true. Unfavorable cases typically require as many as
200 iterations, but normal cases converge in about 16 iterations or, more pre-
cisely, 4 iterations per decimal place in a. Methods of accelerating the con-
vergence have been studied and found effective, but have not been incorporated
into the method. A great deal more information about convergence rates is

given in Ref. (1).

Calculation of Velocities ;, ^ -:•-
, .:_..;;:; r; : .-: j ; sl-:?^ ;.

Once the set of equations in Eq. (7) has been solved, the velocities at the

control points of the elements are calculated from

^i = L ^ij^j ^ ^- •

i = 1' 2, ...,N. (8)

j
= i

Potentials can also be calculated, using similar types of formulas, if desired.

The pressure coefficient Cp is computed by means of Bernoulli's formula. For
unsteady flow, it is

f
= P(t)-i|V|S^^. •, (9)

p ^ d t

where P(t) is independent of position in the field. For steady flow, Eq. (9) leads

to the well-known formula for pressure coefficient.

c =
P^~ P-

= 1 - fXi] . (10)

Velocities and pressures at points off the body are calculated from Eqs. (8) and

(10) after sets of V^j appropriate to the points in question have been calculated.

This method is well suited to the simultaneous calculation of several onset flows
at once, since the induced velocities V;

j do not depend on the onset flow as long

as the basic form of the source density is not affected, which is always true for

two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases. This feature has been found
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useful for calculating unsteady flows at successive instants of time and for the

frequently occurring application of flow about a two-dimensional lifting airfoil.

Maximum Element Number and Computation Times

The maximum number of elements that may be used to approximate a body
surface has been largely a matter of arbitrary decisions made during program-
ming and does not represent any true limit. In two-dimensional and axisym-
metric cases, the maximum number of elements N is 400. Such a large number
has rarely proved necessary in practice. As was stated previously, most cases
of interest can be handled satisfactorily with less than 275 elements. Recently,

the old machine language program for three-dimensional flows has been re

placed by a FORTRAN IV program (20X). With it, up to 1000 unknown values of

a can be used to approximate the body, i.e., if the body has no plane of sym-
metry it can be approximated by 1000 elements. Provision is made in the pro-

gram to account for planes of symmetry. Therefore, if there is one plane, the

body can in effect be approximated by 2000 elements. For two and three planes,

the effective element numbers become 4000 and 8000 respectively. Most ap-

plications have at least one symmetry plane. Since the entire surface — not

just a single curve as in two-dimensional and axisymmetric cases—must be
approximated by elements, the element limits are somewhat lower than is de-
sirable. Very satisfactory results are obtained for single bodies if the shape
is not too extreme, but for interference problems the number of available ele-

ments is marginal. It is desirable to double the number of elements; beyond
this, little need for anything greater can be envisioned.

Computing times are somewhat variable and depend on the geometry of the

body as well as on the number of elements. As a rough approximation, the com-
puting time is divided evenly between the calculation of the induced velocities

Vjj and the solution of the linear equations in Eq. (7). In axisymmetric cases
the calculation of induced velocities requires a somewhat greater fraction of the

time, and in two-dimensional cases requires somewhat less. The above division

of computing time varies considerably with changes in computing equipment.

For the IBM 7094 computer, the following rough estimates of total computa-
tion time are useful for 100-element cases: two-dimensional bodies 1.6 min-
utes; axisymmetric bodies in axisymmetric flow, 2.6 minutes; and axisymmetric
bodies at angle of attack (including the axisymmetric flow), 4 minutes. These
estimates assume that only surface velocities are required. If the flow at a

large number of points off the body in the flow field is required, computing times
are increased. Of course, three-dimensional cases take much longer. Typical

computing times for cases of 650 elements are 1.5 hours on the IBM 7094. For
certain applications it is possible to reduce drastically the element number.
Useful results have been obtained in as little as 15 minutes.
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UNSTEADY TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS ,, > r .. - , .,

"^

General Remarks

Because the method just described can handle nearly any kind of boundary

condition with great accuracy*, it is quite capable of treating unsteady flows,

which involve unusual boundary conditions. One major complication develops if

the bodies are capable of developing lift — airfoils, for example. In the process

of changing its lift, the body must shed vorticity equal and opposite to that

gained on the body itself. If the fluid is originally at rest, the fluid has no

vorticity; if the fluid is inviscid, vorticity is conserved no matter what the mo-
tion of the body may be. Any positive vorticity developed on the body or bodies

must therefore be balanced by equal but opposite vorticity off the bodies, so

that the total remains zero. Hence vortex sheets are shed. Now since they are

likely to distort with time, their position is unknown in advance, and our prob-

lem takes on a new aspect — nonlinearity. J. P. Giesing has been working on

problems of unsteady two-dimensional flow since about 1965, and I wish to de-

scribe here briefly his method and some of his results. Work on the one-body

problem was published in Ref. 4 and work on the two-body problem in Ref. 5.

Description of the Method

Because the two-body problem is more complicated, our description will be

of this type of the method. The one-body problem is a great deal simpler and

allows many time-saving specializations, especially if the body never changes

its shape, because influence coefficients can be calculated once and for all. As
will be seen, the treatment is a step-by-step process. Therefore it is at its

best in handling transients, although steady periodic motion can also be analyzed,

but at greater expense in computer time. In the two-body problem the bodies

are assumed to be moving in an inviscid, incompressible fluid. In the existing

computer programs the bodies may move relative to each other in arbitrary

paths with arbitrary velocities. It would not be very difficult to extend the

method to solve problems involving bodies whose shape changes with time. A
vibrating plane flap on a hydrofoil or the swimming of a two-dimensional "fish"

are examples solvable by an extended program.

If certain fundamental facts are not forgotten, the concept upon which the

analysis is founded appears rather simple, although the execution is difficult.

These facts are:

1. The flow is potential.
'

2. No fluid particle can have a rotation if it did not originally rotate.

=An independent assessment of the accuracy of this and several other airfoil

methods has recently been compiled in England (D. N. Foster, "Note on Methods
of Calculating the Pressure Distribution over the Surface of Two-Dimensional
Cambered Wings," Royal Aircraft Establishment Technical Report 67095, April

1967). Of the truly general methods considered, the present was found to be

the most accurate.
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3. Fluid particles that at any time are part of a vortex line always belong
to that same vortex line.

Statements 2 and 3 are two of the Helmholtz vortex theorems.

4. Slip is permitted because of the inviscid character of the fluid, but if the

walls of the bodies are impervious, fluid at any point is displaced in a direction

normal to the surface with a velocity equal to the velocity of the surface along

that normal. If V's is the vector velocity of any point of the surface and n the

unit normal vector, this kinematic condition can be stated very compactly as

^-''"^ (11)

An obvious and easily handled modification of Eq. (11) would accomodate
mass — transfer types of problems.

5. If pressures are desired, the unsteady Bernoulli equation must be used.

From the unsteady Bernoulli equation the following formula for the pressure co-

efficient Cp can be derived for a translating and rotating frame of reference
fixed in a particular body:

Here v^ is the magnitude of velocity of any point on the body, u^, is the refer-

ence velocity, and v^ is the relative velocity of the fluid. In steady flow, v^ is

constant at all points on the body, and it is natural that the reference velocity U„

becomes Vj.. Then the first term reduces to 1. Also, in steady flow Bqp/Bt = o,

and so one recovers the common formula C = i - (V^ u^)^.

Implementation of the method involves solution of boundary-value problems
that fall into three classes with respect to computing procedure. Figure 5

shows them. The two bodies are assumed to be moving in some sort of path,

and leave vortex wakes as sketched. We must find a total solution that meets
the condition of no-flow through the walls (if impervious), satisfies Kutta con-

ditions if required, and accounts for wake and interaction effects. The total

solution can be built up from those shown. The first solution is called the quasi-

steady flow cpQ. Here, the bodies may be considered as translating and rotating,

each in its own way, along separate paths, with arbitrary velocities. Then every
point on each of the bodies must satisfy the fundmental bovmdary condition Eq. (11).

The tpQ solution is the nonhomogeneous solution because Bcp/Bn is not zero. In

this solution no attempt is made to satisfy the Kutta condition.

The other two basic flows are the ones needed to satisfy the Kutta condi-

tions and the conservation of vorticity. If the bodies are changing their lift, vor-
ticity is shed in a continuous sheet. For practical computing purposes, the con-

tinuous sheet is approximated by a series of discrete vortices as indicated in the

middle sketch of Fig. 5. Each one produces its own onset flow on both bodies,
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QUASI STEADY FLOW { POINT VORTEX FLOW (i^l'J', q = l) CIRCULATORY FLOW (<^\!il, q = 1)

Fig. 5 - Shematic of streamlines associated

with quasi-steady, point vortex, and circula-

tory flow fields

and the total onset flow is due to the total effect of all the lumped point vortices

in both wakes. Strengths of these vortices is determined by the basic facts that

total vorticity of the system remains equal to zero and that the Kutta condition

must hold. These wake-flow influences create additional onset flows. However,
the airfoils are now considered to be at rest, so that the boundary condition

over all the surfaces is Bcp/^n = 0. This condition means that the normal veloc-

ity due to the surface source distribution is equal and opposite to that created

by the vortices in the wake. Hence, since dqp/Bn = 0, the solution may be called

a homogeneous solution. It is called cpG, in which G denotes gamma (F). It is

identified as a different solution because of the details of the calculation pro-

cedure. The method of solving the basic Neumann boundary-value problem is

no different, however, because in the end the only difference between it and the

method of solving for (pQ is the column matrix, which amounts to no more than

a different set of numbers.

A vortex moves along with the flow. Hence, if there is an array of vortices

like that of the middle sketch of Fig. 5, it is evident that the vortices will move
as a result of the influences of all the other vortices and the influence of the

bodies. Therefore, calculation of the effect of the wake requires knowledge of

where the wake is. Differential equations for the motion of the vortices can be

written and integrated to find the position of each lumped vortex point. The inter-

action of the vortices can be violent, as will be seen in some of the examples.

The flows cpQ and cpG account for motion of the bodies and effects of the

wakes, but the Kutta conditions are not satisfied. The third basic flow is used

to satisfy these conditions. It is called cpK, in which K denotes Kutta. As can

be seen in the figure, it is a circulatory flow; and in the process of meeting the

Kutta conditions, two circulatory flows must be used, one for body 1 and one for

body 2. The circulation about an airfoil is generated by a constant vortex sheet

of unit strength covering all the surface of the airfoil. (This known vortex sheet

is in addition to the unknown source distribution used to satisfy boundary condi-

tions.) This method of covering the surface with a constant strength vortex
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sheet is far from being the only procedure, but it has great practical advantages
in computing speed and accuracy. The vortex sheet generates a third type of on-

set flow, which again generates a set of values of 3(p/3n, so that the third flow,

like the second, has homogeneous boundary conditions; i.e., the body is treated
as stationary. The Kutta conditions are then satisfied by the proper linear com-
bination of circulatory flows cpK with flows (pQ and qpG. A proper linear combina-
tion will satisfy all the boundary conditions, the Kutta conditions, and the

vorticity- conservation condition.

Space is not available to enter into computational details, which in fact are
considerable. Both the single-body and two-body problems are programmed on
the IBM 7094. For the single-body problem, the body can be defined by as many
as 100 coordinate points and 100 time steps can be taken. Often in practical cal-

culations, pressures, forces, and moments are not needed at every time step.

Trial runs show that the computing time is given approximately by the following
formula, if 72 defining elements are used:

(NT) (NPT) ....

T.inutes = 2.70 ^ + 5.15 '-^ + 1.0 , (13)

where NT is the number of time steps taken and NPT is the number of times at

which pressures, forces, and moments are wanted. For example, if NT = 60

and NPT = 20, the computing time is 14.25 minutes. For the two-body problem,
each body can be defined by up to 50 elements, and up to 250 time steps can be
taken. Core capacity determines these limits. About 1 minute is required for

each time step. Hence, on an IBM 7094, computations can become quite lengthy.

A maximum- capacity problem would take over 4 hours.

Examples of Single-Body Problems

An Airfoil Whose Angle of Attack is Suddenly Changed- Figure 6 shows what
happens to the wake when the angle of attack is suddenly changed. An 8.4 percent

-

thick symmetric von Mises airfoil first moves at zero angle of attack. Then,
after traveling 0.6 chord lengths, the airfoil is suddenly pitched to 10°. It re-

mains at this position until total travel is 3.05 chords, at which point it returns
to a = 0°. The motion was broken up into steps of length 0.05c, where c is the

chord. The figure shows the motion of the wake and the rollup of vortices. It

is interesting to note that each vortex carries the other downward, so that there

is a net downward flow. This behavior is consistent with momentum considera-
tions, which require a definite downward displacement of some fluid if lift is

developed for a period of time.

Wake Shape - A question can be raised regarding the accuracy of the wake shape.

Since no exact solutions are available for reference, assessment was made by
using different step lengths in the calculation of the motion. In one case, step

lengths differing by a factor of 3 gave nearly the same wake shape. J. B. Bratt,

Ref. 6, has determined wake shapes behind an oscillating NACA 0015 airfoil by

using smoke. The airfoil oscillated up and down with an amplitude of 0.018c

without pitch. Test conditions were duplicated as well as possible. A compari-
son of calculation and experiment is shown iv. Figure 7 for the same amplitude at
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3.0S > UJ > 35 a = 10°

- - T- 1 I .»«« « « " ff"*"*"-

Fig. 6 - Shape of the vortex wake (at three separate times) generated by a sym-
metric 8.4-percent-thick von Mises airfoil, that has been given a sudden in-

crease (10°) in angle of attack at time 0.55 U/c and a sudden decrease (10°) at

time 3.05 U/c -
. ... . :-.', ., ,.-

.

'^.^.^^^^^

Vy = 07869 COS{4.3t)

Vx = IO

• KZa^^^^^E^ACA 0015

Fig. 7 - Shape of the vortex wake generated by anNACAOOlS airfoil

vibrating in a simple harmonic manner with an amplitude of 0.018c
(a) frequency = 4.3 U/c.
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%^
AMPLITUDE

OF
MOTION -7

Vy = 0.3105 COS(17t)

-CALCULATED

Fig. 7 - (Continued) (b) frequency = 17.0 U/c

two different frequencies. The close agreement between the experiment and the

prediction of the effect of frequency are encouraging.

Kiissner, Wagner, and Theodorsen functions were calculated by the exact

step-by- step procedure for airfoils of several thicknesses, thus identifying the

effects of thickness on the Kiissner, Wagner, and Theodorsen functions. The ef-

fect of thickness is significant. Results for thin airfoils indicated good agree-
ment with classical results derived from flat-plate theory (4).

Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Forces on an Oscillating

Airfoil - Spurk (7) has experimentally measured forces on several airfoils os-

cillating symmetrically as shown in Fig. 8, which presents the results for one

test. Reduced lift and moment coefficients are used; the imaginary part repre-

sents phase lag, and the real part, amplitude ratio. At low reduced frequencies

rather good agreement occurs, but as frequencies increase, theory and experi-

ment diverge considerably. Because many more studies in addition to those

presented here indicate that the present method has great accuracy for a per-

fect fluid, the failure to agree with experiment can probably be attributed to

viscous effects, i.e., the boundary layer, although it should not be forgotten that

experimental determination of dynamic effects is difficult and not highly accurate.

Examples of Two -Body Problems

Two Airfoils Passing Each Other in Opposite Directions - Two airfoils

passing each other in opposite directions is an exciting problem, if it is thought

of as two airplanes passing each other close-by in opposite directions. Two 8.4-

percent-thick von Mises airfoils at angles of attack of 5.73° (Fig. 9) are initially

at rest with noses spaced one chord length apart. They are impulsively moved,
and the motion is traced. Figure 9a shows the wake shape after the airfoils have

each traveled 1.5 chord lengths. Figure 9b shows the lift history as the airfoils
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(a) shape of vortex wakes
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FLAP ANGLE 45' (^NACA 230V2

30C 200 1 00

DISTANCE TRAVELED (LEADING EDGE)

flap angle

'naca

(a) Wake shapes at two different times

POINT OF ROTATION

(b) Calculated pressure distribution when
the flap is at maximum deflection (45°).

The steady-state result is also shown in

(b). Rearward movement of flap has in-

creased chord by 4.7%.

Fig. 10 - Calculated results for an NACA
Z301Z airfoil with a flap undergoing simple

-

harmonic rotational motion of angular

-

range amplitude 45° .
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The stator blade is an 8.4-percent-thick von Mises symmetrical airfoil and the
rotor blade is a cambered 11.4-percent-thick airfoil obtained by conformal
transformation. When the trailing edge of the rotor blade is immediately in

front of the leading edge of the stator blade, the gap is 0.412c. The stator blade
is aligned with the remote onset flow U^. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 11a.
The figure includes wake shapes shortly after the rotor blade has passed in

front of the stator blade. The rotor wake opens up to pass around the stator as
it is carried downstream by the general flow U„. Figure lib shows a very highly
loaded blade. Here the deflections of the wakes are much greater. The vorticity

shed from the rotor is so great that roUing-up instability is developing. Refer-
ence 5 presents pressure-distribution and time-history information on the blade
force coefficients that is not repeated here. It is interesting to note that the

present method can solve exactly a two-dimensional simplification of a Voith-
Schneider propeller having either one or two blades.

FLOW-FIELD CHARTS

Charts of flow fields are a rarity; that is why they are mentioned here, even
though they represent no advance in basic capability. Reference 8 has been
written with the primary objective of providing a set of charts and formulas by
which one may conveniently estimate perturbation velocities at any point in the

field around some arbitrary shape. In many problems of design, such informa-
tion is needed. Both two-dimensional flows and flows about bodies of revolution
are treated.

,

, :

Two-Dimensional Flows T'"^- '
"

.
'

A two-dimensional lifting flow can be resolved into three subflows: a uni-

form onset flow parallel to a chord line, a uniform onset flow perpendicular to

a chord line, and a purely circulatory flow (Fig. 12). If there is no lift, of

course, the third flow is zero. Now for each flow the body induces perturba-

tions that can be resolved into components parallel and perpendicular to the

chord line. Hence to cover all cases of a lifting two-dimensional flow, six

charts are needed, which present the following quantities, all of which are
perturbations:

v„ v„ v.. V^ V^ Vy

V„ ^ ' V„ ' VC, ' V ' V
^'

v„c.

The first line is the set of v^ perturbations, and the second the set of Vy pertur-

bations. The velocity v„ is the entire onset velocity, which equals (V<^^ + viy)^/^.

By reading the charts, v^ and Vy perturbations can be figured quickly by means
of the following formulas, if the surface is at an angle of attack a:

v.. \ /v.
1 1 COS a +

V /V\ /V \ /V
yp / y \ / y ^

' -

V V / V \ V C

(14)

1 sin a+ -— Cl . (15)
>'a)'-L
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Fig. 12 - Resolution of a flow into and circulatory components

Flows About Bodies of Revolution

If X is the distance parallel to the axis, 6 the angular measure around the

body starting from the top, and r the radial distance from the axis, it is clear
that a body of revolution will have three velocity-perturbation components v^p,

Vgp, and Vrp. Again referring to Fig. 12, it is clear that for the general angle-
of-attack condition we will have two basic onset flows Vco^ and v^y, but no cir-

culation. The Vc„^ flow is parallel to the axis and generates radial and axial

perturbations. The crossflow component V^^ generates perturbations in all

three directions, x, r, and 6. According to crossflow theory, there are then

five velocity perturbation components, as follows:

\
v^

1 ,

V. \
v^

V,
1

V,

V^ COS e V^ V„ cos ^ " ' V„ sin
X y X y y

The combined perturbation velocities in the three directions are:

- 1

V.

1 cos a +
V.

cos 6 sin a

1
I
cos 6 sin a

(16)

(17)

v^ sin e
1 sin 6?

(18)

For this problem only five charts are needed. Provided the bodies are not too

close together, the charts can be used to work out interference effects. An ex-
ample would be the determination of the effect of two hydrofoil struts upon each
other. The report (8) is written as a sort of manual.
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Charts

Charts have been drawn for the shapes listed in Tables 1 and 2. The double

wedge was chosen to provide a low block coefficient and the semicircle-flat body
to provide a high block coefficient. The ellipse is a natural intermediate case.

The same three profile families were used in the axisymmetric problem. A total

of 111 charts are required to cover the configurations listed in the tables. Two
sets are presented, Figs. 13 and 14, one for the NACA 65(1)-412 airfoil and the

other for the 12-percent-thick hemisphere-cylinder body of revolution. The
fields for the NACA 65(1)-412 airfoil are defined by 2632 points. For the bodies
having double symmetry about 1/4 this number were used. It is informative to

compare the two sets and see how much less the disturbances at some distance

from the body are for the body of revolution.

Table 1 Two-Dimensional Bodies for Which Flow-Field Charts
Have Been Computed

Body Type Thickness
Ratio t^c

Body Profile

Elliptic cylinder 0.06

0.12

0.18

Double wedge 0.06

0.12

0.18

Double semicircle-
flat body

0.06

0.12

0.18

-(ZZ

<1 z>

3
NACA 65(1)-012
Airfoil
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Table 1 (Continued) Two-Dimensional Bodies for Which Flow- Field Charts
Have Been Computed

Body Type
Thickness
Ratio t/c

Body Profile

NACA 65(1)-412

Airfoil

Prolate spheroid 0.06

0.12

0.18

Double Cone 0.06

0.12

0.18

Double hemisphere
cylinder

0.06

0.12

0.18

-cz ZE>

<EL

£
3
^

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF AN OSCILLATING FUNCTION
OCCURRING IN THE THEORY OF WATER WAVES

Background

The function under consideration is Havelock's source function, and it is our

purpose to report some progress on its rapid calculation. One part, correspond-
ing to the near -field term, involves evaluation of the complex exponential integral.

A good working formula that is valid for all Froude numbers has been developed

and is described in Ref. 1 in connection with hydrofoil theory. A second problem,
which amounts to evaluation of functions of the form

/f(x) ^'% (X) dx (19)

occurs in connection with the far-field term.
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(e)

-2.0

^/V»-U.0902

-1.5

Fig. 14 (Continued), (e) Radial - y onset flow, Vq perturbation

If our method of attack were applied to the problem of the wave resistance

of three-dimensional bodies, such as ships, and if a linearized free-surface

boundary condition were used, we would replace our simple source distribution

by a distribution of Havelock sources (Wehausen and Laitone, Ref. 9). The
source function can be written as

q)^(x,y,z) = - - — + (p(x,y,z) (20)

where

q)(x,y,z) = lim Re
u->0 J -T, Jo

,k(R+ia.)dk

k - (v sec^f? - i/zsec 0)

Some familiarity with this formula is assumed; therefore the terms will not be

defined. To evaluate this integral in a rapid and accurate manner, it is desir-

able to approximate the integrand with functions that can be integrated analyti-

cally. With that in mind, we see that the integral presents two difficulties:

first, the integral over the variable k develops a singularity as fi
-* o; second,

there is the fact that the exponential is complex and does not lend itself to a

polynomial approximation. Both difficulties can be overcome if a contour in-

tegration is performed in the complex k- plane. This process leads to the fol-

lowing transformed equation:

(x,y,z) =

^

'(y+b) r

Jp sec^e U^ +

du d0

(y+b)
[vsec^(0) pcos (0- a)] (21)

(Cont)
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q)(x,y,z)= +4
|

vsec^O e^^sec^e (y+b) ^^^^ [vs.ec'^e p cos ((9- a)] d^ .

(21)
- 'V ;„.

The exponential integral in u can be evaluated with great accuracy by means of

a relatively simple algebraic formula, as mentioned previously. The purpose of

the present section is to describe a quadrature technique capable of evaluating
the monstrosity on the second line, known as the far-field term.

When the substitution t = tan t^ is introduced, the far-field can be reduced
to an expression of the type

2i^e"° ;in [(/5+7t) ^1 + t^ dt]
, (22)

where a, /?, and y are measures of distance in the y-, x-, and z -directions,

respectively. The quantities /3 and y may vary from less than 1 to more than
10,000 in practical calculations, and hence under some conditions the integrand
in Eq. (22) is a wildly oscillating nonlinear function. It falls within the class of

functions covered by Eq, (19).

Description

The essential feature of the method of numerically evaluating Eq. 19 is re-
placement of the nonlinear function g(x) by a linear function plus an increment
S(x). If step lengths in the x-direction are chosen so that h does not vary
greatly over the interval of integration, then sin 5 or cos § can be approxi-
mated satisfactorily by low-order polynomials, and quadrature of Filon's type
can be performed, A detailed description of the development will now be given.

The quantities f and g are arbitrary functions such as those sketched in

Fig, 15, which is drawn to illustrate specifically the five-point quadrature
treatment, i.e., n = 2. For simplicity, we can assume without loss of general-
ity that the origin of x is at the center of the range of integration. At equally
spaced steps of length h, the quantities f and g have values as indicated. We
now approximate g in the range of interest by a line segment plus an increment
S(x). Numerous treatments are possible, but the following appears to be as
simple as any: A straight line AB is passed through the two values of g at the

extremes of the integration range. In Fig. 15 the line passes through the points
(-2h, g_2) and (2h, g2). Next, we construct the line CD parallel to AB and pass-
ing through the origin. Then we can write

g(x) = \x + S(x)
, (23)

where s is the difference between g and the line CD, and \ is the slope of line

CD. It is useful to observe that S(0) is just the value g^ and that S(2h) = S(-2h)
= (g2 + g-2)/2. The quantity S can have any magnitude; but d (Fig. 15) should
never exceed about one radian, because d measures the extent of the sine or
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Fig. 15 - The approximation treatment

cosine function that must be approximated by a polynomial. The step length

must be chosen so that d is kept reasonably small.

Now by means of Eq. (23), Eq. (19) can be written as

f(x) !'" (Xx+S) dx . i- ' -- (24)

Next, we expand the trigonometric expression and designate the sine form of in-

tegral by Sn and the cosine form by C^, where the index n corresponds to that

specifying the range of integration. We obtain

f(x) [sin \x cos S + cos \x sin S] dx

and a similar form for C^. These expressions can be written as

[G(x) sin \x + H(x) cos kx] dx ,

and pn h

'^- nh

[G(x) cos kx - H(x) sin X.x] dx

(25)

(26a)

(26b)

where G(x) = f(x) cos o(x), andH(x) = f(x) sin &(x).

If the variation of h is such that d is always less than about one radian, and if f

is a not too rapidly varying function, then G and H are both sufficiently smooth to

be approximated by low-order polynomials. It should be emphasized that it is
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the variation, d, in S that is important. Shifting the line CD up and down in Fig.

15 merely represents a phase shift, but the variation of s gives a measure of the

number of radians that are involved in the polynomial approximation of the sine

and cosine functions. ^
Each of the terms in the integrands of Eqs. (26a) and (26b) is of the form

first treated by Filon. Quadrature formulas with sin \x or cos Xx as weighting

functions are readily constructed, since the terms xP sin vx and xP cos \x can

be integrated analytically. The details are presented in Ref. 10, which gives

both three- and five- point formulas. We shall be content to present here only

the three-point formulas. They are ,

- '^iCf i" f-i) cos —^— + 2 (ko + k2) fo sin g^

k2( f
2 + f _ i) sin g' (27)

and

2 (kg + kj) fo cos gg - kjCf 1 + f_i) cos y~~

+ k j( f
J
- f _ 1

) sin
1 + g_i

(28)

For these formulas: step length = h; complete interval = 2h; ^ = gj - g_i/2;
and kg, ki, and k^ are defined in terms of P, which may be large or small.

Two sets of formulas for the k values are given, for if 9 is small the first

set loses accuracy because of roundoff.

Formulas for k^, kj, and kjfor large values of 0:

k„ = (kg - COS 6) , k

,

-1
(2k2 + sin 6)

Formulas for k2, kj, and kg for small values of 6;

i*
0'

5 • 2! 7 • 4! 9 • 6! 11 -8! 13 • 10!

kj = -^ (5k 2+ sin 0) , k^ = -(e^ki - cos 0) .

Because the k-factors must be evaluated in terms of sin 6i and cos 0, practical

use of the quadrature formula requires a computer. The cosine formula in Eq.

(28) reduces to Simpson's rule as e - o, as it should. Integration over an extended

range is accomplished by repeated application of the formula.

Figure 16 indicates the formula's accuracy. For this problem, steps can be

about 10 times as long as those required by Simpson's rule for the same accuracy.
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0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001

0.00001

0.000001
0.001

Fig. 16 - Effect of step length h on errors in
evaluation of

•J n

c2 dx

by Eq. (28) and Simpson's rule, for a = 1, 10, 100,
and 1000.
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When a = 1000, Simpson's rule fails entirely. Unfortunately, when the oscilla-

tions are rapid, many short steps must still be taken to obtain reasonable
accuracy.

A THREE-DIMENSIONAL BODY OSCILLATING IN
THE PRESENCE OF A FREE SURFACE

The previous sections have dealt with work considered as completed. Here
we consider some work that is in progress. The problem is that of solving the

motion of a true three-dimensional body oscillating with small amplitude in the

presence of a free surface. It is the key to the solution of very general prob-
lems of motion of a body, according to Ogilvie, Ref. 11, whom we quote:

"11 we can find velocity potentials for the six problems corre-
sponding to the sinusoidal oscillations of a ship in calm water, we
can evaluate these potentials far away from the ship (effectively at
infinity) and from the resulting simplified functions determine some
of the damping coefficients. From the same asymptotic fornas of
the potentials we can also find the forces on a ship due to sinusoidal
incident waves from any direction, without having to solve the prob-
lem of determining the diffracted waves around the ship. In both
problems we avoid the necessity of integrating the pressure over
the ship hull. It is only necessary to integrate over a simplified
mathematical surface far away from the ship. Finally, in any case
for which we know the damping coefficients we can find the corre-
sponding added-mass coefficients."

Furthermore, if these six problems can be solved, the force and moment on a
ship restrained in incident waves can be computed. '

A straightforward and very general attack on this problem is to use the

basic method described at the beginning of this paper, but to replace the simple,

steady 1/r-type of distribution with an oscillating source distribution that will

satisfy the linearized free-surface condition. Wehausen and Laitone present
equations for this type of source (9), The general approach is consequently

unchanged, except that the Fredholm integral equation acquires a new kernel.

The six kinds of motion, rolling, heaving, pitching, surging, etc., are all solv-

able by the same method. The only difference is in the boundary conditions on

the body, which amounts to no more than different numbers in the column ma-
trix of Eq. (7).

The Oscillating Source Potential

Let an oscillating point source be located at the point whose Cartesian
coordinates are a, b, c. The potential of this source at a field point with co-

ordinates X, y, z may be written

1— +
f" e"^" du

J„ JR^ + (u+y+b)2 ° ^ ^
(29)
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where ' "•'
•

r^ = (x-a)2 + (y-b)2 + (z-c)^ , (30a)

rj2 = (x-a)2 + (y + b)2 + (z- c)^ ,

^3q^^

R2 = (x-a)2 + (z-c)2 , - :.:^AiIv -;>. •

^3Q^^

^ o^ (30d)

and where H^^ > = Jo + iY^ is the Hankel function of the first kind and g is the

acceleration of gravity. The term u is the vertical distance measured from the

image point. It is assumed in this formula that the free surface is the plane

y = and that the region of interest is the half space y < 0. The y-direction

may thus be considered vertical and the x- and z-directions horizontal. In

particular, R is the horizontal distance between the oscillating point source and

the field point. It is evident that the first two terms of Eq. (29) are the poten-

tials of two 1' r-type point sources - one at the location of the oscillating point

source and one at the image of this point in the free surface. The integration of

these two terms over a quadrilateral can be accomplished by the basic method

described early in this paper and described in detail in Ref. 1. It is the other

two terms that concern us.

The third term of Eq. 29 is the potential of a 1 r-type line-sink of expo-

nentially decaying strength which starts at the image point (a. -b, c) and runs

vertically downward through the free surface to minus infinity. This term is

denoted the line- source term. The fourth of Eq. (29), which involves a Hankel

function, is called the Bessel function term. For large values of iR, it is known

that this term oscillates with increasing horizontal distance R at a circular fre-

quency of V. Thus V denotes the spatial circular frequency, and its relation to

the temporal circular frequency j is given in Eq. (30d), Rapid evaluation of Eq,

(29) over a quadrilateral element is the heart of the problem, for otherwise

there is no change in the formation of the basic integral equation.

The basic method chosen for evaluating the line- source term is the Laguerre-

Gauss quadrature. However, accuracy becomes poor when the horizontal dis-

tance between the oscillating point source and the field point is small. Here, an

expansion valid for this condition is developed. A large amount of computing

has been done to determine the number of terms required in the Laguerre-

Gauss quadrature to meet the specified accuracy. Systematic studies have

been made to determine the range of validity of the special expansion. Details

of the formulas, as well as tables presenting the accuracy studies are contained

in Ref. 12, which is in the nature of a progress report to the Naval Ship Re-

search and Development Center on this work.

The field due to the oscillating source of constant strength distributed over

a plane quadrilateral element is found by the multipole expansion method. This

method is applied to the last two terms of Eq. (29). Evaluation of the Hankel

function term in Eq. (29) is no particular problem, because standard Bessel

function subroutines for the computer are available. Several tables in Ref. 12

present the results of error studies in evaluating the field of a square element.
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Once the entire procedure for determining the influence function for an ele-

ment covered by sources of this type has been established, it should be a rela-

tively minor problem to modify the existing three-dimensional computer pro-
gram. Exactly the same kind of modification procedure has already been
accomplished for hydrofoils. It appears that the present work is producing a

practical method of evaluating this special source, although whether or not it

is the best possible procedure is open to question. A full report on evaluation

of this source function is expected in late 1968.

DIRICHLET AND OTHER PROBLEMS

Problems of fluid mechanics are normally Neumann-type problems. There-
fore, in our work, we have been concerned with first boundary-value problems.
Although the computing programs have the inherent capability of solving a wide
variety of these problems, only a few of these have been run, so that we are

unable to make such definite statements about their accuracy and ability to ob-

tain solutions as those we can make for fluid problems. A few studies have
been made of a temperature distribution in solids for which analytic solutions

exist, and the accuracy was found to be good. Our principal reason for men-
tioning Dirichlet problems is to remind the reader that the basic procedure
encompasses that capability. To know this may be useful to someone who finds

himself faced with a problem that falls into the Dirichlet class, as was the case

with a missiles engineer who was studying the problem of cooling reentry bodies.

The basic type of problem will be described to show the Dirichlet capability.

John Hess conducted preliminary studies to ascertain our capability, and the

following is taken chiefly from his memo which summarizes the work.

As part of a reentry study program, we were asked to perform
certain calculations with our axisymmetric -potential -flow program.
The problem of interest is the cooling of a reentry body by forcing

liquid from a reservoir in the interior of the body through a porous
medium to the surface. See Fig. 17. As is well known, the flow of

liquid through a porous medium is governed approximately by Laplace's
equation in the pressure for incompressible flow or in the square of the

pressure for compressible flow. The boundary conditions are that the

pressure equal the constant reservoir pressure on the interior surface

of the porous medium and that the pressure equal the surface pressure
of the exterior flow (as obtained from hypersonic theory) on the exte-

rior surface of the porous medium. This is thus a Dirichlet problem
in the "thick shell" region between the reservoir and the exterior.

As part of a study of added-nnass effects sponsored by the Naval
Ordnance Test Station in Pasadena, program SOD had previously been
modified to handle axisymmetric Dirichlet problems. This capability

had been verified by comparison with analytic solutions for exterior

problems. Past experience had indicated that an interior problem
often leads to considerably more calculational difficulties than the

corresponding exterior problem, especially when, as in the present
case, a surface source distribution is used to obtain the solution. Ac-
cordingly, a test case was set up and run for several boundary condi-
tions for which simple analytic solutions are available. The configura-
tion is shown in Fig. 17. It consists of two concentric spherical shells.

The outer one has a radius of unity and the inner one has a radius of 0.8.

Four boundary conditions were considered for the potential <P. They are:
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39>

9r

-113,535.4

Fig. 17 - External boundary condition approximates
that obtained from hypersonic flow theory

1. cp(0.8) = 1, (P(l) =

2. qp(0.8)=0,(p(l)=l

2

3. qp(0.8) = 0, CP(1)= PjCcos 6) - 1/2 (3 cos 6-1)

4. cp (0.8) = 0, qp(l)= P4(cos 8) - 1/8 (35 cos'^ 9 - 30 cos^5+3) .

Here e is the angular coordinate measured from the symmetry axis

as shown in the figure. The Legendre polynomials Pj and P4 are de-

fined above. Two element numbers were used. In the smaller case

each element on each sphere had a 3° angular extent. For an exterior

problenn this is certainly adequate. However, the elenaent length on

the outer sphere is longer than one -fourth the 0.2 distance between
the spheres. In the larger case the elements were simple halved to

give a 1-1/2° angular spacing and an element length of about one

-

eighth the distance between the spheres. Calculations were com-
pared with analytic solutions for the values of the radial (nornnal)

derivative of the potential on the sphere surfaces. The maximum
errors in the calculated derivative are shown in Table 3 as per-
cents of the maximum value of the derivative on the surface for each
case. The accuracy is quite good even for the smaller (large element)

case. For all boundary conditions halving the element size halves

the error, so accuracy is linear in element number. Computing time

is quadratic in element number, and thus it is advisable to use small-

point number cases.
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Table 3

Maximum Percent Errors Obtained for Values of the Surface

Normal Derivatives for the Case of Dirichlet Conditions

on Concentric Spheres

..:-":-
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the bearing, and this inability to penetrate leads to the condition Bqj/Bn = o over

the surface. Here again we find a classical Neumann problem. Roger Bourke

studied such a bearing at Stanford University for his Ph.D. dissertation (13). It

is a body of revolution and is shown in Fig. 18. By using the methods of this

paper he first calculated the relation between the current and the displacement.

A comparison of theory and experiment is included in Fig. 18. Agreement is

within experimental accuracy. He then studied the stability problem by analyz-

ing other displacements (rotational and sideways) and obtained the same good

agreement between theory and experiment.

2.8 r

/)2.6
Q.

i2,2
a.

"20
cr

O

^ 1.8

Q
Z
S 16

THEORY
EXPERIMENTAI

TOP CAPACITOR-

INPUT
CAPACITOR

/
BOTTOM CAPACITOR-

01 02 03 04
GAP'-CM

Fig. 18 - A superconducting bearing suspended

in a magnetic field. The graph on the left com-
pares theory and experiment for displacement
in the axial direction. -

,
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DISCUSSION

George P. Weinblum

Institut fur Schiffbau der Universitdt Hamburg
Hamburg, Germany

The paper by Hess and Smith, "Calculation of Potential Flows About

Arbitrary Bodies," has become within a short time a classical chapter in ship

theory. A more difficult special problem has been treated independently by
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H. Nowacki - the interaction between a simplified shipform and the propeller

pictured by a sink disc (JSTG 1963). This latter method is based on an iter-

ation procedure; the results are valuable notwithstanding a minor slip in a

boundary condition.

It appears that a large number of problems in ship hydrodynamics will be

solved by properly extending Dr. Smith's method, following the lines indicated

by himself - the flow around bodies in the presence of a bottom, tank walls etc;

i.e., the determination of shallow water and blockage effects, which so far have

been treated by approximate procedures only.

Valuable fluid charts of the pressure field around general ellipsoids have

been treated earlier by Maruhn (Jahrbuch der Luft-fahrtforschung, 1941) before

computers had been developed. .
.

Of special interest are the author's remarks on two-body problems as a

foundation for determining the interaction forces of passing or overtaking ships.

DISCUSSION

Louis Landweber
Institute of Hydraulic Research

University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

I wish to discuss the integral equation applied in the paper to obtain surface

distributions of sources, viz

a(p) = f(p) +1 K(P,Q)o-(Q) dSQ , K(P,Q)
27^ 3np VpO

where f (p) is a given function and P and Q are points on the given surface S.

This integral equation, which formulates the Neumann problem for the surface,

has the well-known properties that the eigenvalues X of the kernel K(P,Q) are

real, that x = -i is the eigenvalue of smallest absolute value, and that \ = +i

is not an eigenvalue. Then, according to the fundamental theorem of Fredholm

integral equations, a solution of (1) exists.

If we write, instead of (1)

^i + i(P) = f(p) + ^ K(P,Q) a.{Q) dSp
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and take cti(p) - f (p), we obtain a sequence of functions

a.^j = f + \J Kjf +
\2J

Y^^f + ... + >,ij K.f .

As i^oo^ this gives for cr(p) an infinite series in k with a radius of convergence

equal to the distance from the origin to the nearest eigenvalue \ = - 1 in the com-
plex \-plane. Since k = +i also lies on this circle of convergence, the conver-

gence of the sequence a- is not assured when k = +l; it converges conditionally,

if at all.

The slow convergence of the iteration formula reported in the paper is attrib-

utable to this property. By analogy with the Gershgorin integral equation for con-

formal mapping, in which the identical properties occur, I believe, however, that

the functions ? = 1/2 (o^i+j + o-.^), or some modified version of successive pairs

of approximations, may converge much more rapidly, and I would suggest that

such a modification be tried by the author.

DISCUSSION

L. Mazarredo
Asociacion de Investigacion de la Construccion Naval

Madrid, Spain

I want to ask whether an analytical solution has not been attempted for three-

dimensional bodies. Although not essentially needed, it might be of great help in

obtaining an efficient, rapid, and accurate way of preparing formal data. We found

this out when we began to work on the potential flow around a three-dimensional

body that approximated a ship. Our approach was based on the classical relaxation

method, but this makes no difference.

In this case, an analytical definition might help in finding the boundary con-

dition. Since the speed induced by a source (q) on a point (p) varies as (pq")"^,

an element may be replaced by any other, provided it is parallel, has the same
solid angle - as seen from p- and the same intensity of the original one. The
original element can also be approximated by a spherical surface element inside

the same solid angle and center in p, if we increase its intensity in order to

maintain crS.

If we know the equations for the boundary lines of the original elements, a

change of coordinates in order to move the origin to p and the z axis-to-the-

normal to Sp would not present any difficulty. The unit vectors of these curves

would give spherical elements whose projections on the xy plane, when multiplied

by a(q)/cos qr !, will give the normal component of the speed. Thus, the in-

tegrations are reduced to surfaces on a plane. Of course, this idea, which is

very similar to one currently used in radiation transfer, would require small
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elements in the neighborhood of p, to limit the solid angles to small values.

But the elements can easily be divided around the point calculated (maintaining
a- for the subelements), if the analytical definition is known.

Finally, I want to congratulate Dr. Smith for his achievements in this study,

which opens many possibilities.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

A. M. O. Smith

I wish to thank Dr. Weinblum for his complimentary remarks. I am glad to

be reminded of the work by Karl Maruhn on flow fields about ellipsoids. About
the time of World War II, I was aware of his work, but it had since gradually
faded from my memory. The report (Ref. 1) mentioned in my paper, covering
velocity fields, includes the ellipsoid family, but of course, it also covers many
more shapes.

With regard to Dr. Landweber's comments, I wish to say that the present
paper is restricted to a very brief discussion of various aspects of the method.
A more complete analysis of iterative solutions of this problem is contained in

section 5.4 of Ref. 1.

The analytical procedure mentioned by Dr. Landweber is numerically ap-
proximated by the point-Jacobi iterative matrix method. Indeed, for exterior

flows this method has a negative convergence factor slightly less than unity in

absolute value. This means that once the procedure has steadied out, succes-
sive iterates oscillate about the true solution with slow convergence. Clearly,

in this circumstance the averaging of two successive iterates produces a much
improved result. The only problem is how many iterations are required before

the iterative procedure becomes steady. For single smooth bodies only a few
iterations are required, but multiple-body problems require a large number.
Averaging is not effective for interior flows. For these the convergence factor

is positive and thus the iterates form a monotonic sequence.

Reference 1 states that the iterative procedure actually used is the Gauss-
Seidel, which is always superior to the point- Jacobi. For typical exterior flows

this procedure requires only four iterations per decimal place of accuracy - a
very fast convergence. For interior flows it requires about half as many itera-

tions as the point- Jacobi method. The convergence factor is always positive.

Tables summarizing the detailed results may be found on pages 78 and 80 of

Ref. 1.

Recent experience has shown that direct-matrix solution is efficient at

higher element numbers than had been supposed. Eventually a direct solution,

whose computing effort varies as the cube of the matrix order, must be slower
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than an iterative solution, whose computing effort varies as the square of the

order. However, the direct solution is faster for matrices of the order 500,
and is particularly efficient in cases where solutions are required for several
onset flows.

I have no comment to make on Dr. Mazarredo's discussion.
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NAVAL HYDRODYNAMIC PROBLEMS
SOLVED BY RHEOELECTRIC

ANALOGIES

L. Malavard
Faculte des Sciences (Chaire d'Aviation)

Universite de Paris
Paris, France • ^

INTRODUCTION

For the past 10 years the Centre de Calcul Analogique of the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique has made various contributions to the

study and solution of a large number of naval hydrodynamic problems. These
contributions are significant, because they have been made by a small team of

research scientists using very simple computing equipment which would seem
inadequate to people who are accustomed to using large, sophisticated computers.

It is not feasible to consider these studies of naval hydrodynamics in com-
plete isolation from the context of rheoelectric analogy which has made possible

important developments in the various fields of mathematical physics. In this

connection, it is convenient to recall that the first studies carried out in France
using electric analogy techniques for solving some hydrodynamic problems
(flows around bodies with or without circulation— Oseen flows (1,2), flows with

Jetstream lines (3), etc.), gave promise of future development. This develop-
ment has been realized intensively since 1958 because of the experience gained
by the Centre de Calcul Analogigue in the study of problems in incompressible
aerodynamics, thin foils, lifting lines, lifting surfaces, cascades, simple heli-

coidal machines, etc. (Refs. 4 through 6), and because of the introduction by
Tulin and Burkart (7) in 1955 of the linearized theory of cavitating flows.

One of the assets which has assured the success of rheoelectric analogy
since its early beginnings has been its ability in solving Laplace field equations.

This computing capacity, together with the experimental character of the tech-

nique employed, makes rheoelectric analogy ideal for the practical worker,
engineer, or physicist, who remains in contact with a model on which his control-

ling action may be exercised without any restraint. Nevertheless, for an inten-

sive and complete use of the method, analog simulation often requires turning to

certain methods of theoretical formulation familiar to the mathematician. It is

in this way, for example, that the knowledge of elementary analytical solutions,

the use of conformal mapping, the analysis of singularities, etc., allow the solu-

tion of each problem in the most efficient way.
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From these three elements— experience acquired in incompressible aero-

dynamics, the linearized theory of cavitations, and auxiliary analytical data —
naval hydrodynamic studies have been developed, as outlined below and illus-

trated in Fig. 1.

Two-Dimensional Problems

In 1958, Luu carried out studies on the solution of the direct problems of

supercavitating hydrofoils (8,9). These studies were the continuation of impor-
tant research devoted to the problem of thin jetstreams in aerodynamics (Refs.

8 and 10 through 12) and came within the framework of linearized free boundaries.

In 1960, a research program was envisaged concerning the effects of the free

surface on slightly immersed sub- and supercavitating hydrofoils. In the case of

small Froude numbers, where there is a considerable influence of the gravity-

field effect, it was possible to proceed easily to hydrofoil design for imposed
pressure distribution (inverse problem) (13, 14). These studies took into account

the gravity effect on the free surface and on the finite cavity, which, to our
knowledge, had not yet been treated. The direct problem in the case of the im-
mersed flat plate was also solved and allowed a useful comparison with analytical

results (13,15).

In the case of high Froude numbers and zero cavitation number, Luu and
Fruman published, in 1963, a rheoelectric method permitting the design of ven-

tilated hydrofoils with arbitrary local pressure distribution (16). The results

obtained agreed with those of Auslaender (17), published shortly before, and ex-

tended them by the definition of shapes with larger lift-drag ratios. It was
proved that the drag of supercavitating hydrofoils is related to the angle of the

spray far downstream, and it seems natural that these studies led to the design

of base-vented hydrofoils with zero drag (13).

Subcavitating cascades had been thoroughly studied earlier by Malavard,
Siestrunck, and Germain, Refs. 18 through 22, within the framework of the foil

theory. The linearization used by Luu in the case of thin- jet flap on the trailing

edge of cascades (8) was easily extrapolated to supercavitating cascades (23)

which were liable to be used in certain types of pumps and turbines.

Three-Dimensional Problems

Hydrofoils— The two-dimensional studies on supercavitating hydrofoils led

Luu to carry out an analog simulation with finite- span wings (24). The experi-

ence gained in lifting- surface problems, published in the work of Malavard,
Duquenne, Granjean, and Enselme, Refs. 25 through 28, allowed a very rapid

implementation of the supercavitating problem in an unbounded flow field, by the

introduction of an ingenious decomposition of the potential. This will be ex-

amined in detail later in this paper.

The method used also permitted the design of supercavitating wings at zero

cavitation number near the free surface (29) . The optimal vortex distribution

over the span was obtained by using the properties of the potential in the Trefftz
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plan (30) and by transposing the analog simulation used in the principle of the

"lifting-line computer" (31). Finally, in order to compare analog results and
experiments in a small high-speed hydrodynamic channel, a special simulation
device permitted the design of supercavitating wings with strut and wall effects

(32,33), and calculation of the hydrodynamic characteristics oiflat supercavitat-
ing wings.

Screw Propellers — On the same principle as the "lifting-line computer,"
Siestrunck had conceived, in 1944, an "analog propellers computer" for large-

aspect ratio blades. This realization was taken up again in 1959 by Sulmont,
who improved it by introducing a resistance network, thus making it easier to

use. He also adapted it to simulate hub effects easily (34).

Because of the small span ratio of their blades, naval propellers can be cal-

culated from aeronautical theories only by introducing more or less justified

empirical correction coefficients. It was only in 1959 that our first efforts were
made to apply the theory of lifting surface to helical flows. The many difficulties

in solving this problem by analytical and numerical methods are well known; they
are caused mostly by the complexity of the flow field to be considered.

The rheoelectric method allows the representation of this flow field, and thus

the design of small- span ratio blades becomes possible by means of techniques
similar to those perfected for wings of arbitrary shapes (35). The boundary con-

ditions corresponding to supercavitating blades can also be imposed without

major difficulty and lead to a correct definition of the lower surface for the im-
posed pressure distribution (34, 36). This problem has not yet received any

numerical treatment, and accordingly the studies being made at present at the

Centre de Calcul Analogique are attempting to transpose the analog method into

a program that could be used on large computers.

In the same framework, Sulmont has studied the problem of ducted propel-

lers; by making some assumptions of the propeller's nature (infinite number of

blades), he has been able to define adapted duct forms which seem to promise
high propulsion efficiency.

To complete this account we must mention the studies being carried out at

the Centre de Calcul Analogique. At present, our attention is directed towards
the solution of the problem of immersed or semi- immersed bodies which may
be so thick that the linearized boundary conditions relative to the obstacle are
no longer applicable, although the linearized free surface is preserved. A two-

dimensional study (37) has permitted us to test the validity of a new theoretical

scheme (38), and in forthcoming studies results in the three-dimensional area
should be obtained very soon. At that point, the calculation of the wave resist-

ance of a thick hull will be undertaken.

It would be difficult to sum up completely here all the publications which
have been referenced above. We can only present some of the most significant

examples of the rheoelectric method and the most outstanding results of its use.
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THE HYDRODYNAMIC PROBLEM

General Equations and Boundary Conditions

Consider the permanent and irrotational flow of an inviscid, incompressible,

and heavy fluid with density / past a supercavitating hydrofoil located at a depth
d beneath the free surface, the velocity far upstream being Vq. A set of Carte-
sian coordinates, x', y', and z' is chosen in such a way that the positive direc-

tions of the x' and z' axes are respectively those of Vq and of the upward di-

rection. Because the plan-form of the wings is generally symmetrical, the field

simulation can be limited to a quarter of the space.

The movement is described by the perturbation velocity potential 0',

which must fulfill the following boundary conditions (Fig. 2):

1. On the free surface, z

equilibrium condition gives
0, the pressure p^, is constant, and thus the

Br

(la)

which is a Poisson condition for 4>; where F = Vo/>/id is the Froude number, g

the gravity force, n the inward normal, and where = ^'/V^d, x - x'/d, and
n = -z/d are nondimensional magnitudes.

u

_^_f-2M.
2)n\ ^x

DIRECT PROBLEM

^1 ax

INVERSE PROBLEM

Fig. 2 - Boundary conditions for a
supercavitating wing at y = c^
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2. Inside the cavity where p = p the equilibrium of its boundary requires

that

^-^^ F-(z„-z)
, (2a)

Bx 2

which becomes after integration

s

4>' = ^o(y) +T'' + f"'
J

(Zq-z) d^
, (3)

where ^g is the value of the perturbation velocity potential at point ^o? zo>

(for example, the velocity potential of the leading edge), and where the signs +

and - relate to the upper and lower surface of the cavity. The cavitation number
cr is defined as

PO - Pc .
• •:

.

cr ~

(pVof/2)

3. On the lower surface of the hydrofoil the boundary condition can be given

in two ways: •,. •

A. Direct problem. The geometric form of the wing f -(x,y) is given,

then the velocity tangential condition permits us to write

!^ = lil
,

r ' '

"

(4a)
3 z dx ;

which is the classical Neumann condition.

B. Inverse problem. The pressure distribution over any local chord
Ap' = p - p^ is given. The boundary condition may be written

3x ^ ^ (pVoV2) ^ ^
P

This equation can be integrated to obtain a Dirichlet condition

0" - 0j(y) +
f

C,(y) g(x-xj,y) + ^x + F-2 r (Zo-z)d^, (5a)

where C6(y) = 2r{y)/N^C{y) is the local lift coefficient at a given section y = cte

with chord C(y),r (y) is the circulation around this section,
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r(y) = 0j - 0^ = J_ r Ap' dx' , (6)

and xj = xj(y) is the position of the leading edge at the same section. The func-

tion g should be such as g(xj,y) = and g(x^,y) = -i.

4. On the trailing edge of the wing the Kutta- Joukowski condition must be

respected

30
Bx"

'
^

;: (7)

with x^ = Xg + C as the position of the trailing edge.

5. On the plane y = 0, by the symmetry of the flow, the normal velocity is

y = o

and at infinity upstream the gradient of i also is

grad c^ = . (9a)

6. The cavitation pocket must be closed, i.e., in a section y = cte, on a

closed contour surrounding the foil and the cavity

7. The boundary value problem defined by the conditions of Eqs. (la), (3),

(7) , (8) ,
(9a) , and (4a) or (5a) is not yet determined because the distributions of

the potentials on the lower and upper surface of the cavity remain arbitrary.

This does not, however, constitute an indetermination, for they are connected in

the inverse problem by the known value of Cg(y) in Eq. (5a). In the direct prob-

lem it may be considered as the unknown of the problem which fulfills the con-

dition of Eq. (7). We shall not discuss this question in detail, but rather insist

on the methods used for its solution.

8. In the two-dimensional case there is an associated harmonic function 4j
,

perturbation stream function, defined by the transformation of conditions in

Eqs. (la), (3), (7), (8), (9a), and (10a):

On the free surface

Bi/;

F-2(0-0„)
,

(lb)
o n

on the upper and lower surface of the cavity
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^

' "' '

'
- *^ = T^ F-2(0-0„) , .^ (2b)

dn -^

on the lower surface of the foil in the direct problem

0- = V'o - r , (4b)

in the inverse problem '^'- -Ji'* ': ~.?ij'5 ^;'...ii. it

- ^ = CLg(x) + 1+ F-2(^-V^j ,

(5b)

at the infinity upstream of the field

grad 0=0, __ (9b)

so that the closure cavity condition is now written

0; = 0^, ,• •

- (10b)

where c and c ' are two points placed at the downstream top of the cavity on
both sides of the slit.

The symbols have the same signification as in the three-dimensional case,

except Cl, the global lifting coefficient, and g(x), the function which should now
fulfill the conditions g(xj ) = 0, gC^f ) < for xj < .f < x^, and

I
g(?) d^ = 1

8

RHEOELECTRIC ANALOGIES - PRINCIPLES

The principles of rheoelectric analogies are classical and various publica-

tions on this subject (5,6, 39) give sufficient information on the special technol-

ogy required. It may be helpful, however, to recall some of these principles, in

a general way.

An analogy can be made between the Laplacian of the velocities potential (or

of the stream function) and the Laplacian of the electric potential, created in a
homogeneous and isotropic conductor. The latter is generally comprised of a

liquid contained in a rheoelectric tank and confined by boundaries where elec-

trodes are placed, of judiciously determined form and disposition. The boimdary
conditions are introduced in a generally discontinuous way, by means of suitable

electric setups. The two most simple conditions which are very often found in

the problem are those of either the constant potential, which is the condition of

Eq. (la) for F = co^ or the zero normal derivative, which is the condition of Eq.

(8), on one or several boundaries. They are conveyed respectively by conductor

or insulating surfaces.
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BOUNDARY CONDITION

A- DIRICHLET

'P-«P(*)

. B - NEUMANN

Bn dn

-C -FOJRIER

i>-a—- = b

A- DIRICHLET- FU3W CONSERVATION

-p*- f'. A "P (S)

B- NEUMANN -FLOW CONSERVATION

M1M=M (s)

dn 3n 3n

ELECTRICAL REPRESENTATION

V s Kf

V Elecfnco! Porendal

=W!
R H_l_M

an

-v'=A^(s)

TMJ

C- FOURIER- FLOW CONSERVATION

1^ R =- 1

On

A VE b

R = a

Fig. 3 - The three boundary conditions and

their electric analogs

Figure 3 shows the three types of boundary conditions — Dirichlet, Neumann,
and Fourier — and the corresponding analog setups. The Dirichlet condition, po-

tential given on a boundary, Eq. (5a), is easily given by the use of potentiometers
or of voltage dividers. The Neumann condition of the Eq. (4a) type is realized

using resistances of a high value !R, so that, in feeding by a unity reference po-

tential, the potential on the electrode is equal or inferior to 0.05. Thus is found

3V

dn ,As5^
-K

dn

where As, represents the surface of an electrode and K an analog constant. The
values of iR are determined byAsfR % l/a^KCdc^/dn), where a^ is the conductivity
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of the conducting fluid. The Fourier condition, linear relation between the po-
tential and its normal derivative, is frequent in heat problems and thin- jet flap

problems (8) or lifting- line problems (2). Considering block C of Fig. 3, the

Kirchhoff law permits us to write

« 3n

which is comparable to

= b

provided that S = aM^As and V = b.

For these three conditions, it is sometimes necessary to impose the con-
servation of the flow between the two sides of a slit. In this case, the electric

setups are similar to those of A, B, and C, but additionally they require a trans-

former which automatically assures this supplementary condition (blocks A', B',

and C of Fig. 3).

It is evident that the precision of the analog representation of a problem de-
pends fundamentally on the electric transposition of the boundary conditions. To
describe in detail the techniques applied to make the boundary systems as accu-
rate as possible would go beyond the limits of this paper. Nevertheless, it is in-

teresting to note that, even in the most difficult cases, the elements inserted into

the electric circuit are passive, i.e., resistances, potentiometers, and trans-

formers. This process of simulation contrasts with that used elsewhere (40),

in which active elements, of intricate electronics, are incorporated in rheoelec-
tric experiments which are in themselves of great simplicity.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS

Subcavitating Hydrofoil Near the Free Surface

Although the study of the subcavitating hydrofoil is not chronologically the

first naval hydrodynamic problem to be treated at the Centre de Calcul Ana-
logique, we believe it is interesting to begin the review of two-dimensional prob-
lems with this study.

Solution of the Direct Problem — Consider an immersed foil represented by
its mean line, i - ^(f), near the free surface. The hydrodynamics characteris-

tic of the hydrofoil are determined in solving the following boundary value prob-
lem: on the free surface we have the condition of Eq. (lb), on the slit LT repre-
senting the foil, 4^* ~ "P' - -'^, on the trailing edge, 3i//+/3n + 3i/'"/^n = o. The
electrical simulation of the condition in Eq. (lb) is performed by the use of nega-
tive resistors (40), but their use is not easy and sure. We preferred to use an
indirect method which allows the replacement of the Poisson condition by a
Dirichlet condition. It takes into account the fact that for each vortex distribution

connected to the lifting foil, the ordinates of the free surface, which is in fact
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induced by the vortices, may be computed numerically by the composition of

known (41) elementary perturbations.

The solution of the problem may be obtained for a given shape of the hydro-
foil by a series of operations, each consisting of two stages. First, for arbi-

trary values of i- in the linearized free surface, the vortex distribution over the

chord of the foil is computed, by rheoelectric analogy, which fulfills Joukowski's
condition on the trailing edge, without, however, complying with the constant

pressure condition at the free surface. Second, the ordinates of the free sur-
face, which would in reality induce the preceding vortex, are determined nu-
merically. This allows a new distribution of potentials on the z-axis and a new
analog computation of the connected vortex. The cycle of operations is continued
until the potentials on the free surface and the vortex distribution converge
simultaneously towards functions which represent the solution of this boundary
value problem. A few approximations are generally sufficient. Instead of intro-

ducing an arbitrary free surface into the first analogical approximation, it is

easy to introduce the boundary conditions corresponding to zero or infinite

Froude numbers.

The accuracy of this method was verified by comparison of analog results

to those obtained by Isay (42) in the case of a flat plate with incidence (Fig. 4).

The application of the rule of reverse flows to free- surface flows and finite

Froude number (15) permits the useful exploitation of results obtained in the

case of the flat plate and the rapid determination of the influence of the free
surface on foils of arbitrary shapes (Fig. 5). An interesting example of the pos-
sibilities of the method is given in Fig. 6 which shows for different Froude num-
bers the distribution of perturbation velocities on the lower and upper surfaces
of a flat plate with flap slightly immersed.

Design of Siibcavitating Foils Near the Free Surface— The same method
may be used to design hydrofoils with given load and thickness distributions.

Two effects must be then considered separately; the first corresponding to the

distribution of the connected vortex y (<f ), i.e., the lifting effect, and the second
to the equivalent distribution of sources and sinks, i.e., the thickness effect.

The boundary value problem is now completely defined and the rheoelectric
simulation is very simple.

Figure 7 shows, for different Froude numbers, the mean lines obtained for

the NACA 65 pressure distribution. From the linearized theory results and in

order to verify them, a hydrofoil and the corresponding free surface were repre-
sented in a rheoelectric tank. By considering the streamlines of this flow as
shown in Fig. 8 it is possible to verify how the Joukowski condition on the trail-

ing edge and the free- entry shock condition at the leading edge are fulfilled. The
lift coefficient computed from the value of the circulation, corresponding to the

electric results, is 0.3% higher than that chosen to design the hydrofoil.

Supercavitating Hydrofoils Near the Free Surface

Small Froude Numbers— \n the case of small Froude numbers the gravity
field effects on the free surface and on the boundaries of the cavity may be con-
sidered. The rheoelectric method enables us to take them into account with
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o Analog computation

A I say's computation

Fig. 4 - Comparison of analog results with Isay's computation,
using flat plate with incidence

li€€-)-°

Fig. 5 - Determination of the free surface on foils of arbitrary-
shapes from results obtained with the flat plate
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Fig. 6 - Distribution of perturbation velocities for

different Froude numbers on the lower and upper
surfaces of a flat plate with flap slightly immersed

precision and without complicating the computing process. An important sim-
plification is obtained by introducing two auxiliary functions /j and i'^, defined

by the following boundary conditions:

On the cavity

i— .f . F-^(0,-V.,^), and ±—-= F-(0,-0,^)
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2C
Cl

A

d4'

^=0 ; g(0=o

!^ = 1 ; g(4) = o

MEAN - LINE
SUBCAVI TAXING HYDROFOIL

Fig. 7 - Mean lines obtained for the NACA pressure
distribution for different Froude numbers

Fig. 8 - Flowlines about a hydrofoil with a corresponding free
surface in a rheoelectric tank
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On the lower surface of the foil, taking into account the gravity effect,

and

3^1
+ F-2(^j-^ ),

ClECx) + F-2(^2-^2J

The first function corresponds to a nonlifting and free- of-wave- resistance
effect, as has already been shown (13). The second function represents the lift-

ing effect connected with the expression of the local pressure distribution. The
calculation is made by starting with the solution for F = co^ which is of an easy
analog determination because at the free surface B0/3n = o, and the above con-
ditions are of the Neumann type, with flow continuity (Fig. 3B). From this first

solution it is easy to define distributions of sources and sinks and of vortices in-

duced by the cavity, so that we can now calculate numerically the free surfaces
for finite Froude numbers. The iterations are then carried out as described
previously in the subsection Solution of the Direct Problem.

Figure 9 shows the form of foils for the same immersion depth, at the same
cavity length, and for Froude numbers infinity and 3.99, as a function of the pa-
rameter C^/cT. The results for the infinite Froude number are given as a means
of comparison; it is evident that in this case the hypothesis of a finite cavity is

no longer valid, since the cavitation number tends to zero in both instances.

Infinite Froude Number— On the free surface, the upper and lower surfaces
of the cavity, we have Bi/z/Bn = O; on the lower surface of the foil a Neumann
condition is imposed, -BiA'/Bn = Cl g(x). This makes rheoelectric simulation
easy. Figure 10 is a comparison of foils computed for different linear pressure
distributions with a foil fulfilling the two-term law of Tulin-Burkart. The com-
parison of the lift- drag ratio is favorable in the former and shows the advantage
of the rheoelectric method in the exploitation of pressure distribution which is

hardly accessible to analytical treatment.

If a convenient pressure distribution over the upper surface of the foil is

imposed, it is possible to design base- vented hydrofoils with zero spray- jet drag.
The depressions thus imposed should be such that the cavitation formation is ex-
cluded upstream of the trailing edge. For this purpose a number cr^ must be de-
fined, which is a function of the physical characteristics of the fluid, the vapor
pressure, the degree of air dissolved, etc. Three foils, obtained for different

pressure distributions and presenting the same value of Cl/^-, are shown in

Fig. 11.

Hydrodynamic Characteristics of Supercavitating Hydrofoils
in Unbounded Flow

These studies were intended to test the feasibility of analog representation of the

singularities which arise in the solution of the direct problem of supercavitating
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a^o

an
= F'' 4-

On 2 \
•JiQ = 4'c

.^ o+F-M^-i-o)

Fig, 9 - Super cavitating hydrofoil near the free surface
for a small Froude number in comparison with infinity
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5UPERCAVITATING HYDROFOIL

a-0 , f=i

Fig. 10 - Comparison of foils of different linear pressure distributions
with a foil fulfilling the two-term law of Tulin-Burkart

foils. It is known that near the leading edge of a hydrofoil, if the slope is finite

at the lower surface and the pressure constant at the upper surface, the com-
plex perturbation potential + iv^ gives a singularity of -ikz^/'' which corre-

sponds to a complex perturbation velocity u - iv = - ikz"^"*. The pattern of the

singularity is given in Fig. 12a, where it is seen that the equipotential line from
the upper surface of the slit is bending in the leading edge, forming an angle of

240°. Analogically this can be obtained by means of an apparatus shown in the

Fig. 12b. The electrode representing the upper surface of the cavity is extended

by a small conductor plate placed at an angle of 240°. In the prolongation of this

plate a probe is installed, by means of which the correct configuration of the

equipotential line can be controlled by adjustment from the potentiometer.

This setup is successful only in two-dimensional problems. It cannot be

used in three-dimensional situations because of the complexity encountered.
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=0

r
/ Sn

S^%^'KK T' ^l^c

i^^sTj On

o,t 42 (^3 a^ C^S 0^6 0,7

BASE- VENTED HYDROFOrLS

Oi
= 2,22

Fig. 11 - Comparison of three base -vented foils of

different pressure distributions

Null indicator

Fig. 12a - Super cavitating foil in

unbounded flow
Fig. 12b - Control

apparatus
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Another method must be used, which will be described in the section on Three-
Dimensional Problems.

Supercavitating Cascades ' • ' -* c

The study of supercavitating cascades is of practical interest in the field of

hydraulic machines such as pumps and turbines. It has been possible to design
convergent or divergent cascades constituted by supercavitating foils which sup-

port imposed pressure distribution. Here, the rheoelectric method shows the

possibilities open to the design of supercavitating propellers.

Suppose that the foil camber is small. It is possible to consider, as in the

case of isolated profiles, the linearized flow with respect to the velocity far up-

stream. The periodicity of the velocity field allows the study of the function ^
in a bounded strip (Fig. 13). The boundary conditions are defined, no longer on
a slit as in the preceding cases, but on the two surfaces limiting the strip. The
flow is supposed independent of the gravity field, and the boundary conditions are
given by Eqs. (3), (5a), (7), and (10a). A supplementary condition which takes

into account the periodicity of the field is conveyed by ^g = 4^,, where B and B'

are two points periodically apart upstream of the foils.

rz
^ fc-'Pc'^Ci

LAA jL /

control of Ci_
^n^ttif*^-

confrol of _^

UnJ ^^ ^I UmJ limJ Un Uhul

^..I?

m\

lft_ITTIT,TT-LI-LI"IZ

I I

(WIT

.1

i-t-uJ-id-nl-i^

_r .r

Fig. 13 - Supercavitating cascade: function of (/> in a bounded strip
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The analog representation of these conditions is extremely simple, as can
be seen in Fig. 13. The law of potentials on the cavity as well as the potential

differences between the lower surface of the foil and the upper surface of the

cavity are obtained by means of potentiometers. The closure cavity condition

is fulfilled automatically, owing to the transformers which insured the conserva-
tion of the current.

Figure 14 shows the form of the lower surface and of the cavities obtained

for a uniform load distribution over the foil. The configurations depend on the

length of the cavity and the value of the lift coefficient imposed on each foil. The
highest limit of Cl 2c^ is dictated by the degree of thickness tolerance which may
be allowed.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS

We will consider first the problems involved in the calculation of super-

cavitating wings. Sub- and supercavitating screw propeller problems will then

be considered next.

Supercavitating Hydrofoil with Non- Zero Cavitation

Number in Unbounded Flow

The inverse problem was defined earlier in the section on the Hydrodynamic
Problem (paragraph 3B). To simplify the analog representation, the velocity po-
tential may be written in the form

(I>(x,y,z)=x+-|-x+szS(x,y,z).

The perturbation velocity potential is then defined by boundary conditions

slightly different from those corresponding to the function ^ = O - x. These
conditions are: on the upper and lower surface of the cavity, B^^t/Bx = o; on the

lower surface of the wing the pressure is higher than or at least equal to the

cavitation pressure. We thus have the condition B0/Bx > o, and to define the

distribution of 4> we will have, according to Eq. (5a),

^o(y) + y Cj(y)g(x-xj,y)
,

.. . .. (5c)

where g is given and fulfills the conditions indicated in paragraph 3B. At infinity

we should find the velocity of the undisturbed flow; hence

The closure cavity condition is conveyed in any section y = cte, by ^(B0/3x) dx = 0.

With the overall boundary conditions we have just established, the ordinates of

the lower surface of the wing and of the contour of the cavity are given, if we
take, as Tulin suggested, the tangential velocities condition in the form dz/dx
= v/(Vq +u) instead of dz/dx = v/V^, by

2 + Cr
J Bz

The rheoelectric simulation can be simplified still more if the potential 4>

is subdivided into three parts

"El "" ^E2

where -p^i and ^gj represent two even- potential functions characterizing the

cavity thickness effect, ^qd represents an odd potential function corresponding
to the general camber effect. The representation of these functions is extremely
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simple analogically, since it amounts to imposing on the plane of the wing, and
outside the wing, the cavity, and the wake, a zero normal derivative condition

for an even function, or a constant potential condition for an odd function. These
three potentials are defined by their boundary conditions so that their sum on
each boundary is equal to the condition of the potential (p. Thus, for example,
on the lower surface of the wing and cavity we will have

^El = A(y)
,

C,(y)

E2
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-^ = 2515

Fig. 15 - Supercavitating rectangular wing with
a span ratio of 4

2+0 Cii,

C^

^=283

Fig. 16 - Supercavitating wing having an elliptical
leading edge and straight trailing edge, with a
span ratio of 4.5
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(a) (t>Y =0, on z = 0, the free surface

(b) 90p/3z = Wjjp = Ct , on the wake (z=-d,-s<y<s)

(c) Bc?l)p/3n = 0, for y = 0, by symmetry.

(11)

We can see that these are classical conditions; Dirichlet on the free surface,

Neumann with flow continuity on the wake, and Neumann on the symmetry axis —
the analog simulation is immediate. Figure 17 shows the distribution of T/sw^

thus obtained, where r is the circulation, s the half- span of the wing, and w^^ the

induced velocity, versus y/s for different values of the parameter d/s . These
results permit us to approach efficiently the solution of the inverse problem for

a supercavitating wing near the free surface. ,
-

Fig. 17 - Distribution of r/sv
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Design of a Supercavitating Wing — The boundary conditions on a section

y = cte are the following:

(a) = 0, on z = : •, " • ' '" '^ •'
.
-^^

(b) 0"^ = <^£(y)' on z"^ = -d, xj < X < 00 "7
,

'

'

''

(c) cjf - cp^(y), on z~ = -d, Xj. < X < 00

(12)

CsCy)
4^~ =

4>i (y) + —5— g(x- Xj ,y), on z = - d, xj < X < x^

x->o) J \ dn dn /
.-•..•-

Xf

When cr is zero, the growth of the cavity thickness is simulated by a source
distribution over the wing and the cavity with a density q(x,y), defined by

B0_^
^ 3^2 - ii! - i^ .

.

•

Bn Bn 3x 3x "' '

Far downstream, q is reduced to a function which depends only on y . However,
for the inverse problem we have a certain latitude in the choice of the source
distribution. In fact, the boundary conditions (a), (b), and (c) allow that on each
line parallel to the x-axis, within the limits defined by the wingspan, the potential

(p is fixed at an arbitrary level. If we indicate by k(y) the mean value of (t>^^ and

0t , we have

k(y) = 0,(y) 4- • ''

It is evident that the distribution of q over the surface of the wing and the

cavity, i.e., the cavitation shape, is directly influenced by the choice of the law
attributed to k(y).

In order to facilitate analysis of the problem, the potential is subdivided
into two parts, defined by the following boundary conditions:

(a') 0j =
, 02 = , on z =

(b') <P\ = 0ij(y) , 02 = •^2(y) • °n z+ = -d
,

xj < X < 00

(c') 0- = 01 (y) ,
0- = k2(y) , on z" = - d , x^ < x < 00

(12)

<^"i
= ^ij(y) + <^t(y) g- <^2 = ^2(y) • °" z- = -d

,
x^ < x < x^ (cont)

^ /1)4>\ B0-\ /f /B0+2 ^^2\
(d') lim + dx -» , lim + dx - .
^

x^co J V Bn Bn / x^co J \ Bn Bn /
Xj Xf
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Following the decomposition of the movement, the function k(y) is also split into

two parts: kj and kj. We see that the arbitrary choice of this function is sup-
ported by 025 3-nd that s^-i is completely defined by its overall boundary condi-
tions. The solution of the boundary value problem of ij depends on the choice
of kjCy), which finally amounts to the choice of the thickness distribution of the
hydrofoil. In the most general way, the choice of kjCy) is essentially dictated

by the structural point of view. The drag coefficient is available by considering
the kinetic energy on the Trefftz plane.

An example of the possibilities offered by this method is presented in Figs.
18a and 18b. The planform of the two wings is trapezoidal, the aspect ratio is

K = 4, the taper ratio is 1/3, and the swept angle back of the line situated at

25% of the chord is 15°30'. The local distribution chosen is constant along the

chord and optimal over the span for the immersion depth d/s =0.2. The cal-

culations were made so that in each section the thickness relative to the local

chord should not be lower than 1.6% at 10% from the leading edge. The choice
of a lower Cl, 0.3 instead of 0.5, led, in the case of Fig. 18b, to a higher lift-

drag ratio, 9.52 instead of 6.9.

Design of a Supercavitating Wing with Strut and Walls Effect — This special
study was carried out in order to verify analog experimental results. The con-
figuration of the testing channel (Fig. 19a) is taken into account in the calcula-
tions by considering the strut and walls effects. The latter are easily repre-
sented by rheoelectric analogy, since the zero normal velocity on the walls is

conveyed by a zero normal derivative of the potential. The introduction of the

strut does not complicate the problem, which is devoid of lifting effect. The
strut sections are obtained by the introduction of an appropriate distribution of

potential on the projection of the strut and the cavity of its sections on the y =

plane. The method of solution is similar to that described in the Design of a
Supercavitating Wing, above.

Figures 19b and 19c show clearly the influence of the strut on two wings of

the same planform with the same load distribution. In the first case, where the

length of the strut is equal to that of the central chord, considerable thickening

of the sections near it can be noted. In the second case, the width of the strut is

imposed to 70% of that of the central chord, the central section is thinner, and
this permits a lift-drag ratio 25% higher than that of the preceding illustration.

Hydrodynamic Characteristics of a Flat Wing with Strut and Walls Effect —
We have already indicated the difficulties involved in the solution of the direct
problem. In the subsection on the Hydrodynamic Characteristics of Supercavitat-

ing Hydrofoils in Unbounded Flow, a method applicable to two-dimensional cases
was described. In three-dimensional situations at a = o it seems possible,

granting a plausible approximation, to remove these difficulties. With this ob-

ject, consider the expression of the drag coefficient c^

4V 2s2 J VBn
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X. 4

Cl . 0,4

Cl/C,

d/s , 0,4

Fig. 19 - Design of a super cavitating wing with strut and walls effect,

(a) configuration of the testing channel, (b) length of the strut is equal

to that of the central chord, and (c) width of the strut is 70% of that of

the central chord.

where the integral is applied to the slit representing the wake of the wing with

strut. Because the leading edge of the wing is supposed sharp, the suction drag

is here zero. This equation, as applied to the wing only, represents the resist-

ance due to the pressure being exerted on the lower surface. We can thus as-

sume that the resistance of a section of the lower surface is equal to the con-

tribution of the preceding integral, at points corresponding to this section in the

Trefftz plan; i.e..

I'm dx = -
Bn
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This property, accurate in two-dimensional situations, is only approximative
in three-dimensional cases. In adopting it for the latter, we are at least assured
that the balance of the total resistance will always be respected. For a flat wing
placed at incidence a the above expression becomes even more simple, since
d^/dx = a: „-

Ce(y) - ^

The solution of the problem is then to impose the overall boundary condi-

tions of the function i', as indicated in Fig. 20. Because of the function of the

transformer, the zero- flow condition is automatically fulfilled; the potentiome-
ter Pi allows the Joukowski condition on the trailing edge, and the potentiome-
ter P2 regulates, by successive approximations, the condition of equality between
the potential difference Cj(y) = 4>i{y) - 4> (y) and the value of the resistance cal-

culated at the same section in far downstream.

«p=0

9*=^

' F=si<x.y, ^>r=o *-=*.
dn a ax

Upper Surface

m

m\

miiiiiiiLLiiilLmiiiiiu

iiiiiunnuim

Lower Surface

Fig. 20 - Overall boundary conditions of the function

Figure 21 shows the shape of the cavity thus obtained for a flat wing of

trapezoidal planform, with a strut of the same width as the central chord, for

incidence a = 5°. The calculated lift coefficient is Cl = 0.12 and the lift- drag
ratio L/D = 11.5, for a reduced immersion d/s - 0.4. The high value of the
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- Lower-

Surface

/-Upper-

Surface

Fig, 21 - Cavity shape for a flat wing of trapezoidal planform,
with a strut of the same width as the central chord, for in-

cidence a = 5°

lift-drag ratio with respect to the foils designed according to given pressure
distribution is not surprising, as the Cl corresponding to a = 5° for the flat

wing is very low.

Marine Screw Propellers

The usual aerodynamic theories of screw propellers are particularly effec-

tive for airscrews. They do not solve satisfactorily the problems presented by
the marine propeller, nor do they permit the analysis of two important factors;

one is geometric and concerns the low aspect ratio of the blades, and the other

is hydrodynamic and concerns cavitation phenomena. Indeed, the first factor has
destroyed the fundamental simplification of the classic theory in which the blade

section could be substituted conveniently by an equivalent lifting line. The sec-

ond factor requires a precise knowledge of pressure distributions on the blades —
the only means of foreseeing or avoiding cavitation — which a too general theory
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is unable to provide. Only the theory of the lifting surface, applied to the marine
propeller, is able to solve these two problems.

Theory of the Lifting Surface of the Screw Propeller— The linearized lifting

surface theory, often used in the case of wings, can easily be adopted for the
screw propeller.

Assume that the propeller's blades are infinitely thin, inducing only a small
perturbation in the relative flow resulting from the uniform velocity Vq in the

negative direction of the z-axis and the angular velocity ^ around this axis, and
that the blades lie on a helicoidal flow- surface of the nondisturbed flow (Fig. 22).

For a p-bladed propeller with maximum radius R, the perturbation velocity

field is periodical in space and the study is thus confined to a region between two
helicoidal surfaces deduced from one another by a rotation of a 27t/P angle. The
flow field is defined by the following boundary conditions of the perturbation ve-
locities potential 4>'

.

Fig. 2Z - Screw propeller blades
on a helicoidal flow -surface of

nondisturbed flow
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1. On the blade surface, the zero normal velocity condition for radius r is

A' + ^' i*(<f.T) , (13)

where <t>
= <P'/'^'R^, ^ = Vq/ojE, ^ = r/R, and i* is respectively the slope of the

upper or lower surface of the blade at a given reduced radius, <f , and the curvi-

linear abscissa along a chord, t, n the normal directed towards the fluid.

The tangential velocities are connected to the pressure by

'^-^ = —=^Cp(^--)
. (14)

where Cp(^,T) = (p~ - p'^)/(pco^R^/2) is the local pressure coefficient.

This expression can be integrated with respect to r, which brings us to a
condition similar to that of paragraph 3B in the Hydrodynamic Problem section

of this paper. As in that paragraph, there are here two problems:

Direct problem: i (^,t) is given, which is equivalent to giving the form of

the blade, or

—

Inverse problem: Cp(^,T) = c (^) g(??,T-Tj) is given.

2. On the trailing edge the Joukowski condition is conveyed by

3. The pressure continuity in the wake is conveyed, according to the

linearized Bernouilli equation, by a potential difference S0(,f) = 0+ - 0^, which
depends only on <? , between the two sides of the helicoidal free vortex sheet.

4. At far downstream, the potential presents, as in the lifting line theory,

the helicoidal symmetry of p-order. The blowing of the propeller implies the

existence of induced velocities in the axial and tangential directions. If, then,

the reproduction of the field is limited at infinity by a surface perpendicular to

the axis, conditions on the normal derivative to this surface must be respected.

According to the conditions in Eqs. (13) and (14), it is evident that the func-

tion 4^ is defined in the present case by conditions resembling those in para-

graph 3B, except for the factor \f>J~~^~T^, which is taken into account here. It

is easy to see that the equilibrium condition of a cavity with constant pressure

P is given by

30
Br
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where cr = (P^ - p^ )/(pVoV2) is the usual cavitation number. Having this, there

is no difficulty in expressing boundary conditions corresponding to a super-

cavitating blade. :i

Analog Solution— The rheoelectric solution of this problem requires the

construction of a special tank. The electrolyte is contained within the volume
between two helicoids. The tank is thus made up of two helicoidal surfaces

(Fig. 23) covered with electrodes, the radial angle between them being 27t/p. One
surface represents the lower surface of the blade as well as the lower surface of

the cavity and/or the lower side of the free vortex sheet; the other surface rep-

resents the upper surface of the blade and/or the upper surface of the cavity as

well as the upper side of the wake of the adjacent blade. The two helicoidal sur-

faces are elongated and follow a radial direction to a radius sufficiently large

that the perturbations are negligible. Small electrodes placed on these surfaces

and symmetrically short-circuited assure the potential continuity. Upstream of

the blade the symmetry can be assured more simply by constructing two surfaces

a period apart and passing through the axis. A central core and a flat sector

perpendicular to the axis complete the tank.

The tank comprises 160 small helicoidal components moulded in resin, each

one containing 20 electrodes. Certain of these components are removable for

better presentation of the geometry of the blades and cavities. A total of 3600

electrodes is required for each calculation. For this purpose there is an elec-

tric setup which consists of about 250 transformers, 200 potentiometers or volt-

age dividers, and interconnecting units which allow information to be collected at

about 250 points on the lower and upper surfaces of the blade.

The geometry of the helicoid is characterized by the speed ratio Vq/uj, which
here is equal to 6.6 cm/rad (or 4.8 cm per revolution).

Subcavitating Propellers — The rheoelectric installation just described is

especially useful for the solution of the inverse problem, because of the possi-

bility of regulating and controlling precisely the pressure distribution on each

section of the blade. To illustrate this, we shall describe the different stages of

a complete propeller design that permitted a useful experimental verification in

free water and in a cavitation tunnel.

The characteristics of the propeller were the following:

Advance velocity V^ = 7.25 m/sec

Number of revolutions n = 3.75 t/sec (w = 25.36 rad/sec)

Blade radius R = 1.20 m

Advance coefficient x. = — =0.256, \ = -^= 0.805
V V
— = 0.256 , \ = —
jR nD

Thrust T = 7200 kg
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Fig. 23 - Tank model for the

rheoelectric solution of the

hydrodynamics of the screw
propeller

2T

Thrust coefficients
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of the saturated vapor pressure; optimal span circulation distribution, (b) Me-
chanical — span thickness distribution that ensured everywhere a sufficient me-
chanical resistance. These conditions can be ensured independently, because
it is possible, as in the case of wings, to divide the problem into two parts; one
referring to the determination of the lifting effect of an infinitely thin surface,
and the other to the calculation of the thickness effect while entirely free of

lifting.

For the first part, the load distribution, a constant on eight-tenths of the

chord and decreasing to zero at the leading and trailing edges, together with
optimal span circulation distribution are chosen. The shape of each section and
the distribution of velocities on the lower and upper surfaces are then deter-
mined. If the depression created by the velocities is considered significant, it

is possible to change the load distribution until acceptable levels are reached.
For the thickness effect, the calculation process is similar. The form of the

lower and upper surfaces corresponding to a nonlifting foil in a helicoidal flow
and the distribution of velocities on them, are determined. Once these two op-
erations are completed, the blade sections are deduced by comparison of the lift-

ing and thickness effects. Figure 24 shows the forms of different blade sections
according to the parameters just described. Table 1 gives the expected values
of the drag and torque coefficient and the values obtained in a test in free water
carried out at the Bassin des Carenes, Paris.

Table 1 ..
-

Expected Values of the Drag and Torque
Coefficient and the Values Obtained in

a Test in Free Water at the Bassin des
Carenes, Paris
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Supercavitating Propellers — The boundary conditions and the analog equip-

ment necessary for this study have already been taken into account in Eq. (15)

and in the subsection on Supercavitating Cascades. The boundary conditions will

now be imposed in the intersection of the straight cylinders ^ = Ct , for the

helicoids.

Notice, however, the advantages of the lifting surface method as applied to

supercavitating propellers when it is compared with the approximate calculation

methods in use at the present time. First, the blade and cavity contours are

correcting represented, which allows, for a given blade form, the study of the

influence of the cavity form on the performance of the propeller. Second, the

cascade phenomenon and that of the interaction of the cavities are taken into

account during the calculation without having to introduce corrective terms.

Various propellers have been designed by this method. The first propeller

calculated was tested in the cavitation tunnel of the Bassin des Carenes, Paris.

The results obtained did not confirm the theoretical estimates. This discordance

does not seem to be due to a fault in the theory, verified in the subcavitating

case, but to an unrealistic choice of speed coefficient. Three propellers have

recently been calculated and one of them should be tested very soon at the U.S.

Naval Ship Research and Development Center. Figure 25 shows one of these

propellers, designed for an optimal span circulation distribution and pressure

distribution on each section of the blade such that, at the leading edge a very

localized infinite pressure encourages the starting of cavitation (behavior of the

flat-plate foil), and the most heavily loaded part of the foil is near the trailing

edge (high lift-drag ratio criteria in the two-dimensional case). The charac-

teristics of these three propellers are summed up in Table 2, not taking into ac-

count the friction resistance. The figures in the table are for an advance coef-

ficient \ = Vq/wR = 0.261, a cavitation number a= 2(Po -p^)/pVq 2 = o.4, and

various blade and cavity forms.

Table 2

Characteristics of Three Supercavitating Pro-

pellers Calculated by the Lifting Surface Method
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considerable improvement of its efficiency in performing the functions required

of it.

To conduct this study, we are obliged to admit certain hypotheses. We shall

assume that: the downstream flow is made axial by straighteners, the propeller

is approximated by an actuator disc (infinite-number-of-blades hypothesis) with

a discontinuity of constant pressure during its passage (constant circulation

hypothesis). Consequently the flow is axisymmetric and its study can be limited

to a demiplan meridian. Although this first simplification is necessary, it is not

ultimately sufficient, because if we are to represent the flow correctly we must
know the discontinuity surface of the velocities which escapes from the trailing

edge of the duct; i.e., we must know the free-boundary-with-equilibrium condition

which imposes equality between the pressure jump and the difference of the

square of the velocities on each side of the Jetstream. The difficulty in repre-

senting such a condition requires the use of a linearized schema wherein the

boundary conditions are imposed on a straight semi-indefined cylinder of gen-

erators parallel to the unperturbed velocity, and on an image of the duct and
of the discontinuity surface. The flow can then be defined by means of the

perturbation-velocities-potential harmonic revolution function, which is easily

represented by the electric potential of a tank with an inclined bottom.

Because of the many conditions which must be satisfied in order to improve
the hydrodynamic functioning and efficiency of the nozzle, it seemed useful to

take as a starting point a given duct form, which is then redefined during the

calculation on the basis of the results obtained. The process is greatly facilitated

by consideration of several elementary potentials which have in the past revealed
the interactions of the propeller and hub on the duct.

This method permits us to show the role played in the increasing of effi-

ciency by two effects; the downstream divergence of the mean line of the duct in

connection with the increase of velocity in the plane of the actuator disc, which
facilitates and improves the functioning of the latter; and the "adaptation" con-

dition, imposed during the design on the nose of the duct, which reduces the

risks of flow separation on the inner surface of the nozzle, and consequently en-

courages its efficiency, as well as that of the propeller. We must point out

nevertheless that the widening effect of the nozzle can be obtained by the blowing
effect on the trailing edge, an effect also studied by rheoelectric analogy by
means of analog hypotheses (11). .. •..

This method has been used for the calculation of a combined propeller-

rectifier- nozzle with the following characteristics:

Thrust T = 19,000 Kgr

Diameter of the propeller D = 2.58 m

Length of the nozzle L = 1.87 m

Advance coefficient A = Vg/nD = 0.696

Thrust coefficient K^ = T/pn^B'* = 0.258,
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of which 0.056 corresponds to the thrust provided by the nozzle and 0.202 to that

of the propeller. ,

A model of the ducted propeller given in Fig. 26 has been tested at the

Bassin des Carenes, Paris. The results obtained were very encouraging, since

the thrust of the nozzle corresponded well to what was expected, as did the ef-

ficiency of the overall propeller. The conclusions drawn were 66% experimental

instead of 70% theoretical. The total thrust, however, was only attained to within

16%. In any case, with regard to the so-called nozzle itself, the study showed
the advantage of the method of calculation used: if improvements should be

sought, they ought to be concerned with the calculation of the fan and of the

straighteners. To support this argument it may be noted further that the com-
parison of the efficiency of this nozzle with a Wageningen no. 9 nozzle fitted with

a K 4.55 propeller, which was considered to give the best performance, resulted

in a preference for the former. With a practically equal diameter, the gain in

efficiency of the first nozzle is about 5 to 13% higher depending on the power.

STUDY OF FLOW AROUND THICK BODIES

In most studies already described the bodies are supposed very thin. In

this case the linearization hypotheses are valid. Nevertheless, when the rela-

tive thickness of the bodies is important it is not possible to simplify the bound-

ary conditions over their surface. Thus, if we consider the perturbation veloci-

ties potential 4- = ^ - x, with a harmonic function in x, y, and z, it is conven-

ient to write, for the whole surface S limiting the body, the tangential velocity

condition as - -

— = f(Xi,yi,z.) ,

an

where f(x.,yj,z.) is a known function of points M(x. ,y .
, z- ) over the surface 2.

This function depends on the local slope of the body and its motion.

The body can be slightly immersed beneath, or can traverse, the free sur-

face. In general, it is possible to simplify the equilibrium condition of this

surface by supposing that the perturbation induced by the body is not very im-
portant. The linearized boundary condition on the free surface still holds good

and can be written in the same form that in the General Equations subsection,

described earlier

^+ K ^-

Far upstream we have the condition

lim grad cp -

x-»-oo

This problem can then be solved according to the method described in the

subsection on Subcavitating Hydrofoils. The (p function, which is the solution of
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the given boundary value problem, can be considered as the sum of elementary
potentials induced in the field by a convenient source distribution. We can then

write

f q(Xi,yi,z.)(n^ + nj da
,

where q is the singularity density of the simple layer potential at points

(x.,y.,z. ) of the surface S, dy is an elemental surface around this point, and

fis and fir are the singular and regular parts of the potential of an immersed
source of unit strength. In the two-dimensional case, these two parts are given

by the following classical expressions

n, = Re _I-[iog(^-^.) + Vo^a-ii)]
27T

Rei
00

dK - 1776

K - K„

where i = x+ iz, ^. = xj + iz., and K^ = g/v

The 4> function is also in two parts: s6^ and 4>j.

where <t>^ corresponds to the singular part of fi^, i.e.,

I
qn.do- .

Its value is the same on both sides of 2, while its normal derivatives are dis-

continuities. The difference between its normal derivatives {'dcpl/^n - 30~/3n)

represents the source flow q. In the present case the superscripts + and -

correspond to the external and internal domains defined by 2

.

The potential function ^^ must then satisfy the following boundary conditions

(a) on z = , -
3n

(b) for |x| ^ CO
,

grad cp^ =

(16)

30; B0;
(c) on X, ^—- - — j. q(x.,y.,z.)

,

with the external normal derivative given by
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-±= i(x.,y.,z.) - \ gradn^nqdcT.
"

(17)

Computation Procedure .-

The analog simulation of the above boundary condition is very simple.

Nevertheless, two different rheoelectric tanks are necessary, one to represent

the actual flow field outside the body, and the other to represent the field inside

the body.

The computation procedure is as follows:

1. For the initial iteration it is supposed that B-^^/^n = i (x^.y^.z^), i.e.,

that the regular part s^v oi 'i> is neglected. The computation corresponds to the

solution of the external field problem for a zero Froude number. The potential

distribution ^^Cx^.y^.z;) on each point of 2 is then obtained.

2. These values are then introduced on the corresponding points of the

internal domain. The measure of the normal derivatives B0;/Bn gives a first

plausible distribution of q(Xi,yi,Zi) = (a^^/Bn - B^^/Bn). With these values it

is possible to compute numerically, for a given Froude number, the normal

derivatives over Z due to the regular part, i.e., the normal derivatives induced

by the free surface

I
grad n^n qda

S

3. Introducing this integral into Eq. (17) gives a new corrected distribution

of B(;6+/Bn, which is then imposed on the surface 2 of the external flow field.

Hence, a new distribution of the ^^ potential is obtained and permits us to con-

tinue the procedure by step 2. This iteration procedure is repeated until the

convergent values of ?^^ are obtained.

Application of the Method

To test the validity of this method the above computation procedure was
applied to the case of an immersed circular cylinder beneath the free surface.

The results obtained were in good agreement with those computed from the

analytical solution by Havelock (46) (Fig. 27).

At the present time, the work carried on at the Centre de Calcul Analogique

concerns the study of three-dimensional flow fields with free surface. The stud-

ies will permit us to obtain the pressure distribution over a thick hull and the

wave drag attached to it, over a wide range of Froude numbers. The proposed

hull is represented in the rheoelectric tank by 240 electrodes, i.e., the velocity

tangential condition is satisfied on 240 control points over its surface. To com-

pute this problem numerically it was necessary to solve a 240 x 240 matrix at
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Some of the examples given show that to obtain the best results from the

rheoelectric method, it is convenient, very often, to modify the theoretical

statement of the problem with a view to simplifying the electrical setups of the

boundary conditions and still obtain a good workability. This approach may
suggest to some a new way of constructing theoretical models for hydrodynamic
problems in order to simplify the analogy. On the contrary, these models would

prohibitively complicate the task of the mathematicians who may try to solve

hydrodynamic problems by analytical or numerical methods. Rheoelectric

methods utilize the possibilities of both numerical analysis and computers to

facilitate the preparation of data and to exploit their results. Numerical and

computer analysis is also employed in the establishment of new hybrid analog-

digital methods. The solution of the thick hull problem shows clearly this

interconnection between numerical and analog computation.

Many kinds of problems can be treated directly numerically, but our ex-

perience shows that before any extensive programming is undertaken, it is use-

ful to check the validity of the theoretical model by rheoelectric simulation. The
physical nature of the analogy often allows a good criterion for disclosing the

difficulties of the proposed mathematical model.
'

>-' :'•

Finally, it should be observed that specialists in rheoelectric analogy are

convinced of the usefulness of large computers. The analog point of view when
applied to numerical solutions, often permits us to obtain conventional yet effec-

tive methods. ; . ,,..-.-. -- ' J . . ; .. ..- .- . „. .
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes anEulerian finite -difference technique for solving

the complete nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations. The technique is

applicable to transient flows of viscous, incompressible fluids with free

surfaces. The basic features of the finite -difference method are first

explained in terms of a simple linear convection equation. The dis-

cussion covers questions of accuracy and computational stability. These
results are then applied to the solution of the complete time -dependent
Navier-Stokes equations. Techniques are also described for incorpo-
rating free -surface stress conditions, as well as other boundary condi-
tions. The complete numerical scheme that is developed is referred
to as the Marker -and-Cell (MAC) method (1). Two applications of

the MAC method are discussed in detail. The first application is to

the flow of water under a sluice gate. This example illustrates how
the MAC method is kept computationally stable. The second application

deals with the formation of a hydratilic jump. This example reveals
several important aspects of the numerical treatnnent of boundary con-
ditions. The hydraulic jump example also illustrates an attempt of the

numerical method to simulate fluid turbulence. This leads to a discus-

sion of a new method for obtaining the numerical solution of time-
dependent fully turbulent flows.

INTRODUCTION

The Marker-and-Cell (MAC) technique is an Eulerian finite-difference

method for solving the complete nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations (1). The
MAC method is applicable to transient flows of viscous, incompressible fluids

with free surfaces. Examples are the surge of water under a sluice gate, the

splashing of liquid drops, and the formation of hydraulic jumps.

In this paper the method is presented for arbitrary two-dimensional flows.

Three-dimensional calculations are not treated here since they are impractical

with the speed and size of today's computers. Special considerations are given

to the conditions for computational stability and accuracy, and to the derivation

of boundary conditions, especially at free surfaces. Finally, a brief discussion

is presented of a new method for studying fully turbulent flows.
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equations. The method is based on an examination of truncation errors. Each
term in Eq. (2) is expanded in a Taylor series about the point x = jSx, t = nSt,

e.g.,

" .... ox ^ Bx^ ^
, •

'

Collecting terms, Eq. (2) becomes

-L. + u — - V = - -^ + 0(Sx^bt2)
,

(4)
3t dx 3x2 - Bt2

where all second and higher order terms in &x and &t are represented by the

order symbol 0(ox2, St 2). The zero-order terms on the left-hand side of Eq,

(4) are the original differential Eq. (1). All terms on the right-hand side of Eq.

(4) are called truncation errors. These terms are responsible for the differ-

ence between solutions of the difference Eq. (2) and solutions of the differential

Eq. (1). This observation is important, because it suggests that the stability

conditions in Eq. (3) might be obtained directly from the truncation errors.

That this is indeed possible, at least approximately, has been shown in Ref. 3.

The prescription developed there is to keep only the lowest order even and odd
derivative terms with respect to each independent variable. As applied to Eq.

(4), this means keeping the first and second derivative terms with respect to

both x and t. After a slight rearrangement of terms, we have

— V + •— +ur^=0, . (5)
2 Bt2 Bx2 Bt Bx

which is not identical to Eq, (1), the equation we set out to approximate. Equa-
tion (5) is a hyperbolic equation with characteristic lines whose slopes are

(dx/dt) = ±(2v/6t)*/2.

Similarly, difference Eq. (2) propagates information into a region of the x-t

plane bounded by lines whose slopes are (dx/dt = +Sx/St) . If difference Eq. (2)

is to have a solution approximating the solution of its counterpart in Eq. (5),

then its "region of influence" must at least include the region of influence of

Eq. (5), i.e.,

'i^y >2. .
-

.

"• ' ^'
' (6)

St/ St

Courant et al. (4) have shown that a violation of this type of region-of-influence

condition leads to oscillating and exponentially growing solutions for the differ-

ence equation. This is also true in our case, since Eq. (6) is exactly the first

stability condition in Eq. (3).

The condition in Eq. (6) can be given a physical interpretation. It states

that a wave disturbance must not travel more than one space increment (Sx in

one time step ht. We would expect this condition to be necessary for accuracy,
since difference Eq. (2) relates space location j only to neighboring locations
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j ± 1. On the other hand, implicit finite-difference equations can avoid this type
of instability, since they require all space locations to be dependent on one an-
other. The region-of -influence condition will be called the wave propagation
condition for stability.

The second stability condition in Eq. (3) is also obtainable from Eq. (4) if

the term proportional to St is expressed in terms of space derivatives. Using
Eq. (4), we have

92p 3 2 3 2 34—-= u2 —-- 2^u —- + ^2 ^:+ 0(St) . (7)

3t2 3x2 3x3 3x''

Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (4) yields

-!—\ u -^- [v - iu2St + St zvu ^ Stz/2 + 0(St2, Sx2) . (8)
3t 3x \

^
/ 3x2 3x3 2 3^4

Keeping the lowest order even and odd derivative terms with respect to each in-

dependent variable gives us

^.„|l=f.-iu^8t)^. (9)
3t 3x \

^
] 3x2

This truncated equation is similar to Eq. (1), except that it has a different diffu-

sion coefficient. If St is too large, the diffusion coefficient in Eq. (9) is negative,

and Eq. (9) then has exponentially growing solutions. For bounded solutions, the

diffusion coefficient must remain positive:

V > i-u2St . (10)

The condition in Eq. (10) is the second stability condition in Eq. (3). It states

that some v diffusion is necessary to keep the difference equation stable.

Equation (9) also has a bearing on the accuracy of Eq. (2). For a given

value of V the effective diffusion coefficient is, to the terms of order 5x2 and
St^, V - (u2st/2), which increases as St decreases. Solutions of Eq. (2) are

smoother as St decreases, but for finite values of St , solutions of Eq. (2) are

subject to less diffusion than solutions of Eq. (1).

All observations made about the linear difference equation can be applied to

difference equations in general. We shall make use of the wave propagation and
positive diffusion coefficient conditions to establish stability conditions for the

MAC method. Some important comments also will be made about diffusion-like

truncation errors in the MAC equations.
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THE MAC DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

The discussion in the previous section showed the futility of applying explicit

finite-difference methods, designed for compressible flows, to the solution of

incompressible flow problems. Time increments must be chosen very small to

limit the distance which sound waves travel in one time step to less than one
space increment. The incompressible limit assumes, however, that sound
speeds are much larger than fluid speeds, so that it would be necessary to cal-

culate an enormous number of time steps to see a significant flow change. Thus,
the wave propagation stability condition precludes the use of purely explicit

finite-difference methods. An implicit method is needed that will adjust the flow

field simultaneously at all space locations to maintain fluid incompressibility.

The MAC technique accomplishes this task in a fast and novel way.
jin with the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

We be-

3u Bv

3x 3y
(11a)

Bu

3t

Bu 3uv

Bx Bv

3qp

b7 Bx2

32u_

By 2
(lib)

Bv

Bt

Buv B V 2

Bx By

B^v B'
(lie)

where <? is the ratio of pressure to constant density, g^ and gy are the compo-
nents of a body acceleration, and v is the kinematic viscosity.

Finite-difference approximations for Eqs. (11) require a finite set of points

on which to specify local values of the field variables. In MAC, this is accom-
plished by covering the flow region with a mesh of stationary rectangular cells.

The region actually occupied by fluid is further covered by a set of marker par-
ticles (Fig. 1). These particles move with the fluid and are used to locate free

surfaces, but they do not otherwise influence the flow dynamics. More is said

about marker particles in the section on Corrective Procedure. In each cell of

the stationary mesh, flow variables are specified at the positions indicated in

Fig. 2. By not recording all variables at the center of the cell it is possible to

obtain more compact finite-difference approximations. It also makes it easier
to satisfy boundary conditions at rigid walls, if the walls are assumed to coin-
cide with the cell boundaries.

Fig. 1 - Schematic of a typical
cell and marker particle layout
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ox

^y
^(vr^'"- (13)

the notation used here is, e.g., n^j = u( iSx, j5y,nSt ). All quantities on the right-

hand side of Eqs. (12) and (13) are evaluated at time net. Several quantities in

Eqs. (12) and (13) are located at positions other than those indicated in Fig. 2.

In each case a simple average is implied; for example, ..

"i^ " 2 ("i+i/ 2 + ^1-1/2) •

or

j + 1/ 2 1 / j + l/2 j + l/2\ i- -, - ^'i- "• ' f"-V'

^i+1/2 = T (^i +^i+i )
• ... ^, .

.
,.,.••;

For a product, each factor is first averaged and then the product is formed, i.e.,

("^)i-l/2 = ("i-l/2)(Vi-l/2)

C j + 1
j \ / i + 1/ 2 j+l/2-, .

'

Equations (12) and (13) conserve momentum exactly. A sum over consecutive i

and j in either equation leads to a cancellation in pairs of terms on the right-

hand side. The only momentum changes occurring in a group of cells are caused

by surface fluxes.

The momentum equations are completed by specifying the pressure. The
pressure must then be determined to make the velocity field satisfy the

conservation-of-mass condition, the first equation of Eqs. (11). For this pur-

pose we need the finite -difference expression for the velocity divergence in cell

(i-j),

Di^ = ^(u!.V2-u!../.) . ^(vi-/^-vi-/^)- - (14)

Then, the conservation-of-mass or incompressibility condition is

"^^D/ ^ (15)

for every ( i , j). Inserting Eqs. (12) and (13) for the values of u and v at

(n+ 1) St, into Eqs. (14) and (15) yields the following equations for cp;^
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Sx2 oy
(16a)

where

R.J

Ox by -^

{ulX - 2(u.^)^ + (u|.J

{vi'r - 2{.,r + (v|
j-1.

)xdy
/ nJ + ^/2 j- 1/2
("V)i+l/2 + ("^)i-l/2

/ sJ-1/2
(^^)i+l/2

, , J + 1/

2

("^)i-l/2 (16b)

Equations (16) are the approximation for a Poisson equation for the pres-
sure. These equations must be solved by matrix inversion or an iteration proc-
ess. The necessity for solving a set of coupled equations arises because of the

fluid incompressibility. Each finite -difference cell containing fluid influences

every other cell containing fluid. This is the implicit part of the difference ap-
proximations needed for incompressible flows.

. ^ ,

It is very important to note the presence of D/ terms in Eq. (16b). The
D.J -type term is the source term for the Poisson equation. These terms are so
important that we will digress here to consider them in more detail.

CORRECTIVE PROCEDURE

Let us assume Eqs. (16) are solved by an iteration method (matrix inver-

sions are too time-consuming). Every iterative solution of Eq. (16a) must be •

terminated with some error. Thus, "^^D-^ will not be exactly zero. An error in

the velocity divergence, however, means an error in mass conservation. To
maintain the accuracy of a MAC calculation, in which Eqs. (16) are repeatedly

solved at each time step, the accumulated value of D.J must be kept as small as

possible. This could be accomplished, for example, by iterating the pressure
equation to a high degree of accuracy at each time step. Unfortunately, the

computing time needed to solve sets of linear equations like Eq. (16a) increases

very rapidly as the convergence criterion is refined. Another means of pre-

venting a significant accumulation of D error is used in MAC. The D terms re-

tained in Eq. (16b) act as a self-correcting mechanism. An error in D at time

step n is automatically corrected at time step n+ l, since the difference equa-

tions are set up to make ""^^D zero, regardless of the value of "D. Therefore, a

relatively crude iteration solution of Eq. (16a) can be tolerated at each time step

without leading to a disastrous accumulation of error after many time steps.

Enormous savings in computer time are realized with this technique.
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An additional advantage is that initial conditions for a calculation do not

have to satisfy the incompressibility conditions. After one cycle of calculation

the condition is automatically satisfied. A complete discussion and generaliza-

tion of this corrective procedure can be found in Ref. 5.

WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Boundary conditions are needed to complete the basic MAC difference Eqs.

(12), (13), and (16). Free boundaries introduce special problems and will be

considered later. Here we are deriving conditions for rigid, input, and output

boundaries.

Rigid boundaries are assumed to coincide with cell boundaries, otherwise

cells would have variable dimensions and this would require additional computer
storage. Boundary conditions are imposed by specifying the appropriate values

for field variables located in fictitious cells immediately outside the boundary.

For the purposes of illustration, suppose that a vertical boundary coincides

with the right-hand side of cell (i
, j ), and that cell (i + i, j ) is outside the

boundary. Rigid boundaries are further classified as free-slip or no-slip. At

a free-slip boundary, the normal component of velocity is zero, and no tangen-

tial shear is allowed:

j n J± 1/2 _ j±l/2 (17)

At a no-slip boundary, both the normal and tangential velocity vanish:

ui../. = o, vi-/^.-vi-/^ .

(18)

The one velocity component of the fictitious cell still undetermined, u|^3/2>

is chosen to make Dj^j zero. If this D is not zero, it will diffuse into the flow

region through Eqs. (16). ^;

The necessity for a condition on D in the fictitious cell arises from the form
chosen for the differential equations in Eqs. (11) and the cell layout in Fig. 2.

We might just as well have written the viscous terms in Eqs. (11), which are
components of the vector .-.,•. .

i^v-Vu
,

(19)

as components of the equivalent vector

u Vx Vy u . (20)

When Eq. (20) is used as a starting point for making finite-difference ap-

proximations, the D diffusion terms will not appear in Eq. (16b) and the fictitious

cell velocity ^{ + 3^2 ^^H ^^^ otherwise be required. Equation (20), therefore, is

preferred, but we have chosen to describe Eq. (19), since it was used in the orig-

inal MAC development.
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For both free-slip and no-slip walls, boundary conditions on the pressure

are derived directly from the difference equations. Since u|^j 2 is identically

zero, Eq. (12) relates cp^ + i
to (p^^ and other known quantities in the wall vicinity.

Remembering that D|^; is zero,

'!., ^"i-.^^-.. (^"

Similar conditions can easily be derived when the rigid wall coincides with a

different side of cell ( i , j ).

This completes the necessary boundary conditions for rigid walls. Condi-

tions for prescribed input boundaries are straightforward and can be found in

detail in Ref. 1. For output boundaries, there are no unique prescriptions. The
investigator is free to choose conditions consistent with whatever flow he imag-
ines to exist outside the region being studied. One choice that has worked quite

well for many applications is described in Ref, 1.

FREE -SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

With various combinations of rigid-wall, input, and output boundaries, it is

possible to simulate a great variety of confined flows. Many interesting incom-

pressible flows, however, involve free boundaries. Waves, jets, and splashing

drops are good examples. To treat these free surface flows we must have some
means of locating the free surface and of satisfying the surface boundary condi-

tions .

Marker particles are used to solve the first of these problems. They rep-

resent selected points whose coordinates are calculated to move with the fluid.

An analogy may be drawn with the hydrogen bubbles often used in laboratory ex-

periments as a means of visualizing a flow. Any cell that contains a marker
particle is assumed to contain fluid. If such a cell is next to a cell containing

no marker particles, then it is designated as a surface cell, i.e., it contains the

free surface.

Free-surface boundary conditions are applied at each surface cell. The

correct boundary conditions are the vanishing of the normal and tangential sur-

face stresses. If the curvature of the surface is small, the stress conditions in

two dimensions can be approximated by

(p - 2v —- - (p„ (22)

+ =
,

(23)

where n refers to the outward normal direction to the surface and m to the tan-

gential direction. Allowance is made for an applied surface pressure cpg, which

can be useful on occasion.
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To correctly satisfy the conditions in Eqs. (22) and (23), and the conserva-
tion of mass requires a knowledge of the exact location and slope of the surface
within a surface cell. This information is not available in MAC. Instead, sev-

eral approximations are introduced which have been found to work quite well,

except at very low Reynolds numbers.

The quantities to be determined in each surface cell by the boundary condi-

tions are the pressure and the velocities at each cell boundary adjacent to an

empty cell. Conservation of mass is approximated by choosing the velocities to

make D vanish in each surface cell. This is just an approximation, since D

should be zero only in that part of the cell which is filled with fluid. If the cell

has more than one side adjacent to an empty cell, the vanishing of D does not

uniquely determine all the velocities. In this case the finite-difference forms of

'du/dx and 3v/9y are individually required to vanish. Other possibilities can be

envisioned, but this particular choice seems to work well.

Tangential velocities needed in empty cells at the surface are chosen to

make the normal derivative of the tangential velocity zero 3Uj^/3n = o. The tan-

gential stress condition in Eq. (23) is approximately satisfied by this choice.

Once the surface velocities are determined, it is easy to satisfy the normal
stress condition in Eq. (22). Complete details are given in Ref. 6, where it is

shown that the tangential stress condition and the viscous contribution to the

normal stress condition are important only at Reynolds numbers less than about

10.

STABILITY AND ACCURACY

To use the MAC equations effectively, it is necessary to know their stability

properties. We have already seen that with an incorrect choice for 6t, the sim-
ple difference Eq. (2) has very misbehaved solutions. Similar solutions develop

in MAC. Analogous to the example in the Linear Equation section, there are two
kinds of stability conditions for MAC: wave propagation, and the positive diffu-

sion coefficient.

Wave propagative instabilities occur for two reasons. First, in free-surface

flows, surface waves may develop with wave speed

— tanh (hk)
k

(24)

where k is the wave number, h the depth of fluid, and g the downward accelera-

tion of gravity, gy = -g. The first wave propagation condition, therefore, limits

the distance surface waves travel in a single time step. Second, in two dimen-
sions the condition is

C St < r f-
• (25)

ox + by

The second wave condition is analogous to that needed for Eq. (2). For two

dimensions,
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2v§t < (26)

The necessary diffusion coefficient conditions are derived by collecting all

truncation errors in the MAC equations that contribute to diffusions of u and v.

Keeping only these terms through order h t and S x ^^

dtoxdv ox \ 2 27

,2 t Sy'' 3v\ 92^
2 4 3y/ 3'y

By Buy By^ _ 3 (p ^ /'^^ _ 2 St Sx^ ^u

Bt 3x By By ^ \ 2 4

(27)

2 li _ Sy^ By'\ 3^ V^2
2 By/By2

Several remarks can be made about the diffusion coefficients appearing in Eq.

(27). First, the MAC equations are always unstable if v - 0. Second, neglecting
the Sx^ terms, the diffusion coefficients are positive if

.
" V >^. . > ^ .

. ^^ (28)

These conditions are approximately the stability conditions obtained from a lin-

ear Fourier analysis (7). However, the Sx^ terms cannot be ignored, which re-
quires

2
(29)

where u' is a typical velocity derivative in the direction of flow. Instabilities

do occur when Eq. (29) is violated, and they are quite insidious, since a reduc-
tion in ot cannot cure them. Furthermore, they are more likely to occur when
V is small, i.e., in high Reynolds number flows. Therefore, it is extremely im-
portant to recognize the condition Eq. (29), and to distinguish these numerical
instabilities from physical instabilities.

The relationship between diffusion-like truncation errors and computational

stability is applicable to all finite -difference approximations. It should now be
clear why it is so difficult to perform high Reynolds number calculations. Oc-
casionally an investigator claims to calculate at very high Reynolds numbers,
but a check on truncation errors most often reveals positive diffusion terms
much larger than the real viscosity.
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APPLICATIONS

The surge of water under a sluice gate is an example of a complicated non-
linear fluid flow. Figure 3 shows the marker particle configuration obtained in

a MAC calculation of such a flow. Fluid falls under the influence of gravity and
jets under the gate into a stagnate pool. A surge wave is formed moving to the

left. A velocity vector plot, Fig. 4, shows a large eddy at the back of the wave.
Each line segment in Fig. 4 characterizes the velocity magnitude and direction

for a single computing cell.

^i%,.

^inujjnnHHiftn 5;im I

!:.H5S5L=3H£!HiHH:
iji-jSSfc'xsns

1^&'i'.";;',ll\\\\H

Fig, 3 - Marker particle configuration of a sluice gate calculation

It is evident from the velocity plot that some difficulty is developing along

the bottom of the flow region. The irregular appearance of the velocities indi-

cates a computational instability. Although many stable sluice gate problems
have been calculated and have given excellent agreement with experimental data,

we have purposely chosen a bad example to illustrate an instability.

There are, in fact, two instabilities in this calculation. One is behind the

sluice gate and the other is under the surge wave. A decrease in St by a factor

of 20 eliminates the instability under the wave, but produces no significant

changes behind the gate. A decrease in ox (and 5y which is equal to Sx) elim-

inates the latter instability also. The instability under the surge wave is due to

a violation of the condition in Eq. (28), and the other instability to a violation of

the condition in Eq. (29). With sufficiently small space and time increments, or

a sufficiently large value of v, the sluice gate calculation is stable.
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Fig. 4 - Velocity vector plot for the sluice

gate calculation shown in Fig. 3

Another interesting flow occurs when fluid piles up against a rigid wall and
forms a hydraulic jump. The jump conditions relating uniform states of flow on

either side of a hydraulic jump are easy to derive — they are conservation of

mass and momentum. Kinetic energy decreases in the transition. The lost en-

ergy usually reappears as fluid turbulence. At very low Reynolds numbers,
however, there can be enough viscous dissipation in a laminar transition to

preclude the development of turbulence. Figure 5 shows a laminar jump at Reyn-
olds number 4.33 (based on incoming fluid depth and speed relative to the jump).

Fluid is input at the right-hand boundary and piles up at the left boundary, which
is a rigid wall. A hydraulic jump is traveling back to the right. Clearly, the

flow is laminar. The overshoot in elevation and a slightly low jump speed are

believed to be caused by a failure to satisfy correctly the tangential stress con-

dition of Eq. (23). When the Reynolds number exceeds about 10, the free-surface

approximations discussed in the section on Free -Surface Boundary Conditions

are satisfactory.

Fig. 5 - A hydraulic jump calculation at Reynolds number 4.33
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Figure 6 shows a hydraulic jump at Reynolds number 79.25, The flow in

this case is no longer laminar. Large eddies have developed in the transition

region in an attempt to simulate turbulence. The calculations do not represent
true turbulence, because of the course resolution and the restriction to two-
dimensional flow.

TURBULENCE

It is interesting to speculate on the contributions that high-speed computing
can make to the understanding of turbulence. Three directions appear open to

numerical studies. The first is to use existing computing techniques to make
detailed studies of the breakdown and growth of laminar instabilities. Some
work on the stability of Poiseville flow has already been undertaken (8), Suc-
cess in these investigations will continue as the ability to calculate high Reyn-
olds number flows increases.

The second approach is to calculate the detailed structure of a turbulence
flow. Such calculations will be extremely difficult, however, because they must
be done in three dimensions and require high resolution. Computers are too

slow and memory is too limited to permit much progress in this direction.

The third possibility is to develop a capability to calculate the mean motion
of turbulent fluid, without regard to its detailed structure. In this approach the

turbulence is characterized by a small number of field variables. The variables

are postulated to satisfy transport equations that account for the processes of

production, decay, convection, and diffusion. A mean flow is influenced by an
exchange of energy with the turbulence and by turbulent diffusion of mean mo-
mentum.

Although it is too soon to assess the full potential of this last approach, it

does appear highly promising. For further details, reference may be made to

the work of Harlow and Nakayama (9),
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DISCUSSION

M. T. Murray
Adiniralty Research Laboratory

Teddington, England

I should like to ask Dr. Hirt the following questions:
'

'
-

1. What computer was used?

2. What running-time did the examples require?

3. What limit does computational feasibility place on the complexity of

problems which can be dealt with?

DISCUSSION

A. M. O. Smith
Douglas Aircraft Company
Long Beach, California

ii'iv

Dr. Hirt and the Los Alamos group certainly deserve congratulations for
their pioneering efforts in this field.
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Now I have two questions.

1. In most aeronautical and marine applications the surfaces are curved.
Have you any comments about methods for handling such boundaries?

2. I understand that Professor Roache at Notre Dame has developed a finite-

difference method for the same problems as yours that is stable. Do you know
about it and do you have any comments about it?

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

C. W. Hirt

REPLY TO COMMENTS BY M. T. MURRAY

The computer used was the IBM 7030 (STRETCH) machine. This is a 98,000
(base 10) word machine, which was programed for the MAC method directly in

machine language.

The 7030 machine can handle a maximum of 4440 cells with 12,500 marker
particles. If fewer cells are used more particles can be included because there
is some tradeoff in storage space. Typical problems usually involve on the or-
der of 2000 cells and several thousand particles. For example, the hydraulic
jump calculation used 100 x25 or 2500 cells and approximately 2700 particles
(not all cells contain particles), and the sluice gate calculation used 47 x 32 or
1504 cells with approximately 6200 particles.

The computer time needed for a problem depends crucially on the number
of cells and particles used. The sluice gate calculations, as a typical example,
required approximately 12 seconds per cycle. This is not unreasonable consid-
ering that one cycle consists of the solution of a Poisson equation for pressure,
advancement of all velocity components, and the movement of particles. The
loss and gain of surface cells must also be recorded during each cycle.

REPLY TO COMMENTS BY A. M. O. SMITH

Curved boundaries are generally a problem, but not an insurmountable one.

It is certainly possible to think of a MAC technique that uses a mesh of irregu-
lar polyagonal cells. Assuming that a curved boundary can be approximated by
a set of short-line segments, the fluid region could be covered by a mesh of

polyagonal cells extending out from the boundary. In this way problems with
curved boundaries could be solved. We have not yet attempted this approach
with the MAC method, but we are investigating a similar method for compressi-
ble flow calculations.
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THEORETICAL STUDIES

ON THE MOTION OF
VISCOUS FLOWS

PREFACE

These studies are in six parts, comprising six papers on various
aspects of the motion of viscous flows, prepared by Paul Lieber of the

University of California, Berkeley. Two of the papers were prepared
in collaboration with Kirit Yajnik, who is now at the Indian Institute of

Technology, Kanpur, India. One paper each was prepared in collabora-
tion with Shrikant Desai of the University of California, Berkeley; and
with Lionel Rintel, who is now at William and Mary College, Williams

-

bure, Virginia.
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I— Fundamental Properties of Eddies

'. ^ Kirit Yajnik .; . ;
..

- ;- Institute of Technology .-!

:/ ;-/;; r^'.. Kanfrur, India ••

. 7r
,

and

Paul Lieber
University of California

; .. : Berkeley, California :- ,;

-

.7"-.:: r - -, . ABSTRACT o . : :.•: ; .
' -;

A new concept of eddy is rigorously introduced here, by stating it in

precise mathematical definition. This definition originated in a de-
scription of certain general differential-geometrical features of flows
which are based on a rotation tensor of the third rank. It is used here
to investigate mathematically some fundamental and general properties
of eddies. Because any criterion based on the distribution of vorticity

alone does not distinguish eddies from other regions (rigid-body rota-

tion and plane Couette flow, for example), new descriptions of rotation

having more information than vorticity are needed. The definition pre-
sented here is formulated in termis of angular velocities of differential

elements of nnaterial curves and surfaces. A characteristic kinematic
property of an eddy is the positive value of a certain invariant of the

velocity gradient. Although vorticity cannot be zero in an eddy, exam-
ples show that nonzero vorticity is not sufficient and that concentration
of vorticity need not occur in eddies of a real fluid. Other kinematic
properties include connections of whirling or closed streamilines with
the presence of eddies in plane flows or axisymmetric flows without
tangential component of velocity, and with the presence of convex
streamilines within the eddies. The connection of eddies of Newtonian
fluids of constant properties with low-pressure regions is indicated by
the characteristic dynamic property that V^p - pV • F is greater than a

certain datum determined by the local three-dimensional character of

the flow. The values of the datum for plane flows and axisymmetric
flows without tangential component of velocity are zero and -

( 3/0/2)(Uj./r) 2.

The no- slip condition on a stationary solid boundary is shown to lead to

large interference of even thin rods with eddies, and experinnental evi-

dence given here and elsewhere supports this conclusion. A highly ef-

fective miethod of vortex control can be devised from the conclusion.

INTRODUCTION

Eddies have been extensively investigated on account of their role in fluid

motion. The earliest model of an eddy was a potential vortex and its study led

to many conclusions about the dynamical behavior of rectilinear vortices and
vortex rings. The stability of the vortex street and its associated drag received

considerable attention following the successes of the pioneering work of von
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Karman in 1911 and 1912 (1). Despite its successes, certain limitations of the

model were recognized. The physical impossibility of velocities being arbitrar-

ily large, and associated difficulties such as infinite angular momentum and ki-

netic energy led to the modification of Rankine which requires a rigidly turning

core with a matching potential flow outside. The new model of steady flow was
still not suitable for describing the diffusive and dissipative action of viscosity,

particularly near solid boundaries. The unsteady exact solutions of Navier-
Stokes equations obtained by G. I. Taylor in 1918 (2), Oseen in 1911 (3), Hamel
in 1916 (4), and Rouse and Hsu in 1951 describe the growth and decay of a recti-

linear vortex away from a solid boundary and in the absence of neighboring

vortices. The three-dimensional behavior of certain eddies has also been de-
scribed by the exact solutions of N. Rott in 1958 (5) and others.

The picture of an eddy or vortex which has emerged from these studies is

that it is essentially a region of concentrated vorticity surrounded by a region

of negligible vorticity (Kuchmann, 1965) (6). The axisymmetric or two-
dimensional character of some of the exact solutions is a mathematically con-
venient assumption meant to render tractable the problem of integration of

Navier -Stokes equations.

The conceptual difficulties created by this picture are many. The picture

refers to vorticity distribution, with the inference that if two flows have identi-

cal distribution of vorticity and one flow can be called a vortex, the other can be

also. But the vorticity distribution of a rigidly turning fluid is the same as the

plane Couette flow, so that if a rigidly rotating core of a Rankine vortex is

called an eddy, so should the plane Couette flow. However, it is clear that the

plane Couette flow does not possess the same whirling character as the rigidly

rotating fluid.

Another dilemma created by the picture is that there can be no eddy in a

fluid undergoing creeping motion for which vorticity satisfies Laplace's equa-
tion, since vorticity or its magnitude cannot be a maximum at any interior point.

However, Moffatt in 1964 (7) obtained such flows possessing whirling regions as

indicated by closed streamlines.

Even the area of vortex streets is not free from difficulties (Wille, 1960)

(8). The earlier model of a line vortex of ideal fluid led to a constant spacing

ratio, whereas it was observed that the street becomes wider downstream from
the bluff body. Second-order analysis always predicted instability, whereas the

vortices preserve their regular pattern for a considerable distance. Theories
based on superposition of the vortices of Oseen and Hamel lead to the conclusion

that the street becomes narrower downstream.

The work of Michalke in 1964 (9) reveals that the interval between regions
of closed streamlines is half that between the locations of maximum vorticity in

the case of an unstable free -jet boundary.

These anomalies have led the authors to question whether the whirling

property can in principle be described by vorticity distribution. The whirling

property is identified by the common operational test of closed streamlines in

two-dimensional flows. Hence the authors questioned whether there existed any
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connection between maxima of vorticity (or its magnitude) and closed stream-
lines. It was simple to construct two flows satisfying a continuity equation in

such a way that closed streamlines existed in the absence of maxima of vorticity

in one flow, while in the other flow, maxima of vorticity occurred in the absence

of closed streamlines. These flows are given by the stream functions

and - '^:

and associated vorticity fields are given by

^j = [1 + (x2 + y2)] -: -

and

[1 - (x2 + y2)]

In the first flow, streamlines are concentric circles and vorticity is minimum
at the origin. In the second flow (Fig. 1), there are no closed streamlines, al-

though vorticity is maximum at the origin. Thus if there exists at all a one-to-

one connection between concentration of vorticity and closed streamlines, it

cannot be on the basis of kinematics or conservation of mass alone. However,
hydrodynamics does not provide such a connection, as the computations of Hung
and Macagno (1966, 1967) (10,11) show that the regions of closed streamlines in

two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows of a Newtonian fluid in a channel or

pipe with a sudden expansion do not possess interior points of maximum vorticity.

This paper is devoted to the formulation of a new concept of an eddy related

to closed streamlines and to the study of its fundamental properties. The new
results obtained are summarized in the following paragraphs.

The angular velocities of elements of material curves and surfaces are de-

fined and are shown to be determined by two tensors of third rank. The tensors

bring out the connection between these angular velocities, the vorticity, and the

dissipation in a Newtonian fluid of constant properties. The tensors have more
information about rotation than the average measure vorticity.

The curvature and torsion of streamlines are shown to be determined by

the angular velocities and the velocity. The whirling behavior of streamlines

near a point of zero velocity is also shown to be determined by the angular ve-

locities.

General conclusions regarding closed or spiralling streamlines in plane

flows are established in terms of the product of maximum and minimum angular

velocities of an element of material curve in the plane of motion. It is shown
that if the product is positive at a point of zero velocity, the streamlines spiral

around the point, and conversely, if the streamlines spiral around a point, the

product cannot be negative. Also if the product is positive, the curvature of the
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Fig. 1 - Absence of closed streamlines ( ) near a point of
maximum vorticity (lines of equal vorticity are shown by

)

streamline at the point cannot be zero. Similar conclusions are valid for axi-

symmetric flows without tangential component.

A precise and general definition of an eddy is given in terms of the angular

velocities and it is shown to be a region of positive discriminant of the charac-
teristic equation of the deviatoric part of velocity gradient vo - (V • u) 1/3. The
definition implies that an eddy in one inertial frame is also an eddy in any other

inertial frame. Although vorticity cannot be zero in an eddy, presence of vor-
ticity is not sufficient to make a region of fluid an eddy. Also, since the dis-

criminant is zero for a viscous fluid on a stationary solid surface, even thin

rods can cause a large interference with eddies. This conclusion is supported
by photographic evidence presented here. It is shown that if v^p is positive at

a point, in the flow of a Newtonian fluid of constant properties in absence of

body forces, the point is in an eddy. The converse is also true in plane flows.

Hence the characteristic feature of the stress field in plane eddies is superhar-
monic character of pressvure. It is also shown that the streamlines in plane

eddies are convex and that velocity can be zero at, at most, one point in a convex
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eddy. In the case of incompressible fluids, if at least one streamline is closed

around a point of zero velocity in each of its neighborhoods, and if all the deriv-

atives of velocity do not vanish, the point is in an eddy. Furthermore, if a point

of zero velocity is in a plane eddy, there is at least one closed streamline

around it in each of its neighborhoods. Similar properties of axisymmetric
eddies are also discussed.

These results thus describe the properties of eddies in terms of angular

velocities, vorticity, spiralling or closed streamlines, and the convexity of

streamlines and low-pressure spots on the basis of the new concept of eddy
which differs essentially from the prevailing notion of concentrated vorticity.

ANALYSIS OF ROTATION

Angular velocities of elements of material curves and surfaces are defined

and their properties are presented in this section. Let the location of a material

filament at time t be given by x = x(h, t), the parameter h remaining un-
changed for a given particle during the motion. The rate of change of a differ-

ential element dx = (3x/3h) dh is then given by '
•

dx = (32x/3hBt) dh = (3u/Bh) dh = dx • Vu ,
' ' ' '

' (1)

where a superposed dot indicates a material derivative and u is the velocity

field. The rates of change of the length ds and the unit tangent vector t of the

line element are then governed by

ds t + ds t = ds t" • Vu , (2)

where

dx = ds t , t • t = 1, t • t = .

"
'

(3)

The rotation of the element is most conveniently described by the angular ve-

locity w given by t x t, since it can be seen from Eq. (3) that

t = W X t . (4)

One can verify that the angular displacement in time interval t is equal to the

magnitude of wAt to the first order of t.

The angular velocity w can be evaluated from Eqs. (2) and (3) as

W = t X (t • Vu) =: tx (V • t) , (5)

where the deviatoric part of the velocity gradient is given by •

V = [Vu - (V -U) 1/3]''" (6)

and I is the identity diadic.
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We will briefly depart from the vector-diadic notation to introduce a tensor

of third rank. Rewriting Eqs. (5) and (6) in the tensor notation, we have

^ = ^ijc "t,k tj t^ = e.., v,^ t.t^ (5a)

where -
'

"

^ij = ^i,j - "k,k h/3. (6a)

To exploit the symmetry in t . tj^ , we define

^i:jk = (^ij£ "t.k + ^ikS "t,j)/2

= (^ii8 v,k + ^ike ^ej)'2
C^)

SO that

Wi = Ri:,U tjt, (8)

Each component of the angular velocity of the line element is thus a quadratic

form in its direction cosines, and the coefficients of the quadratic form consti-

tute a tensor of third rank. The tensor R^ . ^ is symmetric in j and k and will

be called the rotation tensor. Note that the rotation tensor and hence the angu-
lar velocity are independent of dilation V-u .

To analyze the rotation of a material surface, let its location at time t be

given by f(x, t) = . Note that f will be zero on the surface. If n is a unit

normal at a given particle,

R = \ V f, H-H = 1, H-H =
'

(9)

for some k , and . ,

H=\Vf+\Vf-(vri)- n. (10)

Defining the angular velocity w of the normal as

w = n X n, (11)

we get

J.
_* _

n = w X n,

and

w = [(V u)- n] X n = (n-V) x n. (12)

Note the conjugate character of Eqs. (5) and (12). Rewriting Eq. (12) below in

tensor notation, we have

^eji "k,i! "j"k - ^eji "ke "j"k. ' ^^n- n, = e„ • v, „ n-n,.

We define
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,^. ^*i: jk = Cejji u^
J

+ Cj^. Uj
J
)/2

, /.
,' ^/ '%''

... = (^ji "k6 + ^'«ki Vj,)/2, .,,, , ,,^..^,- (13)

SO that • -

w*i = J^trjk "jf^k • (14)

Thus each component of the angular velocity of the normal can also be written
as a quadratic form in the direction cosines of the normal and the coefficients

constitute a tensor of third rank. The tensor R*.
j,^

will be called the adjoint

rotation tensor for reasons which will become apparent shortly. This tensor
and the angular velocity is also independent of expansion v- u .

For brevity, we will call w the angular velocity of a surface element, al-

though it is the angular velocity of the normal.

Vorticity w. can be readily expressed in terms of the rotation tensors
from Eqs. (7) and (13) as

w. = R... = R*. .. . -, . A ': . ,;,.. (15)

It is now easy to show that vorticity is an average measure of the angular veloc-
ities. In terms of the spherical polar angles and ^ (tj = cos 9 cos 0, t2 =

sin 6 sin 0, and t3 = cos (p), the average overall direction is

J J
Wj sin d6' d0 " '

'

•

^ ^

= (Rj. jk^TT)
j J

tjt^ sin d0 d<^

I J
^i"

(16)

^i: jk ^k^^ = *i^3

A similar computation can be made for w* . Vorticity is therefore three times
the average of the angular velocities of line or surface elements taken over all

possible directions. It is well-known that vorticity is proportional to different

types of averages, such as the average over three mutually normal directions

or all directions in a plane (Cauchy, 1841, and Truesdell, 1954) (12,13).

Let us now consider a line element in the direction of t or a surface ele-

ment normal to n such that the angular velocity of the line or surface element
is zero. Then from Eqs. (5) and (12)

t X (V • t) = 0, (n • V) X n = 0,

or '
'

'

(\I - V) • t = 0, n (\I - V) = (17)

for some real k . The above conditions are necessary and sufficient for the an-
gular velocity of a line or surface element to be zero. The first condition was
essentially the contribution of Thomson and Tait in 1867 (14), and the second
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that of Bertrand in 1868 (15). (See also, Truesdell in 1954 (13), and Ericksen in

1955 (16).) As with Eqs. (5) and (12), the two equations here are conjugate.

The number of possible directions of line elements of zero angular velocity
and of normals to surface elements of zero angular velocity at a given point is

influenced by the characteristic equation

det |l - Vl = 0,

or (18)

- \^ + M\ - N = 0,

where

. x:-!.?'^ '•', M = - V: V 2, N = det |v| , t^ V = 0.
•'• -^•

The quantity m^ + 27N2 is proportional to the discriminant of the cubic equa-
tion. It will be called "whirlicity," as it has an important role in deciding the
whirling character of streamlines.

We will recall the following theorem which is mainly in accordance with
Thomson and Tait (1867), Bertrand (1868), and Truesdell (1954). At any point

and time, there is at least one line element and one surface element with zero
angular velocity. The number of distinct directions of such line elements or
normals of surface elements are: (a) three; or (b) one, two, or infinity; or (c)

a number determined according to whether the whirlicity is negative, zero, or
positive. A direction refers to a vector a or -a . The details of the proof can
be found elsewhere (Yajnik, 1964) (17).

Next we examine the behavior near a point of zero velocity. Suppose that a
streamline approaches it in such a way that the unit tangent vector t = x' ap-
proaches to a limit, say a . Suppose further that the length parameter increases
as the point of zero velocity is approached. Then for any given e - o , there is

some Sj such that

|t-al<e=s>si. (19)

As t and a are unit vectors, we then obtain

and, by integration, we find

< t • a < 1,

1 "T"/ ^^ " ^0 5 (x - Xj) • a < (s - s^).

where xi is the position vector at s = sj. Since the central term in the above
inequality approaches to a limit as the point of zero velocity is approached, s
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cannot increase indefinitely but must approach a finite value, say Sq . Applying

the mean value theorem to each component of

t ds
' ^0

,

. .

separately, and using Eq. (19), we get
"

..-.V .' ^
'

[

I
(x - (s - Sq ) a| < 3 e ( Sq - s) for Sq > s > Sj (20)

smce

ut = u,
"

(21)

The expansion of velocity into a Taylor series and the use of Eq. (21) leads to

or

where

lim |a"(Vu)|t = lim a'Vu

a • (V u) = >v a.

k = |a • V ul

Hence we see by using Eq. (5) that the angular velocity of a line element in the

limiting direction a is zero. Clearly, the above argument, with minor modifi-

cations, applies when s decreases on approaching the point of zero velocity.

Thus a streamline approaches the point of zero velocity in such a way that

if its unit tangent vector approaches a limiting value a , the angular velocity of

a line element along a is zero. This theorem shows that the question of whether
or not the streamline whirls around a point of zero velocity is directly related

to the angular velocity of line elements.

The above results were obtained for use in subsequent sections of this

paper. It should be pointed out, however, that since these results throw light on

the connections between the rate of rotation of line and surface elements, vor-

ticity, curvature, and torsion of streamlines in a general way, they have a

broader significance than many other theorems in this paper.

The dynamical significance of the angular velocities can be gauged from the

observation that the dissipation in a Newtonian fluid of constant properties can-

not be expressed in terms of invariants of vorticity, but is proportional to the

following invariant of rotation tensor:

(4R. ., R. . ., - 3R. . . . R. .i,k)/6,*• i:jk i:jk i^JJ i:kk'

as can be verified by using Eq, (7).
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GEOMETRY OF STREAMLINES EST PLANE FLOWS

We shall examine in this section closed or spiralling streamlines in the vi-

cinity of a point with zero velocity, in terms of angular velocities of line ele-

ments. The discussion is confined to plane flows which are, by definition, flows

in which the motion of the fluid takes place in parallel planes. The velocity is

assumed to be differentiable. Let an inertial observer be at rest relative to a
given fluid particle. With the z axis normal to the plane of motion, the equa-
tions of streamlines, which lie in the plane of motion, are

dx/dh = u, dy/dh = v, (22)

where the velocity components u and v relative to the observer depend on co-
ordinates X, y z and time t . The behavior of streamlines can be easily de-
scribed if the velocities are linear in x and y . From the results of ordinary
autonomous equations (Hurewicz, in 1958, for example) (18), one can describe
the streamline behavior in terms of

S = flu ^ _ Im ^\ _ 1 fiiL + l^V
\Bx 3y 3y Bx/ 4 \3x ^y/.

(23)

If (3u/3x) (Bv/3y) - (3u/3y) (Bv/3x) is different from zero, the necessary and
sufficient condition for closed or spiralling streamlines is that S be positive at

the given particle. If, in addition, the flow satisfies the continuity equation of an
incompressible fluid, the streamlines are closed. It may be noted that nonzero
vorticity is necessary but not sufficient for positive S .

The kinematic meaning of s , which we shall call swirl, can be readily un-
derstood. The angular velocity of a line element in the plane of motion can be

seen as parallel to the z axis from Eq. (8). It is given by

- ^— I sin cos cp - ^— sm

3v Bu
Bx By

Bv
,

Bu \ r,,l^v Bu \ . „

B^ + ^) cos 20+
(^3^

- 3^) san 2 (24)

for an element inclined at an angle with the x axis. Its maximum and mini-
mum values are then

\Bx By/ |\Bx Bxy \dy dx/
J J

(25)

Their product is the swirl, while their sum is the z -component of vorticity.

Note that positive swirl is associated with maximum and minimum angular ve-
locities of the same sign, and hence with the absence of any line element having

zero angular velocity in the plane of motion.
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To extend the results of the linear case, let a whirl point be defined as a

point Xg of zero velocity which has a segment of a streamline x = x (h)
,

hj 5 h 5 h2 in each of its neighborhoods, satisfying the following conditions:

1. For any given unit vector t , there is a point x (h) on the segment so

that x(h) - xq = kt for some positive k .

2. x^ = Cxj for some positive e , where x^ and xj are the ends of the

segment. =

3. The segment does not pass through xq . i- i j ''<
.

-• '
= .. > v.

The definition essentially describes what is generally meant by streamlines
whirling around a point. The main result in this section, which is believed to be
new, is the following theorem.

Theorem I: Any point of zero velocity where the swirl is positive is a

whirl point. Conversely, the swirl cannot be negative at a whirl point.

Some preliminary results are required for its proof. Let the point of zero
velocity be chosen as the origin. The equations of streamlines in cylindrical

coordinates are

dr/dh ^ u^, rd(9/dh = uq . (26)

The conditions on the segment of the streamline for a whirl point are then that r

does not vanish anywhere on it, that for any given a there is a point on it with

the angular coordinate a + 2n-n , n being an integer, and that e^ and 6^ at the

ends differ by a multiple of imr . One can also estimate the velocity components
by using the mean value theorem

dr Bu

'"'"
dh Bi

and

dh 3i

< r < r

< r_ < r

(27a)

(27b)

Note that 3u /Br and Bugi/Br are the rate of deformation and the angular velocity

of a radial line element. .

Now one can prove the first part of the theorem. If a neighborhood of the

point of zero velocity is specified, we can choose a circular neighborhood of

radius R within the given neighborhood such that the swirl is positive in the

circle. This is possible because the swirl given by Eq. (23) is a continuous

function.

The streamline through any point in the circle, except the origin, can be

continued until it approaches a point of zero velocity or the circumference,
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since it is an integral curve of the differential equations in Eq. (22) (Hurewicz
[18]). It will be shown in the next section of this paper that velocity in the two-
dimensional region of positive swirl cannot vanish at two points. Hence the

streamline through any point other than the origin can be continued until it ap-
proaches the origin or the circumference. Now we want to show that a point can
be chosen within the circle so that the streamline through it turns around by l-n

before it approaches the origin or the circumference. Such a streamline will

clearly provide a segment satisfying the definition of a whirl point.

Since the rate of deformation and the angular velocity of any radial line

element appearing in Eqs. (27a) and (27b) are continuous functions, they take

maximum and minimum values, say d^ , dj , wj , and wj , in the circle. Hence
we have

di > (dr/dh)/r > d^ (28a)

(28b)

at any point in the circle of radius R . Since the angular velocity of a line ele-

ment cannot vanish in a region of positive swirl, w^ and wj are of the same
sign. One obtains from Eqs, (28a) and (28b)

A > (dr/d(9)/r > B , (29)

where A and B are equal to d^^wj and d^/v^^ if w^ is positive, or to dj/wj and
dj/wj if wj is negative. Hence for any point {r,0) on a streamline through
(tj, (9j) in the circle, we have

A (0 - e^) > en(r/ri) > B (0 - 0^). (30)

K A and B are zero, the streamlines are circles and the origin is a whirl-
point. If A is zero, the streamline through any point in the circle cannot cross
the circle, because r cannot increase and B is zero, so that A cannot approach
the origin.

Suppose A is not zero. Consider a point (r^, 0^) with r^ = Re'-^"'^' inside

the circle. If the streamline through the point touches the circumference, Eq.

(30) would require that for the point on the circumference, A (0 - 0^) >2tt \A\, so
that and 0^ differ by more than 2n . Such a streamline can provide a seg-
ment meeting the requirements of the whirlpoint. If, on the other hand, the

streamline approaches the origin, B is different from zero and there is an in-

termediate point where r = r^ e'^ '^'
. Then, from Eq. (30) we have

- 277 |B| > B (0 - 0^)

In this case, the streamline also would provide a segment required for the

whirlpoint. If A is zero, but B is not, the above argument can be applied to any
point rj <R . Thus, in any event, the point of zero velocity where the swirl is

positive is a whirlpoint.
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Suppose the swirl at a whirlpoint is negative. Let the radial line 6^=0 be

chosen to coincide with the direction of a line element at the origin that has ex-

tremum angular velocity. Then one can see from Eq. (24) that a normal element

at the origin will also have an extremum value of angular velocity. Let these

angular velocities be denoted by Wq and '^tT2- They will have opposite signs,

as the swirl is assumed to be negative. The differentiability of velocity permits

us to choose a neighborhood where the derivatives of velocity occurring in Eq.

(24) at any point differ from the corresponding derivatives at the origin by less

than one-sixth of mln ( |wq1
,

|

w„
2I ) • Then the angular velocity of a line element

in the direction e = situated at any point in the neighborhood differs from the

angular velocity of a parallel element at the origin by less than one -half of

min (|wo| , |w„ 2' ) • Hence the angular velocity of any line element in the direc-

tion 5 = has the same sign as w^
, and similarly the angular velocity of a

normal line element has the same sign as w„ 2 • Now consider the segment of

streamline in the neighborhood of the whirlpoint. If 9 increases from Oi to 62

as h increases from hj and h2, e changes from values in the first quadrant to

those in the second at some intermediate point and from the second to those in

the third at some other intermediate point. Clearly, do dh cannot be negative

at these points. One can see with the help of Eq. (27b) that neither wq nor w^
^

can be zero, and hence that swirl at the origin, being the product of w^ and w^ 2 >

cannot be negative. A similar argument can be made when e decreases as h

increases from h^ to h2 . This contradiction leads to the required result.

Some light is thrown on the question of whether or not the swirl can be zero

at a whirlpoint by the conclusion that (Bu Bx) (3v/By) - (Bu'By) Ov 3x) must be

different from zero there, provided that all of the derivatives in the expression

do not vanish simultaneously. To see this, consider the segment of streamline

satisfying the requirements of the definition in any neighborhood of the whirl-

point. Now for any given unit vector t , there are two points X3 and x^ such

that X3 = kgt , X4 = - k4 t for some positive k3 and k^ ,
and as a result

X3 • n = x^ • n =

for a unit vector n normal to t . Then, by the mean value theorem,

(dx/dh) • n =

at an intermediate point. Hence, in any neighborhood of the whirlpoint, there is

a particle whose velocity is normal to any specified unit vector n .

Suppose Ou/Bx)Ov/3y)- Ou/3y)(Bv/3x) is zero at a whirlpoint. Then

there is a nontrivial solution (a,b) to the following simultaneous equations

Ov/Bx)a - Ou/3x)b =

(3v/3y)a - (3u/By)b = 0,

and for any values of x and y

,

a [Ov/3x) X + (Bv/By)y] - b [(Bu/Bx) x + Ou/By)y] = 0.
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Hence as (x,y) approaches the origin, the ratio u:v approaches a:b. But if we
choose the unit vector n in the direction of the vector (a>b), we find that no
matter how small a neighborhood we choose, there is always a point where ve-
locity is normal to (a,b).

If the continuity equation for an incompressible equation fluid is used, a
stronger result can be obtained. Let a vortex point be defined as a whirlpoint
where the value of i in the second requirement of the streamline segment is

unity. This ensures closed streamlines.

Theorem II: In the plane flow of an incompressible fluid, any point of

zero velocity where the swirl is positive is a vortex point, and con-
versely, the swirl at a whirlpoint is positive if all the derivatives
3u/3x, 3u/3y, Bv/3x, and 3v 3y do not vanish simultaneously.

Consider any point of zero velocity where the swirl is positive: then it is a
whirlpoint according to Theorem I. Suppose the value of i in the second re-
quirement of the streamline is different from one. Then we can consider the

two-dimensional region bounded by the streamline segment and the radial seg-
ment joining the end points of the streamline. Since the flux across the radial

segment is zero on account of incompressibility, the tangential component of

velocity must be zero somewhere on the radial segment, and Eq. (27b) then im-
plies that angular velocity must vanish somewhere. But the neighborhood can
be chosen to be so small that swirl is positive everywhere and the angular ve-
locity of a line element cannot vanish. Hence follows the first part of the theo-

rem. The second part follows from Theorem I and the conclusion that (Bu/bx)

(3v/3y) - Ou/By)Ov/Bx) Cannot vanish at a whirlpoint when the velocity deriva-
tives do not vanish simultaneously.

Consider the curvature of streamline at a point where velocity is different

from zero. We see from Eq. (20) that if the curvature is zero, a line element
tangential to the streamline has zero angular velocity. Hence the curvature of a
streamline cannot vanish in a region of positive swirl.

The geometrical behavior of streamlines, then, is decisively influenced by
the angular velocities of line elements. The dynamic implications of these kine-
matic results will become clear in the following section.

DEFINITION AND GENERAL PROPERTIES OF EDDIES

The formulation of a clear idea of an eddy is prerequisite to a systematic
study of the properties of eddies. Since they are often identified in experimen-
tal investigations by closed or spiralling streamlines, it is but natural to seek a
formulation in terms of the angular velocities of line and surface elements
whose intimate relation with the streamline geometry has been pointed out in

the previous sections. This approach differs from the prevailing approach in

which eddies are regarded a priori as regions of concentrated vorticity and no
attempt is made to formulate an unambiguous notion of an eddy.
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A fluid particle in a plane flow may be regarded as being in an eddy, de-
pending on whether or not the streamlines, relative to an inertial observer
which is at rest with the particle, possess the whirling property in the particle's

vicinity. Alternatively, we may decide whether or not a particle is in an eddy on
the basis of positive swirl or the absence of a line element having zero angular
velocity in the plane of motion. Note that any line element normal to the plane

and any surface element parallel to the plane have zero angular velocity.

Generalization to arbitrary three-dimensional flow is facilitated by the

theorem of Thomson (14) and others (see the section, Analysis of Rotation,

which was presented earlier in this paper). The theorem asserts that there is at

least one line and one surface element having zero angular velocity. Note also

that in flow u= Ay
^
v= , and w= Az

, the line elements parallel to the x or z

axis have zero angular velocity, and that there are planes in which line elements
with zero angular velocity are absent although the streamlines do not show any
whirling property. Consequently, it is necessary to examine the line elements
in a chosen plane. Hence the following definition:

A fluid particle is said to be in an eddy at a given instant if, at

that time, all the line elements, which are parallel to a sur-
face element of zero angular velocity, have nonzero angular
velocity.

Any particle in a region of positive swirl in a plane flow is certainly in an
eddy. In particular, any particle in a rigidly rotating fluid or the core of a Ran-
kine vortex is in an eddy. It will be shown later that no fluid particle in a plane

Couette flow is in an eddy.

The advantages of the above definition are many. Since the properties
given in this section include connections with streamline geometry, vorticity,

and low-pressure spots, the definition pinpoints a characteristic property of the

phenomena. Furthermore, it provides a basis for deduction of properties and
interpretation of experimental data. Several qualitative observations about the

flow with eddies can be readily explained, as will be seen later. The analytical

content of the definition can also be readily extracted in the form of the follow-

ing theorem:

Theorem III: A fluid particle is in an eddy at a given instant, if and
only if its whirlicity 4M-^ + 27n2 is positive.

The theorem of Thomson (14) and others, as was described earlier, ensures
that there is at least one surface element of zero angular velocity. With the

z- axis normal to such a surface element, V^^^ and V^ vanish according to Eq.

(12), and the angular velocity of a line element in the x-y plane is parallel to

the z axis and is given by

[(V - V ) + (V + V ) COS 261 + (V - V ) sin 26']/2, (31)L V yx xy/ \ yx xy/ \ yy xx' ^^' *• J * > > '

e being the angle made by the element with the x axis. The swirl in the xy
plane, being a product of maximum and minimum velocities, is a- 0^

, where
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a=(V V -V V ),/3=V /2 = (V + V ) '2. (32)\x>: yy xy yx''*^ zz ^xx yy ' ^ '

Since the invariants M and N are given by

M=V V +V V +V V -V V =a-4/32,
XX yy yy zz zz xx xy yx '^

N=V (V V -V V) = 2a/3,
zz ^ XX yy xy yx' '^

'

(33)

the whirlicity can be expressed as

4M^ + 27N2 = 4 (a - /3^) [(a - /3^) + 9/32] 2

.

(34)

Hence the whirlicity is positive if, and only if, the swirl a- /3^ is positive and
the theorem follows.

Since the whirlicity is an invariant under Galilean transformations, an eddy

in one inertial frame is also an eddy in any other.

Unlike vorticity, the whirlicity is nonlinear. Whereas the superposition of

two irrotational flows always leads to an irrotational flow, flows with zero
whirlicity behave differently. Two plane Couette flows in perpendicular direc-

tions (u = Ay, V = w = 0; V = - Ax, u = w = ), when superposed, lead to rigid

body rotation. It is to be expected then that an unstable flow with a wavelike

disturbance may have eddies, although neither the streamlines of the flow nor

those of the disturbance may display any whirling property. Many flows and

disturbances analyzed in the hydrodynamic stability theory have this property.

It is known that the appearance of eddies transforms the flow in a marked
way and that the dynamic and thermodynamic consequences of the transition are

unmistakable, whereas the picture of concentrated vorticity does not give any

clue to the difference in kind between the flows with eddies and those without

them (the definition given above fills this lack). Let the z axis be chosen as in

the proof of Theorem in. Now if the whirlicity is zero or negative at a point,

there is a line element at the point in the xy plane with zero angular velocity,

and X the axis can be chosen in its direction. Then Eqs. (8) and (14) imply that

Bv/3x, Bw/Bx , and 3w/3y are zero, so that the convective part of acceleration

can be written in the canonical form:

uBu/'Bx + vBu/By + w3u/3z

vBv/3y -(- w3v/Bz

wBw/Bz.

If, on the other hand, we similarly examine a particle in an eddy, the form
for the convective part of acceleration would be
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uBu/^x + v^u/By + w^u/Bz

uBv/Bx + vBv/By + wBv/'Bz

wBw/bz.

Thus the inertia terms introduce a stronger coupling between the equations

in the presence of eddies. This coupling offers an explanation for larger trans-

fer of momentum and energy in the presence of eddies.

Consider a surface on which fluid velocity vanishes everywhere. Clearly,

the angular velocity of an element of such a surface is zero, and so also is the

angular velocity of a tangential line element. The arguments used in Theorem
TTT lead to the conclusion that particles on such a surface cannot be in an eddy.

The significance of the conclusion stems from the no-slip condition. If a sta-

tionary, impervious solid is introduced in an eddy, the fluid particles at the

solid boundary would cease to be in the eddy and the value of whirlicity would

decline in the neighborhood of the solid boundary. Notice that the viscosity of

the fluid enters in the argument only through the no-sHp condition and that the

geometry of the surface does not enter the picture at all. Hence, it can be con-

cluded that if a stationary, impervious, thin bar is introduced in an eddy of a

fluid of low viscosity such as water, there will be a noticeable change in the

flow, although the diameter of the rod may be very small in comparison with the

diameter of the eddy. A crucial experiment to test this conclusion was made at

the University of California, Berkeley. A steady draining vortex was generated

in a vertical circular cylinder of 11-1/2 inches diameter, turning at 20 rpm and

having an axial hole of one -inch diameter. The apparatus is sketched in Fig. 2

and was described by Einstein and Li in 1955 (19). The depression of the water

surface indicates roughly the pressure distribution in a horizontal plane, as

vertical accelerations are low. Low-pressure gradients in the horizontal plane

are associated with small slopes of the free surface. If the introduction of a

bar reduces the whirlicity and thereby constrains the whirling motion, its con-

sequences on the free surface would be apparent. When a bar of 1/8-inch diam-
eter was kept near the boundary of the drain hole, the depression in the water

surface reduced by 70%, although the cross-sectional area of the bar was less

than 3% of the area of the hole (Fig. 3). When it was placed at the axis of the

hole, the depression was reduced by 30%. Comparable reductions were obtained

with rectangular and square bars. Such noticeable effects of thin, solid mem-
bers on eddies have also been observed in the wake of a bluff body (Roshko,

1954) (20) and in the leading-edge vortex from a delta wing (Harvey, 1962).

This constraining effect has to be taken into account in the interpretation of

data obtained by small probes in eddies, and the interference of the flow may be

considerably larger than what one would expect from the probe size. The con-

straining effect can also be used as an inexpensive and highly effective method

of control of vortices near the outlets of reservoirs, or the intake chambers of

pumps (J. P. Berge, 1966).

It is to be expected that vorticity cannot vanish in an eddy; for no line ele-

ment has zero angular velocity in a particular plane, and hence the normal

component of vorticity, being the average of the angular velocities of all such
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Fig. 2 - Apparatus for creating

a draining vortex

(a) Draining vortex (b) The interference of a

thin rod with the vortex

Fig. 3 - Draining vortex experiment
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line elements, cannot be zero. Eddies may thus arise in a region of sensible

vorticity such as the boundary layer or the wake of a body.

One may also expect that if the velocities in the vicinity of a particle are

parallel, it cannot be in an eddy. With the z axis in the direction of the veloci-

ties, v^
, Vxz , V ^ , and V can be seen to be zero and so also whirlicity.

Hence rectilinear flows, including plane Couette and Poisuelle flows, do not

have any eddies. - - - - - . - - ....

It should be remarked in passing that an eddy is thought to be a connected

set of particles of positive whirlicity. For the sake of definiteness, we will take

it to be a maximal connected set. This avoids the possibility of intersection of

eddies.

Consider the boundary of an eddy where whirlicity vanishes. The velocity

of propagation normal to itself is then given by

3(4M3 + 27N2)/Bt + c|V(4M3 + 27N2)| =0, '''/;_
-

or ,

'

2M2 3M/3t + 9NBN/3t '

''^
'

'

/ \_ /g^x

|(2M2vM + 9NVN)|

if the denominator is different from zero. Since this velocity will in general be

different from fluid velocity, particles may enter or leave an eddy.

Now let us consider eddies of an incompressible fluid. The invariants M

and N reduce to

M = -Vu : Vu/2 = -(V • CJ)/2 , (36a)

N = det|Vu| . (36b)

Thus M is proportional to the divergence of acceleration, whereas N^ is a local

measure of three -dimensionality of the flow. If N is zero, there exists a non-

zero vector a such that (Vu)a vanishes and the flow in the vicinity of the parti-

cle relative to an observer travelling with the particle is normal to a . Note

that three -dimensionality always favors the occurrence of eddies. This conclu-

sion is compatible with the observations of more prevalent eddies in three-

dimensional turbulent flows than in two-dimensional flows.

Since the equations of motion of a Newtonian fluid of constant properties are

pu = - Vp + /oF -I mV^u ,
(37)

p, fj. , p , and F being respectively, density, coefficient of viscosity, pressure,

and body force, the invariant M can be calculated with the help of a continuity

equation as

M = (V-p - pVF)/2 . (38)
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Hence the characteristic feature of the distribution of pressure and body
force is such that (v^p- pv • F) is greater than a certain datum which is deter-
mined by the local three-dimensional character of the flow, i.e., - 3p (2N^)^ '^.

The datum value can be readily calculated in certain flows such as plane flows

and axisymmetric flows without tangential velocity, because elements of certain

planes are known to have zero angular velocity. In any event, a fluid particle is

in an eddy if V^p - pv • f is positive. When gravitational force is the only body
force, this sufficient condition reduces to positive v-^p . Regions where mini-
mum pressure occurs will particularly have eddies. This is fully supported by
observation.

Eddies in plane flows have interesting properties. Because a surface ele-
ment parallel to the plane of motion has zero angular velocity, the characteris-
tic kinematic property of an eddy is positive swirl or the absence of a line ele-

ment in the plane of motion having zero angular velocity. The component of

vorticity normal to the plane cannot be zero in an eddy, and the circulations

along any two closed curves in the plane within an eddy have the same sign,

this property can be used to distinguish a clockwise eddy from a counterclock-
wise eddy. Also, Theorem I implies that a point of zero velocity in an eddy is a

whirlpoint. The results in the previous section of this paper further imply that

the curvature cannot vanish in an eddy. The center of curvature of a streamline
in an eddy remains on one side, as the curvature is continuous and finite if the

velocity is differentiable and nonzero. Convex streamlines are thus to be ex-
pected in eddies. Indeed, the computations of Yih in 1959 and 1960 (21,22) and
Michalke in 1964 (9) show such streamlines.

If velocity vanishes at two points in the plane of motion, 3v/3x vanishes at

an intermediate point according to the mean-value theorem, the x axis being

parallel to the line joining the points. The zero angular velocity of a line ele-

ment at the intermediate point parallel to the line ensures zero or negative

swirl. Hence if the two-dimensional cross section of the eddy is convex, veloc-

ity cannot be zero at two points in the cross section.

The intimate relation between the closed streamlines and plane eddies of an
incompressible fluid is brought out by Theorem II. If a particle in an eddy has
zero velocity, it is a vortex point. Conversely, a vortex point is in an eddy if

the derivatives 3u/bx , 3u/By , Bv/bx, and 3v/3y do not vanish simultaneously.

The dynamic characteristic property of a plane eddy of a Newtonian fluid of

constant properties is readily obtained from Eq. (38) and from the observation
that N is zero everywhere. Thus a fluid particle in such flow is in an eddy if,

and only if, v2p_ pV • F is positive. When gravity is the only body force, super

-

harmonic character of pressure is then the essential feature. If pressure is

minimum at a point within a region in the plane of motion, then there is an eddy
in the region, because v^p is positive somewhere in the region. The optical

method of identifying eddies by locating low-pressure spots in waterflows is

justified by the above argument.

Eddies in axisymmetric flows without a tangential velocity component have
analogous properties, although the different form of the continuity equation
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Bu^, 3r + u/r + Bu^/^z = • -^ '

'

(39)

introduces some differences. Since any element of a meridian plane has zero

angular velocity, the positive value of swirl » - Z?^ is a characteristic property

of an eddy where a and /3 as given by Eq. (32) can be expressed in the cylindri-

cal coordinates .^ ^,

a = (Bu,/Br) (Bu/Bz) - (Bu^/Bz) (Bu/Br),
(40)

/S = - (Bu^'Br + Bu^/Bz)/2 = u^,'2r. . V: ,•..,-/

Hence, from Eqs. (33) and (38),

V^p - pV • F = 2p (a - /32) - 6p,52.

The characteristic dynamic property of such an eddy is then

V-V - PV • F > - 3p (u^/r)2 /2 -•- •'
' '-" (41)

In particular, a particle at rest is in an eddy only if v2p _ pV • f is positive.

Since Theorems I and II can easily be extended for the axisymmetric case,

all the kinematic properties, with minor modifications, are valid for axisym-

metric situations. -,
, ^

CONCLUDING REMARKS -

Mathematical representation for the angular velocity W of a fluid line ele-

ment and of the angular velocity of a fluid surface element are derived here.

These angular velocities are shown not to depend on expansion u; ^. Vorticity,

on the other hand, is shown to be three times the average of either velocity.

The relation of curvature of the fluid line element, its velocity, and its angular

velocity is derived, but to complete this fundamental relation it is necessary to

develop the equivalent of Frenet's formula in terms of the Eulerian derivative.

This has recently been obtained by Paul Lieber and his former student, Kirit

Yajnik, on the basis of the work presented in this paper. The results bring out

the differential-geometrical features of torsion of the fluid line element. The

behavior of the line element in the vicinity of a singular point is decisively in-

fluenced by the angular velocity W of the line elements at the singular point.

The new definition of an eddy given in the present paper and its relation to

whirlicity as it is defined here, has been deduced. In Theorem 3, which gives

the relation between whirlicity and eddy, we have considered whirlicity to be

positive. However, by considering it to be zero and/or negative, interesting

results have also been recently obtained by Lieber and his student, which evi-

dently concern the development of secondary and turbulent flows. These recent

results which rest incisively on the results of the present paper, will be pub-

lished in due course, and will point up the significance of the results presented

here.
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II—Aspects of the Principle of

Maximum Uniformity: A New and

Fundamental Principle of Mechanics

'
' Paul Lieber
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-
.
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Berkeley, California

INTRODUCTION v :;:. v ^ a r

A comparative study of the principles of classical mechanics has revealed
that they are only conditionally equivalent, and that questions concerning their

equivalence and completeness cannot be put with meaning, without naturally

evoking a new concept pertaining to the existence in nature of categories of in-

formation (1). The emergence of this concept in this study, shows that the

equivalence or nonequivalence of the principles of mechanics, considered as

propositions about the world of mechanical experience, should be decided ac-
cording to the nature of the information which they do and can render explicit

about it.

The observations and conclusions noted above, were developed by focusing

attention on the principles of Newton, Gauss, and Hertz. In so doing, it was
demonstrated that general and fundamental global information on the distribution

of internal forces in many -body systems, which is rendered explicit and without

integration by using the principles of Gauss and Hertz, at present appears inac-

cessible in terms of the principles of Newton (2). This information is obtained

within the edifice of the principles of Gauss (3) and Hertz (4), by reintroducing

and underlining therein the concept force, which they sought to eliminate as a

primitive notion, by its geometrization in terms of geometrical constraints.

This was done for a nontrivial class of mechanical systems which included the

gas model used by Maxwell, by first establishing and then using a fundamental
connection between nonholonomic, unilateral, geometrical constraints and the

impenetrability of matter (Refs. 5 through 11). In so doing it was found that the

primitive role ascribed by Newton to the concept force is linked with the primi-

tive concept of the impenetrability of matter, conceived here as the physical

basis for the geometrization of force in terms of the geometrical constraints as

used by Gauss and Hertz. That is, the ultimate ontological, geometrical prop-

erty by which matter evokes its being and thus its existence in space -time, is

local impenetrability, and it is this property of matter and evidently only this

property which can account for the existence in nature of stringent geometrical

constraints. Impenetrability of matter is accordingly envisaged here as an
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ontological-geometrical property of position (local property) rather than as a

property of extension, *

The Principle of Maximum Uniformity was first establishedt in Ref. 2 by
generalizing (to all classical mechanical systems) a theorem obtained on a

global-positive definite measure of the internal forces for a particular class of

mechanical systems. The conception of the principle of maximum uniformity

ascribes to the force which is designated by the symbol F in Newton's proposi-
tions a much more fundamental and universal aspect in nature, than it does to

the terms which pertain to the acceleration of a material particle upon which
the force is impressed. Accordingly, the restricted covariance of the proposi-
tions of classical mechanics to Galilean frames, derives from the acceleration-
dependent terms, and not from what is symbolically represented by F in New-
ton's law which expresses the total connection between a particle endowed with

an inertia 'm' and the universe in which it exists.

This way of thinking about F, ascribes to it the same role as does Mach's
principle to the inertia of a material particle, and consequently bestows upon it

an equal significance. This allows the reconciliation of a principle of universal
correspondence with Bohr's correspondence principle, by ascribing all forces

in nature, including those which emerge in the domain of classical mechanics to

the immutable processes in nature from which the dimensional universal con-

stants emanate. In this way, the principle of maximum uniformity is directly

extended to every domain of natural phenomena (nonclassical and classical), and
all forces in nature which are posited to sensation and sense -awareness are

thus conceived as the manifestations of this principle.

The principle of maximum uniformity can be formulated in such a way that

it embraces in addition to the equilibrium propositions of classical mechanics,

a general stability principle which naturally accommodates chronological time

and consequently implies historical commitment.

The concept of nonuniformity refers to strictly intensive properties of

space-time structure. These have familiar manifestations which include asym-
metry, nonhomogeneity, isotropy, structure, curvature, and the number of pa-

rameters necessary for the description of a phenomenon and the gradients of

these parameters. Other examples include the impression of a fossil, printing,

labelling, symbols, alphabet, and language. Force and information are of course

outstanding examples. All of these are aspects of nonuniformity and would
therefore be interconnected by a general proposition which pertains to, and con-

ditions, a global measure of a fundamental aspect of nonuniformity in nature.

*This in effect establishes within the edifice of classical mechanics the impene-
trability of matter as the physical foundation of force; and the geomietrical con-
straints as an (geometrical) internnediary between force and impenetrability;

• and accordingly as a geometrical manifestation of their ontological connection.

'This principle was first established in (2) in a restricted sense and has since

been generalized as it is presented in this paper.
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As the concept nonuniformity refers to an intensive and general aspect of

nature, it is not restricted to particular scales and therefore gives a basis for

unifying phenomena that depend simultaneously on many scales. A principle

which restricts a global measure of uniformity is therefore equivalent to a law

that conditions, and thus connects, phenomena which are described and coordi-

nated over a large range of space-time scales. Accordingly, the principle of

maximum uniformity leads naturally to the concept of control centers which are

seated in restricted space -time domains, and which control and organize the

function of matter extending over much larger domains of space and time. The
principle of maximum uniformity implies that these control centers are domi-
nant sites of action in a global domain which it conditions.

To evolve concepts necessary for comprehending the nature and function of

control centers and for formulating general propositions which condition non-

equilibrium thermodynamical processes, it is necessary to find a way simulta-

neously to consider, condition, and thus connect natural phenomena which exist

and which are coordinated over a large range of space-time scales. Only in

this way can we expect to gain an insight into the nature of these centers which

evidently are universal aspects of nature. They are of course phenomenologi-
cally and strikingly displayed in the performance of living materials, by their

facility to structure, organize, and coordinate the functions of matter which ex-

tends over a large range of space -time scales. The principle of maximum uni-

formity conceived as a generalization of explicit information, obtained as a

theorem on the distribution of internal forces for a class of dynamical systems,

does provide a conceptual framework for unifying and thereby interconnecting

phenomena coordinated over a large range of space and time scales. It also

provides a basis for seriously attempting a formulation of propositions govern-

ing strongly nonequilibrium thermodynamical systems. :i._ :• -.

Finally, this paper will consider the principle of maximum uniformity as a

basis for formulating a general proposition pertaining to nonequilibrium thermo-

dynamics, by citing the correspondence between the mechanical concept 'force'

and the thermodynamical concept 'availability,' each conceived here as particu-

lar manifestations of the principle of maximum uniformity. Certain hydrody-
namical aspects of this principle and its role in the conception and application

of variational principles in hydrodynamics will also be presented.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ,.

The present paper is the first of a series concerned with the identification

of various aspects of evolution and their connection with a universal evolutionary

process which emanates from irreducible and universal processes, identified

here with the Dimensional Universal Constants of Nature. This paper is spe-

cifically concerned with the nature of force, equilibrium, nonuniformity, and
stability, envisaged here as particular aspects of evolution which is conceived
as a universal process that reconciles everywhere in nature, constancy, and

change.

An outline will be given of the ideas and reasoning which led to the concep-
tion of a proposition that may prove to be a general law of nature, fundamentally
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endowed with aspects of evolution. This proposition embraces the laws of clas-

sical mechanics, a general stability law, historical thrust and commitment, and
information relevant to the formulation of a theory conditioning strongly non-
equilibrium thermodynamical processes. The stability law so obtained bears
the same kind of relation to stability, envisaged here as a general aspect of the

performance of classical mechanical systems, as do the laws of classical me-
chanics to another equally general aspect of their performance —equilibrium.

The conception of the general proposition which embraces this stability law
is inextricably linked with a conception of the nature of force. By this concep-
tion, force is the universal and most fundamental global aspect of nonuniformity
posited in nature to sense perception and sense awareness, and from which all

sensation, experience, information, and consequently knowledge ultimately origi-

nate. In the particular case of classical mechanics, force is here conceived of

as the universal manifestation in sensation of global nonuniformity in nature,

i.e., as the resultant of all nonuniform connections that exist between an inertial

body instantaneously situated at a particular location and the universe in which
it is contained. From these considerations it follows that the dynamical aspect

of classical mechanics (more specifically, the kinematical aspect), which is

based on a conception and description of processes ascribed to immutable bodies

in motion, is significantly more restricted and consequejitly less fundamental
than is the aspect of nature symbolically designated by F in Newton's proposi-

tions. I use the word designated, rather than represented in order to emphasize
that this symbol, as it is used in classical mechanics, is not brought into corre-
spondence with the anatomy and structure of nature's space -time manifold.

A critical examination of Newton's formulation and use of the known laws of

classical mechanics does in fact suggest that he may have also tacitly conceived

of force as an ultimate and global aspect of nature, and of his law of motion as a

relationship between this ultimate aspect of nature and the motion of a body en-
dowed with inertia. This point of view differs essentially from that taken by

most of his followers as well as from a consensus among contemporary scien-

tists who choose to interpret his law of motion as a definition of force. Accord-
ing to the ideas of this paper, force as designated by the symbol F in Newton's
propositions, in fact dominates the established laws of classical mechanics
which are here understood to express only some and consequently not all of its

fundamental aspects in nature. According to this view F assumes the funda-

mental and dominant role in Newton's propositions. It dominates the dynamical
term appearing in Newton's law of motion, which expresses only one of its par-

ticular manifestations within the domain of classical mechanics, and conse-
quently does not define it. Indeed, by this symbol, Newton implicitly designated

the resultant and thus total connection between a body endowed with inertia and
the universe in which it exists. In so doing he implicitly assumed that this con-

nection is independent of the frame of reference in which the motion of the body
is described and calculated. This is tantamount to postulating by implication

that the global aspect of nature symbolically designated by F, and the connection

it represents between a body and the universe, is covariant under all coordinate

transformations. By treating force in this way Newton evidently displayed hu-

mility and wisdom. Humility, because he instinctively realized that the nature

of the global connection between a body and the universe in which it exists is the

most fundamental and least understood aspect of mechanics; and wisdom, by
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treating force as primitive and thereby not imposing arbitrary restrictions on
what is not understood of it. The interpretation given in the present paper to

force as it appears in the propositions of classical mechanics is not presented
in Newton's writings, but rather is inferred here from its usage and the way the

symbol F is formally treated in his propositions. Froni_the above considera-
tions it follows that the global connection designated by F and called force, has
the same stature in classical mechanics, as does inertia interpreted according
to Mach's principle, according to which inertia is also a manifestation of a

global connection between a body and the universe —a connection which however
is characterized by a scalar, and is therefore intrinsically endowed with high

uniformity.

What is strictly local in Newton's propositions is the kinematical content on
which their dynamical aspect is based. It is this dynamical and local aspect
which restricts their covariance to inertial frames and consequently limits their

generality. From this it also follows that it is naive to interpret Newton's law
of motion as a definition of force, as it is nonsense to define a fundamental as-
pect of nature that has unrestricted covariance, in terms of an aspect whose co-
variance is limited to inertial frames. We see here again, from this point of

view, that force does in fact dominate the laws of classical mechanics.

These considerations show that in classical mechanics, the presence of a
resultant force impressed by the universe on an inertial body which is conse-
quently not free, implies a nonsymmetrical and thus nonuniform connection be-
tween the body and the universe. When the connection between an inertial body
and the universe is symmetrical and thus uniform —in the particular sense that

individually impressed forces cancel vectorially —the body is then said to be

free according to the established laws of classical mechanics and consequently

moves according to Galileo's principle. We shall show in the section titled

'Hierarchies of Uniformity' that there in fact exists a hierarchy of free bodies,

i.e., bodies which can with meaning be distinguished as being more or less free,

but all of which are equivalent and therefore not distinguishable by the estab-

lished laws of classical mechanics.

These and other considerations concerning the nature of force made within

the framework of classical mechanics are sufficient to demonstrate that all

forces in nature may be conceived of as manifestations of the existence in

nature's space-time manifold of nonuniform connections between inertial bodies

and the universe. According to this thinking, forces that are revealed in the

domain of classical mechanics emerge from the same ultimate and universal

processes in nature as do all other forces. Force, thus conceived as the uni-

versal manifestation of nonuniformity in the space -time manifold posited to

sense-perception and to inertial bodies embedded in this manifold, brings into

universal correspondence the various domains of physical theory which we have
by convention learned to distinguish as classical and modern. These ideas and
considerations are particularly designed to point out the fundamental connection
between nonuniformity in nature and in force, and to establish the thesis that

force is the universal manifestation of these nonuniformities invoked in sensa-
tion and experience.
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I shall now introduce the observations and ideas which led me to the con-

ception of the principle of maximum uniformity in which force is conceived as

the fundamental physical aspect of nonuniformity. The identification of a natural

law is not an exercise in formal logic, nor is what its propositions assert, prov-

able. General propositions about nature are testable only by experience —by
what they predict and explain of it. In the present case the principle of maxi-
mum uniformity was discerned by fully generalizing explicit global information

which was obtained as a theorem for a class of dynamical systems, by suitably

modifying and using Gauss's and Hertz's formulations of the principles of clas-

sical mechanics (2). This information pertains to a global, positive, definite

scalar measure of the internal forces generated at each instant within such a

system. The modifications of the Gauss-Hertz variational principles of me-
chanics which render this general information explicit and without quadrature,

consist of ascribing to force the dominant role in mechanics, and of identifying

all forces in nature with an ontological-geometrical basis for the production of

stringent geometrical constraints, which were in Refs. 2, 6, and 9 originally

conceived to emerge from the impenetrability of matter understood as a prop-

erty of position. This information, which bears directly on the fundamental

problem of continuum mechanics, has not been made explicit, and as far as I

see cannot be made explicit by Newtonian mechanics in which the only represen-

tation given to force in its propositions is vectorial. This means that in the sig-

nificant sense of information-rendering, the various formulations of the princi-

ples of mechanics are only conditionally equivalent. This development led me
inexorably to the concept of 'Categories of Information,' in terms of which

questions concerning the equivalence and nonequivalence of various formulations

of the principles of mechanics can be rationally examined and resolved. This

led to identification of eleven distinct yet related categories of information, by

examples derived from familiar as well as more sophisticated aspects of expe-

rience. Once cited, these examples invoke consensus (1).

The global information so explicitly obtained as a theorem on the distribu-

tion of internal forces, asserts that a positive, definite scalar measure of all

the internal forces is instantaneously less for the actual motion, than it is for

any other motion which satisfies the initial conditions and the geometrical con-

straints (as well as the external forces) which are instantaneously impressed

upon the dynamical system. This theorem was established for a particular

(nontrivial) class of dynamical systems. For this class, the scalar measure of

the internal forces can be directly interpreted as a global measure of nonuni-

formity in momentum space.

The principle of maximum uniformity as it pertains to classical mechanics

and classical continuum mechanics was obtained by (a) interpreting the infor-

mation obtained from the above theorem as a particular aspect of a general law

which holds in all mechanical systems, and (b) introducing the concept of condi-

tionally stringent geometrical constraints and relating these to material prop-

erties through which they are implemented in nature. This brings the principle

of maximum uniformity into correspondence with the thermodynamical aspects

of the equations for the constitution of various materials, and relates the idea of

conditionally stringent geometrical constraints to uncertainties in the initial

conditions from which historical commitment, causality, and a general stability

principle naturally emerge.
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The phenomenological description of the performance of classical mechani-

cal systems, reveals two general and mutually independent characteristics;

equilibrium and stability. The known propositions of classical mechanics refer

strictly to equilibrium, by invoking the condition that forces be instantaneously

in equilibrium everywhere and for all time in the system. This is their infor-

mation content. They report nothing of stability which is an equally general and

fundamental aspect of the behavior of classical mechanical systems. The laws

of mechanics give but limited expression to the principle of maximum uniform-

ity by asserting that the forces acting everywhere in a system sum vectorially

to zero in all directions. This restriction allows a multiplicity of directional

and spatial distributions in the magnitude of the forces impressed upon a body,

but without exercising a condition on preferred distributions which the stability

principle presented here, in fact, does.

Concerning the Nature of Evolutionary Adaptation '•

The considerations noted above help demonstrate that force, equilibrium,

and stability are particular manifestations of an overriding tendency in nature

to increase a global measure of uniformity identified with the global structure

of the space-time manifold. This process is envisaged here as universal and

conditioned by the principle of maximum uniformity, with the following postu-

lates: that force is the instrument for increasing uniformity in nature, or what

is equivalent — the instrument for effecting reduction of global nonuniformity

existing in the space -time manifold; that all forces in nature emerge from these

global nonuniformities, and constantly act to reduce them; that forces are the

universal manifestations of nonuniformities in nature insofar as they are di-

rectly posited to sensation.

Evolutionary adaptation is envisaged here as a universal aspect of all proc-

esses in nature; an aspect which reconciles constancy and change in all of their

ramifications in natural phenomena. The thrust of evolutionary adaptation, so

conceived, derives from the ultimate processes embedded in the space -time

manifold, which drive and structure the manifold by irreversible connections

that must necessarily exist between these ultimate processes and the manifold.

The irreversible connections are implied by the immutability of these ultimate

processes, called here the universals, as they are reflected in and revealed by

the 'Dimensional Universal Constants of Nature,' with which they are here

identified.

The universal adaptive process described above has been conceptually

identified with and has emerged from a conceptual model of nature's space-time

manifold that is endowed with certain essentially ontological features inferred

from the dimensional universal constants (7). These ontological characteristics

were independently discerned in a concurrent study initiated in 1947, which is

based on Gauss's and Hertz's formulations of the principles of classical me-
chanics. Both Gauss and Hertz were motivated by a quest to understand the

nature of force by attempting to establish force on a strictly geometrical foun-

dation. This endeavor was initiated by Gauss in 1829 and culminated at the turn

of the century in Hertz's last and monumental work entitled "Principles Of Me-
chanics." In this profound and beautiful work Hertz formally constructs a 6N
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dimensional Euclidean manifold in which the motion and state of a classical me-
chanical system consisting of N bodies free of prescribed forces, are described

and represented. Hertz restricts the admissible motions and states of the me-
chanical system, by formally subjecting the coordinates of its bodies to con-

straints which in the most general case are considered as nonintegrable and

therefore nonholonomic. As the application of these geometrical constraints to

a body restricts its freedom geometrically, these restrictions must emerge in

the Newtonian scheme as forces.

The study based on the Gauss-Hertz formulations* has produced two results

which bear on the conception of the principle of maximum uniformity and on the

identification of a physical, i.e., of an ontological-geometrical basis for the pro-

duction of actual, stringent, holonomic as well as nonholonomic constraints in

nature's space-time manifold. This ontological-geometrical basis gives physi-

cal support and justification for the existence in nature of the geometrical re-

strictions which Hertz used to effect a formal reduction of force to geometry,

and serves to identify the formal representations he gave to nonholonomic con-

straints, with experience and thus with nature.

The same study revealed that Hertz's construction, in which he formulated

a general law governing the motion of forceless mechanical systems subjected

to nonholonomic geometrical constraints, and which he showed renders valid all

previously known formulations of the laws of classical mechanics, also accom-
modates the formulation of a new and general stability law cited above. This

law which bears the same kind of general relation to stability as the established

laws of classical mechanics do to equilibrium, is found to be independent of the

known laws of mechanics and to embrace fundamental and general information

not included in these laws. This information bears on historical thrust and

commitment and derives from an adaptive -evolutionary process ascribed di-

rectly to the geometrical restrictions which impress nonuniformities on the

space-time manifold, and from which all forces are understood here to emerge.

This entails the identification and classification of holonomic and nonholonomic

ontological-geometrical constraints into the following types: (a) Active Strin-

gent Constraints, (b) Passive Stringent Constraints, and (c) Conditionally Strin-

gent Passive Constraints. This classification led naturally to the idea that the

annihilation of conditionally stringent passive constraints which are ascribed

here to universal congruence restrictions impressed on the space-time mani-

fold by the irreducible universals identified by the dimensional universal con-

stants, constitutes a fundamental and general instrument of adaptation in the

space -time manifold. It is this crucial instrument that allows one to conceive

and posit a general stability law for classical mechanical systems and that af-

fords, according to the principle of maximum uniformity, the mechanism which

is essential for physically producing the required many -to-one mappings evident

in biological systems.

The annihilation of conditionally stringent constraints is accompanied by

consequent modifications of the forces emanating from the nonuniformities in-

duced by them in nature's space -time structure. According to the observations

*Some results of this study are presented in Refs. 1 and 2.
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and reasoning of this paper, the annihilation of conditionally stringent constraints

is envisaged as an essential feature and instrument of adaptation, conceived here

as a general and universal aspect of all processes in nature originating in the

space-time manifold. This universal process of adaptation in nature and conse-
quently the process of annihilation of conditionally stringent constraints upon
which it incisively depends, follow, by the thesis of this paper, the principle of

maximum uniformity.

Concerning Aspects of Uniformity and Nonuniformity

In this section, some significant aspects of uniformity and nonuniformity
revealed in experience are cited. This is done to point up their universal role

in natural phenomena, and as a consequence the strong implications they have
for the principle of maximum uniformity which will be further examined in depth

in a subsequent paper.

The Aspects of Uniformity include— ''_'.. -:
'.

1. Symmetry '
^ v

2. Equilibrium: local, global, spatial, and temporal

3. Stability: local, global, spatial, and temporal '

4. Isotropy: a local aspect

5. Homogeneity: a global aspect

6. Constancy '....

7. Invariance •

; ;

8. Covariance

9. Law

10. Correspondence <. . /,.• •• .- - -

11. Element
,

12. Order

13. Reproducibility: the ultimate criterion and requirement of scientific

investigation

14. Regularity.

Some Corresponding Aspects of Nonuniformity include —

1. The most fundamental and universal aspect of nonuniformity posited to

sense-perception and sense-awareness is /orce.

2. Asymmetry

3. Information

4. Curvature
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5. Symbol

6. Language

7. Anisotropy: a local aspect

8. Inhomogeneity: a global aspect

9. Gradient

10. Structure

11. Shear

12. Constraints

13. Uncertainty

14. Fluctuations

15. Disorder,

To each set of conditionally stringent constraints there corresponds a posi-
tive, definite, scalar measure of nonuniformity manifested in experience by the
internal forces. The relaxation of such constraints increases uniformity, and
the selection among a possible set of conditionally stringent constraints is made
to maximize global uniformity in adherence with the principle of maximum uni-
formity, as amplified in the following section. The universal constants embrace
constancy and process and thus both uniformity and nonuniformity. This is the

synthesis they reveal in the elementary processes.

The process of reducing the nonuniformities in nature's space -time mani-
fold is here envisaged to be the ultimate aspect of all adaptive phenomena in

nature. Evolution becomes then a word to label this universal adaptive process.
An aspect of evolution that is both essential and universal^ is force, and its na-
ture we evidently no more grasp in physics than in biology.

HIERARCHIES OF UNIFORMITY

We can interpret the resultant force posited to a nonfree body, as the vector
sum of all nonuniform connections which exist between the body and the uni-

verse. Each force individually contributing to this sum, posits to the body a

nonuniform aspect of the universe. In cases when the vector sum of these indi-

vidually applied forces vanishes, we previously considered the body as free but

not disjoined from the universe. Here the individual forces may be envisaged
as existing in mirror-symmetric pairs, the forces in each pair being conse-
quently equal in magnitude. However, according to the usual laws of classical

mechanics, the definition of a free body does not demand that the magnitudes of

the individually applied forces be uniform for all pairs.

From these considerations we learn that there exist hierarchies of free

bodies, all of which are equivalent according to the known laws of classical me-
chanics and which are therefore not discernible nor identifiable by these laws.

The hierarchies of free bodies may be identified and thus distinguished by the

degree either of uniformity or nonuniformity of the magnitudes of the individual
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forces which are the immediate manifestations immanent in experience of par-
ticular aspects of nonuniformity existing between a body and the universe. Since

all free bodies which belong to these various hierarchies (of freedom) are equiv-

alent according to the presently established laws of classical mechanics, these

laws cannot, in principle, offer conditions which select from among the many
actual possibilities these hierarchies afford at each instant a particular one that

belongs to a particular hierarchy of freedom. The concept 'hierarchies of free-

dom' is a particular aspect of the concept 'hierarchies of uniformity.'

It is helpful to point out some other equivalent aspects of this concept, be-
cause it assumes a crucial role in the statement of a general principle of evo-
lution which is in accord with the principle of universal correspondence, and
which is consequently understood to operate universally in all natural phenom-
ena, including those which belong to the domain of classical mechanics and
hydrodynamics. Some equivalent and related aspects of the concept 'hierarchies

of uniformity' include: 'hierarchies of symmetry,' 'hierarchies of certainty,'

'hierarchies of order,' 'hierarchies of information,' 'hierarchies of compati-
bility,' 'hierarchies of harmony,' 'hierarchies of forces,' and 'hierarchies of

consistency.' Moreover, in all of these cases, it is important to distinguish be-
tween what in each case corresponds to the local aspects of uniformity and what
to its global spatial-temporal aspects. It is clear that the established proposi-
tions of classical mechanics do not and cannot make such a distinction because
the restrictions they impose on mechanical systems apply instantaneously and
locally, everywhere as well as for all time. As the conditions they invoke, i.e.,

that forces be instantaneously in equilibrium everywhere and always, are con-
stant and therefore imiform in space and time, they do not implicitly describe
or define, nor do they condition the existence and the spatial-temporal evolution

of local and global nonimiformity in their various hierarchies. For this reason,

the known laws of classical mechanics are inherently devoid of historical thrust,

causality, and evolutionary process.

It is the universal character of all forces in nature, and therefore in partic-

ular of those forces which in the classical domain are designated by the symbol
F, that facilitates invoking and applying the principle of evolution cited above,

in the domain of classical mechanics. The established laws of classical me-
chanics, in all of their equivalent formulations, express a particular and re-
stricted aspect of the principle of maximum uniformity, an aspect, which as was
explained earlier is independent of location and time. These laws consequently

express universal propositions, i.e., truths which are necessary in the strictly

logical sense, and are therefore not contingent upon space and time. For the

same reason, they are, in the sense of Liebniz, logically universal, i.e., neces-
sary and analytic. It is important to emphasize in this regard, that these laws
refer to a particular and restricted aspect of uniformity which is characterized
and defined by the equilibrium of forces, and that they assert that this particular

aspect of uniformity is constantly maintained at all locations and is therefore

not contingent upon space or time. In other words, the laws of classical me-
chanics as well as the particular hierarchy of uniformity to which they refer,

viz., the hierarchy characterized by the equilibrium of forces, and which, as

laws, they report to be general aspects of nature, are both constant in space and
time, and are thus both free of contingency. If we follow this way of thinking,

the usual laws of classical mechanics may be conceived as developing in two
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steps. The first consists of a definition of equilibrium, in which force is the

aspect of nature to which the word equilibrium in the definition refers. The
second uses this definition to express the universal law which asserts that equi-

librium so defined is constantly maintained in nature, i.e., everywhere and at

all times.

The existence in nature of hierarchies of uniformity which, as in the par-

ticular case of equilibrium, are all directly revealed in experience by forces,

leads here naturally to the identification of a universal law that although free of

contingencies in its assertion, nevertheless conditions aspects of nature which

are contingent upon the evolution in space and time of distinct hierarchies of

uniformity. The law does not in this case constantly refer to a particular hier-

archy, but reports a universal proposition that governs a process of evolution

which is contingent upon the emergence in space and time of the various hier-

archies of uniformity. The usual laws of mechanics which are indeed embraced
by this general law, are a very special case of it, insofar as the particular

hierarchy of uniformity in terms of which they are expressed is always constant

and therefore not contingent. This is precisely the reason why the established

laws of mechanics are inherently and completely devoid of contingency in all

aspects, and consequently of historical thrust, causality, stability criteria, and

evolution. This is, of course, also true for all of the equivalent formulations of

the laws of classical mechanics, and in particular for their formulation in terms

of the principle of least action. I refer here particularly to the principle of

least action because of its power and unifying role in physical theory. The
power of this principle in the formulation given to it by Hamilton, is seen by the

fact that not only the classical mechanics of particles and rigid bodies, but also

elasticity and hydrodynamics, electromagnetism and all modern field theories

connected with ultimate particles (electron, proton, and neutron) can be formu-

lated with its help. All of the theories formulated with its help therefore share

with Newton's laws of classical mechanics the important feature of being devoid

of historical commitment, causality, and inherent stability criteria. In other

words, all of these theories are free of historical content, and consequently es-

sentially devoid of an evolutionary principle.

On A General Stability Principle

We have shown earlier that the formulation of the laws of classical mechan-

ics may be conceived in two essentially distinct steps. The first is a definition

of equilibrium, and in the second the proposition is made that equilibrium as

defined by the first step holds constantly everywhere, and for all time. The no-

tions of stability and equilibrium were both developed by observing and examin-

ing critically the phenomenological behavior of classical mechanical systems.

As was explained in the case of equilibrium, a general operational definition

based on forces was established on the basis of experience, and then used in the

formulation of the known laws of mechanics, which inherently report nothing

about stability for reasons already described. Whereas the notion of stability

has been described by many definitions, these have led to various stability cri-

teria which are statements of convention rather than of a general law that refers

to stability in the same way as the laws of mechanics refer to equilibrium. I

shall now endeavor to formulate a statement of a general stability law which will
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refer to all of the hierarchies of uniformity and will have the same kind of gen-

eral relation to them as the known laws of classical mechanics have to the par-

ticular hierarchy of uniformity characterized by the equilibrium of forces. For

this purpose it is first necessary to identify and define descriptively the hier-

archies of uniformity in terms of forces, which as explained above, are inter-

preted here as the most fundamental, universal, and direct manifestation in ex-

perience, of the nonuniform connections existing between the universe and the

bodies contained within it.

We may start by considering in some detail the very special and fundamen-

tal hierarchy of uniformity to which the known laws of classical mechanics per-

tain. This special hierarchy is defined by characteristics such that the vector

addition of all the nonuniform connections existing between a body and the uni-

verse which are posited in experience and which we designate by the name force,

sums to zero. It is clear that there can exist a conceivably infinite number of

distinct configurations of forces impressed on a material point, which individu-

ally designate the individual nonuniform connections between it and the universe,

and all of which equally belong to the very special hierarchy of force equilib-

rium. It is the differences between these distinct but otherwise equivalent force

configurations which I define as the hierarchies of uniformity. Figure 1 below

illustrates how we can conceive of an infinite number of distinct force configu-

rations, all of which belong to the hierarchy of uniformity defined by the equi-

librium of forces, and which by their differences here define the hierarchies of

uniformity. The figure shows various configurations of force equilibria, with

uniformity increasing from left to right.

The hierarchies of uniformity, defined in terms of force fields, are now
used to formulate a Principle of Maximum Uniformity, which includes virtually

all the known laws of classical mechanics, as well as a general stability law.

The principle of maximum uniformity asserts that: among all the force config-

urations, individually characterized by force equilibrium, which can be collec-

tively and instantaneously accommodated in a finitely extended material domain

that is nonuniformly connected to the universe by maintained forces, the partic-

ular set of force configurations which actually evolves and which satisfies the

instantaneous and stringently exercized geometrical constraints, instantaneously

maximizes a global positive, definite, scalar measure of uniformity obtained by

summing the local measures of uniformity that depend on the local force con-

figurations over the entire domain.

-A •^ ^-

Fig. 1 - Configurations of force of the

hierarchy of uniformity defined by the

equilibrium of forces
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This statement of the principle of maximum uniformity differs essentially
from the statements of the established laws of classical mechanics. As ex-
plained above, the laws of classical mechanics are essentially a-temporal and
a-causal, and consequently devoid of historical commitment and evolutionary
process. The principle of maximum uniformity, though conceived here as a
universal proposition, nevertheless refers to essentially contingent aspects of

nature expressed in terms of hierarchies of uniformity which generally evolve
nonuniformly in space-time. It is precisely because the universal and estab-
lished laws of classical mechanics constantly refer to one, and only one, hier-
archy of uniformity, that they are free of contingency in all respects, and are
consequently amenable in principle to mathematical formulation; for all mathe-
matically stateable propositions are essentially free of contingencies which re-
fer to space -time and therefore in principle devoid of historical content.

The principle of maximum uniformity is indeed a procedure rather than a
formally stateable proposition — it is the description of a process which is un-
derstood to operate universally. In this process the existence and operation in

the space -time manifold of contingently stringent geometrical constraints, as
well as absolutely stringent passive and active constraints, are among its essen-
tial features. The description and statement of the operation in nature of the

principle of maximum uniformity cannot be completely subjected to mathemati-
cal formulation, because: (a) time is conceived of as duration rather than the

times of events ordered as points on the real time line; (b) the ontological-

geometrical ground for stringent, passive, geometrical constraints is ascribed
here to the local impenetrability of matter; (c) force is the essential instrument
in nature for effecting compatibility and excluding contradiction, by reconciling

its universal and contingent aspects; and (d) the temporal and spatial contingen-
cies are expressed by the space -time evolution of various and distinct hierar-
chies of uniformity.

This conclusion has a direct bearing on the questions concerning the nature
of biological theory and the kind of laws we can expect it to produce. It also

bears, of course, on the nature of physical theory and the fundamental implica-
tions inherent in the formal statements of its laws. It is precisely because
these laws can be given mathematical expression, that they are in principle de-
void of all contingency and consequently of historical content and thrust, inher-

ent stability criteria, causality, and evolutionary process. Conversely, it is

because the present laws of physics are essentially a-historical and a-causal,

that they can be given mathematical formulation. The second law of thermo-
dynamics is unique among the laws of physics. Whereas the other laws of

physics do not take into account aging, and therefore history, the second law of

thermodynamics does consider and compare earlier and later states of systems,
but not how they evolve from the earlier to the later states.

We can sum up by saying that the physical laws as they are known are
space -time invariant and thus not contingent, and that the aspects of nature to

which they refer are devoid of the aging process. Laws of nature may however
be space -time invariant and still refer to fundamental aspects of nature which
are nevertheless contingent, and which therefore essentially include historical

and evolutionary aspects. The principle of maximum uniformity appears to be
such a law, and laws which we may expect to emerge in biological theory will be
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essentially of this character. The principle of maximum uniformity will be

considered in a larger context and in much more detail from the biological view

in a later volume concerned with the constants of nature and biological theory,

categories of information, and aspects of evolution, and in which it will assume
a unifying role.

Stability, according to the present definition, is a characteristic of the in-

stantaneous state of a system, just as is equilibrium; moreover, the stability so

defined has both local and global aspects, which again correspond to the case of

equilibrium. The instantaneously stable state is defined as the force configura-

tions belonging to the highest hierarchy of uniformity which instantaneously sat-

isfies all the conditions cited above in the statement of the principle of maximum
uniformity. According to this definition, instantaneous global stability is defined

as the collection of instantaneous locally stable force configurations. The defi-

nitions given here for hierarchies of uniformity and for stability are descriptive,

pictorial, and conceptual, not analytic or quantitative in a mathematical sense.

For this purpose it is natural to consider continuously extended material do-
mains, in which the forces joining an element to the universe are characterized

by a stress tensor. The principle of maximum uniformity and the general sta-

bility law that derives from it will be in part formulated in more analytical

(terminology) language in another volume, in which it is planned to treat this

subject in a more comprehensive manner, particularly its biological ramifica-

tions.

The principle of maximum uniformity is manifested in the domain of clas-

sical mechanics, as required by the principle of universal correspondence, by

the evolution in time at different locations of various and distinct /orce configu-

rations. Each of these force configurations belongs to the hierarchies of uni-

formity, and has in common a particular member of the hierarchy, which is

defined here by the equilibrium of forces. The progressive evolution in time of

the hierarchies of uniformity is revealed in all experience, and therefore in the

classical domain in particular, by the progressive evolution of different force

configurations, each of which may also be interpreted as a hierarchy of order.

As noted earlier, all forces are understood here to give direct expression in

experience to the universals, which are reflected by the Dimensional Universal

Constants, and consequently to what is referred to in Ref. 7 as the domain of the

domain of the universals. By this way of thinking, the operation in nature of the

principle of maximum uniformity and the conception of its operation demand the

existence, and the consideration of the relation between, and interaction of, the

domain of the universals and what I call in Ref. 7, the domain of the observables.

This, of course, applies equally to the operation in nature of the universal sta-

bility law manifested in every domain of experience, and which derives, as do

the conventional laws of mechanics, from the principle of maximum uniformity.

The principle of maximum uniformity and the universal stability law attend-

ant upon it, have been made operational within the realm of classical mechan-
ics, i.e., have been exercised computationally in this realm by the development

of an algorithm, by modelling certain aspects of the domain of universals by a

potential theory. This model allows the formal description of the interaction

between viscous flow fields which belong to the domain of the observables, and
an ideal domain characterized by the potential theory from which according to
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the algorithm, they emerge by what is analogous to a process of evolution. This
has produced mathematical representations of viscous flow fields that evidently

satisfy the fundamental partial differential equations of classical hydrodynamics
and realistic boundary conditions.

The interaction between the domain of the universals and the observable

domain brings necessarily under consideration multiple scales and the realiza-

tion that they assume an essential role, especially their interrelationship, in the

interaction between these domains. From the standpoint of classical mechanics,
for example, such scales may be identified with temperature fluctuations in a

heat bath which are related to the universal Boltzmann constant, and with the

production of inelastic deformations in a solid subjected to forces impressed by
the universe from the outside. These considerations, as well as the relation-

ships between the principle of maximum uniformity, the stability law, the role

of the constants of nature as the foundation of natural law and the development
of biological theory; and the connection between these, and the existence in na-
ture of Categories and Hierarchies of Information, all will be comprehensively
examined together in a later volume more specifically directed at their ulti-

mate biological aspects.

CONCERNING DEVELOPMENT OF HIERARCHIES OF
UNIFORMITY IN CONTINUA ENDOWED WITH
RHEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

In this section we will describe the spatial and temporal development of

hierarchies of uniformity in classical continua, as a process, by presenting a

procedure which gives operational expression to the principle of maximum uni-

formity through an algorithm in which potential theory assumes the fundamental

role. This procedure and the algorithm which formally describes it have al-

ready been effectively used in the construction of analytical representations of

viscous flow fields which satisfy the Navier -Stokes equation and which emerge
from realistic boundary conditions. This procedure evidently has very broad
applications, and consequently can be applied to physical continua endowed with

various linear as well as nonlinear constitutive properties, provided they have

rheological features.

In all such cases uniformity, or its counterpart nonuniformity, is directly

manifested and in experience, in its various hierarchies, by stress fields, which

are understood here to correspond to force fields, as considered previously in

conjunction with particle mechanics. Accordingly, the same fundamental role

and meaning is ascribed here to stress, as I have done earlier to force, in the

case of particle mechanics. In other words, stress directly posits to experience

both the uniform as well as the nonuniform universal connections that exist be-

tween an element of a continuously extended material domain and the entire uni-

verse to which it belongs.

Just as force has been shown above to dominate the propositions of classi-

cal mechanics, so correspondingly, stress dominates the laws that condition

natural phenomena which transpire in continuously extended material domains.
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The uniform connections are represented by what corresponds to a locally iso-
tropic stress field, whereas the nonuniform connections may be represented
symbolically by the stress deviator tensor.

The constitutive properties by which specific materials are conventionally
identified, as well as their heat baths and thermal fluctuations, are all relevant
in producing at each instant a manifold of actual possibilities, available for the

selection at each instant, of a particular and preferred stress field as required
and selected by the principle of maximum uniformity. Strictly speaking, ac-
cording to this conception of the operation in nature of the principle of maximum
uniformity, the so-called constitutive properties are not strictly constant, but

may, according to this principle and the mental picture drawn above of its oper-
ation, undergo change, which is tantamount to a change of state or of mechanical
phase. In actual and familiar cases, what I am describing here is manifested in

the plastic yield of solids and in the turbulence in fluids.

With this background, we can present a statement of the principle of maxi-
mum uniformity as it pertains specifically to the domain of classical mechanical
experience. An amplified statement of this principle will be given in a separate
volume, in the broader context of a unifying evolutionary principle which may
pertain to all aspects of nature and consequently to hydrodynamical and biologi-

cal phenomena in particular. The principle of maximum uniformity asserts —
that among the manifold of actual-possible stress fields which are immediately
and instantaneously available for selection in a continuously extended and
bounded material domain, and which accord with the following conditions and
aspects of the domain: (a) the instantaneous constitutive properties of the do-
main; (b) the temperature field and its fluctuations; (c) the forces impressed
and sustained at the boundaries and within the domain; (d) the established laws
of classical mechanics; (e) the principle of conservation of energy; and (f) the

appropriate equation of state —that the stress field which actually evolves, min-
imizes an integral of a positive measure of the shear stresses extending over
the whole domain.

This is equivalent to maximizing a global measure of uniformity of the do-
main, since according to the ideas of the present paper the shear stress of a

differential element of the material is the direct manifestation in experience of

its nonuniform connections with the universe.

This statement of the principle of maximum uniformity, as applied to con-
tinuously extended rheological materials, neglects nonuniformities in the inertia

forces as manifested by the nonhomogeneity in their spatial distribution. When
these are significant, they must, of course, be included in the total measure of

global nonuniformity. Indeed, in an application of the principle of maximum
tiniformity to stratified flows presented in a later part of these studies, the

global measure of nonuniformity includes only pressures and inertia forces, as

viscous forces may be neglected in comparison.

As this statement of the principle depends incisively on the idea of a mani-
fold of actual-possible states of stress which are available for the selection of a
particular member, it is necessary to consider this concept in some detail. For
this purpose, we first introduce the concepts microstress and macrostress
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states and fields. Microstress fields mean here fields of stress that extend

over finite domains, but which have small magnitudes everywhere within these

domains. A macrostress field instantaneously prevailing within a finite domain
of a material body, is conceived here as a superposition of a collection of mi-
crostress fields, each of which instantaneously agree with (a) force equilibrium

conditions, (b) the instantaneously prevailing geometrical constraints in all their

categories, (c) with the condition of the universe as it is posited by forces im-
parted to the material domain, and (d) with the constitutive properties of the do-

main, which can be translated into certain of the categories of geometrical con-

straint; in particular, the categories of active and passive conditionally stringent

constraints. At each instant, the macrostress field is sustained over duration,

and thus constantly evolves into new states which are derived by the selection

and development of one of the fields of microstress which belongs to the imme-
diately preceding field of macrostress. The selection and development of a

particular microstress field that belongs at a particular instant to a macro-
stress field is determined by the condition invoked by the principle of maximum
uniformity. Each and every actual microstress field that belongs to the collec-

tion that instantaneously corresponds to an actual macrostress field, is what we
may call here an actual-possible state, in the sense that each is an actual mi-
crostate and is endowed with the possibility of subsequently (in time) evolving,

according to the principle of maximum uniformity, new states of macrostress.

We see that the above statement of the principle of maximum uniformity ac-

commodates the evolution in space and time of various and distinct micro- and

macrostates of stress which reveal in experience the various hierarchies of

uniformity. This principle, which is understood here to be universal and conse-

quently not contingent, refers to a whole hierarchy of aspects of uniformity,

rather than as in the case of force equilibrium, to a particular member belong-

ing to the hierarchies of uniformity. From the present statement of the princi-

ple of maximum uniformity, we see that it accommodates the emergence in

space and time of various members of the hierarchies of uniformity.

An Observation Concerning Turbulence

Turbulence, i.e., its evolution, appears from the hydrodynamical study

cited above, to derive from an aspect of the principle of maximum uniformity

which is not embraced in the propositions of classical mechanics, and conse-

quently not by the Navier -Stokes equations.

In this sense, it follows that the information which can resolve the enigma

of turbulence is not contained in the Navier -Stokes equations, and correspond-

ingly, neither do the equations contain the information necessary to construct

analytical solutions to them, which derive from realistic boundary conditions.

One has to prescribe more information than the Navier -Stokes equations contain

in the category of implicit information, in order to construct these solutions.

This seems to be related to Godel's theorem, which is here interpreted to be a

particular aspect of a general law that concerns the accessibility and inaccessi-

bility of information in its various categories.

Some fundamental aspects of the principle of maximum uniformity derive

from an interpretation of force, which ascribes to all of the forces in nature
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certain universal characteristics that unify them, and by which they in turn

unify all natural phenomena. All of the forces in nature are accordingly under-
stood to emanate from the universal and irreducible aspects of nature, and to

join these directly with immediate experience. By this understanding, all of the

forces in nature directly link what is most fundamental in nature with immedi-
ate experience. This is an aspect of nature which all forces have in common
and through which they bear to each other a correspondence which is universal

rather than asymptotic, as is, for example, the correspondence that exists be-
tween the classical and nonclassical physical theories invoked by Bohr's prin-

ciple of asymptotic correspondence. Since this universal correspondence is an

aspect of all of the forces in nature, it refers in particular to the forces which
are manifested within the domains of experience that are now conditioned by the

classical physical theories, and implies that through these forces the classical

and nonclassical physical theories, in fact, bear to each other a much stronger

correspondence than is demanded or revealed by Bohr's correspondence prin-

ciple. It is through the forces that the classical and nonclassical physical theo-

ries, and the phenomena as well as the principles revealed in their respective

experimental domains, are brought into complete correspondence. The princi-

ple of uncertainty, first identified in the experimental domain of quantum me-
chanics, is a case in point. By this concept, all experimental domains, i.e., all

aspects of experience, are brought into mutual and total correspondence by

forces. This is the experimental aspect of the Principle of Universal Corre-
spondence.

The laws of classical mechanics have been and are still mistakenly con-

strued to imply deterministic causal connections between mechanical phenomena.
This misconception is largely based on a misunderstanding which claims that

these laws define and consequently determine the aspect of nature, which is

designated in Newton's propositions by the symbol F. The force designated by

this symbol is, in fact, not defined and consequently not determined by the known
laws of mechanics; it simply expresses a relation between them. This simple

relation between forces, which is invoked by known laws of classical mechanics
as a general feature of all bodies and which is defined as equilibrium, also in-

cludes inertia forces in cases where equilibrium cannot be maintained statically.

The nature of the connections through which the ultimate aspects of nature,

called here the universals, are joined to immediate experience, is, of course, a

most fundamental and open question — a question that concerns the nature of force

itself — because all forces in nature, as they are envisaged here, are precisely

these connections. By this thinking, what is common to all forces in nature and

from which they all derive their causal features and evolutionary thrust — fea-

tures which the known laws of classical mechanics do not express —is a con-

stantly sustained process of adaptation to the irreducible space-time structures

irreversibly impressed by the universals embedded in nature's space-time man-
ifold. These immutable and irreducible phenomena which are envisaged here as

being endowed with a dynamism by which they internally drive the space -time

manifold, by irreversible connections, are called universals because they were
conceptually identified by and inferred from the Dimensional Universal Con-
stants. The universals are thus conceived as constantly -regenerating immutable
space -time structures which are embedded in the space -time manifold, and
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which constantly impress irreducible nonuniformities within the manifold.

These nonuniformities may be envisaged as active -stringent geometrical-
temporal constraints.

The principle of maximum uniformity posits the constant evolution in nature
of hierarchies of increasing uniformity and of their attendant forces, which con-
stantly drive the space -time manifold towards states which are instantaneously
and maximally compatible and thus maximally uniform with the irreducible uni-

versals of the space -time manifold.

These considerations are presented here as a foundation on which to base a

new thesis —viz., that the universal correspondence understood here to exist

between all forces and which is ascribed to their common origin in universals
seated in the space-time manifold which have given them order, and structure

and thereby irreversibly impart to them a constantly sustained nonuniformity —
means that all natural phenomena are unified by these forces (since they all

have a common source), phenomena which have been hitherto distinguished arti-

ficially as animate and inanimate. This means that the forces which, so to

speak, drive the life process correspond in all their essential features to the

forces which, for example, are designated by the symbol F in Newton's propo-
sitions — that they have a common ground and that they both originate from the

universals as aspects of a universal process of evolution which operates equiv-

alently in all natural phenomena, including those which we currently designate

as inanimate. The present interpretation, that all forces in nature are the viable

instruments of a process of evolution which extends and works equivalently in

every aspect of nature, forces upon us the conclusion that those aspects of na-

ture usually referred to as physical are fundamentally endowed with this uni-

versal evolutionary process, and therefore challenge us with the task of experi-

mentally identifying this process in the laboratory within the domain of classical

mechanical experience. For this purpose it is important to distinguish between

physical reality and physical theory, the latter of which is only a way of looking

at, describing, and conditioning particular aspects of physical reality. Indeed,

the laws of physical theory, which with exception of the second law of thermo-
dynamics, are distinguished by being mathematically formulated equations, are

also distinguished by the absence of concepts which have historical content and

which accordingly refer to historical development as an essential aspect of

physical reality. My point is, that physical reality is in both its fundamental
and comprehensive aspects essentially equivalent, and fully corresponds to as-

pects of reality which we currently refer to as biological. This total corre-

spondence between biological and physical reality which derives from the uni-

versal correspondence between all of the forces in nature, does not mean
however that biological reality is encompassed by physical theory as we pres-
ently know it. This complete correspondence does not therefore imply a reduc-
tion of biological reality to physical theory in the usual sense. Instead, the total

correspondence claimed here as existing between biological and physical reality

means that contemporary physical theory does not in fact describe or condition

certain fundamental aspects of physical reality, i.e., those aspects which cor-

respond to, and which are phenomenologically imminent in, biological phenom-
ena as known by ordinary human experience — aspects that concern historical

development and evolution.
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The reason historical development and evolution have not previously been

recognized as fundamental aspects of physical reality, is that physical theory,

which is but a way of looking at certain phenomena which we by convention call

physical, is based on a description of nature and concepts which are formulated

in mathematical statements, called principles or laws, that are in principle de-

void of historical content and information. If we look at biological reality from
the point of view of physical theory, what we see is not different, and in principle

cannot differ, from what we see by adopting the same point of view in examining

phenomena which we arbitrarily call physical. According to the present work,

which claims a total correspondence between all natural phenomena, and in par-

ticular therefore between phenomena which we have by convention designated as

biological and physical, the evolutionary and historical aspects of nature should

in fact emerge in what by convention is called physical reality, if we engage this

reality directly by crucial experiments that are conceived to identify them. The
expression, 'physical aspects of evolution' will be used in what follows in order
to refer concisely to the particular aspects of evolution which we may be able to

identify experimentally and theoretically, within the experimental domain that

physical theory now purports to condition fully by its mathematically stated laws.

Whereas evolutionary and developmental processes are macroscopically
imminent to us in certain materials which we have learned to call biological

(and no doubt the reason for this is that we are made of these materials), as-

pects of evolution and of historical development emerge in materials which we
have learned to call physical, on time scales that are either much larger or

much smaller than the time scale in which, for example, the aging of a man or

the development of an embryo can be discerned by direct observation — i.e.,

without requiring specially designed experiments. It is the attenuation in these

materials of the immediately apparent phenomenological manifestations of evo-

lution, which has given rise to the misconception that there exists a real and

fundamental dichotomy between two aspects of reality, called physical and bio-

logical. This circumstance has, however, afforded man the important opportu-

nity to identify experimentally in the nature of matter certain features that are

constant in space and time and that are therefore maintained constant under the

universal process of evolution, which is understood here to prevail and function

equivalently in all matter and to be an equivalent aspect of all natural phenom-
ena. These constant features of nature with which, according to the principles

of universal correspondence, all matter is essentially endowed, but which were
initially revealed in the behavior of so-called physical material, have been

mathematically formulated by propositions which are now the established laws

of physical theory. Again, by the principle of universal correspondence, it fol-

lows that the laws of physical theory are laws that condition all natural phenom-
ena, and therefore in particular materials we now call biological. It also follows

from the principle of universal correspondence, that physical theory does not

give a complete description of or condition all of the essential aspects of physi-

cal reality, viz., its evolutionary aspects. The forces in nature bridge and thus

reconcile the aspects of nature which according to the laws of physical theory

are maintained constant in space and time, with the evolutionary aspects which

manifest themselves by the historical development and thus change of natural

phenomena in space and time. This conclusion, which bears fundamentally on

the nature of force and which is therefore equally relevant to all forces in na-

ture, implies that all forces are the universal instruments of evolutionary thrust
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and historical development, with which all matter is endowed and by which all

aspects of matter are joined to the immutably constant features of nature, i.e.,

the universals, and by which they are mutually unified. The origin of the uni-

versal process of evolution which constantly prevails in all matter and conse-

quently in such materials which we have by convention tried to distinguish as

biological and physical, resides in force. This means that the forces of evolu-

tion (and historical development) in living materials, as well as those which we
identify with physical reality through the laws of physical theory, and to which

we here ascribe evolution in physical reality, are one. All forces in nature are

therefore essentially equivalent insofar as they are the essential causal connec-

tion between all historically developing events, which they motivate as aspects

of a viniversal process of evolution. The motivating power of all forces is as-

cribed here to the constant and immutable dynamism with which the universals

are innately endowed, and in which forces are understood to emerge. They are

all equivalently endowed with evolutionary thrust and historical commitment; in

a sense, therefore, the notion of elan vital pertains to all forces. Consequently,

rather than suggesting an ambiguous and false distinction between inanimate and

animate nature, its usage here emphasizes that all forces in nature are equally

endowed with an innate dynamism derived from the universals, and that they are

the basis of all causal relations that lead to historical development in all nature.

PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF EVOLUTION

The principle of maximum uniformity and the principle of universal corre-

spondence jointly imply that force is the essential instrument that unifies nature

in its various phenomenological manifestations and joins them with the univer-

sals which are the source of the power by which the forces jointly motivate a

universal process of evolution. As stated in the previous section, this concept

has motivated a search to identify, both conceptually and experimentally, aspects

of the universal process of evolution revealed in natural phenomena which are

now supposed to be fully accounted for by widely accepted physical theories. In

this search, for conciseness, we shall cautiously refer to aspects of evolution

which are revealed in such natural phenomena, as 'physical aspects of evolution.'

We say cautiously, because in the previous section we concluded that physical

reality bears a total correspondence to biological reality, and that therefore

they are essentially and completely equivalent. We shall examine here certain

examples of the physical aspects of evolution which concern the historical de-

velopment of actual flow fields that evolve from real boundary conditions, i.e.,

flow fields actually produced in historical time. We also have the task of devel-

oping their analytical representations on the basis of the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions and realistic boundary conditions. We shall consider a fundamental geo-

physical aspect of the principle of maximum uniformity which led to the

discovery of a primary seismic driving force, and to its identification with the

earth's rotation. This primary seismic driving force extends throughout the

earth and constantly motivates historical and thus evolutionary changes in its

tectonic structure, in its figure, surface features, physical constitution, and

distribution of internal forces.
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Hydrodynamical Aspects of Evolution

The Navier-Stokes equations have long been considered and are still con-

sidered to contain all of the essential information relevant to the development of

actual flow fields in materials well-modelled by the Newtonian fluid. In mathe-

matical terms, this is equivalent to saying that the Navier-Stokes equations are

supposed to imply this information mathematically, and consequently that it is,

in principle, obtainable v/ithout requiring the explicit statement of additional in-

formation. The reason the fundamental problem of theoretical hydrodynamics

has remained open for about a hundred years is that the Navier-Stokes equations

do not contain, in principle, all the information which is necessary to obtain

mathematically the kind of information which we so long expected of them; i.e.,

analytical representations of actual flow fields. This section of the paper en-

deavors to explain on the basis of ideas and conclusions developed in the pre-

ceding sections, why, in principle, this is so. We shall point out that it is nec-

essary, in principle, to augment the information reported by the Navier-Stokes

theory as general restrictions on actual flow fields, by statements which directly

or indirectly pertain to the evolutionary development of such fields. The algo-

rithm presented in the joint paper with S. M. Desai, included in the proceedings

of this symposium, is not implied by the Navier-Stokes equations. It endeavors

to give tacit operational expression to some information concerning actual flow

fields contained in the principle of maximum uniformity — information which

evidently is not included in the Navier-Stokes equations.

The Navier-Stokes equations formulate for a Newtonian fluid the law of

classical mechanics, which invokes the equilibrium of forces as a general con-

dition that applies to all elements of the fluid, and which is constantly maintained

at all locations and for all time. The information content of the Navier-Stokes

equations is therefore equivalent to the information content of this law of me-
chanics, which as explained earlier in this paper does not constitute a definition

of force, and therefore does not, in principle, determine the space-time devel-

opment of the forces between which this law expresses a simple relation —

a

relation which is in fact independent of space and time, and which is consequently

devoid of historical information. The historical content and evolutionary aspect

with which, by the present thesis, all forces are essentially endowed is not

therefore implicitly or explicitly expressed by this law and consequently not by

the Navier-Stokes equations. If the space-time structure of actual flow fields

sustained by boundary conditions that are maintained constant with time depend

on the historical process by which these boundary conditions are actually pro-

duced in nature, then it follows that their dependence on the historical develop-

ment of the boundary conditions, i.e., on their evolution, is, in principle, not

implied and therefore not predictable by the Navier-Stokes equations. If this is

generally the case, as our work indicates, then it follows that actual flow fields

cannot, in principle, be predicted by the complete Navier-Stokes equations with-

out augmenting them with general and fundamental information about these fields

which they do not imply, and which specifically concerns their evolution. This

information is, I believe, contained in the principle of maximum uniformity. It

was given only an approximate representation in the original formulation of the

Principle of Minimum Dissipation (6), where it was introduced as a fundamental

restriction on viscous flow fields, which augments at all Reynolds numbers the

restrictions implied by the complete Navier-Stokes equations. Only in the
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limiting case of very small Reynolds numbers are the restrictions implied by
the Navier -Stokes equations and the principle of minimum dissipation essentially
equivalent; at all finite Reynolds numbers, they are evidently complementary
and consequently imply different restrictions on viscous flow fields. This think-

ing is consistent with the conclusions Ladyzhenskaya (1963) obtained in her work
on the mathematical theory of the Navier -Stokes equations, which indicate that

the Navier -Stokes equations are not sufficient to describe the motion of a vis-
cous fluid for large Reynolds numbers.

The principle of minimum dissipation used in conjunction with the Navier

-

Stokes equations and its extension by a theorem obtained from a variational
principle which we formulated in order to give more complete hydrodynamical
expression to the principle of maximum uniformity (Lieber and Wan, 1957), im-
ply that the structure of actual flow fields is restricted by linear differential

relations, which are referred to as a linear substructure, and by a nonlinear
compatibility equation that implies certain necessary connections between sym-
metry properties of actual flow fields and their time -dependent motion.

The work of Desai and Lieber reported in the proceedings of this sympo-
sium gives further, though indirect, hydrodynamical representation to the prin-
ciple of maximum uniformity, through an algorithm which is implicitly endowed
with a linear substructure that joins successive steps of an iteration procedure
by which the algorithm is defined. The successive steps of this iteration pro-
cedure correspond to successive finite steps in the development of a viscous

flow field, which are not generally separated by small perturbations but rather

by finite changes that become arbitrarily small only when the flows obtained by
successive steps virtually converge to a fixed pattern. S. M. Desai (1965) intro-

duced the very significant idea of using the potential flow solutions which corre-

spond to particular shapes of physical boundaries, as the base flow upon which
to initiate the iteration procedure that defines the algorithm cited, and by which
analytical representations of viscous incompressible flow fields are obtained on

the basis of the complete Navier-Stokes equations and realistic boundary condi-

tions. Each step of the iteration process is thus made compatible with the

Navier-Stokes equations and then with the law of force equilibrium.

The potential flow on which the iteration is initiated has a fundamental lin-

ear substructure, in the sense that its kinematics is governed by Laplace's

equation, and is intrinsically endowed with the maximum uniformity attainable

from ideal (slip) boundary conditions. This is because potential flows are a

subclass of flows governed by a direct hydrodynamical formulation of the prin-

ciple of maximum uniformity in which the integral constructed in formulating

this variational principle is a positive, definite measure of force. This force

measure of nonuniformity bears therefore a direct connection with the funda-

mental scalar measure of force used in the conception and general statement of

the principle of maximum uniformity. From these considerations, we envisage

the potential flow on which the iteration procedure that defines our algorithm is

initiated, as affording a formal representation within the framework of the algo-

rithm, of the ideally maximum uniformity state toward which actual flow fields

tend in their evolutionary development, in complying with the law governing

their development — the principle of maximum uniformity. This, I believe, ex-

plains the fact that by only one iteration on the base potential flow, we obtain a
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sophisticated hydrodynamical structure that includes qualitatively essentially

all the observable structural features of actual flows (including zones of high

dissipation and eddy structure), and also the fact that this viscous flow structure

which strongly differs from the potential flow from which it is obtained by a

single iteration, is connected to it by a linear relation. This relation is an as-

pect of the linear substructure noted above, which I believe is an intrinsic fea-

ture of all actual flows. Moreover, the agreement of the quantitative results

obtained from the first iteration with the measurements is striking.

The application of higher order iterations directed toward improving agree-
ment between quantitative results and measurements, necessarily calls for the

inclusion of higher harmonics that correspond to the higher order terms of a

Fourier series representation of the flow field. These higher harmonics as-

sume a fundamental role in the development of eddy structure and become in-

creasingly significant in our mathematical representation of the viscous flow

fields as the Reynolds number increases. We envisage these higher harmonics
as seeds of turbulence, which are highly attenuated in very low Reynolds number
flows, but which must be used in increasingly refining flow fields at lower Reyn-
olds numbers by successively applying increasingly higher order iterations. We
may think of these higher harmonics as the grindstones on which the iteration

process works and by which it progressively sharpens by higher iterations a

finer hydrodynamical structural detail.

On the other hand, if higher order iterations are applied without correspond-
ingly introducing higher harmonics, even at lower Reynolds numbers, then we
cannot expect the higher iterations to improve the flow fields previously calcu-

lated by lower order iterations. As nonlinear effects grow in intensity, the

higher order iterations become increasingly necessary, as do the higher har-

monics to which they are applied, and these will increase in amplitude as the

Reynolds number increases.

We are presently engaged in extending the application of our algorithm to

the calculation of actual time -dependent viscous flow fields. In so doing we have

come to realize that its application to the calculation of higher Reynolds number
flows demands that we give explicit consideration, and representation in the ac-

tual calculation, to the historical process of their development.

The concepts and considerations presented here on the physical aspects of

evolution displayed in classical hydrodynamical systems, has motivated the con-

ception and design of simple hydrodynamical experiments, by which we expect

to identify experimentally the process of evolution in hydrodynamics as a proc-

ess which accords with, but is not implied by, the Navier-Stokes equations. The
evolutionary aspects in classical hydrodynamical systems are strongly linked

with the features of flows which we now try to examine from the standpoint of

hydrodynamical stability theory, without taking cognizance of their historical

development. Hydrodynamical stability theory is accordingly basically limited,

because in its deeper meaning the stability of a hydrodynamical system is inex-

tricably linked with the process of its historical evolution, and therefore cannot

be separated from it. At higher Reynolds number the flow fields corresponding

to a particular boundary condition which is maintained in space and time, depend

not only on the Navier-Stokes equations, but also upon the way the boundary
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conditions are actually made, i.e., historically developed. This is the deeper
meaning of stability, in the sense that the flow field that actually develops by a
particular historical process is the most stable among the flows admitted by the

Navier -Stokes equations, which do not imply a unique flow, and the maintained
boundary conditions. According to the thesis of the present paper, the evolution

of stable flows accords with the principle of maximum uniformity.

Geophysical Aspects of Evolution

The search for a primary seismic driving force, i.e., a force that causally
drives earthquakes on a global scale, is as old as the science of geophysics and
has been a most important challenge to the mind. The mechanical aspects of

geophysics have been and are being considered primarily from the standpoint of

the established laws of classical mechanics which are supposed to be complete
in their application to the mechanics of the earth, and thus to contain all the in-

formation necessary for answering all questions that concern the mechanical
nature and behavior of the earth. This point of view has been applied equally in

the search for a primary seismic driving force, and explains, I believe, why
such a force has not been identified until comparatively recently. The reason is

that such a force is a direct consequence of an evolutionary mechanical process,
which it in part motivates, and the fact that the laws of classical mechanics as

they are known, are in principle devoid of historical content and therefore of in-

formation that concerns evolution as a process in a mechanical system, such as
the earth. Therefore, the answer to the question put at the beginning of this sec-

tion is simply not contained in the laws of classical mechanics to which man
turned for the answer. The answer is evidently in the principle of maximum
uniformity. A primary seismic driving force was discovered by the author on

the basis of this principle about two years ago, and was specifically identified

with the earth's rotation, which provides its primary source of energy. The
idea that led to its conception is simple, once the principle of maximum uni-

formity is brought into consideration. The rotation of the earth impresses a

global nonuniformity on the earth, which is physically expressed by the nonuni-

formity in the local and global distribution of forces that its rotation produces
in conjunction with the nonuniformities of the figure of the earth, of its mechani-
cal constitution, and of the nonuniform spatial distribution of its inertial mass.
A necessary condition required for the development of this primary seismic
driving force is that the earth be inelastic and that it accordingly accommodate
relaxation phenomena which may progressively lead to reduction of shear

stress — shear stress being interpreted here as a local and fundamental aspect

of local nonuniformity of the force field around an element of material. The
states of stress produced in a fluid in hydrostatic equilibrium are free of shear

stress and consequently are states in which imiformity is everywhere locally

maximized. When the primary seismic -tectonic force presented here is con-

sidered in relation to a mechanical model of the earth's crust and mantle, which

ascribes to the very upper mantle a thin layer of visco-elastic material of com-
paratively low viscosity and high mobility, then according to the principle of

maximum uniformity, forces will develop that cause the material to flow with

velocity components that are parallel as well as perpendicular to the surface of

the earth. This motion in the layer induces horizontal forces on the ocean floor

that would cause spreading of the continents; but since the direction of the
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horizontal flow is away from the continents, the meeting of the streams near the

center of the oceans will produce oceanic ridges there. According to the princi-

ple of maximum uniformity, the material in the thin layer of the model will con-
stantly move to reduce everywhere its shearing stresses which are constantly

imparted to it by the global nonuniformity impressed upon the earth by its rota-

tion. It is this constant transfer of locally and globally nonuniform forces by the

earth's rotation to the materials of the earth, which is enhanced by the geomet-
rical nonuniformities of the figure of the earth and the nonuniformities in the

physical constitution of its materials; and the rheological changes in the earth

that constantly reduce these nonuniformities in accordance with the principle of

maximum uniformity, which cause a constant redistribution of stresses in the

earth that culminate in earthquakes. Since this process will continue indefinitely

as long as the earth is rotating, nonuniform and nonisotropic stresses will be
constantly imparted to its materials and their constant redistribution and con-
centration will produce earthquakes more or less indefinitely. A basic struc-
tural feature in the earth's crust which actively functions in the reduction and
redistribution of shear stress as required by the principle of maximum uni-

formity is the geological fault.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND DISCUSSION

The above concepts and considerations draw attention to the fact that the

known laws of classical mechanism are dominated by the fundamental aspect of

nature designated as force, and that these laws are expressed only in terms of a
hierarchy of uniformity which is defined by the equilibrium of forces. This en-

ables us to make a sharp distinction between the familiar laws of classical me-
chanics which (simply) express a simple relation between all the forces acting

on and within a body, and the laws of force which are in principle and essentially

independent of them. In other words, we must distinguish between the known
laws of mechanics conceived and interpreted as invoking a particular but never-
theless general aspect of the principle of maximum uniformity, which is charac-
terized by a definite connection between all the forces acting on a body defined

as mechanical equilibrium, and the general as well as restricted laws of force

which express the connections between particular types of forces and the space

-

time structure. These considerations, in part, reveal as well as emphasize the

facts that: (a) the forces designated by the symbol F in the familiar laws of the

classical mechanics of discrete particles dominate these propositions and are
therefore, in principle, not defined or determined by them; (b) that this is tanta-

mount to and is an aspect of a principle of indeterminacy exercised within the

domain of classical mechanics; and (c) that this indeterminacy principle is ex-
plicitly revealed on two levels in the case of mechanical systems consisting of a

very large number of particles. From these facts, three deductions may be
made: the first concerns the fact already noted, that the known laws of mechan-
ics do not in principle define and/or determine the forces; second, that even
when the forces are prescribed by a force law, the task of computation easily

exhausts all available capacities; third, in the case of the three-body problem,
where the laws of mechanics are augmented by a law of force, i.e., the universal
law of gravitation, the motion and consequent changes in configuration on which
changes in the gravitational forces depend cannot, according to Poincare, in

principle be determined analytically and precisely by mathematical procedures.
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According to the thesis of the present paper, the known general force laws

which refer to particular kinds of forces that are characterized phenomeno-
logically and thus identified by particular experimental arrangements, are par-

ticular aspects of the principle of maximum uniformity. This is also the inter-

pretation given here to constitutive relations, by which materials are identified

and phenomenologically distinguished in classical mechanics, and which are also

interpreted as restricted force laws emerging from the principle of maximum
iiniformity. In general, it is understood here that all forces in nature are linked

with, and are the concrete instruments of, a universal process of evolution

which develops according to the principle of maximum uniformity, and that the

general laws of force which express certain constant and thus uniform relations

between certain kinds of forces and space -time, are universal but nevertheless

particular aspects of the principle of maximum uniformity.

In conclusion, it is significant to point out that the distinction between real

forces, as compared to forces of reaction, is based on the idea that motivating

forces are endowed with a causal aspect which is not expressed either implicitly

or explicitly by the laws of classical mechanics; and that the laws of classical

mechanics state a particular connection between forces which they define as

equilibrium, but which in reality does not define them. This simple connection

between forces acting on each and every material body in the universe, which is

termed equilibrium, is a very special aspect of uniformity in nature, which ac-

cording to these laws is a constant aspect of every material body in the universe

of classical mechanics. The known laws of classical mechanics accordingly do

not express the causal and, consequently, the historical and evolutionary aspect

of force. This stems from the fact that what they report about forces does not

in principle distinguish between motivating forces (the so-called real forces)

and forces of inertia or forces of reaction, such as emerge, for example, from
passive geometrical constraints when they are challenged by motivating forces,

which, according to the principle of maximum uniformity, are in fact endowed
with evolutionary thrust.

The use of the principle of maximum uniformity —i.e., the derivation of a

process of evolution from it — calls for applying and maintaining over chrono-

logical time an agent which constantly impresses on the space-time manifold

nonuniformities which are manifested in experience, and in bodies subjected to

them, as forces. The nonuniformities so impressed on the space-time manifold

may be envisaged as active -stringent geometrical constraints.
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the Complete Navier-Stokes Equations
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"
' ABSTRACT '

; ,'

In this paper the potential flows are shown to be fundamental as a basis
leading to the construction of analytical representations of viscous in-

compressible flows by a process of iteration. This concept reveals the

linear substructure underlying the Navier-Stokes equations as applied
to the problem of a two-dimensional flow of a viscous incompressible
fluid past a circular cylinder. This linear substructure is here under-
stood as characteristic everywhere in the domain and for all Reynolds
nuinbers. A viscous flow is regarded as a deviation, not necessarily
small, for the basic potential flow. A theorem (Theorem I) is estab-
lished on the basis of a principle of minimum dissipation, to the effect

that for a large class of real flows the velocity field tends to become
irrotational and hence derivable from a potential. Iterative equations
representing the linear substructure are obtained, and it is shown that

at least two iterations are necessary, and are to a large extent suffi-

cient, to obtain with good approximation an analytical solution which
corresponds to the flow field around a circular cylinder as observed in

nature

On the basis of the linear substructure equations, an intimate relation

between asymmetry and the time dependence of the flow field around
the cylinder is shown to exist, and a symmetry theorem concerning
thenn is proved. Experimental results are shown to be in accord with
this theorem.

An idea of a physically infinite distance is introduced and applied to

obtain solutions to the sets of equations governing the first two itera-

tions for a steady flow. These solutions are obtained in power series
expansions of 1/c log^ r as well as 1/c log^ (log^ r+ 1), where r is

the radial distance in polar coordinates and c is a suitable scale fac-

tor, both having an infinite radius of convergence. It is shown that these
two transformations, viz., s = 1/c logg r and s = 1/c log^ ( log^ r+ 1),

belong to a group of transformations. However, only the analysis using
the second transformation is presented here. The analysis using the

first transformation is presented in Refs. 1 and Z. Information about
the structure of vortices and the wake is implicit in these analytical

solutions insofar as they give the complete streamiline field around the

circular cylinder.

Computer programs using double-precision arithmetic are developed
and presented to evaluate these analytical solutions for any Re in the
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range < Re < 2 0, where Re is the Reynolds number based on the
cylinder radius. Corresponding to the two transformations, there are
two sets of programs. Solutions are evaluated specifically for the fol-
lowing discrete values of Re: 0.05, 0.125, 0.1875, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0,

2.0, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.75, 4.00, 7.5, 10.0, 15.0, and 20.0. These yield
meaningful results.

The computed results for solution constants Y1(J), drag, pressure dis-
tribution around the cylinder, and a measure of error in certain sim-
plifying assumptions, are presented in a series of graphs. Plots of
streamline fields for the above values of Reynolds number are obtained
and they show that a vortex can be obtained as a sumi of at least the
first two harmonics in 9 of the stream function, and hence need not be
viewed as a singularity in the flow field. Further, the critical Reynolds
number at which separation begins is found thereby to be Re = 2.3.

These results are discussed in detail with reference to the existing
theoretical and experimental work. They are shown to be in accord
with the experimental work.

SYMBOLS

r, r

This superscript designates dimensional quantities

Radial coordinate

B, e Angular coordinate
,

•

t, t Time coordinate •--

0, Stream function

u, u Radial velocity component

v, v Tangential velocity component

00, o) Vorticity field

p, p Pressure field

h, h Physically infinite distance for whole flow field

,
e^ Error in measuring the radial velocity

Error in measuring the tangential velocity

Error in measuring the pressure

E Rate of energy dissipation

n Vorticity vector

->

V Velocity vector
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n' -^n

h*

CD

CDl

Cd2 = CD2

CdPi = CDPl

C^„ - CDVl

Cdp. ^ CDP2

Cdv^ = CDV2

Bl^^ = B1(K,J)

B2j = B2(K,J)

DlJ = D1(K,J)

D2j = D2(K,J)

Y. - Y(J), Ylj - Y1(J)

Y2j - Y2(J)

PRETl
PREPl

T..; 1-1. PRECl
PRESl

PRET2 y
PREP 2

PREC2
PRES2

PRESS

PRESI

ERl, ER21, ER22

Desai and Lieber

Refer to definition in Eq. (2.50)

The physically infinite distance for the iterative

solutions

Total drag coefficient

Total first iteration drag coefficient

Total second iteration drag coefficient

First iteration pressure drag coefficient

First iteration viscous drag coefficient

Second iteration pressure drag coefficient

Second iteration viscous drag coefficient

Space variables defined by r = e*^^ = e^^"^
'^ "^)

Constants in the power series expansion of B^

Constants in the power series expansion of -Ji^

Constants in the power series expansion of D^

Constants in the power series expansion of D^

Kronecker delta

Constants involved in the first iteration solution

Constants involved in the second iteration solution

Fourier components of the pressure fields pj and p^
as defined in Part 3 of this paper

Potential flow pressure field

Measures of error due to the assumptions

VO = 0, D^(r) - 0, n > 3
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h = H This is defined either by the transformation

h = H = 1/c log^ h|, or by the transformation

h - H - 1/c' log^(log^ h*+ 1) ,^ ...,.:,.,,,,..

a Angle of separation

a
J

Angle of separation obtained without considering

iterations higher than the first

INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

It is well known that there is a vast gap in our theoretical understanding of

the flows around solid obstacles. At the extreme values, viz., Re -» and Re-> o,

of the characteristic flow parameter Re, the Reynolds number, we have some
insight, but in the vast intermediate range our lack of knowledge is disquieting.

The usual remarks about the difficulty of solving the highly nonlinear Navier-

Stokes equations are, accordingly, quite challenging. The small perturbation

theories which deal with flows with Re^ o set up a priori limitations to what is

possible to investigate and then use a mathematical apparatus which is consist-

ent with and circumscribed by these self-imposed limitations. Consequently,

the possibility of being able to obtain a coherent and complete description is

there abandoned at the beginning. For Re^*, where the boundary layer theory

has prevailed, no satisfying description and explanation of the evolution and

structure of the wake region can be found, because the assumptions of that theory

make it invalid for these regions. It is evident that without this knowledge and

understanding of these regions, the mechanism of turbulence still remains an

open question, as does its theoretical foundation.

During a period of more than a century, a large body of experimental work

has accumulated. Thus information about the flows as they exist in nature is

not lacking. Theoretical work and, wherever possible, its experimental confir-

mation on all aspects of fluid mechanics so far seem to indicate that the Navier-

Stokes equations do contain implicitly all the essential information for the flows

of a large class of fluids. It appears, therefore, that if mathematical knowledge

about the theory of nonlinear partial differential equations, in particular the

Navier-Stokes equations, were sufficiently advanced, we could have all the in-

formation about flow structures etc. in explicit and detailed form. The question

then is, since we do not have this mathematical knowledge, how can we obtain it

in the first place.

It is our belief that to make explicit any information from the Navier-Stokes

equations, which are presumed to contain it implicitly, we must provide some
prior information to initiate a process which leads to the information desired in

explicit form. Evidently, the prior information to be provided must be consist-

ent with the implicit information embodied in the Navier-Stokes equations.

Therefore, an important question needs to be resolved first; i.e., what informa-

tion should be provided and how can one be assured about its consistency with

the implicit information embodied in the Navier-Stokes equations? Since we

feel reasonably certain that the Navier-Stokes equations do represent the physi-

cal laws governing the behavior of a class of fluids and since we have a large
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body of information on the flows as they exist in nature, it is evident that what-

ever information we seek to provide must not contradict experience; indeed, it

must be taken from experience. Then we can be reasonably assured of its con-

sistency with the implicit information presumed to be embodied in the Navier-

Stokes equations.
^

A natural question which now arises is this: What is the common factor in

all our experimental and theoretical experience ? The answer seems to be the

prominent place of potential flows. All real flows are always found to have

some parts of their flow field potential under suitable conditions and, more sig-

nificantly, they can be made increasingly potential by definite manipulations of

the flow parameters. Impulsively started motions are always potential in the

initial stages. All existing theories, e.g., the boundary layer theory; water
waves theory; wing theory; and the subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flow

theories etc., give a central place to the potential flows. This realization leads

us to believe that the key information can be provided by the potential flows.

The next question to arise is: How shall we use the available explicit in-

formation about potential flows in the Navier -Stokes equations to make explicit

the information about flows as observed in nature without imposing any restric-

tions on the flow parameters? It has been our conviction that one way to realize

the evolution of a flow field characterized by nonlinear equations is through a

process of iterations which yields a linear set of equations and that this process

does not need to be assumed a priori to be valid for any specific range of the

characteristic parameters that are not for any particular part of the flow do-

main. In fact, we think that this process is of fundamental importance in arriv-

ing at a mathematical solution of nonlinear partial differential equations, such

as the Navier -Stokes equations, which contain information about physical phe-

nomena.

It is a remarkable fact that a very few cases exist for which explicit infor-

mation bearing on the motion of actual flows has been extracted from the Navier-

Stokes equations by strictly mathematical procedures, i.e., without using explicit

information obtained from extramathematical sources. In the context of this

work, it is equally relevant to note and emphasize that when explicit analytical

and experimentally verifiable information has been derived from the Navier-

Stokes equations, in almost all such cases explicit information derived from
extramathematical sources was employed. Such extramathematical information

is usually introduced by making judicious simplifying assumptions based on the

observation of phenomena and the critical examination of experiments for which

they are appropriate. Accordingly, a good simplifying assumption is a way of

explicitly stating information which is already implicitly contained in the Navier

-

Stokes equations, in such cases for which the simplifying assumption is valid.

Indeed, we may regard this as a mathematical criterion for a simplifying as-

sumption to be appropriate in a particular case. That is, if we could solve the

Navier -Stokes equations for such a specific case, the solution obtained would

support the simplifying assumption.

We should be open to the possibility that the reason we have been waiting so

long for the mathematical apparatus which can render explicit useful informa-

tion implicitly contained in the Navier -Stokes equations, is that the development
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of this apparatus may require primitive notions yet to emerge. It is quite con-

ceivable that such primitive ideas may, as they have in the past, emerge from
extramathematical sources, and we believe that some of the results presented

here may be of this nature.

The work presented here is part of a comprehensive exploration and study

in classical mechanics and hydrodynamics which was started in 1947 by Lieber

[3] and has been sustained and brought into sharper focus since then. This study

was initially motivated by a search for ways of extracting useful information

from the Navier-Stokes equations, which information until now has remained in-

accessible in terms of strictly mathematical procedures. In the works of Lieber

and Wan [4-7] can be found some attempts to materialize this desire by the in-

troduction of several significant ideas.

In the course of the comprehensive study to which the work presented here

belongs, it was seen by Lieber (class notes in Relativity), that there exist in na-

ture distinct yet related categories of information. This came from the reali-

zation that the different known formulations of the principles of classical me-
chanics are only conditionally equivalent, and that questions concerning their

equivalence cannot be meaningfully considered without invoking the idea that

these categories exist in nature. It then became apparent that the task of ex-

tracting useful and testable information from the principles of classical me-
chanics is not strictly a mathematical endeavor, and that the feeding of explicit

information obtained from one formulation of the principles of mechanics into

another formulation can produce additional explicit information in analytical

terms. These observations and ideas led Lieber to the formulation of a funda-

mental theorem on the global distribution of internal forces which was obtained

on the basis of Gauss' principle of mechanics [8].

With the realization that this information should be implicitly contained in

the Navier-Stokes equations, attempts were made by Lieber and Wan to formu-

late statements in terms of the parameters and functions appearing in the

Navier-Stokes equations, in order to give this information formal representa-

tion in the framework of classical hydrodynamics. The dissipation mechanism
of Ref. 3 was used to construct a theoretical bridge between the internal forces

and the Rayleigh dissipation function, as it shows that dissipation is proportional

to the internal forces for a comparatively large class of initial conditions. In

this way a connection was established between the information obtained on the

global minimization of internal forces and a statement of the minimum dissipa-

tion of energy in real fluids. The physical content of this statement is restricted

by its mathematical formulation as given in Refs. 5 and 6, where a linear struc-

ture emerges for the governing equations.

A step to give it a less restricted formulation has been made by Lieber and

Wan in Refs. 9 and 10 by postulating the existence of a fluid interface joining the

rotational and irrotational flow regimes, into which the flow field is divided

a priori. With the knowledge that the principle of minimum dissipation gives

only approximate representation to the information obtained from the theorem

on internal forces, they sought to give this information more complete represen-

tation by formulating another variational principle which maximizes a global
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measure of uniformity. The results obtained from both of these variational

principles share a common denominator, by showing:

1. That the velocity fields are conditioned by linear partial differential

equations, thereby suggesting a linear substructure underlying solutions to

Navier -Stokes equations for actual flows.

2. That there exist necessary connections between the global geometrical
symmetry properties of a body and the production of time -dependent flows under
time -independent boundary conditions.

3. That there is the necessity to postulate a fluid interface joining the ro-
tational flow with a potential flow extending from the interface to infinity.

An hypothesis has come out of our work which is strongly related to the

principle of minimum dissipation and to its basis as established in the theorem
on the global distribution of internal forces, obtained by Lieber [8]. The hypoth-

esis is that solutions to the Navier -Stokes equations for actual flows tend every-
where, as far as the actual boundary conditions permit, to approach asymptoti-

cally solutions for a class of ideal flows which satisfy the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions everywhere and a set of ideal boundary conditions at solid boundaries.

The ideal flows of the Navier-Stokes equations are the class of potential flows

which can dissipate only under very special conditions at fluid interfaces joining

rotational-irrotational flow regimes [9,10j. Since these flows are kinematically

determined by conditions expressed as linear partial differential equations, we
may conjecture from the above hypothesis, that solutions to the Navier-Stokes

equations for actual flows which are formally represented by an iterative proc-

ess applied to a well-defined sequence of functions, must converge asymptoti-

cally toward, and are thus bounded by, functions which satisfy linear equations.

Such is the theoretical background of our work.

In the present work, the iterative process is assumed to have a fundamental

validity, and governing equations for successive iterations are obtained by as-

serting the fundamental role of the potential flow as a base flow that is valid in

the whole domain for all flow conditions to start the process of iteration. This

is done on the basis of physical and mathematical reasoning. A real flow is

viewed as a deviation, not necessarily small, from the basic potential flow. The
linear equations governing the iterations are called here linear substructure

equations. It is shown that at least two iterations are necessary and are suffi-

cient for the restricted range of Reynolds number to represent the flow field

around a circular cylinder. Boundary conditions are discussed and an idea of a

physically infinite distance is introduced.

Historically, starting with Boussinesq, various authors have used the poten-

tial solution with a conviction that the results so obtained describe flows which

deviate only slightly from potential flows, thus ruling out, a priori, any consid-

eration of the regions close to the cylinder and in the wake. The governing

equation obtained by them, which has been recently called "Burger's equation"

by Pillow, is formally equivalent to our base flow and first iteration equations

taken together. The conceptual basis, motivation, and justification — mathemati-

cal and physical — of our work is, however, entirely different from theirs. This
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difference is reflected in the fact that the continuation of the iteration procedure

was not recognized as an instrument for constructing analytical representations

of actual flows at higher Reynolds numbers, particularly if the higher order it-

erations are used in conjunction with higher harmonics as used in our represen-
tation of the stream function. Our algorithm consists of an analytical procedure,

i.e., of a set of mathematically specified rules for constructing analytical rep-

resentations of viscous incompressible flow fields which are based on the com-
plete Navier-Stokes equations and on realistic boundary conditions which define

solid bodies fixed in the flow field. This algorithm is free of the a priori re-
strictions used in the application of the small-perturbation theory for the con-
struction of approximate solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations, and which,

consistent with the reasoning underlying small-perturbation theories, have been

severely limited by their authors (Oseen, Kaplun, Van Dyke, Lager strom, etc.)

to a very restricted range of Reynolds numbers. Among these cases, in those

in which solutions based on the potential flow theory are used as the basis for

the application of the perturbations, it is either implicitly assumed or explicitly

stated, that actual flows in general deviate strongly, i.e., significantly and thus

finitely from potential flows, and that only in such cases where these deviations

are very small, is it justifiable to use potential flow solutions as a basis for

constructing analytical representations of viscous flows by a method of succes-

sive approximations. The theoretical basis of our work has freed us from these

ad hoc restrictions by rendering a new interpretation and understanding of the

nature of potential flows, which ascribes to them a fundamental and distinguished

position in the development of actual flow fields and therefore necessarily en-

dows them with a dissipation process. The insight which revealed in our work
that potential flows are essentially and universally connected with the detailed

development of actual flow fields at all locations in the field, was inspired by

phenomenologieal considerations similar to those which reinforced the concep-

tual grounds on which we originally conceived the principle of minimum dissi-

pation as a fundamental restriction on the development of viscous flow fields —
a restriction not reported or implied by the Navier-Stokes equations. It is

indeed the absence of the interpretation given here to potential flows and of an

appreciation of their fundamental and universal role in the development of actual

viscous-incompressible flow fields, which accounts for the fact that it was pre-

viously assumed that potential flows can only be used to calculate viscous flows

which deviate from them only slightly, thus justifying the application of the

methods of small perturbation. The algorithm presented here is defined by an

infinite sequence of iterations, successive steps of which are connected by linear

differential relations. These linear differential relations are understood to rep-

resent actual linear restrictions which constrain the development of actual flow

fields. It is with this understanding that we assert that actual flow fields are

essentially endowed with a linear substructure, and that this linear substructure

frees the iteration procedure from restrictions adopted in the application of

small-perturbation methods. These differences are further brought out in Part 1

of the paper, where our equations are formulated, and in Part 3, where the re-

sults of our work are discussed.

Subsidiary equations governing the coefficients of the Fourier expansions of

the stream functions of the first two iterations are obtained in Part 2. Expres-
sions for drag and pressure are obtained here in terms of these coefficients.

An intimate relation, which has been discussed by Lieber and Wan in their work,
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between asymmetry and the time dependence of the flow field is shown to exist

from a consideration of solutions to these subsidiary equations, and a theorem
concerning them is proven.

Steady motion is investigated in Part 2 of this paper. The governing sub-
sidiary equations for the first two iterations are solved, and the solutions are
obtained in the form of power series expansions of l ^c log^ r as well as
l/c logg (logg r+ 1), where r is the radial distance in polar coordinates and c

is a suitable constant scale factor. As was previously mentioned, only the

analysis using the second transformation is presented here; the analysis using
the first transformation is contained in Refs. 1 and 2. Explicit expressions for

drag and pressure are obtained with the help of these solutions. Streamline
field and separation are also discussed; expressions are obtained for the angle

of separation and the significance of streamline field is explained.

Finally, in Part 3, the computed results and streamline fields are presented
in a series of graphs and discussed in detail, with reference to the existing body
of literature in the field.

We may summarize the introduction to this paper by drawing the reader's

attention to the salient results and conclusions, and which may be pursued in

further detail by referring to Refs. 1 and 2.

1. In this work the class of potential flows assumes a fundamental physical

as well as mathematical role in the construction of analytical representations of

steady and unsteady viscous-incompressible flow fields, which accord with the

Navier-Stokes equations and realistic boundary conditions. This is achieved by
developing an algorithm defined by an infinite sequence of iterations, successive
members of which are connected by linear differential relations, and by intro-

ducing a group of scale transformations that facilitate the numerical determina-
tion of the coefficients of the analytical representation of the flow by the bound-
ary conditions, with increasing Reynolds number.

2. The fundamental and universal physical role, which according to the

present paper potential theory assumes in the development of viscous incom-
pressible flow fields in general and the linear differential relations connecting

successive steps in the iteration procedure that defines our algorithm, are un-
derstood here to correspond physically to fundamental aspects incurred in the

development of actual flows. These features free the application of the algorithm
presented here from the a priori restriction used in the application of small-
perturbation theories to the calculation of viscous incompressible flows at low
Reynolds number.

3. The scale transformations introduced in the present work, to facilitate

the application of the analytical representation of flow fields obtained from the

algorithm to the numerical calculation of particular flow fields at increasing

Reynolds number, are shown in the present theory to comprise a group. The
group property of these scale transformations derives from the linear substruc-
ture cited above and plays a fundamental role in the present theory. Members
of this group of transformations may therefore, in principle, be applied succes-
sively to the contraction of the scale of one of the space variables of the theory,
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thereby facilitating the numerical calculation of higher Reynolds-number flow

by available computer facilities.

4. Another important result of this work concerns the asymptotic behavior

of the solutions obtained when the location of the surface joining the strictly po-

tential outside flow with the rotational flow inside, and in terms of which Desai

introduced his concept of physical infinity, is extended away from the cylinder.

This is illustrated in the graphical presentation of the results of numerical

calculation.

5. A fundamental and striking result obtained in the present work concerns

a detailed field description of the evolution of flow fields with Reynolds number,

including eddies distinguished by the closure of streamlines which obtains from
the superposition of harmonics, in terms of which the solutions are here devel-

oped according to the linear substructure. This reveals the remarkable fact

that the superposition of two harmonics of the solution produces eddy structure

whose distinguishing feature is the closure of streamlines, a feature derived

from the linear substructure, and which was anticipated though not analytically

deduced from it.

6. Flow separation from the circular cylinder predicted by the present

theory agrees favorably with available measurements.

7. Though the drag calculated here for Reynolds numbers greater than 5

differs from measurements, this discrepancy has helped us recognize that har-

monics higher than the second must be included even at very low Reynolds num-
bers in order to apply effectively the higher order iterations needed to obtain

increasing accuracy in the calculation of the flow field, and in particular, of the

drag. This means that higher harmonics, which may be envisaged as represent-

ing the nuclei of turbulence which increase in strength with Reynolds number,

are significant aspects of viscous flows, even at very low Reynolds number.

Another reason for the discrepancy noted, is that for higher Reynolds number,

we must locate the surface of physical infinity that joins the rotational and

strictly potential regimes very close to the body, in order to work numerically

within the limitations of the available computers. We can free ourselves of this

restriction by applying another scale transformation. The close proximity of

this interface (physical infinity) relative to the body in the cases where a dis-

crepancy between calculated and measured drag was found, has the effect of

artificially restricting and thus deforming the eddy structure of the rotational

regime, thereby increasing the calculated drag over the actual value.

8. The analytical representation of flow fields developed here is also found

to imply certain necessary relations between time -dependent motion and the

symmetry properties of flow fields, and correspondingly to reinforce the prin-

ciple of minimum dissipation by a theorem presented here.

9. A very detailed field description of the pressure is obtained here and

presented for all Reynolds numbers for which actual flow solutions have been

calculated.
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10. The purpose of the numerical calculations is two-fold: (a) to test the

theory as it is presented; and (b) to obtain information that corresponds to ob-

servables, but which extends significantly beyond available experimental infor-

mation, and which bears on the details concerning the evolution of flow fields

with increasing Reynolds number.

11. Concerning procedures for extending the application of the present theory

to the calculation of actual flows at higher Reynolds number, we are continuing

to examine two possibilities: (a) the continued reapplication of the scale trans-

formation cited; and (b) the development of an integral representation of flow

fields, instead of the present power-series representation.

A basic question which this effort will engage is whether or not the con-

tinued application of the scale transformation has a theoretical basis. If it does,

this means that, in principle, we have an instrument for calculating actual flows

at higher Reynolds numbers.
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. -.;-:: PART 1

SUBSTRUCTURE FORMULATION

In this section we shall formulate substructure equations for the flow of a

Newtonian viscous incompressible fluid of density p and viscosity m around a

circular cylinder of radius 'a' such that the velocity of the fluid at the cylinder

wall is zero for all time t , whereas the velocity at distances from the cylinder

approaching infinity is uniform in direction and with a magnitude u^, which may
be a constant or a function of time alone. The starting point is the set of Navier-

Stokes equations and the continuity equation in two dimensions.

FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS IN TWO DIMENSIONS

The fundamental equations for the flow are the two-dimensional Navier

-

Stokes equations and the continuity equation. As the boundary of the cylinder is

circular, it is natiural to use a two-dimensional polar -coordinate system. The
reference frame is fixed to the cylinder so that the orientation of the polar axis

is parallel to the direction of the velocity vector in the flow field as the radius

vector r approaches infinity. Figure A illustrates the reference coordinate

system.

Fig. A - Reference coordinate system of a cylinder

Conservation of Momentum Equations (the Navier -Stokes Equations):

Bu ^ du V du v^ _ i-^p fJ- jd'^ u 1 3u u 1 d^u 2 3v \ /, -ix

Bt dr r Bfi' r ^Br ^ \dr^ r or P P dU^ P dc^

Bv » Bv V Bv uv 1 ^P fi fci^v 1 Bv v 1 B^v 2 Bu

Bt B? ? b5 ? pr d0 ^ \3f2 r dr P p 3^2 p2 9^

(1.2)
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Conservation of Mass Equation (the Continuity Equation):

du u 1 Bv
-7 + 7 + r

—
^ (1.3)

Br r r 'dd

The set of Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) can be conveniently reduced to a single
equation of the fourth order by introducing a stream function, defined as follows:

= i(?,5,t) , (1.4)

such that

(1.5)

(1.6)

We observe that the stream function xp is defined in such a way that the

continuity Eq. (L3) is identically satisfied. By differentiating Eq. (1.1) partially

with respect to 6 and Eq. (1.2) partially with respect to r and then eliminating

between them the common term B^p 3^3,9 jn pressure, we obtain the Vorticity

Transport Equation by using Eqs. (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6) to express u v, and
their derivatives in terms of \p and its derivatives.

Vorticity Transport Equation: ~ - /' ^

.

/~'*°'"
Bt r ^e 3r ?3? dO

where the Laplacian Operator is

32 1 B 1 32

u =
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2. There is slipping at a solid boundary and this slipping is resisted by a
force proportional to the relative velocity.

3. A very thin layer of fluid remains completely attached to the walls and
the rest of the fluid slips over it. If the walls are of the same material every-
where, the layer has a constant thickness, so that its surface presents to the

current the same irregularities as those of the wall itself. The thickness of the

layer is different for different liquids or different materials of the wall; and it

depends on the curvature of the wall and on the temperature. Further, it is zero
for liquids which do not wet the wall.

The above hypotheses are essentially quoted from volume n, pages 676-677
of Ref. 13.

Serious objections can be raised against the third hypothesis. It includes
two assumptions about the thickness of the fluid layer which contradict each
other. The first asserts that if the walls are of the same material everywhere,
the layer has a constant thickness, so that its surface presents to the current
the same irregularities as those of the wall itself. The second asserts that the

thickness depends on the curvature of the wall.

To see how the above two assumptions involve a contradiction, let us sup-
pose that we have a wall of the same material and that it has irregularities so
that its cross section is as shown in Fig. B. Suppose A to be the maximum
depth within which the surface irregularities are confined and that A is small
enough compared to a representative dimension of the wall so that the surface
variations within this depth can be considered as irregularities. Let us now
construct a curve at a depth A/ 2 such that part of the surface variations fall

above it and part of them fall below it. This would be a continuous curve drawn
along the centerline C/L shown in Fig. B. We draw it separately in Fig. C.

Fig. B - Cross section of a wall
with irregularities

Fig. C - Curve with surface variations
partly above and partly below A
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Since the wall has the surface as shown in Fig. B, if we interpret 'the cur-
vature of the wall' to mean the curvature of the surface of the wall at different

points on the surface then this curvature must be different at its different points.

In that case, according to the first assumption, the thickness must be the same
everywhere, while according to the second it cannot be so. This is a contradic-
tion. However, if we interpret 'the curvature of the wall' to mean the curvature
of the surface at various points after the irregularities are neglected and a

curve such as the one in Fig, C is considered, the contradiction appears in an-
other way. The curvature changes from point to point on the curve in Fig. C.

Consequently, the thickness of the layer of fluid adhering to it must change from
point to point. The resulting shape of the outer surface of the layer, therefore,

will be different from that of the wall when the irregularities are neglected. If

we now superimpose the original irregularities on this shape of the outer sur-
face of the layer, the final shape presented to the current will have irregulari-

ties which are oriented somewhat differently than before. Hence they cannot be
regarded as the same irregularities as those presented by the wall itself. Thus
we again reach a contradiction.

,
• ; ,'

Looking at the two assumptions from another point of view, a deeper ques-
tion arises. The thickness of the layer may vary from point to point and ac-
cordingly be a local attribute of the layer. Then how can it be influenced by the

curvature of an imaginary surface obtained by neglecting the irregularities of

the surface of the wall and not by the curvature of the actual surface of the wall
which has these irregularities? Moreover, whether or not a surface variation

can be regarded as a surface irregularity should also depend on the actual

thickness of the layer as compared to the depth A. This would involve a serious

investigation into the idea of the 'relative scales' of different aspects of an ac-
tual physical process.

Besides these questions there are other objections which Lighthill [14] has
clearly presented as follows: "Supporters of this view do not seem to have dis-

cussed the dynamics of such a layer, or thought about the necessarily continuous
variation of velocity across it which results from viscous action, or about the

effect on the fluid in this layer of the pressure gradients to which it is sub-
jected." It is then not difficult to see why this hypothesis has fallen into disfavor.

About the first hypothesis, Lighthill says: ' - - '
'

Stokes (1851), in his great paper "On Effect of the Internal Fric-
tion of Fluids on the Motion of Pendulums," had shown that the

condition of zero relative velocity of the fluid at a solid surface
both was the most physically tenable boundary condition for the

equations of motion of a viscous fluid, and led to remarkable
agreement with a wide range of experiments in that problem, as
it had also in the capillary -tube resistance experiments of Poi-
seuille (1840) and Hagen (1839).

Three questions arise in relation to this statement. First, how can one decide
that this condition is the most physically tenable condition? Second, in what way
is it the most physically tenable condition /or the equations of motion of a vis-

cous fluid, i.e., can it be deduced from or can it be shown to be the only condition
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compatible with the equations of motion? Third, did Stokes in fact answer these

questions ? Below we quote two relevant paragraphs from Stokes' [15, 16] papers,
the first from the paper of 1845 and the second from the paper of 1851.

The next case to consider is that of a fluid in contact with a solid.

The condition which first occurred to me to assume for this case
was, that the film of fluid immediately in contact with the solid

did not move relatively to the surface of the solid. 1 was led to

try this condition from the following considerations. According to

the hypotheses adopted, if there was a very large relative motion
of the fluid particles immediately about any imaginary surface
dividing the fluid, the tangential forces called into action would be
very large, so that the amount of relative motion would be rapidly

diminished. Passing to the limit, we might suppose that if at any
instant the velocities altered discontinuously in passing across
any imaginary surface, the tangential force called into action would
immediately destroy the finite relative motion of particles indefi-

nitely close to each other, so as to render the motion continuous;
and from analogy the same might be supposed to be true for the

surface of junction of a fluid and solid. But having calculated, ac-
cording to the conditions which I have mentioned, the discharge of

long straight circular pipes and rectangular canals, and compared
the resulting formulae with some of the experiments of Bossut and
Dubuat, I found that the formulae did not at all agree with experi-
ment. I then tried Poisson's conditions in the case of a circular
pipe, but with no better success. In fact, it appears from experi-
ment that the tangential force varies nearly as the square of the
velocity with which the fluid flows past the surface of a solid, at

least when the velocity is not very small. It appears however from
experiments on pendulums that the total friction varies as the first

power of the velocity, and consequently we may suppose that

Poisson's conditions, which include as a particular case those
which I first tried, hold good for very small velocities. I proceed
therefore to deduce these conditions in a manner conformable
with the views explained in this paper.

For the purposes of the present paper there will be no occasion to

consider the case of a free surface, but only that of the common
surface of the fluid and a solid. Now, if the fluid immediately in

contact with a solid could flow past it with a finite velocity, it

would follow that the solid was infinitely smoother with respect
to its action on the fluid than the fluid with respect to its action
on itself. For, conceive the elementary layer of fluid comprised
between the surface of the solid and a parallel surface at a dis-
tance h, and then regard only so much of this layer as corre-
sponds to an elementary portion ds of the surface of the solid.

The impressed forces acting on the fluid element must be in equi-
librium with the effective forces reversed. Now conceive h to

vanish compared with the linear dimensions of ds, and lastly let

ds vanish. It is evident that the conditions of equilibrium will

ultimately reduce themselves to this, that the oblique pressure
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which the fluid element experiences on the side of the fluid must
be equal and opposite to the pressure which it experiences on the

side of the fluid. Now if the fluid could flow past the solid with a

finite velocity, it would follow that the tangential pressure called

into play by the continuous sliding of the fluid over itself was no

more than counteracted by the abrupt sliding of the fluid over the

solid. As this appears exceedingly improbable a priori, it seems
reasonable in the first instance to examine the consequences of '

•

supposing that no such abrupt sliding takes place, more espe-

cially as the mathematical difficulties of the problem will thus be

materially diminished. I shall assume, therefore, as the condi-

tions to be satisfied at the boundaries of the fluid, that the veloc-

ity of a fluid particle shall be the same, both in magnitude and

direction, as that of the solid particle with which it is in contact.

The agreement of the results thus obtained with observation will

presently appear to be highly satisfactory. When the fluid, in-

stead of being confined within a rigid envelope, extends indefi-

nitely around the oscillating body, we must introduce into the so-

lution the condition that the motion shall vanish at an infinite

distance, which takes the place of the condition to be satisfied at

the surface of the envelope.

These quotations show that in 1845 Stokes was inclined towards the first

hypothesis but quite undecided about it and in fact tried Poisson's conditions

which in essence represent the second hypothesis. The second hypothesis was
deduced from the molecular hypothesis by Navier. However, in 1851, Stokes

makes use of the first hypothesis. According to his remarks, the choice of this

hypothesis seems to be governed by the following criteria.

1. Hueristic reasoning when applied to the conditions of equilibrium lead to

2l conclusion ivhich seems exceedingly improbable a priori.

2. Mathematical simplification of the condition.

3. Experimental justification of the final results.

From these criteria it is seen that Stokes did not show that the so-called "no-

slip condition" was physically the most tenable condition for the equations of the

motion of a viscous fluid— not at least conceptually.

The second hypothesis includes, as a particular case, the first one. Light-

hill's discussion [14], which is also based on molecular considerations, shows
this to be the case. From this point of view the first hypothesis becomes a valid

approximation under ordinary flow conditions. What happens under extreme
conditions when thermodynamic equilibrium exists no longer is not so clear.

The behavior of the superfluids also raises questions about the nature of this

condition at a solid wall.

Conceptually, it seems that the question about the nature of this condition at

a solid wall is an open one. A good discussion on this condition is given by

Langlois [17]. We intend to use the "no-slip" condition as a hypothesis on the
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basis of the criteria of (a) mathematical simplification and (b) experimental jus-

tification on the final results of the analysis.

I

The no-slip condition in the case of the flow under consideration is ex-

pressed as a kinematic condition

v(a,^,t) = (1.10b)

for all fluid elements on the boundary of the cylinder.

The two conditions of Eqs. (1.10a) and (1,10b) together represent the con-
tinuity of the velocity vector at the interface of the two media, viz., the fluid and
the solid cylinder. It should be noted that the conditions on u and are ob-

tained through the ideas of impermeability and no- slip and that the idea of ri-

gidity is involved only as the particular form these conditions have taken here.

The continuity of the velocity vector at a boundary separating the two media
does not require the boundary to be rigid.

Condition at Infinity and the Idea of Physically Infinite Distance

Generally, this condition for the motion of a fluid around an obstacle is ex-

pressed by the statement that the velocity at infinity is uniform in direction and
has a magnitude which is either constant or a function of time alone. Such a
statement, in particular for a sudden relative motion which brings about a con-

stant relative velocity from rest between a circular cylinder and an infinite

mass of fluid, is expressed mathematically in either of the following two ways:

(i) At ? = CO,

u (co,0, t) = t =

= -u^ cos e t >

V(00,§, t) = t ::

= +u^ sin 5 t >

p(oo,0,t) = P(j, , a constant.

(ii) As r — CO ,

u 0,e,t) = t =

— -G^ COS 5 t >

v(r,§, t) = t =

t >

p(r,i9,t) —> Poo , a constant,
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These formulations of the condition at infinity are found in many books on

fluid mechanics and in technical papers. In particular, references may be made
to books by Milne-Thomson [11], Lamb [18], Schlichting [19], Rosenhead [20],

and Landau and Lifshitz [21], and to papers by Kaplun [22,23], Southwell and
Squire [24], Bairstow, Cave, and Lang [25], and Hollingdale [26].

This manner of stating this condition is not entirely appropriate because it

conceals a very significant point.

If we consider the ideas underlying such a condition we see that the condi-

tion stems from a feeling that the changes introduced in the flow field by an ob-
stacle in an infinite body of fluid must be finitely extended. The principle of

conservation of energy would imply that an infinite domain cannot be disturbed

everywhere at finite amplitudes. It might be asked what we mean by an infinite

body of fluid. Experiments show that for steady motion of a fluid around an ob-
stacle the flow field significantly far away is essentially the same as when the

obstacle was absent. What is actually and decisively observed is that the dis-

turbances, the physical changes in the flow field, attenuate with distance away
from the obstacle.

There are two categories of variables involved in the measurement and ob-

servation of a physical process. The first category is the geometric category,

i.e., the category to which the coordinate variables r, 6, and t belong. The
second category is the dynamic category to which belong the variables u, v and

p. There is a significant difference between the variables belonging to these

two categories in relation to their measurements.

Let us consider a disturbance at some point in a body of homogeneous and

isotropic fluid. Suppose there is some particular law of decay of this disturb-

ance as it propagates outwards in the fluid from the source of disturbance. This
law must be the same for all directions in the fluid because the fluid is assumed
to be isotropic. However, the intensity of the disturbance at the source may be
different in different directions. Now let us consider the measurement of the

intensity of the propagated disturbance at some distance i away from the source.

Suppose the measurements are made in some suitable but definite system of

units. The measured intensity at I can be expressed as some multiple of the

unit of measurement selected or as a percentage of the magnitude of the inten-

sity in this direction at the source. If the law of decay is such that increasing

the intensity at the source increases the intensity at I linearly, the percentage

which expresses the ratio of these two intensities will remain unchanged thereby.

Hence, considering other directions in which the intensity of disturbance at the

source may be different in magnitudes, we come to the conclusion that with such

a law of decay this percentage will remain unchanged at a distance I in all di-

rections; i.e., the isopercentage surface will be spherical, considering the

source to be at the center of the sphere. We can obtain an isopercentage sur-

face even if the law of decay does not exhibit the property of linearty mentioned
above. If the fluid is nonhomogeneous and nonisotropic, even then one can obtain

isopercentage surfaces, though the law of decay will depend on the direction of

propagation of the disturbance. In these cases the surface is not spherical.

However, on an isopercentage surface the magnitudes of the intensity of dis-

turbance will, in general, vary from point to point. Just as we can obtain an
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isopercentage surface, we can obtain an isomagnitude surface on which, in gen-

eral, the percentages are different.

When we want to say that a disturbance has died out in a domain of the fluid,

we have two alternatives. We can say that beyond a certain isopercentage sur-

face the disturbance is insignificant. Or we might say that beyond a certain iso-

magnitude surface the disturbance is insignificant. Now the construction of an
isomagnitude surface involves measurement only at points in the flow field, and
no knowledge of the disturbance at the source is required except insofar as the

suitable selection of a system of units is concerned. On the other hand, the con-

struction of isopercentage surfaces involves a detailed measurement and knowl-
edge of the disturbance at the source, in addition to the measurement at points

in the flow field. From the point of view of measurement, then, the isomagnitude

surfaces are more appropriate. More significantly, however, the magnitudes
and not the percentages based on the magnitude of the disturbance at the source
represent the actual disturbance at a point. Hence, physically also, the isomag- v

nitude surfaces are more appropriate to delineate the domains of the disturbed '

and the undisturbed field. For mathematical convenience, we may construct a

spherical envelope which would enclose the isomagnitude surface within it, by
taking the largest distance between the source and the isomagnitude surface as

the radius of the envelope, and then using it in place of the isomagnitude surface.

Now we introduce the idea of a Physically Infinite Distance.

Definition: Physically Infinite Distance in a certain direction is

that smallest distance away from an obstacle at which the flow

field is not significantly affected by the presence or absence of

the obstacle. The word "significantly" is to be interpreted in re-

lation to the degree of accuracy with which the field variables are

measured.

Evidently, a change in the field variables in the dynamical category repre-
sents a disturbance. The magnitude of this change is the magnitude of the dis-

turbance. It is a matter of convention to decide when a certain magnitude of this

disturbance is negligible. Any magnitude which falls within the limits of accu-
racy of a measuring instrument, which is judiciously chosen so that the meas-
urements made with it describe the physical conditions properly, may be consid-
ered negligible. Then this magnitude may be used to construct an isomagnitude
surface. The smallest distance in a certain direction from the obstacle to this

surface is the Physically Infinite Distance in that direction.

The Physically Infinite Distance will depend on the following:

1. The physical nature of the fluid

2. The intensity of the disturbance

3. The direction in which it is reckoned

4. The degree of accuracy of the measuring instruments.
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Since disturbances may become, as they generally do, insignificant at

mathematically finite distances, a physically infinite distance may be finite

mathematically. Since a mathematically infinite distance embodies the idea of

indefinitely large distance, it would then follow that a physically infinite dis-

tance will always be less than, or at the most equal to, a mathematically infinite

distance, and hence that at a mathematically infinite distance also the physical

disturbances should be insignificant in the sense of being immeasurable within a

certain degree of accuracy.

In contrast to the idea of physically infinite distance, a mathematically in-

finite distance depends on none of the four points on which the physically infinite

distance depends. Moreover, the mathematical idea of the point at infinity is

based on the idea of limit and hence a material point cannot be uniquely associ-

ated with such a point at infinity. This is the essential difference between the

abstract and the real. Herein lies both the strength and weakness of the mathe-
matically infinite distance. Its strength lies in the fact that in most instances it

leads to the possibility of a mathematical formulation which does not require

the information demanded under the above-mentioned four points and yet can
represent the corresponding physical process in essence. Its weakness is that

in its reinterpretation in an actual situation, where the domain is always finite

and hence the condition at infinity must be considered to apply at finite dis-

tances, one must necessarily resort to the idea of physically infinite distances.

Since the choice of the idea of mathematical infinity is governed by the criteria

of mathematical convenience, the idea of physically infinite distance may be used
if it is found to be more convenient than the other. It will then have the dual ad-
vantage of being both convenient and realistic.

The idea of a physically infinite body of fluid involves two notions. One is

that of the physically infinite distance and the other is that of an inexhaustible

supply of fluid. Sources and sinks are devices by which the latter is accounted
for in some cases. For the corresponding mathematical idea, the indefinite ex-
tension implied by the point at infinity is sufficient.

It might seem that before any use can be made of the idea of physically in-

finite distances one must necessarily possess the information about the nature

of the fluid, the intensity of the disturbance, degree of accuracy of the instru-

ments, etc. The nature of the fluid is adequately described by the knowledge of

physical constants like density p and viscosity m, as these are needed for any
mathematical formulation. That the other information need not be known a priori

for a mathematical formulation which makes use of the idea of physically infinite

distances can be shown by considering the following examples.

The flow of an inviscid incompressible fluid around a circular cylinder of

radius 'a' must satisfy the harmonic equation v^/g = 0, where /q = ./'g(r,§)

is the stream function.

The solution of the above equation, which renders the flow at infinity uniform
is given by . ... _,

^0 " -Uoolr - -
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The normal and the tangential components of velocity are given by

u„ = -u^ 1

v^ = +u„|l + -^ 1 sin 6 , u^ = a constant.

The corresponding pressure is given by

Po = ~ P^'^^ — (
2 COS 2£^ - —

I

+ p„

where ?„ is a constant.

As r - CO
,

At r - a,

Uq = , Vq = 2u„ sin 61 , Pq "" 7 P^od^ ( 2 cos 20-1) + p„

We can construct Table 1, supposing = 45°. From the table it can be
seen that the magnitudes of the components of the velocity vector evaluated at

various finite distances along the line d = 45° and away from the cylinder ap-
proach very rapidly those evaluated at infinity. Even at a distance as close as
r = 10a their difference is only 1% of the magnitudes at infinity. And at a dis-

tance r = 50a this reduces to only 0.04% of the magnitudes at infinity.

Table 1

Measurement of Physically Finite Distance, with = 45°

Uq - lim Ug
r-xB

10 0.0100 4=u„(l- 0.0100)
V2

+— G„(l + 0.0100)
yf2

+ 0.0100
V2

+ 0.0100
v^

25 0.0016 — G„(l- 0.0016)
y/2

+ -^ujl + 0.0016) + 0.0016-^
x/2

+ 0.0016
v^

50

->(

0.0004 — G„(l- 0.0004)
V2

1 -

V2

+ -^G„(1 + 0.0004)
V2

^ _1_ -^

V2'''"

+ 0.0004
\/2

+ 0.0004
x'2
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If now the velocity measuring instruments are such that they cannot meas-
ure accurately any quantities of the order of 0.0004 u^ I\f2 or smaller, then

within this accuracy the boundary condition at infinity is met at a finite distance

of 50a. Such a distance would here be called a physically infinite distance. In

fact, we may assert that the flow becomes uniform at a finite distance of 50a.

That it is 50a we concluded after looking at Table 1 and the accuracy of the in-

struments. Moreover, we made use of the solution obtained by the consideration

of the condition at infinity.

We shall now show that for the same physical process described by the pre-
vious solution there is another mathematical procedure consistent with the physi-

cal ideas to determine physically infinite distance.

In this procedure we first make the assertion that there is a finite distance

h at and beyond which the flow can be regarded as uniform. We may express
this by the condition

u (h,6') = -u^ cos + e^cos^

VQ(h,(9) = +u^ sinfi* + e^ six\6 (A)

.
^ .: •- Po(i^.^) = P» + Cp

.
'

- --.

where u^ and p,^ are constant magnitudes of velocity and pressure recorded by
the instruments and which may be regarded as known completely. The errors
e^, e^ in velocity and "e^ in pressure are to be regarded as unknown, but less

than the error bounds of the instruments, which may be regraded as known.

Using the method of separation of variables, we obtain as a general solution

of the harmonic equation

-/-(,(?, 5) = (c^ sin\5+ C2 cos>v5)(c3 r^+ c^r"-*^) + Cg^ log^ r + c^e + c, log^ ^ + Cg
,

where c^, c^,..., Cg and K are arbitrary constants. This satisfies ^^"1'^= 0.

We may take Cg = because 41 ^ is to be determined within an arbitrary

constant. For periodicity in d we must have k an integer, say n and Cj, Cg

equal to zero. Superposition for all n gives

V^o(r,5) - c^ log^? + J] (Cj„sinn5+C2^cosn5)(c3„?"+c^^?-") .

n= 1

By differentiation we get

Gq(?,0) = - ^:- = + 2_, n (Cj^ cos n0 - c^^ sin n^)(c3^r"-'+c^^ ?-"-!)

r 30 n= 1
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Bi// c "

Thus at r = h we must have

Z] n (c^^cosn^- C2„ sinn5)(c3^h"-i+ c^^h-"-i) - -(u„-e^)

-
-T

-
Z] n(Cj^sinn5+C2„cosn5)(c3^h"-i-C4^h-"-i) - + (u„ + e,) sin § .

n= 1

Hence we must have c^ = 0, c^^ = for all n, since n ?; 1, Cj^, c^^, c^^ must
be zero. Writing c^ = Cjj • Cg^, c^ = c^^ • c^^, we get

: 'J Cj - c^h-^ = -Uco + e^ -.
,

Moreover, the kinematic condition that the normal component of velocity at

r = a be zero requires that Cj + 02/3^ = 0.

Now there are three conditions on two constants c^ and c^. In the evalua-
tion of the previous solution where the condition of uniform flow was demanded
as r ^ rx and e^ = e^ = 0, the first two of the above conditions reduce to a

single condition that c^ = -u^ because the term in Cj drops out. C2 is then

obtained from the third condition. This condition of overdeterminacy is pecu-
liar to the example chosen and is not generally obtained, as will be clear when
the actual problem of the flow of a viscous fluid around a circular cylinder is

considered. It is important to note that, in general, such constants like Cj, c^

must be functions of h, the distance at which this condition is applied.

The overdeterminacy determines h directly in the above case, c^, c^, and
h which satisfy these conditions are given by

e + 2 / ^M + ^v\U V ~
I , I

2 / \ 2G^

^--^m
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The corresponding stream function is given by

0o(^.^) = 1 -
(B)

We can see from these expressions that as e^^ + e^ —* 0, e^ - e^ ^ 0, and h -^

infinitely large distance, ^^ reduces to the previous solution. Even though we
happen to have a relation between h, e^, and e^, h cannot be calculated be-
cause we do not know e^ and e^. In general, we do not have such an explicit

relation. To see how c. and c, depend on h we may rewrite them as follows:

Since the actual nature of e^j and e^ is not known, we may assume that the

ratio 6^ + €^/e^ - £y will generally be finite and that e^ + e^ is definitely

smaller than 2u„, in view of the fact that they each are smaller than the error
of the instruments,

cally the values - G

Hence c^ and C2 as functions of h approach asymptoti-

, and +u^a2 respectively as h becomes increasingly large.

The pressure field is given by pQ(r,6') such that

PnC'^'^) = 7 P^a 2 cos 261
-.2 \ 7.2

2u„

+ P<x> + e. (C)

This also reduces to the pressure field as obtained before when e^, = e^ - l^ - 0.

The stream function in Eq. (B) and the pressure field in Eq. (C) adequately
represent the potential flow, though the conditions were applied at a finite dis-

tance h.

The situation can now be generalized. We apply the conditions of uniform
flow to the general solution of the equations of motion at a finite distance^ say h.

We then obtain the constants of the solution as a function of the distance h. If

we find analytically or numerically that these constants are approaching limit-

ing values as the distance at which the conditions of uniform flow are applied is

increased, then we may take for solution that distance at which they approach
the limiting values, and consequently the final solution does not change signif-

icantly as the Physically Infinite Distance for the problem. Since the solution

does not change, the physical quantities like drag and pressure should also ex-
hibit asymptotic behavior with increasing h.

From the above, we can state the condition of uniform flow as follows:
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u (h,5, t) =0 '

" t =

t . '

'

-^ .
,

- - (-u^+lj cos^ •: t >

V (h,^, t) =0 t =

= (+G„ + e^) sin ^ t >

p(h,0,t) - Pg^ + € , a constant.

e^, e^, and Ep are to be less than the errors of the instruments, so that the

solution exhibits asymptotic behavior with increasing values of h.

It was mentioned earlier that there is a significant difference between the

geometric and the dynamic categories of the variables. This difference is that

the variables r, 0, and t are measured by instruments which have limitations

of accuracy just as great as those instruments used for measuring velocities

and pressure. Physically infinite distance, however, does not depend signifi-

cantly on the accuracy with which the geometric variables are measured, but it

does depend crucially on the accuracy with which the dynamic variables are to

be determined.

Summing up, the dimensional boundary conditions are as follows:

At r :: a

,

u (a,0, t) = t >

V (a,9,t) = . t >

At r = h,

G(h,(9,t) =0 t =

= (-u»+ ^u) cos5 t >

V (h,5, t) =0 t =

= (+u<j, + e^) sin 8 t >

p(h,5,t) = p„ + 2p . t >

The condition at r = h is to be interpreted as explained previously

(1.10)
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NONDIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Let us introduce the following nondimensional variables, as it is convenient

to work with them.

P - Po
p =

U 1 "^ 2

(1.11)

P 1 ^

t = t

The Reynold's number based on radius is Re = u^a/i^. We note that u„ and p„

are constant magnitudes of velocity and pressure recorded by the instruments
at and beyond some finite distance away from the cylinder. The symbol a is

retained in the sense of the idea of a physically infinite distance.

Using Eqs. (1.11), we get from Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), and (1.7) the following

nondimensional equations:

Bu 3u_ y^_xl-_l^ J- /l^ 1 lii ii JL if^ _ A izVl 12)
Bt'^^Br^rgg, r" 23r^Re\Br2"^'"3r~r2^r2 35 2 ^2 -^gj^ '

3v 3v v3v uv _ J_ ^ 1 /B^v 1 3v _v_ J_ ^_^ 2 Bu\/. ,o\

~t ^ ^^ ^ ^w ^ ~ ' ~
'Tr'de ^ R^ \b72

"^
r b7 ~ 7^ ^ T^ de^ ^ T^ Je)

— +-+ = (1.14
. Br r r 361 .

BVV^ ^B^BVV_ 1BV;3VV_ J_^,^^ Q ^ ^

(1.15)

where

and

Bt r 3(9 3r »" Br B^ Re

,32 IB 1 B2
V - + +

Br2 • Br r2 B02

l<r<co, < 9 < 2iT

The corresponding nondimensional boundary conditions obtained from Eqs.
(1.10) are: , ,., ....
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At r = 1,

^ ^^ '^ u(l,6,t) ={-—-] =0 for all t
\ ^ ad I

r= 1

30
v(l,^, t) = I 1 =0. for all t

Br
r= 1

At r = h%

u(h*,9,t) = I
i —

)
=0 for t = O'

r = h*

(1 - e^) cos for t >

v(h*,0,t) =1
)

=0 for t=0
(1.16)

= +(1 + e^) sin 6 for t >

p(h*,^,t) = Cp . for t >

£^, e^, and ep fall within the limits of accuracy of the measuring instruments

and hence are not registered. For the purposes of calculations they are to be

regarded as negligible. The physically infinite distance is h*, determined as

discussed earlier.

It is interesting to note that the condition at h* requires that dip/dO be

equal to zero, because h* is a finite distance. The conventional boundary con-

dition at infinity requires

lim I- ^U .

This appears a much weaker condition on d^/dd than the previous one. That

this is not so can be seen when we take into consideration how the idea of a

physically infinite distance h* is based on the requirement that all physical

disturbances should attenuate with distances away from the source of disturb-

ances and on the manner in which it is to be found mathematically.

To complete the formulation of the problem, we should add to the boundary

conditions an initial condition, depicting the state of the whole fluid at t = 0. If

we neglect the initial and the boundary conditions at time t = and look for a

time -independent solution, the problem becomes simpler. The boundary condi-

tions as stated correspond to the idealized problem of flow past a cylinder

started impulsively from rest. The idealization consists in the discontinuous

variation of the velocity at t = o. A realistic formulation may need to alter this

by allowing for a very rapid but continuous variation of the velocity at t = 0. In
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principle, these conditions together with an initial condition permit an examina-
tion of the transient flow.

The choice of an initial condition is very important from the point of view

of the progressive evolution of the flow structure. A critical examination of the

governing questions reveals under what circumstances a flow can become time-

dependent. This being the case, a condition which is mathematically simple and

yet physically representative should be selected with care. In this work, the

equations of motion for a time-dependent motion are carefully examined without

attempting to solve them. Consequently, we have not formulated realistic initial

conditions. The time-independent case for which the boundary conditions of Eqs,

(1.16) suffice, is treated completely. •, .(- . -,.1 •

POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTION

Let us consider the stream function

0„ = 0o(r,0) . -(r -i) sin0 , (1.17)

which leads to the velocity components

u„= u,(r,^) = .i'^= -(l- -l)cos0
,

,.(1.18)

V, = v„(r,9) = - —° = + (l + -^) sine , (1.19)

and the pressure field

Po = Po(^.^)= 71 (2cos2e - -^) ;.; (1.20)

These functions in Eqs. (1.17), (1.18), (1.19), and (1.20) satisfy the following

equations:

^"0 ^ ^!^ ^0^ 1 ^PQ

3t ^ "° 3r ^ r 3^ ~ r ~ 2 Br

dt ° 3r r 3^ r 2r d9

9r ^ I" ^ • Be

(1.21)

and they are such that
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!1^ + ii^ "o
,

1 ^^"o 2 ^^0 ^ Q2 r2 3^2 r2

^'^0
1^ _ ^ J. !!l^ _l!^

Br2
^ r ^r r2 ^ r2 3^2 ^ ^2 ^^

^'^0 l^>Ao 1 ^Vc

- (1.22)

3r2 r Br r2 3^2

The boundary conditions satisfied by u^, Vq and p^ are:

At r = 1,

Uo(l^^) =1
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POTENTIAL FLOW AS A BASE FLOW FOR
AN ITERATIVE PROCESS IN ACTUAL FLOWS

We shall consider the significance of the potential flow solution given by
Eqs. (1.17), (1.18), (1.19), and (1.20) from both the physical and mathematical
points of view.

. ;

Let us write the Navier-Stokes Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13) as follows: -' - '

Bu 3u V Bu v2 1 "^P
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Consequently, if the boundary conditions are not brought into consideration, this

potential flow solution satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations for all Reynolds
numbers, i.e., even though the solution is generally referred to as the solution

for an inviscid fluid, it is in fact independent of the viscosity of a fluid.

Let S denote the actual solution which satisfies the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions, the continuity equation, and all the boundary conditions, and which, we as-

sume, represents the flow field as observed in experiments. Let S^ denote the

potential flow solution given by Eqs. (1.17), (1.18), (1.19), and (1.20). Let the

flow domain be denoted by M. The solution S, if substituted in the Euler equa-

tions, will not, in general, satisfy them everywhere in the domain M. However,
it may satisfy them in some subdomain Mj of M to a high degree of approxima-
tion. Let Mj denote the remaining subdomain of M so that Mj + Mj = M. The
solution Sg satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations as well as the Euler equations

everywhere in the domain M and consequently in the subdomain M^, regardless

of the viscosity of the fluid. Therefore, in the subdomain Mj the actual solution

S must be a close approximation to the potential flow solution Sq, but in the sub-
domain M2 it may be significantly different from it. Now A is said to deviate

from B under a variable set of conditions C if A changes with C while B does
not, and A approaches B when the variable set of conditions C approach one or

more fixed sets of conditions D, E, etc. The actual solution s depends on the

Reynolds number as a parameter and hence changes with it, whereas the poten-
tial solution Sq, being independent of the Reynolds number, rem.ains constant for
all Reynolds numbers. Therefore we can identify S with A, Sg with B, Re with

the variable set of conditions C, and fixed limiting values of Re with the fixed

sets of conditions D, E, etc. If then the subdomain Mj happens to enlarge as
the Reynolds number Re approaches any one of the fixed limiting values, this

fact may be taken to mean that the actual solution s deviates from the potential

flow solution Sq in the whole domain M and that this deviation decreases as the

Reynolds number Re approaches any one of the fixed limiting values. The ob-

servations at high values of Reynolds number show that the domain in which the

real flow can be regarded as a potential flow does in fact increase with increas-

ing Reynolds numbers. Similar observations at extremely low values of Reyn-
olds numbers, e.g., for Hele-Shaw flows, show that the same is the case with

decreasing Reynolds numbers. Consequently, if we assume that s does repre-
sent the real flow as observed, the foregoing conclusion becomes compulsive.

As we have shown, the potential flows satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations

in a stricter sense than do the viscous flows, i.e., by leading to the vanishing of

the separate parts of the governing equations whatever be the viscosity of the

fluid—and this is all the more striking when the individual terms of the Vorticity

Transport Equation are observed to vanish separately. The irrotational char-
acter of the flow is what leads to this remarkable behavior. This is here re-

garded to be of fundamental importance and consequently, for the present work,
the third possibility (c) leading to the Euler equations is the meaningful one. In

this light, we may think of a real flow as a deviation from the correspotiding

potential flow ,'^ made in order to satisfy the no-slip boundary conditions, and

''By corresponding potential flow is meant here the flow which satisfies the N-S
equations and all boundary conditions except the no-slip condition.
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that this deviation need not necessarily he considered small in any sense. The
subdomain Mj, may be a null domain for certain ranges of flow parameters, but

for other ranges it may not be so and then the deviation would be small in it.

This is to be considered incidental. However, as a hypothesis which is later

supported on the basis of the principle of minimum dissipation, this deviation

for a given Reynolds number will be considered to be a minimum consistent

with tiie governing equations and the actual boundary and flow coyiditions. The
potential flow then assumes the position of a base flow from which the deviations

take place. This holds for all flow conditions and, in particular, for all Reyn-
olds numbers.

,

In the immediately following pages we present an examination and critique

of significant experiments and observations made by distinguished investigators

which accord with and support the above hypothesis. We shall consider the

beautiful experiments carried out in 1899 by Professor Hele-Shaw [27,28]. It is

helpful to quote here the following passages from his paper of 1899,

If we take two sheets of glass, and bring them nearly close to-

gether, leaving only a space the thickness of a thin card or piece

of paper, and then by suitable means cause liquid to flow under

pressure between them, the very property of viscosity, which as

before noted, is the cause of the eddying motion in large bodies

of water, in the present case greatly limits the freedom of mo-
tion of the fluid between the two sheets of glass, and thus pre-
vents not only eddying or whirling motion, but also counteracts

the effects of inertia. Every particle is then compelled by the

pressure behind and around it to more onwards without whirling

motion, following the path which corresponds exactly with the

stream-lines in a perfect liquid.

But at this stage you may reasonably enquire how it is that we
are able to state, with so much certainty, that the artificial con-
ditions of flow with a viscous liquid are really giving us the

stream-line motion of a perfect one; and this brings me to the

results which mathematicians have obtained.

The view now shown represents a body of circular cross-section
past which a fluid of infinite extent is moving, and the lines are

plotted from mathematical investigation and represent the flow of

particles. This particular case gives us the means of most elab-

orate comparison; although we cannot employ a fluid of infinite

extent, we can prepare the border of the channel to correspond
with any of the particular stream-lines, and measure the exact

positions of the lines inside.

By means of a second lantern, the real flow of a viscous liquid

for this case is shown upon the second screen, and you will see

that it agrees with the calculated flow around a similar obstacle

of a perfect liquid. The diagram shown on the wall is the actual
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figure employed for comparison and upon which the experimental
case was projected. By this means, it was proved that the two
were in absolute agreement.

Mathematicians, however, predicted with absolute certainty, that

with stream-line motion the water should flow round and meet at

the back, a state of things that, however slow we make the motion
in the present case, does not occur owing to the effect of inertia.

They have drawn with equal confidence the lines along which this

should take place. We could either effect this result with the ex-

periment you have just seen, by using a much more viscous liquid,

such as treacle, or, what comes to the same thing, bringing the

two sheets of glass nearly close together.

In these quoted passages we see that there are three controlling factors by
which a real flow configuration is created so that its streamline field is exactly

the same as that of a corresponding potential flow. These are (a) the pressure,
(b) the viscosity, and (c) the distance separating the two plates.

Following Professor Hele-Shaw's experiments. Professor Stokes (1898) in

his paper "Mathematical Proof of the Identity of the Stream-Lines Obtained by
Means of a Viscous Film with Those of a Perfect Fluid Moving in Two Dimen-
sions" [29], starts out with the equations for a creep motion in which the non-
linear inertia terms are neglected, and shows that, when the distance separating

two plates is small, the stream function for the flow satisfies the harmonic
equation and is uniquely determined by the condition that the boundaries shall be
streamlines. And since a stream function for a potential flow meets these re-
quirements, the identity is established. He continues: "It may be objected that

the streamlines cannot be the same in the two cases, inasmuch as the perfect

liquid glides over the surface of the obstacle, whereas in the case of the viscous
liquid the motion vanishes at the surface of the obstacle. This is perfectly true,

and forms the qualification above referred to; but it does not affect the truth of

the proposition, which applies only to the limiting case of a viscid liquid con-
fined between walls which are infinitely close. Any finite thickness of the stra-
tum of liquid will entail a departure from the identity of the streamlines in the

two cases, which, however will be sensible only to a distance from the obstacle
comparable with the distance between the walls, and therefore capable of being
indefinitely reduced by taking the walls closer and closer together."

In 1938, F. Riegels [30] carried out further experiments on Hele-Shaw flows
and gave a theoretical representation of the same, based on an iterative scheme.
As a starting point he takes a solution of the equations of creeping motion, which
may be written as

2

h^
Uj = Uo(x,y) (l - 77
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Vj = v^(x,y) (l - —

where Uo(x,y) and vo(x,y) are the velocity components of the two-dimensional

potential flow past a given body. The flow represented by the above equations

has the same streamlines as the potential flow about the body, and the stream-
lines for all parallel layers z = constant are congruent. The condition of no-

slip at the plates z = ±h is satisfied, but the same at the surface of the body is

not satisfied [19].

Using the above solution to calculate the nonlinear inertia terms, he obtains

a second approximation. For the case of a circular cylinder he gives the radial

and tangential velocity components as :^ . .

= Reh2

Reh2

cos 2(

^)
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Thus for any obstacle, the characteristic Reynolds number is given by Uh'^/j^L,

where L is a characteristic length of the obstacle and h' is the distance sepa-
rating the two plates. Since A is proportional to h'^, uj, V2, and Wj all tend

to zero as h' — 0. Then, in the limit, the flow reduces to a two-dimensional
flow with uj and vj as velocity components, wj being zero. This was the con-
clusion of Stokes and the experimental observation of Hele Shaw. Riegels' ex-
periments, carried out up to about A = 6, show that for A < 1 there is no dis-

cernible deviation from the potential streamline field, but that for higher values
of this parameter the deviation is noticeable.

The pressure field for a creeping flow satisfies the harmonic equation
v^p = because the convective terms in the Navier-Stokes equations are com-
pletely neglected, but the velocity field does not satisfy the equation. On the

other hand, the velocity field for a potential flow always satisfies the harmonic
equation, but the pressure field does not and is in fact given by V^p = -p(Bui/3xj

Buj/Bxj). When the product term p (duj/Bxj 3uj/3xi) can be neglected, the pres-
sure field of the potential flow is harmonic in the limit. Stokes has shown that

the velocity field of a creep flow becomes harmonic in the limit. Hence in the

limit, the velocity field and the pressure fields of a creep flow are potential.

Thus these experiments and theoretical treatments show that there exists a
three-dimensional real flow, which apparently satisfies the no-slip conditions,

such that the streamline field due to it becomes identical with that due to a two-
dimensional potential flow in the same space when the Reynolds number tends to

become vanishingly small; and that this potential flow evidently does not satisfy

the no-slip conditions.

There are two noteworthy points in these experiments of Hele-Shaw and
Riegels: (a) the three-dimensional flow becomes two-dimensional; and (b) the

velocity field attains a potential character, i.e., it becomes irrotational. Of
these two, the first may be regarded as peculiar to the particular geometry
under consideration, and hence incidental. The second point, however, may be
regarded as an expression of a general truth, and hence fundamental, for the

following reasons.

The rate at which energy E is dissipated in a body of fluid is given by the

expression

E = /x j fi2dT+2/xJ [n-(Vxfi)]ds
(V) (S)

-2m
I

[V • (n • grad) V] ds + X f (div V) n V ds ,

(S) (S)

where

11 = Curl V = vorticity vector

V = Velocity vector with components u.
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n = Unit vector directed inwards along the normal to an element ds of

the surface S bounding the fluid

\, /J. = coefficients of viscosity. ' ^-''- ->'"''— -

After transforming the surface integrals into volume integrals, the above ex-

pression may be rewritten as

h dr ,

(1.24b)

where

$ = Dissipation function

2

^-^ \dx. 2 ^ I Bx. dx.

(1.25)

From (1.25) we see that <t> and hence E are nonnegative. It is also clear

that $ and hence E can vanish only under the following two circumstances.

(i) k = 0, ft = 0, i.e., when the fluid is regarded as ideal.

(ii) 3ui/Bxi= 0, 3ui/3xj + Buj/Bxi = 0, i.e., when there is no deformation

and the fluid moves as a rigid body.

For a real fluid for which \ > 0, /i > 0, E can vanish only under the second con-

dition and this is of little interest. We note that E = is the absolute minimum
which this function can attain. Under circumstances other than the one noted

there will always be some dissipation of energy. If we postulate that the flow

evolves to minimize dissipation [2,3,4], this is tantamount to a principle.

PRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM DISSIPATION - . -

For all real flows, the rate of energy dissipation assumes the lowest attain-

able value consistent with the conservation principles and the boundary condi-

tions.

To see the implications of this principle, let us write Eq. (1.24a) in the fol-

lowing two groups:

E = (Ij + I^) + (I3 + I4)
•

•'- - (1.24c)

= (Ij) + (I2 + I3 + I4) ,

' -^ (1.24d)
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where

I J = Volume integral = m n^dr
CV)

12 = Surface integral = 2^
J

[n • (Vx fl)] ds

(S)

13 = Surface integral = -2/Li I V • (n • grad)Vds
(S)

l^ = Surface integral ~^[ (divV)n-Vds
(S)

Let us consider the circumstances under which the sum (I2+I3 + I4) of the

surface integrals ij, I3, and i^ vanishes. It would be a very special flow in

which the surface conditions are such that the sum vanishes, but none of the in-

tegrals 1 2, 1 3, and 1 4 vanishes. Further, the class of flows in which the con-
ditions are such that these integrals vanish individually but their integrands are
nonzero will also be a special one. The third possibility, when the integrands of

1 2, 1 3, and 1 4 vanish identically, is the most important.

The integrands of I2, I3, and I4 are zero when V = on s. Thus when
the fluid is enclosed within fixed boundaries this condition is realized. Alter-

natively, the integrands of I2, I3, and I4 vanish when n • (Vxfi) = 0,

(n • grad) V = 0, and div V = respectively on s. In general, n will not be
perpendicular to the direction of V = Si. Hence n • (V ^ Q) can vanish if

V X n = . But since Vi o, this would require n = o. It is important to note

that the vanishing of fi on s does not imply that it vanishes everywhere in the

fluid. Similarly, div V = on S does not imply that div V = everywhere.
However, if the fluid is incompressible, div V = everywhere and, in particu-

lar, div V = on the surface s.

We may visualize the bounding surface S to be divided into the following

parts:

(i) Part Sj such that at least the condition V = o holds.

(ii) Part s^ such that n = o, (n • grad) V = o, and div V = o, but \ t o.

(iii) Part S3 such that (n • grad) V = and div V = 0, but V ^ and n t 0.

(iv) Part S4 such that none of the above conditions hold.

It may happen that one or more of the above four parts are zero.
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All fixed surfaces at which the no-slip boundary condition holds constitute

the part Sj. Whenever the condition of uniform flow at infinity is valid, all the

conditions a = 0, (n • grad) V = 0, and div V = hold because they involve

differentiation of the vector V which is constant when the flow is uniform. Hence

the enveloping surface at infinity belongs to the class Sj. The external flows

for which the bounding surface S is made up of fixed boundaries in the interior

and an enveloping boundary at infinity where uniform flow conditions prevail,

belong to the class of flows for which the surface integrals 1 2, I3, and 1 4 are

zero, no matter whether the fluid is compressible or incompressible. For in-

ternal flows where part of the enveloping surface is a fixed boundary and the in-

let and outlet conditions are such that (n • grad) V = and div V = 0, but V ^

and i 0, the surface integrals I3 and 1 4 vanish. We then see that for exter-

nal flows

E - i^j n'dr
, (1.24e)

(V) .

and for internal flows

f n^dT + 2fij [n-(Vv, n)]ds (i.24f)

(V) (S3)

are valid expressions for E.

If we assert that the principle of minimum dissipation holds, then that

would imply that the integrals in Eqs. (1.24e) and (l,24f) achieve their lowest

attainable value consistent with conservation principles and the surface condi-

tions. We note that these integrals depend on Q, the vorticity field. If n van-

ishes or at least becomes insignificantly small in most parts of the flow field,

the contribution to the volume integral would be reduced materially. From Eqs.

(1.24e) and (1.24f) it is also clear that as n — 0, E — 0. Conversely, E —
should imply n — because both the integrands are positive-definite. We ob-

serve that though for real fluids E cannot be zero in general, it must tend to

zero according to the principle of minimum dissipation. Consequently, the va-

lidity of this principle would lead us to infer that q^o- Since fi = implies

that the velocity field is irrotational and hence derivable from a potential, we
can now state the following as a conclusion:

Theorem I: For a large class of real flows, the velocity field

tends to become irrotational and hence derivable from a poten-

tial.

The Hele-Shaw flows belong to the class of real flows for which the above
statement holds. Hence the fact that, as A—'0, the velocity field becomes po-

tential can be viewed as the substantiation of the principle of minimum dissipa-

tion. That large parts of a flow field become derivable from a potential as the

Reynolds number of the flow is increased in experimentally well established and
forms the basis of the boundary layer theory. The streamline pattern of a creep
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flow around a sphere reminds one of the streamline pattern of the correspond-
ing potential flow.

A potential flow is thus seen to play a fundamental role at the lower as well
as the higher ranges of the characteristic parameter, the Reynolds number, of

the flow of a real fluid. This being the case, there seems no a priori reason
why it should not play a fundamental role all through the range of this parame-
ter. The principle of minimum dissipation, if assumed to hold, indicates that it

should play such a role. Consequently, we may regard it as the fundamental
base flow for all Reynolds numbers.

MATHEMATICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the theory of linear differential operators, the operator and its domain
are defined as in the following paragraphs [30].

,
.

First, the linear vector space s of functions on which the differential oper-
ator L, say of order n, operates is defined such that (a) the interval of the vari-
able, (b) the nature of the functions, and (c) the scalar product are specified.

The domain of the operator is the set of all functions u in s which have a piece-
wise continuous derivative of the order n, whichsatisfy n independent and lin-

ear conditions, and are such that Lu belongs to s.

The differential equation Lu = f does not have a unique solution unless the

conditions to be satisfied by u are given. Different sets of conditions lead to

different solutions. Hence for precise notation, a different symbol should be
used for the operator each time the conditions are changed. For convenience,
however, the same symbol is used for the differential operator under all condi-
tions, but the conditions which the solution of Lu = f is to satisfy are specified.

Thus the operator is formally the same for all the solutions of Lu = f , but in

fact is different for different solutions [30].

In solving linear boundary value problems with involved boundary condi-

tions it is a common practice to consider the ultimate solution as made up of

two or more parts, each part satisfying the governing equations completely, but
the boundary conditions only partially so that when added together they satisfy

the governing equations and all the boundary conditions due to the linearity of

the operator. The number of parts into which the solution is divided is gener-
ally finite. For example, if u is the final solution of a second order differential

equation Lu = f such that it satisfies a set of conditions B,(u) = ctj, B^iu) = a^

for specified values of the variable, it may be conceived as made up of two parts,
u, and Ut, such that

and

Due to linearity.

, Bj(uj) - aj , B2(uj)

Lu2 = f , BjCu^) - , B^(u^)
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Lu = Lu . + Lu, = f *
'

Bj(u) = Bj(uj) + BjCu^) = fflj

B^Cu) = B2(u^) + B^Cu^) = a^ .

In general, therefore, we may write

Lu = Luj + Luj + ••• + LUj^ = f ,

"

(1.26)

where Up u^ u^ satisfy different equations and boundary conditions. If

we recall the precise notation, this should have been written

Lu = LjUj + L2U2 + ••• + L^u^ = f , (1.27)

where Li, Lj L^ are differential operators which are formally the same
as L, but with different boundary conditions. The functions ui, i = l, and n may
be required to be the solutions of the operator equations

LjU^ ~^i i=l, ••,n (no summation)
, (1.28)

where . ,

_ ^

, I '.= f
. - ::, •-..

1 = 1
-'"'

and f
i
belong to S. The functions f^ are suitably selected, depending on the

problem.

Let us assume that in the case of a system of nonlinear differential equa-
tions, in particular the Navier-Stokes equations under consideration, there exists

an infinite sum of functions

of the space-time variables and the flow parameters such that it converges to

the solution S, which satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations, the continuity equa-

tion, and the boundary conditions completely, in the sense that the partial sums

Spn = So + S, + S, + S3 + •• + S^

converge to the solution s; i.e., given e > 0, there exists an integer N(e)such
that

Is- S„„| < e ' i-

'"" ''
'

for all n > N.

With the above assumption, we may write '
' >
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V = Vq + Vj + V^ + V3 +

P = Po + Pi + P2 "^ P3 "^

= ^Q + 0j + ./;2 + 03 +

(1.29)

where u, v, p, and ^ correspond to the solution S, while u^,, v^, p^, and 0^

correspond to the function S^,. - ,—'-•- -
:

'

Let us substitute Eqs. (1.29) in Eqs. (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), and (1.15). As-

suming that a rearrangement and grouping of terms in these equations as made
below is permissible, we get the following equations:

1 "d^^o 2 ^^0
J_( !!^ + 1?^ - — +

du. '" '^"^'"'W—°,u. *— + (u„) + \
— 1^ _ ?^

1 <^Pi
_ J_/ ^2^ 1 __i _ ^ + Jl 1_^ 2 -1

3u,

-^ (Uo+-i)— +

Vq + Vj\ Bu2 /^Uq 3uj

Br 3r

Ht ^ (^o + "i) - 7(^o + Vi)lv, 1 _^
2 dr (1.30)

1 /
"^"2

1 ^"2 "_2 J^ ^_^2 2 ^^2

Re \ 3r2 ^ 3^.

Bu, i^"i ^1'

' ^"1^ 'T^
0" M ' "2J3 Buj /v„+ V, + v,\ du,

- + (U0 + U1+U2) — +

3r

Ju, du,

\

/ 1 3 2 \

1 ^Pa 1 P'"3 1^"3

2 B r Re \ B r

2 ^^3

Bu2 v^Buj v^^
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2r d^

3v, Bvj /vo\3vj /vq dvg
— + (u„) + 1

— ) + I
—

^ + ^ lu, + I + I V,

U„ 1 dv.

1 ^Pi 1 /^^^i 1
^^^1 Vj 1 32vj 2 ^"i

2r 35 Re\Br2 r 9j. 1-2 r2 dd^ r^ dt

17 ^ ^"o + -i)^ r / d0
+ ^ (^0 + ^1) "

•Jq + ^'1 1 3

r r 3^ ^ 1^/2
1 ^P2

Wi!^ i!^_ii. ±!!^ 2
'^"2

R^\ dr2 ^ r "^ " 7^ "^ 72 302 ^ r2 36)

'1 T7 ^ ~ 35 ^ r

dv

Tt

3 ^""3
- + (Uo + Uj + "2)77

u „ + u. + u+ "1 + "2 13
|(Vo^v,.v,)) V, J_

°P3

2r 35

1 /^'"3 1 ^^3 ^3 1
^'^3

,
2 ^^"3

Re \ 3r'

2 '22 22

dr r2 r2 302 r^ 7)0 J \ 2 ^r "^ 35

dv^ v„ dv„ u„v„

;

(1.31)

. dr r ^ ad j \ 3r ^ " "^ r 3^

/dU2 U2
1
9V2 \ /3U3 U3

1
3V3

+ + + + + +
\ 3r

" " 35 / \ 3r
""

"" dd

; (1.32)
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and

BVVo 1^00 ^^Vo i^^o^^'^o 1

Re
VVo

Br ^U Bi

^ 3^ / 3r \ " Br / 30 Re
^

BV20,
1 B ^^2 / 1 B >^.

^M-7^V^(^o^^.)j-nrB-"^^^o^^.);3.

B \ ^^^2 / 1 3 X BVV2
1 ^

\r 30 ^^0 v^i^y 3j. \ r 3r ^^° ^^ V B0 Re \

^ ^0 bT r 3j. 3^
/J

3VV3
1

3V2^3
^ ^/I s

+ ((/;- + i//, + i//„) —
J

3^.2 3V202 ^3^^2 37202

r 30 Br ^ Br 30

•• = .

-rj; (^o + v^i^^2) -^
Re

30

(1.33)

Eqs. (1.30), (1.31), (1.32), and (1.33) can be rewritten concisely as follows

so that certain regular features stand out:

Bt
~ R^ Ib72

^ r — .2 + .2 ;,fl2

1 —
2 Br

ir r' r-

^"0 ^0 ^"0 ^0^

2 3

Rer2 Br/ °

PoM^o^ + T

E
^

_3_ _3_ J_ /_B_^ 1 A _ J- J. 11
Bt

' ^^" Br
' ^" 30 ' ""^^ "

Re Ur2 '
^ 3 ,

"
, 2

"
, 2 3^2

. (d,„+ _1^±U„ W^^)P,+ f,.
Rer^ 3^ 2 Br

;

(1.30a)
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3 l/d^ 1^_J_ i. ^L
2 ^2 7*/Q2Bt Re \Br2 r 3 r r ' r

2 d

Rer2 36*

^^iPo'^^o
''^0 ^0 ^^0 UgVo

z 3 3 ^ B

dt '" 3r '" de ^" Re Ur2 ^ r dr r^ ^ r^ 35^

+ d ^i^)""^(2T-)^"^ '-^^'^
(1.31a)

Z
l\ / 1 3

+ - u„ +
dr r / n

V r
;

(1.32a)

and

3t Re
^
"^V ^ U B^ Br r Bi

E Bt '" Br '" B^ '" Br
'"

B(9
- i '1 ^"

3n (1.33a)

Where

'in = E "r n >

n-l

1 n / i r m A

n >

The expressions in the following Eq. (1.34) show that a^^, b^^, etc., are

functions of space-time variables and the flow parameters:

in = E 7" ""
>

n- 1 .

2n Z_i \ r r 3/9 m
m=0 ^ °^

2n Z_j
(1.34)

(Cont.)
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n-l
'1 ^"m 2

fin-

^n-1 ^n-l^^^n-l V 2_
^

n > 1"~* Br r 3^ r ^^ , ^

- n = 1

1 , + + n > 1
""1 Br

•
dt)

""

n >

m = <^6^
_; _ _

7

n-l

ban- E F^^V. V.
n >0

n-l

El 3
^ n >

d, =7"-- — 4j n>0

(1.34)

fan -
"

n = 1

l^^n-1 ^^Vn-1 l^V^n-l ^^Vn-l
= - — n > 1 .

r
3(9 Br ^ Br Bt?

From Eqs. (1.30a), (1.31a), and (1.32a) we see that the groups are so
formed that, for n > 0, the n-th group involves only the linear terms in u^, v^

and their derivatives with coefficients aj,,, bj^, etc., depending on Uj, v^ and
their derivatives i=l, 2, ..., n-l. For n = o, the group involves non-
linear terms in u^, v^ and their derivatives. We could have arranged the

terms so that this group for n = also involved only the linear terms in uq, vq

and their derivatives by transferring the nonlinear terms to the n = i group so
that
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fii

U„V'

f-,, = u„ — + — — + ^—-
21 "0

3r "^
3(9

Then the summation could have been taken from n = onwards after defining

^10 = ^20 = ^10 = bjo = c^o = C20 = dio = djo = f 10 = f 20 = 0- The reason for

not doing so will become clear shortly.

These groups can be expressed symbolically in terms of the functions

S, S„, S^, ..., S, as
. .. ..

CO
-

.
. :

LS.L„S„ + 2] (L^S„+fn) = ..
• (1.35)

where L is a nojilinear differential operator and Lq is formally identical to L.

The operators Ln are linear differential operators which are not formally iden-

tical because the coefficients differ for different n, but they nevertheless belong
to the same class of differential operators because their structures are similar.
The remarkable thing about these operators L^^ is that they depend on the knowl-
edge of the functions Si, i :^ 1, 2 n- 1. In Eq. (1.27) we noted that the

operators L^, i = l, ..., n were formally identical. Moreover, they do not

depend on the knowledge of the solutions u^ in any way. Thus the linear differ-

ential operators L-, i = 1 n being formally identical, and having the

same structure and not depending on the functions u^,! = 1 n- 1, form a

subclass of the class of linear differential operators L,^ which have the same
structure and which depend in some way on the functions S^, i = 1, . . . , n - l.

One may therefore view Eq. (1.35) as a generalization of Eq. (1.27) for a non-
linear case.

To find uj in Eq. (1.27) a rule was prescribed in the form of Eqs. (1.28).

The rule essentially states that not only the sum X(LjUi-fi)= (Lu-f) is

zero, but that the individual elements of the sum are also zero. Analogously,
we now prescribe the same rule for Eq. (1.35). This gives the equations

L„s„ = . ;. ,

'

(1.36)

K^n + f, = , n = 1 .

'

(1.37)

In the case of Eq. (1.27), it is proven that such a procedure will give uj, the sum
of which is the required solution. We have no such proof for (1.37), but the

strong analogy intuitively leads us to believe that such may be the case. If we
believe that our equations truly represent the physical processes, then the solu-
tion to these equations must represent the observed facts. Conversely, the ob-
served facts can be regarded as describing the mathematical solution which is

actually 'realized.' This gives us a possibility of a posteriori verification of

our procedure by comparison of the solutions so obtained with observed facts.

Indeed, the proof of the validity of such a procedure is here heuristic in nature.
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As we have already noted in the Introduction, Eqs. (1.34) and (1.35) for n = i

together are equivalent only formally to the so-called 'Burger's Equation' ob-
tained by various authors. After assuming, a priori, that the flow deviates only

slightly from potential flows, they set u = ug + uj, v = vg + v^, \p=\jjQ + \pi and
then argue that the nonlinear terms can be neglected to arrive at their govern-
ing equations. This procedure of obtaining a linear governing equation has no
mathematical rationale except in the sense of a small-perturbation technique.

On the other hand, the procedure outlined and argued by us assumes (a) the

existence of an infinite sum of functions s^, Sj, Sj, . ., S^, ... such that it

converges to the solution S, and (b) that a rearrangement and grouping of terms
with subsequent setting of each group individually equal to zero is permissible.

The results of our work show that this procedure is valid in the whole domain
and, at least, for the range of the Reynolds number investigated. Thus an es-
sentially new mathematical justification of the assumptions involved in our pro-
cedure, which is here justified by comparison with experiments, must be sought

eventually. However, one conclusion that emerges from this procedure and its

heuristic justification is that no ideas of small-perturbation theory need be
brought into picture.

There is an important difference in the set of Eqs. (1.28) and the set of

Eqs. (1.36) and (1.37). The equations in Eqs. (1.28) may be solved in any order,
because none of the operators Lj depend on the knowledge of the solutions to

any of the equations in the set. Equations (1.36) and (1.37) must be solved in a
definite order, progressing with n from n = onwards, since the operator L^

is determined completely only when the preceding solutions S^, i = i, 2, . . . , n - l

are determined. This defines an iterative process. We shall call the set of

equations corresponding to a particular n the equations for n-th iteration.

For an iterative process, we must obtain a solution to Eq. (1.36) to start

with. Consequently, it is important to choose the nature of this operator Eg

carefully. Either Lq can be made formally identical to L, or it can be made
structurally similar to L^, n > 1. If a solution Sg can be obtained to LgSg =

with Lg formally identical to L such that it satisfies a maximum number of

given conditions, then we may call it, by definition, a close solution to the exact

solution which satisfies the equation and all the given conditions. The nonlinear

effects which correspond physically to dynamical effects are then taken into ac-
count right from the beginning of the process of iteration. Because this is not

the case with the second alternative, we should, if we can, make Lg formally

identical to L. Fortunately, a potential solution which satisfies all except the

no-slip condition meets the requirements for being a close solution. Hence we
select Lg such that it is formally identical to L and Sg as the corresponding
potential solution satisfying all except the no-slip condition to start the process
of iteration.

If we took Sg as a uniform flow through out the flow field, then it would
satisfy the harmonic equation and hence the equation LgSg = 0. The equations

for the first iteration would then be Oseen's equations. But, with particular

reference to external flows, we see that such a selection for Sg would satisfy

only the conditions at infinity and none at the wall— not even the condition that

the normal velocity component vanish at the wall. Thus it satisfies one condi-

tion less than the corresponding potential solution which satisfies, in addition to
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the conditions at infinity, the condition on the normal velocity component. It is

therefore less close and therefore less appropriate than the latter. In fact,

there cannot be any solution closer than the potential solution, because if it

were otherwise then it would have to satisfy all the conditions, and that would
make it the exact solution which we assume not to be the case.

Two solutions may be equally close from a mathematical point of view, i.e.,

they both satisfy the given equations and all except one of the given conditions,

and yet be different because the conditions they do not satisfy may not be the

same. If such is the case, then we have to decide upon the appropriateness of

one with respect to the other. For the problems in fluid mechanics, all the con-
ditions except the no-slip condition seem self-evident, and hence a solution sat-

isfying them would seem to be more appropriate than the solution that does not

satisfy one of them and satisfies instead the no-slip condition. If we adhere to

this view, then the potential solution is the more appropriate.

There is another way in which the appropriateness can be meaningfully de-

cided. That solution S^ which, first, allows us to determine in some way the

number of iterations necessary to secure sufficient convergence and, second,

calls for a minimum number of these iterations would certainly be the most ap-

propriate. As is shown later, for the problem of the flow around a circular cyl-

inder the potential solution which satisfies all but the no- slip condition is the

most appropriate according to this criterion.

If Lq were made structurally similar to Lp, n > l, then the equation

LqSq = would represent the set of equations for a creeping motion. Stokes has

obtained a solution to these equations for the case of a sphere which satisfies all

the conditions on the flow. Other cases of axisymmetric bodies have been ex-

plored since then. But one cannot obtain, in all cases, nonsingular solutions to

these equations which satisfy all the boundary conditions. The case of a cylinder

is one such. However, what is interesting in this case is that the solution which
Stokes obtains and discusses in Eq. 130 of Ref. [16] is one which satisfies the

harmonic equation. A solution to the harmonic equation cannot satisfy all the

conditions on the flow, and if one required all but the no-slip condition to be

fulfilled, the streamline field will be identical to that for a potential flow. The
pressure field found from the equations of creeping motion would appear con-

stant everywhere, while that due to a potential flow is a function of space vari-

ables and evidently much closer to the actual pressure field in most of the flow

field. This shows that the dynamics of the potential flow as compared to that of

a creep flow is much closer to the actual—a strong reason for the selection of

Lq such that it is formally identical to L and Sg as the potential flow solution.

As noted earlier, any solution of the harmonic equation will satisfy the

equation LqSq = 0, where Lq is formally identical to L. For the case of the

flow around a circular cylinder, the appropriate general form of the stream
function which satisfies the harmonic equation is the following:

i//' = (Ar'i + Br + Cr log^ r + Dr^) sin 6 . (1.38)

Then
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u' = ^Tn' = ^^^~^ + B+ C log^ r+ Dr^) cos 8 (1.39)

v' = - ^ = (Ar"2- B- C- C log r- 3Dr2) sin 61 . (1.40)
dr ^

We have four conditions on the flow to consider.

(1.41)
r = l

=
r = l

lim u' = - cos
r->co

1 im v' = + sin 6'

r-»oo

(1.42)

(1.43)

(1.44)

Evidently all these conditions cannot be fulfilled. We would like to obtain those

solutions which satisfy at least three out of the four conditions. We have four

cases to consider:

(i) v'
I ^3 J

?^ : Applying the conditions of Eqs. (1.41), (1.43), and (1.44) to

Eqs. (1.39) and (1.40), we get

A + B + D =

B+ C(m) + D(co) = -1

- B - C(co) - C - 3D (CO) = +1 .

This gives

Consequently,

B=-l, A=+l, c=D=0

0' = -
I r - —

I sin

u' = - (1 - ^) cos(9 (1.45)

v' = + ( 1 + — ] sin (9 .

(ii) u'
I
^^j ^ : Applying the conditions of Eqs. (1.42), (1.43), and (1.44) to

Eqs. (1.39) and (1.40), we get
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,- • • . A - B - C - 3D = ...

B + C (a.) + D (CD) = -1

- B - C - C (CO) - 3D(oo) = +1 .

This gives

Consequently,

B=-l, A=-l, C=D=0

4^' = -[r .1 sin

U' = -
( 1 + ^) COS0 (1.46)

1 - — ] sin

y

(iii) lim u' t - COS 6* : Applying the conditions of Eqs. (1.41), (1.42), and

(1.44) to £'0*3. (1.39) and (1.40), we get

A + B + D =

A - B - C - 3D =

- B - C - C (CO) - 3D (m) =: +1 .

The last of these three conditions requires that C = 0, D = 0, and B = -l. But

with C = D = 0, the first two demand that A = and B = 0. Hence we conclude

that there is no solution which can satisfy all three conditions of Eqs. (1.41),

(1.42) and (1.44).

(iv) Hm v' 7^ + sin^ : Applying the conditions of Eqs. (1.41), (1.42), and

(1.44) to Eqs. (1.39) and (1.40), we get

A + B + D = ^
,.
;^;- .;; '\i, :\,, . { V; ; .

•

A - B - C - 3D = • . ,

B + C (co) + D(oo ) = -1

The last of these three necessary conditions requires that C = 0, D = 0, and

B = -1. But with C = D = 0, the first two demand that A = B = 0. Hence, in this

case also there is no solution which can satisfy all three conditions of Eqs.

(1.41), (1.42), and (1.44).

The conclusion is that Eqs. (1.45) and (1.46) are the only solutions of the

harmonic equations which satisfy three out of the four given conditions. Depending
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upon which of the two sets of equations leads to the least number of iterations

necessary to secure sufficient convergence, we can now decide as to the appro-

priateness of one over the other.

Let us first write down explicitly the governing equations for iterations up

to n = 3. We shall call equations for n = o the Base Equations. The sets of

equations as written down below correspond to the symbolic Eqs. (1.36) and

(1.37).

BASE EQUATIONS (n = 0)

dt
^ "° Br ^ r 3^ r 2 Br ^ Re \ 3r2 ^ ^ Br r2 ^ r^ B02 ^2 ^0 /

!^ + u !l^ + 1° ?^ + ^ - - 1.^ + ± ("-li + i ?^ - — + A !!^ + 2 !^'

Bt ^ "° Br ^ •" 30 + r - 2r B5
^

Re \ Br 2 ^ r Br r2
^

r^ B02 ^ j.^ B0 <

+— + 7 = 0; (1.21a)
Br

'^
"^ 30

V2>/; = ; (1.22a)

where

These are the equations for a potential flow. The first two equations are

Euler's equations.

FIRST ITERATION EQUATIONS (n=l)

Bu

.

Bt

3u,
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Bt

^0 1 ='^0

+ 1 + I U, +1 + - , V ,

2~T ^
•V, 1 dV, V

1 r 1 1 ^1 "^1 1 " ^1 2
^'^1B2v. 'du.

Re \ 3r2 r ^j. ^2 r2 B6l2 r^

du
, u ,

'l '^l 1 '^1
_

(1.48)

(1.49)

BVVi /jB0o\3V20^ / ^B0 \3V20^

3t V" 361 / 3r \ r 3r / 961 Re
J_ vv = .

(1-50)

SECOND ITERATION EQUATIONS (n = 2)

+ (u„ + u.) + + — (Up + u^)

1 3 2
(Ur, + U,) - — Cv„ + v,)

T -^Q ^ \ ' r ^ 1 ^

+ J. f!!^ + i!^ _ ^ + j_ !!^ 2
^^^2

^
Re \ Br2 ^ r ^^ r2 ^ r2 W^ r^ d9 (1.51)

3t

^^2 /^O + ^l\^^2
+ (u.+u,) +1

'o ^ ^1 d
? + — (Vo+ ^i)

+ (Vn + V, ) V. + u, T^— + —
1 dr r 2r ^0

1 p'^2 j_^ ^ ±!!ll 2
^"2

r7\ 3r2 "^ r ~ r2 ^ r2 302 ^ r2 3(9

!^ + ^ + 1 _i , •

3r " ''36'

(1.52)

(1.53)
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3V2^2
/ l^^''/'i\ ^^2

( I
^VVi\B0

r B0 / Br \ r 3r /

BVV,
7:;77('^o + ^i)

(3r

BV20
^ _^vv.

30 Re

^ '

""

B^ b7 r ^ B0 (1.54)

THIRD ITERATION EQUATIONS (n= 3)

Bi

+ (Up+ Uj + U2) —

-

"^"3 /^O+^l + V2\ ^"3

Br
(Uq + Uj + U2)

7 TT ("0 + ^1 + ^2) - 7 ^''0 + ^1 + ^2)

Bu,

^2 ^"2 V
r B0 r 2 Br ^ Re\ Br^ ^

^ dr r2 ^ r^ B02 r^ Bfc^

Bv3 BV3 fv^ + Vj + V^N^ BV3— + (u^ + u^ + u^)— +

(1.55)

^0+^1+^2 B

r
+

-, (^0 + ^1 + ^2)
or

Uq + Uj + U2
1

F77 (^0 + ^ + ^2).

Bvj V2 Bv2 U2V2
1 ^Pa

2r B^

'3
^ J_^ - -i + 1 ^ 2 °"3

Re \ Br2 ^ Br r^ r^ B52 r^ dt

^"3 "3 1
^^3

Br
+ — + -

;

(1.56)

(1.57)
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BVV,
1 _d_

^ '66
^'(^1+^2)

B0,

" 3.
V'C^ + '/'a)

^3

Fi7 (^o + ^l+'^2)

1 S^V,
1 B

(00 + ^1 + '/'2)

BV20.

Re
vv.

1
+ I

—
3s^2 =^^^0'

r 30 Br

1 302 ^^^2

(1.58)

We observe that u, v, and p are physical quantities. They are the field

variables in which we are interested. At any generic point P in the flow field

these quantities should have a definite set of values at a given time. Since the

choice of the zero direction for the polar axis from which 6 is measured is ar-

bitrary, and since after a complete rotation of the radius vector through an

angle of l-n radians we arrive at the same geometrical point from which we
started, any increase in 9 by multiples of 2v should not affect the values of u,

V, and p at any generic point in the field of any given time. This means that u,

V, and p should be periodic functions of 6 with a period of 2t7 radians. This

periodicity condition is expressed as follows:

u (r,0, t) = u(r,e + 2n7r, t)

v(r,5,t) = V (r,0+ 2n77, t) n = ±1, 2, ...

p(r,6i, t) = p( r,0 + 2n7r, t)

(1.59)

Consequently, we can assume that the stream function i/'C r, 9, t) and hence

the functions u^, v^, p^, and /v, are also periodic functions of 9. Let us

therefore assume the following Fourier representations for 4i^, 4j^, and 1//3 re-

spectively:

A ( r t ")

'^

i/;j(r,0,t) = — '— + 2] A^C^'t) cosn0 + B^(r,t) sinn(
2 „ - 1

(1.60)

0,(r,e,t)
Co(r,t)

+ Y\ C^(r , t) cos n(9 + D^(r, t) sinn(! (1.61)

0,(r,0,t) =
Eo(r,t)

-(- 2] EnC'"'^) cosn0 + F^(r,t) sinni! (1.62)

where A, B, C, D, E, and F stand for the coefficients of the Fourier repre-

sentations.

We now impose suitable boundary conditions on the solutions of various

iterations. Let the first iteration velocity components Uj and Vj be such that

the sums (uq + Uj) and (v^ + Vj ) satisfy all the velocity conditions on the
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flow. Thus the condition not satisfied by the base flow velocities Ug and Vg will

be satisfied by the first iteration velocities Uj and v,. Let, for n > 2, u^ = o

and Vn = at both boundaries. From Eqs. (1.60), (1.61), and (1.62) we have by
differentiation

Uj(r,0,t) = + 2_, sin n5 + cos n(

v^(r,e,t) =
2_, [An(r,t) cos n5 + B;(r,t) sinnS] ;

^ r^ = 1

A nC„(r,t) nD„(r,t)
u^Cr.^.t) = + } sin nS* + cos n(

v^Cr.^.t) =
2_, [Cn(r,t) cos n0 + D_:^(r,t) sinn^]

;

^
n = l

UgCr.^.t) = + /_. sin ne" + cos ni;

(1.63)

(1.64)

(1.65)
'

E'( r, t)
^

v^(T,0,t) =
'- ^ [En(r, t) cos n<9 + F;;(r, t) sin n^] ;

n =1

where prime denotes partial differentiation with respect to r.

Consider, first, i/zq, uq, and Vq as given by i/-', u', and v' in Eq. (1.45).

Since v = o at r = i, we must have for this case

V,
I

= -V - -2 sin
,

•' ' M r = 1 I r = 1

and

Applying Eqs. (1.66) to Eqs. (1.63), (1.64), and (1.65), we find that

A^(l,t) 3 , B„(l,t) = n = 1, 2, ...

A;(l,t) = n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(1.66)

(1.67a)

B;(l,t) = +2 , B;(l,t) = n = 2, 3, . . . ;
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C^(l,t) = , D^(l,t) = n = 1, 2, ...

C;(l,t) = , D;(l,t) = n = 0, 1, 2, ... ;

En(l't) = , F„(l,t) = n = 1, 2, ...

E;(l,t) = , F;(l,t) =0 n = 0, 1, 2, ... .

The conditions of Eqs. (1.67a), (1.67b), and (1.67c) imply that at r = l we have

Bu "^^
'-'i ^^1—- =

,
: = , —- = 2 cos

'dd de^ Br

Bv, B2v,

(1.67b)

(1.67c)

+ 2 sin

Bu, B^u
= , =

dd B^2

Bu, B2u,
^

Buj

T7

'd7

Bv^

,B0

BV3

=

B2v„

B2V3

3612
.

(1.68)

We also have

and

Bu.

Bv,

=

= 2 cos^

(1.69)

All partial derivatives with respect to time are zero at the wall. The results of

Eqs. (1.68) are a consequence of the periodicity condition. If we apply the con-
ditions of Eqs. (1.66), (1.68), and (1.69) to Eqs. (1.47), (1.48), (1.51), (1.52),

(1.55), and (1.56), we get r = 1 the following equations:

1 dPi

2 Br

32,

Re 3r2

6 cos

Re
(1.70a)

-4 sin2^
Re

(1.70b)

1 ^^
2 3r

32u,

Re Br2
(1.70c)
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1 ^
2 d9 Re 3r2

Bv,

Br

4 sin

Re
(1.71a)

+ 4 sin (9 cos 6* 1 !^
2 3t? Re \ Br2

(1.71b)

J. ^
2 d0

^3
Re \ Br2

Bv,

(1.71c)

The first terms on the left-hand sides of Eqs. (1.70a) and (1.71a) are the

contributions of the linear convective terms in Uj and Vj. The first terms on
the left-hand sides of Eqs. (1.70b) and (1.71b) are the contributions of the non-
linear convective terms in Uj and Vj to the pressure pj of the second itera-

tions. Similarly, the terms on the left-hand sides of Eqs. (1.70c) and (1.71c) are
the contributions of the linear convective terms in u, and and the nonlinear

convective terms in u^ and v,. These terms are zero. It is clear by compari-
son that the order of magnitude of the linear and nonlinear convective terms in

Uj and Vj is the same. Because of this, the second iteration must make about
the same order of magnitude contribution to the pressure field p as the first

iteration, but of opposite sign, as Eqs. (1.70a), (1.70b), (1.71a), and (1.71b) indi-

cate. Since there is no contribution to pressure from convective terms in Eqs.
(1.70c) and (1.71c), the pressure field p^ may be assumed to contribute very
little to the total pressure p if we bear in mind that the boundary conditions re-
quire U3 and V3 to vanish at the wall as well as far away from the cylinder.

Higher iteration pressure fields p^, will behave essentially as P3, but with de-
creasing intensity. This discussion is based on the pressure around the cylin-

der and is not regarded here as rigorous. However, it is strongly indicative of

the importance of the second iteration and the relative unimportance of the

higher iterations. We may say that two iterations are sufficient in this case to

give results close to the actual solution.

The case we have just discussed relates to the stream function 0' as given

by Eq. (1.45). This is, in fact, the potential flowstream function. Along similar
lines we will now consider 41^, u^, and Vq to be given by 4j'

, u', and v' as in

Eqs. (1.46). We then have at r = 1

u,| - u'l =+2cos6'

(1.72)

Applying Eqs. (1.72) to Eqs. (1.63), (1.64), and (1.65), we find that in Eqs.
(1.67a) instead of Bj(l,t) = +2 and Bj(l,t) = we should have Bi(i,t) =

and Bj(i,t) ~ 2. These conditions imply that for this case
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Bu. B2u,
2 sin -2 cos

3u

,

3r

Bv
2 cos

3^2 3r W

which should replace the values given in Eqs. (1.68). We also have

1=0, 1^=0, (1-73)

3v, ?V.
= , = +2 sin

d0
~ 2 cos (1.74)

Using Eqs. (1.72), and Eqs. (1.73) with the rest of (1.68), and Eq. (1.74), we get

for r - 1 the following equations from Eqs. (1.47), (1.48), (1.51), (1.52), (1.55),

and (1.56):

-4 cos^^

(-2 cos 6)

'dv.

+ 4 sins' cos

( + 2 cos 5)
3r

1 ^Pl
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3r

a quantity whose order of magnitude cannot be determined in advance. Conse-
quently we cannot compare the orders of magnitude of the left-hand sides of

Eqs. (1.76a) and (1.76b), although we recognize that these contributions have
opposite signs insofar as the term involving '

.
~

3v,

Tc

is concerned. The result is that we cannot know in advance the orders of mag-
nitudes of these contributions to the total pressure field p. Since there is no

contribution to pressure from convective terms in Eqs. (1.75c) and (1.76c), the

pressure field P3 may be assumed to contribute little to the total pressure field

p if we bear in mind that U3 and V3 vanish at both boundaries. As argued be-

fore, higher iteration pressure fields p^ will behave essentially as P3, but with

decreasing intensity, and this indicates the relative unimportance of iterations

higher than the second, which, on the contrary, is very significant.

A comparison of this case with the case previously considered shows that

in both instances the third and higher iterations are relatively unimportant as

compared to the first two iterations. In both cases, we may say that at least

two iterations are necessary and that they are sufficient to take into account, to

a large extent, the significant convective terms which are related to the curva-
ture of the streamlines. In this respect both the solutions of Eqs. (1.45) and

(1.46) are equally appropriate as base solutions. However, the solution of Eqs.

(1.45) is more appropriate than the solution of Eqs. (1.46), because the former
allows us to estimate the orders of magnitude of the linear and nonlinear con-
vective terms in Uj, Vj and their derivatives in advance, while the latter does

not, because of the unknown magnitude of

Bv,

It is interesting to note that this comparison tempts us to say that

3l

Br
-2 sin

i.e., it almost leads us to information which we cannot have in advance without

such a comparative study. Whether this information turns out to be correct or

not, it is still true that Eqs.(1.45) is the more appropriate solution from the

point of view of the a priori information that it provides.

From both the physical and the mathematical considerations we then see

that the irrotational potential flow solution of Eq. (1.17) which satisfies all
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except the no- slip boundary condition is the most appropriate base flow for the

process of iteration. The solutions S^, S^, . .
.

, S^ define a linear substructure

to the solution S, and the equations L^^ri + ^n = Oj " - 1 define a system of

linear substructure equations underlying the Navier-Stokes equations. The equa-
tions for the first three iterations as given by Eqs. (1.47) to (1.58) inclusive are
the explicit expressions of these substructure equations for n = 1,2, and 3. We
emphasize that in this theory no idea of small perturbations about a given solu-

tion is involved and that there is no limitation imposed on the characteristic

parameter, the Reynolds number, of the flow field. Consequently, this theory

is not a small-perturbation theory.

The potential flow solution around a circular cylinder was used by Wilson
(1904) [32], Boussinesq (1905) [33], Russel (1910) [34], and King (1914) [35] as

a means of convecting away heat from the cylinder. Later Burgers (1921) [36],

Zeilon (1926) [37], Southwell and Squire (1933) [24], Meksyn (1937) [38], and

recently, Pillow (1964) [39] have used it in a spirit of refinement over Ossen's
work. The conviction, at least tacitly shared by these authors, is that their

work is inherently restricted to flows that deviate only slightly from potential

flows. An immediate consequence of this convection is that these authors do
not consider their work as applicable close to the cylinder or in the wake. There
is, therefore, a conspicuous absence of the recognition of the crucial importance
which we have assigned to the higher iterations, among which the second itera-

tion equations appear to be of particular significance, as explained earlier.

Further, only in Southwell and Squire's work is there a clear recognition of the

validity of their equation for all Reynolds numbers. Burgers and Zeilon have

considered the case of ^ ^ o, i.e., the case of large Reynolds numbers, and

moreover, Zeilon has permitted convection by separated potential flows. Lewis

[40], in his paper, states: "Of course, it is not at all obvious which irrotational

motion is the one best suited in each particular case." Since the potential flow

solution (// = -(r- i/r) sin f approaches the potential uniform flow solution ^i =

-r sin d far away from a circular cylinder, there, if a real flow is viewed as a

slight deviation from the uniform flow, it just as well can be viewed as a slight

deviation from the potential flow given by t/' = -(r - 1/r) sin (9. Thus the di-

lemma stated by Lewis is natural when particular cases, in which some parts

of the complete flow field can be viewed as deviating slightly from some irro-

tational flow field, are considered in a technical spirit. In the present work
where an evolutionary point of view is taken, the potential flow = -(r -

1/r) sin plays a fundamental role, valid in the whole domain, as the base flow

from which deviations, not necessarily small in any sense, take place to accom-
modate the no- slip boundary condition. In this sense we have ascribed a kind of

reality to the potential flow solution under all flow conditions. Hence, even
though all the studies just cited indeed lead to equations and conditions which
are equivalent to our base flow and the first iteration equations and conditions,

the conceptual basis, motivation, and justification of our work are entirely dif-

ferent from those other studies.
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE ITERATIONS

At the Cylinder Wall ( r = 1)

First Iteration —

(1.77)

Vj(l,5,t) = I
- — ) = -2 sine for al 1 t > . q ygs

r=l

Second Iteration —

u,(l,e,t)=^^^j = ° f-^^^ '

(1.79)
r= 1

v,(l,0,t) = ^- — j =0 for all t .

^^3Q)
r= 1

Higher Iterations ( n > 3) —

u„(l,e,t)=^J^j =0 for all t
^^3^)

r= 1

^n(l-^-t)= ^-^; =0 for all t .

^^82)
r= 1

At Physically Infinite Distance ( r = h*)

We first note that according to Eq. (1.16) the actual flow field is such that it

can be regarded as uniform beyond a certain distance h*. The potential base
flow also becomes uniform with increasing distance, and during the discussion

on a physically infinite distance it was shown, with reference to Table 1, that

h* = 50 may be taken as the corresponding physically infinite distance. Now
u = Uq + Uj + Uj + • • • and V = vq + Vj + Vj + • • • . Hence if u^ and Vn, n > 1

all become zero at some distance hf evaluated in the sense of a physically in-

finite distance, the flow beyond h* will be given by uq, and the condition of

uniform flow will be satisfied by u because it is satisfied by uq. The distance

h\ must be found so that the solutions u^,, n > 1 do not change significantly if

the condition of their vanishing is applied at any other distance greater than h*;

i.e., h* is to be the physically infinite distance for the iterative solutions. We
note that this distance h\ must be the same for all iterations, because higher
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iterations use lower iteration solutions which have already used a condition at

this distance.

The domain within a radius hf has viscous effects, whereas beyond h* the

potential flow represents the real flow. In this sense one may say that hf is the

thickness of a boundary layer surrounding the cylinder; indeed, this thickness
may be several times the diameter of the cylinder for some values of the Reyn-
olds number. However, we must expect this domain to become smaller, i.e., h*

to decrease, with increasing Reynolds number when the flow is time-independent.
Even for a temporal flow we should expect the part of the domain close to the

cylinder to become smaller with increasing Reynolds number.

Hence we have the following conditions to be satisfied by u^ and v^^, n > 1

at ht:

First Iteration —

d^^

-l(hr^,t)=(,_j =0 for all t

^^^33^

v,(h*,.,t) = i-^j =0 fo.all t .

^^^3^^
r = h'

Second Iteration —

u^ih\,e,t) = I7—-) = for all t

r = h='

V2(h?,0,t) =1- 1 =0 for all t

.= u*

Higher Iterations ( n > 3) —

30
"n(h*^^.t) =1--^) =0 for all t

30
^n(h*.^,t) = (- -^

)

=
. for all t
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(1.86)

r 3^y - "
^"' -"''

'
, ..^ ,.

(1.87)-
r- h .

.--....'...

(1.88)
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DRAG ru iJX-!-* ,^^,vo

The component of force exerted by the fluid on the cylinder per its unit

dimensional length along the polar axis in the direction of the velocity G^ is

given by

.
.^^ =+1/2 .2- . , . .

F= [{ p COS d - a-^-^ COS + a-^ sin 9) t] ^ d9 dz . (1.89)

Since

where

and

and where

. 1 .2 ~ - -^2
z = za , P = - pu^p + p„ , o--- = pu^cr^^

2 3u_

he = P^^'^tO

1 / 1 du Bv V

R^ U 3? ^ b7 r

the right-hand side of Eq. (1.67) can be rewritten:
, , ;

F = pu^a^ I / — p cos 9 - a ^^ cos 9 + a^g sin 9\ 69 ,

"^
-0 \ 2 /r=l

using

277 ~

J„ n,,2
COS0d0 =

The projected area per unit length of the cylinder is given by

Area ~ (2a) x a = 23^ .

Hence the drag coefficient defined by c^ = F/[l/2(pu2)] x projected area

is given by

/277
(- p cos9 - a^^cos9 + a^gsind) dd = C^(Re) . (1.90)
^2 /r=i
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Because the drag due to the potential flow is zero, we may write Eq. (1.90) as

^D = I (
~ Pi ^°^ '^ ~ ^rr ^°^ ^ "•"

°'t9
sin i9

j
69 ;

_

\- '

/r=l

+
I I

— Pt cos - ct,, cos 6' + o-,fl sin i9 ) dd + • • •
,

J V
9 2 rr^ r^^

I

where the first integral represents the drag contribution from the first itera-

tion and the second integral represents that from the second iteration.
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PART 2

CONSTRUCTION OF ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION
OF VISCOUS FLOWS AROUND A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

This part of the paper presents in outline some significant steps developed

in the application of the theory of Part 1 to the construction of an analytical

representation of viscous flows around a circular cylinder, based upon the com-
plete Navier-Stokes equations and realistic boundary conditions.

Here, the subsidiary equations governing the coefficients A^Cr.t), B^(r,t),

C^(r,t), and Dn(r.t) of the stream functions i/y^ and ip^ as given by Eqs. (1.60)

and (1.61) respectively are obtained from the sets of equations for the first and

second iterations. Appropriate conditions at the two boundaries are respectively

obtained for these functions and their derivatives, with respect to r, from the

conditions of Eqs. (1.77) to (1.80), inclusive, and Eqs. (1.83) to (1.86), inclusive.

FIRST ITERATION

To obtain u^, Vj, and Pi which satisfy Eqs. (1.47), (1.48), and (1.49), and

the boundary conditions of Eqs. (1.77), (1.78), (1.83), and (1.84), we solve Eqs.

(1.50), together with the same boundary conditions, so as to obtain first \p^ and

hence ui and Vj. Then, from Eqs. (1.47) and (1.48), by integration we will ob-

tain pj. Using Eqs. (1.18) and (1.19) in Eq. (1.50), we get

Re / 1,— (1 + — ) sin

BV20^
r / 1
Re 1 1 ) cos (9

-—i = Re -—i . (2.1)Re
Br Bt

Now, in Eq. (1.60) we have

CD

0j = ^Ao(r,t) + Y, An(r.t) cosn^ + B„(r,t) sinn^ ,

^ n=l

where A^, A^, and B^, are functions of r and t. These are the functions we
wish to determine.

Using Eq. (1.60) and putting

a^{v,t) - (Jo(r,t) + ^a;(r,t)

a^(r,t) - a;(r,t) + ^a;(r,t) - ^(5„(r,t) (2.2)
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we obtain, after some algebraic manipulation, the following governing equations
for (2„ and 5^:

2 1-2 2r \ r2/ 1 2 \ r^ / ^ 2 3t (2.3)

fl. ^ 7 fl, - - CI, . - 1 + - a, + - 1 - - Ut^ . Re 1 - - - = Re
V 2 3t

(2.4)

1 ^ n2 (n+ 1) Re / 1 \ (n- 1 ) Re / i \

n r n ^2 n 2r
\

j- ^ J
"^ 2r

\ r2/ "" *

Re /, 1 \ ^, Re /, 1 \ ^, ^ ^^n

n = 2, 3, 4, . . . ;

Q" 1 <<). 1 o Re /, 1 \,o Re /, l\cD. r.
^*i

2 • 2 r2 2 2r V r^j ' 2 \ r^ I'

3Re / 1 \ ^ Re / 1 \ ^,
^®2

+ 1 + — S, + — 1 - — S: = Re
2r \ r2/ 3 2 \ v^ )

' 3t (2.7)

n r n ^2 n
2r V v^

""^
2 V r2/ "-1

(n+ 1) Re / 1 \ Re / i \
^®

2r \ r2 / ""^1 2 \ r2 /
"""i 3t

n =: 3, 4, . .

From Eq. (1,60) we have

1 ^^1

Vi(r,0,t)
oi

- nA„(r,t) nB„(r,t)
/ - sinna + cosni!
i—j r r

30,

(2.8)

- A;(r,t) - ^ [A;(r,t) cosn^ + B;(r,t) sinn^] (1.63a)
n= 1
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The boundary conditions in Eqs. (1.77), (1.78), (1.83), and (1.84), when ap-

plied to the expressions of Eqs. (1.63) which result from the periodicity condi-

tion on u^ and Vj, imply that the following conditions on the fvinctions A^ and

B„ should hold:

A;(i,t) =
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V"'
F (x) = — + ) ( Aj^ cos nx + B^ sin nx) ,

then

7T a rt CO

IJ f(x)F(x)dx= ^+ 2 (aA + b„BJ (2.14)

Theorem III [41]: Using Perseval's Theorem, we can show that

if the product

f (X) • F(x)
'o v""— + ) ( a^ cos nx + bj_| sin nx)

+ 2, ( A|^ cos nx + B^ sin nx)

(2.15)

is represented by the Fourier series

f (x) • F(x) = — + 2_, (a^cosnx+ /3^ sinnx) , (2.16)

then the coefficients a^, a^, and /?„ are given by the following

expressions:

^o\
+ Y (ar.A„ + bB )

/ . ^ n n n n

'

a„B

2 2

B 1n 1
+ -

2 2

+ \ H [3m(A,+ n+ Vn) + b^(Vn+ Vn)] (2.17)

with the stipulation that

B_,. ^ -B,. .

(2.18)

Using Eqs. (1.18) and (1.19) and Theorems II and HI, we obtain from
Eq. (1.54)
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V^ + Re 1 - —
I cos

,-2

^^^2 Re / V-
+ — / - nB„ cos nd + nA sin n*;

BV2,/;,

Br

^(\^0 + L S;co^"^ + S; sinned
B^
30

1 + — Isine
3VV2 Re / 1 V-

BV2^,

(2.19)

+ —
f
y nS„cosn0 - na„ sinn^ \

Re
+ L (^'n-^n) ^°s"^ + (^n- K) sinn( Re

3VV,

Bt

where

fl:, ^ a^ , s:, = -s^ ;

^ n= 1

(2.20)

(2.21)

«n
-

J E [mBjfl;,, + (j;_J - mA^(S;,, + S;_J] ; (2.22)
2 „

-

2 ra= 1

Alk - A^ BI, = -B^ ;

T= E (nM;-nSnB;)

;

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

^ m=l

(2.26)
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1 V^

^ m=l

Mjb;,„-b;.j + m(3„(A;,„-A;.„)] (2.27)

In Eq. (1.61) we have

-AoCr.^.t)
Cn(r,t)

^ C^(r,t) cos n0 + D^(r,t) sin n(

Putting

1 r^.
e^Cr^t) - q(r,t) + 7C;(r,t)

e„(r,t) = C;(r,t) + ^C;(r,t) - ^C^(r,t)
(2.28)

3)^(r,t) - D;;(r,t) + }D;(r,t) - -^D^(r,t)
,

and using Eq. (1.61) in Eq. (2.19), we obtain an equation which involves the

trigonometric functions cos md and sin mO.

Since the terms in cos me" (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .) and sin m5 (m = 1,2,.. .) are

linearly independent, Eq. (2.19) can be satisfied only if the coefficients of these

terms are identically equal to zero. This gives the following equations connect-

ing the functions C^ and D^

:

1 /,3„ 1 ^,\ Re /, 1 V:,, Re

Re
E "(Dnd;-c„B;)

CD

Y nCS^A'-es')
/ ^ n n n n ^

2r

Re
E "(35,c;-dX)

Re , N
Ke '^^'o

(2.29)

'=;*^<^;-^'-'.)*^('-^K';^^ -Ahv^ -^)c%

y ^ [mB rC' , + C- ,) - i^A rg^' , + ®' ,)]/ ^ L m^ m+

1

m~ 1 -^
m"- m+l m-l-'J
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Re
- L ^[-i5.(s;.i+«:-i>-"^^n,(«^^i'®-i^^

2r

m" 1 ... I

m= 1
^''

Re
BC,— (a,-7i) = R- ^ •• (2.30)

A

('-"^^^^-T^M^K-^)-'"'.^^"-.'

- E -[-Bj(E;,, + e;_j -mA^($;,„ + iP;.j]

2r

E ? [-D.(a:.n+a;-n) - -cj»;.n+«;-n)]

+ ^ 1 + J- [(n+1) e,,, + (n-l)e„_i]
2r r^

m- 1

Re
bC^

— fa - 7 -) = Re ; n = 2, 3, 4, (2.31)

(^';^^^;-^^0^^(^-^)^^^^(^^^)'^

- E ^t-B^(®;.i-®;-i) ^'"^™(e;.i-e;-i)]
2r
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Re'' ' ^3)i '^-. ',. ..
"

•

- — (/^1-Si) = Ke— ; ^-
' (2.32)

®;^7^^;-^^\)-^'(i- ^)(^^;.i^®;-x)

m~ 1 . ...

m= 1 -'"

E ?7 ["'®m(B;.n-B;-n) + ^^,.(K. n' K- n)]
-1 2r

m- 1

Re

m- 1 .
.

Re ^®n
- - (/^n-Sn) = ^^— •

n = 2, 3, 4, ...- (2.33)

The boundary conditions of Eqs. (1.79), (1.80), (1.85), and (1.86) imply

c;(i,t) = , C;(ht,t) = ; (2.34)

C^(l,t)=0, C;(l,t)=0, C„(h|,t).0. c;(ht,t)=o;

(2.35)
n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
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D„(l,t)=0, D;(l,t) = 0, D„(ht,t) = 0, D;(h*,t) = .

(2.36)
n = 1, 2, 3, ...

Equations (2.29) to (2.33) inclusive, together with the homogeneous boundary
conditions of Eqs. (2.34), (2.35), and (2.36), complete the formulation of the sec-
ond iteration.

SIMPLIFYING CONSIDERATIONS

The sets of subsidiary equations and the boundary conditions in Eqs. (2.3)

to (2.13) inclusive, for the first iteration, and Eqs. (2.29) to (2.36) inclusive, for

the second iteration, are in their most general form consistent with the assump-
tion of the existence of Fourier representations for the stream function i/zj and

02. These equations and the boundary conditions can be simplified considerably.

The terms in cos n0 and sin nd respectively represent an asymmetric and
a symmetric flow pattern. If the initial flow conditions are such that they repre-
sent a symmetric flow pattern at the time t = 0, or if we are considering a

steady flow problem such that A^, B^, C^,, and 0^ are all assumed to be time-
independent, then it is evident from Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) together with the

boundary conditions of Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) that An(r, t) = 0, (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .)

are admissible trivial solutions to these equations and conditions. Similarly,
c„(r,t) = are admissible trivial solutions to Eqs. (2.29), (2.30), and (2.33)

together with the conditions of Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35). Since the set of Eqs. (2.3),

(2.4), and (2.5) is a set of simultaneous linear differential equations with vari-

able coefficients, they have unique solutions, if they exist, satisfying the condi-

tions of Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) and suitable initial conditions. The same is true
of the set of Eqs. (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) with the conditions of Eqs. (2.11), (2.12),

(2.13), and suitable conditions for the functions B^,. Hence we can conclude that

A„(r,t) = are the only solutions. Then a similar argument shows that the

set of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) with the conditions of Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36) has
only Cn(r,t) s as the only solutions. The only nontrivial solutions are in B^,

and T)^. And these correspond to symmetric terms in 0j and ^p^ respectively.

Since the equations for >//„, n > 3 are structurally similar to the equations
for 0j and i^j, and the conditions on the asymmetric parts of these stream
functions (//„ are the same as those on the asymmetric parts of the stream
functions ^^ and <~p2) we can conclude by induction that the solutions corre-
sponding to the asymmetric parts of the stream functions 4>^ must be only the
trivial ones. This leads to the following theorem.

Theorem IV (Symmetry Theorem): If the initial flow conditions

are such that they represent a symmetric flow pattern at time t =

0, or if the flow is steady, then the resulting flow pattern must be
symmetric about the polar axis for all time t. Moreover, an
asymmetric flow pattern must be time-dependent and can result

only if an external disturbance at any time t or the initial flow

conditions at time t = introduce an asymmetry. However, a

time-dependent flow is not necessarily asymmetric.
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By introducing the principle of minimum dissipation as a hypothesis,

Lieber and Wan [5] conclude that a two-dimensional flow field for a viscous
incompressible fluid is governed by the Biharmonic Equation. Since, in addi-

tion, the flow must satisfy the conservation-of- momentum principle in the form
of the Vorticity Transport Equation, they regard the vanishing of the convective

part of this equation as a compatibility condition. A physical interpretation of

this condition based on the consideration of odd and even parts of the stream
function brings them essentially to the conclusion stated in the Symmetry
Theorem. Our work shows that the flow field cannot be strictly governed by

the biharmonic equation, and that the separate vanishing of the biharmonic and
convective parts of the vorticity transport equation is not necessary to arrive

at the Symmetry Theorem, which is here proved by induction on the basis of a
consideration of the solutions of the linear sets of the differential equations and
the boundary conditions etc. governing the successive iterations. However, what
is significant in our work and the work of others is the clear recognition of the

relation between symmetry and time-dependence in viscous flows. We believe

that some such relation should hold for all viscous flows in general.

Using the Fourier representations of Eqs. (1.60), (1.61), (1.62), etc. for the

stream fxinctions 0^, n = 1, 2, 3,

Eqs. (1.29), we get

together with the expression for i// in

0(r,0,t)
ApCr.t) + Co(r,t) + EgCr.t) +

+ [Aj(r,t) + C/r,t) + Ej(r,t)

1

] cos

+ Bj(r,t) + D,(r,t) + F,(r,t) + •• sin ^

+ [A,(r,t) + C,(r,t) + E,(r,t) + cos 2t

+ [B (r,t) + D2(r,t) + F (r,t) + • •

•] sin 2(

+ Y. [A„(r.t) + C„(r,t) + E^(r,t) + •••] cos n<

+ [B^(r,t) + D^(r,t) + F^ ( r , t ) + •••] sin n( (2.37)

When the stream function ^j is such that its streamline pattern is symmetric
about the polar axis, the terms in cos 6, cos 29 and cos nd drop out, giving us

>A(r,0,t) r - -
) + Bj(r, t) + Dj(r, t) + F^(r,t) + ••

+ [B^Cr.t) + DjCr.t) + F^ ( r , t ) + •••] sin2e

+ E t^n('-'t) + Dn('-'t) + Fn(r-t) + ••] sinn(

sin 9

(2.38)
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Let us put, for brevity,

0l(r,5,t) M+ Bj(r,t) + Dj(r,t) + Fj(r,t) + ••• sin 6
;

(2.39)

^^(T,e,t) = [B2(r,t) + D2(r,t) + F^Cr^t) + •••] sin 2^
; (2.40)

0^(r,^,t) = [B^(r,t) + D„(r,t) + F„(r,t) + •••] sinn0 . n>3 (2.41)

Then we may rewrite

0(r,0,t) = ;/;^ + 0^ + 0^ + ... (2.42)

From Eq. (2.39) we see that the terms in sin 0, due to various iterations,

combine with the corresponding term in the potential stream function i//q. To-
gether they make it possible for the stream function 4) and its derivatives to

satisfy the required conditions at the cylinder wall. This is achieved by a

modification of the potential flow field. K the lines ^^ = constant are plotted

they will have two axes of symmetry, viz., (a) the polar axis and (b) the line

at right angles to the polar axis at the origin. The polar axis itself is one of

the lines ^^ = constant, but the other axis is perpendicular to all the lines ^j =

constant. Evidently the lines i/^j = constant represent a streamline pattern

markedly similar in structure to the potential streamline pattern. Similarly, if

we plot the lines ^2 ~ constant, they will have four axes of symmetry, two of

which are the same as for 0j = constant. The other two axes of symmetry are

mutually perpendicular lines making an angle of 45° with the polar axis. In

this case, the polar axis as well as the line at right angles to it at the origin are

the lines 4^2 - constant, while the other two lines are perpendicular to all the

lines 02 = constant. K we write

u , = —

1 ^^0 1

cos 6

' ' r2
+ Bj + DJ + (2.43)

2 r

^0,

- (B2 + D2 + • • •) 2 cos 2(

•(B' + D' + • ••
) sin 26*

,

B, ^ . ^ (2.44)

where prime denotes partial differentiation with respect to r, then we have

Vj(^) = +Vj(77-^) ; (2.45)
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(2.46)

The relations of Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) show that, if at any generic point P(r,0)

in the flow field the velocities U^, v^, uj, vj have the same sign so that u^ +

U2 and Vj + Vj represent a strengthened velocity field, then at a point <I>(r,0),

which is the mirror- image of the point P (r,i9) about the line at right angles to

the polar axis, the velocities Uj and Vj will have signs opposite to the veloci-

ties Uj 2-^^ ^2J ^^^ hence their sums Uj + uj and vj + vj will represent a

weakened velocity field. The streamline patterns for ^^ = constant and ^^ -

constant are sketched roughly in Figs. D and E respectively. The arrows indi-

cate the direction of the velocity vector, which is tangential to the streamlines,

and hence the direction of the flow at any instant.

Fig. D - Streamline pat-
terns for vj = constant

Fig. E - Streamline pat-
terns for ^2 - constant

Let us consider the superposition of the two streamline patterns given in

Figs. D and E due to ^j - constant and 02 - constant, wherein we have as-

sumed that in front of the cylinder ui, Vj, u^, and V2 are all positive. What-
ever the relative magnitudes of Uj, vj, U2, and vj, the resultant flow due to

the superposition in front of the cylinder will be moving with higher velocities,

and its appearance will be similar to that in Fig. D, but with the streamlines
displaced outwards from the cylinder. Specifically, there cannot be any closed

streamline in front of the cylinder. In the rear of the cylinder the resultant

flow will be moving with lower velocities, and its appearance will depend on

whether or not |u,| > |u,| and |v,| > |v,| everywhere. K lu,| > lu,| and

|vi| > IV2I everywhere in the flow field, then the flow in the rear will resemble
the flow pattern in Fig. D, but with very widely separated streamlines as indi-

cated by lowered velocities. The streamlines, moreover, cannot be closed and
there cannot be any separation. However, if in some velocity domain luj < |u2|

and
I
Vjl <

I V2I , then the flow in that part of the domain which is at the rear of

the cylinder will resemble the flow pattern in Fig. E, and this region will be

characterized by the appearance of closed streamlines and points of separation.
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These considerations show that the terms in sin 2d are the ones that account
for the structure of the flow field in the wake of the cylinder. We conclude there-
fore that these terms in sin e and sin 2e which portray the essential features of

the flow field and which completely account for the drag on the cylinder are the

most important terms in the Fourier representations of the stream functions ^
and 4j^, n = 1, 2, 3, ... . With this in mind, let us introduce the following sim-
plifying assumption. Let

B^(r,t) ^
, n = 3, 4 (2.47)

Then Eq. (2.8) for n = 4, 5, 6, . . . and the conditions of Eqs. (2.13) are com-
pletely satisfied. The equations for n = 1, 2, and 3 are the following:

K ^ i S; - ^^ fi, . ^ (l ^ ^)% . |(l - -^)S- Re '-^
; (2.48)

S; . 1 S^ - -1 «, - ^ (l . J-) S, . 5£
fi

_ J_\ S; . Re '-^
; (2.49)

-^(l^^V^.^^fl- -^^^^^O . (2.50)
. .^J ' 2 \ r^j '

Equations (2.48), (2.49), and (2.50) are a set of three equations for the two
unknown functions Bj and B2. We observe that the Eq. (2.50) is a first order
equation in Bj, while Eqs. (2.48) and (2.49) are second order equations in S^

and 'B2 respectively. The set of Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51) together with the boundary
conditions of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) form a well-defined boundary value problem
when adjoined with a suitable initial condition, if the flow is considered time-
dependent. If we solve this set to obtain unique solutions Bj and B^ and then

find on substitution of these solutions into Eq. (2.14) that it is not violated to

any significant degree in the domain, then we can conclude that these solutions

are good approximations to the exact solutions to the set of Eqs. (2.6), (2.7), and

(2.8), satisfying the conditions of Eqs. (2.11) to (2.13), inclusive. We therefore
decide to verify this a posteriori and proceed to solve Eqs. (2.48) and (2.49),

subject to the conditions of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), etc. We note here the in-

trinsic symmetry and the consequent beauty of these two equations which govern
the most significant terms of the stream function xp^.

If we compare the set of equations for the first iteration with that of the

second iteration we see that in the first set the equations governing the functions
A^, and their derivatives do not contain the functions B^ and their derivatives

and vice versa, whereas in the second set the equations contain C^, D^, and
their derivatives all mixed together. This means that the functions A^ and B^

are not connected explicitly. However, they are connected implicitly through
the time variable t ; and this connection will be lost when the flow is assumed
to be steady. The functions c^, and D^ are connected explicitly. If the body is

geometrically asymmetrical about the polar axis, as would be the case if an el-

liptical cylinder were placed with its major or minor axis inclined at an angle

to the flow direction, then again it can be shown that the resulting equations cor-
responding to Eqs. (2.3) to (2.8) connect the functions A^,, B^,, and their deriva-
tives explicitly.
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Let us consider Eqs. (2.29) to (2.33) inclusive, with the stipulation that

An ( r , t ) =0 for all n, B^{ r , t ) =0 for n > 3, and Bn(r, t) for n = 1 and 2

are the solutions to Eqs. (2.48) and (2.49), satisfying the conditions of Eqs. (2.11)

and (2.12), etc. In Eqs. (2.29), (2.30), and (2.31) all the terms which involve D^

and their derivatives drop out, thus leaving them as equations in c^ and their

derivatives. On the other hand, in Eqs. (2.32) and (2.33) all the terms involving

Cn and their derivatives drop out, thus leaving them as equations in D^ and their

derivatives only. The essential effect is that the explicit connections between

Cn and D^ are severed. These equations, then, deal with only one set of func-

tions; either C^ or D^.

Since Eqs. (2.29), (2.30), and (2.31) are a set of simultaneous linear-

differential equations with variable coefficients, they have unique solutions, if

they exist, satisfying the conditions of Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35) with a suitable ini-

tial condition when the above stipulations are taken into account. The trivial

solutions Cn(r,t) = satisfy these equations and the required conditions of

Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35). Hence, if the initial flow conditions are such that they

represent a symmetric flow pattern, or if we are considering a steady flow prob-

lem, then it follows that Cr,( r , t) = are the only solutions to these equations

and conditions.

Now we made another simplifying assumption similar to as follows:

D^(r, t) = n = 3, 4, . . . . (2.51)

As a result, we obtain the following equations governing the functions D^ and

? (l + ^ - ^0 ®2 ' ^ ^°2^^ " ^i*2)+ 77 (^2^ - Di«;)

+ — (B^S^ - BjS;) + — (B^S; - B;^^) = Re ^ ; (2.52)

3); . i ®; - ± ®, . ^ (i - -1 - ^) ®; - ^ (i . ^ - b;U,
2 r 2

J.2
2 2 \ r2 W 1 2r \ r^ ^j^

+ i^(D;55j-DjS;) + :^ (b;»j-Bi«;) = Re^ ; : (2.53)

(r- i- B,) ®^- 2 (l + -^- B;) 5), + (2),Bi-2B23);)

+ (!BjD^- D^!B^) + 2 (S^d; - D^a;) + (\B'^-B^^) + 2 (SjBj'-BjS;) = 0; (2.54)

(B^iD^-B^Sj) + (D2»2- 1^2*2) + (JBjB^-S^B^) =
. (2.55)
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As discussed in the case of Eqs. (2.48), (2.49), and (2.50), we regard Eqs.

(2.52) and (2.53), which are of second order in 0)j and iDj, respectively as the

governing equations for the functions Dj and D2, and consider Eqs. (2.54) and

(2.55), which are one order lower than Eqs. (2.52) and (2.53), to represent, in

a sense, the error involved in the assumption.

EQUATIONS AND CONDITIONS FOR STEADY FLOW

As explained above, we may put A^ ^ c^ = in the expression for the stream

functions ^j and ^p2 when the motion is considered to be time-independent. To
simplify mathematical analysis, we assume here that B^ = D^ = for 3,4,...=
n. This enables us to reduce the stream functions i/'j and v^j ^^ the following:

'Pj^(t,0) = B^(r) sin 61 + BjCr) sin 25 (2.56)

02(r,6') = Dj(r) sin ^ + D2(r) sin 20 . (2.57)

First Iteration

Governing Equations

2 r ^--2 ^2 ''2
2r \ -2 r-^i o \ r2 ; 1

where

Error Equation

2 ^ \^ ' 2- 2

570

(2.58)

S; ^ i S; - A s - ^ f 1 + ^ U, + ^ f 1 - A-") »; = ; (2.59)

!B, = B'; + i b; - -L B^
; (2.60)

«2 = B'^ + i B^ - 4 ^2 (2.61)

Boundary Conditions

Bj(l) = B^Cl) - B^(l) = , B;(1) = +2; (2.62)

B^(hf) = B^Cht) . B;(ht) = B^(hf) = . (2.63)

- i)s; - 2(1 + i-jS^ = . (2.64)
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Second Iteration :> '
.

••:;•:.;-

Governing Equations

Re Rp
+ — (B-Bj - B^S^) + - (B,;B; - BJS^) =

; (2.65)

^ ^ ' r2 2 2 \ r2 r / 1 2r V r^ V '

where

+ — (d;Si-Dj«;) + — (bjSj-BjB;) = ; (2.66)
2r 2r

, ,

®i ^ c; + Id; - ^D,

;

,^ K-?;- ^

^2.67)

®2 ^ D^' + i D^ - 4 D, . (2.68)

Boundary Conditions

Dj(l) = D^Cl) = d;(1) = d;(1) = ;

"
(2.69)

Dj(hf) = D^Chf) = D;(h*) = D^(h?) = .. . • (2.70)

Error Equations
\

'
..

'

(r - i- bJ®; - 2 (l + -i- b;)®, + (®iB2-2B^3^;) + (D^S^-D^S^)

+ 2 (S2DI-S;D2) + (SjB^-BiS^) + 2 ('E^Bj-Bj^;) = ; (2.71)

(Bjfi^-B^S^) + (D2S;-D^!B2) + (iB2B;-;B;B2) = . (2.72)

TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SPACE VARIABLE r

The radial coordinate r varies from r = 1 to r = m, where the symbol oo

is used in the sense of the idea of a physically infinite distance. The solutions
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of the preceding equations can be represented in the form of a power series.

However, the power series solutions need not be expansions in powers of r. In

fact, it is advantageous to use a transformation which affects a contraction in

scale. We then have two advantages in the computation of these analytical ex-

pressions: the first is increased precision, and the second is that there is a

less number of terms to compute for a given value of r, because of the in-

creased convergence. The application of the boundary condition at the wall is

simplified if the transformed coordinate varies from to co when r varies from
1 to CO. The following class of transformations which affect a logarithmic con-

traction in scale has this property.

r = e^^''^"^^ 1 < r < CO

r = e^^ '^ < s < CO

(2.73)

and so on, c being a constant scale factor. At first, the transformation r =

e*^^ was used, but when it was found that higher precision was needed in the

calculation of the second iteration, the transformation r = e^*'''^"^) was used.

The results presented in this paper are obtained by using the later trans-

formation r = e*^*^"^"^). The equations obtained by using these transforma-
tions are contained along with relevant algebraic details in Ref. 2. These equa-
tions are then solved by expressing the solutions as sums of power series in

the variable s. We thus obtain

'i(^) = E "^i

j=i

e 'CI „cs y-i

k= 1

KlJw^

k= 1

K13 J

+Y1, e^ + Y1 e~^
5 6

(2.74)

B,(s) -- ^ YI3

j
= i

e "c ,„cs » MIO, J

E ;k _ „-2e E L ok

+ ¥1,6^^ + Yl, (2.75)

8 / CO

\
"

Di(^)= E Y2JE DV-'"M+ E Dlk"^^*^"^

j=l \k=l J k=

1

(2.76)

j-l \ k= 1

D^cs) = J] Y2. f; m^'s^-A, J2 ^v^,k-l (2.77)
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where Ylj and Y2j, l ^ j ^8 are constants determined by the boundary condi-

tions, while the constants KllkS K13k^ M14,,J, Dl^^ Tl2y,i, and MIO^S 1 <j < 8,

1 < k < 00 are obtained by using the recurrence relations arising from the gov-

erning differential equations. These are explicitly defined, and the manner of

obtaining them is described in detail in Ref. 2. On applying the boundary condi-

tions to the general solutions in Eqs. (2.74), (2.75), (2.76), and (2.77), we obtain

the following expressions for the stream functions:

^0 = -te^ e'^^-l) •(-"-!)] Sin (2.78)

V'l = -4^0 +
e 'c /

„cs v^
Kll^

^L
k= 1

K13
^ k— s I sin

e c 2e L
M14,,

^ sin 20 ; (2.79)

^2 =
( E Olk^'^'M si"^ +

( E I^^^sl^-i
)

sin 29 ; (2.80)

where

Kllk = E YljKlV . K13i, - Z YljKia,

j
= i j

= i

MIO, ^ Yl.MlO^i , M14, -
X; YI3MI4,

j
= i j = 1

Dlk = E Y2jDl,i
,

D2^ = j] Y2.D2,i

j
= 1 j

= i

(2.81)

The constants Ylj and Y2j in Eqs. (2.81) are known values and Y2g is by defini-

tion taken as unity. Adding Eqs. (2.78), (2.79), and (2.80), we obtain

^ =
e 'c /

pCs

2
E

Kll
_ gK _ g e

- K13^ \
"

,k-l

e 'c / i„cs
" MIO,

k=

1

" k= 1

k 1. ,o.cs— S - e E D2,. k-l sin 261. (2.82)

As shown in Ref. 2, Eq. (2.82) can be rewritten in the following form:

4j = [F(s) + G(s) cos 61] s^ sin^ , (2.83)
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where F(s) and G(s) are known functions of s.

It can be seen from Eq. (2.83) that the cylinder boundary for which s =

is a streamline with 0=0. Also the lines of symmetry with 0=0 and 6 = n

are streamlines with 0=0. In other words, the streamline 0=0 has branch
points at the front and rear stagnation points. Since streamlines are lines for

which has constant values, two streamlines having two different constant

values cannot meet. Therefore, if a streamline does meet the cylinder bound-
ary at any point it must be a branch of the streamline = 0, and the point at

which it meets the wall is then a branch point of the streamline 0=0. From
Eq. (2.83) we see that can be zero even ii s ^ and e t -n t 0, when the

terms in the brackets vanish. This is.

F(s)

G(s) (2.84)

Since |cos e\ < 1, it may happen that there are no points in the flow field which
satisfy Eq. (2.84) if the right-hand side of the equation has an absolute value
greater than one for all s > 0. Since the value depends on the Reynolds number
of the characteristic flow parameter, the existence of a line satisfying Eq.(2.84)

also depends on it.

Let us assume that the Reynolds number is such that a line the points of'

which satisfy Eq. (2.84) exists. Then, on this line, 0=0. Since cos d = cos

{-6), we conclude that the part of the streamline given by Eq. (2.84) is sym-
metric about the polar axis. We may regard it as consisting of two parts, each
a mirror image of the other, about the polar axis. In other words, we may say
that Eq. (2.84) gives two more branches of the streamline = 0. Denoting the

angle i9 at s = on these branches by a, we obtain the angle of separation

F(0)

G(0)
(2.85)

If we drop the terms corresponding to the second iteration from the functions

F(s) and G(s), and denote the resulting functions by Fi(s) and Gj(s) respec-
tively, we obtain separating streamlines due to the first iteration alone from
the equation

cos i9

Fi(s)

^T^y
(2.86)

Defining a^ as the corresponding first iteration angle of separation, we obtain

77 - COS
Fi(0)

Gi(0)
(2.87)
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PART 3 '

-''

RESULTS, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS

This part of the paper presents the results of computations of viscous flow

fields around a circular cylinder based on the analytical representations ob-

tained from the algorithm and its attendant linear substructure as they were ap-

plied in previous sections to complete the Navier-Stokes equations and boundary
conditions. These results are discussed with reference to the existing body of

literature which covers a range < Re < 20 of Reynolds number based on the

radius of the cylinder. Following the discussion, we present conclusions in the

light of the results and discussion. Numerical information is given in Table 2

and in a series of plots which are placed at the end of this paper.

RESULTS

The first and second iteration solutions are computed for 18 discrete val-

ues of the Reynolds number. The results of the computation are presented con-

cisely in Table 2. They are given in detail by plots contained in Figs. lA through

34F. These plots are divided into two sections. Figures lA through 20F give

information about the drag, pressure, separation, and behavior of solutions with

increasing Reynolds number and the radius at which the boundary conditions of

Eqs. (2.62), (2.63), (2.69), and (2.70) are applied. Figures 21A through 34F give

streamline plots showing the development of viscous flow fields with bound
vortices as the Reynolds number is increased from 0.05 to 20.

In Fig. lA the total drag coefficient CD is plotted against the Reynolds num-
ber on a linear scale. Tritten's (1959) experimental results are included for

comparison. In Fig. IB logarithms of total drag coefficient CD are plotted

against the logarithm of the Reynolds number (-1.5 < logjo Re - l*^)? ^^^ the

results of Bairstow, Cave, and Lang (1923), and of Tritton (1959) are included

for comparison. Figure IC is exactly the same as IB, except that here the

least values of the first iteration drag coefficient CDi are plotted instead of the

total coefficient CD. Figure ID shows on a linear scale the plot of the second
iteration drag coefficient CD2 against the Reynolds number Re. Figure IE gives

an enlarged portion of the plot of CD against Re together with the results of

Lamb (1911), Kaplun (1957), and Tritton (1959) for comparison. Figure 2A gives

plots of the ratios -q, tj^, and 172 of pressure drag to viscous drag against Re.

Figure 2B gives plots of the angle of separation a^ obtained by the first itera-

tion and of the angle of separation a, obtained by the first and second iterations

against Re. Figures 2C and 2D give, respectively, the plots of the stagnation

pressures in front and at the rear of the cylinder against Re. In these figures

we have plotted PRESS-PREC2 instead of the stagnation pressure PRESS which is

the result of the first and second iterations together, because, due to its small-

ness, PREC2 could not be calculated accurately, and erroneous values were ob-

tained for it due to lack of precision in computation at that stage. Figure 2E
gives the plots of PRECl, PRETln,axj ^^^ PREPl^^in v/s Re. These quantities are

the constant, the first harmonic, and the second harmonic amplitudes of the

first iteration pressure field around the circular cylinder.
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Figures 3A through 20F constitute eighteen sets of figures, each corre-

sponding to one of the eighteen discrete values of the Reynolds number at which
solutions are evaluated. Each of these sets is composed of six graphs. The
number, such as 3 in Fig. 3A, refers to the set belonging to a particular Reyn-
olds number, while the alphabetical characters A, B, c, D, E, and F refer to

the six graphs in that particular set according to the following scheme.

Character A: Plots of Yi(j), j =1,2,3, and 4 against r.

Character B: Plots of the drags CDl, CDPi, and CDVi against r.

Character C: Plots of PRECI, PRETIM, and PREPIM against r.

PRETIM = PRETl^g^, PREPIM = PREPi^^^ as defined earlier.

Character D: Plots of ERi against S(H); < S < H. Here the symbol (H)

is used to signify that the range of S depends on H

.

Character E: Plots of PRESi, preti, PREPi, and PRECi against 6

.

Character F: Plots of PRESS-PREC2, PRES2-PREC2, PREP2, PRET2, PRESl,
and PRESI against e. The reason why PRESS-PREC2 and
PRES2-PREC2 instead of PRESS, PRES2, and PREC2 are plotted

is as explained earlier.

To examine salient features of these results, let us consider the set of

plots corresponding to the Reynolds number Re = 0.05, viz., Figs. 3A through
3F. The plots in the first three are all against r. They show the effect on the

first iteration solution for a given Re, here 0.05, of applying the boundary con-

ditions at various distances from the cylinder. In Fig. 3A the constants Yi (j),

J = 1, 2, 3, and 4 increase very rapidly in absolute magnitude below r = 7.

In general, they may behave erratically below a certain value of r . From r =

7 to r = 300 all the four constants behave asymptotically and tend to a limiting

set of values. However, the inherent numerical errors involved in computation
with finite precision and a large number of operations cause the calculation to

break down for r > 340. Since the drag coefficients depend explicitly on the

constants Yi(l) and Yi (2), Fig. 3B displays a similar behavior. So also is

the case with PRECI, pretim, and prepim in Fig. 3C. The numerical breakdown
which occurs for r > 340 with a double-precision program using the transfor-

mation r = ee'^^'-i, takes place for r > 22.198 with a double-precision program
using the transformation r = e^^ , and for r > 11 with a single-precision pro-
gram using the same later transformation. However, the distance r = 7 at

which the values for the constants Yi(J) stop changing rapidly and start behav-
ing asymptotically remains the same whatever precision program and trans-

formation are used. In fact, the results of computation using the transforma-
tion r = e'^^ show that in this case, figures corresponding to 3A, 3B, and 3C
have plots which remain the same up to r = 11 for both single- and double-

precision computations. However, with a different transformation of values of

Yi(j), the corresponding plots differ, as far as magnitude of the constants is

concerned. Whereas the numerical breakdown occurs for r > 11 with a single-

precision program, it is deferred to r > 22.198 by the use of a double-precision
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program based on the same transformation r = e*^^. It is still further de-

ferred to r > 340 by the use of a double-precision program based on the trans-

formation r = e^'^^'"!. This shows two things. First, the numerical breakdown
can be deferred so that it occurs at some later stage by increasing precision as

well as by using a transformation belonging to the group of transformations dis-

cussed in Part 2 of this paper. Second, the behavior of the solutions when the

boundary conditions are applied at points for which r is less than 7 is not due

to any numerical errors, but indicates that significant viscous effects cannot be

restricted to a domain bound by r < 7. Consequently, the imposition of the

boundary conditions in a domain bound by r < 7 is physically unrealistic and

hence unacceptable mathematically. In other words, the domain bound by r < 7

is the smallest domain for Re = 0.05 in which the viscous effects must be con-

sidered extremely significant, and therefore the physically infinite distance h|

cannot be smaller than r = 7. We define the lower bound of h* for a given

Reynolds number as the number below which the value of h* cannot be chosen.

The asymptotic behavior is terminated for r > 340. Below and near this value

of r, the solution for Re = 0.05 does not seem to change significantly with r.

The distance r = 340 relates to the results of the first iteration computations.

It can and does happen that at such a limiting distance the second iteration cal-

culations involve numerical breakdowns. To obviate this, a distance such as
r = 275 is chosen as h* such that the second iteration calculations can be car-

ried out successfully. In carrying these out with two or three other radii, it is

seen that the second iteration solution retains the asymptotic behavior. Hence
we take the physically infinite distance h* as the distance 275 at which mean-
ingful information is possible but beyond which the solution breaks down nu-

merically. It should be noted that the value of the physically infinite distance

then depends on the precision and transformation with which the computations

are carried out. This, of course, is true up to a point. However, improved pre-

cision and new transformations simply extend the range in which the asymptotic

behavior is obtained by shifting the point at which the numerical breakdown oc-

curs. And if the extended portion of the range is such that no significant change
occurs in the solution evaluated with r = 275, then improved precision and/or a

new transformation are unnecessary. Otherwise, improved precision and/or a

new transformation, if possible, are desirable. Herein lies the significance and

the strength from a numerical point of view of the idea of a physically infinite

distance. It should be noted that because h* is selected so that no numerical
breakdown takes place in either iterations, it is possible that the solution cor-

responding to this h* may give a first iteration drag value CDi which is higher

than the least value indicated by figures such as 3B. Figure 3D gives for the

solution evaluated at r = 275, a plot of ERi, the error involved in the simplify-

ing assumption B^Cr) = for n > 3, against S, where < S < H and RT =

h* = e^^"-i = 275, so that H = 1/c log (1 + log h* ) = 0.9448. Figures 3E and
3F show the harmonic components of the pressure fields due to first and second
iterations respectively. The plot of PRESS-PREC2 in Fig. 3F shows the distribution

of total pressure around the cylinder except for a constant term PREC2 which,
due to numerical errors, could not be evaluated accurately. It is, however, a

small value.

The same features displayed by the set of graphs for Re = 0.05 are also

present in all the other sets of graphs for the remaining 17 values of Re. They
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then hold for all Reynolds numbers in the range < Re < 20. Table 2 contains

all of the significant information, a part of which is also presented in Figs. lA
through 2E.

Bearing in mind that there is some arbitrariness involved in the choice of

RT = hf and its lower bound for a given Reynolds number, the corresponding
values from Table 2 for different Re show that even with increasing Re, the

physically infinite distance h^ decreases, while its lower bound at first in-

creases but ultimately decreases for the most part. This means that viscous

effects beco7ne increasingly localized near the cylinder as the Reynolds number
is increased. And this, of course, is confirmed by experimental observations.

The existence of asymptotic behavior of the first and second iteration solutions

for all Reynolds numbers considered is conclusive support of the validity of the

idea of a physically infinite distance as applied to this problem. Figures lA
through IE for drag, and Figs. 2C, 2D, and 2E for pressure, show that though
the solutions for various Reynolds numbers are obtained by applying the condi-

tions of Eqs. (2.62) and (2.63) at different distances h|, in general, the corre-
sponding points for drags and pressures when plotted against Re give smooth
curves which behave asymptotically with increasing Re in the range < Re < 20.

This further supports the validity of the idea of a physically infinite distance,

for otherwise the curves would not be smooth. However, the values of drag
plotted in these figures for Re > 4 could be lower than those shown if the physi-

cally infinite distance could be increased. This is indicated because, for Re > 4,

the values of drag plotted lie close to the bend in the drag v/s r plots for a

given Re and are not the asymptotically limiting values. This accounts for the

discrepancy for Re > 4. It also indicates the need to take more harmonics into

consideration.

Figure 3D shows that the second iteration drag for Re > 4 becomes positive.

Referring to Table 2, we see that the viscous component CDV2 of this drag re-

mains negative whereas the pressure component CDP2 becomes positive. Be-
cause of possible numerical errors arising from the application of boundary
ditions at short distances, in order to avert numerical breakdown, it is not con
conclusive that CDP2 and CD2 are indeed positive. K they remain positive after

the possibility of computational inaccuracies is ruled out, in our opinion, this

would support the conjecture that, even at very low Reynolds number, higher

harmonics must be used in order to effectively apply higher order iterations to

improve accuracy in numerical representations of flow fields.

Figures 21A through 34F give streamline plots for all the Reynolds num-
bers considered, except for Re = 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. There are two harmonics
and two iterations. Both the harmonics and their sum are plotted for each itera-

tion. Therefore, there are basically six plots for a given Reynolds number. How-
ever, when a vortex appears in the flow field, an enlarged plot of the vortex is

added to the set. The only exception to this is the case of Re = 20, where the

vortex in the flow field is not plotted. The reason is that the computer program
had to be modified at this stage, to plot the vortex. Figures 22C and 22D for

Re = 0.125 are the same, except that the latter shows a discontinuous behavior
in the streamline pattern. The reason for this is that when the two harmonics
are added together, due to the discontinuous behavior of the second harmonic at
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6 = 77/2, the sum also displays this behavior. K more harmonics are taken into

account this behavior will be smoothed out. In anticipation of this and for the

sake of clarity, the discontinuous behavior in Fig. 22D is smoothed out by draw-
ing tangential lines to opposite branches of the streamlines. Figures 22G and
22H, 23C and 23D, and 23G and 23H are also included to show that the discon-

tinuous behavior takes place for all Reynolds numbers. Figure 28B and similar

other plots of the second harmonic for higher Reynolds numbers show the stream-
lines intersecting each other near the ±45° lines. This is purely due to the fact

that the points on the streamlines are obtained as intersections of the radial

lines with the streamlines, and hence when these lines are more or less parallel

to each other their intersections cannot be determined accurately. In short, this

feature is attributable to the mode of obtaining points on the streamline, and is

not a property of the streamlines.
,^

-

Figure 27C shows a tiny vortex behind the cylinder for Re = 1.0. But this

disappears when the second iteration contribution is added, and all that is left is

a wake without a vortex. The same happens at Re = 2.0, except that the vortex

in Fig. 28C is larger. However, at Re = 2.75, the vortex appears with both iter-

ations; but the second iteration vortex is much smaller than the first iteration

vortex. This shows that the effect of the second iteration is to delay the separa-
tion and also affect the size and structure of the vortex. The calculations for

Reynolds numbers between Re = 2.0 and 2.75 show that the vortex begins to ap-

pear in the second iteration plots from Re = 2.3 onwards, i.e., the flow separa-
tion begins at Re = 2.3. The vortex structure does not show fully rounded con-
tours, because only two harmonics are taken into account. There are three

noteworthy features here. If we observe Figs. 29G and 29H we see that the

gradients within the vortex are smaller than the outside flow field by some or-

der of magnitudes. This means that in the initial stages of the development of

a vortex its appearance may not be noticeable by the naked eye or even by a
microscope, because its size as well as the movement within it are extremely
small in the beginning. The experiments, therefore, must give a higher value of

Re for separation than does the theory. Further, the velocities in a vortex such
as in Fig. 31H are higher near the separation streamline and the cylinder wall

than near the center, in contrast to the case with potential vortices. This is, of

course, what is observed in real vortices. The vortex is here obtained as a

result of the addition of two harmonics which are continuous functions of the

space variables r and d and hence must be represented by a continuous func-

tion. Therefore, a vortex need not be represented by or viewed as a singular

structure in the flow field. With increasing Reynolds number the point of sepa-

ration first moves forward on the cylinder wall, and then attains a limiting posi-

tion as shown by the plots of the angles of separation a^ and a in Fig. 2B.
This agrees with what is observed in nature.

DISCUSSION

The existing explicit theoretical knowledge about flows of viscous fluids is,

for the most part, obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations by the application

of small-perturbation techniques [42]. Here we have attempted to depart from
this thinking. Although we have used an iterative process for solving the
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Navier- Stokes equations, no ideas of parameter or coordinate perturbations are
invoked. Instead, a fundamental role for potential flows is, a priori, asserted
and the iterative process is used as a method of obtaining solutions to the Navier-
Stokes equations. In this, we differ fundamentally from the existing theories.

It has been our desire to understand the flow around a circular cylinder as
it evolves, because the understanding gained would also be gained for flows around
other obstacles as well. The existing theories do not shed light on the continuous
evolution of a flow field. This means that we must abandon well-trodden paths

and examine the nature of this flow with a fresh outlook. Well- chosen and criti-

cally performed experiments with actual flows provide information on which we
are building a theoretical structure, an image of reality which is also a reflec-

tion of our understanding of it. This information has accumulated over a period

of years, but there has been no theoretical structure which embraces all or even
a large part of it. Experience with small-perturbation theories and comparison
between them and actual experimental results lead us to believe that the Navier-
Stokes equations contain implicitly essential theoretical information about flows

of a class of actual fluids. Computer experiments [43,44,45,46] performed by
using the Navier-Stokes equations vividly demonstrate that the equations do
have this information implicitly. Consequently, the present work considers the

Navier-Stokes equations as embodying the essential theoretical information im-
plicitly and differs from other theories insofar as it endeavors to make explicit

as large a part of this information as it can, without setting a priori limits to

what is possible.

Because a steady-flow situation actually exists in nature and because from
an analytical point of view it is the most appropriate one to study first, we have
directed our efforts to obtain concrete results for this aspect of the flow field

after obtaining the general information contained in the Symmetry Theorem
about the conditions under which the flow can be time-dependent. Fromm and

Harlow in their fine work [45] on the nonsteady problem of vortex street devel-

opment have used numerical techniques based on a method of iterations. They
have observed the following:

All examples started at time t = 0, with the walls and fluid im-
pulsively accelerated to this velocity, and the first cycle iteration

procedure immediately adjusted the configuration to the nonvis-

cous laminar flow solution. Advancement of the configuration

through subsequent time cycles resulted in a gradual transition to

the viscous steady- state solution whose most prominent feature is

an eddy pair just behind the plate. Since the solution procedure
preserves symmetry to approximately one part in 10 5, the steady

solution persists for long times, even for large values of R. Thus
we found it desirable to introduce a perturbation, accomplished by
artificially increasing the value of <^ by a small amount at three

mesh points just in front of the plate; this was done at a time when
the double eddy pattern was well established. In all cases, the

perturbation was small enough that no immediate change was
visible in the flow pattern; nevertheless, such a small perturba-

tion was always effective in starting the vortex shedding process
within a fairly short time, provided, of course, that R was
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sufficiently large. For R < 40 we found that the steady- state

flow pattern never visibly changed after introduction of the

perturbation.

The above observation shows two things. One is that the evolution in time
of a viscous steady- state configuration takes place from an initial nonviscous
laminar flow configuration, i.e., a potential flow configuration. Consequently,

the viscous steady- state configuration may naturally be conceived of as a devia-

tion from a basic potential flow configuration. This is, indeed, the view basic

in the present work. Second, is that the steady- state motion is preserved so

long as symmetry is preserved, and it is destroyed only by the artificial intro-

duction of small perturbations. This is exactly what the Symmetry Theorem
asserts. Grove, Shair, Petersen, and Acrivos in their experimental work [47]

observe the following: "By artificially stabilizing the steady wake, this system
was studied up to Reynolds numbers R considerably larger than any previously

attained, thus providing a much clearer insight into the asymptotic character of

such flows at high Reynolds numbers." The first part of this statement is fac-

tual, whereas the second part is an interpretation of the significance of the first

part. From the point of view of the present work, the significance of the factual

part lies in the fact that it demonstrates the validity of the Symmetry Theorem.
The wake was stabilized, i.e., made steady by them, by the introduction of a

splitter plate along the line of symmetry in the wake. This device, in essence,

forces a symmetry, with the result that from all possible configurations —
symmetric and asymmetric — only a symmetric configuration emerges. This

symmetric configuration is a steady- state configuration. Thus, with forced

symmetry, a steady- state emerges — a result consistent with the Symmetry
Theorem. That Allen and Southwell [48] could calculate through relaxation

methods flow fields at R = 100 and R = 1000 which display steady- state con-

figuration, is to be considered a consequence of the Symmetry Theorem, be-

cause they started with equations and conditions which do not involve time as a
variable. However, for reasons which Kawaguti [49] has already pointed out,

their streamline fields and the pressure distributions over the surface of the

cylinder are suspect to some sort of error. Kawaguti and Apelt both find in

their numerical solutions that steady- state solutions are possible for somewhat
higher Reynolds number, even though they may not exist in nature. This is

again consistent with the Symmetry Theorem.

Southwell and Squire [50] have used the potential solutions instead of a

uniform-flow solution to obtain governing equations for the flow past a plate

and a circular cylinder. They also point out that other authors, e.g., Zeilon,

Burgers, Boussinesq, Russel, and King have worked along similar lines. This

approach leads to their equation (no. 16) and conditions (no. 10) which naturally

correspond to our base flow and first iteration equations and conditions taken

together. However, their approach in obtaining the equations is technical in

spirit and does not recognize or assert the fundamental role which we have as-

signed to the potential flow as a base flow that is valid in the whole domain,
including, of course, the points near the wall and in the wake, for all Reynolds
numbers. To show this is the case, we quote the following from their work.
"Now we know from experiment that the undisturbed velocities u, v are approxi-

mately irrotational in parts of the field which are not very near to the solid
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boundary or to the 'wake.' Hence, to replace them by irrotational velocities

should be a closer approximation to the truth than to replace them by undis-

turbed velocities . . . And we may conclude that (16) will be a satisfactory ap-

proximation to the exact form (11) of the governing equation throughout the

whole of the speed- scale range, provided that a is the velocity potential func-

tion appropriate to a cylinder of the form which we are considering. For the

experimental evidence (5) indicates that the actual flow pattern at high speeds
does in fact approximate to irrotational flow pattern, except at points very

close to the boundary of the cylinder and in the 'wakes'." These quotations

show that although they have indicated that their equation (16) may be applicable

to high value of Reynolds number, they have not attached any significance to the

use of a potential solution as far as points very close to the cylinder and in the

wake are concerned. In fact, the idea of deviation from a potential flow is ab-

sent. Their work differs in other respects also. The method adopted by them
to solve their governing equation is quite different from ours. And consequently

there are no equations in their work like the subsidiary equations which we have
derived and used. The recognition that the results up to the first iteration must
give a value of drag higher than that observed in actual experiments by a con-

siderable margin, and that the second iteration is essential to account for this

difference, is absent in their work. In fact, their drag formula for a circular

cylinder gives a value which is less by 20% than Lamb's [18j and by 7% than

Bairstow's when R = 2. In principle, this should be the same as our first itera-

tion drag. But the value we have at Re = 1, i.e., at R = 2 since R = 2Re, is a
little higher than Bairstow's, as can be seen from Table 2 and Fig. IB. Since

we have shown that the first iteration values are lowered by taking into account

the second iteration, the discrepancy between their and our first iteration drags
when R = 2 shows that their value cannot be accurate. In their approximate solu-

tions to the governing equations they have applied the boundary condition at the

wall in such a way that it is satisfied at only a discrete number of points. This
is not the case with our method.

A central feature of all the works which use the potential flow solution is

their use of the Boussinesq coordinate transformation from the Cartesian space
coordinates to the velocity potential a -stream function /3 coordinates. Burgers
neglects d^w/'d/S'^, where w = V^^, in the differential equation for co and hence
works ultimately with an equation different from the one which corresponds to

our base flow and the first iteration equation. Lewis, using Meksyn's analytical

methods for obtaining Green's function for the stream function removes the limi-

tations involved in the works of Southwell and Squire, and Burgers, but gives no
specific information about drag, pressure, etc. Pillow's work treats flow past

a parabola and uses similar techniques; consequently, a direct comparison be-

tween his and our work is not possible. However, to show the difference in

basic ideas involved in his and our work we quote the following from his work.

A construction is given for the general solution of the Burgers
vorticity equation. Such a solution which satisfies the boundary
conditions at infinity provides a general outer solution for real

viscous flow past bodies, into which any inner solution must
ultimately match.
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In any iterative procedure working inwards and based on a Burgers
flow as a first approximation, it becomes important to construct

particular solutions of the non- homogeneous form of the Burgers
vorticity equation in which the successive estimates of the self-

convection effect appear as perturbation terms on the right-hand

side . .

.

. . . However, it must be clearly understood that boundary layer

flow must inevitably dominate the inner flow region sufficiently

far downstream. In such a region, non-linear self -convection

effects become comparable with Burgers convection ...

These statements show that the ideas of inner and outer expansions are cen-

tral in his work. Although the last quotation shows, in a sense, the recognition

of the importance of our second iteration, it is used to refute the validity of the

process of iteration for the whole domain consistent with the ideas of inner and

outer expansions, as the following statement indicates: "... In its outer region,

this solution merges with a suitable Burgers flow but, owing to the finite differ-

ence of displacement thickness, not the one one obtains by a naive application

of linear theory right up to the boundary of the parabola. A blind iteration from
such a linear solution fails . .

." This statement shows the fundamental differ-

ences between his and our work.

Starting with Stokes' [16] treatment of the creeping motion of a sphere, which
neglected the inertia terms completely, and Oseen's work [51,52,53] which by
taking into account, to some measure, these inertia terms, aimed at resolving

Whitehead's paradox [54], a large body of work has been based on their approach
to the external flow problems for low values of Reynolds number. Lamb's solu-

tion [18], based on Oseen's equations for a circular cylinder, has provided a

milestone for work on cylindrical objects. Stokes' paradox [16] in case of a cir-

cular cylinder is resolved in a sense by the use of Oseen's equations instead of

Stokes' equations for creeping motion. It is also resolved, as Bairstow [55] has
shown, by using Stokes' equations together with a flow field which is partially

bounded at infinity. S. Goldstein [56] has given an exact analytical solution of

Oseen's equation for the case of the steady flow of an incompressible viscous

fluid past a sphere. For the case of a circular cylinder, Faxen [57] provided
the solution. The solution given by Bairstow, Cave, and Lang [25] for a circular

cylinder is based on an extension of Lamb's treatment, Tomotika and Aoi [58]

have given similar solutions for a sphere and a circular cylinder along lines

following Goldstein's work on a sphere. Both of these works have carried out

calculations of drag for a circular cylinder in the range < R < 23, where R is

based on the diameter of the cylinder. This is just a little more than half the

range which we have examined in detail. As noted by Tritton [59], the results of

Bairstow et al. and Tamotika and Aoi are essentially the same as far as the drag
is concerned. Hence only the results of Bairstow et al. are plotted for compari-
son in Fig. IB.

The methods of small perturbation in fluid mechanics are discussed in de-

tail by Van Dyke [42], Stokes' and Oseen's solutions are shown to be asymptotic
expansions of the solutions of the Navier- Stokes equations for small values,
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usually regarded as less than 1, of the Reynolds number. Two ideas generated

by S. Kaplun have made it possible to extend methods in this field of asymptotic

expansions. Lagerstrom [60] has stated them as: "(1) The discovery of suit-

able inner and outer limits; (2) An extension of the technique of matching be-

tween various expansions." The works of Lagerstrom and Cole [61], Kaplun

and Lagerstrom [62], and Kaplun [22,23] in this field are quite significant.

Kaplun has given a higher approximation solution than Lamb's for a circular

cylinder that is valid for small Reynolds numbers. We have plotted Lamb's as

well as Kaplun' s results for drag in Fig. IE. Lamb's expression for drag is as

follows:

D
477 / 1 \

/ \, Re = Reynolds number based on radius
Re Re

\ 0. 5 - y - log — /

\ ^ 4 / 7 = 0.5772157, Euler's constant .

Kaplun' s expression for drag includes one more term than Lamb's. It is

" Re ^
^

where

Re
0.5 - 7 - log —

4

It is easy to see that both of these expressions become unbounded for Re =

3.73. For this value Lamb's expression becomes +oo and Kaplun' s becomes -oo,

though the latter obviously tends to -oo faster than does Lamb's, which tends to

+ 00 as Re -^3.73. As noted by Van Dyke [42], all such higher approximations
will have expressions for drag which are expansions in powers of Aj. Hence
they cannot be meaningful beyond Re = 3.73, although their actual range of

validity is successively increased within these limits < Re < 3.73.

By using ideas of inner and outer expansions and matching procedures,
Proudman and Pearson [63] have also obtained higher approximations to the

flow past a sphere and a circular cylinder than those represented by the solu-

tions of Stokes and Oseen. The results are essentially same as Kaplun' s for a

circular cylinder. Proudman and Pearson as well as Van Dyke [42] regard the

works of Bairstow et al. [25], Goldstein [56], and Tomotika and Aoi [58] as of

limited value. Proudman and Pearson [63] remark that "there is no point in

solving the linear equation (2.12) to a greater degree of approximation than that

of the inertial terms neglected by substituting the Oseen equations for Navier-
Stokes equations, and so the simple solution given by Lamb (1911) is as good
an approximation as it is possible to obtain from the linearized equation." The
equation (2.12) to which the remark refers is (V^.^ - r a/3x) v^2(^ - q^ van Dyke
[42] states that the approximation is qualitatively as well as quantitatively in-

valid at high Reynolds number and, to support his view, gives the reason that

Oseen' s approximation gives boundary layers whose thickness is of the order
R'l rather than W'^'"^, as in Prendtl's correct theory. Moreover he points to

Yamada's work [64] to invalidate qualitative results even at low Reynolds
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number. We think that these views are not well justified. It is true that Kap-
lun's expression for drag represents a higher approximation than Lamb's ex-

pression to which, surely, the expressions of Bairstow et al. and Tomotika
and Aoi reduce for the range of Reynolds number in which both Lamb's and
Kaplun's expressions are meaningful. However the expressions due to Bair-

stow et al. and Tomotika and Aoi are asymptotic in nature with increasing

Reynolds number and show no unboundedness, at least within the range they

have investigated, whereas those due to Lamb and Kaplun are otherwise and

become unbounded for Re = 3.73. The results that do not become unbounded are

more of value, even if they are quantitatively somewhat different from the ex-

act results produced by those expressions that do. This shows that expansions

in terms of Re as a perturbation parameter, as obtained by Lamb and Kaplun,

are not mathematically equivalent to the solutions obtained by Bairstow et al.,

Tomotika and Aoi, and others, except in a narrow range, for otherwise, they

all should show unboundedness at Re = 3.73. The range < Re < 12 which is

the one investigated by Tomotika and Aoi as well as Bairstow and others is a

range in which the assumptions of the boundary layer theory are invalid. Con-
sequently, the thickness of the boundary layer argument cannot be applied to

this range. For this range, then, these works cannot be invalidated totally on

this count. As for Yamada's work [64], his results as shown in Fig. 3 of Ref.

64 do not seem to be correct. The reasons are as follows.

The experimental work of Thom shows that for R = 3.5 the maximum
stagnation pressure in front of the cylinder is p - Po/(/ov2/2) = 2.3. Figure 6

in his work shows that for higher values of R, this must be decreasing. Conse-
quently for R = 4, the value must be less than 2.3. Since the pressure drag is

somewhat directly related to, and has a value in excess of, that of the maximum
stagnation pressure for this value of Reynolds number, we can also estimate

what value this maximum pressure may possibly have. From Tritton's work
[59] the value of total drag at R = 4 is about 4.85. According to Oseen's theory

the pressure drag is half the total drag. This would give the pressure drag

2.425. On the other hand, if we take the pressure drag as 0.65 times the total

drag as found by Kawaguti [65] and as can be roughly estimated from Fig. 8 in

Thom's work [66], it turns out to be 3.152. In any case, then, the maximum
pressure cannot be larger than 3.152. However, Fig. 3 in Yamada's work [64]

shows this value obtained by considering the exact Navier-Stokes equations to

be 5.2, which is much too large in comparison to the maximum estimated value

3.152 and the possible experimental value which may be less than 2.3. Hence
we cannot but conclude that Yamada's results are in error. Consequently, Van
Dyke's statement, which is based on Yamada's work, has to be discounted.

The method of inner and outer expansions has been utilized by Blair et al.

[43], Brenner [67], Brenner and Cox [68], Caswell and Schwartz [69], Chester

[70], and many other authors. But the limitations of the small-perturbation

theories are too severe to help us understand the evolution of a flow field for

the complete range of a characteristic parameter. Lagerstrom [60] rightly

considers that the main importance of their work lies in the analysis of basic

problems in asymptotic expansions.
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The measurements of the drag on a circular cylinder made by Tritton are

the most recent experiments and extend down to the lowest value — 0.416 —
of the Reynolds number, based on diameter, as yet attempted. The results of

Wieselsberger [71] and Relf [72] are in agreement with Tritton' s. Those of

Fage [73,74,75], Schiller and Linke [76], Roshko [77], and Humphreys [78] cover
the range of high Reynolds numbers and hence are not useful for comparison
with the present work. The results obtained by Thom [66], Kawaguti [65], and
Apelt [79] by numerical integration of the exact Navier-Stokes equations are in

agreement with Tritton' s results. Allen and Southwell's [48], and Southwell and

Squire's [24] results are somewhat higher than Tritton' s. Since Tritton' s paper

gives a comparison of these other works with its own results, it is considered

sufficient to compare our results with Tritton' s. For this purpose, Tritton'

s

drag v/s Re curve is plotted in Figs. lA, IB, and IC. From them it can be seen

that the first and second iteration results behave asymptotically in the same
fashion as Tritton' s, but that these curves for higher Re lie above those of

Tritton' s. The values of the first iteration drag are lowered by the negative

contributions of the second iteration results for Re < 4. We expressly state

that the second iteration drag results for Re > 4 are not very accurate and that

they should be considered indicative of what the second iteration leads to rather

than as conclusive.

Figure 2A shows that the ratio of the first iteration pressure drag to the

viscous drag remains essentially equal to 1. The divergence with increasing

Re may be an indication of decreasing accuracy of computation, though this has
not been ascertained in the present work. By comparing these results with

those which may be obtained by computation with multiple precision, we can de-

cide on this issue. It is interesting that, like Oseen's theory, this ratio has
turned out to be unity. However, this is not the ratio of the total pressure drag
to the total viscous drag obtained by considering both the first and the second
iterations together. The results of the second iteration show that the ratio will

be different from unity. Kawaguti's [65] and Thorn's work [66] show that this is

indeed the case.

Definition of points of separation similar to the one we have given have

been used by Van Dyke, Proudman and Pearson, and Yamada. These first two
authors have correctly pointed out that the results of Tomotika and Aoi are

seriously in error as far as the determination of points of separation is con-

cerned. Figure 2B gives the angle of separation determined with first iteration

as well as first and second iterations together. It shows the general behavior

found in experiments by Grove et al. [47], Thom [66], Homann [80,81], and

Taneda [82]. It shows asymptotic behavior with increasing Reynolds number.
At Re = 0.75 the angle a^ is zero, which implies that according to the results

of the first iteration separation begins at Re = 0.75. On the other hand, aj is

zero at Re = 2.3, showing that the separation begins at Re = 2.3 when two itera-

tions are taken into account. Nisi and Porter [83,84] estimate the Reynolds
number at which the separation begins to be 1.6. Homann [80,81] gives a value

of 6.0. Taneda [82] estimates it to be 2.5, and this recent value is close to the

theoretical Re = 2.3 predicted by the present work. Experimental values must
be slightly higher than theoretical values, because a vortex and separation

associated with the former cannot be discerned until after they have reached

a finite size which can be observed. Theoretical values, on the other hand,
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refer to the Reynolds number at which there is no vortex but above which sepa-
ration begins and a vortex forms. Hence Taneda's value of 2.5, which is just

above 2.3 of the present work, confirm the linear substructure theory. . .c--

Figures 2C and 2D give respectively the stagnation pressures in front and
in the rear of a circular cylinder for a first iteration. The qualitative behavior
of these curves is again the same as found by Grove et al. [47], Thom [66], and
Roman [80,81]. The pressures behave asymptotically and tend to a constant

value with increasing Re in the range investigated. This is one of the main ob-

servations of Grove et al. They [47] state: "First, that the rear pressure
quickly reaches a limit of approximately -0.45 as the Reynolds number is in-

creased; and second, that this limit is attained, for all practical purposes, at

a Reynolds number as low as 25." From Fig. 2D it can be seen that the pres-
sure becomes essentially constant from Re = 4, i.e.. Re = 8 onwards. Thus
there is complete qualitative agreement. Figures 3E, 3F, 4E, 4F, etc. give the

distribution of total pressure, ideal pressure, first iteration pressure, second
iteration pressure, and their harmonic components on the surface of the cylin-

der for different values of Re. The total pressure, as stated earlier, is given

as the sum of the ideal pressure, the first iteration pressure, and the second
iteration pressure. Figure 2E shows how the amplitudes of the harmonic com-
ponents of the first iteration pressure varies with Reynolds number. It can be
seen that the amplitude PRETin,ax is at first very large, then decreases rapidly
in a narrow range of the Reynolds number, and thereafter behaves asymptotically
with increasing Re, tending to a constant value. The other two components, viz.,

the constant PRECi and the amplitude PREPln^in a^^so behave asymptotically with
increasing Re, but they do not attain very high values like PRETi^ax for small
Re. This then means that, for small Re, the harmonic PRETi in cos d dominates
so that the total first iteration pressure PRESi and hence the total pressure
PRESS behaves essentially as this harmonic. On the other hand, for high Re, the

harmonic PREPl in cos 2e and the constant PRECl make significant contributions

to the pressure PRESI, and hence to the total pressure PRESS. The qualitative

behavior in Figs. 3E, 3F, 4E, 4F, etc. is as observed in experiments.

Figures 3D, 4D, etc. give an idea of the error involved in the assumption
that Bn(r,t) = for n > 3 for different values of Re. They show that ERi
takes extreme values at the two boundaries. Further, the absolute magnitudes
of these extreme values which are at first small increase with increasing Re.
However, bearing in mind that these curves are plotted against S and that the

actual distance is given by r = ee<=s-i, we see that in most of the flow field the

absolute magnitude of ERi remains very small compared to the absolute magni-
tudes of these extreme values. The assumption seems to be justified, though
these curves do give an indication that for larger values of Re one may have to

introduce corrective measures for this error.

In the present work we have not gone into an investigation of the time-
dependent motion. Consequently, the literature available on this aspect of the

flow field is not discussed. The experimental works of Grove et al. [47],

Gerrard [85], Roshko [86,87,88], Relf and Simmons [89], Tyler [90], Hollingdale
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[26], and other authors are significant. Of particular importance is the work of

Taneda [82]. When investigation is carried out for large values of Re, then the

literature based on the boundary layer theory becomes significant. However,
this latter literature cannot provide any understanding of the wake. The litera-

ture based on free- streamline theories which display infinite wake and on
theories which lead to finite wakes or no wakes at all, show attempts to give

the solutions to the Euler equations a central place. Boundary layer theory
definitely gives an important place to the potential solution. In the present
scheme we have attempted to unify the picture by asserting the fundamental
role of the potential flow as a base flow for actual flows under all conditions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The conclusions based on the general aspects of the theory and investiga-

tion of the steady flow in the range < Re < 20 are as follows:

1. The potential flow solution does play a fundamental role inasmuch as it

has lead us to results which are in good agreement with the experimental re-

sults for Re < 4, and which shed light on the evolution of the vortex structure.

Moreover, a theoretical value of the Reynolds number at which separation be-
gins is obtained, in agreement with experiments.

2. The results support the existence of a linear substructure underlying
the Navier- Stokes equations in the present case.

3. The time-independent subsidiary equations and their solutions for the

first and second iterations show by induction that the coefficients of the sub-
sidiary equations for all iterations will be analytic with infinite radius of con-
vergence, leading to corresponding solutions which also have infinite radius of

convergence (Refs. 1 and 2).

4. The analytical solutions for the first two iterations contain implicitly

all the information about the structure of vortices and the wake insofar as they
give rise to the streamline field around the circular cylinder.

5. Nonsymmetric wakes and the evolution of vortices which are distin-

guished by closed streamlines are the result of the same process of superposi-
tion of the harmonics of the streamline field, and consequently one might view
a vortex structure to be inherent in the flow field even at the smallest Reynolds
numbers, although explicitly identifiable closed streamline structures may not be
then manifest in the field.

6. The discrepancy in the drag at higher Reynolds numbers is attributable

to the fact that in these cases the boundary at which the flow is assumed to be-
come potential is situated close to the cylinder to avoid numerical breakdown of

the computations. And to maintain this situation there, a highly rotational flow
is required to be constrained within a smaller domain than is physically
admissible.
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7. The numerical calculations have served a twofold purpose; (a) to test

the theory, and (b) to give information that corresponds to observations but

extends significantly beyond available observed information and which bears
on the details concerning the evolution of flow fields with Reynolds number.

8. The Symmetry Theorem is supported by the experimental evidence. It

predicts the asymptotic behavior which was looked for and found independently

by Grove et al., through experiments. .:.

9. The results support the validity and the use of the idea of a physically

infinite distance.

10. The presence and the behavior of a subdomain in which the viscous
effects are very significant is demonstrated by the results.
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UISCDUS STRERHLINE FIELD flRDUND CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 0.0500 , C= 2.0 » RT=275

FIRST ITERRTIDN, FIRST HflRMDNIC

RE= 0.0500 , C= 2.0 , RT=275

FIRST ITERRTIDN) SECOND HRRMDNIC ntm

RE= 0.0500 , C= 2.0 , RT=275

FIRST ITERRTIDN, SUH DF HflRIIDNICS f*'":
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UISCDUS STRERHLINE FIELD flRDUND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= O.OSOO , C= 2.0 , RT=275

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIDNS) FIRST HflRMDNIC F.-i.»'»

RE= 0.0500 , C= 2.0 , RT=2?5

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIDNS; SECOND HRR HON I C f.»«.«

RE= O.OSOO , C- 2.0 , RT=275

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIONS. SUM OF HRRHDN I C S n»aF
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UISCDUS STREflnLIh-in FIRLD ORDUND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

Rf:= 0.1250 , C= 2.0 , RT-135

1- FIRST ITLRRTIDN, FIRST HORMDNIC

RE= 0.1250 ) C= 2.0 , RT=135

FIRST ITERPTIDN, SECOND HflRnDNIC
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UISCDUS STREflriLlNE FIELD flRDUND P CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RF= 0.1250 • C= 2.0 , RT=135

FIRST ITERflTIDN! SUn DF HflRflDNICS r.."»

RE= 0.1250 1 C= 2.0 . RT=135

FIRST AND SECOND ITERATIDNSt FIRST HRRnDNIC f*"

RE= 0.1250 , C= 2.0 , RT=135
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UISCDUS STRERriLINE FIELD ORDUND fl CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 0.1250 , C= 2.0 , RT=135

FIRST AND SECDND ITERRTIDNS5 SUH DF HflRnDNICS n»."«

RE= 0.1250 > C= 2.0 , RT-135

FIRST AND SECDND ITEROTIDNS) SUfl DF HORMDNIC S f*""
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FIRST ITERRTIDN) FIRST HRRriDNIC
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FIRST ITERPTIDN5 SECOND HRRIIDNIC "»"»
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UISCDUS STRERHLINE FIELD RRDUND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 0.1875 , C= 1.9 , RT=110

FIRST ITERRTIDN) SUM DF HRRflDNICS

RE= 0.1875 ) C= 1.9 , RT=110

FIRST AND SECOND ITERRTIDNSj FIRST HARnONIC

RE= .1875 , C= 1.9 » RT = 110

FIRST AND SECOND ITERATIONS) SECOND H ARHONIC f*-"*
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UISCDUS STRERriLINE FIELD flRDUND R LIRCULPR LYLINDER

RE= 0.2500 , C= 1.9 , RT= 85

FIRST ITERRTIDNj FIRS^ HRRnONIC

RE= 0.2500 , C= 1.9 , RT= 85
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UISCDUS STREflMLINE FIELD flRDUND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 0.2500 , C= 1.9 , RT= 85
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UISCDUS STREflriLINE FIELD flRDUND 1=1 CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= .SOOO , C= 1.8 , RT= 46

FIRST ITERflTIDN) FIRST HRRPIDNIC
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UISCDUS STRERMLINE FIELD fiRDUND fl CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 0.7500 , C= 1.8 > RT= 30

FIRST ITEROTIDNj FIRST HRRMDNIC "*"*
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UISCDUS STRERdLINE FIELD RRDUND fl CIRCULAR CYLINDER
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FIRST RND SECOND ITERflTIDHS? FIRST HRRHDNICf..
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UISCDUS STREflriLINE FIELD flRDUND fl CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 1.0000 , C= 1.7 , RT= 20

FIRST ITERPTIDN, FIRST HRRflDNIC
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UISCDUS SFRERMLINE FIELD BEHIND P CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= l.GOOO > C= 1.7 ) RT= 20

FIRST ITERflTIDN) SUM DF HPRPIDNICS
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UISCDUS STREOriLINE FIELD RRDUND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER
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RE= 2.0000 , C= 1.6 > RT= 12
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UISCDUS STRERdLINE FIELD BEHIND R LIRCULRR CYLINDER
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UISCDUS STREflriLINE FIELD flRDUND a CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 2.0000 » C= 1.6 , RT= 12
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UISCDUS STRERflLlNE FIELD ORDUND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 2.7500 . C= 1.4 , RT= 10

FIRST ITERflTIDN, FIRST HflRIIDNIC
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FIRST ITERRTIDN, SUH DF HRRnDNlCS
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UISCDUS STRERHLINE FIELD BEHIND Q CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 2.7500 . C= 1.4 , RT= 10

FIRST ITERRTIDN) SUn DF HflRHDNICS '="''"

UISCDUS STREPHLINE FIELD RRDUND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 2.7500 ) C= 1.4 , RT= 10

FIRST AND SECOND ITERRTIDNS, FIRST HRRHDNIC .* 2«

RE= 2.7500 . C= 1.4 , RT= 10

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIDNS, SECOND HRRHDNICn.^F
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UISCDUS STREOHLINF FIELD ORDUND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 2.7500 ) C= 1.4 , RT= 10

EIRST AND SECOND ITERATIONS) SUH OF HORHDNICS ntife

UISCDUS STREflriLlNE FIELD BEHIND fl CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 2.7500 • C= 1.4 , RT= 10

FIRST AND SECOND ITERflTIDNS» SUtl OF HRRnONlCS --.••"
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UISCDUS STREflriLINE FIELD PRDUND P CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 4.0000 5 C= 1.4 , RT= 8

FIRST ITEROTIDNj FIRST HRRHDNIC

RE= 4.0000 . C= 1,4 , RT:

FIRST ITERRTIDN. SECOND HflRHDNIC

RE= 4.0000 . C= 1.4 , RT^

FIRST ITERRTIDN, SUM DF HRRHDNICS
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UxSCDUS STRERflLINE FIELD BEHIND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 4.0000 , C= 1.4 , RT= 8

EIRST ITERflTIDN, SUM DF HRR IONICS p*.«i.

UISCDUS STRERflLINE FIELD RRDUND fl CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 4.0000 , C= 1,4 , RT= 8

FIRST HND SECOND ITERRTIDNS, FIRST HRRHDNIC rw.j.e

RE= 4.0000 , C= 1.4 , RT= 8

FIRST AND SECOND tjeRRTIDNSj SECOND HflRriDNIC f=.4j<*
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UISCDUS STRERriLINE FIELD PRDUND fi CIRCULPR CYLINDER

RE= 4.0000 , C= 1.4 , RT= 8

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIDNSj SUH DF HRRdDNI CS f,..j.»

UISCDUS STREflflLINE FIELD BEHIND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 4.0000 , C= 1.4 , RT= 8

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIDNS? SUH DF HRRHDNICS f,,m.
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UISCDUS STRERMLINE FIELD RRDUND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 7. 5000 . C= 1.2 , RT= 4

^:-';.t FIRST ITERflTIDN> FIRST HRRHDNIC

RE= 7.5000 . C= 1.2 . RT= 4

FIRST ITERRTIDN, SECOND HRRflDNIC n».3,8

RE= 7 .SOOO , C= 1.2 ) RT- 4

FIRST ITERRTIDN) SUd DF HRRHDNICS
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UISCDUS STRERflLINE FIELD BEHIND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 7 .SOOO , C= 1.2 , RT= 4

FIRST ITERRTIDN) SUM DF HRRnDNICS •="'"

UISCDUS STRERflLINE FIELD RRDUND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 7.5000 ) C= 1.2 . RT= 4

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIDNSj FIRST HRRdDNIC F,»..,r

RE= 7 .SOOO ) C= 1.2 , RT= 4

FIRST AND SECOND ITERRTIDNSj SECOND HRRnONIC-^iF
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UISCDUS STRERHLINE FIELD PRDUND R CIRCULfiR CYLINDER

RE= 7.^000 . C= 1.2 . RT= 4

FIRST RND SECOND ITERflTIDNS> SUH DF HflRflDNICS p-"i».

UISCDUS STRERdLINE FIELD BEHIND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 7.5000 ) C= 1.2 , RT= 4

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIDNS? SUfl OF HRRMDNICS "-«"
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UISCDUS STREflriLINE FIELD flRDUND fl CIRCULhR CYLINDER

RE= 10.000 » C= 1.1 5 RT= 3.5

FIRST ITERhlllDN. FIRST HMRnDNIC "'* ""

RE= 10.000 , C= 1.1 5 RT= 3.5

FIRST IlERflTIDN, SECnUD HSRflDNIC ='*"»

RE= 10.000 , C= 1.1 ' RT= 3.5

FIRST ITERflTIDN, SUM DF HRRflDNICS
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UISCDUS STREflnLlNE FIELD BEHIND ft CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 10.000 , C- 1.1 , RT= 3.50

FIRST ITEROTIDN, SUM DF HRRHDNICS """'

UISCDUS STRERHLINE FIELD flRDUND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 10.000 , C= 1.1 , RT= 3.5

FIRST RND SECOND ITERRTIDNS) FIRST HRRnDNIC -.-»£

RE= 10.000 > C= 1.1 . RT= 3.5

FIRST AND SECOND ITERRTIDNS, SECOND HflRdONICfi-J^F
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UISCDUS STREflnLINE FIELD flRDUND ft CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 10,000 > C= 1.1 . RT= 3.5

FIRST AND SECOND ITERRTIDNS, SUH DF HRRnDNICS„»3,*

UISCDUS STREOriLINE FIELD BEHIND P CIRCULPR CYLINDER

RE= 10.000 , C= 1.1 , RT= 3.50

FIRST RND SECOND ITERPTIDNS> SUM DF HPRMDNICS "-"-
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UISCDUS STREflriLINE FIELD RRDUND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 15.000 , C= 1.0 . RT= 2.75

FIRST ITERRTIDNj FIRST HRRnONIC "'*"*

RE= 15.000 , C= 1.0 » RT= 2.75

FIRST ITERRTIDN, SECOND HRRnDNIC

RE= 15.000 ) C= 1.0 ! RT= 2.75

FIRST ITERRTIDNj SUM DF HRRHDNICS •=*•"'
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UISCDUS STRERMLINE FIELD BEHIND R CIRCULRR CYLINDER

RE= 15.000 > C= 1.0 > RT= 2.75
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UISCDUS STREflnLINE FIELD FIRDUND 1=1 CIRCULPR CYLINDER

RE= 15.000 , C= 1.0 > RT= 2.75

FIRST PND SECOND UERRTIDNS, SUM DF HORnDNICSr,».«*

UISCDUS STREflnLINE FIELD BEHIND fl CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 15.000 , C= 1.0 > RT= 2.75

FIRST AND SECOND ITERATIDNSj SUM DF HflRnONICS "»»•
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UISCDUS STREfldLlNE FIELD RRDUND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 20.000 , C= 0,9 , RT= 2.25

FIRST ITERflTIDNj FIRST HflRMDNIC

RE= 20.000 , C= 0.9 » RT= 2.25

PUlt—«.lMi

FIRST ITERflTIDNj SECOND HflRHDNIC '"-^

RE= 20.000 , C= 0.9 , RT= 2.25

FIRST ITERPTIDN) SUH DF HflRnONICS
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UISCDUS STREfiriLINE FIELD RRDUND R CIRCULAR CYLINDER

RE= 20.000 , C= 0.9 , RT= 2.25

FIRST AND SECOND ITERPTIDNS5 FIRST HRRHDNIC f*-3

RE= 20.000 , C= 0.9 , RT= 2.25

FIRST RND SECDND ITERRTIDNS) SECOND HRRriDNIC f.»we

RE= 20.000 ) C- 0.9 , RT= 2.25

FIRST PND SECDND ITERRTIDNS) SUM OF HRRMDNICS ".hp
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DISCUSSION

Dr. I. M. Schmiechen
Versuchsanstalt fur Schiffbau '

Hamburg, Germany

The approach of Prof. Lieber will undoubtedly be of great importance in the

theory of viscous flows, and I congratulate him on the numerical results he has

obtained so far. Actually, I tried to follow the same line on a smaller scale

years ago. Coming from the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, I was
wondering whether the principle of minimum entropy production might have any
bearing in hydrodynamics. At that time I was involved in basic research on vor-

tex streets in connection with the general theory of propulsion. The stability

problem appeared to be most fundamental and at the same time most tractable.

In fact, I derived a criterion of minimum instability for Karman vortex streets,

which is in better agreement with experiments than those derived in the cus-

tomary fashion.

DISCUSSION

Dr. K. Wieghardt
Institut fur Schiffbau der Universitdt Hamburg

Hamburg, Germany

A variational principle equivalent to the Navier-Stokes equations can be
formulated when Lagrange's coordinates are used. Yet, the principle of mini-

mum dissipation expressed in Eulerian coordinates corresponds to the Navier-
Stokes equations only in some restricted cases. Why should it be correct in

general ?
,

.. ... '. -.* * + .- .-

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Paul Lieber

I will first respond to Dr. M. Schmiechen' s written discussion and refer to

the materials presented therein in subsequently responding to the written com-
ments of Professor K. Wieghardt. A self-contained bibliography is attached to

facilitate the examination of the references cited in my response to the comments
of the two discussants.
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COMMENTS ON THE DISCUSSION OF DR. SCHMIECHEN

Dr. M. Schmiechen's encouraging written comments are very much appreci-

ated, as they are evidently motivated by an exceptional insight into the nature of

our work, which is concerned with the foundations of the theory of viscous flows,

and by a grasp of its significance in producing an algorithm for constructing

analytical representations of flow fields using the complete Navier-Stokes equa-
tions and realistic boundary conditions. We are especially grateful to Dr.
Schmiechen, as his comments are somewhat characteristic of the encouraging
response to this work which some colleagues kindly communicated to me in per-
son during the symposium. Accordingly, the present reply affords the oppor-
tunity to also express here in writing my thanks to Professor R. Timman, Pro-
fessor E. Laitone, Dr. H. H. Chen, and Dr. N. Francev in this regard.

Dr. Schmiechen's insight into our work no doubt stems partially from his

researches concerned with the hydrodynamical implications of the thermody-
namics of irreversible processes, and in particular with the principle of mini-

mum entropy production, which he cites in his comments and from which he

derives a very interesting criterion of minimum instability pertaining to the

development of the Karman vortex street. The reported criterion of minimum
instability appears highly significant in the context of our study, as it evidently

bears a correspondence to and may be a particular aspect of a general stability

principle which has emerged from our work. This stability principle and the

conceptual background which lead to its identification are discussed in some de-

tail in the paper appearing in the present studies with the title "Aspects of the

Principle of Maximum Uniformity: a New and Fvindamental Principle of

Mechanics."

The theoretical basis of the materials presented in the six papers included

in the present studies were originally and conceptionally motivated by informa-
tion we obtained by using Carl Gauss's [l] and Heinrich Hertz's [2] formulations

of the principle of classical mechanics, and by introducing and underlining

therein the concept force which they, in fact, endeavored to completely eliminate

in their formulations by formal representations of geometrical constraints.

This information which was obtained as a theorem on the distribution of in-

ternal forces for a hydrodynamically significant class of mechanical systems

[3], and which was then generalized by hypothesis to be an aspect of all mechani-
cal systems, was the theoretical basis for introducing the principle of minimum
dissipation as a general restriction on realizable flow fields in nature [4]. This
restriction was thus originally introduced in hydrodynamical theory with the

understanding that it augments and compliments the restrictions imposed by the

Navier-Stokes equations which were then and are still understood in our work to

admit a larger class of flows than the class of realizable flows. However, when
we originally introduced the principle of minimum dissipation in 1957 as a gen-
eral condition on realizable flows, we did not realize, as we do now, that the

Navier-Stokes equations do not in principle afford a criterion by which realiz-

able flows are selected in nature from a larger class of admissible flows which
also satisfy the physical principle expressed by the Navier-Stokes equations,

but which do not in general satisfy a condition of realizability.
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Although the theorem on the distribution of internal forces mentioned above
was first established in 1953 and subsequently presented on numerous occasions
in lectures, it was published in 1963 [3], and then, with modifications, in the 1968

issue of the Israel Journal of Science and Technology, with the title "A Principle

of Maximum Uniformity Obtained as a Theorem of the Distribution of Internal

Forces." The principle of minimum dissipation was conceived as a general re-

striction on the class of realizable flows, by identifying a relation between in-

ternal forces produced by binary collisions and a dissipation process according

to which the energy dissipation was found to be proportional to these forces when
the collisions are oblique. Consequently, for the class of oblique collisions that

are responsible for dissipation in gas flows, we found that the principle of mini-

mum dissipation may be used to give an approximate and indirect representation

to the information obtained from the theorem on the distribution of internal

forces cited above. The dissipation mechanism used for this purpose is pre-

sented in Ref. 5 and is further discussed and used in Ref . 6,

As previously noted, the principle of minimum dissipation was originally

conjectured as a principle of realization from information we obtained by ap-

propriately using the Gauss-Hertz principles of mechanics, and by interpreting

this information as a particular and limited aspect of a general natural law,

called here the principle of maximum uniformity. This principle evidently in-

cludes the established laws of classical mechanics, as well as a realization

principle which is tantamount to a stability law. The evolutionary and historical

content of the information expressed by this principle of realization is absent in

the known laws of classical mechanics, and as far as I can see it is, in fact, not

included in any of the known propositions of physical theory as they are written

today. The principle of minimum dissipation is, in general, not implied by the

Navier-Stokes equations and can be deduced from them only for a highly re-

stricted class of viscous flows which are in fact endowed with unique solutions,

because of the linearity of the Navier-Stokes equations by which they are condi-

tioned and uniquely determined. Due to the linearity of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions governing this restricted class of flows and the consequent uniqueness of

their solutions, a principle of realization that would in general select a realiz-

able member among multiple admissible solutions to the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions is redundant. For this very restricted class of flows the principle of

realization, which is the principle of minimum dissipation in the present dis-

cussion, and the laws of mechanics as expressed by the Navier-Stokes equations,

are equivalent.

Stability criteria which are based on various definitions of stability are es-
sentially motivated by a search for realization criteria that augment and com-
plement the conditions of force equilibrium expressed by the principles of

mechanics. The laws of classical mechanics concern a particular aspect of

uniformity characterized and defined by the equilibrium of forces. They ac-

cordingly express and assert the proposition that this aspect of uniformity, as
characterized by the equilibrium of forces, is maintained for each and every
body in nature everywhere and always. The notion of force equilibrium to

which these laws refer is instantaneously associated with the states of the bodies
governed by the laws of mechanics, as are all the other parameters by which the

mechanical system is described in the statement of these laws.
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We thus see that the information content of the classical laws of mechanics
can be noted in two steps: the first consists of the definition of force equilibrium

that characterizes a particular aspect of uniformity, and the second consists of a

proposition that is based on the previous definition and which asserts that equi-

librium so defined is a condition which is constantly and instantaneously main-

tained everywhere in the domain of classical mechanics. Neither in the defini-

tion nor in the proposition does the notion of perturbation appear, since all

parameters and statements pertaining thereto are brought into correspondence

with the instantaneous configuration of a mechanical system. In man's endeavor

to grapple with the notion of stability, elucidate its nature, and grasp the phe-

nomenon of stability as an aspect of nature, he has endeavored to comprehend it

by couching it in definitions. This has produced in the literature many defini-

tions of stability, each of which produces different stability criteria. All of these,

however, seem to share the notion of a perturbation in terms of which various

definitions of stability are formulated. Many of these endeavors inquire into the

stability of a mechanical system by subjecting such a system to a perturbation

and investigating the subsequent changes the system follows with the passing of

time.

The principle of maximum uniformity identifies the stability of a particular

member of a mechanical system with its instantaneous state, and correspond-

ingly the global stability of a mechanical system with its instantaneous global

state. As in the case of the propositions of classical mechanics, which are ex- '--

pressed in terms of force equilibrium and which assert that this aspect of uni-

formity is instantaneously and everywhere constantly maintained in classical

mechanical systems, so correspondingly according to the principle of maximum
uniformity all realizable states are instantaneously maximum- stable under the

instantaneously prevailing forces and the constraints to which the system is in-

stantaneously subjected. By this concept of stability there does not exist an

instantaneously realizable unstable state, and this concept, like the concept of

force equilibrium, does not appeal to the notion of a perturbation, I accordingly

believe that Dr. Schmiechen's minimum stability criterion which he derived for

the Karman vortex street may be an aspect of the stability principle cited here,

and according to which all realizable flows are instantaneously maximum- stable.

When the principle of minimum dissipation was conceived and originally

formulated in hydrodynamical terms as an approximate but reasonable repre-

sentation of the restriction on realizable flows implied by the original and re-

stricted version of the principle of maximum uniformity, we were cognizant of

existing thermodynamical theories of weakly irreversible processes and of the

principle of minimum entropy production. We were, however, interested in work-
ing within the framework of the description, parameters, and functions that are

characteristic of classical hydrodynamics, and therefore were interested in

formulating restrictions on realizable flows in terms of these, such as, for ex-

ample, the dissipation function. Furthermore, by so doing we do not necessarily

restrict the conditions of realization of actual flows which were introduced to

augment the Navier- Stokes equations, to weakly reversible processes. In this

regard it is interesting to note that Prigogine, who, I believe, established the

principle of minimum entropy production as a theorem in 1947 for highly re-

stricted conditions, has only recently considered and used the principle of
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of minimum dissipation as a restriction on a development of viscous flows. As
noted, we recognized from the beginning however that the principle of minimum
dissipation does not give full expression in hydrodynamical terms even to the

restricted version of the principle of maximum uniformity as presented in Ref

.

3. For this reason we formulated in 1957 in hydrodynamical terms [7] a more
comprehensive statement of the principle of maximum uniformity which in fact

rendered the principle of minimum dissipation as a theorem for a more re-

stricted class of viscous flows. In both of these formulations the integrands

are expressed in terms of quantities which have the physical dimension of

energy.

The extended version of the principle of maximum uniformity as discussed

in the paper appearing in the present studies with the title "Aspects of the Prin-

ciple of the Maximum Uniformity: a New and Fundamental Principle of Me-
chanics," gives increasing emphasis to the idea that the most fundamental as-

pects of nonuniformity in nature are directly manifested by forces rather than

by energy. This subsequent theoretical development and an indeterminancy in-

curred in the application of the hydrodynamical variational principle presented

in [7] accounts, in part, for the procedure which led to the algorithm presented

in these studies for constructing analytical representations of viscous flows by

using the complete Navier- Stokes equations — a procedure which gives tacit ex-

pression to the principle of maximum uniformity, i.e., without explicitly refer-

ring to a global force measure of nonuniformity. For the above reasons we have

tried to formulate the extended version of the principle of maximum uniformity

in mathematical terms for Newtonian fluids by constructing an appropriate

global force measure. Concurrently, we have also endeavored to carry out the

same program in developing a kinetic theory of gases with internal degrees of

freedom in which the principle of maximum uniformity is formulated as a con-

dition of realization of actual states. We have in both cases achieved some suc-

cess. In the hydrodynamical case, we have formulated new hydrodynamical
principles which may be effectively used for the numerical calculation of steady,

inviscid, stratified flow fields. This is noted in the paper of the present studies

entitled "Comparative Studies of Hydrodynamical Principles, Based on the Prin-

ciple of Maximum Uniformity." These formulations are being extended, but with

difficulty, to include viscous forces and time-dependent forces as well. We are

doing this in two steps. First, the inclusion of time-dependent forces without

viscous forces. This we have been able to carry out for a significant class of

inviscid time-dependent flow fields by using a global force in the statement of

the appropriate variational principles. We have considerable difficulty, how-
ever, in carrying out the second step, which will include viscous as well as

time-dependent forces in the force functional of the variational principle which
expresses hydrodynamically the condition of realization of actual flow fields as

invoked by the principle of maximum uniformity.

Concerning the embodiment of the principle of maximum uniformity in a

kinetic theory of gases and its application to specific situations, we have al-

ready obtained some encouraging results. In so doing, we find linear substruc-

tures underlying solutions to the nonlinear equations obtained from the applica-

tion of the principle to the kinetic theory gases, that are analogous to the linear

substructure of the complete Navier-Stokes equations on which the algorithm
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used in the present volume to construct analytical representations of viscous

incompressible flows is based.

In concluding my response to Dr. Schmiechen's obviously inspiring dis-

cussion, it is relevant to present here the conjecture that the question of sta-

tistical stability versus the stability of individual flows as noted by Professor
R. Kraichnan may possibly be resolved, if we understand averaging to be an

aspect of uniformity and therefore to offer implicitly a condition of realization

for actual fields. This, in principle, is not included in the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions for the reasons given above, and which are given more extensively in

some of the papers we present in these studies. It is also relevant to draw
attention here to the possibility that the dramatic reduction of the friction co-

efficient obtained by the addition of minute quantities of certain polymers to

turbulent flow may also be an aspect of the principle of maximum uniformity.

We are trying to pinpoint the connection between them, with the guiding hy-

pothesis that the polymer material physically produces sites of high nonuni-

formity in the viscous flow fields, and therefore as a consequence of the prin-

ciple of maximum uniformity both assume the role of control centers that

dominate the evolution of actual flow fields.

COMMENTS ON THE DISCUSSION OF DR. WIEGHARDT

First, in Ref . 8, we presented in 1957 a formulation of a hydrodynamical
variational principle that gives the complete Navier-Stokes equations as the

Euler- Lagrange condition expressed in terms of the Eulerian description of

flows. As noted in the paper in the present studies entitled "Comparative
Study of Hydrodynamical Variational Principles, Based on the Principle of

Maximum Uniformity," this hydrodynamical variational principle has been suc-

cessively applied by us and subsequently by others for the purpose for which it

was invented.

I believe that an adequate response to the important question Dr. Wieghardt
raises concerning the range of validity of the principle of minimum dissipation

is contained in my response to Dr. Schmiechen's discussion and in the materials
included in the six papers we present in these studies. It was this question

which in part motivated my extended response to Dr. Schmiechen's remarks.

CONCLUDING REMARK

In responding above to the comments of Dr. Schmiechen and Dr. K. Wie-
ghardt, a fundamental distinction is made between flow fields allowed by certain

established laws of physics and flow fields that are realized. This distinction

is grounded in the observation that the laws of classical mechanics are essen-
tially devoid of evolutionary content and information and that a principle of

realization is a principle of evolution, i.e., evolution is the process of

realization.
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IV—Comparative Study of

Hydrodynamical Variational Principles,

Based on the Principle of

Maximum Uniformity

Paul Lieber -

, . University of California .,

- Berkeley, California ,_.•

In this paper I endeavor to communicate the salient features and results of

a study originating in 1953, which has since then been committed to the concep-

tion and application of variational principles to flow fields conditioned by the

complete Navier- Stokes equations.

At the beginning of this search, we formulated two distinct types of varia-

tional principles which were motivated by essentially different considerations

and objectives. In one case we sought to formulate a statement as a variational

principle which renders, according to a prescribed procedure for performing
the variations, the complete Navier- Stokes equations, as its Euler- Lagrange
differential equations. In so doing, the variational methods of Rayleigh-Ritz,

Galerkin, and related methods, may be used to obtain approximate but neverthe-

less useful analytical representations of viscous flow fields, in a manner which
is analogous to the application of these variational methods in the mechanics of

solids, where the variational principles to which they are applied have already

been known for some time. Such a variational principle was formulated and ef-

fectively applied by Lieber and Wan, and is presented in the Proceedings of the

IX International Congress of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, published in

Brussels, Belgium, in 1957 [ij. Since then, it has been successfully applied by

Wan and others (Prigogine and Shecter), with small modifications, to obtain use-

ful approximate mathematical representations of viscous flow fields produced
in nature. These successful applications of this variational principle attest to

its power and practical value.

At this point, it is convenient and important to draw attention to the funda-
mental distinction that must be made between a variational principle and a

variational method, a distinction which evidently is not understood even by indi-

viduals who write comprehensive papers on the search for variational princi-

ples [2].* A variational principle is a proposition that refers to and conditions

*Ref. (2) overlooks this distinction by not grasping the outstanding contribution

of M.A. Biot.
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natural phenomena — it is a statement of a natural law. A variational method is

a mathematical scheme for deriving the analytical consequences from a state-

ment that expresses the stationary quality of a certain functional, and in particu-
lar of a variational principle which is so formulated. In the case noted above,
the information content of the variational principle which we formulated is es-
sentially equivalent to that of the Navier- Stokes equations, which are its Euler-
Lagrange equations. The Navier- Stokes equations express the proposition that

all forces acting on each and every element of the materials in nature which are
adequately modeled by a Newtonian fluid, are constantly in equilibrium, i.e.,

everjrwhere and for all time. The statement which formally defines a Newtonian
fluid expresses a connection between force geometry and time, and is of the

nature of a force law which is however restricted to, and thus identifies, cer-
tain macromechanical features of a class of natural materials. The known laws
of mechanics which are statements of the equilibrium of forces, are not laws of

force, but are instead propositions asserting certain necessary and constant
connections that are maintained between all forces acting on any and every com-
ponent of a classical mechanical system.

The particular simple connection between forces, by which mechanical
equilibrium is defined, is a particular aspect of uniformity which according to

the laws of classical mechanics is constantly maintained everywhere in space
and always in time, for all material bodies. The fact that the known laws of

mechanics do not determine the so-called motivating forces which are included
in their formulation and which express a connection between them and the mo-
tion of material bodies, is made abundantly clear when we consider a substance
continuously extended in space as a model for depicting the macromechanical
characteristics of systems consisting of a very large number of discrete bodies.

In so doing, we obtain, by applying the laws of mechanics, a set of three scalar
equations which conditions the three components of acceleration, and the space
derivatives of nine components of the stress tensor of each element of the ma-
terial continuum. The resultant force externally applied to a characteristic
element of such a material continuum depends on the stress tensor by which it

is externally joined to the universe in which it is situated. By applying the laws
of classical mechanics to such a model, we obtain a set of three scalar differen-

tial equations which relate the three components of acceleration of a character-
istic element of the material, to the partial coordinate derivatives of the nine

components of stress, which designate the resultant force by which such a char-
acteristic element of the continuously extended material is externally joined to

the universe. From a strictly mathematical viewpoint it is obvious that the nine

components of stress in terms of which these forces are formally written are
in principle not determined by the principles of mechanics. Indeed, from a
mathematical point of view these stresses are highly undetermined , even if we
ascribe very strong properties of continuity and differentiability to the material
substratum. It is for this reason that it has been necessary to specify constitu-
tive relations between stress, geometry, and time in order to obtain an equiva-
lence between the number of relations and the number of parameters used to

describe the mechanical features of the system.

The constitutive relations are tantamount to restricted force laws by which
the macromechanical properties of particular classes of materials are charac-
terized. Augmenting the laws of classical mechanics by general and/or restricted
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force laws is necessary to obtain a physical theory which is determinate even in

the strictly mathematical sense. We know from experience, of course, that actual

materials cannot in general be mechanically characterized by a fixed constitutive

relation that remains constantly appropriate for all physical environments of the

material. It is therefore significant to recognize that in general the restricted

force laws used to depict appropriately the macromechanical properties of actual

materials, may change significantly as their physical environment changes. We
are therefore given to consider the concept of the evolution of force fields, i.e.,

the idea that different kinds of force fields individually depicted by particular

constitutive relations, may evolve as the environment of the material changes. .

We have familiar examples of marked changes in the macromechanical proper-

ties of solids when they yield plastically, and of fluids when turbulence develops

in them.

The second type of variational principle which Wan and Lieber formulated

in 1956 was motivated by an attempt to express and formulate in terms of the

parameters of classical hydrodynamics, explicit and general information on the

global distribution of internal forces in a many-body classical mechanical sys-

tem, which Lieber obtained by using Gauss's and Hertz's formulation of the

principles of mechanics. This was done with a fundamental modification, which

reintroduces and underlines in their formulations the irreducible fundamental

nature of force and its nonreducibility to purely abstract geometry [3].

It was the emergence of this fundamental theorem on the distribution of in-

ternal forces within the edifice of Gaussian-Hertzian mechanics, and the reali-

zation that this information is not rendered explicit without integration, by

Newtonian mechanics, that led to the concept "Categories of Information" and to

the realization that the various categories of information which were identified

are aspects of nature that assume a fundamental role in scientific inquiry and

in the development of mathematics [4]. Accordingly, it was realized that ques-

tions concerning the equivalence between various formulations of natural laws

which pertain to a particular domain of experience and experimentation cannot

be meaningfully considered and resolved without taking cognizance of the vari-

ous categories of information which were identified.

These considerations become particularly relevant when there emerged in

our work the question of augmenting the Navier Stokes equations by formal

statements of the condition on flow fields purported to comply with the restric-

tions implied by the Navier-Stokes equations. More specifically, questions con-

cerning consistency and redundancy arise, when we introduce statements of in-

formation augmenting the Navier-Stokes equations, as in the case when we
formulate variational principles that indirectly express the global information

on the distribution of internal forces which we have obtained as a theorem by

using Gauss's and Hertz's formulation of the principles of classical mechanics.

The question concerning the equivalence of the various known formulations of

the principles of mechanics is particularly relevant at this point, because the

Navier-Stokes equations are based on Newtonian mechanics, from which general

information concerning the distribution of internal forces evidently cannot be

derived in the category of explicit information.
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The concept "Categories of Information" and the identification of the various

categories give us insight into the nature of applied mathematics and have pro-
duced the realization that applied mathematics is an art that uses the various

categories of information contrapuntally — where, for example, the same infor-

mation prescribed in more than one category of information does not in fact

constitute a redundancy, but is instead a viable instrument for further render-

ing explicit information otherwise restricted to the category of implicit infor-

mation. Specifically, introducing a simplifying assumption which, for example,
is appropriate to and correctly reports a fact about a particular aspect of fluid

flows, e.g., in the case of boundary layer theory, is tantamount to specifying

information in the category of explicit information, which the Navier- Stokes
equations purportedly already include in the category of implicit information.

As is well known, this procedure is neither redundant nor sterile. It is, in fact,

the very crux of applied mathematics and the only viable instrument which has

so far rendered explicit, and thereby useful, information which the Navier-
Stokes equations include in the category of implicit information.

It is with this understanding that we originally formulated the principle of

minimum dissipation for viscous flows as a proposition which augments without

contradiction and/or redundancy the Navier- Stokes equations, and which in fact

rendered new and fundamental information about viscous flows which had not

been previously obtained by studies restricted to the Navier- Stokes equations

themselves. It was in this way that we first recognized that there exists a

linear substructure underlying the Navier-Stokes equations; that the prominence
of actual flows that tend to be potential over the principle part of a flow field, is

an aspect of the principle of minimum dissipation; that the principle of minimum
dissipation may be an aspect of a general stability principle according to which
a particular flow configuration among multiple configurations equally admitted

by the Navier-Stokes equations and boundary conditions is selected, thereby

suggesting a correspondence between hydrodynamic stability and minimum
dissipation.

This in turn suggested to us a connection between a generalization of the

information first obtained as a theorem on the distribution of internal forces,

and a new general and fundamental law of mechanics. This new law includes

the propositions of classical mechanics as well as of a general stability princi-

ple which, in fact, gives expression to the evolutionary aspects and historical

thrust of the motivating forces in nature ~ aspects of force which the known laws

of classical mechanics do not express or include in any category of information.

The realization that the principle of minimum dissipation gives only limited

expression to the principle of maximum uniformity as it was originally con-

ceived and formulated in terms of a positive, definite scalar measure of force,

prompted us to give it a more complete hydrodynamical expression by formu-
lating a new Hydrodynamical Variational Principle [6]. Although this varia-

tional principle does in part achieve this objective, it is nevertheless formulated

in terms of an integral of a function of gradients of energy, rather than directly,

in terms of a positive, definite, scalar force representation and measure of

nonuniformity.
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Both the principle of minimum dissipation as we originally formulated it in

Ref. 5 and the hydrodynamical variational principle we subsequently formulated

in Ref. 6, produced some fundamental information and implications for hydro-

dynamical fields. These were obtained by requiring that the restrictions these

variational principles impose upon admissible flow fields be compatible with the

restrictions imposed by the conservation laws, including, of course, the Navier-

Stokes equations. It was in this way that we originally conceived the idea that

actual hydrodynamical fields are subject to linear differential restrictions,

which we now realize are not implied by the Navier- Stokes equations and which

must be explicitly expressed by statements such as variational principles, or

implicitly expressed by an analytical algorithm, which augment the Navier-

Stokes equations. We refer to these linear differential restrictions as the linear

substructure of actual hydrodynamical fields. Another result originally re-

vealed by the application of the variational principles of Refs. 5 and 6, concerns

necessary and evidently fundamental connections between spatial symmetry
features of flow fields and their dependence upon time. The necessary connec-

tion between the time-dependent features of hydrodynamical fields and the sym-
metry properties of their space-dependent structures, was first revealed by the

compatibility conditions obtained by formally requiring that the hydrodynamical

variational principles cited above be compatible with the restrictions imposed
by the Navier- Stokes equations.

We then endeavored to construct analytical representations of actual flow

fields by jointly applying the linear differential restrictions on flow fields im-
plied by the variational principles, in conjunction with the nonlinear compatibility

equation which insures the compatibility of these linear restrictions with the

nonlinear restrictions implied by the Navier-Stokes equations. In so doing, we
restricted our attention and objective to the class of fully developed steady- state

flows, which are maintained by boundai^y conditions that are fixed in time. Thus,

by construction, we removed from our consideration the historical development

of these fields and of the boundary conditions by which they are maintained, an

aspect which we have since discovered to be fundamental and evidently essential

for the production in nature of space-time-dependent flow fields. This ad hoc

restriction which we used in trying to obtain actual steady- state flow fields from
the hydrodynamical variational principles noted in conjunction with the Navier-

Stokes equations, may explain the fact that in every case we were left with an

arbitrary coefficient not determined by the formal statement of the problem —
a statement which omits the historical development of steady- state flows, as

well as the historical development of the boundary conditions which maintain

them. If this explanation is valid, then the fact that we were consistently left

with an undetermined coefficient when certain essential historical aspects were
excluded by the formal statement of the problem, is then indeed a positive and

possibly important result. This conclusion obtains, because if the space-time

structure of steady- state flows depend in fact upon their historical development,

then obtaining an analytical representation of them without giving representa-

tion in the analysis to their historical development would be untenable.

When we originally conceived and applied the hydrodynamical variational

principles used to augment the Navier-Stokes equations, we interpreted the

linear differential restrictions on the actual flow field implied by them as cor-

responding to real linear restrictions which are understood to exist in actual
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flows, and to which we refer as a linear substructure of flow fields. This idea,

which led us to conjecture that all flow fields are essentially endowed with

fundamental linear restrictions, was then reinforced by observing that in the

class of potential flows, a linear substructure is preeminently distinguished by
the fact that the velocity field is completely governed there, by a linear partial-

differential equation. Moreover, this remains the case even though the force
fields of potential flows remain conditioned in the absence of viscous forces, by
nonlinear partial-differential equations.

During 1961, Lieber worked with Shrikant Desai to resolve the indetermi-

nacy in a coefficient appearing in the analytical representation of flow fields ob-

tained from the linear restrictions implied by the hydrodynamical variational

principles, used in conjunction with the complete Navier-Stokes equations. The
difficulties incurred encouraged us to conceive and develop a mathematical al-

gorithm which has been effectively used in the construction of analytical repre-
sentations of flow fields, based on the complete Navier-Stokes equations and
realistic boundary conditions. In so doing, Desai gives particular emphasis in

his Ph.D. dissertation to the idea that potential flows are fundamental in the

development of actual viscous flows, and he incorporated this important idea

in the algorithm cited above, thereby putting it to very practical use. The algo-

rithm consists of an iteration procedure consisting of an infinite sequence of

iterations applied to the complete Navier-Stokes equations, the successive steps

of which are joined by linear differential relations. These relations are evi-

dently an aspect of the fundamental linear substructure of actual flow fields,

discussed earlier in this paper.

The application of this algorithm has produced analytical representations of

steady flow fields around a circular cylinder for a range of Reynolds numbers
extended from .015 to 20. These representations have been used to calculate

flow fields which correspond to eighteen distinct values assigned to the Reynolds
number. The calculations reveal, for the first time, fine detail and features of

the structure of a real vortex formed behind a cylinder, and in particular that

the outer boundary of such a vortex is like a membrane at which vorticity and
dissipation are concentrated with relatively high intensity. These and other re-

sults which are presented in detail in a joint paper with Desai have been com-
pared with experiments and generally supported by them.

When, however, we endeavor to construct analytical representations of time-

dependent flow fields which naturally develop at higher Reynolds number, we find

that it is evidently necessary in such cases to incorporate in the calculations,

where the iteration procedure is actually applied, a model of the historical de-

velopment of steady- state flows. Unless we do so, we cannot in principle pro-

ceed to calculate by the application of our algorithm space-time flows. This

again supports the ideas and conjectures set forth in another related paper,

which hold that hydrodynamical fields in general display, and are in general de-

termined by, physical aspects of a universal process of evolution that follows a

new and fundamental law.

Comparatively recently, Lieber formulated with L. Teuscher a new hydro-

dynamical variational principle based on the principle of maximum uniformity

that is specifically designed for application to the calculation of steady- stratified
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flows under the simplifying assumption that viscous forces are negligible. In

the application of the principle of maximum uniformity to stratified flows, the

integral of the hydrodynamical variational principle is expressed in a positive,

definite, scalar measure of all the prevailing forces. This places it in direct

correspondence with the scalar force measure used in the statement of the

fundamental principle of maximum uniformity. We find that generalizing this

new hydrodynamical variational principle for application to time-dependent

stratified flows, again necessarily brings under consideration the idea that

time-dependent flows and therefore turbulent flows in particular are neces-

sarily strongly conditioned by the process of their historical development.

CONCLUDING REMARKS -

In this paper I have tried to demonstrate the crucial and unifying role of

the principle of maximum uniformity in revealing certain new and fundamental

features of hydrodynamical fields, such as (1) an underlying linear substruc-

ture, (2) a hydrodynamical principle of minimum dissipation, (3) fundamental

as well as necessary connections between spatial symmetry properties of actual

flow fields and time-dependent motion, and (4) the concept and discovery that

the space-time structures of hydrodynamical fields are in principle determined

by their historical development, and furthermore that the evolutionary aspects

of such fields are not in principle implied and therefore not mathematically de-

termined by the Navier-Stokes equations. This puts in perspective the signifi-

cance and role of various hydrodynamical variational principles which we have

formulated in order to give at least partial representation to the principle of

maximum uniformity in the context of classical hydrodynamics.

The theoretical ground of the algorithm and the linear relations that connect

successive steps of an interaction process by which it is defined, are evidently

also contained in the principle of maximum uniformity, which does indeed ex-

plain why potential flows are distinguished and fundamental in the development
of viscous flows. The various formulations of hydrodynamical variational prin-

ciples cited in this paper, with the exception of the first which was conceived

with the object of rendering the Rayleigh-Ritz methods available to hydrody-
namical theory, are particular and restricted aspects of the principle of maxi-
mum uniformity, formulated in the context of hydrodynamical theory. The hy-

drodynamical variational principle, by which we recently formulated the

principle of maximum uniformity for stratified inviscid flows, bridges the two
principle objectives which directed our original work concerned with the formu-
lation of hydrodynamical variational principles. This new hydrodynamical vari-

ational principle achieves in part the two objectives simultaneously, because it

does afford a viable instrument for using effectively and economically the

Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin methods, for calculating with good approximation
steady- stratified flow fields, and because this variational principle is based on

a functional which represents a positive, definite, scalar measure of all the forces

acting in the field. We find that the generalization of this variational principle to

include viscous forces will necessarily require that we consider the flows as
time- as well as space-dependent, and the historical aspects of their development.
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In conclusion, we draw attention to our work on hydrodynamical stability

which originated in 1955, and in which the question concerning the stability of

hydrodynamical fields jointly subjected to multiple- maintained gradients in the

state parameters was originally posed and brought under theoretical examina-

tion. Here also, the motivating concept for posing this question was the princi-

ple of maximum uniformity, and the idea that the response of a hydrodynamical

system jointly subjected to multiple gradients maintained in the state variables

is in general determined by the principle of maximum uniformity. A paper in

these studies written with L. Rintel, demonstrates the ideas by which we origi-

nally attacked this problem from the standpoint of small-perturbation analysis.

A direct connection between the principle of maximum uniformity and hydrody-

namical stability is under examination in our work, and will take time to de-

velop in a form suitable for presentation.
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ABSTRACT

Mathematical conditions are formulated for flows displaying symmetry
and antisymmetry with respect to a plane. When homogeneous incom-
pressible Newtonian fluids manifest such properties, the equations of

motion restrict the distribution of the stresses. This report establishes

that pressure is symimetrical in symmetrical flows. "When the flow is

antisymmetrical, the asymmetrical part of pressure is harmonic. Fur-
thermore, each component of vorticity obeys the heat conduction equa-
tion in antisymmetrical flows. Thus the vorticity transport equations

reduce to linear equations in antisymmetric flows. More than ten exact

solutions of Navier-Stokes equations satisfy these linear equations.

Finally, such antisymmetrical flows can be represented as a superposi-
tion of potential flow on a flow in which each comiponent of velocity sat-

isfies the heat conduction equation.

INTRODUCTION

Experiments on fluid flow often are designed so that the solid boundaries

have properties of symmetry. The departure from symmetry occurring in these

boundaries are reduced to a minimum. Yet the flow of fluids in a majority of

cases does not enjoy the symmetry property. The wake of a circular cylinder

placed symmetrically in a water channel or an air tunnel exhibits a Karman vor-

tex street in a limited range of Reynolds numbers, and the flow in the wake is

not symmetrical about the central plane of the channel or tunnel. When a water

channel or air tunnel bifurcates into two, forming a Y-intersection, there is a

regime where the flow takes place in one arm of the bifurcation. Here too the

flow does not possess the symmetry of the boundaries. This lack of respect of

fluid for symmetry is a striking and puzzling property,
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Here we attempt to obtain some insight into the above problem by posing a
slightly different question, viz., what are the general properties of symmetric
and antisymmetric flows. The starting point of the present study is the formu-
lation of conditions of symmetry and antisymmetry. Their application to the

equations of motion immediately provides the information which was sought.

This study was in part motivated by a result relating to the existence of

necessary connections between the geometrical symmetry characteristics of a

boundary and the production of time-dependent
motion under time -independent boundary con-

Q^^^.'j ditions [1]. This result was obtained as part

of a comprehensive study concerned with the

/ y/ formulation and application of variational
y M/RROR PLA^E

principles in the study of viscous flows [6,7,

8,9,10].

Fig. 1 - Velocity vectors Symmetry and Antisymmetry
about a mirror plane

Let Q and R in Fig. 1 be mirror images
about a plane. Let the velocity vectors at Q

and R be also mirror images of each other. Then the components of velocity

parallel to the mirror plane must be equal and the components normal to the

plane must be equal in magnitude, but opposite in direction. K the velocity vec-
tors at any such image points about a mirror plane are images of each other,

then the flow is here called symmetrical about the plane. K, on the other hand,

the velocity vector at R is equal and opposite to the image of the velocity vector

at Q, then such a situation would be an antithesis of the symmetrical flow. We
may call a flow antisymmetrical if the velocity vector at the image point of any
point is equal and opposite to the velocity vector at the point.

Let us leave the optical analogy aside and start with analytical definitions.

If a flow satisfies the conditions

Uj(Xj,X2,X3,t) = Uj(Xj,-X2,X3,t)

U2(Xj,X2,X3,t) = -U^CXj, -X2,X3,t)
(1)

U3(x^,X2,X3,t)3 U3(Uj, - X^ , X3 , t

)

for all values of x^, X2, Xj, and t, the flow is said to be symmetrical about

the plane Xj = 0. Here x^, X2, and X3 are Cartesian coordinates, t is time,

and Uj, U2, and U3 are components of velocity parallel to the Xj, Xj, and X3

axes. If, on the other hand, the flow satisfies

U^(Xj,X2,X3,t) = -UjCXj, -X^.Xg.t)

U2(Xj,X2,X3,t) - U^CXj, -X2,X3,t) (2)

U3(Xj,X2,X3,t) = -UjCx^, -X2,X3,t)
,
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it is said to be antisymmetrical about the plane X2 = 0,

It is easy to see (see the Appendix for illustration) with the help of the

definition of partial derivatives that u^ ^1 ^i,v ^1 a'l "s.tJ "^3,1! "3,3! "2,25
V^u^; and v2u3 are even functions of X2 in the symmetrical flow and odd fianc-

tions of X2 in the antisymmetrical flow. Here, a comma followed by index

1,2, 3, t means partial differentiation with respect to x^, X2, X3, or t. v^f

denotes f.^ + f,22 + ^'33- That is,

Uj^(Xj,X2,X3,t) = Uj ,^(X^ - X2,X3, t)
,

if the flow is symmetrical, and

Uj^(Xj.X2,X3,t) = -Uj t(Xj- X2,X3,t)
,

if the flow is antisymmetrical.

Similarly, U2
t! "2,i5 "^2,3; '^1,2; "3,2? ^^'^ "^^^2 are odd in the symmetri-

cal flow and even in the antisymmetrical flow.

Now let us consider a homogenous incompressible Newtonian fluid. The
flow obeys the equations

"i,t + "j^i.j -P . + py^u.
, (3)

and

Ui,i = . (4)

Here P is the pressure divided by the density, and v the kinematic viscosity.

The body forces are assumed to be absent. It is now convenient to define

P^(Xj,X2,X3, t) = - [P(Xi,X2,X3,t) + P(Xj, -X2,X3,t)]
,

and ... ....

1

P^(Xj,X2,X3,t) = - [P(Xj,X2,X3,t) - P(X^, -X2,X3,t)] .

Hence,

P^(Xj,X2,X3,t) = PS(Xj, -X2,X3,t) (5)

P^(Xj,X2,X3,t) = -P^(X^, -X2,X3,t)
, (6)

and

ps ^ pa ^ p (7)
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Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (3), we obtain

"i.t + "j^i.j = -P% - P?i +^V2u.
. (8)

Consequences of Symmetry

Let us now consider symmetrical flow. The even and odd terms in Eq. (8)

are indicated by e and o:

e e e e e o e

"2,t + ^2^2,1 + "2^2,2 + "3^2,3 = '^U ' ^^ + ^^'^2
=

o o o o o e o

"3,t + "'"3,1 + "2^3,2 + "3^3,3 " -"^U " P% + ^^'^3
=

e e e e e o e

"l,l + "2,2 + "3,3 = .

Since even and odd parts must vanish individually, we get

"i,t + "j"i,j " -P'i + ^^'"i (9)

p^. = (10)

u. . = . (11)

Since P^ does not vary with x-,

P^(x,,X2,X3,t) = P^(Xj, -Xj.Xg.t) .

Hence, by virtue of Eq. (6), P^ vanishes everywhere. In other words,

P(Xj,X2,X3, t) = P(Xj, - X2,X3, t) .

Thus, pressure must be symmetrical in a symmetrical flow.

Consequences of Antisymmetry

Now let us consider antisymmetric flow. The even and odd terms are indi-

cated below by e and o respectively:
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o e e e e o o

"2.t + "2^2,1 + "2^2,2 + "3^2,3 = -^% " ^^2 + ^^'^2 '

e o o o o e e

"3,t + "l"3,l + ^2^3, 2 + "3^3,3 = "^^ " ^^ + ^^^^3
^

o e e e e o o

Consequently,

and

"i.t = -P'i + ^v^u, , (12)

Ui,i = -P?i .
'

„
(13)

u.
i

= . (14)

Let Wi = eijku^ j
be vorticity. Here e^^ is the permutation symbol. Then,

from Eq. (12),

= ^V^Ce^.^u^ j)

Thus,

'i,t = ^^'^k • (15)

Each component of vorticity obeys the heat conduction equation in an anti-

symmetrical flow. (A similar argument was previously given by Lieber and

Wan in Ref . 1.)

Also from Eq. (13), we have

e . . , u • w, = e • , u • e, „ u „ijk J k 1 j k ] kf m m,

f

= (1/2 UjU.)
i

+ P^.

= (P^+ 1/2 u.u.)_i .
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Let H^ = P^ + i/2(ujUj). Then

e^.^u-wj^ = H^i ; (16)

It follows that ' r-'-- ' r-:^

H^jUi = H^iWj = .

"
(17)

That is, the symmetrical part of the total head (H^) does not vary along a stream-
line or a vorticity line. H^ is as a result constant in the surface of the stream-
line and the vorticity line. Further, from Eq, (16), we have

e- (e -.uw. ) _ = e- H^„„ =
imnv njk j k ''

,

— —
,

m

1 mn , nm

That is,

Since Uj
i
= wj . = 0,

w„u „ „ - u w„ = . (18)

This means that the increase of the velocity vector u,, along a vorticity

line is equal to the increase of the vorticity vector w^ along a streamline.

Examples of Antisymmetric Flow

The result wherein each component of vorticity obeys a heat conduction

equation is severe. This leads us to believe that the hypothesis of antisym-
metry is severe. A question naturally arises whether there are any flows

which satisfy the hypothesis. The following two examples show that there are
indeed flows where the conditions given by Eqs. (2) are met.

Rectilinear Flows — In rectilinear flows, all particles move in parallel

straight lines. Let the common direction of motion be chosen as the X2 axis.

Then

U2 = U2(Xj,X2,X3,t)
, Uj = U3 = .

Continuity requires that

Thus, U2 is independent of Xj. Consequently,

U2(Xj,X2,X3, t) = U2(Xj, -X2,X3,t) .

Since Uj and U3 are identically zero, Eqs. (2) are satisfied.
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Plane Axisymmetric Flows without Radial Velocity —In such flows, ui =

-qx2, U2 = qxj, U3 = 0; where q =q(r,x3,t), and r2 = Xj2 + Xj^. Such flows

clearly satisfy Eqs. (2).

Let us list the known exact solutions of the Navier- Stokes equations which
belong to the above two families:

Examples of Rectilinear Flows —

1. Steady flow between parallel plates

2. Steady flow in a circular pipe (more generally, of arbitrary section)

3. Flow in Stokes' first problem

4. Flow in Stokes' second problem

5. Pipe flow starting from rest ... '
^ , :

6. Flow between plates starting from rest.

Plane Axisymmetric Flow — .: • -;' "• ^

1. Rigid body rotation

2. Steady flow between concentric cylinders

3. Potential vortex

4. Vortex of Hamel and Oseen [7]

5. Vortex of Taylor [8]

6. Vortex of Rouse and Hsu [9]. >

Since the above examples refer to plane motion, a doubt lingers as to

whether any three-dimensional motion satisfying Eqs. (2) is dynamically possible.

To remove this doubt, we give a three-dimensional solution.

Flow through a Rotating Pipe —

Uj = -Ax^, U2 = Ax^, U3 = B
(^1 -^j ,

where A, B, and R are constants, and r^ = y.^ + x^. K we put A equal to zero,

the flow reduces to Poiseuille flow. If we take pressure P as 1/2 [A2(Xj2 + x^^)] -

4(B/r2)vx3, and substitute in Eq. (3), we have

"i,t + ^1^1,1 + "2^2,2 + "3"i,3 = Ax,(-A)
;
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-P^
J

+ yV^Uj = -A^Xj
;

"2,t + ^1^2, 1 + "2^2,2 + "3^2,3 = '^^2^^^
'

_
. "P, 2 + ^V^Uj = -A^x^

;

;

-P , + vV''u. = =
;

R2 R2
,3 3

and

+ ^2,2 + "3,3 =

Hence the above flow is dynamically possible. If we have a long pipe with rea-

sonably smooth entrance conditions, the actual flow would approximate the

above solution for low Reynolds numbers.

We have additional information. From Thom's work, we know that vortices

behind a cylinder have approximately elliptical streamlines, and consequently
stream function is approximately symmetrical about one diameter [10]. K this

diameter is chosen as the xj axis,

0(Xj,X2,X3, t) = i/;(Xj, - X2,X3, t) .

Since u^ = -02 ^^^ "2 - '^.u "1 ^s odd and u^ is even in Xj. Equation (2) is

satisfied approximately. We can thus expect that the vorticity satisfies the heat

conduction equation. This was observed by Thom [lO]. Thus we have corre-
lated two observed features of a separated flow.

Integration of Equations of Motion for Antisymmetrical Flow

Having convinced ourselves about the physical significance of the family of

antisymmetrical flows, let us proceed to the task of integration of the equations

of motion. From Eqs. (12) and (14),

"i.it + P'ii - ^v^Uii = p-ii = . (19)

Hence the antisymmetric part of the pressure is harmonic. Let

0= -/p- dt .

(20)

Then

^.it = -p^ • (21)
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Also

^,iij = -i'PNii dt =
'

(22)

as P^ is harmonic. Substituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (12), we obtain

or

On account of Eq. (22), we have .-;
;

'

("i-^,i).t = ^-v2(Ui-0 j) . (23)

In other words, the flow can be decomposed into two parts. One part arises from
a potential ^. The other is such that each component obeys the heat conduction
equation. We then conclude that any antisymmetric flow obeying the Navier-
Stokes equations can be written as

u. =
i

+ u! (24)

where

0,ii - , , (25)

and

u'. = vV^u'.
, (26)

and

u!
i

= . . .. . (27)

Equation (18) imposes an additional condition on ^ and u'. Let

Then

w- = w| + e-

(28)

(29)ijk^.kj - "i •

Substituting Eq. (28) in Eq. (18), we obtain

v/'d' +u' ) - (4> +u' ) w' = . (30)

So the integration of the equations of motion amounts to finding a velocity field

u; [1] and a potential 4" satisfying the following conditions:

.. = (25)
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1 , 1 (27)

J'i} , C u! = i^V^u! , ;,... (26)

and i.'f-' ' ^^' ."^n .-.:. ^j.*,, ..i^vi -nV?- .:J,--:i'^ ?in:'

w'(0 „„+u' ) - (<P +u' ) w' = . (30)

CONCLUSIONS '

J " '

1. When a flow is symmetrical about a plane, the pressure is also

symmetrical.

2. When a flow is antisymmetrical about a plane, the antisymmetrical
part of the pressure is harmonic. Also, such a flow of homogeneous incom-
pressible Newtonian fluid can be written as

U; = . + U-

where

and

3. Antisymmetrical solutions are available and are of physical interest.

More than ten such solutions have been noted. There are steady and nonsteady,

two-dimensional as well as three-dimensional flows in this category. Bound
vortices behind a cylinder come close to enjoying this property.
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APPENDIX
THE DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS f AND g

Let f (x, y, t) and g(x, y, t) be two differentiable functions such that

f(x,y,t) = f(x,-y,t), and g(x,y,t) = -g(x,-y,t) . (Al)

We then obtain

^(x,y,t)= Lt
f(x.y^Ay.t)- f(x.y.t)

^y Ay-.0 y

f (x,-y- Ay,t) - f(x,-y,t)
= Lt

Ay-»o y
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f (x.-y, -Ay,t) - f (x,-y, t)
Lt

(-Ay)^o (-Ay)

= - — (x,-y,t) ;

3y
: . , .

Bf f(x + Ax,y,t) - f(x,y,t)
(x,y,t) - Lt

3x Ax^o Ax

f (x + Ax,-y, t) - f (x,-y, t)
= Lt

Ax^O Ax

= — (x,-y,t) ;

dx

3f di— (x,y,t) = — (x,-y,t)

We also obtain, by similar reasoning,

di

^— (x,y,t) = — (x,-y,t) ;

oy oy

3g Bg— (x,y,t) = - — (x,-y,t) ;

ox oy

Bg Bg— (x,y,t) = - — (x,-y,t) .

Bt Bt

Thus Bf/Bx, Bf/Bt and Bg/By are symmetric, whereas Bg/Bx, Bg/Bt, and Bf/By

are antisymmetric.

Notice that fg is antisymmetric. Also, if f + g vanishes at (x,y,t) and at

(x,-y,t), then

f(x,y,t) + g(x,y,t) + f(x,-y,t) + g(x,y,t) = .

Hence f and g must vanish individually.

We shall make use of these properties of symmetric and antisymmetric
functions.
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ABSTRACT*

The critical conditions for the convective instability of a horizontal
layer of fluid which has constant gradients of temperature and con-
centration of a diffusive substance are derived. The parameter de-
termining the stability is a sum of two dimensionless parameters of the

form of Rayleigh numbers, one based on the quantities determining the

nnolecular heat transfer across the layer, and the second based on those
quantities determining the molecular transfer of the diffusive sub-
stance. For liquids, a strong stabilizing or destabilizing action of the

nnolecular diffusion results, which depends on the sign of the gradient
of the salt concentration. When the gradient of salt concentration sta-
bilizes, overstable oscillations are found to provide the mechanism of

the stabilization.

INTRODUCTION

Convective vortices in fluids are associated with unstable equilibria of

forces which act on and/or are produced by the motion of the fluid. It has been
found that a class of convection-causing agents, characterized by transfer

*This paper is based on a technical report issued under the same title by the

Institute of Engineering Research, University of California, Berkeley, as Report
Nonr ZZ2(87), MD-63-6, in November 1963.
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properties, interact in a simple way. The stability or instability of a fluid sub-
jected to such forces, with respect to convective vortex perturbations, was
found to depend on the value of an interaction number, defined as the sum of

the parameters measuring the stabilizing or destabilizing action of the separate
agents. As a typical example of such an interaction, the case of the stability of

a nongravitating fluid confined between two cylinders rotating with different angu-
lar velocities and maintained at different temperatures, was conjectured (Lieber,

1957) and then initially treated analytically (Lieber, 1959). This treatment in

which was originally projected the idea concerning the effect of simultaneously
impressed gradients of macroscopic-state parameters on hydrodynamic stability,

was restricted to a small gap between cylinders rotating with nearly equal ve-
locity in the same direction. This result was extended in order to examine the

effects of the gap as well as of angular velocities, differing both in magnitude
and sign and reported in a doctoral dissertation (Rintel, 1961). The results of

an approximate free- surface theory (Lieber and Rintel, 1965) for the case of

counterrotating cylinders provided a basis for a unified presentation of the re-

sults. In all of these cases the interaction number is the sum of the Taylor and
Rayleigh numbers, and its critical value is found to be independent of the kine-

matic parameters (Lieber and Rintel, 1962). These results are to be presented
in a comprehensive paper accommodating some recent experimental results and
in subsequent analytical investigations using the same ideas.

The phenomenon examined in this paper belongs to the same class of phe-
nomena and can therefore be considered as another model of this class. The
two agents interacting in this case are the buoyancy forces, generated by the

gradient of temperature and the gradient of concentration of the diffusive sub-
stance. The simplicity of the present model facilitates a schematic representa-
tion of the stabilizing or destabilizing action of the various agents.

THE CRITICAL CONDITIONS

The differential equations associated with the problem are those of Navier-
Stokes, the continuity and molecular transfer of heat, and the diffusive substance:

dv ^2 1— + (v • grad) V = v\J v ~ ~ grad tt - k g

div V = ,

dT

dt

dc

+ V • grad T = k'V^T , (1)

+ V • grad c = k"V c .

dt

In these v designates the velocity vector, -n the pressure, p the density, g the

gravitational constant, T the temperature, c the concentration of diffusive sub-
stance, and v,k' , and k" are respectively the coefficients of viscosity, molecular
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transfer of heat, and diffusive substance. Equations (1) are interrelated by the

equation of state, which for small variations in concentration and temperatures

is:

, 1 ^P 1 ^/O

P-- p„(l+a8T+a SO , a -- ^— •«"= ^-- (2)

The basic solution of Eqs. (1) is that of molecular transfer of heat and salinity

across this layer of stationary fluid

vo = , 77, = g [ pdZ, T, = /3'Z + 7'
, C, = fi"Z - 7"

,

(3)
.. ,

where the constants 7' and 7" and the gradients /3' and /3" are determined by

the boundary conditions. By superimposing the basic solution in Eqs. (3) on

small perturbations, we have from Eqs. (1) and (2) the linearized equations for

the perturbations

(a) — = yV^Vj - — grad 77j - g(a'Tj + a"c J k

div V = , -,, ,
.

•

dTi '; ;.':'-
:

.":':.. '^. (4)

(b) — = k'V^T^ - fi'c^ .

(C) — = k"V2c - /3"a>^ .

In Eqs. (4), in accordance with Boussinesq's equations (1904) as used by Ray-
leigh (1916), the small quantities which arise from variations of density are

neglected, with the exception of those which represent the buoyancy force.

Taking the divergence of Eq. (4a) by use of Eq. (4b), we obtain

1 / ^T, 3C.\
_L V^TT, = -g a' — + a" —-] (5)
Po '

\ BZ 3Z/ ^ '

Elimination of ttj from Eqs. (4) and (5) gives •
-'' .,.

3^ ,
1

= -BV,^a'T, + a"c,)
, (6)

where

^ BZ2 3x2 3y2
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For considering stability with respect to convective vortices, the standard
form of the perturbations in dimensioniess form is (Pellew and Southwell, 1940):

\ = -e'^t i(^,v) a)*(0
,

T^ = AT e^t f (^,^) T*(0
,

(7)

C^ = AC e-t i(S^V) C*(0 , ^ = —
- V i = ^

where f is the solution of the membrane equation for the particular form of

horizontal periodicity of the perturbations

^'f ^'f ,2. n+ + k'' f = ,

3^2 3^2

AT is a characteristic temperature difference, AC is a characteristic differ-

ence of concentration, and h is the depth of the fluid layer. The constant k

arises from the separation of variables and depends on the particular geom-
etry of periodicity of the perturbations. This geometry is not specified in the

present investigation, so that the result is valid for hexagonal cellular vortices
as well as for longitudinal rolls arising when a small shear is applied to the

fluid. Equations (4) and (6) then reduce to

a - — (D2-k2)
h2 HAT

fi'c

a -^ (D2-k2)
h2

C* = B"
hAC

a - — (D2-k2) (D2-k2)a;*

(8)

k2g (a'AT * - a"CC*)

d^

By construction, the stability or instability of the basic solution of Eqs. (3) is

determined by the sign of the real part of a. Thus the margin of instability

will be characterized by the vanishing of the real part of a. Concerning the

imaginary part, two possibilities are considered: (a) the marginal instability

is characterized by the principle of exchange of stabilities, i.e., the imaginary
part of a also vanishes for the state of transition; and (b) overstable oscilla-

tions characterized by the nonvanishing imaginary part of a are relevant to

the instability. By using a method developed by Chandrasekhar (1963), Mr. H.

Weinberger (1962) has shown that in the case considered here overstability

can be the first kind of instability to evolve. However, experiments performed
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by Goroff (1960) have shown that overstable oscillations do not result in sig-

nificant changes of heat transfer (and thus presumably no significant changes
in the transfer of diffusive substance). He also found that for the critical value

of the characteristic parameter predicted by the use of the principle of ex-

change of stabilities, there evolves convective motion, which is superimposed
on the overstable oscillations. Since this convective motion is accompanied by
transfer properties and is therefore of more interest, in terms of Goroff s ob-

servation we simplify the analysis by using the principle of exchange of sta-

bility. Consequently, according to the present notation, and consistent with

Eddington's motivation for introducing the notion, overstability is here con-
sidered as a case of stability, although in the formal mathematical sense it is

a case of instability. Subsequently we will show that the overstable oscillations

indeed provide the stabilizing mechanism as a case of stability. The differen-

tial equations for the state of transition to convective motion are

(a) (D2-k2)a)* = -k2 !!L (a'ATr* + a"AC- C*) ,

' '
' - ^Jn • '

.

:

(b) (D-k2)T^
k'AT (9)

(c) (D-k2)C* = Jll_ /3"a)* .

k"AC

Operating by (D^ - k 2) on Eq. (9a) after elimination of c* and r* by use of the

remaining Eqs. (9), we obtain

(D2-k2)a;* = k^Raw* , (10)

where . - "

h^ga'/S' ._,..,-
R, - r; + r:

,
r:

R!

k'v

h'*ga"yS"

k"v

(11)

is the generalized Rayleigh number. In terms of a virtual temperature gradient

a' k"dz

this Rayleigh number can be represented as

k i^ dz
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Since Eq. (10) differs from Rayleigh's equation determining the convective

instability of a layer of fluid heated from below only by a virtual temperature

gradient as defined by Eq. (12), critical conditions are (Pellew and Southwell,

1940):

Two rigid boundaries Rg = 1708

Upper boundary free from
tangential stresses and Rg = 1100 (13)

boundary rigid

Two free boundaries Ra = 658

CONCLUSIONS

The critical conditions of Eqs. (13) are valid both for gases and liquids; in

the latter case the diffusive substance is dissolved salts. For this case, since

ttj < and ttj > 0, the following situations are possible:

(a) /3' > 0, fi" < Both gradients, that of the temperature and that

of the concentration of the dissolved salts, are

destabilizing.

(b) /3' > 0, /?" > The temperature gradient destabilizes, while that

of concentration of salts stabilizes.

(c) /S' < 0, p" < The gradient of salt concentration destabilizes,

while that of temperature stabilizes.

(d) /3' < 0, /5" > The basic solution of Eqs. (2) is stable with

respect to convection.

Moreover, the stabilization or destabilization of the gradients of concentra-

tion of salts and temperature are respectively weighted by the reciprocals of

k' and k". Since for common salts the numerical value of k' is two orders of

magnitude larger than that of k", in case (b) above a very small gradient of

concentration of salts can stabilize a much larger adverse temperature gradi-

ent and, vice versa in case (c) a very small decrease in salt concentration with

depth can destabilize a fluid layer with density increasing with depth. This

particular case has been considered in detail by Stern (1960). For case (b)

the result can be interpreted as follows:

Convection is a mechanism of heat transfer by means of vortices of finite

dimensions. The heat into (from below) and out of (from above) the convective

vortices is supplied by the molecular diffusion. In the case of gradients of tem-

perature and concentration of salts, the convective vortex transfers salts and

heat upward, as represented schematically in Fig. 1.

In state 1 of the figure, salts and heat are diffusing into the vortex at

point a and out of it at point b. The resulting buoyancy forces cause the
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respect to salinity, in a laboratory. Therefore the presence of vertical

boundaries produced currents resembling the ones first observed in vertical

tubes and incisively interpreted in the literature (Taylor, 1954).

In the 38th Guthrie Lecture delivered in 1954, Sir G. I. Taylor examined
conditions for convection of a fluid contained in a vertical column (tube) and

subjected to a gradient in the concentration of a diffusive substance. His pur-

pose was to determine the effect of gravity on dispersion in a vertical tube as

an adjunct of his comprehensive study on "Diffusion and Mass Transport in

Tubes," inspired by a physiological problem. In so doing, Taylor established

on theoretical grounds that equilibrium becomes stable and that vertical cur-

rents stop when the vertical gradient in concentration, dc/dz, becomes less

than 67.94. D/x/gpa a"*, where 2a is the diameter of the tube, D is the coeffi-

cient of diffusion, g the acceleration of gravity, and
ij.

the viscosity.

When we set /3' = in the present work, we obtain a result that corre-

sponds to the results obtained in 1954 by Taylor for diffusion in a vertical tube

of radius a. For if we define x = a/h and identify our K" with Taylor's sym-
bol D for the coefficient of diffusion, the result of Eq. (12) reduces, when use

is made of the relation in Eqs. (3), to

dc D/Li

(Ra^) 7 ' (14)dz

which corresponds to Taylor's result

dcg D/x
= 67.94

dz g/oaa"
(15)

Thus the fact of the proportionality of dc^/dz to D/j./gpaa'* is found to be the

same in both works. We may rewrite Eq. (14) as

dc D/x
= e

.

dz ^ gpaa* (16)

and Eq. (15) as

dcp D/x

dz gpaa'^
(17)

where Cj = Rg x'' in the present work and e^ is given numerical value 67.94 in

Taylor's work. If we regard the upper and lower boundaries to be free, then

we may take Rg = 658, which makes e^ = 658 x''.

If now we require that e^ = e^, then this would mean that

62 = 658 x'* . (18)
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In considering the numerical value 67.94 assigned by Taylor to e^, there can
be two alternative interpretations of the relation in Eq. (18):

(i) X = a/h is a constant with a definite value (67.94/658)^^"* which is

nearly equal to e^.

(ii) £3 is a function of x and hence its numerical value will be different,

in general, from 67.94. 'V. :: '-:
. ; '

The first case would imply that the solute as described in Taylor's experi-

ments should penetrate to a depth equal to twice the radius of the tube, irre-

spective of the nature of the solute. If on the other hand the depth of penetra-

tion is found to be different from the diameter of the vertical tube, then the

numerical value of e^ must, in general, vary.

Furthermore, if the present theory is appropriate to the experiments
described by Taylor, then we can obtain from Eq. (14) by writing dcp/dz = Cq/z

(following Taylor),

1 c„ pp a z^

... ,.,, 658 ^
...

• ,.__

where c g is the concentration of the solute at top of the tube and z is the depth

of penetration of the solute.

Equation (19) can then be used, following Taylor's reasoning, to determine
the diffusion coefficient D experimentally, whatever the depth of penetration z.

In the above expression we have used R^ = 658. If, however, rigid-free bound-
aries are more representative of a particular experimental arrangement, then

Rg = 1100 is appropriate. It remains to be decided experimentally whether Eq.

(18) holds in nature, and if so, by which of the two possibilities noted above as
cases (i) and (ii).*
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A Contribution to the Theory

of Turbulent Flow Between

Parallel Plates

A. S. Iberall

General Technical Services, Inc.

Upper Darby, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION

The study of the stability of motion of a viscous fluid was begun by Reynolds
to determine those conditions under which laminar flow might no longer persist.

Theory and background are presented by Lin [l]. In this report, an alternative

study is undertaken of conditions under which stable nonlinear limit cycles might
persist at Reynolds number well beyond the laminar flow limit. The case of tur-

bulent, low-Mach-number flow between parallel plates is discussed. Since the

turbulent field beyond the critical Reynolds number appears to be stable and
marked by a stationary though stochastic spectrum of fluctuations, there is con-
siderable reason for attempting to identify the suggestive nonlinear behavior
with limit cycles. Since sustained oscillations in a distributed field are associ-
ated with propagation, one type of which is concerned with compressible waves,
compressibility is retained. While an apparent added complexity, if it is not

needed in any particular hydrodynamic problem, it should drop out naturally as
negligible. Actually, it will be shown to be needed to establish limit cycles in

parallel-plate flow. Turbulence in that problem is thereby traced to a coupling
of acoustic waves with the hydrodynamic field.

EQUATIONS FOR TURBULENCE

In Cartesian tensor form, the continuum equations of hydrodynamics for a
fluid, which is not concerned with mass diffusion, body forces, or radiation, are:

Momentum equation

DV:

P
Dt

-P,i + a(V . + V. .) 3^- M^i.3

Energy equation

DS
/oT

Dt
kT: + M V. . + V. .

> . J J . 1 (1)
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Equation of continuity

Dt ^ J.J '

Thermodynamic relations (valid for near-equilibrium fields), one of

which is the relation of state

7
dp = — dp - apdT ,

c
dS = — dT - -^ dp ,

T P ^ '

,.^, ,.^

A relation of compatibility

y - 1 Cp

a c2
aT =

Symbols are identified in the section on nomenclature.

By examining their derivation within a modern statistical mechanical
framework [2], it is possible to determine the following limits [3,4] for their

applicability to continuous phenomena:

/3[1 + Va^] < 0.001 « 1 ,

r [1+ \/u] < 0.1 << 1 ,

where

/S = v/ch (a spatial continuum parameter — the ratio of mean free path

to dimensions),

r = vO./c'^ (a temporal continuum parameter — the ratio of molecular re-

laxation time to shortest fluctuating period).

In any hydrodynamic field, whether laminar or turbulent, in which these

conditions are met, the molecular ensemble will not manifest their fluctuations.

Any fluctuations that do exist must arise from the macroscopic dynamics that

are fully represented by Eq. (1).

In this development for one elementary form of turbulent phenomena, that

induced by pressure gradients, attention will be restricted to small compressi-
bility effects by assuming that the square of the Mach number is not significantly

large compared to unity. Since there may still remain other sources of turbu-

lence, typically induced by heat transfer, rotation, or other relative wall mo-
tions, the set is specialized for fields that only show small density changes and
little temperature changes. This may be represented by the following nonlinear
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set, in which the derivatives of density and entropy have been eliminated by use

of the thermodynamic relationships:

Poo
Dt

p,i + A^oo[Vi,jj +Vj
i-; y/^oo- -^oo i

. J J '

p c
DT

- a„„T
Dp

k„ T . + u [V. . + V. .1 V. .

O '^oo oo
(2)

^oo Dp

C^ Dtoo

DT
-J V. .oo J , ]

The parameters with oo subscripts are now constant. It is this set involv-

ing five variables, three components of velocity, one of pressure, and one of

temperature, that will be explored subject to the boundary conditions for parallel-

plate flow.
.

^

Solutions for the linear (small-amplitude) set were explored earlier [5,6,7]

for flow in a tube. Their validity (the solutions representing both laminar flow

and all modes of propagation) over the entire frequency range of possible con-

vergence of the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations was quite sharply tested by Green-
span [3]. The question now arises whether a second nonlinear solution, other

than the small- amplitude set, can exist.

First, transforming the equations into dimensionless form:

Momentum equation

DR.
1

"d7
.np+ (Ri,jj + Rj,ij)

Energy equation

DJ DP
(^oo-l)Dt Dt eoo(Ri,j+Rj,i) n'j

(3)

Continuity equation

DJ

Dt

DP
'°° Dt

Incompressibility may be invoked by letting fi^^ approach zero. This lowers
the order of the combined equation set. Such a procedure is quite dangerous in a

nonlinear set. It leads to defects that are already suggested by the small-
amplitude linear solution. For the NS equations to be valid, /3 must be small
(in tube or plate experiments in the laboratory with normal air it will be about
10"^). The parameter r = p'^co must also be small. (The parameter j is a

dimensionless frequency.) However, /3aj is not very restricted, and, in fact, the

small-amplitude equations show that low-loss acoustic resonances are possible.

(In the turbulent field, the magnitude of /3 > may range from to 10 or more.)
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Thus, it is not ruled out that near resonances may be excited into a turbulent
field. It is only by satisfying all boundary conditions that one can determine
what propagation modes are permitted by the field. Nonlinear excitation of

elastic modes cannot be dismissed in any material medium even though their
amplitude may not be considered to be of any importance.

The nonlinear problem will be examined under the assumption that a turbu-
lent field exists with an unknown mean velocity distribution whose maximum
value is sufficiently removed from zero that fluctuating propagative modes per-
sist. Decomposed into a time-dependent (1 subscript) and time -independent
(0 subscript) set, they are

P= Poo + PoC^-y.-) + L Pi(x)eH--ay-^0= p^^ + P„ + P^^,
,

3"=
3"oo

+ ^o(-.y^O + L 3-i(x)
ei(-^^°v^^z)^ g-^^ ^ 5-^ ^ g-^^^

in which the propagation constants w, a, 8 are assumed to be real. They are
here indexed in the primitive form of traveling waves. (The vector indices i

have been omitted for clarity.)

The justification for the search in this form may be considered to be
Poincare's concept of characteristic exponents. As Whittaker's "Mechanics"
states, in discussing stability of types of motion of dynamical systems, "Hence
a necessary condition for stability of the periodic orbit is that all the charac-
teristic exponents must be purely imaginary."

The solution technique is basically also known as the describing-function
technique. Even though the fluctuating components sought are trapped into

oscillation by the nonlinearity of the overall process, their amplitudes are as-
sumed to be small. Thus, they will be assumed to contribute, in the quadratic
terms, to the time- independent processes, but the fluctuating components aris-
ing from difference frequencies in the quadratic terms will be neglected. As
a first-order theory for the fluctuating components, it can only furnish neces-
sary conditions for the existence of nonlinear limit cycles. Intuitively, one
expects that if the fluctuating components possess small amplitude, the tech-
nique should be reliable. The decomposed equation sets are:

For the mean state:

Ro -nRo + R(i^ -oRd) --oPo + n Rq + qn(a-Ro)

Ro -nJo + R(i) •3'(i) - (7o„-i) [Ro -DPo + R(i) -aPd)] (4)

= ^oo[Roi,j + Roj,i]Roj,i + Eoo[R(i)i.j + R(i)j,i]R(i)j,i + ^I'o^X^

^oot^oCRo • °Po +R(i) • °P(i)) - (Ro •°3"o + R(i) •a3'(i))] =-a-Ro -
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where time-averaged quantities are under a bar, vectors are in black type, and

For the fluctuating state;

^Ri + Ro -DR^,) + R^i^ -DRo = -?(!) + n'Rd) + qn(n -Rd))

T~ ^( 1 ) + Rq ' ^'^(1) + R(
1 )

• n
3'c

- O'oo- 1)

Br
P(i) + Ro -nPd) + R(,) -nPoJ = ^.^ [Roi.

^
+ Roj ,1^ R(i)j,i (5)

(^^(1) + «o-n3'(i) + R(i) -D^o)

-^o ^P(i) + «o -nPd) + R(i) -nPo = R
( 1) j . j

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The following boundary conditions are assumed for one -dimensional long-

channel flow between parallel plates. For the fluctuating field components, let

R
( 1) (iU(i) + JVd) + kW(j^) = v(iu+jv+kW) eJ^-^^°'>'^^^)

represent the components of the fluctuating flow;

R^j^ = at X = ±1 (velocity zero at the walls),

J^i) = at X = ±1 (temperature deviations zero at the walls).

For the mean field components, let

Rq = kRo(x) =kR„Jl-<p(x)]

represent the undetermined form of the mean velocity;

Rq (x) = at X = ±1,

Po(0 = -gz.

g is assumed to be constant independent of x
;

Jo(x) = .
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Because of the low Mach number and the long isothermal wall system, the ef-

fects of any minor cross-channel temperature distribution will be disregarded.

The boundary condition commonly invoked— see, for example, Laufer [8] —
relates the pressure gradient to the shearing stress at the wall. Typically, this

is achieved by integration of the appropriate NS momentum equation written in

the form of Reynolds stresses. Assuming, for parallel-plate flow, that the mean
values of the quadratic terms involving the fluctuating components have no axial

variation, it is first shown that the pressure gradient g has no cross-channel
variation and then that the first integral of the equation of motion is

X + = U. ,. W
dx ( I) ( 1)

Thus, at the walls,

dRo

dx
at X = +1

In addition, there is a second condition which is not commonly noted. The
mean momentum equation in the z direction is

g + W"'(1)
dx^

Thus, a second boundary condition is

g + =0 at X = ±1 .

dx2

Laufer demonstrates quite satisfactorily (Ref . [8], Figs. 8 and 19) that the

shear stress obtained from the velocity gradient and the pressure gradient are
in accord with the first boundary condition, and consistent with the known devi-

ations near the wall of the von Karman logarithmic velocity law ([8], Fig. 7).

The relation

is approached at the wall (the common normalization based on the friction ve-
locity which is computed from the wall shear). Another experimental study [9]

presents more detail on the flow field near the wall.

Consistent with Laufer 's data and the universal von Karman curves. Fig. 1

depicts the character of the mean velocity distribution near the wall in terms of

the properties of qp, qp', and cp" in an attempt to clarify the boundary conditions.

This may be transformed into the more familiar parameters of the loga-

rithmic presentation. In terms of the variables of this paper, the variation

near the wall was estimated to be
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h dW— — =-46 + 46 (1-x/h) + 150,000 (l-x/h)2 ,

\ ^^

W— = 46 (1 - x/h) - 23 (1- x/h)2 - 50,000 (1- x/h)3 ;

Roo = 61,600:

= 83 + 600, 000 ( 1 - x/h) , to 1 - x/h = 0. 0035
Wodx2

!
,

- -, --* -i U -,- -J...

h dW
.-

vi 1

= -83 + 83 (1- x/h) + 300,000 (1- x/h)2 ,

Wq dx

W— = 83 (1-x/h) - 41.5 (1- x/h)2 - 150,000 (1- x/h)3 .

In terms of the logarithmic presentation (using Laufer's nomenclature),

u. =V^ .

,
dp /du'

- ^d;^ = ^ld7
* y=0

-i .v;^M-!

u

g _ oo h dp _ h / du

2 '^],^2 dx u^ydy
2/^''o y=o

so that

Roo w

y^ = 7^(1- x/h)
,

transforms our variables to Laufer's;
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Roo = 12,300 , . . _ _ ;

u* = (y^) - 0.99 X 10"3(y+)2 - 0.91 X 10"3(y+)3 ,

< y^ < 4.8 ;

R„„ = 30,800 ,

u^ = (y*) - 4.2 X 10"" (y^) 2 - 7.7 x 10"''(y^)3
, ; : .-^ .

< y* < 7.7 ;

R„„ = 61,600 ,

u+ = (y^) - 2.2 X 10""(y^)2 - 2.4 x 10"4(y+)3 ^

< y^ < 7.9 .

It is impossible to detect the graphic difference from u* = y^ for this

"boundary- layer" region. Since experimental data (e.g., [8] or [9]) show no de-

viation from u^ = y^ over a range y* up to 7 or 8, Fig. 1 derived from Laufer

[8] is a more sensitive presentation of the boundary layer. However, what Fig.

1 succeeds in doing is to show quite explicitly the existence of a boundary-
layer region (namely, the region in which qp' is nearly constant).

Intercomparison with [9], the logarithmic law, and the form of qp' and qp"

provides some measure of the so-called laminar sublayer. In agreement with

[9], a sublayer may be identified below y^ = 6, more probably below y^ = 4.

It is not surprising that a simple linear gradient is found only within the range
up to y^ = 1.6.

It thus appears safe to infer that there is a region — typically x = 0.998 - 1

(or y* = 0- 1.5) — in which the variation in cp' is essentially small; and a

region — typically x = 0-0.8 (or y^ above 500) — in which the variation in qp'

is again small. In this report this transition zone will be considered very cur-

sorily. The complexity arises from the rapidly changing magnitude of cp".

In a preliminary report of this work [lO], the form

V^oo = 1 - ^O'^' - (1-%) ^'"^
,..

had been used, a two-parameter form, consistent with the same proposal by Pai
[llj. The form is not satisfactory at the wall. It cannot satisfy all the cp bound-
ary conditions. A basic conclusion drawn from [10] was that trapping limit

cycle in parallel-plate flow was sensitive both to the mean flow in the core and

its form in the boundary layer. Thus, a more suitable form for the mean flow

must be selected.

In order to avoid the mass of algebraic detail that arises when the problem
is not treated as an eigenvalue problem, the suggestion of a mathematical col-

league was accepted of breaking the field into two parts, a core and a layer near

the wall. The simplest form to take for <v is then
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over the core region:

,_ 1 - cp = 1 - BqX^ ^ 1 , for x^ < 1

qp
' ^ ,

fc

qp" % , '-'
!"

in the bovmdary layer

(1- x2) , for x2 % 1

R
oo

oo

WORKING EQUATIONS FOR BOUNDARY LAYER AND CORE

Let

= a; + SRq '-' '''''
'' '•

"^^'''

,^

^ ^ +SR^Jl-<p) ,

Mo = - + SR00
•

The working form of the fluctuating equations may be represented by

[D2-\- j0]U + qD [DU + jaV+ jSW] - DP = ,

[D2- \-j0] V + jaq[DU+ jaV + jSW] - jaP = 0,

[D2 - \ - j0] W + j §q [DU + j aV + j S W] + R^y U -
j SP =

, (6)

a-i [D2- \- jcr0] J - 2ejSR^^q)'U - [2eR„y D + (7- 1) g] W + (7- 1) j>/;P =
,

[DU+jaV + jSW] - 7/32gW + 7/52J0P - /32j^j , 0,

where

\ = a2 + §2 and D = — •

dx

The variables u, v, w, p, and J represent the fluctuating amplitudes, indexed
by the harmonic c^. They are as yet undetermined functions of x and w. (The
subscripts 00 have been dropped from the constants.)
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It is convenient to utilize one component X of the vorticity (vorticity may
be identified by variables X, Y, z appropriate to each coordinate):

••.. '• ';.i->. :;'1 V aX = aW - SV . ,,i- . /. ;.-v^,-, /: .; -, r

Eliminating W,

[D2- \- j0] U + qD [DU + (j^/a) V + jSX] - DP ^ ,
•

^
.-, -. ,

[D2-X- ji/;] V + jaq [DU+ (jVa) V+ jSX] - j aP = ,

'

'

. ,

[D2-\-jV^] X = -R„oCp'U ,
....

a-i [D2- \- ja^] J - 2ejSR„„(p'U - [2eR„„q)'D + (y-1) g] X

-
I [2eR„y D + (y- 1) g] V + (7 - 1) j0P =

, . ^^, ,..._^ . ...... . .., .

[DU+ (jVa) V+ jSX] - 7/32gX - (yS/a) /B^gV + 7/32jv/,p - ^2j^y,g- , q . ^
,

This set may be decomposed ,_ , ,.

over the core: ™
\ -

.

[D2- \- jMq] U + qD [DU+ (jA./a) V+ jSX] - dp = ,

[D2- \- JMq] V + jaq [DU+ (jVa) Y+ jSX] - j aP = ,

[D2-\- jMJ X =
, (8)

CT-i [D2- \- jaMp] J + (7- 1) jMgP - (7- 1) gX - (7-1) (Sg/a) V = .

[DU+ (jVa) V+ j8X] + 7/3^JMoP - /^^jM^J- 7/52gX - (yhpg/a) V = .

for the region near the wall (x = ±1): -r-.
,

- ,
'\ , '.

[D2 -\- jo)] U + qD [DU+ (jVa) V+j8X]-DP=0, '.
. "

;
7 ,,; ^ ^

.'•-,.

[D2- \- joj] Y + jaq [DU+ (jVa) V + j SX] -
j aP = , , ,f.

[d2-\- j«] X = +gU ,

'

' '
(9)

a-i [d2-\- JCTwUT 2ejSgU- g[+2eD + 7- llX- (Sg/a) [±2eD+ 7-l]V+(7-l)j'^P = 0,

[DU+ (jVa) V+ jSX] + 7/S2ja;P - /3^icoJ- y/S^gX - {jh/a) (i^gV = .

CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS

These equations may be independently solved in terms of four independent

modalities (characteristic functions) within each region. Because of the assump-

tion of small compressibility, results will only be sought to first order in fi^.
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Core Solutions

Modes I and II (available at a glance from the core equations as independent

solutions X 7^ 0, and X = 0). e' ^ *"; bj = V-jM^ - \ (a repeated root):

U = ja^b^flje'^i'' - jMQ[(l-a)\+ j(7-cr)q\/32MQ+
j (7 - <^) S/32g] S^ e '

^i"
,

V = -jabj2(3je'^i'' + jaM^bJCl-a) +
j (y - a) q/^^Mj S^ e'^'i''

,

X = jSbj2(!je^^»'' ,

J = a(7- 1) SgbjSje^^i"
,

^ - •
• •--

'-

P = j(7-o-) qS/32M^gbj!Bje'*'i''
.

"~ '" ' "' '" ''"'

These modes represent viscous diffusion. '-
' •

Mode III (The mode is in the vicinity of D^ = -jctMq- \ from the J equation.
It is the thermal diffusive mode. If /3^ = 0, the solutions would be "exact."
The solutions presented are valid to first order in /3^.)

±jb,x .

e 3 . b3 = y-jaMg - \ + /32[(7- l)(l-cr-aq)M(,2 -j(y- 1) Sg] :

X =
,

( • ,^-

jb-x
J = aeCTC. e

'3'

1

jb,x
j (l-cr-aq)/32Mpeje^

'3'

Mode IV (This is the elastic mode of propagation of pressure.)

e''^^'' ; d^ = y\ - /32M„2 + js/32g + j [(^_ ly^^ l + q]/34M^3 .

U = -jdJaM„-j (\-d^2y3)^gd4-
_

V = a[aM„-
J
(\-d^2]3)^ed4'' ^

X =

g- = .^Cy- 1) [M^2_ j(i+ q)(^_ d^2)M^- jSglSD^e'^^'' ^

P = J[^M,- j(\-d^2)]^jM(,+ (l + q)(\-d^2)]2)^e'^4" .
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Wall Solutions

Mode I

± j a, X
2 = -\ - JO) ; a,

2co j 1 + ^
X = 1

U = ,

V = -aw[(l-a-) S - 2ea-/32gaj] Aj e ^ ,

X = w [(1 -a) \ - 2ecrd/_^2ga J Aj e^''^'' ,

J = -jcra^g [2e j aj + 7- 1] AjC ^ ,

P = jqa2/32cvjg [2ecraj -
j (7- cr)] Aj e^'^i'

5^ = -1

u =
,

'
'

'

;

'

V = -aoj[{l-a) S- 2ea/32gaj] A3e'^^i''
,

X = oj [l-o-) \- 2eaS/32gaj] Aje'^^^'' ,

3" = -3cra2g [2ejaj + 7- 1] A3 e ^ ,

P= j q a2/32,.jg [2£craj - j(7-cr)]A3e ^ .
;

Morfe // (Neglected terms are of the order of (5'^co)

X = 1

^2a2

; c = Vj'

eap'g-
1 +

3 /^g
2jc^ (1 - a) jw 2jw \2

U - R-i jc.j(l-a) + -^ Vj V j ^^ + —
2co

OR /^

—

1 /s

2ea/32g'

1 - CT J
B e(5e/2a>)x g^2'

V = g- jaj(l-a) + -^ VT ja J-^-' + o
1 /'5

2ea-/32g:

1 - a

2w
Bje(5g/2c.)xg^2'

<^g 2z]oj +
(
7- 1 + 2e -2^) VjTJ
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P = e-i
"E r-.

JW (1 - Cr) + -2. -^o)
2eCTq/32g'

1 - a

(7 - 0-) q + 2ecrq + 2eCT( 2 + q) —

jOJ

^Py^

1 - CT

X = -1

(Sg/2a;)x„-''2'

u = g- JOJ ( 1 - cr) + -^ VT^
2a) J

— V jw

2eo-^2g:

1 - a
B3e-(^g/2a.)x ^"'^2''

^

V = R-l JW (1 - ct) + -2 ,/JS" ja ^^- i (°-l

2ea/92g:

1 - a

jaj(l- cr) + ^ vT^

e-(Sg/2a;)x g"^2'

2w,
B e-(^e/2a))Xe-'^2'

3"= o-g -2eja;- (7-l+2e ^) VT^ B3 e'C « e/2-)x ^"^2''
^

'.
, Sg

,

"

joj (1 - a-) + -2 \/j6jP = e-1
2eaq/3^g2

1 - CJ

(7 - CT) q + 2ecrq + 2ecr ( 2 + q) —

VT^

1 - cr

B e-(^g/2«)'' e 2^

.^2g:

Mode /// (terms of order /S^^ are neglected)

; a,^ = -jcro) - \ + /32 (7-l)(l-cr-aq) 2eag2

1 - CT

1 +

(7- l)(l-CT-CTq)
2eCTg-

1 - ctJ

•j V

1

2ctc

(7- l)(l-CT-CTq) c^2
2eCTg'

1 - CT J

2CTaj
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X = 1

V = j (1- 0-) a/3^ojC^ e^''^'' ,

(-. eJ=a(l-a)a) +

P = 3/32 [-(l-a)(l-a- aq) aj2 + qSga3] C^e'

X = -1

V = j (1-cr) a/32cjC3e

X = /32ga3C3e

Cr ( 1 - cr) 6J +

'ga. -
J a ,x

C, e
3

P = j^2 [_(i_ 0-) (1- a- aq)w2 + q 8233] €36

Mode IV

e'"'"" ; c^2 Ti + j ^i + q +

+ jS/32g(q+i/'E )

-/ - 1
2]

e/3"g- /3'g'
.

S\g

\ - /32a;2 + j S/3 2 g + j (l + q + -] ^fi^ '

X = 1

= :

V = jacoH^e ^

JgC4
X

\ - c.

1 - J

3" - -j (y-1) ,,.,.. ,.,)ii^.i^„ 4e

(7 - 1)

2ejg2c^2

(7- l)^'-''

Jg^_^, c.x

3 ,,i2
I '

O)-' (JJ

P = -ja;2 1 + (1 + q)-

^4^ jqSgc,

jcj
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X = -1

U = -^^C^Dj e

V = j acoT) e "*

Jgc,

T^3-

j(7- 1)

Jg-'c,

1 + j

\ - C 2
4

q - 4e

7 - 1

2ejg^c/

(7- 1) 0)3

}u>^
^ - c 2 jqogc

1 + ( 1 + q) r—^ + ^ D,e

Note: Building these solutions requires some a priori estimate of relative

magnitudes of various parameters, typically the following:

parameters large compared to unity— -.>, g, R^^, M^, v^ (It is not

likely that ^ is less than 100.),

parameters small compared to unity — /3 , fi'^aj, /32g, (i'^\^,

parameters that are quite bounded— ^, i>, a, SRqo/w, /3g, /3m (It is

not likely that /Sco is greater than 100.].

However, there are some parameters, such as w/g, whose bounded magni-
tude is uncertain. Also, in developing coefficients in series, while use can be

made of the small magnitude of /3, /3^oj, /3^g to permit rapid cutoff of such se-

quences, this may not be done with regard to the square root of such magnitudes,

e.g., y/i3, 7/32ajj 1/y/^. Thus, sequences must be carried forward at least to such

terms, i.e., all series must be imagined in terms of such half-power expansions.]

SECULAR EQUATION -SELF-GENERATED PROPAGATION

The vanishing of the secular determinant emerges from satisfying boundary
conditions u = v = w = x = 3" = 0, atx = ±l with these primitives.

A preliminary result can illustrate how limit cycles are generated. A secu-

lar determinant may be obtained first from the core solutions, which assesses

the nonlinear contribution of a substantial mean velocity (Reynolds number) over
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the central region of the tube. It does not assess the contribution of curvature

of the mean velocity field near the wall. Letting the dual set of even and odd

core solutions vanish at x = ±1 leads to the following conditions:

(both even and odd solutions for the vorticity vanish independently)

from which

d 2 = ,

4

k = /32Mg2 ^ /32a;2 ,

and &/^2g is small. • — , .. . •: r*

The eigenvalues hereby obtained for self-generated propagation are instruc-

tive but not necessarily complete or correct. Instead of the vorticity actually

vanishing, a weak generation of vorticity may develop. Most interesting is the

expectation that the "mean" propagation is likely to be an elastic wave ( a^ +

Returning to satisfying boundary conditions with the wall solutions, it can

be shown that the leading- order terms for these solutions are the following:

U = co(l - a)
2ECr/32gc

( 1 - ct) y/Joj

V = -aco[(l- a) S - 2ea-/32gaJ Ae"

X = w [(1- a)\- 2eo-S/32gaj] Ae"^''!"

± ja)(l - CT) /]Z Be-(^e/'^)x g-'^a-

Be±(«B/2-)Xe-'^2'^ + j(l-a)/32a;a re"'^3'^ ±a;c ne"''^'

+ j acoBe

o- (1- CT) coCe
^"3"

-j (y- l)t^2De±c4x

Invoking the conditions for a nonzero set of coefficients A, b, c, d, the

vanishing of the determinant

W ( 1 - Cr
)

-aw[(l-CT) S-2ea/32gaj]

oj [(1- a)\-2eo-5/32gaj] ±jw(1-ct)\/j"

leads to the following secular equation

2eCT/32ga

(1 - cr) vG^

j aco =
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2ea/?2a:g

(1-c^) Vj'

[uj\(l -a) - 2eaS/32ga.aj]

[awS(l-a) - 2ecr/3^ga(^a^] [jw(l-a) \/Ja7]

[j (7- 1) ^2] [j(l-cr)/32a;a3] ,„..,,_.,,.,_

[o- ( 1 - a) a^
]

(The brackets preserve the source of each factor.) Thence

(1- J) 7-1
\ + -—— /32a;2

which when coupled with the quadratic equation for c^, leads to two equalities

from the real and imaginary parts.

From the real part:

k

CO \J2co CO V 2ct)

From the imaginary part:

2 \/32^2 V^

/32aj2 1 +
7-1 /3=

/32a.2

^2a;2

>' - 1

yfa CO \f2co y/a co yj 2co

7 - IV ^^ /i ^^ ~ 1
1 ^

7 - 1\ /32g2
± (1 +

I
=

,

yfo^ I \J 2co

— % /?;
T
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While the same result might have been suspected from the core equations just

by assuming a mean velocity in the core, it now appears intrinsically excited.

Beyond this, the mean velocity characteristics near the wall determine the

dispersion of the wave system.

[The following comments may help to "explain" the process of satisfying

the boundary conditions that lead to the final secular equation. Corresponding
to the primitive eJ<:°y^^^*"^) ( ^^ negative), expressing a temporarily coherent

traveling wave system traveling downstream, there is really a dual set, ap-

proaching and reflecting from the walls. This dual set must satisfy the bound-

ary conditions. The viscous and thermal diffusive modes have leading terms
g+v' jojx^ g±/jcrwx

^ over the entire cross section. The outgoing system of waves
grows large in the face of the local pressure gradient, while the incoming wave
is highly damped. This suggests that the boundary condition need be satisfied

by only one of the two wave systems, namely, the outgoing one which has re-

sulted from the excited pressure mode moving also in the downstream direction.

Near the wall, the mean gradient is svifficient, by perturbation, to split the two
viscous diffusive modes into two with slightly different propagative velocities.

(In the laminar — small velocity amplitude ~ case one clearly can see the source

of the two viscous diffusive modes, which Kovasznay [12] refers to as vorticity

modes. They are eigenvalues for two components of the vector velocity

potential — the solenoidal components that give rise to vorticity. The two un-

split repeated roots are seen clearly in the core solutions, associated with

X = 0, and X ^ 0.) It is their interaction with the pressure gradient in the

boundary layer that turns the waves over into an eddy, and thus provides a

source of radiated acoustic eddies that emerge from the wall region. Further,

only one of the two propagation constants — say, c^ j— can satisfy the boundary
conditions. What emerges is that neither an upstream propagated system (

s

positive), nor c^ ^j the second possible "elastic" mode can satisfy the bound-
ary conditions, it is rapidly attenuated or absorbed.

Actually, it is the inability of the second mode c^ 2 to provide a trapped

self-generated vortical filament that is crucial. (It could very well have been
that the first mode might not have been able to, also, or that some other mode —
given other boundary conditions — might have been the source.) There then

emerges linear combinations of the other diffusive modes which provide trapped

limit cycle structures. Here the outward radiated "acoustic" components are

exhibited.

While some added nonlinear distortion may visually deform the local field

even further, the intrinsic modal interaction should essentially persist as shown
in this elementary derivation.]

More globally, these results may be interpreted as follows: There may be
many waves that can be excited. For any e'^s, say, there will be a possible

e^^. The nondenumerable class of all such waves forms a complex stochastic

system that fits Kraichnan's allusions to the inordinately complex picture of a
turbulent field. (This was a salient point in Kraichnan's keynote address at the

10th Annual Meeting of the Fluid Mechanics Division of the American Physical

Society, Lehigh U., November, 1967.) With the existence of such a complex
picture, we would concur. However, practically all of the waves are dissipated.
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Among all the possible waves, we have selected those systems that may persist

(not indefinitely, but as a sample of these waves that are not dissipated). They
do not represent all the waves, but they represent a potential wave system which
deterministically can provide ever-present fluctuations and which perhaps can

account for the mean dissipative losses. Namely, it is this system that the

pressure gradient generates and which also represents the source of drag. The
others are evanescent. Thus what we propose is that there is an extensive dis-

tribution of systems that may satisfy the equation set. We chose as representa-

tive of this distribution, the one in which nondecaying modes exist and all decay-

ing modes are zero. This is one feasible set, and in our view a "typical" one

which should give good "typical" measures, i.e., measures near the mean.
Others scatter around in a suitable phase space. These waves represent a dis-

persive "plane" system that is self-excited. Actually, they are not really plane,

but curve with changing curvature in the mean field. Here we are locating the

asymptotic system within the boundary layer.

SPECTRAL RANGE ASSOCIATED WITH PROPAGATION

As the first step, we can examine these first propagation results for con-

sistency with the spectrum of turbulence.

(i) The coupled results for s and X. lead to a finite cutoff for w. Let this

be represented by w^. Since, by inspection, s grows with w, let it take on its

maximum value b 2 = s 2
^ = 0. Then

^= \' -- /^v =
20'^co„

7 - 1\ /, 7-1
1 + ^1 + 1 + q +

1 +
y - 1

whence

v^
1 i,,y-^

^
1 . ^^V . Ii.^.^-'

We can make use of Laufer's data [8], in particular his R^^, = 30,800 data,

because of its completeness. We may adapt for his experiments air flow,

nominally normal (20'^C) temperature.

V = 0.150 cm^/sec

P = 1.206 X 10"* gr/cm^

Ai = 1.81 X 10-4 poise
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h = 6.35 cm

c = 3.43 X 10"^ cm/sec ; '
' '

'
:

Wq = 728 cm/sec (maximum mean velocity, from R^^)

-r^ = 0.00295 (from [8], Fig. 19)

^ ^ - T^ 4^ = 45.5 (from [8], Fig. 19; Fig. 8).

7 = 1.400 ':
;

" '" "

a = 0.709 :

'

- -.>;

q = 0.33
: V •'

'.'

''

Derived dimensionless parameters: ,' -

R = 30,800
o o '

„ _.

/3 = v/ch = 0.69 10"^ '' ''
;

g/Roo - 45.5

q = 1.40 - 10^
•

•

CO = ^^(^^^) = 1120 f (this relates co to frequency f - Hz)

Laufer (Fig. 27 [8]) shows the frequency spectrum reproduced as Fig. 2.

We would estimate a high-frequency cutoff at

0)^, = 65 X 10^

fo = 58,000 Hz

As indicated in Fig. 2 (dotted lines), this is not inconsistent with Laufer 's

data.

An added "validation" for the high-frequency cutoff is the question of the

smallest size "eddies" that might be associated with the turbulent field.

Let us consider the "wavelength" I associated with the high-frequency
cutoff. Because of the vector magnitude of x = a^ + S^, one would expect
approximately
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y - 1

7 - 1\ / 7-1
1 + ;=- + 1 + q +

1 +

^2^

i.e., when the numerator in ? vanishes.

(This may be checked independently by letting s = in the solutions.

The result is the same.)

Thence,

1 +
y - 1

V2 1 +
y - 1

1 + q +
7 - 1

= 4.8 X 10" ,

f = 43 Hz .

It is impossible, at the present state of development, to assign a precise
meaning to this estimate. It marks the end at which a mechanism for the self-

generated formation of eddies can be found. In magnitude, their size is of the

order of the characteristic dimension. One suggestive connection may be pro-

posed between the low-frequency cutoff and the onset of nonlinear phenomena
found in the von Karman vortex street.

Goldstein [13], (Fig. 149, Vol. 11) represents the von Karman vortex fre-

quency for a circular cylinder in a wind tunnel by its Strouhal number, as a
function of increasing Reynolds number. It is clear that a "noise" spectrum,
associated with turbulence, appears "suddenly" at a critical Reynolds number
(near "the" critical Reynolds number). As an approximation, it then appears
that the Strouhal number is essentially constant. For the cylinder in a wind
tunnel, it is experimentally shown that

Df
0. 16

D = cylinder diameter

If the two walls in parallel plate flow were similarly viewed as alternating

sources of vorticity then a Strouhal number of nominal magnitude

2hf
0.16

might be correspondingly assigned. This leads to

f = 92 Hz .
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We suggest these as two related estimates of a limit cycle fluctuation which

represents a near "maximum" for low-frequency noise as a relaxation process

by which a system of fluctuation is maintained from wall to wall.

We will attempt a more compelling estimate, namely, we will attempt to

estimate a "critical" Reynolds number. The following crude scheme is used.

From the small-amplitude linear theory [5,7], we found that the transition

from an overdamped (Rayleigh damping) wave for the tube to an underdamped
(organ pipe) wave for the tube took place over the range w = 1 - 100.

We will obtain a result in two ways:

First, from ^o^ = 100,
! . ,

y - 1
\^ 1 + 1 + q +

7 - 1

1 +

V^

,,5/4
1

625

For turbulent flow, approximately

Fitted with Laufer's point, g/R^o = 45.5 at R„^ = 30,800, the experi-

mentally fitted result is

g = 0.0196 Ri-'5 .

For g = 625, R„„ = 370.

Second, we propose that "all of a sudden," as Reynolds number increases,

the underdamped frequency can become entrained. Thus, as before, from the

Strouhal number

f =
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

In this paper the problem is not completed. Instead, this section offers

some ideas for further development.

Solutions Near The Wall

Returning now to the solutions within the boundary layer, we can evaluate

the constants of integration to obtain the following primitives that satisfy wall

boundary conditions.

X = +1

U = + mil [(l-a) S - 2ea^2gaj ^32^2 a

7-1 p-^^3''

.+ (Sg/2<:^)x p-^2'

• ^/2^-^ e 2

v^
1 +

y - 1

V = a [(1-cr) 5 - 2ecr/32gaj] A

± j ajX

jaj

X = -(1-cr) /32aj2A

L e

± j a jX ± ( Sg/2co)x Icjx

ja.

IjaoX +C.X

3'=-(7-l)a;A[(l-cr)S- 2eCT/32gaj

P = oj [(l-cT) S - 2ea/S2gaJ A

ja

where

4 = (1- j) ^y , C^ = (1+ J) ^^ , 83 = CI- J)y
2

(1-J)
yf2^

1 +
7 - 1

a2 + 82 = /32^2 _ -/32g v^

/32aj2

,,21:^^ * ,*c,.i^

1 +
- 1

g \ 2co

While h is restricted to its nonpositive domain, there are the conjugate

sets e*J(-°y^^^*'"^).

What we have derived is a primitive system of self- generated traveling

wavelets in the boundary layer that act as a source of "acoustically" derived
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vorticity for the main stream whose frequency components are coexistent with

the frequency spectrum of turbulence. Whether we can proceed into the main
stream may be regarded as conjecture (it is main- stream energy that has been

captured to develop and sustain these piece-wise "coherent" elements; the net

effect of the capture is that the layer radiates a structure of acoustic eddies

back into the main stream. This is suggested as the energy budget at the wall).

We continue with a tentative scheme along the following crude path:

In the core, the main terms are likely to be

U = ja2bj(Je'^''' -j (1-a) >.bj Se'^'" -jd^Se''^''

^^jb.x „ib,x „d.x
W^-aU^Qe ^ + a(l- a) MgSe ' + a D e '^

7= - ja(7-l) SgSe^*'''' + crC e^*"^" -(7-1) M^jSe"'^"

,^ d . X
P = - Mq iD e ^

where

bi = (1- J)V^ .
b3 = (1-j)

7 - 1

il + + q
d, = /3-l/5R O) +\ S2R2a)2+J^ L /3'*c^^

j (1 + ^^+ ql/33a;3

1 ^ - 1
11 + + q

SR2 a; +V S^R^ ^2 + ^ 12^^^

Strictly speaking, it is necessary that the form of cp be developed over a

series of layers so as to match solutions, particularly the rapidly changing

velocity solutions, through the transition zone layer by layer. However, we pro-

pose to only deal with the very crude two-zone approximation. We can only per-

form a very crude match.

(i) We will assume that the pressure fluctuations are continuous across the

transition layer. In particular at small Mach number (so that d^ is definitely

quite small),

P = -cj'^e'^'' ^ -w® = -E

SO that the core is flooded by a small excitation E.
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(ii) We will assume that the temperature fluctuations are continuous across

the transition layer. Thus,

= -ja(y-l)SgSe^ ^ + a C e^ ^ - (y - I ) E ,

from which C can be evaluated. Thus, the set remaining in the core is

U = ja^bjSe^^''' - j
(l-a)\bjSe^^i"-

J ^ E

V=-aa;(2e' + aco(l-a)%e ' +^E

-, J b , X §
W = Sw(l-cr)iBe '

+ - E
^ ' CO

Mean- Flow Equations "* """
'

Except for eliminating two more constants of integration, we are up to a

critical point — how to satisfy the mean-flow equations, say, by determination

of a spectral density function.

While there are five equations, two involve terms of lower order of magni-

tude than the others, and so may be dropped in a first-order approximation.

Instead they are replaced by the following lemmas.

(iii) The mean flow at low Mach number essentially behaves as if it were
an incompressible, in the present instant, one-dimensional flow.

In the fifth mean-flow equation, the left-hand side can contribute only

negligible residue, so that

itself represents the fifth mean-flow equation.

(iv) The isothermal injection of fluid with isothermal boundaries at the

same temperature, at low Mach number, creates a mean flow field which be-

haves essentially as if it were isothermal.

Similarly in the fourth mean-flow equation, other terms contribute negli-

gibly, so that
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D^J, -
,

3"o=

(v) We are left with the three momentum equations

rl 7) 7^— + V, , .
—

- + W^
, ^ — 1 U, , , = , X momentum

d d d ,

U, , . — + V, , . — + W, , . V , , . = , y momentum

3 B B ,

U . , . — + V,
, , — + W,

, , W^
, , = g , z momentum

(1) Bx (1) 3y (1) 3z /
(i>

to satisfy throughout the core. At present we do not have a satisfactory program
for this end game. (The end game probably requires determination of a spectral

density function by means of an integral equation, summed over states a>^ < u <

ccq, ±a, odd and even, of Fourier or Laplace form.) However, we can illustrate

very crudely that our amplitude fimctions do possess a valid order of magnitude.

Laufer shows that the rms fluctuations in the cross-channel and lateral di-

rection are essentially equal and not greatly different (by about a factor of 2 or

3) from the axial rms fluctuation. We will disregard this fact and imagine that

the first two momentum equations are satisfied identically by each traveling

wave system, namely, by letting both u and v approach zero. Specifically, we
will consider that both

a2(5 = (1-CT) \S ,

& = (l-a)S,

are true and that the excitation e is small. Thus there only remains the z

momentum

-— = W —- = 2
Dr (1) Bz ^

(what is essential is that both w and x not vanish, i.e., that neither Q nor ®

vanish. The lesser magnitude of X compared to g momentum suggests that the

better condition may be Q = (1 - a ) ®.)

Further we will imagine that there is only one frequency component ^g,

corresponding to the high-frequency eddy size.

Imagine now the standing wave system given by
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then t:

DW,i) %a2

Dt

Since the velocity

and in the core this is given by

a ^ 250

W = W + W" " '
( 1 )

W = R + Woo (1)

a fluctuating amplitude of 250 compared to the Reynolds number of 20,800 is of the

proper order of magnitude for the rms fluctuation found in the core. Illustrated

in an average sense, such acoustic fluctuations, thus, can account for the momen-
tum discrepancy in turbulent channel flow.

We can demonstrate further that this is no accident by the following: The
"complete" z momentum equation is

[U^j^d/Bx + V^j^3/9y + W^
^

^B/Bz] W^
^

^ = g + d2R^/dx2

= g - Koo<P"

Drop U(i) and v^^^ as before. Now consider this equation at the "end" of the

boundary layer, i.e., where cp" has its peak. In particular, apply this to Laufer's

Roo = 30,800 data. Whereas |g/Rool has the value of about 45.5, |(p"| has a

value of about 6000, at least a hundred times larger. Thus,

or

a = 250 yjR^y/g

= 2800 .

This represents a peak amplitude of about 10% of the mean flow in the center.

This is the magnitude of the peak rms fluctuation that Laufer shows at about the

same location in his Fig. 11. This stresses the need for considerable attention

to a theory for d2Rydx2 (= -\y), or qp".
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NOTATION

Operators, Indices, Coordinates

x,y,z = Cartesian coordinates. In any particular context they

may have dimensions or be dimensionless (normalized

by half separation of the parallel plate channel). When
specialized for channel flow, x = the cross-channel

coordinate, y = the lateral coordinate, z = the axial

coordinate parallel to the mean flow.

t = time

i = Subscript representing the Cartesian coordinates. When
an index is repeated in a term, it is summed by tensor

convention.

,i = Covariant derivative (= 3/3x.)

V = Alternatively, boldface is used to denote a vector v.

i, j,k = Unit vectors

D = Derivative with respect to x (= d/dx)

^[ ] = ^[ ]+Vj[ ],3 = total derivative

V. = i-th component of velocity

i = ^
/^«^ = Time average of the expression spanned by the symbol.

oo = A subscript that denotes parameters which are constant

throughout the field.

= A subscript that denotes time averaged terms.

(1) = A subscript that denotes fluctuating terms.

n = Dimensionless del operator (= hV).
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Symbols (some with dimensions, some dimensionless) — in order of first use

, ::. p = density '
'

'
-
v >

p = pressure

/Li,\ = shear viscosity, dilatational viscosity

T = temperature

- s = entropy -

:'::'-
: k = thermal conductivity

7 = ratio of specific heats (dimensionless)

C = Laplacian velocity of sound

a = thermal coefficient of volume expansion

C = specific heat at constant pressure

h = half separation of the parallel- plate channel

V - kinematic viscosity

n = any harmonic frequency in the field (e.g., rad/sec)

f = frequency (Hz) > '

p, = spatial continuum parameter — ratio of mean free path

to dimensions (= v/ch —dimensionless)

oj = dimensionless frequency (= h^n/v)

r = temporal continuum parameter — ratio of molecular re-

laxation time to the period of a fluctuation (= vQ/c^ =

/i'^co — dimensionless)

R. = dimensionless velocity components (= hVj /v^^)

T = dimensionless time (= v^^t/h^)

P = dimensionless pressure (= h^p/^^^v^^)

E = dimensionless thermal parameter (= a cVCp)

J = dimensionless temperature (= eooh^Cpo^T/i^^^ )

a = Prandtl number (= i^Cp/k)
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Rg = dimensionless vector velocity, time averaged

Rq = the z component of the time-averaged velocity (the only

component in one-dimensional channel flow), dimensionless

R^^ = the magnitude of the time-averaged velocity in the center

: - .-, of the channel (dimensionless, and thus the Reynolds num-
ber of the flow field, based on half-plate separation and
maximum velocity)

^oo + ^0 ~ ^^^ time-averaged dimensionless pressure

^oo ~ 8^ ~ ^^^ form for one dimensional flow in a long channel

P^Q = the level of mean pressure in the field

g = the constant dimensionless pressure gradient in the field

[= -(dPydz)]

^oo "* ^0 ~ ^^® time-averaged dimensionless temperature

3"^^ = the level of temperature (assumed for the source, as an
infinite reservoir, and for the long channel walls, as so

thermostatted)

Jq = mean temperature deviations in the channel (assumed
negligible)

(p(x) = the form of the time-averaged z velocity in channel flow,

expressed as a deviation from its value in the center of

the channel (i.e., R^ = ^^^{1 - (p ))

R = dimensionless vector velocity, instantaneous fluctuating

component

u , V , w = dimensionless fluctuating velocity components

wT + ay + 5 z = the dimensionless propagation phase for a fluctuation

indexed by &j as a harmonic.

a = the dimensionless y propagation constant

§ = the dimensionless z propagation constant

k = a2 + 52

R^ = the dimensionless vector amplitude for a particular

fluctuation indexed by co.

J.J = dimensionless fluctuating temperature
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P = dimensionless fluctuating pressure -

Jj = dimensionless temperature amplitude indexed by «

(when written in fluctuation equation sets, the 1 sub-

script may be omitted but is understood)

Pj = dimensionless pressure amplitude indexed by w (when

written in fluctuation equation sets, the 1 subscript may
be omitted but is understood)

u,v,w = the dimensionless x, y, z velocity amplitudes for a par-

ticular fluctuation indexed by w.

q = 1/3 + A-^./Moo

u'^.y^ = dimensionless variables based on the friction velocity

i/- = a functional form (= w + i R^

)

Mp = a constant indexed by ^^j (= w + SR^q)

a = indifferently used to represent a constant

x,Y,z = dimensionless amplitudes representing the fluctuating

components of vorticity, indexed by ^.

b ,b ,b ,d = characteristic functions in the core (dimensionless —12 3 4 ^j^,,^ ^jt,^.^ ^ib3X^ ^d,x)

(J,®,C,® = amplitudes for core solutions

a ,c a c = characteristic functions in the boundary layer

(dimensionless- e^^'% e<^2% e^"^-, e^^'^)

A, B, c, D = amplitudes for boundary-layer solutions ' '
'

I = wavelength

s = Strouhal number

APPENDIX - SOME FINAL COMMENTS

Since a number of readers were satisfied with the results obtained in the

secular equation, but did not consider the argument by which boundary conditions

were satisfied only for a single set at each wall (namely, for the incoming wave

system, and not the dual incoming and outgoing system) fully transparent, it

seems desirable to suggest how the result may be obtained by functions which

are continuous across the entire section. This requires a suitable open form
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for the mean flow. A simple form has finally been found. While not perfect, it

may be considered one further element in a sequence of open forms. Expand
the mean velocity distribution

as

a four parameter family (except for R^^, which is given) with boundary
conditions

cp - 1 for X = +1 (Ro/R„3 - 0)

•.,;.., ....: <P = for X = (Ro/Koo = 1)

1 dRn
± g/R„„ = ±N for X =: + 1 ( T^ = + N""

' R dx
oo

, 1 ^'^0
^ = g/Roo=+N for x= ±1

(
— -^=-N
oo

It can be shown that the solution is

R + R 1
-
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However, we also know that the coefficient of the x^ term is small com-
pared to unity in turbulent flow. (As may be found in Laufer's data, it is an ap-

preciable fraction, such as 0.2, 0.3. Thus for more precise perturbations, it

may not be neglected. However, at the present stage of theory, we may disre-

gard it.) Thus as an approximation, we may let the coefficient vanish

N - 2 ^ M - 1 , ,^ -..:,,-'..

SO that a simpler two-parameter result may be obtained. " '

,2N
..'•=.

-^ -

Ro + Roo
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1 - (p = 1 - ax2M + bx2P

is not satisfactory. It can satisfy the qp boundary conditions, but it is not a

completely accurate enough description of the cp function.

The salient characteristics of the ip function beyond its boundary conditions -

to be noted experimentally — are the magnitude, location, and width of the very
high impulse in cp", and possibly even its slope at x = ±1. For this there is no
theory, none at least in a self-consistent sense. This is no trivial observation.

Kraichnan, in private criticism of this work, called attention to the possible

pertinence of the work of Landahl. Landahl pointed out the differences in our

motivation and purpose, and kindly supplied material that he considered relevant

from his work [14]. He makes therein an important point. He points up, validly,

that the Orr-Sommerfeld theory, essentially obtained by eliminating pressure
between the incompressible set of the Navier-Stokes equation and continuity,

leading (in his terminology) to a result like

(U- C) ((p"-K2(p) - U"<p + i/aR ((p"" -2K2(p" + K2(p) = [his Eq. (30]

cannot or has not been correctly applied to turbulent fields. The essence of the

matter, he states, is that in stability theory u" (our R'J) is assumed to be of

order unity. This is fine for the laminar flow field, but far from true in turbu-

lence. He points up that the results depend on u", and that values of u" run up

to the thousands, (on the basis of boundary-layer thickness). Thus, Orr-
Sommerfeld stability theory is only valid for the transition from laminar flow.

In the turbulent field, it is not correct. In order to be applicable, it must deal

with the form and boundary conditions for u" as well as u. However, this diffi-

culty is intensified in Orr-Sommerfeld theory. Actually the Orr-Sommerfeld
theory is embedded in the theory herein developed as part of the equation set.

However, we do not "eliminate" any variables, such as pressure. It is this

elimination, by differential operations, that introduced u" (or our cp"). The
original inhomogeneous linear equation set does not contain terms higher than

first order in cp'. It is here that the theory of linear equations is not complete.

A mathematical colleague pointed out that the results in Poole and other books
on linear differential equations are not complete for inhomogeneous linear sets;

that it is moot whether derivatives higher than the coefficients that appear in

the original equation set appear in the solution. The standard theoretical course
is the discussion of the transformed set of first order equations. To avoid re-

lated difficulties, the earlier treatment [10] stumbled on a valid path, purely by

necessity.

The elimination of all of the variables but one (i.e., the reduction to one

higher- order equation), in addition to possible ambiguities, leads to thousands
of coefficients for the much higher ordered equation set for compressible flow.

It was only in desperation that Frobinius-type series solutions were elected for

exploration. It was quickly realized that the solution of the five-equation set is

arrived at by a "relaxation" of terms in the power series one at a time, by
cycling through the equation set, with quite a few being developed before a cycle

of repetition could be obtained. The second method, having then found these

series summable essentially into modalities, was to then derive solutions by
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"relaxations," equation by equation. (Find a solution that relaxes each equation

at least one order in (i^^ , and then continue to find higher- order relaxations. It

.was realized that it was essential to expand the perturbations in half powers,
say of 1, 1/^, lA, ... ; 1, 4W^', ... ; 1, 41^, ... since otherwise compensat-
ing zeros might arise.) This mathematically was satisfactory. It avoids the

very difficult question of straining one's detailed knowledge of cp" other than its

boundary condition.

It is certain that the rigorous iterative task is best left to mathematicians.
Thus, only crude but suggestive ideas have been thrown into our developments.

The minimal requirement is to satisfy the cp' and qp" boundary conditions on

(p. The second is to avoid stirring up too much trouble over the cp" impulse.
One perhaps may achieve this by a selected sequence of open forms ordered by
a single parameter, i.e., the maximum value of cp". Let this be cpq", and assume
this to be large, located at x^, nearly 1. One might regard this as a fifth bound-
ary condition on cp (with the requirement that it be estimated self-consistently).

Proceeding now to the task of building solutions, we may then take for the

form of i', the following

= oj + S Rq • " '

2( e/R -1 ") 2g/R ^

= Mg - 8g/2 X ^^ °° V S(g-2R„„)/2 x

= Mq - SRoo (P •

(Note: Since g ^ 0.02 R^^^^ ^g tj^e required result, g/Ro^ = 0,02/R°-75
has a value of approximately 2 and 4 for Rq^ = 500 and 1000. Thus, it is not
sufficiently larger than 1 or 2 to permit disregarding I'R^^/'g in the last term.)

The working equation set [from Eqs. (6)] becomes, letting w = x + §/« v,

[D2 - \- j0]U + qD [DU + j\/a V+ jSX] - DP = ,

[D2- \-30] V + jaq [DU + j\/a V + j8X] - j aP = ,

[D2-\-j^] X = -R^^CP'U ,

^

[DU+ j \/a V+ jbX] - '//32gX - 76/32g/a V + yfi^\i<V - B^ j0T =
,

l/a[D2-\- ]a4j] T - 2ej&R^^q)'U - [2eR„„cp'D + (7 - 1 ) g] X - S/a [2eR„„(p 'D

+ (7- l)g] V + (y- 1) j0P . ,

= M - 8R_(p ; M, = o, + 8R ^ ; cp = - x2(N-l) _ ^LlI ^2^
00^

N = g/R,
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We lose very little — for the present purposes — to neglect the difference

between [d^ - \ - joj] and [d^ - x - jm^] and [d^ - \ - jm^ + jSR„„(p]. Thus, we
will assume (a^ = - jw - \ ). (The difference is first order in (low) Mach number.)

[D2 + a2]U + qD [DU+ j Va V+ jSX] - DP = .

[D^ + a2] V + jaq [DU+ iK/a V+jSX] - jaP =
,

[D2 + a2]X ^ -R„„q)'U ,

[DU+ jVa V+ jSX] - 7/32 gX _ yB/3^g/a V + 7/32 j^P - jB^ jcoT =
,

1/a [D2+ a2 + j
(i-a) w] T - 2ejSR^„q)'U - [2eR„^cp 'D + (7 - 1) g] X

-S/a [2eR„^(p'D+(7-l) g] V + (7-I) j«P - ,

i.e., we will consider that the only salient perturbation comes from qp'.

Examine this.

In the Core (cp' % 0)

[D2+ a2]U + qD [DU + j X/a V+ jSX] - DP = ,

[D2 + a2] V + jaq [DU+ jA./a V+ jSX] - j aP = ,

[D2 + a2] X = ,

[DU+ jVa V+ j8X] - 7/32 gX - 7S/32g/a V + y/3^ jcoP - ft^jcvT = ,

1/a [D2 + a2+ j
(1-a) w] T - (7- 1) gX - S/a (7- 1) g V + (7- 1) jojP = 0.

Except for the indifferent replacement of M^, by co, this is the same as Eqs. (8).

Thus (to first order — anticipating the final results) two independent sym-
metry solutions emerge:

^10 ^
J "'^^o

^^" ax + /V(1-ct) wBq sin ax - /3^d C sin dx

+ jbD sinh bx ,

Vjjj = ""^^^0 "^^^ ax + j ( 1 - cr) aacoB^ cos ax + ja/32C cos dx

-aDg cosh bx ,

XjQ = SaAg cos ax ,

TjQ - cr(y- 1) SagBg cos ax + ctCq cos dx

+ (7- 1) coD^ cosh bx

PjQ = jq (7- cr) Sag/32a)Bp cos ax - j (1 - a- aq) /3^<^C^ cos dx

+ wD cosh bx
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^20 ~ "JQ'^^i cos ax - \ ( 1 - a) 0/3 cos ax + /3-^dC cos dx

+ jbD cosh bx

V^g = -aaA^ sin ax + j ( 1 - cr) aawBj sin ax + ja/S^Cj sin dx

- aD sinh bx

X - SaA sin ax

T - cT(7-l)feagB sin ax + ctC sin dx

+ (y - 1 ) ojD
^

sinh bx

P= JQ(7~^) Sag/3 ^coB sin ax- j(l-cr- aq)/3^(oC sin dx

+ coT) sinh bx

7 - 1 54,.,3
a2 % -jo) - X , d2 % -jcro)- \ , b2 % \ - /32a)2 + jS/32g + j M + I__L + q 1 /3

These solutions are essentially the same as the previous core solutions.

In the boundary layer (q?' = ±N, x = ±1)

[D2 + a2]U + qD [DU + j ^/a V + jSX] - DP =
,

'

[D2 + a2] V + jaq [DU + j A.''a V + j&X] - jaP =
'

.

', "''

[D2+ a2] X = +gU "
'

' " '
•

[DU+ jVa V+ jSX] - 7/32gX - yS ^-^V + 7/32ja;P - /32j^T = - .- ', ., ., .

a
-.

^ [D2 + a2+ j (1 -CT)aOT + 2ejSgU- g[+2eD+7 -1]X- ^g[±2eD+ y - 1]V + (y - I) y^P = .

This is the same as Eqs. (9). The solutions were previously written in

terms of exponentials as independent boundary-layer solutions.

The first solution set should be transformable into the second solution set

by perturbation. The present purpose would be to relate the constants for the

core solution to the boundary-layer solutions, and second to derive, if possible,

an explicit perturbation theory.

In accord with [10], we can surmise that a convergent perturbation is of

the form

V = Vp cos F' + Vj sin F' + V^ cos F' , etc.

an in-phase perturbation (V2 cos — where Vj is even when Vq is even) and an out

of phase perturbation (Vj sin — where Vj is odd when Vg is even). The functions
Vj, V2, F' will depend on qp and its derivatives, to first order in a first-order
theory. (While the decomposition into F', Vj and V^ is not unique F' is chosen
for convenience, e.g., if
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[D2+a2+ j5R^^cp] V =

V= A [1 + Cp(p + CjCp" + . . .] cos

+ A [Djcp' + 'D^(j)"' + . . . ] sin

+B [1 + E-qp + E,(p" + .

+ B [Fjcp' + F^qp"' + . . .] cos

ax + jS -^— J (p

R 1
• c oo rax+ jb ^^/(Pj

• c oo p

It will be found, as in [10], that the solutions separate into odd and even
solutions, and that both cannot satisfy the boundary conditions because of the

irreducibility of cosh c^x. (Only sinh c^x can relax the secular determinant
to zero.)

Further, the large magnitude of a^, and a^ make

sin a, , = -i cos a, ,
' 1,3 ' 1,3

because of the large complex magnitude of the arguments. Thus, the independent
even and odd solutions are proportional to each other, except for the fourth mode.
It is this relation which ultimately results in each of the two families of waves
incoming to the wall vanishing independently.

The program has not yet been carried through completely, so that the con-
stants of integration for the core have not been fully related to the boundary-
layer constants. However, the independence of the two solutions of different

symmetry is clarified.

Another task that had been neglected was the demonstration of a second
"stable" branch for turbulence, namely, a law of mean flow other than the g =

AR^Q law of laminar flow.

This can be obtained crudely as follows.

Roughly, the boundary- layer thickness is of the order of the limiting eddy
size. Our theory says

I = h//3co^ .

If we use the new expression for 1 - cp this had a peak in R" at R" ' = 0.

Whence x^ = 2N- 3/2N- i or i- !x| = 1/2N. (Laufer's data show l-x =

1/4N instead.)

so that

P/h = \/(ico^ = 1

/3^o = 2N

1/2N
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but

thus

or

Q OO

10-^ R^o

This is not g = 0.02 ^l^"^ , but it shows that the deviation from g proportional

to Re, the laminar flow branch (1) can come from a limiting frequency, and

(2) can come from an elastic parameter /3 ^ 0.

One may note that the estimate of critical Reynolds number

did not explicitly depend on compressibility, whereas now the turbulent branch

does. This is consistent with the concept that it is not impossible for a critical

transition to take place over a range rather than at one critical Reynolds number.

Finally, with regard to inter mittency: The essential matter is the fourth

mode. It has two independent forms — sinh (c^x) or cosh (c^x). The two inde-

pendent secular determinants of differing symmetries must be made to vanish for

a continuous range of uj. This was accomplished by letting C4 approach zero,

leading to the specific secular result used. Another possibility has suggested

itself.

The inquiry in this paper dealt with the question: Does there exist a set

for the fluctuating components of the field that represents stationary limit cy-

cles? These were probed at by a describing function technique in the form
gj(ay+sz + a.T)^

a, §, o) real. An affirmative answer was supplied, and a set

was demonstrated. The equation set cannot support any other stationary fluc-

tuating systems.

But turbulence is not made up of stationary fluctuations — it is locally epi-

sodic. It is only in the mean that the field is a stationary stochastic one. How
are the episodic fluctuations to be found? (So far we have a family whose phase

are stochastic, not the frequencies or amplitudes.) We propose a new answer.

It is related to the discarded solution set of opposite symmetry.

It is true that the second set cannot exist as a stationary set. It cannot

satisfy the boundary conditions except by null amplitudes, basically because

cosh c^x ^ 0.

c 2 zz K - /32cj2 ^ j-gn imaginary part] .
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However, another possibility exists. The first family has produced a stationary

fluctuating set marked by a, 8, co. These wavelets — radiating from each wall in

a certain "regular" manner (actually stochastic in phase, which really makes
each subsequent chunk stochastic) — then can act as coupled sources for the

second set. However, for this set a, &, ^ are not unchanged.

We may assume that a and h are unchanged (the size of the radiating ele-

ment has been fixed by a scale) but that a complex co^

CO = CO ± K]

is developed. Thus, the second family becomes e^(°'y+^^'^'^^)-*^^, with the previ-

ous amplitudes (via reflection). This new instantaneously nonstationary field

(since it has attenuating and growing components) represents a stochastic field

that "fluctuates" around the mean fluctuations. Namely, this is a clue to the

theory of the fluctuation band width associated with each "stationary" limit cycle

system that crosses through the field. This family instantaneously can create

the horribly complex picture of the turbulent field.

Note this field cannot come into existence except as it is created by the

stable limit cycle field. Thus our inquiry is "justified." By this verbal "picture,"

however, we have shown how the three components of the turbulent field can be

arrived at by a decomposition: namely a mean field; stationary limit cycles; and
a fluctuating band width for each spectral line. I believe that many other non-

linear field quantizations arise by related mechanisms.

In conclusion: Thus we have shown

(1) Frequency limits to the spectrum of turbulence.

(2) A better than order of magnitude estimate of the fluctuating amplitude.

(3) Rough estimable form for the mean velocity distribution.

(4) Estimate of the critical Reynolds number.

All consistent with this self-generated standing and wave system, I have sug-

gested a "reason" for the apparent random nature for the fluctuating field, rather

than this estimated "stationary" field (albeit with the "same" spectral

characteristics)

.

In this crude but suggestive fashion, a deterministic nonlinear theory for

turbulence has thereby been proposed.

SUMMARY

The compressible equations of hydrodynamics are investigated for condi-

tions under which self- sustained propagative primitives would persist for the

particular boundary value problem of turbulent flow between parallel plates

under a constant pressure gradient. This requires assuming a form for the

mean velocity distribution that satisfies the boundary condition. It is shown
that an extra condition other than the equality of pressure gradient and viscous
shear (proportional to the velocity gradient) at the wall is required. As in
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laminar flow, the gradient and the second derivative must be related. This dual

defines a region near the wall that can be identified as a boundary layer. (Ap-

proximately out to y* = 2 in the von Karman logarithmic presentation.) It is

in this region that vorticity is developed in the form of "acoustic" eddies that

radiate into the core region. The frequency range for these eddies can be esti-

mated by both a low frequency cut-off and a high frequency cut-off. The fre-

quency range seems to fit Laufer's measured spectrum of turbulence for paral-

lel plates. The high-frequency end seems compatible with his limiting eddy

size, and the low-frequency seems to fit what might be considered loosely to be

von Karman vortices, namely, an alternative relaxation, shedding, or intermit-

tency measure for the flow field. Turned around to estimate the critical Reyn-

olds number, a value of about 750 is computed, based on the plate separation

and center mean velocity. A magnitude of fluctuation velocity amplitude in the

range 1-10 percent is crudely computed. It is believed that some preliminary

modelling of processes pertinent to turbulence in such a field has been achieved.

Further, it would appear that the method of attack could be extended to other

turbulent fields.
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DISCUSSION

K. Wieghardt
J Institut fur Schiffbau der Universitdt Hamburg

Hamburg, Germany

Experimentally the same critical Reynolds number has been found for water
and air. Are you sure that your theory would also give critical Reynolds num-
bers independent of the speed of sound if no experimental data were used ?

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

A. S. Iberall

Yes. In fact one of the self-consistent and thereby validating facets of this

theory is that the compressibility relation involving water leads to the same re-
sults for air. In other words, we are predicting something about how frequency
results for air and water are transformed for comparable Reynolds number de-
termined turbulent states.

In the paper, two estimates are made of the critical Reynolds number. One
uses no experimental data for the estimate, the other does.
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(1) Estimate from ^>j = 100:

g(^ 0)5/4) = 625 .

This result, based on the low-frequency cutoff, emerges as a pressure
gradient condition (g = fRe^ where f = the friction factor). Since the friction

factor is the same function of Reynolds number in incompressible and com-
pressible flow, in nonsupersonic flow, then the gradient similarly is the same
function of Reynolds number. Thus, by this argument there is no difference

between the results for compressible and incompressible flow. The result did

not depend on experimental data.

More fundamentally, where does the w^ = 100 criterion come from ? The
parameter uj itself made its appearance in the small-amplitude theory as a

damping parameter , even though proportional to frequency. As one attempts
to push the fluid back and forth at increasing frequency (or rate), one finds a

propagation parameter that is at first attenuative. It depends on viscosity. At
sufficiently high rate, an elastic "resonance" can come into existence. This
is true whether for gas or liquid. There is a critical value of oj (= 100, where
CO = h^Q/v depends on geometry -h-, viscosity -^ -, and frequency -0-, but

not on the velocity of propagation) at which the propagation is elastic. It does
not matter how high the propagation velocity is, as long as it is finite.

(2) Crude estimate from the Strouhal number Sa As an approximation,
we wrote

O)

Re = ,

2S

where the number 2 depends on the method of modelling equivalence among
fields of different geometries. We assume that the sudden appearance of a sus-
tained Strouhal number as Reynolds number is increased is associated with the

appearance of a von Karman-like vortex street shedding patchily from wall to

wall into the core. By assigning a numerical value (from wind tunnel data —
assuming that the same Strouhal number would be found for water tunnels)

then the critical Reynolds number at which a>^ = 100 would occur simultane-
ously gives the critical Reynolds number.

The assumption here is that the critical Strouhal number does not depend
on the velocity of propagation.
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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON CONVECTIVE

FLOWS IN GEOPHYSICAL FLUID SYSTEMS

Steve A. Piacsek
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana

INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades meteorologists, oceanographers, and astrophysicists

have been turning increasingly to the use of model experiments, both theoretical

and in the laboratory. In analogy with the wind tunnel modeling of aerodynamicists,

they hope to simulate the complicated motions exhibited by planetary and stellar

fluid systems by studying flows on a reduced scale, but being governed by the

same nondimensional parameters. These parameters depend on the properties

of the fluid, the imposed density contrasts, rotation of the container correspond-

ing to that of a planet or star, dimensions and shape of the container, and, in the

case of electrically conducting fluids, imposed magnetic fields corresponding to

planetary and stellar fields.

The advantages of model experiments are the strict control that can be exer-

cised over the parameters determining the flow, and the possibility of isolating

the several concurring processes in order to study each separately. The disad-

vantages include working with fluids that do not approximate well some of the

natural systems, rigid boundaries that exert considerable control over the flow

but often have no counterpart in the geophysical processes, and the inability to

produce a spherical gravitational field in the laboratory. Furthermore, experi-

mental observations on flow details can be obtained only with difficulty, particu-

larly in the boundary layers. Visual studies using injected dyes and dye crystals,

and the use of interferometers and hot-wire probes give in many instances only

a qualitative or semiquantitative information on the velocity fields, particularly

in the case of liquids. Though reasonably accurate temperature measurements
have been obtained using thin thermocouples, even in the boundary layers, the

flow is known to be disturbed to various degrees by such probes or array of

probes. And because of the highly nonlinear nature of the governing equations,

purely analytical approaches have been made only with great difficulty, and only

for a limited range of the relevant nondimensional parameters. To overcome
these disadvantages, geophysicists have begun to rely more and more on numeri-
cal experiments, made possible by the advent of large and extremely fast digital

computers.

Initial efforts in modeling fluid motions in geophysics were discussed at a

symposium at the Johns Hopkins University in 1953 (proceedings edited by R.

Long); at this meeting, no numerical experiments were discussed as yet. At a
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recent colloquium at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder,
Colorado, several numerical experiments modeling some aspect of geophysical
fluid dynamics were presented [proceedings edited by G. M. Hidy (1966)]. In

addition, in the last few years many articles have been published on numerical
experiments concerned with specific model problems, or with specific numeri-
cal methods appropriate to such flow problems.

The model experiments that numerical experiments have so far been
mostly concerned with may be divided into four groups:

1. Convection between parallel vertical surfaces that are maintained at

different temperatures, in the absence or presence of rotation;

2. Convection between parallel horizontal surfaces that are maintained at

different temperatures;

3. Convection inside cumulus clouds;

4. Wind-driven ocean circulations.

The results of previous studies on these problems will be discussed in the

section below, where recent numerical results for a few specific problems are
also presented. A review of studies on numerical methods, mostly centered
on two-dimensional incompressible flows, will be given in the concluding
section.

RESULTS FOR SPECIFIC MODEL EXPERIMENTS

A. Thermal Convection in a Rotating Cylindrical Annulus

This problem considers the convective flow of a liquid contained in a verti-

cal cylindrical annulus, and undergoing rotation about the cylinder's axis and
having differential heating in the horizontal. The temperature contrast is ap-
plied by maintaining the vertical cylindrical walls, assumed to be perfect con-
ductors, at different but uniform temperatures. The bottom surface of the

container and the free top surface of the liquid are considered to be thermal
insulators.

The annulus experiments were introduced by Hide (1952, 1953) in the hope
of leading to a better understanding of convection in the earth's liquid core and
the related generation of the earth's magnetic field. The resultant flow phe-
nomena resembled those obtained in a rotating dishpan by Fultz (1953), whose
experiments were designed to simulate atmospheric motions. In both cases
the observed flow patterns appeared to have their counterparts in the general
atmospheric circulation, and to have similar physical processes among their

causes. Thus, the axisymmetric flow seemed to resemble a Hadley cell, pro-
posed by Hadley (1735) to explain the general trade winds, and to be due to

deflection by Coriolis forces of the north- south convection currents into zonal
(east-west) motion. The nonaxisymmetric flow regime seemed to resemble a
Rossby (1949) wave pattern in which finite amplitude waves propagated about
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the axis, similar to the Rossby waves found superposed on the zonal atmos-

pheric circulation. The causes for both the laboratory and atmospheric waves

are the growing perturbations due to baroclinic instability, as discussed by

Lorenz (1955), Eady (1949), and Charney (1947). Recently, similar phenomena

have been observed in the circulation of the solar atmosphere by Ward (1965),

adding astrophysical significance to these modelling experiments.

Hide (1958), Fultz (1959), and Fowlis and Hide (1965) have studied the transi-

tion between the symmetric and wave regimes, and found that below a certain ro-

tation rate no waves can occur. Above this critical rotation rate the flow is sym-
metric for very small or very high temperature contrasts, with waves forming

for intermediate values. The value of the critical rotation rate and the range of

temperature contrasts for which waves occur depends on the geometry of the

container and the properties of the fluid; the latter also depend on the actual ro-

tation rate. They also found that the number of lobes forming the wave increased

with increasing rotation, but decreased with increasing heat contrast. Theoreti-

cal studies to predict the stability curve in parameter space has been performed

by Brindley (1960), Lorenz (1962), Barcilon (1964), and Merilees (1967). Although

they obtained a general qualitative agreement with the experimental curve, a

quantitative agreement left much to be desired. ,
-

A detailed laboratory study of the temperature field and heat transfer, along

with qualitative velocity measurements, has been performed by Smith (1958),

Bowden and Eden (1965), and Eden and Piacsek (1968), for the upper symmetric

regime of flow (large heat contrast). These studies showed that the flow set up

strong boundary layers and a strong, stabilizing, vertical temperature gradient.

The isotherms were found to be horizontal in the interior for the case of small

or vanishing rotation rate, and to slope upward to the cold wall for high rotation

rate. There was a noticeable transition from stratification-controlled flow to

rotation-controlled above a critical rotation rate. A reversal occurred in the

radial temperature gradient near the cylindrical walls, and this effect disap-

peared gradually for increasing rotation rates. At any given radial distance

from the walls, the temperature deviation from the respective wall temperature

was found to be an exponential function of height over a major portion of the

flow, including the boundary layers. This variation with depth was different for

the high and low rotation cases, indicating the transition between flow regimes,

and also in the upper and lower regions of the fluid, indicating the possible ex-

istence of two convective cells. The experiments also revealed the strong effect

that the cylindrical geometry has on the flow: the height at which the mean iso-

therm traversed the gap was found to occur close to the bottom, and the heat

transfer varied with rotation as log (1/n^''^).

To obtain a quantitative picture of the velocity field and the extent to which

the different transport processes contribute in the various regions of the flow,

Piacsek (1966, 1968), Quon (1967), and Williams (1967) independently have car-

ried out a series of numerical experiments in the axisymmetric regime of flow.

All of Quon's results and all but two of Williams' applied to flows with a rigid

lid in contact with the top surface of the liquid. Since the above laboratory ex-

periments were performed with a free top surface, only the relevant cases of

Piacsek and Williams will be discussed.
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The relevant equations of momentum and heat transport are formulated in

accordance with the following assumptions:

1. The z axis of the cylindrical coordinate system coincides with the axis

of the cylindrical walls.

2. The rotation vector is assumed to point in the positive z direction,

and the gravitational acceleration g in the negative z direction.

3. The boundaries of the annulus are defined by the cylindrical surfaces

r = a and r = b, and by the horizontal surfaces z = and z = d, respectively.

4. The motion is described in a rotating system, so that all velocities

represent motion with respect to the cylinders.

5. Only small rotation rates are considered, so that centrifugal body forces

may be neglected.

6. Only small temperature contrasts are considered, so that the variation

of the coefficients of viscosity and heat conductivity with temperature may be

neglected, and the usual Boussinesq approximation concerning the density of an

incompressible fluid in natural convection may be applied, i.e., density varia-

tions are neglected everywhere except in the gravitational body force term,

giving rise to buoyancy effects.

Taking the cylindrical coordinates (r, (p, z) with the corresponding unit

vectors r, $, z, and a velocity vector u = (u, v, w ), we may write the equa-

tions of state, continuity and momentum, and heat transport as:

P - p^{\ - aCT-Tp)] = Po(l-«Ti) (1)

V • u = (2)

Bu Bu 3u Bu /„, u \ 1 ^P /v ^^\ ,„ ^

Bv Bv V Bv Bv /„, V \ 1 '^P /v ^^\

Bt Br " B(p Bz \ x^ j ^o' Bq, \^ j
(3b)

Bw Bw V Bw Bw „„ ^ 1 ^P _

Bt Br ^ Bcp Bz ^o Bz ^ (3c)

BT, BT, BT, BT,
1 1 V 1 1 V79T I .K

Bt Br • Bq) Bz ^ ^ '

where T^ is defined by Eq. (1), T^ is the "mean" temperature (T^ + T3)/2 and

pQ the corresponding density, and p is the dynamic pressure (total minus
hydrostatic).
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Since the experiments were performed on axisymmetric types of flow only,

B/3(p of all quantities vanishes. Then the equation of continuity, Eq. (2), re-

duces to

r 3r ^"^T;= ° ' (5a)

and we can introduce a stream function >/' defined by the relations

'"" = b7 ^" = ' 37
'

(5b)

Cross-differentiating the first and third component of Eqs. (3) to eliminate

p, and introducing the azimuthal component of the vorticity

^ = 37
" ?r

'

(6)

we obtain

3<f 3 3 , 3 /v2 \
"^T

, ,

-1 + — (u^) + — (w^-) = va(^) + —- — + 2nv - ag —- ,
• - ,rj)dt3r dz dz\' / dr ^'

'

where we used the equation of continuity to obtain the left-hand side, and a is

a cylindrical diffusion operator defined by

3 1 3 32^ "
-

-
^

«^^^^77?77 ^^"77^- -
(8)

Furthermore, we may note that . ,. .

. ,. . ^ = a(0) .
. ..; __-, ., (9)

We may introduce the following scaling now:

r=(b-a)r'

z = d • z

'

Ti = (Tb-Tg) • T' = AT-T' •
'

'

(u,v) = [agATd/2n(b- a)] • (u',v') .

Then, from (5a),

(10)

(b-a) u'

Equations (4), (8), and the second component of Eqs. (3) may then be written
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^+ — (us^) + — (ws^)
d r o z

3T— +

— + 0-U — +w —
3t \ Br Bz

.„(f).^,eli.v)-^

V2v -

Br B z

- + 1 u

(12)

(13)

(14)

where

aeAT • d

4n2(b-a)2 2n(b-a)2

and the operator a includes the geometric aspect ratio

(15)

Br "" Br
+ \2

Bz2
(16)

The boundary conditions on the system are taken as follows:

1. At the rigid walls of the container all velocities vanish; hence both the
normal and tangential derivatives of ^ vanish, as does v.

2. At the top free surface the normal velocity w and all stresses vanish.
This is equivalent to a "frictionless lid" approximation, and is designed to

eliminate external gravity waves and centrifugal effects on the surface.

3. On the conducting cylindrical surfaces, the temperature is assumed to
be uniform; on the horizontal surfaces no heat flow is assumed,

4. Since there is no in- or outflow into the annular cavity, the stream func-
tion may be set equal to zero on all surfaces.

Before we write down the final set of equations that was programmed for the
computer, we must note that the advective term involving f is written as V • u^,

whereas those involving v and T are written as (u • V)v and (u.V)t, respec-
tively. The former is referred to in numerical weather forecasting as a "con-
servative" or "divergent" form, because its integral over r and z will reduce
to integrations on the boundaries only; furthermore, its finite difference ana-
logue preserves this property with respect to summation over the lattice of

gridpoints. In order to throw the remaining advective terms into a "conserva-
tive" form, we multiply through Eq. (13) by r^, and Eq. (14) by r, respectively,
and obtain

— + V • urn = eP(m) - ur^
Bt ^

'

BT '^— + V • uT = - S(T)
Bt CT ^ ^

(17a)

(17b)
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where m/r = vr is the angular momentum about the cylinder's axis and T = Tr

P and S are cylindrical diffusion operators defined by

3 r B r r -^

32

(18a)

3 r 3r '" 3z

^

(18b)

Finite difference versions of Eqs. (9), (13), and (17a,b) were programmed
for a digital computer; the appropriate numerical schemes for differencing the

individual terms and for iterating the resulting system of nonlinear algebraic

equations are discussed in the concluding section.

The results are displayed in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, and are for the case of =

1.75, e = 1.0 X 10"^, \ = 2, CT = 7, and a' = a/(b-a) = .67. Figure 1 shows
a cross section of the annulus, Fig. 2 the streamlines, isotherms, and isolines

of the zonal velocity, and Fig. 3 the behavior of the temperature deviation from
the hot-wall temperature, as a function of height at the radial midpoint.
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Fig. 3 - Plot of log (T]3-T)
vs. z at the radial mid-
point of the annular gap

ordinary graph paper, and corresponds to the central "bundle" of isotherms
between < T < .6. For lower rotation the central "bundle" occupies a con-

siderably larger portion of the interior region, confining the exponential region

to a smaller region near the top; for higher rotation, the bundle becomes nar-

rower and steeper. Both the cylindrical geometry and rotation contribute to

this behavior of the temperature field, the former being responsible for the

strong asymmetry and the latter for the bundle formation. The isotherms and

streamlines are parallel only in certain regions of the flow, indicating that

thermal conduction is important throughout the gap. The isotherms display

clearly the "humps" found in the laboratory experiments, and even bigger humps
are found in the streamlines, indicating a weak reverse flow outside the bound-

ary layers. K we denote by dj and d^ the distances from the top and bottom,

respectively, at which the mean isotherm t'= crosses the radial midpoint,

we find that their ratio has the value dj/d2 = 3.3. This is considerably higher

than the ratio b/a = 2.5 that may be shown from simple geometrical arguments
to be the required value of dj/dj. For larger rotation rates this value is indeed

approached, but for lower rotation rates it becomes much higher. An inspection

of Fig. 2(c) shows that the zonal velocity reverses at some depth in order to

conserve torques about the axis. Furthermore, most of the shear in the v field

is concentrated at the upper part of the inner cylinder and the rigid bottom, in-

fluencing strongly the entrainment into the sidewall layers.

The theory of stratification-controlled flow in a nonrotating cavity has been
worked out by Gill (1966), and for a rotating annulus by Mclntyre (1967). A
simple theory for the existence of the humps in the isotherms, their variation

with rotation, and the large value of the ratio dj/dj has been put forward by
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Eden and Piacsek (1968) for the case of small rotation rates. It may be shown
that the reversals in the boundary layer temperature gradient are related to

the curvature of the vertical velocity profile, such that its points of inflection

occur where the temperature equals the horizontally averaged temperature at

that height, i.e., where the "relative buoyancy" vanishes. For increasing rota-

tion, the Coriolis force deflects any radial motion into zonal motion and sets

up a vertical pressure gradient opposing the buoyancy force, so that the con-

vective flux decreases in the boundary layer and fluid particles eject sooner.

The net result is greater warming and cooling by conduction near the cylindri-

cal walls, and a shrinking of the isotherms to a "bundle." So far, no satisfactory

explanation has been found for the exponential behavior of the temperature with

height, nor for the peculiar dependence of the convective heat transfer on rota-

tion; for .1 < n < .9 rad/sec the quantity N - 1 is found to be -logCl/fi^^^),

N being the Nusselt number (Eden and Piacsek, 1968, Piacsek, 1968), whereas
for 1.3 < fi < 2.1 rad/sec it is found to be -1/il (Williams, 1967). The large

ratio of d^/d^ is attributed to the different entrainment rates into the cold

and hot boundary layers.

The strong boundary layer seen on the bottom surface is due to the squeez-
ing of the radial motion out of the core region by the rotation to boundaries
where friction enables the fluid to convert zonal into radial motion again. This
layer is similar to the Ekman layer found near the top of wind-driven ocean
currents, and to those found during spin-up time near a rotation disc. For a

discussion of these layers, the reader is referred to Barcilon (1964) and
Mclntyre (1967).

B. Convection in a Semi-Infinite Fluid Cooled from Above:
Penetrative Convection

This problem considers the convection currents that arise in unstable fluid

layers that are bounded below by either positively or neutrally stable layers.

In the former case, the stable layers are penetrated to a certain extent by the

rising or descending thermal columns in the unstable regions, but they them-
selves remain stable, on the whole. In the latter case, the convection currents

will sooner or later involve all of the accessible fluid volume.

Many phenomena in nature exhibit a similar process — atmospheric thermals
and cumulus towers impinging on stably stratified layers above, including inver-

sions and the tropopause; evaporation-driven ocean currents penetrating into

lower regions stably stratified by solar radiation, or seasonal cooling effects

reaching down to the thermocline; convection in the sun and stars in layers

where radiation causes a superadiabatic temperature gradient, bounded both

below and above by stable layers. Often the penetration currents are coupled
to larger -scale general circulations, and their mutual interaction is of great

interest to geo- and astrophysicists.

Ball (1954) and Ewing (1960) have studied the difference between the radia-

tion temperature of the ocean's surface and the temperature of the water below
the surface. Ball has found a difference of -'.25°C in the top cm or so of the

surface layer; Ewing and McAlister found -^.60 °C in about 15 cm. In addition,
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the latter have observed that when the surface was disturbed the radiation tem-
perature rose to that of the lowered thermistor, but it returned to its normal
value in about 5 seconds. From this cooling rate they estimated that the cold
layer must be --I mm thick.

Since observations on such a small-scale phenomenon are difficult to carry
out at sea (because of waves, instrumentation, etc.), several workers have at-

tempted to isolate the phenomenon in the laboratory. Spangenberg and Rowland
(1961) studied evaporative cooling by taking schlieren photographs simultaneously
from the top and side of a tank of water. They found that the cooled surface
layer collects along lines, producing thickened regions which become unstable

and plunge in vertical sheets. These lines appeared to have no fixed dimensions
or geometric pattern, and their number per unit area appeared to depend on the

cooling rate rather than on the depth of the container. From the experimentally
observed nonlinear temperature profiles with depth, they have deduced a local

Rayleigh number of 1193 when convective circulation was started, and a Rayleigh
number (see the next subsection in this paper) of 102 for maintaining an estab-

lished circulation. The cells were always changing their shape and size, with
some drifting about, some fading away, and others replacing them, suggesting
some kind of turbulent behavior. The circulation in the cells was primarily
two-dimensional and appeared to be independent of the depth of the water layer

for depths greater than 1 cm. However, some temperature deviations were
measured as low as 4 cm below the surface. Foster (1965a) performed similar
experiments in which he measured the top surface temperature by an infrared

radiometer, and the onset of convective behavior by visual observations of a
thin layer of ink at the bottom of the water. He found that at large Rayleigh
numbers the time needed for the commencement of convection and the horizontal

wave number of the disturbances amplified most are independent of the depth of

the fluid layer. The convection cells appeared as roughly circular or polygonal

white spots in the ink layer, underneath descending columns of water. Berg,
Boudart, and Acrivos (1966) performed an elaborate study on natural convection
in pools of evaporating liquids. They found certain patterns to be due to surface-
tension-driven instability, and others due to buoyancy-driven motion. Water be-
haved differently from all the other fluids investigated; no convection at all was
observed until the depth of the layer reached 1 cm, and then it occurred in

sheets only. This anomalous behavior was attributed mostly to surface contami-
nation by surface- active agents which always seem to be present in water. Fos-
ter (1965b) has performed a theoretical analysis of the stability of an initially

homogeneous layer of fluid which is cooled uniformly from above, and found that

the onset time of the convection and the horizontal wave-number amplified most
are independent of the depth, but depend on the Prandtl number and the cooling

rate, thereby agreeing with the experimental results.

Whitehead and Chen (1967) have studied the stability and finite amplitude
motion of a thin, thermally unstable fluid layer, bounded above by a rigid sur-

face and below by a stably stratified body of fluid. Observations made by top

and side shadowgraph views showed that the flow consists of intermittent jets

and sheets plunging downward. For stronger cooling rates, more sheets were
seen, similar to Spangenberg and Rowland's results. Gribov and Gurevich
(1957) have made a theoretical investigation of instabilities in a fluid layer that

is bounded above and below by stable fluid regions, but into which the
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disturbances were free to propagate. They have found that the value of the criti-

cal Rayleigh number in this case is 6.5 times smaller than the value obtained in

the usual case. Veronis (1963) has also studied penetrative convection in a case

where an unstable layer of liquid was bounded above by a stable region. He
found that a finite amplitude instability sets in at values of the Rayleigh number
below critical (given by the linear theory). He argued that any finite amplitude

motion which mixes liquid above and below the upper boundary of the unstable

layer would create a deeper layer that would be gravitationally more unstable

than if it were in a conduction state only.

In view of the two-dimensional nature of the penetrating sheets, the numeri-
cal experiments were confined to two-dimensional flows only. The relevant

system of equations were left in dimensional form. They may be obtained from
Eqs. (7), (4), (9), and (5a) by neglecting curvature and putting fi = v = 0:

BT
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T(x,z) = A • cos (27Tnx/L) • (1 - e"^/") (23)

to start the convection. The scale height H is so chosen that the perturbation
is strongest where the fluid is most unstable. The relations between the time
elapsed in cooling and the amplitude of the perturbations on the one hand, and
the growth rate and the final form of the convection cells on the other, have not

yet been worked out.

The results for Case 1 are displayed in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) and Fig. 5, for

L = 3 cm, D = 1.5 cm, 3T/3ZJ ^^^ = 1.5°C/cm, and water as the working fluid

{v = 1.0 X 10"2 cm^/sec and k = 1.4 x 10"-^ cm^/sec). A time of 16 seconds
elapsed before a perturbation of n = 1, A = .001, and H = 1.5 cm was applied.

It was foimd that the isotherms are a much more sensitive indicator of the con-
vective motions than the streamlines; this is not surprising if we consider that

the diffusion coefficient of friction is --7 times that of heat, so that it will take
--7 times longer for all thermal fluctuations to die out than for the velocities.

Similarly, the temperature field is concentrated into narrower regions, for the

small thermal diffusion is ineffective in smearing it out.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent the time development of the temperature
pattern when conduction gives way to convection. The times elapsed between
frames are listed in the figure captions. The last two frames for temperature
and streamline in Fig. 4(b) are taken at t = 454 seconds. All six frames of

isotherm development in this figure had the same (visible) streamline pattern

associated with them (shown in the bottom frame). At the onset, a heavy blob

of cold fluid forms which penetrates to the bottom and is reflected by the rigid

surface. When the reflected upward-moving thermals join the top layer again,

a strong "finger" of cold fluid forms which again descends to the bottom and is

reflected; however, at this time, two weaker fingers develop also at the side-

walls, and the streamline pattern shows that at this time the two-cell pattern
breaks into a four-cell pattern. After this time there are three descending and
two ascending columns. The foregoing pattern is repeated many times, with the

"finger" growing weaker after each cycle until the pattern shown in the final

frame eventually emerges. It was also observed that the period of the oscilla-

tions increased steadily; this can be understood if we assume the oscillations

to be some form of internal gravity waves whose frequency depends on the

average vertical temperature gradient. The total kinetic energy and absolute
vorticity have converged to four significant figures, yet small but nevertheless
visible changes occurred in the isotherms. Though a truly steady state in this

problem can never be achieved as the mean temperature of the system decreases
linearly, the location of this temperature becomes a constant and the horizontally

averaged temperature as a function of depth also becomes a constant. Thus a
"quasi- steady" state is possible in the system, but one has to iterate a very
long time to damp out the thermal fluctuations.

Figure 5 shows the vertical variation of the horizontally averaged tempera-
ture. In a significant portion of the flow the temperature gradient is reversed:
this can be traced to the impinging cold stream on the bottom and its consequent
spreading. Because of the relatively weak nature of the upward-moving com-
pared to the descending columns, a fluid particle spends a greater time in the

former regions and achieves its highest temperature only on the upward
passage.
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Fig. 4(a) - Time development of experiment B (read
from left to right and down); frames for the isotherms
at t = 8, 12, 14, 18, 24, 44, 54, and 62 seconds
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Fig. 4(b) - Frames for the isotherms at t = 134, 14Z, 178,

230, 330, and 454 seconds
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Fig. 5 - Va riation of horizontally
averaged temperature with depthfor
experiment B

The results for Case 2 are presented in Figs. 6 and 7, for L = 3 cm, D =

4.5 cm, 3t/Bz|^ = d = 3.0°C/cm, and water as the working fluid. The perturba-

tion was applied only after 2 seconds, and had n = 1, A = .001 °C, and H =

1.5 cm. Since this is a much deeper system and has a stable layer forming
on the bottom, the transient convection pattern is very different, although the

final state is not that much. Only one noticeable period of oscillation was car-

ried out by the fluid, and the latter again came to a steady state after -^180

seconds. The downward- moving initial blobs had weakened long before they

reached the stable layer: they seemed to consist of wide but weak "tongues"

with a "finger" growing inside them. Eventually the tongues retracted and

formed fingers in the steady state. The maximum depression of the top of the

stable layer came when the tongues were already in the retracting stage, indi-

cating that the temperature profiles are a poor indicator of the actual fluid mo-
tion, for the reasons mentioned in discussing Case 1. A further evidence of

this was the almost symmetrical pattern in the streamlines (not shown), indi-

cating that the strength of the up- and downward- moving columns is not greatly

different. One must bear in mind that the fluid particles continue to gain heat

from the time they leave the top until they return to it, so that in this type of

convection the temperature field is not at all reliable to assess local circula-

tion strengths, though it may be used to study the geometry of cell patterns, as

the schlieren photographs have shown.

Figure 7 shows the vertical variation of the horizontally averaged tempera-
ture field, which again shows that in a substantial portion of the flow the tem-
perature gradient is reversed, for the same reasons as in Case 1.
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1 _32^ d^
^ , ^2v20

,
v2 = 4r^ + ^ '

•

^''"^'-
/"^ '

(27)

Ra = -^^ , cr = ^ , 7 = -, -I-. 28)

where d is the depth of the fluid, a the coefficient of thermal expansion, and

AT the applied temperature contrast. The boundary conditions are u = w =

at z = and 1, and T = 1 at z = 0, and T = -1 at z = 1. The lateral ex-

tension of the system, though infinite in principle, must be restricted for com-
putational purposes. Since this dimension influences the horizontal wavelengths

admitted by the system, we will discuss below the special conditions assumed
in connection with the instability problem.

The final dominant mode is expected to depend on the Rayleigh number Ra,

the Prandtl number a, and the geometry of the container. Furthermore, because

in finite amplitude flows the various horizontal wave numbers interact in a non-

linear fashion, the final mode will also depend on the amplitude of the total initial

perturbation, the relative amplitudes of the various constituent harmonics, and

the initial state of the system. The complete examination of this problem is a

long and tedious task; in this paper only token results are presented that, in the

author's opinion, serve to illustrate some of the interesting and difficult aspects

of this problem.

An excellent review of most analytical studies on Benard convection appears

in a recent article by Brindley (1967). Rayleigh (1916) has shown that in the

case of rigid- rigid boundaries convection will only occur if the value of Ra ex-

ceeds 1708; below this, friction is able to overrule the weak destabilizing tem-

perature gradient. The preferred horizontal wavelength at the onset of convec-

tion was predicted by Pellew and Southwell (1940), based on linearized theory.

A summary of all linearized work appears in Chandrasekhar (1961). For two-

dimensional rolls, the nondimensional wavelength is \' = \/d = 2.016. Later

workers included nonlinear effects in several ways. Malkus and Veronis (1958),

Palm and C^iann (1960), Segel and Stuart (1962), Segel (1965a,b), Schluter, Lortz,

and Busse (1965), and Busse (1967), have included the nonlinear interaction of

many harmonics by working with finite amplitude flows; many workers have in-

cluded the variation of viscosity with temperature. Most of the studies have

been based on expansion in a small parameter e, being --Ra - Ra^, so that the

results are valid only for Ra not too much larger than the critical value. Near

Ra^, hexagonal shapes were predicted, and for higher Ra two-dimensional rolls.

Roberts (1965) has used a different approach: he assumed a simple sinus^.

oidal variation in time, e''^*, and in the horizontal direction, sin nrrx, and

searched for the eigenvalues of the resulting system of nonlinear ordinary dif-

ferential equations in z. The criterion in determining the critical wave number

used was to find the value of \' for which da/d\' = 0. In this manner, he found

the optimum wavelengths for Ra up to 5000; at Ra = 4000 a value of \' = 2.004

was found, slightly smaller than the critical value. The behavior of \' with

increasing Ra showed a monotonic decrease.
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Recently, Chen and Whitehead (1968) have performed a careful laboratory

study of Benard convection by introducing small controlled perturbations prior

to the onset of motion, producing two-dimensional rolls of arbitrary width-to-

depth ratio. The conditions employed corresponded to the finite -amplitude
stability problem for a constant viscosity, large Prandtl number, Boussinesq
fluid with rigid, conducting boundaries. They found that two-dimensional cells

with width-to- depth ratios close to unity are stable at ail Ra investigated

(Ra^ < Ra < 2.5 Ra^), whereas for moderately too large or too small values

they tend to undergo size adjustments toward a preferred value of 1.1. Snyder
(1967) has performed experimental studies on wave-number selection of finite

amplitude between differentially rotating cylinders (the "Taylor" problem). He
showed that a finite-amplitude secondary flow may have any wavelength within

a range which depends on the amplitude. The reason is that the problem is in-

herently time-dependent, and that the actual wavelength selected is determined
by the initial conditions of the problem. He has experimentally found hysteresis
effects similar to the ones reported here. Meyer (1967) has performed a some-
what similar numerical experiment on preferred wavelengths in the nonlinear
region of Taylor flow. He made a big box of two complete cells and determined
the preferred length by varying the box length until the ratio of energy con-
tained in the even harmonics to that of the odd harmonics was a maximum.

Numerical experiments have been performed on Benard convection by
Deardorff (1964, 1965) and Fromm (1965), but only for perturbations of \' =2
and horizontal (nondimensional) width y = 2,4, 8, and 20.

The present investigation consists of two approaches. One purpose is to

determine the wavelength that transports the maximum heat, and then find if

that is the preferred wavelength. To this end, a single roll was considered, for

Ra = 20000 and y - \'/2 = 1.00. The latter value was chosen because it lies

very near the analytically predicted value of 1.002 by Roberts (1965), for Ra =

4000. The circulation in each roll in two-dimensional convection is in the op-
posite sense from that of its neighbors, and such that within each unidirectional

vortex there is symmetry about a diagonal. Furthermore, each is symmetrical
with respect to its neighbors; hence the cell boundaries can be defined as
"surfaces of symmetry." Such a definition was used by Chandrasekhar (1961)
and Stuart (1964) in their treatment of the Benard problem. It is sufficient,

therefore, to find the flow fields in only a half cell or single vortex, and from
that one may construct the whole circulation (see Fig. 8). The boundary condi-

tions on these surfaces become the following: no mass or heat flow may cross
the cell wall, and no stress may act upon it, i.e., they become frictionless, in-

sulating lids. It is of interest to note that heretofore these boundary conditions
have not been used in numerical work on Benard convection. Both Fromm (1965)
and Deardorff (1964) have assumed either rigid lateral boundaries or periodic
conditions on them. The present conditions enable us to deal with half-cells

only.

The flow was started by assuming a linear temperature profile due to con-
duction only, with the temperature contrast already at its final value, and apply-
ing a temperature perturbation of the form A • cos nx • sin m. The finite-

difference versions of Eqs. (24) to (27) were iterated in time until a fully developed
steady- state convective flow was obtained. The aspect ratio 7 was then incre-
mented (or decremented) in steps of A > = .2, always using the previous steady
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Streamlines
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Fig. 8 - Symmetry sketch of Benard cells

state as input for the next case, to see how far a single cell could be "stretched"

without breaking up into multiple vortices of opposite circulation. So far a

value of 2.8 has been reached with no real sign of a breakup; a lower limit to y

has not been reached as yet. The heat transfer variation with y is tabulated

below (n = Nusselt number):

N
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Fig. 9 - Steady-state streamlines (left) and isotherms (right) for

Benard convection with y = 1.68: (a) stretching of a y = 1.00 cell;

(b) initial perturbation cos Zttx; and (c) initial perturbation sin Z-tx

of aspect ratio > . The curious result found was that a perturbation of form
cos 27TX (run (b))will lead to a 2-roll steady state, whereas a sin 2ttx (run (c))

will lead to a 3-roll behavior. Run (c) corresponds to the y = 1.00 cell adia-

batically "stretched" to a y = 1.68 cell. The answer appears to lie in the fact

that the sin 2ttx mode does not naturally satisfy the temperature boundary con-
ditions, but is forced to do so at the gridpoints adjacent to the boundary, by the

numerical procedure. This causes the temperature profile to have a point of

inflection near the boundary and to develop regions of buoyancy opposite to that

of the interior region adjacent to it. These appear to be the cause of the forma-
tion of the smaller cells on the sides. The highest heat transfer is associated
with mode (c), i.e., the one exhibiting the largest number of upward-moving
columns per unit area. This agrees with the Nusselt number's dependence on

7, where the largest heat transfer occurs for the smallest width-to-depth ratio.
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REVIEW OF NUMERICAL METHODS IN CONVECTIVE FLOWS

The systems of partial differential equations governing two-dimensional or

three-dimensional axisymmetric flows in natural convection divide into two
groups: those involving the time-derivative called "forecast" equations, de-

scribing the transport of vorticity, temperature, and angular momentum; and a

Poisson equation relating the stream function to vorticity. The first group con-

tains equations that are of mixed parabolic -hyperbolic type, although, due to the

nonlinearities, these terms must be used in a loose sense only. It is possible

for the system to be parabolic in one region of the flow and not in another, or at

one time during its evolution and not at another. The Poisson equation is, of

course, elliptic. An extensive review of numerical methods used in geophysical

fluid dynamics up to 1962 was given by Miyakoda (1962), and a more recent sur-

vey was made by Lilly (1965). Since then, still more progress has been made in

this field, some in adapting existing methods to the Navier- Stokes equations and

some in developing new ones.

We will first discuss the methods used to solve the Poisson equation v^-/' =

^. The most common and easily programmed technique is the optimum over-

relaxation [Frankel (1950); Forsythe and Wasow (1960), p. 242; Varga (1962),

p. 105; Miyakoda (1962), p. 98j. The scheme for rectangular coordinates x -

i* A and z = j • A with centered space differencing is given by

,n+l ,n r / ,n ,n+l ,n ,n+l ^ /n ^ ,o\ . ^^

^ij = ^ij + ^(^i + i.j + V^'i-i.j +0i.j,i+0i,j_i-40ij-^i3 -A^) , (29)

where the superscript n denotes the iteration cycle, and r is the relaxation

coefficient or acceleration parameter. The mesh is swept in the order j = 1,

i = 1, 2, ... I; j =2, i = 1, 2, ... I, etc. so that the scheme is explicit. The
constant r depends on the mesh size, and its variation with grid size is given

by the authors cited above. Experience shows that, to decrease an initial error

by a factor of 10^, the matrix must be swept ^3/4 x/l3 times. The total number
of arithmetic operations would then be --9 x 3/4 x i/ll. The fastest iterative

technique for the solution of Poisson' s equation in a rectangular region is a

variant of the Peaceman-Rachford (1953) method, in which there is relaxation

alternatively on rows and columns of the mesh and changes in the acceleration

parameter from cycle to cycle. These methods are also known as the

alternating-direction implicit or simply ADI methods. If the number of itera-

tion cycles is chosen as a power of 2, say 2^, then the acceleration parameters
may be predetermined in advance and will obtain maximum convergence
[Varga (1962), p. 226; Gary (1967)]. The scheme may be written

rr +9\,/,"+l/2_ ,n+l/2_ ,n+l/2 n n n ^0^^

r r -l-^^,/,"^l jP*'^ ;"+1 - /^ i\ /n+1/2
.

,n+l/2
,

,n+l/2 /Qf\K\(r^+2)^.. -
'/'i.j + i

-
^i, j-1

- (Tk- 2)0ij + 0j^^ . + ^._j . , (30b)

where the sequence of parameters r^ is given by

1/16

,^ = ^S(17-2k)
,

k= 1, 2, ...8 ; /3 = m(^) ; S =

(^)
, (31)
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and jj. is adjusted to obtain most rapid convergence. The remaining values of

r^ are defined modulo 8, i.e., rg = rj, rjo = t^^, etc. Each row iteration, Eq.
(30a), or column iteration, Eq. (30b), is implicit, in that all the values on the

respective row or column must be found simultaneously. Since there are only
three unknowns in each equation, the resulting coefficient matrix becomes tri-

diagonal: the only nonzero elements are on the diagonal and two adjacent lines.

For this type of matrix there is a special inversion algorithm that is very ef-

ficient; a detailed formulation is given by Varga (1962), p. 195, and Richtmeyer
and Morton (1967), p. 200.

The ratio of the asymptotic rate of convergence for the overrelaxation to

that of the ADI method decreases as the number of gridpoints increases, so that

for large meshes the ADI method is far superior. This is particularly so in the

case of Neumann boundary conditions for which the overrelaxation is extremely
slow in converging. A detailed comparison of the two methods for Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions and for various ratios of the grid spacings ax/az
may be found in Gary's (1967) article.

When the boundaries in one or both of the directions are "f rictionless lids,"

where ^ = ^ = 0, the Fourier inversion method becomes very suitable particu-

larly when the respective dimension is much shorter than the other. In this

method, ^j j
and <f j

are both expanded in discrete Fourier series in the respec-
tive direction, say z:

a 3

"^ij " Z] ^i" ' ^'" (n^JA)
, ^ij " Z]

b." • sin (n77JA)
(32)

and the resulting j ordinary difference equations

(a;;,l+a['.j-2ai")/A2 - n^^^aF^ = b." (33)

are solved by the tri-diagonal algorithm mentioned above. Here practically all

the computation is spent in finding the b." from decomposing cf ^ , and the lAij

from superposing the a^", which is ^^ip calculations. If j « i, the ratio of

computational work in this method to that of overrelaxation is -20/27 • Vj/l.

Recently, two ingenious simplifications were introduced by Hockney (1965)

into this method. He noted that if a suitable number is chosen for J (such as
12, 24, 48), the symmetry in the sine functions may be used to reduce the com-
puting time to about a tenth of the above estimate. Furthermore, the two-
cyclic nature of the difference Eqs. (33) allows one to replace the original

equations involving all the points in the net to a set of ij/2 slightly more com-
plex equations involving only the points on the even lines of the mesh. The set

of revised equations could also be solved by the Fourier method. The final pro-
gram led to a solution time 1/10 that of the ADI and 1/60 that of the overrelaxa-
tion method, on a mesh size 48 x 48.

On noting that the values of the vorticity on the boundary are actually not

needed to solve the finite-difference version of the Poisson equation, the
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Fourier inversion method was used for all three experiments. In experiment A,

the expansion was made in the z -direction, and the resulting ordinary differ-

ence equations had variable coefficients in the radius r . In experiments B and

C expansion was made in the horizontal x-direction.

We must turn now to solutions of the "forecast" equations, where one

marches forward in time and finds the new values of <f, T, and m at a later time

step from their values at earlier time steps. Each transport equation may be
put in the general form

— . -V-ucp, + c.V^cp, . F.^cp^.cp,, ...;--,...;-_. u,r, ...j . (34)

In cases B and C, Fj = -Ra* 3t/bx and F2 = 0; in case A, Fj = (l/r^).

(20m/r3 + l)«Bm/3z - dj/dr, F^ = -r^'u, F^ = 0, and v^ is replaced by
the more complicated diffusion operators a, P and s (see Eqs. (16- 18)). Sup-
pose the time coordinate has been discretized as t = n • At and the iteration

has progressed through step n; we would like to compute the next values at

t = (n + l)At. In general, the time iteration methods may be divided into two
classes: explicit methods, in which all terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (34)

are evaluated at previous time steps n, n - 1, etc.; and implicit methods, in

which some terms may be evaluated at the step n + 1 to be computed. In the

latter case an iterative procedure is required to find the values at all grid-

points; for, in general, these become coupled in Eq. (34). In all the numerical
experiments the author has seen, the terms Fj are evaluated at the step n

,

and the time derivatives as B(p/3t = (qp^^^ - <Pi"M/^t or {(p"*^ - cp-")/At.

Lilly (1965) has given a summary of the more widely used time iteration

methods in geophysical fluid dynamics. Both he and Henrici (1962) have shown
that weak instabilities are associated with some of the multistep methods (i.e.,

involving more than two time levels), due to the fact that the difference equation

admits spurious solutions that are not present in the original equation. In fact,

the solution may become decoupled on odd and even time levels. In addition,

strong instabilities may arise if care is not taken in differencing the advective

formas, or if too large a time step is used in the explicit schemes.

The existence of "aliasing errors," due to misrepresentation of the shorter

waves because of the inability of the finite grid to properly resolve them, may
lead to computational instability. It may occur due to the nonlinear advective

terms; but it may also occur in linear equations with nonconstant coefficients.

Arakawa (1966) has shown that by a proper form of space-differencing the ad-

vective terms the nonlinear instability may be overcome. He presented several

schemes which simulate several important properties of continuous fluids, such
as conservation of vorticity, kinetic energy, mean-square vorticity, and con-
straint on the spectral distribution of energy.

In two-dimensional incompressible flow, the expression V • u(p = (u 'V) qp

may be written as

ciKp B(p Bi// 3qj d(\p,cp)
"^ ^S~ - ^ ^~ = ^T : = 3(0-(p) • (35)OZ dx dx dz 3(X,Z) vr.-r/ V" /
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Since the contributions from the advection terms in vorticity equations were
generally small, and in the case of rotation completely negligible, the finite dif-

ference form of the Jacobian was used that conserves only kinetic energy and

vorticity. In all cases the total absolute value of the vorticity converged to four

or more significant figures, so there was no need to use a scheme which also

conserves mean- square vorticity; such a scheme is the superposition of two

differently differenced Jacobians and represents twice the computer time. The

scheme used is given by

(36)

Three schemes were used in evaluating the advective and diffusive terms

during the model experiments:

I.
2At

= c(v2(p)" + 5(0, cp)" + F" (37)

II.
,n+l _ ^n-1

2At

i + i,i 1, J

n+l

(...)

(Ax): (Az)-
+ 3(V^.<P)" + F"

• (^^)

The combination of the time-derivative evaluated at levels n+l and n- 1 with

the advective terms evaluated at level n is called the "leap-frog" procedure.

The particular way of differencing the diffusive terms in Scheme II is the well-

known DuFort-Frankel method (for a detailed description of this and other

schemes for the diffusion terms, the reader is referred to Richtmeyer and

Morton (1967), p. 189). Scheme III is described below and is given essentially

by Eqs. (41). Based on linearized stability analysis (see Richtmeyer and

Morton (1967)), Scheme I has a limit on the time step for the case Ax = Az

given by

At <

lc+ (|u|+|w|)-A

while the stability of Scheme II is not affected by the diffusion terms, but is

(39)

At <
(40)

The truncation errors of the two schemes are 0(At + Ax 2) and 0(At/AX)2, so

that the gain in computer time is slightly offset by the poorer accuracy of

Scheme II. Nevertheless, in the cases considered, the truncation error could

be kept the same and still gain a factor of 10 in the allowable time step.

After noting that a cycle of iteration for elliptic partial differential equa-

tions is analogous to a time step in parabolic equations such as the diffusion

equation, Douglas and Rachford (1956) devised an ADI method for the diffusion
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equation that was applicable to three-dimensional problems. In this case,

however, no set of acceleration parameters was found. Later, Douglas (1961,

1962) has extended the method to nonlinear parabolic equations of the type

it = V2(p + f((p, X, z). The scheme is as follows:

(q,n+l/4_q,n)/(^^/2) =i — + U —^ + F"
,

^ \3x2 3x2 / Bz2 ../-

,n+ 1 /2 .— )(Ar/2) -^[—
B2(p

.3/2

d-'cp d-'m \ d^c

(41)

^ \ Bx2 3x2

1 /32(p
(^n+l_q,n.3/4) (Ar/2) =1̂

\3z2

1+ 1

32(p

3z2

It consists of two pairs of row-column iterations with a correction for the non-

linear term sandwiched in between, and has a truncation error of 0(At2 4- Ax2).

Subject to the condition that
|
3f/3(p| is bounded for all times, the scheme has

unconditional stability regarding the time steps. In view of the high order of

truncation error and the unlimited stability, it is most promising for applica-

tion to the Navier-Stokes equations, at least for flows in which the nonlinear

terms are not larger by orders of magnitude than the diffusive terms. It must
be noted that the column iteration involves only the second derivative in the

z-direction, so that the additional arithmetic due to row-column iteration is

minimal. Although the advective terms in the Navier-Stokes equations are not

exactly of the form f(x, z,cp ), they can be taken care of in several ways. One
way is to iterate more frequently in the predictor-corrector fashion of Eq. (41)

for the advective terms, and with each of such iterations solve the Poisson equa-

tion for the stream function. The other method, as introduced by Wilkes and

Churchill, is to include the u 'd/dx and w -d/dz terms into joint operators
d2/dx2 4- u 'd/dx and d2/dz2 4. w 'd/dz, respectively, and then proceed as in

Eq. (41), with F" now including only the buoyancy and Coriolis terms.

A sure way of extending the Douglas method to the Navier-Stokes equations

is to regard the nonlinear terms as the only ones giving rise to limitations on

the time step. Thus, instead of unlimited stability we recover that of Scheme
II, given by Eq. (40). This is justified, because with respect to the nonlinear

term the scheme is a simple explicit one, and because unconditional stability

holds for the pure diffusion terms. It is to overcome even this limitation on

the time step that Wilkes and Churchill (1966) have evaluated the nonlinear

terms implicitly. Aziz and Heliums (1967) have successfully used this method
in a three-dimensional convection problem.

The general scheme for the whole numerical procedure, therefore, is as

follows:
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1. Forecast new values of the vorticity on interior gridpoints.

2. Solve the Poisson equation for the stream function, and if there are any
rigid boundaries, find the values of the vorticity on them. On the frictionless

lid surfaces, both ^ and / vanish.

3. Forecast new values of T and m, using the newly found stream function

in the Jacobians. Start all over in 1.

Since the Poisson equation for the stream function must be solved at every
time step and is a relatively lengthy procedure compared to the evaluation of

the right-hand side of the transport equations, the use of implicit methods and
fewer time steps almost always resulted in a large saving of computer time.
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DISCUSSION

A. S. Iberall
General Technical Services, Inc.

Upper Darby, Pennsylvania

The Bowen ratio (the hydrometric constant) approaches equilibrium for

larger bodies of water in about 3 weeks. Thus, what systems in stability is

Mr. Piacsek investigating?

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Steve A. Piacsek

The Bowen ratio is the ratio between the amount of heat given off to the

atmosphere as sensible heat and that used for evaporation. (Sverdrup, H.U.,

Johnson, M.W., and Fleming, R.H., "The Oceans," p. 117, Prentice-Hall.)

For large bodies of water this indeed takes a long time to reach a steady

value. However, the numerical experiments were concerned only with the

stability of the top few centimeters near the ocean's surface, with a charac-

teristic overturning time in the convection cells of a few minutes. During this

time the mean air and water temperatures change very little, and the Bowen
ratio may be considered to be a constant.
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SOME PROGRESS IN TURBULENCE THEORY
Robert H. Kraichnan

Dublin, New Hampshire , .

.\. ABSTRACT

A review is made of efforts to deduce the quantitative properties of

turbulence from the Navier -Stokes equation, without the introduction of

mixing lengths or other arbitrary paranaeters, by means of the direct-
interaction family of statistical approximations. The direct-interaction
results for turbulent dispersion, isotropic turbulence, and Boussinesq
turbulent convection are connpared with laboratory and computer ex-
periments. The nature of expansions for statistical functions is dis-
cussed, together with techniques for the estimation of errors and the
systematic refinement of the direct-interaction predictions. Finally,
the numerical methods appropriate to the direct-interaction equations
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Turbulence is a contradictory phenomenon which simultaneously exhibits

both order and disorder. The combination has proved hard to analyze and pre-
dict successfully. The random aspect of turbulence arises from the rich va-

riety of instabilities accessible to high-Reynolds-number flows. When a laminar
flow breaks down into turbulence, so many different degrees of freedom can be

excited that the detailed, point-to-point, causal dependence of the resulting tur-

bulent velocity field on the initial disturbance field is impossible to unravel.

The turbulent velocity field is intricate and irregular in appearance.

Measurements on a variety of sustained turbulent flows show that the proba-
bility distribution of the velocity measured as a function of time at any point

within the fully turbulent region is close to a normal distribution. However, the

joint probability distribution of the velocity at two or more points is significantly

nonnormal. A snapshot of the velocity field at any instant would show an abun-
dance of well-defined local features: filaments and streets of high vorticity

separated by relatively quiescent regions.

The intricacy, irregularity, and nonreproducibility of individual turbulent

flows make it natural to use a statistical description in which averages over
space, time, or an ensemble of realizations of the flow are sought. In contrast

to the instability of an individual turbulent flow, laboratory results suggest that

appropriate statistical averages are relatively stable and reproducible. The
transport properties of turbulent flows are naturally described by averages.
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There are two general ways in which predictions of turbulence averages

may be attempted with the Navier-Stokes equation as a starting point. The
more straightforward is direct computer simulation of a turbulent flow, or

ensemble of flows, followed by averaging. This involves numerical integration

of the Navier-Stokes equation forward in time for each flow, individually. The
second way is to seek dynamical equations for the statistical averages them-
selves. These latter equations then are solved numerically. There are ad-

vantages and disadvantages to each approach, and the two methods should be

regarded as complements rather than competitors. Direct integration of the

Navier-Stokes equation offers pictures of individual flow structures which are

impossible to recover from statistical equations. On the other hand, statistical

theory can exhibit more clearly some of the physics of the transport processes

that characterize turbulence, and, equally important, can result in less demand-
ing numerical computations. Direct computer simulation of turbulent flows has

been limited, in the past, to two-dimensional flows, because of computer limi-

tations. However, continuing advances in the speed and capacity of computers,

together with numerical techniques like the Cooley-Tukey fast Fourier trans-

form, appear to be changing this situation rapidly. As we shall discuss later

in this paper, useful three-dimensional calculations already seem to be fea-

sible [1].

The present paper reports on a family of statistical approximations, the

"direct- interaction" approximation and its relatives, which the author and his

colleagues have explored during the past ten years. The unique feature of the

direct- interaction approximation is that it is an exact description of a model
dynamical system, in addition to being an approximation to turbulence dynamics.

The model system has the same expression for energy as the Navier-Stokes

system, together with other common properties. This assures important in-

ternal consistency properties of the approximation.

The direct- interaction approximation and its variants have been applied

to isotropic turbulence decay, turbulent dispersion, convection of scalar con-

taminants by turbulence, random solutions of Burgers' equation, hydromagnetic

turbulence, turbulence in a Vlasov plasma, and buoyant turbulent convection. In

the sections which follow, the nature of the approximation is reviewed, and

brief reports are given on some of these applications, including comparisons
of the results with laboratory and computer experiments. The paper concludes

with discussions of error estimates, higher approximations which reduce errors

systematically, and, finally, the numerical techniques called for by the direct-

interaction equations.

THE NATURE OF DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS
FOR STATISTICAL QUANTITIES

The simplest statistical field variables are the mean velocity vi (x, t ) =

<v (x, t)> and the velocity covariance tensor V-^- (x, t ; x', t') =<Ui (x, t)uj(x', t')>,

where v^ (x, t) is the velocity field in an individual realization of the flow, < >

denotes the average over an ensemble of realizations, and u. (x, t ) = v^ (x, t )
-

V. (x, t ) is the departure of the velocity field, in a realization, from the ensemble
mean. We use ensemble averages here and in what follows because they are
always applicable, while space or time averages are appropriate only if the flow

exhibits statistical homogeneity or stationarity.
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The dynamical equations obeyed by v and U differ fundamentally from the

underlying Navier Stokes equation for v (x, t). The latter is a vector differential

equation which can be integrated forward in time once the initial values v(x, 0)

and the boundary conditions are specified. In contrast, there is no closed-form
dynamical equation which can be integrated to generate v and U from their

initial values. The equations for v and u can be formulated in several ways
[2,3], but, always, an infinite sequence or series of some sort arises. In one

formulation, there is an infinite set of coupled equations which determines
simultaneously v,U , and the infinite set of higher moments<u- (x, t)uj (x, t')u x

(x", t") >5 • • . . In a second formulation, v and U are expanded in an infinite

perturbation series, with a characteristic Reynolds number of the flow serving

as the expansion parameter. A third formulation yields integrodifferential

equations for v and U which contain, within them, infinite series in v and U

themselves. Finally, the infinite set of equations for v , U , and higher-order

moments can be replaced by an equivalent, single, functional equation for the

probability-distribution characteristic functional [4,5]. All these ways of formu-
lating the statistical equations require as input information the initial values of

all moments of all orders. This infinite set of initial values replaces, in the

statistical description, the initial values of the velocity field in all the individual

members of the ensemble. The dynamical coupling of moments of different

order comes from the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equation; that is, from
the advection term (v*V)v.

In order to compute v and u from the statistical equations, it is necessary
to find an approximating algorithm which replaces the infinite dynamical equa-
tions by something integrable in a finite number of operations. Grave difficul-

ties have been encountered here, because in all the formulations the infinite

sequences or series are divergent [2]. At the time of writing (December 1968),

no known scheme guarantees converging approximations to the correct values

of V and U. Here is a sharp contrast to the original Navier-Stokes equation,

which, with reasonable assurance, can be integrated with any desired accuracy,

in any given realization, by taking a sufficiently fine grid in space and time.

In view of the preceding paragraph, what valid motivation is there for pur-
suing statistical turbulence theory instead of simply integrating the Navier-
Stokes equation for representative turbulent flows? There are two principal

reasons. First, equations for the statistical quantities themselves, even if

approximate and mathematically difficult in their final usable form, can exhibit

the important physics of turbulence more clearly than the Navier Stokes equa-
tion. Statistical equations can provide a bridge to intuitive ideas about turbu-

lence, such as eddy viscosity and mixing lengths. Second, approximate statisti-

cal equations, required as an end result of moderately accurate numerical
predictions for averages of interest, demand, in some cases at least, enor-
mously less computation time than integration of the Navier-Stokes equation
for representative flows. This is because the statistical functions v and u are
smooth functions of their arguments and can be specified adequately by fewer
numbers than the jaggedly varying velocity field of a typical realization. This
is particularly true when there are statistical symmetries, such as isotropy or
stationarity. Statistical equations can also be much more stable for machine
computation than the Navier-Stokes equation.
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DIRECT-INTERACTION APPROXIMATION
FOR TURBULENT DIFFUSION

Turbulent diffusion by a random velocity field provides an example, simpler

than Navier-Stokes turbulence, for introducing the direct-interaction statistical

equations. We shall suppose that the mean velocity v vanishes, and that u. (x, t)

is incompressible and has a multivariate-normal statistical distribution over the

ensemble of realizations of the flow. Suppose that a scalar quantity, e.g., tem-
perature T (x, t), is passively convected according to

3 o\ 3T(x,t) /.x--- r;V2 T(x,t) = -u. (x,t) ^
(1)

where 77 is the molecular diffusivity. K the initial temperature field t(x, 0) is

the same in all realizations [t(x, 0) = T(x, 0)], then the mean temperature field

T (x, t ) = < T (x, t ) > at later times is

T(x,t) jG(x,t;y,0) T(y,0)d3y
, (2)

where g(x, t; x', t') is the mean Green's function for the temperature field; i.e.,

g(x, t; x', t') = t(x, t) for the special initial condition t(x, t') =B^ (x - x').

From Eq. (1) and the assumption of normality of u, an infinite -series in-

tegrodifferential equation for G (x, t; x', t') can be developed in the following

form:

f-^- 7jV2j G(x,t;x',t') =^— J ds
J

d^y G(x,t;y,s)

BG ^',s;x' , t'

)

.„.
• U.3(x,t;y,s)-^— ^+ ... , (3)

G(x,t';x',t') = 3^ (x-x') .

The higher terms in Eq. (3), indicated by the dots, are an infinite series of in-

creasingly complicated multiple integrals with g and u in the integrands. For
the derivation and detailed analysis of Eq. (3), the reader is referred to the

original papers [3,6,7]. In brief, the starting point for Eq. (3) is an iteration

expansion in which the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is treated as a perturbation on

the left-hand side. The iteration expansion is then reworked by partial summa-
tion to all orders, to yield Eq. (3).

Equation (3) is a formally exact equation for G. The direct-interaction ap-

proximation consists of dropping all the terms indicated by the dots. Equations

(2) and (3) yield

(-^ - ^^') T(x,t) = ^ r ds fdV G(x,t;y,s) U.. (x,t;y,s)

^
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3T(y,s)
(4)

and, again, the direct- interaction approximation is obtained by dropping the

higher terms. .,,, -

The most striking difference between Eqs. (1) and (4) is that the former is

a differential equation, local in space and time, while the latter involves inte-

grals over space and time and cannot be reduced to a differential equation. The
nonlocalness of Eq. (4) is an analytical embodiment of some simple and widely

held intuitive ideas about eddy transport phenomena. The effective range of

the space integral in Eq. (4) is the correlation length of u^j, or the character-

istic eddy size, and the effective range of the time integral is the correlation

time of U.
.

, or the typical eddy circulation time, whichever is shorter. Thus,
the nonlocalness of Eq. (4) is that which is intrinsic to the description of a mix-
ing process on space and time scales, i.e., the order of the effective mean free

path and intercoUision time.

In the appropriate limit, Eq. (4) reduces to a local form in which an effec-

tive eddy-diffusivity tensor appears. Suppose that t(x, t) varies so gradually

with its arguments that

BT(y,s) BT(x.t)

Bv- Bx.

for y and s, where g(x, t
; y , s )u. (x, t

; y , s) is large enough to contribute ap-
preciably to the integral. Then Eq. (4) reduces to

d A ~ 3

ot / ox-

, ,
BT(x,t)

(x,t)
3x,

(5)

where

(x,t) j ds
J

d^y G(x,t;y,s) U.. (x,t;y,s) (6)

is the eddy-diffusivity tensor. It can be shown (as confirmed by the numerical
results to follow) that the elements of «. have the typical order of magnitude

£vq , where ? is the correlation length and vq is the root-mean-square turbu-
lent velocity component. If, instead of making the direct- interaction approxima-
tion, the full series Eqs. (3) and (4) are retained, the eddy-diffusivity limit of

Eq. (5) still emerges, but with an infinite series of higher-order integrals over
G and u added to Eq. (6).

To provide a clean numerical test of the direct-interaction approximation,
the prediction for eddy diffusivity was compared with the results of computer
realizations of turbulent dispersion in statistically homogeneous and isotropic
velocity fields. Homogeneity and isotropy imply that k (x, t) has the form
x.jix, t) = h.^.K (t).
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In the limits where v is very large or the correlation time of u^j is very

small compared to the typical eddy circulation time, Eq. (6) can be shown to be

asymptotically exact [8j. Therefore, the most critical test is provided by taking

V = and making u(x, t) a random time- independent field in each realization.

The choice v = also makes the computer realization easier, because instead

of solving the field Eq. (1), we can equivalently [9] trace the motion of fluid

particles in a Monte Carlo calculation. The eddy diffusivity then is expressed

by

!< (t)
1

<x. (t) V. (t)), (7)

where, in each realization, x(t) and v(t) are the position and velocity of the

fluid element which starts at x = at time t = 0.

To perform the numerical experiment economically, the velocity field in

each realization was constructed only along the particle trajectory, by synthesis

from stored Fourier amplitudes. A set of N -complex, vector Fourier coeffi-

cients was chosen, by use of pseudorandom numbers, from a normal probability

distribution such that the synthesized velocity field was incompressible and,

for N - CO, the spectrum function [lO]

E(k)

00

— U. . (x,t;x',t) kr sin (kr) dr (8)

where r

took an assigned functional form. For the two forms of E (k) which were investi-

gated, N = 100 was found to give good statistics:

E(k) = 16-y/— Vq^—
-J

exp (9a)

E(k) = - Vo^S (k-ko) (9b)

Here, ko denotes the peak k and 3vo^/2 is the kinetic energy per unit mass. In

each realization, the fluid element was started off at x =0, its initial velocity

synthesized, then the successive positions of the particle were found, and the ve-

locity synthesized all along the trajectory. A simple predictor-corrector

scheme was used for the integration. The average of Eq. (7) was taken over en-

sembles of approximately 20,000 realizations.

The direct-interaction equations were also Fourier-transformed before in-

tegration. The transforms of Eqs. (3) and (6) when the velocity field is time-

independent, homogeneous, and isotropic are
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t) k^ f' r r'''^
= - —

J
cis j pdp

J
E (q) sin

^t 2 |^_p|

(q,k)

dq
G (p,t-s) G (k,s) —i + ... , G (k,0) = 1

q

(10)

X (t)
J

dq
J

E (q) G (q,s) ds , (11)

where sin (q, k) is the sine of the interior angle between q and k in a triangle

with sides k, p, q, and G (k , t - t ') is the Fourier transform of G(x, t ; x', t')

with respect to x - x'. Equation (10) was discretized and truncated in k, dis-

cretized in time, and integrated forward by a simple predictor-corrector
scheme. Finally, k (t) was computed from Eq. (11). Variation of step sizes

and truncated limits, interpreted by extrapolation techniques, was used to

verify that numerical- integration errors were negligible.

Figure 1 compares k (t) as found [llj from the numerical experiment and
from the direct-interaction approximation for the spectrum choice in Eq.

(9b), wherein the accuracy of the direct- interaction approximation was found

to be poorer. In the present case of dispersion by a statistically stationary

velocity field, the Lagrangian velocity correlation (correlation of a fluid parti-

cle's current velocity with its initial velocity) is easily shown to be u^ (t) =-

1/3 (v-(0) v.(t)> = dK(t)'dt. Figure 2 compares the curves of u^ (t) obtained

from the numerical experiment and from the direct-interaction results.

ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE DECAY

The direct-interaction equations for the decay of isotropic turbulence are
similar in general appearance to those for turbulent dispersion; but they are

also more complicated because the Navier- Stokes equation is a vector equation,

nonlinear in the unknown dynamical variables, in contrast to the linear scalar

equation for T (x, t). The final equations of the approximation comprise an

energy balance equation which determines the spectrum function E(k, t), an

equation for the time correlation u(k; t, t') of the Fourier amplitude at wave-
number k, and an equation for the mean response G(k; t, t') of Fourier ampli-

tude k to infinitesimal perturbations. These equations are (g and T are

unrelated to previous G and T) [l2j:

f— + 2 ukA E (k,t) = T (k,t), T (k,t) = 4 TTk^ S (k;t,t) (12)

— + i^k^j U (k;t,t') = S (k;t,t') (13)

— + i^k^l G (k;t,t') = H (k;t,t'), G (k;t',t') = 1 (14)
3t
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Fig. 1 - Eddy diffusivity found from numerical experiment (dots)

and the direct-interaction approximation (solid curve) for the energy
spectrum of Eq. (9b)

Fig. 2 - Lagrangian velocity correlation found from nunneri-

cal experiment (dots) and the direct-interaction approxima-
tion (solid curve) for the energy spectrum of Eq. (9b)
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pqdpdq
I

a^p^ G (k;t',s) U (p;t,s) U (q;t,s) ds

A

f

(15)

Kpd ^ (•<:*', s) G (p;t,s) U (q;t,s) ds

H(k;t,t') = -
^^J j

pqdpdq b^p^
J^

G(k;s,t') G (p; t , s) U (q; t , s) ds . (16)

A
^'

Here , . . ; ,

'

.

' ,'""';', „",'"

ai,^^ = — (l-xyz-2y2 z^), b. =— (xy+z^), ''.--
kpq 2 kpq k

..-^

where x, y, z are the cosines of the interior angles opposite k, p, q, respec-
tively, in a triangle with the latter numbers as sides. The integration /J^ ex-

tends over all regions of the (p,q) plane where this triangle can be formed.
Kinematic viscosity is t^ . These equations are a complete set which determines
E(k,t), u(k; t, t'), and G(k; t, t') for t > 0, t' > 0, if the initial spectrum
E(k, 0) is given. The spectrum and correlation functions are related by E(k, t) =

27rk^ u(k; t, t). The kinetic energy per unit mass at time t is

' E (k,t) dk . -

' % . ^ ,:. : :

Also, u(k; t, t') = u(k; t', t), while G(k; t, t') vanishes for t < t'.

The equations above share, with the direct- interaction equations for dis-

persion, the property of nonlocalness, both in the present Fourier representa-
tion and if they are transformed back into physical space. As before, this

expresses the finite length and time scales of the eddy-transport process.

The direct- interaction equations preserve some important properties of

the exact turbulence dynamics. Equations (12) and (15) yield

/ T(k,t) dk = , (17)

which expresses conservation of kinetic energy by the nonlinear processes.
Moreover, and equally important, the equations guarantee the realizability of

u(k ; t, t'). This means that a vector random process can be constructed for

which u(k; t, t'), as found from the direct-interaction equations, actually is

the covariance scalar. This implies an infinite set of realizability inequalities,

the simplest and most important of which is

E(k,t) > 0, |U(k; t,t')| 2 < U(k;t,t) U(k;t',t') .
'' (18)
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Whereas energy conservation follows identically from the expressions for a^

and bkpq , realizability is deduced from a remarkable property of the direct-

interaction equations which is not obvious from their final form. Although these

equations are only an approximation for actual turbulence, they are exact for a

model dynamical system that has the same energy integral as the Navier- Stokes

system, but different dynamical equations for the Fourier amplitudes. The
model system, which has been discussed in detail [3,7,13], is obtained by com-
bining, with random phase factors, the elementary conservative interactions of

triads of Fourier modes which characterize the Navier -Stokes system.

The representation by a conservative model system also implies that the

direct- interaction equations yield a tendency toward absolute statistical equi-

librium. It can be verified directly from Eqs. (12) - (16) that, if v = 0, the

equipartition relation u(k; t, t') aG(k; t, t')(t > t') is consistent with the equa-

tions [12]. Although the direction of energy transfer in Eq. (12) is toward es-

tablishing the equipartition solution, the latter is never actually achieved from
physically admissible initial conditions. The tendency toward equipartition has

been verified by numerical integrations for v = [12].

So far, there have been no computer experiments on isotropic turbulence

decay which would give a clean test of the direct- interaction equations, similar

to the test for turbulent dispersion described in the previous section. Such ex-

periments now appear to be imminent [l]. Meanwhile, it is possible to compare,
behind grids, direct- interaction predictions with laboratory results on decay.

This comparison is not so clean for several reasons, the most important of

which are the difficulty of matching laboratory initial conditions, and the un-

certainties about the degree of anisotropy and instrumental error present in the

measurements. The most reasonable comparisons would appear to be those of

properties associated with the high-wave-number end of the energy spectrum,

where short intrinsic dynamical times should lead relatively rapidly to a state

that is insensitive to initial conditions.

Numerical integrations of Eqs (12) - (16) have been carried out for a variety

of initial conditions [12]. Figures 3 through 8 show some typical results. Fig-

ures 3 through 5 show the evolution of the energy spectrum, viscous dissipation

(or mean- square- vorticity) spectrum, and transfer spectrum T(k, t) for the

initial condition

/2~ , k^ / 2k

A

....
E(k,0) = 16 J -v^' —jexp --^ . (19)

K ^ kg y kg
J

l(0) is the initial value of the integral scale, a length characteristic of the size

of the energy-containing eddies, while u(0) = vq is the initial root- mean- square
value of the velocity along any axis. The Reynolds number Rx(t) = k (t)u(t)A,

where u(t) is the root-mean- square velocity component at time t and \(t) is

the Taylor microscale [10], decreased from 35 to 17 over the time interval

shown.

Figures 6 and 7 depict the evolution from a less peaked initial spectrum,
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Fig. 5 - Evolution of the transfer spectrum
for the run shown in Fig. 3
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Fig. 7 - Comparison of the dissipation spectrum
(1), transfer spectrum (2), and vorticity-production
spectrum (3) for the run shown in Fig. 6

proportional to the instantaneous rate of vorticity production, normalized by the

instantaneous dissipation rate, and thereby is an important measure of the non-

linear transfer processes.

Figures 9 and 10 compare the one-dimensional dissipation spectrum from
the nearly self-preserving run depicted in Figs. 6 and 7 with spectra obtained by

Stewart and Townsend [15] from measurements of decay behind grids. Again,

there appears to be semiquantitative agreement, which is actually within the

limits of experimental uncertainties.

The apparently satisfactory performance of the direct- interaction approxi-

mation at the moderate Reynolds numbers discussed above deteriorates at

higher Reynolds numbers. At very high Reynolds numbers, the direct-

interaction equations yield an inertial range spectrum E(k) « k"^''^ instead of

the k"^/^ spectrum predicted by Kolmogorov [lO] and supported by experiment

[16]. The reasons for this deficiency, and the modifications of the approxima-
tion which correct it, are discussed in the Lagrangian Direct-Interaction Ap-
proximation section of this paper.
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t u(0)/L(0)

Fig. 8 - Evolution ofskewness for a variety of initial con-
ditions. Curve 4 is for the run shown in Figs. 3-5; curve
10, for the run shown in Figs. 6 and 7. (See Ref. 12 for

full details.)

More definitive and detailed tests of the direct- interaction solutions for

isotropic turbulence decay at moderate Reynolds numbers probably must come
from computer simulation of the flows. Such computer experiments now seem
feasible at the R^ values cited above, and it is to be hoped that they will be

carried out in the near future.

In the absence of these computer experiments at the present time, it is of

interest to report a test of direct- interaction results against computer simula-

tion for a simpler dynamical problem with the same kind of nonlinear ity, viz.,

the interaction of a small, discrete set of shear waves [17]. The equations of

motion here are obtained by writing the Navier-Stokes equation in Fourier form
and then deleting all terms that refer to wave numbers outside a small set. The
computer experiment is performed by integrating the equations of motion for an

ensemble of initial conditions, and then averaging. Figure 11 shows a typical

result for the interaction of a set of three shear waves confined to two dimen-
sions. In this run, all of the energy was initially contained in two of the waves.
Curves 1, 3, and 5 show the evolution of the energy in the three waves accord-

ing to the computer experiment. Curves 2, 4, and 6 show the corresponding

evolution according to the direct- interaction equations.
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Fig. 11 - Comparison of direct-interaction and
computer -experiment results for evolution of the
energy in three interacting shear waves (Ref. 17).

Curves 1, 3, and 5 show the energy in the three
waves according to the computer experiment, while
curves 2, 4, and 6 show the respective direct-
interaction results.

and quasinormal approximations [24]. Herring estimates that statistical uncer-
tainties in the numerical experiment curve, due to the finite density of modes
in the horizontal and finite ensemble size, amount to about 3% where they are
maximum, while the numerical error in the integration of the direct-interaction

equations is smaller. The graph therefore suggests the excellent performance
of the direct- interaction approximation.

The truncation in wave-number space to three vertical modes and a single

octave in the horizontal is physically artificial (although not seriously so at the

Rayleigh number taken), but this does not weaken the test of the direct-

interaction equations, since the same truncation is used in both the numerical
experiment and the statistical approximation.

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the spectrum of temperature fluctuations

in the gravest vertical mode as a function of horizontal wave number. Again
the direct-interaction results seem to agree excellently with the numerical
experiment. Here, however, the comparison is less sharp, because the statisti-

cal fluctuations in the numerical experiment show up more prominently in the

spectrum results than in the Nusselt number curve.

Numerical results from the work at lower Prandtl numbers and higher
Rayleigh numbers and also for non-slip boundary conditions are expected in
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distortion of the small eddies associated with energy transfer. This is why the

direct-interaction approximation is inadequate in the inertial range. It confuses

the two processes and makes the convection decorrelation time the effective de-

correlation time for energy-transferring triple correlations built up by inter-

actions among the inertial- range wave numbers [28j.

In order to correct this situation, the direct-interaction equations have been
modified so that the integral over the past history is taken along particle trajec-

tories, instead of at fixed points in space. This transforms away the spurious
effects of convection on energy transfer. The change requires an initial re-

formulation in terms of generalized Lagrangian velocities. The resulting equa-
tions, called the Lagrangian- History Direct-Interaction (LHDI) approximation,
yield Kolmogorov's form of the inertial- range spectrum, and provide a unified

dynamical description of both Eulerian and Lagrangian flow statistics [29].

A simplified formulation, called the abridged LHDI approximation, has been
integrated numerically in considerable detail, yielding numerical predictions for

Kolmogorov's constant, for the dissipation range spectrum of isotropic turbu-

lence at high Reynolds numbers, and for a number of Lagrangian statistics [30].

At moderate Reynolds numbers, the abridged LHDI equations yield an isotropic

turbulence decay which is similar to that obtained from the original direct-

interaction approximation. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the moderate-Reynolds-
number comparison in the dissipation range, where the differences are largest.

Figures 14 and 15 compare the abridged LHDI predictions for inertial range
and dissipation range at high Reynolds numbers with the measurements in sea
water by Grant, Stewart, and Moilliet [l6j. Here e is the rate of dissipation by
viscosity per unit mass, k = (e/v^)^'"* is the Kolmogorov dissipation wave
number, and 0j (k) is the one-dimensional energy spectrum. It should be noted

that these comparisons are absolute in the sense that there are no adjustable

scaling parameters in the abridged LHDI equations.

The LHDI and abridged LHDI approximations have also been applied to sev-
eral other problems: relative dispersion of two particles by turbulence [31],

spectrum of scalar fluctuations convected by turbulence [31,32], spectrum evolu-

tion of random solutions of Burgers' equation [20], turbulence in a Vlasov plasma
[33], and second-order chemical reactions in a turbulent fluid [34], In these
varied applications, the LHDI equations have had substantial success in differen-

tiating among qualitatively different kinds of dynamical behavior. Thus the same
approximation which yields the Kolmogorov k"^^-^ law in isotropic incompressi-
ble turbulence, yields Richardson's law in two-particle dispersion [31], a k'^^^

law for the inertial- convective spectrum range of a passive scalar [31], a k"^

inertial range for Burgers' equation [20], the k"^ viscous-convective- range law
of Batchelor for the spectrum of a passive scalar at very high wave numbers
[32], and a k"^^^ inertial- range law for hydromagnetic turbulence [22,35]. How-
ever, where quantitative accuracy has been assessable in these applications, it

appears mostly to be poorer than in the case of the Kolmogorov inertial and
dissipation range for isotropic Navier-Stokes turbulence.
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Fig. 14 - Logarithmic plot of the inertial and
dissipation range spectrum from abridged
LHDI approximation, compared with the data
of Grant, Stewart, and Moilliet (Ref. 16)
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reasonably satisfactory first approximations to a wide variety of turbulence

phenomena, yielding qualitatively correct behavior, with quantitative errors of

the order of 10% in favorable cases (e.g., the eddy diffusivity found in the section

on Approximation for Turbulent Diffusion). Two questions arise at this point.

Can the errors be bounded, or estimated, analytically, without recourse to ex-

perimental comparisons? Can a convergent sequence of higher approximations
to desired statistical functions be constructed, with the direct- interaction as a

base? Incomplete investigations, which we report briefly below, suggest that

the answer to both questions is yes, with the qualification that the estimates and

higher corrections may be difficult to extract and evaluate numerically.

In the section on Dynamical Equations for Statistical Quantities, it was stated

that all known techniques for forming dynamical equations for the statistical

functions lead to divergent, infinite series or sequences of some kind. In particu-

lar, there is a divergent series of integrals on the right-hand side of Eq. (3), the

dynamical equation whose truncation yields the direct-interaction approximation
for turbulent dispersion by a random velocity field. As an aid to understanding
the nature of the divergence, its significance, and how to cope with it, we shall

consider a simpler case of a divergent series. Suppose that f(X) is defined by

the integral
. . y

f(\)

If the integrand is expanded in a power series in X. , and the integration is per-
formed, the result is

f(\) = 1 - \2 + 2! \^ - 3! \6 ^ . . . ,
' (23)

a strongly divergent series. .;; = /.
' ?•

Although Eq. (23) is divergent, it is not meaningless. A power-series ex-

pansion of a function may be considered a kind of encoding. In the case of a
convergent series, the decoding process can be simple summation. This no
longer is possible for divergent series, but the code may nevertheless be un-

ambiguously soluble, given some qualitative information about the function. In

the case of Eq. (23), rapidly converging approximants to f (\) are yielded by the

Pade table [36]. This is an array of functions, each the ratio of two polynomials,
chosen so that, for polynomials of given orders in numerator and denominator,
the power- series expansion of the approximating function reproduces as many
coefficients of Eq. (23) as possible.

The Pade technique may be stated in a more intuitive form, which brings
out better its broad significance. Suppose we know, or have reason to believe,

that an unknown function f(\) has a representation of the form

Jp
(a) da In A\
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The coefficients of the power- series expansion of f(\) are then the moments

r
I p (a) a" da .

The Pade table approximates the unknown p{a) by a weighted sum of S-functions,

S. p. (a - a. ), such that, as we go higher in the table, more and more moments
are reproduced correctly [36]. Expansion of a function in S-functions is a spe-

cial case of expansion in a complete set of orthogonal functions, and Eq. (24) is

a special case of an integral representation of the form

f(\) =
J P (a) g (a\2) da ,

where g(a^^) has a power-series expansion. Thus a number of generalizations

of the Pade approximants are possible.

If p in Eq. (24) is nonnegative, a case which includes Eq. (22), then the ap-

proximants on the diagonal of the Pade table yield successively improving upper

bounds on f(A.), while a set of approximants off the diagonal yield successively

improving lower bounds. It should be noted that the approximation to f(x), ob-

tained by substituting a sum of s-functions for p{a), is a smooth function.

The technique of Pade approximation, and its generalizations, can be applied

formally to the infinite expansions of turbulence theory by regarding the latter

as a power series in a parameter. In the case of perturbation expansion of tur-

bulence functions about purely viscous decay values, the ordering parameter is

the Reynolds number. In the case of Eq. (3), we can form the power series by

multiplying the successively higher terms on the right-hand side by powers of ^^^

and, at the end, taking \ = 1. Here \ is a formal ordering parameter without

immediate significance.

To justify such manipulations, we must establish that appropriate forms of

integral representation exist for the functions of interest. Only a start at this

has been made at the time of writing. The plausibility of representations like

Eq. (24) perhaps is enhanced by the nature of turbulence functions as averages

over an ensemble of realizations, with p playing the role of probability distribu-

tion for an actual or effective parameter. Then large values of "a" would cor-

respond to contributions from the fringes of the probability distribution, which

have little effect on the final values of the functions of interest but which affect

strongly the higher terms in the divergent power series.

The Pade technique, and some generalizations, has been tried out with ap-

parent success on several turbulence problems, including a detailed application to

Eq. (10) [37j. The theory of successive approximations for the Laplace transform

of G(k, t) has been worked out fully in the limit of high k, and the Pade approxi-

mants have been shown to yield bounds on errors, as well as improving approxi-

mations in this limit. The theory is in less complete shape for general k, but

comparison with the computer experiments show that improvement over the

direct-interaction results is obtained at all k, with a reduction of about 50% in
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the error of the prediction for the long-time eddy-diffusivity /<(») coming in the

first diagonal Pade approximation. Extension of the Pade technique to isotropic

turbulence dynamics and turbulent flow in pipes and channels is underway. The

outlook is favorable, but with insufficient work done to make any definite

statements.

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE ....
DIRECT-INTERACTION EQUATIONS

We noted earlier that although statistical equations like the direct-interaction

equations are much more complicated than the original Navier- Stokes equation,

they can be less troublesome to solve numerically, because the solutions of the

statistical equations, being averages, are smoother and more stable than the ve-

locity fields of individual flow realizations.
. r. ,.

To illustrate, consider the isotropic turbulence decay discussed in the sec-

tion on Isotropic Turbulence Decay. Recent numerical techniques, using the

Cooley-Tukey fast Fourier transform, make it possible to integrate a flow repre-

sented by 32 X 32 X 32 Fourier modes (i.e., 32 values for each component of wave
vector), by direct solution of the Navier- Stokes equation in a computation time of

about one minute per time step on an IBM 390/95 computer [l]. This is suffi-

cient Fourier resolution to describe fairly well the energy- containing and

dissipation- range wave numbers in isotropic turbulence decay at R;^ - 20. In

order to follow the evolution for a time equivalent to the evolution times of the

direct- interaction solutions of section of this paper just mentioned, the order of

100 time steps would be needed, giving a total computation time per realization

of the order of an hour. An ensemble of perhaps 10 members would probably

give acceptable statistics at the higher wave numbers where the number of

similar modes is large.

In contrast, the direct-interaction solutions illustrated in the above-

mentioned section require less than a minute per run on the same computer.

This time is based on a numerical scheme for the direct-interaction equations

which involves logarithmic steps in wave number and linear steps in time [12].

The favorable properties of the statistical functions are exploited several ways
in this scheme. First, the spatial symmetries, homogeneity and isotropy, have

already been used in writing Eqs. (12) - (16), since the unknown functions are

scalar functions of scalar wave number. The use of logarithmic steps in wave
number (about 20 to cover the entire k range) is possible because of the smooth
dependence of u (k ; t, t') and G(k; t, t') on k. Finally, a time step about five

times larger than permissible for the straight computer simulation is permissi-

ble because of the high stability of the direct-interaction equations.

It should be noted that the isotropy and homogeneity properties are no help

in the computer experiment, except possibly in reducing the number of realiza-

tions needed to get good statistics. It still is necessary to follow the complex
vector amplitude of each of the 32 x 32 x 32 Fourier modes. On the other hand,

if no use of symmetry and smoothness had been made in integrating the direct-

interaction equations, the machine time for the latter would have been stagger-

ing. In this case, a tensor function of two vector arguments, of the form
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u. .(k,k', t, t') would replace u(k; t, t'). If the direct- interaction equations
were then integrated using point-to-point integration on the 32 x 32 x 32 grid,

and the same time step as for the computer experiment, the number of multipli-

cations required would be billions of times greater than for integration of the

Navier- Stokes equation for a realization.

The saving in computation time over direct simulation offered by the direct-

interaction equations rises with Reynolds number. Consider a steady- state

turbulent flow. Here logarithmic steps in both wave number and frequency can
be used with the direct-interaction equations, with the result that computation
time rises only as the logarithm of Reynolds number. With direct simulation,

on the other hand, the number of Fourier modes must go up as the cube of ratio-

of-dissipation wave number to energy- containing wave number, while the per-
missible time step gets smaller.

Further marked reductions in the integration time for the direct- interaction

equations can be achieved through the use of more economical representations

of the statistical functions than by (linear or nonlinear) grids in k . The integra-

tions illustrated in the section on Isotropic Turbulence Decay used about twenty
logarithmic steps in k. However, the resulting functions are so smooth that

they could be represented adequately by two or three coefficients in an aptly

chosen representation by orthogonal functions (e.g., Laguerre functions). Sav-
ings of this kind become of increasing value in nonisotropic problems, such as

turbulent flow in a pipe, where the loss of symmetry raises the dimensionality

of the final statistical equations.

Increased dimensionality also makes the Monte-Carlo evaluation of multiple

integrals attractive for reducing computation time. The use of Monte-Carlo
methods was what made feasible the evaluation of the higher- order corrections

to the direct- interaction dispersion equations, discussed in the previous section.

The use of representation by well-chosen orthogonal functions, coupled with

Monte-Carlo evaluation of integrals, makes integration of the direct- interaction

equations for simple shear flows [38], such as a flow in an infinite pipe or chan-
nel, appear practicable with presently available computers. Work toward this

end is in progress.

The use of Monte-Carlo methods for evaluating the statistical equations is

of theoretical as well as of practical interest, and leads to a point of view in

which direct simulation and representation by statistical approximation appear
as intimately related complements. Let us again take isotropic turbulence as
an example. Suppose an initial spectrum is prescribed, with initial, multivari-

ate, Gaussian statistical distribution. Suppose first that the initial R;*^ is low
enough that only a few modes need be retained in the computer simulation. Inte-

gration time per realization is then small, and solution for a sizable ensemble
of realizations is feasible. For R^ -- 40, however, the order of 10^ to 10^

Fourier modes must be retained, and the computation task becomes onerous.

Apart from the cost of computer time, the direct simulation seems fundamentally
inefficient at this stage. Most of the effort goes into handling the large number
of high k modes, whose behavior is statistically redundant. We would like to

handle only a few of these modes, which then would typify the others. This is not

possible with direct simulation. If a sizable fraction of the high k modes are
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simply omitted from the dynamical equations, statistical weights are altered,

and the faithfulness of the solution destroyed. Moreover, there is no way to

interpolate between selected high k modes, because of the jagged variation of

amplitude from mode to mode, which, although unpredictable, incorporates

elaborate dynamically created statistical correlations.

Suppose, on the other hand, we deal with statistical equations: the direct-

interaction approximation and a sequence of (presumed valid) higher approxi-

mations built upon it after the fashion of that described in the previous section.

Here the smoothness of the statistical functions does permit interpolation at

high wave numbers. If these equations are solved by Monte-Carlo evaluation of

multiple k -space integrals, we are, in effect, sampling just a few of the high k

modes, and interpolating — which is what we wanted to do and could not with the

computer simulation. If only the direct- interaction equations, without higher

corrections, are solved, a semiquantitative solution (errors in spectrum on the

order of 10%- 20%) emerges with great computational economy. As higher cor-

rections are admitted, a more accurate solution is obtained (if the proposals of

the previous section are valid), at the expense of evaluating more elaborate

multiple k -space integrals. This means that the Monte-Carlo sampling involves

longer sample chains of interacting Fourier modes.

If a prediction of only the energy spectrum is desired, the sequence of sta-

tistical approximations appears to offer greater economy at moderate Reynolds

numbers. Suppose, however, that a more elaborate statistical function were
desired — say, the joint- probability distribution of the velocity at three points,

or the flatness factor of some probability distribution. A formulation of the

statistical equations to yield such functions with acceptable accuracy could be

expected to be very elaborate and to require, ultimately, the sampling of very

long chains of interacting Fourier modes in very complicated equations. Here
it would likely be more economical to work with direct simulation, where all

sets of Fourier-mode interactions are explicitly calculated from the outset.
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FOREWORD ::n;c..

In this paper, research is described which was carried out by means of a

large electronic computer with the aim of detecting which parameters affect the

wave bending moment of a ship and thereafter to evaluate their quantitative

influence.

The present research may have some importance especially for ships as

bulk- carriers and tankers for which there is actually a trend to larger and larger

sizes and for which the influence of certain parameters, weight distribution, for

instance, may be of paramount importance from the point of view of the longitudi-

nal strength in confused sea. For this reason the choice of the types of hulls

and weight distributions adopted for this study was oriented to such kinds of

ships.

The work is based upon the theory of Korvin-Kroukovsky (KK) and the abso-

lute values obtained for bending moment are obviously comprised between the

accuracy limits of the above theory, which can be deemed sufficient in most of

practical cases. However, at least from a qualitative point of view, the param-
eter identification remains valid, as well as the exclusion of the influence of

other parameters, that have also been taken into consideration.
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The results of the work are reported in the first part, while in the second the

procedure adopted and the justification of the assumptions made are given in

detail.

In the third part the formulas are given in the form used for the calculation,

slightly modified in respect to the original ones of KK with the purpose of simpli-
fying the numerical evaluation of certain quantities.

The complete program is also reported, worked out in FORTRAN 2, together

with the input data formats and the output tables.

Note that the application of a known hydrodynamic theory has permitted find-

ing a solution of practical utility of one of the most serious problems related to

the study of ship's strength, leading to results given in general form, which it

otherwise, given the present state of knowledge, would not have been possible to

achieve.

1. DETERMINATION OF WAVE BENDING MOMENT

1.1 Parameters Affecting the Phenomenon

As is known, the wave bending moment is essentially due to:

(a) local hydrostatic pressure variations produced by:

(1) height of wave profile in way of each hull transverse section;

(2) vertical shift of each section owing to pitching and heaving
motions;

(b) inertial forces variable from time to time and from section to section;

(c) hydrodynamic forces variable as well during the time and along the

hull and which can be divided as follows:

(1) exciting forces due to the vertical velocity of water particles;

(2) forces due to the vertical velocity of hull sections;

(3) exciting forces due to modifications induced by the hull presence
on the velocity potential.

In the static method of wave bending moment calculation, according to which
the hull is considered in balance on a wave, only the factors listed under (a) are
taken into consideration, and therefore the calculation is referred to a position

where the rotation due to pitching is zero.

Methods deriving from Froude-Krilov hypotheses lead one to neglect the fac-

tors listed in (2) and (3) of (c) above and therefore not to take properly into account
the hydrodynamic influence.
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According to the KK method instead (as well as those of Haskind and Wata-
nabe) all listed factors are taken into account, and therefore such a method may
be considered adequate for practical purpose.

Many authors have compared theoretical results based on KK theory with

the experimental data and have achieved in every case an acceptable agreement.
For this reason, it has been deemed acceptable to adopt the KK method as a

basis for this study, assuming that the results obtained from its application be

satisfactorily in accordance with the real behavior, and the influence of the dif-

ferent parameters has been investigated, systematically applying this method.

As is known, the KK method allows one to know at any time, and for what-
ever station along the hull, the value of the wave bending moment when the ship

is sailing at constant speed in regular waves. Therefore solving the equation

that provides the bending moment values in regular waves corresponding to dif-

ferent stations along the hull at different times, the envelope of the peak values

along the hull could be determined and the peak value of the envelope curve
then selected.

The bending moment value that would be obtained in this way, however, is

not the most dangerous obtainable, even though, as a basis for the calculation,

the regular wave of the highest value that the ship may encounter during its life

is assumed with an acceptable probability. It can easily be demonstrated, in fact,

with energetic considerations, that the most probable peak value of the bending
moment that can be obtained as a response to a confused sea spectrum is, as

absolute value, greater than the peak value that can be obtained in regular waves.

Therefore in this study the most probable peak value of the bending moment
over 10 '^ cycles has been taken into account, when the ship is sailing against a
long-crested confused sea induced by a 60-knot wind, choosing for any ship the

transverse section where the bending moment also reaches its peak value along

the hull.

The main parameters that may affect the bending moment are: length,

breadth, draft, speed, weight distribution along the hull, hull volumes distribu-

tion along the hull, waterline shape, and sea spectrum.

While the first four parameters are uniquely determined, for the rest it

was necessary to carry out preliminary investigation with the aim of detecting

which quantities are suitable for providing a quantitative as well as qualitative

definition of the exposed concepts.

To the purpose of characterizing the weight distribution, different param-
eters have been considered (for instance, area, moment of inertia, and ab-

scissa of the center of gravity of the weight curve, adequately reduced to cer-

tain formulas).

After some investigation, (see Sec. 2.4), a strict correlation was discovered
between the wave bending moment and the quantity
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^AV ^AV + ^AD ^AD
P = 2

DL

where

D = displacement,

D^^ = displacement portion lying forward of ship's center of gravity,

D^jj = displacement portion lying aft of ship's center of gravity,

x^^ = distance between ship's center of gravity and D^^'s center of

gravity,

X^j, = distance between ship's center of gravity and D^^'s center of

gravity,

L = waterline length.

Thereafter, the quantity p has been assumed as representing the weight distri-

bution along the hull.

When considering the hull volume distribution and the waterline shape
,

the following factors were to be assessed:

(a) the independent effect of the two parameters, each separately
considered, and

(b) the reciprocal influence of the two parameters.

Some systematic calculations have been carried out, assuming the same hull

volume, first maintaining the same waterline shape and systematically modifying
the area curve, then maintaining the same area curve and modifying the water-
line shape. It has been found that the wave bending moment is much more af-

fected by waterline shape modifications than by area curve, in agreement with
what had been clearly stated by Swaan (see Sec. 2.2).

Therefore, the waterline coefficient has been kept as only significant param-
eter and as a matter of fact the consequent errors are even more negligible than
could be expected at first, owing to the fact that generally a certain correspond-
ence exists between block coefficient and waterline fineness coefficient, it being
extremely unlikely that full ships have low-fineness waterlines or that fine ships
have full waterlines.

When considering sea spectrum it was decided to adopt Scott's formula,
which allows one to write the equation as a function of frequency, when wind
speed is known. In Table 1 the above formula is reported, together with the ex-
pressions for significant height, peak frequency, and mean wave period. Figure
1 shows spectra corresponding to wind speeds of 20, 40, and 60 knots, while in

Fig. 2 diagrams are drawn of significant height, peak frequency, and mean wave
period, as a function of wind speed.
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1.2 Parameters Selected as Characteristic

As a result of what has been stated in the preceding paragraphs, the follow-

ing nondimensional parameters were selected as fundamental for describing the

phenomenon under investigation;

Wave bending moment c = "^
'

pgBL3

Ship's breadth -5- /

\

Draft -'i^

1

Ship's speed Fr = v/]/l^ (Froude number) '

TTr • U4- J- 4. -K 4-- O '^AV ^AV +^AD ^AD
Weights distribution p = 2 ^-

Hull volumes distribution and waterline shape c^

L

LB

Ship's length ^ ^^

where, in addition to symbols already defined in Sec. 1.1,

M = wave bending moment (t x m),

B = ship's breadth (m),

i = mean draft (m),

A = waterline surface (m^),

p = seawater density (t x secs/m^).

To the purpose of systematically analyzing the influence on wave bending

moment of all these parameters, first the response operators were obtained for

1008 combinations of the following values:

4 values of l/b
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(a) reducing to one the number of LB values, because this parameter
does not practically affect the phenomenon;

(b) reducing to three the number of Li values, the influence of which
can be notwithstanding easily studied; and

(c) reducing to two the number of p values, which affects the phenome-
non according to an approximately linear law (see Sec. 2.4).

As a consequence, the combination of the following parameters values have

been finally investigated:

1 value of LB 7.00 i .k. :;t j-;/ v^ _
;•:' -.^ :; <-

3 values of L/i 17.50 23.75 30.00

3 values of Fr

4 values of cw

2 values of p

0.00 0.05 0.10

0.804 0.836 0.872 0.900

0.345 0.448

Finally, the response spectra were calculated corresponding to spectra rele-

vant to wind speeds of 45, 50, 55, and 60 knots for ship's lengths of 180, 200, 220,

240, 260, 280, 300, 320, and 340 m. Each of these 36 cases can be identified by
means of a value of the ratio l/\* given in Table 2.

Table 2

L/\* Values

Wind speed (kn)
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was studied of the same parameters, assuming however several sea spectra and
several ship's lengths, so considering altogether 2592 cases (72 of which already
considered during the preceding investigation).

Obviously the response operators have been calculated only once, and the

influence of sea spectrum and ship's length have been obtained by means of a

simple integration (see Sec. 2.5).

1.3 Results of Systematic Calculations = >

Results of systematic calculations are partially reported in tables contained

in the attached appendix and in Figs. 3 through 6.

The result analysis leads to the following general conclusions for the types

of ships and conditions investigated:

(a) bending moment coefficient c^ does not depend appreciably upon
ship's breadth; i.e., the wave bending moment is a linear function

of ship's breadth;

(b) c^, Li and Fr being the same, c^^ is a linear function of p ;

(c) the slope of the straight line c^ = f (p) is mainly and substantially

affected by Li and Fr , while variations of the parameter c^ only

produce parallel shifting of the same straight line;

w —(d) although c is not a linear function of Cw 5 for values 0.80 < c
0.90 it may be approximately assumed that the variation remains
linear, provided that p , L/i , and Fr are kept constant. This may
be accepted owing to the flex point corresponding to c^ = 0.85

shown by all curves;

(e) the function c^ = f(C^) is therefore practically a straight line, the

slope of which depends only upon L/i , while variations of Fr and p
produce parallel shiftings of the same line;

(f) Cm increases for increasing values of L/i , according to a law very
close to a hyperbole, so that c is substantially a linear function

of the ratio i l ;

(g) when increasing Fr , keeping c^ constant, c^ increases for low p
values and decreases for high p values.

As far as sea spectrum and ship's length influence is concerned, it was dis-

covered that the bending moment coefficient depends only upon the ratio R =

L/\* and not separately and independently upon sea spectrum and ship's length

(see Sec. 2.5).
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1.4 Formula for Determining the Wave Bending Moment

From the analysis of the total set of results, a formula was produced which
seems to cover all possible cases:

c = 10-3 [(3.38 ^ 11 20 X) C + (1.94- 71.63 \- 21.38 Fr) p - (1.91- 12.45^

where ^ = i/l .

Hence, the wave bending moment can be immediately deduced as
"

' ' M = c X ^ g BL^ ''•
''

By a comparison between the values given by the above formula and those

calculated, it can be noted that the differences distribution follows with sufficient

accuracy the Gauss law, with a mean value equal to zero and variance o-'^ ~ 1.5.

The error probability is given by Table 3.

Table 3

Error Probability

Error
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" - ;.
K, = f (R)

Figures 7 and 8 show the curves having K^ = constant, while in Fig. 9

the curve K2 = f (R) is drawn.

These diagrams may be utilized for determining c^ by means of simple

linear interpolations, avoiding the numerical evaluation of the above formula,

and we hope they may be of some help to the ship designer.

1.5 Examples of Formula Application to Existing Ships

As an example the comparison between the results from the above formula

and from a direct calculation according to the KK method is given in Table 4

for nine ships having typical characteristics of oil tankers and bulk carriers.

The differences found for these ships are representative of a large set of

ships calculated to check the validity of the formula.

Table 4

Comparison of Formula and KK Method (w = 60 knots; Fr = 0.05)

Case
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2.2 Selected Hulls

Some Todd's hulls have been selected, which may be considered typical for

tankers and bulk carriers. The principal parameters characterizing these hulls

are reported in Tables 5 and 6, where the following symbols are used (It is to be
noted that in Table 6 values of b^/b and A^/A correspond to equally spaced
transverse cross sections of body plan, so that section corresponds to aft per-
pendicular and section 20 to fore perpendicular.):

L = waterline length

Lpp = length between perpendiculars

B = maximum waterline breadth
^

.
. ;

i = draft (from base line)

A = maximum surface of immersed transverse cross section (up to

waterline)

B^ = breadth (at waterline level) of actual transverse cross section x

A = surface of actual immersed transverse cross section x

Cg = block coefficient

c^ = waterplane area coefficient

C = midship section area coefficient

x^, = center of buoyancy, from aft perpendicular

Table 5

Selected Hulls

Cb
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Table 6

Selected Hulls

Sec-
tion
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Note that the selected values of L/i are not uniformly spread, but are con-

centrated around the mean values relevant to "full load" and "ballast" condi-
tions; only one intermediate value (L/i = 23.75) grants a sufficient linkage be-
tween the two aforesaid conditions.

2.3 Weight Diagrams

The criterion adopted in choosing the weights distributions is appreciably in

accordance with weights diagrams of tankers and bulk-carriers. In fact these
types of ships are often characterized by weight distributions very different from
those relevant to evenly distributed load along all holds; loading conditions with
empty holds are met and even more complex cases, especially when high-density
cargos are carried. Besides, the weight distributions in ballast conditions are
not to be forgotten, which may cause very different situations to arise from ship

to ship and even for the same ship.

The actual weight diagram has here been considered as the sum of three
separate diagrams (see Fig. 10):

(A) weight of ship's section aft of the forward bulkhead of engine room
and forward of the collision bulkhead;

(B) evenly distributed load between the above bulkheads;

(C) weights and loads unevenly distributed between the above bulkheads.

As far as portion (A) is concerned, three distributions have been selected, shown
in Table 7, named, respectively, types A i, A2, and A3 (the meaning of the sym-
bols of Table 7 is clearly stated in Fig. 10).

Table 7

Distributions Selected for Portion A in Fig. 10
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As far as portion (B) is concerned, the three configurations reported in Table

8 have been selected, named, respectively, type B^ , B^, and B3. Configuration

Bi may properly represent the standard hull weight distribution between engine-

room bulkhead and collision bulkhead.

Table 8

Configurations Selected for Portion B in Fig. 10
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Table 9

Distribution Type c.

(Continued in Tables 10 through 13)

H.
1

K.
1

D

hi Ds^Lg (hi > 0)

k. Dg/Ls (k. > 0)

D - (D^D + Ds + D^y

Table 10

Continuation of Table 9

h. =
1
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Table 12

Values for r. = l ( i = 3, 5, 7)

ha =8" J
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Table 14

Weight Distributions

No.
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2.5 Influence of Ship's Length and Sea Spectrum

After having systematically investigated the influence of parameters l/b
,

L/i
, c , and Fr on the moment coefficient c^, for a ship of 200 m length cross-

ing a confused sea generated by a 60-knot wind, it was decided to study the in-

fluence of ship's length and sea state. That was achieved without using the cal-

culation program shown in the last section of the present paper, because the

calculation had already furnished the response operators in regular waves for

certain \ L values. Considering that these response operators, when in non-

dimensional form, are not functions of L , but only of the ratio k/l , it was
possible to use such response operators in order to carry out the investigation,

simply by applying the superposition principle, on different ship's lengths and

different conditions of sea state (expressed by means of wind speed).

In so doing the following very important fact was detected; the variation law

of bending moment coefficient c^ as a function of ship's length and of sea state

is in practice not affected by selected weights distribution, hull type, and ship's

speed and can be represented as a function of the only parameter L./k* , where
\* is the maximum energy wavelength for each given sea state (therefore \* is

a function of only the parameter w ).

This fact is emphasized in Fig. 12, which is self-explanatory, where also

a curve is drawn, having the simple algebraic expression written at the end of

Section 1.4.

The discovered characteristic allowed one to easily extend the investigation

to other w and L values; the results given above were found to be fully accept-

able, for w not much lower than 45 kn.

3. CALCULATION PROGRAM

3.1 Summary of the KK Theory

The KK theory for the investigation of ship's motions and of loads acting on

a ship in a regular sea formulates and solves the differential equations of mo-
tion taking into account the phase relationship between ship's and wave motions
and the coupling effect of heaving and pitching. As this theory is well-known, it

seems here advisable to recall only formulas that are used in the calculation

program; reference is made to symbols collected in Table 15, where the num-
bers are shown of the formulas in Table 16 defining the relevant quantities.

The coordinate- system choice is shown in Fig. 13, which is self-explanatory.

3.2 Description of the Calculation Program

The program "Ship motions, shear, and bending moment in regular waves
and a confused sea" is written in FORTRAN 2 and processed on an IBM 7090
computer. It evaluates, for each hull and for each loading condition, shear and
still-water bending moment along the hull and besides heaving and pitching

motions in regular waves in head sea, for eight wave lengths and eight ship's

843
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iJ

0.9

0.8

\

.,£m WHERE Cm= BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT WHEN
•^rn L=200m , W = 60 knots

\
\
\
\
\
V

1-0,3^
2,25 p

1+2^

V
\
\
\

W= 45*60 knots

L = l80-^340nn
N.

p = 0,345

- Fr=0,05

-V=7,00

Cw= 0,804

J \ \ L

X
\

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I I.I J^
X*

Fig. 12 - Relation between c^ and lA^
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Table 15

Definitions and Dimensions of Symbols in the Formulas
Used in the Calculation Program

Symbol
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Table 15 (Continued)

Symbol
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Table 15 (Continued)

Symbol
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Table 16

Formulas

1.
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Table 16 (Continued)

19.
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Table 16 (Continued)

35. F^ = h. I e (P - WqOJ^P ) cos kx dx

L

36. F^ = h„ h-'' (^3 " '^o'^ePl) ^^" ^^ ^'^

P, COS kx dx

37. M^ = h,

f -ki

L

r -ki
. ,

e "" (P - Wg oj^P ) X cos kx dx

Total exciting forces

y and moments acting on

the ship

/
-k

e "'(Px+vP)sinkxdx

38. M^ - hjj e"'''™(P3 -%^ePi) xsinkx dx

r -ki
. ,

'

+ co^ \ e '" (P^ X + vPj ) cos kx dx

39.

c - CO ^a -ojb g-oj^d CO e

CO h c - oj 2 3 CO e p - CO ^ d

G-aj2D - CO E C - co^A - CO B
e e e e
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Table 16 (Continued)

40.
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speed. Moreover, shear and bending moment amplitude are calculated in way
of 19 transverse sections (spaced L /20 from each other).

Besides in the above specified sections shear and wave bending moment
maximum most probable amplitudes are evaluated, which ship under considera-

tion will undergo in case she encounters, during 10"* cycles, one-dimension
head sea generated by a 60-kn wind.

In Fig. 14 the block diagram is shown, together with the input- output flow

chart, while input data are shown in Table 16, with respective formats and
directions for data collection.

Hydrodynamic coefficients \ ^ and \2 are gathered, in their input format, in

Tables 18 and 19. Table 18 contains coefficient x'^, and Table 19 contains coeffi-

cient x^.

In each line there are, after an order number, 16 values corresponding to

values of co^y^/'g 0- 1.5, spaced 0.1. Each block of 11 lines (6 blocks refer to

Xj, 6 blocks to Xj) corresponds to c^ values 0.5- 1.0, spaced 0.1.

Each line of each 11 lines block corresponds to values 2y^/ix 0.4 -4.4,

spaced 0.4.

Output forms are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The program list follows
Fig. 16.

Table 17 '
'

Input Data for the Program

Card
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Table 17 (Continued)

Card
type
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c
READ

(HYDRODYNAMIC
XCOEFFICIENTS/
\ TABLES

(Z>
T
Zl\ READ HUL

CHARACTERISTICS
SHIP SPEEDS a
WAVE LENGTHS

\ READ WEIGHT /
\ DISTRIBUTION /
\ a INDEXES /

(NSTRI,NSTR2)

STILL WATER
SHEAR a BENDING

MOMENT

^
HYDRODYNAMIC

CHARACTERISTICS
IN SHIP TRANSVERSE

SECTIONS

MOTION
DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION

COEFFICIENTS

^
MOTION

DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION
SOLUTION

\ READ FROM
\ AUXILIARY
> TAPE

(PARTIAL RESULTS)

7\ WRITE ON /
\ AUXILIARY/
\ TAPE 2 '

(PARTIAL RESULTS)

\ I

SHEAR a BENDING
MOMENT IN

REGULAR WAVES

SHEAR a
BENDING MOMENT
INTERPOLATION

SHEAR a
BENDING MOMENT
IN CONFUSED SEA

WRITE RESULTS
\ (MOTIONS, /
\ SHEAR a /
\ BENDING /
\ MOMENT)/

( END
)

DATA CARDS

CARD-TAPE
CONVERSION

(1401)

TAPE-
PRINTER

CONVERSION

INPUT - OUTPUT

FLOW CHART

Fig. 14 - Block diagram of the program (ship motions, shear, an(i

bending moment in regular waves and a confused sea)
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Table 18

Hydrodynamic Coefficient x^ in the Input Form

1 Oi»2 }8k 285 333 321* 286 256 23^ 218 205 ^^k 185 178 172 168 165

2 042 100 152 201 mh 270 280 280 277 270 261 250 238 227 218 210

3 Olf2 0C1 115 1^7 175 198 217 228 236 2if1 2l»3 2if3 2^2 2itO 236 232

If 042 073 099 122 143 162 177 190 200 208 212 215 217 217 216 215

5 042 070 090 110 127 142 155 166 174 181 186 190 192 194 195 196

6 042 067 086 104 119 132 142 150 158 164 169 173 177 180 183 184

7 042 064 082 098 111 123 132 141 148 154 159 163 166 168 170 171

8 042 062 078 094 107 118 127 134 140 146 150 154 158 I6l 163 164

9 042 060 076 091 104 114 122 128 134 139 143 147 151 154 156 157

10 042 058 074 088 101 111 116 125 130 135 139 143 146 149 151 152

11 042 057 072 086 098 108 115 121 126 130 134 138 l4l 144 146 147

12 040 220 323 333 296 257 228 208 194 183 174 I68 162 159 157 156

13 040 108 172 233 270 283 278 264 250 239 227 219 208 200 193 187

14 040 080 125 163 193 215 22G 238 239 238 233 227 221 215 210 207

15 040 074 106 135 160 179 193 203 209 213 214 214 212 210 207 204

16 040 070 096 119 139 154 I67 178 185 191 194 196 196 196 155 194

17 040 067 090 111 127 140 151 160 I67 173 178 180 181 182 182 182

18 040 065 086 104 118 130 140 148 155 160 164 I67 170 172 172 172

19 040 063 082 099 113 124 133 l4l 148 152 156 160 162 164 165 166

20 040 061 079 095 108 119 128 135 142 146 150 154 156 157 158 159

21 040 059 076 092 104 115 124 131 137 141 145 149 151 153 154 155

22 040 057 074 089 101 111 120 127 132 137 l4l 144 147 149 151 152

(Table continues)
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Table 18 (Continued)

23 045 227 286 251 217 192 17'* 162 153 1^7 l't2 139 136 ]3k 133 132

2k 045 119 181 234 248 237 223 208 196 18^ 174 167 162 158 156 155

25 045 093 135 168 195 210 217 216 212 205 198 190 183 176 170 164

26 045 083 114 141 164 182 191 195 196 195 194 191 188 184 179 174

27 045 078 103 125 145 160 171 178 182 18>4 185 184 183 181 179 177

28 045 074 095 115 132 145 157 164 169 173 174 175 175 175 175 175

29 045 071 091 108 124 137 147 154 160 1 S4 166 167 I6G 169 170 170

30 045 069 087 104 119 130 139 146 152 156 159 160 I6I 162 163 164

31 045 067 084 100 114 125 133 140 145 145 152 154 156 157 158 159

32 045 065 082 0S7 110 121 128 135 140 144 147 149 151 152 153 154

33 045 063 080 094 107 118 124 131 136 140 142 144 146 147 148 149

34 080 170 201 182 150 132 124 118 114 111 109 IO7 106 105 105 105

35 063 105 169 185 187 175 160 149 140 132 127 122 119 117 115 115

36 058 097 134 164 178 181 175 I66 156 148 142 138 134 132 130 128

37 056 086 113 138 158 I67 169 169 I67 164 160 155 149 145 142 140

38 055 080 104 125 142 154 162 165 166 164 160 155 153 152 150 150

39 054 075 096 114 130 143 152 158 160 160 158 155 153 152 152 152

40 053 071 090 109 124 137 146 151 154 155 154 153 152 152 152 152

k\ 052 069 086 104 119 131 140 146 149 151 151 151 151 151 151 151

k2 051 067 083 100 114 126 135 I4l 145 14? 149 150 150 150 150 150

k3 Oi»9 065 081 097 110 121 130 136 I4l 143 146 14? 147 147 147 14?

kk 0«»7 063 079 094 106 116 125 132 137 140 143 144 145 145 145 145

(Table continues)
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Table 18 (Continued)

kS 109 137 127 110 097 091 087 085 083 082 081 080 080 080 080 080

kS 057 108 133 135 128 119 111 ^0k 099 095 093 091 089 088 088 088

k7 05i» 093 119 133 139 136 128 121 116 111 107 103 101 099 098 097

HB 052 083 108 126 135 139 1 3C 132 127 122 IIC 11^ 111 108 106 105

kS 051 078 100 118 130 137 138 137 133 130 126 123 119 116 11«» 113

50 050 07'* OSif 111 125 }3h 138 138 137 135 132 128 125 122 120 119

51 OS** 072 090 106 120 130 135 J 37 137 135 132 130 129 127 126 125

52 053 070 0C7 102 116 126 132 135 135 133 132 131 130 129 128 128

53 052 068 08^ 059 112 123 129 132 133 132 131 131 131 130 130 130

5k 050 066 082 097 109 120 12S 130 132 132 131 131 131 131 131 131

55 048 064 080 095 107 117 IZf i/t Ui 131 131 131 131 131 131 131

56 110 094 080 072 067 064 062 061 060 060 060 060 060 060 060 060

57 074 088 095 091 084 079 075 071 069 067 066 065 065 065 065 065

58 062 080 095 101 098 092 087 083 079 077 075 073 072 071 071 071

59 057 076 093 103 106 102 097 093 088 085 083 081 OCO 079 078 077

60 053 073 091 103 110 110 108 103 100 096 093 050 088 086 085 084

61 049 070 088 102 110 113 113 111 108 105 102 098 096 0S4 092 091

62 046 067 085 100 110 114 115 114 112 109 107 105 103 101 100 099

63 043 065 083 098 109 114 116 116 115 114 112 110 108 107 106 105

64 041 063 081 096 107 114 117 118 118 117 116 114 112 111 110 109

65 039 061 079 094 105 113 117 119 120 120 115 117 116 115 114 114

66 037 059 077 093 104 113 118 i 20 121 121 121 120 119 118 117 117
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Table 19

Hydrodynamic Coefficient x^ in the Input Form

67 000 016 025 031 035 036 037 036 035 03«i 033 032 030 028 026 02*

68 000 017 027 037 0lf5 052 058 061 06i» 066 068 07C 071 072 073 073

69 000 017 029 OW) 051 059 066 073 07S 083 087 091 095 099 101 10*»

70 000 019 032 Oil»2 052 062 070 078 085 091 097 103 108 113 117 121

71 000 019 032 0^3 053 063 072 080 088 096 103 109 115 120 125 129

72 000 019 032 0^3 05^ 065 07't 083 091 099 106 113 119 125 131 136

73 000 019 032 Oilf3 054 065 OTk 083 092 100 108 116 123 129 135 1W)

74 000 019 032 045 056 066 076 085 093 101 109 117 125 131 137 142

75 000 019 032 045 056 066 076 085 093 102 110 118 126 133 139 143

76 000 019 032 045 056 066 076 085 094 103 111 119 127 134 140 145

77 000 019 032 045 056 066 076 085 094 103 112 120 128 135 I4l 147

78 000 016 022 026 027 028 027 026 024 023 022 021 020 019 018 017

79 000 016 029 037 043 048 052 054 056 057 058 058 058 058 057 057

80 000 017 030 040 048 056 062 067 072 076 078 080 082 084 085 086

81 000 017 030 041 052 060 068 075 080 085 090 094 097 100 103 106

82 000 017 031 043 053 063 071 079 085 091 096 101 106 111 115 118

83 000 018 031 043 053 063 072 080 088 095 101 107 112 117 122 126

84 000 018 032 043 054 064 074 082 090 098 104 110 116 122 128 133

85 000 018 032 045 055 065 075 083 091 099 106 113 119 125 131 13b

86 000 018 032 045 055 065 075 084 092 100 108 115 121 127 133 138

87 000 018 032 045 056 066 076 085 093 101 109 116 123 129 135 140

88 000 018 032 045 056 066 076 086 094 102 110 117 124 130 136 141

(Table continues)
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Table 19 (Continued)

89 000 015 020 022 023 022 021 019 017 016 011» 013 Oil 010 008 007

90 000 016 026 03k 038 0^2 OMf CfS 0^6 0^5 OMf OMf 0^3 Oif2 Ok] OM)

91 000 016 028 039 Oif6 052 056 060 062 064 066 067 068 068 068 068

92 000 017 030 OW) 049 057 063 069 073 077 080 082 084 086 087 088

93 000 017 030 042 051 060 068 074 079 084 089 092 095 098 100 102

94 000 018 031 042 052 061 070 077 084 0F9 0S4 099 103 107 110 112

95 000 018 031 042 052 062 072 080 0C6 092 CSC 104 108 112 116 120

96 000 018 031 043 054 065 074 081 088 0i;5 101 107 112 117 121 125

97 000 018 031 043 054 065 074 082 090 097 103 10^ 115 120 125 130

98 000 019 032 044 055 066 075 083 091 099 105 111 117 123 128 133

99 000 019 032 044 055 0^6 075 0?4 092 100 107 113 119 125 131 136

100 000 014 017 019 01 E 017 016 014 012 010 008 OOfS 004 003 002 001

101 000 017 026 032 034 036 037 037 036 03? 034 032 030 028 026 024

102 000 017 028 037 043 047 050 052 053 054 054 053 052 051 050 048

103 000 018 030 040 047 054 Q59 062 065 066 066 069 069 069 069 068

104 000 018 030 041 050 058 064 068 072 075 078 080 082 083 083 083

105 000 019 031 041 051 060 067 072 077 082 085 088 091 093 095 096

106 000 019 031 042 052 062 069 O76 0C2 087 091 095 098 101 103 105

107 000 020 032 043 053 063 071 078 084 090 094 098 102 106 109 112

108 000 020 032 044 054 064 072 080 086 092 097 102 IO7 111 115 119

109 000 020 033 045 055 065 073 081 088 095 100 105 110 115 119 123

110 000 020 033 045 055 065 074 082 090 097 103 108 113 118 122 126

(Table continues)
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Table 19 (Continued) ' '

111 000 012 016 015 013 Oil 009 007 005 003 002 001 002 003 00<f 003

112 000 015 02lf 028 030 030 030 027 025 022 020 017 015 013 Oil 010

113 000 016 026 033 038 OUO Olfl Oifl Ok\ 040 O'fO 037 035 032 030 027

114 000 017 027 036 042 047 051 053 054 054 053 052 051 050 048 046

115 000 018 028 038 046 051 056 060 063 065 o66 065 065 064 063 062

116 000 019 030 040 048 054 060 065 070 073 075 076 076 076 075 074

117 000 020 032 042 050 057 064 070 075 079 081 082 083 084 085 085

118 000 020 032 042 051 059 066 073 078 082 086 088 090 091 092 092

119 000 020 032 042 051 060 068 075 080 085 090 093 096 098 100 101

120 000 020 032 042 052 061 070 077 083 088 093 097 100 103 105 107

121 000 020 032 042 053 062 071 079 085 091 096 100 104 107 110 112

122 000 010 012 Oil 007 005 003 001 000 002 003 004 005 006 006 006

123 000 014 020 022 022 021 019 016 013 010 007 004 002 001 002 004

124 000 014 025 030 032 033 032 030 028 025 022 019 016 013 010 00?

125 000 015 025 032 037 040 041 041 040 038 035 032 029 026 023 020

126 000 015 026 036 042 046 049 050 050 050 049 047 045 042 039 036

127 000 015 026 037 045 050 054 056 058 059 058 057 055 053 051 049

128 000 016 030 039 047 054 059 062 064 066 067 067 066 064 062 060

129 000 016 030 039 048 056 062 066 069 071 073 074 074 073 072 070

130 000 016 030 040 050 058 064 069 073 076 079 080 081 081 081 080

131 000 016 030 040 050 059 066 072 076 080 083 085 087 088 088 088

132 000 016 050 041 051 060 068 074 079 084 087 090 092 094 095 095
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r ********* * ********************************* ***********************

C SHIP MOTIONS, SHEAR AND BENDING MOMENT

C IN REGULAR WAVES AND IN CONFUSED SEA

J. » />A************** *** ** * * ************* ***************** ** **********

c

ltANt2,k)),ulL(2,19)
C

REWIND 2

C
C READ HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS TABLES
C

I NDX=0
DO 2 IL"1,2112,16
l!i=IL+15
READ INPUT TAPE 5, 201 , I IID, (KZ { J ), J= IL, I f!)

INDX«=INDX+1
IF(IN0X-lfID)1,2,1

1 PRIiJT 202
PAUSE

2 CONTINUE
C
C READ HULL CHARACTER I ST ICS,SH I P SPEEDS At;D V/AVE LENGTHS
C

3 READ INPUT TAPE 5. 203.KOOC,UVE,AVE,DFTAD,DFTAV, OAMP,RO,K
DFTA^t=0.5*(DFTAD+DFTAV)
DO 5 J=1.K
READ INPflT TAPE 5, 20l|. (CA( I J ) , 1=1 . 3) .KSK
DFT{J)=DFTAD+(DFTAV-DFTAD)*CA(1,J)/UVE
IF(J-KSK)It,5,4

k PRII.T 205
PAUSE

5 CONTINUE
READ INPUT TAPE 5, 206,NVEL, (VE (

1} ,1=1 ,NVEL)
READ INPUT TAPE 5, 206,NOND, (0N(

I ), 1-1 ,N0ND)
G
C BUOYANCY INTEGRATION
C

DO 81 J"1,K
A(J)«=CA(1-J)

81 B(J)-0.00§81*R0*CA(3,J)
KDEF=K
INDEF"10
GO TO 301

82 DO 83 J»1,K
PRIS(J)=C(J)

83 B(J)»C(J)
INDEF-11
GO TO 301

elf DO 85 J»1,K
85 SECS(J)-C{J)

c
C READ WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AND INDEXES
C

6 READ INPUT TAPE 5,207, (CG(6,J),J=1 ,K)
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C

55 WRITE CUTPUT
WRITE CUTPUT

TAPE 6,210, KCDC-KCOP
TAPE 6,211, UVE,0IS

WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6,212,AVE,FG
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6, 21 3,DFTAM,RG

I

WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6,209 '

. ,

DC 94 1-1,19
'

94 WRITE CUTOUT TAPE 6, 224,
I
,UIL(1 , I

),U IL(2, I

)

C
C SHIP SPEED AND WAVE LENGTH VARIATICN
C

14 DC 54 IV-1,NVEL
V-VE(IV)

15 DC 47 l>1,NCND
CLUI^CtUlC)
IF(NSTR2)33,33,16

C
C HYDRCDYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS IM SHIP TRAflSVERSE SECTICfJS
C

16 F>7.849/SQRTF{CLUN)
F1=FC+6.28*V/CLUN
DC 19 J»1,K
GG(J)=CA(3,J)/CA(2,J)
X'"GG(J)/DrT(J)
Y=CA(2,J)/DFT(J)
Z=CA(2,J)*F1**2 /19.62 :. .

iniz-o
KP.= 1 . .

GC TC 401
17 CG(4,J)=0.3927*"0*CA(2,J)**2 /F . , :

imz=66
KR-2
GC TC 401

18 CG(5,J)=96.236l*r'C*F**2 /Fi**3
19 CCtlTlNUE

DC 20 J"1,K
CG(3.J)"EXPF(-6.28*GG(J)/CLUN)

20 CG(2,J)"9.81*RC*CA(2,J)
C
C MCTICN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATICN CCEFFICIENTS

DC 21 J-1.K
21 A(J)-CG(l'j>

KDEF-K
INDEF"4
DC 24 L^1,3
LL^(7*L-L*L-2)/2
DC 24 J-1.3
DC 22 1-1.

K

22 B(I)-CG(LL,I)*CG(1,I)**(J-1)
GC TC 301

23 CC(J,L)-OEF
24 CCNTINUE

DC 29 Lf1,2
DC 25 1-1 ,K
PI-6.28*CG(1.l)/GtUN
AA(1,1>-CCSFtPI)
AAUjl)—StMF(PI)
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B(l>iSAMP*CGt3,l)*(AA(1,L)*(CG(2, l)-F3^1*CG(%,l))+FC*AA(2,L)*CG(5
1,1))
iG(L+6, l)-B(l)

25 CG(L+8! I )--CAMP*V*FC*CG(3, »
)*CG(it. I )*AA(2,L)

IIiDEF-5
GO TC 301

26 ZZ(1.L)-DEF
DC 27 I^I.K
PI»6.2C*CG(l.l)/CLUf:
AAdjVsiilFfPI) •

'

AA(1,2)"-CCSF(PI)
27 C( I )"n( I

)*CG(1 ,
I
)-CAMP*CG(3, I )*V*F3*CG (U, I )*AA(1 ,L)

inDEr-6
GO TC 301

28 ZZ(2.L)=DEF
29 cc;!t1::ue

c

C ,"CTIC;; DIFFEr^.EilTIAL EOl'ATIC;; SCLUTICi!
c

DC 30 1=1,2
Kl-=5-2*l
Pli=2-I

PJ«=2*I-3
XA(1,I)=F1**2 *(CC(K1 U)-vCC(K1 2))-CC(!:i,l)+PI*V*(CC(2,3)+V*CC(1.2
D)
XA(2,I)=F1*CC(K1 3)
X3(1.I)»F1**2 *CC(2,2)-CC(2,1)+PI*V*CC(1,3)

30 X3(2, l)=F1*(CC(2,3)+PJ*V*CCn,2))
DC 31 J"1,2
KK«= 3-J
DC 31 1=1,2
K1=3-l
PI-= 2*1-3

31 C3(JJ)-=XA(1,J)*ZZ(J,I)-PI*XA(2,J)*ZZ(J,K1)-XF.(1,J)*ZZ{K!' I)+PI*XB
1(2,jWz(KKh)
PI=XA(2,1)*XA(2,2)-XA(1,1)*XA(1,2)+X3(1,1)*XB(1,2)-X3(2,1)*XB(2,2)
PJ"XA(1,1)*XA(2,2)+XA(2,l)*XA(1,2)-XE(l,1)*XB(2,2)-X3(2,l)*Xn(1,2)
DLT»PI*M+PJ*PJ
DC 32 J-1,2
DC 32 1-1,2
K1-3-I
D 1-3-2* I

32 ZZ(J

J

)-(PI*BC(J, I )+01*PJ*BB(J,K1))/DLT
DC 5b \t^},k
KrV(IM+1)/2
Kr^(IM-1)/2
KPh.|M-2*KN

56 VCM(IM, IC)-ZZ(KM,KP)
C

C V/RITE (PvEAD) CN (FROM) AUXILIARY TAPE 2 (PARTIAL RESULTS)
C

WRITE TAPE 2,((CG(J3,J4),J>1,5).J4-1,K),((CG(J5,J6),J5-7,10),J6-1
i.K).zzjc.Ft;(vcM(j7;ic);j>i;«f)'

33 read" TAPE 2,((CG(J3,J'*),J>1.5),J^1,K),((CG(J5,J6),J5-7,10),J6-1READ TAPE 2, ((CG(J3,J^),J>1.5),.
|,K),ZZ,FC,Fl,(VGM(J7,IC),J7^1,if)
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READ INPUT TAPE 5, 208,KCOP,NSTR1 ,NSTR2
C
C STILL WATER SHEAR AHD BEflDING MOMENT
C

DC 06 J=1.K „ V'-
A(J)=CA(1 J)

86 E(J)=0.001*CG(6,J)
KDEF^K
|:!DEF<=12
GC TC 301

£7 DC PC J=1.K
p". iprj)=c"j)

cc :^(J)=c(j) -.
,

'

i;:nEF=i3
GC TC 301

C9 nc so J=i,"
T'^.A'n,J)=:'>\iP(J)-pr'.is(j)

so T a: (? J)=C(J)-SECS(J)
rpCL^^
DC S3 J=l,2
DZ 91 1=1,

r

DIS-(I)=CA(1,I)
SI C'n(i)=T.-iA;:(J,i)

DC 93 1=1, IS
F=l
UV=0,05*F*UVE
GC TC 501

92 UIL(J, I)=USC
93 CCIITI'UE

DC 57 J=l,i'

57 CG(6,J)=CG(6-J)/9.ei
if(;:St:;2)55,55,7

v'EiGMT dist"j:utic;: cha- acteristics

7 DC C J=1.K
AU)=CA(1,J)

C r(J)=CG(6.J)
I'DEF=K
l!'DEF=l
GC TC 301

9 CC(1,if)=DEF
DC 10 J=1.K

10 B(J)=B(J)*A(J)
INDEF«=2
GC TC 301

11 FG=DEF/CC(1,1+)
DC 12 J»1.K
CG(1 J)=CA(1,J)-FG
A(J)=CGM.j/

12 D(J)=CG(6'J)*A(J)**2
lflDEF=3
GC TC 301

13 CC(3,^)=DEF
DIS«=0.00981*CC(1 U)
RGI»100.*SQ:JF(CC(3,4)/CC(1,If))/UVE

C
*

C V/RITE STILL V/ATEf; SHEAR AND BENDING MOMENT
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C SHEAR AND BENDING MOMENT IN REGULAR WAVES

C

35 GG(?)-fT**2 *(CG(6.I)4CG(I|,I))-CG(2,I)
DC 36 >1,2
PI-3-2*J '

K1-3-J
DC 36 1-1.

K

PJ-FI*fZzfl K1)+CG(1 I)*ZZ(2.K1))+PI*V*ZZ(2,J)

TsTj l)-GG(t)i(S(1.3jicG(l,t)*ZZ(2.J)KPI*CG(5J)*PJ-^
1 l)*?Z(2.K1)+CG(J+6, I

)

36 6g(J+8. l5-=CG(J+8, I )-PI*V*CG(l». I )*PJ

DC 1*1 Ul,2
Kl-L+8
DC 37 1-1.

K

37 B|ltTS(L;ii
KDEF-K
ll^'DEF»7

GC TC 301

38 DC 39 l«=1,K

Cj,j.Cj,j^C(K,,0

39 TS(L+2,I)-=C(I)*C(I)
niDEF«B
GC TC 301

kO DC ifl l«1,K
Ifl TS(L+If.i)-C(l)*C(l)

DC k2 J»T,2
K1=2*J+1
DC kl i»1,K

k2 TS(J,I)-(§QRTF(TS(K1,I)+TS(K1+1,I)))/1000.
C
C SHEAR AMD BENDItlG MCf'.EKT ItlTERPCLAT I CI!

C
IMPCL«1
DC ^5 J»1,2
DC If 3 1-1 ,K

if 3 CRD(I)-TS(J.I)
DC k5 1-1,19
F-l
UV-0,05*F*UVE
GC TC 501

kk SS(J,I)-USC
kS CONTINUE

DO k6 1-1,19
SH(I0,I)-§S(1,I)

46 BM(ic;i)-ss(2;i)

C SHEAR AND BENDING MOMENT IN CONFUSED SEA
C

k7 OME(IO)-FO
DO kB l-J.NOND

he ESP(i?I^QRTF((A(l)-0.377)**2 /(0.065*(A( I )-0.117)))
KDEF-NONO
00 52 KSE2^1,19
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DC If9 l-l.NCMD
SPC(1,I)-§K(I,KSEZ)**2 *37.^5*EXPF(ESPMn

ks spc(2|i)-bm(i!ksez)**2 *37.'*5*EXPF(ESP(I))
SPC(1,I)-§K(I,KSEZ)**2 *37.
SPC(2,I)-BM(I,KSEZ)**2 *37.
DC 52 J-r,2
DC 50 l-1,HCND

50 B(I)-.SPC(3,I)
INDEF«9 :!.^ .'r-':

GC TC 301
51 SPETT(J-KSEZ)«3.0ifif*SQPxTF(DEF) .... y
52 cc"Ti;;u£

. >
•

c
C VniTE RESULTS (MCTI Cf!S,SMEAr. AND DElIDItiG MCMEUT)
c

VrJTE CUTPUT TAPE 6, 211*

WPJTE CUTPUT TAPE 6, 21 S.KCDC.KCOP V
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6, 21 6. (CN(1 ) l-f fICMD)

V/RITE CUTPUT TAPE 6, 21 7. (Of1E( I), 1-1 JICND )

WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6. 21 8. (VCM(1 , I ), 1=1 .HCND)
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6. 219. (VCM(2. I), 1-1, I!C1;D)

V/RITE CUTPUT TAPE 6, 220, (VC^^( 3, I ), 1 = 1 JICi'D

)

WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6,221 , (VCM(if, I ), 1 = 1 ,riCi:D )

V/RITE CUTPUT TAPE 6,222
DC 53 1-1.19

53 V/RITE CUTOUT TAPE 6, 223, I , (SPETT (JC, I ),J>1 , 2), (S1I(J, I) ,Dr( J, I
) , J-

ii.ijciid)

5^ cSmtinue '

REWIND 2
IF(NSTR1)3^3,6

C : -^i :r- .

-
^.,V•

C ItlTEGPJ^TICN SUBPRCGRA,':
C

301 0=A(2)-A(1)
C(1)=0.
DC 306 INT»2,KDEF

Q—1.
IF(KDEF-IMT)3O'f,3Otf,302

302 Q-A(INT+1)-A(1NT)
iF(P-0.05)30J:f,30Ji*,303

303 IF(Q-0.05)3Otf,3O«t.3O5
30lf C(mT)-C(INT-1)+0-.5*P*(B(INT)+B(IHT-l)) - ;

»F (0)307, 307, 306 -> :

305 R^P/Q
G-0.1666667*P/(1.+R)
S-R*R

INT)-C(INT-1)+G*(B(INT-1)*(3.+2.*R)+B(INT)*{3.+'».*R+S)-S*B(INT+1C(
D)

306 CCMTINUE
307 DEF-C(INT)

GC TC (9,H, 13,23,26,28.38,^0,51. 82,84,87,89). INDEF

C HYDRCDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS TABLES I NTERPCLAT I CN SUBPROGRAM

401 KK^I
IF(X-0.5)li02.M)3,M)3

M)2 1-1

GO TC MA
M)3 l-10.*X-*.
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MA JF(Y-4.4}li05,M>6,^06
k05 JJ-1 ,^

60 TC M>7
k06 JJ-2.5*Y
1*07 KK^1.+10.*Z

K1"KK
\F(6-\)k0eMB,kO9

if08 1-5
W)9 IF(11-JJ)i»10,M0,if11 '

itlO J>10
Ztll IF(l6-KK)if12,if12,l»13
If 12 KK-15
hV3 N3L1-11*(I-1)-kJJ+INIZ-1

KK«KK+16*NBL1
DC ^17 MlVl.if

k\k JCT/W16*(MU-1)
GC TC 416

415 JCT/^l6*(MU+8)
416 KAPPArKK+JCTA

TA3(MU)"KZ (KAPPA)
KAPPA^KK+JCTA +1

417 TAn(MU44)"KZ (KAPPA)
DC 418 JE*1,8 .---^

418 TAB(JE)-O.OOl*TAB(JE)
VMI-I
VhU"JJ
VMK-K1
DX-X-(0.4-fO.l*VMI)
DY-Y-0.4*VMJ .. .^

DZ-Z-0.1*(VMK-1.)
F11-10.*(TAB(3)-TAB(1))
F2>i2.5*(TAB(2)-TAB(l))
F3>10.*(TAB(5)-TAB(1))
F1>25.*(TAB(1)-TAB(2)-TAB(3)+TAB(4))
F1>100.*(TAB(1)-TA3(^)-TAB(5)+TAB(7))
F2>25.*(TAB(1)-TAB(2)-TAS(5)+TAB(6))
Fl 2>250.*(-TAB ( 1 )+TAB ( 2)+TAB ( 3)-TAB (4 )+TAr (5 )-TA:. (6 )-TAB ( 7)+TAB (8

D)
F»TAB(1 )+F1 1*DX+F22*0Y+F33*DZ+F1 2*DX*DY+F1 3*DX*DZ+F23*DV*DZ+F1 23*0
1X*0Y*DZ
GC TC (17,18), KR

C
C SHEAR AND BENDING MCHENT I IITERPCLAT I CM SUCPRCGRAM
C

501 DC 502 IL-1,K
DFR-DIST(IL)-UV
IF(DFR)502,503.504

502 CCNTINUE
503 USC-CRD(IL)

GC TC(44.92).IMPCL
50^ USODFR*tCRDt IL)-CRD ( I L-1 ) )/(D I ST( I L)-0 I ST( I L-1 )

)

USOCRD(IL)-USC
GC 10(44,92), I MPCL

C
C iMPUT/dfTPUT FORMAT
c

20} F3RMAT(I3JXJ6I1»)
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202 FCRMAT(32HSCHEDE TABELLE FUCRI CRDirUMENTS)
203 FCRmT(l3-6F8.3J3)
20^ FCRMAT(3F§.3,I35
205 FCRMAT(3tHSCHEDE CARENA FUCRI CRDINAHENTC)
206 FCRMAT(I3,8F8.3)
207 FORMAT (8F 10.0)
208 F0RMAT(3I3)
210 FCRMAT(1H1./f6X,nHCC0ICE NAVE, lif,9X,11HCCD ICE PESI.1%}
211 FCRHAT(1X/737X,1^HLUNGHEZZA (M),F8.2,6X,18HD ISLCCAMtHTa (T).F11

1.0)
212 FCRf1AT(1X/37X,1'fHURGHtZZA (M),F8.2,6X,18HASC.BARICtNTR8 (M),F1t.

12)
213 FCRMAT(lX/37X.1^im. MEDIA (M),F8.2,6X.18HRAGG IC GIRA2. ($).F1|,

12)
209 FCRMAT(1X///A8X,11HTAGLIC (T) 1 3X,1 3HMCMENTC (T*M))
22lf FCrJlAT(lX/37X, I2,7X,F10.0,16X,F10.0)
21^ FCRMAT(lH1.90X,30HC50.NAVe COO.PESI VELCCITA)
215 FCRf'iAT(1X/$3X,T3,8X,l3.F12.2)
216 FCr,.'lAT(1X//3X,17HLUriG'rlEZZA CilDA ,ft(

217 FCRf'AT(1X/3X,17HFREOUENZA CMDA ,§{;
218 FCRMAT(1X/3X,17ViSUSSULTC CCS ,8(:
oin r-'»ni<AT / 1 V / -)V « -Ttici tcplll T" crM at-

|(3X.F7.2,i>X))

, 3X,f7.^.4x))
,8(3X,F7.U.itX *

219 FCRf1AT(lX/3X:i7MSUSSULTC SE(1 ,8(3X,F7.1»,i»X
220 FCRf'^T(1X/3X,17HSECCHEGGIC CCS ,8(3X,F7.If ,lfX

221 FORMAT (1X/-3X,17HBECCHEGG I C SEN ,8{ 3X,F7.l»,ifX,

,

222 FCRMAT(1X//3H NC,3X,11IT,6X,1HM.6X-8( 3X,1HT,6X,1HM,3X))
223 FCRMAT(1X/I3,F6.0,F§.0,5X,§(F7.1,F7.0))

END
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APPENDIX. Tables of c^, x 10^ values for L = 200 m and W = 60 kn.

Table Ala
Values of c„ x 10^ for L = 200 m, W = 60 knots,

P = 0.345, c = 0.804, and Fr = 0.00

\. L/i
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Table A2b
Values of c^ x 10^ for L = 200 m, W = 60 knots,

P = 0.404, C^ = 0.804, and Fr = 0.05

\. L/i
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Table A3c
Values of c„ x 10 ^ for L = 200 m, w = 60 knots,

P = 0.448, c^ = 0.804, and Fr = 0.10

\. L/i



Strip Theory-

Table A5a
Values of c„ x 10^ for L = 200 m, W = 60 knots,

P = 0.404, C^ = 0.836, and Fr = 0.00

\. L/i
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Table A6b
Values of c„ x 10 ^ for L = 600 m, w = 60 knots,

P = 0.448, C^ = 0.836, and Fr = 0.05

^\^L/i



Strip Theory-

Table A7c
Values of c„ x 10 ^ for L = 200 m, W = 60 knots,

P = 0.345, C^ = 0,872, and Fr = 0.10

X. L/i
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Table A9a
Values of c^ x 10^ for L = 200 m, w = 60 knots,

p = 0.448, c„ = 0.872, and Fr = 0.00

\. L/i



Strip Theory

Table A10b

Values of c^ x 10^ for L = 200 m, W = 60 knots,

P = 0.345, C„ = 0.900, and Fr = 0.05

L/B\.
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Table Allc
Values of c^, x 10^ for L = 200 m, W = 60 knots,

P = 0.404, C^ = 0.900, and Fr = 0.10



Strip Theory

DISCUSSION .

G. Aertssen ,-.
-

. :

''' -' '

University of Ghent
Ghent, Belgium \ ..

This work of Prof. Marsich and Dr, Merega on bending moments is un-

doubtedly one of the investigations which should be made. I have, however,

two remarks, both related to the sea aspect the authors have selected for their

calculations. In their Table 1, they refer to wind speeds of 60, 65, and 70 knots

and corresponding wave heights of 13, 14, and 16 m, but nevertheless the calcu-

lations are made for a 60-knot wind and the corresponding wave height of 13.23

m. However, significant wave heights of 16 m have in fact been reported. I

confess that this wave height of 16 m was recorded near Iceland and that the

usual track of a 200-m ship is not in this area.

My second remark concerns energy distribution in waves. The authors

assumed what they in Sec. 1.1 called a long- crested confused sea. There was
a contradiction in this sea description. If the sea is long-crested the super-

position principle fully applies. For a confused sea you have to assume a di-

rectional energy spread, and this, according to experiment, gives you a longi-

tudinal moment which is 10 to 20% less. Actually, in these extreme seas energy

is spread, and so it happens that the 20% loss in bending moments because of a

significant wave height taken too low is counterbalanced by the 20% gain made
by the authors where they ignored directional spread. There is also the ques-

tion of Froude number. For a ship 200 m in length a Froude number 0.1 cor-

responds to a speed of 9 knots. I hardly imagine a ship, even one so large as

200 m, sailing at a speed of 9 knots ahead in waves Beaufort 11. I would also

raise the point of wave frequency, but here again the authors are on the pessi-

mistic side. Altogether, it is a satisfactory approach to the problem.

DISCUSSION

H. Volpich

Brown Bros. & Co. Ltd.

Edinburgh Scotland

The authors have selected for their important and valuable investigation

the Series- 60 Todd hull forms and given for them the appropriate parameters

in the paper. Since the modern trend for large bulk-carriers and tankers con-

sists of hull forms having large ram bulbs, it is suggested they include in any

future study at least one form with a heavy ram bulb, because this may show up

in the resulting bending moments and would give some idea of any possible devi-

ations from the Todd Series 60, when the calculations are applied to bulbous hull

forms.
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It is stated in the paper that the investigation was carried out in a confused

sea generated by a 60-knot wind and with given wavelengths. For comparative
purposes it would have been advisable for the authors to have used a standard,

internationally accepted spectrum, say, the Moskowitz one, which is nowadays
available for confused seas at various wave slopes and Beaufort numbers.

REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION

S, Marsich and F. Merega

We thank Prof. Aertssen and Mr. Volpich for the favorable comments for-

warded. As regards the remarks by Prof. Aertssen, we reply that our assump-
tions are justified by the aim to which our study was intended, not to furnish

results valid as absolute values but to furnish only figures suitable for present-
ing evidence on the dependence of wave bending moment on different parameters
characterizing hull form and weight distribution.

As regards the comments by Mr. Volpich, we want to assure him that we
intend to extend our research both by considering bulbous hulls and examining
the influence of different sea spectra.
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PROSPECTS FOR UNCONVENTIONAL MARINE
PROPULSION DEVICES

A. Silverleaf

National Physical Laboratory "
• ' > < -

''

Teddington, England ^ ' • ; •

'

ABSTRACT ' '
• •

^

This paper is intended as a general review of some of the factors which
influence the development of propulsion devices for ships and other
marine craft.

First, some general points are examined, and an attempt made to de-
fine criteria which help the designer to choose the propulsion system.
Although there are few rules which apply to all classes or types of ship,

the simplest useful parameter is the speed-displacement ratio; as this

increases, so does the specific power (or power per ton-knot), and thus
the power-weight characteristic of the propelling machinery becomes
more important. Generally, at low and at high values of the speed-
displacement ratio, the choice of main machinery and propulsion device
is fairly clear; difficulties occur at intermediate values. However,
high absolute power requirements also make choice more difficult.

Next, the principal features of the main types of propulsion device are
outlined, and their potentialities and limitations considered. The long-
established, orthodox open marine propeller is still a most efficient

device for converting rotational energy into propulsive thrust, but its

range of application is not unlimited. To extend the range of efficient

operation, other types of screw propeller have been developed; these
include ducted, controllable pitch, contrarotating , and fully cavitating
propellers. Paddle wheels and vertical axis propellers, waterjets, and
airscrews have also been used for marine purposes, while air-blown
ramjets and magnetohydrodynamic devices have also been proposed.

Finally, some of the hydrodynamic, engineering, and operational fac-
tors affecting particular ship types are considered in more detail.

Tankers and bulk carriers, high-speed container ships and other cargo
liners, passenger liners and ferries, and very-high-speed foilcraft and
hovercraft -all these have different needs and raise distinctive prob-
lems. Throughout it is stressed that the choice and design of a propul-
sion system for a ship must not be considered as a series of separate
units, but as an integral whole in which the characteristics of main
machinery, propulsion device, shafting or other connections, and needs
for auxiliary power must be closely related.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended as a general review of some of the factors which in-

fluence the development of propulsion devices for ships and other marine craft.

During the past twenty years there have been many remarkable changes in the
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merchant and naval fleets of the world; major changes in the dimensions,
speeds, and powers of conventional merchant ships have been accompanied by
equally significant changes in naval vessels, and by other spectacular, and per-
haps technically more challenging, innovations in high-speed marine craft, of

which the most dramatic has been the birth of the hovercraft or waterborne air-

cushion vehicle. Largely because of these striking and somewhat unexpected
developments, there has been growing activity in exploring the value of propul-
sion devices which could supplement the long-established conventional marine
screw propeller. These devices cover a very wide range of types and possible

applications; some, like ducted, controllable -pitch, and contrarotating propel-
lers, have been in regular, if limited, use for many years; others, like fuUy-
cavitating propellers and waterjet systems, have undergone considerable engi-

neering development in prototype installations; a third group, which includes

air-blown ramjets and magnetohydrodynamic devices, are still in the early

stages of laboratory investigation and are, in some cases, little more than

"ideas in principle."

Faced with this diversity of possible propulsion devices, and by a barrage
of technical and other literature extolling the virtues of each one, the designer
of even a relatively conventional ship is faced with a difficult choice; for the de-
signer of an unorthodox, advanced marine craft, the choice is often bewildering,

and is not made easier by the apparently different standards and criteria used
by the advocates of many of these propulsion devices. The principal aim of this

paper is to suggest some general criteria, not all of which can readily be quan-
tified, which can help in making the best choice of propulsion devices for ships

and marine craft of many different types.

There are several recent papers which ably summarize and compare tech-

nical features of different marine propulsion devices (Refs. (1, 2, and 3) are

examples), and many papers, including those at the present Symposium to follow

this review, which discuss individual devices in considerable detail. For this

reason, among others, this review will not contain new information about de-
vices which are used for marine propulsion, or are proposed for such purposes.
However, many papers about marine propulsion devices tend to emphasize se-
lected aspects of their performance, generally concentrating on hydrodynamic
efficiency, sometimes including cavitation susceptibility and associated noise

generation, but frequently say little or nothing about engineering and operational

features, which are often more decisive in the choice both of power plant and
propulsion device. While such hydrodynamic studies are necessary, they are
far from sufficient; indeed, high efficiency is but one factor among many, and
reliability, liability to cause vibration, compactness, simplicity, low first cost

and low direct and indirect maintenance costs, are generally of more impor-
tance in arriving at the techno -economic balance which determines the final

choice.

Thus, in assessing the prospects for the widespread use of any unconven-
tional marine propulsion device, it is essential to recognize that the choice and
design of a propulsion system for a ship must not be considered as a series of

separate and isolated units, each selected to have maximum component effi-

ciency, but as an integrated whole in which the characteristics of main machin-
ery, propulsion device, shafting or other connections, and needs for auxiliary

power must be closely related. Finally, it is also desirable to recognize that
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while unconventional devices are the only practical means of propelling some
marine vehicles, for the overwhelming majority of conventional ships and for

most marine craft—even some relatively unorthodox vessels—the conventional

open marine screw propeller is both practical and highly efficient; it is not easy

to beat.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ^,
.
^ ; V . v./":^

Basis of Comparison
. :,( ,r ., -

:

Efficiency and other criteria which can be expressed in direct numerical

terms are seldom decisive in determining the choice of propulsive device for a

particular ship or other marine craft. This choice should be made as part of an

overall system design, in which the real target is minimum total operating cost

to carry a specified payload over a stated range at optimum speed. The payload

may be either a deadweight cargo such as oil, a light-weight load of passengers,

or a weapons system or other mixed weight and volume load. The range is gen-

erally an independent operational variable, but optimum speed, though often

treated as another independent factor, should more properly be regarded as a

derived variable, depending on payload and range. Since total operating costs

include both direct costs for fuel, crew, and maintenance, and also indirect

costs which reflect initial capital expenditure, any attempt to minimize total

costs will ensure that the most efficient ship has the most suitable propulsion

system. The power plant and the propulsion device themselves affect the prin-

cipal characteristics of the ship; dimensions, shape and displacement to carry a

fixed payload will vary with the required power output and with the power-weight

ratio and specific fuel consumption of the primary mover. For these reasons

realistic comparisons of different propulsion devices should, in principle, form
part of complete design studies for particular vessels, but clearly this is not

practicable here.

A more limited, but reasonably realistic, basis of comparing different types

of propulsion device is to consider their application to ships with total displace-

ment, speed, and range all fixed. The emphasis is then placed on the propulsive

efficiency of the device and the corresponding engine power required; the over-
all weight of the propulsion system and of the necessary fuel will then depend
primarily on the primary mover selected, and this will in turn affect the avail-

able payload, which can be expressed, if desired, as a transport efficiency cri-

terion. Although far from entirely satisfactory, such an approach is better than

comparisons which consider different propulsion devices in isolation, without

taking any serious account of their interaction with the ship which is to be pro-

pelled. On this basis of comparison, some efficiency criteria can be used to

give general guidance about the likely prospects for unconventional marine pro-
pulsion devices.

Propulsive Efficiency

In the past, many accounts of novel propulsion devices have claimed advan-
tages based on inadequate or even incorrect efficiency criteria. Fortunately,

recent papers comparing different devices have adopted more realistic and cor-
rect criteria, but it is still important to stress that the definition and usage of
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propulsive efficiency must be uniform, comprehensive, and unambiguous if it is

to have value in comparisons between different systems.

The hydrodynamic performance of a marine propulsion device operating in

isolation can be defined by its thrust efficiency, which is the ratio of the power
output based on the effective thrust from the device, to the power input to the

device. If the inflow velocity is taken as the mean velocity in the nonuniform

flow conditions in which the device operates when propelling the ship, then this

thrust efficiency is equal to the "behind" efficiency used in conventional ship-

powering analyses, as defined in Ref, (4) and elsewhere.

When the device is part of the propulsion system of a ship, it has to be

physically linked to the hull; this generally requires some external appendages,

such as shaft supports or water inlets, and their net drag may increase the total

resistance of the ship above that of the bare or naked hull. The flow induced by

the propulsion device generally further increases the resistance of the hull, and

the propulsive thrust must overcome this augmented resistance; there is a fur-

ther interaction effect because in these conditions the mean inflow velocity to the

device is less than the speed of the ship. The flow interaction effects between
hull and propulsion device can be expressed as a single factor linking the thrust

efficiency of the device alone to its propulsive efficiency when part of the pro-

pulsion system; this hull interaction factor is identical to the hull efficiency cus-

tomarily used in ship powering analyses and cannot be ignored in assessing the

relative merits of different types of propulsion device in real operating conditions.

The overall efficiency of the complete propulsion system, including prime
mover, is the ratio of the useful power to the power output of the engine. In

conventional ship powering analyses it is customary to consider that this useful

power is the effective or tow-rope horsepower of the hull including any external

propulsion appendages. However, the ship designer is primarily interested in

the power required to propel the bare hull, and the power absorbed in overcom-
ing the drag or resistance of external appendages directly associated with the

propulsion device should not be regarded as useful output; consequently in com-
paring the efficiencies of different propulsion devices, the useful power should

be related to the resistance of the naked hull alone. This gives a useful propul-

sive efficiency defined by the ratio of the effective horsepower for the naked hull

to the power output of the prime mover.

Thrust Efficiency and Its Components

Although the thrust efficiency rjj alone is not a sound index for comparing
the performance of different propulsion devices, it is a useful part of such an

index, and it can also be resolved into components which have some value. Al-

most all practicable marine propulsion devices are of the reaction-screw-type,

in which thrust is developed by a rotating pump or rotor, which imparts energy
to accelerate a jet of water. The ideal or maximum efficiency r/j of such an a

accelerated jet system can be readily derived by simple axial momentum or

actuator disk theory which ignores viscous effects and other losses such as

those due to flow rotation. The realizable thrust efficiency 77^ is then obtained

by applying a pump or hydraulic efficiency factor rjp to take account of these

losses in the rotor. Some propulsion devices, such as water-jet systems,
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enclose the rotor in a long duct which does not develop thrust; it is then conven-

ient to introduce a further factor v^ to allow for the ducting and other losses in

the system apart from those at the rotor itself. The factor for the system losses

can be combined with the ideal jet efficiency to give a "real" jet propulsive effi-

ciency vj , and these different factors are by definition directly related thus:

Although the real jet propulsive efficiency ^j has been much used, particularly

in analyses of waterjet systems, it is a convenience which does not have physi-

cal coherence, since it combines an ideal fluid jet efficiency with a factor domi-

nated by viscous losses in ducting, while the corresponding losses in the rotor

are included in the pump factor Vp . - .

The ideal jet efficiency rj^ depends only on the ratio of the mean jet inlet

velocity to the velocity at the nozzle or jet exit, decreasing sharply as this jet

velocity ratio k increases. The real jet efficiency Vj depends on the head loss

in the system (excluding pump losses) as well as on the jet velocity ratio; as

this loss tends to zero t?. - r,^ . Two further coefficients are useful in compara-

tive analyses; these are the thrust and power loading coefficients c^ and Cp
,
re-

spectively, in which the thrust and the power are related to the disk area at the

rotor and the speed of advance. The thrust loading coefficient C^ is directly re-

lated to the jet velocity ratio, so that the ideal jet efficiency vi can be ex-

pressed either in terms of thrust loading Cj or jet velocity ratio k . Further,

when consistent units are used throughout, these loading coefficients are re-

lated to the thrust efficiency 77^ thus:

It is often convenient to separate the power losses in the transmission be-

tween engine and propulsion device from the other losses in the system; this

leads to a quasi -propulsive coefficient which conventionally is related to the ef-

fective horsepower of the hull with appendages, but which should more properly

be related to the useful propulsion power based on the resistance of the naked

hull alone. However, the overall efficiency is a more comprehensive index of

relative performance than the quasi -propulsive coefficient; since alternative

propulsion devices may necessarily have different transmission systems, such

as geared or direct drives, it can be misleading to ignore the transmission

losses in comparing the real efficiencies of different propulsion devices.

Table 1 summarizes these factors which affect the assessment of propul-

sive efficiency, and emphasizes the differences between the conventional effi-

ciency factors and those proposed here.

The principal conclusions of this analysis are:

(a) The thrust efficiency 77^- of a propulsion device defines its per-

formance only in unreal isolated conditions. Hence, comparisons

of the hydrodynamic efficiency based on thrust efficiency are in-

adequate and can be misleading.
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Thrust Efficiency and its Components
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The resulting "minimum" curve indicates that, for a given speed-displacement

ratio, there is often one type of marine craft with a significantly better hydro

-

dynamic performance than others and gives an estimate of the minimum power
required by such a craft. It also demonstrates the penalties in power incurred

by design constraints or by a decision not to adopt the most favorable type of

craft. Some simple diagrams illustrate the general guidance which can be di-

rectly derived in this way. Thus, Fig. 3 shows that the minimum values of P/A

(hp per ton displacement or all-up weight) rise steeply with speed but fall stead-

ily as displacement increases, while Fig. 4 shows the rapid rise in minimum
power needed as either speed or displacement are increased; since Fig. 2 shows
that for many high-speed displacement craft the power requirements are be-

tween two and three times the minimum, it is clear that there are serious limi-

tations on speed-displacement values which are likely to be achieved in prac-
tice, and that even significant improvements in propulsive efficiency, however
obtained, can have little effect in raising the practical speed-displacement
boundaries.

The concept of specific power is also useful in assessing the prospects of

different types of propulsion plant and propulsion device. Figure 5 illustrates

the dependence of the ratio MA on specific power and on speed; here M is the

total weight of the propulsion system, and typical, reasonably representative

values of 15 hp/ton and 20 hp/ton have been taken for diesel and steam turbine

installations respectively (Ref. (5)), and 300 hp/ton taken for gas turbine instal-

lations based on mean values for known installations. Figure 6 shows the mini-

mum values of the machinery weight ratio ma for a range of speeds and dis-

placements, corresponding to the minimum specific power values in Figs. 2

and 4. a -
; ,• , /v

It is also useful to examine fuel requirements in a similar general way.

Figure 7 demonstrates the dependence of fuel weight ratio (FA) on specific

power and on range, while Fig. 8 is a guide to the minimum values of f/A needed
for any given displacement and speed for a fixed range of operation.

Cavitation and Vibration r'""^'

Almost all marine propulsion devices, particularly those dependent on screw
propellers or pumps to impart energy to the fluid, are affected by cavitation or
similar fluid-flow phenomena. Almost invariably, cavitation has two undesirable

effects: It produces radiated noise, and it causes erosion of rotor blades and

other parts of the propulsion device. Further, extensive cavitation may ad-

versely affect the hydrodynamic performance of a propulsion device unless posi-

tive steps are taken to prevent this.

Many different criteria have been proposed and used to define the likelihood

of cavitation occurrence and its extent; in general these can be divided into those

which take account only of the ahead speed of the device, and those which also

take some account of the rotational speed of the rotor or pump blade. The sim-
ple forms of cavitation index such as a^ , which involve only ahead speed and
depth of immersion, can be misleading and are almost always more inadequate

than those, such as a^ , which attempt to take account of blade resultant velocity.
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0-3r F - WEIGHT OF FUEL (tons)

A - DISPLACEMENT (tons)

P - INSTALLED POWER (h p)

V - SPEED IN CALM WATER (knots)

0-2 -

_F

A

0-1 -

1 ooo 2 OOO
RANGE MILES
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Fig. 7 - Fuel-displacement ratio: general (for fuel

consumption of 0.5 Ib/hp-hr)

Since most ship propulsion devices operate in a nonuniform inflow, the like-

lihood of propeller -excited vibration, or its equivalent, is an important factor in

choosing the most appropriate device. As the thrust or power loading coefficient

increases, so the likelihood of blade-excited vibration also increases, while

growing nonuniformity of inflow naturally aggravates the situation even more.

Typical Values of Propulsion Parameters

Table 3 gives typical values of loading factors and other propulsion param-
eters for different types of ship and marine craft; these values show that:

(i) The thrust loading coefficient Cj is generally less than 1.5 for all

types of vessel except large full-form tankers and bulk carriers

for which much higher values are now common; in consequence,

the ideal jet efficiency r/j is also generally greater than 0.8 except

for these large low-speed ships, for which much lower values are

the best that can now be achieved.
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Table 3

Propulsion Parameters: Typical Values
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For these reasons the speed-displacement ratio may be regarded as the

simplest single parameter which is of use in defining the desirable overall

characteristics of the propulsion system. Some useful guidance affecting the

development of marine propulsion devices can be obtained from Table 3 and
Figs. 2-8. Thus:

(i) At low speed-displacement values, corresponding to those for most
merchant ships, power-displacement ratios are low, and machinery
and fuel weight ratios are not high enough to justify expensive
light-weight propulsion systems. Equally, even where propulsive
efficiency and low power requirements are important, they are
seldom dominant factors in determining the type of propulsion
system.

(ii) At high speed-displacement values, corresponding to those for

high-speed marine craft, it is essential to minimize machinery
power and weight if reasonable range and payload are to be ob-
tained.

(iii) At intermediate speed-displacement values, corresponding to those

for destroyers and similar craft, it is difficult to choose the power
plant unequivocally. Improvements in propeller efficiency are de-
sirable but unlikely to have a major effect on design criteria.

TYPES OF MARINE PROPULSION DEVICES
.

']

General Classification

In addition to the marine propulsion devices which already exist, there are
many other possible types. These can be classified in several ways and, as

suggested in Table 4, it is perhaps most convenient to divide them into the two
main classes of reaction-screw-type devices and pure jet devices.

Reaction-screw-type devices may have many variants. Indeed, it is possi-
ble in principle to specify well over two hundred apparently different types of

device since:

(a) The blade section shapes of rotating or fixed parts may be either

fully wetted, fully cavitating, base vented, or airscrews may be

used.

(b) The axis of rotation of the propeller or pump may be either longi-

tudinal, vertical, or transverse.

(c) Single- or multi-stage pumps or propellers may be used.

(d) The pitch of the blades may be either fixed or controllable.

(e) The rotor may be either open (unshrouded), or enclosed in a duct

or shroud which may be either long or short.
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(f ) For ducted or shrouded propellers the duct may have an accelerat-

ing or a diffusing nozzle, and may either be clear of vanes or have
stationary or rotating inlet or exit guide vanes.

(g) Finally, the duct may be fixed in position, or be steerable so that it

can be used as a rudder or control surface as part of the propul-
sion device.

Most commonly used screw-type propulsion devices have a fore-and-aft

axis of rotation; conventional open marine propellers, ducted propellers, con-
trollable pitch, contrarotating, tandem, and most waterjet systems are of this

type. However, vertical-axis propellers are not uncommon; the well-known
Voith-Schneider propeller, and the Flettner rotor, are examples of this type.

Paddle wheels are the most common form of device with a transverse axis, but

in principle the centrifugal pump in a waterjet system should be included in this

group.

Pure jet types of propulsion device may be subdivided thus: [
'

(a) Air jets: these may be like those used for aircraft (as in the

"Lucy Ashton" experiments), or water-augmented to increase the

density of the fluid at jet exit and thus increase the thrust.

(b) Underwater jets: in principle these may be of three types:

(i) Water as a working medium with water -reactive fuels

(ii) Air-blown ramjet or other hydropneumatic device
(iii) Magnetohydrodynamic devices.

Pure jet types have not yet been used for marine craft except in a very lim-
ited experimental way.

Need For Unconventional Devices

The conventional open unshrouded marine screw with fully wetted sections

is a simple, efficient, reliable, cheap, and well-proven propulsion device, and
considerable research effort has been expended in its development, particularly

during the past twenty years. Why then should it be necessary to develop uncon-
ventional propulsion devices for ships?

Research on propulsion devices has shown that this cannot be isolated from
research on hull forms and, in fact, the stern form, propulsion device, trans-
mission, and steering system must be regarded as a whole. If there are no re-
strictions on the size and weight of the propulsion device, and on its operating
rate of rotation, then in general the best performance will be achieved by a
slow-running screw propeller of large diameter. Restrictions on diameter are
always likely to be imposed by draught limitations, but restrictions due to diffi-

culty of manufacture are likely to be overcome. Restrictions on revolutions are
imposed by an insistence on using diesel engines as a primary mover with a di-

rect drive to the propeller, but the wider adoption of geared drives, either with
diesel engines or steam turbines, allows greater freedom of choice in propeller
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revolutions. These points are important in considering the development of pro-
pulsion devices, other than conventional open propellers, because such devices

often only have advantages where restrictions exist, and selection of the most
profitable research topics therefore involves prediction of the likely trend in

removing these restrictions.

The principal reasons for investigating the possible usefulness of uncon-
ventional marine propulsion devices can thus be summarized as:

(i) An attempt to maintain, at higher thrust and power loading coeffi-

cients (C^,Cp) and lower cavitation values (a-^), the high efficien-

cies which can be achieved with conventional open marine screws
under less onerous operating conditions.

(ii) At lighter loadings to improve still further the efficiency obtain-

able and to reduce liability to cavitation damage.

(iii) To minimize vibration due to propeller excitation resulting from
operation in a nonuniform inflow or through the free -space oscil-

lating pressure field.

Comparative Features of Some Unconventional Devices:

Table 5 attempts to summarize some of the principal features which are

important in any realistic comparison of practicable marine propulsion devices.

Some comments on these comparisons may be helpful:

1. Open (unshrouded) propellers:

(a) Controllable pitch — These are so well established that it is doubtful

whether they should be considered as unconventional devices. How-
ever, although they have advantages from the point of view of the engine

builder in providing a better match between powerplant characteristics

and changing thrust requirements, there is still considerable reluctance

to adopt controllable -pitch propellers, even though they are now avail-

able for fairly high power outputs. In a recent paper (Ref. (6)) this re-

luctance has been primarily ascribed to the much higher capital cost of

C propellers, which may be as much as 33% of the main engine cost

compared with 8% for a fixed pitch propeller; a secondary reason is

doubt about the realiability of any propulsion device which involves a

special actuating mechanism.

(b) Fully cavitating propellers — Intensive efforts have been made, particu-

larly in the past decade, to develop fully cavitating propellers primar-
ily for high-speed craft. The emphasis has been on high efficiency

under extreme cavitation conditions, and in consequence the present

use of fully cavitating propellers has been limited to operating condi-

tions in which both high speed and high rate of rotation are either nec-

essary or desirable, as implied in Fig. 9, which is derived from Ref.

(7). However, there is some indication that fully cavitating propellers

give a much better propeller -hull interaction than conventional fully
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Ducted propellers: ;

-^

For ship propellers operating at high loading conditions, as in tugs when
towing or fishing vessels when trawling, the advantages of enclosing the

propeller in a duct which accelerates the inflow have been appreciated for

many years. However, the operating conditions of some large tankers and
bulk carriers are now in the range where propellers in such nozzles may
be useful. More recently it has appeared that there might be advantages in

enclosing a rotating impeller external to the hull in a duct or long shroud
ring in which the inlet flow is decelerated before reaching the impeller
blades. Operating conditions in which these two types of ducted propeller

are of advantage are indicated in Fig. 10, while a comparison between effi-

ciencies of an open unducted propeller, are one in an accelerating duct, is

shown in Fig. 11; this also indicates how unloading part of the total thrust

onto the duct makes it possible to reduce the diameter of the rotor com-
pared with that of an open screw. The performance and efficiency of ducted
propellers are sensitive to the clearance between the rotor tip and the

shroud ring, as indicated in Fig. 12, and the need for a small clearance
ratio can impose quite severe engineering and operational difficulties. Figs.

10-12 are taken from Ref. 8.

1-2

1-0

4 -

2 - o H

REGION OF DUCT THRUST
rj^ DUCTED > rjj UrsDUCTED

(equal rotor area)

REGION OF DUCT DRAG
K)^ DUCTED < r)j UNDUCTED
(equal rotor area)

4 6 6 10
TOTAL THRUST COEFFICIENT C_

14

Fig. 10 - Ducted propellers: conditions for

accelerating and decelerating ducts
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TOTAL THRUST COEFFICIENT C,

Fig. 11 - Ducted and unducted propellers:
comparison of efficiencies and diameters

8_

Ct rotor

001 ooa

TIP CLEARANCE RATIO

003 004 05
TIP CLEARANCE

INTERNAL DUCT DIA. AT ROTOR TIP

Fig. 12 - Effect of tip clearance on ducted
propeller efficiency (calculated for a con-
stant power coefficient Cp IZ)

3. Vertical-axis propellers:

The much lower propulsive efficiency of vertical axis propellers makes it

clear that the main reason for using such propellers is the very consider-

able advantage they give in providing a large steering power at low ship

speeds. However, engineering developments have so far limited the total
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power of such devices to about 2,000 hp, and even so for craft requiring less

than 1,000 hp the use of vertical axis propellers has recently been severely

challenged by other propulsion devices, such as the steerable open propeller

and the Pleuger activated rudder, which also have good maneuvering quali-

ties.

4. Paddle wheels: .

These again scarcely rank as unconventional propulsion devices, but recent

intensive studies of their performance suggest that they may not yet be en-

tirely dead. Their value in remote areas in less developed countries indi-

cates the importance of engineering simplicity and reliability in the overall

choice of propulsion system.

-J. ' '•'

5. Airscrews:

While airscrews have often been proposed as propulsion devices for marine

craft they have only been used for this purpose since the advent of the am-
phibious hovercraft, for which they are obviously well suited. However, ex-

perience has shown that the performance of an open unducted airscrew is

much more strongly affected by wind, wave, and power variations than a

marine propeller. Further, limitations in propeller size may well limit

their application to fairly small craft, quite apart from other factors such

as noise. t .a :=
;

.- .:.

^

-i r -_

6. Pure jet devices: .,. -. v ;
^ /-^

-

Most pure jet devices have very low propulsive efficiencies in any operating

conditions resembling those for present or projected marine craft. How-
ever, theoretical studies of an air-blown ramjet (Ref. 9) have suggested that

reasonable propulsive efficiencies, perhaps exceeding 40%, might be ob-

tained, though these values have so far not been confirmed by experiment.

If further work shows that reasonable propulsive efficiencies can be

achieved then the simple air-blown ramjet might be employed as a booster

unit, if not as the main propulsion device, for some high speed craft. It

should be added that the effective thrust loading coefficient C^. for which

reasonable efficiencies might be achieved is low, probably not much exceed-

ing 0.15.

SHIP TYPES AND THEIR PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS

General Criteria

For ship propulsion systems, of which the propulsion device forms a critical

part, the order of priority for design criteria is different for merchant ships and

for naval ships; Table 6 shows these priorities as summarized in Ref. (5). It will

be seen that reliability rates highly in all applications, but that low capital cost

disappears from the naval list as a primary aim, while low weight and compact-

ness become more important. Further, fuel consumption is judged on a weight

basis for naval applications and on a cost basis for the Merchant Navy.
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Table 6

Ship Propulsion Systems:
Order of Priority for Design Criteria

Ranking
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show that large low-speed tankers and bulk carriers operate at thrust and power

loadings much higher than those for all other merchant ships, except tugs. This

means that only those devices which operate well at high loadings need be con-

sidered as alternatives to the conventional open propeller. Indeed, only devices

which offer significant advantages in propulsive efficiency, without any accom-

panying disadvantage of complexity or liability to damage, can be seriously con-

sidered, and merchant-ship studies have already shown that a substantial gain in

a thorough techno -economic assessment is an essential prerequisite to a depart-

ture from the conventional open marine propeller; indeed, there is even a reluct-

ance to move away from single-screw systems. The ducted propeller is clearly

the most obvious alternative for large, low-speed ships, but the need for a small

tip clearance to obtain the best performance may be an inhibiting factor.

High-Speed Merchant Ships •'•
_ •

>

There has been a great deal of discussion about high-speed cargo liners and

similar apparently novel merchant ships. However, even though the diameter of

propellers for such ships may be severely restricted by draft limitations, the

thrust and power loadings at which they operate are not high; thus, conventional

open propellers can still serve very efficiently. The main problem may well be

that the higher absolute powers for such vessels may lead to more severe pro-

peller excited vibration. Thus, while devices such as contrarotating propellers

may show appreciable gains in propulsive efficiency, their increased mechanical

complexity and much higher capital cost suggests that their adoption, except on

an experimental basis, is unlikely unless they also appreciably reduce propeller-

excited vibration.

Very-High-Speed Marine Craft

Foilcraft, hovercraft, and very-high-speed displacement craft clearly need

unconventional propulsion devices, since the conventional open marine screw
cannot be developed to perform efficiently under the extreme speed and cavita-

tion conditions at which these vessels operate. For such craft it is particularly

important not to consider the propulsion device in isolation but as part of the

overall propulsion system. When this is done it would seem from information

presently available that the overall efficiencies of fully cavitating propellers,

and of current waterjet installations, are not sufficiently different to be deci-

sive. Further, almost all present and projected very -high -speed merchant

ships of this kind are not intended for long-range operation, and thus fuel con-

sumption and cost are less important in the overall assessment of priorities.

Equally, it must be recognized that such craft represent only a very small part

of the whole world merchant and naval fleets, and this is most unlikely to change

for many years. Development of propulsion devices for high-speed marine craft

can easily absorb a disproportionate part of the total effort available for such

activities.
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Underwater Bodies

Marine propulsion devices are required for bodies other than ships. For
torpedoes and other underwater bodies, including weapons, quite different con-
siderations apply. Propulsive efficiency may not be at all significant and the

sheer ability to reach a high speed at whatever cost may be decisive.

Future Possibilities

The significant progress made during the past decade in developing fully

cavitating, contrarotating, and ducted propellers, and waterjet propulsion sys-

tems, show that much can be achieved if the effort and the will are there. Con-
sequently, it would be wise to assume that the only limits to the further devel-

opment of unconventional propulsion devices are those imposed by basic physical

factors. However, for those of us who live in restricted economies in which the

principle of "either/or" must be recognized, it is essential to make the right

choice and not to dissipate research and development effort too widely. For
those who are apparently fortunate enough to live in "as well" economies such a

hard choice is, superficially at least, less necessary. However, it is a valuable

discipline in itself. Some of the factors which must inevitably determine the

emphasis in future research and development effort on marine propulsion de-

vices are:

(a) The economic importance of the ships to which they might be
applied.

(b) The engineering and operational difficulties associated with their

use.

(c) The likely gains compared with those which can be achieved in

other ways, particularly by improving other parts of the propul-
sion system.

(d) The relative importance of improvements in propulsion compared
with improvements which may be obtained in quite different ways,
such as by reducing crew costs and turn-around times or by in-

creasing the useful payload.

It is a bold man who would venture a clear forecast in such circumstances.

NOMENCLATURE

A Area of jet nozzle, pump disk, or equivalent

Cp = Pq y AV^ Power loading coefficient

c^ = T 4 AV. ^ Thrust loading coefficient
2 "'A
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D Drag ' •

F Weight of fuel

Hl Total head loss in system excluding pump

k = Vj v^ Jet velocity ratio

k^ Appendage resistance factor

\ = % 2~ System head loss coefficient

L Lift

M Weight of machinery installation

N Propeller or rotor rate of rotation

P Static pressure at axis of propulsion device

p Static pressure in cavity

p Power in general

Pg Power output of propulsion machinery

p^
''' Power delivered to propulsion device

Pg ^ RV Useful or effective power based on ship resistance in-

cluding appendages

Pn °^ Rf^V Useful or effective power based on ship resistance with-

out appendages

Thrust power from propulsion device

Resistance of ship including propulsion appendages

Resistance of ship without propulsion appendages

Thrust deduction fraction

Effective thrust from propulsion device

Speed of ship

Inlet velocity to propulsion device

Nozzle or exit velocity
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Resultant velocity of propeller or rotor blade from
ahead and rotational components

Wake fraction (Taylor)

Displacement

Overall propulsive efficiency

Quasi -propulsive efficiency or coefficient

Qualified quasi -propulsive efficiency or coefficient

Hull interaction factor

Ideal jet efficiency

Real jet efficiency

Qualified overall propulsive efficiency

Hydraulic efficiency of propeller or pump

Ducting loss factor :; ;. • -
;

Transmission efficiency - --

Thrust efficiency of propulsion device

Mass density of fluid

Cavitation index based on ahead velocity of propulsion

device

^ ^ (^p.p y^Vj,^ Cavitation index based on resultant velocity of rotor
""

'

blade
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PRINCIPLES OF CAVITATING PROPELLER DESIGN

AND DEVELOPMENT ON THIS BASIS OF
SCREW PROPELLERS WITH BETTER

RESISTANCE TO EROSION FOR HYDROFOIL
VESSELS "RAKETA" AND "METEOR"

I.A, Titoff, A.A. Russetsky, and E.P. Georgiyevskaya ..;

Kryloff Ship Research Institute

Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

It has been found that appreciable erosion develops when cavities collapse

on screw propeller blades, the area of collapse shifting in the course of revolu-

tion along the blade chord because of the nonuniformity of the velocity field. At

high flow velocities characteristic for screw propellers, the intensity of the

erosion process is so great that it is useless to attempt prevention of failure of

the material by improving its mechanical properties. Accordingly, to decrease
or fully eliminate erosion damage it is necessary to provide for a suitable form
of cavity development, i.e., collapse outside the blade.

In principle, cavitation may occur on both the suction and pressure sides of

the blade. The latter form of cavitation, however, is observed only when the

adopted curvature of the blade section is excessive or the edge pitch is too

small. Thus, the conditions required for the design of a propeller may be stated

as (a) the absence of cavitation on the pressure side, and (b) the collapse of

cavities beyond the trailing edge of the blades. The first of these conditions is

mainly provided for by choosing reasonable blade sections, and the second by

choosing the blade area ratio.

The collapse of cavities beyond the blades cannot be obtained for all speeds.

There inevitably exists some range of speeds within which the cavities will col-

lapse directly on the blades.

It is well known, however, that the intensity of erosion is proportional to ap-

proximately the sixth power of the flow velocity. Consequently, the erosion in

this range of speeds will develop much slower than at full speed, should a simi-
lar form of cavitation exist under the latter condition. Moreover, fast ships,

especially hydrofoil vessels, are for the most part operated at speeds approxi-
mating full speed, and hence the amount of intermediate speeds in the total pe-
riod of operation is insignificant. Accordingly, it is more advantageous in at-

tempting to decrease erosion damages that the conditions under which partial

cavitation of the blades may occur should be observed at the lowest possible

speeds, and hence the value of the blade area ratio should be as small as

possible.
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It is known, however, that the maximum value of the thrust coefficient, given
the cavitation number and the advance coefficient of a cavitating propeller, is

primarily a function of the blade area ratio and depends to a lesser extent on the

pitch. Hence the lowest permissible value of the blade area ratio should be such
as to secure the prescribed value of the thrust coefficient. For this purpose one
may use the diagram in Fig. 1 on which the value Clh of the conventional lift

factor is plotted as a function of the local cavitation number at the conven-
tional radius 7 = r/R = 0.7, which factor corresponds to the maximum value of

the thrust coefficient kx with a given blade area ratio,

determined from the following relation

The value C^t^ can be

77 A
Ad

(>^l^ r^) cos /3

Solving this equation for A/Ad , the needed value of blade area ratio can be calcu-
lated from the values of K^ and Cl given in Fig. 1. For hydrofoil vessels, the

needed value is usually defined not on a full- speed basis, but so as to ensure the

defeat of drag hump.

Clivox

0,i

o,z

0,1

0,1 0,2 0,1

Fig. 1 - Conventional lift factor
Cl„ as a function of the local cavi-
tation number for the maximum
value of the thrust coefficient k^
with a given blade area ratio

As noted above, the absence of cavitation on the pressure side of the blade
is provided for by choosing the proper blade sections. For this purpose it is

necessary first to calculate the induced velocity field of a cavitating propeller.

The propeller -induced velocities may be considered as the sum total of the
velocities generated by the vortices of a propeller with infinitely thin blades and
the velocities which are due to the thickness effect of the blades. For a subcavi-
tating propeller, the former component prevails, which makes it possible in most
cases to neglect the velocities associated with the thickness effect of the blades.
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Such an assumption will lead to considerable errors, if applied to cavitating

propellers whose hydraulic sections are blocked up by blade cavities rather

than by the blades themselves.

We now turn to the methods of calculating the components of the velocities

induced by the cavitating propeller. Theoretical principles for calculating the

vortex component of the induced velocity were presented in 1948 by N.N.

Polyakhov, who demonstrated, for the case of a developed cavitation, the rela-

tions existing between the lift and the circulation on a subcavitating section.

This made it possible to apply the basic relations of the vortex theory to the

design of the vortex component of the cavitating propeller velocity. The differ-

ence in the design formulas is that the lift coefficient proves to be the function

of one more parameter, viz., the cavitation number, and the incident angle dCy/da

is taken to be less than that for a subcavitating section. In the case of propeller

design, the propeller is also considered as being optimum, according to Betz;

such an assumption in the case of the finite length of cavities can be made to an

accuracy of the magnitude of cavity drag. This approach is widely used both in

the USSR and in other countries.

Practical calculations in which account is taken only for the vortex compo-
nent of the velocity are, however, in bad agreement with the experiment, i.e.,

the pitch ratios and blade section curvatures prove to be underestimated.

This circumstance gave impetus to a number of investigations aimed at

solving the problem of blade flow for a cavitating propeller, taking into account

the finiteness of cavities which develop on the blades. Such a solution, based on

using the acceleration potential, has been obtained by V.M. Lavrentiev. Accord-

ing to this solution, given the distribution of pressures over the suction side and

the load, the distribution of singularities (sources) defining the configuration of

the blade and cavity is due to the solution of Fredholm's integral equation of the

first kind. A similar problem was later solved by G. Cox (1).

Unfortunately, the design diagrams based on these methods have found no

practical application as yet, and accordingly consideration is given below to ap-

proximate methods of making allowance for cavities in the design of a screw
propeller.

If we now turn to the performance of the cavitating propeller as shown in

Fig. 2, we can see that the blocking up of the hydraulic section by cavities brings

about (a) a decrease in the mean velocity of fluid inflow to the propeller disk,

and (b) an increase in the flow velocity in between the cavities (blades).

The first of these circumstances can be taken into account for solving a

three-dimensional problem of cavitating propeller performance, and the second

for the flat-plate theory, considering the blade cascade at various relative radii.

In the practical design of decelerating the flow before the propeller, a solu-

tion found by V.F. Bavin (2) for an ideal cavitating propeller is used, by assum-
ing that the cavity sizes are predetermined. To define the induced velocities in

the way of the blades, it is assumed that cavities are responsible only for addi-

tional axial velocities which can be calculated by the equation for the uniformity

of flow through the hydraulic section of the cascade. Hence, the local velocity
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Fig. 2 - Cavitating propeller performance

characterizing the streamline shape in the way of the blades will be defined as
the sum total of the velocities w^g and WtB induced by the vortices and the ve-
locity Wgj^ which is due to the thickness effect of cavities (Fig. 3). Since the

velocity w^j^ increases from the leading edge in the direction of flow, an addi-
tional bending of the streamline takes place. On the basis of the assumptions
made above, the calculation of the streamline shape enables us to obtain initial

data for the deflection of the blade element section.

Fig. 3 - Local velocity of a blade streamline

The above method can be applied, if we know the thickness and the increase
of thickness law for cavities developing on the blades.

It has been shown by analysis and checking the calculation that using data on
the thicknesses of cavities for separate sections does not yield satisfactory re-
sults, and this apparently is attributable to the effect of the blades. That is why
theoretical calculation was subsequently made only for the law of cavity increase,
while the value of thickness was taken from the results of measurements con-
ducted on propeller models.

Systematic measurements carried out by E.A. Fisher have made it possible
to obtain the thickness of a cavity on the trailing edge versus the nominal angle
of attack at infinity for various geometrical elements of the blade (e.g., curva-
ture, shape of blade section, etc.). A diagram of such a measurement is given
in Fig. 4. When using experimental diagrams, the use of the method of succes-
sive approximations is considered necessary; however, this does not involve
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Fig. 4 - Thickness of a cavity on the trailing

edge of a blade versus nominal angle of attack

at infinity for various geometrical elements
of the blade

much difficulty, because the convergence of process is rapid enough, provided

the first approximation is reasonably chosen.

Following the determination of the flow parameters in way of the blades,

one could proceed directly to choosing blade-section elements. It is clear that

the curvature and the nominal angle of attack should be chosen so as to provide

a prescribed value of the lift coefficient Cl for the element in two-dimensional

parallel flow; subsequently, these values should be corrected, with allowance for

the curvature of flow. Generally, the solution is not unequivocal, since one and

the same value of c^ can be obtained with various relations between the blade

curvature on the pressure face and the nominal angle of attack.

It is easily shown that the deceleration of flow before the propeller due to

the presence of cavities involves a decrease in propeller inductive efficiency

which is the greater, the greater the thickness of the cavities. The design

losses will also increase with the increase of cavity thickness, and the latter

will result in the deterioration of the hydrodynamic quality of the sections.

Thus, to ensure the maximum efficiency of a cavitating propeller, it is es-

sential that the relation between the curvature and the angle of attack should be

such as to reduce the cavity thickness to a minimum. An additional requirement

restricting the greatest value of the pressure -face curvature is the absence of

cavitation on this side of the blade.

Accordingly, the section elements are defined from two equations:

aj, = f ( §2, S , cr)
,

•'
•' -
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where . ,
.~ , .

a- = local cavitation number,

S = thickness of the section,

§2 = pressure -face curvature,

a^ = nominal angle of attack.

The form of these equations and hence the absolute values of curvature and pitch

will vary according to the initial shape of the sections to be used for the con-
struction of the blade.

Wedge-shaped sections with the pressure-face deflection shifted to the trail-

ing edge make it possible to realize large absolute values of curvature and pro-
vide for high propeller efficiency in the design conditions. In a number of cases,

however, the necessity of providing high efficiency values under transient condi-

tions, when cavitation is underdeveloped, makes it necessary to use ordinary

segmental or compromise sections.

It should be noted that, in spite of grave assumptions, the calculation method
enables us to obtain fairly reliable data. Figure 5 shows performance curves
for a propeller so designed; the small circle in the diagram characterizes the

initial design conditions.
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operates in oblique flow, however, the circumferential nonuniformity, especially

in the way of the root sections, is so substantial that it will inevitably give rise

to outbreaks of cavitation on the pressure face, should the propeller be designed

in the manner mentioned above. These outbreaks of cavitation may cause cavi-

tation erosion. To avoid this phenomenon, the design of a propeller suitable for

operation in oblique flow is carried out as follows. The propeller is first de-

signed as described above, with the design speed range determined by the value

of the mean pitch, and the coefficient K^ is made larger to allow for its subse-

quent decrease in the oblique flow. Then, using the known relation

kp coscp

max \
'

1 _ 11^ sin0

the maximum instantaneous advance is calculated for the sections at different

relative radii. After this the curvature is determined by assuming that pres-

sure-face cavitation does not occur with this value of advance.

For the curvature so adopted the element pitch is defined so that with the

mean advance of the propeller a prescribed thrust coefficient should be pro-

vided. As an illustration, Fig. 6 shows a comparison of curvature and pitch dis-

tributions for two propellers with equivalent thrust, one being designed for axial

flow and the other for oblique flow inclined by 12°. From this comparison it can

be seen that the greatest difference in the elements is observed in the way of the

root sections. The reduced curvature and increased pitch will obviously result

in the deterioration of propeller efficiency. Performance tests show that with

the inclination of flow by 10 to 12° the loss of efficiency due to nonoptimal pro-

peller elements ranges from 6 to 8%.

Fig. 6 - Comparison of curvature and
pitch distributions for two propellers,
one designed for axial flow and the other
for oblique flow inclined by 1Z°
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For vessels whose speed is not very high (35-40 knots), use is often made
of the propeller design method that is based on drawing an analogy between the

elements of cavitating and subcavitating propellers. According to this method,
developed by O.V. Rozhdestvensky (3), the elements of the optimal subcavitating

propeller designed for the prescribed K^ and Kp (Fig. 7) are close to the ele-

ments of the cavitating propeller designed for K^* and kp .

0,1
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Fig. 8 - Cavitation erosion on a pro-
peller after 500 hours of operation
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3. Russetsky, A. A., "Hydrodynamics of Controllable -Pitch Propellers,"
Sudostroyenie Publishers, 1968

4, Georgiyevskaya, E.P,, "Erosion on Propellers of Hydrofoil Passenger
Ships," J. Sudostroyenie, No. 7, 1966

DISCUSSION

C.G. Cox

The authors have earned the appreciation of those concerned with the design
of propellers for high-speed applications. They do not neglect to indicate where
the state of the art lies today, and describe logically-derived, empirical ap-
proaches to allow for those aspects of design procedure which cannot, as yet, be
mathematically determined with precision. They draw attention to the design
problem caused by high shaft inclinations—a common feature of many high-
speed craft. Anyone who has observed the severe root erosion that can be
caused by large flow inclinations has no doubt as to the severity of the problem.
If possible, such propellers should always be designed and tested to allow for
this effect.
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SUPERCAVITATING PROPELLER THEORY-

THE DERIVATION OF INDUCED VELOCITY

Geoffrey G. Cox
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D.C. .
• - .

ABSTRACT _
'

'

The determination of induced velocity components is the central prob-
lem of propeller design theory. Induced velocity equations — together
with a pressure equation — are derived for a lifting- surface representa-
tion of a supercavitating propeller, where blade loading is represented
by bound and free vorticity, and blade cavities by pressure-source dis-

tributions. Particular attention is paid to a tentative lifting- line model
analogous to previous development of subcavitating propeller design
theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing availability of digital computers during recent years has

provided the necessary stimulus to improve propeller design methods. It is

now relatively straightforward to perform the extensive numerical calculations

based upon adequate mathematical models, to represent the complicated hydro-

dynamic action of subcavitating propellers. Although further efforts continue

to be necessary with regard to refinement and improved accuracy of numerical

calculation procedures, contemporary design theories for the propulsion per-

formance of light to moderately loaded subcavitating propellers in inviscid flow

can be considered satisfactory. The same situation however, does not apply to

the case of supercavitating propeller design theory. Tulin, in an excellent

paper presented at the Fourth ONR Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics [1]

drew attention to the work carried out in several countries, which led to an

understanding of the operating characteristics and mechanism of operation for

supercavitating propellers. He emphasized that the effects of the blade cavities

must be recognized at all stages of the design process. Prior to this time, pub-

lished design methods [2,3j had ~ paraphrasing Tulin — "essentially grafted two-

dimensional supercavitating section theory or experimental data onto subcavi-

tating design theory."

Recently, English formulated a supercavitating propeller theory [4], based
on an extension of Goldstein's work for a subcavitating finite-bladed propeller

[5j, and modified the boundary conditions to allow for the effect of the cavities.

Also Malavard and Sulmont devised a rheoelectric analogy method for perform-
ing supercavitating propeller design calculations [6j.
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Basically, there are five separate phases to the design of any propeller,

namely:

(a) preliminary powering analysis to determine the design parameters
for which the propeller is to be designed, i.e., thrust loading coefficient c^,

advance ratio k, number of blades Q, etc., such that the propeller is compati-

ble with the craft, installed propulsion machinery and transmission;

(b) determination of the relationship between propeller performance
and design parameters in viscous and inviscid flow. This procedure is neces-

sary since, essentially, the basic design process is concerned with behavior in

inviscid flow;

(c) determination of desired blade radial lift distribution together with

radial induced hydrodynamic pitch angle (hence thrust and torque distribution),

for operation in inviscid flow;

(d) determination of blade shape and area; camber, pitch, and thick-

ness distribution to actually achieve the desired requirements of (c);

(e) a strength check.

For a subcavitating propeller it is necessary to augment (d) with the require-

ment for freedom from cavitation erosion and thrust breakdown at the design

condition. For a supercavitating propeller it is necessary to augment (a), (b),

and (d) by the following:

for (a) ~ ensure that the design parameters are chosen to permit

the blades to operate effectively in a supercavitating regime;

for (b) ~ although blade cavity-pressure drag is an inviscid flow pa-

rameter, it is best to consider it in association with blade

viscous drag. Hence for design purposes inviscid flow per-

formance is defined to omit blade cavity-pressure drag;

for (d) — ensure freedom from blade pressure- side (face) cavitation,

and that the blade thickness lies within the upper cavity

boundary. K necessary, due to blade thickness requirements
or circumferential wake variations, an operating angle of

attack is selected for the blade at the design condition.

The importance of preliminary design analysis cannot be overstressed, but

will not be considered here, since it involves many aspects of naval architec-

ture not concerned with detailed propeller design theory. It is, of course, inti-

mately concerned with the theoretically predicted [7], or experimentally meas-
ured [8], performance for systematic series of propellers. Likewise, the subject

of propeller blade strength can be considered independently of a particular theo-

retical design procedure, although use is made of intermediate results deter-

mined in the basic design process. Hence, the main emphasis of theoretical

propeller design is usually considered to be concerned with phases (b), (c), and

(d). It is important to realize that phases (b) and (c) are concerned with
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forecasting required radial characteristics to meet prescribed design condi-

tions, whereas phase (d) is concerned with the practical achievement of these

characteristics, recognizing that the blades possess finite chord length. For
inviscid flow calculations, the blade can be represented mathematically by a

lifting line for phase (c), whereas a lifting- surface representation is required

for phase (d). As already intimated for the supercavitating propeller phases

(c) and (d) should adequately recognize the self and mutual interference effects

of the blade cavities.

The purpose of this paper is to derive and assemble the necessary equa-

tions for supercavitating propeller design theory, such that cavity interference

effects can be adequately accounted for at all stages of the design process.

The major task is to derive the necessary equations for the induced velocity

components, since they are directly or indirectly involved in every aspect of

propeller design calculations. The problem is formulated in Appendix A, and

the approach used is somewhat similar to that of Widnall [9] for the three-

dimensional supercavitating hydrofoil, but considers the more complicated case

of the screw propeller. Linearized equations of motion are used to define the

existence of a perturbation velocity potential and perturbation pressure, i.e.,

acceleration potential, which satisfy the Laplace equation. Green's theorem
and linearized boundary conditions for the blades and cavities are used to de-

fine a mathematical model, which consists of a distribution of pressure doublets

over the linearized blade surfaces to represent loading, and a distribution of

pressure sources over the linearized blades and cavity surfaces to represent

the cavities. Lifting- surface equations are obtained for the induced velocity

components and pressure at any point relative to axes rotating with the propeller.

Section 2 presents the lifting- surface equations for pressure and induced

velocity components at any point on the blade surface. The pressure doublets

are transposed into the more usual and convenient bound and free vorticity dis-

tribution. In conformity with normal practice for subcavitating propeller

theory, the radial component of induced velocity is ignored and a nonlinear re-

finement is incorporated into the pitch of the lifting surface, so as to extend

consideration to the case of moderate propeller loading. The solution of the

lifting- surface equations is discussed briefly, and it is pointed out that effec-

tive computation to determine axial and tangential induced velocities, as for

the subcavitating propeller case, requires a knowledge of lifting- surface pitch

and loading, i.e., induced advance ratio and bound vorticity distribution, respec-

tively. Finally it is hypothesized that for uniform propeller inflow, there ap-

pears to be little advantage in not assuming a constant-pitch lifting surface.

Section 3 discusses the necessity of specifying a simplified mathematical

model, i.e., lifting line, for a propeller blade. Such a model is required for

two purposes, first for prediction of supercavitating propeller performance,

and secondly to provide necessary information for lifting- surface calculations.

Induced velocity and pressure equations are defined for such a model and de-

tailed consideration given to the case of uniform inflow and constant induced

advance ratio. The simplification of the definite integrals which arise in the

solution of the lifting- line equations is discussed in Appendix B.
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Section 4 gives a brief outline of initial design procedure together with

the necessary equations. As already mentioned, it is considered justifiable to

account for section pressure drag along with viscous drag when determining

thrust loading and power coefficients.

2. LIFTING SLfRFACE - INDUCED VELOCITIES

Lifting surface equations for pressure and induced velocity components at

any position (x*, r*, 5*) relative to the propeller, are derived in Appendix A,

i.e., Eqs. (A9), (AlO), (All), and (A12), respectively. They are obtained by use

of the inviscid linearized equations of motion for which the acceleration poten-

tial (or pressure) is a solution of the Laplace equation. In addition, by use of

Green's theorem and linearized boundary conditions, the blade loading and

cavity are represented by pressure doublet and source distributions,

respectively.

In propeller theory it is usual and convenient to replace the pressure
doublet strength Ap(r,6') by a bound vortex strength / (r, 9) per unit length,

where r(r,0) is nondimensionalized by 277U. By use of the Kutta-Joukowski
theorem it is possible to obtain the linearized relationship

Ap(r,^) = y(T,e) ^
• (1)

K

It should also be noted that the radial distribution of advance ratios k (r) are

usually replaced by induced advance ratios /Vi(r) in the equations referred to

above. Strictly speaking this is a nonlinear refinement to the pitch of the lift-

ing surface which allows consideration to be extended from light to moderate
propeller loading. In addition, it is usual to neglect the effect of the radial

component of induced velocity Ur(x*, r*, 9*) for moderately loaded propellers.

Thus, it is only necessary to consider axial and tangential components, i.e.,

Ug(x*, r*, d*) and u^ix*, r*, 0*), respectively. By the same token, it is then

sufficient to put

M = r2 + \.2 + (r0\. )2 ^ r2 + \.2 .

Hence, by applying the transformation

(v-x*)

k.
1

the axial and tangential velocity Eqs. (AlO) and (A12)^ become

Note a change in definition: Nondimensional axial and tangential induced veloc-
ities, i.e., u and ug, respectively, in Appendix A, are henceforth defined as

Ug and u^..
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Q
I i .^E r ."^ [x* - \.(T + 0*)] dr

1=1
I ''h '^L

Q 1 '^E
P<

R.

Mi'2 d^dr

(2)

1 e^

2 X X 2 N 1 ' 2

1 ^

CO

-J
r ( r - r* cos \p) dr

d^dr

and

q=l

dr

'e-e* K^
1^1/2 d^dr

1 0-,

I / 7(r,0)(r2 + X.2)i/2
[( r* - r cos (^)dk-^ - ( X* - ^X. ) cos $]

d^dr

(3)

1 (9t

/ / 7(r,^)(r2 + \.2)2xX 2x1/2

3r J

{X.(r* - r cos .^) + [x* - >y^(T + 9*)] r sin v^} dr
d^dr

where

R^ = [{x* -\.(T + 6**)}^ - 2rr* cos + r^ + r*2]i/2
^

R^ = [(X* -k.d)^ - 2rr* cos O + r^ + r*^]^''^ ,

and 0l('')j ^t(^)j ^'^'^ ^e('") define the blade leading edge, trailing edge, and

cavity, respectively.

In Eqs. (2) and (3) the three contributions to the induced velocity compo-
nents can be recognized as due to pressure sources, bound and free vorticity,

respectively, i.e..
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The free vorticity contribution can be expressed in the more convenient form

.2 , X 2n1/2 f ^
e-e*

( r - r* cos i//) dr
dd

(4)

-J /'^[7(r,^)(r^.^,^)^/^] [f '-^Lll.
cos i//) dr

R3
deidr

1 V^

q=l
I

S

2 ^ X 2 n1/2y{r,e) (r2 + \.2)

/
{X. ( r* - r cos 0) + [x* - \ j(t + 0*)] r sin i//} dr

d0

- /
2 4. X 2x1/2.[7(r,0)(r2 + A..2)^^^]

(5)

r
{\j(r*- r cos 0) + [x* - \..^{t + e*)]v sin >//} dr

d^dr

In order to obtain the induced velocity at various positions (x*, r*, 8*) on
the reference blade, i.e., q = 1, it will be necessary to take x* = d?* \| + e on
that blade initially and consider the limit as e —'0. For q 7^ 1 it will be ade-
quate to take X* = 9* k\ immediately.

For the pressure equation (A9), see Fig. A2,

Ps: = Ps " - T
b c 2 (6)

where

P-00 - e

pU2

Thus
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where

N = r(x*-i9X.) + \jr* sin ^ + xd\-^ (r- r* cos (p)

p(e*\t- e,r*,6'*) = - -
, ^lCO ^ ^* ^ ^t(0 ' q = 1

p(0*X=J+ e,r*,0*) = - - , e^(r) < e* < ^^Cr) , q = 1

and consideration of e is similar to that already discussed. Considerable

care has to be exercised when Eqs. (2), (3), and (7) are evaluated numerically

for the reference blade, since the integrands become singular for r = r*, d =

6* [9,10,11J.

In order to use the lifting- surface equations (2), (3), and (7) for the purpose

of design, i.e., to determine the blade face shape, it is assumed that A.j(r) and

y{v,e) are known. After solving Eq. (7) for s(r,6' ), the axial and tangential in-

duced velocity components can be computed at desired positions (r*, d*) on the

blade, using Eqs. (2) and (3). Hence, the normal induced velocity components
u^(r*, 0*) can be obtained using

r*u (r*,e*) - X.(r*)u.(r*,^*)

Integration of the normal induced velocity components in a chordwise direction

will give the blade face shape at any desired radial position r* relative to the

helical line pitched at angle /3i(r*) = tan"^ {k\ /r*).

In the solution of Eq. (7), s(r, 0) should be represented by suitable modes
possessing unknown coefficients, so that the problem reduces to the determina-
tion of these unknown coefficients. Attention is directed to the work of Widnall
which includes a useful discussion of the problem [9], including the influence

of various cavity closure conditions. As regards the prediction of lift force on

a supercavitating hydrofoil, Widnall concludes that an approximate representa-

tion is adequate for s (r, 6^) and that the cavity closure condition and closure

location is not important, provided that the cavity is sufficiently long. Parkin's

work [13] on linearized two-dimensional supercavitating hydrofoils operating at

nonzero cavitation number indicates exact chordwise modes for s(r,6') and
y{r,e), where the designer has the choice of either designing for an angle of

attack or shock-free entry with a prescribed cavity thickness at the trailing

edge.
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Finally, if the propeller is assumed to operate in homogeneous inflow,

there appears to be little advantage in not assuming a constant induced advance
ratio k^. This will permit some simplifications of the lifting- surface equations.

3. PROPOSED LIFTING LINE - INDUCED VELOCITIES

Prior to the use of lifting- surface theory, it is necessary to determine the
induced advance ratio ki{r) and bound vorticity y{T,e). The determination of

y{T,0) is dependent on the total radial circulation distribution r(r), where

r(r) =
J

y(T,0)dd
,

since the chordwise spreading of 7{r,e) is a matter of choice. For a finite-

bladed subcavitating propeller this information, including the lift distribution
CL(r)[c(r)/D], is Obtained using the lifting-line concept for a propeller blade.
This is a simplification which ignores chordwise effects. Its major purpose is

to adjust radial circulation for the effect of a finite number of blades. Like-
wise, the use of this concept is required for supercavitating propeller design,
but recognizing the effect of the blade cavities.

In order to assist the design problem, and in analogy with the lifting- line

concept for subcavitating propellers [14], the blades will be represented by
lifting lines to account for loading. In other words, as a tentative first step,

an initial procedure will be formulated where the mathematical model for each
blade is considered to be a lifting line with associated free trailing vortices,
together with a pressure source distribution on the trailing vortex sheet to

represent the cavity.

By the use of the Dirac delta function, 7{r,e ){r^ + k-^^)
^"^

is replaced by
r(r) S(^) in Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and (7). In addition, d* is equated to zero in all

but Eq. (7), since the induced velocity components are only required at the lift-

ing line. For an unskewed blade, it should also be noted that 0L(r) = for the

pressure source integrals. Hence,

u^(e,r*,0) = ^ 2] j J J
S(r,d)k.(r' + k.^)'''

q=i

r(r)

f
(e - k.^r) dr

d^di

r r(r-r*
J K

(9)

cos i//) dr

/ '-^ f
r ( r - r* cos \p) dr

dr
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1 JiQ 1 e^ ^00 dr
d^dr

r(r) r
{>v.(r*-r cos v/^) + (e-\jT)r sin 0}d'

(10)

/^ /
{>^.(r*-r cos 0) + (e-XjT) r sin i/;}dT

where

R^ = [(e-\jr)2 - 2rr* cos + r^ + r*^]^^^
,

r q

Here it should be noted that u^^ = for the induced velocity components due to

bound vorticity, i.e.,

1 ^ A r(r) r* sin a dr
Umu^(6,r*,0)^, =--2

I

^- = ,

q=l r,

Q -1 er(r) cos a dr

,

where

R„

For the pressure equation (7).

Q r .1

I//

e^ - 2rr* cos a + r ^ +

S(r,^)(r2 + \.2)
^'^^

d^dr

(e +-9\j - 0*X*)2 - 2rr* cos d) + r^ + r^

J
r(r) [r(£?*\*-e) - r*\j sin {6*-^^)] dr

h 1 {e*k\ - e )2 - 2rr* cos (^* - a ) + r ^ + r

where < 0* < e'p(r).

(11)
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K the propeller is assumed to operate in uniform inflow, there appears to

be little advantage in not assuming x.^ independent of r. Therefore, the theory

will be developed for uniform inflow and constant hydrodynamic pitch, i.e., u

and 77\i independent of radius r.

A major difference between subcavitating and supercavitating lifting-line

theory for constant induced advance ratio is that while the normality condition

holds for the subcavitating case provided that r {r^) = 0, i.e..

Ut(r*) =

k.

this condition no longer holds for the supercavitating case, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 - Velocity and force diagram

The mathematical model used to represent each supercavitating blade con-

sists of:

(i) a lifting line at e = a^, t^^ < r < 1 with associated trailing vor-

ticity laid out on a helicoidal surface of pitch ratio nX.^, downstream of the

lifting line to represent loading;

(ii) a pressure source distribution laid out on the trailing vortex

sheet at cTq < < CTq + e^ , to represent the cavity.

\
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K e ^0, then the induced velocity and pressure equations (9) - (11) can be

expressed:

aiid

uJO,r*,0) = u^(r*) = u^ir*)j, + u^Cr*)^, ,

u^(0,r*,0) = u,(r*) = u,(r*)r+ u,(r*)p^ ,

a = a(r*,0*)p + cr(v*,6*)^^ .

(12)

(13)

(14)

It should be noted that the normality condition still applies for the loading

contribution to induced velocity. This can be shown easily, since

r - r* cos ^ / I

R~3
"

Br Ir

and

with

(r*-r cos i//) - FT sin i// . j-.riav ^ -I-
R Br I R i Br I R

CD rr\ ^CO _C0

Thus,

"«(r*)i H dr(r)

dr

y^ B
I

dr
(15)

and

"t(''*)r = - -T ^a(r*)r • (16)

Considerable simplification is also possible for the induced velocity components
due to the cavities since

r* Bt I R_

k.
r sin i//

r* R 3 R 3

Thus,
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"t('-*)ps = - 4 [Uae-*)os + I(r*)]

where

* Lav /ps

2 ^1

u (r*) ^1 / S(r,.)(r^.^,^)^^^ Z /•

-co

rd-;

r7
d^di

and

I(r*) = - 2_
2 q=i -^r, -b [^^2^2 _ 2rr* cos (9 + (^^) + r^ + r*2]

The components of pressure Eq. (14) are

^ r^ r(r) [rd* - r* sin (^* - ct )] dr

?/
1 ^h [r2 - 2rr* cos (

0* - a ) + r*^ + 0*2\.2]'

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

a(r*,5*),

Q 1 ^S, S(r,^) (r2 + X.2) d^dr

q=i -'r, i [\.2(0-0*)2 - 2rr* COS + r2 + r*2]

where < d* < d^ (r). .' -'

_

.

' '
"

Hence, it can be seen that

I (r*) = - - o-(r*,0)

where a = a(r*, 0) ,
since a{r*, 0)p = 0; thus

!(.*). -^

T77 ' (21)

(22)

It is interesting to observe from Eqs. (16), (17), and (22) that normality applies
for cr = 0.

Referring to Fig. 1, it can be seen that

\. 1 + u,(r*)

7* ^ 7* 7— + u^(r*)
A.

(23)

Hence, using Eqs. (16), (17), (22), and (23),
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i Cr \ ^2

:i7T r (24)
".(r^)

"tC-*)

— - 1 +
A.

(r*2 + \.2)

— - 1 - - ]r*\.
k 2

(r*2 + \.2)

(25)

The problem for numerical solution is to solve Eqs. (12) or (13) and (14)

simultaneously for r(r), assuming a known k^. This involves suitable repre-
sentation of r(r) and s(r,5) in terms of unknown coefficients, so that the equa-
tions can be expressed as a set of linear algebraic equations to be solved for the

unknown coefficients. The terms associated with the unknown coefficients are
definite integrals, which have to be suitably arranged or simplified to enable

their evaluation, see Appendix B. According toWidnall's supercavitating hydro-
foil calculations [9], foil force prediction is not very sensitive to precise ^^(r)

values or a particular cavity closure condition. In addition, a reasonably sim-
ple representation of s(r,t^) appeared to suffice. Hence, 0^ can be assumed
independent of radius and determined by use of a convenient closure condition

at one representative radius. It may even suffice to use an estimate of cavity

length based on Parkin's two-dimensional supercavitating foil theory [13], or

some such similar reference.

A suitable representation of radial circulation r(r) is

M

r(x) = (l-x)i/2 2 A^x-^1 , (26)
m=l

where

^ = r^^ (27)

The pressure source distribution s(r,(9) can be represented by

M

ni= I

(28)

M N

V 1 ' I / . mn ^ ' m 1 m' ^ n- 1 n ' '

where
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(a) Thrust loading coefficient Cj (or power coefficient Cp), advance

ratio k, free- stream cavitation number cr, and number of blades Q are known.

(b) The design conditions for the propeller are such that it can operate

effectively as a supercavitating propeller.

In an actual theoretical design procedure, it is necessary to solve the Eqs.

(12) or (13) and (14) of Sec. 3 for prescribed values of induced advance ratio k^

to determine the bound circulation r (r*) and hence lift coefficient CL(r*), using

CrCr*)
c(r*) 277r(r*) cos /3.(r*)

(31)

where cos /3.^{v*) = r*/(r*2 + \.2)i/2 andc(r*)/D are assumed known. Once

drag-to-lift ratios e(r*) have been assessed, it is possible to calculate the

thrust loading coefficient Cj, or power coefficient Cp, from

4Q

1

r(r*) - + u,(r*)
L k

Te(r*) (32)

4Q
1

J
r*r(r*) [1 + u rr*)] 1 + — e (r*)

k.

dr* (33)

see Fig. 1.

An iteration or interpolation process is necessary to meet the desired de-

sign value of Cy or Cp. Once this has been achieved, it is possible to estimate

propeller efficiency v from

(34)

For the purposes of design it appears easier to account for section cavity

pressure-drag coefficient Cj)(r*)p along with viscous drag coefficient Ci3(r*)f,

i.e..

CpCr*) = CpCr*) + CD(r*)f (35)

when considering section drag-to- lift ratios e(r*) = CD(r*)/cL(r*). Hence, both

drag contributions are accounted for on a strip-theory basis when determining

thrust loading coefficient c^ and power coefficient Cp. Hence, c^{t*) is ob-

tained from experimental or theoretical two-dimensional data. This data,

especially for cavity pressure drag, should conform as closely as possible to

the propeller-blade- section design details such as chordwise loading, lift
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coefficient c^(t*), local cavitation number af , and operating angle of attack

(if any). If theoretical estimates are used, the work of Parkin [13] may prove

especially convenient for estimation of Cp(r*)p.

Finally, having decided the chordwise distribution of bound circulation

r(r,(9), the lifting- surface induced velocity components can be obtained from
Eqs. (4), (5), and (7) of Sec. 2 (thus permitting determination of blade pressure

side shape).

CONCLUSIONS

1. Lifting- surface and lifting- line equations have been derived which
properly account for cavity interference effects. It should be noted that for

s(r,0) = 0, i.e., no cavities, the equations revert to those for the subcavitating

case, where blade thickness effects are neglected.

2. Although the derived equations have been nondimensionalized on the

basis of uniform inflow to the propeller, only straightforward modifications

are necessary to account for radially varying inflow.

3. The proposed lifting- line model is regarded as tentative and subject to

modification, until exploratory calculations have been carried out. In particu-

lar, it will be necessary to ascertain the sensitivity of the induced velocity com-
ponents to assumed cavity lengths, in order to formulate adequate cavity length

criteria. These criteria will obviously be dependent on the design choice made
about the nature of the blade section cavity, i.e., shock-free entry, with pre-

scribed cavity thickness condition, or prescribed angle of attack.

4. Supercavitating lifting-line theory for the case of constant hydrodynamic
pitch ttXj, indicates dependency between axial and tangential induced velocity

components. When the free- stream cavitation number is zero, this dependency

is equivalent to that for the subcavitating case, i.e., the so-called normality

condition.
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NOTATION

Unknown coefficients
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Cp(r) Section total drag coefficient, i.e.,
p— c(r)V^
2 ^

'

Cq( r
) f

Section viscous drag coefficient

Co(r) Section cavity pressure drag coefficient

ClCf) Section lift coefficient, i.e.,
P— c(r)V2
2

p
Cp Power coefficient, i.e..

— 77R2U3
2

Thrust loading coefficient, i.e., —
- 7tR2U2
9

c(r) Section chord

D Propeller diameter

e Cavity pressure

i(r*,r) Induction factor

n Normal to linearization surface

p_„ Freestream pressure

p Perturbation pressure

p
p Perturbation acceleration potential, i.e., —

Ap Pressure doublet strength per unit area, i.e., p^ - p"

^)
,3n/

^p\
) Pressure source strength per unit area, i.e

Sp Bp"

P Power

Q Number of blades, (also torque)

R Propeller radius
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Linear distance between (x*, r*, 6*) and

(x, r, + a^), i.e., [(x* - x)2 + r^ +

r*2 - 2rr* COS $] ^ ' ^

Radial cylindrical coordinate

Surface consisting of cavity surface and propeller
blade surface

1 /3p
S(r,i9) Pressure source strength, i.e., — ( r—

277 \dn
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Superscripts

Subscripts

Super cavitating Propeller Theory

p Fluid mass density

P-cc - e

Freestream cavitation number, i.e.,

2

P-
Local section cavitation number, i.e..

^v^

277— (q- 1) , q - 1, 2, •••
, Q

(v-x*)

q

"^ Perturbation velocity potential, i.e., u = V^

oj> Propeller angular velocity

Refers to reference point

Refers to face side of linearized blade and
cavity surface

Refers to back side of linearized blade and
cavity surface

a Refers to axial direction, i.e., x direction

t Refers to tangential direction, i.e., 6 direction

X, r, i9 Refer to x, r, d directions

Refers to fixed-axes system

b Refers to blade

c Refers to cavity
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h Refers to hub

L Refers to blade leading edge

r Differentiation with respect to r

T Refers to blade trailing edge

E Refers to cavity trailing edge

ps Refers to pressure source contribution

fv Refers to free vorticity contribution

bv Refers to bound vorticity contribution

r Refers to lifting- line contribution

Nondimensionalizing
Parameters

X, X , r , r , r, , v
n

'

Nondimensionalized by R

p Nondimensionalized by u^

3p\ „ ,. U2
Nondimensionalized by

Nondimensionalized by RU

u Nondimensionalized by u

7(r,6') Nondimensionalized by l-nXi

r(r) Nondimensionalized by 2 ttRU
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APPENDIX A

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM [15]

Consider a propeller blade with no
translation velocity, rotating with angu-
lar velocity oj in a fluid whose free-
stream velocity is u(r), see Fig. Al.
Perturbation velocities u*, u*, u^

are defined such that
°

V* = U + U*, V* = u*, v*^ -- u*^,

while for upstream, i.e., x* —. -»,
< r* < cOj

V* = U, V* = V* = .X r e^

The linearized equations of motion
with respect to fixed axes are

3u* 3u* ^ p*

Fig. Al - The co-
ordinate system

where u(u*, u*, u^^) is the perturbation velocity vector and p* the perturba-
tion pressure [9,10,11]. A perturbation velocity potential <p* exists such that

u^ = V

hence, taking the divergence for both sides of Eq. (Al), it can be shown that an
acceleration potential p* = p* /p exists. Provided that du/dr is a second-
order term, Eq. (Al) can be written as

— + u —
^t 3x*

(A2)

which possesses a solution
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making use of the boundary condition that p* = at x* = -co.

Green's theorem for the case of a propeller with Q equally spaced
blades gives

(A3)

p(x=* ""'''
-^t{i!"-''M^y'

(A4)

[p(x,r,0)] dS,

So "0$„ ""o

where

R^ = [(x*-x)2 + r2 + r*2 - 2rr* cos <5J

2tt

The control point, considered fixed in space, is (x*, r*, 0*) and (x, r, e^ + a^)

is a point on the moving surface s^. Sq is the enclosed surface which, for the

supercavitating propeller, consists of the face and cavity boundaries of a blade.

In Eq. (A4) the direction of the normal is into the fluid.

In accordance with linearization procedure S^ is assumed to be a surface
composed of helical lines possessing a continuously varying pitch angle
tan"i (R\(r)/r) in the r direction, see Fig. A2.

PRESSURE

SIDE

SUCTION

SIDE

Fig. A2 - The linearization surface
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Ap = p+ - p- ,

Bp\ Bp^ Bp" (A5)

iBn/ 3n Bn

where n = n" , Eq. (A4) becomes

From Eq. (A6) it is seen that (Bp/3n) and Ap are pressure source and doublet

strengths per unit area, respectively. Furthermore it is clear that the pressure

doublet strength is only nonzero on the blade surface s^.

If the surface of a blade is considered to be composed of helical lines with

varying pitch in the r direction, the surface can be defined as

Hence,

where

and

?^Rk(r) =

dS, = [r2 + R2x2 +(r0^>.^)2]i/2 d^^dr

U(0 dk

ojR
'^ dr

3 d RA. d
r — - rd.Rk

Bx ° ^ Br r B0^
d _ u

'^"o [r2 + r2x2 + (re^R\^)2]'^'

since the normal is defined in the n" direction. Thus,

J
\ r (x* - x) + Rkr* sin ^^ + Td^'Rk^{r - r* cos <J)q)

\R$oi [^' + R'^' + (^^oR^r)']''' K3
(A7)

Now 9q = - cot, where d^ refers to axes fixed in space and d refers to a

rotating axes system fixed with respect to the propeller. Hence if Eq. (A3) is

applied to Eq. (A6) and time t is subsequently equated to zero, i.e., the time

at which the two axes systems are assumed to instantaneously coincide.
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Q

1^

1

Su+S-

x*-ex n
r ±:l Ml/2 d^dr
J R

IJ

//
+ Ap(r,^)

' x*-5X N

J R.3

d^dr
(A8)

where x, x*, r, r*, v are nondimensionalized by propeller radius R, by RU,

p by u2 and written p, Ap by 2n\j^ and written Ap, (Bp/Bn) by 2ttU^/r and

written s(r,0).

Also,

M = r2 + \2 + (r0\^)2 ,

N^ = TV + T* \. sin ip - — (v - X*) \^(t - T* cos i//)

A.

^= - -(l-X*) - 0* + Cq

R = [1^2 + J.2 + r*2 - 2rr* cos i//]

Likewise, Eq. (A6) becomes

p(x*,r*,5*) = - y J ff S(r,,'^) ^^!? -^d^di

2 f^i J.J. «$
+ [fAp(r,0) — deidr I

(A9)

where

N= r (x* - 6k) + T* k sin<I)+ r0\j.(r-r* cos <P) ,

R^ = [(X*- 5\)2 + r2 + r*2 - 2rr* cos (D]
*^^

,

^ = - e* + a .

Now u^(x*, r*, 0*) = 30/dx*, u,(x*, r*, 0*) = B^/^r*, and u^(x*, r% 0*) =

(l/r*)(B0/B0*), hence the induced velocities nondimensionalized by u are

u,(x*,r*,0*)= -^ E i- /J
S(r,^) r

t'x
vdv

Mi''2 d^dr

(AlO)

./jAp(..)r/ ''(^-^^)- d0dr
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Q

u^(x*,r*,5*) ^ -\t.\- jj S(r,^)
I

x*-e\ / ^*
( r - r cos \p) dv

Ml/2 ^g^j.

" '+'
jj Ap(r,0)

Sk

r
'X /\ sin i// + — (v - X*) Xj. cos

(All)

3N ( r* - r cos >/;)

dv d(9dr ^ ,

Q :X* 5X
J- g^p, \p dv

Mi/2 deidr

+
jJ

Ap(r,0)

x*-^X /-\ cos [p + — (v - X*) \j. sin <//

R..3

3N^ r sin <p \

+ di d5dr> .

(A12)

APPENDIX B

SIMPLIFICATION OF DEFINITE INTEGRALS

Simplification of U3(r*)p

From Lerbs [14], Moriya [16], and others, Eq. (34) can be expressed as

-a(r*)r=^/
1 f'

dr(r) ^aC'-^-O

dr (r* - r)

by defining an induction factor ia(r*, r), where

Q p-^

ijT*,r) -- r(r*-r) Z ^ J
q- 1

(Bl)

dr
(B2)
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The induction factor integral, summed over all blades, can be expressed as an

infinite series of products of modified Bessel functions of the first and second

kind. By the use of Nicholson's asymptotic formulas for the modified Bessel

functions, the numerical computation of the induction factor is rendered straight-

forward. A very full description of the process is given by Morgan and Wrench
who offer refinements to Nicholson's approximation [17].

By applying Eq. (26) to Eq. (Bl) and using the transformation (27)

1
M r 1 x-(l-x)l/2i (x*^^) .

u rr*)p = > A^^(m+1) dx
^^ '^ 2(1- r,) ^ " r 1 (x*-x)

(B3)

^ x"*l i (x*,x)
dx

2 I (1 - x)i/2 (x*- x)

The integrals of (B3) can be made suitable for straightforward numerical com-
putation by subtracting out the singularity at x = x* , and eliminating the square-

root singularity at x = 1 by applying the transformation w = (1 - xY^'^.

Hence

,

M r 1

^ Y A^ \ -(m+ 1)"a(^*)r " r-T^^ : Y. A^^'C'^+l)
I

x™( l - x)^/^^^^ ,^*) ^^

(B4)

+ - 1-—idx+ (l-w2)" 'G(w,x*) dw + J^(x*) cos /3.(r*)L
2-!, (l-x)i/2 J^

"> ^

J

where ii:,/- 1-,'.;^;; ..;;•_,•. .;,,,::,. .q>
-^-

i (x,x*) - i rx*,x*)
G(x,x*)

(X- x*)

i (x*,x*) = cos /3^(r*)
,

J (x*) = —- [(2m+3) x* - 2 (m+1)] in

"A' [2^-1(5- 1)!
+ (2m+3) 2^

1 + (1-x*)*/'

-2(m+l) Y.

ti (2s- 1)!

[2^-i(s- 1)!]'

;
(2s- 1)!
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Simplification of U3(r*)p^ and ^(r*, 0*)^^

By applying Eq. (28) to Eq. (18)

"a('-*)ps

\ 2 Q r M
r " r r*"

q=l m=l

dr

(B5)

M N r_^ ^9^ r ^m

,CTq,T) dT d^drV ,

where

f (r,r*,cr ,t) =

[\.2t2 - 2rr* cos ^ + v^ + r*^]'

and

di - T + a^ q

The integral associated with b^ can be integrated with respect to r to give

(r^- r* cos i/;)

r . j-
J (\,2T2+r*2 sin2 0) |j-^_:̂ r^ - 2r r* cos li + r ^ + r*^1

m r- m J

(r^.j- r* cos 0)

(B6)

dr

[K,^r^- 2r^_,r* cos ^ + r^.^+ r*^]'

For the integral associated with c^^,

d^ = A0
J

f (r,r*,a-q,^) d^
J J f(r,r*,aq,T) dr

(B7)

f+
J (^-^n-i) f(r,r*,a^,^) dd

after integration by parts. Although the integrations with respect to r can be

solved analytically as elliptic integrals, it may be more straightforward to

simplify f (r, r*, cr^,d) such that integrations with respect to can be per-

formed analytically [18]. For the integral with finite limits, this can be achieved

by replacing with 0^.i + a and substituting cos a =^ 1 - (a^/2), sin a - a.

Hence,
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\.^e^ - 2rr* cos {B ^ a^) + r^ + r*2 ^ E^_ ^ a^ + 2F^_ j a + H^_ ^ ,
(B8)

where . _

H^_j = r2 + r*2 - 2rr* cos (e^-i + a-^) + ^i'^^-i •

The integral with an infinite upper limit can be dealt with in a similar manner
after transposing it into an infinite sum of integrals, each with limits and M

.

This is reasonable because the terms involved soon become negligible as 9

increases.

By applying Eq. (28) to Eq. (21),

f M ,

dr

= 1 m-i -'r,_j [r2 - 2rr* cos {9* - a^) + r*2 + ^.2^*2]

M N r •M N

+

m= 1 n= 1

/" '^ __dr

Vi [>^-^{0-d*)^ - 2rr* cos {9 - 9* ^ a^) + r^ + r*^]*''^

The integral associated with B^ can be integrated to give

f r r 2 - 2r r* cos (^*-cT ) + r*2 + \.20*2] + r - r* cos {9* - a^
In J ——

U^^-1 - 2r^., r* cos (0*-a ) + r*^ + K.^9*^^ + r^_,- r* cos (^* - a^
) J

(B9)

The simplification of the integral associated with C^^ is similar to that already

discussed for Ug(r*) .

DISCUSSION

V. F. Bavin

Kryloff Ship Research Institute

Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

The author has indeed done a most valuable job by deriving equations for

supercavitating propeller design theory which take into account the cavity thick-

ness effect. It is fully recognized now that this is the only possible way to get

the correct solution of the problem. I hope we will have the first numerical
results in the near future.
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I would like to note that the same approach to the problem was made in the

U.S.SJl. by Dr. V. M. Lavrentjev and later by V. M. Ivchenko. The outline of

Ivchenko's theory is given in the book titled "Problems and Methods of Hydro-

dynamics of Hydrofoils and Propellers," published in Kiev in 1966.

When making numerical computations at the Kiev Institute of Hydrodynam-
ics, they came to the conclusion that for thin cavities, which are typical for the

design conditions, the effect of cavity thickness can be estimated approximately

by making use of two-dimensional theory. It would be most interesting to know

the author's opinion on this subject.

DISCUSSION

J. W. English

National Physical Laboratory
Felthan, England

,,

I would like to endorse the importance that is attached to obtaining numeri-

cal results from the work of Dr. Cox. The problem he had in attacking it is

truly the heart of the fully cavitating propeller problem.

Could I ask the author if he has any ideas as to how he might allow for the

known nonlinear effects that occur with the growth of the cavities that arise

with increasing loading and reduced cavitation number. Does he consider, for

example, that it might be necessary to resort to some empiricism, or might it

be possible to allow for this growth by establishing an approximate mathemati-

cal technique to be used after his initial linear theory calculations.

DISCUSSION

C. Kruppa
Technische Universitdt, Berlin

I stated in a lecture series held at Michigan University last year that, in

my opinion, all fully cavitating propellers, designed so far, have to be regarded

as designed on an empirical or at least semiempirical basis. This statement

does not, of course, deny that fully cavitating propellers have been designed in

the past which have met certain design specifications and performed more or

less satisfactorily in service. It simply means that, for fully cavitating pro-

pellers, no design method exists which can be compared with the lifting- surface
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theory for moderately loaded noncavitating propellers and as such would make
use of adequate singularity distributions, to represent not only blade loading

but also cavity thickness.

The author's paper must therefore be regarded as a most welcome step

towards producing the basis for a more rational approach to the design prob-
lem of propellers which are to operate under fully cavitating conditions. I am
particularly looking forward to the numerical results that eventually will be

obtained by this method. With the fairly comprehensive model-test data, that

nowadays exist for fully cavitating propellers, one should easily be in a position

to judge the relative merits of the various assumptions that have been made by

the author in the process of deriving the expressions for the induced velocities.

It is in this context that I would like to put a question to the author: Having
carried out cavitation-tunnel tests for a number of fully cavitating propellers,

which were based on the so-called Newton-Rader series, I feel that the assump-
tion of a basically cylindrical propeller race may well be justified under operat-

ing conditions when the angle of attack of the propeller blade sections is just

high enough to ensure absence of face cavitation. However, at low advance
ratios the expansion of the cavity-filled propeller race and the retarded inflow

to the propeller disc are well-known features. Does the author expect that his

theoretical work can also be used for analyzing the off-design performance of

fully cavitating propellers, as encountered at the take-off point in hydrofoils

or at the shallow-water hump in svirface- effect ships? In asking this question

it is, of course, realized that propeller lifting surface theory for fully wetted

propellers can nowadays be regarded as an adequate method for analyzing the

off-design performance of noncavitating propellers.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Geoffrey G. Cox

The author is grateful for the encouraging remarks of Mr. Bavin, Dr.

English and Professor Kruppa. Their common desire to see numerical design

data, based on the presented theory, is shared by the author. Work is presently

being carried out at NSRDC to achieve this goal.

It is interesting to hear from Mr. Bavin that a similar approach to the

supercavitating propeller design problem is being developed in the U.S.SJl.

His suggestion regarding the use of two-dimensional supercavitating hydrofoil

thickness data, as an approximation, appears to be plausible for the design

condition. For this condition, the cavities will be relatively long and thin, and
precision regarding cavity shape, especially for the trailing portion of the cavi-

ties, is not necessary. In any event strip-theory methods are necessary when
allowing for friction and cavity pressure drag effects.
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Dr. English and Professor Kruppa both draw attention to the important

question of need for "off-design" prediction, such as applies to the "take-off"

condition for craft which possess a resistance hump. For such "off-design"

conditions, there will be high blade loading with large section angle of attack

and cavity thickness. Under such conditions the propeller possesses relatively

poor efficiency, but the major concern is to ensure an adequate reserve of

power to "take-off" for a propeller designed for a cruise or top-speed condi-

tion. No really satisfactory suhcavitating propeller theoretical performance

analysis method exists, as yet, for such extreme "off-design" conditions. In

the case of a supercavitating propeller, the problem is even more difficult, due

to the influence and behavior of thick cavities. As such, the theoretical method

proposed in the paper for the design problem is highly unlikely to prove a suit-

able basis for the "off-design" prediction purposes, without the incorporation

of empirical information based on prior experimental test data.
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THE EVOLUTION OF A
FULLY CAVITATING PROPELLER FOR A

HIGH-SPEED HYDROFOIL SHIP

B.V. Davis

The De Havilland Aircraft of Canada Limited
Ontario, Canada

and V-

J.W. English

Ship Division, National Physical Laboratory
Feltham, England -

SUMMARY

A description is given of the work that has been conducted in producing the

main, foilborne, fully cavitating propellers for the 200-ton Canadian Armed
Forces hydrofoil ship HMCS Bras d'Or.

Designed for an all-weather antisubmarine role in the Atlantic, severe
thrust loadings are experienced by the screws in both the takeoff and flying con-
ditions, and model testing was essential to aid in design and confirm the pre-
dicted performance. The high thrust loadings produce difficult structural prob-
lems, and some testing was conducted to clarify this aspect of design.

The joint programme of work was sponsored by the De Havilland Aircraft

of Canada, the prime contractors in designing and building the vessel. Broadly,

the hydrodynamic design and water-tunnel testing were conducted at Ship Divi-

sion NPL, while the structural analysis and testing were conducted at De Havil-

land, Canada. The programme has evolved a fully-cavitating propeller design

with good hydrodynamic and structural characteristics over a wide range of

speeds and thrusts. Water -tunnel testing is continuing for the purpose of fur-

ther developing the design.

A brief review of some future alternative methods of propulsion is included

in the paper, together with a resume of future development prospects for fully

cavitating and ventilated propellers.

INTRODUCTION

The HMCS Bras d'Or hydrofoil ship, designated FHE 400 by the Canadian
Armed Forces, represents the fruition of a long Canadian Navy interest in such
craft, an interest dating back as far as 1911. It was in 1960, however, following

a review of the Naval Research Establishment's (now DREA) proposals, that the
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decision was made to conduct a feasibility and engineering study based on the

NRE proposals. This study was conducted by the De Havilland Aircraft of Can-

ada, and later, in 1963, the same company was selected as the prime contractor

for the design and construction of the vessel—a 200-ton ship intended for an all-

weather antisubmarine role in the Atlantic.

The vessel has already been described on several occasions (Refs, 1, 2,

and 3), and therefore the brief description given here relates mainly to the pro-

pulsion system that has been employed.

Figure 1 is an artist's impression of the vessel operating at high speed.

The foil arrangement used is of the canard type, in which about 90 percent of the

weight is carried by the after surface -piercing, noncavitating, main foil assem-
bly, the remaining 10 percent being carried by the forward foil system which is

designed to operate in the fully-cavitating condition. The power trains are con-

tained within the main foil assembly. Figure 2 shows the propulsion system
configuration that has been adopted, while Table 1 and Fig. 3 give the principal

characteristics of the ship.

Fig. 1 - Artist's impression of HMCS Bras d'Qr

The drive to the controllable pitch propellers is through the anhedral foils

as shown in Fig. 2, while the shafting for the fully cavitating propellers passes

down through the main struts to the propulsion pods situated at the intersection

of the main foil and dihedral foils.
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Fig. Z - Layout of propulsion system

Table 1

Principal Specifications of the Bras d'Or

Length: 150 ft-9 in, Hull Beam: 21 ft-6 in, Foil Span: 66 ft

Weight: 200-250 tons (according to fuel carried)

Speed: Foilborne - 60 knots, calm water
50 knots, sea state 5

Range: Several hundred miles foilborne.

More than 2000 miles at 12 knots huUborne.

Power: Foilborne - P & W FT 4 gas turbine, 25,000 shp continuous.

Driving two fully cavitating propellers.

Hullborne - Davy Paxman 16 YJCM diesel, 2000 bhp continuous.

Driving two controllable pitch propellers of KMW
design.

The power transmission system for the fully cavitating propellers has been
developed by the General Electric Company of the USA, the pioneer of hydrofoil

'Z' drives. The power output from the turbine passes into an inboard gearbox
where the speed is increased from 4000 rpm maximum to 8000 rpm, to reduce
the torque and hence shaft diameters to fit within the struts. The main drive is
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Fig. 3 - Main particulars of the FHE 400

split between two shafts in each strut, for the same purpose. Within the propul-

sion pods the drives are regrouped and reduced to the propeller shaft speed by
means of compound star gears. It will be appreciated that this gearing system
is very sophisticated, and yet it is only one of the many new developments that

have been necessary in the production of this ship.

Early experience obtained with fully cavitating propellers of similar power-
ing on the hydrofoil ship Denison were disappointing (Ref. 3). Fatigue ^failures

occurred until thicker screws were used, and eventually titanium was employed
as a material to avoid this difficulty. With this foreknowledge, De Havilland de-
cided upon an extensive hydrodynamic and structural test programme, in an ef-

fort to develop efficient screws that would have adequate structural integrity.

SCOPE OF HYDRODYNAMIC DESIGN AND TESTING

Hydrofoil ships, like other types of high-speed craft, usually exhibit resist-

ance characteristics, with a maximum occurring at the transition from the dis-

placement mode to the flying mode. Once the speed at which the maximum re-
sistance occurs has been passed, the resistance decreases before beginning to

rise again at the high-flying speeds. Any propulsive device must, therefore, be

capable of producing the required thrust over a widely varying range of operat-
ing conditions. Fixed-pitch noncavitating propellers, such as those used on
trawlers, have a remarkable capacity for accommodating a large range of
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loading, although minor compromises, largely due to engine characteristics at

the extreme thrust and rpm conditions, are necessary for this. Fortunately,

fully cavitating propellers behave reasonably well in this respect, when com-
pared with other propulsion devices such as present-day water jets. This re-

quirement is essential for hydrofoil ships when, in addition to the calm-water
resistance variation, extra loads may be imposed because of high sea states and
variable depth sonar (VDS) towing requirements.

Much has been done in recent years towards producing a design method for

fully cavitating propellers, and the work at NSRDC (Refs. 4 and 5) may be cited,

together with the interesting qualitative observations of Tulin in Ref. 6. Much
still remains to be done, however, in the field of fully cavitating propeller theory

to put it on an equal footing with noncavitating propeller theory. Steps in this di-

rection are being taken, and numerical results from the work by Cox (Ref. 7)

are awaited with interest, while at NPL evaluation of the proposals made in Ref.

8 are continuing. At NPL, considerable emphasis is given to obtaining a de-

tailed quantitative physical insight into the flows created by fully cavitating and

ventilated propellers, and partly for this purpose the instrumentation described
in Ref. 9 has been built.

The design situation with highly loaded, fully cavitating propellers, as may
occur in the hydrofoil ship takeoff condition, is more difficult than for the mod-
erately loaded case, since there is a dearth of empirical information at off-

design advance ratios. Consequently, model testing is even more essential for

an actual fully cavitating propeller design. With this in mind, therefore, the ap-

proach used in designing the Bras d'Or screws has been to consider the flying

condition first, following this with tests on propeller models over a wide range
of loading and cavitation number to determine if the other critical conditions

were satisfied.

In parallel with the specific design work for the Bras d'Or screws, a num-
ber of additional experiments were conducted at NPL on a model screw made to

the T95 design described in Ref. 8. This screw was used mainly for convenience
and because information was required before the design for the Bras d'Or was
finalised. These tests were undertaken to determine the importance of some de-

sign features on performance, and included the observation of the cavity heights

above the backs of the blade surfaces in the vicinity of the leading edges over a
range of operating conditions, the effect of leading edge thickness on perform-
ance, and the determination of stress levels in a region near the leading edges.

Attention was given to these aspects of design, since it was recognised from the

experience of others that leading edge geometry is a crucial factor in the pro-
duction of a reliable, full-scale, fully cavitating propeller.

MEASUREMENT OF WAKE CONDITIONS AND
SIMULATION IN THE WATER TUNNEL

The Bras d'Or screws are of the pusher type and are mounted at the stern
of the propulsion pods. Considerable care was taken in designing the propulsion
pods and the junctions with the struts, the main foil, and dihedral foils, in order
to minimise the irregular wakes created by these components. The method of

streamline contouring was used for this purpose. Nevertheless, it was considered
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necessary to measure these wakes on a l/8th-scale mainfoil model in the towing
tank. This was done to determine the flow irregularity and also to obtain infor-

mation with which to design a wake simulator for the water -tunnel tests. As
will be seen later, it was found essential to conduct the water-tunnel tests in the

presence of the wake simulator.

The rig for measuring the wakes is shown in Fig. 4, where it is seen that a
five -hole probe was mounted at the aft end of the port pod with a crank arm for

altering the angular setting. The experiments were conducted at a speed of 30
ft/sec, the probe having been calibrated at this speed previously. In the tests,

the attitude of the foil assembly was varied over a considerable range of pitch

and yaw to cover the ranges likely to be encountered by the ship in service con-
ditions. However, in order to conduct the tests within a reasonable time, the

wakes were measured at the 0.7 propeller radius only.

Fig. 4 - Rig for wake measurement

The wake measurements showed variations with pod attitude, but on the

whole these variations were not large and the results obtained at the zero yaw
and pitch setting, which are shown in Fig. 5, can be considered representative
of the complete tests. From these results the wake shadows cast by the pod at-

tachments are evident, the main foil wake being the greatest. The results are
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all given in terms of wake factors which are the local axial, tangential, and ra-
dial velocities divided by the ship speed, or

Vg v^ v^

^a =
"v"'

f tg = T^ and f
^ = -^.

When considering the fluctuating forces and moments that might be pro-
duced by the screw operating in a nonuniform flow, the inflow angle /3 is highly
significant, since this angle incorporates both variations in axial and tangential

velocities. This angle is defined as,

tan [i = ^ = t

Qr + T, V X77 7,tg ^jT- + tg
J

\

for an anticlockwise -turning propeller looking forward, and using the sign con-
vention for ftg shown in Fig. 5. The variation of d at the zero-pitch zero yaw
attitude of the pod is shown in Fig. 6, while Fig. 7 shows the results of harmoni-
cally analysing this /3 variation. Clearly, the amplitude of the third harmonic,
which could be of significance in producing undesirable vibration at blade pas-
sage frequency with a three -blader, is relatively low, lower in fact than the
sixth harmonic and only slightly larger than the ninth harmonic. Thus the at-

tempt at minimising the harmonic content of the wake corresponding to multi-
ples of the blade number has been quite successful and should ensure freedom
from serious thrust and torque fluctuations. The second and fourth harmonics,
which are important in relation to the production of fluctuating shaft bending
moments and which must be withstood by the shaft bearings, are higher than the
third harmonic. However, from the magnitude of the wake distribution there is

no reason to suspect serious excitation from this source.

The wake simulator used in the No. 1 water tunnel was of simple construc-
tion and is shown mounted upstream of a fully cavitating screw in Fig, 8. Due
to limitations imposed by the size of the tunnel, the simulator had to be con-
tracted in the length dimension; but nevertheless a reasonable simulation of the
axial flow was found possible, as may be seen from Fig. 9. Adjustments to the
intensities and widths of the wakes shed by the arms of the simulator were made
by adding wire gauze to the arms. The intensity of the main foil wake could not
be reproduced before the arm of the simulator began to cavitate, and therefore
this particular wake shadow was not sufficiently intense.

DESIGN STAGES AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The initial diameter chosen for the Bras d'Or screws was 3,67 ft. This was
based mainly on satisfying the requirements in the full-power high-speed condi-
tion, and on the desire to keep the screws as small as possible in order to obtain
high rpm and hence a moderate gear cartridge and pod diameter. Little propel-
ler data were available in the early stages from which the estimates of full-

power low-speed operation could be made, but as the project progressed and
more models were tested it became clear that it would be necessary to increase
the diameter to 4,0 ft to meet the low-speed high-thrust requirement at takeoff
and the VDS body towing requirement at foilborne speeds,
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Fig. 8 - Screw and wake simulator in tunnel

For reasons of brevity it is not proposed to discuss the details of all the

screws that have been tested in the course of this project, but since the final

design has been built on the results of the earlier testing it is informative to

summarise the conclusions drawn from this work. A summary of the various

models that have been tested is given in Table 2.

In the early design procedures the most important hydrodynamic features

of the screws, apart from diameter, i.e., the pitch and camber of the wetted

faces of the cylindrical sections, were designed using a mixture of momentum
theory, in which an appropriate allowance was made for the presence of the

cavities in the wake, and noncavitating propeller theory. The camber shape

adopted for the wetted faces of the sections was of circular-arc form, mainly

because of the availability of Wu's nonlinear theory for calculating the flow

around isolated fully cavitating foils at nonzero cavitation numbers (Ref. 10).

Also, it is possible to calculate accurately the position of the back cavity rela-

tive to the wetted faces—a factor that was considered highly important in the

early design stages for minimising section cavitation drag, i.e., ensuring that

the cavity runs clear of the back of the section.

In retrospect, it would now appear that while the above approach gave a

satisfactory pitch distribution, the section cambers predicted by the method

were underestimated. This led to a propeller which, although highly efficient,

would not absorb the full engine power and hence did not produce sufficient

thrust at the high-speed design point or the takeoff condition. Modifications

were then made to the propeller geometry in order to increase the load-carrying

capacity. These consisted of increasing the amount of circular-arc cambers
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installed in the sections and, because isolated two-dimensional hydrofoil theory

indicates that a positive incidence of the chord of the wetted face is necessary

with this type of section in order that cavitation shall not occur on the face, an

incidence or pitch increase was also incorporated.

The model screw employing circular-arc cambered faces that came nearest

to satisfying all the design requirements is designated model No. W257, and Fig.

10 is a drawing of the 4-ft diameter ship screw. The features of this screw that

are worthy of comment are the relatively large root chord lengths and the

amount of leading edge sweepback. In addition, it will be seen that the large

-

diameter hub has a significant amount of taper which is necessary to fair in with

the pod shape. These features are common to all the screws that have been con-

sidered for propelling the Bras d'Or, the particular chordal distribution and the

sweepback being incorporated for structural reasons in an attempt to keep the

leading edge stresses within reasonable limits in accordance with the results of

the De Havilland's structural testing and analysis. The amount of skew or

sweepback is specifically calculated to minimise torsional deflections of the

blades.

The operating characteristics of this screw, as determined from the NPL
No. 1 water tunnel with the wake simulator, are given in Figs. 11, 12, and 13,

where it will be seen that the peak efficiency at the low cavitation numbers typi-

cal of high-speed operation is about 55 percent. This value of efficiency was
considered to be lower than might be achieved, and it was therefore decided to

continue the development programme in an attempt to improve the performance.

Before describing the remainder of this test programme, however, it is perti-

nent to digress and explain the reasons for the relatively low efficiency, and de-

scribe some relevant work that has been conducted at NPL on a screw not di-

rectly intended for the Bras d'Or.

Johnson has shown in Ref. 11 that practical, fully cavitating, two-dimensional

circular-arc sections, in which an allowance for the structural thickness of the

foil is made, are, in terms of the lift-to-drag ratio, almost as efficient as the

best alternative section, viz., the 5-term section. This is sufficient justification

for using a circular-arc section, provided other factors such as structural

strength are not impaired. Clearly, in the propeller design process the simple

relationships between Cl and camber, and c^ and incidence, that hold in two di-

mensions require adjustment when propeller sections are being considered. This

adjustment is analogous to the lifting surface corrections required in noncavitat-

ing propellers, but it also includes the effect due to the presence of the cavities.

In the absence of any numerical information on the magnitude of the corrections

that should be applied to the two-dimensional data, it has been necessary to em-
ploy a purely empirical correction obtained from a simple analysis of previous

test results. This correction was then applied as a factor to both the basic two-

dimensional camber and to the incidence values. This led to propeller sections

with a moderate amount of circular-arc face camber, viz., about 2 percent of

the chord at 70 percent radius, together with a relatively large incidence, giving

a pitch-diameter ratio of about 1.26 at the same radius. Limited evidence from
the operating characteristics of a number of fully cavitating screws now sug-

gests that this method of applying the correction equally to the basic camber
and incidence has led to screw W257 having a deficiency of camber and possibly

an excess of incidence, and that it would have been more appropriate to apply
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the correction to the camber only. This reasoning is endorsed by the work of

Oba in Ref. 12, where he has shown that in the case of a two-dimensional cas-

cade of fully cavitating foils, the minimum incidence required to ensure clear-

ance between the back cavity and the face of the section is less than that re-

quired in the case of the isolated hydrofoil. Tulin's description of the advantage

to be gained by using high camber in fully cavitating propellers, given in Ref. 6,

reinforces this conclusion.

A further factor that was instrumental in producing large angles of attack

in these circular-arc face screws was the manner in which allowance was made
for the structural thickness of the sections themselves. This was done by speci-

fying a control thickness at 20 percent of the chord from the leading edge of each

section, and then installing the initial incidence (and camber), before applying

the aforementioned corrections, so that the back cavity would clear this point.

This procedure led to relatively large values of incidence being installed. The
cavity height calculations used in this approach were made using Wu's theory,

and are given in Ref. 13. •

i

Up to the time of the W257 experiments, the extreme leading edges of the

fully cavitating screws designed at NPL were made relatively sharp, the struc-

tural thickness being controlled at the 20 percent chord position as previously

described. Because this region of these propellers is so critical from the

strength and vibration standpoints, it was decided to conduct a few simple exper-

iments to determine the effect of increasing the extreme leading edge thickness.

The screw used for these experiments was T95, as described in Ref. 8. The
leading edges were initially sharp and were thickened for these experiments by

adding soft solder to the backs of the blades in the leading edge vicinity. The
leading edge roundings had a diameter of one -half percent of the local chords

and the solder was then faired in to zero thickness at a postion 20 percent of the

chord length from the leading edges. The modified screw was then rerun and

the results compared with those obtained earlier. This comparison is shown in

Figs. 14, 15, and 16, where it is seen that in the normal operating range the ef-

fect of the thickened leading edges is mainly manifested as a reduction in thrust.

The effect on efficiency is small—the efficiency with the thickened leading edges

being about 97-1/2 percent of that with sharp edges. Clearly, the small loss in

efficiency and thrust arising from this modification is worth incurring for the

added strength that will result.

A further experiment was conducted on the modified T95 screw with the ob-

ject of gauging the heights of the cavities above the backs of the blades. For
this purpose three pins, each of different length, were attached to the blades,

one to each blade at 70 percent radius and 20 percent of the chord length from
the leading edge. The arrangement is similar to the method used by Johnson in

Ref. 11 on a three-dimensional hydrofoil in a tank. The relative positions of the

back cavities on the propeller were then observed under stroboscopic lighting,

leading to the results given in Table 3.

A reasonable J value for the high-speed operating condition of this screw
would be in the range 0.9 to just over 1.0, i.e., at cj = 0.3, J = 1.0, then t? =

0.59 and k^ - 0.09. In this case the height of the cavity above the blade surface

is about one and one -half percent of the chord and, therefore, the thickness of

the blade at this position could be increased by this amount without adversely
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Fig. 14 - Thrust comparison— effect of thickened
leading edges--screw T95

affecting the performance. These results suggest that for screws with circular

-

arc faces, at least, there should be no difficulty in installing sufficient material
in the leading edges to secure structural integrity without seriously impairing
the efficiency.

Since screw T95 is untypical of the Bras d'Or requirements with respect to

blade sweepback and hub size and shape, it was considered desirable and expe-
dient to confirm the effect of increasing camber and leading edge thickness on a

typical screw before proceeding to the final screw design. This was done by
simply modifying an existing screw. The blade faces were recut to provide the

increased camber and the backs were thickened over the leading edge region
with solder, giving a leading edge thickness of one-half percent chord. The ad-

ditional camber was provided in the form of a Johnson 3-term camber as given
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Fig. 15 Torque comparison— effect of thickened
leading edges — screw T95

in Ref. 11, such that the section cambers comprised about one-third circular-

arc camber and two-thirds 3-term camber. Since the geometric incidence of

the chord of the two-dimensional 3-term section is close to zero, no pitch ad-

justment was made when installing this camber. The modified screw was desig-

nated W264 and is shown in Fig. 17, while the results obtained with it are given

in Figs. 18, 19, and 20. The improvements obtained with the W264 as compared
with the W257 are quite large, giving approximately 17 percent more thrust at a

considerably higher efficiency in the flying condition, with attendant improve-

ments in the takeoff condition.

The ship will be fully operational in the 200-ton load condition with screws

made to the W257 design. A speed of 60 knots will be attainable in the calm
water condition, while adequate thrusts are also available in the higher resist-

ance conditions when operating in high sea states at speeds up to 50 knots, and

with a towing load at lower speeds. The improvements offered by screws ac-

cording to the W264 design are mainly in additional thrust margins at the higher

loads and increased range through the higher efficiency.

A typical fully cavitating propeller model of the type fitted to the Bras d'Or
is shown in Fig, 21 operating at simulated high speed in the No. 2 water tunnel

at NPL.
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02 0-4 14 16

0-2 0-4

Fig. 16 - Comparison of efficiencies between bronze and
epoxy resin models — screw T95

Table 3

Screw T95 (Leading Edge Thickness-1/2% Chord),
Height of Cavity Above Back of Blade Surface,

Measurement Position: 70% Radius, 20% Chord from Leading Edge

0.30 0.40 0.5 0.6

0.8 Greater than 2-1/2% chord

-

0.95 Nearly 2-1/2% chord

1.05 About 1-1/2% chord
Less than 1-1/2%
Greater than 1/2%

Results uncertain
due to striations
from leading edge

1.10 -Not fully cavitating—all pins visible
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Fig. Zl - Moderately loaded, fully cavitating propeller

The development of fully cavitating propellers is being continued, and pro-

posals for additional design studies and tunnel testing have been made. An im-

mediate objective is to produce a propeller with an efficiency comparable to that

of screw W264 mentioned earlier, but in which the structural integrity is in-

creased by thickening the blades. For this purpose an additional model with

thickened blades has been made and partially tested. However, these results

indicate that wetting of the back surfaces occurs, and therefore a modification

is necessary.

Further testing is required to establish the optimum camber and the opti-

mum relationship between camber and incidence or pitch, and to this end it is

hoped that a further test series of a family of fully cavitating propellers can be

initiated in the near future.

STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

The hydrodynamic requirement for relatively thin leading edges in fully

cavitating screws, together with the high powers that are transmitted and the

difficult operating environment, give rise to severe structural problems which

must be considered in the design stage. The blades must be made sufficiently

strong to withstand the maximum steady stresses likely to be experienced, in

addition to the fluctuating stresses that will occur when operating in the wakes
of the pod attachments. Further, the deflections of the blades under load should

be as small as possible.

In order to combat these onerous operating conditions it is necessary to

employ a strong propeller material possessing high resistance to erosion and

cavitation damage, combined with high values of fatigue strength and elastic
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modulus. Several materials were considered for the Bras d'Or application, in-

cluding titanium, beryllium nickel, and various steels. The eventual choice,

however, was for forged billets of a high nickel chromium alloy known as Inconel

718. This material possesses excellent physical properties; its main disadvan-
tage is that it is difficult to fabricate, since it is an extremely tough alloy. Its

main advantages over titanium are its higher elastic modulus which is nearly
double that of titanium and its superior fatigue life characteristics, particularly

in sea water. A screw made from Inconel 718 would therefore deflect about half

as much as a similar screw in titanium and would presumably last longer.

In line with the choice of an exotic material for the propeller construction,

the blades have been made separate from the hub and are retained by bolts, thus

enabling a blade to be changed without a complete screw replacement in the

event of damage.

It was essential that the propeller blades were forged separately, as it

would be impossible to forge a single propeller of this size in this alloy, i.e.,

4-ft. diameter and weighing 1000 Ibf finished. Thus the blades are bolted to the

hub using special Inco 718 bolts. This method of construction therefore has
some merit from both the manufacturing and blade replacement points of view.

Structural Testing on Static Models

Structural testing has been conducted at De Havilland by Mr. S. Morita
(Refs. 14 and 15), to explore the effects of blade geometry and external blade

loading on the stresses and deflections induced in the blades. The experiments
were performed in two stages, the first of which employed simple plane models
without pitch, while the second used a more representative model in which pitch

was included. In both cases static models of single blades were used and hence
centrifugal effects were not included. Only a brief survey of the experiments
and the results is given here.

The simple models were used to aid in the rapid production of results and
to permit a large coverage of parameters to be made relatively easily. These
models consisted of cantilevered, trapezium-shaped aluminum specimens rep-
resenting the blade under test. Pitch was not incorporated in these specimens.
The specimens had a common radial distribution of chord widths, but three val-

ues of leading edge sweepback were covered, while two variations in section

shape were used. The sections were either or triangular shape with blunt trail-

ing edges or triangular apart from a trailing edge chamfer on the back. Camber
was not included in the sections. The radial blade loading was the same in all

the tests, but two chordwise loading distributions were used in which the centre
of pressure position was at 39 percent and 25 percent of the chord from the

leading edges.

In all the experiments the external load was applied using rubber pads
bonded to the specimen and loaded in tension through a system of cables, pul-

leys, and "whiffle trees" by a single hydraulic jack. Such a system is commonly
used in the aircraft industry, and Fig. 22 shows the test setup em.ployed. Strain

measurements were made using strain gauges attached to the "wetted" side of

the blades, while blade deflections were made with dial gauges.
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Fig. 22 - Test setup used in structural tests

The principal conclusions resulting from the work on the simple blade

shapes were as follows:

1. Blade sweepback has a significant effect on the stress levels in the

blades, and a judicious choice of sweepback can be made to minimise the stress

levels in critical areas of the blade or, alternatively, the sweepback can be
chosen to produce a reasonable stress distribution across the entire chord. Too
much sweepback is undesirable, however, since this can lead to an increase in

stresses in parts of the blade. The choice of sweepback is affected by the chord-

wise pressure distribution.

2. Blade sweepback reduces blade deflections appreciably when compared
with unswept blades. However, introducing large sweepback for this purpose
can have an adverse effect on the blade stresses.

3. Blade stress distribution and deflections are influenced by the chordwise
pressure distribution, as might be expected. The closer the section centre of

pressure is to the leading edge the higher are the stresses and deflections,

4. Reasonable correlation exists between measured and calculated stress
distributions when simple bending theory is used.
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The tests on the simple blade shapes at De Havilland were followed by a
similar test on a more realistic blade in which the pitch of the sections was in-

corporated. At about the same time, some further tests were being conducted

at NPL on hydroelastically sealed model propellers in the water tunnel. Ideally

it would have been desirable for the same blade geometry to have been tested in

both establishments, but this was not possible due to the tight time schedule. As
a consequence, while the two sets of test results can be compared, too close a
correlation of the results cannot be expected since the blade shapes and thick-

nesses were different. The two sets of tests are described separately there-

fore, commencing with the static tests conducted at De Havilland.

The blade used for the static tests had sections with circular-arc wetted

face cambers, as shown in Fig. 23, and an appreciable amount of leading edge
sweepback or skew. The test setup was similar to the one used earlier, apart

from the extra complication introduced because of the pitch of the blade, and is

shown in Fig. 24. The test blade was made from aluminum to limit the external

load necessary to produce easily measurable surface strains and deflections.

For the purposes of simulating and distributing the external hydrodynamic load

this load was split into 28 discrete elements and applied through rubber pads
bonded to the back of the blade and loaded in tension. Deflections and surface

strains were measured on the blade face. In the absence of any measured blade

pressure distributions which could be used as a basis for distributing the exter-

nal load, reliance had to be placed on an estimated distribution. From these

estimates the radial distribution of lift coefficient was almost inversely propor-
tional to radius, while the chordwise loading was taken as similar to that pro-
duced by a fully cavitating flat plate hydrofoil at incidence where the pressure
is concentrated towards the leading edge and the centre of pressure occurs at

the 25 percent chord position. In this respect, fully cavitating propeller theory
is not considered sufficiently refined to justify attempts at producing a more
realistic load distribution. It is probable, however, that the particular load dis-

tribution used produced larger stresses in the critical regions of the leading

edge and blade root than would be experienced in an actual propeller, since a
substantial part of the total load was situated towards the tip and leading edge
regions.

The blade strains were measured with strain gauge rosettes at sixteen po-
sitions, thus enabling principal stresses and directions to be derived. The
maximum principal stresses deduced from this work have been scaled to corre-
spond to a 44-inch diameter propeller developing 40,000 Ibf thrust. These
stresses are shown in Fig. 25, where it will be seen that they always fall well

below a value of 40,000 Ibf/in^ which is the stipulated maximum steady stress

level allowable for Inconel 718 when fatigue is a factor to be considered. It will

be observed from these stresses that despite the incorporation of a considerable
amount of sweepback the stress level in the leading edge vicinity at the 70 per-
cent radius is higher than anywhere else in the blade. The directions of these

principal stresses are given in Fig. 26 and show how significant the chordwise
loading can become, since at the 90 percent radius the maximum principal

stress direction approaches the chordwise direction.

From the above discussion it might be expected that the simple Engineer's
Beam Theory, (commonly used for estimating stresses in propellers, could not

predict reliable stresses throughout the blade. This has been found to be the
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Fig. Z4 - Test setup used in structural tests

case by Morita in Ref. 15. For example, Fig. 27 shows a comparison of the

stresses calculated using the Beam Theory with the measured stresses, vividly

illustrating this point.

Two further points should be mentioned in connection with these stress

measurements. First, centrifugal effects have not been considered, but the di-

rect stresses from this cause will increase the tensile stresses given in Fig.

25. This increase is expected to be small (less than 10 percent of the maximum
plotted value) at 70 percent radius, becoming a maximum at the root section. In

neither case is it expected to increase the stress level to 40,000 lbf/in2 how-
ever. Centrifugal stresses were, of course, considered in the final screw de-
sign, as they are of considerable magnitude towards the blade root. The second
factor to be considered is the screw diameter, since in the Bras d'Or applica-

tion the screw diameter was increased to 48 inches. This effect would then re-

duce the stresses in Fig. 25 by about 19 percent assuming the thrust remained
at 40,000 Ibf.

The measurements of the blade deflections indicated that the largest deflec-

tions occurred at the outer radii and leading edge positions, as might be ex-
pected. The deflection of the sections was such as to reduce the installed face

cambers and slightly increase the section incidences. This would be expected
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Fig. 27 - Comparison of calculated and measured stresses

subject to bending, has been fully described by Acum in Ref. 16. When referred
to fully cavitating propellers tested in a water tunnel, one of the two additional

structural similarity parameters that must be the same for the model and pro-
totype is

n^D^n

where E is the elastic modulus and cr is Poisson's ratio for the propeller mate-
rial. This ensures the equivalence of blade stresses and deflections between
model and prototype when they are caused by steadily applied hydrodynamic
loads. Then, with this similarity, the stresses vary as p n^D^ and deflections

vary directly as the scale.

When it is necessary to scale stresses and deflections due to inertia forces
such as derived from rotation (centrifugal force) and nonsteady hydrodynamic
loads, the further requirement of equal densities in model and prototype is also

necessary. It is usually impossible to satisfy these two similarity conditions
simultaneously, due to restrictions arising from the tunnel operating conditions,
model scale, and the limited choice of materials from which models can be
made. A means of complying with these conditions is sometimes adopted in

structural experiments where the model material and density are kept the same
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as that of the prototype, but the model is weakened by cuts to reduce effectively

its elastic modulus. Very complicated model construction can result from using
this technique, however, and in the experiments described here it was decided to

ignore the condition for the equivalence of stresses and deflections induced by
inertia forces. This neglect is probably not very important, since the tests were
conducted in uniform flow in which the hydrodynamic loads were nominally

steady. Further, the direct centrifugal stresses are usually small when com-
pared with the bending stresses due to the hydrodynamic loading, and the cen-
trifugal bending stresses depend mainly on the rake of the blades which in the

case of the T95 design was only five degrees aft. Blade skew and the unsym-
metrical distribution of material about a radial generator line will also influ-

ence the centrifugal stresses, but since there is no skew in T95 the effects due

to these features will also be small.

Two hydroelastic model propellers were made from epoxy resin loaded

with fibre glass. These 10-inch diameter screws were initially formed at De
Havilland, Canada and then cut to the T95 design at NPL. This particular mate-
rial was chosen mainly because of its elastic modulus (1.8 x 10^ Ibf/in^), as

this together with the screw scale and tunnel conditions enabled model tests to

be conducted at values of n^D^ (l - a^)/E applicable to the prototype screw.

The first hydroelastic model was run in a similar manner to the bronze
screw, but at particular values of rotational speed to obtain the desired values

of the parameter n^D^ (i - a^)/E. If it is assumed that the deflection of the

bronze screw was negligible, a reasonable assumption according to Ref. 17, then

the difference between the results from the hydroelastic screw and the bronze
screw are due to the deflection of the former, apart from small differences that

arise from experimental scatter in the results. The results obtained from the

two screws are compared in Figs. 28, 29, and 30, where it is clear that both the

thrust and torque of the hydroelastic screw have increased above the values for

the bronze screw. Also, since the torque increase is greater than that of the

thrust, the efficiency of the hydroelastic model is less than that of the bronze
screw, and further this reduction in efficiency is fairly significant in this case.

As an example, in a typical high-speed operating condition the efficiency of the

screw with deflected blades is about 95 percent of the undeflected value. Simi-
lar results to these were also found in the takeoff conditions. It may be noted

however, that because the T95 blades are thinner than those used in the Bras
d'Or application the T95 results exaggerate the effects of deflection on these

screws.

The second hydroelastic model of the T95 design was used for measuring
blade surface strains under fully cavitating conditions and then deducing stress

levels. For this purpose small foil strain gauges were attached to the wetted

surface of each blade at a number of positions. The leads for energising the

gauges and conducting the output signals passed down the blades and through the

hollow shaft to slip-rings outside the tunnel where they were transferred to the

external instrumentation. The gauges were attached to the wetted surface in

order to ensure temperature stability which might have been difficult with

gauges attached to the backs of the blades and within the cavities. Temperature-
compensating gauges were attached to a piece of epoxy resin and situated in the

reservoir of the working section. The gauges and leads on the blades were
coated with a thin covering of epoxy resin for insulation purposes. This coating
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Fig. 28 - Comparison of thrust between bronze and
epoxy resin models — screw T95

had to be thin to avoid changing the blade shape and increasing the structural
stiffness. At the same time the leads could not be let into the blades, as this

would also have altered the local structural stiffness.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in maintaining a high resistance
between the gauges the blade wiring and the tunnel water, and after a relatively

short period of immersion this resistance began to fall. It became necessary
therefore to halt the experiments after the earth resistance had fallen appreci-
ably and allow time for the equipment to dry out before proceeding. This diffi-

culty, on top of the initial waterproofing problems, made these experiments very
time-consuming and it became necessary to restrict the scope of the measure-
ments to the gauges situated at the 20 percent chord position only.
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Fig. Z9 - Comparison of torque between bronze and
epoxy resin Models — screw T95

The gauge rosettes were mainly of the star type with 120-degree separation

between the arms, and were orientated with an arm of each rosette on a cylin-

drical section and pointing towards the leading edge. Rosettes were positioned

at 0.5, 0.65, 0.8, and 0.9 of the propeller radius and 20 percent of the local chord
from the leading edge on the blade in question. Some of the rosettes and blade

wiring can be seen in Fig. 31 before the waterproofing was applied.

The recorded strain levels were reduced to principal stress values for a

full size screw assumed to be 44 inches in diameter and rotating at a speed of

1700 rpm. The elastic modulus of the prototype was taken as 30 x 106 ibf/in2

and Poisson's ratio was assumed to be the same for model and prototype with a

value of 0.3. Graphs showing the results of these experiments are given in Figs.

32, 33, 34, and 35 where the maximum and minimum tensile principal stresses

and the maximum shear stresses are plotted against the radius fraction for the

20 percent chord position. Stress directions are given in Figs. 36 and 37. The
results are plotted for a range of advance coefficients and two cavitation num-
bers which can be considered typical of the takeoff and flying conditions for a

craft employing 44-inch diameter propellers.

In both conditions the maximum principal stress at the 20 percent chord
position occurs around the 60 to 65 percent radius. The stress increases with
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Fig. 30 - Efficiency comparison— effect of thickened
leading edges — screw T95

thrust and torque, as might be expected, since thrust increases with decreasing
advance coefficient in the flying conditions, Fig. 32, and reduces with decreasing
advance coefficient in the takeoff conditions. Fig. 33. Although the structural

design of screw T95 differs appreciably from the screw blade tested at De Havil-
land it seems worthwhile attempting to correlate the results at the 20 percent
chord position as far as possible. For example, if in Fig. 32 an advance coeffi-

cient of 0.95 is taken as the flying condition, then the thrust developed by a 44-

inch diameter propeller is 29,200 Ibf and the peak maximum principal stress is

19,800 lbf/in2. If we now assume that the thrust of screw T95 can be increased
to 40,000 Ibf by increasing the camber, say, without appreciably affecting the

structural properties, then we can scale the stress directly as thrust. This then
produces a stress of 27,100 Ibf/in^ for a 40,000 Ibf thrust as compared with
about 22,000 Ibf/in^ from De Havilland's tests. Further, if we assume the
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Fig. 31 - Strain-gauged hydroelastic propeller
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Fig. 34 - Values of maximunn. shear stress, typical
flying conditions — screw T95
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Fig. 36 - Principal stress vectors on expanded blade,
typical flying condition— screw T95

STRESS UNITS Ibf/in*

Fig. 37 - Principal stress vectors on expanded blade,
typical takeoff condition—screw T95
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developing 45,100 Ibf thrust. Scaling this stress directly with thrust then gives

29,200 Ibf/in^ for 40,000 Ibf thrust as compared with 22,000 Ibf/in^ from the De
Havilland static tests. Again applying the thickness correction reduces the T95
stress to 24,400 Ibf/in^ as compared with 22,000 Ibf/in^. This comparison is

slightly closer than that in the flying condition, as might be expected, since the

static load distribution used was more appropriate to the takeoff condition. The
closeness of this T95 result and the static test result then tends to confirm the

view that leading edge sweepback is not as highly effective in reducing the steady

stress level in the leading edge vicinity as predicted in the earlier simple static

tests on the plane blades. It is noticeable from the NPL tests that the stresses
in the takeoff condition are higher than those in the flying conditions by nearly
30 percent.

In concluding this section on structural considerations, it would appear that

blades with relatively thick leading edges are essential not only for ensuring
structural integrity but also for reducing the leading edge deflection and the at-

tendant efficiency loss. High values of the elastic modulus of the propeller ma-
terial are also desirable for this purpose. Blade-root stresses can also be
high, but it is relatively easier to control these by thickening the blades. With
a fixed diameter the additional factors that influence the leading edge deflection

and stress levels are the blade pressure distribution and to some extent the

geometrical blade shape, although it appears that a large improvement due to

sweepback is not evident. In the calm -water flying condition when the sections

should be operating at relatively low values of incidence, the advantage of the

rearward centre of pressure position of the Johnson 3 -term section, say, over
the circular-arc section is desirable. However, in the takeoff and more heavily

loaded flying conditions when the incidences are relatively large, this advantage
will diminish in value.

In the Bras d'Or application when 4-ft diameter screws developing thrusts

of about 40,000 Ibf are used, it is expected that steady maximum principal

stresses no greater than 25,000 to 30,000 Ibf/in^, including centrifugal effects,

will be experienced. It is also anticipated that due to the relatively moderate
wake caused by the strut/foil assembly, the fluctuating stresses liable to cause
fatigue will also be well within the capabilities of the material being used. Fluc-
tuating propeller loading assumptions as used for design purposes are shown in

Table 4.

CONSIDERATION OF FUTURE METHODS OF PROPULSION

In 1963, at the time when it was decided to proceed with the design and con-
struction of the Bras d'Or, the only practical means of propelling the vehicle in

the foilborne mode was by means of fully cavitating propellers. Despite the ad-
vances that have been made with alternative means of propulsion in the inter-

vening period, it is doubtful if a different decision would be made today, since

the system that has been adopted has required the least development effort in

return for a relatively high propulsive efficiency.

The propulsion system may be divided into the three components—the en-
gine, the Zed drive transmission, and the propeller. Considerable operational

experience has been obtained with marinised gas turbines, but the requirement
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to transmit 25,000 hp through two Zed drives in the struts has required consid-

erable development effort by the General Electric Company of the USA. Rather
similar drive systems of comparable complexity have been used in the US on the

hydrofoil ships Denison and Plainview (AGEH-1) (Refs. 3 and 18), and no doubt

the complexity expense, and vulnerability of this particular component, more
than any other factor, has motivated the search for alternative means of propul-

sion. However, in the authors' opinion it is extremely unlikely that a more effi-

cient means of propulsion will be found.

The point is frequently made (Refs. 19 and 20, for example) that the effi-

ciency of the propulsion device is not the only factor to be considered when se-

lecting a method of propulsion for a hydrofoil ship, and that when all the relevant

factors are considered, preference for an alternative device with a lower pro-
pulsive efficiency may result. It might be expected that the overall system effi-

ciency obtainable with the alternative device will be higher, but even this is not

an essential prerequisite if the alternative is more reliable and requires less

maintenance. At the present time, however, and in relation to the Bras d'Or
power requirement, no alternative propulsion system can be said to provide a

satisfactory alternative to gas -turbine-driven fully cavitating propellers. Never-
theless, it might be of interest to make a brief assessment of the possible future

means of propulsion.

In basic terms, hydrofoil ship propulsion, as with all ships, requires the

rearward acceleration of fluid, whether it be water or air, or a mixture of both.

This requires the generation of energy onboard, the transmission of this energy,

and finally the transference of the energy to the fluid used for propulsion. Some
methods of propulsion such as rockets, both above and below water, do not re-

quire the transmission and transference stages, but these fall outside the scope
of devices that accelerate the ambient mass of fluid to obtain propulsion. Other
devices such as jet engines without additional equipment only utilise the first

and last stages, omitting the energy transmission stage. They lead to a me-
chanically simple system, but unfortunately, due to the high jet velocities, the

efficiencies are much too low. In fact, all forms of air propulsion, including air

propellers, can be excluded on the grounds that the efficiency will be too low or
the device will be too large.

The possibility of extending air propulsion by mixing water with airjets

after the compression stages as described in Ref. 21 appears very attractive.

This would increase the density of the fluid being accelerated and reduce its jet

velocity, leading to an increase in efficiency over that of the plain airjet. The
performance of such a device depends largely on the effectiveness with which
the water particles can be accelerated and the air decelerated in the energy
transference stage, and also on the efficiency of this transference. It seems to

the authors that this method of propulsion will fail in the context of the Bras
d'Or requirements precisely on these grounds, although this statement is based
on the performance of the airblown ramjet and airlift pumps, and not on hard
facts obtained from a water-augmented airjet. The airblown ramjet itself (Refs.

22, 23 and 24), appears doomed to failure on the grounds that the efficiency is

too low or the device will be too large. Also, auxiliary starting is required and
acceleration is poor.
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In connection with devices employing air/water mixtures, it appears that

the efficiency and effectiveness with which energy can be transferred from gas

to water, using the natural mixing process, is considerably less than that

achieved when energy is transferred to water with the blades of propellers or

pumps, where, for example efficiencies in the range of 80 to 90 percent are

commonplace. If in the mixing process the efficiency of energy transference is

only in the range of 20 to 40 percent, then this is too large a deficiency to make
up by factors which have a second-order influence on the overall efficiency.

Water propulsion is the only alternative method and this must be accom-
plished by means of rotodynamic machines such as propeller -type devices or

pumps. The principal difference in the application of these two types of device

is that the propeller type, i.e., fully cavitating screws or ducted propellers of

the so-called pump-jet type (Ref. 25), must be submerged beneath the surface,

whereas those employing pumps, e.g., waterjets, may be installed within the

hull. When mechanical power transmission is used, then pumps installed within

the hull possess the obvious practical engineering advantage of a simpler me-
chanical drive system, and this weighs heavily in their favour. Also the ques-
tion of the vulnerability of complicated underwater equipment such as screws,
ducts, gears, etc., must be considered, and while this is of secondary impor-
tance in the case of oceangoing vehicles such as the Bras d'Or, it may be of pri-

mary importance in vehicles employed on coastal and inland routes.

Clearly then, the future choice of a propulsion device will depend largely on
the role of the vehicle and on any developments that occur in power transmission
systems. In the authors' opinion, any advances in geared or possibly hydraulic

transmissions will strengthen the case for the fully cavitating propeller, on ac-

count of its relatively high efficiency and ability to accommodate a wide range
of loading without additional complications.

Ducted propellers, similar to the type described in Ref. 25, in which the

noncavitating screw or impeller is situated within a decelerating duct that is

either base -ventilated or surface -ventilated on the external surface, could be

contenders in the future. Mounted on the aft end of propulsion pods similar to

those of the Bras d'Or, the device would employ a mechanical shaft drive, and

the overall complication would be slightly greater than that with fully cavitating

propellers. However, the presence of the duct and a support strut may enable

more flexible alternative drives to be considered, e.g., hydraulic or pneumatic
drives, in which the strut and duct are utilised for the power transmission, pos-
sibly to the tips of the rotor instead of the axis. With a device of this type it is

conceivable that the duct could replace the propulsion pod and the strut and foils

could then be attached to it.

Finally, the waterjet is another alternative, although in many respects it

can be considered as a particular type of ducted propeller. Intense interest has
been shown in these devices over the past few years, and the work mainly spon-
sored by the US Navy Department, Bureau of Ships, has given fresh impetus to

this subject. The current position and thoughts in relation to waterjet propul-
sion are contained in the numerous papers that have been published recently, for

example, Refs. 19, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30. While some advanced proposals have
been made, most of the component testing appears to have been conducted on
pumps of established and proven design. A number of troublesome design areas
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in the overall system have been highlighted. These are associated with the

avoidance of cavitation erosion of the pump impeller, particularly in the takeoff

condition, avoidance of inlet cavitation with fixed inlets and cavitation in the

bends, ducting and elevation losses, and the weight of the system, including the
'

water in the ducting. Suggestions for alleviating these difficulties include in-

stalling variable geometry intakes and nozzles and using inducers to enable the

pumps to operate at lower suction specific speeds. However, the engineering

development required with variable geometry intakes and their installation are

added complications; also, the efficiency of present-day inducers is too low for

the large hydrofoil ship application. As regards the future, therefore, the intro-

duction of these items can only be viewed with uncertainty. In the meantime, the

progress of the US Navy's Tucumcari, Ref. 18, fitted with a gas -turbine -driven

waterjet system is observed with great interest, although it will be appreciated

that the Bras d'Or power requirement is about six times that of the Tucumcari.

Perhaps the only firm prophecy that can be made regarding future hydrofoil

ship propulsion systems is that they will employ gas turbine power units. Their
high power-to-weight ratio, the flexibility of the free-power turbine, and the

large amounts of power that can be developed make them invincible for this ap-
plication. The aeronautical requirement will also ensure a high level of devel-

opment in the future. Developments in the marinised versions will possibly take

place, and the interesting suggestion mentioned by Waldo in Ref. 31 of separat-

ing the free -power turbine from the gas generator and considering the ducted

gases as a replacement for the mechanical drive arouse interesting speculations.

For example, possibly alternative engine arrangements could be devised to en-

able simpler geared drives to be used for propellers, even including the possi-

bility of inclined shaft drives. The relative simplicity of the inclined drive

makes it an attractive proposition for use with fully cavitating and ventilated

propellers, both of which offer good prospects for reliable, efficient propulsion.

While fully cavitating propellers have received considerable attention in the

past, ventilated propellers have been virtually ignored up to now, although con-
siderable benefits are envisaged with this type of propeller since the problems
of cavity collapse, cavitation erosion, and particularly underwater noise propa-
gation should be greatly reduced. Further this type of propulsion, in which the

venting air or gas is delivered through support struts which may be of the base-
vented type, will also have application to high-speed displacement ships such as

destroyers or frigates and hovercraft of both the sidewall and peripheral-skirted
types, in addition to hydrofoils employing either noncavitating or fully cavitating

foil systems.

The structural problems associated with these propellers, such as provid-
ing adequate strength and resistance to fatigue and cavitation erosion, may be
relieved with the new materials that are emerging from the laboratory; for ex-
ample, the boron or carbon-filament reinforced composite materials employing
metallic or polymeric matrices may provide a better solution than either Inconel

718 or titanium. Also, these materials may be more easily fabricated than In-

conel and titanium, thereby eliminating the very costly forging and machining
procedures currently employed.
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NOMENCLATURE

C^ Lift coefficient ' -

D Screw diameter

E Elastic Modulus

V '"
^

•

''^'^•' •'

f Axial wake factor = -f-a V

V
f ^ Tangential wake factor =

V
f Radial wake factor = -rr
r V

J Screw advance ratio = -^
nU

T
Kt Screw thrust coefficient =

n2D4

K„ Screw torque coefficient

p

_

n Screw speed of rotation

p Static pressure

P^ Vapour pressure

Screw torque
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r Radius

R Screw radius

S structural similarity parameter - n^D^ ^^—^ <-

T Screw thrust

V Ship speed

Vg Axial wake velocity

v^ Tangential wake velocity

v^ Radial wake velocity

X Radius fraction = ^

f

/3 Inflow angle tan /3
=

X77 _

T^ ft,

J ^T
7] Screw efficiency = tt- ' ^^-

277 Kq

n Angular rate of rotation

p Mass density

p-p
a Cavitation number — or Poisson's ratio
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APPENDIX

WATER TUNNEL TESTING TECHNIQUES

All the hydrodynamic testing for this project has been conducted in the No. 1

water tunnel in the Ship Division, NPL, and in the course of testing a number of

factors have come to light which are considered worthy of comment. These
mainly refer to the corrections that have been applied to the raw measured data

in order to determine the predicted ship values. Because it is not customary to

use water tunnel results when predicting conventional displacement ship propul-

sion from models, these corrections assume a greater importance in the model
testing of fully cavitating propellers where tunnel testing is necessary.

WATER SPEED MEASUREMENT

The largest single factor affecting the results has arisen through the use of

the upstream wake simulator. In order to set the water speed in the tunnel

working section, the flow downstream of the walce simulator was first measured
with a pitot rake and then this volumetric mean flow was plotted against the

pressure drop occurring in the upstream contraction. Subsequently, when the

screws were being tested the tunnel water speeds were set by using this cali-

bration.

At any early stage in the test programme one of the fully cavitating propel-

lers was tested both with and without the wake simulator. When tested without

the simulator, the upstream bluff end of the screw hub was shielded from the

oncoming flow by attaching a fairing cone to the hub which rotated with the

screw. This procedure is customary when testing propellers with a downstream
drive shaft. However, in this case, due to the large amount of hub taper which

is necessary to fair in with the pod shape, the upstream fairing cone was neces-

sarily ill-shaped in order to keep it of reasonable length. Testing the screw in

this manner gave quite large differences compared with the results of testing

behind the wake simulator, the thrust without the simulator being less than when
it was tested with it. This was considered to be due to the large pre-swirl in

the direction of the screw rotation caused by the rotating fairing cone, a view
that was supported by the nature of the slight amount of cavitation that occurred
on the upstream cone. Subsequently, no further tests were conducted without the

presence of the wake simulator.

SHAFT PULL CORRECTION

A correction to the measured values of thrust has been necessary due to the

differential pressures acting on the ends of the downstream drive shaft. One
end of the shaft is in atmospheric air, while the other end is in the low pressure
of the working section. Normally, without a wake simulator, the pressure acting

on the propeller end of the shaft is taken to be the water tunnel working section

pressure. However, with the wake simulator that was used, it was necessary to

measure the actual pressure between the upstream end of the rotating screw and

the stationary downstream end of the wake simulator. The arrangement tested
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I 'eoiA

— -£.

DRIVE SHAFT
DOWNSTREAM
FAIRING CONE

INNER BRASS
TUBE

WAKE SIMULATOR

Fig. A-1 - Diagrammatic arrangement of fully
cavitating screw with wake simulator

is sketched in Fig. A-1, and two sample sets of pressure measurements are
given below.

(i) J = 0.80; a = 0.35

Pressure tap

position

Absolute pressure
lbf/ft2 ^

(ii) J = 0.3; a = 2.7

Pressure tap
position

Absolute pressure
Ibf/ft^ -^

Tunnel water speed =27.0 ft/sec

Screw rate of rotation = 40.5 rps
Vapour pressure = 44 Ibf/ft^

B

(Atmospheric) (Upstream)
(static)

D

2120 314 129 151 178 169

Tunnel water speed = 10.5 ft/sec

Screw rate of rotation = 42.0 rps
Vapour pressure = 47 Ibf/ft^

B

(Atmospheric) (Upstream)
(static

)

D

2120 339 48 79 129 125

In the first case the pressure at F, which was used in the pull correction,
was considerably different from the upstream static pressure at B which would
have been used in making the pull correction in uniform flow. For these results
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the pull correction would amount to 13.5 Ibf for a 1.1/8-inch diameter shaft,

which is highly significant when compared with the total force measured on the

dynamometer, which in this case was just over 100 Ibf. Since the pressure at

the tunnel end of the shaft is always low with low cavitation numbers, the pull

correction does not vary too much; but it becomes a relatively large proportion

of the total force at the higher J values when the thrust approaches zero.

It can be inferred from the above pressure measurements at C and B, and

from the fact that the difference between them is greater than the pressure drop

across the simulator, that the inflow velocity to the screw at point C is greater

than the upstream velocity, i.e., the inflow at this point is accelerated. While

this may not be the case at the outer radii, it does not confirm the statement

that it is possible for decelerated inflows to accompany fully cavitating propel-

ler operations.

Referring again to Fig. A-1, it can be seen that the axial forces P^ and P^

on the surfaces of the hub and downstream fairing cone X , and the annular area

of the upstream hub surface Y, have also been included in the measured shaft

force or thrust, and the net propulsive force arising from these pressure forces

is given by (P^ - P ) . In considering this force, it may be noted that whereas

the flow, and hence the pressure forces over the hub, downstream fairing, and

outer surfaces of the simulator near the propeller, are correctly produced on

the model in relation to the ship, there exists a little doubt as to the relative

magnitude of the force Py in the model tests. This arises because the condi-

tions in the gap between the propeller hub and wake simulator could not be cor-

rectly produced in the model arrangement when using a downstream shaft.

A few tests were made on a model screw in which the gap between the

screw and the simulator was varied from about 0.6 to 3 percent of the screw di-

ameter, and it was found that the shaft axial force was unaffected while the gap

was small but began to fall off when the gap reached 3 percent of the screw di-

ameter. Subsequently, all tests were conducted with a gap varying from about

0.6 percent to 1.5 percent of the diameter, and in this range the thrust did not

vary with gap size.

Finally, in connection with the measured tunnel thrust, the pull correction,

and the pressure forces acting over the hub, it should be pointed out that the re-

sistance of the craft should include the flow over the pods as far downstream as

the propellers, plus the pressure forces acting over the pod surfaces in the

propeller-pod gaps, both, of course, being determined with the propellers

operating.

TUNNEL WALL EFFECT

No corrections have been made to the results to account for the constraint

imposed on the flow by the presence of the tunnel walls. The tunnel used in

these experiments had a slotted-wall working section and, like an open jet tun-

nel, this is expected to reduce the corrections from this source to small values

as it does with noncavitating propellers. Reference 32 summarises the existing

data on fully cavitating propellers in relation to wall effects, but the results are

obscure and could not be used for making corrections.
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It may be noted that in these experiments the lowest cavitation numbers at-

tainable were limited to some extent by the tunnel circuit cavitating in addition

to the cavitation produced by the propeller itself. It was also necessary to per-
form the tests at relatively low values of air content in order to prevent free air

from recirculating around the tunnel circuit, and to enable the lowest working
section pressures to be obtained. Throughout the tests the air content was kept
approximately within the range of 3.5 to 7.0 parts per million by weight.

REYNOLD'S NUMBER OF TESTS

To achieve the low cavitation numbers required, the experiments had to be
run at high speeds, and this led to high values of Reynold's number. Based on
the relative flow and the blade chord lengths at the 70 percent radius, the Reyn-
old's number of the tests was about 2 x 10^ compared with 30 x 10^ for the ship.

DISCUSSION

W.B. Morgan

Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Washington, D. C.

This extensive paper shows the amount of work necessary to develop a
high-speed propeller for a particular application. An accounting of the details

gone through in such a development is most welcomed.

I have two questions which involve the strength analysis. The first question
concerns the use of the simple beam theory for making the stress analysis. The
stresses obtained by the authors experimentally indicate that the direction of the
principal stresses toward the blade tip deviate considerably from that normally
assumed for airfoil-shaped sections, i.e., normal to the nose-tail line. I would
like to know, in the use of the simple beam theory, whether or not the principal
stresses were considered as normal to the nose-tail line. It should be possible
to calculate the location of the principal axis and take into account its true
position.

My second question is whether or not a section with a large annex was con-
sidered for strength purposes.
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION

B.V. Davis

I am indebted to Mr. S. Morita, who has provided the following answers to

Mr. W.B. Morgan's questions:

1, The methods applied to analyse the hydrofoil propeller blades included

the simple beam theory for determining spanwise bending stresses, and tor-

sional stress analysis of the noncircular blade sections. The combination of

bending and shear stresses can give principal stresses in directions which are

not normal to the section nose-to-tail line. This feature was clearly demon-
strated during extensive structural testing of a full-scale aluminum blade model.

2. With regard to the need for a large annex to the blade section, this was
considered for early versions of the design. It was found that when applying the

simple beam theory, the section modulus at the leading edge was reduced in

spite of the increase in the moment of inertia. This is due to rotation of the

principal axes, giving rise to increased fibre distance at the leading edge. The

conclusion was that an annex at the trailing edge does not always provide a re-

duction in the peak stress levels, and has the disadvantage of additional weight

and hence higher centrifugal stresses.

(Author's Note) - For the final design it was found necessary to trim off the

upper rear section surfaces, to obtain small tension stresses in the thin blade

leading edges, i.e., by rotating the section principal axis slightly above the sec-

tion leading edge. A computer programme was used to obtain section properties

at various blade stations, and a trial and error method used by removing trail-

ing edge upper surface material until the desired principal axis orientation was
obtained.
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ABSTRACT

The transformation of a hydrodynamic field into an actual propulsive
device follows a method which, although being derived from theory, is

based upon simplifications and approximations. Up till now no univocal
procedure has been proved by experience.

The main reasons for this unsatisfactory situation seem to be: (a) dif-

ferences between hydrofoils' theoretical and actual perfornnances

;

(b) the effect of flow curvature in wide-bladed propellers.

Since the hydrofoil's performance is one of the basic elements for the

majority of naval propulsive systems, conventional or not, it is intended

in this report to present some theoretical analyses and experimental
results dealing with thedynannics of hydrofoils. At the same time some
practical consequences of the effect of flow curvature are pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the design of a naval propeller based onthe vortex theory two main phases
may be considered: the evaluation of the hydrodynamic field for a limited num-
ber of radial stations, that is, the computation of both the velocity diagrams and

the products, lift coefficient x chord length {C^^- c) ; and the shaping of the re-

lated cylindrical blade sections in such a manner as to be able to produce the

desired lift without cavitation.

The first phase follows a theoretical formulation, by now universally

adopted, which does not require any further comment; on the contrary, the sec-

ond one, in which the hydrodynamic field turns into an actual propulsive device,

This work has been supported by the "Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche."
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is derived from theory but contains unavoidable approximations, simplifications

and empirical evaluations which do not yet lead to a univocal procedure well

proved by experience (1, 2).

The basic reasons for such discrepancies seem to be:

jy ,
(a) the considerable differences between the true performance in real

fluid of the hydrofoils normally used in the design of a naval pro-
peller, and their theoretical pesrformance, as deduced by conformal
mapping, in ideal flow; and

(b) the effects due to the blade Avidth; because the blade, in naval pro-
pellers, is better represented by a vortex lifting surface rather
than by a lifting line.

The aim of this report is to present some theoretical analyses and to refer

to some experimental results dealing with the above-mentioned topics.

Studies on the dynamics of lifting foils are considered to be a topical ques-
tion, because the hydrofoil is the basic element for the majority of naval propul-

sive systems, conventional or not.

2. THE HYDROFOIL'S ACTUAL PERFORMANCE

2.1 Lift Coefficient in Ideal Flow

In designing the blades of a naval propeller, extensive use is made nowadays
of foils with thickness distribution NASA 16 or NASA 66 mod. (the NASA 66 is

less often used because of its thinness at the trailing edge), cambered according
to the mean lines NASA a = l, NASA a = 0.8, and NASA 65, and operating at an
angle of attack a, measured between the chord and the direction of the undis-
turbed flow.

Tables 1 and 2 show the geometry of the above-mentioned section foils and
mean lines, taken from the NASA Report 824. Theoretical values of the velocity

increments for the basic thickness forms and mean lines considered and for a
wide range of thickness ratios are tabulated in that report for each particular

station along the chord, namely:

(a) A7^ = A'K^ V = function of the thickness ratio of a particular hy-
drofoil, and proportional to the velocity of the undisturbed
flow V

;

f
(b) AV^ = A'v f v-f-= function of a particular mean line, and propor-

tional both to the velocity v and to the camber ratio f^/c ; and

(c) AV^ = A' Fa vCi^a ~ function of the thickness ratio t„/c , of a partic-

ular thickness form, and directly proportional, for each thick-

ness ratio, to the velocity v and to the lift coefficient c^^,

depending on the angle of attack.
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Table 1

Half Ordinates-NASA 16-66-66 Mod
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Table 2

Mean Lines a = l-a = 0.8-NASA 65
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form; the second, Cta j
produced by the angle of attack, depends upon the inci-

dence and upon the thickness ratio of a particular thickness distribution. See

Fig. 1. -. .

^ ^ * »

Assuming

Fig. 1 - Velocity increments

and

it follows that

dc (3)

r A'V^ A'V^ dc

r A'v^ dc

(4)

(l + ^f) (5)

K the structure of the two formulas (3) and (4) is considered, it is easily

recognized that the coefficient k
f
depends only upon the mean line, and that k\,

in practice, even though not in theory, depends almost only upon the thickness

distribution and the thickness ratio.

In Figs. 2-7, values of c^^ versus tjc and f^/c are given for several

combinations of thickness forms and mean lines. The values shown have been
calculated by A. Silvestro (3), integrating numerically the velocity increments
tabulated in NASA Report 824.
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Fig. 2 - Lift coefficient at shock-free entry-

conditions versus / /c and t /c.

The same results can be very closely approximated (the error is no more
than 0.5% for the ratios of t /c normally used) by

'L/ k/-^U.k/-^I, (6)

K
f
and K ^

being as shown in Table 3.

In the practical design of naval propellers, an average value oi k
^^

= 0.75

may be assumed for all cases, if preferred, thanks to the very low values of the

thickness ratio used.

From a former work (4), a value of k^ = 1.55 for Karman-Treffts profiles

with NASA-65 mean line has been derived. This value is very far from those

listed above, which refer, in general, to the foils by now normally used in naval

construction, and, in particular, to those employed in the design of the blade
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fm/c = 060^ """^
fn^^cj^^a055____^ -" f^/c = 0.050

^_______
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'Lf

Fig. 7 - Lift coefficient at shock-free entry
conditions versus / /c and f„/c.

Suction-Side Maximum Depression in Ideal Flow

In operating conditions, the maximum value of the depression at a typical

point M on the suction side of a foil (see Fig. 1) may be easily obtained by means

of Bernoulli's equation,

T^=^- (l+A'K,.A'V^,^.A'y,C,,)' 1 ,
(10)

%pv

and substituting the value of f /c obtained by the relation (6):

^ = f--.*^'
-L/ +^'v^ ca La (11)

1 + K,

For the basic thickness forms and mean lines considered in this report,

when lift coefficients and thickness ratios fall in the range of those normally in-

volved in the design of a naval propeller (generally Ci^c/t„ < 6), the point of

maximum depression on the suction side occurs at 60% of the chord from the

leading edge, whenever the required lift coefficient is obtained completely by

camber or 90% by camber and 10% by the angle of attack. From the basic data

tabulated in the NASA Report 824, the values of the various coefficients in rela-

tion (11), shown in Table 4 are easily obtained for that point. Substituting the
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These simple relations represent the cavitation index, which appears in the

"incipient cavitation diagrams" referred to before, in a precise, analytical way.
At the same time, this analytical solution amplifies and corrects the meaning of

the cavitation charts both in that it includes the possibility of realizing lift par-
tially by camber and partially by incidence, and in that the evaluation of the lift

coefficient produced by camber takes into adequate account the influence of the

thickness.

The same relations show the convenience of realizing a certain amount of

lift, that is, 10%, as suggested previously, by incidence, and the remaining
amount by camber. Introducing these percentages into the above relations, and
also eventually neglecting the term K^ t„/c which causes small differences to

arise for thicknesses less than 0.05, the same relations can be further simpli-

fied; the first, for instance, becomes:

,
^ = fl+ 1.132 -^+0.238 Ci^j - 1

." "

The analytical layout also offers the advantage of a direct determination of

the minimum chord length required to avoid cavitation, without iterative proc-
esses and without further readings of the "charts." U it is desired, the strength

requirements may also be introduced directly by means of a specified series of

the products t^^ c for each section, or by means of the appropriate values for

the root section.

All this clearly facilitates the preparation of electronic computer programs.

2.3 Chordwise Load and Pressure Distribution

An ideal foil, such as that shown in Fig. 8, without thickness and incidence
and cambered according to the mean line a = l, has a uniform load distribution

all along the chord, a constant negative pressure coefficient on the suction side

Ap, .' N

- — = 0.5 c^, + (0.25 c^,)2 \
'

;

and a constant positive pressure coefficient on the face '

'

-^= 0.5 C^, - (0.25 C^,)2
"•

i

However, when the foil considered is no longer ideal, but thick, the chord-
wise load distribution still remains more or less constant, but the pressure dis-
tribution changes considerably.

Figure 9 shows the pressure distribution on both sides of a section foil at

shock free entry conditions, with mean line a = l, thickness ratio 0.18, and cam-
ber ratio 0.05515. This figure clearly reveals that at least from a theoretical
point of view and as far as cavitation is concerned it is advisable to load the ex-
tremities of an actual section foil more heavily, when hydrodynamically possi-
ble. In the inlet area this loading is achieved precisely by realizing a given part
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Fig. 8 - Chordwise pressure distribution
upon the pressure and suction sides of
and ideal foil with a NASA a = 1 mean line
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of the lift coefficient by incidence, as is shown in Fig. 10, which refers to a pro-

file NASA 16, a = l, tjc= 0.06, c^ = 0.314, c^^ = 0.9 c^, c^^ = 0.1 c^.

i
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(a) Lift coefficient due to incidence.

' '^
'

Mean line NASA 65 c^^ = 6.10 (1 - 0.15 /:„/c) a

Mean lines
I
^
~
Q g c^^ = 5.80(1 + 0.25 ^„/c)a

As can be seen, the thickness effect on the mean line NASA 65 leads in the

opposite direction to that on the mean lines a = l and a = 0.8.

When the thickness ratio ranges between 3% and 10% of the chord, it can be

more easily assumed in both cases that

C^^ = 6.00 a = 0. 105 a°

where a and a° , expressed respectively in radians and degrees, represent the

angle of attack with reference to the chord.

(b) Lift coefficient due to ca?nber. Designating the lift produced by cam-
ber by the symbol \Cif\^ [as can be deduced from relation (6) for operation in

ideal flow], the same coefficient Ic^/I^, for operation in actual flow, can be cal-

culated as follows: •-• ''•'

« r,r , , . ,. [a = 0.8
\CLf\, =0.75 \CLf\. for mean lines

I ^^g^ gg

I^L/I^ = 0.675 \Ci^f\. for mean line a = l.

(c) Zero lift angle of attack. It can be assumed with sufficient accuracy
that

I^LfL

in radians.

(d) Pressure distribution along the surfaces of the foils. An experimental
result obtained with a NASA-16 section foil, a = l, t^/c = 0.06, and 4,/c = 0.011,

at shock-free entry, is shown in Fig. 11. The values of the pressure distribution

on the surface, as they resulted from experiments, are compared with the theo-

retical values which were calculated on the basis of the methodology previously

discussed, by employing the velocity increments tabulated in NASA Report 824

for several stations along the chord.

The experimental data were measured in a cavitation tunnel, with a test

section of 60cm x 60cm, by means of thirty pressure holes drilled at appropri-
ate intervals on the surface of a profile (with a chord of 20cm and a span of

60cm), connected with the same number of mercury manometers. In order to

avoid difficulties arising from the effect of finite span and correction for sup-
port interference, the span of the foil was made equal to the width of the test

section.
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The theoretical lift coefficient for this

foil, as calculated by integrating the velocity

increments along the chord, results at the

value of 0.2076, that is, very close to the value

0.208 obtainable by means of relation (6). The
experimental value of the lift coefficient, as

given by the integration of the measured pres-

sures diagram, closely approaches 0.151.

The loss in lift seems to be largely at-

tributable to the positive pressure fall which
occurs all along the face of the foil, but espe-
cially in the vicinities of the leading and trail-

ing edges. On the contrary, the depression on
the back, for the entire width of the foil, prac-
tically matches that calculated theoretically;

a fact which could lead to the conclusion that

viscosity has little or no influence on this

particular aspect of the phenomenon.

The verification of such a result is of

obvious importance from the cavitation point

of view. In any case the subject needs to be

gone into more thoroughly, and this empha-
sizes the usefulness mentioned earlier of ap-
propriate, systematic research.

5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

It Should be noted, though, that during the Fig. 11 - NASA 16-Z06:

tests the onset of cavitation always took place, experimental and theo-

as far as could be seen, at values of the cavi- retical results

tation index 20-25% higher than those evalu-

ated by theory. This could explain the usual
practice of reducing the cavitation index by the same percentage both when de-

signing a naval propeller, and when evaluating the results of water tunnel ex-

periments.

However, one should remember the difficulties of establishing the exact

moment in which cavitation takes place, either by natural observation or by us-

ing stroboscopic light, and one should also remember the error involved in sub-

stituting the critical value of the pressure by the vapour pressure at test tem-
perature.

3. EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPELLER

3.1 Propeller Models

The difference between the performance of a hydrofoil in ideal fluid and its

performance in actual fluid has already been mentioned, and the reduction coef-

ficients 0.675, 0.75, and 0.75 have been suggested for the mean lines a = l, a = 0.8,

and NASA 65, respectively.
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In order to evaluate the accuracy of these coefficients in propeller design

and at the same time to measure as far as possible the effect of the blade width

(the second cause of difference given in the introduction) an experimental test

was carried out using the following models:

case A: A propeller for fast, military craft, with a high value of expanded blade

area ratio and a low value of thrust coefficient (Table 6), constructed in

three models with identical design data and identical radial thickness dis-

tribution, but according to three different geometrical solutions:

E.973 mean line a = l

E.1065 mean line a = 0.8

lift 90% by camber and 10% by incidence,

lift by camber and by angle of attack associ-

ated with the mean line, and

E.1030 mean line NASA 65 lift by camber alone.

Table 6

Design Data of Real Propeller
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case B: A propeller for cargo boats, with a low value of expanded blade area
ratio and a high value of thrust coefficient (Table 6), constructed, as case
A , with identical design data and identical radial thickness distribution, but

according to the three solutions:

E.1031 mean line a = l lift by camber alone,

E.1066 mean line a = 0.8 lift by camber and by angle of attack associ-

ated with the mean line,

E.997 mean line NASA 65 lift by camber alone.

case C:

E.997 as above (basic model) •. .

-. .. , ..rij ^ !,•

E.998 camber reduced by 50% with reference to the basic model,

E.999 camber increased by 50% with reference to the basic model.

The mean line NASA 65 was adopted for each of the three models, and the thick-

ness distribution and chord length were identical in each case.

The aim of investigations A and s was to check the effect of the mean line

and of the blade width; the aim of c was to emphasize the effect of the camber.
The hydrodynamic calculation for cases A and B was carried out on the basis of

the vortex theory, involving, in particular:

optimum circulation distribution;

ideal efficiency as illustrated by Shultz in the DTMB Report 1148;

Goldstein factors reported by Tachmindji in the DTMB Report 1141;

theoretical lift coefficients and pressure coefficients on the suction

side as for the numerical expressions and coefficients referred to in

Sees. 2.1 and 2.2;

real fluid reduction coefficient 0.75 for all mean lines;

lift coefficient for angel of attack c^^ = 0.1a°;

corrections for camber and angle of attack according to Ludwieg-
Ginzel.

The thickness distribution NASA 16 was adopted for all the models. Theo-
retical performances for models E.998 and E.999 were determined by means of

a "reverse calculation"; this allows an evaluation of the hydrodynamic charac-
teristics to be made for any desired advance coefficient (in this case that of the
basic model E.997) when the geometry of the propeller is given in its entirety.
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Such a "reverse procedure" is based upon the equality of the conditions im-

posed by the hydrodynamic calculation, which can be expressed, section by sec-

tion, by the well-known relation

C, =
4ttD^x X sin (/3.) tan (/3,-/3)

and upon the equality of the conditions imposed by the geometry of each single

section, which, according to the notations and relations presented in the preced-

ing paragraphs, are expressed by

Cj^ = 0.75 Kf —ll+K^ ~j+ 6.00 a ,

where 0.75 is the coefficient of reduction from perfect to viscous fluid.

The equation of equality is an implicit function only of the hydrodynamic
angle of advance /3i , which can be evaluated for each separate section together

with the ideal efficiency rj-. In this way it is possible to deduce the values of

the thrust T., of the ideal moment Q ,, and of the corresponding quantities in

actual fluid; the latter with the introduction of an appropriate value of the drag-
lift ratio e (in this case equal to 0.035). Table 6 gives the design and the cal-

culated hydrodynamic data for cases a and B ; Table 7 for the three models in

case c

.

Table 7

Camber and Pitch Ratios of Models
E.997 (Basic)-E.998-E.999

Case C
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The tolerances of the models resulted as follows: s

1

mean pitch . ± 0.3% ,.

thickness on inner radii ± 1.8% _•;

thickness on outer radii ±0.9%

3.2 Experimental Results ." '

. . .;

The final results of the tests carried out in a cavitation tunnel, at constant

velocity and variable revolutions, are reported in Table 8. Experimental data

have been corrected for wall effect according to the formula

V . a
Tr= ^ " 2

f/l +Cj.-

in which ^ • . - ;;

V = velocity of the water in the tunnel, measured by a venturimeter;

v^ = advance velocity of the propeller in open water at the same thrust

constant C^; i .

:

a = propeller disk area/tunnel test section area. •

3.3 Comments and Conclusions

An examination of the results presented in Table 8 gives rise to the follow-

ing comments and conclusions:

(a) The actual performance of propellers with a low expanded blade

area ratio (equal to or less than 0.45) matches the expected data very well

when the mean lines a = 0.8 and NASA 65 are adopted (propeller models

E.1066, E.997, E.998 and E.999), and when the hydrofoil coefficients sug-

gested in Sec. 2. are used.

When the mean line a = l is employed, performance is about 10%
lower. This reconfirms the advisability, already mentioned in previous

pages, of adopting a reduction coefficient equal to 0.675 for viscous flow

(instead of 0.75 as used in designing the models in question) when employ-

ing the mean line a = l.

(b) Propellers with a high expanded blade area ratio are subject to a

further drop in performance (valuable at 10% when 4^4^ > 1.00). Such a

conclusion has been reached by other authors, and the problem has given

rise to many thorough, theoretical and experimental investigations (8), (9),

(10), (11).
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Rough approximations and the inadequacy of the Ludwieg-Ginzel

method of correcting flow curvature (based only on the induced velocity at

one point half way along the chord) account for the differences encountered.

(c) The preceding deductions and in general the reliability of the pro-

cedure followed are supported by the reverse calculation, even though the

experimental results contain unavoidable inaccuracies of measurement and

the reverse calculation was used only in connection with nonoptimum free-

running propellers.
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DISCUSSION

Wm. B. Morgan
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D.C.

I would like to emphasize the authors' remarks concerning the NACA a = 1.0

and the NACA a = 0.8 mean lines. It is our experience at NSRDC that the theory
for design of moderately loaded propellers is adequate provided that certain

important steps are made.

(1) The NACA a = 0.8 load distribution is used and not the constant load

distribution, because due to viscosity the a = 1.0 distribution cannot be realized

in practice.

(2) Lifting-surface corrections from modern computer programs are
used. These correction factors must include a camber correction, an ideal

angle of attack correction, an angle correction for skew (if used), and an angle

of attack correction for thickness.

A paper presenting extensive tables of correction factors will be presented
at the 1968 Annual Meeting of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engi-
neers.

DISCUSSION

C. Kruppa
Technische Universitat

Berlin, Germany

I would like to supplement the data on foil section characteristics presented
by the authors, and refer to some hitherto unpublished work which I carried out

in the Vosper cavitation tunnel (Portsmouth, England), some years ago. The
main scope of this work was to assess the cavitation- free angle of attack (or lift

coefficient) ranges of two-dimensional foil sections, consisting of elliptic-

parabolic thickness distributions, cambered with the NACA a = 1.0 mean line. In

total, eight different foil sections were tested, covering thickness -chord ratios

0.03 < t/c < 0.12 and design lift coefficients < c^ . < 0.56. The work was
sponsored by the British Admiralty. Copies of the report should be obtainable

through AEW-Haslar by referring to Vosper Report No. 115 ("Methodical Cavita-

tion Tests on Blade Sections—Three Component Factors and Cavitation Pat-
terns").
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The experimental results obtained in the cavitation tunnel were compared
with theoretical results, using the superposition method referred to by the au-

thors as well as the rigorous method of conformal mapping.

The experimental data showed indeed that for the NACA a = 1.0 mean line,

viscous flow effects resulted in an 25% shift in zero lift angle of attack, towards
smaller values. U satisfactory agreement between theoretical predictions of

cavitation-free angle of attack ranges and experimental data was to be obtained,

the viscous flow corrections had to be incorporated both in camber and angle of

attack. - ..y . . -

At present, an experimental program has been started in the cavitation-

tunnel laboratory of Berlin Technical University where the cavitation-free angle

of attack ranges are to be assessed for oscillating foil sections. The latter con-
sist of NACA 16 thickness distributions cambered with the a = 0.8 mean line. In

total, 25 different foil sections will be tested in a two-dimensional test section,

over a wide range of cavitation numbers and reduced frequencies, covering
thickness -chord ratios 0.03 < t/c < 0.18 and design lift coefficients < Cli <

0.5.

DISCUSSION

C.-A. Johnsson
Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank

Goteborg, Sweden

I should like to support Dr. Morgan when he claims that the lifting-surface

theory in its present stage is adequate for design purposes for conventional pro-
pellers in most cases. In his answer to Dr. Morgan, Dr. Castagneto refers to

some comparisons between calculations and experiments, reported recently by
me, where he has found, in some cases, very large differences between the cal-

culated number of revolutions and those obtained in open-water tests. Regard-
ing those two cases, where such discrepancies could be noticed, it can be clearly
seen in the report that they are characterized by very small values of the ad-
vance ratio /. Thus, the reason for the discrepancies is most likely that these
cases are outside the range within which the theory of moderately loaded propel-
lers can be applied. As this range is difficult to determine accurately enough,
low / values have to be considered with care, which, of course, is a limitation

of the applicability of the theory. Bearing this in mind, however, the lifting-

surface theory seems to be adequate for design purposes as long as the NACA
a = 0.8 mean line is used. Very good agreement between calculated and measured
number of revolutions can be expected without adding any empirical corrections,
provided the thickness effect is included.
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION

E. Castagneto and P.G. Maioli

The authors would like to thank all those who took part in the discussion for

their precious contributions.

The main aim of our paper was to present simple and practical mathemati-
cal relations [formula (6) and Table 5], which would permit the evaluation of

some dynamic characteristics of hydrofoils as applied to naval propellers in

ideal flow. At the same time the paper emphasized the necessity of using suit-

able coefficients to take the effect of viscous flow into account.

With regard to the hydrodynamic characteristics of hydrofoils in actual

flow, we are very glad to learn from Dr. Kruppa's communication that some-
thing has already been done (at the Vosper cavitation tunnel), and is being done
at present (at the Berlin Technical University), to fill in the gap of which we
complained in our paper and which interests not only propellers but also other

design particulars such as rudders, stabilizers, etc.

Dr. Morgan and Dr. Johnnson have emphasized that the design theory of

moderately loaded propellers operating under incipient cavitation conditions can
nowadays be considered as adequate, provided that NACA = 0.8 load distribution

and lifting-surface corrections are used. The authors take note of this with much
satisfaction. Undoubtedly it represents an important achievement, even if the

problem still remains open for other types of load distribution, and certainly it

justifies the further research which is being done on the dynamics of hydrofoils

in viscous flow, the results of which, once obtained, we hope can be presented in

such a plain and simple way as to be easily utilizable by all naval designers,
whether of propellers or not.
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WATERJET PROPULSION
Virgil E. Johnson, Jr.

Hydronautics, Inc.

Laurel, Maryland

INTRODUCTION

Although waterjet propulsion is certainly not a new type of propulsion, it

has become of increasing interest in the past decade. In the late 1950's, water-

jet propulsion received considerable publicity as the method of propulsion for

sports craft of the future—probably because the glamour of je^ -propelled air-

craft appealed to the small sports craft owner. Most of this type of appeal has

worn off now, and the rush to waterjet-propelled small sports craft has not yet

materialized. The facts are that at the present speed of most small craft (35

knots or less), the efficiency of the conventional screw propeller is considerably

higher than that achievable by waterjet systems. Consequently, except in those

cases where very shallow craft or a completely protected impeller is required

(regardless of efficiency), waterjet propulsion is not likely to take over in the

small sports craft field.

At higher speeds, say, greater than 45 knots, the conventional screw pro-

peller suffers because of cavitation. The substitute for the conventional screw
propeller at these higher speeds is the "supercavitating" propeller. Such pro-

pellers have been successfully designed and built for numbers of planing and

hydrofoil craft in the speed range less than 60 knots. Much higher speeds are

achieved in racing craft using supercavitating propellers.

The great increase in interest in waterjet propulsion in the past five years
has been brought about because of the need to propel high-speed craft (45-100

knots) such as hydrofoils and surface -effect ships. Although the supercavitating

propeller is a logical candidate for propulsion of these higher-speed craft, the

supercavitating propeller does experience serious performance degradation at

low advance ratios and thus has difficulty producing the large thrust required at

hump speed. In those configurations using a "Z" drive, the bevel gears required

in the pod to supply power to the supercavitating propeller tax the state of the

gear design art.

Waterjet propulsion offers a substitute for supercavitating propellers at

high speeds. Waterjet propulsion systems eliminate the gearbox problem, and it

should be possible to design waterjet systems with "hump" thrust characteris-

tics superior to those of supercavitating propellers. Of course, it is generally

nature's way that solutions to existing problems introduce new problems—so it

is with waterjet propulsion. This paper presents no new information related to

waterjet propulsion, but rather highlights the present state of the art. For a

more comprehensive state-of-the-art report, including an extensive and up to

date bibliography, see Ref. (1).
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EFFICIENCY

In Ref. (2), expressions are derived for the efficiency of waterjet propulsion

systems strictly on the basis of momentum theory. No account is taken of (1) the

wake inflow to the inlet (inflow is assumed to be uniform at the velocity of the

craft), (2) the effect of the inlet on the resistance of the craft, and (3) the addi-

tional drag of the craft that may be attributed to the additional weight require-

ments of a waterjet system. Typical waterjet systems are schematically shown
in Fig. 1.

^^^-^
V
o

(a)

rJrT'^^:^^

(b)

rOr-r^-^'j

Fig. 1 - Geometric configuration
of waterjets

As derived in Ref. (2), the ratio of propulsive efficiency 17 to pump effi-

ciency 7] is presented in Fig. 2 as a function of the parameter h* = l^W^^ ,

where h is the head added by the pump and Vq is the forward speed of the craft.

The various curves shown in Fig. 2 are for different values of the parameter k ,

where the internal losses h^ (inlet, internal diffusion, ducting and nozzle) are

defined as h^ - Y.V^'^/2?,. The important point to note from Fig. 2 is that an

optimum value for h* exists for each value of K .

Physically, Fig. 2, points out that for a given value of k , the efficiency is

less than optimum for h* < H* , because excess energy is used in overcoming
the internal losses; whereas operation at values of h* > H* ^

results in de-

creased efficiency because of excess kinetic energy expended in the jet. It is

important to recognize that operation at increasing values of h* means in-

creased jet velocity and consequently, for a given thrust requirement, decreased
discharge. Thus, operation at higher values of h* means smaller inlets, ducts,

pumps, and nozzles, and thus less weight for a given thrust. This fact, as is

pointed out in several Refs. (1 -4), generally leads the designer to select

H* > H*pt in order to achieve a system which requires less power to propel a
given payload, even though the "momentum" efficiency as presented in Fig. 2 is

less than optimum.
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Fig. 3 - Factors influencing optimum propulsor selection

LARGE SHIP G.T. WATERJETS
B.L. INGESTION

40 60

VELOCITY - KNOTS

Fig. 4 - Design propulsor
comparisons (Ref. 4)

INLETS

The two most important problem areas in the design of water -jet propulsion

systems are the inlet and the pump.

The inlet must be designed to operate cavitation-free at cruise speed. Such

cavitation-free operation in uniform, zero -incidence operation should be straight-

forward, but the inflow is generally nonuniform and there is always some inci-

dence as the craft moves through rough water or maneuvers even in smooth
water. Furthermore, the optimum flow rate through the system varies with the

speed and thrust requirements of the boat, so that the inlet must be capable of

operating over a wide range of inlet velocity/forward speed ratios or must be

designed with special features, such as variable area. There is, at present, a

great lack of experimental data concerned with the cavitation characteristics

and efficiency of head recovery of inlets suitable for waterjet propulsion sys-

tems. Reference (5) does present a procedure for the design of two-dimensional,

base-vented inlets for various inlet velocity ratios.
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PUMPS

The principal requirements of pumps for waterjet propulsion systems are

that they be cavitation-free and light-weight. As usual, these requirements are

not compatible.

The most severe conditions for cavitation-free operation exist at the low-

speed "hump" situation. At this condition large thrusts are demanded at low

suction heads. K the pump is designed to operate nearly cavitation-free at the

hump condition, the additional suction head obtained from ram recovery is more
than adequate to prevent pump cavitation at cruise.

A detailed discussion of the pump selection problem is given in Ref. (2).

Figure 5 (taken from Ref. (2)) illustrates the type of pump required for a typical

hydrofoil craft as a function of speed and size of craft (as indicated by the static

lift parameter h ). This figure assumes that the pump is single-stage and is

noncavitating at the hump speed (taken as one -half the cruise speed). The ordi-

nate of Fig. 5 is the specific speed n^ =: rpm(gpm)^ ^ (ft)3/4 This parameter is

indicative of the type of pump required. For example. Fig. 5 illustrates that, at

high speeds, the pumps should be centrifugal.
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DOUBLE SUCTION IMPELLER

a

a
Fig. 6 - Multiple impeller

double -suction pump

Fig. 7 - The waterjet-propelled hydrofoil craft

Tucumcari (designed and constructed by the

Boeing Company for the U.S. Navy)

Another approach to achieving light-weight pumps has been described in

Ref. (3). In this approach, very-high-solidity axial or mixed flow pumps are

proposed and, in fact, have been tested and operated. The pumps generally op-

erate with rather severe cavitation at the hump condition, but Ref. (4) suggests

that, by properly designing the rotor, cavitation damage can be alleviated. An
example of the high-solidity rotor is shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 is a photograph
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Fig. 8 Parallel double suction pumps used
in the Tucumcari

Fig. 9 - High-solidity rotor used in the Pratt
and Whitney waterjet system Sea Jet-6
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Fig. 10 - The planing craft Thunderbird pro-
pelled by the Pratt and Whitney Sea Jet-6
waterjet system

of the Pratt and Whitney planing craft "Thunderbird," propelled with a waterjet
system using the high solidity -rotor.

TEST APPARATUS FOR WATERJET SYSTEMS

The "physics" of waterjet propulsion are well understood. No new theoreti-
cal analyses other than those of an engineering nature are required. Further
development of optimum systems must be made through model and full-scale
experimentation. An example of such a model test and the experimental appa-
ratus used is given in Ref. (6). The tests described in Ref. (6) were carried out
in the Hydronautics, Inc. High-Speed Channel. The test rig is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 11. The entire inlet-diffuser -pump-nozzle combination was sup-
ported as an isolated section of the tunnel roof. This section was supported on
linear bearings, so as to be free in the direction of flow. Power was supplied to

the pump through a thrust-torque dynamometer so that thrust on the entire sys-
tem could be measured along with the power supplied. The characteristics of

the waterjet system were obtained for a variety of forward speeds, pump rpm,
jet velocities, and discharges. Since the facility has a variable pressure capa-
bility, the effect of cavitation number may also be readily studied. Experiments
with the inlet closed provided tares for the thrust produced and velocity surveys
forward of the inlet and within the jet, provided deduced measurements of the
thrust breakdown; that is, drag added by the inlet. Complete details of the stud-
ies carried out are presented in Ref. (5).
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JPi==:R\

h

CHANNEL BOTTOM

Fig. 11 - Experimental apparatus for test-
ing waterjet systems in the hydronautics
high-speed channel

CONCLUDING REMARKS .^v- :

In conclusion, it may be stated that, particularly at high speeds, waterjet
propulsion promises to be competitive with the supercavitating propeller. How-
ever, before the promise is fulfilled, considerable work remains to be done.
This work is principally engineering design and experimental development. The
most urgent research needs are:

(1) Light-weight cavitation-free pumps, including the influence of non-
uniform inflow.

(2) Inlet hydrodynamics, including nonzero incidence:

a. boundary-layer ingestion

b. ram recovery

c. external drag

d. cavitation characteristics

e. air ingestion

f. off-design performance—variable area.
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DISCUSSION

Pier Giacomo Maioli and Giovanni Venturini

Ministero Difesa Marina
Rome, Italy

In a recent paper we have prepared with Cdr. Maioli, we have tried to work
out an expression of what we called "total propulsive efficiency," defined as the

ratio of the effective horsepower of a "basic" hull and the brake power of the

primary mover. The basic hull is an ideal hull, complete in every part with the

exception of its propulsive devices and those parts which are connected to the

propulsive devices.

If the missing parts are added, though the value of design speed is kept the

same, hull resistance increases, both because of the increase in weight and be-

cause of the presence of additional elements in the water.

In this way external efficiency may be defined as the ratio between the re-

sistance of the basic hull and the resistance of the complete hull.
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Moreover, if we define as internal efficiency the ratio between the ideal and
the real head of the pump, the total propulsive efficiency assumes the following
general expression: .. .^ ^, ,,

'T ~ 'ideal 'internal 'pump 'external , ; .:.
' -

where, for the free jet,

2

^i = 1 + r ' -. . .- --:.-..;-. -^ - ;

- 1

^( 1 + K ) + (Kj - 1) + Zk/3. + 2!

V.

while for the jet on wake.

T] - con s t an t

2(T-X.)
1i = —2

'''"'
~ r^d + KJ + (K,-X2) + 2/Si^ ^2^' ""' "

'''

2
'0

In the above equations we have assumed /.:'>.
, .;,i.

Ap = B • Q and T - Tg = A^ • e + Ap • e + i p Aj Vq^ Cp

and we use the following symbols:

Vq = design speed

V. = speed at the inlet

V^ = speed at the nozzle, rel. Vq

r = V /V„
u

K. = free-stream head loss coefficient, rel. V^

K = outlet head loss coefficient, rel. V
u ' u

IK = sum of suction duct head loss coefficient, rel. v.'
1
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h = elevation of the nozzle
u

T = total thrust at design speed

T„ = basic thrust at design speed

A. = inlet area
1

c„ = resistance coefficient

Q = flow rate

B = constant for the weight of the pump

R = range

F = specific fuel consumption

L = duct length

a,„ = correlation factor

A = weight of the pump
p

A, = weight of propulsion device (wet) and its installation

e = any parameter able to express resistance per unit displacement
weight, as D/A or D/L

A = weight at disposal for optimization
n

A' = A + A
n n u

As you can see, two cases are considered above: the free jet, that is, the jet

the inlet of which does not lie in the boundary layer, and the jet on wake, that is,

the jet the inlet of which does lie in the boundary layer.

The effect of mounting the propulsion device on board is expressed by the

term T-Tb , which may be divided into three parts, the first of which considers
the effect of weight increase, the second the effect of additional elements in the

water, and the third the effect borne on resistance by a particular weight, that

is, the pump.

For the subsequent elaboration of the basic formulas we have considered
the weight of the pump as a linear function of the flow rate. This, of course, is

not really the case, as the weight of the pump depends on several different ele-

ments, as it is well known. But if we calculate the value of the constant B , hav-

ing in mind a particular type of pump the flow rate of which lies at some point

between 70% and 140% of the flow rate of the actual design, the above -said as-

sumption may hold good with sufficient accuracy.
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In the optimization process two methods may be used, for we can either (see

Table Al):

(i) choose a value of the inlet area and so accept an established amount
of external losses, thereby minimizing the sum of E + u + I; or

(ii) choose a value of the inlet velocity ratio and so accept an estab-

lished amount of internal losses. In this case we minimize the

sum of E + u + P.

Table Al
Optimization Procedures

E = residual jet energy

I = energy due to the internal losses in suction duct

U = energy due to the internal losses in discharge duct

p = energy due to the parasitic drag

Total thrust method Basic thrust method

A - constant

/3. = variable

P~ = constant

T
/3

/O A
, Vq' ( r - X 1 )

The sum E + u + I is minimized

/3j = constant i^ = constant

A^ = variable

The sum E + u + P is minized

How the value of the optimum velocity ratio may be found

(a) Prefixed displacement

Minimum Power directly

Maximum Payload directly

Maximum Range iterative process
Fuel Economy iterative process

(b) No prefixed displacement

Minimum Power iterative process
Maximum Payload iterative process
Maximum Range iterative process
Fuel Economy iterative process

(a) Prefixed displacement

Minimum Power directly

Maximum Payload directly

Maximum Range directly

Fuel Economy directly

(b) No prefixed displacement

Minimum Power directly

Maximum Payload directly

Maximum Range iterative process
Fuel Economy iterative process

The optimization procedures can be carried out with different objectives in

mind, that is, either the minimum power, the maximum payload with a fixed

range, the maximum range with a fixed payload, or the best utilization of fuel

per mile.
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If the above-mentioned assumptions are made, the value of the optimum ve-

locity ratio can be found either directly or by means of an iterative process.

We have been able to derive it directly in the cases illustrated in Table Al (see

Table A2).

The formulas are valid for all cases of free jets. In the case of the jet on

wake they are valid only if x^ and X2a-re considered, as an approximation, as

independent of the inlet area or the inlet velocity ratio.

Table A2
Direct Evaluation of the Optimum Velocity Ratio

Formulas



ON THE THEORY OF ONE TYPE

OF AIR-WATER JET (MIST-JET)

FOR SHIP PROPULSION

Earl R. Quandt

Naval Ship Research and Development Center '

Annapolis, Maryland •.•',.

ABSTRACT "\ •.-:-;•-: .:'j'-' • :" '•'

Vehicles which operate on an air-water interface may use as the thrust
medium either phase separately or any mixture of phases. One inher-
ently amphibious combination which utilizes a water -augmented air -jet

(Mist-Jet) principle has been studied. To analyze this concept, one-
dimensional conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy
have been written and solved to define overall propulsive coefficient as
well as two-phase nozzle shape and size. It is concluded that the con-
cept is practical, provided that reasonably efficient scoops, injectors,

and two-phase nozzles can be developed.

INTRODUCTION

Among transportation vehicles, ships occupy a unique position in the sense

that they operate at the interface between a liquid and a gas of greatly different

densities. Because of the availability of either phase for the generation of

thrust, it becomes of interest to examine which phase is most suitable for pro-

pulsion, and whether some advantages might not also be possible using mixtures

of air and water. Certainly, one conceptual advantage of an air-water mixture

is the potential for having a thrust medium of widely and continuously variable

density. Also, in principle, it should be possible to apply the propulsive power
to either fluid or to any mixture, depending upon convenience or the engineering

advantages of alternate arrangements.

Although these considerations are not original, past attempts to apply two-

phase propulsion systems to ships have not been notably successful. In 1947,

Anderson et al. (1) reported on a study of a hydro-ramjet system powered by

compressed air. Although the arrangement was simple in design, propulsive

efficiency was too low for practical utilization. Similar conclusions have been

reached more recently by Mottard and Shoemaker (2) and by Pierson (3), al-

though improved engineering techniques have raised efficiency considerably.

Shuster et al. (4) describes comparable German investigations as well as men-
tioning work on a pulsating air -water ramjet using expanding combustion air to

accelerate the water. Such a scheme is attractive because it permits the fuel

energy to work directly on the thrust medium without any intervening machinery.

Unfortunately, however, if the hot gas and cold water phases are allowed to mix,
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considerable heat transfer and poor combustion result, thus giving low ther-
modynamic efficiency.

In the past several years interest has developed in continuous air-water jets

for ship propulsion. Muench and Keith (5) describe the results of an analysis of

propulsive efficiencies possible with augmentation of a basic air jet and con-
clude that reasonable efficiencies are predictable at higher speeds. Davidson
and Sadowski (6) discuss similar computations directed toward modification of a
particular aircraft turbofan engine for ship propulsion. These detailed analyses
have been made possible through the development of a large body of data and
analytical techniques suitable for predicting the behavior of enclosed two-phase
systems. For example, Quandt (7) has developed a rational method of predicting

natural flow patterns which control the heat, mass, and momentum -transfer

characteristics of these mixtures. Levy (8) has provided a basis for computing
friction losses and mean density in dispersed flows, while Elliott (9) has re-
ported a satisfactory analytical description for predicting liquid droplet accel-

eration in an expanding gas stream.

The purpose of this paper is to assemble some of the more recent theoreti-

cal and experimental techniques required to understand the gas -phase -continuous
two-phase jet system. The development will be that needed to predict thrust

performance for a water-droplet-air-jet system, and is similar to that of

Muench and Keith (8). It is intended that this paper will serve to illustrate a
formal basis for the analysis of air-water jets and to suggest the potential of

these variable density fluids as ship propulsion media.

THEORY

In order to satisfactorily construct a two -phase thrust device, it is neces-
sary to ingest each phase, add energy to one or both phases, form the mixture,
and eject it in the rearward direction. Significant differences arise in the anal-

ysis techniques used for the nozzle description in a single- and two-phase sys-
tems because in the latter the separate phases do not generally flow with the

same velocity. This velocity difference or "slip" between the phases has a sig-

nificant effect upon mixture density, momentum flux, energy transfer efficiency,

and consequently the size of apparatus needed to produce a given thrust. This
section will follow a development based upon separate ingestion and energy ad-
dition to each phase, since this may be accomplished with existing components
and analysis techniques. A two-phase analysis will be developed for the mixing
and ejection nozzle stages to predict thrust augmentation, thrust intensity, and
propulsive efficiency. Certain simplifying assumptions will be made to facili-

tate a first-order solution, so that the essential features of the two-phase jet

may be illustrated.

Figure 1 presents a schematic of the air-water thrust system to be ana-
lyzed. Here, the water -handling component is characterized by a simple scoop,

duct, and injection nozzle station capable of delivering dispersed liquid to the

two-phase nozzle area at a velocity slightly less than the forward speed of the

ship. Air is taken in through a compressor, which, in this example, adds the

energy required to accelerate both the air and water phases. This air is ducted
to the vicinity of the water injection nozzles and mixed with the water, and the
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EXHAUST

WATER SCOOP INLET

Fig. 1 - Schematic drawing of Mist- Jet installation

in high-speed ship .

mixture is allowed to expand to the atmosphere. At the mixing zone the air ve-

locity, pressure, and quantity may be varied to give a range of mixture veloci-

ties at the nozzle exit and consequently to make a larger or smaller unit.

In order to compute the gas and liquid velocities at the nozzle exit from the

inlet conditions and nozzle shape it is necessary to couple the mass, momentum,
and energy conservation equations for each phase. To accomplish this analysis

the one -dimensional gas -liquid dynamic equations will be written for a differen-

tial length control volume as shown in Fig. 2. It will be assumed that the gas

properties are transversely uniform and that this phase obeys the ideal gas

equation of state.

Fig. 2 - Control vol-
ume for two -phase
nozzle analysis

-»P«dP A+dA

Conservation Equations

Mass Conservation:

Gas W^ = p^ v^ A^

Liquid W^ = ^p v^ A^

= Constant

= Constant

Total w^ = w + w
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Axial Momentum Conservation:

Gas —^ dV„ = A„ dP - dF - T 77D„ dx

Liquid — dVp = -Ap dP + dF

The frictional drag force dF from the gas to the liquid droplets may be ana-
lyzed using Fig. 3. At this point, and in further

analysis, the axial pressure gradient force on the

droplets will be neglected, since it is small in

Fd "*
^^ZI^;; p^ comparison to the frictional drag. It will further

be assumed in this analysis that the gas phase has
a higher velocity than the liquid droplets. Hence,
for a single droplet,

'"=^"— '^--11^

The number of droplets in a differential length is

6Ap dx 6Ap dx
dN :

k-D^

Fig. 3 - Droplet
drag force model

77D3 7tD3

hence the differential drag force between the phases is

Pg(Vg- Vp)2 Ap
dF = F^ dN = 3Cn dxD "^'^ " -"-D

4g. D

*R dVp
Total: -^ dV„ + Wr; -— = -A dP - T.tt D dx

Energy Conservation:

Gas W (Cp„ dT +

—

^|=-dO,

dVp2\
Liquid W^ |Cpp dip + dP/pp + = dQ .

The heat transfer between the phases may be analyzed similarly to the drag
force to yield

6Ap
dQ= hg_p(Tg-Tp)-^ dx .

Again a tacit assumption here is that evaporation of the liquid phase is negligi-

ble. Consideration of the temperature distribution between phases shows that

the gas will be hotter than the liquid at the point of mixing due to the work of
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compression. The rate of temperature decay is given by combining the gas

energy equation with the particle heat-transfer equation

dx D Cp pn Vfl W --
•

' '^ - '^ '.

For many cases of interest, the initial decrease in gas temperature is so rapid

that the gas quickly approaches the liquid temperature. Expansion will there-

fore occur at almost constant temperature as the liquid resupplies energy to the

gas during the drop in pressure along the nozzle. Hence, it will be assumed,
conservatively, that the nozzle expansion is isothermal at the liquid tempera-
ture. This results in a certain loss in available compressor work, and may be
thought of as an inherent loss in gas-liquid systems where the energy is added
primarily to the gas phase. Figure 4 shows the fraction of isentropic work that

may be recovered from a gas which expands isothermally at ambient tempera-
ture for a range of pressure ratios. This approximation to the energy efficiency

may be written in general as

In V

Ul V)
I UJ

08

06

4

2
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Approximate Solution to Nozzle Equations

Examination of the energy equations revealed that over the range of air-
water mixtures of interest it is permissible to approximate the expansion as
isothermal at the liquid temperature. Additionally it will be assumed that noz-
zle friction is associated with the gas phase and will depend upon the total mo-
momentum flux. With these assumptions the total momentum equation becomes

w
-^dV= -AdP - T^ttD^ dx .

where a momentum average velocity is defined as

~ 1 r

V = v„ +

V = V.

1 + r s 1 + r

1 + FCT

1 + r

where the slip ratio is defined as

Using the mass continuity equation allows definition of a liquid-gas area ratio as

A = A(l + Ap/\) = A^(l+ a)
,

where

or, more simply,

. /. *^ ^^ ^^

^ ^ W Pf V^

JLli

from which it may be seen that a is very small for a near one and r less than
ten.

Now, the gas area may be related to pressure through the ideal gas equation

W„ W„ RT

' \ P, \ P"^

Substituting a, r, and a into the total momentum equation yields
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(l+r)2 ^v RT dP T^^D^ dx ,.,:.•;.
-^ — V — = (1 + a)

(1 + rcx) ge M ' P p^ Ag

as the differential equation relating momentum velocity to pressure and distance

in a two -phase expansion nozzle.

Looking next at the particle momentum equation, and rearranging gives

dx .

But

and

Vn 4 D Pi 0-2

^^g
^ dV_ ra da T ' v ,

V, '
V

'
1 + •--"

'

''
^

so that the particle equation can be rewritten as

dV 1 da _ 3 ^D ^g (1-^)^
^^^

V 1 + ra ^ 4 D Pi a^

There are now two equations for momentum mean velocity for the two -phase
nozzle which give v in terms of pressure, distance, and slip ratio. For the

purposes of this analysis it will be assumed that the slip ratio is constant along

the nozzle length. This is not meant to be a requirement for such nozzles, but it

does permit straightforward integration of the momentum equations.

Taking first the total momentum equation, it may be reasonably assumed
that a << 1 for a Mist-Jet type nozzle, thus

_ ~ 2
P V^^

A = A„ , and T, .,
=^ f

SO that, upon integration,

2(1+ ra) f r r + 1") ~ T

V 2 _ V.2 = - -^ (P )2 In (P /P. ) - ^ ^ V 2 -±-

(1+ r)2
^ ^^ ^ e W

2 ^ D^

or

f (r+ 1) l\ V (1+ra) /C^\'
1 + -^ —H^ - 1 = -2 [-J-] in (P /P: ) .
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Integrating the particle equation at constant a, p^, c^, and D yields

3 Cq ^g (l-a)2
In (V^/V.) = ^

= pL/X

or

V
e

V.

where

L/;v - - —^ ^^"^^'
.

4 D Pf ct2

Combining these equations to eliminate nozzle length allows calculation of

momentum mean velocity increase for given r, a, and v . Results of this calcu-

lation are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6 illustrates the variation of pressure and

velocity with distance along the nozzle for a pressure ratio of 1.4 with a = 0.85.

Figure 7 shows the axial variation of nozzle area ratio with length for v = 1.4;

a = 0.85; and r = 5, 10, and 20. Here it can be seen that the proper nozzle

shpae may be converging, converging-diverging, or diverging, depending upon
the water -to -air mixture ratio.

Nozzle Thrust

Using the law of conservation of axial momentum it is possible to compute
an ideal propulsion system thrust by taking a control volume around the entire

ship. In that case, neglecting free -stream diffusion for the moment,

W_ Wp
= — {V„ - Vj +-i {Wo -V) .

The major losses in this system are those associated with the water scoop, duct,

and nozzles. Internal flow losses such as friction drag, area, or form losses

and discharge losses will be lumped into one loss coefficient based on craft

speed. Therefore, the liquid static pressure after injection into the air stream
is given by

p? Pf ^^

° 2g^ ^ 2g^

When the nozzle pressure ratio is specified this equation is used to compute an
effective injection velocity for use in the thrust analysis:

It is of interest to note here that the scoop system being analyzed will always
operate with a free-stream compression because of internal losses.
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Fig. 9 - Variation of specific thrust with ship speed

DISCUSSION

The preceding two -phase nozzle analysis has established a basis for the

evaluation of the propulsion effectiveness of one class of air -water systems,

i.e., the water-augmented air-jet (Mist-Jet). It appears from this and many
previous studies that the derived equations are satisfactory for an initial under-

standing of the major properties needed to evaluate a propulsion device. Of

course, more detailed analyses and experiments are required to refine these

calculations with regard to:

(i) water scoop inlet losses and cavitation behavior,

(ii) water injection nozzle size, droplet size and spray distribution.
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Fig. 10 - Thrust intensity versus
nozzle pressure ratio

(iii) optimization of two-phase nozzle shape based upon computed par-
ticle slip, and

(iv) refinement of heat and mass transfer rates, duct friction and axial

pressure distribution.

However, since the results to date of the more detailed analyses differ only

slightly from those of the present study, it is considered that the essential char-
acteristics of Mist-Jet-type systems may be seen from the present work.

One of the first considerations for any propulsive device is that of fuel

economy or more particularly propulsive efficiency. In this study propulsive
efficiency has been defined as total thrust less appendage drag times ship
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velocity divided by shaft power into the air compressor for the given total thrust.

Figures 11-13 show typical computed levels of propulsion efficiency versus
pressure ratio, ship speed, and water-to-air mass flow ratio, respectively. It

can be seen that for the range of loss coefficients assumed herein the propulsive
efficiency tends to peak slightly below a value of 0.50. Furthermore, it is ap-
parent that air system pressure ratios less than 1.5 atm are desirable and would
require water-to-air mass flow ratios from 5 to 20 depending upon ship speed.
It may be recalled that the large difference in density between air and water re-
sults in a very disperse mixture even at the higher mass flow ratios. Figure 13

shows that overall efficiency is quite sensitive to average phase slip, so that a
considerable effort is required to assure a satisfactory slip ratio a in practical
cases. In summary, it appears that propulsion efficiencies up to 50% may be
achieved for Mist-Jet systems at pressure ratios from 1.2 to 1.5 and water
mass augmentation ratios near 10. It should be noted that at these high mass
augmentation ratios virtually all the system thrust is developed by rearward
acceleration of the liquid phase. Hence, the air phase is acting much as a pump
or propeller would. Of course, one conceptual difference between the air sys-
tem and a water pump is that the air system will deliver about half thrust in the

absence of any water, thus making the propulsion system inherently amphibious.
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10 15
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Fig. 13 - Propulsion efficiency versus
water-to-air mass flow ratio

Another characteristic of a propulsion device is system volume, which is

directly related to thrust density. Figures 8 and 9 show thrust per unit mass of

air versus mass augmentation ratio and ship speed, respectively. It can be seen
that for any ship speed and pressure ratio there is an optimum water -to -air

augmentation ratio. The thrust used here is net thrust, which accounts for

losses, both internal and external, arising from adding the liquid phase. These
figures show the normal decrease in thrust per unit energy added with increase
in speed and also indicate that net thrust increases of more than a factor of two
may result from water-augmentation of an air jet. Figure 10 illustrates the

variation of thrust intensity, i.e., thrust per unit exit area versus nozzle pres-
sure ratio. Here it can be seen that for a given thrust intensity there is an op-
timum pressure ratio and mass augmentation ratio combination resulting in

highest overall efficiency. It is this information that can be used in vehicle de-
sign where size and weight are balanced against system efficiency. Generally it

can be seen that a nozzle thrust intensity of 1000 lb/ft ^ is a reasonable upper
value for the practical range of propulsive efficiencies.
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Although the water augmented air jet may be somewhat less efficient than

the all-water systems, this is not of great significance for smaller ships be-

cause these tend to be more sensitive to machinery weight than fuel weight (10).

Perhaps one of the more critical application problems for any of the ship pro-

pulsion systems appears to be satisfactory passage through the low speed hump
condition. For a Mist-Jet design, this consideration is made more or less sig-

nificant depending upon desired top speed capability because of the availability

of the air-only thrust at all speeds. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, water

augmented air jets have the inherent amphibious capability and furthermore may
also have sufficient air flow to augment lift fans at the hump condition so that

not as great a horizontal thrust need be supplied.

CONCLUSIONS

The significant conclusions of this analytical and experimental investigation

of two-phase air-water ship propulsion systems are:

(i) There exist analytical techniques for predicting performance of the

two -phase components with first-order confidence.

(ii) These analyses are being improved through more detailed descrip-

tions as well as by comparison with selected experimental data.

(iii) Overall propulsion coefficients of 50% are predictable for high-

speed ship applications of water-augmented air-jets.

(iv) This efficiency is achievable with a bulky but light propulsion

plant.

(v) Air-water jets are inherently amphibious, and also offer certain

design flexibilities for craft using air-support concepts.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Description Units

A Flow area in nozzle ft^

A^ Flow area in water scoop ft-^

Aq Flow area in free stream ft^
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Symbol Description • •'-

Droplet drag coefficient ..i --.:•. ::-•

Water scoop drag coefficient '-'^
'

'

Isothermal acoustic velocity

Droplet diameter -

Nozzle equivalent diameter - ^^-^ -

Drag force on droplet

Drag force between phases ' '-'-'

f Friction factor • • •. ^ :
•-

gj. Mass-to-force conversion ."•
. '.

^g-x Gas-to-liquid heat -transfer coefficient

J Mechanical equivalent of heat

K Water scoop internal loss coefficient

L Nozzle length

M Molecular weight . - : ; , .; - •
;.. ; .

N Number of droplets \-;"7'— ;;;^ii ;.
ii

,

P Pressure ' '

P^ Inlet pressure -' '-'-'^'

Pp Nozzle exit pressure

Pq Free -stream static pressure

Q Heat flow

qj Energy for isothermal compression

q^ Energy for isentropic compression

R Gas constant

r Water -to -air mass flow ratio
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Units

ft/sec

poundal

poundal

lb ft/poundal sec^

BTU
sec ft 2 °F

BTU/ft poundal

ft

lb

lb mole

poundal/ft ^

poundal/ft
^

poundal/ft ^

poundal/ft ^

BTU/sec

BTU/lb

BTU/lb

ft poundal
lb mo 1 (
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DISCUSSION

V. Kostilainen
Finland Institute of Technology

Otaniemi, Finland

First of all I must thank Dr. Quandt for this interesting paper. Some five

years ago there existed very few papers which dealt with two-phase propulsion.

Now the research in this area is largely increased.
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One point of view I would like to emphasize here, is the effect of gravity. I

see that Dr. Quandt has excluded gravity effects and considers the flow in this

propeller steady and homogeneous. I am afraid that, at least with lower speeds
and higher water-to-air mass flow ratios, the flow will be unsteady.

For the past two years we have been studying a two -phase propeller which
is based on the effect of gravity and which possibly can be used for the propul-
sion of slow and medium-speed ships. A model having a WL-length of 1.6 m
was made and tested. It was observed among other things that at least in this

case the two -phase flow was very unsteady. Results of these first tests will be
reported in ISP September issue.

To study the scale effect of this propulsion we have built this spring another
geometrically similar model which has a WL-length of 6.4 m and total length of

10 m. This larger model was tested in open sea. It can be seen from Fig. D-1
that unsteadiness of this two -phase propeller even dominates the stern wave
system.

Fig. Dl - Test boat equipped with two-phase
propulsion; waterline length 6.4 m, displace-
ment 6 tons

Wartsila shipyard in Helsinki has also started research of this propulsion
and they have concentrated on the application of this propulsion to the lateral

thrust units. As a result of this research, a car ferry now under construction
in Finland will be equipped with two -phase bow-propeller.

* * *
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DISCUSSION

R. Pallabazzer
Istituto di Fisica Tecnica e Macchine, Politecnico

Milan, Italy

I have a few remarks to make about this paper. The first question is about

the values for the drag coefficient C^ and the heat transfer h^ for the droplet

motion. I would like to know whether, as it appears, the Stokes flow hypothesis

was assumed. If this was the case, I would like to point out that the real motion
of the particle is probably not in the Stokes range, because of the high local tur-

bulant speed, which especially affects the heat transfer. It is obvious, in fact,

that the very low value of the components of the relative speed in the axial di-

rection (Vg - Vp) is not an index for the heat transfer, when a Brownian motion
is present.

A second remark relates to the analysis of the mixing phase. The inlet

conditions in the nozzle have been assumed as reference or as a datum; in the

propulsor, actually, they are not known, because we know the flow conditions

just at the inlet of the propulsor. It seems to me that the mixing phase, which
occurs in the chamber, is highly unpredictable but it strongly affects the flow

parameters at the nozzle inlet. Therefore, I think that the exactness of the

particle -flow analysis developed here instead of an homogeneous two -phase
flow analysis can be useless when the initial flow conditions are not well known.

Finally, I would like to observe that it is the hypothesis of a constant slip

ratio which determines the shape of the nozzle. This fact was clearly observed
by Kliegel in some papers he presented, I think, about ten or fifteen years ago,

on gas -solid particle flow. In his works, the only one of which I can now re-

member was entitled "Two-Phase Gas-Particle Flow," Kliegel developed a par-
ticle flow analysis which is quite the same as that developed by Dr. Quandt, but

for application to rocket exhaust gases.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

E. R. Quandt

Both discussers have raised some interesting questions concerning the fun-

damental nature of the homogeneity and internal transport characteristics of

two-phase flows. Taking first Dr. Kostilainen's question, I would like to recom-
mend Ref. (7) of my paper as one approach to determining whether or not grav-
ity effects are important. In low-velocity flow, such as encountered in natural

circulation, gravity does prove controlling. However, in the applications I have
considered, i.e., thrust devices for high-speed ships, the axial acceleration
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forces are severe enough so that the phases will be rather uniformly mixed and
performance independent of gravitational orientation.

Professor Pallabazzer, on the other hand, assumes that the flow pattern

will be more or less homogeneous, but questions the best approach to describ-

ing the internal transport properties of turbulent air-water mixtures. With re-

gard to the heat transfer and particle drag coefficient values used in the paper,
I wish to say that I believe them to be consistent and conservative for the pur-
poses of this analysis. In my opinion only experimental data will be able to re-

solve the proper magnitude. Concerning the initial conditions for the particle

-

gas flow analysis, it is possible to create a spectrum of initial velocity and

pressure conditions by varying water spray nozzle and air duct areas. It is also

possible to control the homogeneity of the initial mixture by variations in design

of the injection station. Although it may seem desirable to design for an initially

homogeneous air-water mixture, cases may be conceived where some controlled

maldistribution of air and water would actually improve thrust augmentation.
Finally, I appreciate the information concerning the earlier work by Kliegel on a
particle -gas flow analysis.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA OF

PULSE-JET PROPELLERS

Michael Schmiechen

Versuchsanstalt fur Wasserbau und Schiffbau

Berlin, Germany

ABSTRACT -'-^ :
-:.•••!- ^^ v. .

Starting from the fundamental concepts and principles of hydrodynamics
component efficiencies of pulse-jet propellers are defined, which may
be directly compared for various propulsion devices. Some of the

problems encountered in the evaluation of the criteria defined are dis-

cussed and the problem of propeller-hull-interaction is treated as far

as possible.
.-

• .
,

.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the recent interest in jet propulsion of ships, the lack of clear-cut

concepts and generally adopted procedures to define and evaluate performance

criteria of propulsion devices has often been felt; Brandau, 1967. The concep-

tual and experimental difficulties to overcome this situation are considerable

not only in the field of conventional and pump-jet propulsion, but even more in

the field of pulse-jet propulsion.

Due to his engagement in various projects concerning pulse-jet propellers

at the Berlin Towing Tank, the author had the opportunity to tackle the problems

encountered in performance evaluation from different points of view. Some of

the ideas and procedures that have evolved from this work and may be useful in

a wider range of applications will be presented here in a systematic account.

In fact, the aim of the present paper is to reconstruct some well-known

concepts of the theory of propulsion, to the effect that they may be applied to any

type of propulsion device. For this reason the model considered and the con-

cept formulation will be as general as necessary right from the beginning.

Starting with the extremely specialized model of the actuator disk would, in this

context, not be adequate. Although periodically acting propellers will be consid-

ered in general the case of steadily acting propellers will be included as a limit-

ing case.

The method of presentation adopted will be axiomatic, but the exposition

will not be formalized. The main interest rests on the logical consequences of

the principles and the link-up of the various concepts introduced, the knowledge

of which should be the basis of any discussion and work in the field. Though

there is a strong demand for orientation towards easily measurable integral

magnitudes as far as the evaluation is concerned, this cannot be the only guideline
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in developing the conceptual framework for the definition of the performance
criteria looked for.

Propulsion devices considered as subsystems of complex systems, i.e., ve-
hicles, may be described by their representative points in multidimensional

spaces of performance criteria, the definition of the appropriate criteria de-
pending on the contexts of the particular types of vehicles. In cases where all

relevant definitions are established and a best-practice envelope may be deter-

mined accordingly, it is easy to judge on the merits of any propulsion device,

especially those newly proposed as compared with the state-of-the-art.

In this paper only few aspects of propeller performance will be considered.

In view of the multidimensionality of the parameter space, it should be kept in

mind that optimizing with respect to the aspects considered will in general not

result in an optimum overall system. It is this point that is often rightly

stressed by inventors claiming simplified power plants, etc., for their devices

as compared with conventional propulsion.

2. PRINCIPLES OF PROPULSION

Although the basic principles have been stated over and over again, a short

review is presented here for ready reference.

Any propulsion device of the type to be considered may be defined as a me-
chanical system, parts of which consist of the surrounding fluid; see Fig. 1. The
latter will be considered as incompressible here, having the mass density p .

The construction of the boundary of the system is in general undoubtedly one of

the basic problems, to which many other problems may be reduced; see Sec. 5.2.

.BOUNDARY OF THE SYSTEM
(INVARIANT)

Fig. 1 - Propeller: a
mechanical system

In any case, there exists in the system a dividing surface S between the

propeller proper and the surrounding fluid. While the relative velocities i>t of

the elements dSj of this surface with respect to the invariant boundaries of the

system characterize the kinematics of the propeller, the stresses S^m at these
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elements characterize its dynamics. For many purposes a rather detailed

knowledge of both distributions spatial as well as temporal will be necessary.

In the present context however we may introduce the mean thrust

T, = f J J- S,, dS„ dt (1)

, 1/ f S
^

•'' ''- - ' vi''
'

and the mean power

/ /-^c S,, dS, dt (2)f

1/ f s

of the propeller acting as the frequency f as the basic measures of its overall

performance.

Introducing further the propeller translation advance speed v^ in the

fluid, we may immediately establish the principle ,...,•

T, V, < P
\^

(3)

for the reaction power of the propeller due to the velocity field induced by the

propeller at its own location. Once again we are facing a serious problem, since

it is in general apparently difficult to define the advance speed in question.

The part of the system's boundary passing through the fluid may now be

divided into two parts Sj and Sj, the inlet and the outlet section, respectively,

the definition of the dividing line being another problem to be solved in any par-
ticular case. With the appropriate choice of normals the mean volume flows

Qi = f
J J ^i dSj dt (4)

1/ f Sj

through the sections are both positive and, according to the principle of conser-
vation of matter, equal:

Qp = Qi = Q (5)

The general conservation principle for any quantity included in the boundary of

the system may be put in the form

FLj - FLi = FL + PR (6)

expressing the fact that the mean net outflow of the quantity over the fluid bound-
aries equals its mean inflow FL over the other part of the boundary and its mean
production PR in the boundary of the system, the mean storage in the boundary
being zero due to the periodicity, see Fig. 2.

Application of this prinicple to the momentum flows

Mie = f / / (P ^. ^n, + S,J aS^ dt (7)
l/f Si

results in the momentum principle

M2, - Ml, = T , (8)
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INFLOW OTHER THEN WITH THE FLUID

FL

Fig. 2 - General conservation principal

while the energy principle reads

Ej - Ej < P , (9)

due to the dissipation of mechanical energy in the system, the energy flows be-

ing defined as

Ei = f J / [P(euin + Sot) -^C + t,
]

dS, dt

l/f Sj ^ '

^kinj ^pot> 3^"^ *c denoting the mass-specific kinetic and potential energies and

the diffusive energy transport, respectively.

Further on only integral magnitudes will be dealt with and, as we are mainly

interested in the principles, the tensor notation will be dropped.

3, DEFINITIONS OF EFFICIENCIES

3.1 Propeller Efficiency

From the basic concepts introduced, various performance parameters may
be derived, in particular if a reference length L and cross section A of the pro-

peller are introduced. The definitions of the advance number

J = v/(fL) . (11)

the thrust number

Kp = T/(pf2L2A) , (12)

and the power number

Kp = P/(pi'L'A) , (13)

according to the rules of dimensional analysis are very similar to those known
for screw propellers; Schmiechen, 1960. If one set of parameters is defined it

may be transformed into any other suitable set.
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Due to the ambiguity in the choice of the reference magnitudes the parame-
ters so defined are in general not comparable for various propulsion devices,

except for those parameters not containing geometrical reference magnitudes at

all. Examples of comparable parameters, i.e., criteria proper, are efficiencies,

provided the boundaries of the systems are correctly chosen in any case.

From the principle of reaction power we may directly define the overall

propeller efficiency

^PROP = TV/P . (14)

Taking into account the momentum and the energy principles we may write this

as the product

^PROP - ^'EXT ^^INT ' ' (15)

of the external efficiency

77EXT = ("^2 - Ml) V/(E2 - Ej) (16)

and the internal efficiency

^INT= (E2 - El)/P • (17)

Introducing the mean mass -specific momenta

m. = M./(pQ) , (18)

energies

e. . E,/(pQ) , (19)

and energy jump

e = P/(pQ) , (20)

we have the external efficiency

^/EXT = ("^2 - "^l) ^/(^2 - ^l) (21)

and the internal efficiency

^iNT = (^2 - ^iVe (22)

in terms of these magnitudes.

It should be noted here that the mean mass-specific quantities m- and

Ti = ^/T^ , (23)

the momentum and energy velocities, respectively, are clearly distinct from the

ordinary mean mass or volume velocity
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Vi = Q/Ai , (24)

A- denoting some cross section. The situation is very similar to that encoun-

tered in boundary-layer theory, where displacement, momentum and energy

thicknesses have to be distinguished. In this case the definition of the different

velocities, rather than cross -sections, has proved to be more promising.

3.2 External Efficiency

The external efficiency itself may be considered as the product

^EXT = ^'IDEAL ^'JET (^^^

of the ideal and jet efficiencies

- - t; -

^IDEAL = 2mi/(m2 + m
j

)

iOi\-ji'}n'v i (26)

and '! -

VjET = ("^2 - '^?)/2(e2 - e,) '
•

(27)

respectively. The ambiguity in the definition of the ideal efficiency, i.e., the ef-

ficiency of dynamically equivalent ideal propellers, due to the propeller advance

speed (undefined up to now), has been removed by the convention

' -- ' ''--' •' V = mj (28)

SO that the efficiency is exactly the same as that of an actuator disk,,with the

important qualification, that all relevant velocities are momentum velocities.

Later on it will be seen that this choice is actually not the only and best one; see

Sec. 5.2.

With the momentum ratio

u = M1/M2 = m/m2
, (29)

the ideal efficiency becomes

^IDEAL = 2/(1 + 1/m) • (30)

Either the momentum ratio or the ideal efficiency itseK may serve as universal

propeller advance criteria. Actually, any function rising with increasing values

of these criteria may serve the same purpose, while functions falling may be

considered as loading criteria, e.g., the load factor

Cto = 4/r;jDEAL (1/^IDEAL "1) (31)

based on the maximum propeller cross -section.
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In the following, the ideal efficiency will be chosen as advance criterion,

while the hydraulic efficiency

"^HYD " "^PROP ' "^
I DEAL (32)

will be considered as performance criterion proper, i.e., the propeller perform-
ance will be characterized by the function

^HYD " '^(^^IDEAl) (33)

see Fig. 3.
•'' "ffj.

The advantage of this presentation of per-
formance data, as compared with the older one

IDEAL

^/PROP - g (^To) (34)

(Gutsche, 1937), is due to the facts that, on the

one hand the ideal efficiency, contrary to the

load factor, is restricted to values between
zero, for the towing condition, and unity, for the

idling condition, and on the other hand the hy-
draulic efficiency, i.e., the degree of approxi-
mation towards the ideal is, contrary to the

propeller efficiency, a reasonable performance
criterion over the whole range of working con-
ditions including the towing condition.

I

'IDEAL

IDLING CONDITION

Fig. 3 - Performance
characteristic

Concerning the detailed analysis of the hydraulic efficiency, we may write

^HYD " ^JET ^INT .

'

(35)

the jet efficiency accounting for the nonuniformities of the inflow and outflow in

space and time. Introducing the inflow and outflow efficiencies

1^ /2e'1/2^ ^^ 1/2"^INF/OUTF

we have for the jet efficiency

T/jET = (1 - /^^)/(1/T)ouTF " ^^/"^'iNf)

or, in terms of the energy ratio,
• ;j'"

. i.

^JET = ("^OUTF - ^INF ^)/(l - ^)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

This efficiency may apparently not be split up into factors accounting for the in-

flow and outflow separately.
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3.3 Internal Efficiency

The second factor of the hydraulic efficiency, the internal efficiency may
either be considered at a pump efficiency or, in the presence of a ducting sys-
tem, as the product

"^INT - ^DUCT '^PUMP V^^)

of the duct efficiency and the pump efficiency proper.

Introducing the energy flows Ej^ and e^q across some appropriately chosen
internal fluid surfaces s^q and s^q , respectively, we may define the mean mass-
specific energies

the inlet efficiency (see Sec. 4.2)

^10 = Eio/PQ • (41)

^INL = Eio/Ei = ei,/ei , (42)

and the outlet efficiency

''^OUTL
~ ^2/^20 = ^2/^20 ('*3)

In terms of these magnitudes, the duct efficiency

^DUCT = (^2 - ^l)/(e20 - ^10) (44)

becomes

^DUCT = (1 - O/(l/^0UTL - ^INL ^) '
(45)

and the pump efficiency is defined as

^PUMP = (^20 - ^lo)/^ (46)

After all our basic performance criterion may be rendered in the form

^HYD ~ ^PROp/'^IDEAL " '^JET '^DUCT ^PUMP (4*)

with the flow efficiency

^FLOW - ^JET "^DUCT

= (1 - M^)/(1/770UTF "^OUTL " ^INL ^Vt^j^f)
(48)

showing the link-up of the various component efficiencies introduced. Once
again, neither the duct nor the flow efficiency may be split into factors account-

ing for the inflow and outflow separately.
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All the component efficiencies will in general be functions of the ideal effi-

ciency. The problem in any particular case is to evaluate the mean mass-
specific quantities displayed in the energy diagram (Fig. 4) as far as possible

and determine the various ratios and efficiencies according to their appropriate

definitions.

m|/2 •>

^

-0

m?/2

STATION 2 20 10 1

Fig. 4 - Specific energy diagram

FREE-RUNNING PROPELLERS

4.1 Conventional Procedures

The first case to be considered is a free -running propulsion device advanc-

ing in an otherwise undisturbed fluid with constant speed V . The volume, mo-
mentum, and energy velocities at the inlet section of the boundary of the system
in this case are by convention

and

Vj = V ,

nil = V ,

r, = V ,

respectively, and the inflow efficiency is therefore

^INF = 1 •

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

The inflow section of the fluid boundary may be imagined as a large surface

around the propeller leaving an appropriate hole for its jet to pass. Due to the

convention adopted, no further details have to be specified.

Provided now that the mean thrust and power of the propeller are meas-
ured, how far may we proceed in the evaluation of the performance criteria
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introduced? Apparently only the overall propeller efficiency may be determined
as a function of an arbitrary advance ratio, of some reference length is intro-

duced. This situation changes when either the maximum cross section A^ or

the outlet cross section Aj of the propeller is introduced, which ever may be

typical for the dynamically equivalent ideal propeller. Now, the load factor

Cti = 2T/(pV2Ai) (53)

may be defined and consequently the universal advance ratio

^IDEAL= 2/(1 + V 1 + CtJ (54)

or . . ,

= s :— s\:fn
! i I

^IDEAL = 4/(3 + /TT^) . (55)

This again is a conventional procedure circumventing the difficult measurement
of the mass flow. In the case of unducted propellers it appears to be the only

possible procedure.

From the propeller efficiency and the ideal efficiency so determined, the

basic performance characteristic, the hydraulic efficiency, may be derived, i.e.,

actually from the data usually at hand; Schmiechen, 1966.2. In case these are

provided in terms of the nondimensional parameters (11)-(13) the load factor

may be determined according to the formula

C^ = 2K^ /J2 . (56)
i i

Although the whole procedure appears to be rather straightforward its ap-

plication is often hampered by the ambiguity in the choice of the appropriate

cross section. While the selection of the maximum cross section may (e.g., for

shrouded propellers) at least for the larger area ratios

a = A/Aq (57)

result in hydraulic efficiencies exceeding unity this difficulty does not arise, if

the outlet cross section is selected as reference.

The reason for this effect is simply, that in the first case the geometrically

equivalent ideal propeller is referred to, while in the second case the dynami-
cally equivalent reference propeller is chosen. Unless no appropriate criterion

for the space requirement of a propeller has been defined the usual, over-
simplified comparison of shrouded and unshrouded propellers does not make
much sense; Saunders, 1957, and predecessors.

4.2 Further Analysis

The analysis may be carried on following the lines indicated, if further in-

formation is provided, e.g., the mass flow through a ducted system. From the

momentum principle, the momentum outflow
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Mj = pQV + T

may be determined and accordingly the corresponding momentum velocity

m^ = V + T/pQ , (58)

the ideal efficiency, and the basic performance characteristic.

Further on the volume velocity •

V2 = Q/^2 (59)

may be determined, which will in general differ from the momentum velocity,

while the conventional procedure implies the equality

V2 = mj
, (60)

due to the lack of relevant information.

From the definitions of the various velocities, which may be rendered in the

forms

Vi = Q/Ai = f/Ai
J J

a> dA dt , (61)

m. = M./(pQ) = f/0
J J

^2 dA dt ,
-;- ...-: i ;•' (62)

' ._ 1/ f A. . ;U oO^.i-'-'Oy:

or

2e. = 2Ei/pO = f/Q
J J

^' dA dt
,

1/ f A. ^ '

the approximate relation

e^ = 3/2 m^Vi - v? (64)

may be derived.

This relation however crude the approximation provides at least a first es-

timate of the specific energy at the outlet and consequently of the outflow effi-

ciency and the jet efficiency from measured integral values. Theoretical values

may be obtained according to the same rule; Schiele, 1967.

For propellers discharging above the free fluid surface the analysis may be

even more refined due to the fact, that the momentum outflow may be deter-

mined directly by means of a balance struck by the jet; Fig. 5, In this case it

appears reasonable to treat the resistance

R = M2 - pQV - T (65)

separately, as the ducting system will in general serve as strut.
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^^-^^l
""'A, = S

Fig. 5 - Free-discharge device

The other possibility would be to determine the inflow momentum velocity

"^1 = (M2 - T)/pQ (66)

differing from the advance speed, i.e., the propeller would have to be consid-
ered acting in its own wake. Although nothing would be wrong with that concept,
it would not fit into our picture of a free -running propeller.

As far as the intake efficiency is concerned performance data are conveni-
ently presented in terms of the nondimensional pressure drop

^ = (^1 - eio)/v2^ (67)

as a function of the velocity ratio

y = v/vio . (68)

According to the former definitions, the inlet efficiency is now

^INL = 1 - 2^/^' (69)

As it may assume very large negative values, the modified inlet efficiency

^iNL= 1/(2- Vi^O (70)

avoiding this inconvenience may be used as inlet performance criterion.

5. PROPELLER-HULL INTERACTION

5.1 Uniform Inflow

In order to reconstruct the basic ideas concerning the interaction between a
propeller and the vehicle to be propelled, let us first consider the case of
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uniform inflow to the propeller, although this is not likely to occur in practice.

As basic model we may imagine a propulsion device of advance speed V with

respect to a large body of fluid but the propeller acting in a wide stream of ve-

locity wV in that fluid, no matter how this stream may be generated. Actually

this model excludes interaction phenomena proper. We are still considering

free-running propellers changing only the reference conditions; the propeller

does not change the stream it is acting in.

To account for this change we have to distinguish between the propulsive

efficiency and the propeller efficiency as defined earlier. As the case of a fluid

stream generated by a ship hull, i.e., a wake, w denoting the wake fraction, is

of particular interest, the propulsive efficiency

^EFF = KV/P
,

-

(71)

i.e., the effective efficiency of the propeller, R denoting the resistance of the

vehicle equal to the net thrustof the propeller delivered under service condi-

tions, whatever the definitions of both magnitudes may be.

With the thrust deduction /
-

1 - t = R/T (72)

and the hull efficiency -
c, .

;

^HULL = (1 - t)/(l - W)
, . , .,^: • .,- ; (73)

the effective or propulsive efficiency is obtained in the conventional form

'^EFF " "^'HULL ^PROP " ^'^'

For specified uniform wakes the thrust deduction, and therefore the hull and the

effective efficiencies, may be determined theoretically, if the thrust deduction

due to friction is neglected in a first approximation, when practical application

is concerned.

While for wakes Wq of the same pressure, i.e., the same potential energy,

as the surrounding fluid, the hull efficiency is simply

^HULL= 1/(1 - %) ' (75)

in any other case a thrust deduction has to be taken into account. It may be de-

termined from a comparison of the actual propeller with a dynamically equiva-

lent propeller outside the regime of modified pressure, i.e., outside the near-

field of the ship, both producing the same race far downstream, supposing that

such a propeller may be constructed. The conditions of equivalence are the

equalities of mass flows encountered and power transmitted to the wake at the

one and the other pressure level, explicitly,

Oo = (76)

and

(E, - E,), . E^ - El . (77)
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As a consequence, the general relation

1 _ t = l^J^^^^ (78)
cp(l/M- 1)

for the thrust deduction may be derived, where

1 - w

denotes the wake ratio. The additional condition for the determination of the

momentum ratio of the equivalent propeller may be rendered in the simplified

form

if the condition

and the approximation

are introduced.

1/Mo = cp2(l/M^ - 77outf) - "^OUTF (80)

(^INf)o = ^INF = 1 (81)

(''^OUTF^O - ''^OUTF (82)

In terms of the load factor, the inverse momentum ratio of the propeller it-

self is either

1/^2 = 1 + Ct^ (83)

or

i/m^ = 1 + Ct + V 1 + 2Ct- , (84)

which ever applies. Accordingly, the thrust deduction may be determined as a
function of the wake ratio, the load factor, and the outflow efficiency. Apart
from the generalization the basic concepts as well as the details of the present
reasoning differ considerably from those proposed by Dickmann, 1939.

The notion that the thrust deduction does not affect the power balance may
be illustrated by the consideration of a ducted system, only the intake of the duct

taking part in the interaction; Fig. 6. The suction at the hull and the thrust of

the duct, being effected by the same pressure, vary in the same way for various
configurations without any overall effect. The higher nozzle thrust results ap-
parently only in higher frictional losses and the necessity of a stronger support.

5.2 Nonuniform Inflow

We have dealt so far with essentially free-running propulsion devices, the

evaluation of performance criteria being based on measured integral values, no
problems arising in the appropriate choice of the boundaries of the propulsion
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NO DIFFERENCE
IN EFFECT LOW SUCTION

AND THRUST

Fig. 6 - Propeller-hull interaction

system. The situation changes completely, when devices in nonuniform wake and
built-in devices are under consideration.

The standard procedure of performance evaluation based on measured inte-

gral values as practiced in conventional propulsion where ever possible has
often been felt inadequate; Prohaska et al., 1966. Attempts to resolve the in-

herent logical difficulties of the procedure, e.g., concerning the determination

of the "correct" wake fraction, are neither satisfactory nor generally applica-

ble; Horn, 1964, In many cases, neither resistance nor free-running tests, if

feasible at all, furnish meaningful results.

The evaluation according to the general definitions established does not suf-

fer from the drawbacks mentioned, but depends on the choice of the propeller

boundary and the measurement of local values, which as a standard procedure
is apparently not very convenient. When the wake fraction

1 - m/V (85)

and anything else has been determined, the thrust deduction may be estimated
according to the same relations as before, when the outflow efficiency is re-

placed by the ratio of the out and inflow efficiencies.

In view of the final aim, the whole procedure is actually not very straight-

forward. Due to various reasons, not the least of which is the ambiguity in the

choice of the propeller boundary, the concept of thrust as a propulsive force and
a measure of performance turns out to be rather meaningless, however useful

and necessary it may be for design and model-test purposes, etc. For the eval-

uation of the propulsive efficiency, only the net thrust under service conditions

is of interest.

In the present context, this magnitude may be defined as

R = Mj - pQV - F (86)
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in terms of magnitudes to be determined in propulsion tests alone, M^ denoting

the momentum outflow from the propeller outside the near field of ship and pro-
peller, and F denoting a towing force, if any. For propellers discharging above
the free surface, the measuring procedure is particularly simple; see Sec. 4.2.

In order to avoid the difficulties encountered in the determination of the

propeller inflow details depending on the choice of the propeller boundary the

following procedure is suggested. Instead of the hull, ideal, and jet efficiencies

as defined before in terms of the inflow momentum velocity, we may introduce

the effective efficiencies

'

V* -
^"^ ~ ^^ ^

(87)

^IDEAL = ^ ^\ (SS)

and

2 1

^'JET

in terms of the inflow energy velocity.

m 2/^2 - ei

2 1

(89)

This description of the propulsive performance in terms of energy rather

than momentum has particular advantages. It avoids not only explicit, but even
implicit references to the interaction forces between propeller and hull, however
they may be defined. Further on the value of the mass-specific energy, e.g., is

only weakly dependent on the location of the propeller boundaries and conse-
quently the same holds for the effective efficiencies (87)-(89) and the effective

performance characteristic

^hyd = ^eff'^^'^hull ^^ideal^

= *^ (^ideal) •

6. CONCLUSIONS

This outline of ideas and procedures concerning the definition and evalua-
tion of performance criteria of pulse-jet propellers will not be complete without

due reference to further extensions and generalizations.

As the basic principles are not restricted to propulsion systems, the deduc-
tions are euqally valid for reaction motors and brakes, if the quantities intro-

duced are considered as algebraic. Two major disadvantages of a unified expo-
sition, which has been envisaged, are that the efficiencies defined would assume
any positive and negative value and that the word-language would be extremely
clumsy.

While in a completely formalized presentation, making use of some sort of

operational notation, these drawbacks may be fully compensated for by the ad-
vantages gained, they are prohibitive in the present context. The disadvantage
of the suggestive language chosen is certainly that it may suggest exactly the
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wrong thing. But as in any case a complete definition is provided, no difficulties

should arise.

In order to render this presentation as systematic as necessary in view of

the various concepts involved, the corresponding symbols and terms are not in

any case in accordance with the ITTC Standard Symbols (1965), which as a col-

lection of signs and words rather than a language proper, do not lend themselves

readily for systematic work; Schmiechen, 1966.1.

The aim of this paper, the reconstruction of some concepts of the theory of

propulsion in view of a wider application, has been achieved by deduction from

the basic principles of hydrodynamics, resulting in consistent sets of perform-

ance parameters and criteria for any type of propulsion device, and thus, it is

hoped, throwing new light on various problems, even in conventional propulsion.

The paper does not provide a review of the state-of-the-art concerning

pulse-jet propellers and their possible applications elsewhere, but rather some
concepts and procedures currently under consideration or applied at the Berlin

Towing Tank.
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NOTATION . >: i . a- y : : .

The numbers after the definitions are those of the sections wherein the

quantity is first mentioned or defined.

Magnitudes
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L length, 3.1

m mass-specific momenta, 3.1

M momentum flows, 2.

P power, 2.

PR production in general, 2.

Q volume flow, 2.

r energy velocities, 3.1

R resistance, net thrust, 5.1

s stresses, 2.

S surfaces, 2.

t time, 2., thrust deduction, 5.1 ""

T thrust, 2.

i> local velocities, 2.

V volume velocities, 3.1

V speed, 2. : '-"-.^ >7./

w wake fraction, 5.1

a area ratio, 4.1

e energy ratios, 3.2

^ nondimensional pressure drop, 4.2

7) efficiencies, 3.

7]* effective efficiencies, 5.2

/Lt momentum ratios, 3.2

V velocity ratio, 4.2

P density, 2.
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DESIGN ANALYSIS
OF GAS-TURBINE POWERPLANTS

FOR TWO-PHASE HYDROPROPULSION

Rodolfo Pallabazzer

Politecnico di Milano
Milan, Italy

INTRODUCTION

Marine propulsion is probably one of the most contradictory fields of engi-

neering research. Many propulsive systems and problems are in fact developed
in detail, but we do not have an exact idea of what kind of system would be the

optimum beyond the speed range in which we now operate. There are no uncer-
tainties about hydrodynamic problems, because the hydrodynamic phenomena
are uniquely determined by the motion itself; besides, the solutions until now
proposed to delay hydrodynamic problems are hydrodynamically corrected and
can be easily shared; therefore, hydrodynamic problems are in a refinement
and improving phase for some time to come.

This cannot come true for propulsive problems; any new speed field or en-
vironment yields special exigencies, related to the achievement of high propul-
sive performances, such as low fuel consumption, low weight, large range,
mechanical simplicity, reliability, governing, control stability, and low addi-
tional drag induced by the propulsor on the base vehicle.

Such a collection of disparate and often contradictory problems needs not

only lengthy and specialized research but also a wide-ranging tentative activity,

by means of which one could evaluate the availability of new solutions and achieve
exact ideas about the real exigencies of the operative field one wants to penetrate.

One must admit that this kind of lengthy research is very poor, in marine
propulsion, especially when compared to aerospace propulsion. Few solutions

have been proposed and developed as advanced propulsors, apart from the well-
known supercavitating propeller and the water jet, and no solution has been pro-
posed for the powerplant but the classical mechanical connection between a gas
turbine and the propulsor. [Since the only jet propulsor sufficiently developed
for marine propulsion is the water-jet (or pump-jet) system, in the following it

will be also the fundamental term of comparison for other jet devices.]

A new kind of propulsor has been proposed by Foa [1,2,3,4] based on non-
steady (cryptosteady) energy exchange between two fluids; this idea has been not
sufficiently developed for underwater propulsion to approach the expected
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performances. A turbofan whose thrust can be augmented by water injection

has been recently presented [5,6], but the results were too concise to achieve

an exact idea of the characteristics.

A propulsive ejector driven by compressed air was projected some years

ago [7,8], without later being developed. Apparently the interruption of the

project was due to the actual performances of the propulsor.

As will be outlined later, while the energetic efficiency of the ejector can

be sufficiently high, being increased by the velocity, the thrust performances

can be very poor, showing strong collapse at increasing speed. It will appear

that cold air expressly compressed for powering an ejector is not the best

generator for this purpose; besides, new ejector designs can raise the thrust

performances.

The reasons for studying the ejector as a means of propelling a body in

or on water, in spite of the aforementioned limitations, depend on the funda-

mental simplicity of such a propulsive device whose merits are weight, main-

tenance, failure and noise, no mechanical transmission, no water deadweight

on board, no inlet clog risk, brief internal duct length and reduction of internal

losses with regard to water-jet ducts, and availability of underwater instead of

surface jet. The gain of weight by itself is a sufficient merit of a two-phase

propulsor compared to a water-jet system.

For example, if we figure substituting the propulsor of the Boeing water-

jet hydrofoil PG-H(2) with an ejective device, the gain of weight is of 1.78 tons,

which means 53% of the power apparatus (turbine + pumps + water) and 3.5% of

the net displacement (50 tons).

These reasons are sufficiently valid to require an exhaustive analysis of

the ejector as a device for two-phase propulsion. This analysis has to be de-

veloped in two directions: (a) powerplant investigation of the gas generator

and its connection with the ejector, with the purpose of identifying the configu-

rations which allow the best propulsive performances; this analysis can be

initially developed by means of some idealizations about the two-phase exchange

phenomena; (b) a theoretical- experimental investigation of propulsive ejectors,

which allows identification of the most correct analytical idealization of the ex-

change and the optimum geometrical configurations of the ejector with regard

to propulsive performances.

At the Istituto di Macchine, Politecnico di Milano, the first investigation

has been widely developed, and its results are presented here, while the second

investigation is just beginning at a two-phase tunnel which has been recently

realized.

TWO-PHASE JET PROPULSION: STATUS OF ART
AND BASES OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The working principle of an ejector is well known: In a propulsive device

(Fig. 1), a secondary water stream, which arrives at the propulsor chamber
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Fig. 1 - The Hydrojector: schematic cutway

owing to the free- stream velocity, is accelerated by a high-energy low-rate pri-

mary gas jet (supposed in the figure as injected from the chamber walls). The

chamber can present a rectangular [8] or a circular [7] cross section. In an

ideal propulsor there is no dissipation, since the water enters the chamber at

same (high) pressure and (low) velocity of the gas. The basic effect consists

in the production of a high-density two-phase compressible fluid, which can be

accelerated in the nozzle to high speed. The drag effect is important just be-

cause it avoids slip, not because it accelerates water. In the hypothesis of no

slip effect there will be no momentum exchange between water and gas, and the

only phenomena in which we will be interested are the total amount of energy

and the direct energy exchange. The slip effect can be very low in a two-phase

mixture when operating at high-flow-rate ratios of water to gas (that is, in

"bubble" flow). However, the slip effect can be differently strong, depending

on the jet shattering into the water and on the bubble diameter, that is, on in-

jection technique and on chamber design. An injection coaxial with the water

stream (see, e.g., Ref. [9]) will provide a gas axial momentum recovery but

also a strong slip effect with large bubbles mean diameter, while a radial in-

jection [7j will destroy the axial momentum, producing small bubbles mean
diameter and lower slip effect.

It is beyond the purpose of this work to investigate the methods of opti-

mizing the ejector performances, and later an idealization will be done about

its behavior.
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As previously outlined, such an optimization can result only from a
theoretical-experimental analysis restricted to the propulsive ejector. On
the other hand, no extensive works appear to have been developed on this sub-

ject, and no exact indications are available about the validity of the hypotheses

that can be done.

Besides, one must have in mind that the most delicate and uncertain phase
of the two-phase flow is the first mixing phase, which takes place soon after

the gas injection; it is generally a very turbulent phenomenon on a macro-
scopic scale, where the bubbles' path is random and analytically unforseeable.

In this phase, only statistical, experimental data are available, reducing the

overall merit of more exact analysis of the successive quasi-homogeneous
nozzle flow.

Generally speaking, a wide bibliography on two-phase flow was published

recently by Gouse [lOj.

More pertinent works on propulsive-type ejectors are listed in Refs.

[7,9,11,12], while the theoretical bases of the most logical hypotheses are

available in Refs. [7,9,13,14]. The only actual projects of two-phase propulsor

appear to be those reported in Refs. [8,15,16,17]. In Ref . [18], a preliminary

analysis of two-phase powerplant with a turbine as gas generator was devel-

oped, while in Ref. [19] a liquid- metal-water reactor was studied as a gas

generator for two-phase underwater propulsion.

From another point of view, a propulsor based on cryptosteady energy ex-

change [1,2] can be ideally considered as a combination of a pump with an ejec-

tor, because of the mixing energy exchange phase which follows the pressure

exchange phase. This means that, as compared with a shrouded propeller, the

propulsor offers the ideal advantages of no cavitation, no mechanical connec-

tion or mixing contribution, while as compared with an ejector it offers the

advantage of a highly efficient pressure energy exchange preceding the mixing

phase. From a power-plant point of view, it will be immaterial how any per-

formances can be actually obtained by a propulsor, when the propulsor be-

havior is idealized and when there are experimental confirmations of these

performances.

On the basis of the previous considerations, several power plant-propulsor

configurations have been analyzed by a simplified model of ejector behavior.

Such an analysis allows a comparison either among configurations which have

been studied under the same hypotheses or among configurations which require

different kinds of hypotheses, when experimental data can confirm their validity

under the same order of approximation. Some of these hypotheses can be

considered as rather questionable because insufficiently confirmed by experi-

mental data available at present. However, they represent a compromise be-

tween the exigencies of trustworthiness and simplification. While in fact a

particle analysis of the two-phase exchange can be, and really was, already

developed under a lower manifold of hypotheses [9,12] for studies regarding

the propulsor alone, this kind of analysis would be absolutely impossible when
evaluating the powerplant performances, because of the exceedingly high num-
ber of variables one should have to consider for an exhaustive investigation.
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Therefore, as already outlined, two kinds of analysis must be developed:

With the first one, the general powerplant has to be considered with a simpli-

fied analytical model of ejector to evaluate the most efficient configuration

and its absolute performance with svifficient approximation; the second kind of

investigation requires a particle-exchange analysis of the pure ejector, from
both the theoretical and the experimental points of view, to identify the best

propulsor design and mixing technique.

3 PROPULSOR ANALYSIS

3.1 Description

Actual hydrojet (IG) configurations are represented in Fig. 2. Cases (a)

and (b) refer to surface vehicles (pump jets) and case (c) refers to an under-

water vehicle (ducted propeller). No detailed configurations of propulsive ejec-

tors are available in the literature, but appropriate configurations can be

easily represented (Figs. 1 and 3). Figure 3 is deduced from the Marjet [8],

where the chamber is obtained between two separated parallel foils, while Fig.

1 considers a circular chamber. This propulsor, where the water stream is

accelerated just by the gas (which has been sometimes called "water ramjet")

will be designated here as hydrojector (IR). No example exists of hybrid sys-

tems (that is, a pump associated with an ejector) apart from the Foa propulsor

(Fig. 4a), where a gas pseudoblade takes the place of the conventional pump,
being followed by a mixing phase. However, new types of hybrid propulsor with

mechanical pump can be easily imagined (Fig. 4b, 4c). This kind of propulsor will

be designated as pump-jector (IB). The most general fluid-dynamic model of

the propulsor is presented in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 the propulsor is axially

symmetric and rectilinear. This model can be applied to underwater propul-

sors. In Fig. 6 an S-propulsor model is shown which can be applied to surface

(water-air) propulsion.

The water stream velocity v^ is slowed down partially outside and partially

inside the diverging inlet to the chamber value Vj. Here the water is first com-
pressed by the pump at constant velocity, then accelerated by the mixing at

quasi-constant pressure to the value Vq at the nozzle inlet, where a two-phase

homogeneous compressible flow enters, expanding to the external pressure at

the exit. [The cylindrical shape of the chamber is not a statement; the experi-

mental analysis must recommend the best shape. Therefore section (o) can be

considered just as a reference.]

In underwater models, this pressure is equal to the free- stream one, while

in S-models the exit pressure is the atmospheric one. In underexpanded noz-

zles, the pressure depends on the internal flow.

In the following, a simplified analysis of the propulsor is developed under

the hypotheses of one-dimensional, homogeneous, ideal flow.
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a;

1 Water inlet
2 - Pump or propeller
3 - Nozzle
4 - Engine
5 - Hull
6 - Shaft
7 - Shroud

Fig. 2

I- J v7

Fig. 2 - Water -jet propulsive systems:
(a) motorboat installation; (b) hydrofoil in-
stallation; (c) underwater ducted propeller

3.2 Fundamental Hypotheses

We will outline the hypotheses necessary for the analysis. All these hy-

potheses have been generally adopted in the literature (Refs. [7,8,9,11,12,13,

14,17]), but they will be briefly justified here too.
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Fig. 3 - Planar hydrojector (Marjet)

(a) The motion is treated as one dimensional.

(b) The analysis will concern design performances.

(c) Water and gas enter the chamber at the same pressure p,;

(d) The velocity Vi will be expressed by the diffusion coefficient

,

the significance of which is clearly discussed in Ref . [20j. Here </; is a design

coefficient which is fixed on the ground of several exigencies (external and in-

ternal cavitation, losses, and flow rate).

(e) The internal pressure drag losses ah^ will be expressed by an

overall losses coefficient

AH,
^ =

V.V2g (2)

This is also a design coefficient, meaning that ^ can be considered as a con-

stant only when the analysis refers to design performances.

(f) The two-phase flow is homogeneous. There will be no slip effects

between water and gas, that is, water and gas move at same speed. The gas

density Pg is negligible in comparison with the water density p^, and the same
thing happens for the mass flow rates, that is, the mixing mass ratio e « 1.

(g) The gas momentum will at the chamber inlet be neglected; this

corresponds to the hypothesis of a complete viscous dissipation. The gas en-

ergy amount will be taken into account in the form of total enthalpy.

(h) The gas is perfect and ideal, but its nature will be taken into ac-

count by means of different thermodynamic coefficients.
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a}

\.mv .ivi^ii
b)

"' nf?.'-."""'.T-

'S)

*- c;

Fig. 4 - Pumpjector devices:
(a) cryptosteady system; (b)

underwater hybrid system;
(c) hydrofoil hybrid system

(i) The gas expansion is adiabatic. This hypothesis is the most
critical one, because it is surely not true. As a matter of fact, in one-
dimensional homogeneous analysis one must assign the gas-expansion law,
and the only other hypothesis which has also often been made (Ref. [8j), that is,

an isothermal (at the water temperature) expansion, seems to be less valid
than an adiabatic expansion, when the gas is at high temperature. It is obvi-
ous that the actual law will depend on the gas permanence time and contact
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aligned propulsor

Fig. 5 - Fluid flow for aligned propulsor (a. p.)

S-propulser

Fig. 6 - Fluid flow for

S-propulsor (S.p.)

surface, that is, on the mixing technique, on the bubble dimensions, and on the

propulsor length. Therefore, at present only experimental observations can
suggest more exact ideas about the expansion law.

(j) No water evaporation is considered.

3.3 Basic Equations

With reference to Figs. (5) and (6), when the Bernoulli equation is applied

between sections (co) and (i) there results

Pi - Pa + gPH^i + gPHHp +— (V„2_V.2) - gpj^AH^
2

(3)

Symbols are listed at the end of the paper; the z- coordinate is positive down-

wards. By means of dimensionless parameters, Eq. (3) can be written as:
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/S; - ^= /3e(l + /^ho) = 1 + /3hi + /3p + /3o(V^-^)

(4)

The total energy balance between section (i) and the current section, which

are aligned, can be written as

igm^h. . mH(— + Y I

+ "iJ Jgh +

This equation can be developed, by means of definitions and of thermodynami-

cal relations, as

'i 1 Pi / ^ Pgi\ v^ 1 p
, ^

P

(5)

where e = m /m^ is the mixing mass ratio. The isentropic law furnishes

Pa(l + /3ho) /^e

ij (hi-h)
/^gl

(6)

Therefore, by means of Eqs. (4), Eq. (5) becomes

(7)

Thus,

1 + /^n - /^h

^. ^H V2 1 p„

/^i
" Pa(l + /5hi) 2 ^ ^ Pgi

(7-)

which gives

^^^^^I'^-^vr^^^''-''-'^''

Now let us define the mixing volume ratio k:

1/2

(8)

(9)
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Different from e, \ is not a constant but depends on local conditions. Denoting

by ^i = epH/Pgi the volume ratio in the chamber, the previous equations

become

^e / V \' /^h
. 1 . /3„ - /3, _ - (-j ,--K,/s^(i-/^r<^) . .-^^ -;;-••; (7")

V= V^
(^1

+ /3„-/3, - +-Xi/3,(l-/3r)j (8')

It will be useful to apply Eq. (8') at the nozzle exit for evaluating the exit ve-

locity v^j in two particular cases:

(i) aligned propulsor (Figs. 1, 3, 4a, 4b, 5):

It results Zi = z^, /3hi
= /3^„; /S^ = 1. The external pressure is p^, and

therefore /S^^ = Pi/p„ = fi^. Therefore,

1/2

V, = V,(/3„ + ^^i^e(l-/^;*))
,

: . .
, ,,,,,, (10)

(ii) S-propulsor (Figs. 2a, 2b, 4c, 6):

It is /Sf^„ > o and /S^j < o, while the external pressure is now Pa, and there-

fore ^i^ = Pi/Pa = ^e':

-1 1/2

V. 1 + ^„- -^ +-^Xi/3,(l-/3;-*) . (10')
1 + /3hi

and, for the waterjet (\. = 0)

V

(10")

It appears from the previous equations that the flow inside the ejector de-

pends just on the volume ratio instead of on the actual conditions of the gas

injected. Besides, the solution will not depend on the compressibility of the

two-phase mixture. On the other hand, it will be useful to introduce the com-
pressibility into the flow equations, by the two-phase pseudo-Mach number.
In the following an analysis will be outlined which was already developed par-

tially in Refs. [7,14,21]. Let us define a mean density of the mixture (this is

valid owing to the hypothesis of no slip) as

PhAh + PgAg Ah A„

p
~-

X
' ^^ ^ T ^^"" ^^^ - ^g ^ T ^" '

where A is the local cross section, and A^ and Ag are the fraction of A oc-

cupied respectively by water and gas (A = Ah + Ag). On the other hand, we
have \ = Ag/Ajj. Therefore
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Pe Pn + ^^g Ph 1

^g ^ ^H

By means of the water continuity between sections (i) and (o) (where A. = A^),

we obtain the water acceleration as

v„ A

v= A„„ ° r ; • (12)

Therefore (1 + \) measures the water acceleration just due to the mixing at

constant section. Let us now define the pseudosonic velocity of the mixture as

^ ^+ j_^ i/M
o2 dp ' Ph dp 2 ' '\P^I V^H.

_]_ _ dp
_^ ^ I Ph

A comparison between the orders of magnitude of the terms in the numerator
allows us to neglect the second one, provided that

e >> 10"^
.

In this case, we have -^

^ Pn
(13)

which can be accepted as valid in the range

10"^ < e < 10-2
, (14)

which is a practical operating range of our propulsor. By using the isentropic

expansion law of the gas, and the definition

p ^ho

Eq. (13) furnishes the following expression of the local pseudosonic velocity:

c2 = K, -^

where (15)

k Pa(l + /3ho)
K: =

PV.
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At the exit, Eq. (15) becomes

(a) aligned propulsor (p^ = p^; /3j = ^J:

-u'
'- K,/3- ^ .

(16)

(b) S-propulsor (p^ = P3; fi-, = /3j):

K,

/?;

(l + \j/3!'")^

The local pseudo-Mach number M is defined as

M = V/c .

(16-)

(17)

It will be useful to identify the pseudosonic conditions, which can be obtained

by equalizing Eq. (8') to Eq. (15). The corresponding value of /3. = /3^ is the

critical expansion ratio

1 + ^n - /^h

/3r

— k.fi ( 1 - /?-*) = - /3, —1 ^—1—
(18)

By numerical procedure it will be possible to deduce fi^ from Eq. (18). The
exit pseudo-Mach number can be obtained from Eqs. (10) [or (10')], (16) [or

(16')], and (17). The equations cannot show any useful solutions for the water-
jet in terms of M, because of the limits (14). The previous equations define all

the parameters necessary to the flow solutions when \i or e are fixed.

In the present work we will, on the contrary, assign an exit value (m^),

and the values of Xj or e which are consistent with such exit value will be
determined. By matching Eqs. (10) [or (10')], (16) [or (16')], and (17), one ob-
tains the following equation:

where

B,\.2 - B,^. - B3 =
,

[2(^/-l) - M^2(u-i)] (aligned propulsor)

[2(l+/eho)^(/3e'^- 1) - M^2(k_ 1)] ,
(S-propulsor)

(19)

(19')
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/3p+/3o(l-^)
B- - kM ^ - (aligned propulsor)

= kM^2 _ (l + /3j^j'" [/3^. + /3p + /S„(l-^)] ,
(S-propulsor) (19.)

B3= 1^.^/37 • •
•

.

Equation (9) furnishes two values of k^, both of which have physical meaning:

k. =

B, ± VB,^ f 4B^B3
_

B, ± Ai/2
^^q)

2B,

An analysis of the solutions allows us to observe that ^t is positive every-

where; k\ (Mjj) is a monotonic fvinction (Fig. 7), the asymptote of which corre-

sponds to the condition Bj = 0, that is, to (The following relationships are de-

duced for aligned propulsor.)

1/2

(B^.O) M^' -- (j—^ (/3/-1)) (21)

only up to a speed v^ where it happens simultaneously B^ = B2 = 0, that is,

2k

k - 1
(/3/- 1) (22)

for which v^ can be obtained numerically. Up to the same speed \~ is always

negative. Above v^, x.^ is positive above M'J and both solutions merge in a

maximum at the condition where A = 0, that is, at

m;. =

. 1/2
/3*- 1

2k
I
/3- ^— (21')

In this range, x.~ shows the same asymptote at M^ = M^'. Therefore, there is

a range of m^ where two values of k-^ are possible at v„ > v^^, and M^ shows
a maximum, but this does not represent an indetermination because ^i is the

physical datum, while M^, which has been selected as a datum in the numerical

procedure, is actually a physical effect. In any case, that is, at any speed, there

is a maxjmum M^ which cannot be exceeded (it will be M^' at v„ < v„ and M^

at v^ > v„ ). It can be interesting to observe that in any case for X- —» 00 m^^— M'J,

which is the Mach number of the gas, as it would have to be. Another significant

pseudo- Mach number is the one corresponding to B^ = 0, that is,

since the speed v„ is obtained at Mj,' = M'J '. All these conditions differently

represent physical limits.
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'
1

Fig. 7 - Qualitative variation of the discharge pseudo-
Mach number M^ with chamber volumic flow ratio X^

In Fig. (8), v^ is represented for the aligned

propulsor as a function of /3p, together with the

corresponding pseudo-Mach number M^^; in Fig.

(9), the limit pseudo-Mach numbers M', M", M" '

are shown as a function of v„ for some values of

/3p, while in Fig. (10) the same has been done for

A.- (corresponding to A = 0). All these functions

have been calculated for k = 1.35 (exhaust gas)

z^ = zj = 1 m, <f
= 0.2, and = 0.9 (these val-

ues will be discussed later), while in Fig. (9) the

effect of changing i// to ^ = 0.6 is shown.

From Eq. (11) one can deduce the cross sec-

tion ratio A/A„:

Fig. 8 - Variation of

the transition velocity
and discharge pseudo-
Mach number v^^ and
M . with 3„

A

aZ

Ph

P - Pa
= I + k

Ao

Ph
p. - n .

= 1 + X.

and therefore

A

A~

Ah Pi

P - P. u„ 1 + x„
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tbrmA;

Fig. 9 - Variation of the limit
pseudo-Mach number M^, M^

,

M^' with y^ and pp, for i|/ =

0.9 and for 4- = 0.6
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It appears also that A/A^—> oo when x^ — oo, meaning that during the expansion

the gas dilates more than the two-phase mixture. In Fig. (12), a is plotted

against A^/A^, and in Fig. (13), \- is represented as a fvmction of v^, m^^,

and /3„.

Fig. 12 - Variation of X-

as a function of V^ for

some values of M^^ and
8(1^ = 0.9, a. p.)

To sum up, the following remarks can be made:

(a) There is a typical velocity v„ , below which any positive value of

^i is detained asymptotically; the pseudo- Mach number at the exit has a limit

at M^j = M'J, where \-^ becomes infinite. There are no physical but just sonic

limits. At a velocity above v^, a maximum in the pseudo-Mach number is

reached at x^ = k[, but x^ still increases asymptotically as M^ decreases
to M'.'.

(b) v„ corresponds to 30 m/s for
/

while it decreases strongly at increasing /3^

p = (that is for the hydrojector)

,

and becomes zero for /S = 4.3.

This means that the hydrojector at a speed above 30 m/s will tend to be un-
suitable for reaching the highest performances; at increasing /S^ the physical

threshold advances but the value of \} decreases at increasing /Sp and at in-

creasing speed (Fig. 10), becoming insensitive to the speed at the highest /3p.
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It already appears from these remarks that the hydrojector at moderately low

speed seems to promise higher efficiency than the pumpjector and, by extrapo-

lation, than the water jet.

(c) The functions k-,, M^, Mj;, M'J ', V^, M^, V^, /3^, A^/A„, and

A^,/Ao are independent of the actual conditions of the gas, which are expressed
by the chamber density Pg^ ; they depend just on the parameters v^, /Sp, and

Mu, besides on the gas thermodynamical nature. On the contrary, the mass
ratio e will depend on p^-^, that is, on the engine powerplant configuration.

(d) The area ratios A A^ present a strong increase in proximity of

the discharge limits M^. It can often be AA^ > 1, depending on the "dilata-

tion" of the gas during the expansion, as was noted.

4 DEFINITION OF THE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

4.1 Thrust .

•'

For an adapted nozzle, the net thrust S will be . ,

S = m^CV^- V„) + m^V^ = ^^^yJ ^ - 1
]

. (24)

Let us define a specific thrust as

s V.

'^H^o, phA„ vj(i- 4>)
1/2 V (25)

This is a fundamental figure of merit for comparison among propulsors of same
design and advance velocity. On the other hand, the thrust coefficient c

1

2c7(l-^)i'2

^hAoV, (26)

depends on the frontal diameter of the propulsor instead of the overall design

coefficient A^(l - s^)^ '^; it will be especially useful in comparisons among pro-

pulsors of different shapes.

If the nozzle is truncated during supersonic flow (underexpanded nozzle),

the thrust s^ will be

S, = VV^-V„) + A^(p^-p„) . (24')

In the present work we will take into consideration the case of nozzles which
have been truncated at throat, that is, at the critical pressure p^. The corre-
sponding thrust is

Sc -- '^h(Vc-V») + A^(p^-p„) ,
(24")
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which can be written in dimensionless form as

.^=1 , a^^j--——
(25,)

and accordingly

In Ref . [22] the feasibility of truncated nozzles for underwater propulsion was
presented, showing that practically ideal performances can be actually obtained.

4.2 Efficiency

As can be seen from the literature, the efficiency of a propulsor in marine
environment is the most discussed parameter, because of the difficulty of taking
into account so many variables. In this work, two efficiencies have been intro-

duced, that is, (a) the conventional propulsive efficiency v^:

"•^
1

V„ 2 + a

-^nK'-^.') l^~
..

(27)
"

CO

where the gas contribution has been neglected. Its value for a truncated nozzle
is

2a
Vpc

2 (27')V
^- - 1

V2

(b) a.n overall efficiency Vg, defined as the ratio between the propulsive power
SV„ and the chemical energy inflow ae^, = jgma(a'+ a" + a^S) u^{a\ a" and
ttjS are the fuel rate fractions)

SV aVj
"^^^ T:^^ ] : (28)

Since for underexpanded nozzles all the quantities at denominator cannot
change because of the supersonic flow, the value of ^g for truncated nozzles is

crV^ aC 00 c

^^^ "
jgy(a' + a" + ajS)Hj " "^e ~ ' (2^')

This efficiency is the only one which could permit a comparison among com-
pletely different propulsive devices, such as the water jet and the hydrojector,
since any mechanical power is excluded from the performances.
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It is obviously impossible in such an analysis to take into account the ef-

fect of the external drag on the net thrust and on the efficiencies, and only quali-
tative considerations can be made about the additional drag induced by the pro-
pulsor and its appendages. Typical behavior of a is showed in Figs. 14 and 13
for a few values of /3p, while in Fig. 14 a is plotted against A A„. All these
functions have been calculated for exhaust gas and for ip = 0.9, as already men-
tioned. In Figs. 13 and 15, tho values of a^ for an underexpanded nozzle are
reported for /5p = (hydrojector).
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at T = 1150°K about quadruples k^ and, from Fig. (19), triples or quadruples
<y at same speed v^ and same flow rate ratio e. Such comparison will appear

clearly in the following part, where a will be calculated. It is also noteworthy

that rip decreases while o- increases with k^.

This behavior, which is well known, will be pointed out later in

comparison with the behavior of the overall coefficient, to stress the fact that

the analysis of the propulsive efficiency can suggest completely wrong
conclusions. r- . . , ;.

(b) A propulsive comparison among hydrojectors, pumpjectors, and

water jets can be made only in terms of actual propulsive feasibility. Since the

hydrojector and the pumpjectors can provide any thrust and any propulsive ef-

ficiency, two other design parameters must be examined, that is, the inflow

ratio 7 = iTia/mH and the cross- section ratio A^/A^. However, the parameter 7

depends on the actual powerplant, and it will be discussed in the following para-

graphs; here only a discussion on the cross- section ratio can be developed. As
has been pointed out, the specific thrust of the water jet is really limited, but

there are no problems about the exit cross section, because it will always be

'^u ''^o
"^ 1 (Fig. 14); that is, the chamber cross section is actually the signifi-

cant propulsor cross section. It will be not so for two-phase propulsors, as

can be seen from Figs. (11) and (14), because A^/A^ often becomes >1; nay, the

highest thrust is always obtained at A^/A^, > 1. If one decides to function at

A^ Aq not higher than 1, a design limit on o- immediately descends. At A^ A^ =

1 and v^, = 50 m/s, the hydrojector is poorer than water jets at /3p > 11, at

v„ = 30 m/s this happens for water jets at /Sp > 9. This means, for example,

that the PG-H(2)-type water jet, which provides an advance speed of 26 m/s
with /3p = 17 (see Ref . [23j) shows a thrust of a = 1.4, while the hydrojector

which has been limited by A^^o = 1 offers a = 0.62 at the same speed.

In Fig. (14) the behavior of a (hydrojector) corresponding to

A^/Aj, = 1 has been represented.

(c) In Figs. (13) and (15) the graph of a^, the thrust obtained by trun-

cation of a supersonic nozzle at the throat, is also plotted. It is remarkable
that a very faint decrease of thrust is associated with a strong decrease of the

discharge cross section, which is now A^,. This behavior is emphasized in Fig.

(16), where the curve of a^ for A^/A„ = 1 is plotted. It appears that now the

thrust available for A^/A^, = 1 is increased especially at high speed, where the

thrust produced by hydrojector can be higher than that produced by water jet.

It is also noteworthy (Fig. 15) that a^ becomes practically insensitive to the

velocity v^, for any given value of A^/A^.

(d) The presence of a pump strongly improves performance [Figs. (14)

and (15)]. A pumpjector at /Sp = 2 and A^/A^, = 1 provides a specific thrust

comparable with the one produced by a /3p = 18 water jet. If the nozzle is

truncated at ^c/K = 1, the thrust can be more than double that for a /Sp = 21

water jet (Fig. 16). On the other hand, a /Sp = 2 water jet moving at V^ = 15

m/s (Fig. 14) shows a = 0.47 with \,/Ao = 0.22. If the same nozzle (that is

the same A^/A^) is adopted in such a way that the exit cross section could

represent a critical section for two-phase flow (Fig. 15b) a thrust of 0.64 can
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be obtained. Therefore the pumpjector provides thrust improvement with

regard to both water jet and hydrojector.

5 POWERPLANT ANALYSIS

5.1 Description

As already mentioned, three different kinds of connection between propul-

sor and powerplant have been studied:

(a) the hydrojector (Figs. 22 and 23), where a purely gas-dynamical

connection is realized;

(b) the water jet (Fig. 24), with a purely mechanical connection;

(c) the pumpjector (Figs. 25 and 26) which can be realized either

with both mechanical and gas-dynamical connections (Figs. 4b and 4c) or with

a purely gas-dynamical connection which acts by both pressure and mixing ex-

change (Fig. 4a). This propulsor can be considered as either a change of

previous propulsors or a completely new design; it can be seen as a device

similar to the afterburner of a turbojet engine, both on thermodynamical and

on performance point of view.

For all the powerplants a gas turbine was considered as the basic engine,

whose behavior was suitably idealized. The gas turbine therefore will supply

high-temperature high-pressure gas or mechanical power, or both, to the pro-

pulsor, as shown in the diagrams.

The fundamental powerplant configurations which have been analyzed are:

(i) a gas-turbine cycle provided by single or double combustion;

(ii) a turbine with three possible points for gas extraction: just be-

fore the turbine, at a suitable point during the turbine expansion, and just after

the afterburner. The powerplant shown in Fig. (22d) or (25d) is the most gen-

eral one, because cases (a), (b), and (c) can be obtained by regulation of

scheme (d).

(iii) The gas for the ejector can be supplied by the secondary cycle

of a bypass turbine or of a driven compressor (Figs. 23 and 26), with or with-

out secondary combustion.

The thermodynamical cycles are represented in Figs. (27a and 27b). The con-

straints the powerplant must satisfy are:

(a) hydromechanical constraint, represented by the equality of the

turbine net power and the pump or propeller power;

(b) gas-dynamical constraints, represented by the equality of the gas-

extraction pressure, the chamber pressure, and the overall gas flow-rate

continuity.
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Fig. 22 - Hydrojector conventional powerplants
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•; IR- F(U

-cm

b)

D

C P
Fig. 23 - Hydrojector bypass powerplants

A pressure loss &/3 is taken into account at the valves v^ of the powerplant.

In the aforementioned figures, the abbreviations of the configurations which

have been studied are given too.

4.2 Criticism

Here we will expound the reasons which led us to conceive and to analyze

the previous configurations. As mentioned, the pure hydrojector was fairly well

studied and designed in the literature, and its general advantages have been al-

ready emphasized, but what we would investigate was the overall effect on the

propulsive performance of using hot, high-pressure, partially exhaust gas, in-

stead of a cold gas (compressed air). The partially exhaust gas can provide
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Fig. 25 - Pumpjector conventional powerplants
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®* © (i) A ®®t

b)

IB-FC(I)

Fig. 26 - Pumpjector bypass powerplants

The foreseeable profit of hybrid propulsors, which could be imagined as
either a conventional power system or a schematisation of a cryptosteady ex-

changer or an emergency auxiliary system for thrust augmentation was also

noted. It was expected that its performances were a compromise between the

water jet and the hydrojector.

The analysis of a water jet was also introduced to allow an internal means
of comparison. Finally, afterburner systems were considered as conventional

systems of thrust augmentation.

4.3 Powerplant Equations

It would be exceedingly time consuming to expound in detail the systems of

equations which solve the fourteen powerplant configurations studied, even
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(b) Bypass powerplants ''

Fig. 27 - Thernnodynamical cycles (Continued)
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though no new hypothesis is involved with the equations. We will just recall the

expression of the single terms which appear in the equations, so that the degree
of idealization made will also be clear. All the quantities are defined for unit

air flow rate entering the turbine.

(a) Work of compression:

(T2-Tj)

Lf =:— aid^-T,)

(turbine compressor)

(bypass compressor)

(29)

(b) Work of expansion:

L, = (l + a'-ai)Cpg7^^,(T3-T,)

Ltf = (l+«')Sg^rnt(T3-T,)

'th (l+«'-«l)Sg^mt(T3-T4)

Ltl.b = "uSg'^mtCTs-T^)

(c) Pumping work:

(one turbine)

(one bypass turbine)

(high-pressure turbine)

(low-pressure turbine)

(low-pressure reburning turbine)

(30)

Hp/r

(31)

where 7 = m^/m^ is the inflow mass ratio

By equating separately the previous work, one obtains the mechanical equi-
librium at the compressor axle {mechanical constraint) and at the pump axle
{hydromechanical constraint) . The other balances are:

(d) Energy balance at the burners:

(l+«')Cpn,(T3-T2) = a' ^j^Hj , (first burner Bl)

(1 + a' + «"- «!- a2)Cpm(T5-T^) = a" T^j^Hi , (afterburner B2) ,^^.

(1 + S) «iCpm(T9-Tg) = SttjT^j^Hi
,

(auxiliary burning B3) .
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(e) Mass balance:

1 + a' + a" - (ffj + 0(2 + ttg) ~
'^u

~ ^ '
(conventional turbine)

-• 1 + a' + a" - a^ = , 1 (33)
I (bypass turbine) .

a' (1 + S) - ttf ^ ,

J

(f) Pressure balance (first gas-dynamical constraint):

/3' + hjB = /3 (one-extraction turbine)

= /S (multiple-extraction turbine)

= /Sj. (bypass turbine) .

(g) Definitions:

e - (a.+a.+ttg) 7, (second gas-dynamical constraint)

/3 = /Si/?^ •

(34)

(35)

The previous balance equations, which have been written in thermal form,

can be more usefully written in baric form, that is, in terms of the pressure

ratios, by making use of the isentropic laws and of the equation of state, for

perfect gases; the one real parameter introduced is the Cp, to which different

constant values have been given in different ranges. For the matching of the

powerplant and propulsor solutions, which are independent, it will be necessary

to evaluate the density p^-, of the gas injected at the chamber pressure p^. By

means of the hypotheses previously made, one obtains

(a^ + a2 + 0(3)

n = ' (conventional turbine)

= K ' (bypass turbine)

(36)

where:

P, Ps^ ^^
'' "''^^"

Ufa,
' ""^

fifn,
'

(37)

Pa Pa
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The previous equations allow the complete solution when some of the param-
eters are given, v^, j3^, m^ have generally been chosen as fundamental pa-

rameters (the choice of M^,, which appeared very useful from the point of view
of the numerical procedure, turned out to be very ineffective from the point of

view of the physical meaning) and /S^/Sf , a.^ as auxiliary parameters for the

powerplant solution.

NUMERICAL DATA AND SOLUTIONS

The parametric range chosen was

'V,

V^ = to 50 m/s, (0 to 97 knots) ' ^
^Gp = to 21, (0 to 210 m water)

M^ = 0.4 to 3,

/3 = 1 to 20,
''" '" ' '-'-'

'-' -

Hj = to 1.

Moreover, the dimensionless valve pressure loss of hp, was

8/3=0,1.

All the hydrojectors and pumpjectors have been studied in the aligned con-

figuration (zj = z^ = 1 m), while the water jet was analyzed in the s config-

uration (zq = 1 m, Zi = -3 m). To the loss coefficient £. there was assigned

a mean value of 0.2 for all the aligned propulsors and of 0.3 for the s propul-

sors; these values were deduced from similar cases (Refs. [7,8,20,23]). The
coefficient >/; was everywhere assumed equal to 0.9, but some attempts were
made with different values. All other fundamental numerical coefficients are

listed in Table 1.

On the basis of the previously examined equations and of the numerical co-

efficients which have been listed, the fourteen powerplants represented in Figs.

23 - 26 were analyzed; the most significant results are plotted in Figs. 28-40
for the power-plants which proved to be the most interesting. The fundamental
functions which have been mostly represented are the overall efficiency -n^

and the inflow mass ratio 7; the last one is, in fact, the ratio between air and
water flow rates; it represents the air flow rate which can involve the unit

water flow rate and therefore it is an important figure of merit among power-
plants, because it represents the water driving availability of the turbine.

Since the specific thrust a indicates the thrust which can be obtained at a
fixed speed by the unit water flow rate, this information is completed by the

necessary knowledge of how large an air flow rate can drive the unit water
flow rate, that is by y. In other words, y provides information about the tur-

bine potentiality which is needed to provide the thrust a. (In such powerplants

the turbine potentiality can never be represented by the net power but by the

air inflow rate.)
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(a) overall efficiency t]

1$ 2

J

2^

(b) inflow mass ratio Y

Fig. 28 - IR-(l) powerplant performances
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020

(a) Tig, for some values of a^^ and for:

y = 0.9 and \|/ = 0.7 (p = 12, a. p.)

(b) Tig, for some values of a^^ and for:

^1 = 0.9 and
h'
= 0.7 (p = 12, a. p.)

Fig. 29 - IR-(2) powerplant
performances
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Q2C

(c) T^ig, for some values of a^ and for: \^ = 0.9 ..j f

^ = 0.7 (p = IZ, a. p.)

Fig. 29 - IR-(Z) powerplant performances (Continued)

This efficiency appears to be surprisingly high when compared
with the water jet's, which does not reach 0.16. An improvement of 35% is

sufficiently large to include a margin for the inaccuracy due to the higher un-

foreseeability of two-phase flow with respect to water flow; that is, a hot-gas

hydrojector can be expected as actually competitive with water jets as for ef-

ficiency. On the other hand, the observation of the propulsive performances
allows control if the efficiency peaks are reached at values of discharge cross

sections not higher than 1, especially when truncated nozzles are adopted.

Another advantage as regards to water jets is obtained in terms
of y (that is, in terms of turbine flow rate for given water flow rate), since

the values of y which correspond to the efficiency peaks for the hydrojector

are considerably lower than for the water jet. For example, at a^ = 0.6,

V^ = 35 m/s, M^, = 1.72 for the IR-(2) system we find v^ = 0.18, y = 5.7x

lO"-^, and cr = 0.96; the water jet which could provide the same value of a at

the same speed has /3p = 19, where it is y = 1.3 x 10" ^ and v^ = 0.15. The
advantages in terms of y are higher when the operating range is very close

to the limits at A = 0; also, however, far from this condition lower advantages

can be always obtained.

Figures (29), (30) and (33) show the effect of changing the flow

rate fractions: An increase of a^ causes an increase of efficiency peak speed.

Since ai are independent of M^^, a change of their distribution does not change
cr, but (Fig. 30) it changes the inflow ratio y; therefore, as was obvious, a

change in the turbine air flow rate m^ as well in the flow rate fractions a-^ will

be required to change the advance speed.
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Fig. 30 - IR-(2) \^ performances: (a) ^i =

0.9; (b) V = 0.7 (p = 12, a. p.)

It is also remarkable that the effect of the valve losses S/3 is very
small on the performances, but it is large on the operating limits, because at

increasing S/3 the maximum speed which can be operated decreases. Besides,
in terms of efficiency, the decrease of i// from 0.9 to 0.7 which has been tried

is quite unfavorable.

(b) The cold-air bypass powerplant (Figs. (31), (42)] appeared to be
very ineffective from any point of view: The specific thrust can be two or
three times less than for a hot-gas hydrojector, the efficiency about two times
less, and the inflow ratio also about two times higher. These parameters are
very poor also when compared with the water jet's ones.

The overall efficiency is too low to permit economically convenient
running, and the thrust could propel just a proportionately light vehicle. It is
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Fig. 34 - IR-(Z) performances: var-
iation of ^ with the compressor
pressure ratio p {^ - 0.9, a. p.)

Fig. 35(a)

Fig. 35 - IB-(l) powerplant: variation of 'ig for

sonae values of (3 (^ - 0.9, p = 12, a. p.)
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low weight of the propulsive system (about 50% less than a water jet's propul-
sive weight), simplicity, easy maintenance, higher efficiency, and less powerful
turbine. Its disadvantage is the lower thrust obtainable which in turn needs
larger propulsors and therefore higher external drag. However the efficiency

advantage can allow an operating range where the thrust ineffectiveness could
be minimized and the lower propulsive weight allows a moderate increase in

drag. On the other hand, until now the hydrojector appears to be the only pro-
pulsive device which does not fall at the highest speed as the water jet does both
for propulsive and for cavitation reasons.

NOMENCLATURE

A local cross section (m-^)

Ag part of A occupied by gas

Ajj ' part of A occupied by water

A^ nozzle critical (throat) cross section (m^)

Bj, B^, B3 fxinctions defined by Eq. (19')

c velocity of sound, for the two-phase mixture (m/s)

Cg the same, for gas

the same, for water

specific heat at constant pressure, for air (kcal/kg °K)

Cpg Cp, for gas, (mean in the H.P. turbine)

c^g Cp, gas (L.P. turbine)

-H

pa

"pm *^p' inean air-gas at the principal burner Bl

=pm '^p' ^^^^ air-gas at the afterburner B2

Cg thrust coefficient [Eq. (26)]

g gravity acceleration (m/s^)

Hj fuel heat of combustion (kcal/kg)

h gas total enthalpy (kcal/kg)

H pump head (m)

j mechanical equivalent of heat (=426.9 kcal/kg m)
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k specific heat ratio ; c ."
•

Kj coefficient [Eq. (15)j

K^, K3 coefficients [Eq. (37) j . •

mass flow rate, air, gas, water (kg s/m)

1/k
• '" ' '

M pseudo-Mach number of the two-phase mixture

p pressure (kg/m^)

Pg atmospheric pressure

s thrust (net of internal losses) (kg)

T temperature (°K)

V velocity (m/s) •
•'

v^ reference velocity [={2p^/S^/p^)^'^]

v„ advance velocity of the vehicle

z depth (positive downwards) (m)

ttj, a^, ttj turbine flow rate drawing fractions (referred to liig)

a^ turbine flow rate discharge fraction (referred to m^ )

a', a" turbine flow rate fuel fractions (referred to m^)

/3 overall turbine compression ratio

ySj H.P. turbine pressure ratio

/Sj L.P- turbine pressure ratio

/3f
bypass compression ratio

/3^ stream dimensionless dynamic pressure (=7jj V^y2gpg)

^hi dimensionless chamber depth (=7h ^i /Pa)

/3j^^ dimensionless water inlet depth (=7h^o /Pa)

/3p dimensionless pump head (=7H^p/pa)

/3-j^. local expansion ratio (= p- /p)
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/3g overall expansion ratio for underwater nozzle (=p- /p„)

/3J
overall expansion ratio for surface nozzle (=p. /p^)

/3^ critical expansion ratio (=p. /p^)

yS ratio of chamber pressure to atmospheric pressure

(=Pi/p3 = /^e')

7 inflow mass ratio (=ma/mH)

7jj water specific weight (kg/m^)

S turbine flow rate fuel fraction at the bypass burner
(referred to a^m^)

A discriminant [Eq. (20)]

AHg internal losses (m)

s/3 dimensionless pressure loss at the valves (=Ap/pg)

e mixing mass ratio (=mg/mH)

^t' ^c' ^f thermodynamical efficiencies (turbine, compressor, and
bypass compressor)

^„., v„^, !„( mechanical efficiencies, for the abovemt 'mc ''mi '

ri^ combustion efficiency

propulsive efficiency [Eq. (27)]V

Tj the same, for truncated nozzle

v^ overall powerplant efficiency [Eq. (28)]

6 cross- section augmentation coefficient [Eq. (23)]

k mixing volume ratio (Eq. (9)]

k^ chamber value of k

B. overall internal losses coefficient [Eq. (2)]
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p mixture density (kg s^/m'*) '
' -./•'"'

.

Pg gas density
'"'''''

' -•

Pjj water density
, ,,

,.' '

.!
,

a specific thrust [Eq. (25)]

<j^ the same, for truncated nozzle [Eq. (25')]

(k+ l)/k
, .^^^ ,

^
•

, ^ ,

(k - l)/k
..^..W-.-/^u- •• ^-^

:

'^' -
^

'

-
\

' - \,-''-<J- '

diffusion coefficient [Eq. (1)]

When not otherwise specified, the subscripts ( )^, ( ); , ( )co, and ( )^, refer to

the corresponding stream cross sections [Figs. (5) and (6)], while ( )g, ( )j^ and

( ) refer to gas, water, and two-phase mixture properties.
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DISCUSSION

W. van Gent

Netherlands Ship Model Basin ,.

Wageningen, Netherlands

Our main comments on this interesting paper are referred to the analysis
of the propulsor, presented in Sec. 3. In this section, first an adiabatic gas
expansion in the nozzle is assumed. This causes an overestimation of the effi-

ciency of hot gas injection and, in addition, an underestimation of the efficiency

of gas injection at water temperature. Whereas this assumption is physically
more or less acceptable, next, another assumption on the mixing process is

made, which, however, is physically unacceptable, because it violates the en-
ergy balance.

It is stated in Sec. 3.1 that during the mixing process the water is acceler-
ated at quasi-constant pressure and stated following Eq. (12) that the mixing
section has a constant cross- sectional area. The increase in velocity of the
water phase is derived from the equation of continuity, but there is no check on
the energy equation. The energy balance given above Eq. (5) shows that, at con-
stant pressure, the increase in kinetic energy can only be supplied by a decrease
in enthalpy of the gas, but there is no mechanism by which energy transfer can
take place. The gas will not expand, but will even contract in consequence of heat
losses. Thus, especially at high bulk gas-water ratios, this assumption gives a
very unrealistic picture of the mixing process.

Fortunately, it seems that this assumption has not influenced the calculations
of efficiency and specific thrust, defined in Sec. 4. In calculating the efficiency

and the thrust, the correct energy balance is used and the specific thrust is the

thrust per unit area of the undisturbed water flow cross section. However, the
thrust coefficient, defined in Sec. 4 as the thrust per unit area of the largest
cross section of the propulsor, is much too high, because the cross- sectional
area of the mixing section cannot be constant.

In our opinion this area must increase in such a way that the water is not

accelerated during gas injection. Energy transfer can only take place after com-
plete mixing. Our own experiments have shown that a higher efficiency is

achieved when the cross- sectional area of the mixing chamber is enlarged after

gas injection.
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DISCUSSION

Earl Quandt

- Naval Ship Research and Development Center

; Annapolis, Maryland

Professor Pallabazzer has, in my opinion, presented commendable ideal

component and system analysis of several liquid-phase, continuous air-water

jet-propulsion arrangements. However, because of the assumptions concerning

(a) Isentropic gas expansion in the presence of large amounts of

cold liquid, and

(b) No relative slip between the gas and liquid phases,

I would caution those who might interpret these results with too much
optimism. •

'

REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION

Rodolfo Pallabazzer

I wish very much to thank Mr. Van Gent because his intervention allows me
to clear up a passage which appears to be questionable. The question arises

from the expressions mentioned by Mr. Van Gent about a quasi-constant pres-

sure mixing and a constant- section chamber, which obviously are inconsistent.

As a matter of fact, the first expression was never an assumption, that is, the

pressure was never set as a constant in the chamber; the expression about a

quasi-constant pressure mixing is purely qualitative and arises from the fact

that some quick checks showed only small pressure decreases. Therefore, the

equations appear not to be influenced by the constant-pressure assumption, be-

cause this assumption was never made.

As regards the constant-cross-section chamber, this also has not the

meaning of a statement but just of a reference; indeed, as Mr. Van Gent kindly

emphasizes, only an experimental analysis can suggest the shape of the cham-
ber. In a purely theoretical analysis like the present one, there is no effect of

the shape of the chamber; therefore, it can be supposed cylindrical without any

difference in the discharge results. A difference appears if the discharge data

are referred to the chamber cross section, which happens here for the thrust

coefficient only. Since its expression [Eq. (26)] depends on the diffusion coeffi-

cient 0, the reference cross section is that where the flow velocity is v„

(1 - 4>)'^'"^; this can be not the largest cross section if the chamber is actually

divergent. In practice one must pay for this inaccuracy until the shape of the

chamber cannot be specified. For this reason in this paper a large emphasis
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has not been given to the thrust coefficient, in opposition to the current methods,

and an analysis based on the specific thrust has been preferred.

Finally, as regards the hypothesis of an adiabatic gas expansion and its

consequences of overestimation of the efficiency of hot-gas injection and under-

estimation of the efficiency of cold-gas injection, I think the best one could ex-

pect from a theoretical provisional analysis is just to provide a couple of limit

conditions between which all practical cases take place. As I emphasized in

this paper, its aim is not to furnish exact solutions of the problem but just a

provisional comparative evaluation from which one could estimate the competi-

tive availability of a two-phase propulsor.

The same reply can be addressed to the first remark of Dr. Quandt; one

must add also that the energy exchange between hot gas and water is not a

standard phenomenon, since it can be strongly influenced and shifted by a

geometry which must be studied purposely to reduce heat transfer.

As regards the slip in a bubble flow, its effect is very feeble, in opposition

to the droplet flow, which has been considered by Dr. Quandt in his paper,

where the slip effect can be very strong.
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FLUID MECHANICS OF SWIMMING
PROPULSION

T. Yao-tsuWu
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

ABSTRACT

In this paper the fluid mechanics of swimming propulsion of objects of

various sizes is discussed for the cases of both large and small values
of the Reynolds number. Several problems of current interest will be
examined. The content is partly a review of the literature and partly
presentation of some new results.

INTRODUCTION

Swimming objects propelling themselves in water or in other liquid media
span a wide range in their sizes and speeds. Large cetaceans, such as whales

and porpoises, have lengths from 6 to 90 ft, and can swim with cruising speeds

from 14 to 20 knots. Microscopic organisms as small as turbatrix (vinegar

worm) and spermatozoa— ranging from 0.2 to 0.005 cm in length with length-

diameter ratio from 20 to 100 — swim with speeds from 0.05 to 0.002 cm/sec.
In between these two extremes there are many species of fish of various sizes.

If I is some characteristic length of a body moving with velocity u in a liquid

of kinematic viscosity v, the Reynolds number R = Ml /v measures the rela-

tive magnitude of inertial stress to viscous stress. The value of R is of order
10^ for the most rapid cetaceans, 10^ for migrating fishes, 10'* - 10^ for a

great variety of fishes, about 10^ for tadpoles, down to about 10"^ for turbatrix

and 10" 3 or less for spermatozoa. Thus, the Reynolds number R covers prac-

tically the entire range of interest known to hydrodynamicists. Although R may
vary greatly from case to case, the swimming motions of these different bio-

logical objects have been observed to differ very little from a vibrating motion

of the body, in a wave form propagating along the body. In this kind of body

motion, the stresses arise from the reaction between the waving surface and

the surrounding fluid, and the propulsive thrust is derived from the resultant

of these surface forces.

The hydrodynamics of swimming motion has been recently investigated for

both large and small values of the Reynolds number. For the case of large

Reynolds number, the swimming propulsion depends primarily on the inertial

effect, since the flow outside a thin boundary layer next to the body surface is

irrotational. The viscous effect is relevant only in its role of determining the

vorticity shed into the wake, and of producing a skin friction at the body sur-

face. Although in principle the latter problem can be evaluated separately, it
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involves the difficult problem of vinsteady boundary-layer and hydrodynamic

stability theory. This general subject remains as an important and crucial

problem. The mechanism of swimming motion has been elucidated based on

the potential flow theory by von Karman and Burgers (1943) for the simple case

of a rigid plate in transverse oscillation and rotation. Swimming of slender

fish has been treated by Lighthill (1960); and the swimming of a two-dimensional

waving plate has been calculated by Wu (1961).

In the other extreme, movements of microscopic bodies always correspond

to small Reynolds numbers. The propulsion in this range depends almost en-

tirely on the viscous stresses, since the inertial forces are then extremely

small, except possibly for motions at very high frequencies. Oscillatory mo-
tion in a viscous fluid was discussed as early as 1851 by Stokes. Various stud-

ies of the swimming of microscopic organisms have been led by Taylor (1951,

1952a,b), who discussed the propulsion of a propagating, monochromatic, trans-

verse wave along a sheet immersed in a very viscous fluid, and later evaluated

the action of waving cylindrical tails of microscopic organisms. Further stud-

ies in this field have been contributed by Hancock (1954), Gray and Hancock

(1955), Reynolds (1965), and by Tuck (1968).

Apart from the mode of propagating transverse waves, which a great ma-
jority of swimming creatures adopt as the principal means of propulsion, there

are still other kinds of body motions, such as (a) actually ejecting a liquid, as

employed by squids, shrimps, and lobsters, (b) propagating waves along fringe

belts as used by some flat fishes, and waving motion produced by bending a

large number of dense tassels underneath a starfish, and (c) squirming motion

by changing the body shape of a tailless object in slow motion through a viscous

fluid. Problem (a) has been discussed by Siekmann (1963), and (c) has been

analyzed by Lighthill (1952). The problem of self-propulsion of a deformable

body in a perfect fluid has been treated by Saffman (1967).

Hydrodynamics of swimming is only a part of the whole problem. From
the viewpoint of bioengineering, the entire process begins with the biochemical

energy stored in the swimming being, which can be converted, with efficiency

Vi, into mechanical energy for maintaining the body motion, the latter is in

turn transformed, with efficiency v^^ into hydrodynamic energy for swimming.

A part (fraction 173, say) of the hydrodynamic energy is spent as the useful

work done by the thrust, which balances the work done by frictional drag, and

the remaining part becomes the energy lost, or dissipated, in the flow wake.
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boundary layer over a rigid, smooth surface of a similar body in this Reynolds-
number range is definitely turbulent. K the skin friction is evaluated on this

basis, then the power required to maintain such high speeds would violate sev-

eralfold the rule of thumb in biology that a pound of strong muscle can deliver

only up to 0.01 horsepower. More recently, the speed of porpoises has been
investigated carefully, under well-controlled conditions, by Lang (1962, 1963).

Another interesting study is that of migratory salmon by Osborne (1960). Ac-
cording to this careful investigation, a detailed estimate again led to one of the

two conclusions: either (1) these creatures have a much smaller drag than

could be achieved with similar, rigid bodies, or (2) the power output per gram
of muscle is much larger than observed from physiological experiments on

warm-blooded animals — these being known as the paradox of Gray (1948, 1949).

These puzzling conclusions have stimulated fluid dynamicists to explore various

other possibilities, such as the effect of compliant skin and the effects of mu-
cous surface and additives on frictional drag, the studies of the former being

so far inconclusive.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the hydrodynamic aspects

of swimming propulsion. No attempt is made here to venture beyond this scope.

It may well be that only after some extensive efforts are made in basic research
can the final chapter be written of this most interesting story.

I. SWIMMING MOTION AT LARGE REYNOLDS NUMBERS

When the Reynolds number R is large, the swimming motion depends pri-

marily on the inertial effects which can be evaluated based on the potential

theory. Viscosity of the fluid is unimportant, except in its role of determining

the vorticity shed into the wake, and of producing a thin boundary layer, and

hence a skin friction at the body surface. A large number of swimming objects

employ in propelling themselves the commonly observed mode of body motion
which can be characterized by a wave of lateral displacement moving down the

body from head to tail. As the body attains a forward momentum, the propul-

sive force pushes the fluid backward with a net total momentum equal and op-

posite to that of the action, while the frictional resistance of the body gives

rise to a forward momentum of the fluid by entraining some of the fluid sur-

rounding the body. The momentum of reaction to the inertia forces is concen-

trated in the vortex wake due to the small thickness and amplitude of the un-

dulatory trailing vortex sheet; this backward jet of fluid expelled from the body
can however be counterbalanced by the momentum in response to the viscous

drag. When a self-propelled body is cruising at a constant speed, the forward
and backward momenta exactly balance; they can nevertheless be evaluated

separately.

THRUST; ENERGY BALANCE

In order to visualize why a waving form of the body motion is desirable

for swimming propulsion, we consider the energy balance for the typical case
of a planar flexible body of negligible thickness, performing a general unsteady

motion of small amplitude, achieving a forward velocity u (t), which may
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depend on the time t, through a fluid which is otherwise at rest. We choose a

Cartesian coordinate system (x, y,z) fixed at the body, with the stretched plan

form of the body lying in the y = plane and with the free- stream velocity

u(t) pointing in the positive x direction. The body motion can be written
generally as

y = h(x,z,t)
, (x,z e S) (1)

where s is the stretched plan form of the body (when h vanishes identically),

h is an arbitrary function of x, z, and t, with |Bh/3tl and swimming velocity

u assumed to be small (compared with the speed of sound in the fluid) so that

the flow may be regarded as incompressible, and with |Bh/Bx| and |Bh/Bz|

assumed also small enough to justify the linear theory.

The Reynolds number r = UP/v, based on the velocity u and body length £

(in the streamwise direction), is taken to be so large that the boundary layer

is thin and the inertial effects can be evaluated with the inviscid flow assump-
tion. Then the boundary condition requiring the normal component of velocity

relative to the solid surface to vanish provides the y component of the flow

velocity at the planar surface

Bh Bh
v(x,+0,z,t) = V(x,z,t) = — + U , (x.z e S) . (n\

Bt Bx ^ '

The planar body may admit of sharp leading edges and sharp trailing edges.

When the latter kind is present, we shall impose, as usual, at such edges the

Kutta condition that the velocity is required to be finite, and hence the pressure
continuous at a sharp trailing edge. The following discussion can also be ap-
plied to plane flows, say, in the xy plane, in which case the dependence on z

simply drops out, and all the quantities will then refer to a unit span in the z

direction.

The thrust (positive when directed in the negative x direction) acting on
the body, based on the inviscid linear theory, results from the integration of

the pressure component in the forward direction,

T = Tp + T^ =
J

(Ap) ^dS +
J

F^(x,z,t)dz, (3)

S L. E.

where (Ap) denotes the pressure difference across the flexible plate, Ap =

p(x, -0, z,t) - p(x,+0,z,t), Fg is the singular force per unit arc length along
the leading edge due to the leading edge suction, and the last integral is evalu-

ated along the leading edge z = b(x). The power required to maintain the mo-
tion is equal to the time rate of work done against the reaction of the fluid in

the direction of the lift,

= - (Ap) — dS . 4)
J 3

1
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In this inviscid flow the mechanical energy imparted to the fluid per unit time

is equal to the time rate of work done by the pressure over the body surface, or

•/ (Ap) V(x,z,t) dS - T^U .

•

(5)

These quantities, of course, satisfy the principle of conservation of energy,

which asserts that the power input P is equal to the rate of work done by the

thrust TU, plus the kinetic energy w lost to the fluid in unit time, that is,

P = TU + W . (6)

K the viscous effects are further taken into accovint, then the thrust T must
include the viscous drag due to skin friction and the energy loss must contain

the viscous dissipation. -

On physical grounds, it can be inferred that w is non-negative in several

cases of broad interest. One of such cases is the periodic body movement with

constant forward velocity,

U = const. , h(x,z, t) :; Re [hj(x,z) eJ'^*]
,

(x,z e S) (7)

where j = v^ is the imaginary unit for the periodic time motion, hi(x,z) may
generally be complex with respect to j , and Re denotes the real part. After the

transient stage is over, it is clear that the kinetic energy imparted to the fluid

is largely confined in the wake which contains the trailing vortex sheet and is

lengthening at the rate u. Therefore, w cannot be negative. [A mathematical

proof of this statement has been given for the case of plane flows, see Eq. (39).]

Another example is when the body starts to swim from a state of rest,

U = U(t) , h = h(x,z,t)
,

(t>0) (8)

while u, h, and (u, v,w) are all zero for t < 0, where u, v, and w are the com-
ponents of the perturbation velocity. In this case any disturbance generated in

the flow must correspond to a gain of kinetic energy of the fluid.

The following discussion will be based on the presumption w > 0. Under

this condition we have, by (6),

P > TU i f W > . (9)

P , however, may not be positive definite. When P is negative, energy is trans-

ferred out of the fluid (such as by a turbine). In such case T < 0, indicating that

there must be an inertial drag acting on the body. Forward swimming is possible

only when the thrust T > 0, large enough to overcome the viscous drag; then

P > 0, and hence a power is required to maintain the motion. Now, from (3) it

is seen that a positive thrust is assured if Ap and Bh/3x are everywhere of the

same sign, since the suction force F^ depends only on the instantaneous local

condition and is never negative. In view of the inequality (9) and the expression
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(4), Ap and Bh/3t cannot be also of the same sign everywhere. Suppose, as

a qualitative picture, that 3h/Bx and Bh/Bt are everywhere opposite in sign,

then a propagating wave toward the tail is clearly indicated (see Fig. 1).

f5>o

Ap>0

at ^

Ap<

ih > o

Fig. 1 - Wave propagating toward the tail

To investigate further the qualitative features of such periodic waving mo-
tions, it suffices to consider the case of simple harmonic form (7), since for

arbitrary time dependence all linear effects, such as the pressure, lift, and

moment, can be obtained by the Fourier synthesis and as for the quadratic ef-

fects such as T, P, and w, it can be seen that in their time averages, the com-
ponents with different multiple frequencies are not coupled. In fact, consider

two functions:

(x, t) = Re E gn('')e^""' h(x, t) = Re E Ki^)^'""^' (10)

The time average of gh is

T

;h = lim - I g(x,t)h(x,t) dt = - Re
T-»co T v/ 2

E gn('')h*(x) (11)
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where h* is the complex conjugate of h (with respect to j ). This result is

readily extended to the integral form when g, h are expressed by integrals

over a continuous spectrum.

Returning to the waving motion, we consider the fundamental form

y = Re [hj(x,z)eJ(^*"'^'')]
,
(x,zeS) (12)

which represents a simple wave propagating along the planar body in the

streamwise direction with phase velocity c = co/k and amplitude hj(x,z). Sub-

stituting (12) in (3) and (4), and taking the time average, we obtain

fp . ^ Re
I

(Apj) ^jhj +
^ ^)

ei^- dS , ;,
..

(13a)

P = - Re r (Apj) (jhi) eJ'^'' dS , (13b)

s

where (ApJ is the time-independent part of (Ap), Ap = ( ApJ exp(ja)t) as a re-

sult of the linearized theory. Since the thrust T3 due to the leading-edge suc-

tion is always non-negative, it follows from the inequality (9) that

P > u T > u Tp (14)

provided w > 0. Consequently, if Bh/Bx = (the amplitude h^ is independent

of x), or when |Bhj/3x| « Ikhjl , then from (13) and (14) we immediately have

c = wA > u . (15)

This result shows that not only is a progressive wave desirable, but also its

phase velocity must be greater than u (under the stated conditions) in order to

achieve a given swimming velocity u . This qualitative feature remains true for

a wide class of amplitude function hi(x, z), particularly when additional thrust

is required to overcome the viscous drag.

SWIMMING OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL WAVING PLATE

Although the flow around swimming fish is certainly three-dimensional, the

theory of two-dimensional swimming motion has received more attention, partly

because the analysis is relatively less complicated. We review in the following

the main features of swimming in plane flows.

Here we consider the incompressible plane flow of an inviscid fluid past a

flexible plate of zero thickness, spanning from x= -Ito x= 1, and perform-

ing a waving motion of the general form
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y = h(x,t)
, (-1 <x < 1 , t >0) (1')

h again being arbitrary and assumed to be always small. The motion starts at

t = from a uniform state; the free-stream velocity u(t) may depend on t.

Let u and v again denote, respectively, the x and y components of the per-
turbation velocity. We introduce the Prandtl acceleration potential

0(x,y,t) = {p^-p)/p , (16)

where p^ is the pressure at infinity, and p is the fluid density. An harmonic
function 0(x,y,t) conjugate to 4> may be defined by 4>^ = 4>y, 4>y = -0^, where
the subscripts x and y denote differentiations. By virtue of the incompressi-
bility and irrotationality, the complex acceleration potential f = + ii/; and
the complex velocity w = u - iv are analytic functions of the complex variable
z = x + iy for all real t. (We borrow the notation w and z for this different

purpose in this section.) By neglecting the nonlinear terms of all the small
quantities, Euler's equation of motion is linearized to give

''
" Bf 3w Bw " ^ - .^„.-= -+ U(t) — • •.. (17)

dz at oz

The linearized boundary conditions are:

v(x,0^,t) = V(x,t) = hj + Uh^ , (-1 < x < 1) (18)

3x \dt Bx/
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and assume that its inverse function t = t(T) is unique, so that u = u(t(T)) is

a one-valued function of t. Regarding w and f as functions of z and t
, (17)

becomes

3F Bw Bw

Bz Br Bz
+ — . - : .. : (24)

where

F(z,T) = f(z,T)/U(T) = <I)(x,y,T) + iW(x,y,T) . (25)

Application of the Laplace transform

F(z,s)
j

e"^"" F(z,t) dr (Res>0) (26)

to (24), under zero initial conditions, yields

dF / d
- + s I

w .

dz \ dz

Integrating this equation from z = -«, using conditions (22), and expressing F

in terms of w, and vice versa, we obtain its imaginary part at y = as

$(x,0^,s) = -v(x,0^,s) - s
J

v(xj,0^,s) dxj
, (27)

or

X

v(x,Oi,s) = -W(x,Oi,s) - s J e^^''*"''^$(Xj,Oi,s) dx^ (28)

for all X. On the plate, v(x,0±,s) = v(x,s), which is the Laplace transform of

(18), we have

?(x,o^,s) = $j(x,s) + AqCs) ,
(|x|<l) (29a)

where

X

?j(x,s) = - (^+ sj
J

V(Xj,s) dxj (|x|<l) (29b)

and
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1 -1

Aq(s) = -s f v(x,Oi,s) dx = s
J

e^C^+DWCx.O.s) dx . (29c)

Thus, ¥ is known except for an additive constant term Ao(s). Furthermore,

from (20) it follows that

$(x,Oi,s) = ReF(x + iO,s) = 0, (|x| >1) . (30)

This Riemann-Hilbert problem, specified by (29), (30) and conditions (21) and

(22) can be readily solved, giving

in which the function (z - 1)
^'^

(z + 1)
*^^

is defined with a branch cut from
z = -ltoz=lso that this function tends to 1 as

|

z| ^ ». The leading- edge

singularity can be separated out in the above solution by suitable integrations

while using (29a), giving

i /z - i\''' 1 r' /z2 - n''' ^,U'^)
F(z,s)=.vs)--a,(s)(-^j ^-J^irrii) yrr^^' (3ia)

where

- /-^ W (^ s)

S-„(5) = A„(s) t i
J
—!— df . (31b)

-. (,-^.)'"

Now, substituting the value of $(x, 0,s) [for x < -1, which can be readily deduced

from (31a)] into the second- integral representation of (29c), then after some ap-

propriate integrations by parts, using the identity

)^ ^ - X Bx ^ - X

we determine the coefficient 3^(3) as

ao(s) = ^ ( [^ - G(s)(l + f)]
^^^''^ d^ , (32a)"J 1/2

where
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K,(s) '•'"

G(s) = . .:%...,: ..M...... :...:, (32b)
Ko(s) + Kj(s)

and Kg and Kj are modified Bessel functions of the second kind.

Finally, we note that after the inverse transform the solution of on the

body surface is 0*(x,t) = (p{x,0+,t) = -cp{x,0-,t) = -0"(x,t),

1/2
J

/ 2^^''^

**(x,t) = iu(.,a.(.)(^) ^'^l[^ ^^^df, (U1<1),33)

T

9 ri V(x, t) cos n9 ,^^^
\„(r) = - I TTi"'^'''

(''=^°^^' n=0. 1,
•••) (35)

-1 (l-x2)

b+ 103

G(T) = —
I

e^^G(s) ds . (36)
977i J2-ni

b̂ — :

The coefficient a^it) gives the strength of the leading edge singularity, which
is the first term on the right-hand side of (33); the integral term is regular
wherever \jj is continuous. The pressure difference (Ap) defined previously is,

by (16),

Ap = 2p4>\x,t) , (|x| < 1) . (37)

The following cases have been developed earlier:

Simple Harmonic Time Motion; Constant Swimming Speed

The motion is prescribed by Eq. (7) (with the third coordinate z omitted,

and s given by |x| < 1). It has been shown by Wu (1961) that

= [(^o + ^i)^(^) - ^J • (^ = ^/U) (38a)

e(cr) = K^(ja)/[Ko(jc7) + Kj(jcr)] = ?(o-) + j § (a)
,

(38b)

in which k^ and A.j are still given by (35), now having the time factor exp(ja;t).

C (a) is the Theodorsen Function, 5 and g being its real and imaginary parts,

and a is the reduced frequency based on half- chord (which is taken to be unity).
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The time average of the quadratic quantities T, P, and w, can be readily

obtained by substituting the solution (33), (37) into (13) giving

w = -pu|x„ + \J {J - (?2 + §2)} , ^,.,^.. ,_^,.^,^ ,^ ..,. (39)

-pUV Re{(X, + \j)[je(a)/3* + j(l-e(a))/3*]}
, (40)

where

9 r h,(x) COS r\6

^n = ^eJ-M-^ ^j^dx, (x=cos5. n=0,l,...)-
(41)

-1 (l-x2)

Finally, the average thrust T follows from (6), f = (p- w)/u. The result (39)

shows that w > 0, since it is known from C{o) = ff + jg that J > (?^ + §^ for

a > and the equality holds only if cr = 0. Thus, w > in general, w =

only when o- = or ^q + \j =0. The first special case a = is the trivial

steady motion, whereas the second case corresponds to the condition that the

circulation around the plate remains zero for all t and hence no trailing vor-

tex sheet is shed from the body, since the strength of the vortex sheet at the

trailing edge is

7(1, t) 3 -77 Re ^ eJ("t-^)l
. ^42)

When no vortex is shed, k^ + x.^ = 0, it is seen from (39) and (40) that w, P,

and hence T all vanish, even though the plate may still be waving. For any
other unsteady motion (a > 0) we must therefore have the inequality (14).

When T is positive, we may define the hydrodynamic efficiency as

V = uf/P = 1 - W/P . (43)

The principal features of the solution may be seen from the following spe-
cific example:

h(x,t) = — (x+1) cos (kx- cot) (|x| <1) . /^^\

The thrust coefficient C-j. = T/[(i/4)np\j^] is plotted versus the reduced fre-

quency a = oj(./2V {l being the chord) for k = (1/2) k£ = 77 in Fig. 2, in which
the experimental results of Kelly (1961) are also shown for comparison (these

data include the skin-friction drag). The theoretical result shows that c^- is

positive for a > k , or when the wave velocity

c = w/k = (aA)U (45)

is greater than the swimming speed u, and C^ is negative for < c < u, or

a < K . This qualitative feature has already been predicted earlier.
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Fig. 2 - Thrust coefficient C^ versus re^

duced frequency a for k = 1/2 kC = n

Another approach towards analyzing the mechanism of swimming is based
on the principle of action and reaction. Considering the inertial forces alone in

this inviscid approximation (i.e., leaving out the viscous effects of the boundary
layer and the viscous wake for a separate account), we find that the flow mo-
mentum at large distances is concentrated in the vortex wake, as should be ex-
pected in view of the trailing vortex sheet shed to the rear being thin, resulting
in a jet of fluid which is expelled from the plate. This mechanism can be seen
as follows. In the motion prescribed by (44), the tail (at x = 1) reaches the

uppermost position at t = k/co + 2mT (n = 0, 1, . . .), and the lowest position at

t = k/co + (2n + 1)77. After some calculation, it can be found from (42) that if

c > u (or a > k), vorticity shed from the plate is negative (or in counterclock-
wise sense) when the tail is at the highest position, and increases monotonically.
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as the tail moves downward, to a positive maximum (in clockwise sense) when
the tail is at the lowest position. The velocity field due to this vortex system

is clearly in the form of a jet moving in the positive x direction, as depicted

in Fig. 3. By the principle of action and reaction, the plate therefore experi-

ences a positive thrust. For the same reason, the thrust is negative if c < u,

since the shed vorticity is reversed in sense. In the case of a self-propelling

body, however, the backward momentum due to inertial forces and the forward

momentum due to the skin friction exactly balance in steady swimming.

Fig. 3 - Jet moving in the positive x direction

The effect of body thickness in sinusoidal motion has been discussed by

Uldrick and Siekmann (1964).

Starting Stage of a Forward Swim

A typical starting motion has been considered by Wu (1962), with the plate

starting with a constant acceleration from at rest,

U(t) = at
,

(a > 0)

and with h(x,t) assuming a polynomial of degree 3 in x. The small time be-

havior of the solution has been evaluated with the assumption of small lift and

moment, in order to minimize the body recoil in lateral and spinning motions.

The result shows that the thrust is generated at the time of order t^, whereas
the power is already required at the time of 0(t), the initial power being posi-

tive definite for arbitrary transverse motion h(x,t). When a high efficiency is

required in addition, the body profile appears in an S shape, with a maximum
and minimum of h at x = -0.564 and x = 0.295 approximately.

SWIMMING OF SLENDER FISH

Lighthill (1960) treated the problem of swimming of slender fish, at suf-

ficiently large Reynolds number, by applying an inviscid slender -body
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approximation. The body, when stretched straight, lies in between x = and

X = c ; its cross section is small in dimension compared to ? . The free stream
has a constant velocity u in the x direction. The motion of the curve passing

through the centroids of the cross section of the body remains in the xz plane,

and is prescribed as

z = h(x,t) (0 <x < O (47)

with the same qualification for h as before. '
... y;

The flow has two components: One is the steady flow around the stretched

straight body, which gives no resultant force or moment for symmetric bodies,

and the other is the cross flow due to the displacement h(x, t), which has, in

the cross-flow plane, the velocity v(x,t) as given by (18). This latter compo-
nent alone determines the lift, moment, thrust, and other relevant quantities.

The cross-flow momentum is /^A(x)v(x,t ), where aA(x) is the virtual mass
corresponding to the transverse unsteady flow and A(x) can be readily deter-

mined for given cross sections. The instantaneous lift acting on a section of

length dx at x is equal and opposite to the rate of change of momentum in

cross flow (or equivalently, it can be obtained by integrating p over the bound-

ary of the body cross- section), that is,
. ^ ;

L(x,t) dx = -p (— + U —\ [A(x)V(x,t)] dx . (48)

The rate of work done by the body in making the displacement h in the direction

of lift is therefore

r hX(x,t) dx = p — r f AVh, - - AV^") dx + pU [Ah.V] (49)

Alternatively, this expression is obtained by replacing (Ap) dS in (4) by L (x,t)dx

over < X < P . The kinetic energy imparted to the fluid due to the lateral mo-
tion in unit time is

W = ( (A + u AWl pAyA d^ = I p A I
AV2 dx + i pU [AV2] (50)

{ \Bt Bx/\2 / 2 Bt -{) 2 x=e

The time average of P and w are clearly

P = pUA(0 [htV] = pUA(0 [ht +UhJ] ,
,-. ^- (51)

W=-pUA(e)V2 = - pUA(£)(h, + Uhj' .

(52)

The physical significance of these results is clear. P is equal to the average
of the product of the lateral velocity h^ and the rate of shedding lateral
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momentum (pVA)u at the tail; w is equal to the shedding of the average kinetic

energy (pAvy2) at the rate u. Finally, from (6) it follows that the average
thrust is

Obviously, w > 0, as should be expected from the general argument stated

before. When T is positive, the hydrodynamic efficiency of swimming is de-

fined, as before, by (43).

Lighthill reasoned that high efficiency can be achieved if v << h^, but V

and h^mustbe positively correlated, i.e., h^v > (for otherwise, P < 0,

hence T is also negative). Furthermore, there are two side conditions that

the inertial lift and moment of the body (with known mass distribution) must
balance, respectively, the hydrodynamic lift and moment in order to free the

body from any recoil.

Two specific examples have been given by Lighthill. When the body mo-
tion is a standing wave, the efficiency is always <0.5. K the body motion is a
progressive wave,

.

1"

h(x,t) = b(x) cos a)(t-x/c) ;
- • ;

-• (54)

then

T= ipACO
4

a;2b2(l-U2b'(0^)

P ^ - /jUA(e)a)2b2(l-U/c)

(55)

(56)

An estimate shows that -q can be as high as 0.9 at c = 1.25u provided that the

slope of the amplitude profile is negligible at the tail. We observe that T can-

not be positive unless c > u , which is a general feature as expected.

It should be noted that for this category of slender-body motion, it is es-

sential that the fish must have a tail edge structure so that A(P) > 0, since T,

P , and w are all proportional to A{l). In reality, however, typical body shapes

of fishes, aside from being slender, usually are rather planar and have side

edges that may be regarded as sharp. In such cases, the vortex sheet shed

from the sharp trailing edges will considerably modify the flow field, so that

the thrust and energy balance will no longer depend only on the flow at the tail

section x = ?

.

OPTIMUM SHAPE OF WAVING PLATE

An interesting problem concerning swimming propulsion is to find the

optimum shape of the body motion. The special case of the two-dimensional
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waving plate has been treated by Wang (1966), who adopted a discretized Fourier

representation of the body motion. For the simple harmonic motion given by

h(x,t) = Re [hj(x) eJ"*]
, (Ixj <1) ,,....-• ,. .^../.j :• (57)

let hj be represented by an (N + l)-term Fourier series

N ^^ :

hj(x) = - /Sq + Z] ^n ^°^ "^
• ^^ ^ *^°^ ^^ ^^^^

n= 1

where /3^ is given by (41) with the time factor deleted. Then the coefficients

Kq and \j can be expressed in terms of /S^'s. Let /3^ = /3^ + j /3^', /3^ and

/3^" being both real, and we define the vector

3= (/j;,/3^,/3;,/3';, ...,
/3^,/3;i) , ^^ (59)

in which /S^' may always be set equal to zero as the reference phase. Then the

thrust and power coefficient can be written as ^ . ......

0^=^*23, Cp = cr^ty^ (60)

where 3* is the transpose of 3, and 9 and f are (2n + 1) x (2n + 1) symmetric
real matrices. 2 is nonsingular and has real eigenvalues of both signs for

N > 1 and for all a > 0, implying that the origin 3 = is a saddle point of C^..

Also, y has eigenvalues of both signs for all a > 0. ...--...

We consider the problem of maximizing C^p, which is required to be posi-

tive, under one of the two constraints

(C-l): Cp < Pq . (61a)

or •

.-"
..' .li/'r

"
.

'•• ' -• "
~i'-'^

(C- 2) : Cp(t) < Pq ,
(0<t<tj) (61b)

where P^ and Pg are specified positive constants. This constrained optimiza-

tion problem is equivalent to that of maximizing a new function

C* = Cj. - \(c73*y'3-Po) .
(62)

where \ is a Lagrange multiplier. Setting the derivatives c^ with respect to

all components of 3 to zero yields

2(a) 3= \^y(a)3 . (63)

Let 3° denote the optimum solution; then, since 2 is nonsingular, 3° satisfies

a2-»(cT)!P(a) 1° ^ }v-'^l'' . (64)
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The corresponding optimum value of c^ is

Cf = \CT(3°)*?(CT)3° (65)

Upon using the constraints

(65) reduces to

a(3°)t?(cr)3° = P , (66)

Ct° = >^ Po ' (67)

which signifies this \ as the maximum hydrodynamic efficiency under these
conditions. Consequently, C^ is maximized when

^"' = >^;in[^2-l(a)?(a)] , (68)

the minimal element of the set of all positive eigenvalues of [a2~i?] for a given

a > 0, whose corresponding eigenvector 3^ satisfy (3^)*?^^ > 0. The optimum

solution /3° is an eigenvector corresponding to ^'^^[o'T^9\ satisfying condition

(67).

Numerical calculation of the result has been carried out by Wang (1966) for

the simplest case of a flat plate with average power limitation constraint (61a)

for the motion having /3 = (/3^, f3[, /3l'), which corresponds to a rigid plate in

plunging and pitching oscillations. The numerical results of the optimum effi-

ciency for the subspaces:

(M- 1) Sj = {3:/3; = /3'; = 0} and (M- 2) S = {^:^[ = 0}

are shown in Fig. 4.

SKIN-FRICTION DRAG OF CETACEAN

Recently a series of hydrodynamic experiments with several specimens of

different species of porpoises (Tursiops gilli, Stenella attenuata) have been per-
formed by Lang and co-workers (1963, 1966a,b,c) under more carefully con-
trolled conditions. The test results with a Pacific bottlenose porpoise (Tursiops
gilli) compare closely with highest predictions based upon rigid-body drag cal-

culations, the same power output per unit body weight as for athletes, and a pro-
pulsive efficiency of 85%. The maximum power output of Stenella attenuata, per
unit body weight, was, however, 50% greater than for human athletes; and the

measured drag coefficient was approximately the same as that of an equivalent
rigid body with a near -turbulent boundary layer. Thus, in general, no unusual
hydrodynamic or physiological performance was observed. Also, it has been
pointed out that Gray's paradox can be largely resolved by consideration of

duration; Gray's analysis was based on the power output of humans for a 15

minute period and this figure can be raised several times if based on a shorter
period, such as a few seconds.
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While these results have put the whole picture in a much improved aspect, a
closer examination of the experimental data as shown in Fig. 5 indicates that

there are still cases in which the laminar flow was maintained over a consider-

ably greater percent point of the porpoise skin than for an equivalent rigid body.

A number of hypotheses have been proposed in an effort to explain the observed
low drag. One of the likely effects is attributed to a favorable pressure gradient

over a well- shaped streamline body, as indicated by van Driest and Blumer
(1963) for laminar flows up to R = 10^. Another possibility is by means of

boundary- layer control, such as the compliant skin discovered by Kramer (1960).

Subsequent theoretical studies of this effect by Betchov (1959), Benjamin (1960),

and Landahl (1961) have indicated that the increases in critical Reynolds num-
ber obtainable with passive flexible surfaces are too modest to support this ef-

fect on the basis of simple stability theory alone. Even though the possibility of

activated flexible surfaces have been proposed, the structural complexity of

such skin seems to be biologically infeasible.

A fairly certain explanation for low drag on fish is the effect on the boundary
layer produced by the addition of long-chain molecules, as reported by Fabula,

Hoyt, and Crawford (1963). The mucous exuded by fish is composed of a similar

type of long- chain molecules and has been found by Hoyt (private communication)
to bear significantly the same effect. Still another possible explanation, which
seems to be really the principal one to this author, is the unsteady flow effects,

due to body undulations, on the hydrodynamic stability.

SELF-PROPULSION IN A PERFECT FLUID

The previous theories are concerned with the swimming of bodies in fluids

of small, but not zero viscosity. Recently, Saffman (1967) raised the interesting

question: can a fish swim in a perfect fluid whose viscosity is identically zero
(as in a superfluid) ? It has been shown that the classical paradox of D'Alembert
for steady flows of a perfect fluid does not apply to the general unsteady flows

past a deformable body and that a fish could indeed swim in a perfect fluid.

The momentum equation for the rectilinear motion of a deformable body in

a perfect fluid can be written

[M + m(t)] W = -MU(t) - Io(t) , (69)

where M is the mass and m(t) the virtual mass of the body, w(t) is the velocity

of the geometric centroid, u(t) the velocity of the center of mass of the body,

and Id is the component of the fluid impulse due to the change in body shape

relative to an instantaneously identical rigid body moving with velocity w. The
quantities m, u, and l^ are functions only of the shape and structure of the

deformable body and are independent of w. It is clear that an arbitrary displace-

ment can be effected without a permanent or net deformation of the body if m, u,

and Id can be made to vary periodically with t in such a way that w has a non-
zero time average
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t

I
W(t')dt'^Wt as t^oo(W?iO). /-jqn

Saffman described two different ways in which this can be accomplished, one for

heterogeneous and the other for a homogeneous body.

For a heterogeneous body, we can have u = 0, and it is simplest to sup-

pose that the surface deformation has fore and aft symmetry so that I^ = 0.

Then w is positive if u(t) and m(t) - m (0) oscillate periodically in phase or

with an in-phase component. The physical explanation of the propulsion mecha-
nism in this case is clear. There is a hydrodynamic force on a body whenever
the body accelerates, which is described by the virtual mass. Now, if the center

of mass is moved backwards, the recoil will send the shell forward. K then the

resistance or virtual mass is less when the shell goes forward than it is when
the reverse recoil is moving the shell backwards, the distance covered during

the forward motion exceeds that covered during the backwards motion and
there is a net forward displacement during each cycle. Note that there is no
continuing transfer of momentum between the body and the fluid; the momentum
of the body oscillates about a nonzero mean while the oscillating deformation
continues. There is of course a transfer of energy between body and fluid, but

this is loss-free.

II. SWIMMNG MOTION AT SMALL REYNOLDS NUMBERS

Propulsion of microscopic organisms always corresponds to a small Reyn-
olds number and depends almost entirely on the viscous stresses. Although the

body motions of some minute biological creatures bear a close resemblance to

those of fish, in that they also send waves of lateral displacement from its head
down a thin, long tail (or flagellum), the mechanics of the fluid is however
greatly different from the case of large R. The effect of viscous stresses in

steady flows at small R extends over a wide range, such that the body tends to

drag along a very large volume of the surrounding fluid. The vorticity in steady

flows is well diffused, leaving practically no wake near the body. Oscillation of

the body reduces the amount of fluid moving with the body with increasing fre-

quency, as was discussed by Stokes (1851). The mechanics of swimming in this

case obeys, nevertheless, the basic principle of action and reaction, so that the

total time rate of production of momentum is zero for a self-propelling body
at a constant forward speed.

IMPORTANT FLOW PARAMETERS

A wide class of unsteady flows of an incompressible, viscous fluid past an

oscillating body of arbitrary shape can be adequately described by the linearized

Navier-Stokes equations, or Oseen's equations,

— + U — = Vp+ vV^u + F , ^71 \
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div u =
, .

,
;!.; .;v - . (72)

where u is the perturbation flow velocity, u is the free- stream velocity di-

rected along the x axis, and F stands for the external force and may include

surface force acting on the fluid by the moving body. The conditions necessary

for this linearization to be valid have been well understood for the case of recti-

linear and steady motions. The corresponding conditions for oscillatory mo-
tions can be examined as follows.

When a body, either rigid or flexible, of a characteristic length £ , under-

goes an oscillation with frequency w and amplitude a, the flow motion is charac-

terized by the following dimensionless parameters:

R=UCA', s = (-) = e2^/v, X = a/e . (73)

The rectilinear Reynolds number R measures the relative importance of the

translational inertial force and the viscous stresses; the oscillatory Reynolds
number S gives the ratio of the body length i to the depth of penetration of the

vorticity, s = {v/w) ^^^. The relative magnitudes of these parameters give rise

to the following principal regimes of interest:

(i) R << 1, s « 1, X arbitrary. This is the case of low-frequency

oscillation with the amplitude not necessarily small. Consequently, the

flow field varies only slowly with time, and the problem may be treated

as quasisteady, such that the terms on the left-hand side of (71) can be

neglected.

(ii) S » 1, k « 1, R arbitrary. This is the case of rapid oscilla-

tion with amplitude small compared with the body dimension, and

hence the unsteady and viscous effects are of equal importance. The
depth of penetration of the vorticity is now small compared with the

body length; consequently, there exists an unsteady boundary layer,

outside of which the flow is inviscid and irrotational. The nonlinear

effect is still unimportant in this case, since the amplitude a is small.

The Reynolds number R, however, need not be small.

(iii) s >> 1, \ = o(l). This case represents rapid oscillations

with amplitude comparable to, or larger than the body dimension. The
effects of unsteadiness, viscosity, and nonlinearity are now of equal

importance, consequently the nonlinear terms of the Navier-Stokes
equations must be restored, which will give rise to the phenomenon of

nonlinear streaming. Two boundary layers are therefore anticipated

in the motion, one due to the unsteady effect and the other due to the

nonlinearity.

SWIMMING OF A WAVING PLATE IN A VISCOUS FLUID

In order to investigate the mechanism of swimming of microorganisms.

Sir Geoffrey Taylor (1951) took as his first model a doubly -infinite sheet,
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flexible but inextensible, which is propelling itself by small transverse progres-
sive waves. Taylor considered a wave of displacement y = b sin (kx - cot)

propagating in the +x direction with phase velocity c = oj/k, and found that this

motion induces a velocity in the fluid at infinity of

(kb)^ + 0(kb)'
(74)

also in the +x direction. A limitation of Taylor's analysis is that the Reynolds
number R = oj/vk^ must be small enough for the application of Stokes's equa-
tions. This limitation was removed by A. J. Reynolds (1965), but his result is

incorrect. This has been pointed out by Tuck (1968), who provided the correct

result as

where

F(R)

1 1 + F(R)
- (kb)2 + 0(kb)'
2 2F(R)

1 + (1 + R2)'

(75)

(76)

a function which increases monotonically from unity at R = 0, tending to infinity

like Ri/2 as R— co. Thus, the effect of inertia appears to be to decrease (rather

than to increase, according to Reynolds) the propulsion velocity above that found
by Taylor at r = 0.

The analysis has been somewhat simplified by Tuck. We use a stream func-

tion i// satisfying u = ip^, v = -i/;^, ^ = -vV, and the Navier- Stokes equation

vV^l, 11 uC + vL (77)

The boundary conditions (Taylor, 1951) are

(78)

u = h^kco cos (2kx- 2cot) + OCb"*) ,

V - -cob cos (kx-ojt) + 0(b'^) ,

on the moving surface

y = b sin (kx- cot) .

We now make the expansion

4j = 5J[>/'i(y)
e-il^'^+i-t] + W^^y) + ^[^//^(y )

e-2ikx + 2i^t
j + 0(b3) , (79)

where the first term of (79) is o(b) and satisfies a linearized version of the

Navier-Stokes equation (77), while the remaining second-order terms are
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divided into a "D.C." part f (y) =o(b2) independent of t and x, and a "second-

harmonic" part which varies sinusoidally in t and x, and with which we shall

not be concerned.

The solution for the linearized flow is obtained by inspection, with the result

0^ = -i'hl(l +k)
1 k

(' = k2 +

1 /2

(80)

The equation satisfied by the "D.C." second approximation is

dy^
<"l^lx + Vl^ly> • (81)

where a = k + P , / = F + i' = 2j{(i'). The solution for ^2 which corresponds to

a velocity u^, at y = is

^2 = U^y + i 6Jb2|a|^'K L p-ccy _ Ji -yy
(82)

The boundary condition to be satisfied on y = is obtained by substitution of

the expansion (79) into the boundary conditions (78), resulting in (75) and (76).

HIGH-FREQUENCY MOTION OF MICROSCOPIC ORGANISMS

The asymptotic limit of large s has been evaluated by Wu (1966) for the

swimming of a slender microscopic body, of length P and a circular cross sec-

tion of radius a (a << c )• The body motion is again given by

y= b(x) ei('^t-k'^)
, (0^x<i) . (83)

We shall assume co to be sufficiently large, and kb(b = max |b(x)l) sufficiently

small, that

a^w > V , kb < 1 . '

'''
•
" -''"

''"''

(84)

The first condition implies that h = (a), which is small compared to body
length P for slender bodies; the second condition means that the flow field does
not vary rapidly with respect to x. As the first approximation, we may there-

fore regard the flow as consisting of two components: One is the cross flow due
to the lateral oscillations, and the other is the longitudinal flow along the mean
(stretched straight) position of the body. The transverse component gives rise

to lateral force, thrust, etc., and the longitudinal component produces the friction

drag.

We first evaluate the cross flow by using a slender-body approximation. At
a station x(0 < x < f) the cross section of the body is taken to be fixed at the
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origin of the yz plane. (The acceleration associated with such a moving origin

is small, since (q-v)q has been assumed to be negligible under the present

condition.) The free- stream velocity of the cross flow is

^^'''^^ '
"li^ ^ "bTJ^^'''^^

' ^'^^''^
(85)

pointing in the direction of y increasing. The cross-flow velocity in the yz

plane will be denoted by v = (0, V2, V3), which is required to tend to (0, v(x,t),

0) as y2 + z2— 00. The vorticity of the cross flow, l, = Bvg/By - Bvj/^z, satis-

fies the equation

i^ -- V^^l-- Vayy^^.^) (86)

In terms of the stream function 41 of the cross flow, defined by V2 = B>/^/3z,

V3 = -Bi/;/By, ^ may be written as

i = -A20 .' ' ,, . /.-. (87)

Noting that has a time factor exp(if^t), we obtain for the equation

(A2-/32)A20 =0, (/3= (ia;A)^'2) . (88)

The solution satisfying the condition at infinity and no- slip conditions at the

cylinder is found to be

i// = V(x,t) f (r) sin (9
, ( r > a) (89)

with ,, ; r.J - ^, ,,

f (r) = r + AaKj(^r) -B^ , (90)

2 2 Ki(/^a)
A = , B = 1 + /qi\

/3a Ko(/3a) /3a Ko(/3a)
^^^>

where (r,^) are the polar coordinates defined by y = r cos 6, z = v sin 6,

and Kn(/3r) denote the modified Bessel functions of the second kind. The instan-

taneous lift acting on a section of length dx at x, L(x,t)dx, positive in the direc-

tion of y increasing, due to the forces of the cross flow, is

L(x,t) = 77/xVa2W(c7-)
, (92)

where

W(a) = i (2B- 1)

4 Ki(/3a)'
1 + = F(cr) + iG((T) , (93)

/3a Ko(/3a)_

a = (a2a;/v)^/2 ,
j^^j _ (94)
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Here, F and G are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of the function

w(ct). F(a) is always > 0. For a « 1, or as oj—'0, the asymptotic value of

L is

1
, / 4V \ 77 ."'

- log - 7 + - 1

2 Ua^/ 4
47T/xV

(95)

where 7 = 0.5772; and for a >> 1

L ~ Trpa^ — + 77apV( 2aJi^)^^^ . /9g\

The first term in this expression is due to the apparent mass in potential flow

past a cylinder, while the second gives the limit of the dissipative force.

It can be shown that favorable values of thrust can be achieved if

c = a;A > U , b = const. (97)

Under this condition we obtain . ^

f = 7T/Li.ecT2F(o-) (c-U)(kb)2 , /;.,:. .,•: (98)

W = (c-U) T
, .. •„ ,•;: . J (99)

so that '/'-., .
' .J -.. .: . .

:'':''
l

T7 = U/c ,
(for c>U) • '

>- •. (100)

which is simply the ratio of the swimming speed to wave speed. v ;v
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DISCUSSION

J. D. van Manen
Netherlands Ship Model Basin

Wageningen, Netherlands

At the request of Professor Wu, I give in this discussion some results of

tests which were performed at the Netherlands Ship Model Basin with Dutch
swimmers.

With a resistance dynamometer on the towing carriage, we have determined
the resistance of the towed body of swimmers. During the tests the swimmer
kept his hands on a bar of the resistance dynamometer just above the water.

The resistance curve of a swimmer is given in Fig. Dl.

The circumstances for the second type of tests were identical to those for

the resistance tests; however, the swimmer was now swimming with his legs

only. With the resistance dynamometer, the total force developed by the swim-
mer (that is resistance and the leg thrust) corresponding with a certain type of

stroke (breast, dolphine, or crawl stroke) was measured over a large speed
range. The results of these tests are also presented in Fig. Dl.

Finally, the free-running speed of the swimmer with arms and legs moving
was determined for the different types of strokes. An intersection between
these speeds and the resistance- and leg-thrust curves is made in Fig. Dl.

For the breast stroke, it was amazing to conclude that the legs were practi-

cally doing nothing. For dolphine and crawl strokes, the contribution by the

legs to propel the body is much more favorable. Up till now, these tests have
been carried out with only two persons, so the results of these tests must be

considered with caution. More tests must be carried out before final conclu-

sions can be drawn.
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thrust by legs

i thrust by arms

Fig. Dl - Results of tests on swimmers

DISCUSSION

H. Schwanecke
Versuchanstalt fur Sckiffbau

Hamburg, Germany

The paper presented by Professor Wu is excellent, as we could expect. May
I refer to the problem of fish propulsion. It has been discussed many times if

there is any mechanical propulsion device by which an arbitrary sea vehicle can
be driven at a relatively high speed and at a high propulsive efficiency as it is

with certain kinds of fishes. Moreover, this device should not be too compli-
cated in order to obtain a high mechanical efficiency.

Some years ago, a propulsive device named "well-propeller" was proposed
by Schmidt. Schmidt has also performed some experiments in air on this de-
vice. Unfortunately, I received the experimental results too late to refer to

them. The well-propeller is a combination of two foils. One performs a trans-
latory motion in such a way that every point of it describes a circle with the
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radius R (see Fig. D2), while the second foil is fixed in the downwash of the

oscillating foil. By this arrangement the vorticity in the unsteady downwash
is reduced and the efficiency of the system is enlarged.

Applying the results obtained by Schiele for alternating vortex streets, the

axial efficiency in ideal flow foil can be estimated. In Fig. D2, the efficiency

is plotted against the induced axial velocity nondimensionalized by the speed of

the undisturbed flow. The nondimensionalized angular velocity of the oscillat-

ing foil is taken as a parameter, and represents a reduced freeway. As can be

seen from the figure, the free-running efficiency is unfavorable even for light

loading.

When the propeller is placed behind a vehicle of similar configuration as

the propeller, for example, a vehicle as shown in Fig. D3, the total efficiency

in ideal flow can be considerably enlarged. The curves in Fig. D3 are obtained

by applying Weinig's interaction theory, and are valid for a total ideal efficiency

equal to unity. As can be seen from the diagram also at medium loadings a

high total efficiency can be obtained supposing the frequency of oscillation is

favorably chosen and the flow interaction resistance is of sxifficient value.

Fig. D2 - The well-propeller in

the free -running condition
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principle has, however, so far remained a good challenge. The previous at-

tempts brought forth by Dr. Schwanecke will shed light to stimulate further

developments.

I am particularly grateful to Professor van Manen for his contribution of

some yet unpublished results. His experiments with Dutch swimmers are most
intriguing, in that a method of separating the thrust from the resistance is pro-

posed. I certainly agree with him that these results should be viewed with cau-

tion since swimming is one of those physical motions in which the quantities of

interest, such as the thrust or the viscous resistance, when considered sepa-

rately, can hardly be observed without disturbing the phenomenon under obser-

vation. This is a kind of "uncertainty principle" that makes the problem inter-

esting and the solution difficult. The quantitative results of Professor van

Manen are nevertheless extremely enlightening.
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THEORY OF THE DUCTED PROPELLER-
A REVIEW

Johannes Weissinger and Dieter Maass
Institut fur Angewandte Mathematik

" Universitdt Karlsruhe
Karlsruhe, Germany

' ''
'" " ABSTRACT — •-• " - '• >^-...:-

This review is concerned mainly with the theory of ducted propellers
in incompressible, nonviscous, steady flow. Emphasis is laid on theo-
ries which try to determine the complete flow field and which have
been developed in the last IZ years. A brief survey of the development
before 1955, which was covered in a review presented by Sacks and
Burnell in 1959, is given.

The main part starts with the theory of the duct alone (ring airfoil) in

axial and nonaxial flow. The numerical methods which form the basis
for the theory of the ducted propeller are outlined briefly, and some of

the basic assumptions are considered critically. The effects of cam-
ber (including taper) and thickness of the profile and of a central body
are treated.

This theory is easily extended to a theory of the ducted actuator disk of

constant load without tip clearance in axial flow. Some linear terms
usually neglected in linear theories are shown to have a considerable
influence.

The theory of the actuator disk with tip clearance treated next builds
the link to the theory of the ducted propeller with a finite number of

blades. The main problem is the determination of the velocity induced
by the free vortices shed from the propeller blades. This can be solved
only by a priori assumptions on the form of the vortex surface. These
can be checked and improved to some extent by iteration. In nonaxial
flow, the propeller produces an unsteady field, which, so far, can be
treated only by very rough methods. In this case, the duct experiences
not only a lift, but also a side force.

The emphasis of the review is on analysis, not on design. The under-
lying models (vortex configurations, etc.), the numerical methods, and
the numerical results are the main subject.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 A Brief Historical Survey

By choosing the proper type of duct, the velocity at a propeller can be in-

creased ("Kort nozzle") or decreased ("pump-jet"). The Kort nozzle is used
for increasing the efficiency of heavily loaded propellers, e.g., in S/VTOL
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aircrafts. In a pump-jet propeller, cavitation is delayed or compressibility ef-

fects are decreased. Noise can also be influenced by shrouding the propeller.

We can discern two trends in the development of theories, one aiming at

most simple results and formulas which can be used in design without much ad-

ditional computation, the other trying to predict the whole field under most gen-

eral assumptions. The price to be paid in the first case is a loss in numerical
accuracy and a restriction in general applicability, because special assumptions
such as small chord/diameter ratio or special singularity distributions are in-

troduced. Aside from the fact that theories of the second kind require an expert

to understand them, their main disadvantage is the need of a big computer to

perform the numerical evaluations. Naturally, theories of the first kind were
developed first. So, we may distinguish two periods, one (ca. 1940-1955) in

which the first trend dominates, while after 1955 more efforts were exerted in

developing theories of the second kind. A "pioneer" period (ca. 1927-1940) pre-

ceded both during which the idea was born and first applications, experiments
and theoretical considerations were made.

First Period: It seems that L. Stipa (84) in 1927 was the first to propose the

shrouding of the propeller by using the fuselage of an airplane as a duct. There
is also a Russian paper (82) claiming the concept for the Russian scientist CA.
Bracks back to 1887. In 1934 Kort proposed the "Kort-nozzle" for heavily

loaded marine propellers.

Second Period: During World War n a group of Gottingen (Kuchemann, Weber,
Kriiger) began a systematic theoretical and experimental investigation of the

ducted propeller. Here, some of the basic ideas were conceived for all further

theoretical work. After the war, a group in Berlin (Horn, Dickmann, Amtsberg)
improved the theory and developed a design procedure based on representing the

duct by a vortex distribution and the propeller by a sink distribution. A similar
concept was applied by Lerbs (46). Stewart (83) and Ribner (75) developed a
theory for ring airfoils with small chord/diameter ratio based on a lifting line

theory. The papers of Helmbold (28, 29), which are not so well known because of

their restricted distribution, also contain some fundamental ideas. Unfortu-

nately, a limited distribution is the rule rather than the exception for most re-

ports on ducted propellers.

Third Period: The paper of Dickmann and Weissinger (101) was the starting

point for the investigations of a group working at Karlsruhe (Dickmann, Weis-
singer, Wiedemer, BoUheimer, Brakhage, Maass, Rautmann). In (101) the shape
of the (thin) duct represented by the sum of a constant and an elliptic distribu-

tion of ring vortices was determined by a linearized theory under the assump-
tion of a constant pressure jump at the propeller plane. Dickmann also pro-
posed the use of semiempirical knowledge from turbomachines and pumps for

the propeller design, a line of thinking also followed by Bussler (8) and van
Manen. The theory was confirmed by experiments of Finkeldei (116). Using the

vortex model of (101) completed by ring sources, Weissinger developed a theory
for ring airfoils (without duct) of a given shape in axial flow, including effects of

profile thickness, struts, and central bodies. This theory was generalized for

ducted propellers with constant pressure jump in axial flow by Bollheimer, who
included some effects of profile thickness neglected in other theories.
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The model and some of the basic mathematical ideas used at Karlsruhe

were also used by two other groups, working at THERM (Ordway, Ritter, Green-

berg, Hough, Kaskel, Lo, Sluyter, Sonnerup) and at NSRDC (Morgan, Caster,

Chaplin, Voigt). Though there are differences in mathematical details (e.g.,

representation of kernel functions by elliptic or by Legendre functions, different

methods for a numerical solution of the integral equations, etc.), the numerical

results of all three groups, in so far as the same problems were treated, coin-

cide because a common model is used. At THERM and NSRDC the theory was
extended to finite-bladed propellers with tip clearance. At THERM the steady

part of the forces caused by nonaxial flow was also computed.

The numerical analysis of THERM culminated in the presentation of work
sheets for the numerical evaluation of shroud performance for finite-bladed

ducted propellers in axial flow at cruise velocity (151). For specified values of

blade number, axial propeller position, tip clearance ( ? 0), ratio of propeller

radius to shroud reference radius, propeller advance ratio, the geometric pa-

rameters of NACA 4, 5, and 6 digit profiles and arbitrary values of propeller

thrust coefficient and chord line incidence, tables are presented such that the

shroud sectional radial force and moment coefficients and center of pressure,

the shroud thrust coefficient, the net shroud pressure coefficients, and the outer

and inner shroud surface pressure coefficients can easily be computed by hand

on the worksheets. Configurations other than those given by the specified pa-

rameter values can be handled by interpolation or extrapolation. On the propel-

ler blade an otpimum circulation is assumed. An addendum (156) contains

worksheets for the calculation of shroud-induced axial velocity. Knowing this

velocity, the blade geometry required to produce the assume dcirculation can be

determined by classical methods. The THERM tables can also be used for other

purposes, e.g., two-dimensional profile theory.

The theory developed at NSRDC was condensed in a FORTRAN program for

the IBM-7090 high-speed computer (134). The input for the duct consists mainly

of the section camber and thickness ordinates, the section angle of attack, and

the chord-diameter ratio. There are options whereby the ideal angle of attack

of the duct section can be determined in the presence of the propeller. The pro-

peller input consists of the propeller diameter, propeller speed in revolutions

per second, design thrust (or propeller shaft horsepower), ship speed, number of

blades, inflow velocity, and circulation (or pitch distribution). If the propeller

is to be designed using the LERBS optimum pitch distribution, only an estimate

of the propeller ideal efficiency is given as input, instead of the circulation or

pitch distribution. The output consists of the propeller design characteristics

and performance, as well as the duct thrust and pressure distribution. The re-

sults can normally be obtained in approximately 27 minutes of computer time.

Consequently, features which are not included in the THERM approach include

the following:

(1) Any shape can be considered for the duct.

(2) The ducted propeller can be designed for a given thrust or horse-

power.

(3) The design and predicted performances of the propeller can be

obtained.
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(4) An option in the computer program allows calculations of the ideal

angle of attack of the duct section in the presence of a propeller.

In (132), a computer program and results are presented for the inverse problem,
where the duct shape is computed once the duct pressure distribution has been
specified.

Perhaps the most comprehensive investigations of ducted propellers have
been made by VIDYA (Nielsen, Kriebel, Mendenhall, Sacks, Spangler). For ex-
ample, they include duct stall interference in tandem configurations or interfer-

ence with hulls and also experimental investigations. The price for the compre-
hensiveness is a simplification of the theoretical models. So, to some extent,

these theories may be placed into the first category of theories characterized
above. The basic model is shown in Fig. 1 (164). The propeller annulus is di-

vided into a number ( <10) of equal-area annuli in each of which blade element
theory is used to describe local propeller -blade performance. The bound pro-
peller circulation is constant within each annulus, and a cylinder of ring vortices
is assumed to be shed from each annulus and to extend downstream. Centerbody-
induced velocities are neglected. The duct may have both thickness and camber,
the chord/diameter ratio is not restricted to small values. The propeller is

specified by the number of blades and by the radial distribution of chord and
pitch. From the above model, relations are derived by which, at a specified ad-
vance ratio, duct loading and propeller loading can be calculated from a given
inflow profile. From the loading distributions an improved inflow profile is de-
termined. The iteration converges rapidly. A digital computer program, pre-
sented in (164), takes one minute on the IBM 7094. A second program (164) for

the design of uniformly loaded propellers takes the same time. A rough esti-

mate of the influence of the angle of attack is also possible.

. A
Fig. 1 - Flow model used in (164)

Last but not least in this enumeration of institutes and major research
groups, the name of van Manen and the Netherlands Ship Model Basin should not

be omitted. Their work, though mainly experimental and therefore not pertain-
ing to the subject of this review, has also contributed to the theory and gives
very valuable advice for design, based on theory and the results of extensive,
systematic series of experiments.
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1.2 Program of This Review ...,. ....

This review will be concerned only with incompressible, nonviscous, and,

primarily, steady flow. Some hints referring to other problems can be found in

the list of references, e.g., cavitation (Tulin, Chen), boundary layer (Nickel),

compressibility (Zierep, Laschka).

Since the development in the first two periods is well covered by the review

of Sacks and Burnell (78), where emphasis has been placed on theories of the

first kind, this review will be restricted to theories of the second kind developed

during the third period. Papers and reports published before 1955 are listed in

the references only insofar as they are referred to in the text. This is also true

for publications concerned mainly with experiments.

The presentation is guided by a systematic and not by a historical point of

view. Emphasis is placed on the analysis of the phenomena and not on design

methods. Because of the complexity of the mathematical apparatus, we cannot

always give mathematical formulas in detail. Instead, we shall describe the

underlying models and the basic assumptions, characterize the numerical meth-

ods used for the solution, and state the main theoretical results. We will con-

centrate our attention on the theories developed at Karlsruhe, THERM, and

NSRDC.

In aerodynamics and hydrodynamics two kinds of problems are distinguished.

In the "direct" problem the geometry is given and the flow field or special char-

acteristics such as lift or pressure distribution are sought, vice versa in the

"inverse" problem. Something inbetween is the case where a mathematical sin-

gularity distribution is given and the corresponding geometry and/or flow field

is to be determined. If the mathematical relations between the singularity dis-

tribution and the geometry as well as the induced flow are known, it is purely a

question of mathematical skill to solve the direct or inverse problem by elimi-

nation of the singularity distribution. Of course, this can usually be done by

numerical methods.

The problem of the ducted propeller is a problem of interference, of inter-

action between two bodies, the duct and the propeller. From the four possible

direct/inverse combinations we shall choose the mixed one with given duct

geometry and propeller distribution. From the solution of this problem, the

propeller geometry can be determined by slight modifications (128, 134) of well-

known methods (48).

Problems of interference can often be solved by an iteration scheme in the

following manner. First, one has to find a method for determining the flow field

of each separate body in a very general (nonuniform) flow. Then, starting with

an arbitrary field, this field is modified by the presence of the first body, the

new field is modified by the second body, this field again by the first body, and

so on.

Following this line of thought, we deal first with the duct alone (Sec. 2), i.e.,

we solve the direct problem for the ring airfoil in fairly general flows. These

contain also the case where a jet is emitted out of the ring airfoil by an actuator

disk of constant pressure jump. This case (Sec. 3) can be considered as the
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most simple model of a ducted propeller and shows many of the relevant fea-
tures. Next we must consider the propeller field. The blade circulation being
given, the main problem is the determination of the shape of the vortex sheets
shed from the blades and of the field induced by these sheets. Then, the inter-
ference problem can be attacked. The most important result of Sec. 5 is that

the steady part of the flow through a finite -bladed ducted propeller is the same
as the flow for the same configuration but with an infinite blade number. This
problem, simplified to constant radial distribution of propeller circulation, is

treated in Sec. 4,

So far, axial flow is assumed. In the case of nonzero incidence, which is

considered next (Sec. 6), there does not exist a system of coordinates in which
the field is time independent. Obviously, this problem is very complex and only
rough approximate solutions have been found. As a matter of fact, only the
steady part of the solution has been determined.

Before starting this program we will have a brief look at the two-dimen-
sional theory in order to clear some of the basic ideas.

1.3 Two-Dimensional Considerations

(A) Infinitely thin airfoils (Fig. 2). Assuming small camber and small curva-
ture of the profile, the linearized boundary condition is fulfilled by putting on the
chord a vortex distribution y {^) = Vg(^) which satisfies the Kutta condition and
the integral equation

1

2tt J ,

g(^')
-d^' 3 -a(f) , -1 < ^ < 1 , 7(1) =

or, written with the "Glauert operator" G in operator form,

Gg - a .

(1.1)

(1.2)

Fig. 2 - Two-dimensional airfoil

theory. The infinitely thin cam-
bered airfoil. (Actually, for this

configuration the vortices rotate
in the opposite direction.)
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The solution is known to be :i
=-

> ii. :. : v

The integral can be evaluated by means of the formula ' • '' '
'

f
^°""^'

60' -- rr liUJll n . 0, 1, 2, ... (1.4)
•J ens. B' - cos 6 sin £?cos 6' - cos 6 sin 6
u

and the Fourier expansion

= 1

The result is the Birnbaum series

(^) = — + y a cos v0
, ^ - -cos^ . (1.5)

2
^

^0 cot —+2^3^ siny(
^ v= 1

;i.6)

Another method (114) of solving the integral equation

1 f" g(i9') sini9'
,

/- „v— — dO' = -a{d) ,
< e < V (1.7)

277 J^ cos 9' - cos d

which is equivalent to (1.1), is a collocation method based on the quadrature

formula

\ 'sn d.' = ^ E
~n COS0' - cos 0. N i,= r-Q COS o - uus u '"I k= <-US u.
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The tangential velocity induced by y is

u,. = +Vg/2 . (1.10)

(B) Moderately thick airfoils (see Fig. 3). At zero incidence the boundary con-

dition can be satisfied approximately by putting a source distribution of strength

q(0 = 2 — [Vt(^)] (1.11)

on the chord. This relation can be found immediately from continuity consider-

ations and, in this form, is also correct for more general flows where v de-

pends on ^. The tangential velocity induced at the chord is

:-C :

if
In J.

q(g^')

1 ^- r
d^'

"'
f-?':' f/ljg&-0 'a r.J ^

; U'

.'

(1.12)

Fig. 3 - Two-dimensional airfoil

theory. Syminetrical airfoil at

(a) zero incidence, (b) nonzero
incidence [actually, for the con-
figuration in (b) the vortices ro-
tate in the opposite direction].

If the profile is cambered and at incidence, u = Ug + u^ is very often considered
as the induced surface velocity. Near the leading edge, this is not very accurate
because u^ becomes infinite. If the velocity vector (V cos a + u, 0) is multi-

plied by the surface tangent, a better approximation

Vl + [y'(^)]2

is obtained for the surface velocity.

{Vcosa +u +u } , y(^) = s (^) + t (^) , (1.13)
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With cos tto - 1> this is a consequent linearization if a^, (,f ), t (j) (and

the derivatives) are considered small. But it might be advisable in certain

cases not to neglect the product of quantities proportional to 7 and t, respec-

tively. U one looks at the symmetrical profile in Fig. 3b, where the vortex- and

source -distribution of the strict linear theory is placed on the chord, one sees

that there remains a normal component y^ t'/2 on the surface. Another compo-
nent comes from the first-order term in the Taylor expansion of the vertical

component induced by yg

v,„(^.±t)= v,^(^,0) ±2-v,^(^,0)t .,: (1^14)

The sum of both normal components is dd^" (y^ t )/2. Since it is continuous

through the chord, it must be annihilated by a vortex distribution y^ satisfying

%(^-0) + ^"ro(^'O) t = v^^(e,0) + y; t/2

(7ot)/2 .

(1.15)

Putting y = yo -^ Vt) the surface velocity is then given by (1.13). In this manner
one obtains a theory which is linearized in t, but not in qlq. For elliptic pro-

files the surface velocity is exact. Riegels (76) first introduced the thickness-

influences vortex distribution based on ideas of conformal mapping theory. But

the idea is more general and can be applied to rotational flows (123), too. A
theory in which y^ is neglected will be called a "strictly" linearized theory.

For thick airfoils with small camber, the camber-induced velocity is usually

superposed linearly.

(C) The biplane (Fig. 4). Aside from profile geometry, the configuration is

characterized by the "chord/diameter" ratio c/D and the inclination of the chord
relative to the axis. In order to avoid the second parameter in the kernels of the

integral equations, the singularity distributions are put on a "reference chord,"

e.g., the projection of the profile on a line parallel to the axis through the lead-

ing edge. Obviously, the vertical velocity v^ induced at one profile by the vor-
tex distribution 7 located on both (reference) chords has the form

v^ = G7 + Ky , (1.16)

where G is the Glauert operator and K an integral operator with a continuous •

kernel depending on c/D. The term K7 represents the velocity v^ induced by
the vorticity of the opposite profile. Similarly, the source-induced velocity is

\ = ±q/2 + v^ , (1.17)

where v^ is the source-induced velocity from the opposite profile. The
(strictly) linearized boundary condition

v^ + Vq = -Va(^) (1.18)
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, Reference
X cylinder

Fig. 4 - The biplane in two-
dimensional theory and the
cross section of a ring airfoil

can be split into the two equations

q = 2 _[Vt(^)]
,

Gy + Ky = -Va(^')

(1.19)

(1.20)

Since the right-hand side is known after evaluating the integral for v^ by means
of (1.19), an integral equation of the form

Gg + Kg :i.2i)

remains to be solved for g, where
tor, and K a regular operator.

f is a known function, G the Glauert opera-

The integral equations to be solved in the theory of ring airfoils and ducted
propellers are of the same type. Essentially, the following four methods have
been applied for solving (1.21). The first two were used at Karlsruhe, the third

at THERM, and the fourth at NSRDC.

(1) If the kernel of K is developed into a double cosine Fourier series with

respect to the variable 6, and if the Birnbaum series (1.6) for g is introduced,

the left-hand side of (1.21) can be expressed as a cosine series with coefficients

that are linear combinations of the Birnbaum coefficients c^,. Equating these
coefficients with the Fourier coefficients of f, one obtains an infinite system of

linear equations exactly equivalent to (1.21). This is solved approximately by
truncation to a finite system and Gauss elimination.

(2) This method (114) is a generalization of the above collocation method
for solving the Glauert equation Gg = a by (1.8). Since Kg is a regular integral

the same rectangular rule applied above to Gg can be used for the approximate
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evaluation and again a system of linear equation for the unknown values g^ =

g(d{^) sin 0,^ is obtained. That the accuracy in this evaluation of Kg is not as

high as that for the singular integral Gg does not matter very much, because
usually, i.e., if c/D is not too large, Kg is small compared with Gg. Compared
with the other three methods, this method has the advantage that no Fourier ex-

pansions are needed for constructing the system of linear equations. Essen-
tially, the matrix is immediately equal to the matrix of kernel values G + K at

the points (^i , fk ) - -(cos d-^ , cos 0{^ ) . Therefore, the programming will be

easier. The disadvantage consists in the fact that the accuracy in the numerical
evaluation of Kg is coupled with the number N of unknowns. In our experience

this methid is superior to the first—and probably to the other ones—with respect

to computation time.

(3) Let go be the solution of the Glauert equation

Ggo = f . (1.22)
-I

The Birnbaum coefficients of g^ are essentially (i.e., apart from factors such

as -2) equal to the Fourier coefficients of f . Then (1.21) is equivalent to

g =
go + Kg, K = -G-iK

, (1.23)

where the kernel of K is known because G" ^ is known. Then the solution g is

given by the Neumann series

g :. {I + K + K2 + ...} g^ (1.24)

and can be found by the iterative scheme

g..i = go + Kg^ , u = 0, h ... . (1.25)

This operator equation can be approximated by a matrix equation if the vector

of the first N Birnbaum coefficients is substituted for g and, for K, a matrix p

which is connected in a simple way with the Fourier coefficients of K.

(4) Equation (1.21) is written in the form

g-Kg=T, K = -G-iK, ? = G-i f . ..,.,,, . (1.26)

If ic is represented approximately by a truncated double Fourier series, one ob-

tains a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with a degenerate kernel.

This equation can be transformed into a system of linear equations by classical

methods. . . ... . i. ..,

2. THE RING AIRFOIL

We assume that the profile satisfies the conditions of linearized two-
dimensional theory and that the angle between profile chord and axis is small
enough so that the surface formed by the chords can be approximated by a cir-

cular cylinder. Then the boundary condition (zero normal velocity on the sur-
face) can be satisfied within the limits of linear approximation by putting
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distributions of ring vortices and ring sources on a reference cylinder of ra-

dius R. If the vortex strength varies with the azimuthal angle, straight vortices

must also be placed on the cylinder.

We introduce cylinder coordinates (x, r,0) and define the nondimensional
coordinates

^--~-, P--^ or 7 = ^ (2.1)

and the chord/diameter ratio

W (2-2)

The induced axial, radial, and azimuthal velocities are denoted by u, v, and
w, respectively. If the arithmetic mean of the values of a function at the outer

and inner point of the cylinder is denoted by a bar, we can write for the veloci-

ties induced at the cylinder by a vortex distribution 7 or a source distribution q

••'••
. V y _ _

'

U = + + U , V = V , (2.3)
y 2 y y y

— Q _u„=u„, v=+-+v, (2.4)
q q • q 2 1 \ • /

where the upper (lower) sign refers to the outer (inner) surface of the cylinder.

Then the (strictly) linearized boundary condition can be written in the form

vy ± ^ + Vq + v„ . , (2.5)

where v„ denotes the normal component of the given flow on the airfoil surface.

For zero thickness this reduces to

v^ + v^ = . (2.6)

For an axisymmetric ring airfoil the surface can be described by

d(x) ,_ _,
r(x) = R+ rjx) ± -^ (2.7)

or, in nondimensional form,

P(^) = 7+ Pm(^) ± t(^)
, (2.8)

P„<f)=^'. .(0 =^ . (2.9)
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For brevity we shall call p^{^) = dpjd^ the camber of the ring airfoil, al-

though—interpreted as local angle of attack— it also includes the incidence of the

profile chord.

Then, for parallel flow with angle of attack ao> v„ is obtained by linear ap-

proximation as -

V^ = +Vt'(^) - Vp;(f") + Vfflo cose/. , (2.10)

and putting

q - Vq^
, 7 = V(g^ + g^ + ttgg^ COS0) (2.11)

Eq. (2.5) splits into

q, = 2t'(^), T,g, = /.;(a. T,g, = -Vq^, T^g, = -1, (2.12)

where T is an integral operator that transforms a vortex distribution into the

radial velocity induced by it. It follows that the effects of thickness (q^, g^)

can be obtained by considering the ring airfoil without camber ip'^ - 0) in axial

flow, the effect of camber from the infinitely thin ring airfoil in axial flow and

the effect of angle of attack from the infinitely thin cylinder at angle of attack.

Addition of these separate effects gives the entire distribution. From these the

surface velocity is determined by

(v + Uq + u^) . (2.13)
Vl + [t'(<j)]2

The continuous part of v^ can be considered as the first terms of the more
general Fourier series

(CO ro^ "1

^ ajf) cosm0 + 2] b^(^) sinm</)l .
(2.14)

m= m= 1 J

This happens when the ring airfoil is not exactly axisymmetric or if there is an

interaction with a nonaxisymmetric velocity field. Then the distribution of ring

vortices has the form

>' = ^
j E gm(^) cosm0 + £] hj^) sinm^l. (2.15)

[m=0 m=l J

The Fourier coefficients gn,(^) and h„(^) which satisfy the Kutta condition

are determined by the equations

Tg=a,Th=b, (2.16)m "=m m m m m ' \ • /

with the integral operator T^ defined by

^^^ = 7-/7^^^'%-/ ^.(^')U.(^)d^'-v/ ^n,(^'')d^'- (2.17)
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The kernels u^(t7) are antisymmetric continuous functions of the argument

V = H^-^') -- ^^^ • (2,18)

So, all these integral equations are of the type (1.21) and can be solved by the

methods described in Sec. 1.3.

The most important of these operators is T^, defined as

(2.19)

Ko(^,^') = '^ Gj(k2) = ^^ [(l + k'2)E(k) - 2k'2K(k)]

(2.20)

2

k^=V-7' k'2=i-k2, a;=i + :L,
(2.21)

where

r.ml COS 2m!3 ,„ ,„.
1 r i.

• x

G (k^) = (-1) I
di9

,
(Riegels function)

(l-k2sin20)^/2

7r/2

f COS 2rrn? ^
Caj") = dy

,
(Legendre function)'^

^-./2 [2(co- 1) + 4sin20]i/2

^77/2

(2.22)

(2.23)

K(k)=r ^^
, E(k) = r (l-k2sin25)i/2d0 .

-i
(l-k2sin2f?)l/2 J

(2.24)

Formulas and numerical tables for the kernels of the operators 7^ have been
presented by means of Riegels functions at Karlsruhe (102, 103) and by means of

Legendre functions at THERM (135, 137, 138, 139).

The basic ideas of lifting-line theory and of generalized lifting-line theory
("three -quarter -point method") can also be applied to the ring airfoil (102), thus

obtaining very simple formulas, e.g., for the lift. For the latter theory the

agreement with the exact results is very good over the whole range of X,

< \ < oo; lifting-line theory is valid only for small values of k.

In Karlsruhe, ring airfoils with central bodies have also been investigated

(110). The axisymmetric body is assumed to be slender and to have a small
maximal radius r^, such that it can be represented by an axial distribution of

sources and doublets. To satisfy the boundary conditions at the body and the

ring airfoil, only the leading terms in the Taylor expansion with respect to

Pm - ^max/^ ^^^ retained. For geometry and notation see Fig. 5.
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In (110), emphasis is placed on the

net characteristics such as the lift and

the moment of the body and of the ring

airfoil. But essentially the theory can
also be used to calculate the entire flow

field. Numerical results are presented
for four families of bodies: (1) (infinite)

cylinder, (2) ellipsoid, (3) a body with a
blunt nose and a sharp tail, and (4) the

same body reversed (sharp nose, blunt

tail). In what follows we shall mention
only a few of the theoretical and numeri-
cal results.

Fig. 5 - (See (106)) Ring
airfoil with central body

The lift and the moment of the wing
are determined by the first-order Fou-
rier coefficient gi(<f ) of the wing vortex distribution (2.15) (if = o corre-
sponds to the "lowest" point on the circumference), otherwise there may be a
change of sign and/or gj must be replaced by hj. gi(<f) is determined by the

integral equation

(Tx + T^^)g, - 2FB(^)a„ 1 <
<f < 1

where T^ is the basic first-order operator and T^g is defined by

1 1

TlBgl = -^FbC^')/ gi(^')df'+^/ B(^,^-) gj(^')d^'

(2.25)

(2.26)

The function

Fr(^) 'B ^B'" (2.27)

and the kernel B(^,f ') are continuous functions that depend only on the geom-
etry of the configuration.

The lift coefficient of the body (referred to the same area 277Ec as the lift

coefficient c^^ of the wing) can be expressed in the form

1

(2.28)

The moment coefficient can be written in a similar manner.

The function F3(t) is plotted in Fig. 6 for three ellipsoidal bodies with dif-

ferent values of X.3 = 1b/(2R). For a cylindrical body the kernel B(^,^') can be
written in the form B(>.^- \^') = B(7]) = B(-^); this is plotted in Fig. 7.

The lift ratio L^^,+b/L;^ of the wing-body combination and the (cylindrical)

wing alone is shown in Fig. 8 for an ellipsoidal body in several axial positions
and for the cylindrical body and several values of k in Fig. 9. The lift ratio has
been plotted over the whole range ^ p^ < l oi p^, although the theory assumes
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source rings on the cylinder used in ring-airfoil theory. The free vortex rings

are placed on the same cylinder (extended to x = ») and their strength yj is as-

sumed to be constant. Since the velocity field must be continuous everywhere
with the exception of the jump at the slipstream boundary, the value of the free

vorticity 7f must be equal to that of the bound vorticity yj at the trailing edge.

Then the boundary condition (3.1) can be satisfied in one cross section only,

which will be taken here at the trailing edge. These simplifications are reason-

able because one is usually interested in the flow near the duct and this flow is

influenced mainly by the behaviour of the slipstream in the neighbourhood of the

duct.

Using the propeller thrust coefficient

'

Ct- = 2Ap/(pV2)
, (3^2)

the boundary condition (3.1) is simplified to

""Tp = 2 (^1 + -f j gj ' gj = -yx^v ,
(3.3)

where u^- is the mean induced axial velocity at the trailing edge.

Now we consider the most simple case of an infinitely thin cylinder of

length c as a duct. The constant free vorticity y^ must be extended continu-

ously to a bounded vorticity on the duct such that the radial velocity v^^, in-

duced by the sum y^ of free and bounded vorticity, is zero. This can be

achieved in the following manner.

The constant vorticity y{ of the slipstream is extended continuously on the

duct, e.g., by a linear distribution y^ that vanishes at the leading edge of the

duct. The radial velocity Vy^+y^ induced at the duct can be calculated explicitly

in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind. On the duct,

a vortex distribution y^ satisfying the Kutta-Joukowski condition is then deter-

mined from the integral equation

To>b = -vyj+y,
• (3.4)

Thus, 7s is the superposition of the two bounded distributions y^, y^, and the

free distribution yj. From now on we shall consider only the entire distribu-

tion y^. All further distributions will be confined to the duct and must satisfy

the Kutta-Joukowski condition. We put

7s = VgT-g* . (3.5)

In a theory that is linearized with respect to all singularity distributions, the

distributions of the strictly linearized airfoil theory can be added to y^ in order

to obtain the solution for the ducted disk. This is dome essentially in all the

theories developed at NSRDC and THERM. But, for small V and heavy propel-

ler loading, the axial velocity u^ induced by y^ can have the same order of

magnitude as V and should not be neglected in a consistent theory.
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In order to show clearly the distinct efforts, we put, according to BoU-
heimer (116,120,122,125),

7 = V{g^ + g,+ gT[g* + g:+g*]} , (3.6)

q = V{q, + gTq*} . (3.7)

Here, g^, gt, and q^ give the distributions of the ring airfoil and are deter-
mined from the equations

qt=2t'(^), Tog^=p;(^), T„g, . -vq^ . (3.8)

Similarly, from the mean axial velocity u = Vg^u * we obtain
s ^ s

Finally, a vortex distribution is required to cancel Vq* and the component
arising from the interaction of strong vorticity with thickness as described by

(1.15). So, g* must satisfy r; . .

•

,,

' ^^'"^oit-v-^lf.) . ;„ ;
(3.10)

The operator of the four integral equations is the basic operator Tg of thin

ring airfoil theory. Of course, one can determine the sums g^ + g^ and g* + g*

from one equation. Numerical methods have been discussed in Sec. 1.3. To
solve the last three ("starred") equations, one has to determine g* first and,

from this, Ug* by numerical integration. These two functions depend only on the

parameter \.^ All equations can be approximated by relations between matrices
and vectors composed of Birnbaum and Fourier coefficients. These have been
tabulated by Bollheimer (116, 120) for several values of ^.

So far, the value of the propeller thrust coefficient has not been used. This
value is needed to determine gj. First, the mean axial velocity u-j- induced by

7 and q at the trailing edge can be computed from (3.6) and (3.7) as a linear

function of g^. Insertion of uj into (3.3) gives a quadratic equation for g^-. The
coefficients of this equation can be easily computed by means of the vectors t

tabulated by Bollheimer. Finally, the velocity distribution on the duct surface
is the sum of V and the axial velocity induced by y and q on the reference
cylinder, multiplied by the Riegels factor {l + [p^C^) ± t '(^)]2 }" ^^^. In our
notation the distributions having a subscript c or t are zero if the camber p^
or the thickness are zero, respectively.

Obviously, the static case v = o is contained in this theory. Putting

7 = gT[g: + g: + gt] . q = gT^t • (3.11)

g-j- is obtained by virtue of (3.1) from

/^(u * + u * + u , + u *) g2 = Ap
,

(3.12)
^s ^c "^t ^t T

if Ap is prescribed.
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In Fig. 10, the factor gx as a function of cj is shown for a duct with a
symmetrical Joukowski profile of relative thickness t = 0.15, chord/diameter

ratio \ =0.5, and zero chord incidence

[p^(<^) = 0]. The two functions g^ and
g* are proportional to the thickness pa-
rameter T of the Joukowski profile.

Their values, divided by r, are plotted

over the chord in Fig. 11. Multiplication

of gt and gt by v and Vg^, respectively,

gives the two vortex distributions y^ and
7* due to thickness. One sees that y*

has at least the same order of magnitude
as 7t if cj is of order 1 or greater.

So, it does not seem consistent to neglect
7* and take into account 7^ as is done in

most theories.

100

Fig. 10 - (See (122)) Non-
dimensional vortex strength
g-j- at the trailing edge of a
ducted actuator disc {X =

0.5, f^ = 0) with a sym-
metric Joukowski profile
of relative thickness r =

0.15 plotted against the pro-
peller thrust coefficient C-j.

3.2 Nonlinear Theory

The only consistent nonlinear theory
for ducted propellers has been given by
Chaplin (130). The duct is assumed to

have zero thickness. The exaxt problem
is to find a harmonic stream function \p

having a constant value 4' - ^0 '^^ the

boundary B = D + s formed by the duct D and the slipstream surface s. On s,

the condition for continuous pressure v^ Av^ = const., where v^ denotes the

mean (tangential) velocity and ^v^. the jump of the velocity at s, must also be
satisfied. If the induced flow is produced by a distribution 7 of ring vortices on
B, the pressure condition on s can be written as v^y = const. The problem is

solved if 7 on B and the shape of s are determined. Then, the stream function,

the velocity field, and other characteristics can be found by numerical integra-
tion. Special emphasis is placed on the evaluation of the slipstream contraction
ratio

(Rco'^Rt) (3.13)

where Rx and R^ denote the radius of the duct at the trailing edge and of the

slipstream far away from the duct, respectively.

At present a mathematical theory of existence and uniqueness does not

exist. No exact analytical solutions are known, not even for special cases.
Nevertheless, there are strong reasons, based on analogy and numerical expe-
rience, to believe that the results of the method developed by Chaplin for use on
high-speed computer are exact in a numerical sense.

The boundary conditions are made discrete in the following manner.

(1) The boundary surface B is approximated by N + M cone frustum seg-
ments such that the midpoint of the N-th segment coincides with the trailing

edge of the duct (see Fig. 12). The fN + M)-th segment is assumed to be
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cylindrical. In other words, the generat-

ing curve of B is approximated by a con-

tinuous, piecewise linear graph. The
approximate surface s is determined by

M-l radii r j

.

(2) Corresponding to this approxi-

mation, 7 is approximated by a continu-

ous, piecewise linear function, which is

constant on the cylindrical part of s. For
numerical reasons y is written as the sum
of triangular distributions (see Fig. 12).

The first segment is loaded with a distri-

bution which has a square -root singu-

larity at the leading edge. The function

7 is determined by N + M parameters

3.0r

2.5

2.0

15

1.0

0.5

y-y 1, N+M.

(3) With these approximations, the

boundary condition / = ^q is satisfied at

the leading edge and at the midpoints of

the segments, with the exception of the

last cylindrical one. The pressure con-
dition is satisfied at the trailing edge and
the following M - 1 midpoints. For a speci-

fied value 4jq this affords N+ 2M- i equa-

\
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shroud trailing

edge

S, ^' />^-

cone-frustum semi-infinite

segments cylinder

i.

Fig. IZ - (See (130)) Approximation of the
vortex distribution on a shroud and its slip-

stream by a vortex distribution on a system
of cone-frustum segments

has been checked numerically that this gives an adequate representation. The
contraction ratio is not determined from the resulting value r^+M of the cylin-

der, but, in a more accurate way, from the constant boundary value v^y. One
general result of all numerical examples (cylindrical, conical, and parabolically

cambered ducts, < ^ < 1) is that the value of v^y and therefore of $ and of

other net characteristics does not change much during the iteration (see Fig. 13).

That is a strong indication that the linear theory affords good results for these

characteristics.

The number of segments chosen for the computations is N = 24 on the duct,

M = 41 on the slipstream. A check has shown that smaller numbers will also

give sufficient accuracy (see Fig. 14).

Unfortunately, the report does not present enough results to deduce general
conclusions about the accuracy of pressure distribution, etc., computed from
the linear theory. The only example presented extensively is the cylindrical

duct with chord/diameter ratio k = 0.1 in the static case. Fig. 15 shows that

the vortex distributions computed by both linear and nonlinear theories agree
rather well. Probably, with increasing \ and/or v (for noncylindrical ducts)

the agreement would even be better.

Two other attempts to take into account nonlinear effects may be mentioned.
Bollheimer (116) developed a theory in which the ring vortices representing the
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Fig. 15 - Vortex distribution on a
cylindrical duct (X = 0.1) in the
static case as determined by (a) lin-

ear theory and (b) nonlinear theory
(130)
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Chaplin has been used by Hunt (35) for detern\ming the flow from a circular
orifice.

4. THE UNIFORMLY LOADED DUCTED PROPELLER WITH
AN INFINITE NUMBER OF BLADES IN AXIAL FLOW

For the rest of this paper each propeller blade will be represented by a ra-
dial vortex with a circulation distribution r( r). From each element (r, dr) a
helical vortex with strength -r'( r ) dr is shed. In an exact theory the radius and
the pitch of the helix will naturally depend on the axial coordinate x. In linear-
ized theory the radius is assumed constant and in most theories also the pitch,

i.e., the helix is assumed as a regular helix of radius r and pitch
j ( r). The

pitch has to be determined. See Fig. 17.

Fig. 17 - (See (142)) Vortex
system and geometry for ducted
propeller configuration

In this section is is assumed that r(r) = r = const. Then the shed helical
vortices have strength r and lie on a cylinder of radius Rp = propeller radius.
On the axis lies a vortex, and "hub vortex," extending from x = Xp (= axial lo-
cation of the propeller) with strength NT, where N denotes the number of pro-
peller blades. It is assumed that n becomes infinite, such that

Nr = r (4.1)

is a finite constant. In practice, it can be expected that the following theory can
be applied for blade numbers as low as 3 or 4.

In this model, the slipstream cylinder r = R > x„ is covered with a
continuous and constant distribution of helical vortices. Taking orthogonal com-
ponents, this distribution can be split into a distribution of ring vortices and of
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straight axial vortices, each having constant strength y^ and y^, respectively.

Since the circulation outside the slipstream is zero, the total strength of the

axial vortices on the cylinder must be -r^ . Therefore, the axial vorticity is

(4.2,VTQ ^-]
..

.
/x -

27rR,

K the velocity components corresponding to cylindrical coordinates (x, r,0) are

denoted by u, v, w, then the vortex system without the ring vortices induces

outside the slipstream

inside the slipstream
277r

(4.3)

If w is considered small in comparison with the angular rotational propel-

ler speed fi, we have constant pressure jump

^P=^^^o (4.4)

at the propeller disk. That gives the propeller thrust

(4.5)

(4.6)
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one has to determine the strength y^ of the ring vortices from the pressure
condition on the slipstream surface, the radial velocity v^^ induced on the duct

and a ring vortex distribution y on the duct from the integral equation

To7= -v^^ .
-^ -

-
:- (4.9)

or

^o>^=-%' ""'-W-
^^-

(4,10)
p

If the duct is not cylindrical, the influence of camber and thickness can be taken
into account by superposing the singularity distributions of ring-airfoil theory
(within the framework of strict linearization).

By satisfying the pressure condition far away from the duct, where the

duct-induced velocities are zero, one obtains

^ ^ ' ^ % V
^-•

J +VJ2 + c-r
"Rp

:... -
.

p

Therefore, the pitch j of the helical vortices is given by

. •':
. j

= -y^/y^ =
-^ (j + VJ2 + CT^ ). .;^ '.;."

:

' (4.12)

and we can write

The velocity induced by a semi-infinite cylinder of ring vortices with constant
strength can be expressed by means of the Legendre functions Qi/2' So> o^^^

obtains

% = " ^ ^^Qi/2(-) -- -^ %Qi/2(-) ... (4.14)

(1-M)' + (x-Xp)^ _ _a=l+ -, X - Xp = (x-Xp)/Rj ,
(4.15)

and the integral equation

'ro^ = ^^TpQi/2(-) •

.

'

(4.16)

Putting

Qi/zC-^) = ^0 " Z] 'In ^°sn0 , X = -\ cos^ ,
(4.17)

n= 1
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CO

7 = c^ cot — + / c sin nS , (4.18)

and introducing the coefficient vectors -

{q} = -fqo' ^r •}
. "fc} = {cq, Cj, •••}

,

the solution can be expressed as

{c} = ^^ Ct [0]{q} , (4.19)

with a matrix [0] which depends only on \ and which has been tabulated in (153)

as a 7x7 matrix for k = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. For small \. the matrix is close to the

unit matrix. Interpolation for k may be possible. The vector q has also been
tabulated for several values of k, Xp c, and /x(0.9 </x< i). Similarly, the con-
tinuous part u~ = ±7/2 +u~ of the axial velocity u^ induced by y at the duct is

expressed by a Fourier series whose coefficients can be calculated as a vector
[s] {c} with a tabulated matrix [S] . Then, the total axial velocity at the duct and

the pressure coefficient can easily be calculated by means of Legendre functions.

For /i = 1, the ring vortex distributions y^ on the duct is given by y^ =

7+7^ with 7^-0 for -c/2 < X < Xp and y^ = const, t o for Xp < x < c/2.

Since the induced velocities must be continuous inside the duct, the jump of 7^
at x = Xp must be cancelled by a jump of y equal to -74,. Therefore, the Birn-
baum series (4.18) of y converges very slowly, corresponding to a slow conver-
gence of the Fourier series (4.7) for the discontinuous function Qj ^^(a)- There-
fore, for fj-

= 1 the procedure requires a large number of Fourier coefficients

q^, and a tabulation to n = 12 as given in (153) may not be sufficient. Probably,

as indicated above, the methods of the first part of Sec. 3. should be preferred.

Of course, slow convergence will also occur if the tip clearance is very
small, i.e., if /x is close to unity. In this case the logarithmic singularity of

vy^ [or Qi/2(o^)] is replaced by a sharp peak at x = Xp. The peak is still pres-
ent for fairly large tip clearance, as can be seen in Fig. 18 (j = 0, cjp = 0.1,

\ = 0.5, /x = 0.9), at X = Xp = for a cylindrical duct. The corresponding vor-
tex distribution is shown in Fig. 19, together with the distribution for the pro-
peller located at Xp = -0.25c. At x = Xp, an indication of the jump occurring
for M = 1 can be observed. The corresponding pressure distributions are
shown in Fig. 20. The distributions on the outer surface are practically inde-

pendent of the axial propeller position. The inner duct surface pressure decays
almost to zero immediately behind the propeller plane. The duct-to-propeller
thrust ratios cx^/cx for the two cases are 0.683 and 0.706 for Xp = -0. 25c and
Xp = 0, respectively. Even in this case of large tip cleraance this ratio is al-

most independent of Xp; for /x = 1 it is totally independent.

In (153), the influence of an improved determination of the pitch is also in-

vestigated. The new pitch j j = Ji(x) is defined by j 1
= J + u where u is the

mean axial velocity on the slipstream surface induced by y and y,.. Then, from
(4.13), an improved slipstream distribution y^^ ^ is obtained and the induced
radial velocity v~< ^

) is introduced in the right-hand side of the integral
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0.12

0.09
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As described in the first paragraph of

Sec. 4, the propeller is represented by n ra-
dial vortices with equal distribution r(r) of

circulation. The helical vortices with strength
-r' ( r ) shed from a blade form a quasi-helical

surface with pitch j ( r). Assuming a moder-
ately loaded propeller, the axial pitch depend-
ence can be neglected. From theory and ex-
periment it is known that a hub of usual shape
does not affect the duct distributions very
much. Therefore, it will at first be consid-

ered as nonexistent. r(r) is considered as a
known function with r(0) = and r(Rp) = 0.

Only if the distance between propeller tip and
duct surface is practically zero do we have
r(R ) ^ 0. The meaning of "practically zero"
is a question of boundary -layer theory.

As in the theories of Sees. 3 and 4, the

duct is represented by a distribution y of ring

vortices and for nonzero thickness, by a dis-

tribution q of sources, both lying on a refer-

ence cylinder of radius R^. The main feature

now is that, obviously, y depends on 4> as well

as on X. Therefore, from each ring element
ydxfree vortices of strength By/R^B^ dx are shed. These are not straight lines,

as in the case of the ring airfoil at angle of attack but rather are of helical shape.

They are assumed to be regular helices with constant pitch j^ = v/nR^. This

assumption excludes the static case. It yields a reasonable approximation for

the case of moderately loaded propellers in cruise condition. It will easily be

perceived that the theory of this section and the computational labour involved

are not changed essentially by the choice of another constant value for j^

.

Fig. 20 - (See (153))
Duct pressure distri-
bution for two pro-

locations and
parameters as
18

peller
other
in Fig.

inner
outer

surface
surface

If, within the framework of strict linearization—contrary to the more gen-

eral Bollheimer theory described in Sec. 3.1, the interaction between the pro-

peller slipstream and both profile camber and thickness are neglected, then the

duct distributions due to camber and thickness can be calculated separately by

ring-airfoil theory. These have to be added to the distributions induced by the

propeller and its slipstream on a cylindrical duct, which shape will be assumed
for the rest of this section. As a practical choice for the duct radius R^, the

radius of the shroud camber line at the propeller plane is proposed in (147).

Because of the helical shape of the vortices shed from the duct, the radial

velocity induced by the duct vortex system at the duct cannot be expressed by

the integral operators !„ used in ring-airfoil theory. But the main interest is

in the circumferential average

7n(x) = -

/
7(x,0) d0

97T ^

(5.1)
27T
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because this, evidently, is the steady part of the solution y as referred to a
duct-fixed system of coordinates. This can be determined by the ideas of the

foregoing section.

Obviously, TqC'^) is that part of y that must cancel the average radial ve-
locity induced by the propeller vortex system, and the average velocity is the

same as the velocity induced by the average vortex system, which is equivalent

to the propeller with an infinite number of blades. With respect to the model
considered in Sec. 4 the only difference lies in the dependence of r on r. This

difficulty can be overcome by integrating the pertinent formulas of Sec. 4 with

respect to r in the following manner.

The sought radial velocity Vp is written as -' •• "^

where dvp is the radial velocity induced by an annular part of the slipstream of

radius r < Rp and width dr. By (4.14) we have

1 / (r- Rj)^ + (x- X )^

^^-^/^'^'J./aMdr. -- '^
,,,^

• (5.3)

and

'>'* = -^/j(r)
,

''- ' ;\" ;;-.;V...„ .

(^•'*)

where j ( r) is the pitch of the helical vortices lying on the cylinder of radius r

and where y^ and y^ denote their azimuthal and axial components, respectively.

Since

'>'x
= ~ ^— ':r~

' (5.5)" 27Tr dr \ • /

we obtain the integral equation i -

T y = -V (5.6)

with

-N
v_ = r

'

^-=r4^Qi.2(-)dr .
- (5.7)

" 47r2 J
j(r)VrRd d

If the propeller -shed vortices are assumed to be convected with the free stream,
then

JV_ ^ _v_
^^'^ %r ^ -^ I-

' -^
'

fiRp
'

(5.8)

and the integral equation (5.6) can be written in the form
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Vo=T-^fl/f^Q,.(^)- (^•^)

with the standard operator T^

.

Equations (5.6) and (5.9) can be solved by the methods of Sec. 2, after nu-

merical evaluation of the right-hand side integrals for a given function r(r). If

r(Rp) ^ 0, the right-hand side includes an explicit term similar to that of (4.16).

By both the THERM work sheets (151) and the NSRDC computer program
(134) only the steady part of the distributions can be calculated. In (151), y^ is

determined from (5.9) with r(r) specified as the optimum propeller circulation

of Betz, including a tip correction for wall effects derived by Goodman (22). In

(134), Eq. (5.6) is solved with an arbitrary distribution r(r). The tangent of the

propeller hydrodynamic pitch angle determined by Lerbs' theory of moderately
loaded propellers (48) is used for j(r), i.e., the propeller-induced velocity is

taken into account in determining
j
(r) (to some extent), while the velocity in-

duced by duct and hub is neglected. These are neglected in (151), too.

The program (134) includes also a design program based on an iterative

procedure with three steps in each cycle. First, r(r) is determined for the un-

ducted propeller from a slight modification of Lerbs' theory. Because of the

modification, small additional axial and azimuthal velocities such as those in-

duced by a duct can be taken into account. Second, the steady radial (Eq. (5.7))

and axial velocity components induced on the duct by the propeller are computed.
Then, (5.6) and the corresponding equations of ring-airfoil theory, as far as

camber and thickness are concerned, are solved and the velocity induced at the

propeller by these duct distributions computed. Then the next cycle can be

started. The computation starts with the determination of r ( r ) for the unducted

propeller. The iteration is repeated until the inflow velocity at the propeller

converges to four significant figures. Usually, this accuracy can be obtained in

less than six cycles.

The propeller can be designed on the basis of thrust or shaft horsepower
and for a prescribed blade circulation or pitch distribution. The viscous effects

of the propeller are taken into account by giving as input the blade -section drag
coefficient and the propeller blade outline. The viscous drag on the duct, which
includes both the skin-friction and pressure drag, can also be calculated on the

computer. The frictional drag on the duct is computed by giving as input the

frictional drag as presented by Gertler (20), where the Reynolds number is

based on the duct length. The computer program calculates the pressure drag
on the duct according to the method developed by Granville (23).

At THERM (139, 142) and NSRDC (128, 129), similar theories have been de-
veloped for determining the unsteady part of y, too, i.e., the harmonics of non-
zero order in the expansion

00 '
'

7(x,0) = V {gp + ^ [gjx) cosmN0 + hjx) sinmN0]} .

(5-10)
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Only the terms of order mN are left in the general Fourier series because the

flow must be periodic with a period 27r/iM. Evidently, Vg^ is identical with 7o
in the foregoing steady-part theory.

It turns out that the two-dimensional integral equation, which equates the

radial downwash of the duct vortex system and the radial velocity induced by the

propeller at the duct, is equivalent to an infinite system (m=i, 2, • • • ) of coupled

integral equations for g^ and h^. According to (142), these equations can be

written in the form

\
g„K'dx' -— r h^K dx' = Bp, (5.11)

r h^K'dx'+— r g^K dx' = Ap^ + Ap, . ,• (5.12)
I mm T I

"mm i m i m ^ i -,.'• -

*'-x Jm -'-a
,, ;

Here, VAp<^ and VBp-^ are the coefficients of the mN-th sine and cosine har-

monics, respectively, in the Fourier expansion of the radial velocity induced on
the duct by the helical vortices shed from the blades. Similarly, VApm is the

sine coefficient of the contribution due to the propeller blades. For the rather

complex formulas see (139, 142).

The kernel K^ is defined by

K„ = ^{S^n(^') - G^(Ax')} 0)= 1 + (Ax')V2, Ax' := (x - x' )/R
, (5.13)

G^(Ax') = n
I

{2j2/i2Q^_^^^(~) + s^(S)} sin^r dr ,

.2

(5.15)

o) = 1 + (Ax' - Jfj.Ty/2

K^ denotes the derivative of K„ with respect to Ax' and has the well-known
Cauchy singularity.

The pair of integral equations (5.11) and (5.12) can be solved simultane-
ously by methods similar to those used in the preceding sections. In (139, 142),

a method of decoupling the equations has been described. There, it is also indi-

cated that there may exist nontrivial solutions of the homogeneous equations.

The physical interpretation of these distributions is not clear. Evidence for the

existence of such periodic eigensolutions can be deduced also from theories of

Ludwieg (50, 51) and Rautmann (118, 120).

As J -» 00, the helical trailing vortices of the duct become straight lines,

i.e., one obtains the vortex model of the thin-ring airfoil with deviations in

shape from axisymmetry such that y depends on also. So, one gets the un-
coupled equations of ring-airfoil theory with the integral operators T^,. The de-
coupling for i/J = can be observed immediately in (5.11) and (5.12), On the
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right-hand side in (5.11), the Bp-^ become zero. Therefore, putting g^ = 0, the

first equation of each pair drops out from the computation. The expressions for

Apm + ^r'm can be simplified.

So far, numerical results have been presented only for the steady part of

the solution. This is the most important part because it yields the time average
of all linear quantities in linearized theory such as the distribution of velocity

and pressure on the duct, the radial sectional force, etc. On the other hand, the

duct thrust is a nonlinear quantity and depends not only on the coefficient of

zero order, which is used in the usual computations, but on all Fourier coeffi-

cients.

6. THE DUCTED PROPELLER AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The problem of this section is much more difficult than the previous ones,

because, for a propeller at angle of attack, a system of coordinates in which the

flow is time independent does not exist. Therefore, in its present state, the

theory is more rough than those presented in the previous sections.

The first rough approximation is based on the so-called "superposition

model," in which the time dependence is eliminated. The flow is determined by
superposing the flow of the ducted propeller at zero incidence and the flow of a
cylindrical ring airfoil at angle of attack. Both flows can be determined sepa-
rately by the theory of Sees. 5 and 2, respectively. Essentially, this model was
first used by Kriebel (160). The gross forces resulting from this model are the

thrust due to the ducted propeller at zero incidence and a lift force due to the

ring airfoil at incidence.

The most important result of the following theory developed at THERM
(157) is that it shows the existence of a mean net force due to the time -dependent
part of the flow which, in turn, produces a side force that can be as great as 20%
or more of the lift. Approximately one half results from the propeller and the

other half from the duct. A decrease in shroud lift of about 10% is also pre-
dicted by the interaction model, although it is approximately balanced by a lift

force on the propeller. Atypical example (N = 3, Xp/c = -0.219, d/Rp = 0.213,

\ = 0.5, /x = 0.956, J = 0.344) is shown in Table 1. The coefficients of lift and
side forces and the corresponding pitching and yawing moments are tabulated

separately for the duct and the propeller. The moments are referred to the

leading edge with the nose-up and nose -right directions taken as positive. The
positive direction of the side force is oriented to the left (Fig. 21).

The problem to be solved may be stated as follows: Given the geometry of

the configuration and the mean propeller blade circulation r(r) (design circula-

tion), determine the duct source distribution q and the steady part of the bound
duct vortex distribution such that the tangent-flow condition is satisfied at the

reference cylinder r = R^ and the Kutta condition, at the trailing edge.

A duct-fixed system of coordinates (x, r, 0) is used, as shown in Fig. 21.

If y and r denote the duct and propeller distributions of the superposition
model, then the corresponding distributions of the interaction model are taken
to be r + 7 and r + r. The trailing vortices of the duct -3 (y + y)/'d4> are
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Table 1

Comparison of Predictions of Two Models
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steady radial wash v may be expressed accordingly as the superposition of the

individual contributions or

"^ = ^q "^ ^7 "*" ^7' + ^r' "'' "^r' *" f^7 "^ ^y' + V~ + Vp + Vp + vj]
.

(6.1)

The expression in the bracket turns out to be zero.

Putting

7 = 70 +
'>'i

'

'>'o
= VgQ(x)

, 7j = V[A(x) sin<;6 + B(x) cos 0] , (6.2)

one finds easily that q and y^ are the distributions of the ducted propeller at

zero incidence, which account for the effects of thickness and camber. So we
are left with the condition

+ v„
1

-Va sin 4) - Vp. . (6.3)

The left-hand side, corresponding to the model of ring-airfoil theory, can be

written as v sin Tj A + v cos Ti B by means of the operator Tj

.

Since only the first harmonic is present in either the case of the ring air-

foil at incidence or that of the propeller at incidence, the distribution r will

turn out to vary sinusoidally with fit such that, from Biot-Savart integration, is

foimd

Vp, 3 V[F(x) sin0 + G(x) cos 0] . (6.4)

The functions F(x) and G(x) involve complicated double integrals over the am-
plitude and phase angle of r(r) which must be determined by solving the

unsteady-propeller problem explicitly.

K F(x) and G(x) are known, Eq. (6.3) splits into the two equations

T^ A = -a - F , Tj B = -G , (6.5)

which can be interpreted as the equation for a ring airfoil at incidence with a

modified ^-dependent camber and can be solved by the numerical methods de-

scribed in Sees. 1 and 2.

The distribution r(r) is determined in the following manner. At each pro-

peller blade the unsteady axial velocity component due to y^ and the unsteady

tangential component due to both the incidence cross flow and the duct trailing

vortices y[ are calculated. The component of this velocity vector taken per-

pendicular to the effective free stream composed of v and fir gives the unsteady

downwash at the propeller blade. This downwash has a sinusoidal distribution

over the blade chord. Now, at a representative radius r = tq (e.g., ro^= 0.7 Rp)

the solution of Kemp (41) for the sinusoidal gust problem gives a value r(ro)

that depends on a phase angle and an amplitude factor, both of which can be ex-

pressed by Bessel and Hankel functions of the reduced frequency nd/(2\/v2Tn27^)
(d = propeller chord length). The application of Kemp's two-dimensional theory

implies that the blade interference can be neglected, i.e., that the blade number
N is small.
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In a further simplification, it is assumed that r(r) is constant: r(r) = r^v^).

Then vp< is produced by concentrated helical vortices trailing from each of the

N blade tips and can be expressed by integrals of Legendre functions over an in-

finite interval in a way similar to that in the previous section.

Three typical distributions of F/a and G a are shown in Fig. 22. Since

their importance is determined by their magnitude relative to unity, we see that

the duct-propeller coupling is, in fact, large enough to account for a significant

improvement over the simple superposition model but not large enough to dis-

credit the superposition model as a reasonable first approximation. A typical

pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 23. —
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of the Laplace equation or the Navier-Stokes equations. A first study of a ring

airfoil in a nonuniform flow has been presented by Maass (122).

Another problem, perhaps more important in practice, is the boundary

layer on ring airfoils and ducted propellers. At angle of attack, the ring airfoil

yields a comparatively simple model for investigations in three-dimensional

boundary-layer theory which is interesting in itself (109, 113).

Lastly, one should not forget, that—from the point of view of pure mathe-
matics—almost nothing has been proven rigorously in the three-dimensional

theory of airfoil and propellers, not even in the linear theory. There is a wide
field of open problems.

From a practical point of view, the dominating task is to check the existing

theory by carefully designed experiments in order to find out if and where im-
provements are desirable. But this is not the concern of this review.

NOTATION

c Duct (chord) length

Cl = l/C/jV^ttRc) Lift coefficient

Ct = 2T /(V^
p ^
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r - •
" ' ' Radial coordinate

r„(x) Mean camber line

T Thrust

Tp .V- Propeller thrust v- , .. :. .

Tg, T^, . . . , T^, ... Basic integral operators of ring-airfoil theory

t (^) Nondimensional thickness distribution

[thickness = c • t ( ,f )]
•

.
..

u, V, w Axial, radial, and azimuthal induced velocity

V .'/j.i><^- }-', Free -stream velocity -:^r ;.

v^ Normal component of free-stream velocity at profile

X Axial coordinate

Xp Axial propeller location

a Angle of attack

a (^) Local angle of attack

r,r(r) Circulation of propeller blades

7 Ring vortex distribution

7^, 7^ Axial and azimuthal components of helical vortices

Ap Pressure jump at propeller disk and slipstream sur-
face

v - ^(^- ^') = (x- x')/R Argument of kernels in ring-airfoil theory (also

T] = x/R, see Fig. 5)

B "Glauert variable," ^ = -cos

\ = c/(2R) Chord-diameter ratio of duct

ij.
- R /R^ Propeller tip clearance with respect to reference

cylinder

^- 2x/c Nondimensional axial coordinate; ^= -l( + l): lead-

ing (trailing) edge

p Mass density

pj^^) - 2r_^(x)/c Nondimensional mean camber line
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DISCUSSION

Gilbert Dyne
The Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank

Gothenburg, Sweden ...

The authors are to be commended for giving a very systematic and thorough
review of the theories of ducted propellers, within the limitations imposed. I

would, however, like to make some comments concerning some details of the

theories described.

In all theories reviewed by the authors, the duct shape (or the source and
vortex distributions of the duct) is determined by satisfying the boundary condi-
tion at the duct. When we started to design ducted propellers six years ago at

the tank in Gothenburg, we also used this method. After some time, however,
we discovered, that the boundary -condition method in some cases could lead to

very unrealistic results. This was especially true for heavily loaded ducted
propellers, when the slipstream deviated from the cylindrical form, and the

blade circulation was zero at the blade tips. The reason was found to be that a
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radial velocity component was lost, when the ring vortices representing the pro-

peller slipstream were placed along cylinders with constant radii and not along

the real streamtubes. Since the constant-radii assumption influences the

propeller-induced axial velocities only in a slight degree, we now prefer to use

the continuity law, when we determine the shape of the duct.

Figure D-1 shows that the difference between the two methods can be con-

siderable. The four ducted propellers in Fig. D-1 all have the same design total

thrust Cj s 4, while the duct thrust is varied systematically between and 45%.

Duct D4
Continuity- law method

Boundary ^condition method

Simplified boundary- condition

method drjdy - Uf^jv.

0.5 y/R

Duct D5

— - ->jP5 y/R

0.5 y/R

05 y/R

Fig. D-1 - The shape of the duct calculated
by different methods
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In the fore part of the duct, the difference is about the same for all ducts.

In the rear part, however, where the influence of the propeller wake is consid-
erable, very large differences are obtained. Duct No. D4 is neutral, which
means that it coincides with the mean slipstream of a conventional propeller.

The radius of the slipstream must in this case decrease continuously from 1.0

at the propeller to 0.86 in the ultimate wake, where the propeller-induced ve-
locities are about twice that at the propeller. If the continuity law is used to

determine the shape of the duct the radius of duct D4 will be 0.92 at the trailing

edge, while corresponding value obtained with the boundary condition method is

0.80 — a quite unrealistic result.

Figure D-1 also illustrates a fact enforced by the authors —that it is not

advisable to ignore the induced axial velocity in comparison to the advance ve-
locity, when satisfying the boundary condition. As seen quite different camber
and thickness distributions are obtained with the complete and the simplified
boundary condition equations.

The authors state in their final remarks that "it might be desirable to drop
the assumption of slenderness for the propeller blades." As described in SSPA
publication no. 62/18/, our design method includes also lifting surface calcula-
tions. Figure D-2 shows an example of the results obtained. Starting from the

effective camber distribution, the camber correction due to the propeller is cal-

culated according to the method by Pien. An additional correction caused by the

mean vorticity of the duct is then determined. In the present case the camber
correction due to the duct generally counteracts the correction caused by the

propeller.

0.03 r-

0.02 -

0.01 -

Geometrical camber

Without duct camber corrections

Fig. D-2 - Radial distribution of maximum cam-
ber of blade profiles. Ducted propeller P1315
D6 (SSPA publication No. 63)
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REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION

J. Weissinger and D. Maab

Similar difficulties (e.g., crossing of streamlines) in using the boundary-
condition method have also been observed by Dickmann and Weissinger during

their computations. Therefore, in (102), the figures showing the streamlines in-

side the duct were calculated by means of the stream function which expresses
the law of continuity. K an iteration procedure is applied, both methods should

give the same results. An iterated-boundary-condition method has been used by
Wiedemer (113), and Fig. 16 above shows that the duct profile can be changed
considerably by iteration.

It does seem to be a question if the changes are also as great in the direct

problem, i.e., if the flow field has to be determined for a given duct shape. From
Bollheimer's results (116), there is some indication that the location of the ring

vortices does not matter so much, at least for the over-all characteristics.

As long as we do not know bounds for the errors caused by the approxima-
tions (and they are unknown even in two-dimensional airfoil theory), we must
rely on intuition and numerical experience in judging the accuracy of a method.
The experience brought forward in the discussion is highly appreciated by the

authors.
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STUDIES OF THE APPLICATION OF
DUCTED AND CONTRAROTATING
PROPELLERS ON MERCHANT SHIPS

Hans Lindgren, C.-A. Johnsson and Gilbert Dyne

The Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank (SSPA)

Goteborg, Sweden

ABSTRACT =^ •-'' ^'- '''^ •

The paper starts with a survey of the trends in the development of

modern merchant ships and how these trends have influenced propeller
loadings and propulsive characteristics. Earlier studies on the appli-
cation of ducted and contrarotating propellers are summarized and
some of the SSPA research activities in these fields are presented.
The SSPA design methods for ducted and contrarotating propellers are
outlined and some experimental verifications in uniform flow are dis-
cussed. Optimum propeller efficiencies, diameters and essential geo-
metric properties are given for different propeller loadings.

Results of comparisons between conventional, ducted and contra-
rotating propellers applied to a 150 000 TDW tanker as well as conven-
tional and contrarotating propellers on a 12 000 TDW container vessel
project are reported. The comparisons are based on open-water and
self-propulsion tests as well as on cavitation tunnel tests in uniform
flow and irregular wake distributions. Some concluding remarks and a
scheme for further investigations are given at the end of the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent, explosive development of ship size, speed, and engine power
available for the powering of merchant ships, has been accompanied by in-

creased propulsion problems. Questions concerning efficiency, cavitation, and
vibration have become highly important. About 15 years ago there was a clear

trend towards single -screw propulsion with diesel engines of low number of

revs. The development during the last 10 years has caused increased interest

in very high engine powers and thus actualized multiple -engine arrangements
and, for large tankers, still lower number of revs. In this connection also, dif-

ferent, for merchant-ship propulsion, less conventional propeller arrangements
have been discussed. Below are presented the results of an investigation of the

application of conventional, ducted, and contrarotating propellers on merchant
ships, carried out at the Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank (SSPA).

The development for tanker ships has been characterized primarily by in-

creased size, increased block coefficient, and diminishing length-draught ratio.

The speed has essentially remained unaltered. For dry cargo ships, the size

has not changed so radically, and the block coefficient has tended to decrease.
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The maximum speed has increased considerably. For both types of ships, en-
gine power has been doubled many times over.

For propellers, this development has caused remarkable changes in loading

conditions and cavitation numbers (Fig. 1). The upper left corner of the diagram
indicates the cavitation-free region for SSPA 5.60 propellers (1) in homogeneous
flow. For tanker-ship propellers the danger for cavitation problems has in-

creased due to increased load coefficients

Vr)'"=(T„V.V/)'

while for dry-cargo-ship propellers decreased cavitation numbers have in-

creased the cavitation problems. The trend towards higher propeller load for

the tankers means decreased propeller efficiency, while for cargo -ship propel-
lers limited draft, and thus limited propeller diameter, may cause similar ef-

fects. Figure 2 exemplifies the situation. In this diagram a scale of B is also

included.

Contra - rot.

76 rim

Fig. 1 - Cavitation number for propellers. Trend curves.

2. EARLIER SELF-PROPULSION STUDIES

A great number of reports and papers presented in different modern publi-
cations deal with the propulsion of merchant ships with contrarotating and ducted
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O 9'b/. single screw

Contra-rot. prop.

Twin screw
^ (conv. stern)

rudder angle-
4"

Q Twin screw
(conv. stern)
rudder angle:

O Twin screw ~ "^

(spec stern) (calculated)

Project "Manhattan", 19.25 knots

106 000 TDW tanker

100 f05 no 115 RPM 120

Fig. 3 - Condensed results from self-propulsion tests
with "Manhattan" (2)

was about 5.5%, compared with a conventional single-screw arrangement at the

same number of revs. It should be mentioned that the load coefficient (Kj./j'*)
i/"*

for the contrarotating case was about 1.0, which is a fairly low value for a

tanker project.

In this connection it is necessary to state that it is at present impossible to

make any quite fair comparison between different propeller alternatives. Such a

comparison must be based in some cases on constant propeller diameter and in

some cases on constant number of revs, or something between. This will be

discussed in Sec. 6. The most important problem is, however, that a fair com-
parison requires that for all propellers the margin against different disadvan-

tages due to cavitation is the same and that in no case are dangerous vibratory

forces introduced. Lack of reliable criteria for cavitation erosion for different

kinds of propellers as well as criteria for dangerous vibratory forces makes the

comparisons questionable in most cases.

Some of the self-propulsion test results with contrarotating propellers pre-

sented in Sec. 6 have been reported earlier (4). These preliminary tests indi-

cated that the contrarotating propeller arrangement in some cases was very

favourable from the point of view of efficiency, especially for slender types of

ships.

I
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2.2. Ducted Propellers '

'

Results of self-propulsion tests with ducted propellers on large merchant

ships have been presented by van Manen from NSMB, Wageningen (5), Minsaas

from SMT, Trondheim (6) and English from NPL, Feltham (7).

At NSMB, tests have been carried out with three different tanker ship proj-

ects, 32,500 TDW, 48,500 TDW, and 90,000 TDW (5) For each project a con-

ventional stern arrangement fitted with conventional propellers was compared
with a Hogner-type stern arrangement fitted with ducted propellers. The results

indicated that, for all the cases, the ducted propeller alternative was superior

from the point of view of efficiency. The shaft power reduction was about 5%,

3%, and 6%, respectively, for the three projects in loaded conditions at a speed

corresponding to trial speed.

In (8) van Manen has presented a diagram based on the results of self-

propulsion tests with about 15 tanker models and results of systematic open-

water tests with ducted propellers. This diagram indicates that, for 30 000 SHP
and 100 RPM, the power reduction due to the introduction of ducted propellers is

4 - 7% for 50 000 TDW,
7 - 9% for 100 000 TDW,
9 - 12% for 150 000 TDW.

At Skipsmodelltanken in Trondheim, an extensive program of tests with

ducted propellers on large tankers is under way. Some preliminary tests (6)

with a 100 000 TDW tanker resulted in a power reduction of about 12% at 110

RPM, compared with a conventional propeller with the same number of revs.

Some tests with a 150,000 TDW tanker, fitted with a ducted propeller, car-

ried out at NPL, have been presented in (7). Unfortunately, the report does not

include any comparison with a ship with conventional propulsion. It is only

stated that "the results show that a very high propulsive performance (QPC) has

been achieved. This is similar to the findings of van Manen. ..."

Common to all the reports mentioned above is that no attempt has been

made to analyse the results nad present components of the propulsive factors.

3. CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS, THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

3.1. Design Method

The results with contrarotating propellers, included in the present report,

have all been obtained with propellers designed according to the same method.

This method is essentially the same as that of (9) and (10), i.e., a development

of Lerbs' method. Below are listed in the main differences between the method
used in the present investigation and the original method of Lerbs (9) and the

refinements according to Morgan, outlined in (10).
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(1) Morgan and Lerbs use the pitch distribution for an equivalent pro-
peller as input data and calculate the circulation distribution. In our scheme the

circulation distribution for the equivalent propeller is used as input data.

(2) Morgan and Lerbs use Lerbs' induction-factor method when calcu-
lating the relation between the circulation and the induced velocities. In our
scheme the modified induction factor method proposed in (11) is used. The pitch

angles assumed for the free vortices, when determining the induction factors,

are those of an equivalent propeller, as defined in (10).

(3) The interference velocities between the propellers are defined in

(9) and (10) as

,

,

"ail = ""as! ^a2 i^ - ^ al') '

"ai2 = "asl ^al (1+^al) '

"ti2 = 2Uf3i ftl (1 + ^tl) '

where u^^ and Uf^ are axial and tangential self-induced velocities, f^ and f^

are factors for obtaining circumferential average of interference velocities, and

g^ and if are factors for obtaining effect of axial distance on interference ve-
locities.

By using Stokes' law, Lerbs derived

t\
'

and introduced the following approximation:

fax = fa2 = ^l

In our scheme the additional approximation

fn =W (^. ^i) .

where H = Goldstein factor has been used in order to facilitate the procedure of

convergence. U Eq. (1) is used instead, very large values are obtained for

small values of u^ , which tends to upset the calculation procedure.

For gg, Lerbs obtained values by replacing each propeller by a uniformly
loaded sink disk. Tachmindji (12) later derived new values by replacing the

propellers by a succession of ring vortices, whose strength varies with propeller
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radius, thereby assuming optimum circulation distribution. These values were

used by Morgan. In our scheme Lerbs' original values have been used, as the

improvement obtained by using the values of Tachmindji seemed to be doubtful

for the circulation distributions normally used in our calculations. Instead, a

modified version of the computer program, which is now under work, will con-

tain a calculation of these factors for arbitrary circulation distributions.

(4) The calculations are carried out for corresponding radii for the

forward and aft propellers as defined by Lerbs:

where r ^ is the local radius of the forward propeller, r ^ is the corresponding

local radius for aft propeller, and s^ is the contraction of streamline.

For calculating the contraction s ^ Lerbs applied the equation of continuity

to each annular element. By introducing Eq. (2) and neglecting second-order

terms, a linear differential equation was obtained for s^, the solution of which

is a definite integral (see (9) or (10)). According to the authors' experience,

this way of calculating the contraction is not accurate enough and in our scheme

the contraction is obtained by direct numerical integration. Thereby no simpli-

fications are necessary. The diameter D^ of the aft propeller is determined, as

by Lerbs and Morgan, by the relation

D^ = Z)i(i-Si) ,
(2a)

where D^ is the diameter of forward propeller and Sj = s^ at the blade tips.

(5) What has been said above applies to the lifting-line calculations.

After the completion of these calculations lifting -surface calculations are car-

ried out according to a method based on Pien's approach (13, 14), giving correc-

tions on camber and pitch. Finally, an approximate correction of the pitch for

thickness effect is added (14). In the lifting-surface calculations and the calcu-

lations of the thickness effect, the mutual interference of the propellers is

neglected.

3.2. Systematic Series of Contrarotating Propellers

For checking the design method and providing figures of the possible effi-

ciencies, a systematic series consisting of four sets of contrarotating propellers

was designed, manufactured, and tested in open-water condition in the SSPA
cavitation tunnel. The propellers were fitted with adjustable blades. Some of

the important design data of the propellers are given in Table 1, together with

the pitch ratios investigated with the different sets. Further, the blade form,

pitch distributions, and radial distributions of maximum camber of the blade

sections of the propellers are shown in Figs. 4-6. The results of the open-

water tests with the four propeller sets at the design pitch are compared with

the computed propeller characteristics for the design point in Table 2. In Fig. 7

the difference of number of revs, between calculation and experiment are shown
for the four propeller sets, together with the corresponding results obtained
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Fig. 4 - Family of contra-
rotating propellers. Blade
form. Figures give 1/D.
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with conventional and ducted propellers, calculated according to analogous

methods (see (14)).

From Table 2 it is evident that for the contrarotating propellers the torque

balance and propeller efficiency is predicted with good accuracy by the calcula-

tions. Figure 7 shows, however, that the propellers designed for low values of

the advance ratio J are overpitched in comparison with the calculations. This

is in contrast to what is the case for conventional propellers, designed accord-

ing to an analogous method. One of the reasons for this discrepancy could be

that the use of the pitch of an equivalent propeller when determining the induc-

tion factors is not accurate enough.

In Fig. 8 the efficiency t^^ at the design value K^. = 0.38 is shown on the

basis of the advance ratio J for the four sets of propellers, at the design pitch

ratio as well as at other pitch ratios tested. Also the torque balance is shown
in the diagram. From the diagram it is evident that the influence of pitch dis-

tribution and torque balance on efficiency is very small.

4. DUCTED PROPELLERS: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

4.1. Design Method

The ducted propellers are designed in accordance with a method which has
been developed at SSPA (15). This method is an improvement of the theory of

Dickmann and Weissinger (16). Thus, the distribution of blade circulation is

arbitrary, the number of propeller blades is finite, and the thickness of the duct

is considered. The method is analogous to the design method for conventional

propellers in use at SSPA. This implies that also cavitation and strength calcu-

lations are included.

The calculations start from known values of total thrust, number of revolu-

tions, propeller diameter, number of blades and blade form, distribution of

blade circulation, duct vorticity, minimum cavitation margin, etc. The method
determines blade area, propeller efficiency, duct thrust, shape of duct, and
pitch, camber, and thickness of the propeller blade sections.

When calculating the shape of the duct and the thrust of the propeller and the

duct, the actual propeller is replaced by an equivalent infinite -bladed propeller,

represented by continuous radial distributions of ring vortices and rectilinear

vortices. The strength of the vortices is determined by the conditions in the

ultimate wake. The duct is replaced by systems of ring vortices and ring

sources, which simulate the acceleration (deceleration) and the thickness of the

duct, respectively. The hub is replaced by a source distribution along the axis.

If the hub is cylindrical and the thickness distribution of the duct is prescribed,

the source distributions of the hub and the duct, respectively, are determined by

the local axial velocity. The definite strength of the vortex systems of the pro-
peller and the duct and the hub is determined by an iteration process in such a

way that the desired total thrust is obtained. The total thrust is calculated ac-
cording to the momentum theorem and the thrust of the propeller according to.
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the law of Bernoulli. Allowance is made for the drag of the propeller blades and

the duct.

The shape of the duct can be determined either by applying the continuity

law on the flow inside the duct or by satisfying the boundary condition at the duct.

Since the singularities representing duct and propeller are placed upon cyl-

inders with constant diameters and not on the real streamsurfaces, the two

methods give different results. The decisive factor on the boundary -condition

method is the radial velocity induced by the propeller. When calculating this
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velocity, however, errors can arise due to the simplified representation of the

propeller. Since corresponding disadvantages have not been found in the calcu-

lations of the axial velocity, the continuity-law method is preferred when the

shape of the duct is determined.

A method is presented which makes it possible to adjust the shape of the

duct, if the first calculations give a shape that is not satisfactory from a practi-

cal point of view. The corrections applied do not influence the velocities at the

propeller disk directly, and the first calculations need therefore hardly be re-
peated.

In the propeller calculations the number of blades is assumed to be finite.

Starting from the propeller thrust as obtained above, the velocities induced by
the propeller are determined by a conventional lifting line method. The pitch of

the helical vortices is assumed to be determined by the velocities in the ulti-

mate wake. Due to the finite number of blades, the velocities induced by the

duct and the hub at the blades deviate from the circumferential mean values,

especially near the blade tips. No allowance is so far made for this fact when
the pitch of the propeller blades is determined.

Due to the relatively great blade widths generally used for ship propellers,

the axial variation of the induced velocities makes camber and pitch corrections

necessary. Besides the ordinary corrections, calculated by some lifting-surface

method, additional corrections have to be introduced, primarily due to the vor-
ticity of the duct.

Pitch corrections due to viscosity and blade thickness are calculated in the

same way as for a conventional propeller.

4.2. Experimental Verification

In order to obtain an experimental verification of the design method, a se-
ries of open-water tests with four heavily loaded, ducted propellers has been
carried out in the SSPA cavitation tunnel. The design value of the total thrust

was in all cases the same, while the theoretical thrust of the duct was varied
systematically.

The important design and test data of the ducted propellers are given in

Table 3. The blade form and distribution of blade circulation were the same as
for a conventional propeller. The shapes of the ducts are given in Fig. 9.

The experimental results are described in (17). A comparison between
computed and measured ducted propeller characteristics is also given in Table 4

and in Figs. 7 and 10. As long as no flow separation occurred, the agreement
between the theoretical and experimental values of total thrust at the design ad-
vance ratio was very good. The duct thrust was found to be slightly too large for

small duct vorticity, while the opposite condition was valid when the theoretical
vorticity of the duct was large. The efficiency of the ducted propellers was
somewhat lower than that predicted by the theory (see Fig. 10).
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Table 3

Important Design and Test Data for Ducted Propellers

Common design data

Total thrust coefficient

Advance ratio

Number of blades

Hub diameter
Mean line of blade sections

Thickness distribution of blade section

Model propeller diameter
Cavitation margin

Ducted propeller No.

Duct thrust K j.jy/K J.J.
. . .

Blade area ratio Ap/A^ . .

Pitch ratio P/D at x = 0.7

Camber f /i of the blade
g

sections at x = 0.7 . . . .

P1313 D4

0.01

0.68

0.92

0.033

P1314D5

0.15

0.65

0.96

0.024

NACA a

NACA 16

D
c

0.278

0.412

5

0.186

0.8

0.186 m
30%

P1315 D6

0.30

0.64

1.04

0.019

P1316 D7

0.45

0.69

1.18

0.014

Hence the design method seems to function satisfactorily under the condi-

tions tested, as long as no separation phenomena occur.

The most extreme ducted propeller, which theoretically should have given a

duct thrust of Kj-^/Kj^ = 0.45, suffered from flow separation inside the rear part

of the duct, which decreased Kj^/Kj-^ to 0.29. The separation was detected in a

series of flow visualization studies, which were carried out using a quartz lamp

illuminating small air bubbles in the flow through a narrow slit.

To investigate the sensitivity of the co-operation between duct and propel-

ler, some of the ducts were also tested together with propellers originally de-

signed for other ducts. At the design Ktt/J^ both the duct thrust and the propel-

ler efficiency were decreased considerably, if the pitch ratio of the propeller

was lower and the camber of the blade section higher than the design values, see

Fig. 10. In one case of two this was also true when the pitch ratio was higher

and the camber lower than the design values. The flow visualization studies in-

dicated that the probable reason was flow separation inside the rear part of the

duct.

Flow separation outside the ducts was recorded only at values of Kjj/J'^

lower than the design value.
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Duct DA

Duct D5

Duct D6

Duct D7

Fig. 9 - The shapes of the four ducts testsd

Table 4

Comparision Between Computed and Measured Ducted Propeller
Characteristics at the Design Point Kjj/J'^ = 1.64

Ducted propeller No.
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0.60

0.55

0.50

0.45

o Duct and propeller designed together

X Duct and propeller not designed together

PI3I3 PI314 PI3I5 PI316

Propeller No-

Fig. 10 - Efficiency of the different ducted
propellers at the design value of K^j/J .

For geometrical data of propellers and
ducts, see Table 3 and Fig. 9-

CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM PROPELLER
EFFICIENCIES AND DIAMETERS

5.1. Contrarotating Propellers

Below diagrams showing the optimum relations between speed, number of

revolutions, thrust, and diameter will be given for contrarotating propellers. It

might, however, be of interest to look first into the reasons sometimes given

why better efficiency should be expected with a set of contrarotating propellers

than with the corresponding single propeller of the same diameter, developing

the same thrust at the same number of revs. The main reasons for an improve-

ment in efficiency should be:

(1) The load is distributed over two propellers instead of one.

(2) The rotational losses from the forward propeller are more or less

nullified by the aft propeller (tangential interference).

These conditions are illustrated in Fig. 11. This figure shows the calculated

values of the propeller efficiency at the design advance ratio for the four sets of

propellers mentioned in Sec. 3. From the diagram in Fig. 11 it is evident that
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Different approximations when calculating the propeller
efficiency for contrarotating propellers

the factor (1) above should be the most important reason for an improvement.

From Fig. 11 it is, however, also evident that, when the propellers are placed

behind each other, the beneficial influence of the factors mentioned above are to

a large extent compensated by the axial interference between the propellers.

Thus, the open-water efficiency of the contrarotating propeller set is only

slightly better than that of the corresponding single propeller.

In Fig. 12 open water test results of the four sets of contrarotating propel-

lers, described in Sec. 3, are given. Based on this material, curves giving the

open water-efficiency and advance ratio for optimum propellers are presented

in Figs. 13 and 14, together with the corresponding values for conventional pro-

pellers. The results for the conventional propellers have been reproduced from
(1). In Fig. 13 the comparison is based on iKj/J^ , i.e., equal diameter for the

same load, while Fig. 14 gives the same comparison on the basis of {'*\lKj7j^),

i.e., at the equal number of revs, for the same load. From the diagrams the

following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Compared with a conventional propeller at the same number of

revs., about 20% smaller optimum diameter is obtained with the contrarotating

propeller set. The open-water efficiency is about the same in the two cases, or

slightly lower for the contrarotating case.
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On basis of these experimental results, a series of "optimum" ducted pro-

pellers has been calculated for loads which can be of interest for merchant

ships. At the optimum advance ratio J opti the total thrust coefficient was found

to be the same, Kjj. = 0.246 for all ducted propellers. The ducts had a length

L/D =0.5 and a maximum thickness tj^/L = 0.14. The thickness distribution

was similar to NACA 0015. The ratio AJA^ was 1.10, which means a diffusor

angle of about 8.5°. The results of the calculations are given in Table 5.

Table 5
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Conventional propellers

Ducted propellers Ka-4.70; vanManen [6]
-•— Ducted propeller PUIS D6. l/D'CL5;A^/Aq^Q64;z^5; SSPA [17]-o— Ducted propellers A^IAq=1.05\ calculated
-^e— Ducted propellers aJ/Aq =f.00\ LID- QJS.Af^lA^ 0.60; z-5
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Fig. 16 - Comparison between optimum efficiencies of

ducted and conventional propellers

with conventional propellers can be made. The experimental efficiencies of

SSPA ducted propeller P1315 D6 (see (17)), and of ducted propellers tested by
van Manen (8) are also given. From Fig. 16 the following conclusions can be
drawn:

(1) It seems to be possible to design ducted propellers with higher ef-

ficiency than conventional propellers, also at low loads. For the "optimum"
ducted propellers the lower limit for efficiency gain is

^^ r/r 1.1

which means Bu ^ 16 or Sp = 20.

(2) The gain in efficiency due to the duct increases with increasing
load. Unfortunately it is not yet possible to make a fair comparison based upon
equal strength, vibration, and cavitation characteristics between different pro-
pulsion systems. However, a comparison has been made with the conventional
propeller series SSPA 5.60 and NSMB B.4.70 in Fig. 16.
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(3) If A^A^ is decreased from 1.10 to 1.00, which means that the dif-

fusor angle decreases from 8.5° to 3°, a loss in efficiency of about 2% is

obtained.

(4) On heavily loaded ducted propellers, higher efficiency is obtained

for large duct lengths. This is probably due to the fact that larger values of

AyA^ can be used with longer ducts.

(5) K a ducted propeller is tested at loads considerably lower than the

design load, the flow separates from the duct external surface and the efficiency

decreases.

All the ducts calculated at SSPA are intended to have a shock-free entrance at

the design point. The angle a^ between nose -tail line of duct profile and propel-

ler shaft and the camber fj^/L of the different ducts are shown in Fig. 15. Cor-
responding values for the ducts tested by van Manen (8) are also given.

It is interesting to note that the angle a^ is larger for the ducts tested by

van Manen than those designed at SSPA. If, for a given total load, a^, of the duct

is larger than the value valid for shock-free entrance, a peak of low pressure is

developed on the external surface of the fore part of the duct. Since this low
pressure must be followed by a pressure increase for a flow-accelerating duct,

too -large values of a^ mean an increasing risk for separation on the external

surface of the duct [compare point (5) above]. r-v <c\

PROPULSIVE COEFFICIENTS

6.1. Projects Investigated

Most of the results discussed in this section have been obtained from self-

propulsion tests with models for two projects, one tanker of about 150 000 tons

DW and one fast container vessel of about 12 000 tons DW. Main dimensions of

these two projects are given in Table 6. In the case of the tanker two conven-
tional propellers, calculated for different numbers of revs., were tested as well

as three sets of contrarotating and six different ducted propellers. In the case

of the container vessel only two conventional propellers, designed for the same
number of revs., and two sets of contrarotating propellers were tested. The
different stern arrangements of the tanker and the container vessel are shown in

Figs. 17 and 18. From the figures it can be seen that in both cases conventional

afterbody shapes were used.

Table 6

Project
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# *tl/2

Ducted prop- arr.

#0
Contrarot. prop. arr.

*tni2 #2

#0
Conv. prop. arr.

Fig. 17 - Tanker project. Stern arrangements.

6.2. Tanker Project

The results of the self-propulsion tests, carried out with the tanker model
are given in Table 7 and in Fig. 19. A certain caution is recommended when
examining the results for two reasons:

(1) From earlier studies the optimum diameter of a conventional pro-
peller in behind condition was known approximately, and the diameters of the

two conventional propellers were determined with this in mind. It is difficult to

judge, however, if the diameters of the contrarotating and ducted propellers
tested were optimum.

(2) Due to the large scale factor, the advance velocity of the propel-
lers is low and thus the thrust and torque values recorded are small. This may
influence the accuracy of the measurements, particularly in the case of the

torque of the contrarotating propellers.

Bearing this in mind the following conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 19

and Table 7:

(1) The gain in efficiency for the best set of contrarotating propellers
P1250-P1251 is about 6% compared to a conventional propeller at the same
number of revs.
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#0
Conv. prop- arr.

Fig. 18 - Container vessel project. Stern arrangennents.
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• Contra-rotating propellers

Ducted propellers, duct and prop- designed together
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Number of revs.jmin.

Fig. 19 - Tanker project. Results of

self-propulsion tests.
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i , (2) The other sets of contrarotating propellers are comparable with

the conventional propeller. The main difference between P1250-P1251 and the

other contrarotating propellers is a larger diameter (see Table 7). The results

seem to indicate that the optimum diameter in behind condition is larger than in

open water. Compare Figs. 14 and 19. Another difference is, however, that the

propellers P1250-P1251 have a circulation distribution, which gives more load

near the blade tips, i.e., a larger value of p^ 95/^0 7' further, the blade area

ratio is smaller.

(3) The gain in efficiency for the best ducted propeller P1315 D6 is

about 7.5%, compared to a conventional propeller at the same number of revs.

(4) The relation between the efficiencies of the different ducted pro-

pellers is approximately the same, when tested in open water (Fig. 16) and in

the behind condition (Fig. 19). Thus, duct D5 gives lower efficiency than duct

D6 and for the same duct the propeller, which is designed together with the

duct, generally has the best efficiency.

The different propulsive coefficients calculated by established methods are

given in Table 7. By way of comparison the effective wake fraction and associ-

ated factors are determined, assuming thrust as well as torque identity. As
shown, great differences between the two methods are obtained, both for the

contrarotating and the ducted propellers. A comparison with the results of the

conventional propellers indicates that the thrust -identity method generally gives

more consistent results.
. ,, ..

A comparison of Fig. 19 with Fig. 14 shows that, for contrarotating propel-

lers, a great part of the final gain in efficiency, which is obtained at the self-

propulsion tests, must be attributed to improvement of the propulsive coeffi-

cients Vff (i.e., w and and 77^. If the thrust-identity assumption is used, both

7)1] and r)g are larger than for a conventional propeller, in spite of the slightly

higher thrust deduction factor ±. See Table 7.

The reason for the slightly higher thrust deduction factor i in the contra-

rotating case might be the fact that the thrust coefficient Kj/J^ is smaller in

this case than for the corresponding single-propeller case.

Also on the relative rotative efficiency vr of the contrarotating propellers

an influence of the thrust coefficient can be noticed, working in the direction that

77^ increases as the thrust coefficient decreases. This might be one of the ex-

planations of the fact that the optimum diameter in behind condition seems to be

larger than in open water.

The gain in efficiency for the ducted propellers compared with a conven-

tional propeller at the same number of revs. (Fig. 19) was lower than could be

expected from the open water tests. Fig. 16 [(^7-7-/7'')^/^ = 2.3]. The main rea-

son for this is lower values of the hull efficiency tj^ (lower wake fraction wj

and higher thrust deduction factor 1). The relative rotative efficiency 77^ was
similar to that of a conventional propeller, and the thrust of the duct Kjj/K^j.vfas

about the same as in the open-water tests.
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Further self-propulsion tests may show if it is possible to improve the hull

efficiency of a ducted propeller arrangement by introducing some kind of Hogner
stern, as proposed by van Manen (5).

6.3. Container-Vessel Project

The results of the self-propulsion tests, carried out with the container-

vessel model, are given in Table 8 and in Fig. 20.

Table 8

Container -Vessel Project. Propulsive Coefficients.

Prop, type
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0.65

o Conventional propellers, S5PA 4 60

cf - " - -"- designed, project

• Contra-rotating propellers

75 100 125 150 175 200

Number of revs, jmin

Fig. 20 - Container-vessel project. Results of

self-propulsion tests.

in open-water efficiency of the order of 5-7% can be expected. This gain, to-

gether with the better value of the relative rotative efficiency, makes the im-
provement as large as 12% in the present case, in spite of the lower value of the

hull efficiency.

7. CAVITATION AND VIBRATION STUDIES

As mentioned above, in addition to the efficiency it is also necessary to dis-

cuss cavitation and vibration properties when comparing the merits of different

propeller arrangements. Although these questions have not been finally treated

in connection with the investigation mentioned above, some preliminary experi-

ments have been carried out in order to illustrate the situation. The experi-

ments include cavitation studies in uniform flow with all the propellers, cavita-

tion experiments in irregular flow distributions with some of the contrarotating

propellers and introductory studies of local pressure variations on the afterbody,

induced by contrarotating propellers.

7.1. Cavitation Inception in Uniform Flow

Some indication about the danger for cavitation with different propellers

might be obtained from the studies of incipient cavitation.

Tanker project. For the tanker project three different sets of contrarotat-

ing propellers have been tested, as mentioned in Sec. 6. They differ primarily

with regard to diameter, radial pitch distribution, and blade area ratio (see

Table 7). Curves for incipient cavitation phenomena, including tip vortex, back,

and face cavitation, are presented in Fig. 21. All the curves are fairly favour-

able in comparison with corresponding curves for conventional SSPA 5.60
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Fig. 21 - Tanker project. Incipient cavitation curves.

propellers, P1172 and P1123. The advantage in decreasing the load near the tip

is, however, obvious, i.e., the radial circulation distribution appears to be the

most important parameter.

A great number of ducted propeller configurations have been tested for the

same project (see also Sec. 6). The cavitation test results are described in

more detail in (17). It is concluded that most of these propellers are compara-
ble with the conventional propellers with regard to cavitation properties.

In Fig. 21, also, the best ducted propeller from an efficiency point of view,

P1315 D6, is compared with the other types of propellers with regard to incipi-

ent cavitation. A curve representing a conventional propeller, designed by use
of the vortex theory, P1313, is included for comparison. Both P1315 D6 and
P1313 have considerably better cavitation properties than the SSPA 5.60 pro-
pellers.

Container-vessel project. For the container project only contrarotating

and conventional propellers have been investigated. Curves of incipient cavita-

tion for a conventional SSPA 4.60 propeller and the contrarotating set of propel-

lers from the systematic series, described in Sec. 3, have been presented in

Fig. 22, together with a set of wake-adapted, contrarotating propellers, P1319,
P1348. Also in this case a slight advantage with contrarotating propellers was
obtained in comparison with the SSPA 4.60 propeller.
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(Forw prop.)

Fig. 22 - Container vessel project. Incipient cavitation curves.

7.2. Cavitation in Irregular Flow

Most of the contrarotating propellers used in connection with the tanker and
container projects have been tested in two different wake distributions in the

cavitation tunnel. The model wake for the two projects was simulated by the aid

of a combination of transverse wire meshes and a longitudinal centre line plate.

The results of the experiments are exemplified in Figs. 23 and 24, repre-
senting the tanker and container vessel projects respectively. In both figures,

the cavitation patterns of the set of contrarotating propellers having the best

efficiency are compared with those obtained with a conventional propeller from
the SSPA propeller family. From these studies it can be concluded that no bub-
ble cavitation or any other kind of cavitation, which is supposed to cause ero-
sion, was observed on any of the propellers. The only exception is the cavita-
tion which occurs where the tip vortex from the forward propeller hits the aft

propeller. Other studies in the cavitation tunnel have shown that this may cause
serious problems. It seems to be necessary to eliminate this risk, either by a
further decrease of the diameter of the aft propeller in relation to the forward
propeller, or by further unloading of the propeller tips of the forward propeller.
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180" 180
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Fig. Z3 - Tanker project. Results of cavitation tests in irregular flow.

7.3. Local Pressure Fluctuations Induced on the Afterbody by
Conventional and Contrarotating Propellers

In many cases studies have been carried out at SSPA in order to determine
the pressure fluctuations on the afterbody induced by the propeller. Unfortu-
nately, experiments of this kind have not yet been carried out with the two proj-

ects discussed above. To throw some light on these problems, two diagrams
are, however, presented, Figs. 25 and 26. The first diagram illustrates the in-

fluence of the number of propeller blades on the pressure fluctuations at some
critical spots in the aperture. This influence is obvious. Thus an increase
from 4 to 6 blades decreases the amplitude by more than half of the original.

From Fig. 26 it is evident that the pressure amplitudes from the contrarotating

propellers are somewhat lower than those from a conventional, single propeller.

With the conventional twin-screw arrangement still lower amplitudes were re-
corded.
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Contrarot. propellers (94RPM)
Forward prop No. PI319 Aft prop No. P13A8

Cf

Single propeller (I39RPM)
Prop No. P103Z

270 90

180 tao°

270"

Fig. Z4 - Container-vessel project. Results of

cavitation tests in irregular flow.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

From the results presented above it may be concluded that:

(1) The contrarotating propellers of this investigation show slightly

lower values of open-water efficiency than the conventional propellers, when the

comparison is based on the same number of revs, and optimum propeller diam-
eter is assumed in both cases. (See Fig. 14.) In the case of a 150 000 TDW
tanker a corresponding comparison in behind condition resulted, however, in a
gain in propulsive efficiency of about 6% for the contrarotating propellers (see

Fig. 19). The main reason seems to be more favourable values of tj^ and 77^.

(See Table 7.)

(2) If the diameter is limited for some reasons (see Fig. 18) but opti-

mum number of revs, can be used, the comparison between different types of

propellers must be based on the same value of Kj/j^. Under these conditions a
gain in open water efficiency of about 5-7% was obtained for contrarotating pro-
pellers, compared to conventional propellers (see Fig. 13). In the case of a
12 000 TDW container vessel, a corresponding comparison in behind condition
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Fig. 25 - Pressure amplitudes.
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resulted in a gain in propulsive efficiency of about 12%, in spite of a slightly

lower value of T)fj . (See Table 8.)

(3) The ducted propellers generally had higher open-water efficiency
than the conventional propellers at the same number of revs. The gain in effi-

ciency increased with increasing thrust coefficient (see Fig. 16). In the case of

a 150,000 TDW tanker a corresponding comparison in behind condition resulted,
however, in a gain in propulsive efficiency of only 7.5%, which is less than could
be expected from the open-water tests. The main reason seems to be a lower
hull efficiency r]n

.

(4) There is no doubt that further work on the afterbody lines, in order
to improve the propeller -hull interaction, is of the utmost importance, particu-
larly for ducted propeller arrangements. Thus, tests carried out by van Manen
with ducted propellers in combination with different types of Hogner sterns have
given promising results (5).
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Contrarot. propellers
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Fig. 26 - Pressure amplitudes. Comparison
between different propeller arrangements.

(5) The conventional way of splitting up the propulsive coefficients ap-

pears to be less suitable for unconventional propulsive devices.

(6) The cavitation properties of contrarotating and ducted propellers
seem to be similar to or better than those of the corresponding conventional

propellers. In the contrarotating case, however, there is a risk that the cavi-

tating tip vortex from the forward propeller might cause erosion on the aft pro-
peller.

(7) The investigations with ducted propellers have to be completed
with further cavitation-tunnel experiments.
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(8) A series of "optimum" ducted propellers analogous to the family

of contrarotating propellers, will be manufactured and tested (see Table 5).

(9) The questions concerning vibratory forces, maneuverability, and

stopping and backing ability require further studies.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Aq = '!L—- = propeller disk area

-4^ - ultimate wake area

A^ = developed blade area

B = beam of hull

B = 33.48 A —

, ' T
= 13.36 ^ —JK.

Taylor variables

(salt water)

D = propeller diameter

/ = camber of blade sections

fjy = camber of duct profile

= '

,
= non dimensional blade circulation coefficient

ttDV^

jyrp; = advance ratio
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Q _Kn = —^— = torque coefficient

T
= thrust coefficient

pD'n'

1 = length of blade section

L = length of duct . .:

L = length of hull between perpendiculars

n = number of revolutions

p = static pressure at propeller shaft

p^ = vapour pressure •

P = propeller pitch

Q = torque

r = radius

R = 2~ propeller radius

Rj = total resistance

T — R
t = —=r-^ = thrust deduction factor

>= total thrust

Tjj = duct thrust

T = draught of hull

'^
[_ ^ ~ ^A _ Taylor wake fraction determined from torque and

jy I

V ~ thrust identity, respectively

V = speed of model

V^ = speed of advance of propulsion system

X = r/R

Xff
= nondimensional hub radius
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z = number of blades

a = scale factor

aj) = angle between nose-tail line of duct profile and propeller shaft

r = circulation ::'>.>:.'j:. '

7} = propulsive coefficient

Vq = open water efficiency

Tjfj = hull efficiency

Vr = relative rotative efficiency

P = mass density of water . :
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DISCUSSION

M.W.C. Oosterveld

Netherlands Ship Model Basin
Wageningen, Netherlands

The investigations presented in the paper under discussion are a valuable

contribution to the attempts of providing merchant ships with superior propul-
sion devices. I would like to make a comparison between the ducted propeller

work given in the paper and performed at the N.S.M.B..

Extensive investigations performed by van Manen at the N.S.M.B. concern-
ing ducted propellers with nozzles of the accelerating-flow type have led to the

development of a standard nozzle (nozzle no. 19A) which meets a number of

practical requirements. It has an axial cylindrical part on the inner side of the

nozzle at the location of the screw, the outside of the nozzle is straight, and the

nozzle has a relatively thick trailing edge. In addition, screw series especially

for use in this nozzle, were developed (the K^ screw series). The screws of

this series have wide blade tips (attractive with regard to cavitation), uniform
pitch, and flat face sections. Experimental investigations have shown that this

screw type is as good as theoretically calculated screws with regard to effi-

ciency and cavitation. Besides, they have reasonable stopping qualities.

The open-water test results of nozzle no. 19A in combination with the K^

4-55 screw series are given in Fig. Dl. It can be seen from this diagram that

at a design coefficient Cj- = 4.17 (corresponding with the design loading of the

ducted propellers given in the paper), the optimum ducted propeller with regard
to efficiency has an efficiency Vp = 0.53, an impeller thrust total thrust ratio

X = 0.72, while the impeller has a pitch ratio P/D = 0.88. The values of rj and
T are of the same magnitude as found for the best nozzle of the series given in

the paper under discussion.

Not clearly given in the paper is the way in which for given speed and thrust

the optimum impeller diameter or rpm with regard to efficiency of the ducted

propellers were determined. For instance, if for a systematic series of nozzles,

the diameters of the impellers are chosen equal, then the optimum rotation

speeds with regard to efficiency will certainly not be equal. In the paper, all the

ducted propeller systems have equal impeller diameters and rpm's, and, conse-
quently, these systems will not be optimum. This fact has also been shown in

Fig. 10 of the paper. From this diagram it can be seen that only duct D6 and
screw P1316 form more or less an optimum combination from the standpoint of

efficiency.

The conclusion in Sec. 5.2 of the paper that the N.S.M.B. nozzles suffered

from flow separation at the exterior surface of the nozzle at low screw loads,

due to the relatively large angle a^ (between nose -tail line of the nozzle profile

and the propeller shaft), must be considered with caution. The risk of flow

separation on the nozzle depends on the complete shape of the nozzle profile de-

termined by ttp, the camber ratio, the location of the maximum camber, and the
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Fig. D3 - View of stern of tanker with non-cylindrical ducted propeller

Finally, it may be noted that application of the noncylindrical ducted propel-

ler also offers a means of improving the propulsion characteristics of already
existing ships without expensive alterations of the hull shape. There is no doubt

that further work on noncylindrical ducted propellers for tankers is of utmost
importance.
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DISCUSSION

A. Emerson

University of Newcastle-on-Tyne
- .. ._ . i.-.- Newcastle, England

I would like to add to the list of references on contrarotating-propeller re-
sults and then make one or two comments.

For the high-speed cargo ship, particularly the container ship, the change
from single- to twin-screw propulsion leads to considerable loss of cargo space
and requires a different, bigger ship. For this reason, Stone Manganese Marine
investigated the engineering and hydrodynamic problems of contrarotating-

propeller drive. The result for a ship similar to that described by the authors
was given before a meeting of the Institute of Marine Engineers in January of

this year (L. Sinclair and A. Emerson, "The design and development of propel-
lers for high-powered merchant ships"). The model self -propulsion results

were given in the discussion by Mr. C.A. Lister of Vickers St. Albans Tank, be-
cause they designed the excellent model instrumentation for S.M.M. and carried
out the experiments. Briefly, a set of contrarotating propellers replaced the

single propeller on a recently completed 22.5-knot cargo vessel, changing only

the size of aperture. They showed a 10% increase in propulsive efficiency above
the excellent result obtained with the single propellers. The diameter of the

forward propellers was maintained the same as for the single, and the design
used optimum rpm. The contrarotating pair was designed using a method de-
vised by Glover; the results showed the calculated improvement of 12% in effi-

ciency of the propeller, but the increased aperture size caused a small increase
in thrust-deduction fraction. Cavitation-tunnel observations suggested that the

area of the propeller could be reduced; there are other alterations that are be-
ing investigated.

Turning now to the comments: We are used to the scaling differences be-
tween the propeller results from the towing tank at relatively low Reynolds
number and the results in the cavitation tunnel. But for contrarotating propel-
lers with critical balancing of power between the forward and aft propellers, the

question of designing for the model experiments and then redesigning for the

ship becomes a very real one.

A second observation from tunnel experiments is designing for a particular

condition.

Thirdly, in related experiments with tandem propellers on a tanker model,
we have obtained consistent values when the total result is used, but the individ-

ual thrust and torque results show peculiarities. Have the authors any com-
ments ?
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DISCUSSION

V. Silovic

Hydro-og Aerodynamisk Laboratorium i-

Lyngby, Denmark "

At Lyngby, we use Cheng's development of Pien's theory for lifting-surface-

effect calculations. To my knowledge, the authors use a simplified 0.8 mean-
line representation. My question would be: What is their experience as to the

comparison of the two? • - i -
•?'. ^;

REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION

H. Lindgren, C.-A. Johnsson, and G. Dyne

After having listened to the discussion, the authors have come to the con-
clusion that one of the most important results of the paper might be that it has
initiated activities in different laboratories and brought a great deal of interest-

ing material to common knowledge. In the case of the Dutch Tank, these activi-

ties have been so intense that they went two days ahead of us in the end of the

race by reading a similar paper without any advance announcement.

With regard to the oral discussion by Dr. English and Mr. Minsaas, the re-
sults they have presented are of the utmost interest and we regret that they have
not given their discussion in a written form. We look, forward, however, to

seeing their material published.

Mr. Oosterveld raises the interesting question about the relation between
the ducted propellers designed in accordance with the SSPA design method and
the systematic series of ducted propellers tested by van Manen. The number of

unknown factors influencing the efficiency and the cavitation characteristics of a
ducted propeller is of course much greater than for a conventional propeller.

This means that the empirically based systematic series must be very extensive

to ascertain that all factors have been considered. With the aid of a reliable de-
sign method it is possible to come to a good result much faster and in a more
controlled way. The influence of a number of factors can be clarified purely
theoretically, and the experiments can be concentrated to investigate such diffi-

cult problems as, for example, duct flow separation behind the propeller. In

connection with this question, it is interesting to note that the values of geomet-
rical angle of attack (ao = 8.8") and camber ratio (f/)/L = 0.062) of NSMB noz-
zle no. 19A is much closer to the theoretical values for shock-free entrance
than the earlier NSMB ducts plotted in Fig. 15.
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As pointed out by Mr. Oosterveld, the optimum diameter of the different

ducted propellers in our investigation must be different. Calculations carried

out show, however, that the deviation from the optimum diameter means a loss

in efficiency of less than about 2%.

The authors agree with Mr. Oosterveld that the risk for flow separation on
the duct depends also on the thickness of the duct profile. The reason why ducted

propeller PI 31 5 D6, which has a higher efficiency than NSMB nozzle at the design

point, is less effective at lower loads is certainly its more slender duct profile.

Since the wake behind a ship is nonuniform, it seems, at a first glance, to

be natural to use noncylindrical ducts. The question is, however, \ how to design

the duct shape in this case. A local increase of the low velocities in the upper

part of the screw disk will certainly make the inflow velocity more uniform, but

this does not necessarily mean an increased propulsive efficiency. However,
the NSMB tests with the noncylindrical ducts are very interesting, and we hope

that there will appear a more detailed description of the investigation in a near

future.

Turning to Mr. Silovic's question, it is true that we use a simplified repre-

sentation of the 0.8 mean line for our lifting-surface calculations. As described

in Ref. (14), a constant distribution over 90% of the chord length is used, start-

ing from the leading edge. Comparison with results of calculations using the

true 0.8 mean-line distribution show very good agreement, and this is the rea-

son why we have not yet used our limited programmer staff for completing the

program in this respect.

Mr. Emerson's summary of the Stone Manganese Marine investigation on

contrarotating propellers is valuable, and it is interesting to note that the im-
provements obtained with regard to propulsion efficiency and cavitation proper-

ties are in good agreement with the results presented by the authors.

The authors are not convinced that the balancing of power between the for-

ward and aft propellers represents a critical problem. As a matter of fact, our

results indicate an astonishingly small influence of the relation of power be-

tween the two propellers, as could be seen, for instance, in Fig. 8. However, no

doubt the scale-effect problem including Reynolds-number effects is very diffi-

cult, and there are still many confusing problems to be solved. In connection

with our experiments with the tanker, we tested one pair of contrarotating pro-

pellers designed for the model case and one pair designed for the ship case. At

the conventional self-propulsion experiments the "model" pair was superior, but

when we tried to carry out experiments at a / value corrected for wake scale

effects the "full-scale" pair gave better results. The scale effects are, how-
ever, not known with sufficient accuracy and, furthermore, it is impossible to

copy the full-scale case on a model in a quite true way.

As mentioned in our paper, we have no experience of our own with regard

to the application of tandem propellers. Furthermore, we do not know of any

measurements that include individual thrust and torque readings.
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COMPARISON OF THEORY AND
EXPERIMENT ON DUCTED PROPELLERS

Wm. B. Morgan and E. B. Caster
Naval Ship Research and Development Center '

'

. .

Washington, D. C.

ABSTRACT •.
: ..i;.;

The adequacy of the various theories in predicting the performance of

annular airfoils and ducted propellers is discussed. Force data and
pressure distributions are presented and conclusions are drawn as to

the limitations of the theories. In general, the available theories can
give an adequate prediction of the forces and the pressure distribution
if no separation occurs on the annular airfoil and, in addition for ducted
propellers, if a sufficient mathematical model of the propeller is used.

INTRODUCTION

Many studies have been made during the past few years of annular airfoils

and of the use of annular airfoils as shroud rings around propellers. These
studies have been both theoretical and experimental and have been directed to-

ward application in both air and water. An extensive summary of this work was
made by Burnell and Sacks (1) in 1960.

Ducted propellers of two types have been investigated: (1) where the duct

accelerates the flow at the propeller, and (2) where the duct decelerates the flow

at the propeller. The first type is used for thrust augmentation; the second has

been suggested for increasing the limiting Mach number of the propeller in air

and for increasing the cavitation inception speed of the propeller in water. For
these applications, the annular foil, or duct, is an integral part of the propulsor,

and a theoretical treatment must consider the interaction between the propeller

and duct. Because of the complexity of the problem, this interaction is consid-

ered by an iterative procedure.

The results of the various experimental studies have direct application to

either air or water, providing the Mach number is not too high for the studies in

air and cavitation does not occur for the studies in water. The theoretical stud-

ies, of course, have application to any fluid, i.e., providing the mathematical
model gives a reasonable approximation to the real flow. It is the purpose of

this paper to discuss the adequacy of the various theories in predicting the ac-

tual performance of annular airfoils and ducted propellers. Are the various

theories adequate to predict the pressure distribution on the duct or to predict

the duct and propeller forces? What are the shortcomings of either the theories

or experiments and where does additional work need to be done? These ques-
tions will be considered in the subsequent discussion. It is not the intent of this

paper to present new data, but to synthesize comparisons already made.
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In the following sections of the paper, the theory of annular airfoils and
ducted propellers will be discussed first, then the experimental data available

for use in making comparisons will be presented. The review of the theory will

be very brief, as Weissinger's review (2) gives the details of the various theo-

ries. Theoretical-experimental comparisons will be made for pressure distri-

butions and forces, and from these comparisons conclusions will be drawn as to

the adequacy or inadequacy of the theory.

DISCUSSION OF THE THEORY

Theoretical investigation of the ducted propeller has concentrated to a large

extent on linearized theory. Some investigations have been made, however,
where the annular airfoil, or duct, is treated in a less restrictive manner. In

general, the following assumptions are made regarding the mathematical model
of the annular airfoil and the duct of a ducted propeller:

(a) The fluid is inviscid and incompressible, and no separation occurs
on the duct.

(b) Body forces such as gravity are neglected.

(c) The free-stream flow is, in general, axisymmetric but may have a
small cross-flow component. The free-stream velocity is, of

course, zero for the static case.

(d) The annular airfoil is axisymmetric and of finite length. Although,
Siekmann (3) has considered annular airfoils of elliptic cross-
section.

For the linearized theory, the following two additional assumptions are made:

(e) The annular airfoil can be represented mathematically by a distri-

bution of ring vortices and ring sources along a cylinder of con-
stant diameter. This implies that the boundary conditions are lin-

earized, i.e., the perturbation velocities are small in relation to

the free-stream velocity (in calculating the pressure distribution,

the Bernoulli equation without linearization is often used) and the

boundary condition (normal velocity zero) is satisfied on the cylin-

der rather than on the foil surface.

(f ) The trailing vortex system of the annular airfoil, if one exists, has
the constant diameter of the annular airfoil and extends from the

annular airfoil to infinity.

These foregoing assumptions apply only to the duct. Assumptions for the

propeller are usually more restrictive, and the propeller is often considered as

a crude approximation. Various mathematical models of the propeller have
been used, some of which are: [1] momentum theory (4), [2] variable -load actu-

ator disk (5), and [3] lifting -line theory (6). In the design process, the propel-
ler and duct are treated separately, and a process of iteration is used to obtain
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the mutual interaction. This means that for practical purposes we can discuss

each separately.

In general, the linearized theories of the duct are based on the so-called

Dickmann-Weissinger mathematical model, i.e., a distribution of ring vortices

and ring sources lie on a cylinder of a diameter representative of the duct di-

ameter and a length equal to the duct length. Some pertinent references are

(7 - 17). In the various references quoted, the theory of the annular airfoil is

essentially the same but with differences in numerical approach. Generally, two

problems have been considered: [1] the direct problem, and [2] the inverse

problem. The direct problem of the annular airfoil is: Given the annular air-

foil shape, determine the pressure distribution and forces (7 - 12). The inverse

problem is: Given the pressure distribution, determine the annular airfoil

shape (13). Both the direct and inverse problems require the solution of a sin-

gular integral equation, the first for the ring vortex distribution and the second

for the ring source distribution. Another version of the inverse problem is to

assume the ring vortex strength and, if the effect of thickness is considered, to

assume either the thickness or source distribution (14 - 17). The shape and

pressure distribution of the annular airfoil are then calculated. For the pur-

poses of this paper, any approach is pertinent as long as the theoretical and ex-

perimental data are for the same shape.

Some of the previously mentioned references considered the annular airfoil

at an angle of incidence (8, 10 - 12). In the linearized theory, the effect of the

angle of incidence on the pressure distribution, forces and moments are inde-

pendent of the actual duct section shape, except for a small moment component,
and only dependent on the chord-diameter ratio. This means that the angle-of-

incidence effect is that of a circular cylinder at an angle of attack with a length-

diameter ratio equal to the chord-diameter ratio of the duct.

As stated previously, various mathematical models of the propeller have
been added to the theory of the annular airfoil. In some cases, a constant pres-
sure jump with no clearance has been used to represent the propeller (17 - 19)

and in others, a variable-load actuator disk (16, 20, 21), or lifting-line theory

(9, 10). The use of a pressure jump at the propeller location would not appear
to represent a realistic flow, as this would imply that a pressure jump could

occur on the inner surface of the duct at the plane of the propeller (13). For the

normal number of blades used in ducted propellers and an adequate tip clear-

ance, it would not be possible to maintain a pressure jump on the duct surface.

A more realistic approach, it would seem, would be to use an actuator disk which
does not have a constant pressure jump or to assume a small tip clearance (5).

In any case, the propeller induces a radial velocity on the duct which, for the in-

verse problem, causes a change in the duct shape (13).

When the lifting-line theory is used as the mathematical model for the pro-
peller, the finite blade effect causes the ring vortex strength to vary in the cir-

cumferential direction and free vortices are shed from the duct. The vortex
strength is steady with respect to the rotating propeller but unsteady with re-

spect to a coordinate system fixed in the duct. The finite blade effect can only

be considered for the direct problem as in this case, the pressure distribution

can fluctuate with the rotation of the propeller, but the finite blade effect in the
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inverse problem would imply the physical impossibility that the duct shape could

change with the rotation of the propeller.

For the design of a ducted propeller it may be necessary to consider the ef-

fect of the finite number of blades, but this effect hasn't been completely inves-

tigated. The principal interference with the duct is the average velocity induced

on the duct by the propeller. The form of the equation of this average component
is identical with the actuator disk solution with the same average radial load, but

the induced velocity differs somewhat because of the fact that the propeller pitch

changes with the number of blades and that the viscous drag of the blades changes
with the propeller blade area, i.e., if viscous effects are considered, the theo-

retical thrust of the propeller must be increased to account for this additional

drag.

A few investigations of the nonlinear theory of ducted propellers have been
made. In these cases the nonlinear theory was applied to the duct only and not to

the propeller. A nonlinear approximation, based on second-order airfoil theory,

has been given by Morgan (10), but more exact theories have been given by
Chaplin (18) and Meyerhoff (22), Chaplin places a distribution of ring vortices

on the surface of the duct and downstream along the slipstream of the wake. The
slipstream boundary is not known a priori but is obtained by an iteration proce-
dure. The pressure distribution and duct forces are obtained once the slip-

stream location is known. Meyerhoff uses a finite -difference approach (itera-

tion and relaxation) and calculates the stream functions, and streamlines, for a
known duct shape. Both the Chaplin and Meyerhoff treatments of the theory are
mathematically correct, but certain numerical approximations must be made in

each. Also, both treat the propeller as a pressure jump, which means that the

mathematical model of the propeller is less sophisticated than that of Ordway
et al. (9) or Morgan (10). As with numerical approximations of the type used by

Chaplin and Meyerhoff, some difficulty is encountered in obtaining solutions for

arbitrary shapes.

Besides the work of Chaplin and Meyerhoff on the nonlinear theory, the cal-

culation procedure developed by Douglas Aircraft Division for the solution of the

Neumann problem has been applied to the calculation of pressure distributions

on the forward part of a ducted propeller (23). In the use of the computer pro-
gram, the duct must be treated as semi-infinite, which means that only the pres-
sures calculated near the leading edge are meaningful and no duct forces can be
determined. Here again, the propeller is treated as a pressure jump.

The theoretical approaches discussed have generally been for the case of

the ducted propeller moving at a constant velocity. However, there have been
some investigations of the static condition, i.e., zero forward velocity. Linear-
ized theories for this condition have been developed by Kriebel (24) and Green-
berg et al. (25). Also, the Chaplin development of the nonlinear theory was car-
ried out mainly to obtain a solution for the static case (18). In the linearized

theory of the static case, the axial perturbation velocity cannot be assumed
small, as in the free-running case. Both Kriebel and Greenberg neglect the

slipstream contraction behind the duct even though the ducted propeller is heav-
ily loaded. On the other hand, Chaplin, in his nonlinear treatment of the duct in

the static condition, concentrates mainly on calculating this contraction.
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In addition to these studies, some work has been done on the ducted propel-

ler system at an angle of incidence, Kriebel (24) and Greenberg et al. (26). In

both these approaches, the mathematical model is similar to the linearized the-

ory discussed previously. As a first approximation, both Kriebel and Greenberg
et al. showed that the ducted propeller may be regarded as a superposition of the

ducted propeller at zero incidence plus a cylindrical duct at a given incidence.

This approximation, however, does not account for the side forces and moments
which occur on a propeller at an angle of attack (27). Greenberg et al. refined

the approximation by taking into account the cyclic variation of the blade loading

and these additional forces appear in the solution.

Some theoretical work has been done on the effect of blade tip clearance on

performance. Both Kopeyetskiy (28) and Tachmindji (29) have considered the

case of a finite-bladed propeller in an infinite cylinder. Lifting-line theory was
utilized by both and the theories are essentially the same although different nu-

mercial solutions are utilized. Turbal carried out a theoretical and experimen-

tal investigation utilizing the previous theories (30), while English (31) and

Gearhart (32) have utilized one -dimensional analysis to obtain the effect of blade

tip clearance. Gearhart and Turbal considered the viscosity of the fluid in their

analyses.

In the next section, comparisons will be made between pertinent theoretical

and experimental results.

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS

Criteria for Comparison

Determination of whether a theory is adequate for predicting experimental

performance is highly subjective. To offset this problem to some extent, cri-

teria for the adequacy of the comparisons will be established on the basis of the

use of the data. Two types of measurements will be analyzed in the following

sections; pressure or velocity distributions and forces and moments. The pres-
sure or velocity distributions will be both those on the annular airfoil surface
and those within the flow field of the airfoil. Knowledge of the pressure distri-

bution on the airfoil, or duct, is necessary: [1] for estimation of the critical

Mach number in air or the critical cavitation number in water, [2] for estima-
tion of the probable boundary -layer characteristics such as separation, and

[3] for making structural analyses. Satisfactory prediction will be taken to

mean that the predicted pressure distribution is generally within experimental

accuracy and that the pressure distribution is adequate for determining the

foregoing items. Unsatisfactory prediction will be taken to mean that the pre-

dicted pressure distribution is not adequate for determining these items. For
many comparisons the prediction will be marginal, in that the pressure distri-

bution is adequate for determining only some of these items.

Knowledge of the velocity field of the annular airfoil, or duct, is necessary:

[1] for design of the propeller, stator and guide vanes (if used), [2] for predict-

ing improvement in cavitation performance of the propeller, and [3] for deter-

mining the interaction of the duct with a centerbody (hub) or other bodies in the
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flow field. Satisfactory, unsatisfactory, and marginal will be defined in a simi-
lar manner to that for the pressure distribution on the surface of the annular
airfoil.

Knowledge of the forces and moments is necessary: [1] for estimating the
system performance, [2] for design of a system to produce a given force, [3] for

determination of the stability of a particular craft, and [4] for making structural
analyses. Satisfactory will be taken to mean that the particular force or mo-
ment being discussed is, in general, within experimental accuracy, and unsatis-
factory will be taken to mean that it is not within experimental accuracy. When
discussing the thrust, or drag, on the duct of a ducted propeller however, the

adequacy will be based on a comparison of the total thrust of the system, since
the total force is the important parameter.

These criteria serve as a basis for making comparisons, however, the estab-
lishment of the experimental accuracy of the various tests is not straightforward.
If no information is available on the experimental accuracy of a particular set of

data, the following accuracy will be assumed: (1) for the pressure, or velocity,

coefficients ±5 percent, and (2) for force and moment coefficients ±2 percent.
The accuracy of the pressure measurements may very well be less than ± 5 per-
cent and more than ±10 percent for small values of the pressure coefficient.

Annular Airfoil Pressure Distributions

Experimental and theoretical pressure distributions are presented for sev-
eral annular airfoils (ducts) which typify some of the duct shapes used for ducted
propeller systems. Two ducts were tested in a wind tunnel at NSRDC and re-
ported in Ref. (33). Duct I typifies a shape used for accelerating velocities at

the propeller (Kort nozzle type). This duct has a NACA 0010 thickness distribu-

tion, a NACA 250 mean line with a camber-chord ratio of -0.0375, a chord-
diameter ratio of 0.8, and a section angle of attack a, of 6°.

The measured pressure coefficients c , along with the theoretical predicted
values from linearized theory with a nonlinear approximation (33) are plotted in

Fig. 1 for this duct at a zero angle of incidence(ar = 0). The symbols used are
described in the Notation Section of this paper. Two sets of theoretical curves
are shown on this figure; one using the linearized Bernoulli equation (shown by a
solid line) and the other using the Bernoulli equation without linearization (shown
by a dashed line). Figure 1 shows that the theoretical prediction of the pressure
distribution on the inside of the duct is satisfactory. While on the outside of the
duct boundary layer separation* occurs near the leading edge of this duct and

-Two regions of separation may occur on an annular airfoil; one is laminar
separation near the leading edge and the other is turbulent separation near the
trailing edge. The occurrence of separation depends on the gradient of the
chordwise pressure distribution and will always occur if the annular airfoil has
a sufficiently high angle of incidence. For ducts which are very thick, it would
be expected that turbulent separation would occur near the duct trailing edge at

angles of incidence lower than for which laminar separation would occur near
the leading edge. For ducts of conventional thickness , laminar separation would
be expected at lower angles of incidence than for which turbulent separation
would occur. At high angles of incidence, both regions of separation would be
expected to be present and at sufficiently high angles, the regions merge and
stall of the annular airfoil occurs. These various flow regions on annular air-
foils have been investigated in detail by Eichelbrenner et al. (34).
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C„

Fig. 1 - Pressure distribution on NSRDC duct 1

at zero angle of attack (a^ = 0)

the flow is distorted so that the theoretical pressures are not valid. The differ-

ence in results from the two forms of Bernoulli equation is small, with the com-
plete form giving slightly better results.

The separation occurring near the leading edge of this duct is undoubtedly
laminar separation and Fig. 1 indicates that the flow reattaches itself probably

near the transition region. This type of separation is, in general, predictable

(34) and was predicted for this duct from the theoretical pressure distribution.

Thus, for predicting separation this pressure distribution was satisfactory.

The experimental and theoretical pressure distributions on Duct I when this

duct is at a 6° angle of incidence are shown in Fig. 2 for an angular position

= and in Fig. 3 for an angular position of ^ = 180°. The angular position

0=0 refers to the duct section at the uppermost point of the duct and at a duct

incidence angle of 6°, the local section angle to the flow is 12°. The angular

position / = 180° refers to the duct section at the lowermost point of the duct

and at a duct incidence angle of 6° the local section angle to the flow is 0°. As
before, two forms of the Bernoulli equation were used for the theoretical calcu-

lations. Figure 2 shows that a^ = 6°, a = 12°, the theoretical predictions are

unsatisfactory on both the inside and outside of the duct. Flow separation cov-
ers more of the duct for this position and incidence than for zero incidence and

apparently is severe enough to affect the pressure distribution on the inside of

the duct. On the other hand. Fig. 3 shows that at = 180°, a = 0°, the theo-

retical predictions are generally satisfactory near the leading edge but only
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C„

Fig. 2 - Pressure distribution on NSRDC duct I,

a =6 degrees and 4> = degrees

marginal toward the middle and trailing edge of the duct on both the inside and
outside. Again, the form of the Bernoulli equations has only a small effect.

Duct II typifies a shape used to decelerate the velocity inside the duct. This
duct has a NACA 66 modified thickness distribution with a thickness -chord ratio

of 0.10, a NACA a = 0.8 mean line with a camber-chord ratio of 0.04, a chord-
diameter ratio of 0.8, and a 0° section angle of attack. The measured pressure
coefficients c along with the theoretical predicted values (33) for this duct at

zero angle of incidence are plotted in Fig. 4. Also shown in Fig. 4 is the theo-
retical pressure distribution calculated from the nonlinear theory of Chaplin (18)

and the nonlinear approximation of Morgan (10). All the theoretical predictions

are generally satisfactory, with the nonlinear theory of Chaplin (18) giving the

best prediction. The prediction using the linearized theory (using the linearized

Bernoulli equation) gives a somewhat lower pressure on the outside of the annu-
lar airfoil near the leading edge than measured.

The experimental and theoretical pressure distributions on Duct n ^^ilen this

duct is at an 8° angle of incidence are shown in Fig. 5 for an angular position of

0=0 and in Fig. 6 for an angular position of </> = 180°. Figure 5 shows that at

the position 4, = 0°, a = 8°, the comparison between theory and experiment is

generally satisfactory. The linearized Bernoulli equation gives a slightly better

prediction on the outside of the duct and the other form gives a better prediction

on the inside. Figure 6 shows that at the position = 180°, a = -8°, the
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Fig. 3 - Pressure distribution on NSRDC duct I,

a =6 degrees and = 180 degrees

O EXPERIMENTS OUTSIDE

# EXPERIMENTS INSIDE

— CHAPLIN
I 181

LINEARIZED THEORY (LINEARIZED BERNOULLI)

LINEARIZED THEORY WITH NONLINEAR

APPROXIMATION |33l (LINEARIZED BERNOULLI)

Fig. 4 - Pressure distribution on NSRDC duct II

at zero angle of attack (a = 0)
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Fig. 6 - Pressure distribution on NSRDC duct II,

a = 8 degrees and (p - 180 degrees

O EXPERIMENTS OUTSIDE

• EXPERIMENTS INSIDE

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5

Fig. 7 - Pressure distribution on BTZ duct at zero angle of attack
(a, = 0) (12, 33)
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ratios of 0.065, 0.025, and -0.022, respectively. Each of the ducts were designed

to have a constant chordwise circulation distribution.

The experimental pressure distribution, along with two sets of theoretical

values from linearized theory, are shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 for these ducts at

zero angle of incidence. The solid lines are the theoretical results from Ryall

et al. (35), who assumed that a constant chordwise circulation distribution pro-

duces only 74% of its theoretical loading. They based this assumption on the

fact that in two dimensions the constant chordwise circulation distribution

(NACA a = 1.0 mean line) produces only 74% of its predicted lift (36). Thus, in

determining the pressure distributions shown by the solid lines in Figs. 8, 9,

and 10, only 74% of the contribution from the ring vortices was used in calculat-

ing the pressure distribution. The dashed lines on these figures are the theo-

retical pressure distribution calculated by the linearized theory of Ref. (33) with

a nonlinear correction. All the predictions shown in these figures were made
using the Bernoulli equation without linearization.
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Fig. 10 - Pressure distribution on ARL duct B3 at

zero angle of attack (a^ = 0)

misleading if extreme shapes were used. On the other hand, separation might

occur on extreme shapes which would void the comparisons anyway. The main
shortcoming of the theory is the inability to predict the pressure distribution

when separation occurs.

Annular Airfoil Forces

When annular airfoils are at a zero angle of incidence to the flow, the only

net force is that due to viscous drag. Each section of the duct will be subject to

forces and moments, however, which balance out. At an angle of incidence, the

forces and moments do not balance out, and there are lift, moment, and induced

drag forces acting on the duct in addition to the viscous drag. These forces and

moments, except for a moment arising from horizontal forces, are independent

of the section shape in linearized theory, and depend only on the chord-diameter

ratio of the annular airfoil. Figure 11 shows the theoretical lift -curve slope for

a range of chord-diameter ratios. Also plotted on this curve are the test spots

from Ducts I and II, BTZ duct, and results obtained by Fletcher (37). The ducts

tested by Fletcher had Clark-Y sections with a thickness -chord ratio of 0.117.

As can be seen from this figure, the theory gives a satisfactory prediction even
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Fig. IZ - Lift, drag, and moment coefficients for NSRDC duct II (33)

The theoretical moment shown in Fig. 12 consists of two parts: one part

from the vertical forces (lift) and one part from the horizontal forces (drag).

The solid line is the theoretical moment including both of these parts, while the

dashed line is the moment due to the vertical forces only, which is the dominant

part.

In summary, the linearized theory gives a satisfactory prediction of the lift,

induced drag, and moment for angles of incidence up to where separation influ-

ences the results. The first effect of laminar separation at the leading edge is

on the drag force. This separation does not have much of an influence on the lift

and moment when it first begins, but as the separation region increases in size,

stall of the annular airfoil will occur (see footnote in previous Sec).

It appears that the profile drag (viscous) of the annular airfoil can be esti-

mated with some degree of confidence. However, if separation occurs on the

duct, this drag may be underestimated by a significant amount. Because of the

detrimental influence of separation, it would seem worthwhile to attempt to pre-

dict separation during the design stage of an annular airfoil. References (12)

and (34) indicate that this has been done with some success.

Annular Airfoil Axial Induced Velocities

Axial induced velocities were measured at a number of locations inside

several ducts tested at ARL (35). Figure 13 presents the axial induced veloci-

ties measured at the midchord for Ducts Al, A2, and A3 along with the theoreti-

cal predictions obtained using Ref. (35). Figure 14 presents similar results for
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I

I

r"'i

Fig. 16 - Pressure distributions on the
XZZaductfor J = 0.617, C^.^ = 0.220 (19)

Fig. 17 - Pressure distribution on the X22A duct
for /= 0.628, Cj.p = 0.276 (21)
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pressure jump to represent the propeller. The experimental scatter shown in

Fig. 16 was also present in the data for Fig. 17, but only the average value is

plotted in this figure.

Figure 16 presents the theoretical and experimental duct pressure distribu-

tions for a propeller thrust coefficient Cj. of 0.220 and a speed coefficient j of

0.617, and Fig. 17 presents data for c^^ = 0.276 and / = 0.628. Generally, the

agreement between theory and experiment is satisfactory for the outside of the

duct but not satisfactory for the inside. This conclusion also holds for other

speeds of advance for this ducted system (19, 21). The calculations of Menden-
hall and Kriebel give a slightly better prediction on the inside of the duct than

those of Hough and Kaskel. It can be observed in Fig. 16 that the nonlinear cor-
rection to the duct surface velocity used by Mendenhall and Kriebel overcor-
rects the velocities on the inside of the duct forward of the propeller. Hough and

Kaskel observed in making their calculations (21) that a better prediction could

be made if a different cylinder diameter were used for the inside of the duct

from that used for the outside.

For the ducted propeller in static operation, experimental and theoretical

pressure distributions are presented in Fig. 18 as obtained by Hess and Smith

(23), using a nonlinear theory. This figure compares calculated and experimen-
tal distributions on the forward portion of the duct only, as the pressure distri-

butions behind the propeller cannot be calculated by the Douglas method (23),

The predicted pressures are very satisfactory indeed. Kriebel and Mendenhall
(19) have made theoretical predictions of duct pressure distribution for a ducted
propeller in static operation which was a model of the Doak V2-4DA ducted sys-
tem. This unit consists of a duct with a chord-diameter ratio of 0.608 and a
profile -thickness ratio of 0.158, an eight-bladed propeller with pitch of 15° at

the tip, a set of seven inlet guide vanes, and a set of nine stators aft of the pro-
peller. At the static condition, the pressure distribution predictions from lin-

earized theory (19), Fig. 19, are very satisfactory for the outside of the duct,

are marginal for the inside of the duct forward of the propeller, and are unsat-

isfactory aft of the propeller. It is apparent that the contributions of the propel-
ler, guide vanes, and stator blades are not adequately considered.
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Fig. 19 - Pressure distribution
on the Doak duct for the static

condition (19)

Mention should be made of the pressure distribution on ducts when the

ducted system is at an angle of incidence. Kriebel and Mendenhall (19) have

made comparisons between theory and experiment for the full-scale X22A ducted

propeller system, discussed previously, for angles of attack of up to 80°. These
comparisons are not presented here, but it is obvious that significant improve-
ments in theory are needed before reasonable predictions of the duct pressure

distributions on the inside can be made for ducted systems at the high angles of

attack investigated.

In summary, the prediction of the duct pressure distribution when a propel-

ler is operating within the duct is satisfactory on the outside of the duct but

varies between marginal and unsatisfactory on the inside of the duct. This poorer

prediction than for the duct by itself is most probably related to the fact that the

pressure contributed by the propeller is not properly determined. For instance,

none of the experimental data reviewed showed a pressure jump at the propeller
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position, as is sometimes assumed in the theoretical calculations. Also, the

finite blade chord and blade thickness may produce considerably different in-

duced velocities, even on an average, than given by an actuator-disk model. An
example of this difference is the steady axial and radial induced velocities pre-

sented in Table 1, which were calculated from actuator -disk theory and propel-

ler lifting-surface theory. These data are for a three-bladed marine propeller

for ; = 0.833 and C Tp 0.578. The lifting- surface calculations, which contain

both effects of loading and thickness, generally give slightly greater values for

the axial induced velocities and considerably different values for the radial in-

duced velocities, as compared to the lifting-line calculations. The lifting-surface

calculations smooth out the radial velocities in the vicinity of the blade tip.

Since these induced velocities are different from those obtained from the

actuator-disk model, it is not possible to say whether the linearized theory of

the duct is adequate or not in the presence of the propeller. Quite clearly the

mathematical model used for the propeller in the pressure distribution data

presented must be improved.

Table 1

Average Propeller-Induced Velocities from Lifting-Line and

Lifting-Surface Theory at R^R = 1.05
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For NSRDC Model 3650 ducted propeller system, the theoretical and meas-
ured ducted forces are presented in Table 2 (20). These results show satisfac-

tory agreement between measured and theoretical results. In making these cal-

culations, the stator thrust was determined from the measured propeller and
duct plus stator thrust and the calculated duct thrust. For this reason, the com-
parison may not be truly representative of the accuracy of the calculations.

Table 2

Theoretical and Measured Thrust Coefficients for a
Pumpjet and Kort Nozzle Type Ducted Propeller (20)

Ducted Propeller
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Table 3 :.

Measured and Predicted Thrust Coefficients for

the Doak Ducted Propeller (19)

J
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The most extensive experimental investigation on ducted propellers has

been conducted by the Netherlands Ship Model Basin (NSMB). Oosterveld (17)

and (45) has made theoretical-experimental comparisons for three ducts de-

signed for decelerating the flow at the propeller. These data are shown in

Table 5. The theoretical predictions, which did not include the viscous drag,

are generally satisfactory for two of the ducts, nozzles 30 and 31, and unsatis-

factory for nozzle 32. Including the viscous drag would have improved the pre-

diction for nozzle 30 only, and would probably have made the prediction for noz-

zle 31 unsatisfactory.

Table 5

Measured and Predicted Thrust Coefficients

According to Oosterveld (45)

Ducted Propeller
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Fig. 23 - Pitching moment of the Doak ducted propeller at

angles of incidence (19)

comparisons were based on predicting the total system thrust. It can be con-
cluded that a more complete mathematical treatment is required for the propel-

ler, stator vanes, and guide vanes to be able to predict all the forces satisfac-

torily. Also, more complete experimental data are required where the forces

on the various components are measured separately, especially for an angle of

incidence.

Tip Clearance

Several investigations have been made of the effect of tip clearance on the

performance of ducted propellers, e.g., Refs. (28 - 32). Results of a theoretical-

experimental comparison made by English (31) are shown in Fig. 24. The basic

conclusions of this work is that, for increasing tip clearance, the duct thrust de-

creases and the propeller thrust increases, while the net effect is a small re-
duction in efficiency. The theoretical predictions of English slightly under

-

predict the change in efficiency with tip clearance. The comparisions made by
Turbal (30) show similar results. In summary, the comparisons show that the

theory indicates the trends of the experimental data.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions as to the adequacy of the theory are based on a
limited number of geometric shapes. Consequently, general applicability of the

conclusions may be limited.
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(7) The linearized theory of the duct with suitable nonlinear correc-
tions appears to be generally satisfactory if separation does not

occur on the duct.
! !

(8) The importance of separation should be emphasized, and, if predic-
tions are to be reasonable, the duct must be designed so that

boundary-layer separation does not occur.

(9) Lifting-surface theory of the propeller should be used in predicting

the interaction between the propeller and duct and for the propeller
design. This mathematical model of the propeller would have the

same linearized boundary conditions as presently used for the duct.

(10) Adequate consideration must be given to the influence of the guide
vanes and stator vanes.
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NOTATION

a Duct-chord length

Cjj Drag coefficient, -^

L
C^ Lift coefficient, -r

Cj^ Lift coefficient, ^j

C„ Moment coefficient, -
m I

2 P" ^/y^

C* Moment coefficient, ^j

Cp Pressure coefficients on outside and inside of duct,

[p(x^. x^) - Pq]
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C Power coefficient, -;
'-..--.

;
......

2
pn R^V^

J ""
"

C~ Thrust coefficient, -;

\pnR'v^ -.:, ,--,.. :.,.,.,,.:.

D Propeller diameter

Dj. Drag " '"

h Chord-diameter ratio of duct
'"'

/ Propeller speed coefficient, v/nD
....•'.

L Lift '' ' '•'

M Moment

n Propeller rps

p Shaft power '' *

p(x^, xp) Local pressure on duct

Pq Free -stream static pressure

R Propeller radius

J?^ Duct radius

T Thrust '
'""

• ^ '"''^

'

'''

V Free -stream velocity

w Axial induced velocity

w Radial induced velocity

X Nondimensional radius

x^ Ratio of duct radius to the propeller radius
a

xp Axial distance from leading edge of duct nondimensionalized by the

duct chord

Z Number of blades

a Duct section angle of attack with reference to section nosetail line

a Relative duct angle of incidence
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C,
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Efficiency of ducted propeller system, -^

—
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DISCUSSION

V. Silovic

Hydro- og Aerodynaniisk Laboratorium
Lyngby, Denmark

The interaction between the ship and the propulsive unit plays an important

part in the case of a partial duct. In this case, the open-water results and avail-

able theories are of little help. Do the authors have any comments ?

DISCUSSION

Gilbert Dyne
The Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank (SSPA)

Gothenburg, Sweden

This is a very interesting paper and it illustrates in a striking way how
astonishingly few the experimental verifications of the theories are, especially

for ducted propellers. In fact, a closer examination shows that the stringent

verifications are still fewer than what they first seem to be. I would like to

make some comments on this fact.

The results from two different theoretical approaches to the problem have

been described in the paper. These approaches are set forth in Table Dl. It is

common to all theories mentioned that the total thrust (or propeller thrust) and

the advance ratio are given, while the duct thrust and the pressure distribution

along the duct are determined.

Table Dl

Problem



Comparison of Theory and Experiment on Ducted Propellers

A stringent verification of these theories means that

(1) the ducted propellers are designed according to the theory (experi-

ments carried out after the calculations);

(2) the comparison between theory and experiment are made only at

the design point. . . J •

. . :^.

As far as I know, these requirements are fulfilled only by

(1) the four ducted propellers tested at SSPA (42),

(2) one of the ducted propellers tested at Karlsruhe (44), and possibly

(3) some of the ducted propellers tested at NSMB (45).

In many of the ducted propeller investigations described, however, the calcula-

tions have been carried out after the tests. Since, so far, no stringent theory

has been presented for this direct-direct approach of the problem, the theories

used must involve some more or less satisfactory approximations. The authors
have mentioned some of them in their paper, for example, the pressure jump at

the propeller assumed in Refs. (19, 21, 22), but it would be valuable to get some
information also about the more reliable method used in (20). The paper seems
to indicate that the authors use the measured propeller thrust rather than a the-

oretical value. If, instead, one starts from the pitch and camber distributions

of the propeller and not from the measured propeller thrust, how large will the

difference between the experimental and theoretical values of propeller thrust

be for the three ducted propellers described in (20)?

DISCUSSION

George Rosen : , -

Hamilton Standard Division of United Aircraft Corp, ; :
•

Windsor Locks, Connecticut '--'

The authors should be complimented on an excellent contribution toward the

improving technology on ducted propellers. It is from this type of continuing

correlation of advanced theoretical and experimental work that the necessary
refinements in design criteria must come.

At the Ducted Propeller Panel meeting I described some extensive wind-
tunnel tests conducted by Hamilton Standard on a series of systematic ducted
propeller configurations. Unfortunately, the results of these tests were not

available in time for the authors to include them in the studies reported in this

paper. I hope that they will have the opportunity to do this in the near future.
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I would like to make the following two comments on this paper:

(1) Shroud static pressure distribution measurements made under the

shrouded propeller research wind-tunnel program conducted by

Hamilton Standard and reported in HSER 4048 indicate a definite

pressure jump at the propeller plane particularly at low forward

speeds. The tip clearance was 0.25 percent of the diameter. This

appears to be inconsistent with the views expressed in this paper.

(2) The generally favorable comparison of the theoretical and experi-

mental pressure distribution reported in this paper is in agree-

ment with similar comparisons made with shrouded propeller per-

formance method developed from the Therm -Ordway theory by

Hamilton Standard reported in HSER 4776 and the test data of HSER
4348. However, in these latter comparisons the pressure distribu-

tions inside as well as outside of the duct were quite accurately

predicted by the calculation method.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Wm. B. Morgan and E. B. Caster

We wish to thank the discussers for contributing to the paper by their taking

time to make pertinent comments. The problem posed by Dr. Silovie is a diffi-

cult one, both from the standpoint of the interaction and from the fact that the

duct operates partially in the boundary layer of the ship. One way of approach-

ing this problem is to design the unit as if the duct is whole, then multiply the

duct force (thrust or drag) by the ratio of circumference of the partial duct to

the complete duct. This method should give the approximate effect of the duct

on the propeller and vice versa. The partial duct on a ship also gives a lift

force; whether its direction is up or down depends on the duct shape, and the ef-

fect of this force should be considered, since the ship trim could be changed

enough to affect the ship's resistance.

Dr. Dyne discussed what we found to be one of the most distrubing aspects

of the comparisons, i.e., there were little data available where the duct and pro-

peller were designed and compared by the same method. In fact, only for the

duct by itself were we able to find such data which included experimental pres-

sure distributions. Some of the data presented were for a more or less exact

solution in inviscid flow (18, 22) of the duct, but the propeller was treated as a

pressure jump. References (18, 22) give no method for doing the direct propel-

ler problem. The linearized procedure given in Ref. (20) can start with either

the propeller thrust or total thrust. The calculations for the theoretical data

given in Ref. (20) for the pumpjet-type ducted propeller when operated at two

propeller loading conditions started with the measured propeller thrust, and, for
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the Kort nozzle -type ducted propeller, the theoretical data were the design data

for the ducted system. We don't know of any theoretical calculations for ducted

propellers where the starting point was the pitch and camber distributions of the

propeller. We can only guess that such comparisons would not be very satisfac-

tory.

We wish to thank Mr. Rosen for reference to work on ducted propellers at

Hamilton Standard and supporting comments. We were aware that this work
was going on but did not receive a copy of the report of this work until after

completion of the paper. In our paper we said that none of the experimental re-

sults that we knew about showed a pressure jump at the propeller, and, in gen-

eral, we were referring to the free-running case. Hamilton Standards 's results

do show a pressure jump at the static condition and at very low speed coeffi-

cients, and due note should be taken of these results, but this does not change
our conclusion about the pressure jump at the higher advance coefficients.
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THE BLADELESS PROPELLER
Joseph V. Foa

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, New York

ABSTRACT

The mechanism of cryptosteady pressure exchange is discussed, with

particular attention to its applications to propulsion. The available

theoretical and experimental information is briefly reviewed, and per-

tinent problem areas are identified.

NOMENCLATURE

Symbols

A Cross -sectional area

c Flow velocity in "relative" frame of reference

h,h° Static, stagnation specific enthalpy ,..,,,..,

H Total head
; , ^ -^r; .• ,

'
, >

m Mass flow rate

ppO Static, stagnation pressure ., -;_,:?.••

r Radial distance from axis of rotation

s Specific entropy

t Time

jjro Static, stagnation temperature

u Flow velocity in a space-fixed frame of reference

y Transverse or peripheral velocity of primary discharge

orifice

^ Azimuthal flow angle

/3,

.

Spin angle
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k

Equivalent spin angle

Entrainment coefficient

Density

Thrust augmentation ratio

Subscripts



The Bladeless Propeller

STEADY- FLOW
EJECTOR

ro

PULSATING-
FLOW EJECTOR

Fig. 1 - Steady-flow and pulsating-flow ejectors
(from Ref. 2)

with greatly reduced interaction lengths (Fig. 2 and Ref. 2). However, their

performance normally depends very critically on the timing of the wave proc-

esses on which their operation is based. Furthermore, if the primary flow is

initially steady, its conversion to nonsteadiness for the purpose of utilizing

pressure exchange may be accompanied by losses large enough to offset the en-

tire thrust increment that is produced in the augmenter (Ref. 3).

These drawbacks and difficulties are largely eliminated in a pressure ex-

changer whose flow processes admit a frame of reference in which they are

steady. This device, which has been variously referred to as the "bladeless" or

"pseudobladed" propeller, promises to combine an attractive efficiency with ad-

vantages of compactness and simplicity.

This paper will discuss the principle of operation of the bladeless propeller

and briefly review the available theoretical and experimental information that

relates to its performance as a thrust augmenter.

THE PRINCIPLE

Euler's equation and the definitions of total head // and specific stagnation

enthalpy /i° yield for a fluid element, in the absence of body forces.

and

M 3p - 7 /
• f • u 1 \

-jr- - -^ + u • I (it incompressible) ,

Z)hO 1 Bp „ Ds 1 - 7 ,. . .. , .

—prr= — ^+ T -=r- + — u • r (if compressible) ,

Dt p dt Dt p
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INTERMITTENT JET
EJECTOR TESTS
(LOCKWOOD)

STEADY-FLOW EJECTOR TESTS
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AUGMENTER LENGTH TO DIAMETER RATIO

Fig. 2 - Comparison of static perform-
ance of steady-flow and pulsating -flow
ejectors (from Ref . 2)

where p, p, and T are the static pressure, density, and temperature, respec-
tively, s is the specific entropy, u the local velocity, 7 the force per unit vol-
ume due to surface viscous stresses, and t the time. These equations show
that a reversible transfer of mechanical energy within a flow system is possible
only in regions where the local derivatives 'bp/'bt are not zero, i.e., in regions
of nonsteady flow.

From this it must also be concluded that a transfer of mechanical energy
from one flow to another can be nondissipative only if both flows are nonsteady.
This conclusion is supported by the observation that the only known steady-flow
mechanism of direct exchange of mechanical energy between two flows is that of

the conventional ejector, where the exchange is entirely effected through irre-
versible transport processes, whereas considerably higher efficiencies can be
achieved through nonsteady flow induction.

Of special interest, among the methods of nonsteady flow induction, is a
method that does not require that the interacting flows be nonsteady in all

frames of reference. As demonstrated in Ref. 4, a nonsteady process that ad-
mits a frame of reference with respect to which it is steady over certain re-
gions in space and intervals of time will be said to be cryptosteady over these
space and time domains.

A flow which is steady and isoenergetic in a frame of reference f is

neither steady nor isoenergetic in any other frame of reference F unless it is
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uniform in the direction of the velocity V' of f relative to F^ Indeed, since the

pressure is constant at any point fixed in F ^, at points fixed in F the pressure

varies with time at the rate Bp/Bt = - V^-Vp • Therefore, except when Vp is zero

or normal to V , the flow in F is nonsteady — more precisely, cryptosteady — and

the energy level of its particles undergoes nondissipative changes that are ab-

sent in F . Similarly, whereas two contiguous streams will exchange energy

only by irreversible transport processes in a frame of reference f ^ in which

they are both steady, they will exchange energy also by pressure exchange in

every other frame of reference. This additional transfer of mechanical energy

is essentially nondissipative. It is, as in all forms of pressure exchange, equal

to the work done by the pressure forces which the interacting flows exert on one

another at their interfaces. This work is zero in f^, where the interfaces are

stationary. In every other frame of reference the interfaces move and energy is

transferred from one flow to the other by pressure exchange. The special merit

of cryptosteady interactions is that they can be generated, controlled, and ana-

lyzed as steady-flow processes in f^, while retaining the potential advantages of

nonsteady interactions in the frame of reference in which they are utilized.

In the following discussion, the frame of reference f ^ will be referred to

as the "relative" frame, and the velocities in it as "relative velocities," whereas

the frame of reference f , in which the sought energy transfer is to be effected

and utilized, will be referred to as the "absolute" frame, and the velocities in it

will be called "absolute velocities."

Consider, in the absolute frame, the interaction schematically described in

Fig. 3, between two flows at different energy levels —that of a "primary" fluid I

and that of a "secondary" fluid II, both inviscid. Upstream of the interaction

region, the two flows are separated from one another by an infinitely thin con-

taining wall, extending to infinity in the + y direction. At infinity upstream, the

velocity is uniform and constant in each flow and both velocities are parallel to

the X axis.

The primary fluid enters the interaction space through an orifice in the

containing wall. This wall moves in the + y direction at the constant velocity v

,

but since the wall is infinitely thin and the fluid is inviscid, no momentum in the

y direction is imparted by the moving orifice on the primary fluid: the area of

emergence of this fluid moves at the velocity v, but the primary fluid particles

themselves emerge through it at a velocity p^ ^
which is parallel to the x axis.

Because of the stipulated absence of viscosity, no work is required to sustain

the motion of the containing wall; nor is any energy otherwise exchanged be-

tween the double-flow system considered and its surroundings.

In the frame of reference fixed to the orifice —the relative frame — the two

flows are. both steady. Therefore, the flow system is cryptosteady in the abso-

lute frame.

In contrast to the absolute velocities a of the two flows, their relative ve-

locities c upstream of their merger station are not parallel. On the other hand,

in the relative frame the streamlines of the two flows must be parallel to one

another at their interfaces, because the latter are stationary. Thus, as they

come in contact, the interacting flows must deflect each other, in the relative
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(a)

Fig. 3 - Plane -flow cryptosteady
pressure exchange

frame, to common orientations at their interfaces. If the primary stream spans
the whole width of the interaction space (as in the situation of Fig. 3), the entire

flow is deflected in pressure exchange to a common orientation in the relative

frame. Under these conditions, and if the mutual deflection is assumed to be

completed before any appreciable mixing takes place across the interfaces, the

process can be analyzed in the relative frame as an interaction between steady

isoenergetic flows. The resulting modification of the flow is described by the

velocity vector diagram of Fig. 4 for a situation in which the final pressure pj
is equal to the static pressure Po of the undisturbed secondary flow. The ve-
locities of the deflected flows in the relative frame are 7^ and ~c^, and the

corresponding "absolute" velocities are u^^ and U^^. It can be seen, from the

relative magnitudes of these vectors at the beginning and at the end of the inter-

action, that in this process the secondary flow gains mechanical energy, in the

absolute frame, at the expense of the primary flow.

The "deflection phase" just described is normally followed by further inter-

actions. A second phase of pressure exchange takes place if the two flows, fol-

lowing the deflection phase, are subjected together to Coriolis or other acceler-
ations normal to their interfaces, as in a rotating flow field or in a passage of

varying cross section. Heat transfer and mixing also start as soon as the two
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y

Fig. 4 - Velocity vector diagram.

flows come in contact, i.e., simultaneously with the start of the pressure ex-

change phases, but can be expected to proceed at a slower rate. In an ex-

treme idealization, mixing can be regarded as the third and last phase of the

interaction.

It is possible, and sometimes desirable, to separate the two fluids after

pressure exchange, before mixing between them has progressed too far. One
obvious way to do this is to extract them from the interaction zone through sep-

arate ports suitably arranged in fixed positions in the relative frame. Another

way is suggested by the observation that u^^ and u^^ have different orienta-

tions. If the exit from the interaction zone is made up of two sets of stationary

passages, one with the orientation of Ui^ and the other with the orientation of

Oj^, then a predominant portion of each of the two fluids will flow out through

that set of passages which matches the orientation of its motion.

The simplest embodiments of the cryptosteady pressure exchange concept

are those in which frame f ^ rotates at a constant angular velocity relative to

frame f . Figures 5 and 6 show two such arrangements. The primary fluid is

discharged into the interaction space through skewed orifices on the periphery

of a rotor. If no external torque is applied to the rotor — i.e., if the rotor spins

freely, with negligible friction, and is solely driven by the reaction of the issu-

ing jets — and if no prerotation is imparted on the flows by fixed vanes or by

other external means, then the deflection phase of the interaction takes place

essentially in the manner discussed above.

At every instant, the primary fluid which has emerged during a brief and

immediately preceding time interval from each rotating orifice, occupies in

space a spiral or helical region which rotates about the same axis and at the

same angular velocity as the rotor. Although the fluid particles within this re-

gion do not follow the same motion, its boundaries are the interfaces separating

the primary from the secondary fluid, and their relation to the flow of this sec-

ondary fluid is therefore substantially the same as that of blade or vane sur-

faces of the same shape, rotating at the same angular velocity. Thus the driving

fluid forms a cascade of "pseudoblades," the action of which on the driven fluid
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Fig. 5 - Radial-flow crypto-
steady pressure exchanger

^--^-^^-U^UZZZZZ2^

Fig. 6 - Axial-flow cryptosteady
pressure exchanger

is somewhat similar to that of fan or propeller blades. Similarly, the effect of

the interface pressure forces on the primary flow is essentially the same as the

energy -extracting action of a turbine. Figure 7 is a flash photograph of these
pseudoblades. Here water was used as the primary fluid, for the purpose of

visualization. The flow of water is parallel to the interfaces in f but not in f

,

as shown by the streaks, which are particle path lines in f .

THE BLADELESS PROPELLER -AVAILABLE THEORIES

Figure 8, which is taken from Ref. 5, shows a schematic section view of a
typical thrust augmenter utilizing this mode of energy exchange — a "bladeless

propeller" — and identifies the angles that, following Hohenemser's terminology,
will hereafter be referred to as the "spin angle" and the "coning angle."

The first analysis of the operation of this device (Ref. 6) dealt numerically
with a variety of specific cases, involving plane interactions between compres-
sible or incompressible flows, with or without separation of the two flows after
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Fig. 7 - Water pseudoblades in air (streaks are particle path lines)

CONING ANGLE f

.^
SPIN ANGLE

SECTION AB

Fig. 8 - Schematic of bladeless propeller
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the pressure exchange phase, and with or without a subsequent mixing phase.
Similar but generalized treatments were developed in Refs. 5, 7, and 8. These
analyses considered situations in which the coning angle was zero and the width

of the interaction space was constant and very small compared to its mean ra-
dius, so that the flows could again be treated as two-dimensional in the interac-

tion region. Heat transfer and mixing effects were neglected. Under these con-
ditions, the effect of the interaction could again be described by a velocity vector

diagram like that of Fig. 4 and the thrust augmentation ratio could be calculated

as

(^Id+M ^2d) COS ^^ - (1 + m) ^0

The analysis of Ref. 8, which was limited to the case of an interaction duct

of constant cross -sectional area, revealed the necessity of velocity nonuniformi-
ties at the merger station — a necessity reflecting the implictly assumed irrota-

tionality of both flows in the deflection phase. Thus, the absolute velocities of

the secondary fluid particles have different orientations at the merger station,

although the overall transverse momentum of this flow is, of course, still zero

at this station in the absolute frame. The results of this analysis, for static op-
eration and for two values of the secondary-to-primary density ratio, are pre-
sented in Figs. 9 and 10. Here, as in subsequent performance charts, A^ and A^

denote the cross -sectional areas of the primary and of the secondary flow, re-

spectively, at the merger station. These figures show that an increase of the

secondary -to -primary density ratio has a very favorable effect on the thrust

augmentation obtainable with the bladeless propeller (whereas it has the oppo-
site effect on the performance of the ejector). It should be noted that, because
of the specified absence of mixing, the bladeless propeller considered in this

analysis does not, for ^^. = 0° , reduce to an ejector: instead, it is reduced to

a totally ineffective device, for which ,^ = 1.0 throughout.

An elegant generalization of this analysis was developed by Hohenemser in

Ref. 5, through the introduction of an "equivalent spin angle," defined as /3j ^' =

tan" ' (y/u.'). Use of this parameter in lieu of the actual spin angle made it pos-
sible to bypass the axial momentum equation, and hence to bypass consideration

of the shape of the interaction duct. Except for cases involving very large den-

sity differences between the two fluids, equivalent and actual spin angles were
found to differ relatively little from one another. In fact, the results of the two-
dimensional analyses of Refs. 5 and 8 are practically identical.

A further refinement of the theory was introduced by Hohenemser, also in

Ref. 5, through a strip approach similar to the strip concept of propeller theory.

Here, the primary jet is assumed to be thin in comparison with the width of the

interaction space and is further assumed to penetrate this space at a coning

angle small enough to make it permissible to neglect primary velocity compo-
nents normal to the direction of the secondary flow. The interaction is then

treated as an infinite succession of infinitesimal steps, in each of which the pri-

mary jet and the elemental layer of secondary flow which it penetrates deflect

each other to a common direction. Coriolis and centripetal accelerations are

again neglected, as if these secondary flow layers were plane rather than annu-
lar. The resulting axial velocity distribution at the shroud exit is nonuniform,
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THEORY ( REF. 8)

EXPERIMENTS :

O RPI, 0,, ' 35

D RPI, j8|i = 45

IDEAL
AUGMENTER

Fig. 9 - Static performance of an axial-flow
bladeless propeller

IDEAL
AUGMENTER

Fig. 10 - Static performance of an axial-flow
bladeless propeller

and the calculated thrust augmentation ratio is lower than that predicted by the

two-dimensional theory. Furthermore, the strip theory predicts for each area
ratio an optimum spin angle. The discrepancy between the two theories in-

creases as the density ratio increases. A comparison of the results of the two
theories for a density ratio of 1.0 is presented in Fig. 11. It should be noted
that neither of the two theories accounts for the adverse effect of mixing during
the deflection phase. Although in remarkably good agreement with experimental
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'V.

Fig. 11 - Static performance of a bladeless propeller
for P2^P\ = 1-0

results, the thin-jet-strip theory is probably overly pessimistic as a basis for

prediction of potential performance. If the primary jet were of sufficient radial

width to span the entire interaction space, the upper limit of performance would
(apart from the effect of mixing during deflection) be that predicted by the two-
dimensional theory.

In the analysis of Ref. 9, a constant-area mixing phase is added to the de-
flection phase, which is again treated as a plane -flow interaction. With this ad-
dition, the analytical model reduces to the ideal constant-area ejector when the

spin angle is zero. Typical results of this analysis, for static operation with an
area ratio of 15, a ratio of primary total pressure to ambient static pressure of

2.8, and two primary -to -secondary stagnation temperature ratios, are presented
in Fig. 12. These results confirm that the superiority of the bladeless propeller
over the ejector increases as the primary -to-secondary temperature ratio —or
the secondary -to -primary density ratio — is increased.* They also show that

the effect of mixing following the deflection phase may be favorable or unfavor-
able, depending on the spin angle and on the temperature ratio.

=As the spin angle is increased from 0° (ejector) to 20°
, the calculated energy-

transfer efficiency (ratio of mechanical energy gained by the secondary to

mechanical energy lost by the primary) increases from .40 to .53 if the tem-
perature ratio is 1.0; whereas it increases from .22 to .55 if the temperature
ratio is 4.0.
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THEORY, WITHOUT MIXING (REF. 8)

O EXP'T. T2i"/T,j» « 1.0 (REF. 9)

n EXP'T, TjjyT,," = 1.0 (REF 17)

^U
20* 25«

Fig. 12 - Static performance of a bladeless propeller
with and without constant-area mixing following the

deflection phase

When the coning angle is large, Coriolos and centripetal accelerations can
no longer be neglected. These accelerations, first accounted for in the two-
dimensional analyses of Ref. 10 and 11, have a marked and favorable effect on
performance (Fig. 13).

Coriolis effects are incorporated in the analysis of Ref. 12, where, in addi-

tion, (a) the deflection phase is treated by the strip method of Ref. 5, (b) consid-

eration is given to the effect of partial mixing during the deflection phase, and
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3.0

2.0

STATIC OPERATION

THEORY,

^liVzi* ' *°
THEORY,

Tii'/Tai* - I.O)(REF 12)

O EXP'T,

Tii'/Tji* « 1.0

n EXP'T,

Tii'/Tji* - 1.0 (REF. 17)

2S< 30«

Fig. 14 - Effect of mixing during the

deflection phase

analyzed by the strip approach, but with consideration of meridional deflections

of the primary jet. In addition, these analyses stipulate the presence of (a) sec-

ondary prerotation guidevanes for the purpose of obtaining radial uniformity of

energy transfer, hence radial dynamic equilibrium, (b) exit straightening vanes
for the purpose of turning the secondary flow, after the interaction, everywhere
to the axial direction, and (c) a separator for the extraction of the deflected pri-

mary flow, which is then also turned to the axial direction and discharged isen-

tropically to ambient pressure. Numerical results of these analyses, for a
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noncondensing primary, are presented in Figs. 15 and 16. The thrust augmentation
ratios predicted by the Sarro-Kosson strip theory for very low spin angles and

disc loadings are considerably higher than those predicted for the same conditions

by the two-dimensional theory. This is primarily due to the fact that the analyti-

cal model considered in the latter theory makes no provision for the recovery of

the transverse momentum of the two flows after the deflection phase. Work on
the theory of thebladeless propeller with a condensing primary is in progress at

R.P.I, and at Grumman, but no numerical result is yet available at this writing.
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Fig. 17 - Rotor No. 2 of the Vennos water-water
test series (Ref. 16)

that left some room for error (Ref. 16). It was found in these and subsequent

tests that apparently minor modifications of external shape or internal ducting

in these models could produce major changes of performance.

Also plotted in Fig. 9 is an air-to-air test point reported by Hohenemser in

Ref. 5. Finally, for the purpose of direct comparison with the conventional ejec-

tor, there is also shown a typical constant-area ejector test point (Ref. 17).

Results of air-to-air experiments conducted by Hohenemser (Ref. 5) are

compared in Fig. 11 with the predictions of the two-dimensional theory and of

the strip theory. The experimental points fall very close to the performance

envelope according to the strip theory. However, as has already been noted.
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this agreement should not be interpreted as an indication that the upper limit of

performance has already been attained. Indeed, the theoretical prediction, being

based on an analysis that does not account for the finite thickness of the primary
jets, is likely to be pessimistic except for very small area ratios.

Measurements made at McDonnell Aircraft (Ref. 9) have shown that rotary

jet mixing can be accomplished within rather short mixing duct lengths. This
observation appears to be confirmed by the results of an experimental program
recently reported by Palcza (Ref. 17). Less is known about the extent to which
mixing progresses during the deflection phase. Comparison of theoretical and

experimental results in Figs. 12 and 14 seems to indicate that the actual en-

trainment coefficient may exceed the estimated value.

Air-to-air models with large coning angles have been extensively tested by

Avellone (Ref. 18). These models had an externally -driven, thin-walled rotor

with sharp-edged orifices, incapable of imparting a significant tangential mo-
mentum to the primary fluid. Thus, the spin angle could be varied continuously

by just varying the rotor speed. Typical results of these tests are shown in Fig.

13, where they can be compared with the theoretical predictions of Ref. 10.

Two-phase underwater propulsion tests have recently been reported by
Avellone and Sarro (Ref. 19). The model used was of the axial-flow type and
had an externally-driven, thin-walled rotor for continuous spin angle control in

the same manner as the Avellone air-to-air model. In all tests the optimum
spin angle was found to be between 1° and 2°. Some of the reported test points

are plotted in Figs. 15 and 16. Direct comparison of the experimental results

with those of the available theories for two-phase interactions is not yet possi-

ble in this case, because the primary fluid used in these tests was steam,
whereas numerical results of the theories are available only for the case of a
noncondensing primary. It will also be noted that, whereas the theory (Ref. 14)

predicts a decrease of thrust augmentation with increasing pressure ratio, the

experimental results are still inconclusive in this respect. Clearly, there is a
great need for further research in this area, particularly since it is evident

from Figs. 15 and 16 that the possibility still exists for vast improvements in

the performance of two-phase bladeless propellers.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The bladeless propeller has the distinct advantages of efficiency and
compactness over the conventional steady-flow ejector, and the distinct advan-
tages of simplicity, ruggedness, and flexibility of operation over existing

nonsteady-flow thrust augmenters.

2. The superiority of the bladeless propeller over the ejector increases as

the secondary -to -primary density ratio is increased, all other conditions being
equal.

3. For each spin angle there exists a secondary-to-primary area ratio that

produces the maximum augmentation; and, similarly, there exists for each area
ratio an optimum spin angle. These optima depend on the density ratio, the
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thickness of the primary jet, and the secondary -flow entrainment during the de-
flection phase.

4. Jet dissipation during the deflection phase has an adverse effect on per-
formance under all conditions (in the limit, if the two streams were to mix in-

stantly at merger, the performance of the bladeless propeller would be reduced
to that of the conventional ejector).

5. The effect of mixing after the deflection phase can be favorable or un-
favorable, depending on the spin angle and the temperature ratio.

6. An increase of coning angle can have a markedly beneficial effect on
performance.

7. Marine applications of two-phase bladeless propellers appear to be very
promising.

Further study is needed in several areas, including:

(a) a means of inhibiting jet dissipation during the deflection phase;

(b) the operation of bladeless propellers with large spin angles and/or
large area ratios;

(c) the operation of bladeless propellers with large density ratios;

(d) the operation of bladeless propellers at high forward speeds;

(e) utilization of two -phase interactions, with a condensable or nonconden-
sable primary gas;

(f) the determination of criteria for rotor and shroud contouring, the de-
sign of internal ducting, and the selection of primary orifice shapes;

(g) utilization of rotating stall through a stationary cascade for the genera-
tion of cryptosteady interactions; and

(h) optimization of thrust generators in which cryptosteady pressure ex-

change is compounded with other energy transfer mechanisms for the purpose
of augmentation.
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ON PROPULSIVE EFFECTS OF

A ROTATING MASS
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ABSTRACT

This paper is dedicated to the study of particular rotatory motions of

masses in space.
^

It is demonstrated experimentally that, within certain limits, small mo-
tions in the desired direction of a vehicle can be obtained by placing
within it a mass that is kept rotating by a motor. The devices that were
used are described and a full summary of the results that were obtained
is given.

.. ,,,•.. . ,,

We have pointed out what, with certain difficulties overcome, will prob-
ably be the most important application of these devices: on certain
types of ships, to give them forward or backward motions, lateral and
evolution motions, at low speeds; in automobiles, to create in them lat-

eral motions which would be useful for parking, in forward and back-
ward motions, and in changes of the direction of motion.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTED DEVICES

In January 1962, we proposed to initiate a study on the rotatory movement
of a mass in space, to see if the dynamic actions produced by it could make
way for possible applications in the field of propulsion. We decided to begin

by considering the rotatory motion of a mass around a point.

The device indicated in Fig. 1 immediately appeared useful to our study.

It executes the motion of a point on a hemisphere. With simple mechanisms,
it was possible to have an arm ap = r , rotating around a point 0, having the

extremity A coincide with o, and the extremity p free to move on the hemi-
sphere. A mass m was concentrated in P.

As a matter of interest, it is recalled that the trajectory described by P

belongs to the hypopedes family, studied in astronomy by Eudoxus, a contempo-
rary of Plato. More precisely, the trajectory represents the window of Viviani,

a pupil of Galilei, who posed the problem of tracing four windows of maximum
area on a hemisphere. (The solution of the problem, given by Gauss, requires
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a;vo.(7orr! -'-i Fig. 1 - Rotatory motion of a

mass around a point

that each window have as its contour the trajectory described by P , which is also

the intersection of a hemisphere with a cylinder of circular section, having the

ray of the sphere as its diameter.)

The device was tested extensively on the ground and on the surface of the

water with satisfying results on the whole.

Continuing our study, we thought it suitable to release the extremity of arm
A from the center o and to insert between a and o an arm r = OA . Thus we
obtained the device indicated in Fig. 2 which represents a mass that turns

around an axis, with the latter rotating around
another axis. The mass moves on a sphere of

ray r^ = (r^ + r^)^-^^. The device, which may
be considered the basis of the present paper,

is formed as follows.

On a light base (1) posed on a horizontal

plane, a motor is placed (2) which, by means
of a transmission (3), turns the horizontal

shaft (4) that is held up by two supports (5)

and (6) attached to the base. The shaft has a

collar (7) within which can rotate an arm
oAq = r , which has welded in Aq at 90° an-

other arm Aq Pq = R> at whose extremity p^
is concentrated a mass m. There are also

two toothed conical wheels of equal diameter
(not designated in the figure), one connected

to arm 0A„ and the other connected to one of

Fig. 2 - Rotation of a
mass around an axis,

with the latter rotating
around another axis
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the supports. Thus, when the motor, and therefore the shaft, are in rotation,

the collar makes arm oAq rotate around the shaft (4), while the two toothed

wheels make it rotate around itself. Therefore, m rotates arovmd OAq that, in

turn, rotates around the shaft (4).

K the weights of all the rotating parts are negligible with respect to the

weight (p) of the mass(m) and if the two arms are of equal length (r = r ), then

this peculiar fact is proved experimentally: when m reaches point P^ the de-
vice behaves as if it were struck by an external force passing through Pj

.

The force is transmitted to the base (1) by means of the arms, the shaft, and

the supports; the base is thus forced to undergo a small displacement on the

plane of support in the direction indicated by the arrow. The same thing is not

repeated for Pq , symmetrical to p^ , nor for the other points. It follows from
this that the device, at each turn of the shaft (4), acquires a small displacement
in only one direction. And if the shaft rotates with continuity, the device com-
pletes a succession of small jerks, and therefore, a forward motion on the

supporting plane.

Thus, the rotatory motion of the mass corresponds to a forward motion of

the device on the supporting plane.

The experiment also demonstrates that the displacement occurs when the

angular speed (w) of the motor shaft (4) is adapted to the dimensions of the de-
vice. In fact, if o) is relatively low, the thrust brought about by the mass is not

sufficient to overcome the friction resistance from the contact of the base (1)

with the supporting plane, and the device remains motionless; if, instead, w is

relatively high, the device undergoes strong vibrations, and hops about on the

supporting plane in a disorderly fashion.

The experiment demonstrates, finally, that the propulsive effect of the ro-
tating mass can also be obtained without making a complete 360° rotation of the

shaft. In fact, if it leaves p^ and is made to rotate the shaft a few degrees,
first in one direction and then in the other, each time m passes through Pj we
observe the formation of a force that displaces the device on the supporting

plane always in the same direction.

The motion of the mass can be related to the system of orthogonal axes ,

X, y, and z fixed with the device and having the origin on the point of intersec-

tion of the axis of the shaft (4) with the arm along r ; x parallel to the base (1)

of the device; y coinciding with the axis of the shaft (4); and z perpendicular
to the base. If point Pq belonging to the plane xy is assumed as the origin of

the motion, then point P^ is also found on plane xy, but rotated 180° in respect
to Pq ; i.e., from Pq it passes to P^, making the shaft (4) rotate 180°.

The device accomplishes, as has already been said, a propulsive effect for

each turn of the shaft (4). If, however, (Fig. 3) we add an arm r' equal to r

,

we weld to Aq' an arm R' equal to arm R, and we place in Pq ' a mass m' equal

to the mass m placed in Pq , we get as a result a device with two masses,
which, in one turn of the shaft, generates two propulsive effects. In fact, let

us assume point Pq as the origin of the motion. For a rotation of 180°, the

mass from Pq passes to Pj and generates a propulsive effect there. In the
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Fig. 3 - Expansion of Fig. 2 to

two rotating masses with two
propulsive effects in a single

shaft revolution

same instant, mass m' is at Pj and after a successive rotation of 180° it passes
to Pq and generates its propulsive effect there.

The arrangement of the device with three toothed wheels (one fixed and
two mobile) and two rotating masses, indicated in Fig. 4, allows two propulsive
effects to be executed for each turn of the motor shaft: one is generated by m

when it is at Pi and the other is generated by m' when, after a 180° rotation

of the motor shaft, it is at point P^

.

11, instead, the two rotating masses are arranged as indicated in Fig. 5,

then the device, for each turn of the motor shaft, generates at the same instant

two propulsive effects, symmetrical in respect to the y axis: one is generated
by m at the moment in which it is at P^ and the other is generated by m' which
at the same moment is at P/. This description shows how effectively the motion
of the devices has been observed, and can be verified by arranging the same de-
vices on a horizontal plane and setting them in motion.

EQUATIONS OF THE MOTION OF THE MASS WITH
DEVICES FIXED TO THE SUPPORTING PLANE

It seems rather difficult to be able to write the general equations for the

motion of the tested devices; first, because the cause of the forward motion in

a desired direction, instead of a back-and-forth motion, is not very clear;

second, because the motion of the devices is accompanied by strong vibrations,

depending on the number and weight of the rotating masses, the rotatory speed
of the motor shaft, the reactions of the support, etc.

Consequently, we can do nothing but limit ourselves to the case in which
the bases of the devices are not free to move on the supporting plane, but are
fixed rigidly to this plane. Likewise, for simplicity, we have to suppose that

the mass is concentrated in one point, that the arms of length R and r and the
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Fig. 4 - Arrangement
of the device in Fig. 3

to include one fixed and
two mobile toothed
wheels

Fig. 5 - Arrangement
of the device in Fig. 3

so that the two propul-
sive effects atone shaft

turn are both symmet-
rical to the y axis

toothed wheels have a negligible weight in respect to the weight of the mass m

,

and finally that the passive resistances are null. With these simplifications, we
can write equations for the motion of the mass and obtain useful results.

Let us begin with the case of the basic device indicated in Fig. 6, which, as
has already been mentioned, executes a rotatory motion of a mass around an
axis, with the latter rotating in turn around another axis. Let us refer the mo-
tion of the mass to the system of axes o, x, y, and z as previously indicated.

Let us assume the point Pq as the origin of the motion on the xy plane cor-
responding to the angle of rotation 9=0. At time t the two arms are turned
by ; therefore, from OAqPq we pass to OAF . If P' is the projection of P on the

plane zOx, we have ap' = ap sin ^ = r sin . The coordinates of P then are:

= AC - AB

- R cos

AP' r cos = R sin^ - cos

(1)

z :^ DC + CP' = OA sin 5 + AP' cos ^ (R cos 9 + r) sine* .

These expressions represent a trajectory whose projections on the three

coordinate planes have the forms indicated in Fig. 7. In Pj we have a check-
point. If the angular speed and acceleration are indicated with 9 = co and

= e , the components of the speed and those of the acceleration assume the

form

v = (R sin 20 + r sin0)aj

V = R sin0co (2)

V = (R cos 2 <9 + r cos 9) co ,
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Fig. 6 - Arrangement of the de

-

vice in Fig. 3, with e = as the

angle of rotation, for determi-
nation of the coordinates of P

a^ = (2R cos 2 61 + r cos 0) oP-

+ (R sin 20 + r sin 6) e

p, ; X

^ 'f.

a = R cos^oj^ + R sin^e
y

a^ = - (2R sin 261 + r sind^ap-

+ (R cos 2 61 + r cos 0) e .

The speed of the mass becomes

[r2 (1 + sin^0) + r^ + 2Rr cos6i]^/2 ^

For R = rand = -n, i.e., in P^ , we have

V = 0.

(3)

(4)

Fig. 7 - Trajectory projec-
tions of the three coordinates
of P

In the study of the dynamics of the point,

the principle of the conservation of energy is

often used. K we suppose that in the system
we are considering the energy remains con-

stant, we can derive an expression that may
give us an indication about the way of varying a> and e to the varying of the

ai^le . For this expression we can write:

E = - mv^
2

Joj + pz = const- (5)
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where 1/^2 mv^ is the kinetic energy of the mass m, 1/2 ]u>^ is the kinetic energy

of the remaining masses that rotate around the y axis and in respect to which

the moment of inertia equals j, and pz is the energy of the vertical motion of

the weight p

.

Equations (5), (4), and the third equation of Eqs. (1) yield

E =: -m [R2(1 + sin2 61) + r^ + 2Rr cos 5] oj^ + - J co^ + p (R cos 6 + r) sin 9 .

K we put h = j/mR2, we obtain

E - P(Rcos i9+ r) sin5

- m [R2(1 + sin2 0) + r^ + 2Rr cos 6 + hR^; (6)

Differentiating Eq. (5) with respect to the time t, we obtain e. To determine
the value of E necessary for the calculation of w, we can resort to the mean
value of the number of revolutions N. In fact, from dd = codt, using Eq. (6),

we obtain the period

-~f^^r'^-^r

1 V '2

- m [R2(1 + sin2 0) + r^ + 2Rr cos ^ + hR2]

P(Rcos (9+ r) sine* N (7)

To deduce E from this expression, we can proceed graphically, choosing arbi-

trary values Ej, Ej, E3, . . . , calculating the integral and determining the cor-

responding values Tj, T,, T3, . . . . Entering in graphs having E as a function

of T with the value of i/n, we can obtain the value of e.

By applying the procedure used for the device indicated in Fig. 3 to other

devices, the corresponding expressions can be obtained.

It is particularly useful for what will be said to consider the device indi-

cated in Fig. 5.

The coordinates of points P^ and Pj in which the masses are concentrated

are:

R sin^ (9 - r cos -R sin^ 9 + T cos

-R cos y = -R cos

(R cos 9 + r) sin i -(R cos 9 + r ) sin

With R = r and putting mi = m^ = m/2, the coordinates of the center of gravity

G of the two masses are

Xq =
, y^ = -R cos 9 , Zq = .
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This means that, instead of the two masses which are symmetrical every
moment in respect to the y axis, a single mass M may be adopted which moves
with a well-timed back-and-forth motion along the y axis. The quantities of

motion and their derivatives are:

Qx = Qx =

Q =MRsinf? Q = MR (cos 6'co2+ sin 0e)
'- n ' . \/i " •

Q, = Q. = .

The energy of the system is: ' '
-'

i

E = — m,v 2 + - m„v„2 + - ]co^ = const.

Continuing these calculations, using h = J/MR^, we obtain

E = MR2 [sin2 fei + 2 ( 1 + cos 0) + h] a;2 , (8)

and thus,

CO = 1/R (E/M)i'2 [sin2 + 2 (1 + cos ^) + h]"i/2 , d^/dt . (9)

From this expression, it follows

dt = R (-) [sin20 + 2 (1+ cos 0) + h] 1/2 d^ =^ •

(10)

With this expression we can obtain E. By substituting in Eq. (9), E is obtained,

and thus by deriving from Eq. (8), we have

sin 0(1- cos d) E2

[sin2 + 2 (1 + cos 5) + h]

The expression of Q becomes therefore:

1 + (2 + h) cos e + cos^ d

Q„ = MRE2 (11)^
[sin^e + 2 (1 + cos 0) + h]2

If we plot Q against t , we obtain a graph of the type indicated in Fig. 8.

RESULTS OF THE TESTS

The described devices were submitted to a long series of tests to establish

what concrete results could be obtained for propulsive purposes by a mass
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Q.

(9.

-R<

Fig. 8 - Graph plot of Q against t

rotating in space. We studied above all the device with two masses indicated in

Fig. 3. The tests were carried out on land, in the water, and in the air, with no

saving of time. We can now report the most important results of these tests.

Land Tests

These tests were carried out on the floor, on horizontal tables, and on

inclined planes.

Figure 9 shows a device with two masses placed at the front extremities

of two sets of longitudinal poles, one of which is attached to two transverse

poles which rest on the floor by means of four heels. The device weighs 30

kg; the two masses consist of two pieces of lead each weighing 200 grams, and

are driven by an electric motor.

In Fig. 10 the results of the tests are shown; in the abscissa we have the

speed with which the device moves on the floor, and in the ordinate the gross

motor power absorbed by the apparatus. Since it was a small motor and since

we did not have at our disposal any torque meter qualified to calibrate these

motors, we cannot effectively say what the net power absorbed by the device is.

K, in the case we are considering, we assume that the efficiency is 0.25 for the

motor and the transmission, we may deduce that at the maximum speed of 0.41

m/sec the net power measured on the motor shaft is 50 watts.
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Fig. 9 - Land-tested device
weighing 30 kg, with two
masses consisting of two
pieces of lead weighing 200
grams each

Fig. 10 - Results of tests on
the device in Fig. 9

With a device having two masses of

the same type, but with a weight of 450
grams and with two pieces of lead weigh-
ing 20 grams each, we obtained the re-
sults shown in Fig. 11. K we assume the

efficiency of the electric micromotor and
the transmission to be equal to 0.20 at

the maximum speed of 0.61 m/sec, the

absorbed power measured on the motor
shaft is 4.6 watts. The device advances
toward the right or toward the left, ac-
cording to the way in which the rotating

masses are oriented.

Figure 12 shows a device placed on
four wooden heels covered with soft rub-
ber. It weighs 1,275 grams and climbs a
sheet of glass, inclined at 59° on a hori-

zontal plane.

Figure 13 shows one of the different

curves obtained to measure the efficiency

of a device that climbs a table inclined at

an angle /3 on a horizontal plane. Differ-

ent values of /3 were assumed, and for

each value the height of the climb (h) and

the time of the climb (t) of the device

were measured. By multiplying the weight

p of the device by the h/t we obtained the

power rendered by the device. It can be
deduced from the figure that the device

renders the greatest power when it climbs
a table inclined at an angle fi given by
tg /? = 0.41.

Figure 14 shows a device placed on

the back part of a wooden frame 2 meters
long and 1 meter wide and having four au-

tomobile wheels. The device, with two
masses of 3 kg each, put in motion by a
12 -volt battery of an automobile, turns

the frame around vertical axes. The front

part of the frame remains substantially in

the same position, while the back part

moves sideways to the right or left, ac-

cording to the direction of rotation of the

two masses.

Figure 15 shows a Fiat 1100 automobile. On the lower face of the bottom of

the trunk a device with two masses is placed, turned toward the road surface.

The weight of each mass is 6 kg, and the motor of the device, put in motion by
the automobile battery, absorbs a power of 220 watts.
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Fig. 11 - Results of tests on the

same type of device as in Fig. 9,

but with a total weight of 450
grams and having two pieces of

lead weighing 20 grams each

The phenomenon shown in the

preceding case is repeated here; i.e.,

the back part of the car moves side-

ways toward the right or toward the

left, according to the direction of ro-
tation of the masses. In about 40

seconds, the back part of the car

moves sideways about 2 meters. This
means that if the car is approaching
to park at a pavement and its longi-

tudinal plane forms an angle of 30°

with the pavement itself, a device with

two masses is able to bring all of the

car to the pavement in a short time.

By changing the direction of rotation

of the two masses, the car is brought
back to the position of arrival.

An indication of the efficiency of the device can be obtained in the following

way. Let us assume an automobile weight of 800 kg, and let us distribute 500

kg on the front wheels and 300 kg on the back wheels. K we assume a friction

coefficient between wheels and pavement equal to 0.60, the force necessary to

move the back part of the car sideways is equal to 300 x 0.6 = 180 kg. Since the

lateral displacement of 2 meters happens in about 40 seconds, the useful power
is 180 X 2/40 X 75 = 0.12 hp. The ratio of the powers is 0.80.

Fig. 12 - Device having four

rubber-covered heels and
weighing 1275 grams, climb-
ing a sheet of glass inclined

at 59°
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Fig. 13 - Curve measur-
ing the efficiency of a
device that climbs a table

inclined at an angle p

Fig. 14 -Device on back
part of a wooden frame set

on four automobile wheels,
consisting of two masses of

3 kg each. The nnasses are
put in motion by a 12 -volt

automobile battery and
move the back part of the

frame sideways, in the di-

rection of rotation

Tests on the Surface of Water

We devoted a gi ^ deal of time to tests on the surface of water. We tested

models of merchant emu military ships, pontoons, catamarans, and wooden and

plastic containers. We shall report here some of the results.

Figure 16 shows a device with hyppopedes placed on the forward part of a
ship model 1.60 meters long and weighing 15 kg. The model advances at low

speed on the surface of the water, with a rectilinear motion.

Figure 17 shows a float with a flat bottom and vertical sides. Length L is

4 meters, width 1 is 0.74 meters, and displacement d is 77 kg. It has a two-

mass device, each mass having a weight pj of 4.900 kg. Arms R = r are 0.16

meters long. The relation of the weight of the two masses to the displacement

is 2pi/d = 2x 4.90/77 = 0.127. The relation of double the length of the arms
to the length of the hull is 2r/L = 2 x 0.16/4 = 0.08. The float moves at a

speed of 0.36 m/sec.

Another float similar to the preceding one, 1.60 meters long, and with

2pi/d = 2 X 0.300/4.20 = 0.142 and 2r/L = 2 x 0.04/1.60 = 0.05, has a speed

V of 0.22 m/sec. Since the scale of the models is ^ = 4.00/1.60 = 2,5, the

results of the tests indicate that the functioning of the devices can be regulated

in such a way as to satisfy the relation v = v {k)^''\

With another hull having a flat bottom and vertical sides, and with 2pj/d =

2 X 0.30/24.90 = 0.02 and 2r/L = 2 x 0.10/4 = 0.05, we obtained the speed of
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0.085 m/sec. K this hullwere extended

proportionally, to the length of 160 me-
ters, it would be able to reach a speed

V =v(\)i/2 = 0.085/0. 514 X (160/4)1/2 =

1.04 knots. The device would occupy

5/100 X 160 = 8 meters of the length of

the hull, and 2% of the displacement.
The hull of Fig. 17, on the other hand,

if leng'^hened to 160 meters would be
able tc reach a speed v = 0.36/

0.514(40) ^'2 = 4^45 knots. The device

would occupy 8/100 x 160 = 12.8 meters
of the length of the hull, but 12.7% of

the displacement.

Figure 18 shows the hull indi-

cated in Fig. 17 tested in the port of

Genoa. The wave produced by the lat-

eral displacements of the hull is quite

visible.

Figure 19 shows a very light hull,

1.40 meters long, with a flat bottom,

driven by a device with two masses.
The hull can advance in any direction.

It completes a rotation of 360° in 30

seconds.

Indicated in Fig. 20 is a model
destroyerwith 2pj/d = 0.062 and 2r/L =

0.039. In a surface of water of 10.5

square meters, it turns in a short time.

Figure 21 shows a long device hav-

ing R = r = 0.80 meters. It will be
tested in the sea as soon as a suitable

small ship is found. In such a way we
hope to see what can be achieved on a
ship in normal navigation on the open
sea.

Fig. 15 - Trunk of a Fiat

1100 with a device consist-
ing of two masses at 6 kg
each and having the same
effect on the back part of the

car, after being set in mo-
tion, as the device in Fig. 14

Fig. 16 - Device with hyp-
popedes on forward part of

a ship model 1.60 meters
long, 1 5 kg weight, advanc-
ing at low speed and having
rectilinear motionIt should be pointed out that very

little force is needed to move afloat on
an absolutely calm surface of water.
For example, the model of the de-

stroyer indicated in Fig. 20, which weighs 24 kg can be moved by applying a force

of 1 gram to it. Since, as we have seen, the tested device has the capacity to

move a float, it follows from this that the device generates a propulsive effect

even when the resistance is very low.
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Fig. 17 - Float with flat

bottom and ve rtical
sides , 4 meters long, 0.74
meters wide, 77 kg dis-
placement, having a 2-

mass device and moving
at 0. 36 m/sec

Fig. 18 - Hull of float in Fig.
17, showing the wave produced
by its lateral displacements

Fig. 19 - Very light hull,
1.40 meters long, flat
bottom, driven by a device
with two masses

Tests in Immersion

These tests were carried out by placing a two- mass device on a com-
pletely immersed hull, 3.10 meters long and 0.48 meters wide, with 2pi/d =

2 X 4.90/470 = 0.208 and 2r/L = 0.18/3.10 = 0.116. The resulting speed was
very low, but it was sufficient to demonstrate that the device functions even

when placed on a hull that is completely immersed. However, because of the

excessive dimensions of the device, its weight, and its very low speed, it can-

not at presence have practical applications for navigation in immersion.
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We must add that the immersion tests

are rather difficult and that we have dedi-

cated very little time to them. To the study

of navigation in immersion we must return

at another time.

Tests in Air ' i it.vC •
'

'

The tests were carried out by placing a

small two- mass device on two hydrogen-
filled balloons enclosed within a frame of

very light wood. The tests were performed
in a closed room with the air absolutely still.

A device (Fig. 4) placed at one end of

the two balloons with the y axis horizontal,

made the balloons turn around vertical axes.

With the device rotating 180° around the y

axis, the balloons rotated in the opposite di-

rection. The device has the capacity to im-
part a forward motion to the balloons, but at

a very low speed.

nn. a. i 4-

'W).S.«4

Fig. 20 - Diagram of

the turn of a model
destroyer

These tests were also very difficult. We had to avoid the formation of air

currents, eliminate the vibrations of the two balloons, reduce to a minimum the

propulsive effect of the apparatus which stirs up the air, and limit the weight of

the apparatus as much as possible.

Fig. Zl - Long device having
R = T = 0.80 meters for navi-
gation testing on the open sea
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The results of these tests do not allow us to predict the immediate practi-

cal applications of the devices for air navigation, since here also we dedicated
a rather limited amount of time to the tests.

Tests in Rarefied Air

These tests were carried out with the aim of observing the influence of air

on the functioning of the device. We set up an airtight iron case, in the form of

a cube, each side 60 cm long. The vacuum within the case was created with a
pump, and was measured by means of a column of mercury. A vertical pole

with a metallic tip was attached to the bottom of the case. Around it could ro-

tate a horizontal pole, carrying a device at one end and electric piles at the

other. The center of gravity G of the device-transversal-piles complex falls

on the vertical w passing through the tip (Fig. 22).

The result of the tests was that

the device was not influenced by the

absence of air. In fact, the device, at

the same motor power, made the hori-

zontal pole rotate the same number of

turns (24 at first) with atmospheric
pressure as with a 98.4% vacuum.

In place of the device we substi-

tuted a small propeller with dimen-
sions equal to those of the device. We
found that the propeller, with its mo-
tor power used for the device, makes
the pole rotate at 74 rpm with atmos-
pheric pressure; but in the vacuum

indicated above, the propeller acquires a very high number of revolutions with-

out generating thrust, and the pole remains still.

Fig. 22 -

device for

Transversal

-

rarefied air

piles

tests

The device makes the pole rotate, even if the center of gravity G does not

fall on the vertical w. In fact, if Yq is the distance of G from w, the pole for

Yq = 0, 0-1, 6-3, and 2 cm completes 31, 31, and 26 rpm respectively.

The maximum number of revolutions reached with the pole was 61 rpm.
Since the distance of the device from the axis of rotation was 0.25 meters, it

follows that the maximum speed reached by the device was 1.6 m/sec.

Tests With the Device Suspended from a Thread

Figure 23 shows the horizontal pole t having a device (Aj) and the piles

(Aj). a vessel R having a circular section contains water in which is placed

a float G, which also has a circular section. A thin thread f suspends the

pole to the float. By operating the motor of the device, the pole begins to ro-

tate, and by means of the thread, also sets the float rotating. In such a way
both the pole and the float turn slowly in the same direction with continuity.
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Tests on Dry Ice Moving on a
' *

'

Horizontal Smooth Slate

As it is known according to the principles

of mechanics, a body not subjected to any force

either remains at rest or moves at a uniform

speed. In practice, it happens that a body put

into motion by an initial thrust, slows its own
motion gradually because of friction, and stops.

However, if the friction is very small, the

body is able to maintain a constant speed for

quite a long time.

'^v
fi» fii

Fig. 23 - Diagram of a
test with the device sus-
pended from a thread

In order to create in the laboratory a motion with very low friction, we re-

sorted to small pieces of smooth dry ice on a horizontal slate that was likewise

accurately smoothed. The friction derived from it is, in effect, very low. In

fact, a piece of dry ice pushed by a light puff of air, can run the length of the

slate at a uniform speed. Glass is less suitable than slate, because the ice,

which melts little -by -little, sticks to the glass very easily.

The friction coefficient for dry ice in motion on a smoothed slate, accord-

ing to experiments specifically carried out by us, is equal to about 0.001. As
may be recalled, the coefficient of friction for steel on ice, as given by the

manuals, is 0.01.

A device with two masses, with an overall weight of 140 grams, was posed,

by means of a light wooden frame, on four small pieces of dry ice placed on an

accurately smooth slate 3.20 meters long and 0.50 meters wide. Numerous
tests of systematic type were carried out, with the device running over the

slate in all directions. The tests were repeated with another device weighing

120 grams. The final result of these tests was that the device-frame-ice com-
plex, according to the way in which the device is oriented on the slate, (a) ad-

vances on the slate with rectilinear and uniform motion, (b) turns to the right,

(c) turns to the left, and (d) launched at low speed from extremity A to the other

extremity b of the slate, at a certain point stops and returns backwards. As is

apparent, a friction resistance that is of the order of thousandths of grams
does not impede the functioning of the apparatus.

It should be noted that in the last case, both the dynamic action of the ro-

tating masses that brings the frame back again and the friction resistance are

headed in the same direction: from B toward A.

Graph of the Forward Motion of the Device

A large sheet of paper was laid out on the floor, and on it the device (Fig. 9)

was made to advance, carrying a penpoint for writing on the paper. The pen-

point was more or less in correspondence to the vertical passing through the
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center of gravity of the device. The device was tested with one mass and with

two masses, at different numbers of revolutions. The trajectory described by

the penpoint in the various cases is shown in Fig. 24. We have:

(1) one arm and N = 150

(2) one arm and N = 200

(3) one arm and N = 224

(4) one arm and N = 318

(5) two arms and N = 132

(6) two arms and N = 170

(7) two arms and N = 210

(8) two arms and N = 250

Fig. 24 - Trajectories described
by penpoint for various tests on
the forward motion of a device

It is clearly noted that for each revolution of the motor shaft, we have a

forward motion (sj and a backward motion (sj) of the device. The second is

much smaller than the first. For example, we have:

= 200 and a device with one arm
= 224 and a device with one arm
= 250 and a device with two arms.
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Fig. 25 - Oscillograph of the per-
formance of the device indicated in

Fig. 9

abscissa we have the angle of rotation e of the motor shaft and in the ordinate

N, the voltage v and the current i, measured on the terminals of the motor.
In order to pass from the input power VI to that measured on the shaft in Eq.

(4), it was necessary to remove from vi the power absorbed by all the passive

resistances and to multiply the power that remained by the efficiency of the

motor. The power absorbed by the passive resistance was 9 watts.

For 0=0 and for = 27t we have v = 26 v, i = 0.46 amp, and vi =

11.96 w. The corresponding power on the device is 2.96 w.

In the points (9=0 and fi^ = 2?^ we have N = 1.42/sec and at the maxi-
mum 2.22/sec. The mean value measured by a tachymeter during the test was
N = 95/min = 1.58/sec. The corresponding period is T = 0.6316/sec.

With this value of T, Eq. (7) gives E = 0.1828 kg-m. Having had in the

device R = 0.20 m, r = 0.15 m, p = 0.200 kg, and h = 2.15, it was possible

to calculate with Eq. (6) the angular speed w. In Fig. 26 the values of u> ob-

tained during the test are indicated with (+), and those calculated with Eq. (6)

are indicated with (o)

.

We wanted to see the contribution given by pz and by 1/2 Jw^ to the values

of E and of w. In Eq. (6), placing pz = produces a curve indicated by (•)»

and placing h = gives the curve indicated by (A). The values of E are
0.1666 1^-m in the first case, and 0.0927 kg-m in the second.

For R = r, h = 0, 6* = 180°, from Eq. (6) we obtain oj = ».
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_ SO

_ iO

(+) £xpe/-/e/fce

(O) £: 0/824 Kg.

( .] £ = 0, ii66

(A) E^o093r
—— pz =

_ 6

&-'

iOO 200 500 560

Fig. Z6 - Comparison of values of w obtained from tests

with those obtained from Eq. (6)

CONSIDERATION OF TESTED DEVICES

The device which first produces the greatest interest is the one indicated

in Fig. 5. In fact, it is perfectly balanced, moves forward on the floor, and

climbs an inclined plane. A small device of this kind, held in the hand, gives

evident proof of the possibility it has for generating a substantial propulsive

thrust for each turn of the motor shaft.
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However, this device does not function in either water or air, nor when
suspended from a thread, nor even on small blocks of dry ice that are free to

move on a horizontal slate. When the device is placed on a model of a ship,

for example, it makes the model go forward and backward, while the center of

gravity of the model remains in the same position. The device, therefore, func-

tions only if a suitable value of friction resistance exists; if this resistance is

too low or nonexistent, the device does not function.

In order to give an explanation of this, it is necessary to consider only the

derivative of the quantity of motion (Fig. 8). Since the area of this diagram is

zero, it follows that, if there is no friction, the device goes back and forth; if

there is friction, linear or not, the device acquires a forward motion.

In fact, if the friction resistance is represented by lines +Ra and -Rg as

indicated in Fig. 8, then the device advances and does not go back. This is so
because the diagram of force that thrusts the device back is always inferior to

the friction resistance, while in the meantime the point of the diagram of force

that thrusts the device forward is superior to the friction resistance. The de-
vice, in correspondence to this point, undergoes a forward jerk. If instead

the friction resistance is very low, the two lines +Ra and -Rg that represent
it come very close to the t axis, so that the two areas of the diagram remain
substantially equal between them, and the device does not advance. The device

thus remains defined, in both its functioning and its limited practical

applications.

This conclusion cannot be extended to the devices indicated in Figs. 2 and 3.

They, in fact, function even with a very low friction, as can be seen in the tests

in water and on dry ice. On the other hand, if we analyze the trajectory of the

forward motion of the device (Fig. 27) deduced from Fig. 24, it is clearly indi-

cated that when the mass reaches point Pj and remains there motionless, the

device is displaced of +s^; when the mass is

in the remaining points of the trajectory, the

device goes forward and backward; when the

mass returns to Pi there is the h-Sj dis-

placement again; and thus it goes on. The
trajectory of the motion of the device is

therefore composed of two parts: one closed,
in which the device completes a back-and-
forth motion, and the other open, giving proof Pi„ 27 - Trajectory
of theforward motion of the device. It seems of devices (Figs, z and
very difficult to give an explanation for this 3) that function with
forward motion. On the one hand, we have very low friction

definite proof that the device advances, even
in the presence of an extremely small amount
of friction; on the other, we have the theorem of the motion of the center of

gravity, which excludes the possibility of the device advancing, unless there is

a friction resistance. No "internal" muscular force and no "internal" mecha-
nism, simple or complex, can influence the motion of the center of gravity.

The explanation of the forward movement will eventually be found. What is

necessary is a thorough examination of the functioning of the device, both from
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the theoretical and experimental point of view. As to the theoretical viewpoint,

it will be necessary to be able to form the general equations for the motion of

the device, to find again the trajectory indicated in Fig. 27, and to demonstrate
that the displacement +Sj ceases to exist if there is effected a lack of friction

resistance because of the contact of the device with the surface of the support.

As to the experimental viewpoint, it is a question of finding a laboratory test in

which the friction resistance is small enough to remove the possibility that the

device might move.

For now, we have established the fact that a vehicle, by means of an "in-

ternal" mechanism, can move in the presence of very little friction.

CONCLUSIONS " -•'

During the tests that were made, the best results were obtained with the

device indicated in Fig. 3; thus, we intend to refer to this device in our final

summary considerations.

1. The device, as has been mentioned, does not generate a continuous

thrust, as happens for example in the case of the propeller, but produces two
propulsive effects for each turn of the motor shaft. Meanwhile, in the interval

between one propulsive effect and the other, the device vindergoes the reaction

of the vehicle that it must thrust. It follows from this that the functioning of

the device depends upon the type of vehicle, and on the point and way in which
it is placed on the vehicle.

2. The number of turns of the motor cannot be notably increased, because

beyond a certain value the device begins to jump aroimd on the supporting plane,

and the absorbed power is thus dispersed in vibrations.

3. Up to the present time, it has not been possible to combine more than

two rotating masses in such a way as to be able to have more than two propul-

sive effects for each turn of the motor shaft. Even after having recognized

the great importance that the resolution of this problem would have, we have

only been able to devote rather limited time to it.

4. The device generates vibrations that may be tolerable on ships and

floats in general, but rather unpleasant in land vehicles. It is necessary to

foresee an arrangement of mechanisms that can absorb the vibrations. In the

case of automobiles, if the device is attached to the axis of the rear wheels,

it is necessary to anticipate an arrangement of shock-absorbers that will pre-

vent the vibrations from passing from the axis of the wheels to the chassis.

5. The weight and dimensions of the device may constitute a serious ob-

stacle for its use on ships. It depends on the speed it has to reach. If it is

limited to the minimum speed needed to move a ship in port, with a calm sea

and without wind, then the weight and the dimensions of the device may be

tolerable. Numerical indications concerning this problem will be obtained

only after having made tests on some ships.
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6. We did not rvin any tests of devices placed on hulls in motion to see

if a device produces its forward motion even when the hull has the propeller in

action, or if it produces its turning motion even when the hull has the propeller

alone or the propeller and the rudder in action. These are tests that would be
of great interest for the practical application of the device. K the outcome of

the tests were satisfactory, the use of the device could become useful even if

just for the contribution it would make in support of the rudder. These tests

should be carried out, naturally, on a ship under normal navigation conditions.

7. It was not possible for us to conduct research on trajectories different

from those indicated previously; for example, trajectories that are less cum-
bersome and more efficient.

Having seen from the first that, even with determined limitations, there

existed the possibility of moving a vehicle in a desired direction, by making a

mass rotate within it, we dedicated ourselves solely to the execution of a vast

series of tests with the goal of giving a definite proof of the existence of this

possibility. - •

We are of the conviction that what is of interest is mainly the construction

of evidence for a given phenomenon. If it appears useful for practical applica-

tions, the necessary modifications can always be fovmd in order to execute the

phenomenon in the best possible way.

Finally, we should like to state that the present paper is original and that

the devices described in it are patented.

DISCUSSION

Prof. M. Poreh
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology

Hafia, Israel

The propulsion effect of certain xmsteady motions of a mass within a

closed system with rigid boundaries seems, at first, surprising and contra-

dictory to physical laws. The phenomenon is not new, however. The "Mexi-
can jumping bean" is just one example of a motion due to polarized accelera-

tion. Friction is the dominating factor in all of Prof. DiBella's experiments.

In some of them, the friction coefficient is very small indeed, but so is the

power necessary to maintain the motion.
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Prof. Alfio Di Bella

I should like to thank Prof. Poreh for his contribution to the discussion and

to write down here some of my considerations.

To show that results of tests of my devices are in agreement with the prin-

ciples of mechanics it is not necessary to draw an analogy with larval insects;

it is enough to remember these principles.

The chapter concerning the motion of any material system in Appell's

classical treatise on Rational Mechanics states that: "Le centre de gravite

du systeme se meut comme un point materiel, qui aurait pour masse la masse
totale du systeme, et auquel seraient appliquees des forces egales et paralleles

aux forces exterieures." We can see therefore that any force conditions are

acceptable, as long as they are "external."

The test results of my devices were obtained in the presence of external

forces. In fact:

- In tests on dry ice, friction resistance is the dominating factor; it

is very little (practically negligible), but not strictly zero.

- In tests in water the water pressure acting against the hull is the

dominating factor.

- In tests in air the pressure against the balloon on which the device

is placed is the dominating factor.

For these reasons the working of the devices follows the classical mechanical
principles, and the dominating factor in my experiments is not the friction

coefficient alone.

However, it would be interesting to know the minimum values of the ex-

ternal forces which are necessary to prevent the device from working. Theo-
retically, this could be done by writing the motion equations of the device; and
in a practical way, by carrying out tests in the presence of external forces

that gradually decrease to zero.

As far as the power absorbed by the device is concerned, it has not been
possible to find out experimentally if the power diminishes with the external

forces. The 140-gram device works with the same small battery both on dry
ice and on a wood table. We should remember, however, that the device is

subject to vibrations and shocks on the supporting plain.

At present, it is difficult to say how power absorbed by the device is

distributed.
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THE AERODYNAMICS OF SAILS

Jerome H. Milgram
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

INTRODUCTION

The general nature of the aerodynamics of sails is similar to that of low-

speed aircraft, for the most part. However, there are a few significant differ-

ences. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the fundamentals of these

differences and, to a limited extent, how these differences affect the design of

sails. As in the case of aircraft, the best starting point here is the lifting line

theory for a single lifting line. One difference between the lifting line theory

for sails and the lifting line theory in an unbounded free stream is that there is

a boundary beneath the lifting line in the sail problem which represents the hull

and the sea. Another difference is that sails operate in a wind gradient that is

significant over the entire span of a sail, whereas on most aircraft the wind
gradient is usually significant only near the root of a wing.

For a vessel carrying two sails, much can be learned from the theory of

two interacting lifting lines. This is, of course, similar to the biplane theory

for aircraft, and some generalizations drawn from aircraft theory can be ap-

plied to a sailing rig. Because of the various limitations of the biplane theory,

however, as well as the fact that, for sails, the lifting lines are skewed to each
other if one of the sails is set on a stay, detailed results from the theory of two
lifting lines must be obtained by numerical methods.

When boundary layer effects are examined, the situation relating to sails is

much more complicated than most other applications, because, for the most
part, sails operate at relatively large lift coefficients. For example, a typical

wing or propeller blade might have a lift coefficient of about 0.4, whereas a
typical sail would have a lift coefficient of about 1.4. Most boundary layer ef-

fects are determined by the chordwise pressure distribution, since the flow is

usually almost wholly chordwise. This is shown in Fig. 1 which is a photograph
of sails having tufts to indicate the flow direction in a wind tunnel. Two other

frequent effects are also indicated. These are the local leading-edge separation

on the mainsail near the head of the jib due to a poor match between the sails,

and the local trailing-edge separation near the head of the mainsail due to the

large local lift coefficient in this region.

LIFTING LINE THEORY FOR A SINGLE SAIL

Two of the main differences between the aerodynamics of sails and the aero-
dynamics of most other low- speed lifting surfaces are that a sail operates in a
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Fig. 1 - Model sails with tufts in a wind tunnel

velocity gradient and that it has a solid boundary beneath it formed by the hull

and the sea surface. The effects due to these differences can be determined
from the lifting line theory. The actual design of sail shapes must be carried
out by the lifting surface theory (see, e.g., Milgram, 1968). However, for the

linearized problem the lifting line theory and the lifting surface theory yield

identical flows in the Trefftz plane. Hence gross quantities such as lift, in-

duced drag, and heeling moment can be calculated by the lifting line theory.

Consider a steady, incompressible, inviscid flow in the presence of a
heeled lifting line. The flow is taken to be irrotational except on the lifting line

and its trailing vortex sheet. The boundary conditions beneath the lifting line

are approximated by a plane parallel to the sea surface lying somewhere be-
tween the deck of the hull and the sea surface. To satisfy the boundary condi-
tion of no-flow through this plane, henceforth called the image plane, the method
of images is used as shown in Fig. 2. The free stream velocity is approximated
by a linearly varying function of height having the value Uq at midspan and a
slope of K. The direction of the free stream is taken to be constant in this de-
velopment, whereas on an actual sailing vessel the incident stream direction is

not constant. This occurs because the incident wind is the vector sum of the
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true wind velocity whose magnitude
increases with height, and the neg-
ative of the velocity of the vessel.

This small effect is neglected in

this analytical development, but is

taken into account in the numerical
calculations of the next section.

The lifting line problem isfor-

mally posed as follows. Determine
the flow field and associated lift,

and the induced drag and heeling

moment for a lifting line of length

b perpendicular to an incident, x -

directed, shear flow and inclined to

the vertical by an angle . An in-

finite horizontal plane is located at

a distance h below the lifting line,

and the variation of free stream
velocity depends only on height in

a linear fashion such that its speed
is given by

Uq + Ky (1)

The origin of the coordinates
is at the midspan of the lifting line

(Fig. 2). Calling the disturbance
velocity potential by and the dis-

turbance velocity components by u
'

,

v', and w', the boundary conditions

are:

Fig. Z - The geometry for a heeled
lifting line in the presence of an
image plane

y=-b/2-h
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

The method of solution is similar to that used by Glauert (1948) for an un-
bounded airfoil in a uniform stream. The circulation must vanish at the ends of

the lifting line to satisfy Eq.(6). This is because a nonzero value of circulation at

an end of the lifting line would necessitate a trailing vortex of nonzero strength,
since the vortex field is solenoidal. The circulation strength on the lifting line

is expanded in a Fourier series, each term of which vanishes at the ends of the
span. First the angular variable ./. is defined by the relation
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y ^cos^ (7)

with the simple Jacobian

If
= I Sin * . (8)

Then the circulation can be expanded as

. ' " " 00

r[y(</')] = 2 Uq b V A^ sin n^ , (9)
"'

> n = 1

where the A^'s are dimensionless. The usual relation for the lift distribution

holds;

? [y(^)] = /OU(y) r(y)
,

(10)

which gives

00

?(</.) = [2 /OUg^ b - pUg Kb^ cos 0] J^ A^ sin n^ .
(H)

n= 1

Since the vortex field is solenoidal and Kelvin's circulation theorem is valid,

there must be a trailing vortex sheet of strength equal to the negative of the

spanwise derivative of the circulation:

y[y(0)] -- -~ (12)
^y

and in terms of ,

-4Uq 2_, nA^cosni//

yW ^^^—^ (13)
sin i//

The solution of this problem is carried out by use of the method of images

as shown in Fig. 2, where the sign of the image of any vortex element is oppo-

site to the sign of the element in order to satisfy the boundary condition on the

image plane. The perturbation velocity is taken as the velocity induced by the

system of vorticity compriSBd of the lifting line and its trailing vortex sheet as

well as the image system. There is another source of velocity alteration. This

alteration occurs whenever the system of vorticity induces velocity parallel to

the direction in which the free stream speed varies. Because of the vertical

variation of free stream velocity, such induced flow convects fluid of a given

stream velocity to a region where the undisturbed stream velocity has a possibly

different value. For wind gradients commonly encountered in normal sailing
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craft, this effect is very small and will not be taken into account in the

following theory.

It is shown in appendix A that the effect of heeling on sail aerodynamics is

negligible. Hence, the following developments will be carried out for zero heel.

The dominant effects of heeling can then be accounted for by proper resolution

of forces. The lift and heeling moment are determined by the circulation distri-

bution on the lifting line and the free stream velocity distribution. These inde-

pendent variables, along with the induced velocity component w', determine the

induced drag to the first order in the velocity ratio.

We can now determine w'. From the law of Biot and Savart,

w'(y) = ± f

''
ZlZll dr, - -i- r ' ^Zm dT, . (14)^^477 j y-V 4^ J y + h + 2h + T] '

The negative sign occurs on the second term because the sign of the image vor-

tex system is the negative of the sign of the lifting line and trailing vortex sheet

system.

Let

7] = - — COS 'p on the lifting line (15)

7] = - — cos (p on the image line , 'lt>)

and, as before,

b
y - - — cos lA

2

In terms of the variables 0, 0', and 4)', w'(y) is given by

(17)

(18)
/_l_y~'_. ^ aJT cosn0' d4'' _

j

cos n(p' d0'
\

"" '•^' ~ 4^ L-J 0" "]] cos - cos -A' J„ 2+4h/b-(cos'/'+ cos(p')
n- 1

[^0
^

The first integral was evaluated by Glauert (1948) as

r cos n0 dp _ sin n^ (19^
J cos ^' - cos 'p siniA

The second integral is evaluated in appendix B as
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J 4h
'^

r"2

COS n(p' d0' [Q(0)-x/q2(0)-i] "

(cos + COS0')
u

where

Q(0) = 2 + ^- cos (0) . (21)

Using Eqs. (19) and (20), the expression for the downwash becomes

w (y) = u„ V n A illll^ -
[Q(^)-/q'(^)-i]"

]
. (22)

In the linearized theory the induced angle, o.^(y), is given by

and the induced drag distribution d •

( y ) is

di(y) = Uy) aj (y) . (24)

Hence, . :

cli(y) = Pr(y)w'(y) . (25)

The total induced drag is

D; = - /or(0) w'(.A) J sin V d0 . (26)

Using Eqs. (9) and (22) and carrying out the integration for the part of the
downwash due to the trailing vortex sheet gives

{CO CO CO TT r ,—T in

n=l n=l m=l ^/7^27V^^—,
V^('/') - 1

d0

(27)

Using the notation

,„ = r sin .. sin .
[^(^) - ^^Q^7^T l̂r

,, , (28)
\/o2(0) - 1

then
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(X> , 00

D. = pUn^ b^VnAf— A -Va I \ (29)

Values of l^^. ^o^ various values of h/b are shown in Table 1. This table

indicates that i^„ decreases rapidly as m or n increases. For practical pur-

poses, negligible error is introduced in the induced drag calculation by neglect-

ing the effect of all terms in the double sum for m or n greater than eight,

except possibly for the case of h equal to zero. ' -
.

Table 1 : -
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Table 1 (Continued)
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Table 1 (Continued)

h/b = .300
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Table 2

Values of the First Ten A^'s for Minimum Induced Drag for

Various Values of h b and Kb/2Uo

Aj Aj A3 A^ Aj Ag A^ Ag Ag A^q

h/b = 0.010 Kb/2U = 0.000

1.0000 0.1165 0.0667 0.0362 0.0221 0.0143 0.0098 0.0069 0.0128 0.0091

h/b = 0.010 Kb/2U = 0.100

1.0000 0.0957 0.0658 0.0356 0.0217 0.0141 0.0097 0.0068 0.0125 0.0090

h/b = 0.010 Kb/2U = 0.200

1.0000 0.0749 0.0648 0.0351 0.0214 0.0138 0.0095 0.0065 0.0123 0.0088

h/b = 0.010 Kb/2U = 0.300

1.0000 0.0539 0.0639 0.0345 0.0210 0.0136 0.0093 0.0065 0.0121 0,0086

h/b = 0.010 Kb/2U = 0.400

1.0000 0.0329 0.0629 0.0339 0.0206 0.0133 0.0092 0.0064 0.0119 0.0085

h/b = 0.050 Kb/2U = 0.000

1.0000 0.0943 0.0420 0.0205 0.0108 0.0060 0.0035 0.0021 0.0023 0.0014

h/b= 0.050 Kb/2U=: 0.100

1.0000 0.0742 0.0415 0.0202 0.0106 0.0059 0.0034 0.0020 0.0023 0.0014

h/b = 0.050 Kb/2U = 0.200

1.0000 0.0540 0.0410 0.0199 0.0105 0.0058 0.0034 0.0020 0.0022 0.0014

h/b = 0.050 Kb/2U = 0.300

1.0000 0.0337 0.0404 0.0196 0.0103 0.0057 0.0033 0.0020 0.0022 0.0013

h/b = 0.050 Kb/2U = 0.400

1.0000 0.0133 0.0399 0.0194 0.0101 0.0056 0.0032 0.0019 0.0021 0.0013

h/b = 0.100 Kb/2U = 0.000

1.0000 0.0756 0.0304 0.0133 0.0062 0.0030 0.0015 0.0003 0.0007 0.0004

h/b= 0.100 Kb/2U= 0.100

1.0000 0.0550 0.0300 0.0131 0.0061 0.0030 0.0015 0.0008 0.0007 0.0004

h/b = 0.100 Kb/2U = 0.200

1.0000 0.0343 0.0296 0.0129 0.0060 0.0029 0.0015 0.0008 0.0007 0.0004

h/b - 0.100 Kb/2U = 0.300

1.0000 0.0136 0.0292 0.0127 0.0059 0.0029 0.0015 0,0008 0.0006 0.0003

h/b = 0.100 Kb/2U = 0.400

1.0000 -0.0072 0.0289 0.0125 0.0058 0.0028 0.0014 0.0008 0.0006 0.0003

(Table continues)
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Table 2 (Continued)

Aj Aj A3 A4 A5 Ag Ay Ag Ag AjQ

h/b = 0.150 Kb/2U = 0.000

1.0000 0.0634 0.0235 0.0094 0.0040 0.0018 0.0008 0.0004 0.0003 0.0001

hA» = 0.150 Kb/2U = 0.100

1.0000 0.0424 0.0232 0.0093 0.0040 0.0018 0.0008 0.0004 0.0008 0.0001

hA) = 0.150 Kb/2U = 0.200

1.0000 0.0213 0.0230 0.0092 0.0039 0.0017 0.0008 0.0004 0.0003 0.0001

h/b = 0.150 Kb/2U = 0.300
'

' ^'--•-^"' •- • --' -- ^^-(^ ry^
.
:- ,; i ^r

1.0000 0.0002 0.0227 0.0090 0.0038 0.0017 0.0008 0.0004 0.0003 0.0001

hA> = 0.150 Kb/2U = 0.400

1.0000 -0.0209 0.0224 0.0089 0.0038 0.0017 0.0008 0.0004 0.0003 0.0001

h/b = 0.200 Kb/2U = 0.000
1.0000 0.0544 0.0189 0.0071 0.0028 0.0012 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000

h/b = 0.200 Kb/2U = 0.100

1.0000 0.0331 0.0187 0.0070 0.0027 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000

h/b = 0.200 Kb/2U = 0.200

1.0000 0.0113 0.0185 0.0069 0.0027 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000

h/b = 0.200 Kb/2U = 0.300
1.0000 -0.0096 0.0183 0.0068 0.0027 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000

h/b = 0.200 Kb/2U = 0.400

1.0000 -0.0311 0.0180 0.0067 0.0024 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000

h/b = 0.250 Kb/2U = 0.000

1.0000 0.0475 0.0156 0.0055 0.0020 0.0008 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

h/b = 0.250 Kb/2U = 0.100
1.0000 0.0260 0.0154 0.0054 0.0020 0.0008 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

h/b = 0.250 Kb/2U = 0.200
1.0000 0.0044 0.0152 0.0053 0.0020 0.0008 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

h/b = 0.250 Kb/2U = 0.300

1.0000 -0.0173 0.0151 0.0053 0.0019 0.0007 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

h/b = 0.250 Kb/2U = 0.400

1.0000 -0.0390 0.0149 0.0052 0.0019 0.0007 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
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This can be written in terms of the angular variable by use of Eqs. (8) and (10);

^7T CO
Kb

°°

L = PUq b^
Z_j ^n '^O ^i" ""^ sin0 - sin 20 2_, ^n '^ ^ " ""^ '^'^ • ^^^^

•^0 n= 1 "
"*

n= 1 "

Carrying out the indicated integration gives

vu \

(32)

The heeling moment about the midspan is called M , and is given by

Kb
L = /OUo b' — lU. A, A

.b/ 2

M. = I e (y) y dy .

b/ 2

(33)

Using Eqs. (7), (8), and (11),

pUo b-^ CO ^7T

n= 1
"^0

Kb
Uq sin niA sin 20 - (cos0 - cos 30) sin n0

4
d0 , (34)

which reduces to

M = A, U„ 77 - 2Kb L ^2n
n=l \4n -1 4n -9,

The heeling moment about the base of lifting line is

(35)

M^ = M + L (36)

For the relative values of Kb and Uq commonly encountered, the dominant
terms contributing to the heeling moment are the lift itself which are found in

the second term in Eq. (36) and the first term of Eq. (35).

Conclusions from the Theory of a Single Lifting Line

The second term of Eq. (32) represents the effect of the nonxmiform
strength of the incident wind on the lift. For the case of a constant windspeed
gradient considered here, the lift is affected through the second term in the

Fourier series representation for the circulation distribution. Different forms
of nonunlformity would affect the lift through other terms in the series. It

should be noted that the ratio of the part of the lift generated by the nonuniform
part of the wind to the lift generated by the uniform part of the wind is small.

This ratio can be obtained from Eq. (32) as
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non-uniform Kb A
?

. (37)

Typical values of Kb/4Ug are on the order of 0.03.

The condition for minimum induced drag at fixed lift is constant induced

angle. As shown in Table 2, the circulation distribution needed to result in

constant induced angle xmder normal conditions has only the first four terms of

its Fourier series representation in Eq. (9) significantly different from zero.

For a fixed value of the lift, the strength of the second term needed for minimum
induced drag is the quantity most affected by the presence of the image plane and
the wind gradient. Under normal conditions these effects oppose each other

(Table 2). The fact that the wind strength increases with height reduces A from
its value in a uniform wind for minimum induced drag. The presence of the

image plane increases A from its value on an unbounded airfoil for minimum
induced drag. For most cases the image-plane effect slightly outweighs the

velocity gradient effect, and A2 is small and positive for minimum induced drag.

For a fixed lift, the largest effect on the heeling moment is that due to Aj .

Furthermore, the way to alter the load distribution from that giving minimum
induced drag, such that the heeling moment is changed the most for the least in-

crease in induced drag, is to alter A2 . The above facts coupled with the fact that

most sails can support more circulation over their lower portions than over their

upper portions, because of differences in local chord length, indicate a general
scheme for the design of vertical load distributions. This is to choose Aj to

give the desired amount of lift, and Aj to prevent excessive heeling moment and
excessive local lift coefficients near the head of the sail. All the other An's

should be almost zero.

THE THEORY OF TWO LIFTING LINES
AS APPLIED TO SAILS

Within the limits of linearized theory, the lift, induced drag, and heeling

moment of a system of staggered airfoils are independent of the stagger. This
is a consequence of Munk's (1918-1921) equivalence theorem for stagger which
states that the total induced drag of a lifting system is unaltered if any of the

lifting elements are translated parallel to the free stream direction. This
theorem is true because such a translation causes no change in the flow in the

Trefftz plane. By the same theorem, airfoils can be contracted to lifting lines

for purposes of determining lift, drag, and heeling moment. Therefore, the lift,

drag, and heeling moment for a sloop-rigged vessel can be determined by con-
tracting the mainsail to the mast and the jib to the jibstay. The problem is then
that of a pair of skewed lifting lines.

The drag of a sailing rig is dominated by the induced drag. Therefore,
sloop rigs can be evaluated by determining the lift and induced drag, and the

resulting forward force, side force, and heeling moment for the pair of skew
lifting lines representing the mainsail and jib, A computer program has been
prepared to do this in the presence of an image plane and a linear velocity pro-
file. The program has been checked with known analytical results, and forces
obtained by the two methods vary by about one percent.
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As an example of the use of this program, a rig evaluation of a sloop-
rigged offshore cruising boat is carried out. The vessel chosen is the New York
"32", a vessel for which the results of model tests are available. Figure 3 shows
three rigs which are analyzed for this vessel; the original seven-eights rig, and
two masthead rigs. Tables 3a through 3f show the analysis of these rigs based
on the theory of two interacting lifting lines. The speeds predicted by model
tests for the resulting forces and moments are shown in each table. The course
with respect to the direction of the true wind is taken as 42.5° and the wind
strength considered is 18 ft/sec at the midspan of the mainsail, with a velocity

profile slope of 0.12 per second. Table 3a shows the results for the original

seven-eights rig with lift coefficients of 2.0 based on the true windspeed on both
main and jib. Note the relatively high value used for the second Fourier coeffi-

cient in the circulation series on the jib. This is necessary to keep the local lift

coefficient near the jib head at an attainable value, because the chord lengths in

this region are so small. The problem is not as severe on the mainsail because
of the headboard and the roach. Another reason for keeping the circulation at

the jib head small on a seven- eights rig is that this region is near the mainsail.
K the jib circulation does not taper to zero gradually enough as the jib head is

approached from below, the mainsail shape will have to vary greatly in passing
from regions below the jib head to regions above the jib head, if the mainsail is

to attain an efficient load distribution. Table 3b shows the results for conditions

as above, except that the mainsail lift coefficient is increased by 15 percent.
Note the decrease in the drag factor, which shows that this is a better relative

distribution than the preceding one, provided that the mainsail lift coefficient is

not too large to be attained.

Table 3c shows the results of the rig calculation for the lower of the mast-
head rigs shown in Fig. 3. The lift coefficient based on the true wind is 2.0 for

both sails, and the sail area is reduced from its value on the seven-eights rig.

The increase in resulting boat speed over that for the case shown in Table 3b is

apparent. The improved load distribution is also revealed by a reduction in drag
factor, which is the ratio of the drag coefficient to the square of the lift coeffi-

cient. Since, according to linear theory, this ratio is unchanged by multiplying
the lift coefficients by a factor, it is a measure of the efficiency of the rig geom-
etry and relative load distribution. An increase in mainsail lift coefficient of

10 percent increases the boat speed and leaves the drag factor unaffected
(Table 3d). Since the jib is taller than the mainsail, it should and does carry
more lift than the mainsail as shown in Tables 3c and 3d. It does so even though
it has a smaller lift coefficient than the mainsail, because it has more area
(Fig. 3). Increasing the jib lift coefficient by 10 percent so that both the jib

sails and the mainsails have lift coefficients of 2.2 increases the boat speed
further, as shown in Table 3e. An increase in rig height of 3 feet while main-
taining the same sail area as before improves performance, as shown in Table 3f

.

Conclusions from Numerical Examples

The example just described indicates the beneficial effect of an increase in

span, as long as the heeling moment does not become excessive. It is instruc-
tive to take note of the magnitude of the induced drag of a sailing rig. For ex-
ample of Table 3f , the rig producing the highest speed of all the rigs considered
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I

Fig. 3 - Comparative rigs for the New York "3Z"

for the New York "32", the mean lift coefficient is 1.26 and the mean induced

drag coefficient is 0.225. The following section will show that the skin friction

drag coefficient is on the order of 0.03, and when the effect of parasitic drag of

masts and stays is included in the sail skin friction drag, the friction drag co-

efficient is on the order of 0.05. Hence, the induced drag is typically about four

times as large as the remaining air drag.

BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS ON THIN,
HIGHLY LOADED LIFTING SURFACES

The major effect of viscosity on most airfoils having lift coefficients less

than 0.5 is the production of skin friction drag. The boundary layer on such

airfoils is quite thin, and a very accurate prediction of the pressure distribu-

tion is obtained by solving for the potential flow about the airfoil. When the air-

foil is relatively thin, the lift can be easily obtained by the thin airfoil theory
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Table 3

Sailplan Calculations for the New York "32"

(a) Seven-Eights Rig

BB = 55.00

HI = 3.00

A(l) = .146

J(l) = .184

CH = 24.80

CL = 2.000

A(2) = .029

J(2) = .074

JBB = 47.50

JCL = 2.000

A(3) = 0.

J(3) = 0.

JCH = 26.70

A(4) = 0.

J(4) = 0.

HH = 6.00

Forces and Coefficients — Boat speed = 7.03 knots

Jib Main Total

Forward
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Table 3 (Continued)

(b) Seven- El
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Table 3 (Continued)

(f) The Taller of the Two Masthead Ri
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relates the skin friction coefficient to the Reynolds number based on momentum
thickness and H , the ratio of displacement thickness to momentum thickness, as

Cf = 0.246 R0-'-'^' 10-0. 678H
_ (38)

This law has been used in connection with a number of existing semi-empirical

theories. Moses (1964) has supplied a computer program for his semi-

empirical theory. He uses a skin friction law where the skin friction coeffi-

cient is dependent only on r^ in order to compensate for some approximations

in his theory.

In almost all cases the presentations of the semi-empirical theories in-

clude a comparison with experiment, and the semi-empirical results are shown
to be in excellent agreement. However, when a number of the theories are ap-

plied to a given experimental situation, there is often a significant discrepancy

between their various predictions. For example. Fig. 4 shows results from the

four theories investigated for a normalized chordwise velocity distribution

given by

(l-e *''') - ( 1-e '')x (39)

where the chord is taken as the line < x < 1. K is chosen to locate the point

of maximum u' 40% of the chord length aft of the leading edge. A is chosen to

correspond to a lift coefficient of 1.8. The predominating influence on separa-

tion is the velocity gradient. The velocity distribution is also shown in Fig. 4.

The semi-empirical theories predict separation points between 71 and 92 per-

cent of the chord. The normalized velocities at these two points are 1.45 and

1.06, respectively. This range is too large to accept the accuracy of all of the

theories, and accordingly an examination of them has been carried out to deter-

mine which one, if any, is likely to be accurate. The experimental comparisons
considered by Von Doenhoff and Tetervin (1943), Truckenbrodt (1955), and

Spence (1956) were for airfoils on which it is quite difficult to make accurate

pressure measurements. Furthermore, there are three-dimensional effects

affecting the entire flow field, and there is no way to determine the results of

these effects. The experiments of Moses (1964) were carried out in an annular

chamber with axial flow in which the axial pressure distribution could be varied

by varying the leakoff on the outer wall. Boundary layer growth was studied

on the inner wall. It is less difficult to make accurate pressure measurements
on such a device than on an airfoil. Three-dimensional effects are minimized,

since the purely axisymmetric effects can be accounted for.

Almost all section data (Abbott and Von Doenhoff, 1959) indicates that rais-

ing the Reynolds number results in an increase in lift coefficient and a decrease

in drag coefficient, indicating that the separation point moves aft when the Reyn-
olds number is increased. The semi-empirical theories of Spence and of Von
Doenhoff and Tetervin (Fig. 4) indicate the reverse of this. This is always the

case with the theory of Von Doenhoff and Tetervin and occurs on some pressure
distributions with the theory of Spence. Spence and Truckenbrodt present
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relatively little experimental data, whereas Moses presents a considerable
amount for a variety of pressure distributions which is in excellent agreement
with his semi-empirical theory.

The Design of a Chordwise Pressure Distribution for High Lift

The dominating effect on boundary layer growth in an adverse pressure
gradient is the work done against the force of the adverse gradient by the fluid

in the boxindary layer. To minimize this work, the maximum pressure on the

suction side of the airfoil should be made as small as possible. The lift coeffi-

cient is given by

PUo
J^/aP(x) (40)

where the suction side pressure is AP/2 for a very thin airfoil. Clearly, the

way to minimize the strength of the peak suction while retaining a given lift

coefficient is to make AP(x) constant. However, just ahead of and just behind
the airfoil the pressure must be equal to free stream pressure, but streamwise
pressure jumps are not realizable. Furthermore, it has been found that if the

approach of the pressure to free stream pressure at the trailing edge is faster

than linear, separation is likely. Most experiments indicate that the value of

H for turbulent flow just following transition is 1.4 (see, e.g.. Von Doenhoff and
Tetervin, 1943). In an adverse pressure gradient, H rises with increasing
downstream position. Since separation is avoided by keeping h small and since

transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs just aft of the point of maximum
suction, it seems desirable to have the point of maximum pressure difference

relatively far aft. Putting the above facts together indicates that a pressure
distribution giving relatively high lift without separation might have the form
shown in Fig. 5. The results of the boundary layer calculation, by the theory of

Moses (1964) with a lift coefficient of 1.9, on this pressure distribution are
shown in Fig. 6. The maximum attainable lift coefficient without flow separa-
tion is about 1.9. The section shape needed to attain this pressure distribution

in two-dimensional flow with a lift coefficient of 1.9 has been calculated by use
of the thin airfoil theory and is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 - Shape of a high-lift section

The Effect of a Mast

The flow over a section with an unfaired leading edge spar is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 8. The mast acts as a turbulence stimulator. The region on
the suction side of the section just aft of the mast has a negative (favorable)

pressure gradient which accelerates the boundary layer. Measurements on
boxmdary layers in negative pressure gradients aft of the turbulence stimulators
were made by Launder (1963). He found that for the range of Reynolds numbers
and pressure gradients of interest here, the semi-empirical boundary layer of

Spence (1956) gave good agreement with his experiments which showed a very
strong thinning of the boundary layer in the favorable pressure gradient. When
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Fig. 8 - Schematic view of the outer edge of the

boundary layer on the suction side of a section

with a mast (A-Airfoil, B- Turbulent region behind
the mast, C -Thickening of the boundary layer near
the trailing edge, D-Mast)

semi-empirical boundary layer theory is applied to the region behind a mast,
there is no set place to begin the integration and no set values to choose fore

and H at this point. Launder (1963) shows that H attains a value between 1.4

and 1.5 a short distance aft of his turbulence grid. The momentum thickness

is less certain, as it increases rapidly with downstream distance. For the esti-

mates made here the integration is started at the leading edge with H equal to

1.4 and the momentum thickness equal to the width of the projected thickness of

the mast perpendicular to the local flow direction. Figure 6 shows the results

of the boundary layer calculations on a high-lift section with and without a mast.

The mast reduces the tendency for flow separation. This effect is found on all

pressure distributions.

The Boundary Layer Thickness Correction

As shown by Van Dyke (1964), the effect of a thin boundary layer on the flow

around a body is to yield pressures on the body associated with the potential flow

around a shape defined by the body plus the displacement thickness of the bound-
ary layer. In the case of an airfoil treated within the framework of linearized

theory, the flow can be decomposed into components due to thickness and com-
ponents due to camber (see, e.g., Ashley and Landahl, 1965). The flow associated

with the thickness yields no lift. For an infinitely thin airfoil all the thickness is

due to the displacement thickness of the boundary layer, and the camber is the

mean line between the section and the line representing the displacement thick-

ness of the boundary layer. For sections without a mast the displacement thick-

ness will be significant only near the trailing edge, whereas for sections with a

mast there will be significant displacement thickness effects near the leading

edge and near the trailing edge. In the design of a section for a given pressure
distribution, each point must be moved to windward from the shape calculated

by the thin airfoil theory by an amount equal to half the displacement thickness

of the boundary layer at that point.
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Experiments on Thin, Highly Cambered, Two- Dimensional Sections

Although vast amounts of data have been taken for sections common to air-

plane wings (Abbott and Von Doenhoff, 1959), very little data has been taken for

thin, highly cambered sections. Data
for circular arc sections with camber .

i.8

ratios between 0,02 and 0.10 were
.

, g
taken and reported by Wallis (1961). .

His sections were of uniform thick-

ness, with a thickness-to-chord ratio

of 0.02. The lift was measured on a

circular arc section with a camber
ratio of 0.10 by the author. This sec-

tion had a thickness ratio of 0.04 and

a faired thickness form with sharp
edges. The data for this foil and the

10 percent foil of Wallis is shown in

Fig. 9. Thin airfoil theory predicts an
ideal angle of attack of zero degrees
with a lift coefficient of 1.25 for these

sections. At zero degrees Wallis
measured a lift coefficient of 0.90 and
the author measured 0.94. The dis-

crepancy is due to boundary layer

thickness near the trailing edge. When
this is taken into account, theory pre-

dicts an ideal angle of attack of 1.8°

and a lift coefficient of 1.07 at this

angle. This is in excellent agreement
with the experiments. The drag measurements of Wallis show the profile

drag coefficient to be 0.022 at ideal angle of attack.
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MAST
SAIL 1 ARC

MAX CAMBER 50% BACK CAMBER = I90FT CHORD=l 55FT.

Alphaj»0,0 degrees CLj=1.5

LUFF LEECH
SAIL 2 fwd DRAFT FORWARD

MAX CAMBER 35% BACK CAMBER= OI90FT CHORD=l.55FT

Alpha|«2.3 degrees CL|»1.237

LUFF LEECH
SAIL 2 bwd DRAFT AFT

MAX CAMBER 65% BACK CAMBER =190 FT CHORD=l.55FT

Alphaj=-2.3 degrees CL, =1.237

Alphaj=0.0 degrees CLj=l.Ull

SAIL 3 "V"

MAX CAMBER 50% BACK CAMBER=0 24FT CHORD M.55FT

Fig. 10 - Two-dimensional sections
tested by Herreshoff

CONCLUSIONS

Because sails operate at unusually high lift coefficients and in the presence
of a lower boundary and a spatially varying incident wind, there are some im-
portant differences between the aerodynamics of sails and those of most other
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Fig. 11a - Herreshoff Number One section

° VL._2^^6 8 10 12 14

ANGLE OF ATTACK -DEGREES

Fig. lib - Herreshoff Number Two section--
draft forward

lifting surfaces. Because of the constraints of the maximum of heeling and
pitching moments that can be resisted by a given hull, there is a limit on usable
sail spans. These constraints, coupled with the large lift coefficients, result in

large coefficients of induced drag. The major effect of the lower boxindary is a
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Fig. lid - Herreshoff Number Three section

small reduction in the induced drag that would exist in the absence of the bound-
ary. The effect of the increase in wind strength with height is that minimum
induced drag occurs with more loading on the upper parts of the sails than that
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loading which would produce minimum induced drag in a uniform wind. This is

of little practical importance, since the loading must usually be relatively higher

in the lower parts of the sails than that loading which would result in minimum
induced drag because of limitations on pitching and heeling moment.

The effect of the unusually high lift coefficients of sails results in large

alterations of the suction side pressure due to boundary layer effects. In some
cases these effects are restricted to a thickening of the boundary layer, and in

others they result in flow separation. Recently, some analytical methods have
been devised to handle partially separated flows. A presentation of this subject

is currently being prepared by the author.
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SYMBOLS =''''^

A Multiplicative constant or coefficient

b, B, BB Sail span

jB Span of a jib

C Chord length

Cj3 Drag coefficient

q^
Lift coefficient

d. Induced drag per unit span

D. Total induced drag

h Gap from bottom or mainsail to image plane

H Boundary layer shape factor, the ratio of displacement thickness
to momentum thickness

HI Vertical distance from foot of jib to foot of mainsail

e Lift per unit span

L Total lift

Mj^ Heeling moment about the foot of a sail
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M^ Heeling moment about the midspan of a sail

p Pressure

Ap Pressure difference

R^ Reynolds number based on chord length

Rg Reynolds number based on momentum thickness

u Apparent wind

Uq Apparent wind at midspan

u' , V '
, w' Perturbation velocity components

X, y, z Coordinate axes moving with vessel; x is in the apparent wind
direction or in the plane containing the three corners of a sail,

z is positive in the direction to which the wind is blowing, y
is positive upward

X Forward force — in the direction of the course of a vessel

Y Side force

a. Induced angle

J3 Angle between a vessel's course and the true wind

7 Vortex sheet strength

r Circulation

7] Dummy linear variable

$ Heel angle; velocity potential

</-, "A', $ Dummy angular variables

P Density of air
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Appendix A

THE EFFECT OF HEELING ON THE AERODYNAMICS OF SAILS

The aerodynamic effect of heeling will be considered for lifting-line theory

inasmuch as almost identical results are obtained for lifting- surface theory.

Consider the lifting line and image system of vorticity shown in Fig. 2. The
problem is to determine w' on the lifting line. For a given circulation distri-

bution, the value of w' induced by the lifting line and its trailing vortex sheet is

independent of the heel angle 4> . Therefore, only the velocity induced by the

image system of vorticity will be considered. Since the line representing the

direction of w' and the image of the lifting line are coplanar, there is no w'-

directed induced velocity on the lifting line due to the image of the lifting line.

Hence, only the image-trailing vorticity need be considered. Calling the w'-

directed induced velocity at the lifting line by the image-trailing vorticity by w'.

1 r' 7(T)) COS (0+a)d7]

^(y + T7+ 2b+ h)2 cos^^i (^-y)^ sin^^
(Al)

where

a ~ tan
y + b + 2h + T7

The integrand of Eq. (Al) can be written as

tan 4> (A2)

I (y,^)
7(T1)

y + b + 2h + 7?

COS
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Table A2
Relative Contributions to the Downwash due to

Various Regions of the Image of the Lifting Line

(Tabulated values are given by l(y,v)/y(v)
as defined by Eq. (A3))
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It then appears that the effect of heeling on sail aerodynamics is small. To
provide further confirmation of this fact, the downwash on a lifting line with an

end gap of five percent of the span of the lifting line was calculated for 0° heel

and 30° heel. These results are shown in Fig. Al. The difference in downwash
between and 30° of heel is discernable only near the bottom of the lifting line,

and the maximum difference is 4.5 percent of the value of the local downwash.
Therefore, accurate prediction and analysis of sailing rigs in the heeled condi-

tion can be carried out by proper resolution of forces and moments determined

in the non-heeled case.
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Appendix B

EVALUATION OF LIFTING- LINE IMAGE INTEGRALS

This section contains the evaluation of the set of integrals

,
cos n d4>

Let

Then,

4h
2 + — - (cos0+ cos 0)

b

4h
, ,

= 2 + — - cosi//> 1

b

77-

f COS n0
I = ^d0
"

J Q - cos c^

(Bl)

(B2)

(B3)

A difference equation for the i^'s will now be derived.

TT

COS (n+1) 4> + cos (n-l)0
In+l + ^n-l Q - cos

dcp

This can be written as

I 4.1 + I -1n+

1

n 1

2Q cos ik;

2 cos na d0

(B4)

(B5)
Q - cos 4>

Since the integrated value of the second term of Eq. (B5) is zero,

In.l + In-1 = 2 0I„
.

(B6)

The solution of Eq. (B6) contains two constants which can be determined by
equating the solution to i^ for two different values of n . Iq and l^ can be de-

termined by simple integration, giving

" VQ^ - 1
(B7)

and
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h-^,-^- ,. (B8)

With these two requirements, the solution of Eq. (B6) is

* * *

DISCUSSION

;

Hans Thieme '•

Institut fiir Schiffbau der Universitdt Hamburg
-; Hamburg, Germany

I think Professor Milgram's lecture here is a long step forward in theoreti-

cal calculation of sail forces. Hoping he will proceed in his work, I may only add

some additional information on experimental work.

At the Shipbuilding Institute of the University of Hamburg a lot of wind-

tunnel tests are performed. Most of the results are not published yet, but it is

possible to have the reports open for your future use. A list of the reports is

given below. They comprise our investigations on single sails of different pro-

file and shape, fundamental sail combinations, and complete rigs for three types

of vessels. The best results for the cruiser yacht, 7KR- YACHT, the oldtime

four-masted barque, PAMIR, and the six-masted square-rigger, 6M-DYNA, de-

veloped by Mr. PrQlss of Hamburg, are compared in the figure here (Fig. Dl).

I think the figure also shows quite clearly the possibility of increasing the ef-

ficiency of sail propulsion. The last report in the list comprises some informa-

tion on the blockage effect of large sail areas and other superstructure lateral

areas on the forces measured in the wind tunnel by means of so-called "silhou-

ette tests."

REPORTS OF THE INSTITUT FUR SCHIFFBAU
DER UNIVERSITAT HAMBURG

No. 107 (1962). Wagner, B.: Preliminary wind-tunnel tests with full-rigged

masts.

No. 122 (1964). Wagner, B.: Wind-tvinnel tests with cambered plate section

sails on a square-rigger mast of elliptic cross section and new cantilever

design.
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Fig. Dl - Comparison of wind-tunnel tests on sail per-
formances of 7KR-YACHT, 6M-DYNA, and PAMIR at
at the Institut fiir Schiffbau, Hamburg

No. 123 (1964). Wagner, B.: Wind-tunnel tests for a square-rigger mast of

elliptic cross section with a cambered plate at different adjustments of

studding sails.

No. 132 (1967). Wagner, B.: Calculation of speed for sailing vessels.

No. 171 (1966). Wagner, B.: Wind-tunnel tests with cambered plate sails, with
single rigged masts, and with plate sails in multimasted arrangements.

No. 172 (1966). Wagner, B.: Wind-tunnel tests with the rigging model of a
four-masted barque.

No. 173 (1967). Wagner, B.: Wind-tunnel tests for a six- masted sailing vessel
of Prolss -design.

No. 207 (1968). Wagner, B., and Boese, P.: Wind-tunnel tests with a sailing
yacht model at different sail settings.
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION

Jerome H. Milgram

I wish to thank Mr. Thieme for his comments and valuable references.

Some interesting results can be obtained by comparing theory with the data

presented in Mr. Thieme' s discussion. For given normalized load distributions

and lift coefficients, theory predicts that the coefficient of induced drag is pro-

portional to the area of the lifting surfaces divided by the square of the span.

This ratio is 0.30 for the 7KR YACHT, 1.70 for PAMIR, and 1.92 for DYNA.
The fact that the drag coefficients for DYNA are less than those for PAMIR
attests to the high efficiency of her rig which has equal sail areas on spans
of equal height.
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MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC

PROPULSION FOR SEA VEHICLES

E. L. Resler, Jr.

Cornell University .:

Ithaca, New York ...

Any propulsion mechanism, internal or external to the vehicle structure,

is ultimately a pump that imparts momentum to the fluid medium in the direc-

tion opposite the vehicle's direction of motion. The thrust on the vehicle is the

reaction force and is equal and opposite the force on the fluid. For magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) type propulsion, the general features are the same; how-
ever, some of the reaction forces may act via the electromagnetic fields on

magnetic pole pieces or current elements producing the magnetic field. Al-

though many different arrangements are possible, the general features of such
propulsion systems are most easily discussed and examined for a simple duct

flow with constant area.

Consider a simple propulsive duct or MHD-type pump, as depicted in Fig.

1. This type of pump is usually referred to as a crossed fields pump, as the

electric and magnetic fields are at right angles to one another. The details of

the sources of the electromagnetic fields will not be discussed, but our purpose
is to explore their interaction with the fluid in the propulsive duct.

TZZZZZZZZZ

S=DUCT
DIA

/7NB = MAGNETIC FIELD

U - FLUID VELOCITY^

V=VOLTAGE

Sp = ELECTRODE AREA I
= CURRENT

Fig. 1 - MHD propulsive duct, B field towards
the reader

In this discussion we will neglect the internal resistance of the source of

current I, and the fluid in the duct will have a conductivity . The resistance

the fluid offers to the current flow in Fig. 1 is then R = h / Se. The applied
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voltage is v and the current is determined by this voltage, the back emf (elec-

tromotive force) generated by the fluid motion, and the resistance R in accord
with Ohms law, and is:

^ V - UB5 V - UB5 ^ / V \ ,^.

o-Se

Consider a constant area duct. Then for incompressible fluids the velocity

u will be constant through the duct. The force IBS will act on the fluid to in-

crease its pressure in going through the duct. The MHD duct serves as a pump
without blades or vanes, the force on the fluid being a direct body force acting

throughout the flow where the electrical currents flow in the presence of the

magnetic field B. The work done on the fluid per unit time (Pp) is the IBS force

multiplied by the velocity U or

Pp = (IBS)U = aSe BUS (- - Ub] (2)

The power supplied by the source of current is just IV, so the pumping ef-

ficiency, the ratio of work done on the fluid to the power supplied by the source,

,,. . IBSU UB U
-.•-:., T) = erriciency = = = — . .„.

IV \_ y_ (3)

S SB

The efficiency is therefore the ratio of the electric field induced by the mo-
tion (UB) to the applied electric field V/S or, alternatively, the velocity of the

fluid u divided by the velocity (V/S)/B. The choice of voltage for the power
source thus determines the efficiency of the pumping action and is under the op-

erator's control. Using Eq. (3) to eliminate the voltage v from the equation for

Pp, Eq. (2) gives

Pp - (ctUS) (U) (B^Se) (^y (4)

The expression for Pp has been written as the product of four terms, each
enclosed in parentheses. The first term is the so-called magnetic Reynolds
number Rm = ous and is a measure of how efficiently the electromagnetic forces
are coupled to the fluid. The second term is the fluid velocity u, the useful

power Pp being the force acting multiplied by this velocity. The term B^Se is

the magnetic pressure B^ multiplied by the area Se, in a certain sense the

maximum force expected. The last term involving the efficiency is controlled

by proper choice of voltage V . The force on the fluid supplied by the forces in

the propulsive duct or MHD pump is then

F = (aUS) (B2Se) LZJH
. (5)
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Consider the MHD pump or propulsive duct integrated into a thrust-

producing propulsive unit, as shown in Fig. 2. The vehicle and propulsive unit

will be considered moving with constant speed V. The propulsive duct will be
considered as square and therefore of area 8 2. Ae is the exit area for the fluid

jet and Ue is the exit velocity. For steady motion, the thrust of the propulsion
unit must equal the drag on the vehicle. K w is the mass flow per unit time
through the unit, the thrust is (w = pUeAe), so that

Thrust = T = Drag = w (Ue - V) (6)

The drag can be expressed in terms of the wetted area of the vehicle S^ and
the drag coefficient c^ as Drag = (1/2) pV^ c^s^^, so that Eq. (6) becomes

L-r\OiD^W
Ue / Ue

2Ae — 1

V \ V
(7)

Fig. 2 - Propulsion unit with propulsive duct

For a given vehicle of known Cj, and S^^, the velocity ratio Ue/v is deter-

mined once the exit area of the propulsive unit is chosen. The propulsive ef-

ficiency of the unit vp is determined by this velocity ratio

1 +
Ue (8)

Equation (7) could just as conveniently be written in terms of the propulsive
efficiency, or

^D^W = 4Ae
(2-7,p) (1- vp)

(9)

As mentioned above, although the velocity does not change through the duct,

the pressure does. The fluid enters the duct with a Bernoulli constant equal to
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that in the free stream, namely 9f^ + (1/2) pY^, where iP^ is the ambient
pressure. At the exit of the propulsion unit the Bernoulli constant is y^ +

(1/2) pu J. These two Bernoulli constants differ by the pressure rise across
the propulsive duct which is equal to F, Eq. (5), divided by the duct area s^,

so

AipMHD = ^ = A (c^SXB^Se)
^^"^

(10)

In accordance with the above discussion,

^A^ |PV2 + ^= y^^ ipUe2 (11)

The fluid is incompressible, so the velocities Ue and V are related by the con-

tinuity equation as

UeAe = U5 2
(12)

Using Eqs. (10) and (12) in Eq. (11) gives

B2 \ 1-77,
Ae \ / Se

I
PV2

Ue-
- 1

-
(13)

Equation (7) can be solved for Ue /v
,
giving

Ue 1

1 + / 1 +

2Cj^Sy

Ae (14)

Using Eq. (14), Eq. (13) can be alternatively written

-|p)(S
1 - 77 Ae

+ /I +

2CQSy

Ae

ipV^
1 + /I +

2Cj^S^

Ae

(15)

Equation (15), which is general, can be rearranged to be used to compute the

required magnetic field B to propel a vehicle, giving for b:

2^
I 1 - Tj \Ae j\Se j aVh

~A^

2Cr^S

+ /I +
D^W

Ae

1 + /I +
Ae

(16)
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Suppose we now use Eq. (16) to estimate the magnetic field necessary for

the described propulsion system. Some of the parameters will be taken from
the paper "Prospects for the Electromagnetic Submarine," by S. Way and C.

Devlin, presented at the AIAA 3rd Propulsion Joint Specialist Conference in

Washington, D.C., in July, 1967 (AIAA paper 67-432). The system they de-

signed and tested is reported there and may be referred to for actual design

details. Their measured value of o- for sea water was a - 4.5 mho/m or

a = .045 mho/cm. A typical drag coefficient will be taken as C-q = .004. In

Eq. (16) if we wish B in gauss, then pV^ must be expressed in dynes/cm^ and

rms = lO'^crWh^ if cr is in mhos/cm, V in cm/sec, and i> in cm. Putting

knots and S in meters for convenience (1 knot = 51.4 cm/sec),
V in

B = 1.6 104
1 - 77 Se

Ae

2Cr.S,

1 +
D^W

Ae
- 1

1 + 1 +
Ae

(17)

where B^ gauss, v-^ knots, cr-^ mho/cm, and h^ meters.

Consider a typical case. For a submarine shape, the wetted area, if the

length is L and its maximum diameter d, is about S^ = ttDL . Suppose Ae , the

exit area of the propulsion unit, is about 1/5 {nD^/^). Then C^s^^/Ae =

CpT^DL / 1/57TD2/4 =(20)CnL/D. If L/D = 10 and Cj. = .004, then CnS^./Ae 0.8.

In this case, y l + 2CpS^/Ae

efficiency 77 p = 86.5%, and

'2.6= 1.613, so Ue/v= 1.31 and the propulsive

B ^ 1.18 10^
ah 1 (18)

In Eq. (18) the term h^/Ae is the area of the propulsive duct divided by the

exit area. If this term is small, B is small, because the velocity in the duct

gets larger, increasing the fluid coupling with the electromagnetic fields. The
fluid attains its maximum value of velocity there, however, and care must be

taken to avoid cavitation. For our purposes here, assume s^ = 1/2 Ae. Also
assume the propulsive duct length x is half the length of the vessel, so the elec-

trode area might be bk = b(L/2). Then, if a = .045 mho/cm.

B = 5.56 10^
1 - 77

(19)

where B-^- gauss, L~ meters, and v-^ knots.

For a submarine tanker with l about 200 meters and V = 20 knots and
with 77 = 0.5, a field of 1.76 x 10'' or 17,600 gauss is required. This is not a
difficult field to produce in small volumes, but generally does require heavy
equipment. Of course, with superconducting magnets the prospects are much
better, but the engineering details are indeed challenging.
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I would like to discuss now some variations of the propulsion system which
would allow smaller fields. In the preceding discussion we have assumed that

the magnetic field must necessarily act on the sea water and also that the elec-

tric field came from a battery-type source or possibly a generator. We also
assumed that we would use electrodes, always a source of possible difficulty in

MHD-type devices.

Consider first the possibility of avoiding the electrodes. To operate without

electrodes the currents would have to close in the fluid, but then the electric

field would have to be induced in the fluid. K the fluid flow was in an annulus
the electric field could be induced by a coil and the fluid in the annulus would
act like the secondary of a transformer. More appropriate for our purposes,
consider a coil surrounding an annulus, a conducting fluid in the annulus, and a
single-turn coil moving with speed Vp, carrying a current and thus producing a
magnetic field, as depicted in Fig. 3. The radial component of the magnetic
field B passing through the fluid at a relative velocity Vp - u will induce a cir-

cumferential electric field proportional to B and the relative velocity. So in

this case v/s in our formula is

V/S « (Vp - U) B . , , ,-v . (20)

Fig. 3 - Magnetic field of a
conducting fluid in an annulus

The moving magnetic field can be likened to a screen that is dragged
through the fluid. The higher the conductivity of the fluid the less porous the

screen. The field tends to drag the fluid with it, and the interaction is the same
as already described except for the reinterpretation of the electric field term.
Of course, it is possible to energize a solenoidal winding electrically so that a
magnetic field configuration will travel along the winding, thus making it un-
necessary to move the coil physically. In this case, Vp would be the phase ve-
locity of the electromagnetic configuration along the winding.

To propagate magnetic fields of the size of 20,000 gauss and larger along
the coil is not at all practical, so that to use this scheme a fluid of larger con-
ductivity is required. Consider for a moment other fluids such as the liquid

metals which possess conductivities from 10'' to 10^ mho/cm. K a- were 10'*

in our example instead of 0.045, the required field would be reduced by
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(10 V.045)^ = 471, or B need only be 37.4 gauss. Fields this size can easily

be arranged to travel along coils. It is unfortunate that the sea does not have

such an enhanced conductivity. Liquid metal pumps of this type, however, can

operate with very reasonable fields.

Since pressure forces are conveniently created in liquid metals, consider

the possibility of using electromagnetic fields to pump a liquid metal which
then pumps the sea water. One needs the liquid metal to transfer the momen-
tum from the electromagnetic fields to the sea water. Consider a flexible

elastic tube filled with a liquid metal. It is well known that a pressure pulse

in such a system will be propagated as a wave along the tube. Consider the

possibility of pushing a solid ring along the tube with the pulse, the pulse being

driven and sustained if necessary by our traveling electromagnetic wave. The
device might resemble that depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 - Electromagnetic wave
propagation along plastic tube
filled with liquid metal (ring is

propelled forward by the pulse)

Of course, the elastic properties of the tube wall must be chosen so that

the wave velocity and the phase velocity Vp are the same, or nearly so. The
magnetic field B drives the pressure pulse in the liquid metal ahead of it. Now
consider the possibility of replacing the solid ring by sea water. The water

would, unfortunately, flow around the bulge if it were not prevented from doing

so. The sea water to be pumped can be prevented from flowing around the

bulge by providing another wall or sealing surface. The whole propulsion con-

figuration might then look as in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 the radial position of the

water "ring" and liquid metal have been interchanged.

The magnetic field traveling along the coil will tend to deform the liquid

metal so as to conform to the field configuration. How successful it is in do-

ing this is governed by the magnetic Reynolds number previously discussed.

The magnetic pressure is transformed to fluid pressure in the liquid metal, and

the pressure is transmitted to the sea water across the flexible diaphragm. The
pressure pulse will also propagate along the interface, and the whole system is

designed so that the magnetic field configuration, the pulse in the material, and
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Fig. 5 - Use of sea water as the "ring" of

Fig. 4

the water move together. This combination makes use of the good coupling,

because of the high electrical conductivity of the liquid metal, and retains the

general features of MHD propulsion.

Note that these electromagnetic devices work successfully, in that the

currents flow in such a manner as to realize the magnetic pressure as a fluid

pressure. We have discussed above mostly dynamic systems. Magnetic pres-
sure can be realized in yet another manner. It is possible to fabricate a fluid

with ferromagnetic properties by suspending very small ferromagnetic parti-

cles, say magnetite, in a fluid such as kerosene. These fluids tend to deform
with the magnetic fields, much as conducting fluids. This is another way that

magnetic pressure can be materialized in a fluid. Such a ferromagnetic fluid

can be used in the device shown schematically in Fig. 5, and would replace the

liquid metal. This fluid would also be more compatible with sea operations.

A number of papers that describe such a fluid appear in the bibliography that

follows. The theory outlined at the outset is not directly applicable to ferro-
magnetic fluids, but the phenomena are similar to those described.

A brief presentation of the principles governing direct magnetohydro-
dynamic propulsion has been discussed and typical operating conditions out-

lined. Other indirect schemes, seemingly more convenient, have also been
discussed. It seems fair to conclude that the versatility of MHD propulsion
makes worthwhile the further exploration of its possibilities.
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PERFORMANCE OF PARTIALLY

SUBMERGED PROPELLERS

J. B. Hadler and R. Hecker
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D. C.

ABSTRACT

Open-water experiments have been conducted on Z three -bladed and 1

two-bladed super cavitating propellers operating in the partially sub-
merged condition. Thrust, torque, and rpm have been measured over a
wide range of advance ratios. The results have been compared with
existing experiments made with the propellers fully submerged, both
cavitating and noncavitating. A geosim of one of the three -bladed pro-
pellers has been further tested over a wide range of advance ratios at

various speeds of advance. Besides the thrust, torque, and rpm, the
vertical and horizontal components of the transverse forces have been
measured as well as the location of the center of thrust. The latter

measurements have been made with a four -component dynamometer
that measures the bending moments imposed by the propeller.

The results have been analyzed to ascertain the hydrodynamic origin of
the various forces and how they change with different advance ratios
and different speeds of advance. Through this analysis, identification of
major problem areas is attempted with the hope that viable research
goals can be established.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Since the 1850' s, the screw propeller has been the dominant form of marine
propulsion. Its advantages over the paddle wheel, which it replaced, were its

light weight, its relatively high rotative speed, and its insensitivity to change in

submergence. As a consequence of its success, much inventive and research
effort has gone into improving performance or devising specialized applications,

using the screw-propeller principle. One of the specialized offshoots was the

partially submerged propeller. Initially, this propeller was viewed as another
means besides the paddle wheel for achieving shallow-draft propulsion in shel-

tered waters. The first U.S. patent was issued about one hundred years ago
(1869) to C. Sharp of Philadelphia (Pa.). His patent was quite ingenious, in that

he yawed the propeller to the flow to reduce the transverse force, used multi-
blades to reduce unsteady forces, cupped or, in current terminology, cambered
the blades to improve their effectiveness, and used high pitch for maximum ef-

ficiency. Figure 1 shows some of the sketches contained in his patent grant.

As engine developments progressed and higher boat speeds became practi-
cal, the emphasis as shown by the patents shifted from low-speed shallow-draft
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Fig. 1 - Patent sketches of C. Sharp (1869)
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displacement ships to hydroplane boats, where a fixed-water surface existed at

the stern. Typical of these developments was a patent issued in 1914 to W. H.

Farber for a hydroplane boat having two large surface propellers, Fig. 2. Dur-
ing and immediately after World War I, Albert Hickman, of Sea Sled fame, em-
ployed "surface" propellers on a sea- sled torpedo boat and on a 55-mph sea-

sled airplane carrier he developed for the U.S. Navy. Throughout these

developments Hickman had the active support of Adm. D. W, Taylor. It was
at this time that the first known model tests [ij were run both in open water
and self-propelled on a propeller designed to operate in the partially sub-

merged condition for a high-speed vessel. The propeller used in these tests

was three-bladed, with semiogival sections having a flat pressure face and

sharp leading edge. The test results showed high efficiency, comparable to

those fully submerged, but significantly reduced thrust and torque. The self-

propulsion tests brought forth the prime design difficulty with this type of pro-

peller, that of developing adequate thrust at the "hump" resistance speed to

assure successful operation of the craft over the desired speed range.

Among the list of subsequent inventions was a patent granted in 1927 to

Gebers of the Model Basin in Vienna, Austria. He recognized that the partially

submerged propeller was limited to a relatively narrow range of load variations.

Thus, for application to displacement vessels it was necessary to provide some
means for operating at low speed or during heavy loads by incorporating a com-
bination of small fully submerged propellers with minimal appendages and large

"semisubmerged" high-pitch propellers as shown in Fig. 3.

Insofar as practical applications of the partially submerged propeller are

concerned, they have, so far, been limited to the racing high-speed hydroplane,

which evolved into the well known "prop riders." The key developments oc-

curred in the period just before and immediately after World War II and resulted,

in 1948, in the pace- setting hydroplane Slo-Mo which increased the unlimited

speed record from 141.7 to 183 mph. The propellers employed are two-bladed
with wedge-type sections and are high-pitched. Besides being highly efficient,

these propellers also provide a lift, thus, to a point, establishing the magnitude
of their submergence; hence, the name prop riders.

Much of the development previously recounted was carried out without the

benefit of model or "scientific" investigation, but was largely the result of "cut

and try" in actual applications. Laboratory research work on partially sub-

merged propellers has largely been confined to the problem of air drawing of

the normal displacement ship- screw propeller when the ship is ballasted, so that

part of the propeller is partially out of water. Osborne Reynolds was one of the

first to study this problem in a paper entitled "On the Effects of Immersion on

Screw Propellers" [2] in Transactions Institute of Naval Architecture 1874.

Since then, the results of a number of investigations have been published. The
publication by H. Shiba of Japan [3] provided the most thorough analysis, using

the widest range of experiments, and gave the most complete bibliography. He
tested 28 propellers in which area ratio, pitch ratio, number of blades, section

form, plan form, pitch distribution, and skewback were varied. In his experi-

ments he varied the tip emergence from to 20% of the propeller diameter.

Most of the blade sections were of the airfoil type, but he did include a circular

arc section with a flat pressure face and sharp leading edge and noted the
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Fig. 2 - Patent sketches of W. H. Farber (1914)
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difference in the performance curves. Besides the wide range of experimental
information, he established, through the hydrodynamic equations of motion, the
law of similarity as it related to the air drawing of a partially submerged
propeller.

The most recent work on this problem was that by Gutsche in East Germany
[4]. He tested eight propellers, covering a wider range of blade-area ratios

over a slightly wider range of submergences. Since he used airfoil sections, his
results were similar to those of Shiba.

The tests on the circular arc sections in Refs. [Ij and [3j clearly show dif-

ferent characteristic curves than do those with airfoil sections. Although all

partially submerged propellers show a reduction in thrust and torque coefficient

with reduction in advance ratio, those with the airfoil sections show a more pre-
cipitous drop at a critical advance ratio than do sections employing flat or cam-
bered pressure-face sections.

The other recent noteworthy work was that of the Russians Yegorov and
Sadovnikov, Ref . [5j, who were concerned with applying this type of propulsion
to hydrofoil craft operating in protected water such as rivers.

INTRODUCTION

With the growing interest in high-speed high-performance craft, the Naval
Ship Research and Development Center has undertaken the task of developing
more effective means of propelling these vehicles. Most schemes of propulsion
involve fully submerged supercavitating propellers with appropriate appendages
to house the shafting. These appendages, unfortunately, impose drag penalties
which become quite severe at high speed (Ref. [6]), hence, the interest in ex-
amining other means of propulsion. The partially submerged propeller with its

low appendage drag appears to offer a possible solution for high efficiency, pro-
vided performance is not unduly jeopardized in solving the vibration and strength
problems arising from the cyclic loading and unloading of the blades.

Since preceding work, Refs. [ij and [3], had shown that the circular arc sec-
tion with flat faces and sharp leading edge had efficiencies comparable to those
for the fully submerged condition and had more desirable thrust characteristics
than propellers with airfoil sections, it was decided to start this investigation
utilizing propellers with supercavitating-type sections. The availability of a
number of supercavitating propellers from previous research programs made
this approach quite attractive and provided a large data base for comparison of

performance between partially submerged, fully wetted, and supercavitating
operation, Refs. [7j and [8].

The initial investigation was made on three propellers in which the major
differences were the P/D ratios and number of blades. The objective of these
tests was to investigate the steady- state power performance, i.e., torque, thrust,
and propeller efficiency over a wide range of advance coefficients. Subsequently,
measurements were made on a geosim of one of the preceding propellers over a
wide range of advance coefficients and test speeds. As well as the usual measure-
ments of thrust, torque, and rpm, measurements were also made of the force in
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the transverse plane and the shaft-bending moments with a dynamometer
especially designed for this purpose.

It is the objective of this paper to present the results of the experiments
on the four propellers and to make comparisons with their performance when
fully submerged, both cavitating and noncavitating. An analysis will be attempted,

albeit somewhat heuristically, of the hydromechanical sources of the force gen-

erated by partially submerged propellers so that guidance can be obtained for

future research, both theoretical and experimental. There will be many questions

raised which at this point are incompletely answered. It is hoped that these ques-
tions will stimulate other investigators into examining this form of propulsion,

which holds potential for the efficient propulsion of high-speed vehicles.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The objective of the initial set of experiments was to determine the efficiency

and thrust characteristic of partially submerged supercavitating propellers and

to compare these with the fully submerged performance.

For this phase three propellers were used from the NSRDC supercavitating-
propeller library, Propellers 4002, 3820, and 3767. Table 1 lists the character-
istic coefficients for these propellers. Figures 4-6 show the geometry and
photographs of the three propellers. As may be noted, only the camber shape of

the sections was common to all three propellers. All of the sections had blunt

trailing edges, except the tip 20% of Propeller 3767. The primary differences

sought in selecting these propellers were number of blades and pitch ratio.

Measurements of thrust, torque, and rpm were made in open water at two
submergences, semisubmerged, and with the shaft centerline 2 in. above the

Table 1

Propeller Characteristics

Propeller
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Fig. 4 - Drawing of propeller 4002

water surface. Normal open water-test procedures were used, i.e., the rpm
was held constant and the forward velocity ranged from to about 12 fps. Test
conditions are tabulated in Table 2. A three-to-one elliptical fairwater was
used in front of the propeller. It was noted in the semisubmerged condition that
a film of water came over the fairwater into the propeller disk. Comparisons
of the spray patterns in both the semisubmerged and hub-out conditions did not
seem to indicate any effect from this thin film of water. It was also noted in

running these tests at the low advance coefficients that the propeller and its hub
were generating a wave train which appeared to modify the submergence.

The objective of the second phase of the experimental program was a more
detailed examination of all of the steady forces generated by a partially sub-
merged propeller for a number of speeds of advance. For this phase, Propeller
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Fig. 5 - Drawing of propeller 3820

3768, a geosim of Model 3767, the most thoroughly tested of all the supercavi-

tating propellers available at the Center, was used.

The experiments in this phase were carried out somewhat differently, as

the effect of speed of advance upon performance was an objective. Hence, the

tests were run at a constant forward velocity, and the rpm's were varied. This

limited the lowest advance coefficient to the maximum torque attainable with the

propulsion dynamometer and removed the problem of the wave train at low ad-

vance coefficients. Table 2 lists the conditions tested. During these tests visual

observations were made of the flow variations.

In order to minimize the effect of the elliptical fairwater on performance,
it was replaced by a 60° cone. This seemed to help in reducing the thickness of

the film of water.
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Fig. 6 - Drawing of propeller 3767

Since the center of thrust is well below the shaft axis, the propeller gen-
erates large bending moments in the shaft. Correspondingly the unbalanced
torque force during 1 revolution also generates a large force in the transverse
plane. To determine the shaft-bending moments arising from the thrust eccen-
tricity and magnitude and direction of the transverse force, a special dyna-
mometer which measures the bending moment in the shaft at two points was
used. The dynamometer was designed to measure these moments in both the

horizontal and vertical planes on the propeller shaft housing. Thus, identifica-

tion of the various components of the steady propeller force is possible with
this dynamometer in conjunction with the thrust and torque measured by a con-
ventional propulsion dynamometer. A detailed description of the dynamometer
and the calibration is given in Appendix A.
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Table 2

Summary of Test Conditions
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fully wetted or cavitating. More effective comparisons can be made by present-

ing hq and J as a function of the thrust coefficient

T

ip'2) A' V2

where ^ is the submerged disk area, V is velocity, and T is thrust. Figures
19- 22 present the results of these comparisons. In Figs. 19 and 20 the results

of the partially submerged tests are compared with the supercavitating tests of

Propeller 3767 presented in Refs. [7j and [8j. Figure 23 shows the fully sub-
merged data of Propeller 3767 over a range of cavitation numbers which may
be compared to Fig. 21, showing the performance of the same propeller at

three partially submerged conditions.

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS ;'
• •

Visual observation of the flow around Propeller 3768 indicates, at the high

J values prior to transition, that the spray is relatively low to the water surface

.OU .00 .Oe .07 .06 0.1 .2

THRUST COEFFICIENT, C/
.W .5 .fa .7 .£ 1.0

Fig. 19 - C.^ - r^g - J diagram of propeller 4002 partially submerged
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Propeller 3820

Fig. 20 - C^ - 77q - J diagram of propeller 3820 partially submerged

and comes largely from the exit side of the propeller. In this flow regime, as

the advance coefficients were reduced toward the transition regime, there

seemed to be a cavity starting from the leading edge on the suction face as the

blade entered the water surface which became slightly larger as the advance

coefficient was reduced. In this regime there did not appear to be any change

of water-level flow into the propeller, except at the very lowest test speed of

5.18 ft/sec, where there appeared to be an actual lowering of the water surface —
suggesting that there may have been a wave effect.

At transition there was a very marked change in the flow pattern. The spray

became much more intense and extended considerably higher into the air. The

intensification seemed to be most marked on the entry side of the propeller. It

was noted on most tests that in the region of transition there was strong forced

vibration of the propeller and propeller shaft.
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Fig. 21 - cj. - r;^ - J diagram of propeller 3767 partially submerged

At the low advance coefficients, after transition, the flow pattern remained
similar to that at transition, except that the amount of spray increased in quantity

and amplitude as the advance coefficient was reduced. Forward of the propeller

it was noted that the water surface increased in elevation, the amount varying

inversely with the advance coefficient. At one point the increase just before

entry into the propeller was more than 1 in., thus indicating a blockage of flow

and a positive pressure field forward of the propeller. It was also noted that

there was an extensive amount of spray extending forward of the propeller.

In conjunction with these observations a special test was made at 1-knot

intervals from 1 to 9 knots, when the propeller rpm at transition was recorded.

During the measurements it was noted that just as transition occurred there was
a sudden increase in the rpm, which made it difficult to obtain a consistant

value for the transition advance coefficient.

ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE

Before undertaking an interpretation of the test results for the guidance they

can offer in predicting the performance of a partially submerged propeller, it is

helpful to examine the flow regime around a supercavitating- type section under

ventilated flow conditions. To assist there is a small but growing body of informa-

tion on hydrofoils with ventilated flows of which Refs. [9j and [lOj are most
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Propeller 3767

FUIIY SUBMERGED

a 0.601

1 . 25

1.679-

a 3.9m

Fig. 23 - Cj - Tj ^ - ] diagram of propeller 3767 fully submerged

Fully Vented Region. In this regime a cavity greater than one chord length
exists on the suction side starting from the leading edge, thus the suction side

and the base of the foil are fully vented to atmospheric pressure. At this condi-
tion there is a drop in lift coefficient when compared to base-vented regions and
a corresponding drop in lift-to-drag ratio.

The results of these flow regimes may be readily summarized on the follow-
ing force diagrams as a function of angle of attack, Fig. 24. The forces are shown
in the usual convention — lift and drag coefficients parallel and normal to the flow.
The break in the lift curve is the transition point from the partially cavitating to

the fully vented region. This transition is accompanied by violent oscillation in

the forces identified as buffeting. The angle of attack where the transition takes
place, as well as its magnitude, is a function of a number of variables, most of

which are dependent upon the section geometry. Increasing the base thickness-
to-chord ratio tends to increase the transition angle of attack and results in a
larger shift in the lift coefficient. The details of the suction surface, particularly
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of Attack a

Fig. 24 - Lift and drag coefficients of wedges
in various flow regimes

the leading edge, can have a marked effect. Flattening or blunting the leading
edge reduces both the transition angle of attack and the magnitude of the shift

of the lift coefficient. Reducing the hydrofoil-aspect ratio increases the transi-

tion angle of attack.

The absolute speed of a given hydrofoil also has a marked effect. Increas-
ing speed tends to reduce the transition angle of attack and reduces the magni-
tude of the change in lift, even at a Reynolds number well above the laminar-
turbulent transition region.

With this background we are now better able to analyze the action of the

propellers tested. Figure 25 shows Propeller 3768 operating semisubmerged
in the Hydronautics variable-pressure channel, Ref. [11]. The j = 0.75 condi-
tion is base-vented, whereas the J = 0.35 condition is fully vented. The differ-

ences in both the spray and cavity patterns may be noted for those two oper-
ating conditions.

The abrupt shifts in the k^ and Kq coefficients noted on Propellers 3820
and 3768 are quite clearly the points at which transition occurs from base-
vented to fully vented operation. As could be expected the efficiency drops
when the sections become fully ventilated. The drop in lift-to-drag ratio ac-
counts for this.
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for the lowest speed of 5.18 ft/sec. The low-speed test clearly shows a sig-
nificantly larger torque coefficient and a small increase in the thrust coeffi-

cient in the base -vented flow regime. A close examination of the torque results
indicates that there is a possible difference for each test speed but this is

largely masked by the experimental scatter. An estimate of the propeller blade
drag shows that the base drag is quite large for the low speed test due to the

relatively low blade velocity, hence, the high torque values measured. Since
the base drag coefficient decreases as a function of the local velocity squared,
it becomes quite small at the highest test speed. This points to the importance
on this type of propeller experimentation of scaling the section o- values.

A comparison between the K^ and Kg versus J curves for propellers with
airfoil sections shows marked difference from those with supercavitating-type
sections. Figure 26 from Ref. [3j is typical. It may be noted that at the high
advance coefficients the K^ and Kq values are independent of test rpm but as

J is reduced, the higher-rpm tests start to show a decrease; ultimately, there
is the transition point where there is a large drop in Kp and Kq, the magnitude
of which is sensitive to the test rpm. To explain the differences we should know
how ventilation develops on an airfoil-type section. At the higher advance co-
efficients the foil is at a low enough angle of attack that it is fully wetted, thus
K^ and Kq are independent of test speed. As the advance coefficient is reduced,
a vented cavity probably forms from a point near the maximum thickness.

Eventually the advance coefficient will be reduced to the point that a fully vented
cavity forms from the leading edge. It is at this point that there is a rapid
change in the lift, which results in the drop in the Kp and Kg values. The large
drop in lift observed on the airfoil section can be accounted for by noting that

when a fully vented cavity develops on an airfoil section it acts as a supercavi-
tating section with negative camber. Unpublished measurements of side forces
on wedgelike and ogival surface-piercing struts show much more radial change
in side-force coefficients for those struts with convex curvature on the pressure
face. The preceding comparison points rather clearly to the desirability of us-
ing section shapes that do not result in convex curvature when operating fully

vented and that have a minimum tendency towards cavitation inception at the

leading edge.

COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS

So that comparisons can be more easily made between the performance of

the propeller at different test conditions, the system of ng and J versus cj

have been used in Figs. 19-22. The thrust coefficient c^ is based on the

submerged-disk area. These curves rather clearly show that the maximum ef-

ficiencies in the partially submerged condition are comparable to those for the

fully wetted condition. The lift-to-drag ratio of base-vented sections is greater

than when fully wetted, but the blade entry and exit losses must reduce their ef-

ficiency to the point where they are comparable. It should also be noted that the

range of C^ value over which a given propeller can operate efficiently is much
narrower than for the fully submerged condition. The extent of the operating

range is comparable to that of the supercavitating propeller.

These curves, particularly those on Propellers 3767 and 3768 show that for

the base-vented condition there is partial collapse of the data for the range of
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J = 0.75
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Fig. 26 - Photographs of propeller
3768 partially submerged

submergence tested, and that for estimating purposes it would be possible to

make a tentative prediction of the performance at any submergence based upon
the results of tests at one submergence.

It was noted in comparing the efficiency curve of Propellers 3767 and 3768 at

the semisubmerged condition that the efficiency of 3768 was somewhat higher.

This was because the test speeds of 3767 were quite low; thus, the base drag of

the blade sections was relatively high.

The collapse for the two tests conducted on Propeller 3820 is not as good
but the region of greatest variation is the low Cj' 's where the small amount of

data that exist are of questionable accuracy and where there is a fairly large

base-drag component. The coincidences demonstrated from Propellers 3767,

3768, and 3820 do not hold for 4002. It may be noted that the test data are
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considerably more scattered. Because this is a two-bladed propeller, the un-

steady forces are quite large. At the smaller submergence the thrust will vary
from nearly zero to the maximum developable by one blade.

The results of the cavitation tests in a variable pressure water tunnel on
Propeller 3767, Ref. [7], have been presented on the same type of diagram, Fig.

22, for purposes of comparison with partially submerged operation. Fig. 21. As
may be noted in Fig. 22, the curves change their character with decreasing <j

^

indicating in particular a reduction in the favorable operating range of thrust

coefficient. The only region of comparability between cavitating and partially

submerged operation is when full ventilation has occurred for the latter. In this

region the n and J values are somewhat similar to those of the cavitating pro-
peller when operating at low o- values.

ANALYSIS OF TRANSVERSE FORCES
AND THRUST ECCENTRICITY

The fully submerged propeller, when operating in a uniform flow field, de-
velops a net thrust and torque which acts at the axis of rotation. If the propeller

operates in an asymmetric flow field, the forces no longer occur at the exact

center of rotation nor do they appear as a simple steady force (thrust) and mo-
ment (torque). Usually these asymmetries in the flow are not large enough to

be of concern as far as the thrust eccentricity and transverse forces are con-

cerned. This is no longer possible in the case of the partially submerged pro-

peller, which may be viewed as a limiting case of asymmetry in the flow field,

i.e., a step-function velocity field which is symmetrical about a vertical plane

through the propeller axis.

Before undertaking an analysis of the results of the measurements of the

side force and the thrust eccentricity, it is helpful to examine the force on the

propeller as it enters and exits through the air-water interface. There is a

modest amount of literature derived from seaplane dynamics and hydroballis-

tics on the air-water entry of bodies and more recently on water exit of mis-
siles. The most applicable literature is that derived from seaplane dynamics,
which is concerned with impact forces of wedgelike bodies. The work was in-

tended for the deadrise angle of seaplane floats rather than the knife-edge

shapes of propellers; however, extensions have been made using the same as-

sumptions as for the larger vertex angles, Ref. [12].

There are three phases recognized in the air-water entry of a rigid body,

Ref. [13], which might be considered applicable to a propeller blade; sequen-
tially these are as follows:

Shock Phase. This regime covers the initial, extremely brief period of wa-
ter contact where compressibility is the important effect. Since this phase lasts

only microseconds, and the leading edge of the blade is "sharp," the pressure is

localized on an extremely small area; thus, any imposed drag force on the blade

is probably negligible.

Flow-Forming Phase. In this regime the water around the blade is set into

motion, and the entry cavity is initiated. It is during this phase that there is a.
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considerable exchange of energy taking place which can give rise to large im-

pulse forces. On a partially submerged propeller the time duration of the im-
pulse force can be relatively large when considered in relation to the time of

one revolution. For the root sections of Propeller 3768 when operating in a
semisubmerged condition, the impulse phase lasts as long as one-fourth of a

revolution, and its duration is approximately one-third of the time the blade is

in the water. Even at the 0.7 radius the duration is more than 20% of the time

the blade is in the water. -.

Open-Cavity Phase. This phase occurs when the blade proceeds beyond the

flow-forming phase, and an open cavity grows outward from the region of flow

separation, either base-vented or fully vented, depending upon the advance co-

efficient of the propeller. This phase is the dominant regime of the propeller

action and has been discussed in the previous section on performance.

Considerably less knowledge exists on the water-exit regime of rigid bodies

such as missiles, which geometrically are far from similar to a rotating pro-

peller blade. It is known from this work that the amount of entrained water
exiting with the body is equivalent to 7 - 12% of the body volume. This tends to

reduce the vertical force on the propeller. This is also the source of much of

the spray generated by the propeller when operating in the base-vented regime.

We can now examine the results of the measurements made of thrust ec-

centricity and transverse force on Propeller 3768 as shown in Figs. 13- 18. The
test results for horizontal thrust eccentricity e^^ show that the center of thrust

in the base- vented condition is a small distance, less than 5% of the propeller

diameter to the right, or starboard, for a right- hand- turning screw; whereas
for the fully vented condition it is almost the same amount to the left, or port.

This implies for the base-vented condition that more blade lift is developed on

the entry half of the revolution, while for the fully vented condition more blade

lift is developed on the exit half of the revolution.

The vertical position of the center of thrust is obviously a function of sub-
mergence of the propeller, the less the submergence the larger the eccentricity

e^. The most marked effect is in the magnitude of the shift between base-vented
and fully vented operation. The implication of these results is that there is a

very large shift of the center of loading towards the root in the change from
base-vented to fully vented operation. The reason for this is not clear.

The results of the transverse-force measurements. Figs. 16 - 18, show sig-

nificant vertical force as well as the expected strong horizontal force. As
noted before there is a marked difference in the magnitude of these forces for

the two flow regimes, the base-vented condition producing the larger forces.

The horizontal force coefficient for the fully vented condition appears to be in-

dependent of the test speed. Just the opposite is true for the base-vented con-

dition, where the force coefficient varies significantly with test speed. This is

not unexpected, as both the base and viscous components of the blade drag de-

crease with increasing speed. It would be expected that smaller differences

would have been obtained at the higher test speeds. This again points to the

necessity for proper modeling of the section a if successful predictions are to

be made.
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The vertical force coefficient for the base-vented regime is dependent upon
both test speed and submergences. The force is upward, implying that the im-
pact forces are significant and that more blade lift is developed during the entry

half of the revolution than during the exit half. This is consistent with the thrust

-

eccentricity measurements.

The vertical force coefficient for the fully vented condition, just as for the

horizontal force coefficient, appears to be independent of test speed. It also

appears to be independent of depth of submergence. In this regime the net

force is downward, implying that more blade lift is being developed on the exit

half of the revolution and that this net force is greater than the impact force

upon entry. This again is consistent with the thrust-eccentricity measurements,
where the center of thrust is located in the exit half of the propeller disk.

The generation of the spray upon blade entry and exit represents a loss of

energy to the system. It would be expected that this would have a significant

effect upon the efficiency of the propeller. It is probable that these losses ac-

count, in the case of Propeller 3768, for the gains made in the L/D ratio when
operating in a base-vented as compared to the fully wetted condition; hence the

reason for the comparable efficiencies when being operated as either a fully

wetted or a partially submerged propeller.

SCALING

The dominant scaling problem is associated with maintaining the proper
value on the propeller blade sections to ensure achieving similarity of flow.

Since the cavities are vented to the atmosphere at all times, with the possible

exception of a small leading-edge vapor cavity just before transition from base-

vented to fully vented flow, the static pressure is equal to the atmospheric
pressure. The pressure differential is

l\p - -yh ,

where y is the density of water, and h is the depth of water at the propeller

blade section; thus

A/3 yh1,1,
2
^

2
iw^

where u is the inflow velocity to the propeller-blade section. This relationship

can also be expressed in terms of a depth Froude number:

2

h

where Fj^ = u/gh . Since cry^ is a function of Froude number, the condition for

similarity of flow is that the speed of advance of the model and full-scale pro-

pellers should be in accordance with the Froude law of comparison; thus
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and

_ Vs
\ = ;^l/2 -

where ^ is the linear ratio of full-scale to model propeller.

In the open-water testing of fully submerged propellers it is not necessary
to observe the Froude law of comparison; hence, the practice of running these

tests at constant rpm just high enough to achieve an adequate local Reynolds
number to ensure turbulent flow (usually greater than 5 10^ at the 0.7 radius).

It would appear from these tests that the same minimum-Reynolds-number
requirements will have to be maintained for the open-water testing of partially

submerged propellers. In addition there is the requirement of o- (or Froude)

scaling. Fortunately, the base drag coefficient decreases as the square of the

velocity; thus, there must be some a- value beyond which any further increase in

test speed is unwarranted. Some of the low advance coefficient data at the

higher test speeds in this series has cr^ values, based upon tip velocity, of less

than 0.005 (root section a values were considerably larger). The good collapse

of test results in this region adds support to such a suggestion.

The advance coefficient of transition from base-vented to fully vented op-

eration is also subject to a scaling as demonstrated by the speed dependency

shown in Table 3. These results along with the transition value obtained from
the tests have been plotted as a function of o-^, based upon the propeller-tip

velocity in Fig. 27. Above and to the right of the line is the base-vented region,

and below and to the left is the fully vented region. An extrapolation of these

results to a lower a value would indicate that there is a probable maximum j

value at which transition would occur. If a is one of the dominant scaling laws

then it would be expected that geosims would provide a comparable curve. At

this writing a similar test has not yet been made on Propeller 3767 to check the

validity of this hypothesis.

Assuming that this is the proper relationship for scaling transition, the re-

sults of the lowest test spots from Propeller 3767 are shown in this same figure;

hence, it becomes apparent why transition was not achieved on the tests on this

propeller.

SUMMARY

As stated in the introduction, the results of these experiments tended to

raise as many questions as they answered. It must also be remembered that the

experiments represent the results of only three propellers, all with similar-type

sections and all with a small number of blades; hence, the conclusions should be

construed as tentative, pending a wider base of experimental and theoretical

knowledge.

Summarized below are the major findings from these experiments.
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Table 3

Tabulation of Transition Advance Coefficients

for Propeller 3768

Speed
(knots)
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2. The propeller has inherently a higher efficiency in the base-vented
regime because of the higher L/D ratio of the blades.

3. The advance ratio at which the propeller changes from fully vented to
base-vented flow is subject to scale effects.

4. During the period that the propeller blade is entering the water, impact
forces are developed which contribute to the vertical force generated by the

propeller and, in the fully vented regime, contribute significantly to the genera-
tion of the spray.

5. During the period that the propeller blade is exiting, entrained water is

carried into the atmosphere, creating much of the spray, particularly for the

base- vented regime and contributing a downward component to the vertical
force. . .; ,

:.

6. Propulsive efficiencies in partially submerged operation comparable to

fully submerged noncavitating operation can be achieved, in spite of the losses
mentioned in 4 and 5 above.

7. The partially submerged propeller has a narrower range of thrust load-
ings over which it can operate efficiently than it does when operating fully

submerged.

8. It appears for the base-vented condition, at least within engineering
needs, that the results of tests at various depths of submergence can be nor-
malized on a thrust coefficient, c^', which is based upon submerged area.

9. The center of thrust is near the vertical center plane of the propeller
shifting from the starboard side to the port side for a right-hand-turning pro-
peller when the flow changes from base-vented to fully vented.

10. The vertical center of thrust is reduced significantly when the flow
changes from base-vented to fully vented.

11. The vertical component of the transverse force is upward for the base-
vented regime shifting to downward in the fully vented regime.

12. The horizontal component of the transverse force is to starboard for a
right- hand -turning propeller and the force coefficient is much larger in magni-
tude for the base-vented than for the fully vented regime.

13. The appearance and intensity of the spray pattern changes significantly

when the flow changes from base-vented to fully vented.

14. The supercavitating-type section shows a much smaller drop in thrust

than does a propeller with airfoil section when operating fully vented.

15. The condition for similarity of cavity flow pattern on ventilated partially

submerged propellers requires that the speed of advance of the model full-scale

propeller should be in accordance with Froude's law of comparison.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the experiments presented in this paper are only the begin-

ning of a long chain of research which must be accomplished before this type of

propeller can be applied to high-speed high-performance vehicles. Some of the

most important of these are listed below.

1. Scaling of the point of transition from base to fully vented flows must be
examined and a method for prediction developed.

2. High-speed photographs should be taken of the flow at the suction side of

the leading edge of the blade as it enters the water in both base-vented and fully

vented operating conditions to help guide the development of the theory.

3. Develop theory for the force and moments on a propeller blade as it en-

ters and emerges from the air-water interface.

4. Measure the time history of lift, drag, and moment on an individual

blade, so that we can better understand the forces experienced by the blade and
the results can be used to check theory.

5. Develop a rational hydrodynamic theory for designing this type of pro-

peller comparable to that for propellers operating fully submerged.

6. Examine the vibratory forces produced by a propeller which is experi-

encing both cyclic loading and unloading and impact force upon water entry.

7. Blade strength and fatigue must be investigated for their effect upon
performance.

8. Details of blade section shape should be investigated to obtain sections

of adequate strength which will have minimum drag under base -vented condition,

reduced magnitude of drop in lift coefficient when fully vented, and will produce
minimum impact force when entering the water.

9. The explanation for the large radial shift in center of loading towards
the root when the propeller changes from base-vented to fully vented should be
ascertained.

10. It is necessary to be able to predict the pressure field ahead of the pro-
peller in both of its two operating modes so that interaction forces with the

vehicle can be estimated.
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Appendix A

MEASUREMENT OF TRANSVERSE FORCES

DESCRIPTION

As previously discussed in this paper, propellers which operate partly out

of the water cause the effective center of thrust to be applied below the shaft

centerline. The imbalance of the torque force results in a transverse force in

the plane of the propeller. In order to determine the resultant force and mo-
ment, a four-component dynamometer was designed and built. The four com-
ponents were the horizontal and vertical components of the resultant moment
and the horizontal and vertical components of the transverse force.

Li principle, the dynamometer acts as a cantilever beam of hollow cross

section with a concentrated load at the free end. Two reduced-area sections,

designated Plane A and Plane B, are strain gaged. The strain gages are wired
into 4 four-arm Wheatstone bridges. Each bridge is wired so that it reacts to

the bending moment at a given plane in a given direction. For example the

vertical moment at Plane A is proportional to the signal produced by a Wheat-
stone bridge where one side (two legs) measures the strains in the top of the

flexure while the other two legs measure the strains in the lower sides of the

flexures. Hence, the output is the difference between a compressive and a ten-

sile force in the material. Figure Al shows a schematic of the dynamometer,
and Fig. A2 shows the dynamometer assembly and the strain-gage wiring
diagram.

Fig. Al - Schematic diagram of four-component dynamometer

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Consider a coordinate system where the shaft is coincident with the x axis,

the positive y axis is vertically upward, and the positive x axis is horizontally
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to the right, facing forward. The origin is at the intersection of the shaft axis

with the transverse propeller plane. The coordinate system is shown in the

upper part of Fig. A3. Arrowheads indicate the positive x, y, and z directions.

Also included for reference are the positive direction of rotation n and speed v

for a right-hand propeller.

a y

Fig. A3 - Coordinate system and force diagram

Eccentric application of the thrust force T at a distance y below the shaft

produces a moment M = Ty. This moment can be represented by a pure moment
in the vertical plane (z = 0), M^ and a vertical force F^ applied to the shaft in

the same transverse reference plane, see Fig. A3. Resisting moments are gen-

erated at Plane A and Plane B, respectively:

- M^Y = M^Y - F^ b ,

-
"^BY

= ^ZY - Fv b - F^ a .

From these relationships, the force f is

Fv = (MbY - May)/3

and the moment m, is

- M7Y = [(a+ b) M.y - b Mgyl/a -
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Similarly, the horizontal force and moment coefficients are

- M^x = [(a + b) Mj^^ - b Mgyl/a.

If the moments are divided by the thrust, the x and y distances to the point

of application are obtained. These distances are nondimensionalized with re-
spect to the propeller diameter, thus

^h = Mzx/T.D.

,

% = Mzy/TD.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

From the foregoing description it is seen that the force and moment in

either the vertical or horizontal plane can be computed if the moments in

Planes A and B are known. Hence, the calibration procedure must relate these
moments to the output of the strain-gage bridge circuits. The calibrations in-

volve two steps, first, the exact axial location of each strain gage must be es-
tablished, and, second, the slope of the calibration curve is established.

Establishing the center of the strain- gage grids was done by mounting a
calibrating arm on the shaft with the short leg in the plane of the propeller and
the long leg extending back past Planes A and B (see Fig. A4).

With the calibrating arm in place, but no additional weight, the two gages in

the same transverse plane (either horizontal or vertical) are zeroed. A nominal
force, or weight (5 lb.) is then imposed on the long leg of the calibrating arm.
The weight is then moved toward Plane A until the output of the A gage is zero.
This location is then marked as the center of the gage grid at Plane A. The out-

put of gage B is also recorded.

Plane B is then established by moving the weight until the output of gage B
is zero. The location of Plane B is then marked, and the output of gage A is

recorded.

Note 1. If the outputs of gages A and B are not identical, the gage sensitivity

is adjusted until the outputs are the same. This may require going through the

above procedure two or three times.

Note 2. The same procedure is then followed for the horizontal gages but

the weight is hung from a "frictionless" pulley.

The described procedure has established the dimension as indicated in Fig.

A2. For this dynamometer, a = 2.19 in. Dimension b is then measured from
Plane A to the point of application of the transverse force. For the calibration

this was 2.62 in.
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The actual calibrations are then

performed by applying a known force

(weight) at a given point simultane-

ously with a pure moment. The force

and moments are varied independ-

ently. Outputs of all four gages are
recorded as various weights are im-
posed on the systems. The same
range of weights is then calibrated

with different moments to assure that

there are no coupling effects. A typi-

cal calibration curve is shown as Fig.

A5. The line has a slope which is the

arithmetic average of the data over
the range of interest. The error of

any reading is within 1.5%; hence,

data acquisition with this dynamom-
eter is considered to be about 3%.

Since the dimension b enters into

the calculation of the moment, it is

necessary to establish the point of

application of the transverse forces
in the plane of the propeller. For
Propeller 3768 the design reference
plane, located at the mid-chord length,

was used ( b= 3.31 in.). The center

of lift on the blade varies depending ^. . . ^, , , r _>
., „, . A 1- 1 j-i. Fib. A4 - Photograph of dyna-

upon the flow regime. A check on the mometer calibrations
error introduced by inaccuracy in de-
termination of the magnitude of b

shows that if the error was as large as 1.0 in. there would be less than 1%
error introduced into the determination of the eccentricity.

NOMENCLATURE

A Area

Aq Disc area (7rDV4)

Aq Submerged disc area

B^P Blade thickness fraction

Cq Drag coefficient fOp/- ^Av^
j

Cl Lift coefficient [hi- pAvA

e^ Loading coefficient h/- pk^V'^

C| Loading coefficient il — pk'^v"^
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Horizontal thrust eccentricity/diameter

Vertical thrust eccentricity/diameter -
' V"

Transverse horizontal force -

Fy Transverse vertical force -. /•

F^ Depth Froude Number (U/v'ghE)

g Acceleration due to gravity

h Depth of submergence of a propeller blade section

J Advance coefficient (V/nD)

Kp. Horizontal force coefficient (F^/pn^B'*)

Kp. Vertical force coefficient (Fy/pn^D"*)

Kq Torque coefficient (Q/pn^D^)

Kx Thrust coefficient (T/pnSD^)

L Lift

L/Dp Lift- Drag ratio

Mj^ Moment in horizontal plane

My Moment in vertical plane

n Revolutions per unit time

P/D Pitch- Diameter ratio

Q Torque

R Propeller radius (D/2)

R^ Reynolds number (Vq 7 <^o.7/^)

T Thrust

U Inflow velocity to blade section = V [i + (tt\/J)^]
^^^

V Velocity

X Nondimensional propeller radius

z Number of blades
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7 Density

tjq Propeller efficiency in open water (TV/27TQn)

k Linear ratio of full-scale to model propeller

V Kinematic viscosity

P Mass density

o- Cavitation number ;,,.,-:
,

-j

o-jj Local blade cavitation number based upon h

Subscripts

Model

Ship
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DISCUSSION

H. Volpick
Brown Bros. & Co. Ltd.

Edinburgh, Scotland

In the historical introduction of this very interesting paper, the authors

have remarked on the use of partially submerged propellers years ago on

rivers and lakes. As a former member of the Denny Ship Model Basin in Dum-
barton (Scotland), which was liquidated in 1963 — at least in name — with the

entire firm of Denny, I should like to mention that already in the 1920' s ship

propulsion of this type for specific river application in India and Burma was
evolved by Denny. After extensive model tests, the first experimental vessel,

the Meccano, was built, and full-scale experiments were continued. One of the

first commercial vessels, the Chuchow, of about 100-ft length had two large,

slightly submerged propellers, or "vane wheels" as they were called, at the

stern, turning at about 60 rpm through a gearbox. Before this vessel was
finally shipped out East, further extensive tests were carried out on the River
Clyde at different immersions of the vane wheels, which were four-bladed, of

large area, and with ordinary circular back sections. These trials showed
that the predictions from the model tests were reasonable, and that the optimum
propulsive efficiency coincided with an immersion coefficient (i.e., immersion
of wheel/diameter) of between 0.30 and 0.35 falling off rapidly with higher im-
mersion, due to increased drag. This peak efficiency was over 0.45, which did

not compare unfavorably with the figure of 0.50- 0.55 for customary paddle

propulsion.

The largest vessel of this type built by Denny was the M. V. Stanley, a river

cargo vessel which operated from 1929 onward on the Congo river. With the

advent of high-speed Diesels and directly coupled, fast-turning, small, fully

immersed propellers, vane-wheel propulsion went out of use. However, the
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Denny Ship Model Basin was going to reactivate this system for a specific pro-
posal for India in 1963 and commence a new series of experiments in the light
of modern propeller design, when the firm's liquidation put an end to this pro-
posed program.

DISCUSSION

S. G. Bindel

Bassin d'Essais des Carenes
Paris, France

When the submergence of a propeller is not sufficiently large, a ventilation
may occur when the ship is stopping, since the rotation of the propeller is re-
versed while the motion of the ship is still forward. This ventilation leads to a
decrease of the thrust, and thus to an increase in the stopping length. It is

speculated that this unfavorable effect may also be severe on the partially sub-
merged propeller.

I should like to ask Mr. Hadler if tests were carried out to investigate these
unusual working conditions.

DISCUSSION

C. Kruppa
Technische Universitdt

Berlin, Germany

I would like to congratulate the authors on the presentation of a paper that
undoubtedly will have to be looked upon as the first piece of fundamental informa-
tion on the performance of partially submerged high-speed propellers. I think
we all are aware of the fact that partially submerged propellers have been used
for some time in racing craft and record-breakers, and have performed more or
less successfully, due largely, no doubt, to the reduction of appendage drag. How-
ever, nobody has so far been able to quote efficiencies or account, on a rational
basis, for possible advantages that this type of propulsion device may offer under
certain circumstances.

The authors have already outlined what they think should be done in the
future on a theoretical basis and experimentally, in order to arrive at a better
understanding of the hydrodynamic phenomena in partially submerged propellers
and to derive the basis for a design method, if possible. To their 10 recommen-
dations for future investigations, however, I would like to add a further one, which
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is concerned with the number of blades in partially submerged propellers. Al-

though this aspect is directly linked to the question of vibratory output in par-

tially submerged propellers, I think there is a strong need for testing partially

submerged propellers with larger numbers of blades than commonly in use in

fully submerged propellers. In fact, I am quite certain that in more sophisti-
'

cated installations the partially submerged propellers will only stand a chance,

from the vibration point of view, if the number of blades is sufficiently high,

I would like to ask the authors whether they share this point of view.

Finally, I would like to mention that at Berlin Technical University an ex-

perimental investigation into the performance of partially submerged propellers

will be carried out in the near future. The tests will be conducted in the free-

surface cavitation tunnel of the cavitation laboratory. All together, 8 propellers

will be tested in the first phase of the program, among them propellers of the

Newton-Rader series that have successfully been used for fully submerged pro-

pellers in the fully cavitating mode, but do not make use of blunt trailing edges.

It is planned to extend the program eventually to measuring the fluctuating

forces on individual blades and to investigate possible advantages of skew-back.

The paper presented by the authors provides extremely valuable guidance for

this work.

DISCUSSION

K. Suhrbier

Vosper Ltd.

Portsmouth, England

The authors presented an interesting and stimulating paper, which contains

very useful information on this subject.

We have recently carried out some limited experiments with three super-

cavitating propellers on a race boat (described in the panel discussion on Planing

Craft by Cdr. E>u Cane). All propellers were designed for the same boat and had

about the same characteristics in the fully submerged condition; they were:

1. a wedge-type SC propeller (P. Rolla, Switzerland), designed for semi-

submerged condition;

2. a wedge type SC propeller, designed for fully submerged condition;

3. a Newton-Rader SC propeller (modified airfoil section), designed for

fully immersed condition.

In the semisubmerged mode, good performance could be achieved with the

first two propellers; the hump was no problem ~ in particular with Propeller 1,
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which also gave by far the best overall performance. However, with the third
propeller it was not possible to get on the plane (i.e., over the resistance hump),
although this type has proved to be very successful in normal applications on
many planing craft.

As already stated by the authors, the blade shape is very important and our
experience seems to confirm that airfoil-type sections are not suitable for this
working condition. For race boats, where the propeller is more deeply im-
mersed at lower speeds, the vertical forces generated by the propeller have
probably also some effect on the overall performance (trim).

From some tests with Propeller 3 in the Vosper Cavitation Tunnel, run with
free surface at atmospheric pressure, the fully ventilated condition could be
studied at low advance coefficients to simulate the acceleration phase in the
hump region. The cavities were so large that hardly any water could be accel-
erated; only very small thrust (and torque) was measured.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

J. B. Hadler and R. Hecker

Mr. Volpich has added significantly to the historical aspects of this paper.
It should be noted that Mr. Volpich' s comments pertain to the low-speed shallow-
draft application of this type of propeller, where little or no ventilation occurs
on the blade.

Captain Bindel requested performance information for the backing condition

with the ship going forward. To our knowledge no work has been done in this

area as yet. It certainly must be investigated before engineering application can
be made on an operating vehicle.

Professor Kruppa's remarks pertain largely to possible vibration problems
on partially submerged propellers. Our paper was concerned primarily with
steady-state performance, and thus we have not treated the problem of vibratory
forces. We most certainly would agree with Professor Kruppa that significantly

increasing the number of blades offers one of the best means for reducing the

vibratory forces to an acceptable level. To this end we are conducting ongoing
research on an eight-bladed propeller to establish the effects of high number of

blades upon performance both steady- state as well as vibratory.

Mr. Suhrbier notes the difference in performance at low advance coefficients

for similar propellers with different types of blade sections. His experiences
help point out the fact that little is known about interference effects of the cavities

between propeller blades, particularly at low advance coefficients. We must ob-

tain considerably more knowledge in this area if successful designs are to be

achieved for the propulsion of sophisticated, high-performance craft which have
a marked resistance hump to traverse in the process of achieving their design .

speeds.
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OSCILLATING-BLADED PROPELLERS

S. Bindel ' ^- '^

Bassin d'Essais des Carenes
Paris, France -

'•-•-

SUMMARY

Due to the inclination of shaft on the flow coming along the hull, the angle
of attack of the sections of a propeller blade is variable with the position of the

blade. The performances in cavitation are reduced especially for the sections

near the hub.

In order to decrease these drawbacks, it is proposed to oscillate the blades
at the frequency of rotation of the shaft.

The results obtained in cavitation for one propeller model do not seem as
promising as expected; however, further experiments are required in order to

form a valuable estimate of this type of propeller.

SYMBOLS

D Diameter of the propeller

J = v/n D Advance ratio of the propeller

n Number of revolutions of the propeller

R Radius of the propeller

r Radius of a blade element

Tjj Radius of the hub

X Reduced radius of a blade element

Xh Reduced radius of the hub

Ug, u^ Induced velocities

V Velocity of the flow

V^ Transverse component of the flow velocity

W Amplitude of the transverse flow variations
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aj, ttj Maximum variations of the angle of attack

y Oscillation amplitude

Q Inclination of the flow on the propeller shaft

cp Longitude of a blade element

^i> Phase of the oscillation relative to the incidence variation

a- Cavitation parameter (based on the velocity V).

INTRODUCTION

The flow coming to a ship propeller is often inclined on the shaft, particu-

larly in the case of multiscrew fast ships such as destroyers or torpedo boats.

As a consequence, the relative flow is unsteady, even if the wake of the hull is

uniform, with the corresponding drawbacks: vibrations and premature
cavitation.

There may also be severe erosion near the propeller hub. In some cases
it is possible to prevent this erosion by modifying the shape of the blade sections

[l], but in other cases this procedure seems to be insufficient [2j.

Thus, among the solutions that may be considered, one consists in adjusting

the pitch of each blade to the local conditions encountered, so that the variations

of the relative flow become as small as possible: this would constitute an
oscillating-bladed propeller. This solution may be also considered for a pro-

peller operating in the wake of the hull (the case of a single- screw ship, for ex-

ample), but the law of pitch variation is here generally less simple.

It was initially planned to evaluate this idea by experiments on several pro-

peller models, but, due to a lack of time, it was not possible to test more than

one model. The present paper gives the results of this experiment and the ten-

tative conclusions that can be drawn concerning oscillating-bladed propellers.

VARIATION OF THE INCIDENCE ON THE BLADE ELEMENT
DUE TO THE INCLINATION OF THE SHAFT

Let V be the velocity of the flow and 6 the angle of inclination of the flow

on the propeller shaft (Fig. 1). The axial flow component is then V cos 6 and

the transverse component V sin d.

Assume that the hub is an infinite cylinder of radius Tj^; the transverse flow

is then the well-known two-dimensional potential flow around a circle (at least

out of the viscous wake of the shaft). At a given point of radius r and longitude

cp (the angle between the radius and the velocity at infinity), the component of

the relative velocity normal to the radius (the transverse component v^) is

given by the formula:
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( T MS • m. )

Fig. 1 - Definitions

v[, sin (7 sin

The variations of V^ with cp are sinusoidal. For a noninfinite hub, a cor-

recting factor of 1/2 may be applied [3j and the tangential component of the

velocity be written as:

1 + sin d sin cp = W sin

This tangential component is to be added to the relative velocity due to the

rotation of the propeller n in order to have the angle of attack of the blade ele-

ment during its rotation. Supposing that the induced velocities (u^, uj are

constant, the maximum variations a^ and a^ of the angle of attack are then

given by:

1 +

tg a = tgi

1 +

J cos 6 1 J cos 6
± tf 1 +

(with the sign - for a, and + for a^). Here x = r/R is the reduced radius (R =

D/2 is the radius of the propeller), xj^ is the reduced hub radius and J = V/nD

the advance ratio of the propeller. Figures 2a through 2d give the variations

of a^ and ttj for two values of x^ and two values of &.

For a given J , a^ and a2 decrease rapidly with x, i.e., the sections near

the hub are more subject to premature cavitation than the outer sections of the
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reversed and have a greater amplitude than without oscillation of the blades,

thus leading to increased drawbacks. Finally, the choice of the amplitude y
is a compromise resulting from the estimation of the various dangers encoun-
tered by the propeller.

Third, as stated above, if the length of the sections is not negligible (which
is generally the case for the propellers concerned), the sections are sensitive

not only to the mean incidence of the flow but also to its camber, i.e., to the in-

cidence of the flow along all the sections. In particular, it is not evident that

the oscillation of the blade ought to be in phase with the variation of the flow

incidence at the mean station of the section.

Regarding the application, the oscillating-bladed propellers raise some
problems which it is not our purpose to deal with in this paper. However, we
shall notice that the hub diameter ratio is necessarily larger than in the case
of fixed-bladed propellers, due to the necessity of housing the oscillation

mechanism system. Likewise, the shape of the blade root will resemble that

of the controllable pitch.

CONDITIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Initially, it was planned to test several propellers of different types, but,

due to a lack of time, it was unfortunately not possible to test more than one
propeller.

This propeller, number 2133, a photograph of which is given in Fig. 3, is

the propeller of an escort vessel. It was chosen because it was originally a

controllable-pitch propeller, although its nominal pitch was not high. Its char-
acteristics are the following:

- Number of blades: 4

- Hub diameter ratio: 0.345
- Blade area ratio: 0.628
- Effective pitch in nominal conditions: 0.89
- Diameter of the model: 0.200.

It was tested in the cavitation tunnel of Bassin d'Essais des Carenes under
the following conditions:

- Inclination 6 of the shaft: 10° and 15°

- Amplitude of oscillation y of the blades: and ±3°

- Phase of the oscillation relative to the incidence variation at the mean
line of the blade: and +30° (oscillation in advance)

- Speed of the flow in the tunnel: 3 m/sec
- Air-content ratio of the water at atmospheric pressure: 0.3.

For each condition of inclination of the shaft, and of amplitude and phase of

the oscillation, visual observations were made first in order to determine the

curves (cr versus J, where o- is the cavitation parameter based on the velocity

V) of inception of the different types of cavitation encountered, and secondly,
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Fig. 3 - Fitting of propeller 2133
in the cavitation tunnel

to determine the cavitation patterns for given values of J and a. At this effect,

three values of J were selected: j = 0.65, corresponding to normal conditions

of loading; J = 0.50 and J = 0.75, corresponding to overloaded and underloaded
conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fixed- Bladed Propeller (7=0)

Types of Cavitation Observed— Figures 5a through 8a, and Fig. 10a show
the cavitation patterns for different values of d , J, and a. According to the

value of J, six different types of cavitation can be observed:

1. Bubbles on the back near the hub
2. Bubbles on the back for x > 0.6 at the inception . ,

3. Sheet on the leading edge prolonged by a tip vortex

4. Tip vortex :

5. Hub vortex
6. Sheet on the face leading edge near the hub.

15'

Figures 4a and 9a give the inception curves (^ versus J) for d = 10° and

respectively.

Influence of the Longitude (p — As expected from the analysis made in the

section on variation of incidence on the blade element due to inclination of the

shaft, the longitude has a considerable influence on the back and face cavitations.
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Fig. 4a - Cavitation inception curves for

fixed-bladed propeller, - 10°

The back cavitation is more developed when the blade is going down
(0 < tp < 180"'), especially the bubble cavitation near the hub, the tip vortex
cavitation depending only slightly on cp. Conversely, the face cavitation is

more developed when the blade is going up (180° < cp < 360°). ' -' '"<
-

'

Influence of the Inclination of the Shaft— The cavitation patterns are similar

for 6 = 10° and 15°, as can be seen from the comparison between Figs. 7a and
10a. This is the reason for which the pattern schemes relative to = 15° were
limited to one figure.

As expected, the cavitation appears earlier for = 15° than for = 10°.

The difference is small for bubble cavitation in the upper part of the back (second

type) and for the sheet-vortex cavitation (third type).

Oscillating- Bladed Propeller with Oscillation In- Phase
(7= ±3°; ^p = 0)

According to Figs. 2b and 2c, an oscillation amplitude of ±3° could practi-

cally remove the cavitation near the hub and, on the other hand, strengthen the
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FHV -.Flashing hub vortex

e FS

&= o- J~ = 0°)

Fig. 4b - Cavitation inception curves for

oscillating-bladed propeller, (9= 10

other types of cavitation (except, of course, the hub-vortex cavitation, which in-

tegrates the behavior of all the blades) with an inverted effect of cp

.

Cavitation Patterns — The cavitation patterns (Figs. 5b through 7b and Fig.

10b) are more complicated than for the fixed-bladed propeller. First, according

to the longitude (p, the bubbles on the upper part of the back appear either amid
the section (type 2; cp -180"^), or near the leading edge (type 7; cp -- 0°).

Second, there can exist a sheet cavitation along the face leading edge, even-

tually prolonged by a vortex (type 8).

As in the case of the fixed-bladed propeller, the cavitation patterns are very
similar for ^ = 10^ and 6? = 15°.

Influence of the Longitude cp — The influence of q? is less clear than in the

case of the fixed-bladed propeller. The cavitation near the hub (back or face)

seems to appear for about the same values of cp . As for the other types (bub-

bles, sheet vortex, tip vortex), they depend less upon (p than in the case of the
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4 FTV

FHV -.Flashing hub vortex

Flashing Up vortex

Flashing sheet vortex

: Flashing shei^t

Bubbles

Fig. 4c - Cavitation inception curves for
oscillating-bladed propeller, with oscilla-
tion in advance, 6? = 10°

Fig. 5a - Cavitation patterns for fixed-bladed
propeller, 7 := 0, 6? = 10° , J = 0.50, ct = 5
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Fig. 5b - Cavitation patterns for oscillating-

bladed propeller, > = ±3°, i/^ = 0, 6 = 10°,

J = 0.50, a = 5

Fig. 5c - Cavitation patterns for oscillating

-

bladed propeller, with oscillation in advance,

7 = ±3 , yp = 30°, = 10°, J = 0.50, a = 5

fixed-bladed propeller, the inverted effect seemingly sensitive only for sheet-

vortex and tip- vortex cavitations. As already noted, according to (p there

exist two types of bubble cavitation in the upper part of the back.

Inception of Cavitation — Figures 4b and 9b allow an evaluation of the influ-

ence of oscillation on the inception of the different types of cavitation. The

oscillation is beneficial as regards the bubble cavitation on the back near the
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Fig. 6a - Cavitation patterns for fixed -bladed
propeller, 7 = 0, 5 = 10°, J = 0.65, a = 3

BACK

FACE

Fig. 6b - Cavitation patterns for oscillating

-

bladed propeller, 7 = ±3°, i// = 0, 6 - 10°,

J = 0.65, cr = 3

hub (at least for d = 15°). But, on the other hand, there is a substantial loss

as regards the sheet cavitation on the face leading edge.

For the other types of cavitation, there is a loss, especially for bubble and

sheet- vortex cavitation, independent of the existence of new types of cavitation.

On the whole, the combination 7 = ±3°, = has a negative effect.
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Fig. 6c - Cavitation patterns for oscillating-

bladed propeller, with oscillation in advance,
7 = ±3°, 4i = 30°, d = 10°, J = 0.65, a = 3

Fig. 7a - Cavitation patterns for fixed-bladed
propeller, y = 0, f? = 10° , J = 0.65, a = Z

Oscillating- Bladed Propeller with Oscillation in Advance
(y= ±3°; 'P= +30°)

Cavitation Patterns — The same remarks may be made as for 'P = regard-

ing the existence of two types of bubble cavitation on the upper part of the back,

and of a sheet cavitation along the face leading edge. The same remarks also

may be made regarding the influence, not so clear, of the longitude (p.
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Fig. 7b - Cavitation patterns for oscillating-
bladed propeller, y - ±3°, = 0, t? = 10°

J = 0.65, a = 2

BACK

FACE

Fig. 8a - Cavitation patterns for fixed-
bladed propeller, 7=0

A great difference exists, however, for the cavitation near the hub. Rela-
tive to the fixed-bladed propeller, the bubble cavitation on the back is strength-

ened for 6 = 10°, while the sheet cavitation on the face leading edge is sub-

stantially reduced, especially for 9 = 15°.

The influence on the other types of cavitation is of the same order as for

4^ = 0, except for the sheet cavitation along the face leading edge, which is

much lower for ^ = +30° than for ^ = 0.
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Fig. 8b - Cavitation patterns for
oscillating -bladed propeller, y = ±3°,
</;=

Fig. 8c - Cavitation patterns for
oscillating-bladed propeller, with
oscillation in advance, y - ±3°,
0= 30°, d = 15°, J = 0.75, a = 4

On the whole, dephasing in advance the oscillation relative to the incidence
is beneficial as regards the face cavitation, but causes a loss as regards the
back cavitation near the hub.
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Flashing hub vortex

Flashing tip vortex

r= 0-

Fig. 9a - Cavitation inception curves for

fixed -blade d propeller, 6-15°

CONCLUSIONS

1. The experiments carried out on a propeller model in inclined flow

confirm, when the blades are fixed, the calculated influence of the longitude

on the inception and development of cavitation, especially as regards the cavi-

tation near the hub (bubbles on the back, sheet on the face leading edge).

2. For this propeller, the oscillation of the blades can delay the cavita-

tion near the hub (back cavitation for the oscillation in phase with the incidence,

face cavitation for the oscillation in advance of 30°), but the cavitation far from
the hub is strengthened and even new types of cavitation can appear.

3. K the results obtained with this propeller do not seem as a whole very

promising, a valuable conclusion regarding the oscillating-bladed propellers

cannot be drawn without further experiments, especially with large-pitch

propellers.

4. The influence of the amplitude and of the phase of the oscillation should

also be investigated more thoroughly. For example, when two types of cavitation
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y
/

V=
Y-- )

Fig. 9b - Cavitation inception curves for

oscillating -bladed propeller, d - 15°

could take place near the hub (in the case of the propeller tested), better re-

sults would perhaps be obtained with a nonsinusoidal oscillation, the oscillation

being successively in phase with the variation of incidence in order to delay

cavitation near the mean line of the propeller, and in advance of phase to delay

cavitation on the leading edge. Of course, the oscillation mechanism system
would then be more complicated.

5. A sophisticated theory, taking into accoxmt the blade width and the vari-

ations of the induced velocities, seems also necessary for a better understand-
ing of the phenomenon.
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.3 ^SV \^'^y\ f^SV: Flashing sneef vortex

Fig. 9c - Cavitation inception curves for

oscillating-bladed propeller, with oscilla-
tion in advance, ^ = 15°

Fig. 10a - Cavitation patterns for fixed-

bladed propeller, y - 0, 6 = \5°
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BACK

FACE

Fig. 10b - Cavitation patterns for

oscillating -bladed propeller, 7 = ±3°

,

= 0, f? = 15°

Fig. 10c - Cavitation patterns for oscillating-
bladed propeller, with oscillation in advance,
7= ±3°, ./' = 30°, t? = 15°, J = 0.65, o- = 3
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DISCUSSION

G. G. Cox
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D. C.

The author's paper on the effects of shaft inclination deals with a very im-
portant problem for high-speed ships, whether subcavitating or supercavitating

propellers are used. Incidentally, the problem, although usually transient, is

identical to the propeller in yawed flow, as during a turn.

Although the author has confined his investigation to the use of oscillating

blades in an attempt to overcome the root erosion problem, there are other im-
portant aspects to the problem. For instance, a normal force and yawing mo-
ment arise about the normal axis through the propeller disc. These are in addi-

tion to the usual thrust and torque along and about the shaft line. At the 9th ITTC
meeting, Newton [1] presented test results for a model destroyer propeller at

zero and 10 degrees shaft inclination. These results indicated that all forms of

blade cavitation inception occurred much earlier. In its turn, this cavitation

tended to reduce thrust and increase torque for a wide range of advance coeffi-

cients. This is in contradistinction to the noncavitating inclination effects which
tend to indicate an increase in thrust.

Lerbs and Rader [2] presented an interesting analysis method to determine
the effective angle of attack for a blade section based on the concept of effective

aspect ratio. This method can be useful in predicting cavitation inception char-
acteristics for a propeller in inclined flow.

Finally, I would like to put a question to the author. In view of the results
obtained from tests on one propeller with oscillating blades, does he really con-
sider it worthwhile to continue with the full test program indicated in his paper ?
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DISCUSSION

L. A. Van Gunsteren
Lips Propeller Works

Drunen, The Netherla}ids

I would like to make two comments.

1. In my opinion, the value of the paper would be improved if Mr. Bindel

would provide a description of the test arrangement. In other words, by which
kind of mechanism did he obtain the desired motion of the propeller blades ?

This could give an indication about the efforts required for the realization of

this device in practice. Also, a sketch of the hub-form would be appreciated,

as this is an essential point with regard to blade-root cavitation. , ,,. ,,

2. We considered the oscillating-bladed propeller some years ago with

regard to the wake-field of single- screw ships. We dropped the idea because

of the continuous energy losses due to mechanical friction in the actuating

mechanism. This, despite the fact that field-wake irregularity of single-screw

ships is practically unavoidable. The nonuniformity of flow due to shaft incli-

nation, however, can be avoided by simply placing the shaft in the direction of

flow. In order to achieve this, the propeller shaft could be connected to the in-

clined shaft by some special kind of coupling, or by a gearing of two wheels with

conical teeth. Such a device seems to be more attractive than any hub mecha-
nism required for the oscillation of blades.

DISCUSSION

Prof. L. Mazarredo
Asociacion de Investigacion de la Construccion Naval

Madrid, Spain ,,. , .,^.

Although these results don't appear to be very promising, I don't think this

idea should be rejected at once. The cavitation which appears with oscillating

blades may be due to the curvature of the relative flow, since it is stronger in the

leading and trailing halves of chords at ±90° from the "longitude" where the root

cavitation has been eliminated. If the movement was sinusoidal the rotation speed

of the blades and the corresponding flow curvature would be maximum at that

position.
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We have also planned to carry out tests with oscillating blades, but in a
tanker model. The arrangement consists in providing the rotating blades with
pins which slide on a groove inside a cylinder fixed astern. Although this de-
vice introduces undue friction, I hoped that the improvement of the efficiency

would balance this loss, since not only the change of angle of attack but also the

lengthening of the hub will provide (as shown by Dr. Castagneto some years ago)

such an improvement.

Even if the system is not used, this type of test may load to a better under-
standing. In this case, it may be interesting, for instance, to see whether an
improvement of the propulsive coefficient is attained as a result of lowering the

load in front of the stern post.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

S. Bindel

In reply to the question of Dr. Cox, I should say that the test program indi-

cated in the paper is a general outline of some possibilities among which it would
be necessary to choose. It seems to me, at this time, that the best option would
be to consider one or several "desperate" cases, for which the other methods re-

vealed themselves ineffective (cf., for example, Ref. 2 of my paper), and to see

if oscillating the blades may lead to an acceptable solution. If so, it would be de-
sirable to cover all aspects of the investigation; if not, the system ought to be
rejected, at least for inclined propellers.

I did not give the description of the mechanism used because the paper was
primarily concerned with the hydrodynamic aspect of the problem; but the way
to build the mechanism is important, of course, as underlined by Mr. Van
Gunsteren. On the model, two opposite blades were actuated by a lever con-
nected with a piece turning around a fixed cylinder, the axis of which was cross-
ing the axis of the propeller. This system was simple; however, I do not think

that its complete description would give valuable information on the efforts re-

quired for a full scale propeller, due to the fact that the real system would
probably be different.

I agree with Mr. Van Gunsteren that from a hydrodynamic point of view it

would be better to place the shaft in the direction of the flow, but in this case
the coupling would have to transmit all the propulsive torque, whereas the torque
necessary to oscillate the blades is much smaller and the mechanism may be
located inside the hub.

I agree with the suggestion of Mr. Van Gunsteren and Prof. Mazarredo, that

the oscillating-bladed propellers would perhaps be best utilized in the case of

single screws working in nonuniform flow. I also thought of this application, but

so far I have had no time to make any investigation in this direction.

Finally, I thank very much the contributors for their supplementary infor-

mation, their remarks, and their questions.
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T. Munk and C. W. Prohaska
Hydro- og Aerodynamisk Laboratorium

Lyngby, Denmark

INTRODUCTION

Many of the problems connected with the screw propulsion of ships origi-

nate from the irregularity of the wake of the ship. When a propeller is working
in an irregular wake, the change of the inflow velocity and the angle of incidence

may give rise to cavitation or vibrations.

These difficulties are less pronounced when twin-screw propulsion is used,

but then only a small part of the energy in the friction wake is utilized and this

causes a decrease in the hull efficiency. In many cases this decrease will not

be fully compensated for by the increase in propeller efficiency due to the re-

duced loading of the two propellers.

THE INTERLOCKING PROPELLER ARRANGEMENT

The difficulties here are thoroughly treated by P. C. Pien and J. Strjz^m-

Tejsen in Ref. 1 which discusses several stern arrangements with regard to

total efficiency and the ability to reduce cavitation and vibration. In addition,

a new stern arrangement is proposed.

In this arrangement, the two propellers of a normal twin-screw system
are moved aft to the longitudinal position of a normal single- screw propeller

and inward until the distance between the shafts is less than the diameter of

the propellers, which therefore overlap in the centerline zone. This should

combine the advantages of the twin-screw system, which are high propeller

efficiency due to the reduced propeller load and minimal generation of cavita-

tion and vibration due to the smooth wake field, with those of the ordinary
single- screw system, which are low appendage resistance and high hull effi-

ciency due to the high viscous wake just behind the ship.

Tests were carried out with the system mounted on a tanker model and the

results compared with results from previous tests with other propulsion sys-

tems on the model. It was evident that the interlocking propeller arrangement
offers great advantages.
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THE AUXILIARY PROPELLER ARRANGEMENT

Another propeller arrangement which may reduce the risk of cavitation

and vibrations was developed at the Hydro- and Aerodynamics Laboratory

(HyA) at Lyngby, Denmark. It consists of a normal single- screw propeller and

a small auxiliary propeller placed in the high-wake zone between the upper

part of the main propeller and the stern. The auxiliary propeller will acceler-

ate the water behind the stern and thereby smooth out the wake at the position

of the main propeller. The primary effect is the higher safety against cavita-

tion and vibrations, but a minor increase in propeller efficiency should also

be expected.

PRACTICAL POSSIBILITIES

In practice, both systems may be adopted in ships without any technical

difficulties. In the case of interlocking propellers the two shafts are geared

together and driven by a single propulsion unit. The cost of the gear and the

extra shaft will be modest in comparison to the gain in total efficiency of the

system, and the gear will permit an optimum number of revolutions to be

chosen.

Separate drives of the two shafts may be adopted if the two overlapping

propellers are placed clear of each other in the longitudinal direction. This

arrangement corresponds to a twin-screw ship with an abnormally low distance

between the two shafts at the tail end.

In the auxiliary propeller system, the small propeller may be driven in any

number of ways: by gear, chain-drive, or electric motor. The power required

will only be about 10 percent of the total power.

Even a combination of the two systems might be advantageous, e.g., a three-

propeller system with two interlocking and one auxiliary propeller, all driven

by a single propulsion unit.

TESTING OF THE SYSTEMS

At HyA the results from Ref . 1 were found to be of the greatest interest, and

as no further treatment of interlocking propeller arrangements was available, it

was decided to carry out supplementary tests with this system in order to con-

firm the results of Ref. 1, and to obtain more knowledge of the interaction be-

tween propellers. It was considered of special interest to know how the vibration-

generating variation of the forces on a propeller blade would compare with the

variation on a normal single screw, and how the wake of one propeller is influ-

enced by the induced velocities from the other propeller, since this would be of

importance in the design of interlocking propellers.

The problems connected with the auxiliary propeller system are similar,

and it was therefore decided also to carry out tests with this arrangement.
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The two systems should be of particular interest for large tankers and bulk-

carriers, which usually have a high and very irregular wake, and where the di-

ameter of the propeller often is kept small on account of the relatively high

number of revolutions of diesel marine engines for large ships. The two pro-

pulsion systems were therefore tested on a model of a tanker in the fully loaded

condition and in a ballasted condition. The model fitted with interlocking pro-

pellers is shown in Fig. 1, with auxiliary propeller in Fig. 2, and with ordinary

twin screws in Fig. 3. The principal data of model and ship fully loadi-d and

ballasted are stated in Table 1.

Fig. 1 - Interlocking propeller arrangement

Fig. 2 - Auxiliary propeller arrangement

The interlocking propeller arrangement was tested with three different

distances between the propeller axes and with the propellers turning both in-

wards and outwards.
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Fig. 3 - Ordinary twin-screw arrangement

Table 1

Data of Model and Ship Ballasted and Fully Loaded

(Scale = 1:35)

Length, perpendicular — l (m)
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tests were repeated with only one propeller working and the other removed and
compensated for by a tow-rope force.

The atixiliary propeller arrangement was tested with a right-hand as well

as a left-hand auxiliary propeller in combination with a right-hand main
propeller.

For comparison, self-propulsion tests were also carried out with a normal
single screw and with normal twin screws turning outwards.

The stress at the root of one propeller blade was measured in a number of

the tests.

In Table 2 a list is given of the total number of tests carried out until May
1968. Further tests, however, are underway.

Stock propellers were used for all the tests. The diameter of the single

-

screw propeller was chosen as optimum for a number of revolutions for the

ship in agreement with that of large slowly running diesels. The diameter of

the interlocking propellers was taken as 0.9 times that of the single-screw pro-

peller. This diameter gave an optimum number of revolutions somewhat below
that of the single -screw propeller, but this was found permissible, as a gear

in any case is necessary for the connection of the two shafts, and some reduc-

tion of the number of revolutions will then be natural.

Two sets of stock propellers were used as interlocking propellers. Both
had pronounced rake and were therefore not quite suitable for the purpose.

In the auxiliary propeller system the stock propeller with the smallest

diameter was used as an auxiliary propeller. This propeller was not very suit-

able, since the diameter was too large and the pitch ratio and the developed

blade area ratio were too high.

Data for the propellers are given in Table 3. 7

TESTING METHODS

The resistance tests were carried out in the normal way.

The self-propulsion tests were carried out with a tow-rope force accord-
ing to the Hughes friction line for a form factor of 1.36 for fully loaded condi-

tion and 1.28 for ballasted condition, and with c^ = 0.15 • 10"^.

Except for the auxiliary propeller arrangement, torque and thrust were
measured by mechanical dynamometers. In the two-propeller cases the two
dynamometers were connected to one motor to ensure uniform running of the

propellers.

The stress at the root of one propeller blade was measured by means of

strain gauges. These were placed on each side of the propeller blade to pre-

vent signals caused by temperature expansion. The strain gauges were wired
through a hollow shaft to a unit which was placed on the shaft inside the model
and which consisted of the remaining resistances of a Wheatstone's bridge, an
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Table 3

Propeller Data

Propeller Number
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successive changes of the revolutions of the auxiliary propeller, adjusting in each
case the revolutions of the main propeller until the model was self-propelled.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The resistance tests were extrapolated to ship scale by using the Hughes
method and a form factor of 1.36 for fully loaded condition and 1.28 for ballasted

condition, and a c^ value of 0.15 • 10"^
. The self -propulsion tests were analyzed

by the method described in Ref . 2, which method normally is used at HyA. The
analysis work was done on the HyA-GIER computer.

The wake coefficient corrections used in the different cases are given in

Table 4.
i

•;

Table 4

Wake Coefficient Corrections Used for Analysis

of the Self- Propulsion Tests

(Ship wake coefficient = model wake coefficient -

wake coefficient correction)

Wake
Coefficient

Propulsion Arrangement Correction*

Ordinary single- screw 0.140
Ordinary twin-screw 0.010
Interlocking propellers, distance between axes = 0.7 'D 0.097

Interlocking propellers, distance between axes = 0.8 "D 0.086

Interlocking propellers, distance between axes = 0.9 -D 0.074

Auxiliary propeller system, main prop 0.140
Auxiliary propeller system, small prop 0.180

'''The wake correction is calculated as the difference between the ve-
locity in the boundary layer integrated over the propeller disk for
model and for ship.

The results of the stress measurements were given by the recorder in the

form of curves showing the stress caused by the bending moment on the blade as a
function of time or of blade position, a mark being placed on the paper every time
the blade was in the upper position.

The blade stress is proportional to the bending moment, and after calibration

the curves therefore represent the bending moment at the blade root as a function

of the blade position. The bending moment is a function of the resultant force on
the blade normal to the section where the stress is measured, hereafter called

the normal force, and of the distance of the center of pressure from the root.
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which may be assumed to be nearly constant. The stress, consequently, in the

first approximation is proportional to the normal force. The normal force is a

function of the inflow velocity vector, which is the vector sum of the ship speed,

the circumferential velocity, and the wake speed. Only the last is not constant.

Therefore, the variation of the curves gives an impression of the variation of

the wake during one revolution.

TEST RESULTS

The results of the test series are given graphically in Figs. 5 through 12.

Figures 5 through 9 give the required propeller horsepower for the tested

propulsion systems as a fimction of the ship speed, and the corresponding num-
bers of revolutions are given in Fig. 10.

NORMAL SINGIE SCREW P No. 6507

—"- NORMAL TWIN SCREW P No.5915
,/ J

- • — INTERL.PROPSOUTW. DIST 077- D.P Na5915 /f/
AUXPROP SYSTEM TOTAL PHP P Nos. 6507,6109 ///

Fig. 5 - Comparison between the required
propeller horsepowers for the different

propeller arrangements
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INTERL. PROPS. INW. DIST. 05 "D.P No. 6137

" DIST. OS -D.P No. 6137

• DIST. 0.7 «D,P No. 6137

" DIST. 0.68 'D.P No. 5915

/''

Fig. 6 - Propeller horsepowers from
tests with inward-turning interlocking
propellers

The model torque wake coefficients for all the tests are given graphically
as a function of the speed in Fig. 11. The thrust deduction coefficients and the

relative rotative efficiencies varied little and not systematically and were of the

order of 0.29 and 1.00 respectively for a fully loaded ship, and 0.27 and 1.00 for

a ballasted ship.

The results of the stress measurements are shown in Figs. 12a through 12h.

For the interlocking propellers the distance between the axes is 0.7 • D.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Interlocking Propellers

It is seen from Fig. 5 that the interlocking propeller system with the pro-

pellers turning outward is the most favorable one as regards total efficiency,
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Fig. 8 - Comparison between best results

from tests with inward- and outward-
turning interlocking propellers

has a great influence on the total efficiency, the optimum distance between the
propeller axes must be a function of the propeller load. A general optimum
distance, therefore, cannot be given at present. For cases considered most
important, shaft distance is clearly the best.

The differences corresponding to inward- and outward-rotating interlocking

propellers are due to the wake components in the propeller disk plane. It is

possible to get an impression of this component if the normal force on a blade in

a certain position is compared to the normal force on the blade in the same posi-
tion, but with the propeller turning in the opposite direction. The difference
between the normal forces is due to the differences between the tangential

velocities as shown in the velocity diagram, Fig. 13. The tangential wake ve-
locity, w^, is seen to change the resulting inflow velocity from v^ to Vj j when
the direction of rotation is altered, and this largely influences the normal force.
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NORMAL SINGLE SCREW P No. 6507

NORMAL TWIN SCREW P No. 5915

INTERL. PROPS. INW. DIST. 09 "0, P No 6137

• OB «D, P No. 6137

. 0.7 «D, R No. 6137

• Oj68«O.P No. 5915

• 0.77 -D,P No. 5915

• 0.68 «D.P No. 5915

MAIN PROP AUX.PROP SYSTEM P No. 6507

SMALLPROP • • P No 6109

Fig. 10 - Revolutions versus speed
for the propellers

The rest of the difference between the wake for inward- and outward-
rotating interlocking propellers may be explained by the velocity diagrams for

a blade in the overlapping position, rotating inward and outward, as given in

Fig. 17. The figure shows that the induced velocity from one propeller is much
higher for the inward-rotating propeller and therefore the wake for the other

propeller is much reduced.

This is in good accordance with the result of a comparison of the stress
curves for a propeller rotating inward and outward when it is working alone and
when the other propeller is also working. It can be seen from Fig. 18 that the

influence from the other propeller is much greater for an inward-rotating than
for an outward-rotating propeller.

The results of the stress measurements on single- screw and on interlock-
ing propellers are scaled to the same mean normal force in Fig. 19 to show the

relative stress variations. The comparison is, however, not quite correct be-
cause the wake- scale effect is not taken into account and because the distance
between the shafts here is the smallest distance, and not the one which gave the

best propulsion result.
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NORMAL SINGLE SCREW P No 6507— . NORMAL TWIN SCREW P No 5915

INTERL PROPS. INW. OIST. 09 "D.PNoSOT

0« •D. P No. 6137

til -O. P No. 6137

0£8<O.P No S91S

OUTW. 677-D.P No J915

0.68 -O.P No 5915

MAIN PROP AUX. PROP SYSTEM P No 6507

« SMALL PROP • • P No 6109

12 13 U 15 16 17 18

FULLY LOADED

12 13 U 15 16 17 18 KNOTS

BALLASTED

Fig. 11 - Model torque wake coefficients

The Auxiliary Propeller System

In this case the auxiliary propeller system does not yield favorable results

from the point of view of efficiency, but it must be remembered that the small
propeller is too large and works at a poor value of the advance coefficient. The
results from the stress measurements are nevertheless interesting.

As mentioned earlier, it was possible to find on an oscilloscope the best

number of revolutions for the small propeller. A good result was obtained

within rather wide limits, but it was also seen that it was not possible to remove
all of the high-stress peak for the upper position of the blade. A further in-

crease in the number of revolutions for the small propeller only gave a decrease
of the stress in front of the remaining stress peak as shown in Fig. 12d. It must
therefore be expected that on account of the tangential wake component a position

of the axis of the auxiliary propeller slightly outside the center line will be opti-

mum. It must also be expected that an additional auxiliary propeller below the

main propeller axis will almost completely smooth out the stress curve.
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SINGLE SCREW
16 KN.

..a

AUXILIARY PROPELLER SYSTEM
16 KN.

MAIN PROP RIGHTH.
AUX. PROP LEFTH,

AUXILIARY PROPELLER SYSTEM
16 KN.

MAIN PROP RIGHTH.

AUX. PROP RIGHTH.

-f—-Ttr

AUXILIARY PROPELLER SYSTEM
16 KN. RPM, FOR AUX.PROP TOO HIGH
MAIN PROP RIGHTHANDED
AUX PROP LEFTHANDED

Fig. 12 - Propeller blade stress recordings
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Fig. 13 - Velocity diagram showing
the influence of the tangential wake
component

^PROPELLER TURNING RIGHTHANDED
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.PROPELLER TURNING OUTWARD
NG INWARD

NG INW. OR OUTW. AXIAL WAKE ONLY.

PROP TURNING OUTWARD. ADDITIONAL NORMAL FORCE
FROM TANGENTIAL WAKE COMPONENT.

8r RIGHT PROP
OUTWARD TURN.
RIGHT PROP
INWARD TURN.

Fig. 16 - Normal force curves for only one
interlocking propeller, inward- and outward-
rotating

Fig. 17 - Velocity diagram for a propeller
blade in the interlocking zone, inward- and
outward - rotating

CONCLUSION

The results of the test series show that from a propulsion point of view
both of the new arrangements may be used with advantage.

In the case of interlocking propellers, a higher total efficiency is obtained

than for the normal single- screw and twin-screw systems. However, the direc-
tion of rotation of the propellers has a great influence on the results, and it is

obvious that the wake components in the plane of the propeller disk must be
taken into account, as they are a part of the mean wake.

The auxiliary propeller arrangement has in this case shown a decrease
and not an increase in the total efficiency in comparison with the normal single-

screw arrangement. However, the tests with the system were primarily carried
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6ir 4'ir 2w

RIGHT PROPELLER TURNING INWARD

1 PROPELLER

2 PROPELLERS

Fig. 18 - Normal force curves for an in-

terlocking propeller working alone and in

combination with the other propeller

6ir iir 2ir

NORMAL FORCE MEAN LINE

Fig. 19 - Comparison between normal
force curves for the different propul-
sion systems
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out to examine the possibility of reducing the high wake peak just behind the

stern, and the results indicate that this may be done. K so, the developed
blade area may be reduced, and a higher propeller efficiency for the main pro-
peller will be obtained. This, together with a specially designed auxiliary pro-
peller, should give a higher total efficiency. Yet the main reason for using this

arrangement should still be the reduction of the risk of vibrations and cavitation

on the main propeller.

The stress measurements give no direct information on the reduced risk of

cavitation. It must be expected that a smooth stress curve is an expression of a

smooth wake field, for which it is easy to design a cavitation-free propeller, but

only cavitation tunnel tests will give the final information.

At zero speed, stress measurements were taken at full power and showed
for both propulsion systems greater variations than normally found on single-

screw ships. In the case of interlocking propellers, it is expected that these

stresses will be reduced considerably for greater shaft distances. This problem
will be studied carefully in coming experiments. For the auxiliary propeller

system, it is obvious that the remedy will be to make arrangements permitting

this type of propeller to be coupled in only when a certain forward speed has
been obtained.

NOMENCLATURE .
-

,

D Propeller diameter

X Nondimensional radius
. .: . .

W Wake L . /

W Resultant wake
r

W Tangential wake component : .r

.

W Axial wake component

n Number of revolutions per second

V Ship speed

V Inflow velocity

V. Velocity induced by the propeller itself

V. Velocity induced by the other interlocking propeller

N Resultant force normal to the blade-root section

EHP Effective horsepower
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PHP Propeller horsepower

C. Additional resistance coefficient
A
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APPENDIX A
FURTHER TESTS WITH INTERLOCKING PROPELLERS

A supplementary test with outward- rotating interlocking propellers with a

distance between the shafts of about 0.9 • D was carried out after the comple-
tion of the paper, and the results are given in Fig. Al (refer to Fig. 7).

The results confirm that a distance between the shafts of about 0.8 -D
still gives the lowest propeller horsepower at the service speed.

Supplementary stress measurements were also carried out for outward-

rotating propellers with a distance between the shafts of about 0.8 • D and 0.9 • D.

The results at service speed were nearly the same as earlier found for a dis-

tance of 0.7 • D. At zero speed, the stress variations proved to be smaller, and

thus can be judged as of no importance.

APPENDIX B

OVERLAPPING PROPELLERS

Test No. 18 with interlocking propellers, which gave the lowest propeller

horsepower, was repeated with the propellers placed clear of each other, in

longitudinal direction. The distance between the propeller shafts was about

0.8 • D and the longitudinal distance about 0.2 • D. The shafts were still coupled

together and the propellers therefore ran at the same number of revolutions.

This modification of the arrangement did not give rise to any measurable
difference in the total horsepower. The wake coefficient for the forward pro-

peller was increased by 0.06, and for the aft propeller decreased by 0.04. The
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two propeller loadings were therefore different. K this arrangement should

be preferred to interlocking propellers, the two propellers should have different

diameters and pitch.

Stress measurements were carried out on both propellers running at the

same number of revolutions as well as at different numbers of revolutions. The

stresses were nearly the same as for interlocking propellers (Fig. 18). The in-

fluence of the aft propeller on the stresses of the forward propeller was ex-

tremely small, but the influence of the latter on the stresses of the former was,

as could be expected, more pronounced.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. P. C. Pien
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
vj., ,

Washington, D. C.
,

;

This paper by Professor Prohaska and Mr. Munk is very interesting. At
the Naval Ship Research and Development Center we have been experimenting
with the overlapping propeller stern arrangement for the last couple of years.

The authors use the term "interlocking propellers." Six models with such an
arrangement have been tested for powering performances. In each case, a
large saving in power requirements has been achieved as compared with a con-

ventional twin-screw arrangement. At several other towing tanks, similar ex-

periments have been conducted. All the available experimental results are

quite comparable with those given in the paper.

Despite the simplicity and the high hull efficiency of a single- screw stern

arrangement, there are many cases where such an arrangement cannot be
used. In most cases a conventional twin-screw arrangement has been chosen
as an alternative. In the light of the results given in this paper, as well as
other published and unpublished test results, it can be stated that the over-
lapping propeller stern arrangement is a better alternative. Besides saving

power, another advantage is the possibility of using with it either a single or a
twin powerplant. If two powerplants are chosen, an overlapping propeller ar-

rangement is simply a matter of installing the propellers in the proper loca-

tions to a single- screw ship hull. Two shafts are inclined to have propellers
overlapping each other. By choosing a different number of blades between the

two propellers, each propeller is essentially independent of the other as far

as the hull vibration problem is concerned. Since the power absorbed by each
propeller is only one-half of the total, the risk of propeller cavitation and
propeller-induced vibration would be greatly reduced.

In view of this discussion and their own experience with the overlapping
propeller stern arrangement, what reservations would the authors have in

recommending such a stern arrangement to the shipping industry?

DISCUSSION

J. Strgim-Tejsen
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Washington, D. C.

I would like to congratulate the authors on a most interesting paper, and in

particular on their measurements of the fluctuating-blade bending forces, which
to my knowledge are the first measurements of this kind carried out for the
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overlapping-propeller arrangement. The tests indicate that there should be

no reason to anticipate problems due to the close proximity of the two pro-

pellers to each other. In comparison with a single-screw arrangement,
vibration and cavitation problems should be greatly reduced, since the loading

carried by each propeller in the overlapping arrangement would be only half

of the load to be carried by the propeller in a single -screw arrangement.

The authors have considered the application of the overlapping system to

a large tanker, and the test results show that the system would be most attrac-

tive due to the reduction in the horsepower requirement. Another typical ap-

plication would be the fast cargo ship, where, in particular, vibration problems
might become serious for a single- screw arrangement. Consequently, a contra-

rotating system might be considered. In this case, however, the overlapping

arrangement would seem to have an advantage over the contrarotating system,
since there should be no particular mechanical problems in comparison with

those to be faced in developing the shaft arrangement for the contrarotating

system. . .-, .^ • . . . .

;
.

; . ^ ^.-..

In the analysis of the test results, the authors have introduced a correction

of the wake coefficient due to scale effects. This correction makes a twin-

screw arrangement more favorable, whereas the single-screw is penalized.

As a result of this analysis technique, the optimum distance between the pro-

peller shafts in the overlapping-propeller arrangement is somewhat larger

than in the case where no scale-effect correction is applied. The correction,

however, is very small, and it seems that the difference in the method of analy-

sis would give only an insignificant difference in the optimum shaft distance.

I should like to know if the authors share this view.

REPLY TO DISCUSSION

C. W. Prohaska

It has been a great pleasure for the authors to have the comments of Dr.
Pien and Dr. Str^m-Tejsen, who originally drew attention to the subject

treated in the present paper.

Dr. Pien mentions that a further series of tests with overlapping propellers
have been carried out at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center and
that the results are quite comparable with those of this paper. The authors are
glad to learn this, as the advantages of the new propeller arrangements regard-
ing total efficiency are thus further confirmed.

The authors agree with Dr. Pien that the interlocking or overlapping pro-
pellers should be a superior alternative to the heavily loaded single- screw
and to twin- screws. Until now, however, only a very full hullform has been
tested at HyA, and our experience is therefore limited; but for this type of ship

nothing has been found which could justify a rejection of the new systems.
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Dr. Strjz^m-Tejsen points out that the new systems should also be an alterna-

tive to the contrarotating propeller system. This is also the opinion of the

authors, as the reduction of required horsepower for the rather simple over-

lapping or interlocking propeller systems in relation to the other propulsion

systems was of the same order as the reduction which might be expected for

contrarotating propellers, where the technical difficulties are unpredictable.

Finally, Dr. Str^m-Tejsen mentions the correction of the wake for scale

effect. This correction is used to reproduce the conditions of the trial trip,

and the test results in this paper are therefore only valid for this case. If no

correction had been used, the wake and consequently the other results found by

the tests would correspond to some undefined service condition for the ship a

year or two out of dock.

The wake correction is largest for the single- screw propulsion system.

Part of the gain in total efficiency obtained by using overlapping or interlocking

propellers instead of a single screw is therefore due to this correction. This

part is, in the present case, about one-fourth of the total gain.

The difference in the wake correction for the three different distances

between the shafts of the interlocking propellers is small, and only of minor
importance for the comparison. The optimum distance between the shafts, as

mentioned in the paper, is determined by the propeller loading and the strength

of the tangential wake component, rather than by the use of the wake correction.

It is therefore difficult to give a general optimum distance between the shafts.
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PANEL DISCUSSION-WAVE RESISTANCE

Nonlinear and Viscous Effects in Wave Resistance

J. N. Newman, Panel Chairman
Massachusetts Institute of Technology •;

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been increasing evidence of the shortcomings in

existing techniques for predicting the wave resistance of surface ships. Theory,

as represented by the classical approach of Michell, and experiments carried

out with the Froude hypothesis, have been known to be in poor agreement, espe-

cially at low Froude numbers. But the main impact of recent investigations, and

particularly the direct experimental measurements of viscous and wave drag,

has been to suggest that the fault may rest with both the theoretical and experi-

mental techniques. This premise has now led to a broad questioning of the

classical assumptions that wave resistance could be considered entirely as an
inviscid mechanism and theoretically analyzed using the linearized theory of

water waves. Relaxing either assumption involves a compounding of the ana-

lytical complexities, so that progress has been slow, and we must not expect

any major breakthroughs to occur in the next few years, but sufficient advances
have recently been made that it is timely to discuss and report on our progress
at this time.

The following brief summaries are categorized under the three headings

Nonlinear Effects, Viscous Effects, and Miscellaneous. Acknowledgment is due

to the participants in the panel discussion on wave resistance. Of necessity,

their contributions have been severely abbreviated in this report.

NONLINEAR EFFECTS

The classical Michell theory assumes that the ship hull is geometrically

thin, and the boundary conditions both on the hull and on the free surface are

linearized with only the leading (first) order terms retained. For many years

the relative importance of these two linearizations has been discussed, and

some investigations were aimed at the more tractable extension of including

nonlinear effects from the hull boundary condition. The work of Sizov (1961) has

stimulated several investigations of the complete second- order solution. These
have included the two-dimensional treatments of submerged cylinders by Tuck
(1965) and Salvesen (1966), and in three dimensions the analysis of the sub-

merged sphere by Kim (1968), the spheroid by Chey (1968), and the parabolic

strut by Eng (1968). All of these references contain actual calculations, and

in some cases experimental confirmation is included as well; the importance of
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nonlinear free- surface effects is emphasized, especially at low Froude
numbers.

The second-order theory for thin surface ships was outlined by Wehausen
(1963) and subsequently has been studied extensively by Eggers (1966), Yim
(1968), and Wehausen (1968). In principle, the numerical calculations of wave
resistance are tractable, but as yet these have not been completed.

Salvesen (1968) and Newman (1968) have considered certain aspects of the
third- order theory, from different viewpoints. Salvesen showed that third-

order effects were negligible for the submerged two-dimensional cylinder, thus
validating the second- order truncation. Newman showed that no resonant non-
linear energy exchange mechanisms exist in the third- order solution of the

three-dimensional free-wave distribution, as opposed to the opposite conclu-
sion reached in the case of wind- generated wave spectra by Phillips and others.

The above-mentioned work is all based upon the Eulerian description (with

the notable exception of Wehausen (1968) who has formulated the thin-ship
problem in Lagrangian coordinates) of the fluid motion and the asymptotic ex-
pansion in terms of a suitable, small parameter such as the ship's beam or the

wave elevation. The leading- order contribution to the asymptotic expansion is

the classical linear solution associated with Kelvin's ship-wave pattern and
Michell's wave-resistance integral. Second- and third-order contributions can
be regarded as approximations to the nonlinear effects, although solutions ob-
tained in this manner are, at each successive order of approximation, associ-
ated with linear boundary value problems. An entirely different and inherently
nonlinear approach to wave problems is that developed by Whitham and others,
in which the wave system is assumed to be of large amplitude but slowly varying
in amplitude and wave number, so that it is in essence a perturbation of the

exact nonlinear solution for purely periodic unidirectional wave motion. (Vari-

ous papers describing and using this method are contained in the Proceedings of

the Royal Society of London, Series A, Vol. 299, No. 28, 1967.) This method has
been applied to the study of ship waves by Howe (1967, 1968) with striking non-
linearities along a "cusp" line where, in effect, a shock wave is formed. So far,

however, this study has been restricted to a system of diverging waves only,

since the assumption of slowly varying wave numbers does not permit the simul-
taneous existence (and interaction) of diverging and transverse wave systems.
The interrelationship between the Whitham technique and the Eulerian perturba-
tion approach has been examined in a recent paper by Hoogstraaten (1968).

Gadd (1968) has proposed a second- order correction for the hull boundary
condition which is similar to the earlier technique of Guilloton, A computer
program has been written which incorporates this correction and which is

claimed to give realistic estimates of the wave resistance of fairly fine hull

forms. (The free- surface nonlinear ities were neglected after initial investiga-

tions showed that they required excessive computer time.)

VISCOUS EFFECTS

One only need observe the flow in the wake behind a ship's stern to realize

that viscous effects, and especially separation, affect the ship's waves and
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wave resistance. The converse effect of the waves on the viscous flow is more
difficult to observe but no less surprising. . ,. ,

^
r

The earliest work in this area was Havelock's inclusion of the displacement

thickness on the effective beam which led, from Michell's integral, to an estimate

of the effects of viscosity on the wave resistance. Wu (1963) included the effects

of the wave-field pressure gradient on the boundary layer for the case of a flat

plate, and with wake effects ignored. Experimental investigations of this theory

are in progress. Webster and his collaborators (1967) used a boundary -layer
formulation, in conjunction with Guilloton's method, to compute the separation

point on the hull as a function of Froude and Reynolds numbers.

It seems likely that, for reasonably full ships where the disagreement be-

tween theory and experiment is most severe, the effects of separation will domi-
nate those of the relatively thin boundary layer upstream of the separation point.

With this in mind Milgram (1968) has recently used Michell's integral, with em-
pirical values of the wake geometry, to determine the wave resistance of a sim-

ple hull form. Generally speaking, the computed values of the wave resistance

are decreased by the presence of the wake, at those speeds where the wave re-

sistance is a decreasing function of the Froude number, and unaffected by the

wake at other Froude numbers.

The effects of the wake can be idealized, from another viewpoint, by con-

sidering the characteristics of wave propagation in a shear flow. This problem
has been considered by van Wijngaarden (1968), as well as in the earlier papers
by Brooke-Benjamin (1959) and Kolberg (1958).

If the Reynolds number is sufficiently small and the body streamlined, so

that laminar attached flow can be assumed, it is possible to attack the boundary-

value problem for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, including the free-

surface boundary condition. This has been done by Dugan (1968) for the re-

stricted case of a submerged two-dimensional horizontal plate, moving at suffi-

ciently low velocities that the Oseen linearization of the Navier-Stokes equations

can be made. With the additional assumption that the plate is deeply submerged,
the following equation is obtained for the drag coefficient:

^ '
y - 1 + ?n(R/16)

Here, R and F are the Reynolds and Froude numbers based on the chord length

of the plate, d is the ratio of the depth of submergence to the chord length, and y

is Euler's constant. This result is valid for large values of F and d, and is

asymptotic to the non-free- surface results when F^'d^-co.

The interaction of waves and viscous wakes has been considered by Lurye
(1968), using the Oseen equations and the linear free-surface conditions. A par-

ticular "singularity" solution is obtained, and more general flows can be gen-

erated by superposition. The Oseen equations have also been used by Nikitin

and Gruntfest (1966) to find the wave resistance of a moving pressure distribu-

tion in a viscous fluid. (I am indebted to Professor Weinblum for calling atten-

tion to this work, and also to the subject of propeller and rudder effects on wave
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resistance.) The latter problem was also treated in two dimensions, but in-

cluding surface tension, in the earlier work of Wu and Messick (1958).

MISCELLANEOUS

One of the most important experimental developments, which has brought us
to our present state of inquiry, is the determination of wave resistance from
analysis of wave records. Several different methods exist for performing this

analysis, and none can be regarded as "exact," but the results are fairly consist-
ent and seem likely to be at least as reliable, for their stated purpose, as the

Froude or Michell approaches are for theirs. However, the wave analysis tech-

niques are still being examined critically, and Sabuncu (1968) has examined the

effects of the local disturbance which are neglected in the usual free-wave analy-
sis, and has also proposed the use of the wave-height measurements to deter-
mine the "equivalent body shape" which is the source of the disturbance. This
appears to be an interesting scheme for experimentally finding the effective hull

shape, including the displacement effects of the boundary layer and the separated
wake. (The same scheme has been employed by Hogben (1967, 1968), who has
demonstrated its success in the case of a parabolic model.)

Inui and Kajitani (1968 a,b) have investigated the bow wave system of a
Wigley model and have compared the experimentally measured waves with cor-
responding theoretical predictions. It is found that good agreement results for

wave angles 20" <6 <60°, but that for smaller or larger angles the theoretical

prediction of wave amplitude is substantially greater than that which is meas-
ured. For wave angles greater than 60" (i.e., very short wavelengths), this dis-

crepancy is attributed to nonlinear effects, associated with the high values of

the wave steepness in this region. For the angles less than 20°, the discrepancy
is attributed to sheltering effects of the hull. Correcting empirically for the

sheltering effect improves the experimental agreement considerably and also
appears to lead to a superior approach for the investigation of low-resistance
hull forms.

A recent experiment of fundamental significance has been performed by
Sharma (1968), which might be conveniently described as a modern version of

the Weinblum-Kendrick-Todd friction plank experiment. Sharma towed a wall-
sided parabolic strut, of length 2.0 m, beam 0.1 m, and draft 0.3 m, at Froude
numbers ranging from 0.2 to 1.0. Measurements were made of the free-wave
spectrum using a longitudinal cut, and the wave resistance was computed from
these data and also from Froude's method using the Prandtl-Schlichting fric-

tional drag estimate and a constant form factor C^/Cp = 1.15. The results of

both experimental methods show quite good agreement with each other and with
Michell's integral over the entire Froude-number range. Some significant dis-

crepancy was found in the phase of the free waves at low Froude numbers,
which Sharma attributes to nonlinear wave effects. (The satisfactory agreement
achieved for this model, and for the parabolic hull discussed by Shearer and
Cross (1965), is the principal evidence to suspect the importance of separation
and nonlinear effects.)

Since attention has been focused on the low-Froude-number regime by the

practical speeds of merchant ships and by the lack of satisfactory theories and
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experimental predictions in this domain, it seems natural to seek a theory for

the slow ship in the sense of a systematic perturbation expansion. This idea is

not new, but attempts to exploit it have been abandoned in early stages when
difficulties were encountered. In recent work Ogilvie (1968) has sought a fresh

approach, in which the slow motion of a submerged body is treated as a per-

turbation about the exact zero-Froude-number, or rigid-free- surface, flow field.

This approach seems more likely to succeed, although the subsequent extension

to surface vessels is not trivial.
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An Evaluation of the Wave Flow Around

Ship Forms with Application

to Second-Order Wave Resistance Calculations

K. Eggers
Institut flir Schiffbau der Universit'Cit Hamburg

Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT ....•

For a class of shiplike bodies, a procedure is established for the cal-
culation of first-order flow components including the local wave field.

A second-order correction flow field then is defined, using an iteration
procedure based on Green's formula. However, under introduction of
an "inverse flow principle," the first- and second-order wave resist-
ance can then be calculated directly from first-order flow components.

Numerical results show that the corrections to first-order wave re-
sistance, both from free-surface singularities and from improvement
of the body-boundary condition, are negative for Froude numbers ^ 0.31,
as was to be expected from experimental information. For higher
Froude numbers, the correction due to free-surface effects becomes
positive. However, mainly due to increasing influence of corrections
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due to flow at the ship's bottom, the ship- surface corrections remain
negative and large. This is in contrast to experimental evidence as
well as to results from a slender-body-theory approach. Tentative cal-
culations support the conclusion that at high Froude numbers the first-

order approximation should be constructed according to slender -body
theory (this would even imply a reduction of the computational effort)

with less flow intensity at the ship's bottom area, and then improved by
the iteration method developed.

It is found that the procedure developed is not affected by singular be-
havior of the first-order flow at the bow, stern, and keel, resulting from
that part of the flow which would persist at zero Froude number, if ap-
propriate methods of quadrature are selected and if the flow is evalu-
ated on the hull rather than on the centerplane. This is considered to

be even more pertinent for analytical reasons.

The second-order corrections found explain a significant part of the
discrepancies between experimental wave resistance and predicted val-
ues from first-order theories . The rest m.ust be attributed either to

viscous wave interactions or to resistance components of still higher
order. At least in the range of Froude numbers larger than 0.2, where
the present investigations were performed (mostly for reasons of econ-
omy), it is felt that the computational effort is moderate, once a com-
puter program has been established, and attempts to apply the method
to more conventional forms should be encouraged.

Wave-Resistance Calculations for Practical Ships

G. E. Gadd
Ship Division, National Physical Laboratory

Feltham, England

A computer program has been written which appears to give fairly realistic

estimates of the wave-making of practical ship hulls which are not too blxiff

.

Kelvin sources are distributed over the vertical plane of symmetry of the hull,

which is divided into a grid of rectangular panels, the hull shape being defined

by the lateral offsets corresponding to the grid intersection points. The source

density is assumed uniform over each of the panels in the computation of the

downstream waves, but for computing local effects near the hull the cruder ap-

proximation is made of replacing each source panel by a concentrated source of

equal flux output at its center.

Source strengths are calculated using second- order corrections as de-

scribed by the author (J. Inst. Maths. Applies. Vol. 4, p. 43, 1968). The free-

surface pressure distribution, which should be imposed (K, W. H. Eggers, Pro-
ceedings of the Sixth Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics, p. 649) to compensate
for linearization errors in the free-surface boundary condition, is neglected.

This pressure distribution was computed for the simple case of a single sub-

merged point source, but so much computer time was involved that it was judged
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impracticable to incorporate such corrections in routine wave-resistance
calculations. , ; .

Calculations of the wave pattern generated by practical ship hulls reveal

several discrepancies between theory and experiment. In the bow-wave region,

the main discrepancy is that the observed waves lie outboard of the predicted

ones. It is not thought likely that inclusion of the free- surface pressure cor-

rection, if it were thought practicable, would remedy this defect, which prob-

ably springs from a nonlinear effect on the propagation speeds of the waves that

increased their rate of lateral spreading. However, crudely speaking, the effect

is as if the model were upstream of its true position, and therefore, as far as

the computation of the wave resistance from downstream wave pattern goes, it

may not be very important to remedy this defect of the theory. More significant

is the fact that the stern-wave system is greatly overestimated in amplitude by

the theory. This seems likely to be mainly a frictional effect. Theory predicts

that a large wave crest exists just behind the stern, similar to the bow crest on

the hull. Whereas the fluid entering the bow crest has been very little influenced

by viscosity, however, the fluid just behind the stern has traveled through the

hull boundary layer, and it is doubtful whether it could negotiate the steep slope

of the forward face of a wave crest there such as theory predicts. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that in practice the stern-crest amplitude is often greatly

attenuated. This could lead to the radiated stern waves being much smaller in

practice than in theory.

Such effects would obviously be very difficult to treat theoretically. A
seemingly useful empirical approach is as follows: The total downstream wave
pattern is written as = Cb + ^S' where l,^ represents a system centered on the

bow and l^ a. stern-centered system. Numerical estimates of ^ are obtained

from the theory incorporating second-order hull source corrections; I is decom-
posed into ^B aJid Cs in such a way that the amplitude functions of ^b ^^^ ^s ^^^

as smooth as possible, to give the most "natural" subdivision into bow and stern

waves. The stern-centered system ^g is then multiplied by the empirical reduc-
ing factor k and recombined with ^b to give the total wave pattern, and hence the

wave resistance. For a typical 0.60-block-coefficient ship, an appropriate value

of k is 0.5, and fairly realistic estimates of downstream wave pattern and wave
resistance are then obtained.

Derivation of Source Arrays from Measured Wave Patterns

N. Hogben
Ship Division, National Physical Laboratory

Feltham, England

INTRODUCTION

In Refs. [Ij and [2], a method for deducing theoretical source arrays from
measured waves by solving linear simultaneous equations, is described.
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Experience in analyzing experimental results has revealed some difficulties, and
Ref . [3] describes a new method of solution which overcomes these. This new
method uses Fourier analysis to solve the equations and is particularly effective

in absorbing measured results covering a wide range of speeds. A practical ex-

ample of a successful application to experiments by Everest on a fine model
(Ref. [4]), is discussed in Ref. [3].

SKETCH OF NEW METHOD

The simultaneous equations relating source strength M^ and positions
(x^, 0,z^) with measured free-wave amplitude (according to linear theory for

deep water) are

2^e-^%^/^ b / k2
cos(a„x,) = —- 2 -

\ A„
lOTT-

\ „ 2

L-r -z, a ^/k
^ n r^ 167T '

' -

(1)

where

is the speed of travel of the array,

are longitudinal coordinates,

are vertical coordinates,

a^ = k sec e^,

^n = Angle of propagation of nth wave component,

b = Tank width,

An' ^n are measured wave amplitudes.

Let (1) be rewritten as

/ \
+ 1 COS

77r\—
"•
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k2\ , .2/k

'°^^^=Ti; l2--)Ane

b / kM z„ <^Vk

(2)
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where

is a mean depth,

fQ(a), f^Ca) are functions which are invariant with speed if the linear theory
is valid,

Aa is a range of a defined by

TTT

Aa (3)

From (2) it may be shown that

M+r _ 1
C

V 2Aa

+ Ao

fgCa) COS

^-r 1 f~ TTT' I i fn(ci^) cos
V 2Aa J 1

ov ^

-Aa

+ i(a) sin

+ fs(a) sin

da

(4)

with

and

(5)

Figure 1 shows the results of applying this method to wave measurements
by Everest (Ref . [4j) behind a model defined by
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length L = 25 feet,

breadth B =1.25 feet,

draft d = 1.5625 feet,

and an equation of form

1- B
2

1 - l^

Measurements over the range of Froude number 0.3-0.55 were analyzed.
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Interaction of Free-Surface Waves with Viscous Wakes

Jerome R. Lurye
Control Data Corporation, TRG Division

Melville, New York

ABSTRACT

A method of investigating the interaction of free-surface waves with

viscous wakes is described. The method consists in constructing a

viscous-wake solution to the Oseen equations that satisfies the three

linearized free-surface conditions appropriate to a viscous fluid. The
solution is characterized by a singularity which simulates approxi-

mately the effect of a body. More general flows of the same type can
be formed by superposition. The solution obtained is believed to be the

first one to represent explicitly a viscous wake in the presence of a

free surface.
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Recent Developments on Bulbous Bows at Hydronautics, Inc.

M. Martin
Hydronautics, Inc.

Laurel, Maryland

It has been well known that a bulb at the bow reduces the bow wave height,

and thus the wave resistance is decreased. (Inui, 1962; Yim, 1963). A simple
analytical representation of a bulb is the flow due to a point doublet located at

the stem of a ship bow. For a given polynomial representation of a Michell's

ship source distribution, the optimum strength of the doublet or the approxi-

mate size of bulb at a given position located on the stem was given for low

Froude numbers Fr < 0.3 by Yim (1965).

An approximate simple image system for a bulbous ship was also given

(Yim, 1966c), and plotting streamlines of a bulbous ship can easily be done.

However, when we plot the streamlines of a ship with a point-doublet bulb, the

bulb is seen to have a narrow neck and is therefore susceptible to separation.

Therefore, it has been customary to fair the waterlines so that separation can
be avoided even though the fairing was not very scientific.

Yim (1964) has found an optimum source type of bulb for appropriate water-
lines. These do not have any neck to induce flow separation. This type of bulb

has been investigated by Maruo (1964) both theoretically and experimentally with

good results. Pien (1964) also made use of the source type of bulb whenever his

optimum ship waterline had negative-cosine bow waves. However, the source-

type bulb needs the consideration of sinks in order to close the body and the ship

shape which needs a purely source-type bulb is not too practical. Thus, this

idea is useful only when we consider a total ship with proper attention to both

the bow, the stern, and the shoulder.

At Hydronautics, Inc., a simple cylindrical bulb with a spherical head hori-

zontally oriented at the bow was designed for a given ship and tested at the Naval
Ship Research and Development Center (formerly David Taylor Model Basin)

(Yim et al., 1966). Although the ship waterlines had been analyzed and it was
found to need a strong source-type bulb in addition to a doublet-type bulb, a

further important reason for taking the bulb to be a cylinder was its easy
fabrication.

In this report, an optimum ship form for a given cylindrical bulb horizon-

tally oriented at a ship bow is analyzed. A basic mathematical form for the ship

is assumed based on the concept of a double model ship (Inui, 1957) and Michell's

ship. Considering a point-doublet bulb and the optimum ship form from the

theory already developed (Yim, 1965), many such bulbous ships were superposed,

so that the bulb would fill in the given cylinder. A typical model was selected

and tested in the Netherlands Ship Model Basin with good results.
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The mechanism of bulbs at a ship bow has been studied quite extensively
(Wigley, 1936; Inui, 1962; Yim, 1963). The wave resistance is known to be due
to the regular waves which carry out energy far away. The regular waves con-
sist of bow waves, stern waves, and possibly shoulder waves, ail of which can
be considered to originate from the discontinuities of a function representing
the hull shape of a ship. These waves are a composition of sine waves and co-
sine waves propagating in all directions from the originating point and are called
elementary waves (Havelock, 1934). In particular the bow waves of a sine ship;

i.e., one represented by the source distribution

i(xi) - ag cos(77Xi) - a^ J2
n=0

2n
(77Xi)

in

0<Xi<l;y=0 and < Zj < 1

consists only of positive sine waves originating from the bow. The regular waves
due to a point doublet below the free surface are known to be negative sine waves.
Since the point doublet can be represented by an approximately spherical bulb,

such bulbs, properly selected, can cause cancellations of the bow waves. Yim
(1964) determined, for various Froude numbers, the optimum radii r^ of point-

doublet bulbs located at various depths at the stem of sine ships. For low Froude
numbers, it was shown that the same results applied to any general ship (Yim,
1965). This theory was applied to a practical bulb design with reasonable suc-
cess (Yim et al., 1966). However, in practice, such bulbs must be made roughly
cylindrical in order to avoid separation due to necking down of the bulb. This
can be expected to reduce the bulb effectiveness.

In connection with problem, Yim (1967) has proposed a simple method for

constructing an approximate source distribution and corresponding doublet dis-

tributions for an optimum ship with a cylindrical bulb. He assumes that for the

ship with a cylindrical bulb, represented by the source distribution for the ship

and the doublet distribution for the bulb, the volume of ship is the linear super-
position of the volume of the ship without the bulb and that of isolated bulbs
which would be produced by the doublet in an infinite medium. He considers a

cross section of the ship with a cylindrical bulb whose center is located at

y = 0, z = -H in Fig. 2. Using the notation in Fig. 2 the area inside the circle

of the given radius r and outside the cross section of the ship model is

2 /^ 2
A = 77r - + T + yr cosi^

where 9 is in radians. In Fig. 2 the Michell ship assumption (Michell, 1898) has
been made insofar as the waterlines are taken to be given by dy/dx = 2rTm(x^) .

Actual stream surface calculations (Yim, 1966c) show that the Michell assump-
tion does not give the correct ship sectional shape. However, since the influence

of draft is small at the low Froude numbers considered here, the simple
attachment of a semicircular section to the bottom as shown in Fig. 2 has
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been assumed to provide a sufficiently

realistic shape for the present purpose.

If we use an approximate relation

for a short interval of x, we can find the

volume inside the cylindrical column and

outside the original ship hull between x - a

and X ^ b by an integration of A(x)

A(x) dx

-2v -

'-^r ,2v2 _ _ „2v3

3a.
/( a2x2)3

Fig. 2 -

of a ship
cal bulb

Cross section
with cylindri-

where a^ and b^ are values corresponding to a and b due to the approximation

y = ax, or aj - y(a)/a and bj = y(b)/a. Since the volume of a sphere with the

radius v^ is ^-nr^ /3, using the radius- strength relation of doublet bulb we can

add a proper doublet to fill in v^ at a proper position, say, z= -H, y=0, x = d

Then this would produce another negative sine wave which can be reduced by
adding a sine ship which has the bow stem at the position of the doublet. Thus,

for this sine ship the original Froude number F will be increased to

Fi

if the stern position is kept the same for each elementary ship. Thus, r^ and

are known. Therefore one can obtain the optimum a^ from the optimum rela-

tion mentioned before for r,
, f , and a^,

.

For a given radius of cylindrical bulb r, we took

d =— nr^ d(n), n=0,l,2,3,..., N
3

2 4 ,

+ rr n
I

r = a(n)

,

b =
2 4— + — (n+1)
3 3

' a(n+l)

n = 0, 1, 2 ... N ,

where N is such that v^ is always positive. Thus, N + i is equal to the number
of point doublets distributed. Although the idea behind the choice of d, a, and b

is that a cylindrical column whose radius is r and whose volume is the same as
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that of a sphere of radius r has a column length equal to 4r/3, any other finer

choice of intervals is suitable. We note that, for

a(n) < X < a(n + 1) ,

n

y(x) = 2 2] ao(") sin{77[x-d(n)] } ,

n=

'.
: ci(x) - —— - 27t2_| ^0^"^ cos{7T [x-d(n)]} . . -• ;

By the above procedure many waterlines for many different Froude numbers
F - v/v^ , length-draft ratios L/H, and radii of cylinder r/H were obtained. A
few of these are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for L/H - 32 .

10

0.05 -

1 FR = 225, rb= 0.506

2 FR = 250, rt,= a504
_ 3 FR = 0.275, rb=0 503

4 FR = 0.300, Tb = 0.502
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The calculated waterline is shown in Figs. 5 and 6, The model was built in the

Netherlands Ship Model Basin, with its body plane shown in Fig. 7. The results

are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 in scales of CGS and feet- pound, respectively. The

plottings of EHP (test)/EHP (Taylor) for the ship model with and without bulb

are shown in Fig. 10. At the design point of F = 0.3 , it is seen that a reduction

in EHP of almost 20% was realized.

B/L

H„/L

- r/L

Hb/L
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ujui6-90£ = 3Nn3SVa 3A0aV IHSnvtJQ

o
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o MODEL WITHOUT BULB
• MODEL WITH BULB

MODEL RESISTANCE

1.6 18 2.0 2.2 24 26 28 3.0

MODEL SPEED - METERS/SECONDS

Fig. 8 -Results of resistance tests

t! 20000

Fig. 9 - Curves of effective
horsepower for a ship model
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In these proceedings only the introduction by Professor Van Manen has been

printed. For the contributions to the Panel Discussion, see "International Ship-

building Progress," March and April 1969.

Introduction

J. D. van Manen, Chairman
Netherlands Ship Model Basin

Wageningen, Netherlands

A propeller design can be divided into two parts:

1. the selection of propeller type;

2. the determination of the main dimensions, such as diameter, rpm, and

number of blades.

In solving these two questions special attention should be paid to the follow-

ing requirements:

1. high efficiency or minimum required shaft horsepower;

2. minimum danger of cavitation erosion;

3. minimum propeller- excited vibratory forces;

4. good stopping abilities;
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5. good behaviour in a seaway; :. .e.

.

6. favorable interaction with the rudder, to improve maneuverability.

In the selection of a propeller type all these hydrodynamic aspects of a
ship propeller play an important role. Besides the dependability, minimum
vulnerability and low initial and maintenance costs has to be taken into

consideration. i . :<,.

The conventional ship screw with fixed blades designed for noncavitating
condition has been for a period longer than 100 years the most applied type
of ship propeller.

The ducted propeller (screw and nozzle or pumpjet) has shown its ad-
vantages for ship types where the propeller load is high or the cavitation

danger is serious. Tugs, trawlers, and minesweepers are frequently outfitted

with a ducted propeller. Coastal vessels and frigates are other ship types
where the ducted propeller shows its favorable characteristics. Results of

model tests show that application of ducted propellers to large tankers will be
realized in the very-near future. The demand for a cigar- shaped afterbody,
if a nozzle were applied to a tanker, is eliminated by the recent introduction
of nozzle shapes adapted to both wake distribution and flow direction at the
stern. At this moment it can be stated that sufficient theoretical and system-
atic experimental data are at hand for any design of a ducted propeller.

Contrarotating propellers form a type of propulsion that might be a seri-

ous competitor of the conventional ship screw on large container ships with
such high speeds that the required power cannot be developed by one screw.
Gradually, more design information becomes available for this propeller type.

The selection of the blade number of fore and aft screws is of particular im-
portance for the control of the propeller -induced vibratory forces and also fcv

the transmission solution between propulsion plant and propeller.

The number of controllable-pitch propeller applications has increased
very rapidly during the last years. Improvement of the dependability and mini-
mum vulnerability and a reduction of the initial and maintenance costs are not

the only reasons for this growth in controllable -pitch propeller applications.

The solution of mechanical and technological difficulties and the developmert
of suitable control systems have pushed the controllable-pitch propeller for-

ward to application to frigates and even now to tankers. Shaft horsepowers up
to 30,000 have successfully been absorbed by controllable -pitch propellers.
The supreme qualities of controllable-pitch propellers with respect to stopping

(for tankers) and accelerating (for frigates) promise a continuing growth in the

application of this propeller type. The reduction and control of the blade spindle

torque by advanced techniques such as ventilation or jet flaps might be a promis-
ing field for investigation.

The paddle wheel, before 1850 the most-applied ship propeller, is still one
of these special-purpose propellers, which deserves our special attention for

transport in very shallow waterways. In that case, it happens that the screw di-

ameters which can be realized are seriously restricted, and the efficiency of
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the paddle wheel is clearly superior. During the last 15 years, sufficient de-
sign information has been published on this particular type of propeller.

The vertical- axis propeller is a propeller type with outstanding maneuver-
ing capabilities. Ferries, tugs, and supply vessels are examples of ship types
where successful application of the vertical- axis propeller has frequently been
realized. In solving problems of dynamic positioning of any vehicle at sea, the

vertical-axis propeller has its own advantages. At very high speeds, in which
case the blade motions will resemble the motion of a fish, some promises for

the future may be hidden in further developments of the vertical-axis propeller.

The range where the conventional ship screw has never realized itself as
a sufficient means of propulsion is that of very-high ship speeds. High-speed
vehicles, such as hydrofoil boats, hovering crafts, and hydroskimmers (c.a.b.

vehicles), are means of transportation where selection of the propeller type

has a dominating effect on the whole design configuration.

Fully or supercavitating propellers with fixed or adjustable blades have
shown successful operation at speeds up to about 50 knots, despite the problems
of inclined shafts and partial immersion. Design methods for fully cavitating

propellers are approaching a quality where the design requirements may al-

ready be satisfied by a first propeller design. Ventilation techniques have im-
proved the off-design characteristics of this propeller type considerably.

Strength problems have been attacked successfully by proper material selec-

tion and original ideas about the geometry of the blade profiles.

Pulse-jet propulsion and air propulsion are examples that underline our
insufficient knowledge to solve the problems of high-speed propulsion in a

satisfactory way. In this respect it is worthwhile to mention the development
of two-phase hydrojets (water -ramjets) in the U.S.A., the Netherlands, and
Italy. This type of high-speed propeller may become the most valuable con-
tribution of all our extensive research activities in the field of high-speed
propulsion.

A final remark on the selection of the propeller type may be on a way of

representation of the propulsive efficiency which is suitable for comparison
purposes. It may occur that for a certain propeller type the usual advance co-

efficient J, the ratio between advance and rotational speed of the propeller can-

not be determined, for instance, due to the fact that there is no rotational speed.

In that case it is recommended to plot against the Froude number based on dis-

placement, the ratio between the required power and the product of displace-

ment and ship speed:

SHP ^s
versus

A X V^ ^/^

In fact, this last ratio is the resistance per ton displacement divided by
the total propulsive coefficient and is, as such, qualitative for the propulsion
abilities of any ship or vehicle.
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In the second part of my introduction to the panel discussion, I should like

to emphasize some points with respect to the requirements already mentioned,

i.e.,
_

....-.,; .^ .,,.,. .
.- -.^

1. selection of optimum diameter and rpm from the viewpoint of efficiency;

2. cavitation criteria, based on systematic experimental data; ••-,

3. the effect of cavitation on propeller -excited vibratory forces;

4o data for analyzing stopping maneuvers; vj •

5. variations of propeller load in a seaway;

6. the effect of rpm variations on the interaction between rudder and

propeller.

In Fig. 1 the effect of rpm on the efficiency has been illustrated by the re-

sult of a number of calculations for a 16-knot tanker with a 30,000-hp propul-

sion machinery. The calculations have been carried out both for conventional

four- and seven-bladed screw propellers and for ducted propellers. Some con-

clusions can be drawn from this figure:
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Fig. 1 - Effect of rpm on screw diameter
and efficiency of a single -screw tanker
having an engine power of 30,000 DHP
and a speed of 16 knots
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1. The seven-bladed screws are worse from an efficiency point of view
than the four-bladed screws. Even at equal diameter and a corresponding dif-

ference in rpm this is the case.

2. The ducted propeller is better from an efficiency point of view than the

four-bladed screw propeller, although at decreasing rpm this improvement in

efficiency decreases and even disappears because of the smaller propeller load

due to the larger screw diameter.

3. However, the most interesting point is a further decrease in rpm from
that which is now usual. If the rpm be decreased from 80 to 50, then the screw
diameter will increase in this case from 9 m to 12 m. The manufacturers of

large screw propellers consider a screw propeller with a diameter of 12 m
within their technological capabilities.

The improvement in efficiency, consequently, reduction in required SHP,
amounts to more than 20 per cent. Such savings in SHP force us to consider
the consequences for reduction gears and propeller shafts at these extremely
low rpm values in order to approach an economical optimum. Attention should
also be paid to diesel engines with relatively high rpm combined with reduction
gears. In addition to these conclusions it is interesting to note that at the

N.S.M.B. recently developed asymmetric nozzles have delivered an average
reduction of SHP from 3 to 5% with respect to the results of conventional noz-
zles as indicated in Fig. 1. These asymmetric nozzles have been adapted both
to the wake distribution and the flow direction at the stern. This asymmetric
nozzle has the advantage that the conventional shape of afterbody can be main-
tained. The extra initial costs of such an asymmetric nozzle are more than
compensated for by the reduction in required SHP.

Preliminary studies on the reduction of the resistance increase of large

tankers as a consequence of course keeping indicate that an improvement may
be expected by an enlargement of the nonrotatable rudder surface (deadwood).
This can even be done by a reduction of the rotatable rudder surface. Another
solution to this problem might be the application of nozzles outfitted with
maneuvering devices.

In Fig. 2, results of identical calculations, as shown in Fig. 1, are indi-

cated. In this case the ship is a fast cargo liner with a speed of about 25 knots
and a propulsion plant of 30,000 hp. The calculations have been carried out for

four- and seven-bladed screw propellers and for contrarotating propellers. In

most cases it is usual that the propeller specialist has to design a ship propeller
for a required speed, a given rpm and SHP; the propulsion machinery has al-

ready been selected and the propeller has yet to be designed. For these design
conditions we see from Fig. 2 that contrarotating propellers deliver a 4 - 5%
higher efficiency than the comparable four-bladed screw propellers. By a more
favorable interaction between ship and propeller this increase in efficiency can
be enlarged by about 3% with respect to required SHP. It may be that the en-
gine power becomes so large that application of the conventional ship screw is

only reliable as a twin-screw arrangement. This leads to an increase of re-
quired SHP of about 8%. So in the future contrarotating propellers may lead to

reductions in SHP of 15 - 16% compared to the twin-screw arrangement of
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Fig. 2 - Effect of rpm on screw diameter
and efficiency of a single screw cargo liner

having an engine power of 30,000 DHP and
a speed of 25 knots

conventional propellers. These percentages make it desirable to calculate the

comparative costs for the two types of propulsion system. So far our remarks
concern contrarotating propellers at equal rpm (identical propulsion plant).

Our design considerations will lead to quite different conclusions if we
start our propeller design for these fast cargo liners from an equal maximum
allowable propeller diameter for the propeller types in question. At a diam-
eter of 6.30 m the rpm of the conventional four-bladed screw amounts to 130

and for contrarotating propellers to 90. The improvement in efficiency at equal

diameter is in this case for the contrarotating propellers more than 10% (at

equal rpm this increase in efficiency is, as mentioned, 4 - 5%). For the up-to-

date fast cargo liners it is very desirable to make calculations for the

two described alternatives, i.e., a ship with the conventional ship screw and a
ship with contrarotating propellers of the same diameter as the conventional

screw propeller. The consequences of the difference in rpm of the propulsion
plants have, of course, to be taken into account.

In Figs. 3a and 3b, examples have been given of the results of systematic

cavitation tests with the Wageningen B- screw series. On base of the screw
load Ct,
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PARTS OF THE AFT BOHY AT
WHICH THE INSTANTANEOUS
FORCES WILL BE MEASURED

DYNAMOMETER
(PROPELLER THRUST
AND TpRQUE )

WALL OF CAVITATION TUNNEL OBSERVATION WINDOW /

Fig. 4 - Arrangement in cavitation tunnel for the determination of the effect
of propeller cavitation on the vibratory forces on the afterbody of a ship

Speed ahead, rpm ahead
Speed ahead, rpm backing

Speed astern, rpm backing

Speed astern, rpm ahead

(a

(a

= 0°- 90°),

= 90°- 180°),

= 180°- 270°),

= 270°- 360°).

The part for a = 0° to about 30° indicates the "normal" "open-water" screw
diagram. From Fig. 6 the effect of the width of blade chord, also of B.A.R., on
thrust coefficient and torque coefficient in the ranges where separation of flow

occurs is clear. This type of diagram is of importance for the analysis of stop-

ping maneuvers of ships.

A research area of increased interest is that of the behavior of the propeller

in a seaway. Besides the dynamic load on the shaft and the afterbody induced by
the propeller, the behavior of the propeller in a seaway with respect to cavita-

tion plays a role. Diagrams as indicated in Fig. 3 may be of great value, when
we analyze the danger of psc and ssc starting from the design condition (known

Cf and given cavitation index o^) if we should know the load variations of the

propeller in a seaway. From test results with ship models in waves, it has ap-

peared that the load variations of the propeller are built up on an average power
increase due to seaway. These load variations are the same order of magnitude
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Fig. 5 - Pressure distribution on a blade section for
different cavitation numbers ""•"•

as the average power increase in the case of head seas. In that case, the risk of

ssc will increase considerably. This type of cavitation has least risk of dam-
age due to the cavitation. The chance of psc will remain equal or decrease.

Data for the behavior of the propeller in quartering seas are still lacking.

It might be expected from the data as represented in Fig. 3, that in quartering

seas, and as a consequence a power decrease, an increased risk of psc occurs.

As a rule, psc must be qualified as very unfavorable from a view point of cavi-

tation damage.

Figure 7 illustrates clearly that propeller and rudder must be considered

as a closed system when solving maneuvering problems. The results shown
in Fig. 7 refer to a 65,000-t.d.w. tanker. This is a ship type with low SHP/
displacement ratio. Starting from equal speed (2.60 m/sec) and equal rudder
angle (20°), the effect of an increase in rpm from 28.8 to 48 on the path of the

ship appears already to be considerable; the ship speed only increasing

slightly.
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Fig. 6 - Some results of the four quadrant
open-water tests with the B-screw series
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PANEL DISCUSSION-AIR CUSHION
VEHICLES, HOVERCRAFT, AND

SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS

James L. Schuler, Panel Chairman

The Chairman opened the meeting by stating the purpose, introducing the

major participants, and briefly outlining the general areas to be discussed. The
purpose of the meeting was to exchange ideas, concepts, and opinions on air

cushion vehicles, hovercraft, and surface effect ships. The large number of

attendees precluded general discussion. However, the leading participants were
requested to make a few introductory remarks designed to provoke questions

and dialogue. A summary of the remarks is as follows.

The first problem in defining a vehicle is defining the mission, size, speed,

and payload to perform the required tasks. Once these are known, the technical

problems concern (a) structure, arrangement, power, thrust, and lift and (b)

control and stability. The technical areas of most interest to the hydrodynami-
cist are (a) propulsion, thrust, and drag, (b) internal flows, and (c) stability and

control.

A full-cushion craft is quite accurately represented as a moving pressure
field. This theoretical treatment is more representative of reality than using a

moving pressure field to represent a displacement ship. The theoretical drag

must then be corrected for appendages, if applicable. The major difficulty is

how to realistically treat the degradation of performance in a seaway with the

attendant wave impacting and spray drag.

Comparing the sidewall craft to the nonsidewall craft introduces new prob-

lems concerning frictional resistance of the sidewalls, possible cavitation, and

control dynamics. Sidewalls should improve directional stability but could

complicate steering. Sidewalls should reduce lift power requirements but could

introduce surge in the air supply system due to wave-pumping action.

Following the preceding remarks, Mr. House was asked to present some
comments and lead a discussion on some aspects of machinery selection. He
made several important points (see Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 1). One is that the

use of lightweight power plants leads naturally to consideration of marine gas

turbines. These machines are costly and require long development cycles.

This leads the vehicle designer to select proven prime movers and this (to

some extent) tends to yield craft designed around one or more existing ma-
chines. Recent developments, such as blade cooling techniques, will improve
the performance of existing machines as we move forward in time.
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Possible propulsion systems include turbojets and turbofans, which are

clearly suited to amphibious craft. Fully submerged or partially submerged
supercavitating propellers as well as waterjets with flush or ram inlets can be

used on nonamphibious types. The pure turbojet has an exhaust velocity which

makes it unsuited for even fast craft speeds. The engine efficiency is further

diluted with duct losses, gear losses, and drag induced by appendages. Putting

these factors together gives some measure of efficiency. The actual numbers
change with time as new developments appear,

Mr. House presented an example showing that a specific 500-ton sidewall

craft does the greatest amount of work when operating in the 70 to 80 knot re-

gion. The example showed the interrelation among power plant efficiency, lift/

drag ratio, and tons per mile per year with a constant 2000 hours of utilization.

The percentage of operating time spent at each speed as well as the assumed
sea conditions also affect the results. He also concluded that at these speeds

waterjet propulsion seemed to be the best choice. Mr. House answered Dr. St.

Denis that blade cooling and better materials would probably account for im-
proved turbine performance rather than the use of regenerative cycles.

Mr. House assured Mr. Weller that his lift/drag calculations included the

lift power requirements. He noted that the seaway places an upper limit on

cushionborne performance.

Mr. House informed Dr. Quant that the tradeoff between propulsion system

weight and propulsive efficiency depends heavily on how much time is spent at

the various operating speeds. His final point was that the conclusions are very

sensitive to the details of the specified mission.

Mr. House suggested, in reply to Dr. Wang, that speeds of 150 to 200 knots

would give better propulsion efficiencies if you could build a craft to take it.

Dr. Sheets then presented some comments on three new subjects: fan de-

sign, propulsion, and load and structures.

The fan design characteristics govern the cushion characteristics, which in

turn affect speed, degradation in a seaway, and bubble leakage. He has studied

centrifugal and axial flow fans with variations in speed of rotation and pressure/

quantity relationships plotted against horsepower. Craft of 100 tons, 500 tons,

and 4000 tons have been analyzed. In some cases, the propeller and fan are

driven by the same prime mover.

On the subject of propulsion, Dr, Sheets agreed with the problems as stated

by Mr, House. Dr. Sheets compared his results with those of Fielding and

Stanton-Jones to show that these vehicles fall in an unoccupied area in the

Gabrielli/Von Karman line.

On the subject of loading criteria and structural analysis. Dr. Sheets dem-
onstrated an approach using computer calculations and tank tests to assess the

validity of a structural model. A large number of loads and loading conditions

were included. He mentioned hogging, sagging, and torsional loads as well as

unusual loads caused by docking, towing, and hoisting.
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In reply to Dr. St. Denis, Dr. Sheets said that his treatment did not include

nonsteady- state phenomena such as hydrodynamic impact because of the short

time available in the panel discussion. Dr. Sheets also noted that larger ships

may require greater flexibility.

The craft must have variable flexibility with hard structures to carry loads

and a soft cushion of air connected by semirigid structures.

Dr. Wang asked if the data indicated that we could look forward to ships of

100 knots from a drag point of view. Dr. Sheets acknowledged that the curves
he showed were cut off above hump speed. Above hump speed it is a third-

power c\irve.

Dr. Skolnick then presented a contribution to the effect that bold ventures
such as the surface effect ship (SES) were needed to galvanize the marine com-
munity into action. If the marine community did not heed the challenge, it would
be accepted by the aerospace industry.

Mr. Weller asked how this related to the traditional marine concept of pro-
viding low-cost transport. Dr. Skolnick agreed that the SES case has not yet

been adequately made.

Dr. Wang asked if the systems approach to SES had a clear objective. Dr.
Skolnick stated that the SES program has a clear objective.

Dr. St. Denis lamented the emphasis on studies which can cost large

amounts of time and money and hoped we would not suffer from "paralysis of

analysis." Mr. Calkins asked if part of the problem could be the kind of train-

ing given to naval architects. Dr. Skolnick concurred that this added to the

problem.

Mr. Christopher Hook raised the problem of the "rogue" wave. Dr. Skolnick

was sure that such problems should not be overlooked — neither should they be
overemphasized.

Mr. J. B. van den Brug presented some clear exposition of recent model
tests including films and outlined a straightforward method for deriving lift fan

requirements. He noted that in some cases the model acted as if it had a "neg-
ative added mass." That is to say, it has precisely the effect on damping. In

reply to a question from Dr. Skolnick, he noted that their open water tests were
not yet complete.

Mr. Everett asked if the behavior was different with upward motion than
with downward motion. Mr. van den Brug stated that their tests centered on
stability and therefore focused on small deviations from equilibrium.

Dr. Savitsky asked how the vehicle natural frequencies compared to the

natural frequency of encounter with the waves. Mr. van den Brug stated that he
would answer the question with data after the session.
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Mr. T. K. S. Murthy presented some work he has done on the motions of

craft in a wind-generated irregular seaway.

Dr. St. Denis felt that sea state defined in terms of wind and fetch was ap-
propriate for oceanography, but he felt that the naval architect prefers sea state

defined in terms of wave heights.

The chairman then closed the session. Copies of the actual transcript are

available on request from the chairman.
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PANEL DISCUSSION-LIFTING-SURFACE THEORY
R. Timman, Panel Chairman
Delft Institute of Technology \,._

..'
.

Consultant Netherlands Ship Model Basin / •/

The discussion mainly consisted of three parts: (a) mathematical methods
and foundation of the theory, (b) experimental verification, and (c) applications,

in particular to sails and design of propellors.

Timman: The aim of this lifting- surface panel is an appraisal of the theory,

a discussion on its physical foundation, a general outline of mathematical methods,
and considerations on its applicability to practical problems.

The origin of lifting- surface theory dates back a long time. The Birnbaum
series is from 1923, In the old days nobody ever tried to solve the two-
dimensional integral equation because of the formidable amount of work re-

quired. For this reason airplane wings and ship propellors were calculated by
lifting-line methods, based on Prandtl's formulation. Now, "exact" lifting sur-

face theories are available, "exact" meaning a two-dimensional, linearized, non-

viscous lifting- surface theory.

First is mentioned the theory of Tsakonas, and its counterpart, developed by

Verbrugh (a joint effort of N.S.M.B. and Hydronautics-Europe). The theory of

Tsakonas is a rather complete: Starting from the two-dimensional integral equa-

tion for the acceleration potential a numerical method is developed where the wake
is simplified by taking stepwise constant distributions of free vortices, whereas
Verbrugh' s report, based on Sparenberg's theory, contains helicoidal wake vor-

tices. Both methods use chordwise series of Birnbaum type and derive spanwise

integral equations for the coefficients. Both require a special treatment of the

Hadamard singularity in the integral equation, but Tsakonas makes a more ex-

tensive use of expansions in special functions, whereas Verbrugh uses more di-

rect numerical methods.

Verbrugh' s report dates from April 1968, but is not published because of ad-

ministrative difficulties; Tsakonas' latest publication is in the April issue of the

Journal of Ship Research. It will be of great interest to correlate the two theories.

Since the starting points are the same, discrepancies must be due to numerical
deviations.

Now it is proposed to discuss the value of these theories. Suppose they

agree; (if they do not agree, it is only a matter of time before these differences

are eliminated) we have available an accurate method for the solution of the

linearized nonviscous integral equation. The computing time is about 40 minutes

on the TR4 (somewhat less on a IBM 7090) and probably shorter on a third-

generation computer.
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The questions which now rise are

1. What is the use of this computer program for design purposes?

2, What kind of improvement is desirable for improvement of its applica-

bility and which effects would be expected to be included in the near future ?

Professor Weissinger (Technische Hochschule Karlsruhe) gives a contribu-

tion on the improvement of the treatment of the singularity in lifting- surface

theory. [M. Borja and H. Brakhage, Z.F.W. 16 (1968), pp. 349-356]:

a(x,y)
4-V Jj (y-y'

1 +

(x-x')2 + (Y-y')2
k(x',y')dx'dy'

where a (x,y) is the local angle of attack and k the vorticity on the lifting sur-

face. Through partial integration, the equation is transformed into

^('^•y) '- 4^1/
(x-x') + [(x-x')2 + (y-y')2]

(x-x') (y-y')
ky' (x',y')dx'dy' ,

where the form for the kernel

Kp(x,x'xy,y')

(x-x') (y-y')

is essential for the method.

Introducing Glauert coordinates x'. - -cosi9'., x. = -cosi?.

(2j-l)77

N
!?• = 21 — , n -
^ N

N + 1

, j = l(l)n, i = l(l)n -1

or

^> - ^-^ —
, &. = (2i-l) — , n

N + 2

where the first set of points are pivot points and the second set are collocation

points.

These configurations give the approximation formulas

u(x') dx' 2 -^ "(^'j' )

J_
r ' U(x') dx' ^ y. "'-^i' >

1 r' dx' 2 V"
u(x') = - 2. "(^j' ) ,
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which are exact for polunomials of degree n- l viz., n. They correspond to

Gaussian integration, giving a great improvement in accuracy. For unsteady

motions a special treatment for the infinite wake is needed. The improvement
in integration time as compared to a conventional method (e.g., Truckenbrodt)

is about a factor of 10.

Coming back to the problem of applicability, viz., the alternative of using

exact theories in design or faster approximation methods, which are checked or

corrected by lifting- surface theory.

Pien (NSRDC, Washington, D.C.) remarks that we can predict rpm and thrust

quite accurately. The main problem is to predict loading over the propeller

blade with relation to the cavitation problem and secondly to predict vibratory

force accurately. The question is the accuracy of the theory.

Theories have two purposes understanding the physical problem, this is

already reached in history, but in order to reach quantitative predictions we can-

not modify the problem too much in order to reduce computing time, we have to

come as close to the problem as is possible.

The main point is geometry of the slipstream, we have very nonuniform in-

flow and the free vorticity has to follow this flow. This is a drawback of the

vortex representation of the propellor. Going back to acceleration theory we
either know the loading or assume the loading and go back to the history of the

blade and bypass the helical sheet.

We have to reach the stage of high loading and nonuniform flow, which seems
difficult on present computers.

Timman remarks that for this purpose two ways are open much more compli-

cated calculations or simplified models which simulate special features. In his

opinion the formulation of linearized lifting- surface theory contains.

Pien's time history: Going from the acceleration potential to the velocity

potential requires an integration over the wake, which is essentially the same as
in integration over the time history, since the free vortices in the wake carried

along with the flow with the strength they have when they were generated.

For results as accurate in the nonlinear case as in the linear case it is nec-
essary to put on more effort, but is it important to include some effects and
leaving out others. It would be of interest to know whether it is contemplated to

work on lifting surface theory with cavitation.

Weissinger asks whether in Dr. Pien's method the calculation of the shape
of the wake vortices would give regular helices. There are some linearization

assumptions in the theory, and it could be that the improvement is essentially an
improvement in computing time.

Pien remarks that his theory bypasses the free vorticity and only calculates

dq/dt at the time the propellor blade passes.
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Timman, as a reply on a question on Tsakonas' staircase approximation, re-

plies that in his experience the detailed structure of the wake in oscillating flow

is not very crucial. The vortex strength oscillates and there is, at some dis-

tance, a cancelling effect of neighbouring vortices of opposite strength. This
does not hold in the near slipstream, which is, however, always poorly repre-
sented by theory.

Probably there will be a reasonably close agreement between Tsakonas'
theory and a more exact theory (5%). The problem of comparison with experi-

ments is raised.

Laitone (Berkeley) reports on experiments on airfoils at low Reynolds num-
bers. From NACA data it was known that at Re < 200,000 in this case the lift

curve slope is higher than at high Reynolds number. Experiments on rectangu-

lar wings to check these effects. The effects are either due to a separated
wake or the formation of vortices at the leading edge. At Re > 200,000 and an
aspect ratio of 6 results in de^ / dx = 0.075 Re > 200,000, and a lift-drag ratio

of 20 at Re < 50,000 aspect ratio 6 result gives ^^\ /dx= 0.085 even greater than

2 77. For a ring airfail a vortex is actually formed. For diameter/chord =12

the data went along quite well, at high Re, but below 50,000 de^ /dx is about 15%
higher than the theoretical value.

To check profiles, 5, 10, 20% thick wings gives a strong vortex at the lead-

ing edge.

Thieme (Hamburg) reports on experiments with similar results NACA pro-
files 12% thick 1958 and flat plates with different leading edges, and elementary
ship forms with aspect ratio 0, 1 at Re 10^. Not only lift coefficients, but also

moments showed a remarkable increase at the low Reynolds numbers. The only

explanation is the bubble at the leading edge.

Laitone tested several profiles for gliders and found that for flat plates at

Re < 50,000 at 6 degrees is very linear and drops off at 45 degree. Max C^ of

1.2 were found; the paper gliders optimize design at that Reynolds number.

Timman remarks that from a mathematical point of view classical theory

uses the Kurta condition to fix the vorticity at the trailing edge, but at the lead-

ing edge there must be additional empirical conditions to fix the location and

strength of the vortex. For ship propellors the leading edge vortex sheet is re-

placed by a cavity.

Weissinger remarks that for delta wings a theory is developed which as-

sumed free vortices everywhere on the lifting surface.

Milgratn (M.I.T.) reports on work on sails as an application of lifting-

surface theory. The chief advantage of the kernel-function method is on the

unsteady case. In the steady case Falkner's vortex lattice theory (1943) is very
successful. It gives a prescription for the numerical computation, which avoids

the trouble.

Referring to Cunningham's papers, which were carried out for rectangular

and delta wings and no camber. A sail has a different shape and camber and a
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high aspect ratio. Calculations by these methods, for an elliptic loading give a
parabolic shape and linear down wash. For high aspect ratio and camber ap-

parently numerical discrepancies arrive. Next problem regards the flow be-

hind the blade, for according to D. Cummins the wake rolls up quite rapidly and
within the framework of linear theory it is possible to predict this rolling up.

But the next blade will meet this rolled up vortex sheet, which gives rise to a
correction. For sails the leading edge vortex, as mentioned by Dr. Laitone, the

separation from the top surface will be accompanied by separation from the

bottom surface which gives a low lift, while the lift slope is very high.

Pien remarks that for a sail the camber is caused by the loading, because
the sail is flexible the camber is different for different angles of attack.

Thieme refers to a thesis of Dr. Feltz (Braunschweig), with Prof. Schlichting.

Here a flexible plate is considered between two small cylinders and the pressure
distribution is calculated on the plate for several values of the parameters.
This problem is similar to the problem mentioned. (Z JV.M.M.).

Barakat remarks that essentially the determination of the shape of the sail

is essentially an eigenvalue value problem. (Thwaites, Nielson) The sail can
assume different shapes under similar circumstances. For a porous sail the

problem is changed somewhat.

Weissinger remarks that for a swept delta wing the downwash cannot be ex-

pected to be linear because of three-dimensional effects.

(Admirally) wrote a program for the design of propellors by lifting- surface

theory.

A number of features are still lacking: the difference of the hub, there is

not only an effect due to contraction due to nonlinear effects, there is also a

contraction due to the absence of the hub.

Moreover boundary -layer effects are not included. For a section with large
boundary -layer development the sheet would be wrong. The design by lifting-

surface theory cannot yet compete with the design by an experienced designer in

particular with respect to cost.

Pien remarks that at NSRDC Dr. Morgan's group is developing a program
for taking account of the hub.
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D. E. Ordway, Panel Chairman
Therm Advanced Research, Inc.

Ithaca, New York _ .

The objectives established for discussion were to determine what applica-

tions are of current interest for the ducted propeller, to review the analytical

and experimental results that are available to meet the needs for these appli-

cations, and to recommend the future work required if any gaps are found.

Representatives from many different countries participated and, in view of

their diverse backgrounds, we hoped that such broad objectives could be

achieved in a realistic and comprehensive fashion.

With regard to current interest in the ducted propeller, the response was
very enthusiastic and a number of applications were cited. These included pro-

pulsion for hovercraft, hydrofoil boats, ocean-going merchant ships and liners,

and several other high-speed craft. One specific suggestion was to consider

some kind of a ducted propeller for the Sidewall Craft Program sponsored by

the Joint Project Office of the U.S. Navy and Maritime Service. Design speeds

here range from 80 to 100 kt for sizes from 100 tons up. It turned out that work
along these lines is underway by Sogre'ah on what is called a "water-jet pro-

peller." This was reported on briefly.

At the low-speed end, reference was made to V/STOL aircraft, such as the

Bell X-22A for carrier operation, and variable geometry for off-design per-

formance, to the classical tug-boat application or Kort nozzle, to dynamic posi-

tioning of research vessels and drilling and dredging rigs, and to lateral or bow
thrusters. Bow thrusters are really not ducted propellers but more of a conduit

propeller. Much interest was expressed in this area for stopping and emergency
braking, as well as maneuvering and stabilizing big cargo and passenger ships,

supertankers, ferries, cutters, and other vessels. Efforts here to date have been

limited to low speeds, but attention has now been turned to higher speeds. An-
other variation from the normal ducted propeller configuration of interest

touched upon was the noncylindrical nozzle to compensate for nonuniform inflow.

Simultaneous with the above discussions, the associated advantages of the

ducted propeller for the different applications were reviewed in some depth.

Since most of these advantages are well known, e.g., compactness, efficiency,

static thrust increase, inlet flow control, etc., they will not be elaborated on.

The second objective for discussion concerned the analytical and experi-

mental results that are available to meet different applications. In view of the

thorough coverage by J. Weissinger and D. Maass from Karlsruhe, W. B. Mor-
gan and E. B, Caster from NSRDC, and G. Dyne, C. A. Johnsson, and H. Lind-

gren from SSPA that was scheduled for the Session On Unconventional
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Propulsion later, we shortened this discussion somewhat. However, related ma-
terial which had been submitted in prepared communications was presented by
G. Rosen from Hamilton Standard and J. Duport and J. Renard from Sogreah.
This included a short description of the very extensive study recently completed
by Hamilton Standard and the numerical programs used by Sogreah for high-

speed inlet conditions. A new 1200 m. towing tank under construction in France
with a fast gas-turbine-driven carriage was also mentioned. Several other par-
ticipants made supporting remarks and clearly indicated the wealth of data avail-

able from NSMB to NPL, from Skipsmodeltanken of Norway to the Sao Paulo
Towing Tank, for most ship applications, if ". . .we can find an owner prepared
to fit one."

We finally addressed ourselves to the third and last objective, namely, to

recommend the future work required in general ducted-propeller technology.

Without order or preference, the following possibilities were suggested:

Refine the mathematical model(s) for conditions at or near
zero forward speed and lower rotational speeds.

Incorporate more exact analyses for the effect of the hub,

with special attention to larger hub-to- shroud-diameter
ratios.

Improve the existing analyses for the case of angle of attack

and nonuniform or angular variations in inflow.

Study ways and means to avoid separation/cavitation on duct

and center body.

Complete the analytical efforts to formulate an optimum
ducted-propeller design, analogous to the Goldstein optimum
for the free propeller, cf., J. A. Sparenberg, and confirm the

design by experiment.

Develop test facilities suitable for large-scale (10 m.) cavita-

tion tests. Such facilities would also fulfill many other needs.

Work on application of lateral thrusters to large ships at

cruise speeds.

Investigate the use of lifting- surface theory for the propeller in

the calculation of propeller- shroud interaction. Also, include

propeller thickness.

Continue to refine the state of the art of ducted-propeller de-

sign procedures and narrow the differences between these pro-

cedures and measurements.

These recommendations were by no means unanimous. Some felt, in particular,

that with respect to the first three recommendations, emphasis should be placed

on the nonlinear but potential flow aspects. Others felt that, when linear theory
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fails, the flow is no longer potential flow and viscous effects must be considered.

All agreed, though, that an importance factor should be assigned to each recom-
mendation and priority given accordingly.
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PANEL DISCUSSION-HYDROFOIL CRAFT

J. P. Breslin, Panel Chairman
Stevens Institute of Technology

Hoboken, New Jersey

INTRODUCTION

The session was opened by a plea from the chairman for active participation

from all and a dictum that this meeting was not to be reduced to a succession of

prepared presentations. All prepared material was to be abstracted, leaving a

maximum of time for airing of diverse opinions.

It was also arbitrarily announced that discussion would be largely limited

to three aspects of hydrofoils with the hope that some answers to basic questions
in each of these subtopics might be achieved. These aspects and questions were:

(1) Application of hydrofoil craft —what are the future size and speed
prospects for military and commercial vessels?

(2) Research in all hydrofoil-related phenomena— are the results of past

research of use to designers and what kinds of investigations should be conducted
in the future ?

(3) Current features of hydrofoils — what are the expected trends in hydrofoil

technology, particularly in regard to control and propulsion?

TOPIC 1

Topic 1 was initiated by J. Weller (Director of the NATO ASW Research
Center at La Spezia), who virtually cast a bomb at all hydrofoil enthusiasts when
he concluded that hydrofoils would prove to be too slow and too range-limited
to be effective as a countermeasure for future high-speed submarines. To the

dismay of the chairman, there was no hue and cry to this dramatic challenge, in

spite of the presence of representatives of nearly all of the firms and agencies
involved with current hydrofoil craft development and operation! W. Carl
(Grumman Aircraft, Bethpage, N.Y.) suggested that certain studies were under-
way which might allow hydrofoils to listen for submarines while foil-borne at

high speed. Weller brushed this aside by stating he knew of no way of solving

that problem and retired uncontested from the podium! Reluctantly, the chair-
man introduced the second topic, hydrofoil-connected research.
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TOPIC 2

A detailed presentation by J. Z. Lichtman (Naval Applied Science Labora-
tory, Brooklyn, N.Y.) was given in connection with cavitation erosion, resist-

ance of propeller and hydrofoil structural materials. Lichtman presented
several graphs showing the relative performance of samples of Titanium 621,
17-4 PH(1025) steel, HY 130, Cunisibe 18, Mn-Ni bronze, Mn bronze and HY
80, as well as the effectiveness of elastomeric coatings. He concluded that the

resistance to cavitation erosion of several propeller and hydrofoil structural
materials has been determined using high-velocity (rotating disk) and vibratory
(magnetostriction) apparatuses. The materials were rated on the basis of their

relative resistance. None of the structural materials were as resistant as high-
strength elastomeric coatings, inlays or overlays, suggesting the use of elas-
tomeric patches in local areas where erosion of structural materials occurs.
The erosion of non-corrosion-resistant ferrous alloys was increased signifi-

cantly in sea water, in comparison with fresh-water exposure due to electro-

chemical (corrosion) effects in the former liquid. The use of a sacrificial

zinc-anode cathodic protection system decreased the erosion of these alloys to

values within the range associated with fresh-water exposure. (Further details

should be sought directly from the Naval Applied Science Laboratory.)

There were no discussers of this vital topic, which is so essential to the

operation of transcavitating hydrofoils.

Professor T. Y. Wu (California Institute of Technology) abstracted a de-
velopment of a quasi-steady planing of delta wings by R. K. DeLong and A. J.

Acosta. Professor Wu pointed out that this study was indeed new, in that hereto-
fore a nonstationary flow theory had not been attempted for planing craft. Agree-
ment between measurements and theory was found to be good for angles of attack

up to 10°. Agreement would be better at larger angles if the nonlinear terms
could be doubled. The influence of reduced frequency was noteworthy. Out- of

-

phase forces were well predicted, but in-phase forces were lower than measured.

D. Savitsky (Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N.J.) asked if there
were any physical interpretation of the in-phase lift results at very low reduced
frequencies. He noted that analysis of experimental planing data for cases of

slowly applied vertical velocity could not be analyzed simply as a change in trim
or angle of attack, but, rather, it is necessary to calculate a higher effective for-

ward or planing velocity to explain the large increase in lift due to a vertical

velocity component. In contradistinction to wings, the planing body not only

changes angle of attack with heave velocity, but also its wetted length. At low
reduced frequencies, these two effects can be accounted for by calculating a
higher steady- state planing speed.

Professor Wu generally deferred answers to the questions to the authors
who were not in attendance and offered some copies of the paper to any who may
be interested.

Next, a description was given of a new high-speed water-tunnel facility and
hydrofoil tests in cavitating conditions at the Centre d' Etudes Aerodynamiques
et Thermiques de Poitiers in France. This prepared work, read by Professor
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R. Goethals, was entitled Research on High-Speed Hydrofoils. The abstract of

this presentation is as follows:

On March 1966 a blow-down water tunnel was started by the CEAT
for research sponsored by the "Direction des Recherches et Moyens
d'Essais". This research deals with supercavitating hydrofoils,

submarine propulsion, and air-cushion vehicles over water. In our

facility, water is driven out by compressed air from a tank and runs -.

in free surface channels (cross area 1-2 dm-^) with a maximum ve-
locity of 50 m./sec. The facility gets all the necessary equipment
for pressure and force measurements.

The first research work was a theoretical and experimental study of

wall effect on force measurements. Especially for a test without
wall correction, we designed a bottom with parallel slots. Research
has been done on experimental studies of a hydrofoil family of finite

aspect ratio in supercavitating flow. We have studied some hydrofoil

groups corresponding to the same aspect ratio with various
planforms.

We have initiated the study in unsteady range of two-dimensional
hydrofoils. We use the method of forced oscillations, and we are
looking for the rotary derivatives.

Further, along with the "Centre de Calcul Analogique," we have
studied the design of a hydrofoil according to a given lifting pressure
distribution. The control tests are under way.

Again, in spite of encouragement from the panel chairman, no discussion of

hydrofoil experimentation was offered, save a question by M. Tulin (Hydronau-
tics, Inc., Laurel, Md.) who inquired if this new facility at CEAT had been em-
ployed to study flutter problems as it possessed the unique advantage of high

speeds. The answer was no.

M. Tulin next presented a summary of work done by Dr. M. Martin in sur-
veying methods for study of hydrofoil flutter. The conclusions reached were as
follows:

It appears to be abundantly clear from the preceding survey that

the hydro-elastic behavior of hydrofoils in the low mass density
range is extremely sensitive to small changes in system parameters.

Continuing research into obtaining a better understanding of viscous
and nonlinear effects on the unsteady forces and moments on oscillat-

ing lifting surfaces is needed. Careful observations with the aid of

dyes, motion pictures, and other flow visualization techniques, of

the flow field around oscillating hydrofoils should provide some of

the necessary ingredients for a lifting theory which corrects for the

nonsatisfaction of the Kutta condition, for nonplanar wake effects,

etc.
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Additional, carefully planned, experimentation is needed to provide
force, moment, and flutter data which would be useful in connection
with the theoretical investigations in progress on aspect ratio, Froude
number, and cavitation effects.

From the structural point of view, we have seen that, though in some
cases it was possible to obtain conservative estimates of the flutter

speed of swept, low-jU hydrofoils by taking a sufficiently large number
of modes, in others the estimates were seriously under-conservative.
Though insufficient knowledge of the hydrodynamics may account for

much of this discrepancy, there is some evidence that in the low-jU

range, additional insight into the problem might be obtained from the

application of the differential- equation method of analysis and from
correlations of careful observations of flutter mode shapes with
theory. In the latter connection, motion pictures appear to be an
extremely useful tool.

Since it appears that many strut-pod-foil systems operate in an effec-

tive mass density ratio range which is higher than the asymptotic
value, the effects of sweep at moderate sweep angles may be small
for such systems, and therefore simplifications in the analysis may
be possible.

As far as actual hydrofoil configurations are concerned, it appears
that, where hydroelastic stability is a source of serious concern,

scale- model tests are a necessary ingredient in any analysis of the

hydroelastic properties of the structure. In this connection, it appears
to be a matter of the highest priority to develop techniques for the

design and construction of realistic flutter models of strut-pod-
hydrofoil prototype configurations.

Dale Calkins (Naval Undersea Warfare Center, San Diego, Calif.) asked if

there were any instances of operational hydrofoils which suffered damage at-

tributable to flutter. Tulin felt that the answer had to be no, but probably be-
cause of the limited number of craft that have been built and the preponderance
of those being of relatively low speed. He went on to emphasize the dramatic
failures due to flutter that have been obtained in model scale.

Next C. Elata (Hydronautics, Inc.) reported upon the principal findings of a

study entitled "Choking of Strut-Ventilated Foil Cavities." He concluded that the

ventilated cavity would be choked or starved of air for submergence- Froude
numbers given by

F^ < 5

where

Cp is the drag coefficient of the foil,

A is the foil area,
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t is the strut thickness,

Pa is the mass density of air,

Pw is the mass density of water.
.

,,

Dr. Breslin said that he would expect a considerable scale effect in such em-
pirical determinations, since the spray sheets from the strut are continuous in

model scale, causing an early closure of the ventilated cavity, as compared to

full scale, where the spray sheets break up near the leading edge into discon-
nected droplets, allowing air to flow nearly unobstructed into the cavity at the

base of the strut. Elata surmised that such effects would only change the con-
stant in his inequality.

TOPIC 3

The third category, viz., current features of hydrofoils now under develop-
ment, was opened by W. Carl (Grumman Aircraft, Bethpage, N.Y.) who showed
an impressive film taken of the PGH-1 while operating during deck-gun firing.

This craft cruises at 50 knots in six-foot waves. Carl pointed out that at

Grumman the prospects of flutter are considered real and that both by design

and experiment, they have managed to avoid flutter. This vessel is propelled by
a KaMeWa controllable pitch propeller giving greater range and efficiency than

the water- jet propulsion of the competing design developed by Boeing.

Dr. M. Kinoshita (Hitachi Shipbuilding Co., Osaka) gave a detailed analysis

of data from commercial craft operating between the islands of Japan. He
showed that suspension of service due to rough seas is a vital factor which
could be reduced by research on the seakeeping characteristics of hydrofoils.

This analysis was very thorough but, unfortunately, the unprepared charts could

not be effectively projected.

Dr. Breslin asked if Dr. Kinoshita had established a relationship between the

foilborne clearance and the wave height at which service had to be curtailed. No
definitive answer was secured, although Dr. C. Hook (Hydrofin Design Centre,
Bosham, England) allowed as how the relationship also depends upon speed.

"The faster you go, the higher you must stand."

Baron H. W. Von Schertel (Supramar, Lucerne) showed slides and a motion
picture. The slides depicted a new large car-carrying ferry. His new craft em-
ploy a pneumatic scheme to reduce lift by allowing air to be sucked by the lower
pressure areas on the foils. The air supply is controlled by a valve, which is

activated in response to pitch angle, roll angle, and roll angular rate. High re-

liability is claimed for this control system, which, when applied to only one foil

(after) in conjunction with a surface-piercing foil forward, gives a smooth ride.

The film shewed an experimental craft with fully submerged foils employing the

controlled ventilation principle. This craft was built for the U.S. Navy. The op-

eration of this craft, as could be ascertained from the movie, was certainly

impressive.
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Dr. Hook gave an interesting account of the development of mechanical inci-

dence control of hydrofoils. There were no discussers.

A movie of the water-jet propelled Boeing PGH-2 was shown. This vessel

displays remarkable maneuverability and had, to that time, displayed a high de-

gree of continuous reliability of the entire propulsion system.

The panel session was concluded on the note that, although answers to our

arbitrarily posed questions were not obtained, we were all brought up to date on

many aspects of hydrofoil research and development, particularly in the realms
of new propulsion and control systems which are now being put to trial.
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Panel Discussion—Numerical Solutions

L. Landweber, Panel Chairman
Institute of Hydraulic Research, The University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa .
'

INTRODUCTION

There were approximately two dozen participants in the Panel on Numerical
Solutions. The following subjects were presented and discussed:

1. "Growth of Eddies in a Flow Expansion," by E.O. Macagno and T.K.
Hung; presented by J. F. Kennedy.

2. "Laminar Boundary Layer on a Flat Plate in a Flow with Disturbances,"
by O. F. Vasiliev and I. V. Pushkareva; presented by O. F. Vasiliev.

3. "Some Problems in the Numerical Solution of Three-Dimensional, In-

compressible Fluid Flows," by S. Piacsek.

4. "Numerical Solutions of the Two-Dimensional Navier-Stokes Equations,"
by M. Gauthier.

5. "Parametric Equations of Ship Forms by Conformal Mapping of Ship Sec-

tions," by L. Landweber.

6. "Computations of Ship Boundary Layers," by M. Martin; presented by
L. Landweber.

Growth of Eddies in a Flow Expansion

Enzo Macagno
Institute of Hydraulic Research, The University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa

and

Tin-Kan Hung
Carnegie-Mellon University

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

presented by

J. F. Kennedy
Institute of Hydraulic Research, the University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa

The basic equations for this calculation of the laminar flow establishment at

a two-dimensional abrupt flow expansion were the vorticity-transport equation
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Bt Bx 3y

3^
3x2

32^

and the relation between vorticity and the stream function

- ^ .

B2^ 3^0

By 2

(1)

(2)

These equations are dimensionless with reference to the mean velocity u^ and
the spacing Dq of the upstream portion of the nonuniform conduit, and the density

of the fluid. The vorticity is denoted by ^ , and the stream function by ^ . (i, j)

denote spatial coordinates in discrete form, n is a superscript which counts the

time intervals in the following finite-difference equations which were established
as counterparts of Eq. (1) and (2):

^i.j ^h2 2St/ l2St
^'^ h2 V^^^i'^ ^-1-^ ^^.^-1

- (^i,..x-^i,i-i)(^i.i,j- ^?-i,,
I

•

Boundary conditions (for example the nonslip condition) were also expressed
by means of finite-difference schemes in the form of inward expansions. The
functions ^ and ^ were expanded by means of Taylor series from the walls
inwards.

Because the computational technique is based on calculating the distribution

of the stream function during one of the steps, and subsequently that of the vor-
ticity function, expressions in difference form are necessary to calculate I, in

terms of •/- at the boundaries (the expressions at inner points have the standard
form for the Laplacian in two dimensions). One of the expressions used at the

boundaries, which can be considered as a typical one, is

^T (/-I ) - B+1 (^vv + ^v.)yy^B

Here, B is a point at the wall and B+ i is a point one mesh inside.

To begin the calculation we assumed that the flow would be started impul-
sively and that at the time O"*" the flow would be irrotational. Thus, the initial

values of ^ were given by irrotational flow without separation.

The results given in Fig. 1 show how an eddy forms initially at the entrant

corner, and how it grows. Two eddies form at a certain time, but one is
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1-2.25

'•a
Figure 1

predominant (the closer to the expansion) and the other is finally eliminated. The
Reynolds number for this flow, based on Ug , Dp , and v was 200. We have calcu-

lated steady annular eddies for higher Reynolds numbers (see J. Fluid Mech.,
1967, Vol. 28, Part 1), using equations including the local acceleration. In a way
this also gives an example of a transient flow.

Computational Instability

The numerical calculations were based on an explicit finite-difference

scheme, which has the advantage of being very simple to formulate and to treat

numerically. It has the disadvantage of becoming unstable outside a region
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bounded by a limiting curve of r versus D/h (Reynolds number versus ratio

of spacing D to mesh size; D/h is actually the number of meshes across the

channel in its upstream section).

As a means of verifying the accuracy of the difference scheme used (which

was checked at each step by iterating until the discrepancies were reduced to a
prescribed value), and also as a means of testing the stability of the scheme be-
fore applying it to the long calculations for the unsteady problem under investi-

gation, the finite-difference system was applied to a disturbed uniform flow,

i.e., a flow within parallel straight boundaries for which the vorticity distribu-

tion had been initially prescribed to be quite different from the one for uniform
steady flow. The entire system of equations, including those for the boundary

conditions, was used in calculating the

transient flow that should lead from the

disturbed flow to the steady uniform
flow. Were the scheme unstable, it was
reasoned, the disturbed flow would fail

to return to the original uniform flow;

were the scheme stable, but still con-
vergent to a different solution, this would
also be discovered. Figure 2 shows what
happens when a calculation for uniform
flow becomes unstable: Such rapidly ex-

panding oscillations with a wave length

directly related to the mesh size are
quite typical of numerical instability as

opposed to hydrodynamically originated

instability. Figure 3 shows the result of

a study of instability in the case of a
two-dimension expansion. The effects of iterating in different ways are also

shown (the influence of the paths of iteration is not great, but a less biased dis-

tribution of errors results from sweeping the field diagonally, N.W. to S.E., N.E.
to S.W., S.E. to N.W., and S.W. to N.E.).

The exact position of the neutral line was not sought, because the process
is time-consuming.

DISCUSSION

In reply to an inquiry by A. M. O. Smith (Douglas Aircraft Co., Long Beach,
Calif.) whether the results obtained had been compared with other similar work,
a recent study by a graduate student at the University of Notre Dame was men-
tioned by S. Piacsek (University of Notre Dame, Ind.). In this investigation a

uniform stream parallel to a wall with a step was treated, and similar results

were found.

Another comment was that symmetry of boundary geometry does not ensure

flow symmetry, as is assumed in the present work. A calculation at Reynolds
numbers from 100 to 200 of flow in an axisymmetric conduit which yielded non-

axisymmetric flow was cited.

Figure Z
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Laminar Boundary Layer on a Flat Plate

in a Flow with Disturbances

O. F. Vasiliev and I. V. Pushkareva
Institute of Hydrodynamics

Siberian Department of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences
Novosibirsk, U. S.S.R.

presented by

O. F. Vasiliev

The work is devoted to the theoretical analysis of the behavior of the two-
dimensional laminar boundary layer along a flat plate when the free- stream ap-
proach flow of an incompressible fluid has disturbances. The influence both of

periodic disturbances of two types and of random disturbances of the simplest

type are treated.

At first the boundary -layer velocity distribution is studied when the outside

stream u(x,t) has periodic disturbances imposed on a constant velocity flow uq .

As mentioned, this problem is treated in two variants. In the first case,

u(x, t) = Up 1 + \ COS a)[— - t

'O

(the disturbances are carried by the mean flow).

In the second case,

u(t) = Uq (1 + A. cos cot)

(the X axis is directed along the plate, t is the time).

The assumption of the relative smallness of the disturbance amplitude \.

permits one to construct the solution in the form of an expansion in power series

of the small parameter \ . The coefficients of the first three terms of this series

were found. Because of a special choice of the nondimensional variables, the

problem is reduced to the determination of universal functions.

Next the boundary-layer velocity fluctuations were studied, assuming that,

upon the free flow with the constant velocity uq are superimposed stochastic

disturbances u', carried by the free stream with the approach velocity uq ,

u(x,t) = Un + u' (t), t = t - — .

^ ^ ' Uq

It is thereby assumed that the flow velocity fluctuations are represented by a

stationary random function of t and that the relative intensity of turbulence in

the free flow is small:
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e./ii_liI2 « 1

The latter assumption permits one to construct the solution in the form of a

power series of the small parameter e .

In all cases the coefficients of the expansions are defined by systems of

partial differential equations. These systems of equations were solved numeri-

cally by application of implicit difference schemes.

From the analysis of the behavior of the solutions obtained in this manner,
some qualitative conclusions were reached in regard to the properties of the

flows studied. For example, with increase of the parameter i, = wx/uq the in-

fluence zone of outer disturbances is displaced closer to the edge of the boundary
layer in the first case, but closer to the place surface in the second case.

In the case of the random disturbances, the free- stream velocity fluctua-

tions permeate the boundary layer most of all at the relatively large values of

the scale of turbulence. In this case the velocity fluctuations within the boundary
layer may exceed those which occur outside.

DISCUSSION

K. Wieghardt (Universitat Hamburg, Germany) asked whether the term
B^u/Sx^, which is neglected in the derivation of the boundary -layer equations, re-

mains small in the presence of the assumed disturbances, as could easily be

verified by examining the resulting solutions. It was stated, in reply, that the

derived coefficients were examined for their variation with frequency and down-
stream distance x , but it would be necessary to examine the paper in detail to

determine when B^^/Bx^ became large.

Some Problems in the Numerical Solution of

Three-Dimensional, Incompressible Fluid Flows

S. A. Piacsek
University of Notre Dame, Indiana

Current attempts at numerical calculations of three-dimensional, incom-
pressible flows on digital computers may be divided into two categories:

1. Velocity -Pressure Approach: In this method one uses the time-
dependent Navier- Stokes equations to find the velocity components from a time
iteration, and the pressure is found from a Poisson equation that one obtains by
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taking the divergence of the Navier-Stokes equations. The relevant equations in

Cartesian coordinates are

^ 1 3p
+ VV" u. , (1)

where v and p are assumed constant for this discussion. Since neither the

pressure nor its normal gradient are known at a rigid wall, the application of

the boundary conditions becomes an integral part of the iteration process. The
exact procedure is as follows: One forecasts new values of u^ at time level

n+i, say, using their values (and that of p) at levels n and n-l, depending on

the scheme employed. Then one finds p to order n+1 by iterating (2), using the

values of the normal derivative 3p/3n on the boundaries and the source function

F evaluated at time level n+ 1 . The boundary values of 3p/^n at level n+ 1 are

obtained from (1) upon substitution of the u^+i into all the terms.

2. Vorticity -Stream Function Approach: In this method one introduces a

vector potential -/- and a vorticity vector i . Defining u = v x and ?; = v x u,

one obtains the following set of equations:

^l,
+ (" • V) ^. - a ^)^i = ^v2 ^. , (3)

V' -/-; = - ^i , (4)

where the condition V • </- = o is put on the vector potential. The numerical pro-

cedure is similar to the previous one, though the boundary conditions are again

troublesome. The components of the vorticity vector parallel to a rigid surface

are not known, whereas the corresponding stream functions and their normal
derivatives are known. It is clear that we cannot use both sets of conditions in

solving (4), because then the problem becomes over-determined. Rather, one

uses the boundary values of "/-. to solve (4), and the boundary values of d4'.^/dn

to find the vorticities ^. at the wall from a Taylor-series expansion. The
exact iteration procedure is then as follows: One forecasts new values of ^^

at time level n + i on all interior mesh points and then finds -/-j by iterating Eq.

(4). Finally, the boundary values of ^. are found from a Taylor-series expan-

sion of the stream function values on mesh points adjacent to the wall, about

values on the wall, and utilizing the fact that, at a rigid wall, any parallel com-
ponent of vorticity is given by ^. - 3^0/3^2 evaluated at the wall. An alterna-

tive procedure would be to forecast 4 /on the wall itself, using one-sided spatial

differences and ensuring that the total forecast procedure remains conservative;

however, this procedure has not met with much success.

In 1966, a paper appeared by Arakawa that showed how to difference the ad-

vective terms in two-dimensional, incompressible flow that conserves vorticity,

mean-square vorticity, and kinetic energy. An analog of this procedure for Eq.

(3) has not yet been found.

The author is not aware of any published works relying on the velocity-

pressure approach, though recently successful use of it has been reported by
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Orszag (1968) and Williams (1967). The vorticity approach has been used suc-

cessfully by Aziz and Heliums (1967).

SOLUTION OF POISSON'S EQUATION
ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL GRIDS ' W

The standard iterative techniques that have been developed for the two-
dimensional Poisson equation, such as the successive over -relaxation (SOR) and
the alternating-direction implicit (ADI) cannot be carried over directly to three
dimensions. Two alternative approaches are being employed at present to solve

(2) with 3p Bn given or (4) with '^j given on the boundaries.

(A) One regards the Poisson equation as the steady- state version of the

time-dependent parabolic diffusion equation ,-

d^j. . -

.
• ^= V^^ + ^, , (5)

in which ^. is a known source function, and uses any of the techniques devel-

oped for iterating (5) in three space dimensions. Among the successful tech-

niques that have been used by the author with good success are the DuFort-
Frankel (1953), Douglas-Rachford (1956), Douglas (1962), and Saul'ev (1957)
schemes. In any of these methods, if the spectrum of the initial error is known
in advance, one can choose a sequence of time steps such that each extinguishes
a particular harmonic. By repeating this sequence several times one can ob-
tain very good convergence; e.g., on a 10^ mesh, four sweeps of a five-time-
step sequence resulted in decreasing the error by a factor of 10"^

.

(B) If the boundary conditions are either periodic or of the "dynamically
free" kind (no stress and no normal velocity) at one or two pairs of opposing
boundaries, one can expand both the components ^^ and ^. parallel to these
surfaces in a sine or a sine/cosine series, as the case may be. Equation (4)

may in general be reduced to a system of n^ ordinary differential equations of

the type

m n
- (m^ + n^) 7^2 • a^_^ = b„„ , (6)

where the a^^ and the h„„ are the Fourier coefficients of ^ and ^ in the x-y
expansion. The finite-difference version of (6) can be solved easily by a special

algorithm devised for tri-diagonal matrices (see Varga, p. 195).

Most of the computer time in approach b is spent in finding the coefficients

b„n and superimposing the a^^ to find .a. For Fourier synthesis of functions

with complex values, a very efficient algorithm exists if the number of grid

points has a particular value, say, n = 2"
, as shown by Cooley and Tukey (1965).

This approach, however, has as yet no known counterpart in the case of real

functions (e.g., sines alone). Hockney (1965) devised a related method utilizing

the symmetry of the sine functions and a cyclic reduction technique on grids of

size N = 3-2", but his technique was applied to two dimensions only. Studies are
being made to extend the method to three dimensions.
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DISCUSSION

R. Barakat (Itek Corp., Lexington, Mass.) has stated that, to his knowledge,
an algorithm similar to that of Cooley-Tukey has been developed by Lanczos
(1943) for real sine functions. The author replied that he has not read that

paper, but will look into it. Barakat also questioned whether the Fourier-
transform method would be accurate for functions which do not vanish outside

a certain region. Piacsek indicated that his procedure was of the nature of

"curve-fitting" by means of a discrete set of Fourier harmonics, so that the

criticism did not apply.

Numerical Solutions of the Two-Dimensional

Navier-Stokes Equations

M. Gauthier
Societe Sogreah

Grenoble, France

I shall discuss briefly two numerical problems we have met for the solution

of the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations for the two-dimensional case.
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SOLUTION OF THE POISSON EQUATION . .
. :

To solve the NS equation we have to solve at each step a Poisson equation
which consumes much computing time. It would be very useful to have a sys-
tematic study of all the algorithms to solve this problem. According to our own
experience, however, it is preferable to use iterative methods to solve a problem
with a free surface. For fixed boundaries we have had better success by using
properties of symmetric band matrices. Actually, we plan to use a modified
algorithm based on chain- matrix properties.

NUMERICAL DIFFUSION OF TRANSPORT EQUATION - / .. r.

The problem of numerical treatment of transport terms is a very difficult

one. We tested about twelve different schemes in both one- and two-dimensional
cases. Because of the numerical diffusion we found it necessary to retain

second-order terms in the time scheme. The use of staggered mesh gives
rather good results but introduces difficulties with the boundary conditions.

We have also studied nonanalytical algorithms which give very good results,

in particular for steady flow. This fact has facilitated the solution of the steady
case even for high-Reynolds-number turbulent flow.

DISCUSSION

S. Piacsek inquired about the details of the staggered- mesh procedure in the

numerical treatment of the transport equation and the coupling of solutions at odd
and even time levels. The author emphasized that the major difficulty encoun-
tered is with the boundary conditions, because there are two different expressions
of these conditions for the two levels. It is necessary to couple the two levels

because otherwise there would be a discrepancy between the two solutions, as
was discussed in a 1966 paper.

Parametric Equations of Ship Forms

by Conformal Mapping of Ship Sections

L. Landweber

INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper [Ij, a modification of the Bieberbach method of con-
formal mapping has been applied to obtain added masses of ship sections. When
a note by Kerczek and Tuck [2j appeared, suggesting that the coefficients of the

mapping functions could be made to yield parametric equations of the entire ship

hull, an attempt was made to apply the Bieberbach method for this purpose.
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When the results were tested by comparing the computed ship sections with the

original, it was found that the agreement was excellent for all but one of 20 sec-
tions, but was very bad, showing double points and poor agreement at the ends,
in the one case of failure. The reasons for this failure will be discussed in a
following section.

Another method of conformal mapping, which has been studied by many in-

vestigators, is that of the Gershgorin integral equation. This method is thor-
oughly treated by Gaier [3] from both the theoretical and practical point of view.
Nevertheless, other investigators have found [4] that odd- shaped forms can be
successfully mapped by means of the Gershgorin equation only if extreme care
is taken in expressing the integrals by quadrature formulas.

The purpose of this note is to present our experience and recommendations
for mapping pathological double ship sections, i.e., sections with inflection

points and corners at the free surface and keel. Since it is intended to use the

resulting mathematical representation in integral equations for potential flow
about ship forms, economy of numerical evaluation is an important consideration.

BIEBERBACH METHOD

Let

r
^1 ^3 as /-v

^ = ^ ^ T ^
:^

^
:^

^ • •

•

^^^

b 1 b -3 b r£=,,^,^,_1, ... , (2)
z z

be a transformation and its inverse which map a double ship section in the com-
plex z plane into a circle about the origin in the ^ plane. Here, b.^, 33 , • • •

and bj, b3 ,
• • • are real and only the coefficients with odd indices appear be-

cause of the symmetry of the section about the vertical and horizontal axes.
The Bieberbach method is based on the property that, among the closed curves
in the ^ plane obtained from the given section in the z plane by the transforma-
tion (2) for various values of bi, b3, • * •, the circle will bound the maximum
area. Thus, if the series in (2) is truncated, and the condition of maximizing
the area is applied to each of the b's, one obtains a set of linear equations for

determining them (Ritz procedure), as is elaborated in [Ij. Finally, Eq. (2) is

inverted to yield (1), since it is usually the a's that are of interest.

Since both (1) and (2) are infinite series, we must be concerned with their

convergence. For (1) we can state that the series converges in the exterior of

the unit circle and gives a one-to-one mapping of the given profile into the unit

circle. For (2), however, we can only say that the series in (2) converges in the

exterior of the smallest circle in the z plane which circumscribes the given
profile. Actually, the radius of the inner circle of convergence may be reduced
until the radius of the singularity of the mapping function closest to the circum-
scribing circle. Thus, (2) will give a one-to-one convergent transformation of

the profile into the unit circle if and only if no singularities of the transforma-
tion (2) lie between the inscribed and circumscribed circles.
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One sees then that the Bieberbach method, which necessarily operates with

the inverse transformation (2), cannot be assured of success. Furthermore, a

corollary of the foregoing discussion is that the probability of success is much
higher for a nearly circular section than for an elongated one. This indicates

the desirability of a preliminary transformation of the Joukowsky type, such as

that used in the Theodorsen method of conformal mapping, which first maps the

given profile into a near circle.

BRANCH- POINT TRANSFORMATIONS

Consider a ship section which intersects the free surface at an angle a at

A and the vertical centerplane at an angle /3 at b . The double ship section will

then have corners of angle 2a at A and 2/3 at B . We wish to transform the con-
tour of this double section into one without corners.

A transformation which eliminates the corners at A and its image in the y

axis is [5]

'^'.
P = 2(1 -^), 1 < p < 2 . (3)

This transforms the point B to a point B in the z plane with coordinates

(0,b'), where

b' = cot — , — = cot y \^)
P a

Since the point A is transformed into a point A' with coordinates (1,0), we see

that

y

(5)

is the angle o'b'a', where 0' denotes the origin in the z plane. Then we have
y' < y.

Next, we wish to eliminate the corner at B' in the z' plane. Put

''
-

^^"'"^^'
- ^ 2(1 -4), 1 < q< 2 . (6)q

In the z" plane, the points a and b are now transformed into A" and b" with
coordinates (a" ,0) and (0,1), where

1 1 pq 2 \ ^]

Here, 7" is the angle o"b"A" in the t plane.
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If the corner at b were removed first, and that at A second, the resulting

angle in the z" plane could be obtained from (7) by replacing y and y\ by their

complements and q by p . Thus we would obtain

2p q
(8)

Comparison of (7) and (8) shows that y" < y". Since, in general, mapping into

a circle is accomplished more readily for nearly circular sections, it would be

desirable to select that order which makes 7" closer to 7t/4 . For example, if

y = 77-/8 (a/b = 0.445), a = 7r/4 , and /S = Stt/S, we have p = 3/2, q = 5/4 , and

then, from (7) and (8), we obtain y'/ = -n/e and y'j = 277/15 . In this case the

original order appears to be preferable. The difference between (7) and (8) is

independent of yj, viz..

71 - y2 = T V q

Let us combine the transformations (3) and (6). Put

(9)

(10)

We then also have, putting z = x + iy,

2
,

2 2
, ^.X +y -a +2i ay

7 -

( X + a) ^ + y

and, with z" = cr + i-u,

1 + z 2T + i {a"- + T^ - 1)

{a- 1) ^ + T 2

Solving both (3) and (6) for z' gives

(11)

(12)

1 + z p
, 1 + z

= ibl/p
1 - Z

and then, by (4),

iZ i -iZ

1 i21
ZP e'p

(13)

From (11) - (13) we can compute the real and imaginary parts of a point z"
from the coordinates of a point z .

If, in accordance with the foregoing discussion, it is preferable to reverse
the order of the transformations, this can effectively be accomplished by ro-

tating the given profile through an angle of 77/2 rad, by
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77

_ '"i
,

.>i.i u (14)z
J

- e z ^ '

and then substituting Zj for z in the above formulas. "• -'-^^--^

-

JOUKOWSKY TRANSFORMATION

We shall now transform the profile in the z" plane to one in which the ratio

of the principal dimensions is unity. Put

z" = c^ +
I

(15)

and select the coefficients c and d so that the principal dimensions in the C

plane are each unity. Then we have, from (15),

c+d=a",c-d=l, (16)

where a" is given in (7), and hence

c = ^ (a" + 1), d = Y (''" - ^) ^^'^^

Set
-

^
•

z" = fi + iV. I = \ei*
. (18)

Then from (15) we obtain

(19)
/i. = (cA. + T-1 COS l/l ,

V = (ck - j] sin0 . (20)

Eliminating ^ between (13) and (14) yields

1^^ sec - V^ CSC i// = 4cd ,

or

4cd sin"* i/' + (Ax2 + V^ - 4cd) sin^ - l^ ^ _ q , (21)

a quadratic equation in sin^ . From its solutions one can obtain the corre-

sponding values of \ from (19) or (20).

GERSHGORIN INTEGRAL EQUATION

We now wish to transform the profile in the C plane into a unit circle

about the origin in the w plane,

w = e^^ . (22)
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Polar coordinates in the i plane have been designated as (x,^) in (18). Arc
length along the contour will be denoted by s , with s = at A'" and increasing

in the counterclockwise sense of traversing the contour. We shall also require
the polar coordinates of the chord directed from a point P at arc length s to a

point Q at arc length t along the contour,

PQ - r^, ei'P^'
(23)

in complex notation. In particular, the chord A"'p would have the polar coordi-

nates (r„^, (P^J.

The Gershgorin integral equation [3j may be written in the form

=
J

K (0,0') d (0') dst' + 2q)^^ ,
(24)

,2-n

(0)
"0

where o'" P = \e''^ , o"'Q = \'e''^ ;

K (0,0') = - -^
K' [\' - X. cos (0 - 0')] - ^TT^ sin (0 - )

k^ + k' ^ - 2kk' cos (0 - 0')
(25)

arcs in | sin
j , (26)

^os = f^o' +^' - 2^0 ^ cos
0]l/^

\o = ^ (0) . (27)

When 0' = 0, the expression for k(0,0') in (25) is indeterminate. Although the

limit can be readily obtained, it is preferable to avoid this difficulty by writing

(24) as

61(0)

^2-n

I K(0,0') [5(0') - 6'(0)] d0' + qp^^ ,
(28)

which is equivalent to (24), since, by (25),

r K(0,0')0(0)d0' = - ^^ r -^ d0' = -5(0)

.

(29)

The integral equation (28) can be solved approximately by reducing it to a

set of linear equations in a discrete number of values of and 6. Because of

the double symmetry, (28) can be collected so that the range of integration ex-

tends from zero to 77/2. Mappings were computed for =: 1°, 2°, 3°, • • •, 89°

and the resulting values of e also range between and 90°. It is assumed that

6 = when = and = 90° when v = 90°.
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Finally, we wish to obtain the coefficients aj, a^, • • • of the mapping

functions

^1 33 ^5
Aw + + ^ + —T + •

•

w^ w^

Express the original profile in polar coordinates (Fig. 1),

z = r ( tp ) e
iCP

(30)

z = x + i y

Figure 1

and since w = e'^P, (30) becomes

i(P k iO ,

~ id j_ „ - 3 i^
,

re * = Ae + aje + a ^e +

Then

and

* = ^/"'<"-'" ^ J
r(Cp) cos (cp- 9) dt

= J_ r(q)) COS [cp+ (2n - 1)^] dd . n = 1.2, •

•

n-l 277 J
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The ranges of integration in (31) and (32) can also be reduced to 0- v/2 by taking

advantage of symmetry. The number of coefficients that can be computed with

accuracy from (32) depends upon the number and distribution of the values of d .

For example, if nine values of £? in a half cycle of the oscillating integrand in

(32) are considered to be necessary for the numerical evaluation of the integral,

the series should be truncated at a^^ when intervals of 1° are used in the

calculations.

From (30) we now have the parametric equations of the ship section:

x= (A+a.) cos 6 + a, cos 36 + a^ co s 5(9 + • • •
, W")

y = (A- a,) sin 6 - a^ sin Z6 - aj sin Su - •••
• (34)

How well a given section can be represented by these equations is shown in

Fig. 2. Results are shown for various combinations of mappings from the sec-

tion into the unit circle. It is seen that the poorest representation is obtained

from a direct application of the Gershgorin integral equation, with no interven-

ing transformations. Preliminary branch-point transformations, or a prelimi-

nary Joukowsky transformation for transforming the section into one of unit

height-to-breadth ratio, followed by the Gershgorin transformation, consider-

ably improve the representation. Best of all is the result obtained by the suc-

cession of branch-point, Joukowsky, and Gershgorin transformations.
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DISCUSSION

In reply to a question by R. Barakat, the author clarified the procedure for

representing the entire ship hull in parametric form. If 20 sections were used,
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further inquired whether constraints on the coefficients are needed to represent

ship sections. The author replied that advantage had already been taken of the

symmetry of the ship sections, as a consequence of which only odd powers and

real coefficients occurred in the series form of the transformation, and that,

because the series was convergent, the only restriction on the number of terms
was that of numerical accuracy.

Dr. Timman (Delft Technological University, Netherlands) asked whether
the high degree of accuracy sought in the representation was desired for the

purpose of laying out ship lines or for use in calculating added mass and damp-
ing coefficients. The author agreed that, for the latter purpose, high accuracy
of representation is not required, but wavemaking resistance is sensitive to

small variation in form.

Since the parametric form consists essentially of expansions in Fourier

series. Dr. Eggers (Universitat Hamburg, Germany) was concerned that slopes

might not be accurately reproduced. The author's experience is that appreci-

able deviations occur only near corner points which are necessarily rounded
by a truncated Fourier series. He felt, however, that it was preferable to ac-

cept a slight rounding of corners than to include the mathematical form of the

branch-point transformations in the equations of the ship hull.

Finally Dr. Barakat described his recent work on the heaving of a semi-
immersed cylinder of arbitrary section on a free surface in water of finite depth

in which the added mass and damping coefficients were determined in the

presence of an incident wave. He found that the modified values of these coeffi-

cients, the so-called dynamical added- mass and damping coefficients, make a
tremendous difference in the ship response. Thus, contrary to the previous
discussion on the insensitivity of the added mass and damping coefficients, the

dynamical response of a cylinder is quite sensitive to the shape of section.
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Computations of Ship Boundary Layers

M. Martin
Hydronautics, Inc.

Laurel, Maryland

presented by ^
,

L. Landweber

INTRODUCTION

The present study uses the available tools of the linearized potential flow

about a ship and the three-dimensional integral turbulent boundary- layer equa-
tions to study the characteristics of the boundary -layer on ship forms. The
method of Guilloton, as presented by Korvin-Kroukovsky, was used to compute
the streamlines and pressures about the ship. Solutions of the boundary- layer
equations were obtained using a nonslip boundary condition in the ship surface
and the velocity and pressure distributions given by the potential theory as the

"outer" conditions. The set of boundary- layer equations was integrated along
the streamline using a Runge-Kutta-type technique and, as a result, the momen-
tum thickness, shape parameter, and the angle of the boundary-layer flow to the

outer flow were calculated.

The numerical results for series 60/.60 and 60/.80 ships of different lengths

at various Froude numbers were presented.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL TURBULENT
BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIONS

The following set of nondimensional boundary -layer equations were derived
by Webster and Huang [1] from the three-dimensional turbulent boundary -layer
equations presented by Cooke [2]

3n fi( 1 + n ) 1 h 2 /Su

u \Sx
= (1+n)

a(H)
( n H+ H+ 1 )

Tiy

o"s 2 e Bs"

2

+ —

Bh

Bs
+ 4) (H)

(H^ + H) u ( n H+ H+ 1 )

1 Bu
+ •/'(H)

i(nH+H+ 1)

1 + H 3u

H + 2 3S
(2)

(3)

=This is a summary of part of the research carried out at Hydronautics, Inc.

by Dr. W . C. Webster and T. T. Huang, between the years 1964 and 1967, on
ship boundary layer research. The work was sponsored by the Society of

Naval Architects and Marine Engineers under Purchase Order No. 400.
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n =
^\ /V0\"

L/ \V
( n H+ H+ 1 )

2/0

(H-l)(H+2)u'

S = (i -) d^= boundary-layer thickness,

^
= distance measured normal to surface,

u = resultant velocity in the boundary parallel to surface,

= \ In L _ -!i\ j^ = boundary- layer momentum thickness,

n is related to the local friction formula, i.e.,

%..' a(H)
^\-"

(4)

The solution to these equations will lead to the determination of , the

boundary- layer momentum thickness, /3 the angle between the limiting stream-
lines at the wall and the external streamlines, and H the shape parameter. It

is clear that Q. , 3 and h are determined from two sets of variables. The first

set of quantities are dependent on the Reynolds number and are, for instance, n

and a(H). The second set of quantities are dependent on the "outer" flow quanti-

ties, which are determined by obtaining the potential flow on the ship surface.

These are dependent on the Froude number and the ship geometry, and are, for

instance, u , o , w as a function of s, m, x, z.

By comparing the empirical relation of Ludwieg and Tillman [4] for the

local friction coefficient in a pressure gradient with Eq. (4) the following values

of a(H) and n are determined:

a(H) = 0. 246 x 10

n = -0. 268 .

(5)

However, this relationship, when used to obtain c^ for flat plates, with H de-

termined from the comprehensive analysis of Landweber (3), gives poor agree-

ment with the Schoenherr friction curve at Reynolds number corresponding to
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large-scale ships. Webster and Huang [1] have therefore proposed the following

relationship, which is a proposed extension of the Schoenherr curve to flow with

a pressure gradient:

0. 46 C n(R0)
0. 678 1'

\0.46 ^nCRg- I) ,, . .,

a(H) = 0. 019 X 10 , , . W)

n = -0.256 + 0.004 i n^^Rg) .

This result is based on the assumption that at a given Rg, the ratio of c.^ without

and with a given pressure gradient by Ludwieg and Tillman and by Schoenherr

are the same.

The initial condition for the differential equations (l)-(3) is: At station 1/2

(that is, 5% aft from the bow), /3 = 0, ^ and h are chosen to be identical to that

which would exist on a flat plate of the same length between stations and 1/2.

These approximations may be sufficient for computing the boundary- layer char-

acteristics at the stern section of the ship but not for that near the bow.

POTENTIAL FLOW ABOUT THE SHIP

The potential flow about the ship will be determined under the assumption

that thin- ship theory of Michell [5] is valid. With this assumption, it is possible

to write down formulas for the streamlines, free- surface elevation, and pres-

sures on the hull of the ship (for instance, see Wehausen, [6]). The formulas

for these quantities would be exceedingly tedious to evaluate. The improper

integrals involved in these expressions converge so slowly that, even with to-

day's high-speed computers, their computation is not an insignificant task. For

the purposes of this study, the method of Guilloton [7], as presented by Korvin-

Kroukovsky in [8], was adopted. This technique is ideally suited for digital-

computer application, since the difficulties with the improper integrals are

concentrated into universal functions, which have been tabulated in this

reference.

In the Guilloton method, the hull is represented as a summation of simple

geometric wedge shapes. Thin- ship theory is used to compute the flow about an

elemental wedge; the functions which describe the constant-pressure lines and

the streamlines of this flow comprise the aforementioned Guilloton functions.

The flow about the given ship is then found by the summation of the flows about

the wedges which make up the ship. This operation is valid because the velocity

potential and the first-order thin-ship boundary conditions are all linear. The

errors incurred by approximating the exact hull shape by the Guilloton wedge

system appear to be quite small [7, 9, and lOj.

A recapitulation of the details of the derivation of the Guilloton method will

not be given here, but the reader is referred to the detailed exposition given in

[8]. For the purposes of this boundary- layer study, none of the somewhat ques-

tionable second-order corrections to the theory, introduced in this reference

have been adopted. The tables given in the reference have been punched on
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cards, and a computer program has been written to use these tables, in connec-
tion with the ship offsets to determine the projections on the ship's centerplane
of:

(a) Three lines of constant pressure on the ship's hull. The uppermost of

these lines is the line of zero pressure or the free surface. The bottom two
lines correspond to the locus of points such that the local piezometric head
equals 0.5H and H, where H is the draft of the ship at rest.

(b) Three streamlines on the ship's hull. The uppermost streamline also
corresponds to the free surface and thus is identical to the uppermost constant-
pressure line. The bottom two streamlines correspond to streamlines at a
depth of 0.5H and H at upstream infinity.

Since Guilloton's method yields only three streamlines and three constant
piezometric -head lines, several additional streamlines were interpolated. With
these results it was possible to obtain the variation of the velocity vector along
the streamlines as required to permit integration of Eqs. (l)-(3).

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical computation was performed on the Hydronautics, Inc. IBM
1130 computer. Two typical ships, series 60/.60 and series 60/.80 were used
in the present computation. Five speed-length ratios of 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90,
and 0.95 corresponding to Froude numbers 0.224, 0.237, 0.252, 0.268, and
0.283, respectively, were used for each ship. Each Froude number covers five

ship lengths- 800, 500, 200, 20, and 5 feet. Typical results of the cross-flow
angle /3 , shape parameter h, and momentum thickness e , along streamlines
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The cross-flow angles are shown only along the

stern section of these ships since the results are more reliable there.

Cooke's criterion is that separation occurs when the cross flow is 90°. It

is important to note that within the range of present computation no separation
is found before station 19 for the series 60/.60 ship model as well as its proto-
type (Fig. 1, for example). However, flow separation occurs at the shoulder of

series 60/.80 model ships at low Froude numbers in the present calculation

(Fig. 2, for example). The tendency toward separation at shoulder of a series
60/. 80 ship is stronger for the model ship than that of the prototype; for the

model ship, separation occurs only near the free surface. It is to be noted that

the exact potential field near the bow is not known and the initial conditions

used at station 1/2 are only the first approximations. Thus, the present results
on separation at the shoulder may at best be considered as indicating the trend.

The exact prediction is understood to be beyond the scope of the present study.

The cross-flow angle is larger near the stern of the ship model than that of

the prototype for both ships of all Froude numbers calculated. Thus, separation
is more likely for the ship model if it would occur after station 19. The present
results indicate that the values of d/h and H at a given station of the ship is much
larger for the model ship than that of the prototype.
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As can be seen from Fig. 2, for series 60/.80 ships, the momentum thick-
ness oscillates considerably along the streamlines, which is due to the effect of

the large pressure gradient generated by the large waves.

The average momentum thickness at station 19 of series 60/. 60 is shown in

Fig. 3. There exists a maximum at F = 0.252 at which the wave height is also
maximum at this station.

It is to be understood that the present results, like the theories from which
they are derived, bear only a qualitative resemblance to the complicated real
situation. Much is to be done in order to develop a reliable theoretical tech-
nique for predicting the boundary-layer characteristics on ship forms.

NOTATION

c = Constant forward velocity of the ship

c^ = a(H)l

g = 1 + i^^ + i ^\ where the ship hull y = + f (x,y)

H = h/e = Shape parameter •

, . ..>.. ;. ir^-v; ;r,

HqCR^) = Shape parameter along a flat-plate boundary layer in zero pressure
gradient

L = Ship length

iri = m/L

% = dWu

s= s/L

s,m,C = Arc lengths along streamline coordinates with s along streamline
and C normal to the ship surface

u,v,w= External velocity components parallel to axes x,y,z

u,w = External velocity components parallel to and perpendicular to

streamlines

u= U/c

n= u/c

u^= Resultant velocity in the boundary layer parallel to surface
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w = W/c

y = y/L

z = z/L

x,y,z = Cartesian ship coordinates, x forward, y to port, z up

/3 = Angle between limiting streamlines and external streamlines; limit-

ing value of e at wall

3= '"

(H-l)(H+2)u""'l

S = Boundary -layer thickness

= Boundary -layer momentum thickness

e = Angle between flow direction in the boundary layer and external

streamlines

1 = UL

/Li = Coefficient of viscosity

V = Kinematic viscosity

P = Density

Tqj,Tq2 = Components of the skin friction along and perpendicular to the exter-

nal streamlines

<1>(H) = 9.524 (H - 1.21) (H - 1)

H'H) = 0.00307 (H - 1)2

n = ^ ^i^Y „(nH.H.l)'

LL \ y /
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DISCUSSION

In his presentation of this contribution, the chairman referred to the re-

markable agreement between the analytical prediction of J. D. Lin, who had
preceded Webster and Huang in working on this problem at Hydronautics, and
the experimental result of S. K. Chow at the University of Iowa, that, if separa-
tion occurred near a free surface, it would occur farthest forward at a Froude
number of about 0.25. Also mentioned was the phenomenon of a generation of

secondary flows in the boundary layer at a wave crest, and resultant separation

at a depth below the free surface, observed in Chow's experiments.
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Dr. Wieghardt inquired about the variation of boundary-layer characteris-
tics around the girth of a section. Reference to Figs. 1 and 2 of the text indi-

cated that the shape parameter and momentum thickness varied little with depth.
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PANEL DISCUSSION-PROPELLER-HULL
INTERACTION

F.H.Todd, Panel Chairman
Office of Naval Research Branch Office

Londo7i, England '

The chairman, in opening the discussion, pointed out that the subject of

propeller- ship interaction involved many different aspects of our disciplines.

A balanced design for a ship needs not just an optimum hull shape from a re-

sistance point of view and a propeller with the highest open-water efficiency,

but requires that we have the optimum combination of the two. It is not always
the case that the best hull and the best open propeller together lead to the best
combination, this last being a function of the interaction between the propeller
and the ship, the subject of this panel discussion.

The chairman went on to outline the principal headings under which the panel
members might wish to contribute their ideas. The first of these is the ivake

,

because a propeller behind the hull is not operating under open-water conditions

but in the somewhat confused flow field that exists behind the ship and, therefore,

a knowledge of the wake distribution is an essential factor in the interaction be-
tween hull and propeller. The second factor is the resistance augment or thrust

deduction due to the effect of the propeller in accelerating the water ahead of it,

which can have a number of effects on the hull— it reduces the pressure over the

stern compared with that in the towed condition, thus increasing the resistance;

it can cause an increase in the skin friction, because a greater part of the after-

body is subject to higher-velocity flow; also, by moving any point of separation
aft, it may result in a decrease of separation resistance. A third heading is the

propeller performance. Model propellers are standardized in open water, but

when operating in the wake behind the hull the efficiency is in general different

from that realized in open water. The variable wake will also induce cavitation

at an earlier stage than that at which it will occur in open water. The operation of

the propeller behind the hull also gives rise to propeller forces. Each blade as it

rotates has a pressure field around it, and as this pressure field passes the hull,

rudder, or bossings, the varying pressure gives rise to forces both on the pro-
peller shaft and on the hull surface—forces referred to as bearing forces and
surface forces, respectively. In addition, the pressure fields are themselves
varying, due to the effect of the wake, which in turn modifies the transmitted
forces. These forces can excite hull and shaft vibration, and it is desirable that

they be kept as small as possible.

For many of the items mentioned, difficulties arise in applying model re-

sults to a ship because of scale effect, and Dr. Todd suggested that the panel

might well discuss our present knowledge on scale effect upon the propulsive

factors, and the overall problem of extrapolation from model to ship in which
these factors play a most important part. Other items suitable for attention

were the effect of fully cavitating propellers on thrust deduction and the relative
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scale effects on different kinds of appendages. The treatment of the latter in

different tanks differs quite materially, and leads to anomalous results in the
predictions of ship powers.

Lastly, the chairman said it would be interesting to have from panel mem-
bers their views on what research should be pursued in the future to resolve
some of these problems and to improve the design of the optimum hull- propeller
combination. In this connection, he read an extract from a written contribution

from Professor E. V. Lewis, of the Webb Institute of Naval Architecture (who
was unable to be present at the Symposium), because it summarized the general
state of our knowledge and pointed to a definite objective. Professor Lewis
wrote:

I would like to pose the following question for discussion at the panel
meeting: Is it possible to coordinate the design of hull and propulsive
device in such a way as to obtain a significant advantage in overall

propulsive efficiency over a good hull with an optimum propeller?
Many experts, including the late Professor Burrill, have thought other-

wise. Professor Horn long ago pointed out the fallacy of "wake gain,"

and aircraft designers have generally striven to put propellers well
ahead of wing or fuselage. A little-noticed paper by Professor Troost
in 1957 tends to confirm the negative view by adopting the idea of a

"substitute propeller." As you know, this involves considering a pro-
peller completely clear of the hull as a standard of comparison.

Professor Troost' s point is simply that what one gains in hull effi-

ciency, he generally loses in propeller efficiency. Perhaps it would
be worthwhile to make a broad survey of different types of ships and
the various relevant factors, such as ship speed, limitations on pro-
peller diameter and RPM, and thrust requirements, to see if there are
any circumstances under which one could expect to improve hull effi-

ciency more than the loss in propeller efficiency.

Dr. J. P. Breslin (Stevens Institute of Technology) opened the panel meeting
with an account of theoretical work he had carried out to find the force on a

cylinder caused by both the loading and thickness effects of a propeller operating

in a wake, the propeller shaft being parallel to the axis of the cylinder. He
showed that the force can be simply obtained from the fields induced by the pro-

peller alone, being due to the sum of the pressures induced by all the loading

components and by the blade thickness, and he deduced expressions for the total

pressures and forces arising on the hull. From these it was concluded that the

dominant contribution to the hull force arises from the (m - l)th harmonic of the

wake, where m is the number of blades, and it may be expected that the vertical

hull force on a ship will be large when the (m - l)th wake harmonic is large.

Increasing the tip clearance from 20 to 30% of the propeller diameter only

reduced the hull force due to the blade loading by 8%, and the larger the hull

relative to the propeller the less sensitive the force to clearance. The reduction

of the force due to blade thickness was more responsive to clearance.

Means for achieving reductions in the hull force will be studied by further

detailed evaluations of theory.
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H. Lackenby (British Ship Research Association) said that his organization

had not been directly involved in work on propeller-hull interaction, but had
sponsored a great deal of systematic model testing over the years and, of course,

this had involved the determination of the usual hull interaction factors such as

wake and thrust deduction fractions, hull efficiency, etc. Some recent tests on a
very full model of an 0.85 block-coefficient tanker form had shown some very
interesting trends, which he thought worth reporting to the panel. These re-

ferred to the effects on the hull factors of systematically varying the longitudinal

position of the center of buoyancy (LCB) over a range of 0.5% forward of mid-
ships to 2.5% forward, as shown in Fig. 1. The various hull interaction factors

are plotted there on a base of longitudinal position of the center of buoyancy.

The Taylor wake fraction, the second curve from the bottom, stays remarkably
constant over the range; the bottom curve is the thrust deduction fraction, and

unlike the wake fraction it is reduced quite significantly in going from 0.5% for-

ward to 2.5% forward. This is somewhat unusual, because experience generally

shows that any wake gain is quite often offset by a corresponding disadvantage in

increased thrust deduction, and the hull efficiency generally remains much the

same. But not in this case— the wake fraction stays constant, thrust deduction

fraction goes down, and the effect on the hull efficiency is shown in the top

curve. As the LCB moves from 0.5% to 2.5% forward, the hull efficiency goes
from about 1.07 to about 1.22, a change of about 15%. And, of course, this is

reflected in the quasi-propulsive coefficient, where, in going over that LCB
range, there is again an increase in QPC of something like 18%. On the other

hand, the relative rotative efficiency remains sensibly constant. It is a very
simple case of some systematic experiments and there is a hull-interaction

gain of 18% in moving the LCB over that range. Lackenby pointed out that it is

not roses all the way, however, because as the LCB is moved forward of about

1.5% the resistance begins to go up, which begins to offset the gain in the pro-

pulsive effect. The overall effect of LCB, including both the resistance and this

hull interaction effect, is shown in Fig. 2, where the delivered horsepower co-

efficient is plotted, again on the same base of LCB position, and it is seen that

the optimum position of LCB is about 2% forward. The practical V \T for a

form of this kind must be around 0.56, and when the LCB gets further than 2%
forward the curve begins to rise again due to the increase in resistance offsetting

this very favorable hull interaction effect. Nevertheless, the results are very

striking, and if we could maintain this very favorable interaction without losing

out on the resistance side it would be very attractive indeed.

Professor G. Aertssen (University of Ghent) first gave the results of the

correlation between the calculated and measured two-node vertical natural hull

frequency for a large ore- carrier, the Min Seraing, having a length of 218 m
(715 ft). He had made a voyage on the ship from Chile to Antwerp, in the loaded

condition, and in very smooth water in the Cape Verde Islands, where the ship

called, had been able to do an anchor -drop test in deep water. The ship was
instrumented with strain gages on the main deck amidships, which recorded the

stresses and the two-node vertical natural hull frequency. The latter was very

well defined, and therefore a full integral calculation was made for the two-node

vertical frequency. The ship length was divided into 115 parts to give a correct

distribution of hull weights, and the distribution of cargo was also known quite

accurately. The added mass of water was calculated by the Lewis-Todd method,
and amounted to 76,912 tons on a loaded displacement of 66,130 tons. A reduc-

tion factor of 0.97 was applied to the transverse moment of inertia of each
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Fig. 1 - LCB position as % Lpp forward of

midships; propulsion factors

section to allow for the effect of shearing stresses on deck and double bottom.
The iteration necessary in the calculation was carried out on an IBM 360 com-
puter. The calculated frequency was 45.3 per minute as compared with the

measured value of 44 per minute. The effect of shear deflection on the total

deflection was 15%,

Professor Aertssen's second point dealt with the problem of wake scale
effects. There has been much discussion about a 1 or 2% reduction of ship rpm
due to wake scale effect between model and ship. There is some evidence that

this allowance on rpm is correct for a welded ship of about 200-250 m in length
with the hull in best trial condition on the measured mile. When, however, the

power allowance necessary on model-test results increases due to fouling or

the state of the sea is not calm but moderate, this 1 or 2% allowance on rpm
may disappear. The fouling is a result, for instance, of the ship going on
trials (and this occurs frequently) a fortnight or even more after undocking.
Hull fouling resulted in an increase of wake on the "Lubumbashi," where thrust

was carefully measured. Professor Aertssen believed she is the only fouled
ship where thrust has been measured carefully, and the measurements of thrust
were good. On the "Lubumbashi" the wake was deduced from these thrust meas-
urements, the increase being 0.027 after six months service. The corresponding
increase in power, due to fouling, was 9%.

On large ships with high block coefficients, a substantial scale effect on
wake has been found. The ore-carrier "Min Seraing," 218 m in length, with a
block coefficient of 0.80 in loaded condition, at a speed of 16.5 knots at sea in

the newly built condition, had a wake of 0.345 for the ship as compared with
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the advance speed

i

Vq = 75 T7P/S ,

and the effective revolutions

'

"0 = Vq/Jo D .

The fundamental efficiencies equation is thus satisfied without the necessity of

any corrective factor:

1 - t _ 75RV _ RV/75 ehp
~

1 - Wq "^^
75 S Vq ^° ~ SVo/75 Vq dhp

Two typical examples of the practical application of simultaneous thrust and
power identity criteria are presented in Fig. 3. In the first example, the case
of a central propeller, the axial wake factor obtained has a lower value than that

obtained by applying either the thrust identity or the torque identity criteria.

The tangential wake factor is slightly less than unity.

In the second example, which refers to the case of propulsion with two
lateral propellers (outward- rotating), the axial wake factor, on the contrary, is

higher than those determined by the two classical identity criteria, while the

tangential wake factor is slightly higher than unity.

As this result recurs qualitatively for all the cases examined, it seems
possible to reach the conclusion that the overall inflow to the propeller is en-
dowed with a rotating component in the same direction as the propeller in the

central-propeller case and with a rotating component in the opposite direction

to the propeller in the outward- rotating lateral-propeller case. In this regard,
it may be observed that, independent of the identity criterion adopted, it is es-

sential that the available open-water tests are carried out at a Reynolds number
high enough to ensure that the performance of the propeller is surely turbulent

and, therefore, comparable with the behind flow. K this is not so, it is advis-
able to correct the open results by the well-known Lerbs method (J.A.S,N.E.

1951). As the application of this method implies, at equal advance coefficient,

a reduction of the torque coefficient, while the thrust coefficient remains
practically unchanged, the Kq coefficient will be too high.

To sum up, both the Jg and J^ advance coefficients would tend to approach
to the intermediate J^ value in the central-propeller case, while in the lateral-

propeller case they would both tend to move away from the Jt value.

Therefore it seems that if the analysis is carried out with open-water dia-

grams deduced from turbulent-flow tests (or corrected for turbulent flow),

instead of with diagrams deduced from experiments in flow which is not en-
tirely turbulent, the rotating component in the inflow would be of a lower in-

tensity in the central-propeller case and of a higher intensity in the lateral,

outward-turning-propeller case. A possible explanation of this different be-

havior may be the following: For a central propeller it is possible to consider

the inflow as divided into two equal symmetrical fields; for a lateral propeller,
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Professor J. D. van Manen (Netherlands Ship Model Basin) discussed the
effects of cavitation on propeller-hull interaction, a subject on which he said very
little is known. It is certain, however, that the change in the chord-wise pres-
sure distribution on the propeller blade with cavitation will have a marked effect
on the propeller-hull interaction factors as we determine them now in our con-
ventional towing tanks, on the surface forces, and on the bending moments on the
propeller shaft. Dr. van Manen said that one of the very few publications on the
subject is from Russia, and was reported at the International Towing Tank Con-
ference in London in 1963, which showed that in a towing tank with a ventilated
propeller the thrust deduction was reduced by 50%. That would mean for big
tankers a reduction in thrust deduction factor of 50% due to the effect of cavita-
tion and about 10% change in power. That would be a very important effect in

all our correlation thinking, and maybe if we have to test in the near future

500,000-ton tankers and have no experience to predict the power to install in the
ship to get the speed, it might mean a mistake of about 6,000 horsepower, which
is not too nice for the shipyard that has to build that ship. Dr. Todd asked Pro-
fessor van Manen if he meant that there could be a 50% change in thrust deduc-
tion factor on a large tanker ? Professor van Manen said that that was his esti-

mate, but it could be wrong. If the thrust deduction measured without cavitation
was 0.2, it would come down to perhaps 0.1. In addition to the effects of cavita-
tion on thrust deduction, on correlation, on power prediction, on blade- spindle
torque, and thus on the bending moments in the shafts, there is another aspect.
K a conventional propeller and a ducted propeller, or a contrarotating propeller,
are tested in a towing tank we may come to the conclusion that there is an im-
provement with the ducted propeller, but it might be that the effect of cavitation
in one propeller type is quite different from that in another propeller type. It

can be expected that the effect of cavitation on thrust deduction in a conventional
propeller is larger than in a ducted propeller. That means that the reduction in

the required shaft horsepower for the ducted propeller would be smaller, due to

the effect of cavitation, which we neglect in our present towing tanks. Professor
van Manen was of the opinion that there is a very great need for evacuated or
reduced-pressure towing tanks and said that the preliminary design for such a
facility at the NSMB was ready and the money problem informally already solved.
In the design of an evacuated towing tank it is necessary to start with the model
propeller, which cannot have a diameter less than 24 cm. This means that for
the very big tankers the models will be 12 m or more in length. With such
models a very big tank is needed, for instance, 175 m long, 18 m wide, and 8 m
in depth. This is the line being considered at NSMB at this moment. Professor
van Manen also referred to the small reaction to E. V. Lewis' remarks in his

contribution about optimum hull, optimum propeller, and now the optimum hull

and propeller combination, as read out by the chairman. In the last two years
NSMB had adopted the duct design to nonuniform flow. That is normally done
with the conventional propeller, too, but with the ducted propeller there is a
chance to adopt the duct to the flow direction. There is an upward flow at the

stern, and if the duct is designed in such a way that the flow into the propeller
is horizontal, that means a lot to the propeller efficiency, and for a ducted pro-
peller it is always favorable to change the stern shape to achieve such flow.

With such a flow-directed nozzle, giving horizontal flow at the stern, NSMB suc-
ceeded in the case of three tankers in getting the same shaft horsepower reduc-
tion as for the Hogner stern, some 8-10%. Another example of the use of these
ducted propellers might be with inclined shafts, where the control of the flow
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with a pumpjet or ducted propeller might be very important for delaying the

inception of cavitation.

Dr. M. Kinoshita (Hitachi Shipbuilding and Engineering Co. Ltd.) had some
remarks to make on H. Lackenby's statement about the effect of LCB position on

ship power. He understood from Lackenby's report that the position of the longi-

tudinal center of buoyancy must be chosen as far forward from the midship sec-

tion as possible as far as propeller interaction factors and vibration problems
are concerned. He felt quite agreeable to this opinion so long as the ships' sizes

and speeds are moderate. But as regards very large tankers, with a deadweight

of more than 200,000 tons, the conditions change, and he hesitated to agree with

this conclusion, and would like to recommend to designers of such large tankers

selection of a longitudinal position of center of buoyancy not so far forward. The
reason for such hesitation is that recently there have been occasions, on the

speed trials of large oil tankers with a deadweight of more than 200,000 tons,

when the measured speed has fallen short of the value predicted from the model
experiments. Since the beginning of this year his company had started a very
productive study to solve the probable difficulties to be encountered in the

course of designing and building a large tanker with a deadweight of 400,000
tons. In these studies, the problem of discrepancies between the results of tank

experiments and the results of speed trials is included as one of the important

items, and has been carried out under Dr. Kinoshita' s supervision. As to the

cause of these discrepancies, we must examine both sides— model-experiment
and sea-trial. In his personal opinion, however, the latter must be examined
more carefully, and he considered that there were three main causes for these

discrepancies. One of the three is concerned with the matter which Lackenby
pointed out. In consequence of the expansion of the ship size, the length in-

creases but the speed of tankers has kept nearly constant, so that the optimum
longitudinal position of the center of buoyancy has a tendency to be chosen more
and more ahead of midships, as he recommended. Furthermore, the value of

the L/B ratio has become smaller and smaller and finally has reached a value

less than 6.0. All of these above-mentioned factors lead to the so-called

Kempf phenomenon, not only on a straight course during a service voyage but

also at the important time of the speed trials. Dr. Kempf s phenomenon is the

small yawing, long-period, snake action of the ship under straight-course sail-

ing, which leads to increased resistance. It also happens sometimes—not always,

but sometimes— that the ship loses its course stability slightly, and even on the

maiden voyage of such newly built large tankers the expected speed cannot

always be obtained for such ships. The ship designers also have a tendency to

make the stern aperture and cut-up as large as possible for such tankers with

large values of block coefficient to avoid vibration problems and to get a smaller

value of thrust deduction, and this further reduces the course stability. In con-

clusion, Dr. Kinoshita emphasized that for all these very, very large vessels the

location of the longitudinal position of center of buoyancy must be chosen care-

fully, not only from the point of view of the tank tests, but also to keep good
course stability features.

Professor C. W. Prohaska (Hydro- og Aerodynamisk Laboratorium, Denmark)
said that H. Lackenby had shown a most interesting diagram, from which it ap-

peared that the position of the LCB had an enormous, and in some respects

rather unexpected, influence on some of the propulsion factors. Professor Pro-
haska pointed out that this result necessarily must be a function of the method
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of analysis used by the British tanks, and wondered if the Danish tank on the

same set of experiments would have got the same results— he was positive that

they would not. At HyA, they used for model-ship correlation a combination of

the Hughes' method of extrapolation of the viscous resistance, together with a

wake scale-effect allowance. In using this combination, they got, they believed,

more constant C^^ values than could be obtained by any other method. With
respect to ship size and ship type, loaded or light condition, they could use the

same value of C^ for ship predictions and believed that they obtained good re-

sults. K this method had been used for the analysis of the experiments made
by the British tank, then the results probably would have looked different. This

is because a change of LCB position from 0.5 to 2.5% forward certainly will in-

fluence the form effect, the factor (1 + k), and if that is taken into account, the

thrust deduction figures will be completely changed and probably would not have

the trend shown in the figure. This is mentioned here, not as a criticism of

Lackenby's contribution, which obviously is very valuable and which will be

studied with great interest, but just to point out that we must, in our profes-

sion, be very careful when comparing results from other tanks, because they

have been analyzed and arrived at in quite different ways. And, unless the raw
figures are available for the actual model resistance and thrust, etc., and all

details about the loading of the propeller during the measurements, it is not

possible to compare them. One brief remark also on the figures given by
Professor Aertssen, who gave some results for a special case where he

showed the presence of wake scale effect. The Danish tank could give a very
great number of these from all the trial trips that have been performed, and,

generally, for a new ship of average size compared with a model of normal
size, say, 7 m, wake scale effects of the order of 0.10-0.12 are obtained. These
figures are largely in excess of those shown by Professor Aertssen, and they

are found both for loaded and for light conditions, but not necessarily the same
in each condition. They should be substantiated on trial trips wherever possi-

ble, when horsepower and revolutions are determined accurately. However,
one must remember that the wake scale effect on the trial trip is there on that

day but disappears after a period of time. It will decrease with time— it will

even become negative—and an original wake scale effect of say 0.12 might,

after five years, have changed to -0.05, a total change of 0.17 in wake. This

will occur with a ship which has been regularly docked and cleaned, and is only

due to deterioration of the hull. It is thus necessary to distinguish between the

wake scale effect for a new ship and for an old ship. Also, for a new ship, there

will, of course, be cost differences according to the paint applied.

V. F. Bavin (Kryloff Shipbuilding Research Institute, Leningrad) commented
on the remarks by Dr. van Manen, in which he had made reference to the Rus-
sian work presented at the London ITTC Meeting, and suggested that a reduction

of about 50% in thrust deduction factor would be possible for a large tanker.

Bavin did not think that this would be so, because the influence of cavitation on

thrust deduction factor was due to the cavity thickness effect, and he did not be-

lieve that supercavitating propellers would be used on super -tankers, even in

the future. So the reduction, if any is possible, will be much less. The second
point Bavin discussed was concerned with wake-adapted nozzles. In his insti-

tution, also, experiments have been made with such nozzles and a reduction of

bending moment on the blade of the propeller of about 200% was found, i.e., it

became about one-third of that with the propeller operating in a conventional
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nozzle for a single- screw ship. There was also a reduction in thrust deduction

fraction with the propeller operating in the wake adapted nozzle.

Dr. J. W. English (National Physical Laboratory, England) referred to the

remarks of H. Lackenby and the comments on them by Professor Kinoshita and
Professor Prohaska. An NPL tanker model has confirmed Professor Kino-
shita' s remarks about directional stability and at the same time refutes the re-

marks of Professor Prohaska regarding the British method of analysis. This
particular tanker had its LCB well forward and it was directionally unstable,

but it is believed that there is a physical explanation of why a large hull effi-

ciency was obtained in this case. Like all modern tankers, it had a very large

beam/draft ratio and at the stern the flow outside the boundary layer was pre-

dominantly upwards. This had the effect of turning the inner boundary layer

upwards at the outside, and in fact, as has been pointed out at the last ITTC,
swirling areas of flow can be seen. It is probably incorrect to call them
vortices. Rather, they are a collection of the boundary -layer material from
further upstream which is passed through the stern in the vicinity of the pro-
peller disk. As a consequence of this, the wake is abnormally high and, one

ends up with a high hull efficiency. The flow has now been studied by five-hole

Warden tubes and flow visualization tuft techniques, etc., and the flow clearly

has a downward component near the center line and an upward one further out.

Dr. Todd reminded Dr. English that he wished to comment upon Professor
Prohaska' s remarks about the method of analysis. Dr. English said that Pro-
fessor Prohaska had implied that the methods of analysis used in British tanks
gave different results, but he did not believe this to be true. There is a large

wake fraction, there is a large hull efficiency, what Lackenby has shown is

correct, and there is a physical explanation for them.

H. P. Rader (Hamburg Model Basin, Germany) described some work being

done for the ITTC Cavitation Committee. The wake scale effect has not only

a great bearing on the scaling of the shaft speed, but also on the local wake dis-

tribution for determining the cavitation patterns and the effect of the latter on
thrust and torque variations in a nonuniform velocity field. Now, there are two
ways of studying this effect. One is to consider it as a boundary-layer problem,
and the other is to consider it as a wake problem far behind the ship. In be-

tween, one can interpolate (or make some guesses) with a polynomial of high

order. It can be assumed that an essential part of the wake of model and ship

consists of boundary-layer material which has been subjected to a pressure in-

crease. Velocity distributions in accelerated and retarded turbulent flows can

be described to a good approximation by the universal relation

r (!)"" a)

where

u = the local velocity inside the boundary layer,

U = the undisturbed velocity outside the boundary layer,

y = the distance from the wall,
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and

s = the thickness of the boundary layer measured to the point where
u = 0.99 u.

The power coefficient n depends on the pressure gradient or on a form
factor Hj2, which is the ratio between the displacement thickness s^ and mo-
mentum thickness ^2 of the boundary layer, where h.^/h2= (2 + n)/n. The

thickness of the boundary layer can be calculated approximately by the relation

(2)
RnO 2

where

I = the length of the boundary flow,

c = a constant depending on the pressure gradient or on the form
factor Hj2

>

and

Rn = the Reynolds number f u / v.

For the flat plate without pressure gradient, n is about 7, and C is about

0.37. Substituting the value of 5 in the first expression,

u /y Rnl/5\ 1/n

U ~ W C /

Using the subscripts M and S for the model and ship, respectively, an

equation like this can be written for model and ship. Usually, n will be a little

larger on the full scale, and little is known about the values of C^ and Cg. As-

suming that n and c are the same for model and ship, then approximately the

velocity ratios at equal relative positions y/? in the propeller plane of ship and

model are related as follows:

Us Um

Rrij

Rn.

0. 2/n

By Froude's relation, R^s/^m = '^^^^, where ^ is the scale ratio between

ship and model, so that

• 1
0.3/n„

Us ^u

For a flat plate, if n is 7 and the scale ratio ^ is 30, the value of the ratio

ug/u^, is 1.16; for X equal to 40, it is 1.17. K n is less than 7 (say, 5) these

ratios become 1.23 and 1.25.

The program for the cavitation committee is to do a test first in the uncor-

rected wake field and then to determine the value of n from a model test at

various water lines and correct the wake field for the scale ratio. The new
wake field would then be simulated in the cavitation tunnel and the cavitation

pattern studied. The same methods will be used to calculate the thrust and
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torque fluctuations, and it is hoped to report about this in a year's time, when
the ITTC meets in Rome in 1969. This relation, of course, holds only as long

as Ug /Ug is smaller than unity. This means also that the foregoing observa-
tions do not allow any direct conclusions regarding the scale effect on the volu-

metric mean value of the wake. But this can be easily obtained by integrating

over the disk area.

If the scale effect is considered as a wake problem, it is found that the maxi-
mum wake behind a strut or shaft bracket on the ship is approximately equal to

the maximum wake on the model, which can be measured, times the ratio of the

drag coefficient C^g for the ship appendage to the drag coefficient C^^ of the

model appendage, to the power of 1/2. This is shown in books on boundary- layer
theory, such as Vol. 3 of Durand's "Aerodynamic Theory" in Division G— The
Mechanics of Viscous Fluids. Now, this would not be very serious if the two
drag coefficients had near enough the same value, but it can happen that the

Reynolds number of the model appendage is of the order of 8 ^ IC* and the Reyn-
olds number of the ship appendage may be about 10^. For a shaft strut with a

thickness-chord ratio of 20% (which is a little high, perhaps) the drag coefficient

of the model strut could be 0.07 and the drag coefficient of the full-scale strut

about 0.01, which means a ratio of seven to one. The appendage drag is thus

very sensitive to scale effect, and is very often overestimated. (This is a very
important matter and the effects can be estimated from the diagrams given in

Figs. 4 and 5.)

The chairman announced that there were no other written contributions whose
authors were present and declared the meeting open for anyone to talk about any

aspect of propeller-hull interaction. He was sure that many questions in this

field had come up in the past, and here was an opportunity to voice them and
hear what other people think about them.

H. B. Lindgren (The Swedish Tank, Gothenburg) said he would like to come
back once more to the question raised by Dr. van Manen a while ago dealing with,

in his opinion, the very important question of the possible scale effect on the thrust

deduction factor. His reaction was very similar to the one previously expressed
by Bavin. He had a strong feeling that Dr. van Manen must have overestimated
the importance of this question. In this connection, he did not think it necessary
to build such an extremely big new cavitation laboratory to find the solution to

this problem. In Gothenburg they were just now finishing a new cavitation tunnel

in which it was possible to install a complete ship model of a little more than 8

m in length, and in that it will be possible to study the propeller effects behind

this big ship model. The Swedish Tank has been carrying out tests for a long

while with models in the existing cavitation laboratory, and if there were such

very big influences of cavitation on the thrust deduction factor, Lindgren was
quite sure that they would have been detected when carrying out those experi-

ments, because they were made under atmospheric pressure as well as under
cavitating conditions.

The chairman believed that there was still a lot of vagueness about the thrust

deduction. A great deal of model work done in the past has had very contradictory

findings. The work on the Victory ship models at the Wageningen Tank showed a

very large scale effect on thrust deduction t , increasing quite materially and

rapidly with increase in size of model, and this continued right up to the 72-ft
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sections . Many of the experimental results are obtained by wake-survey
technique; in others, drag of blunt wing tips has been subtracted from the

original values. Drag coefficients at subcritical R' numbers are as indi-

cated by equation 24 (using C

given by equation 28 (using C

Chapter II)

f
= 2.66 \/R); at very high R' numbers as

f
as indicated by the Schoenherr equation in

"ship" which they built. The U.S. Navy found almost exactly the same rate of in-

crease of t in the case of submarine Albacore. The Germans have run tests on

a series of tanker models and they again found an increase in t with size. On
the other hand, the Series-60 Models that were run at the Taylor Model Basin

were later repeated at the Michigan tank on a smaller scale, and in this case the

opposite effect was found — the bigger model had a smaller thrust deduction

coefficient. He believed that something should be done about this question and in-

vited any thoughts or opinions on the situation.

Dr. W. B. Morgan (Naval Ship Research and Development Center) also made
a brief remark about the comments by van Manen. So far, only one paper had
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been referred to on this problem, but he knew of at least five. In 1955 there was
a Symposium held in Russia on ship hydrodynamics at which Bavin contributed

two articles. These are quite extensive, one giving the theoretical treatment of

the problem, the other the experimental. These were both very good pieces of

work. Also, research has been done at the Naval Ship Research and Develop-
ment Center by Beveridge on thrust deduction with a fully cavitating propeller,

and by Nelson at Naval Weapons Center. It seems very clear with the fully

cavitating propeller, at least, that the apparent change in thrust deduction is

due to the increase in cavity size. It acts like a thickness effect, and there is

some retarding of the flow ahead of the propeller. Dr. Morgan found it difficult

to believe that the small amount of cavitation probably present on a large tanker

would have such a big effect as stated by Dr. van Manen.

Dr. Morgan next referred to scale effect on propeller efficiency. The usual

procedure for making powering predictions is to assume that the propeller ef-

ficiency does not change between model and full scale. This is obviously incor-

rect and does affect the magnitude of the correlation factors as well as giving a

scale effect on rpm. The statement is made without regard to whether or not

the flow is turbulent. For the blade sections normally used on propellers and
for the conditions for which they normally operate, the viscous drag is for all

practical purposes all frictional drag, i.e., no form drag. It would be expected

for the usual condition that the frictional drag of the full-scale propeller would
be about one-half that of the model which would lead to efficiency changes of be-

tween 4 and 8%, depending on the particular conditions. This difference in drag
could be greater if the Reynolds number is low and if the flow remains turbulent.

It would seem reasonable to include the changes in propeller performance, be-

cause of frictional drag, in our prediction procedures. Theoretical calculation

methods should be sufficient for this purpose, although confirming experimental

results are needed.

In regard to thrust deduction. Dr. Morgan felt that the discussion of any

substantial scale effect on thrust deduction should be dismissed in the light of

recent work by Beveridge at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center.

In this regard, it is necessary to remember that thrust deduction is the differ-

ence between two large numbers and subject to considerable error. It has been

possible to calculate the thrust deduction quite accurately on a body of revolu-

tion and a slow- speed cargo ship (the Simon Bolivar). The results of the calcu-

lations are shown in the following table.
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his firm had made quite a few propellers weighing about 50 tons and costing

$120,000, a serious matter for the customers. They found lower efficiencies

with these very large ships and also that the propellers had a lower efficiency

in the tank compared with the computer design. Tests at the NSMB at different

Reynolds numbers showed that this effect could be fully explained by the low
Reynolds number at which the propellers were tested in open water. Van Gun-
steren believed that the ship models were too short for the large tankers, and

that to get a correct prediction the model must be certainly larger than 8 m,
giving a scale ratio of more than 1 to 50 for the propeller.

Lindgren agreed that this was a problem and also with the need of higher

Reynolds numbers for the big tanker models. The philosophy at Gothenburg was
that with the new cavitation laboratory it will be possible to study the influence

of Reynolds number up to appreciably higher values than at present because
there will be no free water level in the cavitation tunnel. On the other hand, he

would like to know a little more about what Van Gunsteren meant about this scale
effect due to low Reynolds number. Did he mean that laminar separation is

present when carrying out propulsion experiments or does he mean that laminar
flow occurs around the propeller profile? What was his hypothesis?

Van Gunsteren replied that conditions are under- critical if there is laminar
flow at the root sections, and referred to a diagram given in the famous work of

Troost, Van Lammeren, and Van Manen. Dr. Gutsche proposed a critical Reyn-
olds number based on propeller diameter and revolutions. If the propellers for

models of very large tankers are plotted in this diagram, it will be found that

they are in the region where, based on this Reynolds number, the flow is going

from turbulent to laminar. So the propellers are in the under-critical condition.

Moreover, the effect is not the same for all types of propellers. If another kind

of section or a different type of propeller is used, open water tests in such a

critical range may show that one propeller is better than another, while behind

a ship both propellers might be equal or the relative efficiencies may even be

reversed.

Lindgren said that the Gutsche under-critical Reynolds number means that

there is laminar separation on the profiles and is related to the performance in

homogeneous flow in the open-water condition. He did not think that the Reyn-
olds number in the open condition could be compared with that calculated using

the wake fraction in the behind condition. They are operating in quite another

degree of turbulence. What that really means is not known but it must have a

very marked influence on the performance.

Dr. Morgan wished to make one point about the scale or Reynolds number ef-

fect on propellers. There seemed to be some confusion here and it might be as
well to point out that the work that Gutsche did for propellers in uniform flow

does not apply to the entirely different conditions behind the model. The friction

coefficient variation with Reynolds number is something like that shown in Fig. 6

with a transition from laminar to turbulent flow. This transition on a propeller
blade of airfoil section is roughly about 5 > 10^ at 0.7 radius. However, if the

propeller is operating in turbulent flow or is rough, it falls upon the upper tur-
bulent line. The friction coefficients on model propeller blades may be three
times higher than those on the full scale, and it is necessary to be very careful
in analyzing the data when comparing different propellers. Such a problem was
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met with in work done some years ago at NSRDC on the model of the tanker Man-
hattan when trying to compare a nine-bladed propeller with a five-bladed pro-
peller of roughly the same blade-area ratio. The Reynolds number of the nine-
bladed propeller was about 1.5 x 10 ^ and that of the five-bladed propeller was
about 5.0 X 10^. It is clear from Fig. 6 that this would give rise to a consider-
able difference in the performance, whereas at full scale both propellers op-
erate in the rather flat area and should not show any significant difference.
Actually the comparison between the five-bladed and the nine-bladed models
would indicate that the nine-bladed was not as efficient relatively as it actually
would be full scale. Dr. Morgan came upon this problem when he was well along
in developing a design technique for propellers. He discovered that on a couple
of propellers, especially the nine-bladed, the performance was not as expected,
and the theory did not match the experiment results. In the theoretical calcula-
tions it was assumed that the drag coefficient was 0.008, but reference to airfoil

data showed that the drag coefficient in fully turbulent flow would have been
0.012, or 50% higher. By assuming this value, the theoretical and experimental
results matched on the model, but the difficulty is to know whether the flow is

fully turbulent, and this is a very important point in doing analysis.

Lackenby made a brief reply to Dr. Kinoshita, Professor Prohaska, and Dr.
English. In regard to Dr. Kinoshita' s remarks, he pointed out that the results
given were essentially a resistance and propulsion investigation on a methodical
series, and he agreed entirely that if these results were used on an actual de-
sign there might well be restraints on the movements of the LCB due to vibra-
tion and directional stability considerations. As to how this sort of behavior
might apply to very large tankers, this work was done some time ago and was
aimed at a tanker of about 75,000 tons. Certainly in a 250,000 tonner, the pro-
peller today would be proportionally less in diameter in relation to the drait and
the behavior might be somewhat different. Again, of course, as time goes on, the

tendency will be to have slower-rotating propellers of much bigger diameter,
but this trend may not be sufficient to overcome the effects just mentioned. In

regard to the question of loading, raised by Professor Prohaska, the same load-

ing was used throughout all the five model tests. In Lackenby' s opinion, the

peculiar changes with LCB position were a function of the shape of the sections.

Some other results for a model of the same block coefficient of 0.85 in which a
somewhat similar variation in LCB position was made, but where the section

TURBULENT FLOW

Rn
L5xlO^ 5,0 X 10^

FOR 9- FOR 5-

BLADED BLADED
PROP PROP

SHIP PROPELLERS

Fig. 6 - Variation of the friction coefficient
with Reynolds number
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shapes were different, showed that there was practically no change in hull effi-

ciency as the LCB moved forward, while in a third model the hull efficiency

decreased slightly. All these models were analyzed in the same way and

Lackenby believed that the changes are essentially an effect of the ship form
and the propeller interaction.

Dr. Todd recalled that in the analysis of the Series- 60 models some pe-

culiar shapes were found for some of these propulsion factor curves, which it

was not possible to explain in a logical way.

J. Leaper (Admiralty Research Laboratory, Teddington, England) said that

this propeller-hull interaction was not his specialty, but until Dr. Morgan spoke
he had been very surprised by the complete absence of any mention of attempts

to predict these factors theoretically, because it would seem that such a capa-

bility would be useful in itself and could possibly give an understanding of scale

effects at the same time. The panel would be interested to know that at ARL
one of his colleagues had started a program to compare theoretical predictions

of hull efficiency elements with experimental measurements. Initially these

experiments deal with a series of axisymmetrical hulls and behind the hull he

has a simulated propulsion unit. He can also vary the actual spacing between
hull and propulsor. This work is going to be done in a large wind tunnel, and

he is going to measure drag, pressure distribution on the hull, pressure distri-

bution on his simulated propulsor, and the mass flow through the propulsor.

The measurements will be made on quite a series of hull shapes that have been

theoretically derived. Some account will also be taken of the viscous effects

and the boundary layer. The hope is that if these experiments on a wide range

of body shapes give good agreement with theory, then an effort will be made to

extend the theory to the case of the nonaxisymmetric body. Even if the theory

is not confirmed, the work should show in what respect it is deficient, and in

any case it will give a fairly large amount of systematic data.

Dr. Schmiechen said that the last speaker mentioned that naval architects

had never considered the case of the theoretical prediction of t. He disagreed,

and pointed out that a lot of work in this field had been done by the Berlin School

under Professor Horn and Professor Dickman, and then by Professor Amtsberg
and his pupils, the last work appearing from this school being that by Novaki.

This research has covered a great many of the problems previously mentioned.

Dr. Todd also pointed out that a great deal of work had been done on this sub-

ject by many people. A number of problems had been uncovered in the discus-

sion, and a number of suggestions had been made as to what might be done to

solve some of them in the future. He believed that at the ATTC Meeting in

Ottawa in June a proposal was discussed to build an 80-ft craft ~ call it a model
or a ship — in order to get some line on the scale effect on wake and thrust de-

duction and other propulsion factors. Such a proposal has been discussed many
times at Taylor Model Basin and by BSRA, but it has never got far because of

expense. Dr. Todd said he had been one of the people who have for years advo-

cated such full-scale trials, but he did not feel enthusiastic about an 80-ft model
because he believed at the end it would still be necessary to run a fairly large

ship. A 72 -ft Victory model had been made at Wageningen and a 75-ft model of

a tanker in Germany, and although they extended the geosim range quite appre-

ciably, they probably created as many or more problems than they solved. In

the Wageningen work, for instance, considering the range from the small models
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of (l/50)-th scale of the Victory ship up to the size normally used in a towing
tank — say, 23 ft — there is not too much wrong with the pattern. In fact, it is the

75-ft craft that really leads things astray. So he did not know whether a model
of that length would really solve the problems. We had a feeling that, if we built

it and spent a lot of money in testing it, when we were finished the experiments
we would feel the need to extend them to a full-scale ship. It's a question of

whether such an intermediate one is really worth the money. It is a remarkable
fact that in all the history of ship research there has never been a good and
comprehensive set of full-scale data. The nearest approach was the BSRA tests

on the Lucy Ashton, but although they gave probably the most reliable resistance
measurements ever made on a ship, the fact that the ship could not be propelled
meant that no information was obtained about scale effects on the propulsion
factors. The money that BSRA put into the Lucy Ashton provided an end spot on

a geosim series, but in fact all that was really obtained was a roughness allow-

ance for the Lucy Ashton with different hull surfaces, without any information on

propulsion problems. This is in strange contrast to the money that is spent on

other forms of transport, such as aircraft or hovercraft. It is strange that ever
since powered ships were built there has never been a single vessel devoted

solely to research, in which all the model tests could be repeated full scale. In-

stead, we have to put up with a few odd hours that some generous and forward-
looking shipowner is willing to provide. Perhaps the main lesson to be learned

from this panel discussion is the need for full-scale trials to investigate the

problems of propeller-hull interaction.

Rader mentioned that in Germany they were in the fortunate position of hav-

ing a large research vessel, the Meteor. The ship is about 90 m long and, this

summer, wake surveys have been done, the ship being propelled by aircraft jet

engines on deck. The data will be presented at the autumn meeting of the S.T.G.

in Germany. Unfortunately, the vessel is relatively slow, but the trials should

provide some data about wake scale effect, thrust deduction, etc. Unfortunately,

the ship is mostly used by oceanographers.

Dr. Todd said that again the tests were restricted to what can be done in the

time that is made available from the ship's other duties. Rader agreed, and said

that sometimes they had to wait two years before time was allocated to do trials

on the ship. Dr. Todd welcomed the good news that a research ship was avail-

able, even on an intermittent basis. Rader had said that if the panel had any sug-

gestions as to work that could be done with the Meteor, the people concerned

would be glad to see if they could be worked into the program.
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Daniel Savitsky, Panel Chairman '.

Stevens Institute of Technology
Hoboken, New Jersey

INTRODUCTION

The currently increasing number of, and utilization of, planing craft in both

naval and commercial applications has brought into sharp focus the relative

dearth of small-boat hydrodynamic technology available to the naval architect.

For the most part, the planing-boat designer has borrowed from the scientific

literature on water-based aircraft and displacement ships, seasoned this with

his own ingenuity, and produced a variety of successful and unsuccessful hull

forms. The existing literature has now been extracted to exhaustion, making it

essential to develop a program of hydrodynamic research tailored to the unique

problems of small high-speed craft. Almost every phase of planing-craft tech-

nology is requiring of research — i.e., hull hydrodynamics, propulsion, seakeep-

ing, maneuverability and stability, shallow-water water effects, structural loads,

and model-full-scale correlation, to name just a few. Many of these important

problems have not been considered in past research programs. Fortunately, it

now appears that an integrated program of small-boat research is being con-

sidered by the U.S. Navy. If so, it is eagerly awaited by the design community.
It is hoped that the present panel discussion (which reports the first instance of

separate consideration of planing craft in all seven Symposia on Naval Hydro-
dynamics) represents the start of a continuing series of technical seminars con-

cerned with the varied hydrodynamics of planing craft.

The deliberations of the panel were well attended, and some fifteen formal
contributions were presented. This large number of prepared statements pre-

cluded the possibility of arranging for general informal discussions on planing

hulls and necessitated the presentation of the prepared material followed by dis-

cussions from the attendees. The material presented was grouped into the follow-

ing three categories:

1. Innovations in Planing- Craft Design;

2. Model Test Procedures for Planing Hulls

3. Recent Test Results for Planing Hulls

The specific formal contributions to each of these categories, along with the

associated discussions, are discussed below.
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1. INNOVATIONS IN PLANING-CRAFT DESIGN

Commander P. DuCane of Vospers, Ltd. described the application of a

"surface" propeller to a deep-veed racing boat of the international Rl class.

It might be explained that in a "surface" propeller the axis of the propeller is

so placed that only about one-half the disc is immersed. This is necessary to

avoid propeller blade cavitation by allowing the propeller to break the water sur-

face and thus ventilate the negative pressure side of the blade. Further, no ap-

pendages excepting a rudder will be under the boat, thereby eliminating the ap-

pendage drag arising from shaft and propeller strut. The propeller itself was a

three -bladed supercavitating type with blunt trailing edge. In full-scale trials,

other conditions being essentially identical, the fully submerged propeller drove

the boat at 54.8 mph and the surface propeller drove the boat at 60 mph. Subse-

quent discussions indicated general interest in the application of a surface pro-

peller to shallow-draft planing hulls and surface-effects ships.

D. F. Calkins of the U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center, discussed the de-

sign features and model test results for a three -point ram-wing hydroplane in-

tended for unlimited hydroplane racing. This unique hull, which is a concept

developed jointly by D. F. Calkins and B. Bryant, consists of two parallel planing

surfaces that provide lateral stability and are located forward of the center of

gravity; an NACA 4406 wing section between the planing surfaces and central

hull operating in ground effect, and the vertical component of propeller thrust.

The planing surfaces are extended aft along the wing tip chord to act as wing
fences, thus creating a ram-wing hydroplane. The intent is to design a vehicle

which has the C.G. forward of wing aerodynamic center and thus provide for

longitudinal stability of the craft — conventional hydroplanes suffer from a lack

of longitudinal stability at high speed. Tow-tank tests were conducted on a model
of the ram-wing configuration up to model speeds of 60 fps. These tests, which

were conducted at the Marine Technology Center, General Dynamics, showed that

at 100 mps (full-scale equivalent) the lift-drag ratio of the ram-wing design was
approximately twice that of the conventional hydroplane designs which generally

consist of two sponsons (connected to a center hull) planing on their aft extremi-

ties and the lift of a "surface" propeller. Further, the test results showed that

the trim of a conventional hull increases with speed up to the point that it liter-

ally flies from the water surface, whereas the trim of the ram-wing hull de-

creased with increasing speed in the high-speed range. Work is now proceeding

on optimizing the configuration.

A report was presented on the work of E. P. Clement of NSRDC on the dyna-

plane boat concept. This is a stepped planing hull where most of the lift is pro-

vided by a cambered planing lifting surface of moderately high aspect ratio lo-

cated just forward of the center of gravity with an adjustable lifting surface at

the stern providing balance, stability, and control of trim. The large portion of

superfluous wetted area of the conventional unstepped planing boat is eliminated

by this approach and a drag decrease results from this fact together with the

more favorable value of aspect ratio. Model tests at NSRDC showed that for

boats of 100,000 pounds gross weight, the dynaplane design requires 10% more
horsepower than the conventional unstepped design at a speed of 25 knots and

50% less horsepower at speeds of 55 knots. The respective values of lift to

drag ratio at 55 knots are 6.2 for the conventional design and 12.5 for the dyna-

plane design.
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A contribution was received from F. R. Miller and S. N. Gyves of Hydro-
nautics on tests of a self-propelled 1/2 scale model (20 ft long) of a high-speed
inverted v or sea-sled-hull amphibious vehicle. All tests were conducted in

Chesapeake Bay and measurements were made of resistance, trim, and wave
impact acceleration in various sea conditions up to upper 3 (significant wave
height = 2.5 ft). In addition, self-propulsion tests were conducted on a 1/6
scale wood model at the National Physical Laboratory, England. Full-scale

tests were conducted by the Marine Corps Landing Force Development Center,
Camp Pendleton, California. The correlation between model and full-scale

data varies from excellent to a maximum difference of 15% lower full-scale

SHP in the speed range from 15 to 20 knots. Data were presented on the mo-
tions and impact accelerations of the sea- sled and qualitative comparisons
were made with v bottom hulls.

2. TESTING PROCEDURES FOR PLANING-HULL MODELS

Professor C. Falkemo of Chalmers University of Technology described a

new outdoor facility for model tests in calm water, regular waves, and also at

sea in natural waves. The test basin is 300 ft long, 45 ft wide, and 15 ft deep.

It is formed by a natural crevice which has been dammed and blown out.

Planing boats can also be tested in full-scale on measured miles in sheltered

water and outside the belt of rocks.

J. T. Everest and D. Bailey of National Physical Laboratory, England,

described experiments made to determine the total power requirements of a

systematic series of high-speed displacement craft. Measurements were made
of the total resistance and wavemaking resistance by the method of Eggers
based on wave-pattern analysis. Tests were limited to a maximum speed of

15 ft/sec, which, in turn, limited the wave-pattern measurements to a maxi-
mum Froude number based on water depth (v/vgd) of approximately 0.55. The
measured values of wave drag formed well-defined curves, although there was
a discontinuity at a ship Froude number of approximately 0.53. At this speed,

a tumbling wave existed at the stern of the craft falling on to the transom — it

is speculated that this effect could likely cause the discontinuity in wave-
resistance measurements and also invalidate the assumptions made by Eggers
in his method of estimating wave drag. Viscous drag was estimated using the

ITTC formulation and measured wetted areas with an allowance for a form fac-

tor. It was found that the summation of wave drag and estimated friction drag
was as much as 40-50% less than the measured total drag. Several possible

reasons for this large discrepancy are discussed, and it is suggested that the

complete lack of pressure recovery at the stern caused by complete flow sepa-
ration at the transom is the most significant effect.

Consideration is also given by the author to wavemaking resistance of high-

speed catamaran hulls. The estimation of this resistance was based upon the

linear superposition of experimental wave-pattern data for a single hull in or-

der to calculate the wave pattern and, hence, the wave resistance of multi-

hulled ships. The results show that wave interference effects between hulls

can be of some importance for Froude numbers less than 0.5, although adverse
influences exceeding 25-30% are unusual. Some slight beneficial influence is
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predicted at a Froude number of 0.4; the apparent absence of interaction for
Froude numbers in excess of 0.5 was striking.

J. B. Hadler of NSRDC presented some comments on trim measurements
of "free-to-trim" resistance tests on planing craft. Referring to the work of

Sottorf and Schmidt (1933, 1937) on the comparison of geosims with full-scale
seaplane floats, the expected scale effect on the viscous drag were observed,
but the running trim for the geosims was larger than full-scale trim — which is

opposite to what was expected. Tests at DTMB on models of the PT8 ranging in

size from 11.1 ft to 5.6 ft also showed that the smallest models ran at higher
trim angles for v/\T> 1.75, but that there was good agreement between the
various size models at y /\T < 1.75. Mr. Hadler suggests that a research pro-
gram be undertaken to explain this difference. The chairman suggested that, if

the chine edges of the smallest models were not made with exaggerated sharp-
ness, the flow separation would be delayed in the aft regions of the small model,
which could result in slightly higher running trim angles. The practice at the
Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, is to sharpen the chines
and recess the model walls immediately above the chine line in order to ensure
proper ventilation and flow separation from the sides. It was suggested that

consideration be given to adapting a standard for model construction which
would provide for sharp chines.

R. Lofft of AEW, Hasler, also reported on "Effect of Scale on Running Trim
and Resistance of Planing Forms." Tests were made of 1/6, 1/8, 1/12, and 1/20
scale models of a fast patrol boat (model beams of 3.52 ft, 2.78 ft, 1.39 ft, and
0.84 ft). An interesting side investigation was to determine the effect of model
construction material on the test results. The 1.39-ft-beam and 2.78-ft-beam
models were constructed in both wood and wax. Unfortunately, the smallest-
scale model was only built of wood. From the test results, Lofft concludes that

there is no scale effect for the 1/6-, 1/8-, and 1/12-scale models. The smallest-
scale wooden model (1,20) had a lower resistance relative to the larger wooden
models, and this was attributed to lack of artificial turbulence stimulation in the

small model. The smallest model also ran at a slightly higher trim than the
other models. Lofft attributes this high trim angle of the smallest model to its

wooden construction. He found that for the other scales, the wood models ran
at approximately 1/4° to 1/2° higher than the wax model.

E. Amble of the Norwegian Ship Model Basin reported on tests to investigate

scale effects which arise when testing longitudinally stepped planing-huU models.
A test program was carried out in Trondheim using four geometrically similar
models where, for the same test Froude number for each model, the Reynolds
number varied from 9.275 x 10 ^ to 4.950 x 10^ . A surface-piercing turbulence
strut towed ahead of the models was effective in obtaining satisfactory conform-
ity in results. From the test results. Amble concludes that the drag-to-lift

ratio for the largest model of the stepped hull (B = 391 mm) was 10% less than
for the unstepped hull, while, for the smallest model tested (B = 128 mm), there
was little difference between stepped and unstepped configurations. Further,
Amble states that tank tests of longitudinally stepped planing hulls are much
more exposed to scale effect influence than are tests with conventional, un-
stepped planing designs. It was suggested from the audience that the sharpness
of the edges of longitudinal steps for the smallest model may have been insuffi-

cient to assure flow separation and that, further, perhaps, the introduction of
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artificial ventilation in the way of the longitudinal steps would modify the flow.

It was pointed out that, in seaplane model tests, the afterbody area just aft of

the transverse step is open to the atmosphere to assure proper ventilation and
flow separation — particularly if there is a shallow depth of step in the design.

3. RECENT TEST RESULTS FOR PLANING HULLS

Professor A. Nutku of I.T.U. described model tests in the Turkish tank with
systematically varying hull forms to study the effect of geometric form, dynamic
planing conditions, and loading on the performance and resistance of planing
hulls. Geometric variations included flat bottom and constant deadrise pris-
matic hulls; varying deadrise surfaces; models with longitudinal variation in

beam, and slope of buttock lines. In addition, hard-chine and round-bottom sec-
tions were tested. Professor Nutku has planned an extensive systematic model
study of planing — however, his presentation at the panel discussion was limited
to a presentation of only some of the test results collected to date. Many interest-

ing performance characteristics were evident from the 13 data plots which were
presented. Unfortunately, limited space does not permit the reproduction of those
test results in this summary, and a discussion and interpretation of these data
cannot be adequately accomplished without these plots. The attendees at the sym-
posium expressed great interest in Professor Nutku' s experiments and eagerly
await publication of his work.

A. C. Conolly of the Marine Technology Center of General Dynamics dis-

cussed a procedure to predict the performance of stepped planing boats from
model tests on a standard series of flying-boat hulls. The systematic seaplane
model data were obtained by the Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology and by General Dynamics. Conolly refers to the work of Saunders-Roe
in England in collapsing this data and making it easily usable by the designer for

pre-design purposes. The work of F. W. S. Locke, Jr., is also referred to in

this regard. Using these collapsed seaplane data, Conolly predicts the perform-
ance of a stepped planing boat with a plum stabilizer which had been model-
tested. He finds that the resistance was overestimated throughout the speed
range by about 15%, but the resultant resistance curve was of the same form as
the model and the predicted hump resistance occurred at the same model speed.

Seaplane data indicated a hump trim of 5.0°, whereas 5.8° was measured on the

model. At planing speeds both seaplane data and model data agreed.

Dr. J. J. van den Bosch of Delft presented the results of a brief study on
the linearity of motions of planing craft in head seas. Two models were tested.

One was the series-62 type developed by Clement and Blount. The other was
derived from this model by increasing the deadrise angle. For test speed co-

efficients up to F\7 = 3.5, it is shown that, considering the pitch and heave mo-
tions, the derivation from linearity were small at wave lengths approximately
equal to the hull length, but that the derivations increased for longer wavelengths,
especially for Fy > 2.5. The accelerations were distinctly nonlinear for all wave
and speed conditions. Heave and pitch response amplitude operators obtained
from irregular and regular waves were compared at a Fy = 2.7. The agreement
was satisfactory for the high-frequency (short-wave) part of the spectrum but

poor for the low-frequency (long-wave) part. Dr. van den Bosch speculates that

the low-frequency part is not trustworthy because of the reflection of the very
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long wave components involved. The chairman described some of the results

from a systematic series of planing-huU tests in rough water currently under-
way at the Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology. The results

showed that for speed-length ratios larger than approximately 2, the pitch,

heave, accelerations, and added resistance are significantly nonlinear and that

these nonlinearities increased with increased speed up to a maximum test

speed-length ratio of 6.0. Further, it was found that wavelength had a signifi-

cant effect on nonlinear behavior. For wavelengths of the order of hull length,

linear relations for motions were observed at all speeds. Deviations from
linearity increased as wavelength increased and reached a maximum for wave-
lengths approximately three times the hull length. For longer wavelengths, the

trend to linearity in motions increased until, at a wavelength approximately five

times the hull length, linear motion relations were observed at all speeds. The
accelerations and added resistance were strongly nonlinear at all test speeds
and wavelengths. These Davidson Laboratory results were obtained from regu-
lar wave tests, where, for a given test wavelength, the wave height was varied

and from tests in two irregular sea states.

Dr. Graff of the Ship Model Tank at Duisburg made some general comments
on operating regimes for round- and vee-bottom hulls. Quantitative information

on this subject must await publication of his work.

G. Rosen of United Aircraft completed the session with a sound movie on

full-scale operation of high-speed planing hulls driven by lightweight gas turbine

engines.
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